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DOMINION LAW REPORTS
CANADIAN PACIFIC R. CO. v. CONTINENTAL OIL CO.

Alberta Supreme Court, llarrey, Senti, Stuart ami lieek, .1.1.
Mare fi 21 i, 1915.

I. Estoppel i § III A -401 Estoppel h y vonimvt Aoent’h eu a ru oit
WRONO—ÜHTAIMNU HiKIUHT HILLS o\ PKItSOXAI. t'MEQl'E.

When* an oil company's local manager or agent in charge of its branch 
business gave his unmarked |M*rsonal cheque to a railway for freight 
charges payable by his employers and thereupon the railway receipted 
the freight bills as having been paid by the oil company, but without 
any intention of looking to the personal credit of the local manager or 
knowledge that the cheque did not represent funds supplied by tin- 
oil company for the purpose of paying the freight, no estoppel arises 
to prevent the railway suing the oil company for the freight charges 
on the dishonour of the manager's cheque, although the latter had 
fraudulently utilized the receipted freight bills as vouchers to obtain 
money from his employer as upon a reimbursement where no knowledge 
of the latter purpose could be imputed to the railway.

[dentil* v. r./\A\. II ().!, I\. 2N<), distinguished: People's Hank v 
Kstey, 34 Can. S.C.R. 452, and Wyatt v. Marquis of flerlfonl, 3 East 147, 
referred to.)
Appeal from the decision of McCarthy, J., at the trial with

out a jury.
George Walker, for plaintiff (respondent).
G. II. Hass, K.C., for defendant (appellant ).
Harvey, -The defendant company carried on business 

in Winnipeg, but had a sales branch tit Lethbridge, in charge of 
one Willison, who is described in their statement of defence as 
manager, and in their evidence as salesman and collector. They 
knew that he was not entirely trustworthy, and they conse
quently allowed him a credit of only SUM) for paying small ac
counts. As to collections made by him they were secured by 
a bond. As payments of larger amounts than 81(H) had to be 
paid to the plaintiffs from time to time, special arrangements 
were made for these. As to these, the defendant's secretary- 
treasurer, in his evidence, says:

Our arrangement was. with the bills of large amount, that the railway 
company take the freight bills to the bank ami get their money, and the 
bank in turn should draw on us. W illison would O.lx. the bills, get a draft 
on us. ajid we would honour the draft, provided the freight bills were re
ceipted and in order.

This arrangement mm le with Willison anil the hank, was not 
cnnnnnnieateil to the plaintiffs anil was never put into offert, 
though the defendants evidently supposed it was. Instead, how-
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ever, Willison gave his cheque to the plaintiffs for the freight, 
and they receipted the hills, which Willison then took to the 
hank and attached to a draft on the defendant, which the hank 
cashed and collected from the defendants. This course of busi
ness continued for several months, and then Willison asked the 
defendants to authorize* or bank to cash the draft. This 
the defendants did, simply instructing the hank to cash the draft 
if accompanied by the receipted freight hills. The freight bill 
this time was a large one—over ÜF1,400. Willison gave his cheque 
for it, cashed a draft for it and another hill, hut neglected to use 
the proceeds to meet the cheque, which, on presentation several 
days later after the draft had been paid, was dishonoured. This 
action is for the amount of the freight hill, and the defence is 
one of estoppel.

Mr. Justice McCarthy, by whom the action was tried, gave 
judgment for the plaintiff. At the close of the argument, 1 was 
rather disposed to the view that the principle of estoppel did 
not apply in the circumstances, and I think 1 was somewhat 
affected in favour of the plaintiff by the fact that the defendants 
suspected their agent's honesty, and did not communicate that 
fact to the plaintiffs, and that it seemed unfair that tin- defen
dants should escape and the plaintiffs suffer. After fuller con
sideration, 1 am unable to satisfy myself that there was any 
obligation on the defendants to communicate to the plaintiffs 
this fact. They were not putting him forward to the plaintiffs 
as a person to be trusted. If he had conducted their business 
as he was instructed, there was no occasion for him to place 
himself in any relation to the plaintiffs that could cause them any 
risk of financial loss. It would be a very great hardship to persons 
who had made a slip if they could only got employment upon 
condition of their employers telling all they knew about their 
trustworthiness to everyone with whom the employees should 
have business relations. The precautions they took to safeguard 
their own interest were only reasonable and legitimate, having 
regard to the position in which he was placed, but I am unable 
to see that there was any failure of duty to the plaintiffs in not 
communicating what they knew upon this subject.

1 also am unable to see that the pennission to deal through 
another bank, which did not have the same instructions as the

i
t
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first one. had any effect in this ease, inasmuch as. notwithstanding 
the difference in instructions, there was no difference in the pro
cedure in the two hanks, since the instructions to the first hank 
were disregarded. In any event, the instructions were given for 
the defendants’ protection and not for the plaintiffs. It appear-- 
to nie probable that they were given because the defendants had 
no idea that the plaintiffs would receipt the lulls unless they 
received the money.

I am of opinion, therefore, that the ease must be looked at 
in exactly the same way as if the defendants had no suspicion 
of William's trustworthiness, and had given him no special in
structions, such as were given about payment by the bank to 
the plaintiffs.

The question then is, does the receipt of the plaintiffs' for the 
amount of the freight bill amount to such a representation to 
the defendants that, they having relied on it as being true and 
having paid to Willison the full amount, the plaintiffs should 
now be estopped from setting up as against them that the bill 
is not in fact paid? It seems perfectly clear that the plaintiffs, 
in giving the receipt, did not know that it would be used in the 
way in which it was used. It is said in Id Hals., p. 384, par. 541, 
that a representation to work an estoppel “must have been acted 
on in the manner in which it was meant to be acted on or in 
such manner as a reasonable man would suppose it was meant 
to be acted on.”

In Peoples Hank of Halifax v. Estey (1904), 34 Can. S.C.R. 
429, at 452, Nesbitt, quotes Brett, .1., as saying, in Carr v. 
London tV Xorth-Eastern li. Co., L.R. 10 ( \1\ 307:

And another proposition is that if a man, whatever his real meaning 
may In-, so conducts himself that a reasonable man would take his conduct 
to mean a certain representation of facts and that it was a true representa
tion, and that the latter was intended to act upon it in a particular way, 
and lie, with such belief, does act in that way to his damage, the first is 
estopped from denying that the facts were as represented.

In Smith’s Leading Cases, 11th ed., p. 848, Parke, B., is 
quoted as saying, in Freeman v. Cooke, 2 Ex. 654:—

If. whatever a man’s real intention may be, he so conducts himself that 
a reasonable man would take the representation to be true and believe that 
it was meant that he should act upon it and did act upon it as true, the 
party making the representation would be precluded from contesting its 
truth.
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In (iftitles v. (\r.l{. fo. (1007), 14 O.L.H. 281 i, the plaintiff, 
who Intel n hill against the defendant, gave a receipt for the amount 
to the defendant’s agent, who forwarded it to the defendant as 
representing a payment made by him, hut failed to pay the 
plaintiff the amount when received. It was held that the plain
tiff was estopped from maintaining, as against the defendant, 
that he was not in fact paid. I was at first disposed to the view 
that the trial Judge had correctly distinguished that case from 
the present, on the ground that in that case the plaintiff gave 
the receipt to the agent, with the knowledge and intention that 
it would he used in the manner in which it was used. After 
further consideration, however, I am of opinion that this differ
ence is more apparent than real.

It is true that in the ease at bar the plaintiffs did not know 
or expressly intend that the receipts should he used as they were 
used, hut they did know that Willison was only an agent, and they 
did know that lie gave his personal cheque for the amount of 
the hill, and it almost necessarily followed that the receipts 
would not he simply filed away, hut that they would he used 
by him as vouchers in settling his accounts with his principals, 
and. consequently, if he was not then in funds, that they would 
probably he used as the basis of advances, as they were in fact 
used. As a man must he deemed to intend the probable conse
quences of his act, it appears to me that they must in this case, 
under the circumstances, he deemed to have intended that the 
receipts should he so used, and that, therefore, the case is not 
really distinguishable from the (ictitles case, and is within the 
rules above quoted. In the latter case, at p. 204. Meredith, 
C.J., says:

In my opinion, the ease falls well within the rule stated by Mr. I tow- 
stead in his work on Agency (2nd ed., p. 297): "Where a debt or obligation 
has been contracted through an agent, and the principal is induced by the 
conduct of the creditor to reasonably believe that the agent has paid the 
debt or discharged the obligation . . . and in consequence of such
belief pays, or settles, or otherwise deals to his prejudice with the agent, 
the creditor is not permitted to deny, as between himself and the principal, 
that the debt has been paid or the obligation discharged.

Wyatt v. Tin Marquis of Hcrtforil, 4 hast 147, which is referred to by 
Mr. Bowstead, supports his statement of the law.

The facts of this last-mentioned case are not very dissimilar 
to those of the present in essentials. The defendant was in-
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debted to the plaintiff, who rendered his account to the defen
dant's steward, named Hunt, who gave his own draft, in exchange 
for which a receipt was given. The draft was not paid, and 
another was given at 21 days. This also was not paid. The 
defendant knew nothing about the drafts. Lord L lien borough 
gave judgment for the defendant, on the ground that the plain
tiff had accepted the agent for his debtor in lieu of the defen
dant. On appeal, this judgment was set aside and a new trial 
ordered. In giving judgment on appeal. Lord Kllenhorough. ( 
said:

I mm I lie evidence it did nut appear that the defendant was in any way 
prejudiced by his steward having given his own security to the plaintiff 
and taken the latter’s receipt. That if it had appeared that the defendant 
had in the interval inspected the steward’s accounts and had in any manner 
dealt differently with him on the supposition that this demand had been 
satisfied as the receipt imported, no doubt the defendant would have been 
discharged; for it was clear that Hunt had sufficient money of the defen
dant's in his hands to answer the demand.

Ill the present ease tin- agent not merely had sufficient money, 
but lie had the very money that represented the bills as the pro
ceeds ot his draft. Although that case was decided more than 
a century ago. it is cited by Halsbury, as well as the other autho
rities mentioned, as a correct exposition of the law of to-day. 
and I cannot see any difference in essence between it and the 
case at bar.

In my opinion, tin- appeal should lie allowed with costs, and 
the action dismissed wyth costs.

Scott, .1., concurred with IIakvky, (\.L
Stv \rt, J.: I have hesitated much, and till the last. Iietween 

the two views of this ease as expressed in the judgments of the 
Chief Justice and Mr. Justice Beck. There seems to me to be 
almost equal force in the two arguments.

The precedents seem to be against the respondents, particu
larly the case of Wyatt v. The Manila's of Hertford, 3 Last 147, 
although it is to be observed that the principle for which this 
case is quoted as an authority is rather hypothetical. It is, how
ever, recognized as an authority by Halsbury and by Bow stead 
in his work on Agency, and it is followed by an Ontario Divisional 
Court, in Gentles v. C.P.K., 14 O.L.R. 28Ü. But I have much 
difficulty in discerning the real justice of such a decision, or, at 
any rate, of its application to the present case.
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Tlu* defendants were carrying on business in Lethbridge and 
had an agent in charge. The plaintiffs, on the failli of the agent's 
personal unmarked cheque, gave him a receipt for some freight 
charges. The agent forthwith used the receipt in reporting to 
his principals as evidence of his having paid the charge, and 
secured money from them on the faith of it. His cheque to the 
plaintiffs he did not protect. I have no doubt that the agent 
committed a fraud upon the plaintiffs in dealing with the receipt 
as he did, liecause he must have known perfectly well that the 
plaintiffs were trusting in his good faith and his honest inten
tion to see that his own cheque was paid when they let him 
have the receipt. If Ik* did not conceive the fraud when he got 
the receipt, he, at any rate, conceived it later, and it was a fraud 
upon the plaintiffs to deal with it as he subsequently did. But 
it is said that he also defrauded the defendants. Doubtless lie 
did. It is said that the plaintiffs should reasonably have ex- 
pected that the receipt would be used in settling account.». But 
should they be held, as against Willison's employer», t « » ha ve 
been reasonably bound to expect anything more than it would 
be acted upon honestly? The defendants here are saying to the 
plaintiffs, “You foolishly trusted our employee. Because you 
did not refuse to trust him, because you did not take every pre
caution, you enabled him to deceive us, his employers.'

Suppose the case of three partners carrying on business. One 
of them gives his own cheque for a firm's debt and gets a receipt. 
He then uses it in settling his co-partners, and the settlement 
is made before the cheque is dishonoured, so that it is too late, 
the partner having absconded. According to the defendant’s 
contention here, the partnership would lie relieved.

I do not think that business men, dealing with other business 
men’s accredited agents, should be held to be reasonably bound 
to anticipate and provide against the possibility of the agents 
proceeding to defraud their principals. It might be different in 
the case of a man whose business is that of being agent for various 
people, such as a broker or banker. But Willison here was doing 
the defendants’ whole business at Lethbridge, and apparently 
doing nothing else, at least as agent. He was, in fact, the Con
tinental Oil Co. at Lethbridge.

I, therefore, think the appeal should be dismissed with costs.
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Beck, .1.: This is an appeal from the decision of McCarthy, 
■I., at the trial without a jury. He gave judgment for the plain
tiff for SI,411.92. This was the amount of the account of the 
railway company, against the oil company, for incoming and out
going freight charges for the week ending September 21, 1912.

The oil company’s head office was in Winnipeg. It had a 
branch office at Lethbridge. One Willison was in charge of the 
Lethbridge office. He was the only employee of the oil company 
connected with that office. He was authorized by the oil com
pany to collect all moneys owing to the company, which it was 
his duty to deposit to the company’s account in the Moisons 
Bank of Canada at Lethbridge. Because the company did not 
fully trust him, owing to experience it had had of him at earlier 
stages of his employment, apparently elsewhere and perhaps in 
other capacities, the company provided him from time to time 
with sums limited to SI00, with which to pay small accounts 
against the company.

On October 10, 1911, the local agent of the railway company 
at Lethbridge wrote to the oil company, addressing the letter to 
Lethbridge, saying that the railway company granted the oil com
pany a weekly credit account at this station, and that the weeks 
closed the 7th, 14th, 21st, and last day of each month, and that 
it was absolutely necessary that payment should be made on 
these days, otherwise credit would be immediately discontinued. 
In consequence of this, the oil company made an arrangement 
with the Molsons Bank. This arrangement, and the arrange
ment between the oil company and Willison, with respect to the 
payment of freight generally, is thus stated by the oil company’s 
secretary-treasurer at Winnipeg, as follows:—

Q. And what had he (Willison) to do with freights? A. Why lie paid 
all the small freight bills out of money that we advanced him; that is up to 
$100; all the petty cash bills.—Q. You advanced him the sum of $100 for 
petty cash? A. Yes.—Q. And how would you keep that sum up? A. 
Whenever he paid any bills, miscellaneous bills round town, he would send 
those receipts and we would forward him the amount back. Q. So that 
you kept that $100 always standing with him? A. Yes.—Q. Did you ever 
have freight bills to exceed $100? A. Quito often. —Q. How were those 
to be treated? A. Our arrangement was with the bills of large amount 
that the railway company take the freight bills to the bank and get their 
money and the bank in turn should draw on us. Willison would OK. the 
bills, get a draft on us. and we would honour the draft, provided the freight 
bills were receipted and in order.—Q. You had an arrangement by which
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tin y were tn pay the freight ami attach a draft? A. Those are our inutmê
lions to the Hank; yes. ty Did you ever pay any freight hills exceeding 
$1(M) that were not. as far as you could tell, treated in that way first re
ceipted and then forwarded to you. A. No.—(y How long had this system 
heen going on here? A. I think for I cannot say positively about the 
time; possibly a year or more. (y Had your company any knowledge that 
Mr. Willison was paying this freight by private cheque?- A. Well, we know 
he had to handle it in some way; we did not know whether lie used his 
cheque or whether the bank turned it over to the company; our instructions 
were to pay to the company, ty Hut you knew nothing up to then of their 
attaching this cheque of \\ illison's; you knew nothing of that? A. No. 
ty From anything you were able to tell, your instructions were being fol
lowed? A. Yes. (y When did you first have knowledge that the C.I’.R. 
had got a cheque that was no good in payment of these bills? A. I think 
it was early in October, 11*12 -about that time.

No information was given to the railway company of the oil 
company’s instructions to the bank or to Willison. It is quite 
clear in the evidence that the oil company had it bank account 
with the Moisons Bank at Lethbridge at least as early as Decem
ber, Bill (see the oil company’s letter of December 27. Bill, to 
the manager of the M oisons Bank).

Now. the arrangement between the oil company and the bank, 
as stated by the oil company’s secretary-treasurer, was. as appears 
from the extract I have made from his evidence, “that the rail
way company take the freight bills to the bank and get their 
money, and the bank, in turn, should draw on the oil company."

The agent of the railway company, who know nothing of this 
arrangement, never took the receipted freight bills to the bank. 
As In says, knowing the oil company to be good for the amount 
of the bills, he took Willison’s individual cheques from time to 
time for the amounts of the bills, and thereupon receipted them. 
He never did anything else than this. On several occasions these 
cheques were dishonoured, but afterwards, presumably within a 
short interval of time, paid. A natural presumption in the mind 
of the railway company's agent would be that the oil company 
had not furnished Willison with funds with sufficient promptitude. 
There was on the part of the railway company’s agent absolutely 
no intention of electing to give credit to Willison; he looked 
upon the taking of his cheques merely as a means of payment 
by the oil company.

The railway company did not conform to the arrangement 
between the oil company and the bank, because the agent of 
the railway company had never heard of it. The bank obviously
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did not conform to the arrangement. The agent of the railway ALTA 
company never brought the receipted freight bills to the bank. S. C.

How the business between Willison and the Bank wn< actually Canadian 

done is not stated by anyone. If the railway agent had attended p'™™ 
at the bank with the receipted freight bills, the course of I nisi- v. 
ness, according to the arrangement, would have been this: The nknt\l
railway company would have “got their money." /.«•., the bank 1 hi.('<•
would have paid the railway agent the amount of the bills, and iie.k, j.
have charged the amount to the oil eompany in its current ac
count. At the same time a draft would be drawn on the oil 
company and credit given for the same amount, either imme
diately or on report of payment ; the proceeds of the draft,
which would equal the payment to the railway company. If 
the instructions were exactly followed, the bank itself would 
draw the draft; but, if it bethought that the instructions justi
fied the bank putting through a draft of Willison’s, the result 
and method of dealing with the proceeds ought to have been 
the same. Vouchers for these entries would be passed, which 
would become the property of the oil company, and which the 
company would, in the ordinary course, receive from the com
pany. the items, of course, also appearing in their pass book.

As the bank neither, conformed to the arrangement nor in
sisted that Willison should do so, what, may we infer, was tin 
course adopted by the bank and Willison under these circum
stances?

Willison was in the habit of taking to the bank/the receipted 
freight bills, which he had obtained by giving his own cheque.
This being so and the bank knowing, as it did. that Willison 
had no authority to draw a cheque against the oil company's 
account (see letter of December 27, 1911), would not place the 
proceeds of any draft for the freight to the creidt of the company, 
but would have either to place it to the credit of Willison, by 
whom it could be drawn only by his cheque, or instantly pay him 
the cash proceeds of the draft. The reasonable inference is that 
they did the former; for, as already appears, he was in the habit 
of giving cheques to the railway company, which were, till the 
one in question, always paid. Even in the event of Willison 
taking the money at once, the bank would require a voucher, 
which, in all probability, would take the form of a cheque. In
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any case, umlvr the eircunistaiices of the hank not following in
structions, the money would not go to the credit of the oil com
pany's account, and it follows that, if the oil company was not 
careless and negligent, it must have learned by an examination 
of its hank book and vouchers from time to time that neither 
the bank nor Willison was conforming to the arrangement made— 
that is, that the bank was disobeying the company’s instructions.

There was the greater obligation upon the oil company to 
inquire and insist that its instructions should be followed, by 
reason of the fact already noted that it lacked full confidence 
in Willison.

Notwithstanding this gross negligence on the part of the oil 
company, it does not appear that anyone suffered until Willison 
misappropriated the proceeds of a draft on the oil company for 
the moneys now in question; and it was, in my opinion, by 
reason of the change of which I am about to speak—one not 
communicated to the railway company that Willison was enabled 
to effect the misappropriation or at least was facilitated in doing 
so; and thus. I think the oil company was guilty of another 
instance of gross negligence.

Within a day or two before August 21), ID 112. Willison. or the 
Imperial Bank at Lethbridge, at his request, communicated with 
the oil company at Winnipeg, in all probability by wire—and 
on August 31 the bank by letter—a request the substance of 
which is shewn by the following replies:

Sight Lettergram. Winnipeg. Man.. Aug. 2!H2.
Imperial Bunk, Lethbridge.

We will honour sight draft for receipted railway expense bills voucher 
by Mr. Willison.

Coni ini- n i ai. On. Co.
Letter. Continental Oil Company.

Winnipeg, Canada, September 4th. 1912. 
Imperial Bank of Canada, Lethbridge, Alta.

Dear Sirs,—We have your favour of the 31st ult.. in reference to allowing 
Mr. Willison to make sight drafts on us, and, in reply, would star that we 
will he glad to promptly honour any sight drafts mad * on us by Mr. Willison. 
when receipted railway expense bills are attached and vouched for by him.

Yours truly,
Continental Oil Co., Ltd.

By J. S. Wilbert. See.-Treas.
I extract some of the evidence of the secretary of the oil com

pany:
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(j. And you now guy that you did advise llie Imperial Hunk that you 
would accept drafts with receipted freight hills attached? A. ^ es.—(j. 
But at the same time you could not understand why that change was neces
sary from the Moisons Hank to the Imperial? A. No. tj. And you write 
Mr. Willison, “We have recently made arrangements, etc., but we are at a 
loss to know why this arrangement was not satisfactory." A. Yes.—(j. 
And you cannot say that your instructions to the Imperial Hank went am 
further than that you would accept a draft with receipted hills (freight i 
attached? A. I say not.—Q. While, on the other hand, you swear that 
your instructions to the M oisons Hank were that they were not to accept 
merely receipted hills, but get the receipts and pay the railway company 
before they would put a draft through on you? A. They were to see to it.

<2- And you gave no instructions to the Imperial Bank? A. Not that I 
remember.—(2. Did it not occur to you that you were enabling this man 
to commit such a fraud as he did commit? A. Thought the railway com
pany would not he foolish enough.—(2- Did you think anything about it? 
A. I diil not think they would receipt those expense hills unless they got their 
money.—Q. To your knowledge he had never drawn on you before this 
particular occasion through any bank but the Molsons Hank. A. Not that 
I know of.—Q. This was on the first occasion? A. That was in Lethbridge; 
yes.—Q- How did you suppose the Imperial Hank would know what instruc
tions you had given to the Molsons Hank? A. I don’t suppose they did know.

ALTA

S.C

'iMV 

Oil! (V

Now, as the transaction in relation to the freight hills for the 
week ending September 21 was the only transaction put through 
the Imperial Bank, it must he clear that, although the Imperial 
Bank had been authorized to accept Willison's drafts by letter 
of September d, and that, therefore, Willison might have aban
doned dealing with the Molsons Bank in relation perhaps to the 
freight bills for the week ending September 7, and certainly in 
relation to those for the week ending September If, for, 1 think, 
we may infer that these accounts for those weeks, he continued 
to do business with the Molsons Bank, and yet the oil company 
appeared to have made no effective investigation of the reason 
for a change which it is thought a strange one.

There was, as 1 have pointed out, what, in my opinion, was 
gross negligence on the part of the oil company, the more gross 
because it related to an employee occupying a responsible posi
tion and one which necessitated his being the only representa
tive of the company before the public, and one whom the com
pany itself was not prepared to trust. What was the negligence 
of the railway company on which it is sought to construct an 
estoppel? This is what, it seems to me, the evidence establishes: 
That, knowing the good financial standing of the oil company, 
knowing that Willison was its only representative in Lethbridge,
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and that tin* c<mipany’s 1 msiness required it to pay largv sums 
for freight, and having Immmi given no directions whatever liy the 
oil company as to any method of payment, and naturally and 
properly supposing that by some method the company would 
place funds to pay the freight hills at Willison's disposal, the 
railway company accepted the personal cheque of Willison for 
the freight bills, quite clearly without any intention whatever 
of looking to his personal credit, but. on the contrary, equally 
clearly with the fixed idea that the oil company always was and 
continued to Ik- the creditor until the account was actually paid: 
that the railway company did this with no idea that the receipt> 
on the face of the freight bills—indicating, as they did, pay
ment by the oil company and not by any individual on its behalf 

were intended to Im* or would be used for any other purpose than 
that of being filed by the oil company as vouchers for the pay
ment.

The case is perfectly distinct from such cases as (/tulles v. 
('.PM.. 14 O.L.lt. 2Nb, where receipts were given for the very 
purpose of being used as shewing a discharge of the debt

One of two innocent parties, the oil company or the railway 
company, must suffer by the fraud of a third party. That third 
party was the agent of the oil company; the oil company, by 
its carelessness, made it easy for him to commit the fraud; the 
railway company did nothing that was not reasonable in dealing 
with a reputable company.

In Davison v. Donaldson ( 1882), Il Q.B.D. 023, a case of princi
pal and agent, it is said of an earlier decision:

All the Judges agreed in laying down that, where the seller knows that 
there is a principal behind the person with whom he is dealing, he must be 
shewn to have himself done something which raises an equity against him. 
otherwise the principal is not discharged.

As is indicated here, a defence by way of estoppel in /mis is 
lie founded U|wn equitable considerations. In each case the 

particular circumstances must be carefully considered, and placed 
on the one side or the other and weighed; the conduct of the 
party against whom the estoppel is set up is not alone to be 
taken into account ; and, in my opinion, carelessness in the con
duct of the affairs of the party setting up the estoppel, though 
ordinarily he owes no duty of carefulness respecting them to 
anybody, must 1m* taken into account as part of the eircum-
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stances to lx* considered when considering whether, on the whole 
case, it is equitable that the other party should lie est dipped.

Looking at all the circumstances of this case, in my opinion, 
the defendant- the oil company—has failed -for the harden is 
upon it to establish such a state of circumstances as makes it 
inequitable that it should pay the railway company the freight 
charges in question.

1 would, therefore, dismiss the appeal with costs.

ALTA.
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Annotation Estoppel < $ III A 40 Estoppel by conduct Fraud of agent 
or employee.

The genernl doctrine of estoppel in /mi* is laid down in Pickard v. Sears, 
(3 A. A: E. 409, as follows: “The rule of law is clear, that, where one by his 
words or conduct wilfully causes another to believe the existence of a cer
tain state of things, and induces him to act on that belief, so as to alter his 
own previous position, the former is concluded from averring against the 
latter a different state of things" (p. 474. per Denman. C.J.. delivering the 
judgment of the Court): Morrison v. I'niversal Murine Insurance Co., I,.It. 
8 Ex. 1117: Aaron's Reefs Ltd. v. Twins, ||890| A C. 273, 21X1. 2!H; Viril Ser
ein Musical Instrument Association v. W hiteman (18119), (IS L.J. Ch. 4M.

To constitute an estoppel in /mis, there must be a representation made 
with the intention that it should be acted upon, which representation is 
acted upon, by the party to whom it is made, in the belief that it is true 
and by which lie is prejudiced: (iiherson v. The Toronto Construction Co..
Ltd., 40 N.B.R. 309.

Where a railway company furnished its customs agent with the neces
sary documents, including accepted cheques, for the payment of duties 
necessary to enter goods through the customs house, and the agent, by a 
system of frauds, was able to pass a large quantity of goods free of duty, 
receiving back from the customs officers, on the assumption that all imposts 
had been fully paid, the difference between the face of the cheques and the 
duty actually paid, which the agent converted to his own use, the company 
is estopped in an action by the Crown for the duties unpaid on goods so 
passed and not entered for duty from claiming that in accepting the money 
returned lie was not acting within the scope of his employment: Tin King 
v. Canadian Pacific R. Co., II D.L.R. (Ml, 14 Can Ex. 150; Fry v. Smellii, 
II912J 3 K.B. 282: II hilt church v. Cara nay h, (111021 AX’. 117-130; Low \. 
Uuuvene. 118911 3 Ch. 82; Lloyd v. (Iracc, (1912) AX’. 71(1. specially referred 
to: liritish Mutual Ranking Co. v. Charnwood Forest R. Co., 18 (j.B.I). 714; 
Hulun v. (Ireat Finyall Consolidated, (1906J A.C. 139. distinguished.

B.v holding out a person as its agent or permitting him to appear as such, 
a company is estop|>ed from questioning his authority on Lhc ground that 
his appointment was not under seal; and contracts with persons dealing 
with him in good faith without notice of any informality in his appointment 
are binding on the company: Mahony v. East Holyford Mining Co.. I..R. 7 
ILL. 800; Re County Life Assee. Co., L.R. 5 Ch. 288; and Muldoiran v.
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(ieriiuin ('it nail inn Land Co., 19 Man. L.R. I >117. special 1 \ referred tu; I‘tilford 
v. Loyal Order of Moose (No. 2), 14 D.L.R. 577, 2d Man. L.R. 041.

The a et of another in placing the name of a person on a note to the know
ledge of the person whose name has been placed may be rendered valid by 
a ratification or acquiescence; and where the note to which the signature 
was disputed had been used to replace other notes which the party whose 
name appeared had actually signed and the extent of his liability was not 
increased, evidence that In- and others by way of guaranty had signed a 
transfer to the bank of another security referring to the endorsement of the 
disputed note as being the subject of the guarantee is a proof of ratification: 
l.n Hanquc Xationale v. Lemaire, 15 D.L.R. 152. 41 (jut*. S.C. 445.

K <V Co., merchants at Montreal, received from the Dominion Bank. 
Toronto, notice in the usual form that their note in favour of the Thomas 
Phosphate Co., for #2.(MM), would fall due at that bank on a date named, 
and asking them to provide for it. The name of K. «V Co. had been forged 
to said note, which the bank had discounted. Two days after the notice 
was mailed at Toronto, the proceeds of the note had been drawn out of the 
bank by the payees. It was held, affirming the judgment of the Court of 
Appeal, 7 O.L.R. 90, that, on receipt of said notice, K. A* Co. were under 
a legal duty to inform the bank promptly that they had not made the note, 
and. not doing so, they were afterwards estopped from denying their signa
ture thereto: Ewing v. Dominion Hank, 35 Can. S.C.R. 133. Leave to ap
peal was refused by tin* I’rivv Council: Ewing v. Dominion Hank, [19041
A.C. mm».

Where money had been paid by the defendant on account of the plaintiff 
on an unauthorized order, the plaintiff was held not to be estopped from 
denying or repudiating it simply because he had retained the forged order 
in his possession without prosecuting the wrong-doer, the defendant's posi
tion not having been materially altered to its disadvantage by the con
duct of the plaintiff in this respect. An act relied on as a waiver should 
(unless it has altered the position of tin* other party, thereby giving rise 
to an estoppel) be of a nature inconsistent with the exercise of the right 
claimed to have been waived: Langley v. Heel Lumber Co., Limited, 11 
E.L.R. 120.

Where a husband, who had been in the habit of conducting his wife's 
business, executes an "oil lease" of lands belonging to her, in which lease 
she does not join, but stands by at the execution thereof, reads tin* instru
ment, knows its contents and expresses her approval, and the husband 
accepts rent under the lease, and later the wife herself actually subscribes 
her name to the instrument in order to confirm it, she is estopped as against 
assignees of the lease from claiming that there was no valid execution of the 
lease (Cnirnrross v. Lorimer (1800), 3 Maeq. ILL. 827, referred to): Majili 
City (hi and (ins Co. v. Charlton, 7 D.L.R. 345, 3 O.W.X. 1029.

Abell v. Hornby, 14 Man. L.R. 450, was an action to recover balance 
due for a threshing outfit sold and delivered by the plaintiff company to 
defendants, Charles Hornby and his wife, Ellen Hornby, under a written 
agreement signed by defendants, which provided that promissory notes 
were to be given on approved security for the amounts payable at the dates
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mentioned. When tin* nmvhinvry had been delivered at the defendants’ 
farm, the* plaintiffs’ agent called the*re to take settlement for it. Defen
dants then signed the notes asked for. and the agent demanded a lien on 
the farm as security for the notes, and, relying on the representations of 
both defendants then made that tin* wife owned the land, accepted a lien 
on the land for the amount, signed by Mrs. Hornby, in the presence of her 
husband, and did not insist, as lie might have done, that the husband should 
also sign ii. It appeared that the title to the land was then actually in the 
husband, and had remained so ever since. Renewal notes had been given 
by the defendants and the original periods of credit considerably extended, 
and during this time the husband wrote several letters, in which the wife 
was spoken of as the actual owner. The chief contention at the trial was 
as to whether the plaintiffs were entitled to a lien on tin* land for the debt 
as against the defendant Charles Hornby. The Court held (1 ) There was 
ample consideration for the giving of the lien, as the plaintiff might have 
removed the machinery and refused to carry out the transaction if it had 
been refused: -) the defendant Charles Hornby was estopped by the repre
sentations he had made, and subsequently repeated, from denying that 
the land in question was his wife's property and from claiming it as his 
own as against the plaintiffs; (3) defendant Hornby was also thereby 
estopped from claiming it to be exempt as land occupied by him from pro
ceedings under a registered judgment. Judgment was given declaring that 
the lien claimed forms a valid charge on the land referred to for the amount 
of the plaintiff’s claim and costs of suit : Abril Co. v. Hornby, 14 Man. I..H.
4.7(1 Perdue, J. ).

The plaintiff alleged and proved fraud and misrepresentation of the 
defendants, whereby he was induced to enter into an agreement for the 
purchase of a patent for an invention. The agreement was set aside and 
damages awarded in respect of the money lie had paid and a further sum 
for loss of time, expense, etc. It was also held that the plaintiff had not 
by his conduct elected to affirm the contract, although he withheld from 
the defendants notice of his intention to disaffirm it, and acted for some 
time as if he did intend to affirm: Carrii/ur v. ('atIs, 20 D.LR. 737, 32 ().L.R.
5 IS.

In general a contract induced by misrepresentation is valid until dis
affirmed: whether or not there has been an election in fact depends upon 
the view taken of the evidence. An estoppel could arise only on proof that 
the defendants had been prejudicially affected by a belief that the plaintiff 
was treating the contract as binding. (Morrison v. Cnirersal Marine Insur- 
anre Co. (1X72-3), Lit. 8 Kx. 40. 107. followed; Campbell v. F le min y ( 1X311.
1 A. «V K. 40, distinguished): Carrique. v. Call*, 20 D.LR. 737, 32 0.LR. 54s.
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SASK OCEAN ACCIDENT & GUARANTEE CORPORATION v. CITY OF
MOOSE JAW.

Siisliitrlu ivnn Su/imm ('oiirt, Lu m mil. ,/. h'rhruanj S. 1VI.T

I. I\svn\m i: i § VIII I Hii Kmi'uivku’s i.iaiui.iti ixsi kw< i ( 'hxinv- 
ton's kmmaivkkk City kmcmiykks ICxtha tiu:\iiim>.

A siipuliition in :m employers' liuhilil v policy issued I > a miinici- 
piilit\ iluit il shall not cover loss from liability for injuries or ilealh 
caused lo a person unless his compensation is included in I lie scheduled 
estimate on which I lie insurance was based, will exclude liability by I he 
insurance company in respect of employees of the city completion works 
which had been let to contractors at the time the policy was taken out, 
but which afterwards were taken over by the city on the contractor's 
default ; consequently no action lies against the city for an excess 
premium on the basis of the additional wages on such work not contem
plated in the insurance contract paid to city workmen completing the 
contract work as to whom no claim was made nor could be substan
tiated on the city's behalf.

Action for extra premium on an employers' litthiliU policy.
<î. /V. Tai/lor, K.C., for plaintiffs.
II . li. WilhutihhH, Ix.( for defendants.

Lamost, ,1.: This is an action for an additional pmniimi 
under a policy of insurance I tv a policy dated December 7, HU I, 
tile plaintiffs agreed to indemnify the defendants against loss from 
the liability imposed by law upon the assured for damages on 
account of bodily injuries or death accidentally suffered while 
the policy was in force by an employee of the assured, while in 
places described in the schedule thereto, in and during I lie prose
cution of the work described in such schedule. The schedule 
sets out the kind of work engaged in by the defendants' em
ployees, the place where the work was to be done, the estimated 
compensation of the employees for the period of the policy, the 
percentage rate of premium,and the estimated amount of premiums 
to be paid, the premiums to be paid being determined on a per
centage basis for the different kinds of employment according 
as they were considered to lie more or less dangerous. So far as 
this action is concerned, only one item in the schedule is impor
tant, and that is the one relating to water construction, which 
provides that the policy covers persons on the pay-roll of the 
defendant city engaged in the business of water construction at 
Moose Jaw. Caron, and Snowdy Springs; that the compensation 
which the employees engaged at these three place- would receive 
was estimated at sT.MiU'w, and that the rate was to be tl per 
cent. At the time the policy was taken out, the defendant city
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was engaged in <*staldishing a water supply system, which was 
called th<‘ Caron system, Ixu'ause the h<‘ad works and reservoir 
were situated a few miles west of the town of Caron. 'Hiey had 
another system, independent of this one, known as the Snowdy 
Springs !• It was contemplated by the city council that
during the year 1912 the city would proceed with the construc
tion of tin* Caron system, partly by day labour and partly by 
contract. It was that certain water construc
tion at Snowdy Springs and at the head works at Caron could 
lxi done by the city itself, and that the laying of the pipe lines 
would be by contract. The estimated wages to the employees 
of the city for the water connection were placed in the policy 
as $7,939.97. Contracts were let for the construction of a pipe 
line from the head works to Moose Jaw. One of the contractors 
was unable to perform his contract, ami the defendants were 
obliged to construct tin* portion of the line unfinished by ihc 
contractor. In completing it, they paid out in wages the sum 
of $29.929.42, and it is for a (i per cent, premium on this sum 
that this action is brought.

The plaintiffs claim that this work comes within the designa
tion of “Water construction at Caron” in the schedule. The 
defendants contend that the employees who were engaged in com
pleting the pi|H* line for which a contract had lieen let wen* not 
covered by the policy, and, therefore, that no premium is due 
in respect of their wages. The whole question is, did the policy 
cover these employees?

1 am of opinion that the defendants’ contention is right. In 
issuing their policy, the plaintiffs limited their liability by certain 
conditions. Condition (It) provides as follows:

This policy docs not cover loss from liability for injuries or death 
caused to or by (1) any person unless his compensation is included in the 
estimate set nut in the schedule.
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And then (J) provides as follows:
I he premium is based on the entire compensation, whether for salaries, 

wages, piecework, overtime, or allowances earned by the employees of the 
assured during the period of this policy. If such entire compensation ex
ceeds the sum set fortli in the schedule, the assured shall immediately pay 
the corporation the additional premiums earned. If such compensation is 
less than the sum set forth in the schedule, the eorpnrution will return the 
unearned premiums when determined.

What do these conditions mean?

2—21 D.L.H.
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that the plaintiffs stipulate that, as a condition of their liability 
under the policy, the wages of the employees who are to be insured 
must be estimated and set out in the schedule. It does not 
necessitate that the city shall know who the employees shall be, 
nor the exact amount of the wages they shall earn, but it does 
contemplate that the work in which the city shall be engaged 
shall be known, and the wages to be paid for the doing of this 
work shall be estimated, and that estimate placed in the schedule. 
The whole contract is based upon the fact that the city have 
under contemplation the construction of certain works for which 
they must have a number of employees, whose compensation is 
included in the estimate set forth in the schedule. It seems to 
me, therefore, to follow that, if the city engage in works not con
templated at the time the contract is entered into and for which 
no estimate was made or put in the schedule, the policy, by virtue 
of the limitation imposed by condition (B), would not cover the 
employees engaged in such additional work. The wages of the 
employees engaged to complete the pipe-line on the failure of tint 
contractors was not included in the schedule. It was not in the 
contemplation of the parties that the contractor would fail to 
complete his undertaking or that the city would be obliged to 
complete it. Had an accident happened on this work, I am of 
opinion that the plaintiffs could property have said to the de
fendants, “This was not work contemplated by you in reference 
to which we contracted to insure your employees. The com
pensation of employees for this work was never estimated by you, 
nor was it put in the schedule, and we have limited our liability 
to the persons whose compensation is included in the estimate 
set forth in the schedule.” To my mind this is the only inter
pretation that can reasonably be put on condition (B); and if 
the plaintiffs limit their liability in this way their premiums must 
be limited in the same manner.

I am, therefore, of opinion that the action must be dismissed 
with costs.

Action dismissed.
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21 D.L.R.] Molison v. Woodlands.

MOLISON v. WOODLANDS.
Manitoba King's Bench, Mathers, C.J.K.B. February 13, 11)15.

1. Schools (§ IV—72)—School districts—Dkhentukks—Validity—Seal-

The effect of sec. 211), sub-sec. (g), of the Public School Act, Man., 
is that no matter what defects or irregularities existed in the formation 
of a school district, debentures of a consolidated school district signed 
by the Provincial Secretary and sealed with the seal of the province 
of Manitoba, such debentures thereafter constitute an indefeasible 
security in the hands of an innocent purchaser; and after such sale of 
debentures a ratepayer is too late in bringing action against the new 
school district and the municipalities concerned for a declaration setting 
aside the consolidation, even with a reservation safeguarding the validity 
of the debentures.

Trial of action brought by three ratepayers of the rural 
municipality of Woodlands, residing within the former school 
district of Macleod, suing “for themselves and all other rate
payers of the sai<l municipality who may come in and contribute 
to the expense of this suit” against the municipality of Wood
lands. the municipality of Rockwood and the consolidated school 
district of Brant, No. 1703. The relief asked for was a declara
tion that an award purporting to be made under sec. 123 of the 
Public Schools Act reporting in favour of consolidating the three 
school districts of Macleod, Brant and part of Bruce into one, 
and the consolidation effected pursuant thereto, are null and void 
and not binding upon the plaintiffs or other ratepayers of the 
school district of Macleod, and that the school district of Macleod 
is still a legally existing school district under the Public Schools 
Act.

U . //. Trueman and Ward Hollands, for the plaintiffs.
11 . Boston Towers and L. P. Roy, for the municipality of Wood

lands.
A. C. Campbell and A. V. Darrach, for school district of Brant 

and municipality of Rockwood.

Mathers, C.J.K.B.:—The former school district of Macleod 
was wholly within the municipality of Woodlands, and the former 
school districts of Brant and Bruce were wholly within the muni- 
cipalit y of Rockwood. The award in question purports to be made 
by five arbitrators, consisting of his Honour Judge Paterson 
(chairman), School Inspectors Best and Parker, S. Sims (arbi
trator for the municipality of Woodlands) and W. A. Inkster (arbi
trator for the municipality of Rockwood).
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Each of the municipal arbitrators was appointed by a resolu
tion of the* council of his respective municipalities and not by 
by-law ; but in the ease of Woodlands the resolution bears the 
seal of the municipality; in the case of Rock wood the resolution 
is unsealed. The municipality of Wo " "< appointed its arbi
trator l>eeause of a request from two of the trustees of the school 
district of Macleod contained in a letter dated August 18. 1913, 
set out in paragraph f> of the statement of claim. Before this 
letter was sent, a meeting of the ratepayers of the Macleod school 
district had been held to consider the subject of consolidation, 
and at that meeting a vote was taken, which shewed 12 or 13 
votes for and 9 against consolidation. The municipality of 
Eockwood also ap|H>inted its arbitrator, pursuant to a request 
from the trustees of Brant and Bruce school districts. In neither 
case was there a petition of six, or any numlier, of ratepayers, 
pursuant to sul>-sce. (a) of sec. 123 of the Public Schools Act.

The award in question was made on November 8, 1913, and 
is set out in par. 7 of the statement of claim.

On December 11, 1913, the award was approved by the Depart
ment of Education by the following resolution:—

Wherviut an award of arbitrators has been published consolidating the 
school districts of Brant, Macleod and part of Bruce, to be known as the 
Consolidated School District of Brant, No. 1703,

And whereas it is expedient to assent to such award under see. 91 (a) 
of the P S A.

Therefore the Department of Education doth hereby assent to the said 
award of arbitrators consolidating the said school district of Brant. Macleod 
ami part of Bruce, and has assigned the number 1703 thereto, the full cor
porate name of the District being “The Consolidated School District of 
Brant, No. 1703.”

(Sgd.) Ci. R. Col dwell,
Minister of Education.

On Not ' r 29, 1913, a meeting of the new consolidated 
school district was held for the purpose of electing trustees. Two 
of the plaintiffs, Molison and McKay, attended this meeting, but 
took no part in it. They say that they went to the meeting 
l>elieving it to be a meeting for the purpose of considering con
solidation, but, when they got there, they discovered that the 
consolidation was complete, and that the meeting was for the 
purpose of electing trustees for the new consolidated district.

The first meeting of the new trustees took place on January 7, 
1914.

u
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On January 20. 1914, a public meeting of the ratepayers of 
the new consolidated district was held for the purpose of selecting 
a site for a new school. At this meeting also the plaintiffs Molison 
and McKay were present. By resolution a site was adopted at 
the village of Argyle, in the former school district of Brant. Pur
suant to this resolution the trustees purchased the site selected.

On March 17 another public meeting of the ratepayers was 
held for the purpose of deciding the kind of school that should 
be erected on the new site. Again the plaintiffs Molison and 
McKay were present, but took no part in the meeting. The 
plaintiff Josling was aware that all the meetings referred to were 
about to be held and of the time and place of holding the same, 
but did not attend.

On March 17 the trustees of the new school district passed 
a by-law authorizing the tx>rrowing of $9,000 for the purpose of 
buying the site and erecting and equipping the new school building 
and of issuing debentures therefor. This proposed loan was sub
mitted to a vote of the ratepayers comprised in the new school 
district, pursuant to by-laws to that effect passed by the councils 
of the municipalities of Woodlands and Kockwood. The vote 
took place on the 28th of April, and the by-law was carried. Of 
the ratepayers in the municipality of Kockwood 18 voted for the 
by-law and 2 against. Of those resident in the municipality of 
Woodlands, 7 voted for and l(i against. All the plaintiffs voted 
against the by-law.

On May 8, 1914, the Department of Education assented to 
this loan in the following resolution:—

Whereas the Consolidated School District of Brant, No. 1703, is de
sirous of buying a school site, building and equipping a school house for 
a sum not exceeding $9,000, and for such purpose desires to issue debentures 
in the said sum of $9000;

And whereas it is expedient to assent to such loan under the provisions 
of sec. 219 of the Public Schools Act;

Therefore the Department of Education doth hereby assent to a loan 
to the Consolidated School District of Brant .No. 1703, by an issue of deben
tures in the sum of $9.000 for the purposes above set forth.

(Sgd.) (i. R. CoLDWKLL,
Minister of Education.

Debentures were issued by the School Board, under its seal, 
to the amount of $9,000, and were presented to the Provincial 
Secretary, who signed the same under the memorandum, “Issued
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MAN. under the provisions of the Public Schools Act,” and affixed
K.B. thereto the Great Seal of the Province.

Moi.iron On June 20, 1014, the trustees sold the debentures issued for
... $8,840, and on July 13, 1014, this monvv was paid over to theW OODLANDS. ’ ’ * VI

—- defendant school district.
Msthere. C.J.

On May 0, 1014, a contract was let for the building of the 
new school on the site previously selected, the contract price» 
being $7,000. The contractor commenced work at once on the 
building, and on July 25, the date on which this action was brought, 
there had been work done and material provided for the erection 
of tilt1 said building to the amount of about $(>,000, and $010 
of the moneys raised by the sale of debentures had at that time 
been paid out.

The contract called for the completion of the building on 
.August 15. On October 13, 1014, it was completed, furnished 
and occupied. The total cost of purchasing the site, building 
and equipping the school, was as follows:—Site, $435; school 
building. $7,216; outbuildings, 8400; well, $117; fencing, $104; 
furniture, $405; vans for conveying children to and from school, 
$000.

The defendants assert that the plaintiffs have no title to bring 
this action; that the consolidation of the defendant school district 
was properly brought about, and that it is now a legal and subsisting 
school corporation, and that, if all the provisions of the Public 
Schools Act wen* not complied with in the steps leading up to the 
consolidation, that the plaintiffs have by their conduct estopped 
themselves from now complaining.

I am inclined to think that the plaintiffs have no title to sue 
in the character in which they have sued. The people particu
larly concerned are the ratepayers of the several school districts, 
as they were constituted before consolidation. But the plaintiffs 
purport to sue on behalf of themselves and all other ratepayers 
of the municipality of Woodlands, who may come in and 
contribute to the expense of this suit. No ratepayer of Wood
lands outside the boundaries of the former school district of 
Macleod has any interest in this matter. Either all the rate
payers of the former school district of Macleod should be parties 
to the action, or at least the plaintiffs should have sued not onlv 
on behalf of themselves, but of all ratepayers of that district
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No person appears to have been misled by the character in which 
the plaintiffs have* sued, and, as the defect might be cured by 
amendment, I will pass it over without further comment.

Neither municipality appointed its arbitrator in the manner 
required by the Public Schools Act. The Act says that an arbi
trator may be appointed upon a petition of six ratepayers. A 
letter from a couple of trustees is not the equivalent of a petition 
from six ratepayers, and cannot possibly be construed as a com
pliance with that provision. The award also falls considerably 
short of being a compliance with sub-sec. (<l) of sec. 123.

Had the plaintiffs brought their action at any time before 
the debentures were issued and approved under the provisions of 
sec. 219, sub-sec. ({/), of the Act, it is probable that they might 
have succeeded. That section, however, says that, after a loan 
has been approved by the Department of Education and the 
debentures have been signed by the Provincial Secretary and the 
(îreat Seal of the Province affixed thereto,

Such signature and weal shall be conclusive evidence that such corpora
tion has been legally formed and that all the formalities in respect to the 
said loan and the issue of such debentures have been complied with and 
of the correctness of the statement or endorsement thereon, and the legality 
of such debentures shall be thereby conclusively established and its validity 
shall not be questionable by any Court in this province, but the same shall, 
to the extent of the revenues of the school district issuing the same, be a 
good and indefeasible security in the hands of any Innm-Jiilc holder thereof.
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It would be impossible to use more comprehensive language. 
It was manifestly the intention of the Legislature that, no matter 
what defects or irregularities existed in the formation of the 
school district, once a loan was approved by the Department of 
Education and the debentures were signed by the Provincial 
Secretary and sealed with the (beat Seal of the Province, they 
would thereafter constitute an indefeasible security in the hands 
of an innocent purchaser.

The situation here, then, is that debentures to the extent of 
$9,000 are a charge against this consolidated school district, and 
the plaintiffs now ask the Court to declare that this school dis
trict has no legal existence. From November, 1913, the plaintiffs 
were aware that the defendant school district and the trustees 
thereof were proceeding under the belief that their legal con
stitution was unquestioned. They were aware of the negotia
tions for the purchase of the school site and of the style of building
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to lx* erected upon it. They were aware that a by-law had been 
carried for the issue of $9,000 debentures. They were aware 
that a contract had been let for the purpose of erecting a school 
building upon the site selected, and that that contract was being 
carried to completion. They must have known that debentures 
would be issued pursuant to the by-law, which had been sanc
tioned by the ratepayers on April 28. They must be presumed 
to have known that, if the proposed loan was approved by the 
Department of Education and if the debentures issued therefor 
were signed by the Provincial Secretary and sealed with the Great 
Seal of the Province, pursuant to sub-sec. (f/) of sec. 219, such 
debentures would become an indefeasible security. They must 
be taken to have been aware that these debentures would be 
sold and thereby pass into the hands of an innocent holder, and 
that the proceeds thereof would be paid out to the school con
tractor.

Knowing all this, the plaintiffs did nothing other than to 
casually express disapproval, until July 25th when this action 
was launched. Before that date they gave no intimation 
to any of tin* defendants of the objection upon which they now 
rely, or that they intended to raise any question as to the legality 
of the proceedings upon which the consolidated district depended 
for its very existence. It might be argued with a good deal of 
foret1 that it was the plaintiffs’ duty to disclose their objection 
at an earlier stage, and that their silence under the circumstances 
was of that misleading character which estops them from now 
putting it forward. In the view I take of this case, it is not 
necessary to decide that question.

1 prefer to base my judgment upon the effect of sub-sec. (g) 
of see. 219 of the Public Schools Act.

It is contended that this sub-section at most only operates 
to cure defects and irregularities in so far as the debentures issued 
and sold are in the hands of a bona-fide holder. The bona-fide> 
of the holder of these debentures is not questioned. Even if 
such a contention be well founded, for the purpose of supporting 
the debentures at least, the signature of tin* Provincial Secretary 
and the imprint of the Great Seal is “conclusive evidence” that 
the defendant school district “has been legally formed.” What 
the plaintiffs now ask is a declaration that, although the defen-
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dant school district is a legally formed corporation for the pur- MAW- 
pose of sustaining the validity of its debenture issue, and although K. It 
such debentures have become a charge upon such school district Mo| |SON 
to the extent of its revenues, it has otherwise no legal existence, < 
and that the school districts of which it was formed are still 
legally subsisting school districts under the School Act.

The result would he that the three old districts would elect 
trustees and proceed to carry on their schools as formerly. The 
consolidated district, having no legal existence except for the 
purpose of paying the debentures, would cease to conduct a school.
What would become of the new school building and plant now 
vested in. what would be declared to be, a non-existent corpora
tion, I am at a loss to say. The ratepayers within the boundaries 
of what was the consolidated district would be taxed to pay the 
$9,000 debentures, and would also be taxed for the support and 
maintenance of their own particular schools.

The chief grievance of the plaintiffs is, I infer, a financial one.
Two of them have no school children. As to the third, the new 
school is located about half a mile farther away than the old 
school. This disadvantage is more than compensated for by the 
fact that the new school is much better and more modern in its 
appointments, but also by the fact that, under the new regime, 
vans are used to convey the children to and from school. I have 
much doubt whether even the dissentient ratepayers of Maeleod 
would welcome success in this action if they knew that the result 
would lie, not the hoped-for decrease, but an increase of taxation.

Be that as it may, the whole spirit and intention of the Public 
Schools Act is, in my opinion, opposed to the creation and main
tenance of a school district for the purpose of paying debentures 
only and not for the purpose of discharging its legitimate functions 
of conducting a public school. When the organization of a school 
district had reached the stage of issuing debent mes pursuant to 
a by-law sanctioned by the ratepayers, it was manifestly the 
intention of the Legislature that its legal existence should not 
thereafter be questioned because of any antecedent informality.

The plaintiffs have stood silently by until circumstances have 
arisen which make it impossible for the Court to grant the relief 
asked, even if they would have been entitled to succeed had they 
brought their action liefore their right to relief had l>een taken 
away by operation of the statute.
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Having arrived at this conclusion, I have not considered the 
objections raised as to lack of parties.

The plaintiffs’ action will be dismissed with costs.

A et io n <I ism isseel.

s. c.

NAKATA v. DOMINION FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Alberta Supreme Court, Harvey, C.J., Scott, Stuart anil Simmons, JJ. 

March 26, 1615.
Cancellation -Notice of 

• under statutory

1. Insurance (§111 C—56)—Fire insurance
Return of premium.

In order to validly cancel its policy of fin* insurance i 
ci ion No. 19, Con. Ord., X.W.T., eh. 113, the insu 
must not only send notice to the assured, hut tender him the unearned 
premium; even if the company's sub-agent had previously been autho
rized by the assured to hold the money for the purpose of procuring 
insurance elsewhere in the event of the company cancelling, the com
pany would not be relieved from the necessity of making the tender 
or at least of causing him to be notified that the portion of the premium 
to which he was entitled was held at his disposal.

2. Insurance (§ VI E—400y—Loss nv fire—Bawdy-house Right of re
covery—Defence of illegality.

A fire insurance company cannot set up public morals as a defence to 
a claim under its policy Issued upon premises described therein as a 
“sporting house" and used as a bawdy-house.

1 Morin v. Anglo-Canadian, 3 A.L.R. 121, applied.]

Appeal from the judgment of Beck, .)., in favour of the plain
tiff for the amount of a policy of insurance.

C. T. Jams, for the plaintiff (respondent).
.4. II. Clarke, for defendant company (appellants).

Harvey, C.J., agreed with Scott, J.

Scott, J.: -The grounds of appeal relied upon by defendant 
company are: (1) That the premium upon the policy had not 
been paid by tin* plaintiff; and (2) that the defendant compam 
had cancelled under the powers contained in it.

On January 30, 1013, plaintiff’s hut" applied, on her be
half, to one Carr, the agent of another insurance company, for 
insurance upon the property comprised in the policy in question. 
( 'arr informed him that his company would not accept the risk 
but he then offered to endeavour to place it with another com
pany, and lie was instructed to do so. On the same day he 
applied to Ta vender & Co., the defendant company’s general 
agents at Calgary, who accepted the application, and on that

À
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day issued the policy and delivered it to him. He had received 
$10 from the plaintiff’s husband on account of the premium, and 
on February 8 the latter paid him $70, living the balance of the 
premium, and received the policy.

The premium of $80 was not paid by Carr to Ta vender <V 
(’o. in actual cash, but there appear to have I icon numerous 
dealings In-tween them with respect to premiums or on other in
surance negotiated by him for defendant company, and there 
was a running account kept by Ta vender k Co. in their ledger, 
in which he was charged with the premiums and credit given 
him from time to time for payments made by him on account 
and for his commissions upon the premiums. In that ledger 
account he is charged with the amount of plaintiff's premium 
($80), and credited with his commission thereon ($12).

Carr may have been the agent of the plaintiff for the purpose 
of placing the insurance with the defendant company, but, in 
my view, the evidence clearly establishes that from the time it 
was placed he was the agent of the latter. He was so styled 
upon the policy when it was issued. In a letter from Ta vender 
A: Co. to defendant company’s head office, on February 10, re
specting plaintiff's insurance, he is referred to as its sub-agent, 
and in a letter from Tavernier k Co. to him on February 8, which 
I will refer to later, he is, in effect, instructed to take the neces
sary steps to cancel plaintiff's policy.

The facts 1 have stated appear to me to be sufficient to charge 
the defendant company with receipt of plaintiff’s premium. Even 
if the receipt of it by Carr is not in itself sufficient, the course 
of dealing between himself and Ta vender k Co. was such as to 
charge the latter with its receipt. One of the conditions of the 
policy is as follows:—

IV. The insurance may bo terminated by the company by giving notice 
to that effect, and, if on the cash plan, by tendering therewith a ratable 
proportion of the premium for the unexpired term, calculated from the ter
mination of the notice; in the case of personal service of the notice, excluding 
Sunday, shall lie given. Notice may be given by any company registered 
under the provisions of Foreign Companies’ Ordinance and having an agency 
in the Territories, by registered letter addressed to the assured at his last 
post office address notified to the company, and where no address notified, 
then to the post office of the agency from which application was received, 
and where such notice is by letter, then ten days from the arrival at any 
post office in the Territories shall be deemed good notice. And the policy 
shall cease after such tender and notice aforesaid, and the expiration of 
the five or ten days, as the case may be.

ALTA.

S.C.
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(«) The insurance, if for cash, may also hi* terminated by the assured 
by giving written notice to that effect to the company, or its authorized 
agent, in which case the company may retain the customary short rate for 
the time the insurance has been in force, and shall repay to the assured the 
balance of the premium paid.

Upon issuing the policy, Tavernier & Co. at once notified the 
head office of defendant company, and on February 4 the latter 
wrote them, asking for further information about the risk and 
suggesting that the policy should bo cancelled. On February 8 
Ta vender & Co. wrote Carr, as follows, respecting it:—

As advised you by telephone to-day, the head office have asked for 
immediate cancellation of above policy. Kindly arrange to let us have thi' 
by return mail and very much oblige.

On February 8 Carr sent the following notice to the plaintiffs 
at Calgary by registered mail :—

Please take notice that your policy of insurance, No. i:i278, of the 
Dominion Fire Insurance Company, covering for $2.000 on sporting house, 
is cancelled on the 8th February, and will not be in force after that date 
I have to request the return of the above number policy of insurance.

H. Carr, Agent.

On February 10 Carr wrote Ta vender Co. as follows:
I am in receipt of your favour of the 8th inst. with reference to the can

cellation of the above-numbered policy. I have sent a registered letter 
to the insured cancelling same on February 8th and requesting the return 
of the policy here for cancellation.

H. Carr, Agent.

No tender was made by either the defendant company or 
Carr to the plaintiff of the proportion of the premium for the 
unexpired portion of the term; nor was any offer made to her. 
either directly or indirectly, to return her any portion of tin 
premium. Carr, however, states that on January 30, after 
Tavernier & Co. had accepted the " at ion. he told plaintiff - 
husband that the policy might In* cancelled, and asked the latter 
whether, in such case, he (Carr) should return the money or 
retain it, and place the insurance in some other company, and 
that the latter told him to place it in another company. Tin 
latter denies that anything was said to that effect. Carr also 
states that he endeavoured to place the insurance elsewhere, but 
he was unable to procure another company to accept it. The 
plaintiff did not receive the notice of cancellation nor did sin 
In-come aware of it until after the fire, which took place on May 2*J 
following.

7
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Although Tavernier & Co. received notice from Carr on 
February 10 that he had cancelled the policy, it was not until 
March 22, some six weeks afterwards, that they credited his 
account with the amount of plaintiff’s premium and debited him 
with the amounts of his commission thereon.

It is, in my view, open to serious doubt whether the notice 
of cancellation given by Carr is one within the conditions referred 
to. The condition provides that where, as in this case, the notice 
is sent by registered mail, the policy shall cease at the expira
tion of ten days from the giving of the notice, whereas the notice 
given by Carr expressly states that the policy shall not lx- in 
force after the date of the notice. It, therefore, plainly discloses 
the intention to cancel it in a manner not authorized by the 
condition, and it is, at least, open to question whether the de
fendant company should lx- held entitled to rely upon it as a 
notice of cancellation in the authorized manner.

Even if the notice were held to lx* sufficient for the purpose, 
I am of opinion that, by reason of the fact that no tender was 
made by either defendant company or Carr of the portion of 
the premium to which plaintiff was entitled or any offer made 
by either to account to her for same, the insurance was not termi
nated. Even if Carr’s statement to the effect that he was 
authorized to hold the money for the purpose of procuring insur
ance in another company is accepted, the defendant company 
would not thereby be relieved from the necessity of making tin- 
tender, or, at least, of causing her to lx- notified that the portion 
of the premium to which she was entitled was held at her dis
posal. The effect of Carr’s statement is that he occupied tin- 
dual position of defendant company’s agent to terminate the in
surance and of plaintiff’s agent to receive the moneys to which 
she was entitled. It was, therefore, not only his duty, at least, 
to notify her that the money was held at her disposal, but it 
was also the duty of defendant company either to see that she 
was so notified, or that the money was returned to her. Had 
she received the notice, there was nothing to lead her to any 
other conclusion than that defendant company had not only 
terminated the insurance, but also * * to retain the whole
of the premium paid by her.

ALTA.

8. C.

Dominion 
I ns .To.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs.
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Simmons, J.

Stuart, .).. agreed with Scott, .1.

Simmons, .1.: -The plaintiff sued the defendant company for 
$1,700 on an insurance policy, dated January 31, 1913, insuring 
the plaintiff's house and contents for $2,000. The plaintiff claims 
the premises were destroyed by fire on May 22, 1913, while the 
said policy was in force.

The defendant company sets up as defences:—
(«I The policy is void as the premises were described in the policy as 

“a sporting house,” and were used as a bawdy-house. (/>) The premium 
had not been paid, and this was a condition precedent to the coming into 
effect of the policy; nnd (r) the said policy was cancelled by the defendant 
company prior to May 22, 1913, when the premises were destroyed.

The learned trial Judge found as a fact that the premium 
had been paid, and that there had not been a cancellation of the 
policy.

Following Morin v. Anglo-Canadian Fire Ins. Co., 3 A.L.R. 
121, a decision of the Court of Appeal of this province, the learned 
trial Judge refused to give effect to the defence that the con
tract was void on the ground of immorality. From this judgment 
the defendant appeals. E. F. L. Ta vender Co., Ltd., was the 
agent of the defendant company at Calgary. A. H. Carr was 
an insurance broker at Calgary, who, at various times in the 
course of business, sent to Ta vender & Co., Ltd., applications 
for insurance from his clients, when the company or companies 
represented by Carr could not accept the risks.

The defendant company had a policy of insurance on the 
proi>erty in question in favour of a former owner, and which would 
expire on February 5, 1913. The defendant's husband brought 
this policy to Carr, who had the same cancelled, and took an 
application for the policy in question, and was paid $10 on account 
of the premium. The property in question was used by the 
owner as a bawdy house, and was described in the application 
for insurance and in the policy issued by the defendants as ‘‘A 
Sporting House." On February 8, 1913, tlx* plaintiff’s husband 
paid the said Carr $70, which was the balance due from the 
plaintiff for the premium, and Carr delivered to him the policy 
in question. On February 4, 1913, the company, from their head 
office in Toronto, wrote their agents, Tavender & Co., Ltd., at 
Calgary, making inquiries about the property insured, and sug
gesting that, if the property was not “Under absolute police pro-
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On February 8, subsequent to the payment to Carr of tin* Nakata

balance of the premium and delivery of the policy by him to tin- '■
plaintiff’s husband, Ta vender & Co., Ltd., telephoned Carr, j.-IHt
asking him to cancel the policy and return it to them, and also ,NS ( ° 
wrote Carr on the same day confirming the telephone message1. simmoM.j. 
Carr thereupon wrote the plaintiff, the same day, advising her 
that the policy was cancelled on that date, and requested her 
to return to him the said policy. The* letter was registered, but 
was not delivered to the plaintiff, and was returned through the 
post office to Carr on March 1. 1913.

Mr. Massie, president of the defendant company, says that 
Carr never was the agent of the company ; and that Ta vender 
& Co., Ltd., had authority to issue policies, but that, in regard 
to this class of risk, his authority was limited to the extent that 
the policies “were subject to acceptance or being declined by the 
head office.” Massie says the company had not received the 
premium, but that the non-payment of premium had nothing to 
do with cancellation of the risk. Carr says he had for some 
years a standing account with Ta vender & Co., Ltd., for insurance 
turned in by him as a broker, and the premium in question went 
through in the ordinary way.

The page of Tavendcr tV Co., Ltd., ledger, ex. “ 12” is the ac
count from December 2, 1911, until September 1, 1913, and 
shews a debit to (’arr, on February 14, 1913, of $80, and a credit 
of $12 on account of the policy in question, and on March 27 
a credit of $12 and a debit of $80.

On January 31, 1913, the date on which the policy issued,
Carr is credited with 94c. and debited with 10c. on account of 
$1.10 rebate on the insurance policy on the same property, which 
was cancelled on that date. The defendants wrote Carr in
structing him to cancel the policy. These instructions carried 
with them the burden of performing the necessary things pro
vided by the contract in order to effect cancellation. They had, 
in the course* of business, charged (’arr with the premium. They 
did not put (’arr in funds to repay the premium, and they did 
not indicate to him that they would make a cross entry in their 
lnioks crediting him back with the premium less the commission, 
an 1 they made no such cross entry until March 27, 1913.
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Mr. ( " then in charge of the office of Ta vender <V Co.,
Ltd., says:—“At the time the policies are issued, we make an 
entry charging the broker with the amount of the premium less 
the commission.” In the result, then, Carr was not even in a 
position to hold the premium for the plaintiff, pending re-insur- 
anee, as the effect of the account, having regard to the course of 
business between Carr and Tavender & Co., Ltd., was that tin* 
same had l>een paid by Carr to Tavender A: Co., Ltd.

Between December, 1911, and September, 1913, payments in 
cash by Carr on this account occurred three times only—namely, 
December 12, 1911 ; March <>, 1912; and May 22, 1913, the last 
being the only one that squared the account. In view of this 
account and the evidence of the course of business between Taven
der A: Co., Ltd., and Carr, the finding of the trial Judge is abso
lutely correct, as to the payment of the premium to Tavender 
A: Co., Ltd., by Carr: Hell v. Hudson Hnji Ins. Co., 44 ('an. 
8.C.R. 119.

It was not repaid to Carr—that is, the premium less $12 
commission was not credited back to Carr until March 27—and 
Carr is debited with a balance of $67.06, which was balanced by 
a cash entry of $97.00 on May 22.

Carr says that, when he took the application, the plaintiff’s 
husband was told that it was subject to cancellation, to retain 
the premium for the purpose of replacing the policy in another 
company, and that lie failed to get another company to accept 
it. There is no evidence that he communicated this to Tavender 
At Co., Ltd., at the time the policy was issued, or up to February 
8, when the notice of cancellation was sent. Carr does say that 
he had conversation with Tavender At Co., Ltd., about the time 
that the fire took place, in regard to getting the policy back, and 
that he told Mr. Campliell, a member of the firm of Tavender 
At Co., Ltd., that the money was in his hands, waiting for the 
plaintiff to call for it.

The statutory conditions endorsed on the policy are the statu
tory conditions in force in this province, ch. 113, Con. Ord. N.W.T., 
and see. 19 prescribed the method by which a policy may be termi
nated. A tender of the ratable proportion of the unexpired 
premium must accompany the notice, which, in the case of a 
foreign company registered in the province, may be made by 
registered letter addressed to the assured at his last post office

4891
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address, notified to the company, and, in the absence of such, 
then addressed to the. post office of the agency from which the 
application was received, and which notice shall take effect ten 
days after arrival at such post office, and the policy shall cease 
after such tender and notice as aforesaid.

Even if assumed, in favour of the defendant company, that 
Carr was agent of the assured for the purpose of receiving notice 
of cancellation, failure to tender to Carr the unearned premium, 
or to credit him with it at the time, is fatal to their attempted 
notice through Carr of cancellation.

I do not think there is any valid ground, however, for ques
tioning the finding of the learned trial Judge to the effect that 
Carr was not the agent of the assured for the purpose of receiving 
notice and tender pursuant to sec. 11).

An intention on the part of one of the parties not communi
cated to the other party cannot alter the construction of a con
tract aside from its effect as to fraud or mistake: Reliance Marine 
Inn. Co. v. Dialer, [11)13] 1 K.B. 205.

What took place between Carr and the husband of the assured 
in regard to any such arrangement was not communicated (if 
at all) at least until after February 8, and the defendant cannot 
rely upon it as affecting the rights of the parties.

The defence that the policy was void on the ground that the 
contract was an immoral one is governed by Morin v. Anglo- 

Fire Inn. Co., supra, and, therefore, fails. I would 
dismiss the appeal.

Appeal dismissed.

ALTA.
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Simmons, J.

ROWLAND v. CITY OF EDMONTON.
Supreme Court of Canada, Sir Charles Fitzpatrick, Idington, Duff, Anglin

and Brodeur, JJ. February 2, 1915.
1. Dedication (6 I A—3)—Mode and effect—Animus dedicandi—Public

user—Effect.
In order to constitute » valid dedication to l lie of a highway

by the owner of tin- soil there must he an animus dedieandi of which 
the use by the public is merely some evidence; public user does not 
create a presumption of grant or dedication.

[Mann v. Brodie, 10 A.C. 378, 386, *d; Rowland v. Edmonton,
20 D.L.R. 36, reversed.]

2. Dedication (§ I C—15)—By municipality—Presumptions — Building
HIGHWAY.

The spending of a sum of money by the government and the munici
pality on the plaintiff's land by building a highway wider than the 
authorized or reserved width and so encroaching on the plaintiff’s land 
does not create a presumption juris et de jure in favour of dedication, 
even if acquiesced in by the owner.

[Rowland v. Edmonton, 20 D.L.R. 36, reversed.]

CAN

8. C.

S—81 u.L.a.
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Appeal from the judgment of the Appellate Division of the 
S. C. Supreme ( ourt of Allierta. 20 D.L.R. 30, reversing the judgment 

n„ of Harvey, at the trial, and dismissing tin* plaintiff’s action 
r. with costs.

Kiimuxtox. Ewart, K.C., and (i. B. O'Connor, for the appellant.
Bown} K.C., and O. M. Biggar, Ix.(\, for the respondents.

Sut ( 'it akles Fitzpatrick, ( ’.J. I can find no evidence of dedi
cation by the plaintiff, appellant, and there certainly is no justi
fication for reversing the trial Judge on this finding of fact.

As pointed out by Mr. Justice Idington, the requirements 
of the local statute were not complied with and the mere grant 
or spending of a sum of money by the Government and the 
municipality on the plaintiff’s land to build a highway does not 
create a presumption juris et (te jure in favour of dedication even 
if acquiesced in by the owner. The mere user by the public does 
not create a presumption of grant or dedication. In order to 
constitute a valid dedication to the public of a highway by the 
owner of the soil it is clearly settled that there must be an inten
tion to dedicate, there must be an animus dedicandi of which the 
user by the public is evidence, and no more. Mann v. Brodie, 
10 App. Cas. 378, at 386. See also Folkestone Corporation v. 
Brockman, (1914) A.C. 338.

The appeal should, therefore, be allowed with costs here and 
in the Courts below and the judgment of the trial Judge restored.

Idington, J.—The appellant seeks to enjoin respondent from 
trespassing on certain lands which were granted by the Crown 
to him in 1887, when part of the North-West Territories, but 
which are now in Alberta. By virtue thereof he became regis
tered owner on June 15 of said year. Over part of these lands 
there was a trail known as the “ Edmonton and Fort Saskatche
wan Trail.” Prior to said grant there had been enacted the 
North-West Territories Act. It had then become eh. 50 of 
R.S.C., 1886. By sec. 108 thereof the Governor-in-Council, upon 
notice from the Lieutenant-Governor that it was considered 
desirable that any particular thoroughfare or public travelled 
road or trail, in the territories, which existed as such prior to 
any regular surveys should be continued as such, might direct 
such to be surveyed by a Dominion land surveyor and thereafter 
might transfer the control of each thoroughfare, public travelled
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road or trail, according to the plan and description thereof, to the c__ 
Lieutenant-Governor in Council for the public uses of the terri- S.C. 
tories. The grant of said lands to appellant probably was subject |.mn AN„ 
to the exercise of said power.

Said see. IPS, however, was repealed by (i() A: (il X iet. eh. 28. Kinmvmx. 
sec. IP, which was substituted therefor. ---- ,

This later enactment was much longer ami more specific 
in regard to what might be done under it, and provided a number 
of steps to be taken in respect to the results of such a survey before 
its becoming effective. Amongst other things to be done with 
the return of such a survey was the filing of it in the land titles 
office for the district. It seems clear that it was not until that 
and other things were done that the road or trail so surveyed 
could be transferred to the Lieutenant-Governor for the use of 
the territories, and even then it was subject to any right which 
might have been acquired under letters patent issued previously 
to such transfer.

Sub-sec. 2, of said sec. IP, is as follows:
2. The width of such road or trail shall he one chain or sixty-six feet ; 

and in making the survey the surveyor shall make such changes in the loca
tion of the road or trail as he finds necessary for improving it, without, 
however, altering its main direction.

It is exceedingly doubtful in face of the certificate of title, 
which in absence of the letters patent is our only guide to con
tents thereof, if there ever could have been a survey made under 
this section interfering with the apparently absolute grant to the 
appellant. But it is shewn that in fact a Dominion land sur
veyor, in 1P01, did make a survey of this trail, but how he came 
to do it or by what authority he presumed to do it is not ex
plained. He was called as a witness and tells, amongst other 
tilings, that when done the plan thereof was sent to Regina.

The said sec. IP required any such return when approved 
by the Surveyor-General to be filed in the Department of the 
Interior. Nothing of that kind seems to have been done or 
attempted. It never was filed in the district registry office and 
it seems quite clear that it was null as regards any legal effect 
herein or elsewhere as governing the right of any one.

It is simply because it seems to have been one of the many 
curious things put forward in answer to appellant’s claim herein, 
as helping to establish an alleged dedication by him or something
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that might estop him from claiming the part of his land so granted, 
s. c. now in question, that 1 notice this proceeding alleged to have been 

Hmvi xMi tttken under said statute.
He sold ten acres of his lands to a Mrs. Sinclair, and in his 

Hdmontov. thereof, as appear* by the certificate of title to her in 1002,
---- described same as bounded in part by the northern boundary of a

Idingtnn, J.
surveyed road along the north side of Rat (’reek. A plan of this 
part was drawn by same surveyor and is said to have been an
nexed to the deed.

It appears that in the plan of survey of the said trail the said 
surveyor had taken it upon him to make the proposed road 
allowance nearly two chains wide at this part instead of only one 
chain as the statute required, and this illegal and improper dealing 
with another man's property, without calling his attention to it 
or asking his consent, it is claimed so appears on the plan as to 
constitute an act of dedication by him.

The deed was sent to him at Battleford, where he lived, f >r 
execution and then executed and returned. The marki of 
road allowance or boulevard thereon can be under such ch um- 
stances no evidence of dedication of this part of the land in 
question or foundation for any estoppel.

Then in 1903 the appellant agreed to sell to McDougall & 
Secord the remainder of said lands at so much an acre, and, in 
course of that transaction, came to discover, by reason of the 
amount of acreage that would have to be paid for by the pur
chasers, that he was short of the price he expected. That led to 
correspondence with the Department of the Interior demanding 
compensation, answered by referring him to provincial authori
ties, who failed to recognize that way of looking at matters, lit* 
was forced, by these circumstances, to conclude his bargain by 
deducting from the price the acreage cut off by this illegal survey. 
And in his deed, as I infer from the certificate of title issued to 
McDougall & Secord, the land sold them was described by de
scribing his original grant of lands and excepting therefrom that 
ten acres sold to Mrs. Sinclair “and also saving and excepting 
thereout a surveyed road crossing the said land hereby described.”

It is again said this was a dedication. I fail to find anything 
therein of dedication. Some people might be tempted to call it 
something else if anything but blundering of some one.
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The appellant lived at Battleford still and so executed the CAN~
deed there, hut never abandoned in any way his right to the pro- S. C.
pert y. No one acting on behalf of the respondent ever had rowiand 
occasion to consider these deeds or registrations or is able to say v- 

lie acted upon them, and thus as an estoppel enuring to respon- Knmonth.v. 
dent it is out of the question for it to claim thereby. The legal ---- ,

I ill lift on, J.
presumption that every one is supposed to know the law might 
well, coupled with the fact of a trail having existed there, be sup
posed to have probably induced appellant to be reconciled to 
losing sixty-six feet in width for a road such as the statute 
above quoted seemed to make a possible provision for.

Even if in strict law it could not have been at one time forced 
from him, there were other considerations such as his sale to these 
people, needing a road, which may well be looked at as tending to 
constitute a dedication or laying a foundation for inferring that 
much.

But beyond that I fail to see how it is possible to find in this 
appellant 's conduct anything which could be fairly construed into 
an actual dedication by him of anything more than the common 
width of road allowance so generally and extensively in use in the

The defendant's streets did not then extend out there, and no 
inference can be drawn in law from what has transpired since in 
way of offer to dedicate or accept such dedication beyond the said 
sixty-six feet in width. Defendant has since, on the north part 
of this land, hut,in no way extending further south from the said 
northerly limit of the surveyed land than sixty-six feet, expended 
some money thereon to render it a highway. It has been travelled 
upon that much but the remainder now claimed herein is a foun- 
derous piece of land unfit for use as a road. The expenditure of 
public money may, under the statute, constitute so much of the 
land as so improved thereby, a public highway, but not beyond.

The appeal should be allowed with costs here and in the 
Courts below and the judgment of the learned trial Judge be 
restored.

Duff, J.—1 concur in the result.

Anglin, J., for reasons given in writing, was of opinion that 
the conclusion reached by the trial Judge was right, and that his 
judgment should be restored. The plaintiff to have his costs both
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CAN in this Court and in the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court 
of Alberta.

limvi AMI

Kiimmxtox.

Brodevr, .1., also, for 
allow the appeal.

reasons given in writing, would 

Appeal allowed with costs.

N.S. DUNHAM v. CAPE BRETON ELECTRIC CO.

C \ or» Srnliii Hii/tnim I'oiirl. Sir t'hnrhs Toinishnul. lint limn.
KiishiII mill Ih/iHiliih . .1.1. .lanuiiry 12. 1015.

I. STKKKT HAII.wavs i j$ III It—25)—Ol'KKATlOX -1)1 TV AM) (A Kl M 111 < K 
BY HTKV OK VAR—LIABILITY.

A plaintif)' suing a street railway company for being hit liy the 
step of a ear while at the side of the traek is not entitled to have 
th i ipiestion of negligence sllhiiiitteil unless he has established by 
some reasonable proof want of due eare by the company nr its -er-

Statement Action by plaintiff, an infant, suing by his next friend, 
against the defendant company, claiming damages for injuries 
sustained by reason of the alleged negligent and unskilful oper
ation of a car of the defendant company.

This was a motion on behalf of plaintiff' to set aside the 
verdict for defendant or for a new trial.

T. ./. .V. Meagher, for appellant.
//. Mellish, K.C., and II. Ross, K.C., for respondent.

sirchsriee Sir Charles Townshend C.J.:—The learned trial Judge has
Townehend, O.J.

not, in my opinion, properly and sufficiently instructed the jury 
in this case. It was an action for negligence on the part of 
the defendant company resulting in serious injury to the plain
tiff. At the outset, in his charge, the jury were told ;

Hut ill regard to the evidence itself I may state to you that I prac
tically see no evidence of negligence in the company whatever. After 
all. if there is any negligence at all. I don’t know what it is. hut if there 
is any negligence at all the defence has rebutted it by the evidence of 
the buy named Cratto and I shall deal with the circumstances of (I rat to’* 
evidence and the evidence against him.

Now, it is submitted that if the learned Judge held the strong 
opinion so expressed he should have withdrawn the ease from 
the jury and dismissed the action. He does not do so, hut com
ments on the evidence in very emphatic language against the
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pla. iff and reiterates his already expressed views as fol
lows:—“1 must confess I don’t see any negligence whatever.” 
Again, “From my point of view there arc no damages—from 
my point of view, there is no negligence.”

Cndcr such directions it is hard to understand that the jury 
were in a position properly to appreciate the issues they were 
to decide, for the «Judge had told them there was no evidence 
whatever of negligence which, of course, was the foundation of 
the ease. It is true he does say “hut then it is a question for 
you;” which statement, in view of his previous declaration, and 
the absence of any instruction as to what amounted to negli
gence, could not have fairly made the jury understand what 
they were to try.

Now, with all deference, 1 think there were issues which 
should have been submitted to the jury in the usual way in 
cases of negligence. First, were the company guilty of negli
gence and in what respect? There was evidence on both sides on 
this question. The plaintiff produced witnesses who swore that 
the gong was not sounded at the crossing as the company were 
obliged by law to do. This was denied by the defendant com
pany’s witnesses. Again, the plaintiff swore that he was walk
ing alongside the track and if the motor man had been stand
ing in his place he ought to have seen the plaintiff. Other 
witnesses for the plaintiff say they saw the boys at the bottom 
of the street. Agnes Tait says :—

N. S.

8. C. 

Dimiam

Ki.kitrh C'O

sir Chert* 
Townshend. O.J.

The chihlrvti left the sleigh at the crossing ami the car was just 
ilcii coining a round the turn ami I «lid not see tin* children any more 
until I saw the Imy down when he was struck with the car. The Ixiy was 
iust a few yards from the car when I last saw him before he was struck.

The motorman swears that he was standing up and saw no 
boys on the track or alongside. Now these statements on the 
part of plaintiff, if believed by the jury, afford evidence of 
negligence and it was for the jury to decide. The next ques
tion which should have been submitted was the matter of con
tributory negligence. On this there is most conflict
ing evidence. If plaintiff and his witnesses are to be believed 
he was just “crossing the track when the ear came and struck 
me.” On the part of the defence the boy who was with him in

33
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N. S. produeed who swears that the plaintiff got on the step of the
S. V. car to steal a ride and in jumping off after the car started he

in Ml AM fell under it and was injured. It was of great importance to

C'a i*k
ItRKTOX 

Elm-thic Co

have the jury's finding on this point but we are left in doubt 
as to whether the jury believed there was no negligence on tho 

• part of defendant company or that the plaintiff by his own
sircimries negligent net, brought the injurv on himself. Then, there

Towimhend, O.J.
whs the third nil important inquiry, whether the defendant eom-

Clraliam. E.J.

pany could have avoided injuring the plaintiff notwithstanding 
his contributory act if they believe the defendant company’s 
witness.

It appeal's to me, taking the instructions as a whole, and 
in view of these grave omissions the result of the trial is un
satisfactory and that the verdict of the jury should not stand, 
and that a new trial should be ordered, and this motion should 
prevail with costs.

Graham, 1 have come to a different conclusion. I
concur in the opinion which will be read by Mr. Justice Drys- 
dale. 1 wish to add that the accident did not happen at a cross
ing and there was, therefore, no necessity for ringing the gong.

Rusaell, J.
Rvkskll, J.:—1 think there should be a new trial in this ease 

but 1 have considerable doubt whether I could agree with the 
learned Chief Justice as to the grounds on which it should be 
ordered. 1 do not think the evidence was fairly stated to the 
jury. Speaking of the plaintiff, the learned Judge says: “He 
stated that he did not know anything about it” (the accident) 
“except that he was struck by the ear and lost his recollection.” 
There was nothing in the evidence of the boy to warrant this 
statement of the learned Judge which does not moreover seem 
wholly consistent with what he says of him in another part of 
the charge when arguing against his claim for damages: “He is 
bright and gives his evidence perfectly well.”

In commenting on the evidence of the other boy. 1 think it 
would have been fair to call the attention of the jury to his ad
mission in the beginning of his cross-examination that he had 
on the day before the trial said to the plaintiff that, “lie did not 
see him steal a ride on the car.” The gist of the defence was
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that the plaintiff had been stealing a ride on the ear, and was 
thus himself wholly responsible for the accident.

1 cannot think that the evidence was fairly placed before the 
jury. The verdict may or may not have been correct but when 
the Judge undertook to present the evidence to the jury 1 think 
it was of the utmost importance that he should have presented 
it fairly.

Drysdale, J. :—This is an action charging negligence against 
defendant company wherein it is charged that such y so
negligently managed or ran its train cars in the town of New 
Aberdeen as to cause injury to plaintiff*.

The jury found for the defendant company on this issue 
and complaint is made before us of the learned Judge’s charge 
to the jury. Whilst it is true that the charge may fairly be said 
to be almost if not altogether a directing charge—that is to say, 
a charge strongly expressive of opinion that in the view of the 
learned Judge there was no proof of negligence submitted in 
the ease, that caused or contributed to the accident complained 
of—still such a charge is not objectionable if on the proof there 
was nothing to be submitted to the jury in support of the action. 
I have asked over and over again what is relied upon here as 
want of due care under the cire es disclosed affecting the
company or its servants, and I have been unable to discover 
what is relied upon other than that the plaintiff boy was in some 
way hit by the street car. The plaintiff is not entitled to have 
the question of negligence submitted unless he has established 
by some reasonable proof want of due care by the company or 
its servants. This. 1 venture to think, cannot be found in the 
case as presented. Since the argument. 1 have read and re-read 
the case as printed and I am of opinion that the question raised 
against the charge cannot avail plaintiff as 1 think it a case that 
should have been withdrawn from the jury for want of any 
prima facie proof of negligence.

It seems clear the boy was struck by the step of the ear and 
that he was picked up on the street side. He says himself he was 
crossing the track, that the step struck him in the hack. How, 
and why. this happened is not explained. He could not have

N. S.

8. C.
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Drysdale, J.
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N. S. been in front of the cur if the step struck him, and he is picked
8. C. up on the street side. The ear had shortly previous pulled away

l)r am from a crossing-stop, was on the main road, and was proceeding 
up hill slowly, and no suggestion is made as to any want of care 

Ukkton *n the management of the car whilst slowly moving along the 
Kim ikicCo. main street. Beyond the fact that the boy got in contact with 

sir chin ics the step of the car there is no suggest ion of anything wrong, and
Tr wnehend, O.J.

certainly no definite allegation against the car or its manage
ment or against the men in charge thereof. I would dismiss the

Appeal dismissed, without costs.

MAN. Re PHILLIPPS A WHITLA.
^ Uauifoha Court of Appeal. Ifieliards, Perdue, Cameron ami llayyart. I.

January 5, lit 15.

1. Solicitobh <8 II C—HI)—Compensation—Continuent kkk.
Iii tin* absence of a contract made under the provision* of tin* Law 

Society Act. Man., between solicitor and client, there is no authority 
for fixing the remuneration of a solicitor upon the basis of a commis
sion or percentage of the amount recovered; a solicitor’s fee on settle
ment in a matter where large interests are involved may In* taxed by 
analogy to the usual allowance for counsel fees.

| Ite Phillipps ami Whitla, 12 D.L.R. I «Mi. 25 Man. L.R. !»2. referred 
to.)

2. Soi.uitorn 18 lie—30)—Com PKx nation—Fees—Taxation — Aitkai.

Where an appeal from a taxation lietween solicitor and client has 
been taken to the Court of Appeal which Court remits the matter to 
the taxing officer with directions, the right of appeal still remains 
from the new certificate or report of the taxing officer following the 
rehearing of the matter before him.

|Turnbull v. Jannou. 3 C.P.D. 204. referred to.)
3. Solicitors i§ il c—30)—Compensation—Taxation ok costs.

In respect of a charge made in a solicitor and client hill for a ~er 
vice which by the tarilf of costs is to lie fixed in the discretion of the 
taxing officer, testimony of other solicitors practising in the same 
locality is not admissible to prove what would be a fair and usual 
charge for the service in question hut the taxing officer i* to exercise 
his own discretion in the matter.

|Howard v. Hurroirn, 7 Man. L.H. 1H1. distinguished.)

statement Appkal front order of Galt, J., 20 D.L.R. '$14.
II. F. McWilliams, for the appellants. 
A. li. Hudson, for the respondents.

llirlidrtK J.A. Richards, J.A., concurred with Perdue, J.A.
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Pkrdvk, J.A. :—This is an appeal from the taxing officer in MAN.
respect of a matter which has already been considered by this e. A.
Court. The facts are fully set out m tin- report of the pro- ,,K' 
viims decision of the case and need not be repeated. See lit Phil- Omii.i ires 
lippu A Whitla, 12 D.L.R. 106, 23 Man. L it. 92. By the order ^ —’ V 
i,f this Court made on that appeal the matter was referred back 1 1 v
to the taxing officer to re-eonsider the fee of $3.r»0(t which had 
been allowed by him on the previous taxation as t fee on settle 
ment. In pronouncing this order the majority of the Court, all 
of whom gave written expressions of their reasons for judgment, 
intimated that they considered the fee allowed by the taxing 
officer to be excessive and not fixed in accordance with the prin
ciples of the tariff. Pursuant to this order the taxing officer re
considered the charge in question. He has reported that lie has 
seen no reason to change his mind as to the amount that should 
be allowed, and he has again allowed the item at $3.500.

In his report the taxing officer refers to R.K.M 1913. eh. 111. 
sec. 71, which provides that. “Every barrister shall be entitled 
to sue for fees due to him.” He then goes on to say : “The bar
risters could have sued for their services and proven their claim.
The item before me. although in a solicitor and client bill of 
costs has been admitted to be. and has been treated as. a counsel 
fee all through this reference.”

When this matter was before this Court on the previous 
appeal no suggestion was made that it was a counsel fee. In the 
bill of costs the charge in question, which covers nearly fivi
llages of the Appeal Book, is headed "Negotiations for settle
ment.” It then sets out a series of interviews with the solici
tors for the defendants in the suit of McUihbon v. Old ft f Id, and 
enumerates the letters written to the client, the letters received 
from him and perused and considered, telegrams sent or received 
and attend; nces and consultations with different parties. It ends 
with the words : “Fee on settlement as per negotiations. October 
IHth to November 24th: $8.480.11.” A glance at the various 
services enumerated under the above heading is sufficient to 
►'hew that it covers and is intended to cover solicitor’s work 
only. As Mr. Justice Robson pointed out in this case when he 
gave the solicitors liberty to deliver an itemized bill, the only
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MAN authority for allowing a lev on settlement is the memorandum 
C. A. on |). 10 of the tariff whieh says:—

I. I. When il U proved that proceeding)* have Ihm-ii taken by uni ici tors out
I'll ii.i.ilTM of Court to e\|ieditt‘ proceeding)», wave cowtw, or eo»#pro/-iis< net inns. 
\ W il it I x. an allowance to Im* made therefor in the discretion «if the taxing officer.

See Cameron <ili Costs, I). 4*24.IVrdtiv. J.A. *

It was under the above authority that the charge was inserted 
and sought to he taxed. It is sufficient to say that it is not a 
counsel fee, and that it covers the services of solicitors and not 
those of counsel. I may mid that if the item were regarded as 
a counsel fee, even a counsel fee, in the absence of an agreement 
fixing the amount, must be just, proper and reasonable, a 11 the 
circumstances being taken into account.

The solicitors had recovered from the defendants the sum 
vf $3,875, whieh they had in their hands. The taxing officer in 
his report expresses the opinion that the evidence he took shewed 
that the client expected that this money would be retained by 
the solicitors on account, and therefore the client must have 
thought that their bill would exceed that sum. This does not 
appear to me to have any bearing upon the question. In the 
absence of a contract under the statute, the client is not bound 
by any estimate he may have formed as to the amount his solei- 
tors would demand or be entitled to recover.

The taxing officer received the evidence of three members 
of the profession, of standing and experience as to what would 
be a reasonable sum to allow for conducting the settlement. If 
the item in question were one of common occurrence, such as a 
matter of simple conveyancing, one as to whieh there was no 
prescribed tariff, members of the profession might, I think, be 
asked what was the usual or customary charge made in such a 
ease: Howard v. Harrows, 7 Man. L.lt. 181. 188. But the pre
sent charge is made under a provision in the tariff and the taxing 
officer must exercise his own discretion as to the amount to be 
allowed. I do not think that evidence of members of the pro
fession was receivable as to how that discretion should be 
exercised.

The taxing officer has hail a very wide experience ami his 
judgment in matters relating to the taxation of costs is entitled
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to the highcHt respect, but I think tlint in the present ease lie has man.
overlooked the expressed opinion of this Court that the allow- r. A.
mice of $3,500 was exeessive, and that it had been referred baek 
to him in order that the sum to be allowed might be reeon- I'liii.i.ires

& W IIITI.A,
Kulered and fixed in aeeordanee with the principles of the tariff. ---- -
With great respect, 1 think he proceeded upon an erroneous 1 1 x
principle and did not properly exercise his discretion when fixing 
the amount to be allowed as “Fee on settlement."

That this is appealable is beyond question: lx.It. Act, Rules 
070 and 081 ; Turnbull v. Janson, 3 (MM). 204, 270. It is there
fore necessary that this Court should now do what, in our 
opinion, the taxing officer should have done.

Itoth in the judgment of Robson, •)., and in the judgment of 
this Court it was shewn that, in the absence of a contract under 
the provision contained in the Law Society Act, there is no 
authority for fixing the remuneration of a solicitor upon the 
basis of a commission or percentage on the amount recovered.
The charge made in the bill of costs for effecting the settlement 
was based on a percentage upon the supposed value of the pro
perty. The fee taxed has been fixed, wholly. I think, upon 
the basis of the value of the property recovered The sum 
allowed is a little less than two and a quarter per cent, on that 
value. Making the remuneration proportionate to the results 
achieved may commend itself in many eases as fair between 
solicitor and client, but there must be a legal contract to that 
effect; otherwise, the solicitor is bound by the tariff. At the 
same time I think it right and proper that the magnitude of the 
interests involved should be given some consideration in arriv
ing at the quantum of the fees to be allowed.

The bill of costs sets out very fully the work performed in 
effecting the settlement. The negotiations covered a period of 
about five weeks, but the actual work could not have occupied 
more than ten days if it had been carried on continuously and 
not spread, as, no doubt, was necessary, over the longer period.
In the previous judgment of this Court it was intimated that the 
taxing officer might, in arriving at the amount to be allowed, be 
guided by the analogy of the usual allowances for counsel fees 
in cases of importance. Adopting this method and assuming
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Cameron, J.A.

Haggart. I.A. 
(dissenting)

that ten days' time was occupied, I would fix the fee at $1,000. 
The appeal will he allowed, the order of (lait, J., reversed and 
the item in question allowed at $1,000, instead of $0,500 allowed 
by the taxing officer. The Court does not, in the circumstances 
of this case, make any order as to costs.

Cameron, J.A.:—1 have again read the judgment of Mr. 
Justice Robson in this case in 1 D.L.R. 291, 22 Man. L.R. 150, 
and the judgment of the members of this Court as reported in 12 
D.L.R. 100, 2J Man. L.R. 92. Pursuant to the last named de
cision the matter again came before the taxing officer who heard 
further evidence (which was objected to) and taxed to the solici
tors the identical amount which had previously been the main 
subject of appeal. Without reviewing the expressions of opinion 
in the various judgments referred to, 1 am unable to come to 
the conclusion that the Master has followed them in adhering 
to the amount formerly fixed by him. The Chief Justice con
sidered it “altogether excessive” and held that the Master 
“should fix it on the principles of the tariff,” taking into con
sideration the amounts already allowed. I cannot rid my mind 
of the impression that such an amount is altogether outside of 
the range prescribed by the tariff. The parties here are rele
gated to their strict legal rights. McGibbon has done nothing 
to prevent him from taking that position.

I have read the judgment of Mr. Justice Perdue prepared 
in this matter, and concur in it. At the same time 1 am bound 
to state that my own inclination has been to fix a smaller amount, 
but I do not feel disposed to carry my inclination so far as to 
differ from the amount there fixed. It is necessary to put an 
end. at some time or other, to this protracted dispute and 1 
concur in the sum mentioned in Mr. Justice Perdue’s judgment.

Hagoart, J.A. (dissenting), for reasons given in writing was 
of opinion that the appeal should be dismissed.

Appeal allowed.
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SMITH v. THE MASTER OF TITLES.
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I In* '•|it'ciiil mirvi-v wliivli tin* AlloriivvNlfiimil mux ilim-t «I tin 
n«|iii«t uf ii iniiniripul tiHliivil uinlvr tin* Spirial Survey m Art, Su-k..

(h >. V. cli. 24. ;i|i|ilii'- only for tlx* rnmvtion of i i mr*; nml t •
iii-tily the aeee|itmi<....... n new nurvey altering the street line- it mu-1
In -lirwn that there xxa- an error in those line- ami that they iliil 
n t earry ont the intention of the former owner on whose lielialf the 
original survey was imule or that the expre—e«| intention leads to an
ah-unlity.

| Smith v. Mil lions, lit A. It. (Out.! 1411, referred to. |

Appeal front the Master of Titles. statement

T. J. Main and IV. A. Mvlntyn, for appellant.

I .1. ('olrlouyh. K.I for respondent.
II. !.. Jordan, lx.( '.. for the city of Saskatoon.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Lx.moxt, .1. :—This is an appeal by Andrew Smith from an um<mt. i. 

order of the Master of Titles made under the provisions of the 
Speeial Surveys A et, 3 Geo. V. eh. 24. That Act provides that 
the Attorney-General may. upon the request of any muuieipnl 
eoum-il. direct a speeial survey to be made by a Saskatchewan 
land surveyor of any land in the municipality of such council.
“for the purpose of correcting any error or supposed error in 
respect of any existing survey or plan." It also provides that 
such survey shall he made under the guidance of. and instruc
tions from the Master of Titles, and the plan id' such survey, 
when made, shall l>c filed with the Master of Titles for the pur
pose of being laid before the Lieutenant-Governor in Council 
for approval. The Master of Titles is empowered to publish a 
notice of such plan, and the costs thereof, and by whom they 
shall he paid, and also to hear and determine any complaints that 
may he made against such survey or plan by any person inter
ested in the property thereby affected. On February 17. 1913, 
the council of the city of Saskatoon passed a resolution recom
mending that the Attorney-General he requested to direct a 
re-survey of blocks 123 and 124. plan (^. Saskatoon, “so that the 
confusion at present existing can be cleared away." In April the

47
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council requested tlisil blocks 122, 125, 126 and 127 be included 
in the re-survey of plan Q. The Attorney-General authorized a 
special survey of all these blocks to be made, and the Master of 
Titles, on June 21, directed E. II. Phillips, a surveyer, to make 
a survey and plan. In his letter of instructions the Master of 
Titles said : *1 would call your attention to the fact that the 
re-survey requires to be a re-trarement survey in accordance 
with the. Saskatchewan Surveyors’ Act." The land in question 
lies to the west of Government road and south of the Saskatch
ewan River, which for a short distance from the north-west 
corner of said land runs, roughly speaking. X.XIv. and then 
takes a bend and from there runs north-east. The original sur
vey, of which the blocks in question form a part, was made by 
F. Blake, D.L.S., and plan Q. is dated by him July. 1883, al
though it was not registered until February 25. 1802. Aeeord- 
ing*to that plan the land was laid out in blocks facing the 
river, with a street designated Saskatchewan Ave. extending all 
along the river front ; this varied in width from 50 to 100 feet 
according to the varying indentations of the bank. The first 
street south of Saskatchewan Avenue is Broadway, which on 
the plan is shewn to be parallel to Saskatchewan Ave. ; the next 
street is Temperance, which also on the plan is shewn as parallel 
to Broadway and Saskatchewan Avenues. At the point where 
the river alters its course from N.NE to NE., Saskatchewan 
Ave., according to plan Q. changes its direction from X. 26 
.30' east to X. 54 E., and this alteration of direction is fol
lowed on Broadway, and it is at the point where this alteration 
occurs on Broadway that the land is situated which forms the 
subject-matter of this appeal. The appellant is the owner of 
lots 5 & 6, block 123. These he purchased according to the 
registered plan for the purpose, he says, of making a home. 
The dividing line between these two lots where it meets Broad
way is the point where the bend occurs in the street. The 
street opposite lot 5 runs X. 26 .30' E., while that opposite lot 
7 runs north 54° E., giving what Smith calls a facing in two 
directions. The city of Saskatoon, thinking some mistake existed 
in plan Q., applied for a special survey. This survey has been 
made, and by it and the plan proposed to be filed the south 1 in**
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of Broadway in moved 2fi ft. further south. where the appellant 
has his lota, and eoiiae<|uently takes that quantity of land off the 
front of them- hit a. To this he objeeta. The Maater of Titles 
approved of the re-survey: and it is from his order so approv
ing and directing its registration that this appeal is now 
brought.

In order to determine the validity of the special survey, it 
is necessary to consider the scope of the Act. ami whether or 
not the provisions of the Act have been complied with The 
Act allows a survey for the purpose of correcting any errors 
or supposed errors in reaped of any existing survey or plan, 
it is therefore limitnl in its application to the correction of 
errors. The first question then is. Was there any error in the 
registered plan to correct ? Mr. Phillips, who made the special 
survey, in his report finds a iiuhiIkt of errors, of which the 
following are the moat important:

SASK.

8.C.

Tilt Mamkr 
or Titi.ks.

I.amont, J.

( 1 ) If the registered plan lie adhered to. and the figures there
of taken as correct, blocks 12(1 and 127 will not reach Government 
road. There is a surplus of land in these blocks. (2) Also the 
Itotindnrics of block 12d will not meet by some -IS feet, (3) That 
Temperance St. will *iot be parallel to Saskatchewan Ave. and 
Broadway ; and (4) That there is a difference in length be
tween the front and rear of some of the lots and blocks.

It is admitted that the registered plan is correct up to Kith 
street. The land covered by the special survey is bounded by 
Saskatchewan Ave. running along the river front; Government 
road, on the east ; Temperance St., which according to plan (j. is 
parallel to Saskatchewan Ave. ; and 16th St., which is at right 
angles to Saskatchewan Ave. In this area no original posts 
were found, while in all the adjoining areas original posts were 
discovered. In his report Mr. Phillips suggests as a pos
sible explanation of this that Mr. Blake, in making the original 
survey was working from Hth St. towards Government road, 
that he first ran his outlines, and then subdivided the land ; 
this he completed to 16th St., but from there to Government 
road left the survey incomplete, and that the plan was subse
quently drawn without the survey being actually made upon

4—21 iu..h.
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the ground. On Kith St. six original posts were found. Orig
inal posta were also found on Government road. One was 
found at the north-east corner of block 128. which adjoins tin- 
road ; another at the lane corner of block 127; another at the 
south-east corner of block 126, which is the intersection of the 
north side of Broadway and Government road, and one at the 
north-cast corner of said block. These points being established, 
Mr. Phillips set about making a survey to correct the errors 
found. In making the survey, he took the side of Temper
ance St. as a base, and, with the points established by tin- 
original posts on Kith St. and Government road, he plotted out 
the intervening land, making Broadway and Saskatchewan Ave. 
run parallel to Temperance St. This survey differs from plan 
Q. in this: the south side of Saskatchewan Ave. on the registered 
plan, starting at the original post at the north-east corner of 
block 119 and lith St., and allowing 66 feet for the width of 
the street, runs north 26 .30' E. for a distance of 261 ft. 9 in., 
then N. 54 E. to Government road. By the special survey, 
starting at the same point and allowing the same width for 16th 
St., the line runs N. 26 E. for a distance of 185 feet, then N. 
53 E. to Government road. The distance from the original 
post to where the line bends to N. 54° E. is shortened by 76 
ft. 9 in., and the angle is altered from N. 54 E. to N. 
53 E. On the south side of Broadway, by the special survey 
the distance from the original post on 16th St. to the point 
where the line bends to N. 54 E. is shorter by 58 ft. than on 
the original plan, and the direction of the line from there to 
Government road is altered from N. 54 E. to N. 53° E. The 
effect of these changes is to place Saskatchewan Ave. and Broad
way at the point where, on the original plan, the direction 
changes to N. 54 E. some 25 ft. further south, with the result 
that the street line of all the lots on both streets from Govern
ment road to within a short distance of 16th St. is altered, and 
the alignment of the lots in many places changed. To support 
alterations of such magnitude, there must be very clear evidence 
that the new survey corrects the errors existing in the registered 
plan, and carries into effect the intention of the original owner. 
The new plan was not necessary to absorb the surplus land

7
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found to exist in blocks 126 and 127. That could have been up- SASK. 
portioned among the lots of these blocks without altering the s.r. 
directions of the street lines on Saskatchewan Avc. and Broad- 
way. It may not have been necessary to correct the disc rep- r. 
aneies in the figures on plan Q. or to correct the error that pre- * ok rV, i 
vented the boundsrv lines on block 123 from appearing closed. ----

Lament, J.
In order to correct the error in block 123 (for an error undoubt
edly exists there) it is necessary to find out where that oc
curred. Was it in the survey, or was it in the figures put upon 
the plan? If in these figures, the figures should be altered, and 
not a new survey laid out. In regard to block 123, Mr. Phillips 
says he does not know where the error was. No attempt, 
however, seems to have been made to ascertain if the figures on 
the plan were incorrect. It was argued before us that if a scale 
were applied to block 123 it would be found that the figures 
giving the depth of the lots were far from being correct, and 
further, that although, from the figures giving the depths of the 
lots, it would appear that Temperance street was parallel to 
Broadway, yet it was apparent that a straight line drawn 
from the south-west corner to the south-east corner of the 
block could not be parallel to Broadway, as, for a portion of 
the distance, (shewn as 21 ft. on the new plan) the line should 
run N. 26 .30' K., and for the balance N. 54° E.

To justify the acceptance of a new survey altering the street 
lines, it must be shewn that there was an error in these lines and 
that they did not carry out the intention of the owner. So 
far as the evidence before us shews, the original intention may 
have been to run the street lines exactly where plan P. shews 
them to be, and the error may have been in the figures from 
which it is deduced that Temperance St. ran parallel to Broad
way. In correcting errors in a plan, no deviation from the 
plan should be made beyond what is necessary to correct the 
error, and then only if it is the best mode of correcting it. The 
re-survey is not shewn to be either the only way, or even the 
best way, of correcting the errors in plan Q. For this, if for 
no other reason, the order appealed from cannot be supported.
There are, however, other objections equally fatal. In the first 
place, the re-survev was to be a re-trarement of the old. This
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was not done. From the evidence and plans I am satisfied 
that a surveyor could have started at the original post at the 
north-east corner of block 1 111, and run a line from there N. 
26c ..‘{O' K. 66 ft., and established the north-west corner of 
block 124 and continued that line to a distance of 261 ft. 1) in., 
and from there X. 54 E. to Government road, where it would 
practically reach an original post. Similar lines could have 
been run from original posts on each side of Broadway, the 
distances shewn on the plan to where the direction of the line 
is altered to run X. 54 K., and these points connected up with 
Government road. A straight line could have been 
drawn from the north-west corner of block 123 at 16th St., 
which street, it is admitted, was established, to a point 176 feet 
south from the original lane posts on Government road in block 
127 as shewn on registered plan. Mr. Phillips’ objection to 
retracing the street lines of the original survey in this manner 
was that it would leave the lots on the south side of block 123 
much deeper than shew on the plans, and that Temperance St. 
would then not be parallel to Broadway and Saskatchewan Ave. 
To assume that the original intention was to make Saskatchewan 
Ave. and Broadway conform to Temperance St. is to assume 
that the depths of the lots given on the plan are correct, and 
that therefore the distances given from the original posts on 
16th St. to the bend in the lines on Saskatchewan Ave. and 
Broadway, as well as the direction N. 54 E., are wrong. This 
is begging the whole question. In Smith V. Millions, 16 A.R. 
(Out.) 140. where it was found that either the angle given on the 
plan or the figures given for the width of the lot were incorrect, 
it was held that under the circumstances of that case it was 
more probable that the angle given was correct and that the 
width given for the lot was not correct. There is no presump
tion therefore in favour of the correctness of the depth given 
for the lots. In the present case I am of opinion that the great 
preponderance of probability is in favour of the theory that the 
outlines shewn on the plan are correct and the figures, probably 
filled in as suggested by Mr. Phillips, are incorrect.

Another objection raised to the retracement of the street 
lines was that it would leave Saskatchewan Ave. at the point
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where* the street line liemls to X. 54 K. mueli closer to the river 
than is shewn on the plan. The plan gives the width of 
Saskatchewan Ave. at this point at 50 ft. There is not that 
distance now between the* south side of the street and tin* rive** 
hank. This objection serins to me* to Ik* completely answered by 
the* explanation that since 1883 the river has liven eating into 
the hank anel has washed away a certain portion eif it.

The special survey is ha seul upon twei assumptions: first, 
that the* seiuth heiuiielary eif Temperance St. was established, ami 
weeemel, that the original intention was te» make Broadway and 
Saskatchewan Ave. run parallel theretei. The* e*vide*ne*e*. in mx 
opiniem. eloes mit substantiate* the first, ami for the* révisons I 
have* given, the* se-esmel se*e*ms iinpreibable*. The* evidence upon 
which Mr. Phillips established Tempera net1 St. as a basis, as se*t 
out in his report, is that he feiuml an original peist at the north- 
e*ast corner eif bleiek 128. on Government road. This post is mit 
disputed. The n he says that at the* imrth-west corner of blew*!; 
12s Mr. Wiggins, whei is aise» a surveyor, in 1910 informed him 
that he* hael fourni an original peist at a point now marked by a 
eemcrcto monument. Mr. Phillips aelmits that he himse-lf did 
not investigate at this point. Mr. Wiggins was mit e*alled to 
testify as tei his fineling an eiriginal peist there. The* only evi- 
denee before us eif an original peist at this peiint is. there-fore. 
hearsay, ami mit aelmissible. Mr. Phillipi heiwever, eliel find 
an eiriginal peist at the north-west corner of bloe*k 122. In his 
special aurvey he jeiins this peiint to the established post ein 
Clovernment reiael by a straight line*. This line, however, he 
aelmits. runs 8 ft. 8 in. north of where he feiuml evidence of an 
original post on the east ltoumlary eif hleiedt 122. Tei establish 
the seiuth boundary of Temperance St. where he* has leie*ate*el it. 
Mr. Phillips must, therefore, disregard the original peist femml 
on the e*ast boundary eif bleiek 122. A lion lie la ry established by 
disre*gareling eiriginal peists cannot Ik* saiel to lie* eonelusively 
established. If the Ixiu Hilary be* taken to lx* a line drawn from 
the* eiriginal peist on the north-west corner of blex*k 122 to the 
original peist feiuml on the east boundary eif bleiek 122. ami then 
joining that to the original post on Government road, such 
lxiumlary would depart from a straight line by 8 ft. 8 in.
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SASK. 1 am therefore of opinion that the evidence does not estab
8. C. lish either of the assumptions upon which the special survey

K“„ was based. The registered plan must be taken as the expressed
r. intention of the owner, and it must he interpreted as a correct 

'ok l ru ksKR expression of his intention until the contrary is proved or

Lament, J. unless such expressed intention leads to an absurdity. If the 
plan shews, as in block 123. that some mistake has been made, 
the error must be discovered and should be corrected, but 
no departure from the expressed intention beyond that which is 
necessary to correct the error should be made.

In my opinion it was never contemplated by the legislature 
that under the Special Surveys Act a special survey could In- 
made which, under the guise of correcting an error in an exist
ing plan, would practically amount to a re-subdivision of tin. 
property, not as intended by the owner when he had the orig
inal survey made, but as the municipal council now think it 
should be.

The appeal will therefore be allowed, and the order ap
pealed from set aside, with costs to be paid by the city of 
Saskatoon.

Appeal allowed.

ALTA. MAYHEW V. SCOTT FRUIT CO

8.C. Alberta Supreme Court. Scott, Stuart amt Heck, •/•/. January 2«i. 1915.
1. Sai.k of goods i 61 It—12)—Passing of titi.k — Salk f.o.b.—(loons 

DAMAGKD BY FROST—LIABILITY.
A frost severe enough to «lamage |hdittoes in transit l»v rail is to be 

treated as something out of the ordinary «-ourse, the risk of whieli 
must rest upon the buyer under a contract of sale f.o.b. at point of 
shipment, unless there is an indication of a contrary intention in tli
mit root.

| Herr v. Walker, 4b L.J.C.P. 1177. considered.)

Statement Appeal by the defendants from a judgment of llis Honour 
Judge Lees in an action tried at Red Deer whereby he directed 
judgment for the plaintiff for $237 and interest and costs.

A. Maclcod Sinclair, for defendants, appellants.
IV. E. Payne, for plaintiff, respondent.

The judgment of the ( ’ourt was delivered by
Stuart, J. :—The defendants carried on business at Edmon

ton where they had taken over by some means not clearly shewn
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the ImsiiicNN of a company called the Macpherson Fruit ( 'o. Ltd. 
The plaintiff wan a farmer residing in Grand Forks, K.C. He 
was in Edmonton in March. 1913, and there personally obtained 
an order from the defendant* in the following words:

Edmonton, Alta., Mar. I. I St 1
We agree to take one ear of potatoes from E. Mayhew at the price 

nf .*'.1 per ton sacked f.o.b. (iraml Forks. B.('„ it living understood these 
take a rate <if 42 vents per ewt. to Edmonton.

The Seott Fruit Co. Ltd., Maelxelvie.
This order was written on a sheet of paper which had a 

printed heading shewing that it had originally been one of the 
letter heads of the Macpherson Fruit Co. Ltd.; but above the 
latter words had been stamped with a rubber stamp in red ink 
and in fairly large letters the words: “The Scott Fruit Co. 
Limited, Successors to.”

The plaintiff returned to drank Forks. B.C., and there on 
March 12, 1913, loaded a ear of potatoes, and having done so 
went to the railway agent to secure a bill of lading. Instead of 
drawing it up himself he asked the agent to do so and in order 
to give the agent the necessary information lie passed in to him 
through the wicket the order of March 1 above set forth. The 
agent overlooked the words stamped at the top of the order and 
made the bill of lading out to the Macpherson Fruit Co., Edmon 
ton. He handed this bill of lading to the plaintiff, who does not 
seem to have noticed the error. The plaintiff then made out his 
account against the Scott Fruit Co. for the sum of $236.70. On 
both the bill of lading and on the account the number of the car 
in which the potatoes had been placed was stated. The plaintiff 
mailed both the bill of lading and the account at once to the de
fendants at Edmonton, but did not write any letter accompany
ing them.

The car arrived at the switch or siding in front of the defend
ants' warehouse on March 22. The defendants examined the 
potatoes and they were found to be badly frozen. They refused 
tu accept them. They sent at once the following telegram to the 
plaintiff :—

\ntir ear No. 184504 only arrived to-day and is badly frozen we have 
refused same as we will not look to railroad eompany for a claim. We have 
too many claims in now we can't get paid.

They also wrote n letter the same day, to the same effect prac-
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tieally, in which they made no mention of a wrong address. To 
the telegram the plaintiff replied denying responsibility and 
asserting that the question was entirely one between the railway 
company and the defendants. On March 28 the defendants 
wrote the plaintiff and then first pointed out the fact of a mis
take having been made by the plaintiff in the address, adding 
“if the truth be known we think you can blame that circum
stance for the freezing of the potatoes.” They then went on to 
discuss the question of making a claim against the railway com
pany and conclude their letter by the following sentences

There is absolutely no question alnnit the damage having been indicted 
and there is plainly some negligence on the part of the railway company. 
If we were you we would u d make any mention to the railway company 
at your point of your error in billing this ear ticca use they may take notice 
nf that and base an objection to the claim on it.

On April 28 the plaintiff wrote from Red Deer threatening 
suit, and on April 29 the defendants replied urging that a claim 
be made against the railway company. The plaintiff began his 
action in December. 191.*$,

The learned trial Judge in giving judgment for the plaintiff 
went upon the ground that the defendants had by the use of the 
old letter head of the Maepherson Fruit Do. when giving their 
order contributed to the mistake made at drank Forks, the point 
of shipment, that when the plaintiff delivered the potatoes at 
Grand Forks to the carrier and handed them the order for the 
purpose of making out the bill of lading, he had performed his 
whole duty to the defendants and that after the delivery of the 
potatoes to the carrier the latter became the agent of the de
fendants and any mistake on the part of the carrier was the mis
take of the defendants’ own agent.

With much respect 1 think the learned Judge, while right in 
the conclusion lie arrived at. did not put the matter exactly 
upon the right ground in giving his judgment, which was an oral 
one.

I do not think the defendants were to ' ' at all in respect 
to the mistake made at Grand Forks. The plaintiff personally 
took the order from the defendants at Edmonton. He knew per
fectly well that lie was dealing with the Seott Fruit (’o. and not 
with the Maepherson Fruit Co. The order he took was signed

4
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Iiv the former company. lie wuh their agent to make a contract 
with tin carrier and lie was bound to make a proper contract. 
He could not relieve himself of that duty by letting the carrier 
make the contract on both sides. The carrier was not the agent 
of the defendants in the matter of the making of tin* contract of 
carriage. It was only after the contract had been made and the 
goods received under it that the carrier became the agent of the 
buyer and the agency was then one for the carriage of the goods, 
not for the making of the contract of carriage. For this latter 
purpose the plaintiff alone was the defendants' agent. lie 
omitted to make a proper contract on the defendants’ behalf 
and could not excuse himself by saying that he left it all to tin- 
other party to the contract to draw up the contract.

But notwithstanding this it is obvious that the defendants 
were ultimately at fault. It is true the plaintiff made a mistake. 
But lie at once sent the bill of lading, in which the mistake had 
been made, to the defendants, who were his principals in regard 
to the question of the making of the contract. The bill of lading 
we must assume, in the absence of any evidence to the contrary, 
arrived in due course of mail. What evidence there is tends to 
shew that it did so arrive. The position then is that the defend
ants were at once informed that a car of potatoes with a certain 
number had been shipped to Edmonton intended for them, but 
shipped in the name of the Macpherson Fruit Co. They were 
then aware of the mistake of their agent, the plaintiff. They had 
ample time to correct the mistake by communication with tin- 
carriers. They could at once have informed the carriers that 
car number so and so shipped to the Macpherson Fruit Co. was 
intended for them. But there is no evidence that they did so. 
The evidence shews, indeed, that they probably assumed that the 
carriers would know that the goods were intended for them be
cause one of their witnesses admitted that they had previously 
received a number of ears billed to the Macpherson Fruit Co. 
and that the carriers had asked them, the defendants, if they 
would take delivery of them. It was. therefore, quite plainly 
possible for the defendants to correct the mistake in ample time 
to prevent any delay arising on account of it. It is noteworthy 
that they did not in their first communication complain of any 
mistake and. on the whole, it appears to have been largely an
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afterthought on their part. Their real desire, us the correspond- 
enee shews, was to avoid the neeessity for putting in a claim 
against the carriers.

There were two other contentions advanced in support of the 
appeal. One contention rested upon the terms of see. ill, sub-see. 
2. of the Sale of (hinds Ordinance (eh. .‘19). which provides that 
unless otherwise authorized hy the buyer the welter iiuiwt make wueli eon 
tract with the earner on helialf of the buyer as may lw reasonable, having 
regard to the nature of the goods and the other eircinnstuiicew of the case.

The difficulty in the way of the appellant on this point is 
that lie did not allege in his statement of defence that a proper 
contract had not been made. 1 am putting aside now, of course, 
as already disposed of, the mistake in the address. What is 
suggested is that there should have been a special bargain made 
with the carrier as to the care of the potatoes in transit by means 
of a properly heated car or something of that kind. But not 
only is this matter not raised by the defence—and in my opinion 
it ought to have been raised by the pleadings if it was intended 
to lie relied upon but there is mithing in the evidence to shew 
that there was not in fact a proper contract made. The bill of 
lading was put in at the trial, but it is not extended in the 
appeal book. No evidence was directed to the point at the trial 
in order to shew what a proper contract in such a case would be. 
Even if we had the full terms of the bill of lading before us it 
would not lie for the Court to say what constituted a proper con
tract. That should have been shewn by the evidence of witnesses 
and there was no evidence upon the point at all. This contention, 
therefore, cannot be sustained.

The remaining contention was that the goods wore at the 
seller's risk. It was admitted that in the case of ordinary goods 
this would not be the case, unless there was evidence of a con
trary agreement. See sec. 22 and sec. 20, rule V. of the Sales of 
(iochIs Ordinance and also Benjamin on Sales, 5th od.. p. 411 
But it was argued that the goods in question were perishable 
goods and reliance was placed upon the rule laid down in Hals., 
vol. 25, sec. 118(1, which says:—

Notwithstanding tlutt the seller nuiy have agreed merely to dispatch the 
goods to the buyer by delivering them to a carrier or other agent for trails 
mission on behalf of the buyer, nevertheless where the goods are perishable 
the seller is deemed to take tin1 risk of the good* not arriving in theordimin
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. immwtHneMi of transit ami of tlivir not mmiining for a reasonable time 
after arrival in a merchantable condition.

From an examination of the caw 1 doubt if much reliance 
vuih placed upon thin point in the Court below. 1 doubt also 
whether it was ever open to the defendants upon the pleadings. 
There was no reference in the original defence to a rejection of the 
gihmIn on account of their condition on arrival while the amend
ment obtained at the opening of the trial referred to damage 
caused by the delay arising from the mistake in the address ; 
which is another point entirely. The argument as to the mistake 
in the address rested entirely on the theory that he freezing 
took place during the last two days of delay at Strathcona ; and. 
if that theory be correct, although there is really no evidence to 
shew when the freezing occurred, then, for the reasons 1 have 
given, I think the defendants were themselves to blame for it.

lint aside from that matter and assuming that upon the 
pleadings the point is open to the defendants I am of opinion 
that the authorities cited in support of the passage above quoted 
from Halsbury are distinguishable. There is really only one 
case, liter v. Walker, 4(1 L.J.C.IV 677. which supports the pro
position laid down and that case was one in regard to dead rabbit 
meat. As is well known, such a commodity from its very nature 
deteriorates rapidly. Such is not the case with potatoes. These, 
in the ordinary course, continue in good condition for a long 
while. Kven the rule laid down in lit er v. Walker is subject to 
the condition “if nothing out of the ordinary course happened.” 
In my opinion a frost severe enough to damage potatoes must be 
treated as something out of the ordinary course, the risk of 
which must rest upon the buyer in the absence of any indication 
of a contrary intention.

The likelihood of such a thing happening must have been as 
much present to the minds of the defendants as to that of the 
plaintiff, and I think their only course was to have instructed 
tin plaintiff to make a special contract on their behalf which 
apparently they did not do.

The rule cited from llalslmry is not found in the codified 
law. the Sales of floods Ordinance, and I can see no reason for 
departing in this case from the ordinary rule contained in sec. 22. 
The appeal should be dismissed with costs.
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SASK. REX v. SCHILLING.

S. C. Saskutchcira n Supreme Court. Ihmltain, C.J. Jon liar if 11. Ill IS.

1. DeNTIHTB 1$ I—6)—PRACTISING WITHOVT LICENSE.
'l icit tm un<|ualificd person is doing dental practice and is seemingly 

in full charge of the business carried on under the name of another 
person resilient in a distant city for his own benefit may constitute 
a /irimâ font case of practising in contravention of the Dental Pro
fession Act. H.S.S. eh. 108.

2. Summary uonvutionh (6 V -50)—Imprisonment in default ok paying
fine Special Act.

The magistrate making a summary conviction for an infraction of 
the Dental Profession Act. H.S.S. eh. I OH, has power to order imprison
ment forthwith in default of payment of tin- line and costs, although 
see. :>1 of that Act provides a special mode of levying a fine by distress.

|(‘r. Code sec. 739; H.S.S. eh. 1, sec. 52; H.S.S. eh. 62. see. K; H.S.S. 
eh. 108. sec. 51. considered; li. v. ('antillon, 10 O.R. 197, and It. v. 
Skinner, 9 Can. C’r. Cas. 558, distinguished.)

3. Summary convictions (j VI—60) Special A<t making fine payahle to
MAGISTRATE I’oRMAL CONVICTION.

Where the statute under which the summary conviction is made 
directs that the fine shall be payable to the convict ng magistrate, 
there is no necessity for a direction in the formal conviction that tin- 
fine should be paid to him.

4. Certiorari II -28) Directing amendment of summary conviction
Stating the offence—Practising dentistry.

An objection that a conviction for unlawfully practising dentistry 
in contravention of the Dental Profession Act, H.S.S. eh. 108, does not 
specify the acts which constituted the alleged practising,
may be remedied on certiorari by the Court directing an amendment 
of the conviction so as to insert a statement of the several acts shewn 
in the evidence to have been committed by the defendant, if the Court 
finds that the magistrate had jurisdiction and that an offence was 
committed of the nature specified in the conviction.

[Cr. Code see. 1121; It. v. (’ouinon, 1 Can. Cr. Cas. Ill, applied: 
It. v. Harris, 13 Can. Cr. Cas. 393, referred to.)

Statvmcnt Motion to quash a certain conviction made against C. S. 
Schilling (applicant herein), who was * it in a prosecu
tion at the instance of one William I). Cowan (informant), before 
William Trant, Ksquire, one of his Majesty's justices of the 
peace, in and for the province of Saskatchewan.

P. M. Anderson, for applicant.
II. F. Thomson, for the informant.
C. M. Johnston, for the magistrate.

Hauliain, C.J. Haultain, C.J.:—The most important objection to this con
viction is that the evidence does not disclose an offence under 
the Dental Profession Act (ch. 108, H.S.S.), inasmuch as there 
is no evidence of practising for hire, gain, or hope of reward. 
In my opinion there is a prima facie ease. The evidence shews
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that tin* defendant praetised dentistry and dental surgery and __
charged fees for his services. There is some evidence that a S. C.
Dr. Robinson, of Winnipeg, had some connection with the busi- ,{KX
ness, but what that connection is does not appear. The de- r.
fendant did the work, fixed the fee. and, s > far as the evidence __
goes, controlled and disbursed the moneys received by him for HâUluin OJ* 
his services. There is some suggestion in the evidence that Dr.
Robinson had something to do with the business, but what his 
interest is does not appear. Miss Partridge, the office clerk, 
seems to have had some instructions from I)r. Robinson, but 
she was under the control of the defendant, took her instructions 
and received her pay from him. The fact that the account was 
kept in Robinson's name does not, in my opinion, make any 
difference, as the defendant, according to the evidence, kept the 
account at the bank and drew cheques on it. The whole affair, 
to my mind, is an attempt on the part of Robinson to reap a little 
benefit by allowing an unqualified man to evade the law under 
cover of his name. In any event there is no evidence that Robin
son is licensed to practise in Saskatchewan, and the onus was 
on the defendant to establish that. (See see. 54, Dental Pro
fession Act).

I am, therefore, satisfied that an offence of the nature descrilted 
in the conviction has been committed. I am also satisfied that 
the punishment imposed is not in excess of that which might 
have been lawfully imposed for the offence in question.

has l>een that there is no provision for dis
tress in default of payment of the penalty and costs, as pro
vided by see. 51 of the Dental Profession Act. Reading see. .72 
of the Interpretation Act (eh. 1, R.S.S.), and sec. 8 of the Magis
trates' Act (ch. 02. R.S.S.), in ion with see. 739 of the
Criminal Code, I am of opinion that the magistrate had power 
to order imprisonment forthwith in default of payment of the 
| tenait y and costs, notwithstanding the fact that sec. 51 pro
vides a special mode of levying the same by distress.

The case of Reg. v. Cantillon, 19 O.R. 197, was cited in sti|>- 
|>ort of the " , but that case was decided Indore sec. 739 (b)
of the Criminal Code was enacted. Rex v. Skinner, 9 Can. Cr.
Cas. 558, and a number of cases cited therein, were all decided 
under see. 744 of the Criminal Cotie, and do not apply to a con
viction made under sec. 739 (fc). The amended conviction pro-
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SASK- vides for the costs and charges of commitment and of conveying 
s.c. to gaol. By the Dental Profession Act, ch. 108, sec 52, the fine
,5kx is clearly payable to the convicting magistrate, so that there

r. no necessity for a direction in the conviction as to whom th'* 
Si Hll.l.ixn. ^ s|,m||,| |M. paid.

Hauitain. ( .!. The only other objection which it is necessary for me to con
sider is the objection that the conviction does not specify the 
particular act or acts which constituted the alleged practising 
of dentistry. On this point the eases of Reg. v. C oui son (1893), 
1 (’an. (>. (’as. 114; Smith v. Moody, [19031 1 K.B. 50, 20 Cox 
(’.(’. 301); R. v. Harris (1908), 13 Can. Or. ('as. 393, were cited, 
among others.

1 am inclined to think that the conviction is bad on the 
ground stated, but, as 1 find that the magistrate had jurisdiction, 
and that an offence was committed of the nature specified in the 
conviction, this defect can Ik* remedied by amendment. (Per 
Armour, C.J., in Reg. v. Coulson, supra, at p. 117.) I will 
accordingly amend the conviction by inserting in the appro
priate place a statement of the several acts shewn to have been 
committed by the defendant in the evidence.

For the foregoing reasons this application must be refused, 
but without costs.

Conviction amended.

B C. UNION ASSURANCE CO. v. B.C. ELECTRIC R. CO.
n . Hritmh Columbia Court of A/gwal, Macdonald, <’.J.A . Irnng. Martin and
u A Gat like r, JJ.A. February 26. 1915.

1. Limitations of actions <6 I D—2t>)- Against whom Atailahlk—COR
PORATIONS -KmwTKK COMPANY.

The statutory obligation of an electric railway company to simply 
lighting to customers within a certain distance of the company's lines 
makes its negligence in allowing y dangerous current to set lire to the 
customer's premises one in relation In the works or operations of the 
defendant, and the customer's action therefor must he brought within 
the period of limitation which is provided for that class of action by 
its sjiccial Act (Consolidated Railway Companies Act. I KIWI, B.C., cli. 
56, see. 44).

\tt.C. Electric v. Crompton, 43 Can. S.C.H. I, referred to; l.yle* v. 
Southend, |I!MI."»| 2 K.B. I. applied.|

Inhvkanck i§ VI H -425) Loss nv mu; Claims Limitation of timk 
Where a fire insurance company, on paying the loss of the assured 

alleged to have been caused by the neglect of an electric company, 
does not bring ils action against the latter in I lie name of the assured, 
under the subrogation clause of its policy, but instead sues in its own 
name after taking a written assignment from the assured of his rights

2.
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against tin- electric eom|)unv, it run maintain tin- action only if it hua B.C.
given the latter notice in writing of the assignment under the haws -----
Declaratory Act, ll.S.B.C., eh. 133; and the defect is not cured by C. A
an order adding the assilred as a co-plaintiff made without prejudice -----
to defendants' rights after the period of limitation had expired within l \io\ 
which the added party would have had to sue. Annikwi i:

|H.C. Electric v. Crompton, 43 Can. S.C.R. 1; Simpson v. Thompson, (,,
3 A.C. 2711. referred to.] v

AssiiiNMKNT (6 I 2) What xsskinahi.k Insi iianck it.aim V audit y . jt(‘
The claim of the person whose premises are damaged by fire against Kl kctkm 

another for negligence in causing the fire is assignable to a fire ittsur- j ‘ ( (| 
mice company which, in conseipience. is called upon to pay a loss under 
its policy t i the owner of the premises.

[King v. Victoria Insurance Co., |INH6| A.C. 250, followed; Dell v.
Saunders, 17 D.L.R. 27», 1» It.C.R. 500. referred to.)

Appeal by defendants from judgment of Gregory, *1. statement.

II. II. koltertHoti, for ap|>ellants (defendants). 
Cmi.se, K.(for respondents (plaintiffs).

Macdonald, C.J.A.: The plaintiff company insured the “a*A?1*1' 
Sisters of St. Ann against loss by fin-. The defendant was at 
and prior to the time of the fire in the Sisters’ eon vent, out of 
which the plaintiffs’ arises, supplying electric current to
light the convent. The plaintiff company good to the
Sisters the damage, and obtained from them, in writing, an 
assignment of their rights against the defendant, and there
upon this action was commenced, in the plaintiff company's 
own name, within six months from the date of the fire. Subse
quently, but more than six months after the date of the fire, 
the Sisters of St. Ann were added as co-plaintiffs, but without 
prejudice to the defendants' right to take advantage of the 
limitation clause in its special Act. The learned Judge who 
tried the action gave judgment in favour of the plaintiff company, 
and directed a reference to ascertain the damages, and dismissed 
the action so far as the Sisters of St. Ann were concerned with

The defendant appealed, and the Sisters of St. Ann cross- 
appealed. Defendants’ grounds of ap|H-al may be shortly stated 
as follows: That (1) the claim of the Sisters was not assign
able; that (2) the plaintiff company had no right of action in 
ils own name; that (3) the action in the Sisters’ name was barred 
by see. 00 of the Consolidated Railway Company’s Act, 1890, 
being eh. 55, B.C. statutes of that year ; that (4) the plaintiff 
company’s claim was also barred; and that (5) there was no 
legal evidence of negligence on defendants’ part.

5
4
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It. Vo.

tlx-donald,

By their cross-ap|M*al the Sist<-rs claim to he reinstated and to 
have judgment in their favour if it should Ik* held that their 
co-plaintiff could not sustain the judgment.

King v. Victoria Ins. Co., |18tMi| A.C. 250, disposes of the 
first ground in favour of the plaintiffs. That case also hears on 
the second ground of appeal. It wa< held, under a contract of 
assignment or subrogation not distinguishable in its hearing on 
the point at issue from the one here, that the insurance com
pany could recover from the tort feasor; in that case notice 
in writing of the assignment was given to the defendant, bringing 
it within the operation of a stitite identical with sub-sec. 25 
of see. 2 of the Laws Declaratory Act, eh. 138. K S.B.C., which 
enables an assignee who has brought himself within that statute 
to sue in his own name. In the case at bar, while the assign
ment was in writing,no notice in writing to the defendant was 
proved, and, therefore, the plaintiff company is not entitled to 
the benefit of the statute.

But there was an equitable assignment, and the failure to 
give notice merely affected the manner of recovery. Instead of 
suing in its own name, the plaintiff company must sue in the name 
of the assignors : Dell v. Saunders (1014), 17 D.L.R. 270, 10 
B.C.R. 500.

The learned Judge appears to have been under the erroneous 
impression that a legal assignment in pursuance of the Act had 
been shewn in this case. This may account for his having dis
missed the Sisters and retained the plaintiff company. But, 
apart from the assignment, upon payment of the loss the plaintiff 
company was in law subrogated to the rights of the Sisters and 
entitled to bring this action in their (the Sisters') name : Simp- 
son v. Thompson (1877), 3 App. (’as. 270.

The facts of the case at bar. with one exception, are identical 
with the facts in ll.('. Electric l{. Co. v. Crompton ( 1010), 43 
(’an. S.C.R. 1. The defendants are the same; the legislation 
affecting the case is the same; each in its facts falls within see. 
44 of the said (’onsolidated Railway Act, which, after providing 
that it shall be lawful for the company to contract for the supply 
of electricity to consumers for lighting purposes, declares that : 
the company shall from time to time supply electricity to any premises 
lying within 50 yards of any main supply wire or cable suitable for that 
purpose on being required by the owner or occupier of such premises.
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Ihe section then proceeds to further provide that the company, 
I'vfore complying with the request, may requin» security for the 
•'osts of making the connection, for the payment of rates, ami 
lor rent of instruments.

In this ease the contract (if any) for the supply of electric 
current is an implied one, arising wholly from a request for the 
-erviee and compliance therewith by the defendant, and pay
ment of the rates from time to time by the Sisters in the ordi
nary course of business. In ('rompton'* case, ami herein lies the 
distinction, it was the mother of the plaintiff who applied for 
and was given the service; not the plaintiff himself, who was 
an infant living with his mother. In each case the injury was 
the result of the defendant’s negligence, assuming for the moment 
that they were negligent in this ease, in |>crmitting a wire charged 
with a high voltage to come in contact with a low voltage ser
vice wire leading into the premises of the customer. The units 
of voltage in these respective wires wen* not pro veil, but t la- 
wires wen» spoken of throughout the evidence as the high voltage 
win- ami the low voltage wire, or in terms of similar significance. 
The fact that then» was no real dispute alniut the voltage in 
each perhaps accounts for the want of mon» definite evidence 
upon th<» point.

The circumstances, therefore, in these two cases an» distin
guishable only in this, that in Crompton's case the plaintiff was 
as the majority of the Court held, not the customer, and that, 
then-fore, no contractual relationship existed l>ctween him ami 
the defendants, whereas in this case the Sisters of St. Ann were 
the customers, and, if no contractual relationship existed lietween 
them ami the defendants, it is lieeause of the effect of sec. 44.

The defendants are not by law obliged to carry passengers. 
If they contract to carry a passenger, they are subject to tin- 
common law obligations im|H>scd upon carriers of passengers, 
lo such a ease sec. 00 has In-cn held to Ik- inapplicable : Sayers 
\. H.C. Electric R. Co. <1000), 12 B.C.H. 102. Where there is 
no contractual relationship between the plaintiff ami these de
fendants, and the injury is the result of defendants’ breach of 
duly towards the plaintiff in o|M-rating its works, whether the 
tramway or the electrical supply branch then-of, the section is 
applicable: H.C. Electric Ry. v. Crompton, su pro.

B. C.

C. A.

Asm kx\« li

BA
KlF< TKI<: 

It. < o.

Mivrlnneld,
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Macdonald,

These authorities narrow the* case* down to tin* inquiry as to 
the effect of sec. 44 on the legal relationship of the parties. Apart 
from the section, on the facts of this case a contract, I think, 
would clearly he implied. The defendants’ contention, for which 
they claim the authority of Lyles v. Southend-on-Sea, [1905] 
2 K.B. 1. is that, as the statute required them to supply the 
service to an applicant whose premises are within fifty yards 
of their main supply wire, their compliance with the request of 
the Sisters of St. Ann did not constitute a contract, and that 
this action is, therefore, one for “indemnity for damage or injur> 
sustained . . . by reason of the works or operations of the
company,” to quote from sec. tiff, and expressly within its pro
tection. The Court of Appeal distinguished Calmer v. (Irand 
.function If. Co. ( 1839), 4 M. & VV. 749; and Cnrpue v. London 
tV llriyhton If. Co. ( 1844), 5 (j.lt. 747, on the ground that tin 
Acts of incorporation of the defendants in those eases did not 
require the companies, hut merely enabled them, to beeoim 
carriers if and when they elected to do so. and that, hence, tin 
actions were for failure in their duties as carriers under con
tract, express or implied, and were not for “any act done in 
pursuance or execution or intended execution of any Act of 
Parliament " (their special Acts) so as to entitle them to tin 
protection of the Public Authorities Protection Act, 1898, from 
which 1 have just quoted, whereas, in the ease before them, 
they thought that, In-eause the defendants' Light Railways Order, 
which had the force of a statute, requested them to provide :i 
public passenger service on their tramways under penalty for 
default therein, the action was one arising out of an act done 
in pursuance of their said Light Railways Order, and must b« 
commenced within the time limited by the Public Authorities 
Protection Act, 1893. In other words, that an obligation wa- 
imposed beyond that which at common law attaches to carrier 
of passengers, viz., the obligation to carry passengers, whet he t 
they wished to or not, and that, hence, the relationship In-tween 
the carrier and the passenger was not merely contractual in it' 
inception.

I think the doctrine of Lyles v. Southend-<ni-Sea, supra, mu-t 
lx- applied to this case. I can see no essential difference m 
principle between the two. There the defendants were und- r 
a statutory duty to accept Lyles as a passenger. Here the d -
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fendants were under a like duty to supply the Sisters of St. Ann 
with electricity. In each ease the obligation to perform the 
duty without negligence is an obligation imposed by the common 

: law. If. therefore, the action in Lyle’* ease was one commenced 
against the defendants for negligence in connection with an act 
done in obedience to the statutory mandate to carry the pas
senger, I cannot see any escape from the conclusion that this 
action was commenced for damages sustained by defendant's 
negligence in relation to the works or opérât ions of the defen
dant. There ap|>cars to me to lw> no more nor less of tin- element 
of contract in the one than in the other, apd, what is |>erhaps 
of more ini|>ortancc, there is in the one just as clearly as in the 
other the initial statutory obligation.

As the plaint ill" company cannot supjMirt this action in its 
I own name, and as the Sisters of St. Ann arc, in my view of the 

section, barred, it follows that the appeal should be allowed and 
the cross-ap|>enl dismissed.

It has thus Iteeome unnecessary to consider the fourth and 
fifth grounds of ap|Hial.

Ihyinq, J.A.:—I concur in the opinion of the Chief Justice.

M\rtin, J.A.: I agree with the judgment of the Chief Justice 
I allowing the apj»eal for the reasons stated, only adding, by way 
I of precaution, in case the matter should go higher, that I do not 
I wish it to lie understood that there is not much also to be said 
I in favour of another ground of appeal, viz., that no negligence 
k has, in any event, lieen established, the evidence, r.gas to the 
I current, which was given in Crompton v. H.C. Electric It. Co. 

1 l'JItb, 43 Can. S.C.R. II"», having lieen omitted in this case.

B. C.

C. A.

Ahhvram K

B ■

It. Co.

Macdonald,

( 1 xllihkk, J A.: I think this is an action arising out of tort, GaUI,",r'J,A* 
I and. as the plaintiiT failed to comply with the provisions of stib- 
I H‘‘‘- -•*» of sec. 2, Laws Declaratory Act. being eh. 133, R.S.B.C.,
I lî*l I. no notic<‘ in writing having ls*cn giveil of the assignment,
I the plaintiffs cannot maintain the action in their own name.
I ^ hen the Sisters of St. Ann were added as a party, it was too 
I late, as the action was then barred by sec. 60, eh. 55, H.C. Can.
I statutes, 1SÎM»; Crompton \. H.C. Electric It. Co. (1910), 43 Can.

S.C.R. 1.
I he appeal should Is* allowed.

.4 ppeal allowed.
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SASK. HEINRICHS v WIENS.

8. C. Sasknh'liiuaii Sii/nrinr Court, Itromi. J. ■! tin mini îtO. 1 ! » I.

1. 1.1 III 1. AMI KI.AMIKK (fill ( —37 )—( III K« II MATTER»—Ht» 1»| AMU Al

An action «Iocs not lie «gamut a clmrcli lii#lio|i merely Ih-iniim- h 
Iiin pccleniaetiva 1 direction to hi* vongregation not to ileal with i 
certain excommunicated mendier of the church where the itateiiieni 
i* not defamatory.

| .4 lien riuoil, (17 L..T.Q.B. II'.*: (Jiiinn \. I.iatlitin. [ l!*«*l | A.<
11*3, 307 ; <lih/tin \. \ a Hanoi. 7- L..I.K.H, 1107, 012. referred to.]

Statement Tin: plaintiff is a retail dealer and at one time a member of 

the Xeuanlagv Meimonite ehureh. but was excommunicated l>\ 
the defendant and subsei|uent to being excommunicated the dc 
tendant issued a decree among bis congregation forbidding ;nn 

of his congregation to deal with the plaintiff. The result was 

that the plaintiff suffered a considerable loss in his business and 
brought action against the defendant for damages.

/{. II. Squirt*, for the plaintiff.
McCrantfi, Macl\tuzi< <1 Co., for the defendant.

Brown, ,1. : 1 have reached the conclusion in this case that

the statement of claim does not disclose any cause of action.
1 might say that 1 would like to have gone into the author 

ities at greater length than 1 have been able to do. but it is itn 
portant in this ease that I should give judgment before 1 leav 
to-day, not only because 1 will not be returning next week, bin 

in order that counsel who have expressed an intention of appeal 
ing in any event should have an opportunity of bringing tin 
case before the next sittings of the Court en banc to be hob 

in the month of February. There will be no difficulty in having 
the ease brought before that Court, because there is no evidenc 
to be extended, and I may say here that there will be no neee< 
sity of having the appeal book printed, as 1 give the parties tin- 
right to use a typewritten appeal book. I have looked earefillh 

into the leading cases which were cited to me in the argument 
and it seems to me that the effect of those decisions is. put i 

a brief form, that the defendant in order to be made liable in ai 
action of this kind must himself have committed some legal 1 

wrongful act. or have been the cause of someone else committing .
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legally w mugful act. 11' liy virtue of defendant 's teachings or his 
influence he had caused partie* to break a contract with the 
plaintiff then it seems to me under the authorities he would have 
been liable for damages, or if his actions had amounted to a 
trespass as against the plaintiff he would have been liable in 
damages; if the language he used with reference to the plain
tiff rould he considered as libelous or slanderous as to the 
plaintiffs business, then he would, it seems to me. clearly have 
been liable. Again if there had been a conspiracy on the part 
cf the defendant and others to do the plaintiff a wrong, and 
thox had in the carrying out of this conspiracy actually done 
him damage, then under the authorities he would have been 
liabh I might read some short portions of the hading author
ities which have been cited. In the first place taking up the 
case of .Mini v. Flood, 07 L.J.Q.H. 11!!, which is cited in G7 Law 
Journal. Q.H.I). at p. 175, Lord Watson is reported as saying 
ami I max say that Lord Watson's judgment seems to be con
sidered in subsequent decisions as the main judgment in that 
case :—

llv who xvilfully induce* «nuttier to do nn unlnxvful set, which. but for 
hi- |M-r«n»«i<>n. would or might never have lieeii committed, is rightlx held 
In In- n-s|Hin«ili|t‘ for the xvroiig which he procured.

Then at p. 181. Lord llerchell says;
It i- to In- observed in the lir*t place, that the companx. in declining 

to i-mplnx the plaintiffs, were violating no contract; they were doing 
h-thing xxrongfnl in the eye of the law. The course which they took wait 
dictated In self interest ; they were anxious to avoid the inconvenience to 
their business which would ensue from a cessation of work on behalf of the 
iron worker*. It was not contended at the Bar that merely to induce them 
to take this course would constitute a legal wrong, but it woa said to 
do su Ilei'iiuse the |»crson inducing them acted maliciously.

This cast1 held that the mere fact that they acted “malici- 
ouslx was nut a factor at all in the case.

Then in the case of Quinn v. Leathern, 11901] A.C. 495, 
which incited in 119011 A.C. at p. 507, the Lord Chancellor, the 
Earl of Ilalsbury, referring to the ease of Allen v. Flood, supra, 

Isays ;—
It xxa- further an element in the decision—that is in the ease of Alim 

x H„o'l—that there was no case of conspiracy or even combination. Wlmt 
xxa* iil|«.gvd to Is* done was only the independent ami single action of the

SASK

s.e
llnxKii ils

WlKXs
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SASK. <l<*f«>ii<luiit. artunit'd in what hr <!iil by thr desire to I'xpriN* hi- own views 
^ ^ in favour of his follow members.

Indicating very clearly that there will he no liability where
I I \ Mil II V

the defendant was not in conspiracy with others to do a wrong. 
Then further in that case at p. 510, Lord Maenaghtcn. going intoW li \s.

the matter very fully says :—
Obviously Lord Watson was convinced in his own mind that a con

spiracy to injure might give rise to civil liability even though the end 
were brought about by conduct and acts which by themselves and apart 
from the element of combination or concerted action could not be re
garded as a legal wrong. Precisely the same questions ari-e in this 
case as arose in Trmpcrloti v. Ituaaell. The answers, I think, must de
pend on precisely the same considerations. Was Lutnlcy v. Gye rightly 
decided? I think it was. Litwley v. Gyc, was much considered in Alien 
v. Flood. Hut as it was not directly in question, some of your Lord
ships thought it lieter to suspend their judgment. In this case the ques
tion arises directly, and it is necessary to express an opinion on the 
point. Speaking for myself. I have no hesitation in saying that I think 
the decision was right, not on the ground of malicious intention—that 
was not. I think, the gist of the action—hut on the ground that a viola
tion of legal right committed knowingly is a cause of action, and that 
it is a violation of legal right to interfere with contractual relations 
recognized hy law if there he no such sufficient justification for the inter-

In the case of (Uhlan v. National, 72 L.J.K.B. 907 at 912, 
Vaughan Williams, L.J., is reported as saying:—

There remains the question of the liability of the I'nion and To >mey. 
I think they are both liable. The I'nion. Williams, and Toontey were all 
parties to acts constituting an actionable wrong—namely interference with 
(iihlati in the exercise of his undoubted common law right to dispose of 
his labour according to his will.

In that ease there was an act of interference with the plain- 
lift' in obtaining employment; in entering into contracts with 
employers and that was held to be an actionable wrong. There 
is an American decision in the Supreme Court of the l nited 
States which was referred to by counsel, and which apparently 
has not yet been officially reported. That is the ease of />. 
Lome <f Co. v. United Hatters of North America, really against 
two hundred members of the United Hatters of North America 
and the American Federation of Labour, hut that ease is evi
dently from the newspaper report which has been handed to me. 
decided and based on the Sherman anti-trust law. The whole
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decision according to this report seems to be founded on that 
statute and so lias no application to the case at bar.

It seems to me that this case is very much similar to a case 
of an employer who may offer advice or suggestions to his ser
vants or employees. Surely he would not be considered as doing 
a legal wrong if all employer advised his servants or employees 
to patronize a certain store, and not to patronize another store. 
This case seems to be very similar. A school teacher might advise 
his pupils to get their school supplies from a certain store, and 
not to* get them from another store, and in doing that, un
questionably by virtue of his position would influence his stu
dents to patronize the one store and to as it were boycott the 
other store, but that would not be an actionable wrong.

I find no authority, and no authority has been cited where 
the facts arc similar to the case at bar. and where the defend
ant has Ih-cii held liable. So therefore I reach the conclusion 
as 1 have already stated that there is no right of action under 
this claim ; and there will be judgment for the defendant with

As this judgment, however, is going to appeal, the trial of 
the action should be postponed until the next sittings ot the 
Court, and then the same can be further dealt with in the light 
of the judgment of the Court en hum*

Judipnent for defendant.

[•Appealed to the Supreme Court of Saskatchewan <n hanc. Appeal 
dismissed. March 20. 1015.1

Annotation—Libel and slander i § II C—371—Church matters.
Inasmuch as the rule of law is that the motive or intention of the 

writer is immaterial to the right of action, the fact that the writer wrote 
as a Iloinan Catholic addressing himself to Ihnnan Catholic readers is 
not a ground of justification for the publication of an absolute statement 
that the two persons were not legally married when the fact was mcreh 
that their marriage was not recognized as valid by the Homan Catholic 
Church. Cliiniquy v. Béginf 7 D.L.H. 05, 42 Que. S.C. 261. The latter deci
sion is somewhat qualified in effect by the reversal of the judgment in 
which it was given though upon an entirely different ground, Chiniquy v. 
Bégin. 20 D.L.R. 347.

A bishop's charge to his clergy is primé facie privileged, although it 
contain defamatory mater. I.oughton v. Bishop of Kotlov anil Man. L.R. 
4 PC. 405. 42 L-T.P.C, II. 21 W.R. 204. 28 L.T. 877. » Moore P.C.X.S.

SASK.

8. C.
II KIN KICII8 

\\ II NS.

nrowii, .1,

Annotation

Libel and 
slander.
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Annotation

Liln-I and 
slander.
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Annotation i eon I in mil i - Libel and slander 18II C—37 '—Church matters.

Plaintiff whh tin* collector of |h'W rent* in St. Paul'* ( lunch, anil it 
wa* hi* duty a* miicIi to hand them over to the defendant, who tva* the 
senior warden. The elmreh had been broken o|>en, and the money* and 
money boxe*, with certain hook* of no use to any one hut the plaintitr and 
the church, taken away. The defendant, in presence of the plaintiff'* 
surety in vestryman), two other vestrymen, and the rector of the church, 
charged plaintiff with the crime, adding that he had not handed over the 
money collected, and had destroyed the I took* to cover the deficiencv. The 
jury in answer to a question, said that they could not decide whether 
the defendant had malice or not when the words were spoken, but that 
they considered he had no right to use them, and they found for I be plain 
tilf. It wa* held that the communication wa* privileged, and that a* the 
jury had not found express malice the verdict must fall. Shepherd \. 
While, 2 II. & C. 31.

Where the plaint iff was a member of a provincial assembly of congre 
gational ministers, u resolution proposed at a meeting of that a sembly. 
severely censuring t he plaint iff. and all spmdies made thereon, are privi
leged: so i* the publication of the resolution in the denominational 
paper*, lint a letter written to the assembly by a person not a mendier of 
it is not privileged. Shiirtleff v. Stevens, 51 Vermont 501, 31 Amer. P. 
llOX: Shiirtleff v. Barker. 130 Mass. 203. 30 Amer. II. 45b; and see Olini 
v. Unit i nek. 3 Taunt. 450.

Words spoken at a church meeting in the regular course of church 
discipline, when the question before the meeting is whether the plaintiff 
member i* or is not lit to !*• a member of the church, are held privileged: 
Jarvis v. Ilalheiray, 3 John*. IX.Y. Sup. Court) 178; Hrininpton v. Conti 
don nnil Others. 2 Pick. 110 Mass. | 310. York v. Cease, 2 Gray i 08 Mas*, i 
282.

lint if such words are also defamatory of some third person who is not 
a member of the church, such outsider may sue. Coombs v. Hose, 8 Pinch 
ford (Indiana), 155; It. v. Hurt. 1 Win. PI. 380.

A confidential consultation lietween a vicar and his curate as to the 
course which the vicar ought to adopt in an ecclesiastical matter was 
held privileged in Clark v. Molynemr, 3 (j.P.I). 237, 47 L.J.Q.B. 230. 20 
W.R. 104. 30 L.T. 400: 37 L.T. 004. 14 Cox C.C. 10. and sec Bell v. rarke. 
10 Ir. C.L.R. 279.

Put where a rector sent to his parishioners a circular letter warning 
them not to send their children to a school which plaintiff had opened 
in the parish against the rector's wishes, and in opposition to the 
rector’s parish school, it was held that no privilege attached, llilpin \. 
Fmrlrr. 0 Kxcli. 615, 23 L.J.Kx. 152. 18 dur. 293.

If a clergyman or parish priest, in the course of a sermon, “make an 
example" of a mendier of his flock, by commenting on his misconduct, 
and either naming him or alluding to him in unmistakable term*, hi* 
word» will not Is- privileged, although they were uttered bond fide in the 
honest desire to reform the culprit, and to warn the rest of his hearer*, 
and although the congregation would probably I*» more interested in this
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Annotation i continued)—Libel and slander < § II C—371—Church matters. SASK

I tart ut the dUcum*»* than in any other. If the words In* actionable, the Annotation 
clergyman must justify. Mngrath v. Finn, Jr. K. II ('.L. 162; Kinnahan 
v. McCullagh. ib. 1: If. v. Knight (1780), Bacon’s Abr. A. 2 ( Libel i. And 
see tirccmrood v. Frick, cited in fro. Jar. ill, as overriled by Lord Den 
man. 12 A. & K. 72th

A prominent mendier of the church of St. Barnabas, Dimilco, went to 
stav in the vacation at Stockerons, in Berkshire, and so conducted him 
self there a- to gravely offend the parishioners. Letters passing between 
the curate of St. Barnabas and the incumbent of Stockerons relative to 
the charges of mise -nduct brought against the plaintiff were held pri 
leged. as Isitli were interested in getting at the truth of the matter.
1 vint.hu V. ['laHIM, 15 C.B.X.S. 3»2. 33 L.J.V.I’. HU. 10 .Ittr. N.S. 47». 12 

IL 153. il L.T. 483.

CITY OF NEW WESTMINSTER v. THE "MAAGEN ” CAN

F.jchcgU' r Court of Canatla ( British Columbia .1ilmiralty District). Ihm ^ (
Mr. Justice Martin. Local Judge in Admiralty. March 5. 1015.

I. AiiMlit.xi.TY i $ I—4k>—Ji HiHinermx — Kx< iiki/vkk (dirt—('oxiu \i v\ 
nox of ships—Injury to hriimh:.

A ship may be sued and condemned in damages in the Exchequer 
Court in favour of a municipality whose bridge over a river has been 
injured bv the ship running into it through bad navigation amounting 
to negligence.

| Joncs v. C.P.K.. 13 D.L.Il. 000. 000. 83 L.J.IW. 13. referred to.|

Trial of an action by the city of New Westminster against statement 
the steam tug “Maagen” for damages caused by the collision of 
that ship with the plaintiff's bridge at Lulu Island on dune 26 
and 29, 1913.

McQuarrie <(• Cassady, for plaintiff.
('. 1/. Woodworth, for defendant.

Martin. L.d. A dm. ;—Though the damages claimed are small Martin, l.i.a. 
in amount yet in principle they are of considerable importance 
as they raise the question of the obstruction of the navigation of 
the North Arm of the Fraser River by the said bridge, which 
river is a tidal and navigable one at that point, and for a con
sideration of the general public rights therein reference may be 
made to the eases in this Court of Kennedy v. The “Surrey”
(1905). 10 Can. Ex. 29. 11 R.C.R. 499; New Westminster v. The 
" Manye n" (1912), 14 Ex. 323. 18 B.C.R. 441; and Graham v.
The "E. Mayfield” (1913), 14 D.L.R. 505. 14 Con. Ex. 330. It
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in first alleged that said bridge is not properly constructed. it 
being said to bo set at such a wrong angle to the current of the 
river that it tends to cause ships to strike against it. With re
spect to this defence it is sufficient to say that the evidence to tin- 
contrary was so weighty that it was in effect abandoned, and I 
only notice it to record the fact that this is the second time such 
an allegation has been made with the like results—sec the prior 
decision of this Court between the same parties on November 30. 
1912. already cited.

Then it is further alleged that at the time of the first colli
sion, on J une 26. the ship was not to blame because the master 
was confused in his bearings and temporarily blinded at the 
critical moment by a jet of water which was discharged upon 
him by a pipe from the floor of the bridge while he was passing

CAN. is first alleged that said bridge is not properly constructed, it
j.x (< being said to be set at such a wrong angle to the current of the

river that it tends to cause ships to strike against it. With re-

ui.NMTMt ««outran was so weighty that it was in effect abandoned, and 1 
Tin: only notice it to record the fact that this is the second time such

M^va- v ttn .|ll«‘jration has been made with the like results—see the prior
Martin, i-.i.A. €j<H.|K|<ill 0f this Court between the same parties on November 30.

1912. already cited.
Then it is further alleged that at the time of the first colli

sion, on .1 une 26. the ship was not to blame because the master 
was confused in his bearings and temporarily blinded at the 
critical moment by a jet of water which was discharged upon 
him by a pipe from the floor of the bridge while he was passing 
through its channel on the northerly, or city, side going down 
stream, and in so doing trying to keep as close as possible to his 
starboard side to allow for the set of the current, there being 
lashed to his port bow a scow 84 x 32.6 feet, laden with about 
250-300 tons of gravel. A good deal of evidence was given on 
this point and to elucidate it I took a view of the bridge and saw 
it in operation and the water being discharged through the six 
inch “blow off” pipe from the main level of the bridge, which 
throws a strong stream of water upstream for a distance of about 
80 ft. into the river below and at right angles to the bridge.

This pipe is not in ordinary use. only being used in connec
tion with the emergency 8 inch pipe on the bridge, but at the 
time in question it was in use. having been laid in November. 
1912. and used till 1913. The mouth of it is about 20 ft. above 
ordinary high tide and the stream of water in gradually falling 
that distance “feathers” a good deal. I have reached the con
clusion that if a fairly strong wind were blowing from any one 
of several points of the compass the result might well be that 
the feathering of the water and its tendency to obscure the 
bearings of the bridge would confuse an ordinarily prudent and
careful navigator, though usually it would not have that effect.
In the present case, without going into unnecessary details. I
am of the opinion that the evidence of the master of the tug as to 
the force and direction of the wind and water on that day should 
be credited to the extent at least of raising such a doubt in my

à
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mind that 1 would not lie justified in finding him guilty of negli
gence for any «lamage eauHed hy the finit collision.

Hut that does not relieve him from the c‘onse(|uenees of the 
second collision three days later, because it is not alleged that 
the wind increased or deflected the spray on that occasion, ami 
no other valid excuse for the collision has been set up, and I have 
no doubt it was caused hy had navigation. The position taken 
for the defence is that the scow simply scraped along the draw 
protection pier and did no damage, hut I am unable to take that 
view of the matter in the face of the evidence of two witnesses 
to the contrary, and I have come to the conclusion that the 
second collision materially added to the damage already dout

ât the same spot. It is difficult in the circumstances to say how 
much this amounted to, the whole damage being only $182.90. I 
feel great reluctance in adding to the cost of this litigation by 
directing a reference to ascertain such additional damage, the 
cost of which would Ik* out of all proportion to the small amount 
to be ascertained, and from the nature of the case it would be 
very unlikely that any more evidence would be forthcoming to 
assist the registrar in arriving at a conclusion than is now 
before me. The matter is one of those which frequently arise 
wherein it is impossible to assess damages with exactitude (cf. 
Jo Hex v. C.P.U. (1913), 83 L .I .IM . 13. 13 D.L.R. 900). but 
nevertheless the same attempt must be made as a jury would, 
make, and I. therefore, feel disposed to direct that the damages 
should be assessed at one-third of the whole amount, which, I 
think, will meet the justice of the case, and for which amount 
judgment will be entered for the plaintiff with costs.

CAN.

Ex. V.

Xkw \\>>i

I in

Jud/pneni for /Jointif).

SL0B0DIAN v. HARRIS

Manitoba Kiny'* Hrnch, liait, ./. January 2. 11*13.
1. MoKATOKU M (II — I)—,1 riMi.MK.XT—Nuhckmhiox ok.

A registered judgment is an instrument i-liarging lain! within the 
meaning of the Moratorium Act. 1!U4. Man., hut where registered after 
.Filly 31. 11U4. it is a “contract" within the exception of nee. li. ami hy 
virtue of the County Courts Act, so that the restrictions of the Mora 
torium Act ilo not apply to prevent an order for sale lieing made there 
limier within the six months' period.

MAN.

K. R
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MAN Motion for sale of lands.
K. H. 1i. II. Boulton, for plaintiff.

i.oiioiMA.v No one for defendants.

11 utlMs Galt, J. :—This is an ion by the plaintiff for liberty
a.it.j. to sell certain lands, or a competent part thereof to realize the

amount payable under a judgment recovered on June 24. 1914. 
against the defendants Mike Harris and Mike Makoski in an 
action in the County Court.

The affidavit in support of the motion is made by a student in 
the office of the plaintiff’s solicitor and shews that judgment was 
entered in the County Court by the plaintiff on the above date 
for $233.45, and neither the said sum nor any part thereof has 
been paid; that on November 17, 1914. execution was issued out 
of the County Court which has been returned nulla bona; and 
that on November 17. 1914, a certificate of the said judgment was 
registered in the land titles Office at the city of Winnipeg against 
the lands of the defendant Mike Makoski. The deponent further 
says that said Mike Makoski is the registered owner in i'ee simple 
of certain lands in the Winnipeg land titles office, describing the 
same. No one appeared for the defendants.

Under the provisions of the County Courts Act. sees. 215 and 
216, and the King's Bench Act. rules 741 and 742. the plaintiff 
is entitled to the relief which he seeks, unless the Moratorium 
Act prevents it.

In the case of Ledoux v. Cameron, 25 Man. L.R. 71. recently 
before me on appeal, the Master had refused to settle a certain 
advertisement for sale under a County Court judgment regis
tered in the land titles office shortly before the Moratorium Act 
was passed, by reason of sec. 2 of the Act. In that case I held, 
affirming the Master’s decision, that a registered judgment was 
an instrument charging land with the payment of money within 
the meaning of sec. 2 of the said Act, and no proceedings for 
sale could be taken until after the lapse of 6 months from 
August 1. 1914. In the present case the certificate of judgment 
was not registered until November 17, 1914.

Under sec. 6 of the Moratorium Act:—
Nothing in this Act shall apply to proceedings or the rights of the 

parties under any mortgage, agreement of sale, or other contract made or 
entered into after the thirty-first day of July, 1914.

0714
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('an it lie Haiti that a registered judgment is a "contract?"
Under sees. 215 and 21fi of the County Courts Act a regis

tered judgment hinds and forms a lien and charge on all the 
lands of the judgment debtor the same as though charged in 
writing by the judgment debtor under his hand and seal, with 
the amount of the judgment. In my opinion a registered judg
ment, under the provisions just mentioned, becomes a contract, 
and the ease thus falls within the exception provided for in sec. 
ti of the Moratorium Act. The plaintiff, therefore, is entitled to 
the relief he claims, together with the costs of this motion.

MAN.

K. 1$.

Si uimhh \ x

Motion (fronted.

KAULBACH v. BEGIN. N. S
\nvo Scotia Hu/n cme t'nurt, HuhhcII. I.oiujleff, l)vandale mul Ritchie, .1.1. < , •

April 5. 11)15.

1. Hills and xotkk i 6 VI < — HIT I—I’komihsory xotk— Executory alree 
ment—Transfer of shares—Agreement treated as non ex is
TENT—FAILURE OF CONSIDERATION.

An executor suing u|ion promissory notes given by tin- dvfvnilnnt to 
the testator under the hitter's executory agreement for the transfer to 
the maker of the note of certain shares ill a vessel so soon as the note 
should he paid, cannot recover on the note if the testator had treated 
the agreement as non existent, made no tender or offer of the shares, 
made no demand under the notes and had treated the defendant as 
having no interest in the vessel by selling the shares in question with 
out referring to the defendant.

Action by plaintiffs as executors of the estate of C. Edwin statement 
Kaulbaeh, deceased, to recover the amount of two promissory 
notes with interest given by defendant in connection with a pro
posed purchase of shares in a fishing vessel which the deceased 
with others was building at the time.

The cause was tried before Graham. K.J.. who gave judg
ment in defendant's favour on the ground that no interest in the 
vessel ever passed to defendant, the shares having been taken 
over by and registered in the name of deceased and having been 
subsequently sold by him without any reference to defendant.

V.,/. Pnton, K.C.. and It. C. N. Kaulbaeh, for appellants.
•/. A. McLean, K.C., for respondent.

Russell, J. :—The defendant is sued on two promissory notes ruwii, j. 

given to the late ( \ Edwin Kaulbaeh either under an executory 
agreement by the latter to transfer to him four shares in a
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N. S. schooner then building or for money advanced by way of loan
S. C. to the defendant to purchase and pay for the shares which were

K xi Lii.xcil

Bki.IX.

taken in the name of Mr. Kaullmch and held as security for tin- 
loan. The learned trial Judge has found that the notes were 
given on the consideration first mentioned and has negatived tin-

Rimell, J. theory of a loan. There arc circumstances in the case that would 
lend colour to the theory of a loan. One of these is the memor
andum on the stub of tin- cheque signed with the initials C.E.K.. 
which is to this effect :—

Ain't advanced fur Joli» Bogin, (ivo. lli-gin'* now schooner. #12.1.
This was proved to have been made in the handwriting of Mr. 
Young, now deceased, who was in his lifetime a clerk of the late 
('. Edwin Kaulbach. It is contended that this evidence was 
inadmissible as it was also contended that the memorandum on 
the cheque for $125, “John Begin, new schooner." was inad
missible. I think that both entries were admissible as having 
been made by the deceased clerk in the ordinary course of his 
duties. But the- learned Judge has treated these memoranda as 
merely earmarking the transaction, and not as proof that the 
cheques were drawn as advances to the defendant to enable him 
to buy the shares in the vessel.

Another circumstance tending to support the theory of a loan 
to tin- defendant is his statement in the course of his cross- 
examination that McLean, one of the firm of builders of tin- 
vessel. asked him to take a share and he replied that he had no 
money, whereupon McLean said, “we will go to Mr. Kaulbach and 
borrow the money." But the witness had already said in his 
direct examination, as to this same interview, “we went to him 
and lie was supposed to have twelve shares, or he was taking 
twelve shares. Me says you don’t want any money; give me 
notes and 1 will give you four shares.”

And in answer to the question of the learned Judge. “You 
knew unless you paid you were not to get a share?” defendant 
replied, "that is what 1 was under the impression."

The following questions and answers also occur in the cross- 
examination :—

Q. Was it arranged Mr. Kaulbac-li was to keep your shares until you 
paid for them? A. That is what I understood. Q. lie was to have your 
shares as security until you paid the notes? A. Not as security. 1 was
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to u, t four shares from him and lu* was to hold it over until I paid for N. S. 
them. s

Both the defendant and McLean confess that their recul lee- ----
lion of the interview is too indistinct to enable them to report it x xl J,"v' 
with anything like accuracy. There is no writing produced, I6|,IV 
although one was drafted by Mr. Kaulbaeh s clerk, the purport Ruweii, j. 
of which seems to have been that defendant was to get the shares 
when the notes were paid. The defendant was never treated by 
Mr. Kaulbaeh as the owner of the shares, and when the vessel 
was sold he was not consulted in any way with reference to the 
transaction, as I think he would have been if lie had been con
sidered by Mr. Kaulbaeh as the owner of the shares which were 
in that view held by Mr. Kaulbaeh as security for the advance.
If the learned Judge had found this to be the effect of the trans
action 1 doubt if I should have felt free to find otherwise. As 
he has found it to be an executory agreement I do not think 
there is evidence on which we should reverse his finding, espe
cially in view of the fact that Mr. Kaulbaeh registered all the 
shares in his own name, and in order to do so had to make a de
claration of ownership, a circumstance to which importance was 
attached in the ease of Woods v. l{usuelI, ü B. & Aid. 942. I 
agree with the learned Judge that the circumstance of the shares 
being referred to as Begin’s shares, or the cheque having been 
described as an amount advanced to John Begin is wholly incon
clusive. If Mr. Kaulbaeh were paying for the shares with the 
intention and under an agreement to transfer them to the de
fendant on payment of the notes, he would be just as likely to 
earmark the stub or have it earmarked as an advance for John 
Begin as if the agreement had been clear and distinct for a loan.

If the ease is that of an executory agreement for the transfer 
of the shares I do not see how the notes can be collected when the 
payee has by the sale disabled himself from transferring the 
shares. The learned trial Judge has treated the ease as a rescis
sion of the agreement and the circumstances seem to point to 
that inference.

The defendant, at the trial, said in answer to a question from 
the Judge :—

All I remember him ( Knullmcli I saying, “as soon as you pay for the 
shares I will transfer them over": hut I never could pay for them : I never
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paid a cent on it; so it looked as if I didn’t have a slum- larim-e I *ign«'«l 
no |iii|iera of any kind to lieeonie a shareholder.

It HeeniH, therefore, that both partit»* to th<- agreement haw 
treated it as having been rescinded and the learned trial .Judge 
has found as a fact that it was so treated by the plaintiff's tes
tator. I think that finding is supported by the evidence, and that 
being so 1 do not feel bound to enter upon the thorny and diffi
cult questions arising out of a re-sale in invitum.

The argument of the ease did not afford any very clear light 
as to whether the analogy of a sale of land by a mortgagee or of 
a re-sale of chattels by an unpaid vendor was most nearly applic
able to the case. There would be difficulties in working out 
either analogy. But I think the essential question at issue here 
can be answered by saying that the plaintiff cannot recover on 
the notes given in this case after the testator had treated the 
agreement as non-existent, made no tender or offer of the shares, 
made no demand of the notes, treated the defendant as having no 
interest whatever in the vessel and sold the shares intended for 
him under the agreement without notice to him or consultation 
with him.

Whether the case be treated as that of a total failure of con
sideration or a rescission of the contract by a tacit though real 
agreement which should result in a discharge of the notes is not 
very material. Perhaps in the last analysis these are in reality 
one and the same proposition. In any case I think the appeal 
must be dismissed.

Loxglky and Drysdaiæ, .1.1., concurred.

Ritchie, J.:—In my opinion the appeal should be dismissed 
with costs for the reasons stated in the judgment appealed from. 
1 adopt it as my judgment on appeal.

Appeal dismissed with costs.
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JOURNAL PRINTING CO. v. McVEITY.
Ontario Supreme (\mrt. ippellale IHrision. Faleonbriilyi. (’.•!.bi.H.. Ifiihhll.

Lalehforil ami Kelly, JJ. February 18. 1 !» 15.

J. Injunction i # I—10)—Xkwhvai'kr kki-ohiih—Ext 11 smx from city 
HALL—OKDKK or MAYO#—INUNCTION Kt.sTKA I NI NO.

A newM|ia|M*r rc|iorter lia# a right of entry into tin- vity hall nf the 
city in which the newspaper is carried on, both as a representative of 
the publishers and as a resident of the vity and the enforcement of an 
order given by the mayor of the city to the city hall ollicials excluding 
newspaper reporters from the city hall will Is- restrained I tv injunction.

2. MCNICIPAL CORPORATIONS I g II—I—280)—MVNHTPAI.ITY— IlATKPAYKB—
Hksioknt—Right to ixhpkct rkcoron—Stati tory.

A ratepayer or reaident of a municipality has in Ontario no common 
law right to inspect the record of tin- municipal corporation ; all rights 
«if examination or inquiry by a ratepayer into municipal affaire are 
limited to those given by statute.

[Tenby v. Mason, [ 11MI8] I t'h. 457. folhtwed : Williams \ \lam lies 
1er. 13 Times L.R. 201». ilistinguisheil.]

Appeal from the judgment of Middleton. ,).
(1. F. Henderson, K.('.. and II. F. Parkinson, for the appcl- 

lant eompanv.
.1. ./. Hassell Snow, K.( .. for the defendant.

Faixxïnbriixik, f\J.K.B. (giving the judgment of the 
Court):—Rearing in mind that this appeal is taken from tIn
formal judgment, and not from the reasons therefor, there is 
no neeessity. we are all agreed, for reserving judgment.

The only point, we consider, is the right of an “inhabitant” 
or “person” to examine into the affairs of the city. We are of 
opinion that no rights exist except sueh as are expressly or by 
implication given by the statute. Our municipalities are in no 
way an evolution from the common law municipal corporations, 
but are the product of statutory' enactments, and in this respect 
differ from them. Some account of this origin may be seen in 
Biggar’s Municipal Manual, MeKvoy’s The Ontario Township, 
and a series of articles on Early Legislation and Legislators in 
Vppcr Canada in 33 C.L.T. All reasoning, therefore, based upon 
the common law rights of the parties falls to the ground.

In the case of Tenby Corjwration v. Mason, ( 1908] 1 < 'h. 457, 
at p. 462, Mr. Justice Kekewieh says “Thirdly, the defendant 
claims to be entitled to attend the meetings of the council as one 
of the public, that is, he alleges that they are necessarily public 
meetings. I pass over without further notice the evidence that

81
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ONT. the door leading to the council room has remained open during
s. <. the time of meeting, and there has been no doorkeeper to chal-

ïoÜbnai len8e the entrance of any one not coming in an official character. 
Printing as also the evidence, which is by no means strong, that oceasion- 

‘ " ally some such persons may have entered and attended the meet- 
McVkity. ings. The only arguable ground of this claim is that they are 
Faiecmbridge, public meetings. The first observation on this is that we are 

dealing with the creature of statute, and that there is no room 
for the application of the common law on which one would fall 
back if dealing with, for instance, vestries : see Steer’s Parish 
Law, 5th ed„ p. 195. The borough council is constituted under 
the Municipal Corporations Act, 1882, and if the defendant’s 
claim is well founded there must be expressed in, or reasonably 
inferred from, that Act a right on his part as one of the public 
to attend the meetings. Admittedly there is no expression of any 
such right. Can it be reasonably inferred? The defendant en
deavours to answer this affirmatively. Of those provisions of the 
statute, including the rules set out in the Second Schedule, which 
ensure some publicity of the proceedings of the council, none of 
them really affects the public except the 5th rule, which pro
vides for notice of the time and place of intended meetings being 
fixed on the town hall, and if the meeting is called by members 
of the council the notice must also state the business proposed to 
be transacted. Giving the utmost possible weight to these pro
visions, I cannot deduce therefrom any intention on the part of 
the Legislature that the public shall have a right to be admitted 
to the meetings ; and indeed I should infer that this is the limit 
of publicity which it was thought desirable to ensure, and that no 
more was contemplated.”

This judgment is affirmed by the Court of Appeal, Buckley. 
L.J., saying, at p. 469 : “But all this must be controlled no doubt 
by anything which is found in the statute which governs the 
corporation. If there is anything in the statute, that must pre
vail. The Master of the Rolls has dealt with the provisions of 
this statute and of the Local Government Act of 1894, to which 
reference may be made as to other like authorities. I fail to find 
in the Act which creates this corporation anything which says 
that a burgess is entitled to access to the meetings of the delibera
tive body. In see. 233 I do find that he is entitled to copies of
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thv minutes of the proceedings of the council. He is entitled to °NT-
know what they have done. But the Act contains no provisions s. C.
as to his being entitled to be present at the proceedings them- tournai 
selves.” Printing

Then, the other ease that has been much laboured this morn- v 
ing. Williams v. Manor, etc., of Manchester, 13 Times L.R. 299. is McVbitt. 
a mere interpretation of sec. 233 of the Municipal Corporations Faironhndsr 
Act of 1882. as to the extent of the right given by that section 
to a burgees to inspect the minutes of council and its committees, 
as indeed, the report starts out by saying, and it does not sup
port. the proposition that the public have rights in the premises 
not given by the statute. This was practically a consent judg
ment ease. Epitomes only of the minutes of committees wei*e 
prepared for the council, but not incorporated in the minutes of 
council. Mr. Asquith, for the corporation, said: “Perhaps if the 
epitomes were treated as minutes of the council that would satisfy 
both parties.” Judgment is given as follows: “The Court then 
granted a declaration that the burgesses were entitled to inspect
in future all acts of committees submitted to the council for 
approval and either approved or not.” Therefore that case does 
not support the proposition that the public have rights not given 
by the statute.

Therefore, both on principle ami authority, we think the 
appeal should be dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed.

O’TOOLE v. BRANDRAM HENDERSON. N. S.
Xora Scotia Supreme Court, U re ham. H.J.. RuhhcU, l.ouyl'i/. anil Ihftmlale, a~n" 

././. January 12. 1916.
1. Mastir axu hkbvaxt (|V—340)—Workman's (oxu’kxhatiox—In.ii ky

TO TKAMMTKR—lx OK AUDIT PLANT.
( ompeiisatiun may lie allowed under tin* Workmen's Compensation 

Act, X.N. in respect of injury to u teamster while driving a truck ami 
team of horses in the delivery of the out put of tin* factory although at 
Mime distance therefrom, the horse* and truck being a part of the 
factory "plant" under the extended meaning given hy *ul> *ec. 2 of sec.
‘1 to the word "factory." so that an injury “on, in or alsmt" any part 
of the plant is within the statute.

| Yarmouth x. Prance. Ill tj.R.D. «147. ami farter V. Clarke, 14 Times 
LR. 172. applied.)

Appeal from the judgment of Wallace C.C.J., in favour of statement 
plaintiff on a case stated from an arbitration under the Work
men’s Compensation Act.
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N.S. II. Mellish, K.C., in support of appeal.
s. a S. Jenks, K.( and II. II. Murray, contra.

IlKAXDRAM-
IÎKXIIKRHOX.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Russell, J.:—The English Workmen’s Compensation Act

Russell, J.
1897. applies only to employment on. in. or about a railway, 
factory, etc., and it has been held that a person who was injured 
at a distance from the factory was not killed on. in or about the 
factory, because the accident happened whilst loading his cart 
(.ne and a half miles from the factory at which he was employed. 
Louth v. 1 blot son, [ 1899] 1 Q.B. 1003. On the other hand in 
Powell v. Brown, | 1899 ] 1 Q.B. 157. it was held that compensa
tion could be claimed in respect of a man who was killed by fall
ing from a cart which he was loading at the time. The cart was 
standing in the public street but backed up against the curb of 
the pavement on the other side of which was the wall of the 
m ' t’s factory. In this case the employment was held
to be about the factory.

The N.S. Workmen’s Compensation Act has not followed the 
English Act under which these decisions were . It has
introduced words which it is contended change the meaning of 
the Act. It is as follows :—

This Act shall apply only to employment by the undertakers a-» herein
after dell lied where not less than ten workmen are employed on. in or 
a limit a railway, factoiy. etc., etc.

The contention is that the restriction “on, in or about” 
applies not to the nature of the employment in which the injury 
has happened but .only to the nature of the employment of the 
ten persons whose employment on, in or about the factory, etc., 
is made a condition of the application of the Act. But this 
manner of construing the Act leads to the result that there may 
be persons employed by the undertaker who would be entitled to 
compensation but the fact of his employment would not count 
in determining to what classes of factory, etc., the statute is 
applicable. I cannot think that it was ever intended by the 
insertion of the words not found in the English Act to make two 
different kinds of employment, one of which would be considered 
in determining whether the Act applied while the other would 
not be considered in determining that question but would never-

5
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theless be such us to fu grounds for compensation. The N s
Act can be read without any transposition of its phrases so as s.C.
to bear the same < as the English Act, and 1 think oToüïi
that was the intention of the legislature. v.

Hkandkam-
The deceased teamster in the present ease was killed, not Hknijersox. 

“on, in or about” the respondent's manufactory but a con- Kussellij 
siderable distance therefrom, and compensation c be re
covered in respect of the accident unless by virtue of the con
tention next to be considered.

It is said that the team from which he was thrown was part 
of the plant of the factory under the definition, and therefore 
that his c ‘lit was on. in or about the “factory” as de
fined in sec. 2. sub-sec. 2. as follows :—

“ ‘ Factory’ has the same meaning as in the N.S. Factories 
Act and also includes any dock, wharf, quay and buildings there
on. machinery or plant, and every laundry worked by steam, 
water or mechanical power.”

In Yarmouth v. France, 19 Q.B.I). (147. a horse was held to 
lie part of the plant of a wharfinger whose business inter alia 
was that of conveying goods from the wharf to the houses or 
shops of the consignees. Although the same ' cd Judge in 
another case held that cab horses could not be held to be included 
in the term “plant” under the Bills of Sales Acts because of 
special considerations arising under the construction of the 
terms used in those Acts. London and Eastern Counties, etc. v.
Creasy, 118971 1 Q.B. 768.

I agree with the learned Judge of the County Court that 
the term plant may well include in the present case the teams 
which were used for the delivery of the output of the manufac
tory.

In Carter v. Clarke, 14 T.L.R. 172. an action was brought 
against Stephenson, Clarke and Co., who were under contract to 
supply coals to a railway company. They shipped the coal in 
vessels belonging to another company which was afterwards 
joined in the action. The action was dismissed as against the 
shipping company but it was held that the ship in which the 
claimant was injured was part of the plant of the defendants.

4
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If the ship in which the coal was carried was part of the 
defendants’ plant 1 see no reason why the team in this case

1 PTOOI.E

ISk.xxiikam-
IfKXDERSOX.

would not be a part of the respondents’ plant. For these rea
sons 1 think the appeal should be dismissed.

Appall dismissal with costs.

B. C. RITCHIE CONTRACTING CO. v. BROWN

O.A. Itritisli Columbia Court of Appeal. Alacdouahl, C.J.A.. Irviuy and 
McFhilliptt. JJ.A. February 26, 11115.

1. Appeal i # 1 A—1)—Kioiit of appeal—Interpleader ism k.
An appeal lies without leave from a County Court judgment in an 

interpleader issue where the value of the property involved i' ovei 
slim, under Order 1 .'1. rule 7. of the ICC. ( utility < oil it Rules. IWI2.

[ He Tarn. [IHH3J 2 Ch. 2H0, applied. |
2. CHATTEL MORTGAGE ! # 1 V 1$—45)—DEFECTIVE AFFIDAVIT — KXE( 1 1 |o\

creditors—Priorities.
A idiattel mortgagee whose mortgage is not effectively registered 

heeause of a defective alli<Iavit will not la* protected as against execu
tion creditors of the mortgagor by the fact that lie took and held 
actual possession against the mortgagor for a short time after the 
execution of the mortgage, if he afterwards voluntarily parted with 
possession to the mortgagor so that the latter appeared thereafter to 
lie the ostensible owner of the mortgaged goods.

[Ejt parte day. L.R. 11 < h. IIH7. and ffc Wood 40 L.T, 104. referred 
to.l

Statement Appeal by defendant from judgment of Grunt. County 
Judge.

Charles Macdonald, for appellant, defendant.
Ladner, for respondent, plaintiff.

Msvduneld, Macdonald, C.J.A.:—A preliminary objection was taken at 
the hearing of this appeal that as the interpleader action had 
been tried by the learned Judge and disposed of on the merits 
pursuant to power given in that behalf by 0. 13. r. 7. of the 
County Court Rules. 1912, and as no leave to appeal was given 
by the learned Judge, the appeal should be quashed. The re
spondents rely on r. 10 of said (). 13 in support of this con
tention.

The English Common Law Procedure Act, 1860, secs. 14 and 
15, like our County Court Rules 7 and 8, O. 13, enabled a Judge to 

dispose summarily of claims in interpleader matters, and see. 17 
of the same Act provided that :—
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The judgment in any such action or issue a# may lie directed by the 
Court or a .fudge in any interpleader proceedings and the decision of the 
Court or .fudge in a summary manner shall be final and conclusive against 
the parties and all persons claiming by. from or under them.

Although all the other provisions of the Common Law Proce
dure Act. including said sees. 14 and 15, were repealed, see. 17 
above quoted was allowed to remain in force. See. 14 and 15 
now appear in the form of Hides of the Supreme Court. 0. 57. 
rr. 8 and 9. and correspond to said County Court Rules 7 and 8. 
But while said see. 17 remained unrepealed, it was with certain 
changes incorporated in tie Rules of Court, where it appears as 
r. 11. <). 57. in the same words as our County Court Rule 10. <>. 
13.

The effect of these rules and statutes on the right of appeal 
has been considered in a number of eases, including Waterhouse 
v. Cilbcrt (1885), 15 Q.B.I). 569; He Tarn, 118931 2 Ch. 280; 
Lyon v. Morris ( 1887), 19 Q.B.I). 139; Bryant \. Heading 
(1880). 17 Q.B.I). 128 ; Van Laun v. liariny, | 19031 2 K.B. 277 ; 
Vox v. Boivcn, [19111 2 K.B. Oil : Mason v. Boltons Ltd., |1913| 
1 K.B. 83.

Lindley. L.J.. in He Tarn, supra, speaks of r. 11. at p. 284. 
as follows :—

B. C.
C. A.

« UN IRAI T 
I NO CO.

Drown.

Mmilonald,
r-.J.A.

Rule 11 is (MilieuIt. to work out in practice, but the introductory word* 
make the rule not applicable where it would In* inconsistent with am 
ktatutory provision» as to the finality of the order. We have then to 
look out of the rules into the statutes and when we look at the statutes 
we find that an order made summarily by a .fudge in interpleader pro 
eeedings is not appealable.

In this province the statute law applicable to a ease like this 
is materially different from that of England. We have no statu
tory provision such as see. 17 of the Common Law Procedure 
Act, which takes away the right of appeal, but on the contrary 
we have see. 116 of the County Courts Act which gives a right 
of appeal from all judgments or orders whether final or inter
locutory in interpleader proceedings where the amount involved 
is $100 or upwards. As to such judgments or orders it is “other
wise provided by statute” that they shall not be final, but may 
be appealed without leave. It would, therefore, follow that 
leave need be obtained only where the amount involved is less 
than $100. The value of the property involved in this appeal
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B C

C. A.

RmiiiK 
( OXTBAI'T-

is above that sum, and hence the preliminary objection must lie 
disallowed with costs. On the merits I concur in the conclusion 
and reason therefor of my brother Irving.

IRvino, J.A.:—1 agree with the opinion just read that the 
motion to quash should be dismissed.

The plaintiff company having recovered judgment against 
Pratt, the claimant, and caused a motor car to be seized under 
the warrant of execution, Charles Brown put in a claim to the 
car under a chattel mortgage, and in the alternative upon having 
taken actual possession of the car.

The sheriff obtained an interpleader order and the learned 
County Court Judge held the chattel mortgage was bad because 
of a defective affidavit, and he found that whatever possession 
the claimant might have had for a short time after the execution 
of the chattel mortgage of November 4. he had parted with 
voluntarily, on or about December 25, and allowed the debtor to 
hold himself out from December 25 till March 27 as the osten
sible owner of the car.

Brown now appeals on the ground that the possession taken 
cures the defects in the chattel mortgage. His contention is that 
the car was not in possession or possession of Pratt.

When the mortgage was given the car was kept in the Tud- 
hope Garage on Granville Street. After the mortgage was given 
it was put into the claimant’s garage on 14th Avenue. Just 
before Christmas, about December 22. Pratt ned permis
sion to use the car. as he had some friends who were coming over 
for Christmas. He took it away and the inference I draw is that 
he kept it and used it for some time. Pratt promised to return it 
to the claimant, but no time for its return was specified. It 
does not appear that it was ever returned to the claimant’s gar
age. The claimant says he knew nothing about the car till some 
time in January when he learned it was in a public garage on 
13th Avenue, where it had been placed for repairs, having, 1 
infer, been injured while in Pratt’s possession. At any rate 
the claimant was no party to the ordering of the repairs, nor 
to the placing the car in the 13th Avenue garage. It stayed there 
until the seizure, the claimant taking the position it was the 
duty of the man who damaged the car to put it in good eondi-

5044
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tioii, and "put it back * that is, into his garage on 14th B-C. 
Avenue. 0. A.

Our section defining apparent possession is taken from the 
Knglish Bills of Sale Acts, 1854 and 1878 (41 & 42 Viet. eh. 31. contra» i 
see. 4). which were intended to prevent false credit being given IN°t,( ° 
to people allowed to remain in possession of goods which appar- ,$KOWX 
ently are theirs, the ownership in which they have parted with, irung. j.a. 

That. 1 think, was what was done in this case. Pratt was per
mitted by the claimant to use and enjoy the car, apparently as 
owner, from December 22 certainly until the time of the dis
covery of the car in the 14th Avenue garage. As to the posses
sion of the car after the interview the claimant and the pro
prietors the ease raises a nicer question. Here we have third 
persons in possession—who had received it from Pratt ; but these 
third persons, though indifferent to the ownership of the ear. 
never attorned, or agreed to hold the car as agent for the 
claimant. There could not be concurrent possession of the car 
so I think the third parties must be regarded as the holders for 
the person who left the car with them.

According to the general rule that one who has recovered pro
perty from another as his bailee, or agent, or servant must re
store or account for that property to him from he received
it. The obiter dicta in reference to the meaning of the word pos
session under the Bills of Sale Act reported in Ancona v. lingers 
(187b), 1 Ex. I). 285, at pp. 292 and 293. arc against the 
claimant : and see lie Wood ( 1879). 40 L.T. 204.

The leading case on apparent possession is Ex parte Jag 
(1874). L.R. 9 ( h. 697. It is there laid down that if the mort
gagee does not actually get possession diligence in attempting to 
get it will not help him. Pratt having d possession 1
think it must be incumbent on the claimants to regain possession 
—to do something more than merely discuss with the third 
party the terms on which he might remove the car.

I would dismiss the appeal.

McPhillips, J.A. :—This is an appeal from the County McVhHtive. i..\ 
Court of Vancouver, being a judgment pronounced by His 
Honour Judge Grant upon the hearing of an interpleader 
matter ordered by consent to be tried summarily—under O. 26.

9
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In the argument reference was made to the County Court 
Rules, 1905, O. 26, rr. 7 and 10—the County Courts Act (eh. 53, 
R.S.B.C., 1911), sec. 116(d), sec. 119, and sec. 165—and the 
Court of Appeal Act (eh. 51, R.S.B.C.. 1911), see. 6(3), (4), 
and it was urged that there was the right of appeal notwith
standing that it was admitted that no special leave to appeal had 

M e* mu*, .j.a. been obtained.
In my opinion the County Court Rules—marginal No. 461 

((). 26. r. 10), which has the force of statute law—vide sees. 
162 and 165 of the County Courts Act—is conclusive and no 
right of appeal can be claimed in the present case unless leave be 
first had and obtained.

It would seem to me that there was in the present ease a deci
sion of the Judge in a summary way—although it is true an 
order was made directing the summary hearing—a quite un
necessary order—but not to my mind of such potency as to 
change the character of the hearing—and that which is appealed 
from is the summary disposition of the whole matter—which in 
my opinion is only appealable with leave—Van Laun v. Buriny. 
|1903] 2 K.B. 277, 72 L.J.K.B. (C.A.) 756.

The case which is absolutely in point—and it determines the 
further point that even with leave there is no appeal in England 
—by reason of sec. 17 of the Common Law Procedure Act. I860 
(Imperial)—is Ilarbottle v. Huberts, | 1905] 1 K.B. 572. 74 L.J. 
K.B. (C.A.) 310—it was in the case pointed out by counsel for 
the claimant, who took the preliminary objection that no appeal 
lay—that “the order of Bray, J., did not actually decide the 
claim summarily, but directed it should be so decided’'—in the 
present ease the order of April 20, 1914, made by the learned 

—recites that it is an order by consent and that the ques
tion as to whether at the time of the seizure—the goods were the 
property of the claimant as against the execution creditor should 
be tried summarily—on April 23, 1914—and was so disposed of 
on that date—Collins, M.R., in giving judgment in Ilarbottle v. 
Huberts, supra, at p. 311, said.

| The learned Judge here gave the quotation at length.]
It is true the Common Law Procedure Act (Imperial), 1860. 

sec. 17. cannot be said to be the law with us—but the statute law

90

B C.

C, A.

Ritchie
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was equally effective as to the point under consideration on 
November 19. 1858—the English Law Act (eh. 75. R.S.B.C 
1911), as at that time the Interpleader Act (Imperial), 1 & 2 
Win. IV.. eh. 58. was in force in England—and where there was 
consent as in the present case and the matter being disposed of 
summarily there can he no appeal : Curlewis v. Poeoek, 5 D.P.C. 
381 ; Harrison v. Wright, 13 M. & W. 81 fi : and Short ridge v. 
Young, 12 M. & W. 5.

Quite apart from the Interpleader Act . 1 & 2
Wm. IV.. ch. 58—and to the perhaps somewhat reasonable con
tention that it is now inapplicable—in my opinion the statute 
law as we have it and the rules which have the force of statute 
law preclude an appeal in the present case.

1 admit that the question is indeed one of complexity and the 
decisions which have been given from time to time have given 
rise to understandable variance of opinion—however, upon the 
facts of the present case*—the consent itself to a summary dis
position of the matter is conclusive—and in my opinion there 
is no appeal.

.1 ppeal d is m issed.

COLUMBIA BITULITHIC CO. v. VANCOUVER LUMBER CO.

British f'olu ni hill Court of I ygrnl Irriny. Mm tin. Galliln e owl 
McFhillips, JJ.A. February 2»), 1015.

I. ( OKI'OKATIOXS A Nil COMPANIES I # IV I)—77'» I—PoWKH TO CONTKACT—

Chattel mobtoage—Validity—I'i.tha vibes.
A chattel mortgage for money lent must be held invalid where the 

company in whose favour it was given had no power to lend monex 
under its memorandum of association and where the lending could 
not be classed as an incidental power to the specific objects of tin- 
company’s incorporation; the company may nevertheless have power 
to sue for the return of the money.

[Ashbury Carriage Co. v. Richie. L.H. 7 H.L. 053. 14 L.J. Ex. 185 ; 
.1v. Great Eastern, 5 A.f. 473 ; Osborne Case, 711 L.J. Ch. M3. 
[ 1010] A.C. 87. 70 L.J. ('ll. 03; \.G. \. Mersey. | 10071 A4 . 415; 
Re Bagley (1911), SO L.J.K.B. 108; and Carier v. Columbia 11014). 
18 U.L.R. 520. referred to.]

Appeal from the judgment of Murphy. .1 . Columbia Hitu- 
lithie v. Vancouver Lumber Co., 20 D.L.R. 954.

Bodwell, K.< '.. for appellant, plaintiff.
Davis, K.C., for respondent, defendant.

B C.

C. A

( ON I BAI T 
I NO Ctl.

B C

C. A.

Statement
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B.C 11<\inu, J.A.:—In Curttr v. Columbia Bitulithic Co. this
a a. < ouï t hold a guarantee given by the Columbia Bitulithic Co. for

COLUMBIA
Bitulithic

Co.
Vancovvf.h 

LVMBFR 
« 0

the convenience of the Scott Goldie Co. wan ultra vires.
The defendants in this action g recovered a judgment

against the Scott Goldie Quarry Ltd., the grantors of a chattel 
mortgage dated August 16, 1913. seized the goods and chattels 
mentioned in the mortgage : the plaintiffs thereupon claimed the

Irring. J. A. goods as theirs under the said mortgage, and an issue, which 
«•ame on to be heard before Mr. Justice Murphy, was directed.

That learned Judge, who felt that he was bound by our deci
sion in Carter v. Bitulithic, 18 D.L.R. 320. was of the opinion 
that the transaction of loan was ultra circs of the company, and 
that as it was a proceeding which neither the directors nor the 
company had authority to make the issue must be decided in 
defendant's favour.

Mr. Bodwell draws a distinction between a lending on the 
security of a mortgage (that is this ease) and the giving of a 
guarantee (as in the Carter Case) and contends that what was 
done in this case was “incidental” to the powers of the com
pany : Ashbury Carriage Co. v. Biche ( 1873). L.R. 7 ILL. 653, 
44 L.J. Ex. 185. construing incidental as "reasonably” inci
dental in accordance with the opinion of Selwyn, L.C.. in A.-O. 
v. Omit Eastern ( 1KKO), 5 App. < 'as. 473. the word " incidental ” 
was discussed in the Osborne Cast. 11910] A.C. 87. 79 L.J. Ch. 
87. 93. and means nothing more than “by fair implication.”

In In ion Bank v. McKiVop (1913). lti D.L.R. 701. 30 O.L.R. 
87. a number of eases relating to guarantees by a trading com
pany are collected. It is not necessary that fhrther reference 
should be made to them. In my opinion the lending of money 
and undertaking to make future advances on mortgage is not 
incidental to any of the purposes mentioned in the plaintiff's 
memorandum. The power to loan is quite a common power to 
insert and its omission from the memorandum is of the utmost 
significance in the ease of a trading company.

There seems to be no golden rule by which you can determine 
all eases as to what is incidental except this—Is what has been 
done and is now objected to, reasonably incidental to the business 

. the memorandum ? This rule—almost no rule it is

0
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ho simple—is perfectly plain, the difficulty lies in its application. 
We are warned not to give way to the argument that because 
what had been done assists or would be convenient to the com
pany—see A.-fî. v. Mersey, [1907] A.C. 41.Y I do not think 
anybody reading the memorandum would say that lending the 
money of the company was incidental to any of the matters men
tioned in the memorandum of the company. Since that pungent 
judgment was delivered the words “incidental powers’* or what
ever equivalent language is used must be read strictly see 
v. West (Horcesttrshin Water Co.. 119091 2 Ch. 338. at 343.

B.C.

(’.A.
(01.1 Mill A

Bitvmthic

Vancovvkr

Mr. Bod well, on the assumption that his first point is bad. 
then argued that the chattel mortgage given to secure the loan 
was not necessarily bad- and that it would support the plain
tiff’s claim against the seizure. His main authority was AY Colt- 
man, ('oilman v. ('oilman ( 1881 ). 19 Ch. I). 94. Ô1 L.J. Ch. 3. 
That was a case on a promissory note given to the trustees of a 
friendly society to secure £300. The defendant's contention was 
that as the trustees were not authorized to make a loan to any
body other than a member of the society, the loan was an illegal 
act and therefore the society could not recover.

The Court of Appeal, however, thought that although the 
trustees had no authority to make the loan, the majority of the 
members could have done so. and. therefore, the loan was not 
illegal, and the plaintiff's could recover. So far as 1 can find that 
case has not been overruled. The right of the lender to recover 
notwithstanding that there has been a breach of trust on his part 
seems well established—vf. the case of Ernest v. CroysdUl ( 18(19). 
29 L.J. Ch. f>80.

In the present case the plaintiff company may have the 
right to recover their own money from the Scott Goldie Co. by a 
tracing order or a decree for rescission or both, but that is quite 
a different thing to being able to hold as their own property 
something which was mortgaged to them when they parted with 
their money. That something could only become theirs by virtue 
of a contract and it is that particular contract that they were 
not authorized to enter into. The consideration for it was want
ing and. therefore. T reach the conclusion that the security is 
void. 1 would dismiss the appeal.
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B c- Martin, J.A. :—Apart from other questions, an objection is
C. A. raised to the validity of the chattel mort gage on which the plain-

I ohVMHiA !r,‘lics. and it should. 1 think, lie determined at the outset 
mriMTHic because if the objection is sustained that is an the matter.

See. 8 of the Bills of Sale Aet provides that the bill of sale 
V AscorvKH “he registered by the filing of such bill of sale or copy thereof, 

Co. as the case may he. together with such affidavits as are herein 
Martin, j.A. required, in the County ( 'ourt registry of such county or place 

las specified) ... in the office of the registrar of the County 
Court at Victoria,” or as the ease may be. And the following 
proviso is at the end of the section :—

Provided, however, that the Lieutenant-(governor in Council may from 
lime to time miltdivide or alter the said districts and provide for the 
registration of hill* of sale in the office of any registrar of a County Court 
for a district or at a place different from those above mentioned.

Rule 309 of the County Court Rules (1905) is as follows :— 
An affidavit shall not lie filed or used which has lieen sworn before any 

person who was at the time of the swearing of the same the solicitor act 
ing for the party on whose la-half such affidavit is to In- used, or the agent, 
partner or clerk of such solicitor, or who is the party himself.

Rule 536 (Order 38, r. 16) of the English Supreme Court 
Rules is the same as our Supreme Court Rule 536, and is this:—

No affidavit shall la* sufficient if sworn before the solicitor acting for the 
party on whose behalf the affidavit is to lie used, or before any agent or 
correspondent of such solicitor, or la-fore the party himself.

Cpon that rule and the English Hills of Sale Aet. 1878. it 
was decided by Wright, J„ in Maker v. Ambrose, [1896] 2 Q.B. 
372. that “I must hold that the rules of the Supreme Court 
generally apply to bills of sale,” and therefore a bill of sale 
was void because the affidavit of due execution was sworn before 
the solicitor for the defendant in that action, who was the grantee 
under the hill of sale, as the plaintiff company is in this action. 
That decision has been affirmed by the unanimous decision of 
the Court of Appeal in lie Bugle y, [1911] 1 K.B. 317, 80 L.J. 
K.B. 168, quite apart from the proviso in the Knglish Commis
sioners for Oaths Act, 1889, eh. 10, see. 1 (which is not to he 
found in our Evidence Aet, eh. 78, wherein the powers of com
missioners for taking affidavits are dealt with by sees. 61 et seq.) 
the Master of the Rolls saying, p. 171 :—

I feel no doubt that under rule 111 of Order .'IS the same objection 
applies as under the general language of the Act to this so-called affidavit.

3
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that it wan sworn before a person who had no authority—that in fact it B. C. 
was a proceeding corem non judice. ~ ~

The prohibition in our County Court rule is stronger than in 
tin English Hole as it says that the affidavit shall not even “be mm!,' 

filed” if sworn contrary to it. so to escape from these decisions ( " 
it was argued that the affidavit was not filed or used in the Court v wn.i \i « 
at all in the true sense, and a distinction in principle is sought R
to be drawn between the masters of the Supreme Court of Judi- —•

Martli t
cature, who under section 13 of the English Act, are the ap
pointed officers with whom hills of sale are to he filed, and the 
registrars of the various County Courts who are the appointed 
officers for that purpose under see. 8 of our Act. The affidavit 
in England may he sworn before a master or commissioner only 
i see. 17) ; here before a registrar, or commissioner, and several 
other persons: sec. 24. After a careful perusal of both Acts and 
the cases decided thereon I am unable to perceive any such dis
tinction. and it is clear to me that the governing factor in the 
decisions is that once the document is tiled in a Court then the 
rules of that Court apply to it. and nothing turns on the particu
lar officer who is required to perform the duties in connection 
with the registration. In each case there is a registrar who is 
required to keep a principal book called a register (and an 
index hook) giving the information of a similar character as set 
out in sec. 13 and schedule R. in the English Act and secs. 21 
and 25 and schedule C. in our Act, the only difference being that 
our register gives further information in two respects. Power 
is given to a Judge of the Supreme Court in each case to rectify 
the register (cf. Eng. sec. 14 and our sec. 21), hut our section 
also provides that in addition to the rectification of the register 
itself an office copy of the order “shall he annexed to the hill of 
sale or any copy thereof, as the case may be and registered there
with.” Furthermore, by see. 12 of our Act either a Judge of the 
Supreme or County Court may make an order permitting the 
tiling of the hill of sale in the case of the attesting witness dying 
or leaving the province, etc., and a copy of this order must also 
he annexed and filed. There is no section in the English Act 
which corresponds to this one giving the Judges of both Supreme 
and County Courts jurisdiction ; sec. 21 gives jurisdiction to the 
former Judges only. So here we have proceedings authorized by
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B. C. this Act to be taken in both Courts and, therefore, it might be 
p A plausibly contended that the rules of both should apply, aeeord- 

ing to the decisions, and this ease mav not depend upon the
( Ol.I Mill A .11

Bitvlithu. rules of the County Court alone as was assumed at the argument. 
(r° But it is sufficient in this case to hold that the rules of the Court

Vancouver which is the depository of the instrument should at least apply.
Li Mill It

Co. Then a further distinction was suggested that in England the
Martin, j.a. Judges have power to make rules of Court, whereas in this pro

vince they are made by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council both 
in the Supreme and County Courts and under this Bills of Sale 
Act. see. 25, and it was suggested that this shewed an intention 
to regard the English Bills of Sale proceedings as being more 
under the control of the Court than ours. But that suggestion is 
not sound because the English Act, sec. 21, provides that rules 
for the purposes of that Act “may be made and altered by the 
like persons and in the like manner in which rules and regula
tions may 1m* made under and for the purposes of the Supreme 
Court of Judicature Acts. 1872 and 1875.” Now in both those 
Acts power was given to Her Majesty to make rules by Order-in
council during the times and for the purposes therein specified : 
cf. secs. 68-9 of 872 and see. 17 of 1875. But more than that, 
the Rules of Court under the latter Act were made by Parlia
ment itself by sec. 16 and set out in the first schedule thereto 
and declared to “conic into operation at the commencement of 
this Art.” So there is no magic in the fact that the Judges 
had authority given them to “alter and annul ” those rules 
which were enacted and promulgated by Parliament and Order- 
in-council, which were to and did remain in force till altered by 
the Judges; cf. secs. 16 and 17 of 1875 and Wilson's Judicature 
Act (7th ed.. 1888). pp. 75, 128, 795. Therefore, the analogy 
between the two enactments is complete in all respects and 1 can 
discover no real ground for distinguishing the authorities.

Some importance was sought to be attached to the fact that 
it appears to be the practice in England to head the affidavit “In 
the King's Bench Division. " which was said in Htujhy's ( V» , Hi 
L.J.K.B. 168. 171. to be “proper” to do, because the office of 
registrar is performed “by the Master attached to the King's 
Bench Division,” and I have no doubt that it would also bo
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••proper” to follow that practice here as the registrar is “at
tached to the” County Court, though it has not been done so far 
and is not necessary. But no doubt proceedings under secs. 1*2 
and 21 would be properly, and should be headed in the name of 
the Court. Supreme or County, which is resorted to for an order, 
as the case may be.

It only remains to notice the contention of the appellant that 
as the solicitor here acted for both grantor and grantee the rule 
does not apply as both interests are safeguarded. I note that 
the converse of that was argued for the appellant in Baker \. 
Ambrose, [ 18961 2 Q.B. 372. (where Vernon v. Cooke ( 1880). 40 
L.J.Q.R. 707. now relied upon was distinguished), and I think 
rightly so, because if the affidavit were taken by a person who 
was prohibited from taking it because he was acting for one 
party he cannot avoid that prohibition by acting for that party 
plus another. The prohibition in the rule is absolute and ex
presses this policy unmistakeably—such an “affidavit shall not 
be tiled or used . . .” It follows that the appeal should be 
dismissed.

OaIjMHKR, J.A.:—1 agree in the reasons for judgment of my 
brother Irving.

McPhillivk, J.A.. dissented.
.1 ppenl dism isserf.

YOUNG v. SMITH.
111,irla Saine me ('oint. Scott. St unit. Hick mut WhIhIi. •/•/. I'd,rum a 111.

11)18.

1. CORPORATIONS AXI) COM VAX IKS ( J V F ÎI—202 ) — Si I AUK SIIISCKII'TIOX 
OBTAINED BY FRAUD OR MINK! PRESENTATION.

A representation liv the seller uf com puny shares that other share 
holders had paid cash for their shares is a material representation.

1. Contracts (JVC SIMM—Rescission—Misrepresentation Materi-

The test of a material inducement on a claim to rescind a contract 
for misrepresentation is not whether the buyer would have acted 
differently if the misrepresentation had not been made, but whether lie 
might have done so: it is sufficient to prove that in the ordinary course 
of events the natural and probable effect of tin- misrepresentation was 
to influence the mind of a normal representee in the manner alleged.

i. Contracts (JVC:i 4ii2)—Rksciksion Misrepresentation MvIEHI- 
AI.ITY—Ism « EMENT.

Moth materiality and inducement are questions of fact on a claim 
to rescind a contract for misrepresentation.

| YnuHif v. McMillan. 40 X.N.R. Ô2. considered.!

B. C.

C. A.

Columbia
Hitumthic

Vancouver

Martin, .t.A.

Oallihrr, J.A,

McPhlllii*. J.A. 
(dissenting)
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Appeal from dismissal of action.
(i. F. Auxier, for plaintiff, appellant.
A. II. Clarke, K.( for defendant, respondent.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by

Stuart, J.:—This is an appeal by the plaintiff from a judg
ment of the Chief Justice delivered at the close of the trial 
whereby he dismissed the plaintiff's claim against the defendant 
as maker of two promissory notes of .$1,000 each upon which 
$400 had been paid and gave the defendant judgment for a 
return of the amount paid. The notes had been given in pay
ment of the purchase price of 20 shares of the par value of $100 
each in the capital stock of The Kootenay River Land Co. Ltd.

The defendant’s defence consisted of a number of alleged 
misrepresentations as to the nature of the assets of the company 
which consisted in an interest under an agreement of purchase 
from one Birteh in certain lands in British Columbia and also a 
misrepresentation to the effect “that the plaintiff was selling 
the said stock to the defendant at the actual cost of the same 
to him without profit to the plaintiff or expense added.” The 
defendant also counterclaimed for a delivery up of the notes and 
a return of the money paid thereon.

At the trial practically, and upon the appeal finally, the de
fendant abandoned his defence resting upon the allegations in 
regard to the company and the land owned by it and rested his 
case solely upon the misrepresentation above set forth. It did 
not become necessary for the trial Judge to deal with the former 
misrepresentations because it clearly appeared and was indeed 
admitted by the defendant that he had made payments on the 
notes after having learned the real facts in regard to the nature 
of the land and the position of the company. It was found by 
the trial Judge, however, that his knowledge as to the real facts 
with regard to what the shares had cost the plaintiff was not 
acquired until shortly before the action was begun and that he 
had then and before action at once refused to pay and had re
pudiated the transaction. The learned Chief Justice found that 
a misrepresentation had been made and that it had been made 
falsely and fraudulently. It does not appear in his oral judg-
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meut th.it he expressly found the misrepresentation to have been 
material but the proper inference is. of course, that he considered 
it to be so.

The general facts were that the plaintiff together with two 
other men named Currie and Shields hail entered into a scheme 
for the purchase of the land in British Columbia. A company 
was eventually incorporated ami the owner, one Birtch, on Nov
ember 2, 1912. agreed to sell the land to the company for $32.940 
upon certain terms, one of which was that $2,500 Was paid in 
cash. The three promoters each advanced one-third of this sum. 
the plaintiff paying $834. On September 28. 1912. the plain
tiff Young had signed a sort of unilateral agreement not stated 
to be with anyone in the following form:—

I. -Inlm (Hiver Young, of Castor, for ami in consideration of eight 
shares of one hundred dollars each (#100) fully paid-up and non assessable 
of the capital stock of the Kootenay River Land Co., Ltd., when inrui 
para ted, to lie allotted at the first general shareholders* meeting and in 
addition to twelve shares for which I am to pay in cash or its equivalent, 
twelve hundred dollars ($1.200). agree to give such of my time ami set 
vices as shall he necessary in furthering the promotion of said company.

This document was filed with the Registrar of Joint Stock 
Companies on March 14th. 1913. but the plaintiff had. on 5th 
February. 1913, received his share certificate. On February 
26th. the transaction in question took place. The defendant 
gave the two notes for $100 each at five and eleven months 
respectively, and the plaintiff assigned his shares, a new certifi
cate being issued to Smith. Smith thereupon became a director 
of the company in place of Young. Smith admitted in his evid
ence that he knew how much was being paid to Birtch for the 
land, how much had been paid to Birtch and that this interest 
in the Birtch land was all the assets the company had. His 
chief complaint was that Young had told him that the three of 
them. Young, Shields and Currie, had each paid $2.000 in actual 
cash into the company and had got each $2.000 of stock in 
return.

A second instalment of $2,000 fell due to Birtch on May 1. 
1913. This was not paid although the company had resold some 
portions of the property to other parties. It was recognized, 
however, in June that the company could not carry out its
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ALTA. obligations to Birtch and was really bankrupt. Its head office
s. c. was in Medicine Hat and in June all the books were sent to

VOIKO
Smith at Calgary who deposited them in a cellar because as he 
said there was not room enough for them in his office. He had

SMITH. two trips to see the land, one in March and the other about
the first of June. On this latter trip he found that the land was 
not as Young had represented it, but he made no repudiation of 
his bargain. On August 27, Birtch served a notice of cancel
lation of tiff agreement for default which was to take effect on 
November JO. On October 3, a meeting of the company was 
held in Calgary at which Shields and Smith were present and 
at which a resolution was passed authorizing a quit claim deed 
to be signed releasing the land to Birtch on condition that 
Birtch should protect the company with regard to sub-pur
chasers. On October f>, Birtch agreed to this and the company 
surrendered its interest, forfeiting the money already paid.

On July 21, Smith wrote from Vancouver to Young asking 
for an extension for 60 days on the first note, saying that he was 
going to lose “like a good sport.”

On October 15, 1913, Smith paid $250 on account and on 
December 4, 1913, he paid $150 more. It was on account of the 
making of these payments that it was plainly impossible for the 
defendant to repudiate liability because of the alleged misrepre
sentations as to the character and condition of the land.

Then about January, 1914. the plaintiff began to press the 
defendant for more payments on the notes, the last one having 
now fallen due. Letters were written to the defendant at Van
couver threatening suit. On February 3, 1914, the defendant 
wrote from Vancouver, saying :—

1 know you have been looking for a cheque from me but 1 have just 
been put to it so hard 1 can not get it. Am rustling night and day here 
now trying to make a turn. Will write you when 1 get back to Calgary. 
Am sorry, but 1 can not for a few days. Your old friend, Hugh.

The defendant said that on his way back to Calgary owing 
to a remark some one made to him on the train, he became sus
picious about the truth of what Young had told him in regard 
to the shares when the notes were given, that on returning he 
looked up the books of the company, of which he had been a

4
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director all the time and then discovered that Young had not 
Hold the shares to him for what they had cost him in cash, in 
other words that Young had not put $2,000 in cash into tin 
company.

It seems to me to he impossible to reverse the finding of tin* 
learned Chief Justice upon the question of fact as to what was 
said by Young to Smith at the time of the sale. I am hound 
to say that a reading of the defendant’s evidence has created 
a suspicion in my mind that the distinction between the payment 
for the shares in full in actual cash and the general cost of the 
shares to Young in cash and in time and labour was really sug
gested to Smith by the questions addressed to him and that if 
he had been merely asked to state the words used by Young he 
would never have had used the expressions “real money” and 
“actual cash” at all. Hut be that as it may. there was clearly 
evidence to justify the trial Judge’s finding and lie expressly 
says that he believed Smith and disbelieved Young. In these 
circumstances his finding must stand.

The point of real difficulty in the case is the question of the 
materiality of the misrepresentation. At first blush it seems a 
little difficult to perceive how the misrepresentation could have 
been material in the mind of Smith. He knew the price being 
paid for the land which the company had been formed to exploit, 
lie knew the amount already paid and that the land was all tin- 
assets the company had. If it be said that he may have assumed 
that the extra $3.500 had been spent in improvements on the 
land. then, in that view the representation assumes the char
acter of a representation as to the condition of the land. This 
condition, however, he soon discovered He soon became aware 
that no such sum had been expended and yet he affirmed the 
contract by payment on the notes. One of the original misrepre
sentations lie complained of was that there was one-half of the 
necessary fluming on the land to be used for irrigation purposes 
and that this was in good condition. When he went over in 
June he found there was “just the same as no flume at all; it 
had been built there two. three or four years and left there.” 
From this it is evident that he then learned that no money had 
been spent on the land by tin- company at all. And it is really

AI.TA

S. t\

Stuart. .1
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ALTA. vxcwtlingly difficult to conceive how Smith who became a direc
S. C. tor ut once upon the purchase of his shares, who got possession

SMITH.

of the books in June, who knew there was no money in the trea
sury, and none spent on the land could have failed to experience 
some curiosity as to what had become of the $3,500 in cash w hich
he said he was told had gone into the company over and above 
the amount paid on the land to the vendor. That sum would 
have more than paid the second instalment due to Hirtch. It 
is also rather strange that Smith never knew of the registration 
of the agreement referred to with the Registrar on March 14th, 
1913, when he was a director and owned the shaves referred to 
in it and when Young had ceased to have any interest in them. 
Yet. the trial Judge did believe him when he said that he found 
out in February, 1914. which must be taken to imply “for the 
first time.” that the actual cash had not been paid in. Whatever 
suspicions one may entertain about it, I think that finding must 
be accepted.

Vpon the point of materiality and inducement, 1 think it is 
quite easy to understand how the statement that Young had 
paid in cash in full for the shares and was just selling them to 
Smith at the same price making no profit may have had a con- 
► influence in inducing Smith to make the purchase.
In Hals., vol. 20, p. (599, it is said that
it is sufficient to prove that in the ordinary course of event* the natural 
and probable effect of the representation was to influence the mind of a 
normal representee in the manner alleged.

In Kerr on Fraud and Mistake, 4th ed., p. 44. it is said:—
The test therefore of a material inducement is not whether the plain 

tiff's action would, but whether it might have ls>en different if the mis
representation had not lieen made.

In Amer, and Eng. Encye. of Law, 2nd ed., p. 51, there is a 
note of a decision in Maine, that representations by the seller 
of stock in a corporation that all the stockholders had paid for 
their shares at par was a material representation.

It must further be remembered that both materiality and 
ement are questions of fact. Hals., vol. 20, p. 701. In thi 

present ease the trial Judge sitting as a jury evidently con
sidered these facts proven. And upon the evidence I am unable

5
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to conclude that he was wrong. With regard to the views ex
pressed by Meagher, J., in Young v. McMillan, 40 N.S.R. 02, to 
the effect that a statement by the seller as to the price lie had 
paid for goods is not material. I think it need only to be said 
that materiality being a question of fact the result must depend 
upon the special circumstances of each individual case. I do 
not think it can be laid down as a general rule that such a state
ment can never be material.

In the present case it seems to me quite possible and indeed 
even probable if Young had stated to Smith that he had only 
paid $834 in cash directly and about $3(15 for expenses and that 
he had been allowed another $800 for his time and services that 
Smith would not have agreed to pay him $2,000 for his shares. 
That, I think, is as far as we need go in considering the question 
of materiality.

The only remaining question that need be referred to is the 
possibility of restitution. The company is. for all that appeal's 
still in existence, the share certificate is in Court and can be re
transferred. 1 do not see that the forfeiture of the agreement 
with Birteh can make any difference. The business of the com
pany took its normal course. What happened would, no doubt, 
have happened if Young had retained his shares. And in any 
case the representation was found to have been fraudulent and 
an amendment was allowed permitting the defendant to claim 
damages for deceit. As the learned trial Judge remarked, there 
can be no difference in the result. The result is. the appeal must 
be dismissed with costs.

Appeal (Iism isxed.

ALTA.

S. C.

Annotation—Corporations and Companies i§VF 3—262>—Share subscrip- Annotation 
tion obtained by fraud or misrepresentation. Subscription

A contract to buy shares induced by misrepresentation may la* rescinded by inisrepre- 
at the option of the deceived party. If tin* purchase mnnev has been paid wntation 
to the company he may bring an action «if rescission. Ite London <(• Stafford 
nhirr Co.. 24 i'h.D. 14».

lie must, however act promptly upon the discovery of the misrepresent
ation and a short delay lias been held to be sufficient to deprive him of the 
right to rescind. Petrie v. Uuclph Lumber Co.. 11 Van. 8.C.K. 450: lt> Seat 
fish Petroleum Co.. 23 Ch.l). 413; Hrnttii v. \colon. 12 A.R. 50. And means 
of knowledge as distinguisheil from actual knowledge, may lie sufficient to
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Annotation (eimtinuedi—Corporations and Companies < «5 V F 3—262- — 
Share subscription obtained by fraud or misrepresentation.

debar him. A shitg's Case. ll K«|. 203. lb- max also low hi* right of resci
sion hy comhict such ms attending or voting at a meeting of the share
holders. Sharpelrg v. l.outh. ‘2 Cli.l). tit!4. or by attempting to dispone of 
his shares or executing a transfer of same. Crairleg's Case. 4 t'h. .‘122. or 
by making a payment on account of the st<*ek. Shearman’s Case, lid L..L 
('ll. 25. See also Selles v. Ontario Inn*1 nirnt Association, 17 Ont. K. I2!l; 
Parker & ( lark on ( ompany Law. 73.

The payment of money on account of shares, the act of participating in 
the affairs of the company, the knowingly allowing the name to appear 
as a shareholder or director and the like have always lieen considered as 
important, hut not conclusive evidence. Kach case must depend upon ami 
Is* governed by its own circumstances. Hank of Hamilton v. Johnston, 7 
O.W.R. III. ami MeCallum v. Sun Savings Loan t'o.. I O.W.R. 2211.

Where a shareholder in an action for calls has put in a counterclaim 
for rescission, lie is entitled to raise all the defences in the winding up 
that he could have raised in such action. Hr Pakenham, tl O.L.R. 582.

A mis-statement of the names of the directors has been held to be a 
material mis-statement. He Scttllish Petroleum Vo.. 23 Cli.l). 413. No 
also a statement that stock has been subscribed when in reality it lias 
Ih-cii or is to lie allowed in paid-up shares to a promoter or vendor. Inn 
son v. Smith. 41 Cli.l). 348.

A statement of intention or words to the etToct that something xvill be 
done, i- not regarded as a statement of fact. Edging! on v. Eitzma nriee. 21»

Where the statement is ambiguous tin- applicant is entitled to put any 
reasonable construction on it. and the company xvill Is- hound by such con
struction. I rkir right \. Seirlndd, 17 Cli.l). 301. A statement that the 
company's process is a commercial success is regarded as a statement of 
fact and not an expression of opinion. Stirling v. Passburg drains, 8 
T.L.R. 71: dreentrotnl v. Leather Shoil Wheel Co. (IIMNl), I Cli. 421. For 
further cases illustrating the principles see l.oiulon ami Staffordshire Ins. 
Co.. 24 ( h.l). 140; Itoss \. Estates Invest ment Socictg. 3 ( h. 1182: Ahlerson 
V. Smith. 41 Ch.L). 348.

If the effect of a document is stated and it is also stated that it may 
Is- inspected at a certain place the subscriber is entitled to accept the 
statement as to the effect of the document. He is not bound to go and 
examine the document* for himself. Het! grave v. Hurd. 20 Cli.l). I: Smith 
v. Chadwick. 9 A.C. 187.

An unfounded statement recklessly made by the company's agent in 
order to obtain a subscription for company shares, without any reasonable 
basis for his opinion, that the company would earn 30 per cent, dividend* 
on its shares, may la- relied on ns a misrepresentation avoiding the sub
scription. Pioneer Tractor Co. Ltd. v. Peebles. 15 D.L.R. 275.

A subscriber for shares is not precluded from questioning the truth 
of statements contained in a company prospectus by an admission made 
bv him before subscribing for his shares, to the effect that he was not in
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Annotation iront inaed i—Corporations and Companies i $ V F 3—262 '—
Share subscription obtained by fraud or misrepresentation

fluvnceil by any tiling contained in the prospectus. where lie afterward* gave 
his subscription in reliance on fal*e statement* in the pros|»evtu* and oral 
misrepresentation* by an agent of the company. Fioaeer Tractor Co. /./</. 
v. Feeble h. 15 D.L.R. 275: Aaron Heefa v. 7Vi«*. \ IH1HI | A.t '. 275. 2HII ; 
Edging ton Fit;innmice, 55 L..F. ( h. ti5<<. <153 : and I'eck x. Ilerrg < I88M i. 
37 C h.l). 541. 584. *|ieeially referml to.

A statement in a prospectus that thousands were interested in a com
pany. which guaranteed it* financial success, when, as a fact, there were 
not over one hundred and twenty live shareholders, is a false représenta 
lion sufficient to invalidate a subscription for shares made in reliance 
thereon. Fionetr Tractor Co. I.Id. v. Freblcn, 15 D.I..K. 275

A plaint ill" suing the company for rescission had learned mi .human 
24. I!«<4. that material representation*, upon which he had lieeii induced 
to purchase share* in the defendant company on •lime 24. I1HI3. were uu 
true. On February 10 and on March 8. |0ii4. lie demanded at meeting* 
of the company a return of the purchase money. Neither demand was 
assented to. and on April 13 the company communicated to him a formal 
refusal. A suit for rescission was commenced by him on December 27. 
following. It was held that the suit was barred by delay, and that direc 
tors who adopted a resolution to sell shares of the company and to employ 
a broker for the purpose were not responsible in damages for mi*representa 
lions in a prospectus issued by the broker, to a holder of shares who had 
purchased relying upon the prospectus, it having lieeii issued by the broker 
a* the agent of the company without their authority. Farrell v. I‘or Hand 
Hailing Mil In Co.. .38 X.H.R. 3HS4.

In an action by a corporation to recover the amount alleged to have 
been subscribed by the defendant for shares in the corporation, the defen 
da lit testified that lie was induced to siihscriltc by the representations of 
the plaint ill'** agent that two other named persons had each subscrib'd 
$ 1 h.i 11 mi nf shares 11 |hin the condition that subscriptions for *5<UMMi were 
obtained by a certain date; that the defendant** subscription was reipiired 
to make up the *511.000; and that hi* subscription would not Is- binding 
unless the *50.01 Mi was fully subscrib'd by the date named. It was proved 
that neither of the named person* had subscribed or promised to subscrib* 
for $lo.04Mi each, either conditionally or unconditionally, that they did 
not do so at any time after the defendant's subscription, and that *50,01 Mi 
was not subscrib'd on or before the date named. The defendant's testi
mony was not contradicted, the plaint ill’s agent having died sonic years 
liefore the commencement of the action : and the trial .lodge credited the 
testimony. The Court held the evidence sufficient without direct form 
Iteration, and that in the absence of facts or circumstances of countervail
ing weight, should lie accepted. It was also held that the plaintiff corpora 
lion was lieu ml by the material representation* of the agent, who was 
duly authorized to solicit subscription* for share*, whether those represent
ations were made in good faith and with a lielief in their fultllnient or 
not. Ontario hadien College \. A< ndrg. Ill <<.!..II. 324 |( .A.).
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N. B. ORCHARD v DYKF.MAN.

S.C. Ncic Hnnvuriek Nuprrme ('ouït. Mvl.cotl, VJ. January 7. luiô.

1. PAKl\KKHIIII- ( g |—3)—NaTI HK — < IKATIOM — WllAT « u.XKTITl TKS— 
Nil AHI Mi PBOKITH.

A fontraet whereby one pvrnon is tu mamigv the attire uf anotlx-r for 
h llxed amount weekly plus a quarter share of the net profita ami the 
eiremuâtanee that the names of ImiIIi were joined as a firm name in 
operating the store business, dise lose a partnership.

[ Walker v. Hirsch, 27 Ch. 1). 4IK), referred to.)

Statement Action for an account.
•/. //. F. Tad, for the plaintiff.
•/. It. .1/. Baxter, K.C., for the defendant.

McLeod, (\J.:—The plaintiff* in this case asks that an ac
count be taken of the business that he alleges was formerly 
carried on by himself and the defendant under the name and 
style of Dyketnan & Orchard, and that the defendant be ordered 
to pay him one quarter of the net profits of the said business as 
found on the taking of the accounts. The time the plaintiff al
leges they carried on the business was from the first of Febru
ary, 1913 to April 11, 1914. The defendant in 1912 was, and for 
some time previously had been carrying on a wholesale grocery 
business on Simmonds St. in the city of Saint John under his 
own name. He also sold goods from the same store by retail. 
The plaintiff was in the year 1912. and for some time pre\ 
thereto had been in the employ of the Singer Sewing Machine 
Co., receiving a salary of $lf> a week, and also a commission on 
his sales which he (" made his whole salary about .$20 a
week. The plaintiff and the defendant are brothers-in-law. 
and the plaintiff claims that the defendant in the fall of 1912 
told him that he was desirous of opening a retail store, and hr 
asked the plaintiff if he would take charge of it and manage it. 
After several conversations the plaintiff says it was agreed be
tween them that he was to take charge of and manage the retail 
store, and was to receive $12 a week and one-quarter of the net 
profits, to he paid at the end of the year, 1913. The store was 

for business about February 1. 1913, on Simmonds St. 
on the opposite side of the street from where the defendants 
wholesale store was, and the plaintiff took charge of it and man

0

6

44
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aged it. and continued in charge until April 11. 1014. The Imsi- N B
ness during the time the plaintiff was in charge and managed it s. c.
was carried on under the name of Dykeman &. Orchard; the

l)YKKM ax.
hank account was kept in the name of Dykeman & Orchard;
the cheques were signed Dykeman & Orchard, and were nearly __
all signed by the plaintiff". Nearly all the stock was supplied by M 1...1 '
the defendant from his wholesale store and every week he ren
dered the account to Dykeman & Orchard, and the plaintiff" 
always paid the account by cheque signed Dykeman A: Orchard 
and if there was any money left he paid it on account of the 
stock that was first supplied to the firm by the defendant. Some 
time in February or March the plaintiff" notified the defendant 
that he intended to withdraw from the business about the *2<Ith 
of April, and he did leave on April 11. A day or two after 
leaving he called on the defendant and asked for an account of 
the profits, when the defendant denied that he was entitled to 
any share in them.

The defendant on his part claims that the agreement with 
the plaintiff" was that he was to receive $12 a week, and he said 
that he told him he would sell him a quarter share interest in 
the business in a year’s time, but that he denies that he was to 
have a quarter interest in the net profits of the business. With 
reference to the name of Dykeman & Orchard being used his ex
planation is as follows “ We talked about opening the business 
and 1 thought perhaps 1 would put it in Dykeman A: Company, 
and then 1 expected he would buy an interest in the business in 
a year’s time, and we would open it under the name of Dyke
man & Orchard. There would be no need to make a further 
change when the year was up.”

The first question to be considered is a question of fact, and 
that is, what was the real contract between the parties. From 
the way the business was carried on there is no doubt that so far 
as the third parties are concerned the plaintiff and the defend
ant could be held liable as partners because they held them
selves out as partners. The plaintiff" allowed his name to be used 
in the business, and all the business done with the third parties 
was done by them as partners. The question, however, is what 
are the rights of the parties as between themselves, that is.
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N B what right undvr the vontravt bvtween them has one against
S.C. the other. It is quite eoneeivablv that they might so carry on

their business as to be held by third parties to be partners, and

Dykk.max. 
yet not to be partners as between themselves. See Smith v. Wat-

_ son (1824). 2 It. & C. 40. In Walker v. Hirsch (1884), 27 Ch.D. 
M.Leod.c.j, 4GK, ( 'otton. L.J., discussing the question whether the

plaintiff and defendant were partners between themselves

Very different quest ion- arise when we come to the question which exists 
here, whether the parties are Is-tween themselves partners. I have used 
the word ‘•partners.” hut really what we have to consider when we are eon 
sidering questions as lie tween the parties themselves and not as between 
strangers and one of the parties or all of them, is really this: What right- 
had the contract entered into in fact given one of the parties against the 
other Y And that is the whole question when the matter arises as lietweeti 
those who are alleged to lie—I will us«* now the ambiguous term—’part 
tiers." Therefore what we really have to consider i- thi- what on the 
contract between the parties are the rights which that contract has 
inter ne given to one as against the other."

And the Court there held that under the contract between 
the parties they were not as between themselves partners, and 
the plaintiff was not entitled to an accounting.

The real question I think I have to determine here is whether 
as between the plaintiff and the defendant the contract was one 
that gave the plaint iff* a right to an account of the net profits 
of the firm from February 1. 1913 to the eleventh «>f April, 1914. 
and that of course must depend on the contract itself. It was 
an oral contract, and was admittedly fully carried*out by the 
plaintiff' on his side. There is a distinct difference between the 
plaintiff and the defendant as to what that contract was. I do 
not think that I am much helped in determining what it was 
by the evidence given by the witnesses outside of the plaintiff’ 
and the defendant. Where there is such a difference it is best 
to look at all the outside circumstances, and sec how the parties 
themselves acted with reference to the contract before any dis
pute arose. The plaintiff, as 1 have said, undoubtedly rendered 
himself liable for the debts incurred in the retail business. They 
carried on the business under the name of Dvkeman & Orchard. 
Tin* defendant sold goods to the retail store, rendering the bills 
to Dvkeman & Orchard every Saturday night, and was paid for
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the goods no «old. He continued rendering hills every week N B
until after the plaintiff gave notice that lie intended to withdraw s. C.
from the firm, and then he eeased. «hu-habd

The book-keeper explains, or attempts to explain this by say- 
ing that she was busy and did not have time to render the bills. __
I do not think the explanation is a good one. If the business 
was separate from the business carried on by the defendant him
self. and the plaintiff was interested in it I could very well see a 
good reason, indeed it would be necessary for the defendant to 
render the bills, and he would have to be paid for his goods. 
If he owned both stores, and the plaintiff had no interest in 
the retail business then it was not of so much importance. The 
way the parties managed and carried on the business from the 
time the contract was entered into and the retail store opened 
was consistent entirely with the plaintiff's statement of what 
the contract was. It is absolutely and entirely inconsistent with 
what the defendant’s statement of the contract was. Mis ex
planation of the reason for using the name of Dykeman & 
Orchard is not a good one. If Orchard had no interest in the 
business it was unreasonable to make him liable as a partner 
simply for the reason that the defendant thought at the end 
of the year he might purchase a quarter interest in it.

On the consideration of the whole facts I have come to the 
conclusion that the contract made is as stated by the plain
tiff.

Then the next question is, does that in fact make them 
partners between themselves, or was it simply a contract of 
hire, that is that the plaintiff was to receive +1- a week wages 
and one-quarter of the net profits of the business. 1 incline to 
the view that they were partners, but in any event the contract 
is such as to entitle the plaintiff to an account of the business 
carried on between the parties from February 1. 1913 to April 
11. 1914. It was urged on behalf of the defendant that by the 
pleadings a partnership was alleged, and that if there was no 
partnership and it was simply a contract of hire then the con
tract being one not to be formed within a year would be 
barred by the Statute of Frauds. 1 do not think so. Dealing 
with it simply on the basis that it was a contract of hire. W hat
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N. B. was thv contract? The eontmet was that for twelve dollars a
sT. week, and a quarter of the net profits the plaintiff would manage

ORCHARD

DYKKMAX.

this store. He did manage it from February 1. 191:». to the 
eleventh of April. 1914. That was his part of the contract 
which he performed. The defendant’s part of the contract was

Mcltfod, C.J. that the plaintiff was to receive $12 a week, and a quarter of the 
net profits of the business. The plaintiff having performed his 
part of the contract, the defendant would be obliged to perform 
his part of it. As 1 have said, in my opinion the contract as 
stated by the plaintiff was that there was a partnership be
tween them, but in any event if it did not constitute a partner
ship it was such a contract as entitled him to this account. If 
it is necessary to amend the pleadings leave will be given for 
that purpose.

The order will be that the plaintiff is entitled to an account 
of the net earnings of the business carried on under the name of 
Dvkcman & Orchard, from February 1. 1913, to April 11. 1914 : 
the salary of $12 a week being first charged against the whole 
business, and one quarter of the net earnings so found will be 
paid to the plaintiff. There will be the usual reference to the 
Master to take the account. The defendant must pay the costs 
of this suit.

./ mi y me nt accord i nifty.

ONT. GRAINGER v. ORDER OF CANADIAN HOME CIRCLES

8.C. Ontario Supreme Court ( Appellate Dirision). h'aleonhridye. C.J.K.H..
If o^ly ins, J.A., Imtelifurd ami Kelly. .1.1. January 14. 1015.

1. Benevolent societies i 8 III—10)—Endowment ixhvraxck—Accrued 
due—New conditions imposed—Power under constitution— 
Validity.

A benevolent society has not right after a benefit in nature of an 
endowment insurance is accrued due to its member so that lie liecame 
a creditor of the society for the amount thereof, to forfeit or impair 
such creditor’s rights to his debt, or to postpone his payment, or to 
make its payment conditional upon the member paying further assess
ments. although the society had power under its constitution to alter 
its constitution and by-laws, other than the fundamental declaration 
under which it was incorporated, which included ns one of the objects of 
the society the payment of endowment at the age in question.

[tlrainycr v. Order of Canadian lloine Circles. 31 O.L.R. 4<11, affirmed ; 
In re Ontario Insurance Art and Supreme hryion Select Kniyhts. 31 
Ont. R. 154. distinguished.]
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2. Hkxkvolkxt s<h ikiiks ($111—lui—Omtahio Ixsi hami. Act—< oxhti 
Tl'TIOX—AMKXDMKNT OF—1‘AYMKXT OF FXDOWMFXT POLICY.

The amendment to the Ontario Insurance Act. made In 3 Kdw, N il. 
(Ont.), ch. 15, sec. H [H.S.O. 111 14. cil. 1H3, sec. 1H5|, eniilded a liencvo 
lent society subject to the provisions of the Ontario Insurance Act to so 
amend its constitution as to make the one-half of the lieuelit which 
was originally payable in a lump sum to the member on his attaining 
the endowment age, so that the same would thereafter he payable in 
fixed yearly instalments commencing at the endowment age; hut the 
statute does not enable the society in the absence of any reservation t i 
that effect in its constitution to postpone or change the endowment 
age already fixed.

Appeal by the defendant» from the judgment of Meredith, 
<\J.(\P.f 31 O.L.R. 401.

,/. E. Jones and V. Sommervülc, for the appellants.
I. F. Ilrilmuth, l\.< '.. for the plaintiff, the respondent.

January 14. The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
lloixiiNs, J.A. :—The amendments of 1914 have provided no age 
at which the yearly payments are to commence, so far as the 
respondent is concerned. If. therefore, he elects to accept op
tion B., he gets nothing; while, under clause 4 of the amend
ment. if he rejects the option, he is shut out from all benefits. 
This amounts to confiscation of his rights, which the respond
ent claims had accrued to him when he became 70. No doubt, 
this was not the intention, hut the Court has to deal with his 
rights as affected by the clause as enacted. That being so, the 
appellants must shew that their powers of amendment are ex
tensive enough to warrant what they have done.

The powers relied on arc three ; first, the Act respecting 
Benevolent, Provident, and other Societies, R.S.O. 1877, ch. 
Hu. see. 4; secondly, the powers mentioned in article XIV. of the 
constitution : and. thirdly, those in the Act of 190:1. :$ Kdw. VII. 
ch. 1Ô. sec. 8. now found in the Insurance Act, R.S.O. 1914. ch. 
183, see. 185.

Those given by the Act respecting Benevolent. Provident, 
and other Societies, under which this organisation was incor
porated, are limited to what is necessary for the government and 
control of the affairs of the society, and do not permit an altera
tion of the fundamental declaration ; this appears from Hurt ram 
v. Supreme Council of The Royal Arcanum, (i O.W.R. 404.

The powers given by the constitution in article XIV. are 
limited to the alteration of the constitution and laws, which begin
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at p. 11 of exhibit 3, and do not include authority to alter tin- 
original incorporation declaration by which (p. 5, clause 5) mem
bers arc entitled to half of the amount of their beneficiary cer
tificate on attaining the expectancy age. This age having been 
reached, and the respondent having complied with all the lawful 
requirements of the Order, he became entitled to one-half of 
the amount of the beneficiary certificate, subject to the change 
sanctioned by the Act of 1903.

Then, looking at the powers under that Act, it would appear 
that the change which had been made in 1897 became thereby 
valid, the payment of $100 being made payable yearly, instead 
of, as originally provided, in a lump sum at the expectancy 
age. There is no power under that Act to postpone or change 
the expectancy age already fixed, as the amendment of 1914 pur
ported to do.

Mr. Sommerville relied upon a number of cases, both Eng
lish and Canadian, as indicating that a member was bound by 
any change in the laws and regulations which might take place 
after he became a member, although they affected materially 
the rights which he had acquired. All these cases depend, in 
the end, upon the consent of the member, arising from his ex
press or implied agreement to be bound by any changes in the 
laws, rules, or regulations.

In the case of In re Ontario Insurance Act and Supreme 
Legion Select Knights of Canada, 31 O.R. 154, chiefly relied 
upon, the constitution and laws were made part of the original 
declaration ; therefore, the powers of amendment were 
held to apply to that original declaration. That is not 
the case here, where there is no such consent. In the re
spondent’s application he agreed to abide by the con
stitution, laws, rules, and regulations then in force, or
which might thereafter be enacted. A reference to the book, 
exhibit 3, shews that the original declaration is not included 
within the scope of that agreement. He did not agree to a 
change in the fundamental declaration which in fact remains 
in force, save as altered under the authority of the statute of 
1903.

In the beneficiary certificate the only reference is to the laws, 
rules, and regulations—the same wording as in the application,
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except thut the certificate leaves out the word “constitution.” 
In the certificate there is no agreement as to changes and no 
reference to the fundamental declaration.

None of the cases cited seem to affect the right of a member 
after, having complied with the regulations, he has become a cre
ditor. and become entitled thereby to a certain sum of money, his 
right to which arises independently of his remaining a mem
ber of the Order ; and we think that a right had accrued to the 
respondent which made him a creditor, and therefore entitled 
to enforce his rights by action, before the amendment of 1914 
was made.

No case has been cited enabling a society, when it has be
come a debtor, to forfeit or impair its creditor's rights to his 
debt, or to postpone its payment, or to make that payment con
ditional upon further payments by the creditor.

Mr. Jones argued that, at all events, the judgment should 
be varied by providing that payment to the respondent should 
be made out of a fund called the “Life Expectancy Fund." In 
view of the amendment of 1897, which made the “Beneficiary 
Fund” the fund out of which life expectancy benefits were to 
be paid, it is impossible now to cut down the respondent's rights 
by declaring that they are limited to payment out of a part of 
that fund, or out of a fund which exists apart from it. lie is 
entitled to be paid the amount as declared by the judgment, 
without discrimination as to its source.

For these reasons, we think the appeal should be dismissed 
with costs.

Aplani

TILL v TOWN OF OAKVILLE.

(hilnrio Su/iriim 1’imrl. i/i/irlliili hiriaion. \hntlilh. (hiiron.
Marian n. anil IInifvr. •/•/.!. Jaaaarii IS. |!i|.l.

I Evidence i # XII D—1143)—Kijsctkm ity — Person xi ix.ii ries—Neui.i 
gence—Specific act—Evidence of.

It i* not enough for the |ilniiitif*" siting in tort for fiersonal injuries 
alleged to Ik* line to negligence to shew that lie lias sustained an injurx 
under circumstances which max lead to a suspicion or even a fair in 
ferenee that there may have lieen negligence on the part of the de 
fendant : he is liotmd to give evidence of some -peeilie act of negligence 
on the part of the defendant wlmm lie seeks to make liable.

[l.omjniw \. I.omlon Uriahtun ami S.C. It. (hi.. Ill I .IVVS. HUH. 
applied: Till V Town of (hihnllr, Jn 1)1.11. 113.1. 40.1. 31 O.L.R. 40.1. 
varied,]

s—-Jl I I I!.
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l. (OATKIMTIOX I 6 I—.'I I luiXT lll l lMI X NTS—IlKAKOX.xni.l XKSN OK JOI X
IXO 1,1 XI1IMTY KSTABL1SHKI) AOAIXST OXK—('OHTK—LlAIIU.lTY FOB. 

Where circumstances in n negligence ncti >ii brought again-t two (!*■ 
fendant* a re Hiicli that upon tin* fact* of the transaction or occurrence 
il xvah reasonable to join both ami to seek to make each of them liable 
ami the plainlill' could not know xvhieli one was at fault ami. in 1 lie 
event. liahilit\ is established only against tlie one xviio bad contended 
that the other xvas solely liable, the ( ant may include in its judgment 
against the one so found to Ik* liable the plaintill"s costs incurred 
against the e i-defendant ami also the costs which the plaint ill is 
ordered to pay to the successful defendant.

\Hrntmiiaii x. licit inh Motor f'o.. f 1W4 | il lx.II. IK1, followed.|
Statement

AiM'K.Ui by Hie defendant the Bell Telephone < ompaiiy of 
Canada from the judgment of Middleton. .!.. ‘2(1 D.L.R. (»*>."», 
varied.

/>. /,. McCarthji, K.( and /•’. .1/. UttrbUUn, for the appel
lant eompany.

II. McKtin, lx.('.. for the defendant the Corporation of the 
Town of Oakville, respondent.

1Z. //. Lu (licit), lx.( '.. for the plaintiffs, respondents.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by

Mi:ri:ditii, C.d.O.:—This is an appeal by the defendant tin 
M.rcdiih.c.j.o. Bell Telephone Company from the judgment, dated the 27th 

May, 1914, and the 24th June, 1914. which was directed to be 
entered by Middleton, J., after the trial of the action before 
him. sitting without a jury at Toronto on the 14th and 15th 
days of May. 1914. in so far as the appellant is affected by the 
judgment.

By the judgment it is ordered and adjudged: (1) that the 
respondent plaintiff shall recover against the appellant and tie 
respondent corporation $6,000; and (2) that the appellant and 
the respondent corporation shall pay to the respondent plaintiffs 
the costs of the action, and that they shall be liable as between 
themselves for these costs in equal shares.

The reasons for judgment of the learned Judge arc reported 
in 20 D.L.R. 635, and the material facts are there stated.

As I understand the reasons for judgment, the learned trial 
Judge based his conclusion, that the appellant was liable, upon 
his finding that the risers on the town’s electric light pole were

ONT.
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brought into eon tu et while Whitney, the employee of the up pel- ONT
hint who placed the ringH on the messenger wire, wits engaged s~7"
in that work. He acquitted Whitney of any intentional dis- ~—
plaecment of the risers, but was not satisfied that lie may not >\ 
have brought them into eontaet aeeidentally. Kverything lu- (T^vT,V 
sai«l was consistent with the displaeing of the risers while the ----

..... Meredith C.rings were being placed on the messenger wire, and all other 
possible causes of the displacement had. he thought, been investi
gated without result.

I am. with great respect, of opinion that the finding of the 
learned Judge is not warranted by the evidence. Whitney, 
who was called as a witness by the respondent plaintiffs, testi 
lied that the displacement of the risers was not caused by him ; 
that he noticed the condition of the risers, and realised that 
he could not come into contact with them without endangering 
his life, and that lie carefully avoided doing so. There is no 
doubt upon the evidence that it was difficult—perhaps very diffi
cult— to do the work in which Whitney was engaged—doing it 
in tin way he said he did it—without his having come into con
tact with the risers; but it is not shewn that it was impossible.

It was suggested, in the course of the examination of some 
of the witnesses, that, owing to the swaying of the messenger 
wire to which Whitney was suspended, or to muscular contrac
tion. his legs, or one of them, may have displaced the risers with 
out his being aware of what had happened. I do not know 
whether that was the view of my learned brother, but. if it was.
1 cannot agree with it. The evidence of the expert w it nesses - 
I refer particularly to the testimony of Mudgc, p. 375—is. that 
it would require considerable physical force to have caused such 
a displacement of the risers as existed on the day the deceased 
was killed ; and it was improbable, 1 think, that the movement 
of Whitney's legs in the way suggested would have brought 
sufficient force to bear on the risers to have caused that dis
placement. Any other act of Whitney's which could have caused 
the displacement must have been a conscious act. and of such 
an act Whitney is acquitted by the learned Judge.

I am unable to discover any finding, at all events a finding 
in terms, that the act which the learned Judge thought caused
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the displacement of the risers was a negligent act, though no 
doubt the learned Judge, when dealing with the legal aspect 
of the case, speaks of the deceased*s death as having been thj 
result of two independent acts of negligence on the part of the 
respective defendants, and I do not find anything in the evid
ence that, assuming the finding that the displacement was un
consciously caused by Whitney, warrants a finding that his act 
was a negligent act ; indeed, the finding that it was an uncon
scious act rather implies that it was not.

Then, too, the work that Whitney was doing was performed 
between the 15th and the 27th March, probably midway between 
these dates, and the accident did not occur until the 13th April 
following; and, granting that the displacement of the risers 
must have been caused by human agency, the possibility that 
it was not the result of some act other than that of Whitney was 
not eliminated. It was not beyond the range of probability, cer
tainly not beyond the range of possibility, that it was caused by 
the act of a mischievous boy or the wilful act of some evil-dis
posed person.

Counsel for the respondent corporation was evidently im
pressed with the difficulty of connecting Whitney’s supposed 
act with the displacement of the risers, for an effort, which 
failed, was made to shew that the electric light pole bore the 
marks of spurs, recently , and to connect these with some
thing done by an employee of the appellant named Stewart on 
the day before that on which the accident happened.

It nppeai-s to me also that it is unlikely that, if the displace
ment had been caused by Whitney, the condition of the risers 
would not have been noticed by those who had the > 
dice of the town’s electric light system, and the interval of time 
that elapsed between Whitney’s supposed act ami the happening 
of the accident is a circumstance—though no doubt not a con
clusive one—tending to negative the theory which was put for
ward at the trial and adopted by the learned Judge.

The observations of Willes, J., in Lovcgrove v. London 
Brighton and South Coast BAY. Co.( 1864), 16 ( '.B.N.S. 669. 692. 
are apposite. I think, to this case. He here says : "It is not 
enough for the plaintiff to shew that he has sustained an injury

53
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under circumstances which may lead to a suspicion, or even a 
fair inference, that there may have been negligence on the part 
of the defendant ; hut he must go on and give evidence of Nome 
Hpecific act of negligence on the part of the person against whom 
he Necks compensation.”

t’pon the whole, 1 am of opinion that the respondent plain
tiffs’ case against the appellant failed, and that the appeal 
should be allowed and judgment entered dismissing the action 
as against the appellant with coNts.

It was contended by counsel for the respondent plaintiffs 
that, if we should come to that conclusion, the costs to be re
ceived by them from the respondent corporation should include 
all costs incurred against the appellant by reason of there being 
two defendants, and also the costs which they would have to 
pay to the appellant, and counsel cites in support of his con
tention HtsUrmun v. Iir it ink Motor ('nl> Co., |1!H4| *1 k .11. 181, 
in which such an order as to costs was made.

1 am of opinion that a similar order should he made in this 
case. The test to be applied in determining whether such an 
order should be made is. “Was it a reasonable thing for the 
plaintiff in his action against a man who ultimately turns out 
to be in fact the wrongdoer to join the other defendant in order 
that the matter might be thoroughly threshed out?” And 
Vaughan Williams, L.J., said (p. 187): “Of course, the fact 
that there were two people who upon the face of the transaction 
might, either of them, have been guilty is what made it reason
able in the ph intiff, when he brought this action, to join both 
of these defendants.”

In the case at bar, the respondent corporation, in its state
ment of defence set up, and throughout the trial contended, that 
the act of tiie appellant was the causa causons of the death of 
the deceased, and that the appellant and not the corporation was 
liable to the respondent plaintiffs; and, in my opinion, it was 
reasonable for tin respondent plaintiffs to join the appellant 
as a defendant.

ONT.

S.C.

Tim.

Oakvii.i I

Appeal alloua (l.
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RYDSTROM v. KROM.
itritinh Columbia Supreme Court, Macilonalil, ./. February 17. I 11.

I. Ami ns <{$111 Mi i—Ai.ikn im my Dinauii.itii-s \mi < acai n it> — 
Sl IIS by OK AO AIN NT.

An alien enemy him v ln> sikmI alt In nigh under it disaliilitx t - -it- •lur
ing a «tatn of war. ami if tlm art ion against him is dismissed a» ttit- 
foumli'd. thv I'ourt may award him costs.

Trial of an action ami l ight of alien enemy to costs.
F. U. McDoityal, for plaintiff.
//. S. Wood, for defendant.

M vnoxlU), .).: This action was dismissed at tin- trial hut, 
at the request of the plaintiff's counsel, the question of costs 
was reserved. He contended that the defendants were Isith 
Hungarians and not entitled to costs against the plaintiff. The 
evidence as to the nationality of these defendants is meagre, 
hut. assuming that they are both Hungarians. I see no reason on 
that account to change the opinion 1 expressed at the trial that 
they should not he deprived of costs. They were required to 
defend an action brought in this Province and it would he an 
act of injustice were they compelled to pay their own costs in 
connection with their defence. < 'ounsel for the defendants has 
presented a< complete and carefully prepared argument in sup
port of his contention that his clients are entitled to their costs.

The rights of alien enemies in British Courts has been 
recently dealt with by the Court of Appeal in England. I 
quote from the Time* Weekly Edition of January 22. 1010. at 
p. 83, as follows :—

There is no valid reason why, owing to his hostile character, lie ! an 
alien enemy) should In- relieved from liability to pay his British creditors. 
Accordingly, the Court decided lie may he sued, and, if lie is exposed to an 
action, it follows that lie may appear and defend proceedings taken 
against him. To deny him that right would he to deny him justice and 
would !m> quite contrary to the basic principles guiding the King's i urts 
in the administration of justice.

These defendants had a perfect right to defend themselves 
in this action and. in my opinion, are entitled to their costs. 
There will he judgment accordingly.

Judgmen t accordinyht.
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OVERSEERS OF THE POOR v. KENNEDY.

No I'll Srotiii Sn/iri mi ('mill. (iralut in. ami l/li-ssill, I o, • «//# n nml Ihi/s
tinte, •/./. January 12, 1915.

1. Iîastabiiy 18 I—I )—Trial mi novo—Amovxt hi wvahii—(oxkimkk 
Allox IIv .11 KY.

Wbei e tin- ili-fvmlimt in bawtanly |iriivt- -iling~ -• lit>1 i 11 ^ a trial <l< 
unco mi an njqienl from a magistrate t 1 tin- (minty Cmirt sitting with 
a jury, ami wit limit objection allows the case to go to the jury solely 
upon the ipiestiou of paternity. In- i-aun <t afterwards object that the 
ipn-stion .of the amount to be nwanleil shotibl al'o have been left to 
the jury anil lint fixed as it was by the dudge in allirmaiie of the 
magistrate's order, on the jury tinding against tin- defendant on the 
question of paternity.

Appeal from judgment of Wallace. Co. t and motion for 
a new trial or that judgment lie entered for defendant in an 
action brought by the Overseers of the Poor, for the support of 
a bastard child of which defendant was alleged to be the father. 

IV. 7. 07,liant, lx.('.. for appellant.
A. Cl une y, K.for respondents.

Graham, K.»l.: This is a complaint under the Bastardy Act 
tried in the usual way before a magistrate. Then there is an 
appeal later to the County Court by the putative father. In 
that Court the putative father gave notice for a jury and the 
appeal wys tried by the learned Judge with a jury. Appeals 
are tried (If novo. Of course the issue was as to the paternity 
of the child and that was submitted to the jury who found 
against him. Now, the point is raised that the amount to be 
paid by a putative father on a conviction is a question of fact 
and should have also been submitted to the jury. But the de
fendant should have asked the .Judge at the trial to submit to the 
jury the question of the amount to In* paid if he wished to ques
tion the amount awarded below, lie raises such a point now. 
Mere non-direction is a matter that should be raised then and 
there. I forbear to cite the usual authority on that point.

The appeal to this Court should be dismissed and with 
costs.

Rvssell, .1.. concurred.

Lonulf.y, J. :—There had been an order taken out against 
the defendant Kennedy under the Act in relation to bastard

IP)
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Hralium, E.J.

Russell. J.

Longley, J.
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children ami in tin- magistrate's Court after all the parties had 
Im‘<‘ii hear<l the defendant was convicted. An order was made 
for him to pay $1 per week for llf> weeks making it $115. The 
order making it $115 is within the jurisdietion of the Court and 
has to he determined by the magistrate from his own knowledge 
of the faets.

The appeal was taken to the County Court and it was entered 
for trial. In the County Court no person raised any question in 
regard to the amount of the order. The only question sub
mitted to the jury was whether the defendant was guilty or not 
of the elmrge. The defendant's solicitor stated distinctly that 
he had never mentioned the question of damages and in his 
address to the jury had submitted the question of whether or 
not the evidence was sufficient to convict the defendant, and 
after hearing the ease so presented to them the jury found for 
the plaintiff. It is objected that they ought to have found also 
in regard to damages. Of this I think there is grave reason to 
doubt. The justices below are required to make up the amount 
after they have convicted the defendant and in section 75 sub
section 2. it is arranged that “every County Court shall have 
all the power, authority and jurisdiction by the statute vested 
in the Court appealed from." Therefore, the Judge of the 
County Court might have applied the rule which prevails in re
gard to the magistrate and when the defendant was convicted 
(if the offence, made the order according to his will, lie made 
it in the present instance in accordance with the judgment be
low. namely $115. While not undertaking to lay down the 
law in this regard 1 would nevertheless hold it as perfectly 
sound and proper that when a defendant had appealed and 
gone to the jury solely on the question of his guilt or not and 
the question had been discussed upon that point alone I hold 
that the Judge in the County Court would he bound to make 
the order and was at liberty to make the order the same as the 
justice. 1 think also that it is contrary to the decisions of our 
Court and contrary to all principles of right and justice that 
the defendant should take any other course. Since he went to 
the jury on the question of defendant’s guilt and declined the 
question of the amount it would seem that he placed the matter 
of guilt as the one matter on which lie was appealing.
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Tin- judgment should he confirming the order of the County N S 
Court. s.c.

Drysdau:. .1, : An order of affiliution was made against the °VI|,S'
or THF

lefendant herein by the Stipendiary Magistrate for Halifax Pooh 

County in November, 191.'$. The magistrate by said order ad- KlA'N||lV 
judged the defendant to be the putative father of a bastard { ~— (
child born of Kate Perry and ordered defendant to pay plain
tiff's the sum of $1 weekly for 11.'» weeks or in lieu of said 
amounts the lump sum of $1 Hi.

From such decision and order tin defendant appealed to 
the County Court for district No. I and a jury was demanded 
and had and on the trial in the County Court it is admitted 
that no question was raised in connection with the amount so 

ordered to lie paid by the magistrate, the jury's finding being 
taken on the only question raised in the County Court, namely, 
on the question whether or not defendant was the father of tIn 
child. It seems that the finding was taken in the form of an 
open verdict for plaintiff. After a hearing on the only question 
raised subsequent to this verdict and after the learned County 
Court .1 lid go had affirmed the magistrate's order, namely, on 
February 1*2. 1914. the defendant by his counsel applied to the 
dud go of that Court for a new trial on the ground chiefly that 
the question as to amount ordered by the magistrate was never 
put before the jury and was not passed upon by them. It is ad
mitted that on the appeal to the County Court and on the trial 
there had. no question was raised as to the amount by either 
party and that no direction was given to the jury on the question 
of amount. It would seem from the record that the appellant 
raised one question only in the County Court and that there 
the matter was tried out as if the only matter in controversy 
were the question of paternity. The evidence given before tIn
jury was altogether on this point and the now seeks
to get tin- benefit of non-direction on a point that it is very 
obvious he abstained from raising. I think it is too late now to 
talk of non-direction. Had the desired to raise any
question as to the amount awarded by the magistrate and to 
have the jury pass upon it I think it was incumbent upon him to

7154
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raise llu* quvKtiun when the ease was being given to the jury. 
I am aware the appellant had a right to a jury, that it was de
manded and that he was entitled to a trial de novo. That if in 
the course of that trial he openly took the position that he 
desired to try out one question only namely, whether appellant 
was or was not the father, the objection as to non-direction as 
to other questions of fact involved in the order affirmed 1 think 
comes too late. The eomplaint as now presented is at most one 
of non-dircetion and 1 regard the authorities as clear that coun
sel cannot sit quietly by at a trial and afterwards complain of 
mere matters of non-direction. I think there is such a thing as 
estoppel by conduct and that it is particularly applicable to 
the defendant here. The course pursued by the appellant at 
the County Court trial in reducing the contest before the jury 
to the one real controversy that was then considered as between 
the parties could not have been more effective had appellant’s 
counsel risen in his place when the trial was on before the jury 
and openly stated that he desired one question and one only 
to be submitted to the jury. Had he done this it would be idle 
to afterwards complain of facts not submitted and I think the 
course pursued below was quite as effective in working this re
sult as any open statement that could have been made. In sup
port of th'1 views expressed 1 cite only the statement of Lord 
Halsburv whilst Lord Chancellor in .V# ville v. Fim .iris Co., 
118971 A.C. 7b to the following effect :—

When* you an* complaining of non-direct ion of the Judge or that lie 
did not leave a question to the jury if you had an opportunity <>f a,*!miy 
him to do it and you abstained from asking for it, no Court would ever 
have granted you a new trial.

I would dismiss the appeal with costs.

Appeal dismissed with rosis.
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THE BONANZA CREEK GOLD MINING CO. v. THE KING.
Suin'a • four# of Cumula. litzpalriel: mill Ihieies. Iilimitim. I hi ft

n ml \ nijliti .1.1. h'i hrnat il 2. 1111,1.

1. ( Oltl'ORATIOXK AMI VO Ml'A MKS I 6 I K— 10 : i A OMI'AX Y I XIU-.K < 1X1 AKltl 
< OMVAXIK8 Ait - No I-.XPMK.sk LIMITATION as to 'IKHKITOKY 
( AKHY1X0 ON Ul K1NK88 IN Vt'KO.N TKIIKITOHY—I I.I.Kli AI ITY ill
British North Amkrica Act. |sr»7.

A company incorporated liy charter under tin- <hitniin i iinipiiniei 
Act to carry on the business of mining does not. although tie- <-hartei 
contains no express limitation as to the territ in in which the com 
puny's operations may be carried on. acquire under such charter t In
capacity or power to carry on a mining business in the Yukon Territ on 
or to receive any licenses or certificates from the executive ollicers of
the Yukon Territory purporting to confer such right uj.... a pro
vincinI corporation incorporated by the province under its restricted 
powers of incorporation "with provincial object*” under sec. u-j <,f tv 
British North America Act. IX«i7.

[Companies Kefenme, 4X (an. St.lt. :I31. IA D.l-.lt. X\2. IoIiii 
Deere Flow Co. v. W harlon^ is D.I..I!. | 11»I ~> | A .( :».*M. r./*./,* \
Ot In ira Fire I an lira nee Co., Jit* Can. S.t'.lt. 4Ufi. reft rred to. |

Appeal from the judgment of the Exchequer Court of Can- 
uda dismissing the ’ petition of right.

Ilellmulli, K.C.. and Moss, K.V., for the appellants.
She pie y, K.C.. and Xewcombe, K.V.. i Mason with tlu-m -. I’m 

the

Sir Charles Fitzpatrick. V..I.:- This is an appeal from n 
judgment of the Exchequer Court on a petition of right launched 
to recover damages in respect of hreaches of agreements and 
leases alleged to have been vested in the “ by assign
ments in the circumstances set forth in great detail in the 
petition.

The claim was disposed of in the Court below on the short 
ground that the appellant was without capacity to accept the 
assignments of the leases and collateral agreements or to carry 
on mining operations in the Yukon Territory or to recover dam
ages for the breach of the said agreements.

The appellant is a joint stock company incorporated by the 
Province of Ontario under the provincial Companies Act. The 
charter professes to authorize it to carry on the business of 
mining.

Being so incorporated it purported to obtain transfers of 
two certain hydraulic locations in the Yukon Territory, thereto
fore issued by the Dominion Uovernment to one Doyle and on<-
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Matson, and to enter into certain agreements in respect thereof 
with the Dominion Government, and to obtain certain certificates 
which are referred to in the documents introduced and the ad
missions made with n view to the final determination of the 
quest ions which arise upon the two grounds of defence herein
after referred to.

The petition of right was granted to settle certain disputes 
which arose between the appellant and the Government in re
spect of these leases and agreements. In answer to the petition 
two grounds of defence were raised which I think are fairly set 
out in the respondent ’s factum as follows :

(a) Want of corporate capacity on the part of the suppliant 
company to carry on its business in the Yukon Territory, and, in 
consequence thereof, incapacity to acquire the hydraulic leases 
already referred to, or any rights thereunder, or to enter into 
the agreements with tin* government in respect thereof also al 
ready referred to. or to acquire or maintain any rights there
under, or to receive any certificates or licenses purporting to 
entitle the suppliant to carry on its business of mining in the 
Yukon Territory, or to acquire any rights under such certificates 
or licenses ;

(b) Want of authority on the part of either the Yukon or 
the Dominion executive to issue any such certificates or licenses 
to tin- petitioner, or to confer any such rights upon the peti
tioner, as the petition of right claims.

This defence raises squarely in the first paragraph the im
portant question, so frequently considered here and, in my 
opinion, now finally disposed of by the Judicial Committee, of the 
power or capacity of a company incorporated by a local legisla
ture to carry on its operations in a territorial area over which the 
incorporating legislature has no jurisdiction. I adhere to what 
was sail! by me on this point in 77/e Companies Uefereme., If) 
D.L.R. 332. 4X Can. S.C.R. 331. at p. 339:

Tin- Parliament of Cumula can alone constitute a corporation with 
capacity to carry on it* business in more than one province. Companies 
incorporati‘<l hv local hgislntim*s are I iinitial in thi-ir operations of I In
ter ri tori a I area over which the incorporating legislature has jurisdiction. 
Comity cannot enlarge the capacity of a company when* that capacity i- 
deficient by reason of the limitations of its charter or of tin* constituting; 
power. Comity, whatiwer may be the legal meaning of the word in inter
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iiiitiniiul relations, cannot operate la-tween the province* -o a* to ailed 
the distribution of legislative power between the Dominion and I lie pro 
vilives under the Itritisli North America Act.

This does not imply that, a provincial company may not. in the trails 
action of its business, contract with parties or corporation* residing out 
side the province in matters which are ancillary to the exercise of its sub 
stantive powers. I use the terms "substantive” and "ancillary" a- descrip 
live of the two classes of powers inherent in the company, as these are 
used in the judgment of the Judicial Committee in ('iiii of Tonmio \ raaa 
ilia» Pacific Mail ira y Co.. 110081 A.C. 54.

CAN.

S.C.

I III I K I oil.|i

Sir f’linrtni 
Cl «I* trick, C.J.

It is not, of course, suggested that a provincial legislature 
may not incorporate a company for one of the objects enumer
ated in sec. !I2 of the K.N.A. Act. which upon its incorporation 
enters into existence as an entity clothed with corporate powers ; 
but tin- question raised and which must be decided in this appeal 
is: ('an such a company exercise its functions or pursue tIn
activities of its particular organization beyond the jurisdictional 
limits of the constituting power? In other words, can a properlt 
constituted provincial company exercise its powers (purposes 
or objects) locally outside of the province of incorporation. It 
may be that a provincial company can with the consent of an
other province exercise its civil capacities within the area of that 
province, but I am still of opinion that a provincial company 
cannot either with or without that consent fulfil the purpose for 
which it was organized, that is, discharge what may be described 
as its functional capacities, in this case mine for gold, outside 
the limits of the constituting province. To admit juristic per
sons to the enjoyment of civil rights is not the same thing as 
to admit them to exercise their functions or to pursue the activi
ties of their particular organization or in other words to trans
plant their institution to a foreign jurisdiction (Laine, des 
Personnes Morales en Droit International Privé. 282).

The Ontario Joint Stock Companies Act under which the 
petitioner obtained its charter, enables a provincial charter to 
be granted “for any of the purposes or objects to which the 
legislative authority of the Legislature of Ontario extends.’’ 
The legislative authority of Ontario has never been deemed to 
ixtend to mining upon lands geogr or jurisdictionally
situated beyond tin- province, and a provincial charter, issued to 
a company for the purpose of mining, must find “the object or

5977
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purpose for which it was created within and only within the 
field to which the législature itself has deemed its authority to 

Hon\\ /A vxte,l(l- There is not, it is quite true, a geographical limitation 
i mi kCoi.u in the appellant’s charter as to the territory in which it may 

carry on its operations, hut the limitations of the constituting 
power must be read into the charter which must he construed as 
if it read: “the subscribers to the memorandum of agreement 
are created a corporation for the purposes and objects described 
in the letters patent in so far as these purposes and objects are 
geographically and jurisdietionally situate within the pro
vince/’

As the Lord Chancellor said in John Purr Plow Co. v. 
Wharton, 18 D.L.R. 353, 11915] A.C. 330, at p. 339. “the incor
poration of companies with provincial objects cannot extend t<> 
a company the objects of which are not provincial.” The busi
ness of mining in the Yukon Territory is not a provincial object 
with respect to Ontario. The Yukon Territory is not a province 
and is exclusively with respect to its public lands under legis
lative jurisdiction of the Dominion.

If this limitation is inherent in its constitution how could 
the appellant company acquire by transfer or otherwise hy
draulic mining locations in the Yukon Territory or enter into 
agreements for the purpose of operating those mines with the 
Dominion Government. I agree with counsel for the Crown on 
the second branch of his defence for the reasons given in his 
factum.

Assuming that the company had the power to engage in min
ing operations in the Yukon Territory it did not comply with 
the statutory conditions subject to which it was entitled to earn 
on its operations. No joint stock company is recognized undci 
the statute and regulations as having any right or interest in 
any placer claim, mining lease or minerals in any ground com 
prised therein unless it has a free miner’s certificate unexpired 
No joint stock company can obtain a free minerV certificate 
unless it is incorporated for mining purposes under a Canadian 
charter or licensed by the Government of Canada, and I inter 
prêt the statute (il Viet. eh. 49. sec. I. to mean that a British 
company and a foreign company are the only sort of joint stock 
companies that could be licensed there.

.
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The same argument applies to tin* license given In the 
Deputy Minister of the Interior, lie was without authority 
to grant any such license. To he effective such a license could 
only he issued hy the Government through the Secretary of 
State and it is admitted that no such license was ever taken.

In effect 1 hold that the company was not competent to take 
the assignment from Matson and Doyle upon which it hases its 
claim, or enter into the alleged agreement with the Dominion 
Government with respect thereto, and also that the company 
could acquire no right or interest in or to a mining claim in the 
Yukon because it was excluded hy the statute from obtaining a 
free miner's certificate.

CAN

s. c.

i iti kk < ion»

Tm Kixi

The appeal should he dismissed with costs.

Dayiek, J. :—This action raises in a concrete form one of !*««« r.
the questions referred to this Court hy His Royal Highness tin 
Governor-General in Council as to the limitations, if any. which 
the 11..Y A. Act imposes upon the legislatures of the provinces 
in'giving them exclusive power to legislate in sec. D2, sub-see.
11. respecting “the incorporation of companies with provincial 
objects.’’

In answering the questions submitted to us on that refer
ence I gave at length my reasons for holding that the power con
ferred was a limited one and that its limitation was territorial.

I have seen no reason to change the opinions I there ex
pressed. The company " in this ease was incorporated 
in the Province of Ontario as a mining company. In my opinion 
it has neither the power nor 4he capacity to carry on mining 
operations in the Yukon Territory or district, that being a part 
of Canada thousands of miles distant from Ontario. It would 
seem quite unnecessary for me to repeat the reasons given hy 
me in the reference above referred to.

I would, therefore, dismiss the appeal with costs.

Imnoton, d. :—The questions raised herein relate to the i<ir t. 

limits of the capacity of a company incorporated hy provincial 
authority acting within the powers conferred in sec. 1)2. sub-sec.
II. of the B.N.A. Act, to acquire property outside the province, 
or to contract for anything to he done for its benefit or omitted

5218
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by it or imy one else to lw* done for its use or benefit outside 
tin* province.

It inis been heretofore usually assumed tlmt men ineorpor- 
nted for any olijeet might in their eorporate eaparity, acting 
within the scope of such object, do anything relative thereto 
for the purpose of serving such object, wherever the law of 
tlie country where done did not prohibit the doing thereof. 
This has been recently denied so far as provincial corporate cre
ations are concerned. That denial is founded upon the dis
covery (long hidden from the ken of man) of manifold possible 
limitations inherent in said sub-section. It has assumed many 
shapes.

That involved in the absolute denial of capacity for either 
contracting beyond, or contracting for anything to be done or 
to be got beyond the territorial limits, is easily understood what
ever may be thought of its legal validity.

But this denial of ordinary capacity which has assumed such 
various and varying shades of meaning that it is impossible to 
accurately deline any line by which to bound the permitted oper
ations of a limited sort beyond the territorial limits, is not quite 
so comprehensible.

The facts involved herein are so complicated that they may 
give rise to the application of any one of these propositions com
prehended in such denial of capacity, or specific shade thereof, 
that I think better they should be set out with some detail.

The appellant was incorporated in 1904 by letters patent 
issued under and by virtue of the Ontario Companies Act la) 
to carry on as principal, agent, contractor, trustee, etc., etc., tin 
business of mining and exploration in all their branches, and 
(b) to apply for. purchase, lease, or otherwise acquire, patents, 
patent rights, trade marks, improvements, inventions and pro
cesses, etc. ; and apparently incidental to these main purposes, 
by the means specified in ten succeeding clauses to do a great 
many things needless to state in detail here.

All we arc concerned with is that what was specified either in 
said clauses (a) and (b) or in the other subsidiary clauses, or both 
combined, contemplated the exercise, without saying where, of 
contracting powers and the acquisition of such kind of rights
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and properties as involved in the issues raised herein. The 
place where operations of any kind were to be carried on is not 
stated further than that the head office of the company is to 
be at the city of Toronto. That must, therefore, be taken as the 
home wherein it carried on its business.

From the pleadings and the contracts, licenses, and corre
spondence, made part of the case, we find the following facts 
or what have to be assumed such as to lx* dealt with herein.

The suppliant, now appellant, sets forth in its petition that 
one Doyle and his associates, and one Matson and his associates, 
each set respectively had, in 1899 and 1900. applied to the De
partment of the Interior for Canada, each for a separate hy
draulic mining location, and each became entitled thereto, and 
got leases from Her late Majesty therefor ; and thereupon look
ing to the further and better development of these properties, 
collateral agreements were entered into between Her late 
Majesty, represented by the Minister of the Interior for Canada, 
and each of said set of parties respectively, in January. 1900, 
whereby the Minister was to observe that certain other pro
perties should, in certain contingencies which took place, be 
granted by way of lease to these parties respectively. These 
leases and agreements entitled each of said set of parties with 
whom they were made to valuable privileges. It is to be assumed 
for the present that they were valid and that there wore moneys 
paid to the Crown thereunder and that, for or by reason of 
any breach of the obligations incurred on the part of the Crown, 
said parties or their assignee would thereby be entitled to claim 
heavy damages for losses so caused.

The appellant acquired these leases and agreements by 
assignment thereof, presumably in Ontario. I presume it 
thereby became entitled to such indemnification as the original 
holders respectively might have had at the time against the 
Crown, besides acquiring the right thereafter to realize the 
hopes and expectations of said parties and of the appellant 
thereunder. The appellant on December 24. 1904. the day after 
its incorporation, got a free miner’s certificate, under the regu
lations then in force, for which it paid the respondent a fee of 
+100 and kept it renewed, paying for such renewals, it is alleged,

CAN
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Idlngton, J.
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so long ns tlu* regulations governing mining in the Yukon ve
il ui red the owners of a hydraulic concession to hold a free 
miner’s certificate. It is by no means clear that the possession 
of such a certificate was necessary to enable it or any one else 
to make such acquisitions, though probably needed before 
actively engaging in operating a mine.

The appellant upon acquiring said leases and agreements 
found the obligations of the Crown thereunder had not been lived 
up to and that land which fell within the scope and under the 
operation thereof, instead of being leased to appellant or its pre
decessor. had been relocated or let to other parties to the detri
ment of appellant either through its said predecessor in title or 
directly. Against such omissions, for a time, the appellant made 
fruitless protests.

On March 16. 1907. however, the Crown represented by the 
Minister of the Interior, entered into an agreement with appel
lant—after reciting said leases, and that they had. and all the 
interests therein and thereunder of said lessee Doyle and others, 
and Matson and others, had become vested in the appellant and 
otherwise as ap irs therein—whereby the respondent leased to 
said appellant 1 lands in said mining claims enumerated in the 
schedule thereto, together with the exclusive right and privilege 
of extracting and taking therefrom, by hydraulic or other pro
cess, of royal or precious metals, etc., for the remainder of said 
terms of years, respectively, for which the said leases ran for 
the hydraulic mining locations within which the said claims were 
situate.

And there are assurances given therein that the Crown will 
in certain contingencies grant appellant a lease of other locations 
as and when reverting to the Crown. This agreement and 
lease from respondent was executed at Ottawa. "

Founded upon those things of which the foregoing is a brief 
outline, the appellant alleges it became and was entitled to cer
tain services of water and water-rights and other privileges, all 
of which are to lie presumed to be admitted ; and the loss of 
large sums of money expended by relying upon each and all of 
Raid agreements being observed and of profits which might have 
been got. I presume is also admitted for the present.
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On September 7, 1905, the appellant got it lieenwe in pursu- 
anee of eh. 59 of the Consol. Ord. of the Yukon Territory, autli- 
orizing it to use, exereiac and enjoy within the Yukon Territory, 
the powers and privileges and rights set out in the appellant's 
memorandum of association ; for which it paid a fee of $500.

The authority of this is sec. 2 of said ordinance and is thus 
expressed : “Any company, institution or corporation incorpor
ated otherwise than by or under the authority of an Ordinance of 
the Territory or an Act of the Parliament of Canada desiring to 
carry on any of its business within tin* territory may petition 
therefor, etc., and the Commissioner may thereupon authorize 
such company, etc., etc."

Again by the issue of the free miner’s certificate, already 
referred to. appellant seems to have been recognized pursuant 
to an Order-in-Council bound up with a Dominion statute for 
1898. on p. 39 of which the interpretation clause gives the fol
lowing: “ ‘Free miner’ shall mean a male or female over the 
age of eighteen but not under that age. or joint stock company, 
named in, and lawfully possessed of. a valid existing free miner's 
certificate, and no other.” . . .

“ ‘Joint stock company’ shall mean any company incorpor
ated for mining purposes under a Canadian charter or licensed 
by the Government of Canada.” The law of England relating 
to civil and criminal matters as it existed on July 15. 1870. was 
brought into force in the North-West Territories subject to cer
tain exceptions, and the law in said territories continued in the 
Yukon by the statute 01 Viet. eh. 0. setting it apart saving also 
some exceptions.

Hence the English rule of law by which foreign corporations 
arc by the comity of nations recognized, I presume must prevail, 
until the contrary is shewn.

No Dominion Act is shewn prohibitive of any provincial in
corporation doing business in the Yukon. If such a purpose ever 
existed it was quite competent for the Dominion to have so en
acted inasmuch as the Yukon is within its legislative jurisdiction. 
As there are many mining companies operating elsewhere than 
in the Yukon and by virtue of provincial legislation. 1 imagine 
the possibility of such being tempted to help develop the Yukon
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ion Companies Act to provide specifically for their being licensed 
by the Dominion. The fact that the ^ on Ordinance as already 
pointed out did provide for such licenses and no objection made 
thereto, indicates the policy of Parliament as to the Yukon as

Mington, J. does also the above Order-in-Oouneil.
All the foregoing claims, and possibilities thereof, are held by 

the Exchequer Court to have been answered by the legal effect 
of the following two paragraphs of the defence: “1. The respond
ent denies that the suppliant has now or ever has had the power 
either under letters patent. licensV. free miner's certificate, or 
otherwise, to carry on the business of mining in the District of 
the Yukon, or to acquire any mines, mining claims or mining 
locations therein, or any estate or interest by way of lease or 
otherwise in any such mines, mining claims or locations.

“2. Should a free miner’s certificate have been issued to the 
suppliant the respondent elaims that the same is and always has 
been invalid and of no force or effect—that there was no power 
to issue a free miner’s certificate to the suppliant, a company 
incorporated under provincial letters patent, and that there was 
no power vested in the suppliant to accept such a certificate.” 
And the said petition has been dismissed.

The learned trial Judge assigns as reason for said dismissal, 
the answers given by the majority of this Court in the Companies 
Case, 48 Can. S.C.K. 331, 15 D.L.R. 332.

With great respect 1 do not think that position is tenable 
unless by first forming an opinion which the learned trial Judge 
disclaims. If a person approaches the problem of ascertaining 
what the said Judges meant with the preconceived opinion that 
a limitation is necessarily implied in appellant’s charter, or in 
any other provincial charter, then his conception of what the 
majority had agreed in is possibly warranted, but not otherwise. 
However, as expressed by the Court above, these opinions bind 
no one. And unless approached in the way 1 suggest there is 
not a majority maintaining the view the learned Judge acts upon.

On the other hand this Court had decided in the concrete 
case of the C.P.R. Co. v. Ottawa Fire Ins. Co., 39 Can. S.C.R. 405
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against the view which the learned trial .fudge adopts as that 
of this Court. True in that ease, if the refusal of the late Mr. 
Justice Gironard to express an opinion is counted as against 
what seems to have been the opinion of three members of the 
Court, it would then be an equally divided Court and the appeal 
resting upon the like contention set up herein failed. In such 
a case in appeal the negative thereby established the rule of 
law binding it for the future, for whatever it may be worth.

It is not for the mere triviality of the marshalling, so to 
speak, of judicial opinion in this Court with which I am con
cerned. It is the fact that the seat of the Dominion Govern
ment is in Ontario, the home of appellant and that the trans
actions in question herein took place with that government there 
and by virtue thereof, ami that the appellant paid moneys to 
respondent which at all events it is entitled to recover back on 
the principle this Court almost unanimously followed in the 
said case. More than that, the same principles as supported by 
a majority of this Court in that case would, I submit, entitle 
appellant to take an assignment of a lease and of a claim such 
as those parties had under whom appellant claims. How far the 
facts would have carried the matter and entitled the appellant 
to relief I cannot say.

It is to be observed further that the matter of a contract being 
•ultra vires and hence unenforceable is not the same as one to 
be held void by reason of what may more accurately be described 
as illegal. From the latter nothing can spring entitling a plaintiff 
to recovery. There may arise herein such rights as to be cogniz
able by the Court in order that justice may he done. Indeed, in 
the said case of the C.P.It. Co. v. Ottawa Fire las. Co., 39 Can. 
S.C.R. 405, the right was asserted alternatively by the plaintiff 
to a recovery of the premiums paid, and that right was main
tained by the opinion of the judgments of the Chief Justice of 
this Court and Mr. Justice Davies, though holding the contract 
in question ultra vires of the defendant company. In this case 
the recovery sought was not limited thereto, but I apprehend 
the greater might well have been held to include the less if that 
was all the suppliant had been found entitled to.

It hardly seems right (or indeed consistent with what one 
should expect to find following that decision) that the Crown
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having recognized the Ntanding of the appellant and taken its 
money when denying appellant’s capacity to pay, should yet 
refrain from at least g so much amends. Moreover, the
opinion of Mr. Justice Davies, concurred in by the Chief Jus
tice, recognized the possibility of a provincial incorporation being 
entitled, in the way of that which might be found ancillary to its 
business, of going beyond the boundaries of the incorporating 
province and thereby acquiring rights of property and rights of 
action arising out of such contracts as it may thus have engaged 
in. (See p. 431 of the report of that case.)

What the range of possibilities may be of putting into opera
tion such a view, I do not intend to attempt to define. Certainly 
the acquisition by assignment of the leases and agreements to 
the company do not seem necessarily excluded therefrom. Kx- 
ploration was one of the objects written in this charter and as 
incidental thereto there are specified many things it is permitted 
to do in the way of ion. The ultimate aim of such ex
ploration and that incidental thereto doubtless was gain.

Proceeding upon any and all of the foregoing grounds and 
having regard to these results of a concrete case in this Court, 
I most respectfully submit that the petition should not have been 
dismissed.

Passing these considerations let us come to the broader issue 
presented by the denial of the inherent capacity of any pro
vincial corporate company going beyond the territorial limits 
of its parent province, either to contract there, or acquire there, 
property or rights of any kind, serving its uses in pursuit of its 
objects. Such companies are incorporated by virtue of the power 
in sub-see. 11 of see. 92 of the B.N.A. Act, expressed as follows: 
“The incorporation of companies with provincial objects.”

Such a view as involved in that denial 1 rather think was 
never presented in any Court in Canada till the C.P.U. Co. v. 
Ottawa Fire las. Co., 39 Can. S.C.R. 405. case, already referred 
to. Assuredly the contrary view was acted upon for forty years, 
to such an extent as to involve in the aggregate enormous sums 
of money in the way of contracts, by and with companies, 
which must be held ultra vires and void, if the contention set up 
should prevail.

2886
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A microscopical examination of the phrase “provincial oh- CAN. 
jeets” cannot help much. S C.

It is to be observed, however, that the word “objects’* had ,{ONAN/A 
been used prior to said Act. both in the English Joint Stock Com < bkkkUoi.ii 

panics Act of 1862 and the Canadian Act. in eh. (15. see. 1. of r 
the Consol. Statutes of Canada, as an apt description of what *IIK KlN,‘ 
by the articles of association must form the basis of incorpora- idingion. j. 

tion in either ease respectively falling thereunder. And tin- 
word “provincial” can be given full force and effect, in the 
way I am about to submit, without further qualifying or re
stricting the well known use of the word “objects" in relation to 
companies so as to produce something as curious as contended 
for.

No one pretends the whole item No. 11 can apply to anything 
relative to the purposes, aims or affairs of the government or its 
direction of the public institutions of the province, which art 
prima facie the only “provincial objects as such. Counsel for 
the Dominion in the Companies Case, 48 Can. S.V.R. 331. 15 
D.L.R. 332, by introducing history, let us sec how the unhappy 
phrase was begotten. If permissible to refer thereto. I have re
corded it in pages 362 and 363 of 48 Can. S.C.R., containing 
the report of that case.

Is there another possible meaning of the phrase “provincial 
objects"? Seeing it is an incorporation of companies that is 
designated it can surely mean nothing else than a provision for 
the incorporation of persons likely to develop the business activi
ties of any kind seeking such development in any province.
Does that necessarily imply that the business in any sueh case 
seeking development is to be confined in all or any of its opera
tions within the territorial limits of the incorporating province?
Surely such a limitation is and always has been since before the 
B.N.A. Act, something quite inconsistent with the requirements 
and expectations of business men looking to commercial success.

But why should we suppose it was by the word “provincial” 
intended to engraft upon each provincial incorporation of a 
company the limitation that it * not transact any business 
beyond the limits of the incorporating province? Those pro
vinces which negotiated and arranged for this creation of a

4
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federal system and thereby determined what as result thereof 
should appear in the Act, had each up to its enactment coming 
into force, absolute power over the subject of the creation of 
incorporate companies. It is somewhat difficult to understand 
why they should be supposed to have intended to surrender 
that power essential to their local prosperity save in so far as 
necessary to facilitate the furtherance of the purpose had in 
view. Can it fairly be said that such extreme limitations and 
restrictions as argued for herein were so necessary? Was there 
not something else to be guarded against?

In assigning the control of property and civil rights in the 
provinces to the exclusive jurisdiction of provincial legislatures 
which would impliedly carry with it the right of incorporation, 
it may have been thought that the power of incorporation rela
tive to the subject matters assigned to the Dominion might be 
impaired, or indeed render it necessary for its Parliament to 
look to the province possessed of such far-reaching powers, rela
tive to property and civil rights, to aid it in that regard. To 
have thus by any possibility impliedly rendered Parliament sub - 
servient to the will of any legislature, would have been em
barrassing.

Again, it may have been conceived undesirable that there 
should be the possibility of any conflict between the provinces 
by reason of one asserting as of right the power over or against 
another to invade its territory against its will, by any such 
legislation relative to companies. That view was upheld later by 
Ministers of «Justice for the Dominion, as will presently appear.

By framing the enactment as it is, these, and possibly other 
contingencies, were averted and the general rule of private in
ternational law (which I submit was well known) relative to the 
recognition of corporations abroad by virtue of what has been 
called the comity of nations, was left to work out the solu
tion of the question; as it has been in each individual 
ease for nearly half a century with great benefit to all ami 
detriment to none.

Some such reasons, as well as the desirability of marking the 
contradistinction between the provincial corporations, which 
ought not to have for their objects any of the subject matters
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assigned to the Dominion, and Dominion corporations, or sueh of 
them as relate to any of the subject matters assigned to the exclu
sive legislative jurisdiction of the Dominion, one can understand 
as having been deemed, if not necessary yet desirable, to facili
tate the working out smoothly of the scheme as a whole. But why 
should that necessity have reached to the wholly unnecessary 
exclusion of trading either with the mother country or its other 
colonies or the United States or any other foreign country, as 
has been done for many years by provincial companies.

In short, why should it be supposed to have been intended to 
render trading by provincial companies impossible?

The scheme of the Act was primarily to arrange for the 
federal union of four or five provinces until then having very 
large powers of self-government. The framers thereof followed 
the example of the United States constitution and its method 
of assigning very large powers of legislative or administrative 
control to the governments to be created, by merely specifying 
the subject matter over which such powers were to be exercised, 
without elaboration of how ; and in like manner prohibiting in 
terse terms the exercise of power over other subject matters.

They departed, as experience had then dictated in a marked 
degree, from the substance of the model. All I here desire to 
press is for a realization of the fact that they made the best use 
they could, under the circumstances, of such a model, endeavour
ing to avoid rocks ahead, while trying to cure the ills the pro
vinces laboured under.

Incidentally thereto it is not conceivable that they shut their 
eyes either to the commercial necessities, to which I have already 
adverted, or to the history of the development of the recogni
tion of corporate capacity both in the United States and else
where. when transacting business beyond the limits of the cor
porate-creating state. That question had theretofore, both in 
England and Canada, as well as in the United States, received 
much consideration. In the United States the question had also 
been considered with relation to the constitutional limitations 
of the incorporating state as it is now presented relative to the 
powers of the provinces.

The discussion it gave rise to in the United States was long 
and keen. It culminated there in the decision of the case of
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Hank of Augusta v. /,’uric, 1:1 Peters 519, decided in the United 
States Supreme Court in 1899, which stands good law to-day.

The argument there as here was that the company should not 
go beyond its home state to do business, and the limitations of 
state powers were also relied upon. That eminent and able Court 
held it could go wherever the comity of state or nations might 
permit.

The very different question, of a foreign company, by its 
constitution inherently incapable of going abroad, had been 
presented to our old Upper Canadian Court of Queen ’a Bench in 
the ease of the (leneset Mutual Ins. Co. v. Wcstman, 8 U.C.Q.B. 
487. Indeed, some obiter dicta therein would go further, but 
the day was young then. Shortly after Confederation there 
arose in same Court, the ease of IIowe Machine Co. v. Walker, 
.‘15 U.C.Q.B. .17. where the issue of the right of a foreign cor
porate company to do business in Canada was likewise presented 
and the right maintained with the proper distinction made be
tween that and the (lenesee ('use, 8 U.C.Q.B. 487. This was in 
187:1.

The decision is only of significance here as indicative of the 
view then taken and thus likely to have been held six years 
earlier by those framing the clause now in question. The Kng- 
lish view is presented by the authorities collected in Westlake, at 
see. :I05 of his work on Private International Law.

Is it conceivable that men, presumably holding the views of 
Knglish law as thus expressed by either Canadian or Knglish 
authorities, and knowing how that had been applied and worked 
out at that time under a federal system, deliberately designed 
the creation of something new and wonderful to be operated with 
under the Canadian federal system 1 I cannot assent to such a 
proposition. Those men had sense, and some of them, wide 
experience and great grasp of public affairs. To say that they 
had not in view tin* daily experience of Canadian trade and in
dustries before their eyes and the futility of providing therefor 
by a new kind of corporate creature which it would take forty 
years to discover, is paying them a compliment which, 1 submit, 
is undeserved.

The relevancy of all this is that the instrument under con
sideration is not an ordinary contract or Act of Parliament, but
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onv which if we would rightly understand it must lie mid with 
the eye of the statesman measuring the future range of its effec
tive yet harmonious operation in all its parts so as to make each 
and all productive of the heat results when put in actual practice. ( hki:k<;oi.u

Then there is another practical aspect to he considered along 'llv1'.'’ ( °- 
with and consistent with that general survey of the question from 1111 K,N,i 
a legal or constitutional point of view. It is this: In each of the idington.j. 

provinces there are industries peculiar to its people». The adap
tation of legislative contrivances needed to aid such people in 
promoting the development of its resources, whether of an agri
cultural, mining, fishing, lumbering, mercantile or mere financial 
(not hanking) character, may have to he suited thereto and to 
the peculiar character or habits of life, of the people of the pro
vince. That which would meet the wants of Nova Scotia might 
he quite unsuited to the requirements of Ontario or that suited 
to either fall short of promoting the welfare of the farmer on the 
Western plains.

The promotion of any scheme needing legislation for its 
assistance, is most likely to hear speedy results when an appeal is 
made to those most directly interested. The vast extent of Can
ada and diversity of its natural resources, render in many cases 
the promotion at Ottawa of legislation only subservient to local 
needs, almost an impossibility, and even where not impossible, 
very likely to lead to something less efficacious than what might 
be obtainable if a local legislature were appealed to.

Such considerations or something like thereunto, no doubt 
were present to the minds of the framers of the Act and of this 
provision. And it was to give ample scope to the legislative 
activities of each province in relation to these provincial objects 
that it was designed.

Having regard to the situation of the then Canadian pro
vinces. and what was then present to the minds of those acting, 
can anything more absurd be conceived, than to suppose that 
those men realizing such a situation and looking to the future, 
deliberately planned that the incorporating power to be gi\ 
the legislatures of tin- provinces for such objects as 1 have out
lined, should be hampered by such limitations as arc contended 
for herein, and never had exited elsewhere in the constitution
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of any legislature to which the like subject matters had Im-cii 
intrusted?

A company incorporated with the objects of exploring as in
dicated in appellant’s charter might seek something in the 
United States or Mexico, for example. That is conceivable as a 
business enterprise. Why should its promoters in Halifax. 
Toronto or Victoria have to go to Ottawa at a loss of time and 
money for such authorization as needed to obtain that common 
every-day business convenience and contrivance used by busi
ness men?

What difference can it make whether incorporated at Toronto 
with a home there, or at Ottawa with a home there? Neither 
province nor Dominion can give it any right or power to go into 
those countries. All either can do is to give it a form or fashion 
by creating the legal entity by means of which men may co
operate for that object had in view. Beyond that in a foreign 
state it must depend entirely upon the comity of the nation con
cerned whether or not it can do anything.

The Ontario Legislature has always. I think, abstained from 
ostei sibly proposing such ventures abroad. Its companies have 
been incorporated for a specific object or objects relative to some 
specified sort or kind of business and within that object in going 
abroad they have depended for effective recognition entirely 
upon comity.

In this case the appellant was recognized not only directly by 
the respondent by virtue of the transactions entered into be
tween them, but also by the local executive of the Yukon.

It is said, however, that the words “provincial” so plainly 
indicates that it was designed that such corporations should not 
carry on business beyond the province that there is an implied 
limitation in the capacity of each precluding it from availing 
itself of the advantages of recognition by virtue of the doctrine 
of comity. It is hard to get two to agree exactly in what that 
proposition does mean. If it ever had been conceived, as once 
suggested in argument, but which no one has been bold enough 
judicially to affirm, that nothing could be done or be contracted 
for being done outside the territorial limits of the province, the 
situation of each province and the commercial relations of
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its people with those of the other provinces and of coun- CAN.
tries beyond the Dominion, were and remain such as to forbid s.c.
a moment’s serious consideration for such a curious proposition. '

Bonanza
Besides, such a simple conception if ever entertained could have CkkkkCoi.h
i . , 4,i Mining Co.been concisely stated. v

I. therefore, discard once and for all this very improbable Tiik Kino. 
conception of territorial limitations as ever having been in- idin*ton, j. 

tended to rest in the language used.

Let us then proceed to consider the theory of the implied limi
tations restricting business within lines including only that 
which may be ancillary to the main object and be an “incidental 
necessity” thereof as. for example, the buying abroad of raw 
material, etc., and possibly the marketing of a company’s goods, 
without regarding other refinements which might be suggested, 
and see how it will stand the practical test.

If we apply our common knowledge of the actual facts in an 
attempt to realize what such corporate activity means, we may 
find how impossible it would be to make the theory a workable 
success.

The actual operations of these industrial concerns, of pro
vincial origin, daily furnish us with illustrations.

Of the vast and ever-increasing volume of business done by 
them with people in other provinces or abroad, more than one- 
half of what it represents is an actual carrying on, by the agents 
of such companies, of business outside the province. The pro
duction of the article is but a part of the business operation in 
order to reap the gain for which the corporation was created.

If, as has been suggested, the company has the right, of neces
sity, to go abroad for supplies, then the division of the carrying 
on of the business, within and without the province, is such that 
the part done outside the province greatly preponderates over 
that done within.

in such cases the company has to acquire abroad its raw 
material, arrange there for its importation, and then when 
manufactured, has often, of the like necessity, to send it again 
abroad to be marketed. Where, in such case, if not as I suggest, 
is the major part of the business operation carried on? And 
where has the money been got to carry it on. and how ? Has the
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husi ness man as he vent urea on each step of thin process to stop 
ami ask himself if he is within the incidental necessities of his 
corporate business? lias his foreign customer also to say “stop 
and shew me, not how to answer the easy old formula of whether 
the transaction is within the scope of the objects of your com
pany ; but how to solve the queer puzzling riddle of what some 
lawyers in your country of curiosities may say about the actual 
‘ incidental necessities’ ” of the company in relation to the pro
posed transaction. And he might, if a foreigner of deep thought, 
ask what “necessities” can mean anyway. Perhaps he might 
wisely conclude the transaction proposed was not a necessity for 
him.

Then the poor obfuscated, beaten Canadian travelling home
wards might well ask himself why any one ever conceived he was 
such a fool as to try to do something that was not necessary for 
his business.

Again, the mining and lumbering industries of some pro
vinces and the development thereof arc parts of the development 
of the natural resources therein and of the local Crown domain. 
These having thus peculiarly close relations with the local 
governments, who better, fitted than these powers to determine 
how the corporations engaged therein are to be created and con 
trolled ?

We also know from common knowledge that the miner has 
often to send his raw product abroad to be treated and then 
marketed, and in such cases bargains have necessarily to he 
made abroad involving a great deal more expense and variety of 
business transactions than the mere expense of digging it out of 
the earth. In the same way the incorporated lumberman may. 
indeed often does, find his timber in one province and his mill 
in another and his market in a third province, or abroad, and 
occasionally he has to be an importer from abroad of his raw 
material.

The Courts in which a corporation has appeared as suitor or 
defendant always had, if its status was in question, to deter
mine whether or not the business involved was of the kind which 
it was incorporated to transact. This new view of “incidental 
necessities” in substitution of primary objects as the measure of
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capacities, presents new puzzling possibilities hitherto un
imagined.

What a fine field for the ingenious mind to roam over and 
dream in! True, all these difficulties may be averted by prac- < kkkkCom 

tieally blotting out the item No. 11 of the section in question and ‘ "
resorting entirely to the Dominion powers. But again, was that 11,1 
the meaning and purpose of the item ? idingto.,. j.

Take another mode of testing this alleged limitation. The 
province is given by item No. 10 the exclusive power of legisla
tion relative to local works and undertakings except those of an 
interprovincial character as specified. Railways and other 
works have been constructed by companies which had to rest. I 
submit, on no other authority than this item No. 11. It is all 
comprehensive or nothing. It will not do to say the grant of 
power to incorporate might be implied in No. 10 itself, without 
resorting to No. 11. I admit the province as such could under
take such works.

I am referring to the numerous cases of railroads and other 
works constructed by companies empowered by a legislature to 
do so and incorporated by it for that purpose. I submit such 
companies rest upon this very item No. 11 or nothing. For if 
implications relative to “companies" are to be permitted in item 
No. 10 then likewise does No. Id, “property and civil rights" 
carry in such case the like implication and so would end all this 
contention. It seems generally conceded that this specific en
actment excludes such implications so far as “companies" arc 
concerned under provincial legislation and if so I do not see 
how they can exist relative to No. 10 any more than independ
ently under No. Id.

Now these companies, beyond question, have gone abroad for 
almost everything, including the money got from stock-holders 
and bond-holders as well as rails and all else. Who ever thought 
they were acting ultra vires.* Arc their contracts void?

And indeed no companies can be incorporated to execute such 
local works or undertakings save by local legislatures unless of 
the kind declared by virtue of sub-sec. (c) of sec. 10. to be for 
the general advantage of Canada or of two or more provinces.

The enactment in item No. 11, by its terms does not express
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any *ueh thing as urged; then why, with such obvious conse
quence* of so reading it as abound on every hand, adopt that 
instead of the way it has been read so long?

With the limitations sought to l>e implied in such charters 
they may mislead and must be of little use. Not only that, but 
they must obviously conflict with the true working out of see. 
121 of the Act, in its true spirit so far as the incorporated pro
ducer is concerned.

Moreover, what must never lx- lost sight of, there is the 
fact, that the interpretation which 1 submit should prevail, has 
in actual practice been so long observed and acted upon and so 
much depends thereon that even if otherwise doubtful it should 
be upheld.

The i of our industrial activities of every kind have
been and still are handled by provincially incorporated com
panies and sold abroad and commercial exchanges effected. Arc 
these transactions all ultra vires and these companies engaged 
in doing so liable to be met by the foreign dealer with a plea such 
as respondent sets up herein? These companies have often ex
changed such product* abroad for other goods, or bought goods 
abroad with the money so got. Are they in any or all of these 
transactions liable to bo met by such a plea?

And perhaps quite as frequently they have been, by the 
credit thus acquired, enabled to buy goods on credit; and arc 
they in such cases entitled to say they were not liable as they 
were acting ultra vires in thus abusing their credit?

They have borrowed money abroad by virtue of direct con
tracts or manifold indirect transactions entered into in London 
or elsewhere. Are they to be permitted to answer the claims 
of such creditors by a plea of the kind we are asked herein to 
give effect to? And what of the shareholders who have put their 
money into such concerns as like as possible in principle to the 
venture herein involved?

Then the authority of Ministers of Justice insisting upon 
the exercise of the veto power is relied upon. Supposing each 
and every one of these reports of such Ministers had stated that 
the Act must be so interpreted as counsel for the Crown desires, 
are we to abandon our functions?

1451
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These Mi mater*, however, never ventured to enforce their 
opiniomi, if to be read in the way counsel suggests they do read, 
else xve should have had the matter tested long ago in ways open 
to them. But the reports do not so far as 1 have seen bear that 
construction he puts upon them. Time and again legislatures 
have apparently been alleged to have exceeded their authority 
by passing bills which expressly provided for the company 
thereby chartered acting abroad or in other provinces than its 
own. The Lieutenant-Governor in each of many such cases was 
told the bill would be vetoed unless withdrawn, and I presume 
each of these requests was duly complied with. It is not neces
sary here to express any opinion whether or not that cautious 
view was right or wrong.

That attitude towards such legislation is a long way from 
maintaining what is contended for herein. I respectfully submit 
that it is only by a confusion of thought that what the Mini
sters in question then forbade must necessarily prohibit those 
incorporated companies with specified objects, suitable to the 
commercial needs of those in one of the provinces, from enter
ing into contracts outside the province for the due execution 
of the purpose for which they were created.

For example, there is nothing inconsistent in the late Sir 
Oliver Mowat as Attorney-General or Premier of Ontario, per
mitting scores of Ontario companies when so created to grow 
and flourish by reason of their foreign connections and trade, 
and his insisting later as Minister of Justice at Ottawa, that if a 
provincial legislature should expressly enact that a company 
was entitled to carry on business in another country or pro
vince, it was acting improperly and possibly ultra vires.

This appellant is only a small concern following, no doubt 
that practice which grew up under the eye of that able man 
who so long and so successfully managed provincial affairs in 
and for Ontario. And he is now curiously quoted in argument 
as if, when acting as Minister of Justice, condemning it.

Counsel for respondent addressed to us an argument of some 
length based upon the recent decision of the Judicial Committee 
of the Privy Council in John Deere Plow Co. v. Wharton, IK 
D.L.R. 353, 11915] A.C. 330. from British Columbia.
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I am unable to undcnitand the exaet relation Huppoaed there
by to exist between that long sought for but belated recognition 
of the power resting in item No. 2 of see. 91 of the B.N.A. Act 
assigning the regulation of trade and commerce to the Dominion, 
and the question of the quality of the capacity inherent in a 
provincial corporation to receive recognition outside the creating 
province. In an appeal to Parliament, to exercise its power 
over the subject so assigned to it. and to enact legislation which 
would curb the aspirations of the provinces and their creatures, 
that decision might lie used to justify such legislation. It 
strikes me the argument is submitted to the wrong Court. Mean
time until Parliament has legislated in that direction if it ever 
does, we must continue to keep within our judicial functions. 
The practically minded might say that decision renders need
less any disturbance of the long recognized capacity of pro- 
vineially incorporated companies either herein or otherwise.

Indeed, counsel presented, briefly but stoutly, mining as 
a trade and hence within the sphere of the operative effect of 
that decision. I hardly think such a view is necessarily to be 
attributed to their Lordships whatever may grow hereafter out 
of the said decision in the way of centralizing our Government.

Nothing remains eternally stationary. Let us be patient and 
wait upon the evolutionary process which may spare us the 
probably painful consequences of rashly accepting counsel’s 
theory of trade and commerce.

I must adhere to the view I have always taken, and main
tained in the eases above cited, of our constitution as set out 
in the Act ; that its aim and that of the framers thereof was to 
eliminate friction as much as possible and yet give freedom a 
chance; and trust to the results of experience to Ik* gotten there
by. It was a distinct recognition of how utterly astray dom
ineering minds may be inherently prone to treat the rest of 
mankind as children when resorting to needlessly repressive 
measures. In that converse spirit of freedom every case pre
senting problems, arising under said Act, for judicial solution 
should be weighed and the Act worked out accordingly in hav 
mony with the ideals of those who framed it.

I do not see how the recognition of provincial company cor-
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porations ns possessing the usual qualities of nnd capacities 
of other business corporations can fail to subserve what the Act 
so read was intended to subserve, but 1 do see how any of the 
other interpretations contended for will materially tend to de
feat such aims, intentions and purposes.

That view which 1 maintain, in no way extends to an inter
ference with the very wide field of possible corporate activity, 
which may fall within the range of any of the subject-matters 
assigned to the e> " >e jurisdiction of the Dominion, and 
needing the exercise of corporate power to give efficacy to the 
enjoyment thereof.

It is not germane to the issues raised herein to enter upon 
a discussion of the limits of the Dominion’s incorporating 
power, further than to point out and illustrate how, relative 
to the said issues, there is no conflict between that and the 
exercise of the ordinary corporate capacity by the provincial 
companies.

And as to the rights of other provinces, they may be quite 
within their rights in refusing recognition if the incorporating 
province attempted what it should not. Even if they should 
stupidly seek to curb or curtail the commercial activity and enter
prise of a neighbour (unless so far as in conflict with section 
121 to which 1 have referred) experience, ami the power of 
public opinion thus engendered, will rectify such mistakes, if 
any. With every desire to condense, so far as consistent with 
perspicuity, I find this opinion already too long . Yet
the neat point involved herein is within a very narrow compass. 
1 have attempted by manifold illustrations to exemplify how 
unworkable the contentions set up might, if successful, prove 
and how little in harmony they are with the probable concep
tions of the framers of the Act. The extreme importance of 
what may be involved in the ultimate decision and the desire to 
make that clear and meet the varying shades of opinions put 
forward, can alone justify such length.

Whether such companies may in transactions involving 
the sanction of the shareholders or hoard of directors got be
yond the confines of the province be held, as according to some 
American decisions in like cases, inherently incapable of deal-
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ing with such transact ions outside the province is entirely an
other question than here involved. In the alternative view as 
hearing upon the present ease 1 may make an observation or 
two.

The ease of Comanche County v. Lewis, 133 U.8.R. 198, at 
202, cited to us by appellant's counsel, was decided by an 
eminent Judge holding that the mere ret " ion by the legis
lature of an alleged corporation which might not otherwise have 
been held validly < d, c d that doubtful creation
to recognition, by the Courts and, therefore, liable to be sued 
and judicially dealt with.

That decision typical of what in many other cases has been 
treated as ree ion of de facto corporations, suggests a good 
many curious questions more or less bearing upon one aspect 
of what we have in hand.

Is the power of incorporation so existent in the Crown in 
right of the as to enable it to incorporate without
direct legislative authority relative thereto? If so what is the 
effect of the recognition by the Crown of the appellant in these 
transactions now in " Re-incorporation can exist, in
deed, has more than once been legislatively effected. Can that 
be effected by the Crown? What more is necessary therefor 
than recognition? 1 express no opinion, and, indeed, have none 
in relation thereto, or to the point made in the pleading of 
recognition and otherwise in argument, but not based on the 
suggestion I make. It may be that want of assent to re-incorpor
ation is complete answer to such suggestions.

That branch of the ease was not thoroughly argued and, 
therefore, 1 have formed no opinion upon it. The point is not 
to be disposed of by the common-place that the Crown is not 
bound by any estoppel.

The hon lur and dignity of the Crown are, I respectfully 
submit, deep1 y concerned ; and the principles just now adverted 
to. or the range of the Exchequer Court jurisdiction which re
mains an unexplored field so far as argument in this case is 
concerned, ought to be fully considered if my view of appel
lant's rights are non-maintainable, in order that justice may 
bo done.
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Iii the manifold ways 1 have pointed out there has been that 
recognition of the appellant which i s it. if possessed of the 
inherent capacity which 1 hold it has, to succeed without resort
ing to these considerations.

The appeal should be allowed with costs and that part of 
the proceedings below, involved in this ■" isal of the first two 
paragraphs of defence, and the ease be remitted to the Exchequer 
Court for further trial and disposal of remainder of the ease.

Di fk, J.:—Two minor points were taken by Mr. Newcombe 
which 1 shall dispose of first. “The regulations touching the 
disposal of mining locations to be worked by " process”
approved 3rd December. 1 SDH. which admittedly govern the 
appellants in respect of the rights in question in this action 
provide, by paragraph 4. that one of the conditions of the right 
to acquire any such location is the ' of a free miner’s
certificate under the “n Ions governing placer mining.” 
Paragraph 1 of the regulations governing placer mining then 
in force authorizes the issue of free miner’s certificates to per
sons over 18 years of age and to joint stock companies, and 
“joint stock company” is defined in the interpretation clause 
as meaning “any company incorporated for mining purposes 
under a charter or licensed by the Government of
Canada.” Mr. Newcombe’s contention is that “Canadian” here 
means “Dominion” and “Canadian charter” means an Act of 
the Parliament of Canada or an instrument emanating from the 
Government of the Dominion or deriving its validity from a 
statute of the Dominion Parliament. 1 think this contention 
is not well founded. It is no doubt proper to read the adjective 
“Canadian” as describing the kind of charters intended to he 
included by reference to the a ity from which they eman
ate ; and “Canadian” in this connection may doubtless be read 
in two different ways. It may be treated as indicating the rela
tion of the authority to Canada—as an entity—to the Dominion 
of Canada. On the other hand it is quite capable of being read 
as embracing every lawful authority in that behalf exercised 
within the territorial limits of Canada. Reading “Canadian” 
in this latter sense “Canadian charter” would mean a “char-
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ter” emanating from any lawful authority in Canada—capacity 
to acquire the right to pursue the business of mining in the 
Yukon being, of course, assumed. I think this is the meaning 
that ought to be attributed to it. The proposed construction 
would exclude not only companies incorporated under provin
cial authority, but a company incorporated by Yukon auth
ority or by the North-West Territories Council before the erec
tion of the Yukon into a separate territory. It would likewise 
disqualify companies incorporated by the provinces of Canada 
before Confederation, by British Columbia, for example, before 
1871. These consequences appear to me to afford a sufficient 
reason for rejecting the proposed construction.

The other contention is that by force of fil Viet. ch. 49. an 
Act of the Parliament of Canada, the carrying on of mining 
operations in the Yukon by any joint stock company or cor
poration excepting companies or corporations owing their exist
ence to some Act of the Parliament of Canada or licensed under 
the statute is prohibited. The statute is permissive only. It 
does not contain a single word expressing prohibition. Nor 
can I find a single word in it which seems to imply a prohibition 
such as that contended for. If, indeed, there were any implied 
prohibition it is difficult to understand upon what ground the 
implication could be limited in the way suggested. If this stat
ute is to be read as vonditionalhj prohibiting the carrying on of 
mining operations, as it most certainly does under the construc
tion proposed, by a company incorporated by the old Province 
of Canada, or by the Province of British Columbia before Con
federation, or by a “chartered company” in the strict sense, 
such, for example, as the Hudson’s Bay Co., it is difficult to im
agine what principle can justify such a construction which 
would not equally involve a like prohibition as against companies 
existing at the time the Act was passed and owing their exist
ence to some Dominion statute. Any distinction between the 
two classes of cases could rest upon nothing in the statute itself, 
but must be founded upon mere speculation as to the policy 
of it. As to the point of substance.

The specific authority conferred by sec. 92 (11) (the incor
poration of companies with provincial objects) in relation to the
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subject there dealt with cannot lx* enlarged by reference to the 
more general terms of sec. 92. items 15 and Hi. “property and 
civil rights within the province” and “matters merely local and 
private within the province.” {John Deere Plow Co. v. Whar
ton, 18 D.L.R. 353. I19I5J A.C. 330; C.P.H. v. Ottawa Fire Ins. 
Co., 39 Can. S.C.R. 405, at pp. 4(H and 402.) This appeal turns 
upon the answer to the question : What is the effect of the qualifi
cation “with provincial objects” as regards the capacity of the 

company to enter into the contracts which the appel
lant company’s suit is brought to enforce and upon the validity 
of those contracts? The word “company ” ' y does not em
brace every kind of corporation. (See items 7 and 8 of sec. 92 
and sec. 93.) But the appellant company is indisputably a 
“company” within the meaning of the clause. “Provincial” 
means, 1 think, provincial as to the incorporating province ; 
and although it is perhaps conceivable that as regards companies 
formed for some communal or governmental purpose, the word 
“provincial” might be read as having reference to the pro
vince as a political entity, 1 think that as regards companies 
formed for the purpose of carrying on some business for private 
gain it must be read as having reference to the province as a 
geographical area.

It results, 1 think, from a series of dicta (which, if they 
have not the force of decisions, are still of such weight that it 
is my duty to follow them) that the undertaking or business of 
such a company and the powers and < ities conferred upon 
the company must when considered as an entirety be so limited 
that the “objects” of the company fall within the description 
“provincial” in the sense mentioned. Sec Citizens Ins. Co. v. 
Parsons, 7 App. ( 'as. 96, at pp. 117, 118; Colonial Duildintj and 
Investment Association v. A.-O. of Quebec, 9 App. ( 'as. 157, at 
165 and 166; John Deere Plow Co. v. Wharton, 18 D.L.R. 353. 
11915] A.C. 330. 1 think that w r the “objects” of a com
pany under a given constitution or charter are “provincial” 
in this sense (or whether the possession of capacity to enter into 
a given transaction is compatible with the condition that the rom
pant/’* “objects” shall be “provincial”) is a question to be de
termined upon the circ cs of each case as it arises ; and
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I doubt whether upon this point any more specific test than that 
supplied by the language of see. 92 (11) itself can usefully be 
formulated now.

The appellant company’s title to relief rests upon the pro
position that the letters patent (by which it is incorporated) 
granted under the authority of the Ontario Companies Act auth
orizing it to acquire mines and to carry on the business of mining 
generally without restriction as to locality do confer upon it cap
acity to acquire the right to carry on the business of mining in 
the Yukon Territory or elsewhere under the territorial law as 
established by competent authority or that such capacity has 
been derived from some other source. 1 think tin* possession of 
such capacity does not How from the letters patent on the ground 
that the busimss of mining (?>., working mines) generally with
out restriction as to locality is not a business that is “provin
cial" as to the Province of Ontario, and that a company having 
as one of its objects the carrying on of such business would not 
be a company “with provincial objects” within the meaning of 
sec. 92(11); and that consequently letters patent professing 
to create a company to carry on such business could not be 
validly granted under the Ontario Companies Act. I do not 
think it follows as a consequence that the letters patent of the 
appellant company arc void, but only that the description of 
the objects of the company in the letters patent should be read 
as subject to the restriction necessarily imported by the reason 
of the overriding enactment in sec. 92 (11). It follows that the 
appellant company, a company incorporated pursuant to the 
provisions of the Ontario Companies Act to carry on the busi
ness of mining, must lie deemed to be a company created with 
the object of carrying on that business only as a “provincial" 
(t.f., Ontario) business in the sense mentioned.

What then is the effect of this restriction as regards the valid
ity of the contractual engagements entered into between the 
appellant company and the Crown upon which the appellant 
company’s suit is basedf It has never been doubted in this 
country that the doctrine of ultra vires applies to companies in
corporated under the Ontario Companies Act and that it does so 
apply was not disputed hy the appellant’s counsel and indeed
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it is not uvguuhlv that tin* reasoning of Lord Cairns in Ashbury 
!i nil way Carriayt Co. v. Itiehe, L.R. 7 ILL. 053, by which Ills 
Lordship reached the conclusion that the doctrine governs com
panies formed under the Companies Act. 1M02, does not apply 
to the provisions of the Ontario Companies Act. It results in
evitably that the company had no capacity to enter into the con
tracts upon which the action is brought unless some additional 
capacity over and above that imparted to the company by tin. 
Ontario Companies Act has been acquired by it from some othei 
source.

It does not appear to me to be necessary to consider for tin- 
purposes of this ease whether the Yukon Council or the Dom
inion Parliament from which the Yukon Council derives its legis 
lative capacity has the power constitutionally to legislate with 
regard to a company “incorporated” by a province “with pro
vincial objects” in such a way as to change fundamentally its 
corporate nature and capacities. Our attention has not been 
called to anything in the Yukon law which, properly construed 
can. in my opinion, be held to profess to authorize extra-terri
torial companies to carry on within the territory any busines:. 
which such company would otherwise be disabled from carrying 
on by reason of restrictions upon its capacity laid down in it?i 
original constitution. The ordinance relating to the l egist ra
tion of extra-territorial companies, cannot, I think, be held to 
contemplate any such enlargement of the corporate powers of 
companies taking advantage of its provisions.

This appears to be sufficient to dispose of the appeal. But 
an observation or two may be proper upon the contentions ad
vanced on behalf of the appellant company.

First, it is argued that, assuming it would be incompetent 
to a province exercising the powers conferred by see. î)2 (II) 
to incorporate a company for objects other than “provincial 
objects” in the sense above mentioned still that clause does not 
necessarily subject companies effectively incorporated for “pro
vincial objects” to the principle of ultra vires in such a way 
as to incapacitate such a company from entering into valid 
transactions having no relation to such “provincial objects.”

The doctrine of ultra vires reposes upon statute (Lord Cairns
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in Ashbury Railway Carriage v. Riche, L.R. 7 H.L. 653, at 658 ; 
Lord Haldane in Sinclair v. Brougham, [1914J A.C. 398, at pp. 
114 and 417. See also an article by Sir Frederick Pollock, 27 
Law Quarterly Review at p. 223) ; and not upon any theory as to 
the inherent nature of corporations. It is very doubtful if it 
applies to corporations created by letters patent in exercise of 
the prerogative (Sutton's Hospital Case, 10 Rep. 30b; British 
South Africa Co. v. De Beers Consolidated Mines, [ 1910] 1 Ch. 
354; Riche v. Ashbury Railway, L.R. 9 Ex. 224. at 263; A.-O. v. 
Manchester Corporation, 11906] 1 Ch. 643, at 651; Baroness 
Wenlock v. River Dee Co., 36 Ch.I). 674 at 685; Bateman v. 
Borough of Ashton under Lyne, 27 L.J. Ex. 458), and there can 
be no doubt that as regards companies created under see. 92 
(11) a province can limit the operation of the doctrine provided 
that it does not legislate inconsistently with the limitations upon 
its authority imported by the terms of that clause.

1 find, however, two (to me) insuperable objections to this 
contention as applied to the present controversy : (a) A com
pany having capacity to enter into valid transactions having no 
relation to any “object” which can be described as “provincial” 
does not appear to me on the assumption above stated to be a 
“company with provincial objects” within the meaning of see. 
92 (11), and (b) assuming a province to be competent to limit 
the application of the doctrine of ultra vires in the way sup
posed, still there remains the difficulty that if the “objects” 
of the appellant company as stated in the letters patent art- 
read as the carrying on of the business of mining as an Ontario 
business and not without restriction as to locality (as they must 
be read to bring the “objects” under the category “provincial”) 
then since it is not disputed that the doctrine of ultra vires 
applies to companies incorporated under the Ontario Companies 
Act (and it is self-evident as I have said that Lord Cairns’ rea
soning in Riche v. Ashbury Railway Carriage, L.R. 9 Ex. 224 
applies to that Act) the appellant company must be held to 
possess only such powers and capacities as have relation to tin 
“objects” so construed.

2nd. It is argued that “with provincial objects” does not 
define the class of companies in respect of which the legislative
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powers conferred upon the provinces by sec. 92 (11 ) are exercis
able. The construction put upon see. 92 (11) according to this 
contention is this: The clause is read as dealing with two sub
jects (a) the incorporation of companies, (h) the “rights” as 
distinguished from the corporate capacities with which the in
corporating province may endow the company when incorpor
ated. Such “rights” it is said, must fall within the designation 
“provincial objects,” but that restriction has nothing whatever 
to do with corporate capacities which may include every cap
acity (excepting capacities that by section 91 (enumerated 
heads) can only be conferred by the Dominion) with which an 
incorporeal subject of rights and duties can be endowed. Any 
“object” according interpretation is “provincial” which
can be carried out within the limits of the province provided 
at all events that it is not one committed by the B.N.A. Act to 
the exclusive control of the Parliament of Canada. While in 
this view the province cannot invest the company with the right 
to carry out “objects” which are not “provincial” it can never
theless endow the company with capacity to acquire rights and 
powers * " g no relation to such “objects” from any other
competent legislative authority.

I have already indicated certain passages in the judgments 
of the Privy Council which appear to me to be incompatible 
with this construction and to which I think effect ought to be 
given in this Court whether they strictly possess or do not 
possess the authority of decisions.

As may have been collected from what 1 have written above 
I think that, fairly read, the observations referred to mean, that 
the limitation expressed by “with provincial objects” has refer
ence to the business or undertaking the company is ce '*? 
under its constitution of carrying on, and the powers and capa
cities with which the company is for that purpose endowed, 
looked at as a whole; in other words, that by force of the phrase 

with provincial objects” such a v is affected by a
“constitutional limitation” which makes it incapable of pur
suing “objects” not “provincial.”
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of Ontario to carry on mining operations without territorial 
limitation, has capacity to avail itself of the sanction of any 
competent authority outside Ontario to operate within its juris
diction.

(/>) Whether the appellant company was duly sanctioned to 
acquire and operate mining properties in the Yukon Territory 
by authority competent to confer those rights.

On the first question, but for a misconception by the learned 
Judge of the Exchequer Court of what I there stated—as inex
plicable to me as it is unfortunate—1 should merely refer to my 
views expressed in the Companies' Case, 15 D.L.R. 332, 48 Can. 
S.C.R. 331, p. 452 et seq., as a sufficient presentation of my rea
sons for an affirmative answer. But, if what 1 said in that case 
is so ambiguous that it is open to the interpretation put upon 
it by Mr. Justice tassels, it would seem advisable that 1 should 
endeavour to .e-state my opinion in unmistakable terms. The 
learned Judge says : “As 1 read the judgment of Mr. Justice 
Anglin, I would infer from it that his view would also be that a 
company incorporated by a province for the purpose of mining 
would be confined in the exercise of its main functions to the 
province incorporating it. He does state that he finds ‘nothing 
in the language of clause 11 of sec. 92 of the B.N.A. Act, which 
compels us to hold that the ordinary mercantile, trading or 
manufacturing company, incorporated by a province to do busi
ness without territorial limitation is precluded from availing 
itself of the so-called comity of a foreign state, or of a province, 
which recognizes the existence of foreign corporations and per
mits their operations in its territory.”

* * From this is would appear that the learned Judge is deal
ing with the case of ordinary mercantile trading and manufac
turing companies. I would not infer from his reasons that his 
view would be that where the business of the company is that 
of a mining company, such a company would have the capacity 
to carry on its mining business, namely, that of mining in a for
eign country.” ‘‘The ordinary mercantile, trading or manu
facturing company” was referred to in the passage quoted from 
my opinion in contrast to bodies incorporated “for the estab
lishment and maintenance of a hospital or the building of *i
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railway,” mentioned in the hvnteiicc immediately preceding as 
examples of corporutioiiH the nature of whose objects implies 
territorial limitation, and because in tin- aeeond part of the 
question then under consideration a company incorporated 
“for the purpose of buying and selling or grinding grain" was 
preferred as an example. The inference that a mining com
pany was intended to be excluded from the class of provincial 
corporations entitled to avail themselves of international comity 
by the reference to an “ordinary mercantile, trailing or manu
facturing company” and to l>c placed rather within the «-lass 
of which the hospital corporation and tin- railway company were 
given as examples, seems to me, with respect, to be scarcely 
warranted. But. without discussing further the question 
whether a mining company falls within the category covered hy 
the description, a “mercantile, trading or mu rturing com
pany,” in order to remove any possibility of future misappre
hension, 1 shall state explicitly that the nature of the object* of 
a mining company incorporated by a province docs not, in my 
opinion, involve an implication that its operations are to be con
fined within the limits of the province, ami that, if its letters 
patent, or incorporating statute impose no territorial limitation, 
it may avail itself of the comity of another state or province.

Mr. Justice ('asscis. however, proceeds to deal further with 
my opinion in the fom/xianx* fVwr, 15 D.L.K. 332. 4M Can. 
S.C.R. 331. He says: “The second question submitted for the 
opinions of the Court is as follows:

“Has a company incorporated by a provincial legislature 
under the powers conferred in that behalf by see. 92, article 11, 
of the B.N.A. Act, 18Ü7, power or capacity to do business out
side of the limits of the incorporating province! If so, to what 
extent and for what purposes!” The answer of Mr. Justice Ang
lin is as follows: “Yes—subject to the general law of the state 
or province in which it seeks to operate and to the limitations 
imposed by its own constitution—but not ‘by virtue of (the 
powers conferred by its) provincial incorporation.* ” If this 
answer is taken by itsilf. I infer from it that the learned Judge 
was of opinion that th • capacity of the corporation was limited 
to the province in which the business was being carried on. as he
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limits his answer by the words ‘but not by virtue of (the powers 
conferred by its) provincial incorporation.’ ”

Why the learned .1 udge should have taken this answer by 
itself and without reference to the reasons on which it was 
based can only be surmised. In the answer “taken by itself” I 
have sought in vain for anything which warrants reading the 
categorical answer, “Yes,” as “No.” The quoted words, “but 
not ‘by virtue of (the powers conferred by its) provincial incor
poration’,” were taken from the second part of the question 
being answered. The allusion—sufficiently obvious, 1 thought— 
was to the passages in my opinion where 1 had discussed this 
• luestion and stated the grounds on which 1 based my affirmative 
answer. For instance : “If the operations or activities of any 
foreign corporation should depend for their validity upon the 
powers conferred on it by the law of the incorporating state, it 
would in my opinion be difficult to sustain them, inasmuch as 
‘the law of no country can have effect as law beyond the terri
tory of the sovereign by whom it was imposed. ' But the exer
cise of its powers by a corporation extra-tcrritorially depends 
not upon the legislative power of its country of origin, but upon 
the express or tacit sanction of the state or province in which 
such powers are exercised and the absence of any prohibition on 
the part of the legislature which created it against its taking 
advantage of international comity. All that a company incor
porated without territorial restriction upon the exercise of its 
powers carries abroad is its entity or corporate existence in the 
state of its origin coupled with a quasi negative or passive capa
city to accept the authorization of foreign states to enter into 
transactions and to exercise powers within their dominions simi
lar to those which it is permitted to enter into and to exercise 
within its state of origin. Even its entity as a corporation is 
available to it in a foreign state only by virtue of the recognition 
of it by that state. It has no right whatever in a foreign state 
except such as that state confers. . . .

“The provincial company is a domestic company and oxer 
cises its powers as of right only within the territory of the pro 
vince which creates it. Elsewhere in Canada, as abroad, it is a 
foreign company and it depends for the exercise of its charter
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powers upon the sanction accorded by the comity of the province CAN. 

in which it seeks to operate, which, perhaps not the s r
same thing as international comity, is closely akin to it. . . . ~—

“When the B.N.A. Act was passed the doctrine of comity in <'kkkk<;<,iu 
regard to foreign corporations was well established as a rule of IN'^’ 
international law universally accepted. It had been long acted T,n K|XI 
upon in English Courts and had received Parliamentary recogni- Angim > 
tion. Modern law aeknowlcdg<'s this capacity of every cor
poration, not expressly or impliedly forbidden by its state of 
origin to avail itself of privileges accorded by international 
comity, as something so inherent in the very idea of incorpora
tion that we would not, in my opinion, be justified, merely by 
reason of the presence in the clause of expressing the provincial 
power of incorporation in such uncertain words as ‘with pro
vincial objects,’ in ascribing to the Imperial Parliament the 
intention in passing the B.N.A. Act of denying to provincial 
legislatures, otherwise clothed with such ample Sovereign powers, 
the right to endow their corporate creatures with it. Itnlnnnu 
v. Service, 6 App. Cas. 386, at 391. The impotence which such 
a construction of the statute would, in many instances, entail 
upon provincial companies affords a strong argument against 
adopting it. Had Parliament "in the case of tin- pro
vincial power of incorporation to depart from the ordinary rule 
bv confining the activities of every provincial corporation within 
the territorial limits of the province creating it. it seems to me 
highly improbable that the words ‘with provincial objects' would 
have been employed to effect that purpose. Some such words as 
‘with power to operate only in the province’ would have ex
pressed the idea much more clearly and unmistakably. Inapt to 
impose territorial restriction the words ‘with provincial objects' 
may be given an effect, which seems more likely to have been 
intended and which satisfies them, by excluding from the provin
cial power of incorporation such companies as have objects dis
tinctly Dominion in character either because they fall under some 
one of the heads <legislative jurisdiction enumerated in see. 91. 
or because, they ‘are unquestionably of Canadian interest and 
importance.’ ” How the learned Judge of the Exchequer Court, 
with these passuges before him. reached the conclusion that the

5740
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answer given by me to the second question propounded in the 
Companies’ Case, 15 D.L.K. 332, 48 Van. S.V.R. 331, meant that 
in my opinion the capacity of a provincial corporation, without 
territorial limitation expressed in its charter or implied in the 
nature of its objects, “is limited to the province in which the 
business was being carried on” (sic) assuming that he 
meant “limited to the province which granted the in
corporation,” 1 am at a loss to understand. But to re
move the possibility of further misunderstanding 1 shall again 
state explicitly that a provincial corporation, not territorially 
limited by its letters patent or Act of incorporation, or by the 
nature of its objects, in my opinion has capacity, within the 
limitation of its constating instrument as to the character and 
extent of its undertaking, to avail itself of the comity of a 
foreign state or of another province.

The recent decision of the Judicial Committee in John Deere 
Plow Co. v. Wharton, 18 D.L.R. 353, 119151 A.C. 330, was 
pressed upon us by counsel for the respondent. After a careful 
study of the judgment in that case I fail to find in it anything 
which conflicts with the views above expressed. All that was 
there decided is that a “province cannot legislate so as to de
prive a Dominion company of its status and powers. This docs 
not mean that these powers can be exercised in contravention of 
tin- laws of the province restricting the rights of the public in 
the province generally. What it does mean is that the status 
and powers of a Dominion company as such cannot be destroyed 
by provincial legislation.”

Certain provisions of the British Columbia Companies Act 
requiring the appellant, a Dominion company “to be registered 
in the province as a condition of exercising its powers or of 
suing in the Court.” were held to In* “inoperative for these 
purposes.”

“The question,” says the Lord Chancellor, “is not one of 
enactment of laws affecting the general public in the province 
and relating to civil rights, or taxation, or the administration of 
justice. It is in reality whether the province can interfere with 
the status and corporate capacity of a Dominion company in so 
far as that status and capacity carries with it powers conferred
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by the Parliament of Canada to carry on business in every part 
of the Dominion. Their Lordships are of opinion that this ques
tion must be answered in the negative.”

I may, perhaps, be pardoned if 1 quote from my opinion in 
the Companies* Case, 15 D.L.R. 332. 48 Can. S.C.R. 331, the 
short passage dealing with this point (pp. 455-6) : “The Domin
ion company, on the other hand, is a domestic company in all 
parts of Canada. It exercises its powers as of right in every 
province of the Dominion. While a Dominion company is, 
generally speaking, subject to the ordinary law of the province, 
such as the law of mortmain (Citizens Ins. Co. v. Carsons, 7 App. 
Cas. 96, at 117)—while it may be taxed by the province for 
purposes of provincial revenue (Haul,- itf Toronto v. Lambe, 12 
App. Cas. 575), while it may be required to conform to reason
able provisions in regard to registration and licensing (Tin 
Brewers' Case, \ 18971 A.C. 231), a provincial legislature may 
not exclude it, or directly or indirectly prevent it from enjoying 
its corporate rights and exercising its powers within the pro
vince (City of Toronto v. Bell Telephone Co., ( 1905] A.C. 52; 
Compagnie IIydraulique de St. Francois v. Continental Heat, 
[1909] A.C. 194), as (subject perhaps in the case of alien cor
porations to the provisions of any general Dominion legislation 
dealing with them under clause 25 of section 91) it may do in 
the case of other corporations not its own creatures.” I am, 
for these reasons, of the opinion that question (a) should be 
answered in the affirmative.

This case affords a striking illustration of the undesirability 
of having the Judges of this Court express opinions upon ab
stract questions. Although it has been authoritatively stated 
time and again, and most emphatically in the Companies' Case, 
3 D.L.R. 509, [19121 A.C. 571, itself, at p. 589; In re References, 
43 Can. S.C.R. 536, at pp. 561, 588 and 592 ; (see also In re 
Criminal Code, 43 Can. S.C.R. 434), that the opinions expressed 
in answer to such questions “are only advisory and will have no 
more effect than the opinions of the law officers,” and that they 
“do not affect the rights of the parties or the provincial deci
sions,” and are “not binding upon us,” “or upon any of the 
Judges of the provincial Courts,” the learned Judge of the
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Exchequer Court has deemed it “the proper course for (him) 
to pursue to give effect to the opinion of the learned Judges in 
the Supreme Court. ... I am not sure (he says) that techni
cally I am hound by these reasons, hut I have too much respect 
for the opinions of the Appellate Court not to follow their views 
no matter what my own opinion might he on the question,’’ and 
he carefully abstains from expressing any opinion of his own. 
determining • case, as he apparently thought (though errone
ously), in cm lily with the views expressed by a majority of 
the Judges m Court in the Companies Case, 48 Can. S.C.R. 
331, If) D.L.U. 332. While wishing to refrain from an animad
verting on the course adopted by the learned Judge, I may per
haps venture the observation that if a Superior Court .Judge 
of his experience finds advisory opinions given by the Judges 
of this Court so embarrassing that, although “not sure that 
technically (he is) bound“ by them lie deems it his duty to fol
low them regardless of his own views, they are likely to prove 
even more embarrassing and productive of trouble and uncer
tainty in Courts of inferior jurisdiction.

I would answer question (ft) in the affirmative for the reasons 
given by Mr. Justice Duff.

Appeal dismissed.

REGINA PUBLIC SCHOOL v. GRATTON SEPARATE SCHOOL.
Supreme Court of Caiuula, Sir Churl™ Fitzpatrick, f *.•/.. lia ries, hlinyton.

I hi if amt Aiujlin. •/•/. February 2. 1915.

1. Schools ( § IV—74)—School districts—Taxation—Company tax— 
Apportion mkxt—Kkparatk Schools.

A separate school I ward cannot obtain a share of the school taxes 
uf a company by notice under see. 93a of the School Assessment Act, 
Sank., as amended 1912-13 Kask. eh. 39, sec. 3. requiring the company 
to apportion school taxes between public and separate schools accord
ing t i the religious belief of the shareholders and the failure of the 
company to make any apportionment, if the company is not shewn to 
have any shareholders of the religious belief to which the separate 
sehool pertains, for (per Davies and Duff, .1.1.1. see. 93a, if constitu
tional. applies only to companies who could apportion under sec. 93, 
and (per Idington. J.. concurring in the result), sec. 93». is uncon
stitutional and ultra vires of the Saskatchewan legislature.

| Iteyina Public School V. that ton Separate School, IS D.L.U. 571, 
reversed.)

Appeal from the judgment of the Supreme Court of Sask 
atehewan. Itcf/ina Public School V. (irallon Separate School, 18 
D.L.R. 571.
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Wallace Nesbitt, K.( and Christopher C. Haitinson, for the 
appellant.

II. V. MacDonald, K.(\, for the respondent.

Fitzpatrick, C.J. (dissenting), for reasons given in writing 
was of opinion that the appeal should he dismissed.

I) auks, J. This was a special ease agreed to by the parties 
to the action for the purpose of determining the respective 
rights of the public schools and separate schools to certain school 
taxes collected from companies by the city of Regina in the Pro
vince of Saskatchewan.

The questions submitted were whether the Saskatchewan 
Legislature had power to enact section 93« of the School Assess
ment Act. and if so whether the G rat ton Separate School Trus
tees had the right they claimed to a portion of the school taxes 
in dispute.

The provincial Courts answered the questions in the affirma
tive. Newlands. .1., dissenting, from the answer affirming the 
Separate School Trustees’ right to claim a portion of the taxes.

With respect to the constitutional question as to the juris
diction of the Legislature of the province to enact the section in 
question. 93a, the conclusion 1 have reached upon its proper 
construction relieves me from discussing or answering the ques 
tion of the legislature’s jurisdiction.

That conclusion is in accordance with that stated in his dis
senting opinion by Mr. Justice Newlands of the Supreme Court 
of Sackatchewan. sitting en banc, to the effect that the sec. 93.7 
does not give the Board of trustees of G ration Separate School 
District, the defendant respondent in this appeal, the right they 
claim to a portion of the taxes payable by the companies men
tioned in schedule “A” attached to the special case.

[The learned Judge here quoted the words of the Lord ( han- 
cellor in the John Deere Plow Co. v. Wharton, 18 D.L.R. 353 at 
358.]

This extract is, of course, applicable to the Saskatchewan 
Constitutional Act. the provisions of which we are asked to con 
at rue by the special case.

103
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Turning then to the amending see. 93a under review, I agree 
with the eoiiNtruetion Mr. Justice Newhmds plaees upon it. We 
must bear in mind that under the law as it stood when first 
passed in the North-West Territories ordinances, and as enacted 
and continued by the Saskatchewan Legislature up to the pass
ing of the amendment 93a in 1913, a company which had no 
shareholders of the religious failli of the separate school was 
neither required to give nor could give the notice specified in 
section 93.

See. 93 of the School Assessment Act, and see. 93a, which 
was passed either in amendment or by way of supplement to sec 
93. must be read and construed together.

See. 93 is a permissive section merely authorizing a company 
by notice in that behalf to require certain specially designated 
parts of its property to be “assessed for the purposes of the 
separate school and not for public school purposes” with the 
proviso that the share to be assessed for separate school pur
poses should hear the same proportion to the whole property 
of the company assessable within the school district as the pro
portion of the shares of the company held by Protestants or 
Roman Catholics respectively bore to the whole amount of the 
shares of the company.

Sec. 93a may have been drafted with the intention in the 
draftsman’s mind of compelling all companies to give such 
notice. It provided that in the event of any y failing to
do so an arbitrary division should be made of assessable school 
taxes payable by the company between the separate and the 
public schools, which division did not have any reference to 
the proportion of shares held in the company by Protestants or 
Roman Catholics.

Now, it is manifest that a company desirous of exercising 
the permission given by section 93 must, before exercising it 
have ascertained with certainty the religious persuasions or 
beliefs or connections of its various shareholders. In no other 
way could the statutory division the company was authorized 
to require of its assessable taxes be made and the grossest injus
tice might be done to one or other of the respective schools.

4118
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public* or separate, if in the absence of nucIi knowledge any eom- 
jumy should attempt to exercise its privilege.

And so after see. 93a was passed, its language, “any com
pany failing to give a notice as provided in see. 93,” must have 
reference to such companies only as possessed the knowledge 
necessary to enable them to give the notice requiring the proper 
tional division of their taxes and yet failed to give it. It could 
not have reference to companies in which none of the share
holders were of the “same religious faith” as that of the separ
ate school seeking the division of the taxes. In the ease before 
us we have no evidence whatevt r of the religious faith or religi
ous connections of any of tin- shareholders of the different com
panies mentioned in schedule “A” of the case.

Mr. MacDonald, who argued the case of the defendant separ 
ate school so ably, submitted that such knowledge was not neces
sary, because the sec. 93#/ applied to all companies that had not 
given the notice the section provided for quite irrespective of 
their power to give the notice from want of knowledge of the 
religious faith or connections of its shareholders.

CAN.
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As already pointed out by me 1 cannot accept such a con
struction, the effect of which would undoubtedly be to defeat the 
manifest purpose and object of sec. 93. and probably in many 
eases create gross injustice.

It never was nor could have been intended that companies 
not coming within see. 93 at all and not having the knowledge 
requisite to give the notice should have their taxes diverted from 
the public school to the separate school as a penalty for not 
giving a notice they could not legally give. The amending sec. 
93a is somewhat crudely drawn, but I do not entertain any 
doubt of its real meaning and intent.

In my judgment, therefore, the amendment does not apply 
to companies in which there are no shareholders of the religious 
faith of the separate school seeking a share of the taxes col
lected, and I would answer the questions by saying that, apart 
altogether from the legislature’s jurisdiction to enact section 
93#/, upon which 1 express no opinion, that section does not give
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the defendant the right it claims to a portion of the school taxes 
in dispute.

The appeal should be allowed with costs.

1 in noton, J.j—The question raised by this appeal is whether 
or not see. 17 of the Saskatchewan Act fixed the boundaries of 
the rights of separate schools in relation to taxes which such 
corporations as respondent may claim. The question has arisen 
between appellant and respondent representing the respective 
interests of public school and separate school supporters in that 
regard.

Said sec. 17. no doubt, was designed to render impossible 
such inequitable legislation by the legislature of the new pro
vince as would enable one religious body or set of religious 
bodies to make, as it were, reprisals from each other. If the 
judgments in the Courts below arc right then the attempt has 
been an absolute failure, for it is frankly admitted by the learned 
trial Judge, and indeed can hardly be seriously denied, that the 
operation of sec. 93a now in question will prejudicially affect 
every public school district and every public school supporter 
where a separate school district exists. I may add thereto that 
just to the extent the public school supporter is prejudicially 
affected, the separate school supporter will be beneficially 
affected.

In creating the Province of Saskatchewan, and giving it the 
power enjoyed by other provinces, under sec. 93 of the B.X.A. 
Act, paragraph (1) of said section was substituted by the fol
lowing :—

( 1 ) Nothing in any such law shall prejudicially alTeet any right nr 
privilege with respect to separate schools which any class of persons have 
at the date of the passing of this Act under the terms of chapters 29 and 
30 of the ordinances of the North-West Territories, passed in the year 
1901. or with respect to religious instruction in any public or separate 
school as provided for in the said ordinances.

(2) In the appropriation by the legislature or distribution by the 
Government of the province of any moneys for the support of schools 
organized and carried on in accordance with the said chapter 29. or any 
Act passeil in amendment thereof or in substitution therefor, there shall 
lie no discrimination against schools of any class descrilied in the said 
chapter 29.

(3) Where the expression “by law” is employed in paragraph (3) of 
tin1 said section 93, it shall he held to mean the law as set out in the
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mii«l rliaptiTH 21» mill 31»; ami wlim- tin* cxpivmo n "Ml lliv l nimi" i« cm 
ployi'il ill tin- mi id paragraph (3) it hIihII In> Ih-IiI tii invun tin* ilatr at 
which this Act conics into force.

It in important to observe that by its very terms this sub- 
stitntion gives rise to a number of considerations different from 
those which were touched upon in a number of eases which 
depended upon the Manitoba Act. That Act simply adopted the 
very language of see. ÎK1 of the B.N.A. Act. so far as the same 
could be applicable to a single province. This substitution intro 
duces, in its every part, something which easily differentiate# 
not only each such part, but the group of three parts as a whole 
from not only the Manitoba Act. but also from the prototype 
of both.

True, the language of the first two lines is identical with the 
original, and that has been construed as governing the whole. 
Why was any more added if that sufficed? Why adopt a change 
if these lines embodied all that was desired and expressed all 
hoped to be affected thereby? What purpose were the signifi
cant words, “or with respect to religious instructions in anv 
public or separate school as provided for in said ordinances, ’ 
intended to subserve? Is it not clear that there was something 
for which the section was intended to operate relatively to 
public schools as well as separate schools? Why blend the tw » 
subject-matters in one sub-section if the first half of a short 
sentence was to be treated as confined to one subject, one point 
of view relative thereto, and the phrase, “any class of persons” 
which is wide enough to cover any class outside or inside those 
of the class supporting a separate school, be restricted in its 
meaning so as to cover only the latter in the first part, hut both 
in the latter part?

The trouble is that these lines forming only the first part of 
a sentence and section in the Act to be construed herein con
stituted nearly the whole of a section in the Manitoba Act which 
gave rise to much litigation and strife which has left a mark on 
men’s minds and that operates now as if the two sections were, 
identical.

If that part of this sub-section had been presented in its 
pi*esent setting for the first time and due consideration given
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that which is demanded by what follows and is implied in chaj 
tcis 29 and 20 of the ordinances of the North-West Territories 
passed in the year 1901, 1 venture to think no one would have 
thought of making anything but the said ordinances the key
note or dominating factor in the interpretation of the whole 
section. Such, 1 submit, they clearly were intended by their 
incorporation therewith to become. So read and interpreted 
thus these two lines thereof can and will be given another mean
ing than the narrow one which has been suggested.

1. therefore, turn to said ordinances to see how the terms of 
them delimit or bound the rights of the warring factions. For 
the taxing purposes involved in this case, which is all that can 
concern us. let us look to the terms of said chapter 29. see. 4.1 
thereof, which first provides for the rights and liabilities of 
separate school districts and then provides by sub-sec. 2 thereof, 
as follows :—

(2) Any person who is legally assessed or assessable for a public school 
shall not lie liable to assessment for any separate school established therein.

Yet this which is thus expressly forbidden to be done is what 
sec. 93» specifically enacts shall be done; in an indirect manner 
it is true but none the less effectually done.

Then we have provision made by sub-sec. 2 above quoted, 
which specifically forbids, in the distribution of legislative 
grants, discrimination against schools of any class described by 
c h. 29, thereby shewing the intention of the legislature in dealing 
with the subject.

Again, in sub-sec. 3 above quoted we have the words “by
law " in sub-sec. 3 of the B.N.A. Act declared to mean the law 
as set out in said chapters 29 and 30. Can there be a doubt, 
when we have regard to all these provisions and the considera
tions suggested thereby, that said chapters 29 and 30 were de
signed within said sec. 17 to permanently fix the boundaries of 
the rights of the separate schools and their supporters and the 
relations between them and the public schools and their sup
porters ?

If so then let us again read the lines 
nothing in any such law shall prejudicially affect any right or privilege 
with respect to separate schools which any class of persons have,
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upon which stress is laid, and scv if tlu* phrases “with respect 
to” and “any class of persons” must necessarily mean, and have 
relation to only those who are separate school supporters.

1 submit the literal meaning of the words used does not im
peratively require such interpretation and may. taken in con
nection with the rest of the sub-section and the section as a 
whole be lead as appellant suggests. That protects both classes 
and insures them and each of them against an invasion of that 
which was guaranteed by chapters ‘29 and .‘10, which was the final 
result of nearly thirty years of experience and development in 
relation to a difficult problem.

Moreover, we have in said eh. .'10, secs. !» and 93, which 
expressly deal with the problem of corporate companies (the 
former in relation to such in rural districts and the latter in 
villages and town districts) and enable any such company in a 
separate school district to give notice of its desire to have the 
whole or part of its property assessed for separate school pur
poses and not for public school purposes, but in each case:

Provided always that the share or portion of the property of any com
pany entered, rated or assessed in any municipality or in am school dis 
trict for separate school purposes under the provisions of this section shall 
liear the same ratio and proportion to the whole property of the c unpntiv 
assessable within the municipality or school district as the amount or 
proportion of the shares or stock of tin- company so far as the same are 
paid or partly paid up, held and possessed by persons who are Protestants 
or Roman Catholics as the case may lie bears to the whole amount of such 
paid or partly paid-up shares or stock of the company.

What does this mean if not an express prohibition against 
any greater part thereof than indicated being made applicable 
to separate school support '?

Such was the state of the law when the province was created 
and such limitation of the proportionate share of any corporate 
company’s taxes, however reached, it was evidently designed to 
perpetuate. It seems companies did not respond to the invita
tion to allot a proportion of their assessments to separate school 
support and hence the enactment of 93a now in question.

I can. in light of said sec. 93. conceive of legislation being 
asked for, as against local shareholders in such companies to 
make those who might be presumed to be supporters of separate
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schools assessable therefore, in respect of their shares, in ways 
I need not enter upon, and the company being given credit for 
that in its public school rating.

Without passing any opinion on that and only by way of 
illustration as something possibly arguable within the purposes 
of the chapters 29 and 30 incorporated into the Saskatchewan 
Act, I submit that in said see. 93 thereof there may be found a 
held within which the legislature might properly operate. In
deed. I assume it was something of that kind that the legislature 
had in view.

Hut I cannot see how an adhesion to the lines laid down in 
said ordinances can permit of such drastic legislation as 
that contained in section 93a.

1 think it ultra vires tin legislature and that the appeal 
should be allowed. 1 see no half-way house such as question 
(b) seems to suggest may exist within said secs. 93 and 93a so far 
as parts of the assessments are concerned. The first two ques
tions should be answered in the negative and doing so renders 
it unnecessary to answer the third.

The appeal should be allowed with costs throughout.

Duff, J. 1 agree with Mr. Justice Davies. For the reason 
given by him I confine myself to passing upon the point raised 
by question (c) as to the construction of the statute.

The sections to be construed (secs. 93 & 93a, as the Act now 
stands), art follows :—

[The learned Judge here cited the sections referred to at

1
length.]

Tin ce authorized by 93a is to be given only in the event 
of “any company failing to give a notice as provided by sec. 
93.” And the consequences provided for by 93a (2) arise only 
in the absence of “a notice as provided in sec. 93.” 1 think the 
notice “provided in sec. 93” or “provided by sec. 93” means a 
notice of the character contemplated by sec. 93 before the pass
ing of the amendment of 1912-13. now see. 93a. It seems plain 
that sec. 93 only contemplated the giving of notice where some 
part of the real property of the company within the separ
ate f " * district would properly be “entered, rated and5
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assessed” fur the purposes of the separate school in aeeortlanee 
with the rule laid down in the proviso to that seetion. I think 
that follows from the language in whieh that section is expressed.

There is. it appears to me, little or no weight in the sugges
tion that in this view no provision is made for the ease in whieh 
all the shareholders should he separate school supporters. The 
answer seems to he that “any part” as used here extends to 
every part. It is a very different thing to read “any part” in 
this context as meaning none.

Question (c) should he answered in the negative.
Since writing my judgment as above, which was tiled 2nd 

February, my has been directed to the second ami
third paragraphs of the judgment of the Chief Justice filed some 
weeks later and published in the Wentirn Wetkly Iff ports of 
March 26th. The effect of those paragraphs is that all the mem
bers of the Court taking part in the hearing of the appeal 
except Mr. Justice Idington concur in the answer given by the 
< 'ourt below in the affirmative to the first question, that is to say. 
that the Legislature of Saskatchewan had jurisdiction to enact 
sec. 93a.

In view of this statement I think it necessary to re-state in 
explicit terms what is stated by reference to the judgment of 
Mr. Justice Davies in the first paragraph of this judgment.

Having reached a dear opinion that on the proper construc
tion of sec. 93a the respondents must fail. 1 consider it un
desirable to express any opifiion on the first question—the ques
tion relating to the jurisdiction of the legislature to enact that 
section; or upon any of the thorny questions as to the meaning 
of sec. 17 of the Saskatchewan Act which may in a proper case 
require decision. This course is incumbent upon me. as ex
plained by Mr. Justice Davies, by reason of a sound and settled 
rule that questions as to the limits of legislative powers should 
not be passed upon when the decision of the cause does not 
require it—a rule whose observance is especially important in 
cases such as this.

This is all put very plainly in the judgment of Mr. Justice 
Davies in which, as stated in the first paragraph hereof. I concur. 
In the circumstances, however, some expansion of that pnra-
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g ini | ill seemed desirable to prevent misapprehension ; and I 
should perhaps add that not only have I expressed no opinion 
upon the first question- I have formed none.

A noun, J., dissented.
Appeal allowed with eosts.

SASK. LAND & HOMESTEAD CO. v CALGARY & EDMONTON R CO.
Supreme Court of Canada. Fitzpatrick. C.J.. and Idington. Huff. Anglin and 

Itrodcur, JJ. February ;Z. Ill If».

1. Km I MAT DOMAIN I # III ( 140)—EXPROPRIATION IIY K XII WAY COMPANY
—COMPENSATION—TaKI.XU liHAVKI, LAND.

( uiii|u‘iiHutioii for ii griivvl |>it ami the right of wax thereto taken by 
a riiilxvn.x company nmler see. iso of the Railway Aet. R.S.i . I'.MMI, eh. 
37, to obtain a supply of material for construction purposes is to lie
made as of the time xvhen the company took possession of the land 
under judge's order or as of the service of the notice to treat and 
not on the basis of values some years later when the arbitration took 
l.lm-f,

| Sa.sk. Land «(• llomeatrad Co. v. t alyary »t- Edmonton It. Co., | | 
D.I..R. 1113. li A.L.R. 171. affirmed.)

2. Kmima r domain ( g I ('—15)—Kxpkovki atiox iiy baii.way company—
Gravel i.axi»s—Rioiit to take—Need or hvbvkyn. 

i ; ravel land xvliieh is required by a railway company for obtaining 
construction material and the rigid of way for a spur line to take 
it out may be expropriated under see. iso of the Railxvay Aet. with
out any plans I icing submitted to the Railway Commission; no deposit 
of plans is required as would In- necessary were the land required for 
a right of way for its line, but a certified copy of the surveyor’s plan 
is to be served upon the property owner as well as the notice to treat.

| Sank. Land it IIomesti ad Co. v. Calgary <(• Edmonton It. Co.. 14 
D.L.R. 103, 0 A.Lit. 471. affirmed.]

Appeal from the judgment of the Supreme Court of Alberta, 
14 D.L.R. 194, 6 A.L.R. 471. dismissing an appeal from an award 
of arbitrators appointed under the Railway Aet. R.S.C. 1906, 
eh. 47. to ascertain the amount of the compensation payable by 
the railway company upon the expropriation of lands for rail
way purposes.

Whiling, K.C., and A. It. Cunningham, for the appellants.
O. M. Itiggar, K.C., for the respondents.

Sir Cihrlkn Fitzpatrick:—With some hesitation I agree 
that this appeal should be dismissed with costs.

Idinoton, J. :—The respondent acting under see. 180 of the 
Railway Act. sought to expropriate a piece of gravel-bearing
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land which belonged to the appellants and. accordingly, by 
notice of dune JO, 1908. Nerved pursuant to wild section on n 
lant anil others concerned therein informed them of such in
tention and tendered the sum of $7J3.U5 as compensation for 
said land and for any damages to be suffered by the exercise of 
the powers conferred by said section and notified them that if 
the said offer was not accepted within ten days after service of 
said notice the appellant would apply to a Judge for the ap
pointment of an arbitrator or arbitrators as provided by see. 
19(i of the said Act. Attached to said notice was a plan and 
certificate of a Dominion land surveyor such as reipiiml in such 
eases by see. 194 of said Act. The then Chief Justice of 
Alberta on July ‘24. 19(18, made, under see. 217. an order upon 
consent of all parties interested that upon payment into Court 
of $1,150 the respondent might enter into immediate possession 
of said lands. The respondents, accordingly, shortly thereafter 
entered into possession and from time to time removed a very 
large quantity of gravel. No steps towards arbitration seem to 
have been taken until the year 1911. when a board of arbitra
tors was named, but for some reason failed to act and a new one 
was constituted in the year 1912. which proceeded with the refer
ence and heard a great deal of evidence directed by both sides 
almost entirely to the then marketable value of the gravel ac
cording to the quality thereof about which there was much con
flict of opinion. The majority of the arbitrators held that the 
value of the property expropriated must be taken to be that 
which it was worth in 1908, when possession was taken, and 
awarded the amount tendered then. One of the arbitrators 
dissented from this view, holding that by see. 192. as amended in 
1909, its value at the time of the hearing was what ought to 
govern. The appellant asked the Court of Appeal to set the 
award aside, but that Court dismissed that appeal and hence 
thm appeal. The first and chief question thus raised is whether 
or not the said see. 192. as so amended, is applicable. |Sces. 
191 and 192, cited. |

It is to be observed in the first place that the deposit of 
plans in the registry office is constituted by this section notice 
to all concerned and that service thereof on those concerned is
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not required until provcedingN taken for arbitration. In the 
next place it nmy be observed that, for what is done under and 
by virtue of see. 180, no plans are required to be deposited or 
approved of as are other plans by some appointed authority 
before deposit. Now let us turn to see. 180 and see what it pro
vides :—

(«I \\ believer any atone etc., or other material i* required, ete.j or 
(ft) (a* therein ap|ieart) ; and (cf (as therein appears) . . . the coni-
pHn\ may. if it eannot agree with the owner of the lands for the pur- 
chase thereof, cauae a land surveyor, duly lieenseil to net in the province, 
or an engineer, to make a plan and description of the projierty or right-of- 
way. and shall serve upon each of the owners or occupiers of the lands 
alleeted a copy of such plan and description, or of so much thereof as 
relates to the lands oxvned or occupied hy them respectively. duly certified 
by such surveyor or engineer.

Contrast this with the mode of service by deposit in the 
registry office and we see at a glance how radically different the 
two modes of procedure are as framed by this sec. 180 and the 
sec. 192. I. with respect, submit the latter is dragged in 
needlessly to aid sec. 180. which, in that which sec. 192 has regard 
to, needs no aid. but is a self-contained section and power in 
that regard. True, sub-sec. 2 of sec. 180 provides as follows :—

All the provisions of this Act shall, in so far as applicable, apply, and 
the powers thereby granted may be used and exercised to obtain the 
materials or water so required, or the right-of-way to the same, irrespective 
of the distance thereof: Provided that the company shall not lie required to 
submit any such plan for the sanction of the Board.

And it is urged that it expressly relates to such powers being 
exercised to obtain material and it is pointed out that sec. 191 
in express terms refers to lands which may be taken, “or 
which may suffer damage from the taking of materials.”

Surely there are conceivable manifold possibilities of situ
ations or conditions being opened up or created by or for the 
planning of a railway, and its construction, whereon this taking 
of materials might operate without going outside the obvious 
purposes of this all comprehensive section relative thereto. 
Even if it could not be made operative as clearly as it can be 
shewn, in every word thereof, by a little effort of the imagina
tion, applied to railway building, without making it apply to 
see. 180, which even in its express language it does not fit, 
that would not render it necessary to pervert the obvious mean-
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ing of see. 180. In short, what was to be done under see. 180 
never required the deposit of a plan or profile in the registry 
office or elsewhere, but substituted therefor, and the publication 
thereof in a newspaper as required by see. 191, service on those 
concerned, and to avoid any misapprehension us to the sanction 
of the hoard being required that was expressly dispensed with. 
See. 192 seems, therefore, as it stood, entirely in
applicable to what was to be done by virtue of see. 180 providing 
a very common-place power such as municipalities have to en
able them to execute or repair works they possess. Such being 
my conclusion 1 need not follow up the amendment of 1909 and 
its possible effect; yet I may be permitted to point out that it 
was no doubt enacted to put an end to the serious wrong done 
by railway ( ' s filing plans in the registry office and keep
ing them there for an unreasonable length of time, to the detri
ment of the proprietors of lands affected thereby, without taking 
any steps to expropriate any part of such lands or indeed, as 
has been known, never proceeding with the construction of tin 
railway.

Such proprietors of land had no remedy unless by making 
an application to the Railway Board. They had no powers of 
initiative to force an arbitration unless and until something 
more was done. The company alone was given the right to 
serve a notice to treat and often left that off till executing the 
work. And reading the amendment it seems to me that tht 
language hardly fits a ease such as this in the way appellant sug
gests. On the other hand it does suggest, that it might well be 
argued, that it could not apply where the work was done ai d 
presumably an agreement had been reached or arbitration had 
taken place within a more reasonable time than, as in this case, 
three years before the amendment. To give effect to the conten
tion would be in this case to make the amendment retrospective 
over a period of three years. I need not come to any opinion 
on this phase of the case and express none beyond this that it 
is one of the curious phases of a rather peculiar case.

Passing all that and agreeing in the contention acted upon by 
the arbitrators, must we set aside the award simply because there 
was no evidence presented by the appellant applicable to its
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claim ? It iN rather a novel situât ion that is thus presented and, 
so far as 1 can find, barren of express authority to guide us. 
The parties proceeded, by the respondents presenting to the 
arbitrators the notice required by sec. 193 of the Railway Act, 
accompanied by the certificate of a sworn surveyor, required by 
the 194th section thereof, stating as therein required his opinion 
that the sum offered is a fair compensation for the land and 
damages thereto; the appellant tendering a mass of evidence 
which shewed how much, at the time of the hearing, gravel ex
isted on the premises in question, and how much had been taken, 
and its value for a variety of purposes at that time; without 
directly giving evidence of the market value of the land at any 
time, and by the respondents meeting that case by similar evi
dence. Hardly any of this, it is admitted, touched in truth the 
correct issue. It is. therefore, claimed by appellant that there 
was no evidence upon which the arbitrators could act and that, 
hence, the award ought to be set aside. On principle it does 
not seem to me to lie in the mouth of appellant to set up such a 
contention. The only semblance of authority I can find is such 
cases as ('ravin v. Craven, 7 Taunt. (>44, and Grazcbrook v. 
Davis, 5 B. & (’. 535. The former was a motion to set aside an 
award for the reason that the arbitrator had refused to hear evi
dence. But it was shewn that none was in fact tendered; after 
hearing the arbitrator had expressed an adverse opinion as to 
the possibility of its being applicable. The latter was an action 
on a bond of submission where on demurrer it was held a plea 
which failed to allege the tender of evidence could not be main
tained.

These eases seem to proceed upon the theory that it was the 
duty of the party complaining of the award to have expressly 
tendered evidence that would be relevant.

In this case in hand we must, 1 think, look at the nature and 
scope of the reference which seems by the Act to be designed to 
try the issue of whether or not the offer made is fair, and to lay 
the foundation for such a trial by requiring the tender of such 
a specific sum and prima facie proof, in the shape of a sur
veyor’s certificate, that it is no. That presents an issue upon 
which the burden of proof to displace the certificate rests upon
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the pally who viaima a greater nuiii. In this vane the appellant CAN
failed to do mo by tendering what, on the view I hold of the Act. s<"
was admittedly entirely irrelevant evidence. This mode of pre-

Nask.
sent mg the issue is in marked contrast with the proeeedings I.axu a 
under the Lands Clauses Consolidation Act of 184.7, under which ,,0M^*rKAD 
the offer cannot be brought In-fore the Court trying the question '' 
of compensation. 1. therefore, think the award made was justi- Kmmomon 
fiable and must be upheld. The appeal should be dismissed with ( 0 
costs, it certainly is to be regretted that so much expense was Mingt...,, j. 

incurred for so little. Let us hope when dismissing this appeal 
with costs, that in taxing costs of the reference, if attempted, 
justice may be so far done that respondents reap nothing from 
the useless expenditure of putting forward irrelevant evidence.

Duff, J. :—I concur in the conclusion at which the appel- nui? ». 
late Court of Alberta has arrived. Sec. 180 of the Railway Act. 
under which the proceedings were taken, is in the following 
terms : | Sec. 180 quoted.]

This section obviously provides for two distinct cases : First, 
the case in which the company de ires to take land adjoining tin- 
railway containing the material required and no necessity exists 
for constructing a spur or branch line through am property ex
cept that owned by the company and that intended to be taken ;
Secondly, the case in which the plan of the railway company 
involves the construction of a spur or branch line through lands 
intervening between the railway and that where tin- material 
is situated. The effect of sub-sec. 2. in my opinion, is that in the 
first case the provisions of the Act are to be followed in so far 
only as they are appropriate to the taking of and compensation 
for land not required in the construction or working of the rail
way itself ; and in my judgment sec. 192 has no application in 
such a case.

It is not necessary to determine for the purposes of this case 
the exact stage of the proceedings with reference to which tin- 
amount of compensation or damages payable by the railway 
company is to be determined. On June 30. 1908. notices were 
served on the persons interested in the land in question to
gether with a plan and description of the properties in com-
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pliancc with see. 180 and containing the description and declar
ation mentioned in sec. 193, together with a notice of an ap
plication for possession to be made under see. 196 in the event 
of the railway company’s offer not being aecepted. On July 
24. 1908. an order was made by the Chief Justice of Alberta 
giving the railway company leave to enter into possession of the 
lands and this order appears to have been acted upon without 
delay. Whether, therefore, the amount of compensation and 
damages falls to be determined under the statute, first, by refer
ence to the date when the plan and description under sec. 180 
was served upon the owners, or, secondly, when notice to treat 
was given under sec. 193, or. thirdly, when the right to take 
possession became consummated by the order referred to it ap
pears to be unnecessary to decide. It is not suggested that any 
change took place inethe relevant circumstances between June 
30. 1908, when the notices were served and July 24, 1908, when 
the order for possession was obtained. The company at that 
date came, in my opinion, under an enforceable obligation to 
take the property and to proceed with the ascertainment of the 
amount of compensation. It seems reasonable, therefore, as it is 
strictly in accordance with legal analogy to hold.that the com
pany's title once consummated relates back at least to this date; 
and the appellant cannot complain of having the compensation 
ascertained with reference to it. The relation v>f vendor and 
purchaser was, I think, constituted completely when the right of 
possession was obtained. Only the ascertainment of the price 
remained.

Anglin, J.:—Not, I confess, without some lingering misgiv
ings 1 have reached the conclusion that this appeal should be 
dismissed. The mention in sec. 191 of the Railway Act of lands 
“which suffer damage from the taking of materials’’ no doubt 
affords some ground for the appellants’ contention that the 
group of sections in which sec. 191 is found, dealing with the 
preparation, filing with the Board, approval and deposit for 
registration of plan, profile and book of reference, applies to 
expropriations under sec. 180—the only section of the Act 
which deals with the acquisition of lands required for the pur
pose of taking materials from them. Rut I am, nevertheless, of
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the opinion thaï the group of sections to which I have referred 
docs not apply to cases under sec. 180. That section itself pro
vides for the making of a plan and description by a surveyor, 
and requires the company to serve a copy thereof on the owners 
whose lands are to he taken. Submission of this plan to the 
Board of Railway Commissioners is expressly dispensed with. 
Registration of it is not provided for. Having regard to these 
special provisions and to the nature of the subject-matter, I 
am satisfied that the application of the sections dealing with the 
plan, profile and book of reference to expropriations under sec. 
180 is inferentially excluded by sub-see. 2 of that section, which 
declares that “all the provisions of this Act shall, so far as 
applicable, apply.” If the statute required that a plan, profile 
and book of reference should be prepared, etc., in cases under 
sec. 180. as in the ease of lands to be acquired for the ordinary 
right-of-way, there would be no reason for the requirement of 
a special plan and description or for the service of copies of 
them on the owners to be affected, as see. 180 prescribes.

It follows that the provisions of see. 192 and the amend
ment thereto of 1909 (8 & 9 Kdw. VII. eh. 117. see. 3), relied 
upon by the appellants, do not govern this case, no provision 
being made for the deposit in the registry offices of copies of the 
plan and description prescribed by see. 180. similar to* that 
made for the deposit of copies of the plan, profile and book 
of reference in the case of lands taken for the ordinary right- 
of-way. In tin* absence of any provision in the statute fixing a 
different date. I agree that the valuation of land taken under 
see. 180 must be made either as of tin1 date when the copy of 
the plan, profile and book of reference served upon the owner 
(treating that as the equivalent of service of notice to treat under 
the English statute) or as of the date when actual possession is 
taken, whether by consent or under the authority of a warrant 
or order of the Court. In the present case possession by consent 
having closely followed upon the service of the copy of the plan 
and description, it is immaterial which date is taken. Vnless 
some explicit statutory provision should render such a course 
inevitable, it would seem to be unreasonable to require a rail
way company to pay, for land which had been taken possession
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CAN. of by consent and materials of which a considerable part had 
S. C. been used four years before, their value at the date of the arbi- 
~— tration hearing, which had been then greatly enhanced by ad-

Iam) & ventitious circumstances. The fact that, since the amendment of
section 196 of the Railway Act in 1907 (6 & 7 Edw. VI1 eh. 37), 
owners have the same opportunity as the company to apply for 
the appointment of arbitrators, removes any hardship to which 
the former state of the law may have subjected them.

section 196 of the Railway Act in 1907 (6 & 7 Edw. VI1 eh. 37), 
owners have the same opportunity as the company to apply for

1 agree with Harvey, C.J., that there was some evidence be
fore the arbitrators which entitled them to fix the value of the 
land taken in 1908 at the figure which they have allowed, al
though it would have been much more satisfactory, to me at all 
events, had the attention of all parties been more clearly directed 
during the proceedings before the arbitrators, to the fact that 
the value was to be fixed as of that date.

The appeal fails and should be dismissed with costs.

Brodkvr, «I. :—The gravel land that a railway companyBrodeur, J.

desires to expropriate may be taken without any plans being 
submitted to the Board of Railway Commissioners. The pro
cedure is different in the other cases of expropriation. The rail
way company is then bound by the law to have its plans ap
proved by the Board. In the former case the company proceeds 
undefr sec. 180 of the Railway Act. that says:—|Sec. 180 
quoted.]

In the present case a certified copy of a plan of the lands 
required was served with the notice to treat and, later on, the 
railway company was, with the consent of the owners, put in 
possession (sec. 218) under a warrant given by a Judge. The 
appellants contend that the expropriation of a gravel pit would 
require virtually the same procedure as regards the location of 
the line and the proceedings in expropriation, that see. 192 
should govern in this case and that the date with reference to 
which compensation is to be aseertained should be the time 
at which the hearing of the witnesses should take plaee. I can
not concur in such a view. It seems to me reasonable that the 
damages or compensation should be determined according to the 
value that the land taken had when the company took posses
sion of it. In the ordinary cases of expropriation the Railway
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Ai t states (nee. 215) that the value «hall be ascertained as of the 
date of the deposit of the plan. Now, with regard to gravel 
pits, no such deposit is provided for. But the plan duly certi
fied by a surveyor will be served upon the owner. Then the 
value could be ascertained from the date on which such a notice 
would be given, or it could be ascertained from the date at 
which the expropriated party has given consent for possession. 
There is no difference as to the value of the gravel pit at those 
two dates. But it would be certainly unfair and illegal to have 
this value determined by the date at which the case was heard 
a long time after. For those reasons the judgment of the 
Supreme Court en barn-, confirming the award of the majority 
of the arbitrators, should be confirmed with costs.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

KILDONAN INVESTMENT v. THOMPSON.

Manitoba hing's Bench, ilathrrs, (*.-/. February 13, 1915.

1. Vk.ndor and puri iiaser i 8 IE—27)—Sam; of land — Rescission —
Fraud of kub-aof.nt.

The fraud of a sub-agent may be ground for rescission of a con
tract for sale of the lands of the ultimate principal if the prove I 
circumstances of the case are such that the ultimate principal and 
the intermediate agent must be deemed to have intended and agreed 
that the latter should or might appoint a substitute for the purpose 
of discharging, in his stead and on behalf of the ultimate principal, 
duties including or involving the making of representations of the 
character of that sued upon though no authority had been given to 
make any false representation.

|De Busache v. Alt, 8 Cli.l). 510; PoiceU \. Frau Jones, 11905] l 
K.B. 11. applied.]

2. Vendor and purchaser i § I K—271—Sale of i and — Rescission —
Fraud of agent—Agent becoming purchaser.

Where the vendor’s agent for sale of the property himself liecomes 
the purchaser, with the assent of his principal, of an undivided share 
in the property on a joint purchase thereof and makes material mis
representations in respect to the property to the other purchasers of 
shares therein which induced them to buy, rescission may be granted 
on the application of all the other purchasers in an action in which 
the vendor and his agent are parties although the agent does not 
concur so far as his share is concerned; the Court has under such 
circumstances jurisdiction to restore the status i/uo ante fraudem.

[Braun v. Hughes, 3 Man. L.R. 177, and Morrison v. F.arls, 5 Ont. R. 
434, distinguished.]

Trial of action brought by the Kildonan Investment Co. 
against ten defendants for $837 interest due under an agree
ment to purchase by the defendants from the plaintiffs 74 lots
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MAN. in a subdivision of parish lots 63 and 04 of the parish of Kil-
K. B. donan for the sum of $18.000. of which $4,050 has been paid.

Kii.donan
The defendants, other than the defendant W. J. Batters.

I mi stmkat alleged t hat they were induced to enter into the Haul agreement
Thompson. by the fraud of the said Batters and one Baldwin, therein act

Statement
ing as the agents of the plaintiff, and they counterclaim against 
the plaintiffs and the defendant Batters for rescission of the 
agreement and for the repayment to them of the sum of $4.050 
paid upon it.

/«'. II. (iraham, for the plaintiffs.
(\ /'. Fullerton, K.C., and ./. F. Foley, K.C., for defendants.

Mathers, C.J. Mathers, C.J.K.B. :—The fraud alleged is that it was repre
sented to said defendants by Batters ami Baldwin that the land 
they were asked to purchase was situated close to the River road 
< n which the street car line is situate; that a $4.000 house was 
being erected across the street from it ; that the owner was in 
financial s and forced to sell at a price considerably
below its value, and that it could be purchased at such price 
only for a period of ten days. The facts, as 1 find them, arc as 
follows: The plaintiff company was the owner, subject to a 
certain mortgage, of that portion of parish lots 63 and 64 Kil- 
donan, extending from the River road to the Canadian Pacific 
Railway tracks, a distance, roughly speaking, of a mile and an 
eighth. The land described in the agreement of sale consists 
of all block 6, and 28 lots of block 9, the latter block lying im
mediately to the eastward of block 6. The most westerly end of 
block 6 is upwards of 2.700 feet, or something more than half a 
mile, from the River road, and the eastern end of the property 
described in the agreement is upwards of 4.600 feet from the 
said River road.

The selling agents appointed by the plaintiffs to dispose of 
the lots in this subdivision were Messrs. Skuli Hansson tk Co., 
estate agents in this city, and Mr. Ilansson, the principal mem
ber of this firm, was the secretary-treasurer of the plaintiff com
pany. Ilansson & Co. employed one Baldwin to dispose of 
blocks 6 and 9. Baldwin had acted as selling agent for Hansson 
& Co. for some time and had desk room in Hansson’s office. He

9107
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knew that there were a number of well-to-do farmers in the MAN.
Holland district, and he selected that village as a likely point k. R.
at which to form a syndicate of farmers for the purpose of pur- kildoxax 
chasing these two blocks. At thisMiinc the defendant Batters I\\knt\o\t 

was carrying on business in the village of Holland as an impie- Thompson 

ment agent and as a purchaser of farm stock. He had resided Matü^7“Cj 
and carried on business there for upwards of fifteen years and 
was well and favourably known to the other defendants, all of 
whom are farmers residing in the Holland district, and with all 
of whom lie had had large business transactions. Baldwin 
entered into an arrangement with Batters to assist him in form
ing the proposed syndicate for half the commission to be thereby 
earned, being actuated, no doubt, by the fact that Batters was 
well and favourably known to the farmers of the district, and 
was a man in whose integrity and judgment they had a high 
degree of confidence. This was in or about the month of August 
or September, 1913.

Batters at once commenced negotiations with the other 
defendants individually. The scheme as arranged by himself 
and Baldwin was, that the whole of blocks G and 9 should be 
sold at a price of $23,000; that the purchase price should be 
divided into ten equal portions, and that ten men should be pro
cured to form the proposed syndicate, each taking one share.
The ten men were procured, but Batters and three others only 
agreed to take a half share each. The price was thereupon fixed 
at $18,GOO for the whole of block G and 28 lots out of block 9.
The defendants were interviewed separately, sometimes by 
Batters alone and sometimes when accompanied by Baldwin.
It was represented to them that the land was close to the Kil- 
donan road on which the street car line ran—not that it adjoined 
the road, but that it commenced at a point, at the farthest, not 
more than 4G5 feet from the road: (Batters admits that he told 
one defendant the distance was not greater than that between 
his office and the elevator, admitted to be about 40.1 feet); 
that a $4.000 dwelling-house was about to be erected across the 
street from the property and that the selling price was $10 per 
foot; that the land was well worth $15 per foot, and that lands 
much farther out were selling at that price; that the owner was
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MAN. in financial difficulties, and therefore was willing to accept $10 
K. it. per foot, which was much below its actual value. Batters also 

Kiidonw 1’epi‘CHented to each of the defemlants individually that he was 
Invest.mk\t going to take two shares himself and that the land was such 
Thompson, an excellent bargain that he would take it all himself if he were 
Mat— . able to finance it. He also represented to each of the defen

dants individually that he had selected him because of their past 
business relations and that this being a particularly good thing, 
he wanted to confer a favour by letting the defendant take a 
share. Some of the defendants were shewn by Baldwin and 
Batters what purported to be the property; but in no case were 
they shewn its true location. The defendants did not come 
together to conclude the agreement, but each signed it as it was 
presented to him for that purpose by Batters, and at the same 
time his share of the first instalment of purchase money was 
paid. Some of the cheques given in payment were made 
to Baldwin, but in the majority of cases they were delivered to 
Batters but were made payable to llansson & Co. Each of the 
counterclaiming defendants paid his allotted share of the first 
instalment in full. Batters, on the other hand, paid no money 
for the half share allotted to him. 11 is proportion of the first 
payment was charged by the vendors against the commission 
he had earned in bringing about the sale. Whether or not he 
is liable for any of the subsequent instalments does not appear. 
It is quite clear, however, that up to the present time he has 
only invested his sen-ices in procuring the agreement to be 
signed by his co-defendants.

I find that Batters did not know on the ground exactly where 
the property was; but that he represented that it was close to 
the River road, and at the very most not more than 465 feet 
distant therefrom, without believing that statement to be true 
and reckless whether it was true or false. I find that such 
representation was untrue and that the nearest point to the 
River road was 2,700 feet. I find that the statement that a 
$4,000 house was being erected across the road was entirely 
untrue. I find that there was no truth in the statement that 
the owner of the land was in financial difficulties and was for 
that reason forced to sell. Î find that Batters concealed from

99
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the other defendants the fa et that lie was acting for the vendors man.
for a commission and that he did so intending to deceive them k. i;.
into the belief that he was in all respects in the same situation khoo.wn 
as each of the defendants was. I find that the other defendants Invkstmkm 

would not have entered into the agreement at all had they Thompson 

known the position which Batters occupied. The fact that Bat- MaJ^Tcj. 
ten* was acting for the vendors for the purpose of earning a 
commission upon the sale of the property was not pleaded, but 
an application was made to add this to the defence and counter
claim at the trial. I reserved judgment on the application and 
! ermitted the evidence to be given, and I now permit the amends 
incut to be made. 1 find that the defendants other than Bat
ters were induced by the above-mentioned representations to 
enter into the contract sued upon, and that they did so without 
knowledge that the representations were untrue.

It is first objected that Batters was the agent of Baldwin 
and was not the agent of the plaintiffs, and, therefore, that the 
plaintiffs are not responsible for any representations that he 
might make. 1 infer that it was intended and agreed by the 
plaintiffs that Hansson & Co. should appoint sub-agents or 
substitutes for the purpose of disposing of this land on behalf 
of the plaintiffs. Hansson & Co. employed Baldwin, and I infer 
that it was contemplated by them that Baldwin should employ 
assistants. That Batters was endeavouring to sell the property 
in question to his co-defendants was well known to Hansson 
and the latter recognized Batters as his agent for that purpose.
When the agreement was signed Batters was not required by the 
plaintiffs to pay any part of the cash payment, but was given 
credit thereon for his share of the commission allowed upon 
the sale. A privity was thus established between the company 
and Batters.

The rule of law applicable is thus laid down in 20 Hals, at 
710:—

A sub-agent may render the ultimate principal liable if the proved cir
cumstances of the case are such that the ultimate prineipal and the inter 
mediate agent must be deemed to have intended and agreed that the latter 
should, or might, appoint a substitute for the purpose of discharging in 
his stead and on behalf of the former, duties including or involving the 
making of representations of the character of that sued upon.
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That statement is fully borne out by the language ut‘ the 
Court of Appeal in DiBussche v. Alt, 8 ('h.D. 28(i. at 310. and 
in Powell v. Evan Jones, [1905] 1 K.B. at 11.

In my opinion, therefore, the facts in this ease establish a 
privity between the plaintiff and Batters and render them re 
sponsible for whatever fraud or misrepresentations Batters 
eommitted in earning out the business of the plaintiffs. In
deed. the ease does not need to rest on implied ageney alone. 
There is evidence which would justify a finding that Batters* 
appointment as agent was expressly recognized by llansson w 
Co. and the plaintiffs. It is not necessary to find that the plain
tiffs authorized Batters to make tin- false representations whieii 
he did make. Employers do not as a rule authorize their agents 
or servants to commit frauds, but, having entrusted the agent 
with the conduct of the business, the employer is responsible 
for whatever wrong his agent commits in the course of the em
ployment : Harwich v. Eny. Joint Stock ('it., L.K. 2 Ex. "Jh!!: 
Uoiid v. (•run, |1912| A.C. 71(i. It is next objected that Bat
ters is a co-purchaser with the other defendants and that he is 
not asking for rescission ami the rule is invoked that where a 
contract induced by fraud cannot be rescinded in Into it can
not be rescinded at all. The general rule on that subject is well 
known. It is that a contract which is not severable must be 
rescinded in toto or not at all. In this case the negotiations were 
conducted with each of the purchasers individually and there 
was nothing in the negotiations up to the time the agreement 
was signed to indicate that they were not purchasing each an 
individual share or interest. If it had been carried out as a 
several purchase by each of the défendante of a specified inter
est the case would present no difficulty because then each defen
dant could return what he hail bought without the concurrence 
of his co-purchasers. The agreement, however, is a joint agree
ment for a purchase by all the defendants without anything to 
indicate what share or interest each defendant takes. That 
being the case 1 must hold, 1 think, that the purchase in this 
case is a joint purchase by all the defendants. Then is there 
anything in the facts of this case to take it out of the general 
rule that where several have been induced by fraud to become
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joint purchasers rescission cannot In- decreed unless all assent 
to put an end to it ? The situation here is that the nine counter
claiming defendants were induced by the misrepresentations of 
their co-purchaser Batters, therein acting on behalf of the 
plaintiffs to join in the agreement. Batters alone refuses to 
acquiesce in rescission, and the plaintiffs contend that because 
of his refusal the Court is powerless to relieve from liability 
upon the contract those defendants who were duped by him into 
signing it. In other words, the plaintiffs say that having pro
cured the signature of the counterclaiming defendants to the 
agreement by the fraud and misrepresentation of their agent 
Batters, they are entitled to hold them to it because Batters, 
who also signed the agreement as a joint purchaser, now refuses 
to ask for its rescission, and that the defrauded parties must 
rely upon their claim for damages for the deceit practised upon 
them. The only ease in point to which 1 have been referred, or 
which I have been able to find is an un reported decision of Mr. 
Justice Macdonald rendered in May. 1914. in Knur son v. Quinn. 
(18 D.L.R. 241). In that ease two defendants were sued for an 
instalment of purchase money under a joint agreement to pur
chase. The defendant Quinn allowed judgment to go by defaul*. 
but his co-purchaser Gallagher defended upon the ground that 
it was falsely represented to him by Quinn that they were buy 
ing on equal terms, whereas, unknown to him. Quinn was the 
agent of the vendor and in receipt of a secret commission upon 
the sale, and that in this way Quinn's share of the purchase 
money was paid. The learned Judge found the facts as alleged 
by Gallagher and rescinded the agreement and ordered repay
ment by the plaintiff of the moneys paid by Gallagher there
under. The power of the Court to grant relief by rescission 
under the circumstances appears to have been taken for granted. 
The case of Morrison v. Earle, li O.R. 4J4 (1884), relied upon 
by the plaintiffs is quite distinguishable. It is true language is 
made use of in that case which might be construed as meaning 
that in no case can there be rescission unless all concerned assent 
to that course being pursued. The language used must be inter
preted in the light of the facts, which were these. The plaintiff 
sued upon a promissory note given by the defendant for his
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share of the purchase by a syndicate of twenty persons of a 
parcel of land from the plaintiff. The defendant had been in
duced by the fraud of the plaintiff to join the syndicate and 
to give the note sued upon. The other members of the syndi
cate were not parties to the action and were not asking for 
rescission. The decision was that as the defendant could not 
restore to the plaintiff the land purchased, his only remedy was 
damages for deceit: Braun v. Hughes, 3 Man. L.R. 177 (1885), 
was a similar case. The plaintiff' sued to recover from the de
fendant the money which he, as one of a syndicate of five, had 
paid to the defendant upon the syndicate agreement to pur
chase. It was found as a fact that the plaintiff had been in
duced to become a party to the syndicate and to pay the money, 
repayment of which was claimed by the fraud of the defendant’s 
agent. The other members of the syndicate were not parties 
to the action, and it was held that, without their concurrence, 
rescission could not be decreed.

In the present case all the parties concerned are before the
Court, a fact which sufficiently................s it from both
Morrison v. Earls and Braun v. Hughes. The only obstacle in 
the way of giving the counterclaiming defendants the relief 
claimed is the refusal of the plaintiffs' agent by whom the 
fraud was perpetrated to assent to that course being pursued. 
He is. however, Itcfore the Court, and as against him rescission 
may be decreed and the status quo ante fraudem restored, the 
plaintiffs and Batters being left to work out their respective 
rights as between themselves as they see fit.

There will be judgment dismissing the plaintiffs’ action ns 
against all the defendants except the defendant Batters with 
costs. There will be judgment for the same defendants upon 
the counterclaim: (1) declaring that they were induced to 
enter into the agreement sued upon by the fraud and misrepre
sentations of the defendant Batters, acting therein as the agent 
of the plaintiff's; (2) That the said agreement be and is hereby 
rescinded; (3) That the same defendants do recover against 
the plaintiffs the sum of $4,650 with interest thereon at 5 pc;* 
cent, from the date on which the last of such money was paid,

702161
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and costs of counterclaim against both the plaintiffs and Bat
ters without regard to the statutory bar or limitation. There 
will be a fiat for costs of examination for discovery.

Judgment for defendants.

MAN.
K. B.

Kn.no.XAN
Investment

Thompson.

SCHRADER v. MANVILLE. SASK

Saskatchewan Supreme Court. I.amoni, •/. I'lUruarii 28. 1015. <5 j-
I VENDOR A Nil PERCH A HER ( § 1 E—27)—8 a 1.1: 01 i.x XI) - lu xi III 1.IN I

Owners xvho had given an option for sale of their land at a vert ah 
price are guilty of fraud where they had replaced the option with 
another at a higher price for the same period of time at the optionees 
request for the latter’s use in obtaining others to join him in taking 
up the option but with a secret agreement to give the original 
optionee the benefit of the difference.

I Hitchcock v. Sykes. 13 D.L.R. 548: Hitchcock v. Sykes. 4!* (‘an.
8.C.R. 407, referred to.]

2. Vendor and pi rchaker ( § I E—27)—Rescission of contract—Kr.xiti
—Waiver of.

The making of payments on a purchase agreement after notice of 
a fraud which might lie >et up as a ground for repudiation i- evid
ence of an election to afiirm.

1 Lawrence's (’use. L.R. 2 Ch. App. 421. applied.]
3. Vendor and pi r< maser i § I E—27)—Sai.e of i.and—I'kavii—Resits

SHIN OF CONTRACT—WAIVER.
If after discovery of the whole of the material facts giving him 

the right to avoid the contract, the representee has by word or act 
definitely elected to adhere to it. the representor has a complete de
fence to any proceedings for rescission.

4. Vendor and pith ii.xser 18 It -10)—.Sale of i.and—Defective title
—Acceptance and approval.

In an action by vendor on a contract for sale of lands it i* only 
where the purchaser has aceepted the title or in his contract has ex
pressly agreed to pay irrespective of the plaintiff having title, that 
the Court will decree payment xvithmit the plaintiff having first 
shewn a good title and thus satisfied the Court that he is able to 
deliver the property if the defendant pays the purchase money : but 
the vendor is entitled to a decree fixing a time within which defendant 
must pay under a penalty of his rights under the contract lieing fore 
closed and judicially declared to have ceased.

\ Hicks v. La id law, 2 D.L.R. 4ii(). 22 Man. L.R. 1MI, applied.|

Action for balance due under an agreement for sale. statement
(t. II. Yule, for the plaintiffs.
C. E. (Iregorg, K.C.. for the defendants. Manville. Jack, and 

Moorhousc.

La mont, J. :—By an agreement in writing dated March 1, 
1912. the defendants agreed to purchase from the plaintiffs the 
south-west quarter of section three, township forty-eight, range

Lament. .1.
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twenty-six, west of the third meridian, for $32,000, payable 
$8.000 cash, and $8.000 on December 15, in the years 1912, 
1913. and 1914. The defendants paid the first two payments 
and a portion of the payment falling due in December, 1913, 
but failed to pay the balance of that instalment. This action 
is brought for that balance. To the action the defendants 
Woods and Stockton have entered no defence. The defence of 
the other defendants is that they were induced to enter into the 
contract by false and fraudulent misrepresentations made t> 
them by the defendants Woods and Stockton, who were the 
plaintiffs' agents to bring about a sale. The facts as disclosed 
by the evidence are as follows :—

On March 1. 1912, the defendant Stockton obtained from 
the plaintiffs an option on the above described land at $28.000 
which was good until April I. Near the end of March the de
fendant Woods went to the office of the defendant Moorhouse, 
who was a real estate agent in Prince Albert, and listed the land 
with his clerk in the absence of Moorhouse at $200 per acre. 
When Moorhouse returned Woods saw him and told him they 
had on option on it at $32.000 and had a one-eighth interest 
not then taken up. He said the option expired on the following 
Monday, and asked Moorhouse to come in as purchaser and take 
the one-eighth interest. Moorhouse agreed. Later Woods 
mine back and said that his friends in Saskatoon who were to 
take a one-half interest had fallen down on the deal, and they 
would have to place that one-half interest elsewhere. Moor
house said he would see some of his friends in Prince Albert, 
which he did. with the result that the other defendants agreed 
to go into the deal and become purchasers along with Woods, 
Stockton and Moorhouse. Woods having arranged a sale to 
the defendants, Stockton went back to the plaintiffs, who live 
m Saskatoon, and said he could not take up the option at 
$28.000 but if the plaintiffs would give him an option at 
$32.000 he could effect a sale, but it would be on the under
standing that the plaintiffs still took $28.000 for the property 
and that they would pay over to himself and Woods the extra 
$4.000 by which the option was being increased. The plaintiffs
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a if rv vi l to this, and gave Stockton a new option at $32,000 dated 
hack to March 1. On April 1. Moorhouse, acting for himself 
and his friends, went to Saskatoon to close the deal. Stockton 
shewed him the option at $32,000. The agreement now sued 
on was then drawn up by one of the plaintiffs and executed, and 
Moorhouse paid over the amount of purchase money due from 
the defendants except that from Stockton and Woods. Un the 
following day the plaintiffs executed an agreement in writing 
by which the plaintiffs agreed to pay Stockton and Woods the 
sum of $1.333.33 out of each instalment of $8,000 payable by 
the defendants on December 1Ô, in each of the years 1012. 1013 
and 1014. The plaintiffs admit that when they gave tin* option 
at $32.000 they knew that it was to be used to effect a sale at 
that price, and that they were to hold themselves out to the 
purchasers as selling for that sum. The defendants paid the cash 
payment and the payment due in December. 1012. By the time 
the next payment had fallen due. in December, 1013, the defen
dants had heard rumours of the increase of the price to them 
by $4.000. On December 23. 1013. the plaintiff Schrader wrote 
to the defendant Moorhouse informing him of the two options. 
That letter contains the following statement: In regard to the 
options. I beg to say that the original option to purchase was 
made between myself. Messrs. Sparling and Davis and F. II. 
Stockton for $28.000. Later another option was made for 
$32.000 and Woods and Stockton have a commission agreement 
for $4.000.” On receiving this information, the defendants 
consulted their counsel in reference thereto, but were advised 
that, without more evidence, they could not successfully resist 
payment of the balance of the purchase money. On January 
14. 1914. Moorhouse received from Schrader the original option 
at $28.000. For some reason he seems to have taken no action 
in reference to it. On March 10. Moorhouse wrote to Lock, the 
plaintiffs' solicitor, who had demanded payment of the instal
ment then due, that Mr. and Mrs. Man ville and l\ R. Jack had 
promised payment on the following Saturday, and that lv- 
would forward Lock a substantial cheque by the end of the 
week. On March the 18th. lie wrote again explaining the delay 
in forwarding the money and promising to write again the
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following Monday. This letter contains the following para
graph :—

As you hiv iiwhn*. there are it iiiiiiiIht of assignments of tin* monv\ 
due, and at the present time 1 do not know where we stand. K. W. Davis 
unsigned his interest to the Muttnil Securities Co., Ltd., on the 21st .Ihiiu 
ary, 1014, which notice was received hy me on the 21st January, I• 14. 
You have assigned to the Northern Crown flank, A. F. Simpson ami the 
Stover estate, and there is an agreement between the hunch of you ami 
Stockton and Woods which wc arc recognising.

On March 21, he wrote again to Lock saying that all he had 
been able to collect was $4,700, and he enclosed cheques for that 
amount. On April 29, this action was commenced. On May 
12, the defendants again consulted their counsel, and shewed 
him the option for $28.000, and instructed him to defend the 
action on the ground of fraud. On these facts the defendants 
say the plaintiffs were guilty of fraudulent conduct in colluding 
with Stockton and Woods to raise the price of the land on th° 
other purchasers. On the other hand, the plaintiffs contend 
that even if it be held that their conduct was f , the
defendants, after having full knowledge of the fraud, elected 
to affirm and carry out the contract.

That the plaintiffs, in arranging with Stockton and Woods 
to represent to the other purchasers that the price of the land 
was $32,000, when, as a fact it was only $28,000. and in agreeing 
to pay over the additional $4.000, were guilty of fraud, is 
beyond question.

The case of Hitchcock v. Si/kcn, 13 D.L.R. 548. very closely 
resembles the present case. In that case two propositions were 
laid down by the Ontario Court of Appeal. These, as set out 
in the head note (13 D.L.R. 348), are:—

Where an agent employed to sell property on commission himself joins 
with a third person in purchasing it at a price which is larger hy the 
amount of the commission than that at which lie could himself have bought 
the property, it is the duty of the vendor, when aware of the relation 
la-tween the broker and the third person, to inform the latter of the exist 
enee of the agency and of the arrangement to pay a secret commission to 
one of the purchasers.

Where one memla-r of a partnership formed expressly to purchase cer
tain property, for which his associates furnished the money, received a 
secret profit from the seller, who knew of the existence of the partnership, 
the defrauded partners may, on discovering the fraud, rescind the con
tract of sale and recover from the vendor all payments made to him.

■

1091
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The judgment in this ease was affirmed by the Supreme 
Court of Canada, 40 Can. S.C.K. 407. and leave to appeal to the 
Privy Couneil was refused. The plaintiffs, in the ease at bar, 
knew before the agreement was executed that Stockton and 
Woods had joined the other defendants in purchasing the pro
perty in question, and they did not disclose to the other pur
chasers the fact that they were paying a secret commission of 
$4,000 to these two men. The plaintiffs were therefore guilty 
of fraudulent conduct, which entitled the defendants, upon 
discovery of the fraud, to elect whether they would affirm the 
contract or whether they would rescind it. If they elected to 
rescind, they would he entitled to a return of the moneys they 
had paid: 20 Hals. 7d7. Did the defendants repudiate or affirm 
the contract after knowledge of the fraud ?

They admit that they did not repudiate it before action was 
brought, and that the first intimation they made of repudiation 
was contained in their statement of defence. It is also admitted 
that Moorhouse, who was acting for the defendants except 
Stockton and Woods, wrote the letters above referred to. and 
that the defendants made a payment on account after they ha I 
not only all the information contained in Schrader’s letter of 
December 2d. but also after they had possession of both options. 
The making of payments after notice of the fraud is evidence 
of an election to affirm: Lawrence*}r Case, 2 Ch. App. 421. In 
addition there is Moorhouse*s letter to Schrader of March IS, 
which contains the significant phrase, “and then there is the 
agreement between the bunch of you and Stockton and Woods, 
which we are recognizing." No explanation was given of this 
sentence, and I can only take it to refer to the agreement 
between the plaintiff and Woods and Stockton by which the 
plaintiffs were to pay them $4,000. which. Moorhouse says, “we 
are recognizing.” I can place no other interpretation upon 
these words, coupled with the defendants’ payment of $4,000. 
than that the defendants, being aware of both options and of the 
agreement to pay Stockton and Woods the sum of $4,000. de
cided to affirm the contract and pay the purchase-price. In 
20 Hals. 748, the law is laid down us follows :—
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A fntirlli (h-fi'iicv is tint! tin» rv|in»s«'nt«N» has clectwl tn affirm the con
tract. It follows from wlint Inis alrcaily Ih»cii shewn that if. after dis
covery of the whole uf the material facts giving him the right to avoid 
the contract, the représentée has. hy word or act, definitely elected to 
adhere to it. the represent nr has a complet • defence to any proceedings 
for rescission. The act* and conduct relied on as evincing the representee's 
allirniance must lie such as are more consistent, on a reasonable view of 
them, with that than with any other theory.

Under the facts of this ease as disclosed by the evidence, I 
nm forced to the conclusion that the defendants, after being 
aware of the facts constituting the fraud, elected to affirm the 
contract. The defendants’ claim for rescission, therefore, fails.

In their statement of claim the plaintiff's ask for payment of 
the balance of the instalment and in default thereof a sale of the 
land. In the alternative they ask that in default of payment 
the interests of the defendants in the land be foreclosed and 
possession delivered to the plaintiffs. 1 am of opinion that the 
plaintiff's are not entitled to personal judgment against the 
defendants on which execution could be issued. It is only 
where a defendant has accepted the title of the plaintiff, or in 
his contract has expressly agreed to pay irrespective of the 
plaintiff having title, that the Court will decree payment with
out the plaintiff having first shewn a good title and thus satis
fied the Court that he is able to deliver the property if the 
defendant pays the purchase-money. The plaintiff’s here have 
neither alleged in their pleadings nor proven at the trial that 
they have any title whatever to the land, neither are they 
entitled, in my opinion, to an order for sale. Had they claimed 
in their pleading that they were entitled to a vendor’s lien, and 
asked for a declaration to that effect, they might have been 
entitled, upon the defendants not paying the amount due within 
the time fixed by the Court, to an order for the sale of the land 
to satisfy their vendor’s lien. No such claim, however, is made. 
The plaintiffs are entitled, however, to relief asked for in their 
alternative claim, that is that a time be fixed within which the 
defendants must pay, and upon default the interest of the defen
dants in the land be foreclosed. While this relief is asked for 
as foreclosure, it is in reality asking for a cancellation of the 
contract in so far as the defendants’ interest in the land is con-
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corned : Lgsaght v. Edwards, 2 Ch.l). 499. jit 50fi. The t ime to 
be allowed must in each ease depend upon the circumstances of 
that particular case. In the present case, considering that over 
$21,000 has been paid, and the state of the money market, 1 
will give the defendants until July 1 next, to pay. In default 
of payment on or before that day the plaintiffs will he entitled 
to an order declaring that the defendants* rights under the 
contract in so far as the land is concerned have ceased and are 
at an end : Hicks v. Laidlaw, 2 D.L.R. 4(10. 22 Man. L.R. 9(i.

SASK

8. C.

Kean xiii'R

Lament, J.

•Judgment accordingly.

THF. KING v. ROMANO. QUE

(^lichee A i iiy's Hr nr h ( Apfna! Nitle), Sir Horace \ reha in lira III I, Tien .. *
holme. La eery ne. Cross, ami Carroll. J-I. ./aim ary 21. |!I|.V

1. Trial (§111 1)—228)—Criminal cask—( omml.m on haii.irh of
CRISONKR’S WIFK TO TESTIFY i on IIKFKNI i:—CANADA KvililM i; AtT,
inotf. skc. 4.

It is n grouml for granting n new trial mi a cnivictimi for murder 
that the trial .fudge commented on the failure of the prisoner's wife 
to testify for tin- defence although the Judge before verdict withdrew 
the comment.

I If. v. Corby. I Can. Cr. ( as. 157. A*. \. Coleman. 2 Can. ( r. ( as.
623. If. v. Ilill. 7 Can. Cr. Cas. 38, 33 X.S.R. 253, followed. |

2. Aim'Kal (8 VII Ml—520)—What f.iikor warrants rkvkrsai. (rim
INAI. A 1‘CHALK—St IISTANT1AI. W HOM!—( It. ( OUK. SKC. 1010.

It is for the appellant under see. 1010 of the Cr. Code to establish 
that there has been a substantial wrong or miscarriage so as to en
title him to relief because of something done at the trial which was 
not in strict accordance with the law.

\Allen v. The King. IS ( an. ( r. Cas. 1. 14 Can. R.C.K. 331. re
ferred to; Criminal Appeal Act (Imp.), 1808 distinguished.]

< 'ROWN ease reserved. statement

The opinion of the majority of the Court was delivered by 

Cross, J. :—The accused, Romano, has been found guilty crow. j. 
upon an indictment for murder. Two questions have been 
directed to be reserved for the opinion of this Court and the 
learned Judge who tried the accused has stated a ease for our 
opinion.

The questions turn upon the summing up of the ease to the 
jury.

It appears that the learned Judge inadvertently commented 
to the jury upon the failure of the wife of the prisoner to
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QUE testify, but afterwards, and before verdict, recalled the jury and
KB carefully withdrew the comment.

The Kino

Romano.

The questions reserved are the following :—
1. Was there error or misdirection at the trial, such as 

occasioned substantial wrong or miscarriage to or in re
spect of the said Luigi Romano, in consequence of the pre
siding Judge having made the failure of the wife of the 
said Romano to have given her testimony at the trial the 
subject comment to the jury charged with the trial of the 
said Romano, notwithstanding the withdrawal of such com
ment made by the presiding Judge before verdict?

2. Having regard to the answer to be given to the fore
going question, ought the verdict and conviction to be set 
aside?

Counsel for the prisoner argues in substance that what had 
been said could not be unsaid.

Counsel for the prosecutor answers, in substance, that mis
takes must be susceptible of correction, that the jury were 
bound to take directions in law from the Judge and must be 
taken to have acted upon the direction to disregard the com
ment, and that there has been no substantial wrong or mis
carriage of justice.

In a matter of this kind, it is much more the practice, at least 
in this province, to follow precedents than in non-criminal 
matters. It is to be observed at the outset that the forbidding of 
comment upon the failure to testify was made part of the same 
enactment by which the disability of an accused person to testify 
was removed. Had such a safe-guard or qualification not been 
provided, any one could foresee that prosecuting counsel would 
incline to support weak cases by indulging the propensity to say 
to juries: “Here is the prisoner who knows what he has done or 
has not done: Why does he not give his testimony?” or “Why 
does his wife not give her testimony?”

Parliament has made the safeguard, then, not from consider
ation for the guilty, but because, without it, there would be 
danger to the innocent. There is a kind of forensic talent or 
genius by the exercise of which cross-examining counsel can 
sometimes succeed in making a witness—and not necessarily a
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weak-minded wit nee»—Kay things the opposite of what the wit- QUE. 
new* means to say. A prisoner giving testimony from the witness kTb. 
box on the one hand, and cross-examining counsel on the other Tn7""[~,N 
hand, are in a contest but not on equal terms. ».

In relation to the Imperial Act of 1H9H which does not forbid 
comment by the Judge, it is aptly said in Best on Evidence, 
11th ed., p. GOT: “Looking to the risk of a comment from the 
Judge, and looking also to the probability (increasing as time 
goes on) that the jury (or some one of them) will be well ac
quainted with the prisoner’s ability in law to testify and will 
draw unfavourable inferences from his unwillingness to do so, 
a prisoner’s advisers are put in a position, the difficulty of 
which can hardly be overstated. ”

Further, and yet also as a preliminary observation, it may lie 
recalled that formerly the erroneous admission or rejection of 
evidence or misdirection was considered to be a substantial 
wrong and that that view has been departed from only to the 
extent declared in Code art. 1019, namely, that a conviction is 
not to be set aside “although it appears that some evidence was 
improperly admitted or rejected, or that something not accord
ing to law was done at the trial or some misdirection given, un
less, in the opinion of the Court of Appeal some substantial 
wrong or miscarriage was thereby occasioned on the trial.”

We are, therefore, to take the law to be that if there has been 
something not according to law in the trial, the Court is to form 
an opinion whether or not some substantial wrong or miscar
riage was thereby occasioned on the trial.

It would appear from the reliance placed upon Makin v 
Att\j.-(len. for Sew South Wales, 11894] A.C. 57 ; in Allen v 
The King, 18 Can. Cr. Cas. 1. 44 Can. S.C.R. 331, to have been 
regarded as important that, in forming this “opinion” the Court 
of Appeal should not take up the task of weighing evidence 
which it is the appropriate function of a jury to weigh and de
cide upon.

A reference may now be made to the decided cases which bear 
upon the question whether or not the effect of a comment of 
the kind in question can, in the opinion of the Court of Appeal, 
be considered to have been destroyed or swept away by with-

t
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drawal, with the result that, though something not according to 
law has been done, there has been no substantial wrong or mis
carriage. Decisions given in Canada may first be referred to.

In The Queen v. Corby (1898), 1 Can. Cr. Cas. 457, it was 
held by the Court for, Crown cases reserved in Nova Scotia, 
that the statutory rule, is to be applied notwithstanding the sub
sequent withdrawal of the comment—made in that case by pro
secuting counsel—and notwithstanding the Judge’s direction to 
the jury to disregard it. 1 observe no reference in the report to 
the effect of any such rule as that of art. 1019, though it was 
said by llenry, J., “The matter was in the highest degree mat
erial. * *

In The Queen v. Coleman, 2 Can. Cr. Cas. 523, the same con
clusion was arrived at by the Court of Appeal for Crown Cases 
reserved in Ontario in the same year, though there also the com
ment had been withdrawn ; and it was argued for the prosecutor 
that there had been no substantial wrong.

The same view was taken in The King v. Hill ( 1903), 7 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 38, 33 N.S.R. 253, in the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia.

The case of The King v. King ( 1905), 9 Can. Cr. Cas. 426, is 
a decision to the same effect but à fortiori as the withdrawal of 
the comment was made only by prosecuting counsel.

In The King v. Aho (1904), 8 Can. Cr. Cas. 453, it was held 
that a statement to the jury to the effect that the accused had 
failed to account for a particular occurrence when the onus was 
upon him, did not amount to a comment on failure to testify.

In The King v. McGuire (1904), 9 Can. Cr. Cas. 554, the 
question turned upon whether what had been said amounted to 
comment or not and it was held by the Supreme Court of New 
Brunswick that there had been comment.

The ease of The King v. McLean ( 1906), 39 N.S.R. 166. 11 
Can. Cr. Cas. 283, was also one in which the question was 
whether what had been said amounted to a comment or not, and 
it was held that, “an instruction by the Judge to the effect that 
the prisoner under the law had a right to remain silent.” was 
not a comment. It is true that mention is not comment, and one 
can readily understand that there is much to be said for the 
view of Russell. J., to the effect that “as it becomes more gen-
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erally known to jurors that a prisoner is competent to testify on 
his own behalf, there may he.likely to exist a latent prejudice 
against one who does not avail himself of the privilege which it 
would be to the interest of an innocent defendant if the .fudge 
were enabled to remove by discreet observations upon the policy 
of the law in that regard.” By way of analogy, it may be pointed 
out that, where a rule of practice provided that no communica
tion to the jury should be made, until after verdict, of the fact 
that money has been paid into Court, it has been held that a new 
trial should be ordered where counsel had referred to the fact 
that there had been payment into Court, though counsel had 
apologized for his statement and had withdrawn it. The cases 
are referred to in Dickinson v. The “World” (19112), 5 D.L.R. 
148. Reference may also be made to Longhead v. ('oilingicood 
S. Co., lti O.L.R. 04.

In respect of decisions in cases in Great Britain, it was con
sidered in Allen v. The King, 18 Can. Cr. Cas. 1. 44 Can. S.C.R. 
331, that the article of the Imperial Criminal Appeal Act so 
far resembled article 1019 of our Code as to warrant reference 
to the decisions of England upon the question of the existence of 
substantial wrong or miscarriage.

In Charnock v. Merchant. 11900| 1 Q.B. 474. it was hold that 
the conviction should be quashed where there had been illegally 
admitted evidence of a previous conviction, notwithstanding 
that the justices had stated that they had disregarded the fact 
of the previous conviction in deciding to convict.

It would appear that that case had been distinguished in 
later cases which arose in Scotland, see Phipson on Evidence, 5th 
ed., p. 534; Ross v. Iiogd, 10 Sc. L.T. Rep. 750; McAlIn v. Hogg, 
ih. 751, distinguishing Charnock v. Merchant, 11900] 1 Q.B. 474; 
and to the same effect see Best on Evidence, 1911, p. 007.

In Ii. v. liridgetraler, [ 1905] 1 K.B. 131. non-admissible evi
dence was taken in the cross-examination of the accused and 
the verdict was set aside, but in the concluding observation it 
was said “and the jury were not cautioned to disregard the an
swer.” From that it might be inferred that the verdict might 
have been sustained if the caution spoken of had been given.

In Iie.r v. Dickman (1910). 2G T.Tj.R. G40. there had been

QUE
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voinim-nt by counsel for the prosecutor upon the failure of the 
prisoner to have his wife testify respecting removal of certain 
bloodstains from a coat. The trial Judge had charged the jury 
to disregard that comment and on coming to give their verdict 
the foreman announced that they had disregarded the comment. 
The prisoner s appeal was dismissed.

If we give effect to this reasoning, as I think we should, it 
can no longer Ik* said that forbidden comment by counsel for 
the prosecution will, in every case, constitute a wrong, which 
cannot be corrected by an appropriate caution given by the pre
siding Judge. In that ease the mischief was held to have been 
validly eliminated. That elimination was possible in the par
ticular case, because the comment had relation to failure to 
testify in respect of a particular matter and that matter was 
withdrawn from the jury. It was a case in which I would say, 
notwithstanding what appears in certain parts of the report in 
Alien v. The hint/, IK Can. Cr. Cas. 1, 44 Can. S.C.R. Ml, that 
the Court of Appeal has the duty of looking into the evidence 
and of forming an opinion upon the evidence whether, notwith
standing what has been done contrary to law. there has been a 
substantial wrong or miscarriage or not.

In Marker v. Arnold (1911), 27 T.L.R. 374. a question was 
improperly put to the accused in cross-examination as to his 
having been previously convicted. The justices at once inter
vened and no answer was given. The justices stated that the 
incident had been ignored by them in arriving at their decision. 
The appeal was dismissed.

In Hex v. Hemingway (1912), 29 T.L.R. 13. the prisoner 
was charged with burglaty and the evidence in support of the 
charge was weak. The ground work for proof of previous con
victions had not been laid. The prisoner gave his testimony. 
See lier v. Sullivan (1913), 30 T.L.R. 94.

It may be opportune to add that it was held in Hex v. Wann 
(1912), 29 T.L.R. 240, 7 Cr. App. R. 135, that there had been 
a miscarriage of justice inasmuch as the Judge’s summing up 
had not adequately stated the facts to the jury, and in the op
inion of the Court “the omission or misstatement was such that
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the jury might probably have been misled by it." That would 
seem to be going beyond what is provided for in Code art. 
1010. though, as already indicated, there were expressions of 
opinion in Allnt v. Tin liiny, IS Can. Cr. Cas. 1. 44 Can. S.C.R. 
3.41. that the meaning of the Imperial enactment and that of 
art. 1010 are the same.

And in /iV.r v. Xnrlon, 7 Cr. App. li. -14. the conviction of 
a hardened offender was set aside when it appeared that, upon 
the verdict being given, some of tin- jurors recommended that 
the prisoner should receive a specified kind of punishment which 
was relatively trifling, and it was to be inferred that the jurors 
had made the recommendation or request because the evidence in 
support of the charge was weak.

By the Imperial Act. the prohibition to make comment is 
directed only to counsel for the prosecutor, the Judge being 
left free to make comment.

By our Evidence Act the Judge as well as counsel is for
bidden to make comment.

Whether a withdrawal or rectification would be more or less 
effective when made by the Judge in respect of his own comment, 
than it would be in respect of comment by counsel, is a ques
tion upon which ethical refinement might be exercised in
definitely.

What can be said with certitude is that the purport of our 
Evidence Act manifests more solicitude for the interests of the 
accused person, in including the Judge as well as counsel in the 
prohibition.

The Criminal Code, however, art. 10111. declares the plain 
rule that, though something not according to law has been done, 
the conviction is not to be set aside, unless “in the opinion of 
the Court of Appeal, some substantial wrong or miscarriage was 
thereby occasioned on the trial.”

With much deference to those who have expressed themselves 
in a different sense. I consider that that does not mean the same 
thing as the provision of the Imperial Criminal Appeal Act 
above referred to. The latter enactment indicates that, upon 
certain specified grounds being made out. the appeal is to suc
ceed : otherwise it is to be dismissed, and adds the proviso “that
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the Court may, notwithstanding that they are of opinion that 
the point raised in the appeal might be decided in favour of the 
appellant, dismiss the appeal, if they consider that no sub
stantial miscarriage of justice has actually occurred.”

This puts upon the Court of Appeal in England an inquiry 
the opposite of that which arises under article 10111. because 
it is a rule in English practice that once it has been shewn that 
evidence has been illegally admitted or excluded, the burden of 
establishing that there has not been a mistrial rests upon the 
party who supports the verdict. The question for the Court of 
Appeal in England would therefore be: “lias the prosecutor 
>" that the prisoner may not have been prejudicially af
fected by the thing done not according to law?” Hut our law 
says that, admitting the fact of illegality, the Court of Ap
peal is not to set aside the conviction unless in its opinion some 
substantial wrong or miscarriage was thereby occasioned.

It is for the attacking party to establish that there has been 
a substantial wrong or miscarriage. I have no doubt that the 
Parliament of Canada was willing to go farther and did go 
farther than the Imperial Parliament in providing against the 
quashing of verdicts, and I believe in taking an Act of Parlia
ment to mean what it says.

We are therefore, called upon to say whether, in our op
inion, a substantial wrong has been done to Romano or not in 
view of the withdrawal of the forbidden comment. I consider 
that there has been a substantial wrong. The effect of the com
ment still dwelt in the minds of the jury notwithstanding the 
\\ It could not be otherwise. The prisoner was in
advertently subjected to the effect of something which the law 
forbade. The case was not like Dickman’s ( li. v. Hickman 
(1910) 20 Times L.R. 040), where the comment related to an in
cident which could be eliminated. It bore upon the heart and 
substance of the case.

For that reason, and because of the weight to he attached to 
the decisions in the cases of Corby, Coleman and Hill. I would 
answer the questions in the affirmative and order a new trial.

Lavergne, J., dissented.
New trial ordered.

3
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REX ». PDBLICOVER. N s
X ora Scotia Su/ncrnc Court. tSrahani. Itumull. l.on<il<ti, Ih iisilulr, am! _ «

Hit chic, .1.1. March 27. I It 15. Sl V-

1. Intoxicating liquors (§ III A—57)—Liability of purchaser taking
DELIVERY FROM CARRIER—I’UOIIIUITED DISTRICT.

It is nut mi ulVviivr under the Nova Sent in Teinperniiee Act ( 11*10), 
iis aniciided Mill, for the purchaser <>f 1 i«|ii<»r bought in n county under 
license to personally receive it from the express company nil its arrival 
by railway at the town in which he resides where the prohibition 
clauses of that Act are in effect: see. 30 of the Act which prohibits 
sending liquor or bringing or causing it to be sent or brought applies 
to the person or agent sending the liquor by a common carrier to the 
person in the municipality which i* not under license and to the per 
son carrying liquor for another at either end of the transit, but not to 
the purchaser personally taking delivery from the carrier as the 
consignee of liquor Isiught in a licensed district.

2. Intoxicating liquors ( 6 III H—901Seizure and destruction N.S.
Temperance Act.

Where there is no reason to suspect that intoxicating liquor con 
signed by rail from a licensed district to an unlicensed district in 
Nova Scotia is intended for sale or to be used otherwise than for the 
personal use of the consignee, the seizure of the liquor is not justified 
under see. .‘III. N.S. Acts. MM I. eh. 33. and the magistrate should order 
it restored to the consignee.

Motion to quash a summary conviction under the Nova statement 
Scotia Temperance Act.

James A. McLean, K.C.. for defendant.
•/. A. Knit/hf, K.(\, and Arthur Roberts, K.C.. for the in

formant. contra.

Graham, E.*J.:- By the Nova Scotia Temperance Act, 1910, Graham, e.j. 
th. 2, sec. .‘10. as amended 1911. ch. 33, it is provided as fol
lows :—

“Every person who himself or by his clerk, servant or a pro it 
sends or causes or procures to he sent, or brings or causes to 
be brought from any place in the province liquor to (or to be 
delivered to) any person in any portion of this province where 
part I of this Act is in force ‘(exceptions not material) ’ shall 
be liable to a penalty, etc.”

By section 33 there is a penalty upon any person for order
ing any consignment of liquor in violation of provisions in
cluding section 9. which is the prohibiting section, in effect the 
same as the provision just quoted.

Sec. 46, as amended, 1911. ch. 33, provides for a search war
rant to search premises for liquor kept for sale contrary to the
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provisions of part I, and, if found, for information and Num
inous and a conviction and destruction of the liquor.

By the Act of 1911, eh. 33, see. 3G, it is provided:—
“ (1) Where any inspector finds liquor in transit or in course 

of delivery upon the premises of any carrier or at any wharf, 
warehouse or other place and reasonably believes that such 
liquor is to be sold or kept for sale in contravention of the . . 
Act, he may forthwith seize and remove the same.”

“(2) The same ‘if reasonably believing that liquor in
tended for sale or to be kept for sale in violation of the . . .
Act, is contained in any vehicle or any public highway or else
where, or is concealed upon the lands of any person.’ ”

Then, when seized there are provisions for information and 
summons to shew cause why the liquor should not be destroyed.

By subsection (6) the claimant or person mentioned in the 
summons may shew that the liquor is his property and is not 

for sale or to be kept for sale in violation of the Act.
And by subsection 8:—
“If the magistrate finds that the claim of any person to be 

the owner of the liquor is established, and that it docs not 
appear that it was intended to sell or keep .such liquor for 
sale in contravention of the . . . Act, he shall dismiss the 
complaint and order that such liquor be restored to the owner.”

The evidence shews that the half barrel of bottled whiskey 
came by express from Halifax to Bridgewater. The defendant 
himself went to the station, paid the express charges, and took 
it away on his sleigh. The inspector saw it and required him, 
opposite to tin- Bank of Commerce, where he was janitor, to 
take it into the bank and it was opened there ami examined. 
The defendant said it was his own liquor and the inspector says 
in his evidence, on cross-examination:—

“ I did not believe it was for sale or to be kept for sale after 
he told me.”

And lie seized it and took it to the courthouse and after the 
trial there was a conviction for the penalty and an order for 
its destruction. There was no pretence that he was in the busi
ness of selling or keeping for sale or anything of that kind or 
that this liquor was to be sold or kept for sale.

6680
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The only peculiarity about the case is that it is contended N S- 
that under the Acts of 1910, eh. 2, see. 30, the defendant Harry g. c.
Publicovcr was a person who in the language of the convie- "liFx
tion: “unlawfully did eausc liquor to be brought to tin1 said 
Henry Publieover," and is therefore liable. Tluit is, he was 1111 uou'1 
bringing it, or causing it to be brought to himself. It is rather 0rehem-EJ- 
off to speak of bringing a thing to oneself, or bringing it to be 
delivered to oneself. And causing it to be brought, in that 
sentence, only means that the person is not to “bring or cause 
to be brought.” (that is by himself or agent) to another per
son liquor from outside (but in the province) to a person in 
the municipality which is under the Act. If “person” is inapt 
to cover other than third persons where the expression “bring” 
or “brought” or “delivered to” is used it cannot be extended 
when the expression “caused to be brought" in the same sen
tence is used. I think it would hardly do to give the provision 
such a construction that a man would make himself liable to 
the penalty and forfeiture if in travelling by train from Halifax 
to Bridgewater he brought a bottle of liquor with him on the 
notion that lie was bringing liquor to himself or to lie delivered 
to himself.

The section, 1 think, is aimed at the person or agent sending 
the liquor by the carrier to the person in that municipality and 
also at the person carrying liquor or his agent at either end of 
the transit, but not at the person receiving it from the carrier.

There arc other provisions and penalties for him, such as 
selling or keeping for sale. But 1 think there is not penalty for 
the person receiving it because these other penalties will in 99 
eases out of a hundred catch him. And for the other ease, as 
where he is bringing it for his own use that right seems to 
be preserved or respected by 1911. eh. 33. see. 36, sub.-s. 8 al
ready quoted.

But further, and here the information, conviction and order 
are very vague or altogether silent as to which provision or state 
of facts the liquor was seized under. The transit had ceased; 
perhaps it was in a vehicle. But whatever one of the provisions 
it was seized under, it is common to all of them that it must 
be liquor that was intended for sale or to be kept for sale. This
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is negatived by the evidence and not alleged in the conviction. 
For if it was the defendant’s own liquor and not liquor to be 
sold or kept for sale then if. as was " " ‘ y the case, the magis
trate was going under 1911. eh. 33. see. 36. he should (under 
sub-see. 8) have ordered it to be delivered back to the defendant.

The conviction and order, in my opinion, must be quashed 
with costs.

Drvkdale and Ritchie, JJ., concurred.

Russell, J.:—The defendant ordered a quantity of whiskey 
from A. Monaghan to be sent to him in Lunenburg County. The 
whiskey was forwarded by the vendor and taken possession of 
by the defendant at the Bridgewater station of the Halifax 
and South Western Railway, whence it was transferred to the 
bank of which the defendant is janitor. While defendant was 
removing it from the bank to his house, it was seized by the in
spector who summoned the defendant to answer to a charge 
framed under section 9 of the Nova Scotia Temperance Act, 
1910, and defendant has been convicted under that section for 
causing the liquor to be brought to himself : See. 9 is as follows:

“No person shall by himself, his clerk, servant or agent send 
or cause to be sent, or bring or cause to be brought from any 
place in the province liquor to any person in any municipality 
in which this part ‘(of the Act) ’ is in force other than to a 
vendor appointed under this part, or a legally qualified phy
sician, chemist or druggist. ”

No doubt the vendor in this case is liable under this sec
tion, and section 30, sub-sec. 1, which uses the same language 
in dcsei the offence and prescribes the penalty of fifty 
dollars for the first offence. But it is contended that the de
fendant is not liable under either section and that the statute 
as to the bringing or causing to be brought contemplates a case 
in which the liquor is brought or caused to be brought by the 
offender to some other person. 1 think this is a most reason
able construction.

The construction contended for by the prosecution would 
subject to a penalty a person who came from Bridgewater to 
Halifax, purchased a bottle of wine from a licensed dealer and

5
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took it home with him for his own consumption; because the 
“person” to whom it is unlawful to cause the liquor to be 
brought, is the same person to whom it is unlawful to bring it. 
Indeed it may well be argued that it is a red actio ml absurd inn 
to speak of a person bringing a bottle of liquor to himself. Puai.irovKR

N. S
8. C.

It is obvious from subsection (8) of sec. 86, eh. 38 of the Huasell, J.

Acts of 1911, that liquor may be lawfully held and kept in 
places where the Nova Scotia Temperance Act is in force for the 
use of the person who so keeps it. This subsection, which is one 
of a number of subsections dealing with the seizure and for
feiture of liquor enacts that ;

“If the magistrate finds that the claim of any person to be 
the owner of the liquor is established and that it does not appear 
that it was intended to sell or keep such liquor for sale in con
travention of the Nova Scotia Temperance Act. he shall dismiss 
the complainant and order that such liquor be restored to the 
owner.”

It seems to me that there were good grounds in the present 
case for just such a finding and restoration. The defendant 
swore that he ordered and purchased the liquor for his own use 
as a medicine ; he made this statement to the inspector and the 
inspector says that when this statement was made to him, liu 
did not believe the liquor had been purchased for sale, or was 
to be kept for sale. The magistrate has made no finding on this 
point, but has convicted the defendant simply on what he 
understood to be the legal effect of section 9.

There is a section of the Act of 1910 (sec. 33) which seems 
to make the defendant liable in this ease to a penalty of fifty 
dollars for ordering the liquor from the Halifax vendor, and 
if that be the case it furnishes a very good reason why he should 
not also be subject to a penalty for receiving the liquor so 
ordered.

On the whole, I am inclined to think that the case should 
have been dismissed and that the conviction should now be 
quashed.

Longlky, J. (dissenting), for reasons given in writing, was 
of opinion that the conviction was right and should stand.

Conviction quashed.
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LEUSHNER v LINDEN.
Ontario Supreme t'ourt i I/»/» Hate IHrision). Mereititli. O.J.O., Harrow, 

Maclann. anil Mayer, February s. 1915.
1. Api'kakax< i; i g I —31—si’Kciai.i.v i:\dokkkd writ—Affidavit—<*<mm»

DFFFXVF. “I 1*0 X THF MFKITs”—SlFFKTKXVY OF.

The aflhlavit nm-ssiuy with «lefendant’s a|>|M*«rnnce to a *|wially 
endorsed writ under (hit. ( .It. 191.1. rule 5(1, limit state that lie lias a 
good defence "upon the merits;” it is not sullieient that defendant 
swears he has a good defence to the action.

| Hobinson V. Morris, lô O.L.R. U49. followed.|

Appeal from the order of Riddell, J.

(i. F. Dyke, for the appellant.
J. R. Hoaf, for the plaintiff, respondent.

The judgment appealed from was as follows:—

Riddell, J. (at the close of the argument) :—To a specially 
endorsed writ, the defendant entered an appearance, which has 
been set aside by the Master in Chambers on the merits. The 
defendant now appeals.

The Rule governing such appearances is perfectly clear and 
precise, and does not admit of misunderstanding : “Where the 
writ is specially endorsed the defendant shall with his appear
ance file an affidavit that he has a good defence upon the merits 
and shewing the nature of his defence, with the facts and cir
cumstances which he deems entitle him to defend the action. 
. . .If the defendant fails to file an affidavit the appearance 
shall not be received. . . Rule 56 (1) and (4).

By this Rule there are two prerequisites which must be found 
in the affidavit : (1) a statement “that he has a good defence 
upon the merits;’’ (2) the nature of the defence with its facts. 
The Rule has the force of a statute, and must be observed. The 
affidavit in this case reads, “ 1 have a good defence to this action.” 
That this is not a compliance with the Rule is conclusively de
cided by Robinson v. Morris ( 1908 ), 15 O.L.R. 649, in the 
King’s Bench Division. The same point was decided in the 
Appellate Division by a Court of which I was a member—there, 
indeed, under the circumstances of the particular case, we gave 
the defendant leave to file a better affidavit nunc pro tunc.

Whatever the merits of the proposed defence may be, I do 
not go into them—they may be developed fully in an appli-
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cation, which I reserve leave to the defendant to make sub
stantively, for permission to file a proper affidavit, etc.

The appeal will be dismissed with costs—the plaintiff under
takes not to proceed on his judgment until the 11th December, 
to enable such proposed motion to be made.

The attention of the defendant having been called to the de
fect of merit as well as of form, she must expect that any de
fence which she may set up will lie closely scrutinised and 
rigidly dealt with.

The Kule being specific that the appearance shall not be re
ceived without an affidavit, and that the affidavit shall con
tain a statement that the defendant “has a good defence upon 
the merits,” officers should not receive an appearance unless the 
affidavit does contain that statement. It is. perhaps, not to be 
expected that they will pass upon the sufficiency of the facts al
leged to constitute a valid defence: but they may ami should 
sec that the affidavit is not defective in form.

The Court dismissed the appeal with costs.
Appeal dismissed.

BORD'.N v STAFFORD.

Xorn Sent in Supreme i'ourt. Tomiuheml. C.J., thulium ami Uussell,
ami Drymlale. ,1.1. March 9. 1915.

1. Tm nts <g ID—*21)—SvBscmmox aurkkm k nt—Description os par
TIKH—PRSNl • MOTION.

On a share subscription agreement with a firm of stockbrokers 
described as trustees but without further disclosure of the trust 
whereby certain others culled the subscribers severally purchased the 
number of shares to which each hail subscribed in a companx sub
ject to the X.S. ( ompunies Act. it is not to lie presumed that the 
stockbrokers are acting in trust for tin- company itself if t'o* agree
ment is consistent with its being made in trust for themselves and 
associate underwriter», where the subscription below par would la» 
subject to attack if the same were an original allotment.

2. Corporations an» companies tgVB—2171—Appropriation to mb-
scribebs—Rai.k by brokkraci: urm—Vai.iiuty—Anncmption.

Where a company is authorized by law t > appropriate in c nn- 
mission to subscribers III per cent, of what it should otherwise have 
in its treasury as capital derived from subscriptions, and a sale at 
7Vs per cent, discount by a brokerage lirm is attacked as illegal. but 
there is no evidence to shew that the broker is acting f ir the com
pany. the Court may assume that such method has been adopted 
umler which the broker might lawfully become entitled to the -t 
which he is agreeing to sell as by himself becoming the original suh- 
scriber under an appropriation of ten per cent, commission, i l*er 
Russell. J., and tlraham. K..Î.).

14—21 D.I..1.
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Appeal from a judgment of Longlcy, #J., in favour of the 
plaintiff on a promissory note.

./. IV. Murphy, for defendant, appellant.
tV. ('. Macdonald, for plaintiff.

Sir Charles Townsiiexh. ( '.J. :—1 have had some diffteiilty 
in reaching a conclusion in this case and was disposed to order 
it new trial. It was claimed by defendant that the note was void 
for two reasons. (1) That it was given for stock issued and sold 
in the formation of the capital of the company below par and 
therefore illegal, and that being one of the directors
must have been aware of the fact. And (2) that it was by rea
son of the fraudulent representation made to defendant on 
giving the note.

As to the first objection it was left in some doubt whether 
Wet her by in selling was acting as trustee for the company or 
was acting as trustee for others who had already acquired the 
shares. It is not to be assumed without proof that he acted 
for the company and thus did an illegal act. It was on this 
point I should have preferred further evidence. At the argu
ment a new trial was suggested to defendant’s counsel which he 
dei As to the question of fraudulent representation I
do not think the evidence sustains this ground. As the major
ity of the Court is of opinion that the appeal should be dis
missed I do not feel strong enough in my own view to dissent.

Graham, K.J., concurred with Rvkskll, *).

Rtksell, J. :—The right of the plaintiff to recover on the 
note for which he certainly gave value in hard cash is dis
puted on two grounds. First, that the note was made on an 
illegal consideration, being given in payment for shares pur
chased from the company, and to be allotted to him in effect by 
the company without their receiving the full par value of the 
shares; secondly, that the prospectus on the strength of which 
the defendant subscribed for the shares contained untrue re
presentations. If either of these grounds can be sustained it is 
undoubtedly the law that the burden is thrown upon the plain
tiff to shew not only as he has done, that he gave value for the

10
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note, but also that lu* was ignorant both of the illegality of the N. S.
consideration and the misrepresentation in the prospectus or of s.c.
whichever of these facts has been established. All that the horufn 
learned trial .ludge has told us about the matter is that he has 
given full attention to the authorities cited on behalf of the S|ANFORI>- 
defendant and has come to the eonelusion that the defendant tJSUwd'o.j. 
Stanford has no defence to the action. I should like to have 
known much more than this. First, as to the alleged misrepre
sentation. it is contended that it was a false statement on the 
part of the promoters to say that the company had been 
iiK'iirp'iratisI for tin* purpose of nei|iiiring two wlmlvsulv liii*im***r* nmneil 
ill t In prosjwvliiH uinl also the enta I ili *hiug of eertiiiu store* in a li*t of 
town* named in the ilovitment, umiiigvnivnla having Immmi made with tin* 
most progressive and tip to date retail liu*iiir*se«t in the Provinee. ete.

The prospectus then names the various places with respect 
to which such arrangements have liven made. It is this state
ment with reference to the alleged arrangements so made that 
is attacked as being untrue. I have read the evidence carefully 
without being able to discover wherein the statement is not in 
accordance with the facts. It is. I assume from the argument, 
true, that in many of the places named no businesses were estab
lished or taken over. But it is not thereby shewn that arrange
ments may not have been made which gave the right to take over 
businesses existing in every one of the places so named. It 
seems to me that more light would be needed on this point before 
it would be possible to say whether the representation was true 
or false. As the case stands I think I should have to say that 
the burden of shewing it to have been untrue which rests upon 
the defendant has not been satisfied.

The defence founded on the illegality of the consideration, 
in my opinion, also calls for further light. Vndcr the Act of 
1912 a company can appropriate in commission to subscribers 
ten per cent, of what it should otherwise have in its treasury 
as capital derived from their subscriptions. The agreement 
between the broker and the various subscribers is well within 
this margin, but the contention is that the seven and a half per 
cent, which the company is losing on those allotments is not a 
commission, and therefore not authorized by the Act of 1912 (ch.
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N.S. If) hoc. 19). That I do not know. There is nothing in the 
s. r. evidence to shew that the company may not have agreed with

K|)KV the broker, or with some person unnamed for whom the broker 
is trustee, to sell its stock on a commission of ten per cent., thus
enabling the proposed original subscriber to make a profit of

To^hend'r.j. two a in I a half per cent, on the shares he offers to the public.
There is no evidence, in other words, to shew that the broker 
is acting for the company in selling the shares at less than par. 
If such a proceeding would be illegal it must not be assumed, 
because the broker describes himself as acting in trust, that he 
must be a trustee for the company. If a mode can be suggested 
in which the broker could have become lawfully entitled to the
stock which he is agreeing to sell, it must. I think, be assumed
that this method has been adopted, unless there is evidence,
which 1 have been unable to discover, that an illegal method has 
been resorted to. The case is one which involves hardship to 
one or other of the parties. 1 doubt if we have all the light on
the matter that could have been afforded, but on the record 
as it stands 1 cannot see that the defence either of illegality or 
of misrepresentation has been sustained.

Drysdalk, .1.:-■■•This is an appeal from the judgment of Mr. 
.Justice Longley in favour of plaintiff against the defendant as 
maker of a note for $925. It seems this note was given by defen
dant as part payment for some stock of the Canada Food Com
pany under an agreement appearing at pp. 9 and 10 of the case. 
This note was cashed or discounted by the plaintiff. That is to
say, the note was made and given to W. II. Wetherby and Co.,
by that firm endorsed, and at the instance of Mr. Wetherby, or 
of Wetherby and one Burgess, negotiated by procuring its face 
value from the plaintiff.

The defence argued before us is. first, that the note was
given as part payment of a subscription for stock of the Canada 
Food Co., an incorporated company, such subscription being 
illegal in that the said shares were to be issued at a discount 
and secondly, that the prospectus of said company contained 
false and misleading statements that induced the subscription. 
Other than the agreement between Wetherby and Co., appearing
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at pp. 9 and 10. and what is alleged to lie the proHpeetUH of the 
company on pp. II to 14 id' the ease, there is nothing to throw 
light on the original transaction or to support the defence 
set up.

The first answer made by counsel for plaintiff to the points 
raised, is that plaintiff is an innocent holder of the note for 
value without notice of any illegality and without notice of any
thing false or misleading in the so-called prospectus. It is 
said that plaintiff has not pleaded this position hut I think the 
plaintiff’s position in acquiring tin* note for value was fully 
gone into at the trial without any objection as to pleadings and 
any point as to want of pleadings is not now open. Of course 
if the plaintiff acquired the note for value during its currency 
without knowledge of any illegality or fraud in its inception 
the answer here attempted by defendant is of no avail. The 
burthen is on the defendant on the points raised. Let us ex
amine the questions raised in point of time. First he says that 
the prospectus contained a fraudulent or false statement 
in that on its face it alleges that the Food Co. has been incor
porated for the purpose of acquiring and operating the grocery 
business of two named firms, also the establishing of certain 
stores in various towns, arrangements having been made with 
the most progressive and up-to-date retail businesses in the 
province. It is now said that the words under-scored was a false 
ami misleading statement, but 1 find absolutely no evidence in 
proof of such an allegation. For all that appears in the case 
these words may have been quite consistent with proof. This 
was the only attack made upon the prospectus in the argument 
before us and 1 think it was without support in the proof.

<bi the other point, namely, illegality, in that it is alleged the 
subscription was for shares at a discount, we are left in the case 
without the position of Wetherby and < *<». being disclosed, and. 
in short, without any proof as to the allegation other than a 
reference to r. 2. the agreement on pp. 9 and 10. between 
Wetherby and Co., and the defendant. It appears that defen
dant signed this agreement putting opposite his name 25 shares 
under the heading: “For public issue,” and under the amount
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column, $2,f>00. Tin- document purports to be nn agreement 
between Wetherbv and l'o., trustees of the first purt. and a 
number of people who become parties thereto called “the sub
scribers.” It provides for the delivery of certain shares of 
llie preferred stock of the Food Co. at 92.] and certain shares 
of ordinary stock of that company as a bonus. Who are 
Wetherby and Co. trustees for? We are asked to assume that 
they are trustees for the Food <'o.. and to treat this document 
as an application by defendant to the Food Co. without any 
evidence being offered as to their posit ion and without any ex
planation or disclosure as to the circumstances under which this 
agreement was made. It was suggested on the argument that all 
the facts should be disclosed and tin1 true situation presented 
and with this in view a new trial was suggested by the learned 
Judge presiding, hearing the argument. Counsel for the plain
tif!' offered promptly to agree to a new trial for the purpose of 
a full disclosure of all the facts. This was objected to and re
fused by counsel for defendant who insisted that, under the 
proof as it stands, the ease for the defence is made out and the 
argument proceeded leaving nothing on the point under eon- 
sideration but the bald agreement on its face. We know Wether
by and Co. are stock brokers, and if this agreement, on its 
face, is consistent with an agreement for themselves in trust 
for themselves and their associates who underwrite ami handle 
stocks, I do not think we should presume that they are acting 
in trust for the Food Co. Fraud or illegality is not presumed 
hut requires to be proved, and I do not think this bare agreement 
on its face can be pointed to as proof of the illegality relied 
upon. I am of opinion tile defendant has failed in the proof in 
his allegations both as to the prospectus and as to alleged ultra 
vires acts of the company in the issue of stock.

I think the plaint iff as the holder of the note in due course 
for value must recover and would dismiss the appeal.

.1 pjK al dismissed.
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COOK v. CANADIAN COLLIERIES
Hrilisli Columbia Co in I of 1 /#/#<■(//, I larilonabl. C.J. I.. Iriiai/. Marlin 

Ualliln r. ami MvChiUiftH, 1. I'i hraari) 2<l. 11)15.

1. Railways i § Il I> H(h Oi-kkai ion i uxi comi'amks Dkfkctixi ai*

A vim I i'iini|iiiii\ which upcniten wlmllx mi its own la mis in con 
nvction with its mines a railway ami on it carries passengers ami 
freight may properly lie fmiml negligent in operating its cars with 
a "link ami pin" coupling long after the general int roil net ion of 
safer ami Letter methods, although the company max not lie siih 
ject to the Railxxax Act. R.N.C. I1IIMI, eh. .'17. see. •Jill.

| l-'ralirl: x. f/.V'./i*.. Id ( an. S.t'.R. 4!U. Ill Can. Ry. ( as. :i7'i ; slum 
V. c.r.lt.. 47 ( ail. S.t'.R. 11.14, Id D.L.R. lid. referred to.|

Appeal b.v defendant from .judgment of clement. .1.

Maclean, K.C., for appellant, defendant.
Leighton, for respondent, plaintiff.

Macdonald, C.J.A., agreed in dismissing the appeal.

Ikyino, J.A., dissented.

Martin, J.A. :—After a careful perusal of all the evidence 
I am satisfied that the learned trial Judge was justified in the 
view he took of the facts and in such ease no legal difficulty 
exists to prevent the plaintiff from holding the judgment entered 
in his favour. The appeal, therefore, should lie dismissed.

f i\ I,Li I IKK, J.A. : I would maintain the judgment of Un
learned trial Judge.

While this is not an incorporated railway company, and the 
provisions of the Railway Act. R.S.C. 190(1, eh. J7, see. -114. 
rub-ace. (<•), cannot be invoked, yet the defendants are operating 
a railway carrying passengers and freight and exposing their 
workmen to the same dangers as any duly incorporated railway 
company. The link and pin coupling is now a thing of the past 
in Canada on all operating railways, parliament in its wisdom, 
owing to the attendant danger to employees, having seen fit to 
legislate abolishing it.

It has been so long recognized as dangerous, and as for a 
considerable number of years safer and better appliances have 
been in vogue, I hold that the failure to adopt these appliances 
and to continue the antiquated system to the greater danger 
of its employees is a negligent act on the part of the defendants.

B C. 

<’ X

Statement

Macdonald,

(dissenting) 

Martin. J.A.

OaUiher, J.A.
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B c It may he said that it in hard to draw the line in Much a case,
C. A. and while on ordinary logging roads as we understand them in
t(MIK this province, or in underground workings in mines it might

*• not he reasonable to exact the same degree of modern equipment.
Canadian('oi.i.iKKfks. yet parties operating as the defendants here are. should. I think. 
oinih^j.A ,,v to negligent.

McPiunipe, j.a. McPhilups, J.A. :—This is an appeal from the judgment 
of Mr. Justice Clement in a negligence action—the learned trial 
Judge was sitting without a jury—and in giving a considered 
judgment has. by his findings of fact, held that the defendants 
were guilty of negligence and absolves the plaintiff from any 
contributory negligence. The evidence admits of these findings 
of fact, and. in my opinion, no such ease has been made out 
upon this appeal—which would warrant their disturbance.

The couplings in use were certainly not of the most modern 
kind- hut it could not be said that this alone would constitute 
liability -yet there must he a time when the more modern 
appliances should he adopted. When we have the almost obsolete 
couplings and a defective system as well, and the non-enforce
ment of rules of safety—if any such really existed—a.com
plete ease is made out of negligence for which the appellants 
must he held to he answerable. The eases which, in my opinion, 
support the conclusion to which 1 have come—upon this appeal 
—are Fralick v. G.T.K. Co. (1910). 43 Can. 8.C.R. 494. Mr. 
Justice Duff, at pp. 519-520; Slone v. C.P.H. Co. (1913), 47 
Can. 8.C.R. 634. 13 D.L.R. 93. It is true this ease to a large 
extent goes upon statutory duty—but Mr. Justice Anglin, at 
p. 108, said ;—

A li in ling of negligence on tin* part of tin* defendants is prolmldy in
volved in the finding if such a defect : lint a linding of negligence is not 
requisite where a breach of statutory duty causing the injury e nuplaincd 
of has been established.

It is a ease, however, that fk most instructive upon the 
question so strenuously advanced in the present ease—that the 
plaintiff was guilty of contributory negligence, and I would 
in particular refer upon this point to the judgment of Mr. Jus
tice Anglin ; and Corrigan v. Granby (1909), 16 B.C.R. 157.
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1 do not find it necessary to express an opinion upon the ques- B. C.
tion as to whether the appellants are subject to the Railway c.A.
Act (R.S.B.C. eh. 194). The appeal therefore should, in my 
opinion, be dismissed. n.

Appeal dismissed. com.,mo*

DONALDSON v. ACADIA SUGAR REFINING CO. N s
Xom Scotia Supreme Court, Sir Charles Toivnshemi. C.J., (iraham, K.J ,

Ijongleji ami liitchie. J.I. March if. lift').
1. Shipi’ino (§ I l)—Motor Boat Negligent navigation Gratvitovs

passenger—Liability.
Negligence nf » gross description must be proved in an action for 

damages founded on negligent navigation resulting in injury to a pas
senger carried gratuitously in a motor boat.

[Moffat t v. Hate man, L.R. .‘t P.C. 11Ô; Xightingalc v. I'nion Colliery.
38 Can. S.C.R. 07. referred to.)

2. Shipping i§ I 1)—Negligence—Skim, of seamen.
While the law requires that a seaman should exhibit ordinary presence 

of mind and ordinary skill, an act or omission, in a moment of great 
peril, which contributes to a collision is not actionable negligence, 
although it turned out to have been the wrong thing to do. if it repre
sented his best judgment at the moment of the emergency.

Appeal from the judgment of Russell, ,!., in favour of de- staten..-ni 
fendants in an action claiming damages for negligence on the 
part of the servants and employees of defendants by reason 
whereof one Robert S. Donaldson was alleged to have lost his 
life. The action was brought by plaintiff, as father and adminis
trator of the deceased, on behalf of himself and the wife and 
mother of deceased.

James Terrell, for plaintiff, appellant.
U". A. Henry, K.C., and ./. L. Ralston. K.C., for defendants, 

respondents.

SirCharles Towxsiiend, C.J. : As I understand the evidence sir cim.iM
in this case, there was no negligence on the part of the “ Mikado," 1 'C J* 

and, secondly, if there was any, the accident, in my opinion, was 
due to the negligence of the deceased, Donaldson. Donaldson 
was a sailor, and presumably understood managing the helm of 
the boat so as to give it proper direction and keep out of the 
way of other vessels. It is quite clear he was steering the motor 
boat, while Morrissey was engaged in fixing the engine, and that 
he was at the wheel just before the collision took place. It must 
have been he who suddenly changed the direction of the motor
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boat in a southerly direction down the harbour, apparently in
tending to cross in front of the “Mikado," which re? in the 
collision. 1 do not go into the mass of evidence on the sut>- 
jeet, hut simply give an extract from Captain John Blakeney’s 
evidence describing just what occurred. He says : -

I cairn* down the harbour on (lie usual course for the Woodside Refinery, 
and wImmi 1 got down pretty well to the lower end of the Woodside Refinery 

Hircimrif* wharf I noticed this motor boat by the how of the little schooner that 
TownutiPtid,C.J. was lying to the north end of the new breakwater, and I saw she started 

to come out. She came out from the how of this vessel, and he started 
up to the corner of the refinery wharf, as, I suppose, going to Halifax. He 
was going in that direction at that time. I watched him on what would 
be four points on my port bow. 1 started then to haul up a little, but keeping 
well down, to give him lots of room between me and the wharf. I gradually 
hauled in, starboarded my helm a little slowly. All of a sudden I noticed 
the motor boat changed her course in a southerly direction down the har
bour. Just as soon as possible I rang the bell to stop the engine. I saw 
there was going to lie a collision. I could not get clear of it.

At the same time I righted my helm. In a few set we struck about 
two feet from his stern.

Again, he says:-
If he Imd not changed his course I would have eleured him. and he 

would have gone clear of me. I kept him on my port bow all the time, 
just about according as he was going. I was going to pass round his stern. 
Next thing I saw he threw his wheel hard a starboard and came right round 
to my bow and started to cross me. Then I stopped my engines.

That this is a substantially correct account of what took place 
and the position of all parties just before and at the time of the 
collision is not disputed. In tin* words of the defendants’ eighth 
defence:—

When the said motor boat left Woodside on the said occasion, the said 
steamship “Mikado" was approaching the wharf at Woodside on a course 
practically parallel and opposite to that of said motor boat. The said 
motor bearing four points on the port bow of the steamship “Mikado." 
These relative positions were maintained until the hows of the two boats 
had overlapped, when the course of the motor boat was suddenly directed 
In port, and the said motor boat crossed the bow of the said steamship 
"Mikado," and, although the engines of the said steamship "Mikado” 
were slopped as soon as the said change of course on the part of the said 
motor boat took place, a collision occurred by which the said deceased 
was prc< water and drowned.

Surely the person who in this manner suddenly brought the 
motor boat in front of the steamer is to blame and responsible 
for the said accident which occurred, and that deceased did it 
can admit of no doubt, as Morrissey, the only other person in 
the boat, was engaged at the moment with the engine.

81
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Now, it is not necessary for me to go into the evidence on Sl 
this point more in detail, as it is clearly a correct account of S C. 
just what occurred, and, if so, there can he no doubt that the Donaldson 
proximate cause of the accident was the deceased’s own negli- p-
gence. Even if it be admitted that there was negligence on the
part of the “ Mikado," the deceased's own conduct and action Rehmno 
... Co.

in this respect would relieve it from liability.
Sir I'limit's 

Tnwiwlirnd, C.J.Now, for a moment let us examine in what way it is contended
that the "Mikado” was negligent. There are three specific 
reasons given—that is to say, her speed was greater than the 
regulations allowed—she did not give the blasts indicating her 
intended direction, and that a sufficient look-out was not kept. 
As to the look-out, it seems to me clear on the evidence that 
a good look-out was kept. One has only to read the captain's 
evidence to realise that he was keeping a careful look-out ; that 
he saw the motor boat when she started out, and watched her 
movements until the collision occurred, and did all in his power 
to avoid it. or, at any rate, to minimise its effect when he saw 
it was inevitable. If he had had a dozen men on the look-out, 
the accident would not have been prevented, in view of the 
sudden change of direction in the motor boat. So as to the 
blasts. If he had given them all the way across the harbour, 
it could have made no difference. The direction of the motor 
boat north and the parallel direction of the “Mikado” itself, 
if kept, enabled the two vessels to pass each other with abun
dance of room to spare. There was no necessity for blasts, as 
before the accident occurred they had taken their direction. In 
fact, some witnesses say their bows had overlapped when the 
motor boat, without warning, suddenly changed its direction in 
front of the “Mikado.”

So as to the speed at which the “Mikado” was going it had 
no possible connection with the accident. If the “Mikado” had 
been going at half the rate she is said to have been going, she 
could not have stopped in time to save the collision brought 
about by the deceased’s own act. It is very simple to peak 
of such matters as speed, blasts and look-out, but we must look 
further and ascertain whether any one of them, or all combined, 
brought about the accident, and must not overlook the fact that 
the whole situation was brought about in a few seconds by the
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w-s- deceased's own act, or, if not, by Morrissey’s, which was the
S C. proximate cause of the accident. 1 have already said that, in
----- my view, Morrissey was not to blame for changing the direction

1 )«xai.dron 0f t|1(. motor boat and that deceased was.
Ac adia 1 agree with the learned trial Judge, not merely in all his
si (iau vvnsons, hut in the conclusion at which he arrived, and thinkRkfixixo

Co. this appeal should be dismissed with costs.

Orahsm,F!.j. (in.\HAM, E.J.: Donaldson, th<‘ deceased, was drowned in 
Halifax Harbour owing to a collision between a motor boat, in 
which lie was, as a favour and at his request, a passenger, and 
a tug. the “Mikado,” of 29 tons burden, in the use of the Acadia 
Sugar Refinery Vo.

Lis father has sued for damages that company and both the 
owner of the motor boat and Mr. Alexander Morrissey, the person 
in charge of her, a superintendent of building construction at 
the Woodside Refinery, on the Dartmouth side of the harbour, 
and with which he went and carried the men to and from their 
work.

First. 1 am of opinion that the action of the motor boat wa< 
the proximate cause of the collision. 1 take the finding of ill- 
learned Judge, and lie appears to have adopted the test‘.mon 
of Captain Blakeney, the master of the “Mikado,” and 1 take 
also the testimony of Morrissey, who was in charge of the motor 
boat, as given at the coroner's inquest, the same day, and at 
the marine investigation. And if those are taken. I think the 
motor boat was clearly responsible for the collision.

The “Mikado” plies between Richmond and Woodside Re
finery, and she was on this occasion coming to their wharf, an 1 
mu-t pass on the seaward end of it and then go in alongside. 
As she was coming down the harbour, about to go into the wharf, 
the master, who was at the wheel, saw the motor boat lying 
alongside or just casting off from a schooner lying along ide if 
the breakwater on the refinery premises also, but to the south
east of this wharf. She was going to Halifax apparently. She 
had started from the breakwater a few moments before, but her 
tiller was knocked off the rudder head, and she went alongside 
the schooner, in order to fasten that, and she did so. Imme
diately she started, Morrissey discovered that one cylinder alone 
was working, and that left him going but half-speed He left
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the wheel and got down to look after the engine. He says (this s-
is on the marine examination) :— S.C.

I wan regulating the gasoline, to get the other engine working, and 
Donaldson says here is the “Mikado" going to run into us. V were then 
two or three lengths from the “Mikado." 1 took the wheel and turned 
the wheel, and just then the “Mikado" struck us. (j. How did you turn 
your wheel? A. At the moment 1 judged the “Mikado" was turning to 
eome into the dock and 1 turned the wheel so as to let her go in. Turned 
it so she would go to port, hut, instead of that, the "Mikado" was not 
turning. Q. You mean to say you made allowance for the "Mikado's” 
swinging? A. That she was swinging.

Donaldson

Co.

Orshem. B.J.

Now, his testimony as given at the inquest is to the same 
effect :—

After repairs to steering gear, we started out again. While oiling the 
engine, the bout circled around, and before I noticed the "Mikado" she 
was about twenty-five yards away. 1 then shifted my course, in order 
to avoid a collision, but it was too late to do so. At that moment Donald
son said to me. “We are going right into the 'Mikado.' The "Mikado" 
then struck us on the starboard bow. Donaldson stood up on the deck of 
my boat and when the "Mikado" struck us he fell overboard under the 
“Mikado's" side.

Before passing, I think the Admiralty practice of the parties 
filing at the very first moment a preliminary act stilting the 
material particulars of a collision is a good one. In the absence 
of that in such an action as this, this very early statement made 
on the same day is important. Now, from first to last. Morrissey 
will not say whether he asked the deceased to look after the 
steering or that the deceased did so while he was engaged at 
the engine, and this may be called frankness, if frankness con
sists in not saying one thing or the other. It is true there is 
a witness or perhaps another, who says that the deceased had 
his hand on the wheel, but whether that witness took for granted 
that the deceased had taken the wheel during this period or not 
is another story. Of course, he was right by the wheel. He 
would be in that boat any way. The evidence of the master 
of the “Mikado" has been the same throughout. Coming down 
the harbour he was about 1Ô0 or 200 yards to the westward 
of the wharf. He noticed the motor boat alongside of the schooner 
starting out. Thinking, as was the fact, that she was going to 
Halifax, he kept on a little more than usual, to give her more 
room and go round her stern. Then he starboarded a little to 
go into the wharf, his destination. This was known to be his
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destination hy the jierson in charge of the motor boat. He
says:—

All of a sudden I noticed the motor boat had changed her course in a 
southerly direction down the harbour. Just as soon As possible I rang 
the bell to stop the engine. I saw there was going to be a collision. I 
could not get clear of it. At the same time I righted my helm. In a few 
seconds we struck two feet from his stern. I suppose my stem struck
his boat on the starboard side.

Simson Hutt says:
Q. When first did you see him? A. When she left the breakwater. 

<2- What did she do? A. I turned to attend to my work and I did not 
notice. Q. What did you see? A. 1 saw her as she swung in front of the 
“Mikado.” Q. Which way did she swing? A. She swung to the left. 

Morrissey says:—
A. I assumed that the “Mikado” was coming in on the face of the 

wharf, inside or I did not notice where I was in relation to the
wharf. Q. What did you do? A. I did not know whether we could avoid 
the collision, but I thought we could allow the “Mikado” to keep on turning 
and my boat to keep on turning.

She really tried to cross the “Mikado’s” how. The deceased 
fell overboard. 1 think that Morrissey was in fault first attending 
to the engine then and not attending to the steering until they 
were 2f> yards apart and then giving his I Hint the wrong helm. 
There is a contention that the “Mikado” was going at too 
great a rate of speed and had no look-out. She was going at 
eight knots. She had four hands in all—a deck hand and two 
men in the engine-room, Insides the master. With the master 
in the wheel-house was Mr. Mackenzie, the manager of the 
sugar refinery. It was a clear day on Halifax Hartour. The 
master, as usual, was steering, and he can keep a perfect look
out ahead. There was no 1 letter position for another look-out 
suggested, and one would say that more would not he required 
on a tug or steamer of that size on the hartxmr. The deck hand 
was aft. No one would say anything about the speed, I suppose, 
hut it appears there is a harbour regulation that alwive (îeorge’s 
Island the rate of speed is to he five miles an hour, and 1 suppose 
this may he said to he above George’s Island. But the reason 
of the rule is, no doubt, for the avoidance of danger hy ships 
hacking out and going into the numerous docks on the Halifax 
side, and the Woodside Refinery was altogether out of Halifax 
jurisdiction and is a very quiet and secluded place.

But 1 am of opinion that neither of those things was the

7
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proximate cause of the collision. They were remote. The eccen
tric conduct of the motor boat might take anyone by surprise. 
In Tuff v. Wurman, 5 C.ICN.S. 573. 585 (Exchequer Chamber),

The learned Judge (Willes, .1.) told the jury that if the absence of it 
look-out was negligence on the part of the plaintiff, still, if the defendant 
also had a look-out and, nevertheless, insisted in a course that would in
dict an injury, lie would he liable though the plaintiff had no look-out, 
for that would not be the direct cause of the injury; that is to say, would 
not be a cause without which the injury would not have happened.

N.S

Don a Miron

RllIN1NO 
, n

Graham, R..T.

It is also contended that the “Mikado” should have signalled 
two whistles when she starboarded, to indicate to the motor 
boat that she was about to do so. In starboarding her helm 
she was taking the course she was expected to do by the motor 
boat. She had to turn into the wharf and she had to avoid 
the breakwater ahead of lier and the schooner lying there. The 
master says:

I started then to haul up a little, but keeping well down, to give her 
lots of room between me and the wharf. . . I gradually hauled in
starboard; my helm a little steady. All of a sudden I noticed the motor 
boat changed her course in a southerly direction down the harbour.

That was the latest cause—the proximate cause.
Now. as to the signals. That depends on the construction of 

the rule. Tin master says:—
(/. Why did .di not sound your whistle? A. When I saw the motor 

boat coming she was going clear of me and I keeping clear. When she 
left the breakwater we were not meeting end on. He was about four points 
on my port bow.

I adopt the construction that was given to the rule in The 
“ Bvllanuch," (19()7| 1\ 170, by Lord A1 verst one, ( and Kennedy, 
LJ.

The “Mikado” was starboarding to go into the wharf, her 
destination: not starboarding in relation to the motor boat. If 
it was the latter, she would have to indicate it to her. In other 
words, she was not taking a course regularly authorized by the 
rules. Of course, she was in sight of the motor boat, but she 
was in sight of many vessels, no doubt, in Halifax Harbour. 
It is only when the ships are in such a position that it is necessary 
for one to take a course in respect to the other. Then she must 
notify the other.

Lord Alverstone, p. 181. says:—
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It is trui* that art. 2X refers to the signals being given when vessels 
are in sight of one another, but the words immediately following, “in taking 
any course authorized or required by these rules." shew that it does not 
mean in sight at any distance, but in sight with reference to the manoeuvres 
which a vessel is authorized or required to take having regard to the other 
vessel approaching for the purpose of avoiding collision.

And Kennedy, L.J., p. 195:—
I am not at all desiring to put a narrow meaning on the words, "autho

rized or required," but authorized or required must surely relate to some 
action affecting the vessel’s course at the period at which, according to the 
doctrine of the “Beryl," 9 IM). 137, a careful and competent seaman ought 
to act in order to avoid risk of collision, for then he is authorized to act, 
and, if he acts, he ought, under this rule, to notify the manoeuvre to the 
other vessel in the prescribed way.

Further, in my opinion, the want of the signal had no bearing 
on the accident. All that could he contended for was that the 
two whistles would have arrested the attention of those on the 
motor boat.

Hut they knew of the presence of the “Mikado,” and that 
she was to go into the wharf.

In The “Hellanoch" on appeal, [1907] A.(\ 209, 270, Lord 
I.orehurn said:—

The master of the “Canning" knew perfectly well what was the course 
or the “Mellanoch" and what her manoeuvre was, and the whistle could not 
have told him anything he did not know already and could not have affected 
his action.

I think tin* ease against the “Mikado" has failed. In my 
opinion, therefore, the “Mikado” should he dismissed from the 
action.

Now, as to the motor boat. The question is whether she 
has been guilty of such negligence as would entitle a recovery 
against her for the death of the plaintiff. The difficulty is that 
the deceased was being carried gratuitously. I cannot distin
guish this case from the case of Moffatt v. Bateman, L.R. 3 P.C. 
II"). There the defendant was driving the plaintiff gratuitously 
in a carriage to his work. Lord Chelmsford held that in such 
a case the defendant would only be liable if there was negligence 
of a gross description. I think this e be said to be “negli
gence of a gross description,” and, if it was, the deceased, who 
was a sailor, was participating in it. This precludes his recovery.

The action must, I think, be dismissed.

Longlky, J.: In this case I do not consider that grounds 
sufficient to justify an action can be established against any of

4
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the* parties herein. The one was a t and the other was
a tug or motor I mat, and the whole space in time in which any 
likelihood of collision took place could not have exceeded thirty 
seconds. The motor boat was proceeding in her ordinary way 
from the wharf at the sugar refinery and the steamer " Mikado” 
was steaming in her usual course to her wharf on the Dartmouth 
side. The motor boat, which only a few seconds previously was 
going directly past her, suddenly turned round and headed so 
that she was underneath almost opposite the how of the “ Mikado,” 
and the only thing that it was possible for the “ Mikado” to 
do was to starboard her helm, so as to make the contact between 
the two as trifling as possible, which he succeeded in doing, and 
the boats met without doing any particular damage to one or 
the other, and, therefore, 1 hold that no blame and no visible 
ground of complaint can be made against the action of the 
“Mikado” in any case.

The plaintiff has also brought an action against the Anglins, 
who owned the motor boat, and against Morrissey, who had 
charge of her, and it becomes necessary, therefore, to look into 
the matter carefully and see what relation Donaldson, on whose 
behalf his father is bringing this action, stands in regard to the 
matter.

N. S.
8.C.

Donaldson

Refining
Co.

Lnngley, J.

Donaldson, who was killed and for whose benefit this action 
is brought, asked to be taken to Halifax in the motor boat. The 
defendant, Morrissey, who was solely in charge of the motor boat 
then, was not inclined to take him, but finally agreed to his going 
on board. Morrissey knew at this time that he was a sailor 
and accustomed to handling " The instant that Morrissey
began to get under way from tin* wharf at Dartmouth he found 
there was something the matter with his engine, and he pro
ceeded at once to deal with it, a matter of about thirty seconds, 
leaving at the same time Donaldson, who is ?' by other 
witnesses to have been steering the boat, sufficiently near and 
with his hand on the wheel to have steered it as he wished. In 
thirty seconds from the time that Morrissey went to see about 
the engine, the motor boat had, by some means or other, turned 
round at once on her course and was immediately under the 
bows of the “Mikado.” Donaldson leaped then on to the deck 
and Morrissey followed him. They both ' to jump on

15—21 D.L.B.
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hoard the “Mikado.” Morrissey succeeding and Donaldson fail
ing. Although efforts were made to save his life, they failed, 
and he was drowned.

In such ease it is clear that the owners of the motor boat, 
the Anglins, are not to blame and can be ruled out of the action 
entirely. Whether Morrissey was to blame or not depends upon 
one or two circumstances, which can only last thirty seconds. 
Was Donaldson in charge of the boat for thirty seconds? If so, 
he has no remedy, because it was his own negligence and mis
management that led to her destruction. If he was not minding 
the boat and was looking on and informed Morrissey about four 
seconds before the boat struck that they were going into her, 
one cannot see or comprehend that he, an experienced sailor, 
should have allowed any such thing to happen. Morrissey's 
boat was aimed to clear the other beyond all doubt and was 
proceeding in that direction when he went to fix the engine, 
and while he was fixing the engine for about 25 or 50 seconds 
the danger occurred.

There is some attempt made at the present time to make out 
that there is no difference between “gross negligence” and negli
gence that is not gross, but 1 think that it will require a large 
exercise of the imagination to regard Morrissey as careless in 
that degree that he would sacrifice his own life and every person 
on board his boat by simply attending to the matter of the 
engine for a question of twenty-five seconds. I do not think, 
therefore, that any action will lie against the captain of the 
“Mikado.”

In my opinion, the appeal should be dismissed.

Ritchie, J.:—Robert S. Donaldson was drowned in Halifax 
Harbour on June 7, 1913, in consequence of a collision between 
the steamer “Mikado,” owned by the Acadia Sugar Refinery 
Co.. Ltd., and a motor boat owned by Anglins, Ltd. The plain
tiff is the father and administrator of Robert S. Donaldson, and 
brings this action on behalf of himself and his wife, Sarah Donald
son, the mother of Robert S. Donaldson. The motor boat was 
in charge of the defendant Morrissey. Negligence is the basis 
of the action, and it is charged against the three defendants, the 
Acadia Sugar Refinery, Ltd., Anglins, Ltd., and Morrissey.

I deal first with the case as against Anglins, Ltd., the owners
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of the motor boat. The negligence charged against Anglins, Ltd., 
is said to consist of putting Morrissey, an incompetent person, 
in charge of the boat, and it is further said that the negligence 
of Morrissey caused the accident. If Morri.-sey was an incom
petent iH-rson. 1 do not find any evidence establishing that Anglins, 
Ltd., knew or ought to have known it. But for the purpose 
of dealing with this branch of the case, and for this purpose only, 
1 assume that Morrissey was negligent and that his negligence 
caused the accident. But even upon this assumption, the ques
tion of the liability of Anglins, Ltd., still remains for considera
tion. Donaldson was being carried at his own request without 
reward. He asked Morrissey if he could go across with him to 
Halifax. In reply, Morrissey pointe.I out to him that lie would 
be safer and might make better time if he went on the " Mikado." 
It was suggested that Donaldson was in the employ of Anglins, 
Ltd., so far as coming back from Dartmouth to Halifax is con
cerned. I am unable to agree with this suggestion. Donaldson 
was not in the employ of Anglins, Ltd., in any sense. His 
father, the plaintiff, had a schooner, in which la* brought sand 
from the Dartmouth side and sold it to Anglins, Ltd. Donald
son was a sailor on the schooner, assisting his father, the plain
tiff. There was no duty cast upon Morrissey to take Donaldson 
across to Halifax, and, in doing so, he was not acting for Anglins, 
Ltd., but merely complying with Donaldson's request.. There 
was no authority from Anglins, Ltd., to take him.

The authorities cited by Mr. Ralston shew that before Anglins, 
Ltd., can be held liable, it is incumbent on the plaintiff to show 
a consent on their part that Donaldson should be carried as a 
passenger. The evidence does not disclose any such consent, 
and, as 1 have said, it was not within the scope of Morrissey’s 
duty to give such consent. When he did so, he was doing some
thing not in the course of his employment. I am, therefore, of 
the opinion that tin* action as against Anglins, Ltd., must lx» 
dismissed.

N. S 

8.C.

pox Al I ISON

Acadia

Kkfix IN-. 

Co.

Ritrhl*. J.

Coming to the case against Morrissey, it is contended that 
he cannot be held liable unless the dentil of Donaldson was caused 
by his gross negligence. The word “gross,” as " to negli
gence, has lieen subject to the criticism of Judges in Lngland, 
but Canadian provincial Courts are IhhiikI to accept ami give 
effect to the term, lx*cause it has lx»en accepted ami given effect

A3C
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N. S. to h y tin* Supreme Court of Cumula. In The City of Kingston
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Donaldson liability upon the city, the words ‘‘gross negligence” were used. 
The late Mr. Justice Sedgewiek recognized the difficulty of dis
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tinguishing between gross and other degrees of negligence, but 
he defined the words “gross negligence” to mean “very great 
negligence.” In .\ ightingale v. Union Colliery Co., 35 Can. S.C.R.

Ritchie, J 66, at 67, Mr. Justice Nesbitt gave effect to the wort! “gross” 
as applied to negligence. I, therefore, accept the term “gross 
negligence,” and understand it to mean "very great negligence,” 
and I am of opinion that this is the kind of negligence which 
must be established against Morrissey Indore he can be held 
liable.

For this view Nightingale v. I'nion Colliery Co. is, 1 think, 
clear authority. In that case a railway company failed to properly 
maintain a bridge under their control, so as to ensure the safety 
of persons travelling upon their trains. It was held that the 
fact of such omission of duty did not constitute evidence of the 
gross negligence necessary to maintain an action for the death 
of a gratuitous passenger.

The ease of Harriê v. Perry, [1903] 2 K.B. 219, relied upon 
by Mr. Terrell, is, I think, distinguishable. The plaintiff" in that 
case was an ins|H»ctor appointed by the engineer of the railway 
company. Shaw, a timekeeper in the employ of the defendant 
company, invited the plaintiff to get on the train. Rowell was 
in the employ of the defendant company as superintendent of 
works. There was evidence from which an inference might Ik* 
drawn that Rowell sanctioned the use of the engine by the superior 
officers of the contractor, of whom Shaw was one, for the puriM>se 
of transit along the line, and, further, that he knew that those 
officers invited the officers of the company to travel with them. 
The jury found that the plaintiff was on the engine with the 
permission of Rowell, and it was held that the defendant, through 
Rowell, must be taken to have constructively permitted the 
plaintiff to travel on the engine. The foundation upon which 
the judgment rested is not present in this case. Rut, if the case 
is inconsistent with Nightingale v. Union Colliery Co., 35 Can. 
S.C.R. 66, it cannot Ik* followed by this Court. In my opinion, 
Morrissey has not ln»en shewn to have lH*en guilty of the kind of 
negligence to which I have referred.
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The charges of negligence* against Morrissey are set out in 
par. (i of the statement of claim. They consist of: (a) Not 
keeping a proper look-out. (h) Starhoarding his helm, insteail 
of porting it.

So far as the charge of not keeping a proper look-out is con
cerned, I assume it refers to the period of time when Morrissey 
was attending to the engine. I cannot say that this was “ very 
great negligence,” when he left Donaldson, a sailor, who had 
all the means of knowledge as to the approach of the " Mikado" 
that he had, close by the wheel in a position to see and to steer. 
As against Donaldson. I think Morrissey had a right to rely 
upon his keeping a proper look-out and steering.

I assume that Morrissey made a mistake when he starboarded 
his helm, instead of porting it, but, if so, this was when the danger 
was imminent. It was, to use the well-known phrase, "in the 
agony of the collision.” His life was in equal danger with Donald
son’s: he did what he thought was the best thing to do in the 
moment of extreme peril. Assuming that he did the wrong thing, 
made a mistake, he was not, in my opinion, guilty of " very great 
negligence.”

|Reference to Marsden on Collisions at Sen (Oth cm!.), p. 3.J

It was urged that Morrissey should not have abandoned 
Donaldson and the motor boat at the moment of the collision. 
I do not think I need say more on this point than that it was 
apparently a case of life and death, and, therefore, a ease of each 
man for. himself. 1 think the case fails as against Morrissex 
and that, so far as he is concerned, the action must be dismissed.

I am far from being satisfied that the captain of the “Mikado” 
was not negligent, but the opinion of my brother Graham has 
convinced me that, if lie was negligent, his negligence was not 
the proximate cause of the accident.

The action, therefore, in my opinion, must fail against the 
Acadia Sugar Refinery as well as against the other defendants.

N. S 

S. C.

Don ai iison

Rkfixixo
Co.

Ititrhle. J.

Appeal dismissed.
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SASK. MILLS v. HARRIS.

g Saskatchewan Supreme Court. Xcwlandx, Hr own, Elwood, and McKay, JJ.
March 20. 1915.

1. JvDUMENT (ft I A —1 ) By dkfaclt —SERVICE of NOTICE OK MOTION—
Abandonment—Delay Sask. hit.es ok coi'ht 224.

Tin* service of a notice of motion for leave to enter judgment in default 
of defence upon a liquidated demand will not deprive the plaintiff of the 
right to sign judgment in default of defence under Hack. Rules of Court 
224 without an order and without waiting for the return of the motion 
which was afterwards abandoned; and unexplained delay for a long 
time in moving against the judgment will disentitle the defendant to 
relief on the ground that lie was misled by the service of the notice.

2. Ji dûment (ft N il E—205) A 1*1*1.11 ation to set aside Leave to defend
Delay Restoration ok vartiks to former position.

Where the entry of judgment is regular an application to set it aside 
and for leave to defend should lie made as soon as possible after the 
judgment came to the defendant's knowledge, though some delay is 
not unnecessarily fatal to the application if the parties can he restored 
to their former position.

Statement Appeal from an order setting aside a judgment signed in de
fault of defence, pending the return of a notice of motion for leave 
to enter judgment.

(I. II. Harr, for appellant.
II. V. Iliyehnr, K.(\, for respondents.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Brown, j. I la own, .1.:—On February 27, 1914, the plaintiff brought

action against the defendants for the recovery of $3,423.06 and 
certain interest. The defendants duly entered an appearance in 
the action on March 21. From that time until June 13 negotia
tions took place between the solicitors of the respective parties, 
looking to a settlement of the differences between them. On 
the last-mentioned date the negotiations concluded with the 
following letter, written by the defendants' solicitors:

Re Mills v. Harris A Chahke.
We regret to inform you that we cannot get from our client an order for 

the payment of the amount of your claim as we settled on. As yours is the 
only garnishee outstanding we have instructions to move to set it aside. 
Mr. Harris states that he will settle your claim as we agreed on just as soon 
as he gets the garnishee money. Meanwhile we will file a defence in your 
action. We presume there is nothing to do if you do not get settlement hut 
to go to trial.

The plaintiff had issued a garnishee summons against the 
Canada National Fire Ins. Co., who apparently were owing tin* 
defendants some $10,000 under a fire insurance policy, and this 
is the garnishee referred to in the aforesaid letter.
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On July 7 the plaintiff served notice of motion for judgment 
in default of defence, the same being made returnable for July 10. 
This was an unnecessary proceeding on the part of the plaintiff, 
because, his claim (s ing in the nature of a liquidated demand, 
he could sign judgment in default of defence under rule of Court 
221 without obtaining any order for that purpose. Realizing 
that he had taken an unnecessary step, the plaintiff, on July 0, 
and while the aforesaid motion was pending, signed judgment in 
default of defence for the full amount of his claim and costs. 
On the return of the motion, on July 10. counsel for the plain
tiff withdrew his motion as being made inadvertently, at the 
same time stating that lie had already signed judgment on July 0. 
Counsel for the defendants attended on that motion, and thus 
became aware that judgment had been signed against his clients. 
On the date of the withdrawal of the plaintiff's motion, his gar
nishee summons was set aside on the application of the defen
dants. ( )n July 14 the plaintiff issued another garnishee sunnnon>. 
and, on the defendants' application, this summons was also set 
aside. On November 21 the plaintiff issued still another gar
nishee summons, and on November 27 the defendants applied 
to set this summons aside, and eventually succeeded in doing so. 
On November 28 the plaintiff issued still another garnishee sum
mons. and under it the insurance company paid 811,420 into ( 'ourt. 
No attempt seems to have been made to set aside this last-men
tioned summons, presumably for the reason that there was no 
ground that could be conceived of by counsel for the defendants 
oil which it could be set aside. On December 7 the defendants 
made application to set the plaintiff’s judgment aside, first, on 
the ground that the judgment was signed pending a motion for 
judgment, and, alternatively, on the ground that the defendants 
have a good defence and counterclaim and should be allowed 
to plead same. It is contended that the signing of the judgment 
is a nullity, and that the defendants have the right to set it 
aside ex débita justifia'. If the judgment is a nullity, then it 
would appear to follow that it should be set aside. But is it 
a nullity? In support of this contention, the case of Seville v. 
MacMUlen, 20 D.L.R. 08"), is relied on by counsel for defendants, 
and was relied on by the learned Judge in Chambers. That 
case is, in my opinion, clearly distinguishable. There the plain
tiff launched a motion for judgment under rule of Court 135,

SASK.

s.c.

II XRRIS.
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SASK- and on the ground that the defendant had no defence to the
S.C. action. While that motion was i>ending, the plaintiff signed
—H ju<lgment in default of defence'. [Reference to the judgment of

r. Brown, J., Neville v. MncMMen, 20 D.L.R. 685. [
XHHIS In the case at bar, the motion is for judgment in default of

Brown, j. defence. There was no necessity for the motion, as the plaintiff 
soon discovered, but there was nothing in it inconsistent with 
signing judgment in default of defence, and the serving of the 
notice of motion did not, in my opinion, deprive him of that 
right. It did not have the effect of extending the time within 
which the defendant should file his defence; it rather pre-sup|M>ses 
that the defendant has not filed, and does not intend to file, a 
defence. As a r of fact, where the plaintiff is required to 
apply for permission to sign judgment in default of appearance 
or defence, he is, in most instances, permitted to sign interlocutory 
judgment before serving his notice of motion. The judgment 
was, therefore, in my opinion, perfectly regular. But counsel for 
the defendants states that he was misled; that, in view of the 
negotiations and the notice of motion, lie did not anticipate 
judgment lieing signed against his clients, at least until the 
return of the notice of motion. I can quite understand that 
such might Ik* the ease, and can sympathize with counsel’s posi
tion in that respect. Had the defendants with promptitude made 
application to have the judgment set aside on the ground that 
counsel had lieen misled. I have no doubt that the application 
would have succeeded, and iwrhaps, under the circumstances, 
tm terms favourable to the defendants. Rule of Court 235 ex
pressly provides for such cases ; and, apart altogether from the 
rule, the Court has inherent jurisdiction to set aside proceedings 
which indicate oppression. See Heale v. MacGregor, 2 T.L.R. 
311.3 But the very great delay, and unexplained delay, on the 
part of the defendants disentitles them to any consideration on 
that ground in the present application.

It is, however, further contended, on the part of the defen
dants, that they should Ik* allowed to defend on the merits of 
their proposed defence and counterclaim; that even delay on 
their part should not stand in their way unless the plaintiff would 
Ik* irreparably injured. Where the judgment is regular, the appli
cation should be made as soon as possible after the judgment 
comes to the knowledge of the defendant, though some delay is

4
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not necessarily fatal to the application if the parties can lie 
restored to their former position. The matter seems to he in 
the discretion of the Court : IS Hals., p. 18. and cases cited under 
notes (1), (o) and (p). In this case the defendants had notice 
of judgment on July 10. and took no steps to set it aside until 
Decemhei 7. There is no explanation of the delay, unless it is 
to l>e inferred that counsel were too much occupied with applica
tions to set aside garnishee summonses issued on the judgment. 
The plaintiff, after many attempts, apparently got a garnishee 
summons that would hold, and money has lieen paid into Court 
under it. more than sufficient to satisfy the plaintiff’s claim.

In in y opinion, this great delay on the part of the defendants, 
together with their whole attitude in the matter since judgment 
was signed, disentitles them to any consideration; and the plain
tiff should not at this stage he disturbed in his present apparently 
secure position.

The appeal should, therefore, he allowed with costs, the appli
cation to the Local Master dismissed with costs, and the plain
tiffs should have the costs of the appeal and the eross-ap|>eal 
from the order of the Local Master to the Judge in Chandlers.

A ppeal allowed.

SASK

S.C

Harris.

Drown, J.

MILLS v. HARRIS. SASK
Sa*katchncan Supreme Court, l.aimnl, .1. April 17. I'.U.Y

S. C.
1. Parties <6 II A—ftft)—Jcimjment « heritor Fku dvi.v.m cow i y xm e 

Action to set aside— Dkhtok Necessary party.
In un action hv a judgment creditor to set aside as fraudulent a con

veyance by the debtor, where no relief is asked against the debtor and 
no special circumstances appear making it desirable to have him before 
the court, the debtor is not a necessary party to the action.

[McDonnhl v. Dunlop, 2 Terr. Lit. 177; Hank- of Montreal v. Mack.
V Man. L.R. 439; Scott v. Hurnhnm. lit (Jr. 234; Healtie v. Wenger, 
24 A.It. (Out.) 72; (lalhigher v. Hrale, 11 B.C.R. 247, followed; Helcher 
v. Ilwhonx, 1 N.L.K. 474. distinguished.)

Appeal from an order of the local Master striking out de
fendants in a fraudulent conveyance action on the ground that 
they were neither necessary nor proper parties.

C. M. .1 oh unto n, for the plaintiff.
//. V. Bigelow, K.C., for the defendants.

Statement

LAMONT, J. : The plaintiff, in his statement of claim, alleged 
that he had, in July, 1914, obtained a judgment against the de-

U.OM.J.
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Harris.

Lament, J.

fondants, Harris <V Craske, for some S3,471). That the same had 
not liven paid: that on October 30, 11)14, these defendants, living 
insolvent, had assigned to the defendant Shierman a délit of 
S10.IKM) due from the C.N.F. Insurance Co. to them, with in
tent : 1. To defeat, hinder and delay the plaintiff and other 
creditors; 2. To give the defendant Shierman an unjust prefer
ence over the plaintiff’s and the defendant’s other creditors; and 
he claimed that the assignment should lie set aside.

On behalf of Harris iV Craske, an application was made to 
the Master in Chambers for an order striking them out of the 
action, on the ground that they were neither necessary nor pro|>cr 
parties thereto. The learned Master made an order striking them 
out. From that order the plaintiff now appeals.

The law seems quite clear that, in an action by a simple con
tract creditor to set aside a transfer or conveyance as fraudulent, 
the transferor or guarantor is a necessary party. See Cassels’ 
Assignments Act, 4th ed., p. 1)2, and cases there cited. Does 
the same rule apply where the creditor has already obtained his 
judgment? The point has come before the Courts in a number 
of eases.

In McDonald v. Dunlop, 2 Terr. L.H. 177, Scott, .1., struck 
out the judgment debtor as not being a necessary party. He 
said:—

In vases like the present. where the plaintiffs have already obtained 
judgment and execution, I can see no reasons why the judgment debtor 
should be made a party where no relief is claimed against him. It seems 
that the mere fact of his participating in the fraud is not a sufficient ground 
for adding him a party for the purpose of rendering him liable for the costs 
of the action.

In Belcher v. Hudsons, 1 S.L.R. 474, it was held that the 
debtors were proper parties, but, in that case, the plaintiff, 
although he had one judgment against the debtors, was asking 
for judgment against them in a further claim, as well as to set 
aside the conveyance; the plaintiff, therefore, so far as that 
action was concerned, was a simple contract creditor.

In Bank of Montreal v. Black, 1) Man. L.H. 431), it was held 
by Taylor, C.J., that, to a bill by a judgment creditor to set 
aside a fraudulent conveyance made before judgment, the debtor 
was neither a necessary nor a proper party.

In Ontario the same principle was laid down by Mowat, V.-C., 
in Scoll v. Burnham, 11) (ir. (Chv.) 234. In Beattie v. Wenger,
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24 A.R. (Ont.) 72. Osier, J.A., expressed the opinion that, in a 
statutory action by an assignee for the benefit of creditors to 
set aside a conveyance as fraudulent, tin* assignor should not be 
made a party.

In ltViar v. Wardle, L.R. 11» Kq. 171, it was liehl by Jessel, 
M.R., that a bankrupt is not a proper party to a suit instituted 
by the trustee under his bankruptcy to set aside a conveyance 
executed by the bankrupt with intent to delay, or defeat, his 
creditors. . . .

In the British Columbia Courts the matter has also received 
consideration in (iallayher v. lit ale, 14 B.C.R. 247. . . . But
in Gibson v. Franklin it appears that tin- Chief Justice of B.C. 
held that, in an action by a judgment creditor to set aside as 
fraudulent a conveyance of land from a man to his wife, the 
husband, though not a necessary, was a proper party to the 
action. Neither the facts of this case nor the reasons of the 
learned Chief Justice are given in the report, and it is, therefore, 
impossible to determine the ground of the division.

These authorities lead me to the conclusion that in an action 
by a judgment creditor to set aside as fraudulent a conveyance 
by the debtor, where no relief is asked against the debtor and 
no special circumstances appear making it desirable to have him 
before the Court, the debtor is not a necessary party to the 
action.

It may well be that in the case of a transfer by a man to his 
wife where, from the relations of the parties, a presumption may 
arise that the wife, in taking the conveyance, was not an inde
pendent contractor, but merely registering the will of her hus
band, that if the plaintiff makes the husband a party to the suit, a 
Court would not make an order striking him out; but, generally 
speaking, where no special circumstances exist, and nothing more 
is shewn than that the debtor conveyed away his property, which 
is the case here, he is not, in my opinion, a necessary party to 
the judgment creditor’s action. If not a necessary party, he 
should not be brought in. The appeal will, therefore, be dis-

SASK.
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l.nmont. J.

Appcal dismissed.
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N. S THE PROVINCIAL FOX v. TENNANT.

q C Nora Scotia Supreme ('ourt, Graham, K.J.. HukucII, amt Ritchie, JJ.
April 5, 1915.

1. Contracts (| I D—45)—Mistake- Reformation on «round of—
NECESSARY PROOF.

To justify «‘formation on tin* ground of mistake, proof must In* cli*ar 
and convincing and u|M>n testimony that is unexceptionable both with 
regard to the agreement actually made by the parties and the mutuality 
of the mistake from which the different agreement was inserted in the 
document sought to be reformed.

|Irnhatu v. Child, 1 Bro. C.C. 92; Green v. Stone, 54 X.J.Kq. 399. 
approved. |

2. Contracts <$ II A—125)—Consthvction—“Owner of a certain breed
of FOXES COMMONLY KNOWN AS BLUE FOXKs”—INFERENCE.

It is not to lie inferred that a written contract which recites that 
the vendor company is the “owner of a certain breed of foxes commonly 
known as blue foxes."and which provides for the sale of two pairs of 
blue foxes on specified terms, that the sale is one of foxes breil by the 
plaintiff company and not of foxes which it has purchased.

{Provincial Fox Co. v. Tennant. Ik D.L.R. 389. reversed.|

Statement Action on u contract in writing made between plaintiff and 
defendant for the sale by the former to the latter of two pairs of 
blue foxes. The agreement reads in part:—

Whereas the said vendors are the owners of a certain breed of foxes 
commonly known as “blue foxes.”

And whereas the said vendors have agreed to and with the said vendee 
for the sale to him of two pairs (two male and two female) blue foxes on the 
terms and conditions hereinafter mentioned.

And whereas the said vendee has agreed subject to the terms and 
conditions hereinafter mentioned to purchase from the said vendors the 
said two male and two female blue foxes.

Now this agreement witnesseth Ac.

The agreement then provided, on payment of the considera
tion. for the delivery by the vendor to the vendee of foxes to be 
selected by the vendor, and that in ease, by reason of the happen
ing of any unforeseen event over which the vendor had no con
trol, the vendor was unable to supply the foxes as agreed, the 
vendor should not be compelled to procure other foxes or to 
make delivery, but, in the event of the vendor not having in pos
session the foxes as in the agreement mentioned, then the vendor 
should refund the moneys paid and the agreement should lieeome 
null and void.

The defence to the action was that it was verbally agreed 
lx*tween the parties that the foxes to be supplied were to lie 
born of certain blue foxes then on a ranch in the vicinity of the
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city of St. John, and that foxes Inirn in Alaska were not to he 
delivered or accepted.

The cause was tried before Drvsdalc, J., who held that the 
written agreement could not he varied, but, scanning critically 
all the circumstances surrounding the parties at the time of 
entry and applying these to the subject matter that it was properly 
intended to deal with, the agreement, on its face, bore internal 
evidence of an intention to deal with the plaintiff company's 
own product.

Judgment was given dismissing the action and in favour of 
defendant on his counterclaim for a return of the money paid.

IThe judgment u|i|ieuled from is given in full in the report of the pre
vious ease, is D.L.R. 381).|

I’. ./. Paton, K.(\, and ./. U. lialston, K.( for appellant.
F. L. Milner, K.(\, for respondent.

Graham, E.J., concurred with Ritchie, J.

Russell, J.: I think the learned trial Judge properly refused 
to decree a reformation of the written contract in this case. The 
defendant purchaser had made a previous contract for blue 
foxes, in which nothing was said as to the place of their birth. 
He explains that he did not read over the written contract now 
in question very carefully Indore signing it, lieeause he had read 
the previous one. 1 have little doubt, under the evidence, that 
he intended this contract to In* the same as the first one and to 
Ik* an agreement simply for blue foxes. The plaintiffs’ selling 
agent who made the contract with him, on behalf of the com
pany, denies that there was any stipulation as to the blue fox«*s, 
the subject of the sale, Iteing pups raised at St. John. To reform 
a written agreement under such a condition of the evidence 
would, I think, Ik* wholly without precedent. On a later date 
the defendant wrote to the Fundy company, setting up an alleged 
verbal understanding that the foxes were to Ik* the progeny of 
the blue foxes then Is-ing ranched at St. John, and the Fundy 
company replied that, if the defendant would return his con
tract, they would mail him a new contract containing this term. 
But he never returned his contract and it never was changed. 
It has not Ikk-ii shewn, so far as 1 am able to gather from the 
evidence, that the Fundy company had power to make a new 
contract on Is-lmlf of the plaintiff company or to abandon any
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rights possessed by the pluintiff company under its contract of 
April 7. The plaintiffs’ selling agent who conducted the busi
ness with the defendant swears that he never saw the letters 
to and from the Fund y company in reference to the making of 
a new contract containing the desired term as to the foxes living 
St. John bred until he saw it at the trial of the cause.

I should have thought it as well settled as anything could 
he that the negotiations preceding the execution of the agreement 
were merged in the writing. If this new term can be added, 
1 do not see just what may not be added to what has been put 
in writing.

The attempt is not to prove the surrounding circumstances 
for the purpose of enabling the Court to interpret the writing 
as the parties must have intended it, but to import into the 
writing, by parol evidence of conversations between the parties, 
a term which it does not contain and which one of the parties 
says was never mentioned.

The learned trial Judge does not decide in favour of the de
fendant by importing the alleged oral term into the agreement. 
He does so by the legitimate method of looking at the surrounding 
circumstances and especially the previous dealings and the corre
spondence. So far as the previous dealings throw any light upon 
the matter, they favour the plaintiff’s case. As already stated, 
there was a previous purchase as to which there was no pretence 
that there was any such term as that the foxes should be St. 
John pups. Referring to the making of the contract now under 
consideration, the following colloquy occurred between the de
fendant and the cross-examining counsel.

(j. Then you culled up to him* how much you could get the new contract 
ut? A. Yes. Q. And you hid them down from 11,000 to $800? A. Yes.

You signed the first contract? A. Yes. Q. Have you a copy of it here? 
A. No, I don’t think I have. Q. That was for blue foxes? A. Yes. Q. 
Did you say a word about foxes raised in New Brunswick? A. No. Q. And 
if you hud got your second pair you would have taken them under that 
contract? A. I would have taken four pairs without a word. (J. There 
were four pairs of foxes altogether that you were buying? A. Yes. Q. And 
your two contracts were sent on for two pairs? A. Yes. Q, And because 
you sent in one too late you did not get them for $700? A. Yes. Q. And 
when did you go anil get the two pairs that were sold under t lie first contract ? 
A. Some time in October, 1913. (j. Those were foxes from Alaska? A. 1 
could not say. Q. You did not understand they were pups raised in St. 
John. A. No, I knew they were not. Q. When this contract came to you.
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this vnntract in question here, you read it over In-fore you signed it? A. I 
don't know whether I did. I don't think I did. Yes, I think I read it over, 
hut I did not pay niueh attention to it. I had read the previous one. (|. And 
you thought it was the name? A. Well I expeeti-d something a little 
different hut I really forgot this about the pups being ranch horn. (J. And 
later some one told you that Idue foxes would not breed in this country? 
A. No, It was a doubtful case, I suppose, right through. (J. You never 
heard of it? A. I don’t know that I heard it up to that time (J. Some
time afterwards you did hear it? A Ye*. IJ And that report got spread 
around and it was difficult to sell blue foxes on that account'.' A. Yes. 
Q. That sort of killed the sale for blue foxes? A. It would. I suppose. 
Q. You were getting these foxes to re-sell? A. I gave a sale application.

N.S.

S. C. 

Tiik
Provinti \i

lllH-U'll. 4.

This witness does not seem to have bail any very clear idea 
what impression he wished to give the Court. Whether he read 
the contract or did not read it; whether he expected it to la
the same as the first or a little different if different, what differ
ence he exjMTted to find, seeing that he had forgotten about 
his desire to have the foxes ranch-born whether he was getting 
these foxes to sell again, as he seems to say here, or bad arranged 
for a ranch to put them in and was going to breed them for him
self, as he says in another part of his evidence, it is quite inqaissi- 
blc to 1m- certain from his testimony on any of these points, lb- 
does not seem to remember clearly at one moment what he has 
deposed to a moment before.

As for the correspondence, with the exception of the portions 
already referred to, the only correspondence in the case, I think, 
is that which clearly shews that the defendant's reason for not 
fulfilling his contract was that he was unable to pay for the 
foxes because of his losses on the Stock Kxchange. At the trial 
he sought to create the impression that these losses were largely 
mythical and had been put forward merely as a pretence for 
the purpose of working upon the sympathies of the plaintiff’s 
agent. That performance would, indeed, be of a piece with his 
evidence at the trial as to the alleged term in the contract. When 
he was asked to explain why he did not have it inserted in the 
writing, he said he had ready forgotten about his communica
tion with Mr. Barker over the telephone in which he had in
sisted on this term. He could not have attached much import
ance to the term if he so soon forgot that there had been such 
a stipulation. His letter of June 12. 1913, points in the same 
direction, if I understand its bearing. He says, in that letter 
to Barker, “1 trust you have succeeded in cancelling the two
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pairs of blue foxes, as per my telephone message to you, and 
would sooner cancel the last pair than the first.”

Why should he prefer to cancel the last pair rather than the 
first if, as lie now insists, the contract for the first pair was un
conditional as to place of birth and that for the last pair was 
subject to the condition that they must be ranch-bred, as lie 
now claims. If he had a preference, why did he not wish the 
first pair rather than the last pair cancelled?

The reason suggested at the argument why the defendant 
should insist on this term being inserted would be, to my mind, 
the strongest possible reason why the plaintiff would not bo 
willing to insert it. It is suggested that a rumour had gone out 
that the Alaska blue foxes would not breed in captivity. That 
would be, it must be a good reason why the defendant
would want pups bred in this country, but it would be a still 
stronger reason why the plaintiff should not undertake so im
possible a contract.

It is only fair to the defendant, however, to bear in mind 
that the plaintiff company did not contract in absolute terms. 
They reserved to themselves an option to rescind the agreement 
repaying the deposit. But we must not, on the other hand, press 
this consideration too far. The plaintiff, it is true, might wish 
to be free because of the fear that the Alaska foxes would not 
breed. That is, no doubt, the defendant's theory. But it breaks 
down when we reflect that this was as striking a feature of the 
first contract, in which there is the same option reserved, but 
in which there was admittedly no stipulation as to the foxes 
being ranch-bred, as it is of the second in respect of which such 
ah" ion is claimed. Moreover, the reservation of such an 
option to rescind is amply accounted for by the possible appre
hension on the part of the plaintiff that the supply of Alaska 
foxes might be very limited, or, as 1 think is the more probable 
explanation, that the market being a highly speculative one, 
the plaintiffs desired to retain for themselves the benefit of a 
possible rise in the market price and not be bound to deliver 
foxes on a future day at less than their market value.

I think, on the whole, that the surrounding circumstances, 
apart from the oral evidence of the defendant as to tin* alleged 
additional term, are wholly insufficient to impose on tin* plaintiff

A1D

0608
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tin1 obligation for which the defendant contends, and that the 
decision of the learned trial Judge could not he supported with- S. C.
out importing into the writing the alleged “eommunings” of the , m
parties before the agreement was drawn up and sealed. This, *'K"V,N‘
1 think, the learned Judge has unconsciously done.

The appeal should, therefore, in my opinion, be allowed with Tkwwt. 
costs, and judgment for the plaintiff company. n. .r.

Hitciiik, ,1.: I agree with the learned trial Judge that this K" 1 r- 
is not a case for reformation of the contract on the ground of 
common mistake. In order to get a decree for reformation, if 
the mistake is denied, an exceedingly strong case must be made 
out before the Court will take the somewhat dangerous course 
of departing from that which the parties have reduced to writing.
It was said by Lord Thurlow, in Irnluim v. Child, I ltro.
93, that the mistake “should be proved as much to the satis
faction of the Court as if it were admitted.” The same view 
will be found in Story's Equity Jurisprudence, see. lût». It 
may be that at the present day it is putting the position too 
high to say that the Court must have evidence equivalent to 
an admission, but a sound rule is. in my opinion, laid down in 
Green v. Stour, 54 N.J. Eq. Heps. 399. where it was held that, 
to justify reformation on the ground of mistake, the proof must 
be clear and convincing, and upon testimony that is unexcep
tionable both with regard to the agreement actually made by 
the parties and the mutuality of the mistake through which a 
different agreement was inserted in the document sought to be 
reformed. Of course, Judges are free to differ as to what is 
clear and convincing proof, but I do not know that any better 
working rule than the New Jersey rule can be stated. In this 
case I am of opinion that the proof does not come up to the 
standard which I have indicated. I, therefore, think a cast- for 
reformation has not been made.

The learned trial Judge, looking, as he had a right to do, at 
the surrounding circumstances, has interpreted the words, “blue 
foxes," used in the contract to mean blue foxes ranched in the 
vicinity of St. John, not born in Alaska. With respect. I am 
unable to agree. What does the phrase, “surrounding circum
stances," mean? It does not refer to the negotiations or eom
munings. I think it means that the Court, in getting at the

1(1—21 l>.l..It.
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intention of words used in a contract, has regard to the par
ticular facts and circumstances in resjieet of which the words 
are used and construes them accordingly.

The words, “blue foxes,” used in the contract make a definite 
description complete on the face of the contract. I must not 
add to, alter or vary the contract, hut are the surrounding cir
cumstances such that I should, by way of interpretation, say 
blue foxes really means not merely blue foxes, but blue foxes 
raised in the vicinity of St. John? I think not.

Dealing with the facts, the sale was conducted by Barker. 
He was a mendier of the firm of Barker & Williams, who were 
the selling agents of the pit mtifTs. Another firm, called the 
Fund y Fox Co., was com|>oscd of Barker, Williams and F. A. 
Whelpley. It is uncont indicted on the evidence that the Fund y 
Fox Co. wore not the selling agents of the plaintiffs for any pur
pose, but the company occupied the same offices as Barker & 
Williams. The defendant wrote a letter, not to the plaintiffs 
or Barker & Williams, but to the Fund y Fox Co., in which lie 
stated that the verbal understanding with Barker was that the 
foxes were to lie ranched in the vicinity of St. John and not 
Isirn in Alaska. To this letter the Fundy Fox Co. replied, telling 
the defendant to -end back his contract and his view would Ik* 
met in a new contract. In my opinion, this is not to lie taken 
into consideration as a surrounding circumstance. The Fundy 
Fox Co. were not the agents of the plaintiffs. But, in addition 
to this the correspondence took place after the contract had 
lieen made. It is uncontradicted that Barker had no knowledge 
of this letter until the trial. But, assuming that Barker wrote 
the letter, it is not a surrounding circumstance to which I can 
give weight. It was after his agency as sales agent had ter
minated, the contract of sale had lieen executed and delivered, 
and nothing that lie could say or do at that time could Ik- called 
a surrounding circumstance by which the contract should l>e inter
preted. It can also, I think, lie fairly said that the letter is not 
an admission on the part of the writer as to the original con
tract, but merely a statement that a new contract would lie 
made to meet the view which the defendant set up. The de
fendant's evidence as to what Barker told him liefore the con
tract was executed is excluded by the contract, lieing merely
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a part of the communing* or negotiations. The defendant's 
letters, when lie was asking to lw* let olT his contract, 
are, in my opinion, very much against the view that lie had a 
right to complain of the way in which the contract was worded. 
If he really thought then that lie had any such right, I think 
he would have set it up. A somewhat strong surrounding cir
cumstance which makes, not for, hut against the defendant’s 
contention is that in the previous sale of blue foxes to the de
fendant no question was raised as to where they were horn. It 
is also to he noted that it was not until after the present con
tract was made that the report got about that foxes horn in 
Alaska would not breed here, and it was only in view of that 
report that the point lieeamo important. I have examined the 
eases cited on behalf of the defendant, hut. in view of the facts 
of this case, 1 do not think that they are able. I cannot 
find on the face of the contract “internal evidence of an inten
tion to deal with the company's own product." It says that 
the vendors are the owners of a certain breed of foxes commonly 
known as blue foxes, but because the plaintilTs own a certain 
kind of foxes known as blue foxes I think 1 cannot read into 
the contract that they arc only selling foxes bred by them and 
not foxes acquired by purchase. The agreement, which is L.B. 
11, shews that the plaintiffs bought forty pairs of blue foxes.

On the whole case 1 cannot find surrounding circumstances 
which would justify me in adding, by way of construction to 
the words, “blue foxes," in the contract, an addition limiting 
the words to blue foxes born in a particular place. In my opinion, 
the appeal should be allowed with costs.

.1 /t/nal allowed.

N.S.
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CARTER v. BELL.
Hnlish Columbia .('ourt of A p/mil, Maedonald. ft.. Irrimj. Marlin, Halida r, 

and McPhillipg, JJ.A. February '26, 1015.
1 Mortgauk (6 VI (i 121) Sai.k unukr eowKit Pencil ask hv moiogaukr 

Validity.
A simulated Bale by the mortgagee of llie mortgaged premises to 

himself in pretended exercise of I lie power of sale contained in the 
mortgage will he declared invalid and the mortgagee compelled to 
account on the basis of I lie price lie obtained on the later sale lie 
himeelf made

[(lardon v. Holland. HI 1)1. It 754 s.’ L.J.I'.C. Si; Knox v. (lye, 
Mt. 5 II I,. (15(1; DclluHSche v. All, S Cli.l). 2sti; Wall v. Ansels Co., 
74 L.J.I'.C. 82, referred to.)

55
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B. C. Appeal by defendant from judgment of Hunter, ( \J.B.( of
0. A. Juno 21, 1914.
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Mayen, for appellants, defendants.
Moresby, for respondent, plaint ill.

Meixlon aid. Macdonald, (*,.).A.: 1 would dismiss the appeal for the
reasons given in the Court below.

Ikyino, —Of the three points raised by Mr. Mayers on
the argument, viz., as to the pretended sale in 181Mb the first may 
be disposed of on the ground that the finding of the learned 
trial Judge ought not to be interfered with. As to the second 
ground, that if Mrs. Carter did not release, she had notice and 
acquiesced in the mortgagees acting as owners in fee instead of 
a mere incumbrancer. Here, again, the conclusion of the learned 
Judge on the facts is of importance.

The following are relied on as acknowledgments made by lier 
after the mortgagee took possession and collected the rents. 
She asked the late H. il. Bell to let her have a strip of the mort
gaged land on the west of her house to be used as a passage way. 
In 1 DOS, when Blanchard Bell proposed that she should buy the 
strip of land at the back of her lot, she said she could not afford 
to buy it. In 11H3 the same suggestion was made by a Mr. 
Milbourne and the same answer given.

These instances establish. Mr. Mayers argues, that she knew 
that the Bells were claiming as owners, and amount to admissions 
on her part that she had lost or waived her right to redeem.

The mortgagee was entitled as of right to possession and was 
not bound to give any notice before entering, and there can be 
no doubt that in this ease the mortgagee intended to take over 
the possession, rents and profits, but what is there to show that 
she did anything inconsistent with her right to look to Mr. Bell 
as the mortgagee in possession or that he was not to account. 
It is sometimes a nice question as to what acts by the mort
gagee constitute him a mortgagee in possession: Soyvs v. llolhtck 
(lHSli), 32 Cli.l). 53; but the acts done by a mortgagee in jh»s- 
session are hardly distinguishable from the acts that would be 
done by the true owner. She had no right to complain, and 
there was definite consent to forego her rights. I hesitate to 
say that the attitude taken by Mrs. Carter amounted to
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acquiescence: as to what is acquiescence see IhHuxxche v. Alt 
(1878), 8 ( h i). 280. at 314.

As to the third ground, that tli<‘ Court will not grant to the 
plaintitT her equitable remedy in view of the staleness of her 
demand. The equity of redemption Ih-cuiuc vested in her in 
August. 1894, and she ceased to make payments of interest in 
1890 ami of taxes in 1898; and the action was not brought until 
1914, so that 10 years have passed by without the plaintiff moving 
in the matter. As long ago as 1793 it was stated that 20 years’ 
possession was a bar to the equity of redemption of a mortgagor; 
that rule, which remained in force in Kngland till the Heal Property 
Limitation Act of 1874 was passed, was adopted by the Court of 
Chancery by analogy to the rules of law, but, nevertheless, it 
was recognised that there might Im- eases “in which, after a 
length of time, though it might not be pleadable, the Court 
would hold that the bill came too late": Pickrring v. Lard Stam
ford (1793), 2 Yes. 280. 1 agree with Mr. Mayers' contention
that see. 30 (of eh. 145) preserves the equitable doctrine of ac
quiescence, but 1 can see no reason why Mrs. Carter should In- 
deprived of the full time allowed to mortgagors to bring their 
bill to redeem.

I would dismiss the up|>enl.

B C

C. A.

11 KM

Inin*. J.A.

Martin, J.A.:—I am of opinion that the learned trial Judge M""" 1 x 
reached the right conclusion, and. therefore, the ap|K-al should 
!>e dismissed.

(îallihkr, J.A.: I agree in the reasons for judgment of the oeiniiw. j.a. 
learned Chief Justice below, and would dismiss the app-al.

MvPmilliph, J.A.: In my opinion, this appeal must be dis- |,,lilll|"‘ 1 x 
missed. The findings of fact of the learned Chief Justice are 
conclusive and are well supported by the evidence. The de
fence of laches ami acquiescence wholly fails ami is unsupported 
by any such evidence as would entitle effect being given to any 
such defence.

There is the merest suggestion of the possibility of there 
having In-on a quit claim demi obtained from the plaintiff whereby 
the mortgagee became possessed of the estate in the land freed 
of all light to redeem the same, but it is a most shadowy sug
gestion ami is not even supported by a scintilla of evidence.
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[Watt v. Assets Co. (1005), 74 L.J.P.C. 82, distinguished.)
0.A. It cannot lx> advanced for a moment, in my opinion, that

( artkr upon the most indulgent view of the evidence led at the trial—
c. that there ever was a conveyance of the equity of redemption 

to the mortgagee. The purported sale, declared invalid by the 
m<main*.j.a. appealed from, was unquestionably invalid—there

fore, the position is this—not until the year 11)10 was there a 
due exercise of the power of sale (the last payment of any interest 
upon the mortgage lieing made in the year 1807)—that living the 
case, how can the claim of the plaintiff to an account lie resisted?

The lapse of time, in my opinion, in the present ease has 
worked no injury to the defendant Agnes Bell, so far as her 
legal rights are concerned—alt hough it may ap|x*ar to do so— 
the fact is that the right of redemption in the mortgagor and 
his successor in title, the plaintiff, was always subsisting up to 
the time of the 4lue exercise of tin* power of sal<‘ in 11)10, and 
then tla* plaintiff lieeame entitled to tin* account which has liven 
directed.

[IVf/ff v. Assets Co., 74 L.J.P.C. 82, again referred to.)
In the pr<‘sent eas<‘ the right of redemption always con

tinued—it < lie sai<l that the plaintiff laid by upon any
supjNisi'd rights, and it is not a ease where the opixirtunities of 
explanation have gone by—in truth and in fact—that which was 
done cannot be supi>ort<‘<l in law.

In my opinion, no question arises for the consideration of 
the Statute of Limitations dwelt upon in argument by counsel 
for the ap|M‘llant. Here we have a cause of action which arises 
and accrues to the plaintiff by reason of the exercise of the power 
of sale—a step only exercised in 11)10, and as yet a large propor- 
tion of lh<‘ moneys due and payable by the purchasers remain 
to be paid.

[Knoi v. Gye (1871), L.R. 5 ILL. 650; Pidtlocke v. Hurt, 
63 LJ.Ch. 240, 1181)41 1 <’h. 343; Gordon v. Holland (11)12), 
10 D.L.R. 734 , 82 L.J.P.C. 81, rcferreil to.)

Tin* defendant Agnes Bell was in the position of a mortgagee 
in possession until the effective sah* under the power «if side in 
11)10—and in tin* relation of a trustez- to th<- mortgagor—and 
the Statute of Limitations is no bar—tin- relation of mortgagor 
anil mortgagee being subsisting: six* Fisher on Mortgages, Can.

4
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ed., 1910, aec. 1743, p. 833; Hood v. Huston, 2 Jur. (N.8.) 729. B‘c-
Also in respect of the surplus moneys derived upon the exercise c. A.
of the power of sale, the mortgagee holds the same in trust for < Tims 
the mortgagor and the Statute of Limitations is excluded: see r. 
Fisher on Mortgages, see. 963, p. 494; Bonner v. Berridge, 18 
Ch.D. 254; Warner v. Jacob, 20 Ch.D. 220; lie Bell, Lake v. McPh,ll“* JA- 
Bell, 34 Ch.D. 402.

It, therefore, follows that, in my opinion, the judgment of 
the learned Chief Justice of British Columbia is right and the 
apiM-al should be dismissed.

.4 />/><«/ dismissed.

WOOD v. ANDERSON. 0NT

Ontario Hupremr Court {.[ppellah IHrinion). .1trredith. O.. Marian n, '
Mayer. and llodyinn. .1.1..|. February I. 1015. o.C.

1. 1)am auks * S III «—mui—Ntam.ion — liKt.w n or wahkantv—Fit fob
IIKKKIMNU—MEAHIKK OF IIAMAUK.

Hu* buyer wiling for iliiniagv* for breach of warranty that a *tal 
lion wan lit for breeding pm pu*e-. may recover a* damage» a mini 
math* up of thv price a ml interest. traiiHportation expense». ami coat 
of keeping the horm> a reasonable time until lie could In* sohl. where 
there ha<l been an olfer to return him. hut lew* the actual value of 
the horse.

[Chrnlennan \. Le. mb, 2 A. A K. 120; Filin \ Chin tank. 7 far. A 
I*. ItlOll, referred to.J

Appeal from a judgment of Faleonhridge. < '.«I.K.H., in an statement 
action for hreueh of warranty.

/. F. IIellmnth, K.C.. and K. (I. Barter, K.C.. for the appel
lant.

IV. 1). M. Sliorcfi, for the plaintiff, respondent.

The judgment of the Court was delivered fay
Meredith, C.J.O. :—This is an appeal hy the defendant from M-rrd*tb c.u». 

the judgment, dated the 28th September. 1914. which was dir
ected to be entered by the Chief Justice of the King's Bench, 
after the trial of the action before him. sitting without a jury, at 
Belleville, on the 6th and 7th July, 1914.

The action is brought to recover damages for the breach of an 
alleged warranty on the sale by the appellant to the respondent 
of a Percheron stallion, and the complaint of the respondent is, 
that one of the stallion’s front feet is malformed, and that, in 
consequence of this malformation, he was entirely useless for
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ONT breeding purposes, for which, to the knowledge of the appel-
S. c. lant, he was purchased and intended to be used ; and complaint
wôo» 'M il*NO made of the formation of the hind legs of the stallion, but

r. that complaint was not. in the view of the Chief Justice, sustain-
Andkbhon. ,,

Apart from the question as to whether or not there was any 
warranty, and. if there was, the nature of it. which depends 
upon documentary evidence—the correspondence between the 
parties, by which the contract was constituted—the questions 
for decision were questions of fact as to which there was a direct 
conflict of testimony ; and upon this conflicting testimony the 
learned Chief Justice found that the defect in the stallion’s 
front foot existed from the stallion's birth, and was not. as the 
appellant contended, the result of any improper treatment or 
want of proper treatment of the respondent, and that this de
fect rendered the stallion unfit for breeding purposes. In com
ing to his conclusion the learned l 'liief Justice accepted the testi
mony of the respondent and his witnesses, although it was op
posed to a large body of evidence adduced by the appellant, as 
well as to the testimony of the appellant himself. It is impos
sible for us to reverse these findings. There was evidence which, 
if believed, warranted them, and we cannot say that the findings 
were clearly wrong. The letters written on the 25th April and 
the 20th May, 191 It, by the respondent, the first of them four 
days after the stallion reached Coulee, in the Province of Sask
atchewan. to which point he had been shipped from the neigh
bourhood of Belleville, strongly support the contention of the 
respondent. It is true that the first of these letters is open to 
the observation made as to it by counsel for the appellant, which 
was that the complaint was not clearly directed to the defect of 
which the respondent complains and which has ! ?en fourni to 
have existed ; but any force that there might have been in the 
observation is done away with by the second letter, which re
fers plainly to that defect.

That the appellant knew that the stallion was for breeding 
purposes is clear from the correspondence ; and the law appli
cable is also clear, and is that : “If a contract be made to supply 
an article for a particular purpose, that purpose being the csscn-
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liai matter of the contract, ho that it appeais that the buyer rc- 
lies on the Heller's skill or judgment, then if the goods arc of a 
description which it is in the course of the seller's business to 
supply, the seller is bound ( whether he be the manufacturer or 
not) to supply an article reasonably tit for the purpose, and is 
considered as warranting that it is so. A sale for a particular 
purpose may be inferred from the nature and circumstances of 
the transaction Leake on Contracts, 6th ed.. p. 267.

If it had been necessary for the respondent to establish an ex
press warranty, he has, in our opinion, done so. for the statement 
of the appellant in the letter of December. 11)12. that the horse 
was a fine young Percheron stallion, and that “lie could get all 
the mares that he should have, never leave the stable." was in 
substance and effect a warranty that he was fit for breeding 
purposes.

The appellant also complains that no deduction was made 
from the purchase-price for the actual value of the horse. It 
was stated during the argument that the evidence shewed that 
the horse was of no value for any purpose, but it appears from 
an examination of the evidence that the statement was incor
rect. The only evidence as to the value of the horse was the 
testimony of the respondent, who said that he was of no value 
to him ( p. N ). and that he did not sell him because he could get 
nothing for him (p. 22). and the testimony of Gardhousc, a 
witness called for the respondent, who said that he would make 
a work-horse, but not a very good one. This evidence does not 
establish that the horse was worth nothing, but the contrary. 
What the respondent evidently meant, by stating that the horse 
was of no value to him. was. that he was of no value for breed
ing purposes, for which the respondent bought him. and his 
statement as to the reason for his not having sold the horse is 
not sufficient, in the absence of any statement that any effort 
was made to sell him ; that no effort to sell was made is. I think, 
apparent from the correspondence, which shews that the respon
dent had it in mind to return the horse to the appellant unless 
some other arrangement should be come to with him.

The respondent is entitled as damages to the price paid for 
the horse and the expense of transporting him to Saskatchewan
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and interest on the purchase-price, all of which the learned 
Chief Justice allowed ; and, having offered to return the horse, 
he is also entitled to recover all expenses necessarily caused 
by the horse lying on his hands until he could be sold, this 
being limited to a reasonable time; and from these sums there 
should be deducted the actual value of the horse : Leake on Con
tracts, tith ed., p. 782; Maync on Damages, tith ed., p. 198; 
Caswell v. Coare (1809), 1 Taunt. 566 ; Chesterman v. Lamb 
(1834), 2 A. & E. 129; Ellis v. Chin nock (1835), 7 Car. & P. 
1690.

The proper course, in these circumstances, is to direct a 
reference to ascertain what the horse is worth and the amount 
that should be allowed to the respondent for keeping him for a 
reasonable time until he could have been sold, unless the appel
lant elects to pay this latter amount and to take back the horse; 
and, if he so elects, the horse is to be given back to him upon 
request ; and, if the parties are unable to agree as to the amount 
to be allowed for his keep, there will be a reference to ascertain 
it. In case of a reference, further directions and the costs of 
the reference will be reserved to be dealt with by a Judge of the 
High Court Division in Chambers. In Caswell v. Coarc, where 
the purchase-price was recovered, it was directed that the horse 
should be redelivered to the defendant.

As success upon the appeal is divided, there will be no costs 
of it to either party.

./ udgm e nt accord » nghj.

RUDYK v SHANDRO.

iIberia Muprrme Court. Ihivnnau. ./. .Innunry 18. 1IU.V

1. Principal ami aueni < 9 11 A—ft i—Aoext’h At tiiokity—IJh.iit* and
LIABILITIES OF PRINCIPAL—ELECTION OASES.

Agency in election case* differ* from agency in ordinary business 
transaction* ina*mueli a*, in the case of an election, the agent con 
stituted by whatever act* are *tifficient for the |»urpoae, may himl hi* 
principal by act* which are not only outside the scope <»f any auth
ority expre**ly given to him hut which may In- directl> contrary to 
the expressed directions of tlie person whose agent lie is held to lie.

2. Ki.ecTio.NN i g 11 l>—7ftl — Election pa a rn#—Election expen he#—Leoi-
TIM ACT or—4 RIMES.

I’ayment of legitimate election expenses are to he made through 
the candidate’s ollicial agent in an election subject to the Election* Act, 
Alta.; hut as no penalty or punishment is prescrilied b\ the Act for
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the peyiiii'iit of such ex|H*ii*es pvr*onally by tin* candidate, hie doing 
*o is not a corrupt practice invalidating the election but ie merely a 
prohibited act probably punixhable under the Criminal Code an a wilful 
di*oliedienee of n provincial statute.

Petition umlvr the Controverted Election* Act, 1907, filed by 
Paul Rudyk, one of the defeated candidate* in the election for 
the electoral district of Whitford to avoid the election of the 
respondent, Andrew S. Shandro, who was returned at the pro
vincial general elections held on April 17. 1913, as member for 
said district. The petition contained the usual charges of cor
rupt practice*.

A. F. Ewing, K.C.. ('. F. Xnvcll, K.C.. and A. Maelcod Sin
clair, for petitioner.

A. d. Mac Hag, K.C., for respondent.

Hvndman, J.:—At the trial the following charges wereeithei 
abandoned or dismis*ed. namely: Clauses 3 (ft), (<•), (#/), (#), 
(/), (ft), (ft), (f), (o), (r), of particulars and clauses 13 
(a), ami (r) of the particulars.

As to the remaining charges undisposed of 1 will first deal 
with the charges of bribery. Clause 3 (a) of particulars relate* 
to the payment alleged to have been made by Alexander Shan
dro, agent and brother of the respondent, to one Mike Dvmehuk 
on the day of the election to induce him to vote for the respon
dent and to bring voters to poll 17 to vote for the respondent.

It app-ars that Alex. Shandro was appointed agent in writ
ing for his brother, the respondent, to act as scrutineer or agent 
ct poll 17 on election day. He drove to the home of Waayl 
Chlibeeki, who lived in this polling division, and slept there the 
night before election. Alex. Shandro says that he did not know 
the people in that poll. Chlibeeki told Shandro he thought there 
were some voters in Dymchuk's “corner” who would vote for 
respondent. Shandro knew Dymelmk six or seven years. Shan
dro ami Chlibeeki drove together to Dymchuk's place early on 
election day and Alex. Shandro says he asked him if he would 
take some of the people to the poll on the way. Dymchuk and 
Chlibeeki both say that Shandro paid Dymchuk $3 at the time 
and Dymchuk says he paid him after the poll closed. Alex. 
Shandro, whilst admitting that lie had the conversation in ques-
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ALTA. lion and rvqueati-d Dymehuk to chit> some people on the way,
8. C. deiiiea that he was either asked for or gave him any money at

hTmvk this or any time. Mr. MacKav's student. IIowhoii, who was

SH XXHKO.
assisting him in the defvnee, also testified that <'hlibeeki. shortly 
la-fore going into the witness box stated to him in the hallway

Hyndmin. J. that Khandro did not pay this money. < 'hlibeeki emit rad‘lets 
Mow son. Prom what i eould judge of these witnesses. 1 am of 
opinion that there must have been a misunderstanding between 
t hi-in as to the (-fleet of their conversât ion. ( 'hlibeeki did not 
witness the payment of the .+2 and Dymehuk's testimony was 
not entirely satisfactory as to the exact "‘spot where it was 
paid, but 1 fail to comprehend why these two men apparently 
without any interest in the ease or any antipathy towards re
spondent should come forward and testify to the payment in 
the manner they did. Mr. Mae Kay contended that it was un
reasonable to believe these witnesses because 1 » \ inch ilk did no 
work after arriving at the poll as *.T was gmsl pay for a day’s 
work. However, he drove three voters there, and Khandro 
being a stranger in the locality and it bring an unfavourable 
poll for the respondent. 1 do not think it extraordinary that 
Dyinchuk did nothing further during the day. lie did exactly 
what he promised in the morning. Taking the whole evidence 
and the circumstances into consideration 1 am forced to the con
clusion that such payments were, in fact. made.

As to the question of agency, Mr. MacKay argued that Un
written authority to Khandro to act as scrutineer was a limited 
one only and the respondent should not be bound by any illegal 
nets of his outside- the scope of such authority. Agency in elec
tions. however, has not been treated in the same manner as in 
ordinary commercial transactions. Reference to McPherson's 
Election Law of Canada (l!Kkri). pp. Mil. MI2.

In the matter under consideration we Mud that, in addition 
to Alex. Khandro having this written authority, he is the bro
ther of the respondent. He drove a long distance the day 
before election so that he might ad as scrutineer for his brother 
at poll IT. lie did not content himself with merely attending 
to his duties as scrutineer, but shewed his interest in the elec
tion on behalf of the respondent by asking < 'hlibeeki if there was
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anyone lit1 might hire to work for Shandro and to bring voter* 
to the poll. Chliliecki referred him to Dyinvhtik and they both 
drove to the latter'* house ami arranged with him to earry three 
person* to vote. These net* and the relationship of the two 
Shandros. eon pled with the written authority as serutineer. 
force me to the eotielusion that Alex. Shandro was the agent of 
the respondent in this regard. From the authorities I gather 
that the relation is more on the principle of master and ser
vant than of principal and agent in the ordinary common law; 
that agency i* a result of law to be drawn from the facts in the 
case and from the acts of individuals. It is a question for the 
t'ourt whether, upon the aggregate of all these things taken 
together, of which each in itself is a little, though some, evid
ence. the person is shewn to have been employed to such an ex
tent as to make him. upon the common sense, broad view of it. 
an agent for whom the candidate would lie responsible. (See 
Jclfs* Corrupt and Illegal l‘factices Prevention Acts. 1HXI to 
1811."). 3rd cd.. pp. 70. 71.) I conclude, therefore, that Alex. 
Shandro was in this instance the agent for the and
find the charge proven to my satisfaction.

Para. (?/) of para. 1 of order, as amended at the trial, charges 
the ' nt with having corruptly paid to .lordia Lastiuka
the sum of *10 to e him to vote for the re* and to
buy drinks for the purpose of inducing electors to vote for the 
respondent, ami at a later date a further sum of $10 for a like 
purpose, etc., etc. Lastiuka testified that he knew Shandro ami 
met him before the election in Vegreville. lb- promised to have 
a meeting in the deponent's district. Lastiuka asked the respon
dent to give him some money to spend among his friends; lie 
wanted the money to buy drinks and meals. Shandro gave him 
$10. in the hotel at Vegreville. part of which lie said he spent 
in treating farmers from his district. Respondent asked him 
to call a meeting and handed him some bills to put up through
out the locality. Lastiuka accordingly advertised the 
meeting and posted up the bills. Un the night of the 
meeting Lastiuka askeil for pay for the work he had 
done and Shandro gave him $10. Witness demanded 
$15, but was refused the extra amount and was told
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$10 was sufficient. Respondent admitted making both payments 
but says that about two months previously in Edmonton 
Lastiuka handed him $10 to pay his school taxes for him, which 
Lastiuka admits, and Shandro now contends that lie did not 
pay these taxes and when he handed the first $10 to him it was 
merely a return of this sum. Respondent admitted, however, 
that at the time of the payment in the hotel nothing was said 
about taxes, and, according to Lastiuka, the first time he heard 
of this was after the election (the exact time being very uncer
tain) when Shandro told him this $10 was the tax money which 
he had held.

If this was respondent’s intention at the time. I think, under 
the circumstances, being a candidate, and knowing the law with 
respect to bribery, as a prudent man he should have made it 
abundantly clear at the time that this was a return of the tax 
money. I do not think the witness would have been quite so 
generous in treating the farmers if he had understood it was 
his own money ; the fact, too, that respondent trusted him to 
call a meeting, post up his bills, etc., shews that he was con
sidered of some value as a worker and supporter, and, there
fore, in the absence of a clearer explanation, 1 am bound to 
hold that this payment was made for the purpose of influenc
ing Lastiuka ill the election.

As to the second $10, although under the Election Act it 
was illegal for the respondent to make the payment except 
through his official agent, still 1 am of opinion that the remuner
ation was fair and reasonable for the work which witness had 
done in calling the meeting. The effect of the payment made 
personally by the candidate I will deal with further on.

Clause 3 (i) and (j) of particulars. That on April 5, 1913, 
the respondent corruptly paid Onysko Scheramata $10. to induce 
him to vote for him and to induce others to vote for him, and 
that on April 10, 1913, respondent promised to pay said Schera- 
meta $5 per day for assisting him in his election and later, 
namely, in the month of July, 1913. in pursuance of said 
promise, the respondent paid Scheramata the sum of 
$40. Payment of the sums is admitted by the respon
dent but he contends that it was in respect of lawful
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expenses, and that his only offence was that of paying directly 
moneys which, by see. 293 of the Election Act, should have been 
paid by or through his official agent.

The evidence, in effect, is as follows : The parties met in the 
Alberta Hotel. Vegreville, on April 5, Shandro told Schera- 
mata that he wanted him to drive speakers for him during the 
election to such places as might be indicated from time to time. 
Scheramata was to be paid $."> per day, and on being asked if 
he had any money replied he had not, and Shandro advanced 
him $10. He says this money was to pay for meals, etc., and that 
he kept an account of it, which came to more than $10, but did 
not receive the difference from Shandro. The only work he did 
was driving speakers about the riding. He never drove Shandro 
himself, but went where he was directed with supporters, lie 
did not work continuously, and says that the eight days at $5 
included election day. Now, it appears that lie had considerable 
difficulty in collecting the debt. He never rendered any itemized 
account but merely claimed $40 for eight days’ driving at $5 
per day. Having failed to collect from Shandro, on July 4, 
1913, the claim was placed in the hands of Ewing and Harvic, 
solicitors, who wrote a letter to respondent threatening that un
less the amount was paid by return mail a writ would be issued 
against him. On receipt of this demand Shandro. on July 26, 
1913, paid Scheramata personally by cheque on the Merchants 
Bank of (’anada, Vegreville branch, on which is written, “in 
full payment, hire rigs, eight days at $5.”

Scheramata says that in April there was nothing said as to 
how electors should vote, that he was not asked to do anything 
except drive Shandros agents wherever he was ordered. There 
is no evidence whatever that this money was paid for any other 
purpose than stated. He did the work he agreed to do and I am 
cf opinion that the remuneration for a man and team at $5 per 
day under the circumstances was fair and reasonable.

Mr. Sinclair laid stress on the fact that Scheramata testi
fied the eight days included election day. However, I am satis
fied that Shandro believed Scheramata actually did drive eight 
days excluding election day, and. according to the evidence, 
Scheramata did no work that day. He merely voted, and on
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his way to the poll picked up” John Schcrainata, and on his 
way home drove the returning officer. As John Seheramata was 
en Edmonton man having no vote in Whit ford constituency 
I cannot see anything in the evidence which would amount to 
proof of the charge of conveying voters to the poll.

I conclude, therefore, that, so far as this clause is concerned, 
there was no corrupt intent on the part of the respondent, hut 
that his offence consists in a breach of sec. 293 of the Election 
Act. Clause 3 (mi of particulars, that the respondent on April 
2. 1913. at Vegrevillo. corruptly paid to one Elarian Mandryk 
the sum of $10 to induce him to vote and to induce others to 
vote for the respondent.

I am not satisfied with the evidence of the witness Mandryk. 
He swore that Shandro paid him $10 in the hall near the water- 
closet of the Alberta Hotel for the purpose of “making him 
silent ” as he had been working for the petitioner. He testified 
that Shandro said. Take this and don’t talk against me among 
the people, neither for or against me.” After this lie worked 
for Itudvk for eight days at $5 per day and said nothing to 
Rudyk about Shandro s payment until after election day. Shan
dro emphatically denies this payment, lie says lie never had 
anything to do with Mandryk that day : that witness never asked 
him for money and that he never gave him any. Now, even if 
the above were all the evidence on the point. 1 do not think 
I would be justified in deciding against respondent, but. on 
cross-examination. Mandryk admitted that about two weeks 
prior to the trial he stated in the presence of Michael Ostrowskv, 
Alex. Shandro. Nick Boychuk, and the respondent that lie did 
not receive the money in question. This statement was reduced 
to writing (ex. 2). and witnessed by the three parties above- 
mentioned. Although Mandryk denies signing the paper he 
admits that it contains what lie actually stated. All the others 
say that he did in fact touch the pen. On being asked why he 
told a different story lie answered that lie was not at the time 
on oath and that now, having been sworn to tell the truth, he 
would do so. I think, therefore, in view of these events. I would 
be placing a premium on falsehood if 1 were to accept the evid-
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enee of such a witness as Mandryk, especially in view of Shan
dro ’s contradiction, and accordingly find the charge not proven.

Clause 3 (/>) of particulars as amended is to the effect that 
respondent did pay to one Solowan $5 per day for driving dur 
ing the election, etc. 1 find that the expenses incurred were 
legal expenses, that the respondent paid *25 personally, ami that 
his offence consists only in ' tr directly that which should 
have been paid through his official agent, and my general re
marks hereafter will apply to this charge.

Clause 4 (a), (6). id (</), and clause 12 (#) and (j) of 
particulars charge th< urning officer. William Hawilliack, 
who is a brother-in-law i the respondent with instructing per
sons to pull down and himself pulling down pictures and litera
ture posted up by the petitioner, etc. The evidence on these 
charges is meagre and very unsatisfactory, and. without dealing 
with the legal effect of such acts, if proven. I unhesitatingly 
dismiss the petition so far as they are concerned.

Clause 5 (a) of particulars. This charge is to the effect 
that poll lti, Soda Lake, did not open until about 9.45 a.in. on 
election day, that the Deputy Returning Officer and Poll Clerk 
were not sworn as required by law; that the D.R.O. did not 
shew the ballot box to such persons as were present at the poll
ing place ho that they might see that same was empty, as re
quired by the Alberta Election Act. The evidence is clear that 
the poll did not open until between 9.30 and 9.45 a.m. owing to 
a misunderstanding on the part of the Deputy Returning Officer 
as to where the poll should be held, but with the exception of 
this 1 find everything else was quite regular and the respondent 
and his agent innocent of any complicity in the matter. 1 am 
satisfied that the delay in opening this poll had no material 
effect on the general result of the election. There were fifty-one 
voters on the list, forty-six of whom voted, and the petitioner 
had a majority of twelve over respondent, the vote standing as 
follows: Connolly 2. Rudyk 27. Shandro 15. and two rejected 
ballots.

Clause 5 (b) of particulars: That at poll 15. Hairy Hill, no 
poll was held on election day and no votes were taken, although 
many electors attended for that purpose and were prevented
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from voting by reason thereof. There is no dispute as to the 
facts. It appears that the key of the ballot box became lost. 
No one present seemed to have courage enough to open it in any 
other way and consequently no votes were taken at this poll.
1 find, however, that respondent was not responsible in any way 
and that there was no wilful intent on the part of anyone con
cerned. I am of opinion that this event had no material effect 
on the result of the election. The number of voters on the list 
was 42, whereas the final majority for respondent over petitioner 
in the election was 187. Of course, it might be possible for more 
than 42 to vote under the provisions of the Election Act which 
permits persons not on the list but who are nevertheless en
titled to vote to do so by taking the necessary oath. But on 
examination of the statement of the Returning Officer, form 
51, sec. 233 of the Act (ex. 1) I find that the average vote in each 
poll was 55 and that the highest number at any poll was 97 ; 
moreover that the greatest number of names on any polling list 
in the district was 126. It is to my mind, therefore, quite im
probable that the final result would in any way have been 
affected even had this poll been regularly held and every legiti
mate vote in the division voted in favour of the petitioner.

Clause 6 (a) of particulars: This relates to three voters, 
George Danyluik. N. Gazliuk and George Kutosch, who, it is 
alleged, voted at poll 9 and were not duly qualified electors.

There is no evidence as to how they voted or that the re
spondent was in any way connected with them. There is also 
some doubt as to whether they knew they were not entitled to 
vote. The witness Kutcher himself admitting that although 
he was scrutineer for Rudyk he was not sure of the boundaries 
of the district. I conclude therefore as to this that no corrupt 
practice has been proved as against the respondent or his agents.

Clause 3 (n) of particulars: That John Seher.imata, agent 
of respondent, corruptly offered $200 to Zenko Mvtkytka to 
induce him to vote for respondent, and to stay away from poll 
7 on election day. At the conclusion of the evidence on this 
charge I intimated I believed no real or serious offer had been 
made, and I am still of that opinion. The chief witness for the 
petitioner himself admitted that he and Scheramata were more
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or less chaffing one another and that he regarded the occur
rence merely as a “joke.” I therefore dismiss this charge.

Clause 14 (a) of particulars charged that respondent in
structed the enumerator of poll 8 to mark the names of four 
electors off the list because he anticipated that such persons in
tended not to vote for respondent. 1 find from the evidence 
that two of these, viz., Wasyl and Fedor Ungorian did not live 
in the Whitford Riding and the enumerator was justified in 
striking their names off the official list. 1 do not think that 
Shandro attempted to press the enumerator to do anything 
improper and believed that some or all of these1 persons were not 
entitled to vote in the constituency. 1 therefore dismiss this 
charge.

Clause 17 (a) of particulars : This alleges that the respon
dent was and is disqualified from being a member of the Legis
lative Assembly of the Province of Alberta in that lie is not a 
British subject. The evidence adduced in connection with this 
charge proved to be rather peculiar and interesting.

It appears that respondent was born in Austria on March 
9, 1884, emigrated to Canada with his father, Steve Shandro, 
about the year 1899 and settled in the district where he now 
lives. On October 31, 1904, he went through the usual formali
ties leading to his naturalization and subscribed the usual affi
davits before Mr. C. W. Cross, Commissioner in and for the 
N.W.T. and certificate of naturalization was issued on February 
8. 1905. At this date, therefore, respondent would be about 
one month under twenty-one years of age. If these were the 
only facts incidental to his status as a British subject it might 
be necessary for me to decide whether or not the said certificate 
of naturalization was valid because Shandro was at the time 
under twenty-one years, but evidence was adduced proving that 
Steve (or Stefan) Shandro, father of respondent, became a 
naturalized British subject on October 3, 1903. Respondent 
lived with him after that date and before he became twenty- 
one years of age and therefore, under the Naturalization Act, 
was already a British subject and became such before he at
tained his majority and his own certificate was therefore, super-
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This complaint is therefore dismissed.
Clause 4 (a), (f), (</) ; clauses 10 (a) ; 11 (a) ; 12 

(«), (b), (r), (<l), (e), (/), (</), («), (j) ; 13 (6), of the
Mvndman, J. particulars: These charges relate to the arrest of the petitioner 

at the instance of the respondent the night previous to the elec
tion, viz., on April 16. 1913, and that respondent and his agents 
advised and warned electors not to vote for petitioner because 
he was in gaol and to vote for him would be useless. The facts 
are substantially as follows : It appears that on March 25, 1913, 
the Hon. C. W. Cross. Attorney-General, wrote a letter to the 
petitioner, copy of which is as follows :—
Personal.

Dear Sir.—If vmi are ilesirmi* of having any appointment* made of 
Justice* of the Peace. Notarié* or Commissioner* in connection with my 
department during the election, kindly wire to me at (government offices, 
Edmonton, and the ap|»ointmcnt will lie attended to at once hy Mr. Thom.

Wishing you every success in the coming election and with liest regards,
I am. Yours very truly.

( Sgd. ) C. W. t'RONM.
Paul Rudyk.

Whitford. Alberta.
The petitioner did not receive this letter until about a week 

before election whilst he was passing through Whitford Post 
Office district. It appears the petitioner had been a friend of 
the Attorney-General for a long time, was an active Liberal 
and supported Mr. Cross in his several elections in the city of 
Edmonton, that the petitioner intimated to the Attorney- 
General before the letter was written that he intended being a 
candidate and states that Mr. Cross wished him every success.

At a Liberal convention held on March 29. the respondent 
was nominated as the Liberal candidate for the Whitford riding. 
Certain friends of the petitioner also wished to nominate him 
but he refused to allow his name to go before the convention 
and stated that he proposed running as an Independent Liberal, 
and from that time onward was active in promoting his interests 
as a candidate throughout the locality. The nationality of the 
majority of the electors in the district was that of the parties 
hereto, either Austrian or Russian, and although there were also
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two English apeaking candidates, Hughson and Connolly, it was ALTA,
conceded that only one of foreign birth would have any great s.C. 
hope of success and the real contest was conceded to be between 
petitioner and respondent. n.

About April 13, the petitioner read and interpreted the IIXN|"‘ 
letter referred to at a meeting at which Andrew Shandro was H,lldme" 
also present. Respondent asked to see the letter, which Rudyk 
shewed him and he carefully read it ami understood contents.
It appears from the evidence that Rudyk s object in using this 
letter was to lead the people to believe that he was a friend of 
the Attorney-General and that if elected to the legislature he 
would have «fuite as much influence with the Government as the 
regular Liberal nominee, Shandro, and there is evidence to the 
effect that he boasted to some extent that the respondent could 
not produce such a letter from any member of the cabinet. The 

evidently, was much concerned about the effect the 
letter would have on the minds of the electors, and, not being 
able to why the Attorney-General should favour
one who was not the regularly nominated Liberal e , o.i
April 15, had a telephone conversation with Mr. Cross with 
regard to it. lie was informed by Mr. Cross that no such letter 
had ever been written, that he had had no correspondence of 
any nature with Mr. Rudyk for a number of years and he could 
not possibly understand how he had such a letter in his pos
session. With this assurance from Mr. Cross, the ret 
conceived the idea of putting an end to the effect of it by procur
ing Rudyk*s arrest on the charge of forgery and by means of a 
search warrant getting the letter away from him, and to that 
end sent for Robert Stewart, a justice of the peace living about 
10 miles distant, asking him to come to respondent’s house, 
which Mr. Stewart did. As a matter of fact, the letter was a 
genuine one signed by Mr. Cross himself but which evidently 
for some reason or another at the time of the telephone con
versation he had forgotten, and it was cpiite proper for the 
petitioner to use the letter in any legitimate way. On arrival 
at Shandro’s residence the justice of the peace found also pre
sent one Mike Ostrowsky and others. Mike Ostrowsky, although 
a resident of Edmonton, appears to have been a very active
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worker in this district in the interests of Shandro. He was 
connected with a newspaper called the “Russian Voice, and 
took a very active part in the scheme to have Rudyk arrested 
and the letter rendered useless by means of a search warrant. 
In fairness to the justice of the peace, who was also an active 
agent of Shandro, 1 must state that he advised against such a 
proceeding but without effect.

On the afternoon, therefore, of that day an information 
(ex. 6) was laid by respondent in part as follows :—

That Paul Rudyk, of Edmonton. Alberta on or about the 13th day of 
April, A.I). 1913. at Edward in the «aid Province did unlawfully forge a 
letter signed ('. W. Cross. Attorney-General of Alberta, or did have a 
letter in his possession alleged to have been signed by C. W. Cross, said 
letter if signed by C. W. Cross is a forgery. Said C. W. Cross stating so; 
said C. W. Cross states said letter never signed by him.

and a warrant to apprehend (ex. 7) and warrant to search (ex. 
8) were issued, the warrant to search reading in part as fol
lows :—
that there is reason to suspect that Paul Rudyk, of Edmonton, has in his 
possession a letter signed “C. W. Cross, Attorney-General” alleged to have 
been forged, Mr. C. W. Cross stated never wrote said letter.

Evidently Shandro had some misgivings as to the genuine
ness of Mr. Cross’ letter because it was arranged that the arrest 
should not be made unless a telegram was received at Pakan 
from Mr. Cross confirming the telephone conversation and which 
he promised to send that day. As respondent was due at a 
meeting in the evening at a point a considerable distance from 
his home he drove away with one Rudimer Pratish about four 
o’clock in the afternoon, leaving Stewart and Ostrowsky in the 
house. It was arranged that the warrants should be delivered 
to Constable Schreyer, of the N.W.M.P. with instructions that 
lie should arrest Rudyk only on condition that the expected 
telegram came to Pakan from Mr. Cross, Ostrowsky and Stewart 
drove off with the papers and placed them in the hands of Mr. 
Schreyer on the above conditions. Whether or not Schreyer 
got the expected telegram, it is not clear, but at any rate, that 
same night at the conclusion of a meeting Rudyk was holding 
at Smoky Lake school-house with seventy-five or eighty people 
present, just after he finished his speech Constable Schreyer
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appeared and demanded the letter, which petitioner gave him. 
The constable placed it in his pocket, shewed him the warrant 
and placed him under arrest.

It appears Schreyer4s intention was to take him to the home 
of Stewart, a very long distance away, but at the request of the 
petitioner, instead, lie was taken to Dr. Lawford, *1.1*.. at Pakan, 
as he was the nearest magistrate. They arrived at Lawford's 
house about 3 o’clock in the morning. As there was no accom
modation for prisoners, he sent them to the hospital till the 
morning, when he released the petitioner on his own recogni
zance till April 18, and Itudyk was thus enabled to be present 
about the opening of Pakan poll, and was also at Smoky Lake 
poll about one or two o’clock p.m. On April 18. Dr. Lawford 
further adjourned the case for one week in order to receive the 
information from Stewart, J.P., and Shandro was notified of 
this adjournment. At the end of the week Rudyk was tele
phoned to not to attend as Lawford had failed to receive the 
papers from Stewart and the case was further postponed to 
the 28th of the month. Although Shandro was duly advised 
of these dates, he did not appear, and on the 28th the charge 
was formally dismissed by the justice for want of prosecution.

There is a feature of the case which deserves some attention, 
and, to my mind, has a very great bearing on the attitude of 
mind and motives of Shandro and Stewart. There were, appar
ently, no instructions whatever given to the constable as to where 
petitioner should be taken after arrest. Under ordinary cir
cumstances he would be brought before the justice who issued 
the warrant, and the constable proposed doing that, and no 
doubt would have done so had not Rudyk urged otherwise. 
Stewart, on the eve of the election, instead of remaining at home, 
went to a poll ten miles distant so that if the constable had done 
the usual thing and taken him before the issuing magistrate he 
would have found on arrival that he was not available, which, 
no doubt, would have meant the detention of the petitioner 
during the whole of the seventeenth and thus deprived him of 
any work which he might have done in the support of his can
didature on this important day.
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The only commend able thing on the part of the respondent 
in this reprehensible affair was his candid confession that in 
doing what he did he was not acting in the public interest or 
with a view of assisting in the administration of justice, but 
simply and solely with the object of furthering his own election. 
As he said, “The main object in arresting Rudyk was to stop 
Rudyk taking away my votes.”

Although there is evidence that Shandro believed the Cross 
letter a forgery, still seeing, as he did, the official letter-head and 
every appearance of genuineness on the face of the letter, for 
decency’s sake, at any rate, or as a generous and, I might say, 
sportsmanlike he might at least have postponed the
arrest of Rudyk until after election day as he must have known 
that Rudyk was a man of substance, had lived in the country 
for many years, and had no intention of departing from the 
province.

The petitioner that this action on the part of
Shandro and the advice or warnings not to vote for him had a 
very detrimental effect on his election, in that many persons 
would be confused and misled ami would not know what effect, 
if any, such arrest would have if he were elected, and that a 
large number of electors would naturally be prejudiced by rea
son of these things. I find it difficult, however, to come to that 
conclusion. Although the evidence is conflicting, I believe it 
was a well-known fact and was discussed by electors at a num
ber of polls that Rudyk had been arrested. In fact, at Smoky 
Lake school, the night before election, he was arrested immedi
ately at the conclusion of the meeting and there must have been 
some persons who witnessed this. Granted that even only one 
person knew it at that time, it is reasonable to suppose that 
news of such an occurrence, affecting as it did one of the prin
cipal candidates would spread very rapidly in that mysterious 
manner which such news does, and there is no telling where the 
reports would end. However, I was rather surprised that no 
evidence was given by any witness to the effect that a single 
elector had been influenced by the knowledge or report of the 
arrest. Tf anyone did vote against or refrained from voting for
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Rudyk on this account it is at range that some elector was not ALTA, 

brought forward to state the fact at the trial of this petition. s.c.
1 do not think it falls under the head of intimidation or kuiyk 

undue influence either at common law or under sec. 20 of the '*•
statute unless at any rate, it could be proven that it did actu
ally operate to intimidate or restrain from voting some one or 
more of the electors in the district. I therefore come to the con
clusion that, reprehensible as the conduct of the respondent 
was in this regard. 1 do not think, on the evidence, that it 
amounts to any of the matters contemplated by the Elections 
Act as a cause for declaring the election void.

Referring to the payment of legitimate expenses made per
sonally by respondent, but which, nevertheless, under the Elec
tions Act are not permitted but must be made by the official 
agent, in my opinion, these offences do not fall under the head 
of corrupt practices, but are merely prohibited acts. No pen
alty or punishment is prescribed in the Elections Act for the 
commission of this offence and would, therefore, I presume, be 
subject to the punishment prescribed by the Criminal ( ode 
which deals with offences against provincial statutes, for which 
no punishment or penalty is prescribed.

So far as these offences arc concerned, therefore, I conclude 
that, in themselves, they do not constitute a ground for avoid
ing the election. As a consequence, therefore, of my findings 
as to the payments made to Mike Dymchuk by Alexander 
Shandro. agent < lie respondent, and the payment to Lastiukn 
made by the indent personally, and other findings, it is 
my duty to «. la re the said election void, and as a further 
result of such findings, the said respondent, Andrew S. Shan
dro. is therefore incapable during the next eight years of being 
elected to or sitting in the Legislative Assembly or any muni
cipal council and of being entered on the voters’ list or regis
tered as a voter and of voting at an election and of holding any 
office at the nomination of the Crown or any municipal office.

The petitioner shall have his general costs, but shall not be 
entitled to tax the witness fees in connection with such charges 
as have not been proven at the trial.

Judgmen t accordingb/.
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ALTA. RUDYK v SHANDRO.
Alberta Supreme Court, Harvey, O.J., ScoIt, Stuart, ami Heck, JJ. 

February 111, 1915.

1. Elections (§111)—75)—Election fbavds—Bribery, sufficiency of

A charge of personal bribery against a candidate at an election 
which, if sustained, would cause the candidate's disqualification must 
be established beyond a reasonable doubt and not upon a mere bal
ancing of probabilities.

statement Appkal from the judgment of Hyiidmaii..)., 21 D.L.R. 250.
A. Machod Sinclair, for petitioner, respondent.
A. (i. Madia\j, K.< for defendant, appellant.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Berk, j. Beck, J. :—In this appeal—one from Jlyndman. J.—the only

thing open for our consideration is the finding that a corrupt 
practice had been committed by the appellant, Shandro, one of 
the candidates in the election, with the result imposed by sec. 
269 of the Alberta Election Act (ch. 3, of 1909), of rendering 
him incapable of being elected to and sitting in the legislative 
assembly or any municipal council, and of being entered on any 
voters’ list or registered as a voter, and of voting at an election 
and. of holding any office at the nomination of the Crown or 
any municipal office. The date of the election was April 17, 
1913.

The item of the particulars upon which the learned Judge 
made this finding is—as amended during the course of the trial 
—as follows :—

In or alxiut April, 1913, a few days before April 17 (the precise date 
intended seems to be the 8th), the respondent (Shandro) at Vegreville 
paid to Jordaki Lastiwka at Shalka Post Ollice, Alberta, the sum of 
$10 and corruptly requested the said Jordaki Lastiwka to use the said 
sum of $10 to buy drinks for the purpose of inducing the electors of the 
said constituency of Whitford to vote for the respondent. The respondent 
corruptly promised to pay the said Jordaki Lastiwka a further sum later 
on. On or alsmt April 10, 1913, the respondent corruptly paid to the said 
Jordikn Lastiwka the sum of $10 to induce the said Jordika Lastiwka tx> 
vote for the respondent and to induce others to vote for the respondent.

This charge is obviously laid in view of hoc. 256 of the Elec
tions Act.

The charge clearly is intended to be one falling under the
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latter portion of the Meet ion, and to state it briefly to be as fol
lows : That Shandro on April 8, himself corruptly paid 
Lastiwka $10 “for the purpose of corruptly influencing”—not 
Lastiwka but—“the electors” of the constituency “to vote for” 
Shandro.

Not every act which is made illegal is a “corrupt practice.” 
The latter is defined in see. 2, sub-sec. .5 to “mean and include 
bribery ... or an act declared to be ... a corrupt prac
tice by this or any other Act of the legislature of Alberta or 
recognized as such by the common law of parliament.”

As to the payment of $10 alleged to have been paid by 
Shandro to Lastiwka on April 1(7, the learned Judge says :—

IN's|miiiilciit (Shandro) imkcil him (Limtlwkit) to call a meeting and 
handed him some hill* to put up throughout the locality. Lastiwka 
accordingly advertised the meeting and posted up the hills. On the night 
of the meeting Lastiwka naked for pay for the work lie had done and 
Shandro gave him $10. Witness (Lastiwka) demanded $15 hut was re
fused the extra amount and was told $10 was sufficient.

ALTA.

8.0.

SlIAXDKO.

Both Shandro and Lastiwka so far agree. As to this pay
ment of $10 the learned Judge says :—

Although under the Election Act it was illegal for the res|Hindent to 
make the payment except through his ollieial agent, still. I am of opinion 
that the remuneration was fair and reasonable for the work which witne-s 
(Lastiwka) had done in calling the meeting.

It was an illegal act but not a corrupt practice. So, the cor
rupt practice of which the learned Judge finds the respondent 
guilty, is in connection with the payment of the $10 on April 8.

Shandro s account of the payment of this $10 is this: About 
the middle of March, Shandro and Lastiwka met in Edmonton. 
Lastiwka explained that lie owed some taxes and gave Shandro 
$10 with which to pay the taxes asking him to make the payment 
to the tax collector, one Warnliack, who lived in the same neigh
bourhood as Shandro. and whom he frequently met. On April 
8, Shandro and Lastiwka met in Vegrcvillc. Lastiwka asked 
Shandro for some money. Shandro said What do you want it 
for?” Lastiwka said: “I got to buy some things before I go 
home and I am broke.” Shandro said: “1 have that $10 that 
you gave me that day to pay Warnliack, if you want that, here 
it is, and 1 gave him that ; and he went away.” Later on the
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Name day they met again, and it was then that the arrangement 
was made that Lastiwka should call a meeting on Shandro’s 
behalf. Lastiwka agrees absolutely with Shandro so far as re
lates to the meeting in Edmonton at which Lastiwka gave Shan
dro the *10 to pay his taxes to Warnliaek and also so far as 
relates to $10 paid subsequently to the election for Lastiwka’s 
services in connection with calling the meeting including Shan
dro *s refusal to pay him more than $10. although he claimed 
$15, and also the fact of the payment by Shandro to Lastiwka of 
$10 in Vegreville on April 8.

Where they differ is as to what took place when Shandro 
gave Lastiwka the $10 in Vegreville; Lastiwka denies that any
thing was saitl by Shandro indicating that it was a return of 
the $10 given him to pay Lastiwka s taxes. Lastiwka’s evid
ence is very confused, some of the confusion being accounted for 
by reason of his evidence being given through an interpreter 
who was evidently illiterate in English at all events. Lastiwka s 
evidence on the point of difference is briefly as follows:—

1 saw him (Shandro) once out here in Vegreville; I spoke 
to him. I can’t remember straight away what took place at 
that conversation. 1 asked him when he was going to call his 
meeting down at our place, lie said if we needed a meeeting he 
would call one.

“Q. What was done at that time! A. Then we had lots and 
lots of my friends round there; and if yon give me something, to 
spend money; our friends called a meeting. Q. What was done? 
A. He said he could not do it at that time. 1 pay you, if you 
call my meeting later; then 1 would not call; he gave me $10. 
Q. What did he say, when he gave you the $10? A. 1 have to call 
a meeting; of course it is too late to put notices in; 1 have to 
go and call the people to the meeting for the 16th. Q. Did he 
say anything in addition to telling you you should call a meet
ing when he gave you the $10? A. He told me to go round and 
call a meeting, ask them to come there. Q. What else did he say 
about the $10. A. No, nothing, he gave me $10. 1 buy a drink. 
. . . Q. Did he mention what he gave you the $10 for? A. No, 
I think he gave it for meeting purposes. . . . Q. Why did he
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give you $10 ut Vegrevillo? A. I just asked it. 1 do not know 
what he meant, (j. What did you auk him then? A. Sometimes 
1 like to spend a couple of dollars in town. Q. Why did you ask 
him about this money, did you ask him for $10? A. No, 1 just 
asked him to give me some money. 1 like to spend it. Q. Why 
did you like to spend it ; why was it you wanted to spend the 
money just at that time? A. 1 want to get my breakfast, and 
might have a drink. I like sometimes to have it. . . . Q.
What did he say when he gave you the $10? A. Mr. Shundro 
paid me the $10, then said—if you go down and call my meeting. 
Q. Did he say anything beyond that? A. No. He gave me his 
notice and if be too late to put that notice in, go i and eall 
the people and 1 be there on the Itith night.”

He says it was only after the election that Shandro told him 
that the $10 given him in Vegreville was the $10 he had re
ceived from him to pay taxes.

Referring to the same $10 in cross-examination:—
“Q. You asked him to give you some money? A. Yes. Q. 

You borrowed $10 from him? A. 1 asked him for some money 
and Mr. Shandro gave me $10. (j. Did you say, loan me $10? 
A. We never talked over nothing. (^. That $10 had nothing to 
do with the posting of the bills? A. No.”

In the result, Shandro's evidence is that Lastiwka g 
asked for money Shandro said 1 will give you back the $10 you 
gave me to pay your taxes. Lastiwka’s evidence is: that nothing 
was said about it being a return of that money; that Shandro 
gave it simply because he was asked and said nothing of any 
purpose he had in giving it.

[Reference to judgment of Hyndman, J.. for which see 
previous ease.]

The only evidence 1 can find which tends to support the 
learned Judge's statement that Lastiwka “asked the respon
dent to give him some money to spend among his friends; he 
wanted the money to buy drinks and meals” is the somewhat in
volved answer I have already quoted:—

Then we had lota and lots of my friends round there, and if you give 
me something, to spend money, our friends vailed a meeting.

But if this means what the learned Judge appears to con-
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elude from it alone, it seems to me to be contradietcd by other 
evidence I have quoted of Lastiwka himself. Again Shandro 
not only now contends that the $10 was a return of the tax 
money, but swears that it was distinctly so stated at the time. 
Furthermore, there is no evidence in the stenographer's notes 
before us indicating that Shandro admitted “that at the time of 
the payment in the hotel nothing was said about the taxes;” 
his evidence is all positively to the effect that it was expressly 
mentioned.

If the learned Judge has in his notes of evidence anything 
indicating any such admission by Shandro, which has been 
omitted by the stenographer—a thing which sometimes happens 
—the learned Judge must undoubtedly have misapprehended 
the evidence, for, beyond question, such an admission—coming, 
as it must have, if at all. after Lastiwka’s evidence and after 
Shandro’s positive and reiterated statement to the contrary— 
would have called forth some remark or further examination by 
counsel on either side, which certainly would have, yet does not, 
appear in the stenographer’s notes. At all events these notes 
contain all the evidence before us, and we must confine our con
sideration to what there appears. Still, further, the undisputed 
fact that, on the day preceding the election Shandro refused to 
pay Lastiwka more than $10 though he urged the payment of 
$15 for his work in connection with the calling of the meeting 
naturally leads to the conclusion that he had not attempted a 
few days before to bribe a man in whom he was now not afraid 
to incur ill feeling against himself.

The trial lasted several days and there was an interval be
tween a partial hearing at Vcgrevillc and one at Edmonton. 
It is not surprising, therefore, if the fact be, as I suspect it is, 
that the learned Judge’s recollection of the evidence failed him 
when he came to write his report. Even taking the evidence as 
the learned Judge puts it and taking the reasons he gives for 
his conclusion, I am convinced from the tone of his remarks 
that he made no distinction in the principle of decision appli
cable to the question of disqualification—the result of disqualifi
cation is a very serious curtailment of the respondent’s civil 
status—diminutio capilis, the civilians would call it. and I think

s

:
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ahould lie dealt with in the same way as if the charge were a 
criminal one. That is to say, I think a eharge which, if proved, 
has so serious a consequence of that character, is required to be 
established beyond a reasonable doubt, and that the fact, if it be 
so, that the respondent failed to act as a prudent man is not 
enough from which to infer the intent necessary to constitute 
the essential element of the offence charged. If bribery or other 
corrupt practice is clearly proved against a candidate, there 
should be no hesitancy in finding him guilty and the penalty im
posed by the statute is, in my opinion, not too severe. In the 
present ease, however, as I have indicated, it is clear to me that 
the learned Judge's finding of disqualification should be reversed 
because the evidence fails to establish the charge, my explanation 
of the learned Judge’s expressed opinion to the contrary, being 
that, under circumstances which need occasion no surprise, lie 
either misapprehended or failed to recollect accurately the evid
ence, and that even if we ought, perhaps, to assume that his im
pression after hearing the entire evidence is more likely to be 
correct than our conclusions from a written report merely of the 
evidence relating to the precise eharge, yet it is reasonably clear 
that he acted upon a wrong principle in considering the evidence 
in respect of this eharge—a right principle in respect of all the 
others—only from the point of view of a balancing of the pro
babilities and not of the proof of a quasi-criminal charge beyond 
a reasonable doubt.

The appeal should be allowed with costs and the disqualifi
cation removed.

Appeal allowed.

OLYMPIC STONE CONSTRUCTION v MOMSEN 4 ROWE.

Hntirh Columbia Court of A/i/uul. Irring. Marlin, (lalliher. and 
MrPhiUipn, JJ.A. February 26, 1015.

1. Bills or sale (6 I—5)—Sale of ship—Registration—Nhcessity of

WRITTEN INSTRUMENT.
Where a boat is not registered and it is not shown that she ought to 

have been registered, a written instrument will not be held to be 
essential to evidence her sale.

[Hrnyon v. Cremrrll. 12 Q.H. 800. 000. applied !

Appeal front judgment of Oregory, .1.
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B.C. I). S. Tait, for appellant, plaintiff.
Bodwell, K.C., for respondents, Brolev <!t Martin. 
E. A. Lucas, for respondents, Momsen & Rowe.

C. A.

('ONSTKVC- Irving, J.A.:—Plaintiffs (an incorporated company) were the
owners of a tug boat, “Rip Rap.” Momsen & Rowe were ship

Mom hen a and yacht brokers, dealing in boats, and had a lien on the “Rip
Rap” and her engine to secure the payment of two notes for

imng, j.A. $1,025. When on November 10, 1013, the first of the two notes 
became1 due, Momsen & Rowe sent an agent (Maxon) to inter
view the plaintiff company, and, at or after the interview, Maxon 
said that he thought the boat would suit Messrs. Broley & Martin, 
who were carrying on business on the Fraser River, and the 
following resolution was then passed :—

It was moved and seconded that Mr. Bowman he empowered to make, 
sign and transfer the company’s interest and title to any parties who may 
hereafter purchase the company’s boat. All copies of papers in connection 
therewith to he forwarded to the company’s office at Victoria and any 
moneys received by Mr. Bowman to he paid into the company’s account 
at the Bank of Toronto, Victoria, and also that this motion in no way 
permits Mr. Bowman to enter into any agreements that may endanger the 
company’s interests except and for the sole purpose of effecting the aale of 
the boat. Carried.

Notice of this resolution was furnished to the defendants 
Momsen & Rowe by handing a copy to Maxon.

Bowman and Maxon took the “Rip Rap” from Victoria, 
where she was lying, to the Fraser River, and shewed her to the 
other defendants, Broley and Martin. Broley and Martin were 
willing to buy her, but they had not sufficient cash; a three- 
handed deal was then arranged by which Momsen & Rowe gave 
possession of the boat to Broley and Martin on the terms set 
out in the following document :—

New Westminster, B.C.,
I)cc. 2nd, 1913.

Received from Messrs. Broley «V Martin an accepted draft for $1,000 
(one thousand) as part payment on gas tug, powered with a 35 H. Corliss 
engine. Sale price of tug to be $3.000 (three thousand dollars) clear from 
all debts. Momsen & Rowe agree to accept for balance of payment of 
$2,000 (two thousand dollars) certain machinery as described, shown to, 
and passed on by Mr. Bowman of the Olympic Stone Construction Co., of 
Victoria, said machinery to contain the following pieces:—

One hoisting engine ($1,500) 2 years old, used only 3 months;
One swing gear ($245) 2 years old, never used;
One set of derrick timbers framed, and derrick irons complete ($500)

e
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3 months old, never used; all to he free from all debts, liens, mortgages, etc., 
and all of which are in first -class condition and located at Cranes ship yard. 
New Westminster.

In the event of Messrs. Broley A Martin wishing to exchange their 
35 H. Corliss engine for a larger one, Messrs. Momsen «V Rowe agree to take 
hack same within a period of 12 months from date, provided said engine is 
in perfect running order, ami allow Messrs. Broley A Martin the list price 
of said engine less 10' (,(ten)to be applied on part of purchase price on a larger 
Corliss engine, when purchased from Momsen A Rowe.

Momskn A Rowe,
Broley A Martin per (). A. Momsen.

N. & B.
Witness:

E. Rice.

It will Is* observed that Momsen <V Rowe did not forgot their 
own interests in this contract, under which they received the 
whole $1,000, payable in cash.

On April 30, 1014, the plaintiffs brought this action, claiming, 
as against the defendants Broley & Martin, the return of the 
“Rip Rap,” and, as against the defendants Momsen & Rowe, 
damages for selling the boat without authority. Momsen <fc 
Rowe counterclaimed for the $1,625. This counterclaim was 
dismissed without costs and without prejudice to the right of 
the defendants Momsen tV Rowe (or the bank which held the 
notes) to bring a fresh action in respect of the $1,625. Judg
ment was given in the original action against the plaintiffs, and 
from that judgment this appeal is taken.

Bearing in mind the fact that the defendants, Momsen & 
Rowe, were interested in the boat, and that they held two notes 
made by the plaintiffs for the price of the engine, the tenus of 
the resolution, in my opinion, call for a sale for cash, and no 
authority was given to Bowman to make the barter which was 
carried through by Momsen & Rowe. The inquiry addressed 
by Mr. Martin to Bowman (p. 40) as to his authority shews 
that he appreciated the applicability of the doctrine of caveat 
emptor.

The difference between a sale and a barter is well known and 
need not l>e enlarged upon. The eases cited by Mr. Bodwell 
will not justify us in calling an authority to an agent to sell an 
authority to barter. The legal effect of a contract of sale may 
1hi the same as that of a contract of barter, but the authority 
for one is not an authority for the other. The plain reading of 
the authority given to Bowman was to sell for cash.

B C

C. A. 

Olympic
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Tlio implied authority etor does not include an authority
to barter: (iuerreiro v. Pole (1820), 3 11. & Aid. 010; nor to 
delegate his authority: Cochran v. Islam (1814), 2 M. & S. 301 ; 
Solly v. Rathbone (1814), 2 M. k S. 298.

Apart from the written authority, I think we must hold that 
Bowman, who was the company’s general manager, had power 
to bind the company: see Doctor v. People's Trust (1913), 10 
D.L.B. 192, 18 B.C.R. 382; and clauses H. and <). of the com
pany's powers and the power of delegation in see. 91 of Table A, 
and, therefore, the plaintiffs are not entitled to recover.

The boat, being unregistered, might be transferred without 
a document in writing. The cases cited by Mr. Bod well establish 
that point. 1 would dismiss the appeal.

Martin, J.A.:—As to the point of this transaction being a 
sale or a barter, I am of the opinion that, on the facts, the learned 
Judge below was justified in holding it to be the former: Hands 
v. Burton (1808), 9 East 349; Sait y v. Wilkin (1843), 11 M. k 
W. 022; 2Ô Hals. 109, par. 216. The case of (iuerreiro v. Peile 
(1820), 3 B. <V Aid. 616, is of no assistance to the plaintiff in 
determining this question, because there the transaction was 
stated in the written note to be “considered a barter trans
action”; therefore, it was not open to the parties to treat it 
otherwise.

Then as to there l>eing a necessity for a written transfer of 
the vessel. It is admitted that she was not registered, and it 
is not proved that she ought to have lieen, which the plaintiff 
should have done if lie wished to bring her within the Act ; other
wise a written instrument is not essential : Benyon v. Cresswell 
(1848), 12 Q.B.D. 899, 900; cf. Erie, J. Of this case it is said, 
in MacLachlan on Shipping (1911), 32, that it is
. . . a decision which clearly implies that at common law the legal 
property in a ship may he transferred without a hill of sale; and there is 
no reason to suppose that the provisions of the Sale of Goods Act, 1893, 
with regard to the transfer of property as between buyer and seller do not 
apply to ships, except in cases where the Merchant Shipping Act makes a 
bill of sale necessary.

And cf. Batthyany v. Bouch (1881), 4 Asp. M.C. 380, 50 
L.J.Q.B. 421, as to the Act of 1854 not applying to an agree
ment to transfer a registered ship, but to the instrument of trans-

»
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for itself, and that such an agreement may he enforced hy an 
order for specific performance: cf. Act of 1894, secs. 24 et xeq.

Applying the foregoing conclusion to the facts found hy the 
learned trial Judge (which finding is supported hy the evidence), 
it follows that the appeal should he dismissed.

(ialliheu, J.A.: 1 am, with some regret, I may say, forced
to the conclusion that this appeal must he dismissed.

1 think, upon the evidence and the authorities, that Bowman 
had power to make the deal which, under the circumstances, 
seems to me not to have been in the best interests of the com
pany.

M< Phillips, J.A.: -This is an appeal from the judgment of m.piiuiiih, .i.a. 
Mr. Justice Gregory, and, in my opinion, the learned trial Judge 
came to the right conclusion. The action called in question the 
sale of an unregistered tug boat called the “Rip Rap”—a sale 
was authorized hy a resolution of the board of directors of the 
plaintiffs, and Mr. Bowman, the managing director of the plain
tiffs, was authorized to effect the sale and execute the necessary 
transfer of title* thereof.

The learned trial Judge has expressly found that the sale 
was made with the authority of tin* managing director, and with 
this finding I cannot find any good reason to disagree.

The evidence adduced at the trial to establish the plaintiffs’ 
case, is most unsatisfactory, and it is impossible to take any 
other view upon it than that arrived at hy the learned Judge.

It was very strongly argued by counsel for the appellants 
that the present case was one which should have been deter
mined upon the principle as laid down in Guerreiro v. Pei le (1820),
3 B. A: Aid. G10-018 (22 R.R. 500)—that is, that the managing 
director had no authority to sell or authorize a sale—save for 
money and that the transaction was one of barter—and that, 
therefore, no property passed.

In my opinion, the transaction was not one of barter. What 
is barter? In Stroud’s Judicial Dictionary, 2nd ed. (1903), vol. 1, 
at p. 108, we find the following:

This word (barter) is used by us for the exchange of wares for wares 
(Termes de la Ley: Cowel).

B C. 

O.A.

Momhkx X

Oalliher, J.A.

Chalmers’ Sale of Goods, 7th ed. (1910), at p. 5:—
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Where the consideration for the transfer of the property in goods from 
one person to another consists of other goods, the contract is not a contract 
of sale hut is a contract of exchange or barter (Bullcn & Leake Prec. of 
Plead. 3rd ed. p. 151 ; Harrison v. Luke (1845), 14 M. A- XV. 139—French 
Civil Code art. 1702)—But if the consideration for such transfer consists 
partly of goods and partly of money, it seems that the contract is a contract 
of sale (.4Id ridge v. Johnson (1857), 20 L.J.Q.B. 290; Sheldon v. ( 'ox (1824), 
3 B. & C. 120, where the goods had been delivered and the action was brought, 
for the money balance. . . .)

Aldritlyc v. Johnson, supra, was a case where 32 bullocks, 
valued at £0 a piece, were to be exchanged for 100 quarters of 
barley at £2 per quarter, the difference to be paid in cash, and 
the contract was treated as a contract of sale.

Then, in South Australian Ins. Co. v. Handell (1869), L.R. 
3 P.C. 101, the question as to what constituted a sale as com
pared with a bailment was considered, and Sir Joseph Napier, 
at p. 108, said:—

The law seems to be concisely ami accurately stated by Sir William 
Jones in the passages cited by Mr. Mcllish from his treatise on Bailments, 
pp. 61 and 102 (3rd ed.). Wherever there is a delivery of property on a 
contract for an equivalent in money or some other valuable commodity 
and not for the return of this identical subject matter in its original or an 
altered form this is a transfer of property for value—it is a sale and not a 
bailment.

And at p. 113 further said:
It comes to this that where goods are delivered upon a contract for a 

valuable consideration, whether in money or money’s worth, then the 
property passes.

In the present case the transaction was clearly in view of 
what has been declared to be the law a sale—not a barter—the 
terms of the sale were SI,000 and machinery valued at $3,C00, 
and there was sufficient acceptance and receipt to oust any possi
ble contention on the part of the plaintiffs based upon the Statute 
of Frauds and the property passed. In my opinion, therefore, 
the learned trial Judge arrived at the right conclusion, and the 
judgment should be affirmed and the appeal dismissed.

A ppeal dismissed.
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TP. OF COLCHESTER NORTH v. TP. OF ANDERDON. ONT
TP. OF GOSFIELD NORTH v. TP. OF ANDERDON. —

Ontario Drainage Court, (1. /•'. Henderson, ADrainage lit Urn.
Mag 6, 1915.

1. MuNHTPAL CORPORATIONS ( § II < I Jill) Drainage Natur xl water
course—Cost ok work—Power oi referee R.S.O. < h. 108,
SEC. 117, 8CB-SEC. A, I'AH. 2.

1’nder tin* Municipal Drainage Act. R.S.O. 1914, eh. 19S, see. (17| 
suh-see. a, p. J, the Drainage referee has discretion to refuse to allow1 
the work to he carried out. where the cost of the work is out of pro
portion to the benefit to he derived from it. hut, such discretion must be 
exercised upon judicial principles and before it can he exercised a legal 
principle must he found underlying such exercise.

2. Waters (,§ II—00)—Property ou xers N vitrai, flow ok water
DlVERSIOX IXJVRY OK XEKIHROVR.

Every property owner is entitled to the natural flow of water through 
his property, hut no one is entitled by artificial means to send water 
forward to his neighbour to the detriment of his neighbour.

3. MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS I § II < i 210) DRAINAGE Act ExiilXEEIt's
report Work not done instrumentale y Expense Result
Justification.

The engineer making the report authorized by the Drainage Act is 
justified where the character of the land permits and where the territory 
covered is necessarily large and where practically the same result can 
be accomplished, in not doing his work instrumentally, and thus saving 
a large bill of expense to the persons concerned in the scheme, although 
had he done his work with instruments he could justify his action under 
the Act.

[Sutherland v. Komneg, 30 Can. K.C.R. 495, distinguished.)
4. Municipal corporations < $ 11 < ! 240 Report uy engineer—‘•In

juring liability" "Outlet liability’' Distinction imper-
CKPTIHLK—SCIENTIFIC WORK PoWER OK REFEREE.

Where the engineer making the report for the municipality is right 
in the theory upon which he acts and where the distinction between 
"injuring liability" and “outlet liability" is so fine as to lie almost 
imperceptible and he assesses for "outlet liability", he will be upheld, 
although it would have been more scientific if he had assessed for 
injury liability: the Drainage Referee has the power to change the 
assessment of the engineer if he thinks proper to do so.

[Orford v. Aldborough, 7 D.L.R. 217, referred to.]
5. Costs (§ II—GO)- Drainage Act Drainage referee Power to make

RULES REGARDING.
Subject to the general rules, as to costs under the Drainage Act, 

the Drainage referee has power to make any order he may see fit, as 
to the payment of costs and may make a general rule that in all drainage 
cases for the year 1915, each party must pay its own costs, unless in 
some special case the referee thinks such general rule would not be 
reasonable.

Appeal by the townships of Colchester North, Sandwich Statement 
South and the town of Essex, also an appeal by township of 
(iosfield North, against the report of .1. J. Newman, O.L.S., 
engineer for the township of Anderdon, and the plans, specifica
tions, assessments and estimates accompanying the same.
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The drainage work originated by petition to the council of 
Anderdon, which township sent on its engineer, Newman, and 

Tp~of l,v his report, which was provisionally adopted by the council of 
colchestkr Anderdon, an extensive drainage work was provided for by 

dredge cuts in the course of the river Canard, a natural creek or 
watercourse in the township of Anderdon. The total cost of 
the work, including bridges (and bridge over the M.V.R.R.), 
was 81(H),444.80, and this amount was distributed over seven 
municipalities, lands and roads in the respective appellant town
ships being assessed as follows:—

Colchester North—Lands (benefit) 8200. (outlet liability) 
840,404.10: roads (outlet liability) 83,000; total, 800,209.10. 
Sandwich South Lands (outlet liability) 8913.25; roads (outlet 
liability) 884; total, 8997.25. Essex (Town)—Lands (outlet 
liability) 8740.55; roads (outlet liability) 8425; total, 81.171.55. 
(losfield North Lands (outlet liability) $10,537.25; roads (out
let liability) $775; total, $11,312.25.

The remaining townships were assessed as follows :— 
Anderdon—Lands (benefit) 89,005, (outlet liability) $8,500.80; 

roads (benefit) $2,274.20. (outlet liability) 8905; for highway 
bridges, 88.1(H); for M.C.R. bridge, $8.(HH); total, 830,791. 
Malden— Lands (outlet liability) $1,224; roads (outlet liability) 
$175; total, 81,399. Colchester South—Lands (outlet liability) 
$4,234.35; roads (outlet liability) 8330; total, $4,504.35.

,/. 11. 11 odd, for Colchester North, Sandwich South, and Town 
of Essex.

If, L. Brackin, for (losfield North.
T. (I. Meredith, K.C., and ./. M. llike, K.C., for Anderdon.

(1. F. Henderson, K.C. (Referee);- There are two appeals 
in question, one launched by the townships of Colchester North 
and Sandwich South and the town of Essex against the township 
of Anderdon, and the other launched by the township of (losfield 
North as against the other townships interested, and each including 
as a party defendant or respondent, the Michigan Central Rail
way, in one case by the name of the Canada Southern Railway. 
The railway company has delivered a pleading in the action, but 
has taken no part in the hearing other than to ask at the outset 
that whatever the event might be it should not be visited with 
an order for costs.
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The drainage scheme in question is one prepared by Mr. 
.1. .1. Newman under instructions from the township of Anderdon, 
and is a scheme for the improvement of that portion of the river 
Canard which runs through the township of Anderdon. This 
river notwithstanding the uncomplimentary remarks passed 
upon it by some of the witnesses, I think is entitled to its old 
time-honoured name of river—has its rise in some small swales 
in the township of (Josficld North, assumes a defined course 
in the township of Colchester North, then runs through the 
township for about 11 miles until it enters Anderdon, through 
which it proceeds for some fourteen miles into the Detroit Hiver. 
Mr. Newman's report proposes improving nine miles of that 
course ending at a point where his proposed drain will come to 
the dead level of the Detroit Hiver, a point beyond which it 
would, of course, be useless to attempt any improvement. There 
is no criticism of the outlet, nor is there any serious criticism as 
to the size of the drain.

Mr. Flater, an engineer whose evidence is always received 
with respect, suggested that the drain would be unnecessarily 
large, but lie did not give any calculation or make any recom
mendation as to exact size. He based his evidence almost 
entirely upon text-book experience, and did not support it In
going into all the elements which 1 think necessary to justify a 
complete criticism of the capacity of the proposed drain. Mr. 
MeCubbin agrees with Mr. Newman in thinking a drain of the 
size proposed to be necessary, and according to the other evidence 
on that ground 1 am satisfied that the drain is not unduly large. 
I mention this phase in passing merely to dispose of the question 
as raised by the evidence, and 1 mention it at the outset because 
the objection raised in the evidence was not pressed by counsel 
in argument, counsel, I think, appreciating that the evidence 
would not warrant him in pressing the objection.

Mr. Hodd. for Colchester North, and the appellants in that 
appeal, calls attention to the fact that there would have been 
under the former state of the law a doubt as to the sufficiency of 
the petition and as to the effect of the delay in the preparation 
of the report over a period of time during which ownership has 
changed by reason of death and otherwise, and he mentions these 
points, not as objections in law to the legal sufficiency of the

ONT.
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0WT* report, hut as points which lie thinks it proper to mention and
I). C. points which the Court should have* in mind in considering the
—p strictly legal objection». 1 mention them in passing to shew 

foi.cnkhtkr that Mr. K odd’s argument in that regard has been appreciated.
71" His third point is that the cost of the work is out of proportion to

^ h*. of the benefit to lx* derived from the work, and that if that is a fact I
. should exercise discretion and refuse to permit the work to he

rimRpfi-roi', (,lirrj0(j ()U( The authority conferred upon the Drainage Referee 
under see. (>7 of the Act is very wide indeed. Mr. Rodd is 
probably right in contending that I have discretion, under sub- 
see. (fi) of par. 2 of that section, but he no doubt would agree 
with me that any discretion must be exercised upon judicial 
principles, and in order to exercise that discretion I must find a 
legal principle underlying such exercise.

My difficulty is that the evidence is uniform to the effect that 
there is no portion of the Canard River which is a proper outlet, 
in the strict sense, for a scheme under the Municipal Drainage 
Act. 1 would have had some hesitation in speaking frankly on 
that subject if this scheme were not under way, for there are 
many places in this Province where trunk courses such as this are 
very doubtful as to their sufficiency as drainage outlets. The 
Canard River is the only outlet for a very large section of what 
many people consider to be the finest land in the Province of 
Ontario, and the situation arising from the evidence in this action 
is one which must be most seriously considered.

In dictating this judgment (as 1 usually do) in the presence 
of a large number of people who are personally interested in the 
result of this litigation, and desiring that they should properly 
appreciate the motive which leads me to divide as 1 propose to 
decide, I feel very anxious that they should realize the very serious 
position in which this portion of the township of Kssex has been 
for some years past, and that they should appreciate the fact, 
which is a fact as well as a matter of law, that they have for souk* 
years past owed their drainage to the generosity of their neighbours 
who own lands through which the Canard River runs. The law 
of this Province is that every man is entitled to the natural run 
of water through his property, but no man is entitled by artificial 
means to send one drop of water forward to his neighbour to the 
detriment of his neighbour. The people who own Mats, as they 
are called, along the valley of the Canard River, have been for
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many years submitting voluntarily to a burden, which on this 
evidence I find to have been constantly increasing, of water sent 
down upon their flat lands from the other portions of the drainage 
area. It is a fortunate thing that they have thought well to 
bear that burden. If I am right in my understanding of the law, 
any man at the outlet of any one of these subsidiary streams 
might at any time have asked for an injunction restraining those 
upstream from sending water down that stream on to his land 
without carrying it to a proper outlet.

Now. I have in many cases in the past (and 1 have no doubt 
I will in the future) found some means of permitting small drainage 
schemes to be constructed where there is a considerable doubt 
as to the sufficiency of their outlet, but that is no reason why 
parties undertaking a work of improvement of a main drainage 
scheme (even though the work of improvement has been long 
delayed) should not obtain the assistance which the Drainage Act 
is intended to give them.

I must assume, because there is no criticism of the assessments, 
that Mr. Newman has properly adjusted the assessment between 
the several parties interested. I must assume also that the 
owners of the flats arc paying their full share of the assessment 
for the benefit which this drain will give them, and that Mr. 
Newman has properly taken into account the fact that they art- 
going to derive benefit as well as being relieved from the water 
which is brought down upon them.

Too much stress cannot be laid upon tin- fact that the Canard 
is the only drainage outlet for this whole area, and too much 
stress cannot be laid on the fact that this part of the country 
cannot be cultivated without drainage. The evidence is not 
altogether distinct upon this record, but we all know that this 
is a part of the country where drainage is absolutely essential to 
the cultivation of the farms, and if the Canard were not used as a 
drainage outlet the farmers throughout this whole area would, 
practically speaking, have to go out of business. Therefore what 
seems to be a large expenditure becomes comparatively a small 
amount in view of the enormous amount of the value of the several 
properties interested in this drainage work. Therefore the con
tention that the cost of the drainage scheme is out of proportion 
to the benefit to be derived is met by the fact that after all the
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real benefit which is being derived from this scheme is that 
something is now to be done which should have been done many 
years ago. There is no portion of this western peninsula of 
Ontario which can be drained too much. I have no hesitation 
in coming to the conclusion that this is a necessary drainage 
work, and the only regret is that it was not undertaken and carried 
through by the township of Colchester North when Mr. Laird 
made his report some years ago, at a time when labour was 
cheaper and the result now sought to have been accomplished 
could have been accomplished at a much less cost.

Mr. R odd’s further contention is that the assessment for outlet 
should be an assessment for injuring liability, and that the evidence 
shews that the engineer did not make an examination sufficient to 
justify him in making an assessment for injuring liability.

It may seem impertinent for me to make any suggestion con
cerning a decision of the Supreme Court of Canada, and I refer 
to the decision in the ease of Sutherland v. Romney, 30 Can. S.C.R. 
49"), only to emphasize the fact that in administering the Drainage 
Act as 1 do (notwithstanding the strict reading of that judgment 
by the late lamented Mr. Justice (1 Wynne in that ease) I do so, 
not in any spirit of disregard of his judgment, but knowing that 
with the development of modern times, conditions have so changed 
that the public mind requires that the Act be so administered with 
just so much disregard of technical interpretation as one may 
feel justified in giving to it as regards any particular ease which 
arises at a particular time.

Mr. Newman has been exceedingly frank in this case, and he 
gave some evidence as to his method of procedure which, if the 
Act were interpreted as strictly as a technical reading of the Suth
erland case would call for, would perhaps necessitate the setting 
aside of his report ; but while I see that plainly, I see on the other 
side that my plain duty is to say to Mr. Newman that he has 
acted honestly and honourably in giving the evidence that he 
did in the box, and that I consider what he did was rightly done. 
Everything depends upon the character of the land. There may 
be a piece of country where an engineer cannot properly make a 
report without the careful calculations which the statute indicates, 
and which the Sutherland case appears to render necessary. On 
the other hand, in a country such as that with which we have to
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deal in this case (and still more markedly in the plains to the 
west of this portion of the country), it would lx- almost silly for an 
engineer to waste time in undertaking instrumental examinations 
to do something which he can easily do as a result of his observa
tion. If Mr. Newman had gone over this very large area with his 
instruments he could have justified his action under the Act, and 
he could have brought in a correspondingly large bill of engineering 
expenses to the farmers who are concerned in this scheme. 1 am 
satisfied he accomplished practically the same result as if he had 
done his work instrumentallv, and that in going about it as he 
did he acted properly.

It is a very open question whether the assessment on lands 
in (losfield North should be for injuring liability or for outlet 
liability. 1 have more than once pointed out that there are cases 
where the line between injuring liability and outlet liability is so 
fine as to be almost imperceptible. In the case of Orford v. 
Aldborough, 7 D.L.It. 217. an explanation of what 1 mean will 
be found, and with that reference it is unnecessary for me to 
explain further what I mean. I have no evidence here other than 
that of Mr. McCubbin, and a slight reference of Mr. Newman, 
upon which I can say whether or not there would be any difference 
in the amount of tin* assessments if Mr. Newman had assessed for 
injuring liability instead of for outlet liability. I am quite 
satisfied that it was competent for an engineer in this cast» to 
assess either one way or the other. 1 am inclined to think that 
it would have been somewhat more scientific if he had assessed 
the lands in (losfield North as for injuring liability because of 
their distance from the proposed drainage work; but after all. 
he is right in the theory upon which he acted, that inasmuch as 
the drains in Gosfield North and Colchester North have never 
had an outlet in law and this scheme will give them an improved 
outlet in law, they are therefore properly assessable for outlet. 
My impression is that if the assessment had been for injuring 
liability instead of for outlet liability it would have been higher 
than it is; 1 cannot imagine how it could have been lower; and 
therefore I have no hesitation in accepting the evidence that at 
all events it can make no difference. If I had thought it would 
make any difference, I would have power, with the consent of the 
engineer, to substitute the one term or the other at the head of 
the column, but in my view of the case that is not necessary.
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In this rough way I think I have covered the objections which 
have been raised, and it seems to me that they must fail and 
that both appeals must be dismissed.

Some criticism was directed against the assessment for " ‘ is.
Mr. Newman's report provides that the township shall pay 
sixty per cent, and the drainage area forty per cent, of the cost 
of construction of highway bridges, and that these shall in future 
be maintained by the drainage scheme as a whole. Permanent 
structures are provided, and maintenance is not expected to lie a 
serious item. Mr. Brackin is apprehensive lest some of these 
highway bridges shall lie destroyed in some way ami that his 
clients will have to reconstruct them. It is not likely that that 
contingency will arise; and the only criticism offered in evidence 
overlooks the fact that the evidence establishes that the bridges 
have to be enlarged, not lessened in size. In this case the fact 
is that the water artificially brought to the Canard by the scheme 
in the appellant townships is injuring the approaches to the 
bridges to such an extent that further approaches will be necessary 
even if the scheme is confined within the banks of the proposed

Mr. Meredith:—I do not know whether Your Honour, where 
you make an inspection, make any reference to it.

The Referee:—I do if I rely upon it. I do not rely upon 
anything I saw on this particular inspection. It was simply 
helpful.

Mr. Meredith:—I do not know whether Your Honour intended 
to say anything about the extent to which the value of the lands 
would be increased by this drain.

The Referee:—Do you wish me to? Mr. Meredith suggests 
that I should find upon the evidence the extent to which the 
lands (which in the evidence had been called flats) along tin* 
Canard will be increased in value by the proposed work. The 

ntion of the appellants is that Mr. Newman's valuation of 
these lands in their present condition is $15 an acre. They 
accept that valuation, and I do not understand that the respond
ent objects to it as a valuation. Mr. Baird, who has had an 
exceedingly wide ex|x»rience in this section of country, and is, 
in my opinion, well qualified to speak on questions of value (not 
as a real estate operator but as a well informed drainage engineer), 
says that thés» flats after I cing drabiel will lie the very best

85
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land in the township, and they will he worth $100 an acre. We 
attempted an inspection the other day. The weather was so had 
that I did not attempt to rely upon anything which we saw during 
the course of the inspection, hut we did see enough to appreciate 
the fact that this is a very valuable country and that the farms 
are highly productive, so I see no reason whatever why Mr. 
Baird's evidence should not he accepted; and my finding on the 
evidence is that the flats there now worth $15 an acre will after 
the improvement he worth $100 an acre.

As to costs: I have to-day for the first time to put into force 
in this county a new procedure. Strong representations have 
been made to those in authority over us with regard to the large 
amount of legal expenses incurred in this portion of the Province 
in connection with drainage trials. I have done my best to check 
expenditure of that kind, and sometimes think I have made myself 
a little absurd because of the frequency with which I advise the 
farmers to spend their money in digging drains instead of fighting 
law suits. This year 1 found that it was the intention of those 
in authority to change the Act and eliminate costs from drainage 
trials. As a matter of experiment I have promised for the year’s 
end, or rather during the balance of this year 1915, to make each 
party pay its own costs in any case where I feel that that can he 
done within the bounds of reason. There are many cases where 
I think it cannot be done, hut clearly in a case such as this that 
can he done. It is not my own idea, hut it is an experiment 
which is going to he tried out during the year 1915; unless in a 
very exceptional case, any assessment appeal during this year 
will have that result as to costs. Because of the experiment now 
being tried as to costs in these cases, each of the parties interested 
shall pay its own costs; those, of course, as between solicitor and 
client to he taxed if thought necessary hv any party. Each 
appellant will pay to the clerk the sum of four dollars attendance, 
and affix the sum of four dollars in stamps to my report.

Mr. Meredith:—With regard to the costs of Anderdon, are 
they to he charged to the whole scheme or charged to Anderdon 
alone?

The Referee:—Charged to lands and roads in Anderdon.
Mr. Meredith:—Just the same as they are in the others?
The Referee:—Yes.
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By J. M. Pikk. K.C., of thk Ontario Bak.

Policy. In matters of drainage and other business of local concern, 
the policy of the Legislature is to leave the management largely in the hand* 
of the localities, and the Court should be careful to refrain from interfer
ence -the meaning of which is always a large outlay for costs -unless there 
has been a manifest and indisputable excess of jurisdiction or an undoubted 
disregard of |ieraonal rights: /nr Boyd, C., Hi Slephcnn and T p. of Moon, 
25 O H (MM), at flOS.

Petition. I'nder sec. 3, sub-sec. 1, of the Municipal Drainage Act, 
R.8.O. BUI. ch. BtN. the |M‘t it ion is to be of "the majority in number of the 
resident and non-resident jieraons (exclusive of farmers’ sons not actual 
owners), as shewn by the last revised assessment roll to be the owners of 
the lands to be benefited in any area as described in such (ictition within any 
township, etc." The opinion of Mr. Justice Cameron, in Hi While mol Tp. 
of Sandwich K.. 1 O.H. MO, has been adopted by the Legislature in enacting 
the above section, and Hi Hohcrhon unit Tp. of X. Enulhope, Hi A.H. (Ont.) 
214, is no longer an authority. The "last revised assessment roll" means 
the last revised assessment roll at the date of the |H>tition, of its presenta
tion. of the granting of its prayer, and of the instructions given to the en
gineer in compliance with it, and governs all the proceedings taken under 
the petition: (’holloncr v. Loho ( 1901), 1 O.L.R. 100, (C.A.) 32Can. S.C.H. 
503.

Petition should describe a real drainage area which should hear some 
reasonable proportion to the size and extent of the drainage scheme: He 
Dunne and Tp. of Finch, 12 O.W.R. 144.

OVTLET AND I NJ l HI NO LIABILITY ASSESSMENT.—Owing to tile changes 
in the statute, much of the old law on the subject is now obsolete. Dr ford 
v. Aldborough < 1012), 7 D.L.R. 217, is a decision of the Court of Appeal 
of Ontario illustrating the application of present see. 77 of the Municipal 
Drainage Act and sub-secs. 3 and 4 of sec. 3 of said Act.

The township of Aldborough sent on its engineer, under sec. 77, in 
pursuance of a complaint made by one (iraluim. whose I am Is lay along the 
course of Fleming creek and Kintyre creek, and were damaged by waters 
brought down by artificial drains, under the Municipal Drainage Act and 
under the Ditches and Watercourses Act. leading into Fleming creek and 
Kintyre creek. Many of these drains were in the township of Orford, an 
upper township. The engineer recommended the improvement of Kintyre 
creek below the lands of Graham so as to afford an outlet for the waters 
brought down, and assessed lands in the up|>er township. Orford, for a 
distance of some ten miles along the course of the Fleming creek. A portion 
of Fleming creek had not been artificially improved, although drainage 
work had been done in some places. There was considerable low land 
between the high banks on either side of the creek. The Referee treated 
the matter as if the rights of the parties dc|>cndcd upon the flow in the 
actual waterway owing to the quantity of lain! between the high banks 
and the actual waterway being so extensive and valuable. The Referee
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found that tin* old outlet had never been a proper outlet for the waters 
conducted to it. and lie held that as the waters brought down occasioned 
injury, the engineer was justified in relieving the injured lands and in assess
ing the lands which caused the injury accordingly. He further proceeded 
to illustrate the practical distinction between injuring and outlet liability 
.as follows

(1) Where lands can be more effectively drained after the construc
tion of the drainage work than before because they will then have an outlet 
which they did not have before, they are assessable for outlet liability.

<2) Where lands are effectively drained, but where their waters are 
not taken to a sufficient outlet, so that legally speaking they have no outlet 
at all. and the drainage work will give them a sufficient outlet, they are 
again assessable for outlet liability. The test is. that, in order to enable 
an assessment for outlet liability, the drainage work must be necessary, in 
fact or law, to enable or improve the cultivation or drainage of the land 
assessed.

iff) He then goes on to say that where, in the course of his examina
tion. the engineer finds lands suffering injury from water brought from 
up|M>r lands by artificial means, and his proposed work will pick this water 
up and carry it to a sufficient outlet, lie can assess for injuring liability tIn
lands from which the water causing the damage is so artificially brought. 
lie says that this is usually on pretty much the same state of affairs as the 
second kind of outlet liability, but from the opposite point of view, the test 
now being the existence of injured lands seeking relief, not higher lands 
seeking outlet, and that it follows that the extent of liability differs in each 
case as set out in the respective sections.

i-li In making the assessment, benefit should first be taken into ac
count, then outlet liability and then injuring liability, although probably 
in many cases, as was the ease here, in practical result. outlet liability and 
injuring liability will run side by side.

The Referee upheld the assessment on Orford. The Court of Appeal 
affirmed the decision of the Referee.

(iarrow, J.A., 7 D.L.R. 217. at 227 says: "There is. upon the face of 
things, no good reason why injuring liability should stand upon one founda
tion and outlet liability upon another and a different one. It must surely 
often happen that certain sections or lots in a drainage scheme are liable 
for both."

(.1 arrow, J.A.. further says, 7 D.L.R. 217, at 227: "It is not, in my 
opinion, necessary in this case to discuss the general question of the riparian 
right of drainage into natural watercourses for the purposes of agriculture. 
The facts in the cases of Re Tp. of Elmo and Tp. of Wallace, 2 O.W.R. IDS. 
and McdiUivray v. Tp. of Lochiel, N D.L.R. 446, to which counsel referred 
and upon which he relied, were very different. Meming creek and Kintyre 
creek, both, although small, entitled in strictness to be called watercourses, 
long ago lost their natural condition and became part of an artificial drain
age system created under the drainage laws of the Province. The law 
permits that to be done. And, when it is done, the part of the system 
which was once a natural watercourse is entitled to no particular immunity,
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under the law, over the other parts which are purely artificial. The whole 
must operate so as to discharge the waters which it gathers, at a proper 
and sufficient outlet. The law at least aims at affording complete relief 
from the common enemy, and not merely a nominal or paper relief, or the 
relief of one section of the locality at the expense of another."

While in McGillivray v. Lochiel, above referred to, it was held that a 
lower riparian proprietor could not sue the upper riparian proprietor for 
damages where the upper riparian proprietor drained directly into the 
stream, there was no holding or opinion given in that ease to the effect that 
such upper riparian proprietor discharging his waters artificially into the 
stream would not be liable to assessment at the instance of a municipality 
lower down the stream.

In Orford v. Howard, 27 A.R. (Ont.) 223, which is referred to in Orford 
v. Ahlborough, supra, Lister, J.A., at p. 220, says : “There was much evidence 
given as to whether the drains in Orford caused more of the water to flow 
from their lands into Howard than would naturally have found its way 
there. The Referee found that such was the effect of the Orford drains, 
and I think the evidence sustains his finding." And at p. 229, Lister, J.A., 
further says: “And now the question is again presented upon the construc
tion of sub-sec. 3 of sec. 3 of 57 Viet. eh. 50 (().),R.8.O. eh. 220, the Municipal 
Drainage Act. Sub-sections 3 and 4 of this Act correspond to sec. 590 of 
the Consolidated Municipal Act, 1892. For the appellants it was argued 
that sub-sec. 3 of sec. 3 of 57 Viet. eh. 50 (O.) does not change or alter the 
meaning of see. 590 of the Consolidated Municipal Act, 1892, as construed 
by the eases before cited, and therefore the liability of lands in an upper 
municipality to contribute to the cost of a drainage work constructed by 
and in a lower municipality must in the circumstances here be governed 
by those cases. 1 must dissent from this contention. There is, in my 
opinion, nothing in the language of the sub-section to warrant such a view. 
A comparison of sub-secs. 3 and 4 with see. 590 makes it perfectly apparent, 
as it appears to me, that the Legislature in enacting these sub-sections 
had in view the eases of Re Orfotd and Howard and in Re Harwich and Raleigh— 
(the case of Broughton v. Grey, was then pending)—and intended to alter and 
extend sec. 590 so as to impose upon lands in a municipality from which 
water has by any means been caused to flow upon and injure lands in another 
municipality a liability to contribute to the cost of a drainage work such as 
the one in question here, without regard to whether such water has been 
caused to flow upon and injure such lands either immediately or by means 
of another drain or by means of a natural watercourse into which it has 
been conveyed and discharged for the purpose of being carried away. The 
language of the sub-section is clear and unambiguous. In plain terms it 
declares that if by any means water is caused to flow upon and injure the 
lands of another municipality, the lands from which such water is caused 
to flow may be assessed, etc. The sub-section obviously refers to waters 
artificially caused to flow and which would not otherwise find their way to 
the lower lands. The words (upon which the judgments in Broughton v. 
Grey largely proceeded) in sec. 590, 'then the lands that use or will use such 
drain when constructed as an outlet either immediately, or by means of
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another drain from which water is caused to (low upon and injure lands," 
are omitted from both sub-sections. Then sub-secs. 3 and 4 distinguish 
assessment liability for ‘outlet' from liability for ‘injury’ occasioned to the 
lower lands from the waters of the upper lands being caused to flow upon 
and injure them. The former liability is founded upon the benefit which 
the upper lands will derive from the construction of an outlet or an improved 
outlet : see cases supra; and the latter liability arises not by reason of any 
benefit that the upper lands will derive but in respect of the injury sustained 
by the lower lands resulting from the waters of the upper lands being caused 
to flow upon and injure the lower lands. This liability is, by sub-sec. 3, 
termed 'injuring liability." Sub-section 4. which relates to ‘outlet.’ was 

•obviously intended to overcome, and. in my opinion, does overcome, the 
decisions before cited, by providing that lands using a drainage work as an 
outlet either directly or by means of any other drainage work, or of any 
swale, ravine, creek, or watercourse, may be assessed as for outlet. Mani
festly sub-secs. 3 and 4 are framed so as to enlarge the liability created by 
sec. 590, at least to the extent before indicated. To place any other con
struction upon sub-sec. 3 would, as it seems to me, defeat its plain object. 
Vpon the evidence I do not think that what occurred when the council of 
Howard referred the report back to the engineer can be regarded as an inter
ference with his 'independent judgment." 1 do not think the other objec
tions raised and argued are fatal to the report. The appeal must be dis
missed with costs." Osler. J.A.: "I agree in the residt, but I do not think 
it is necessary in this case to decide whether the law laid down in Hrouflhton 
v. (irin «H// El ma ( 1897 ). 27 Can. S.( \R. 495, has been changed by the recent 
legislation." Maclemian and Moss, JJ.A., concurred. Appeal dismissed.

As to the judgment of the drainage engineer and the weight to he given 
to his conclusions, the judgment of Gurrow, J.A., in lt< Anihnlon ami Maltha 
am! Colchester South, S D.L.R., at p. Si 1. is instructive: “Into the details 
of the criticisms of the assessment by the appellants' experts. I do not pro
pose to enter. It has in such matters of ‘much or little" been the custom in 
this Court wisely, in my opinion to rely very much upon the conclusions 
of the engineer in charge. He is a statutory officer, sworn to do his duty. 
He has necessarily to make a close and careful examination and study of the 
whole premises, and his deliberate conclusions ought not, in my opinion, to 
be disregarded, except under clear evidence of error, or unless a question of 
law is involved.”

“Sufficient outlet” is defined by sub-see. (m) of see. 2 of the Municipal 
Drainage Act to mean the safe discharge of water at a point where it will 
do no injury to lands or roads. In Medillirraii v. Loehiel, 8 O.L.R., at p. 450, 
(iarrow, J.A., says: “Of course a running stream with sufficient banks to 
contain the water would usually he a sufficient outlet. Hut tin- question is 
one of fact. For instance, a stream already fully occupied in carrying the 
water properly belonging to it would not be a proper outlet for foreign water 
brought to it by a ditch constructed under the Act, if the inevitable result 
would be to cause the water to overflow upon the lands of the owners down 
stream. And that appears to be the situation in the present case. The 
plaintiff asserts that the learned Referee has found upon apparently sufficient 
evidence that the effect of these award drains, as they are called, and

19—21 E.I..R.
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particularly of Nos. 1 and 2. is to increase the overflow upon the plaintiff's 
lands, and he therefore reached the conclusion that the outlets were in
sufficient. I agree with his conclusion as to these award drains Nos. 1 and 2. 
These carry a considerable body of foreign water into the stream immediate
ly above the plaintiff's lands, where the stream has already lost its current 
and has almost become a lagoon, and must very considerably increase the 
Hooding of the plaintiff's lands."

At p. 172 of 26 A.H. (Ont.), in Young v. Tucker, Lister, J.A., says: 
"The evidence shews that the ditch conducted and discharged into the 
swale on Campbell’s land a very considerable volume of water which would 
not otherwise have come there; that the swale or marsh was not a proper 
and sufficient outlet for the water so brought down and discharged there; 
and that the plaintiffs were injured by the water from the swnlc overflowing 
and Hooding their land. What the defendant did was negligently done, 
and lie is, therefore, answerable for the consequences of that negligence.”

Drainage water must go not merely to an outlet by means of which it 
satisfactorily escapes from the lands which are being drained, but to a 
sufficient outlet which, as defined, means safe discharge of water at a point 
where it will do no injury to lands and roads; and see. 3, sub-sec. 4, as it 
now stands, shews that it is not sufficient in order to esea|>e from liability 
simply to shew that the first discharge was into a swale, ravine, creek or 
watercourse: see Young v. Tucker, 20 A.It. ((hit.) 102; Or/ord v. Hoicard, 
27 \ R «'iii 223; McGillirray v. Lochiel, 8 O.W.R. 146; /•’- Elma and Wal
lace , 2O.W.R. 19K; per (iarrow, J.A., Huntley \. Marsh, 14 O.W.R. 1035-1036.

Draining into Xati hal Watkrcovrhkh.--In Mcfiuire v. 7’/». of Brighton, 
7 D.L.R. 314. Muloek, C.J.. at p. 31ô, says; "Mr. Porter relies on what is, 
we think, a correct statement of the law. the proposition of law that the 
defendants have the right to drain surface water into the creek in question, 
it being a natural watercourse, provided that no greater volume of water 
is turned into the creek than, according to its natural capacity, it can take 
care of. He did not elaborate the proposition thus fully, but what 1 have 
said is a fair paraphrase of the proposition. According to Mr. Porter, the 
evidence shews that, before the defendants drained any surface water into 
the watercourse, it periodically overflowed its banks. It is still in its 
normal condition, having never been deepened nor had its capacity increased. 
It, therefore, must follow that, when the defendants brought into it a larger 
volume of water, they increased the overflow; and, thus increasing the 
overflow, they are liable for doing what they have no right to do, namely, 
turning into this watercourse a volume of water in excess of its natural 
capacity—thus having committed a wrong for which they must answer in 
damages or by injunction.”

The case within reported of ('olchester Xorth v. Anderdon is the latest 
exposition of the law on the subject as to the right to assess lands of an 
up|ier township draining into a natural watercourse by artificial means where 
overflow is caused on the lands in the lower township adjoining the water
course. The subject is discussed in Proctor on the Drainage Acts, pp. 35 
to 44.

As to what Coxstiti’tkh a WATERcorRHE.—See Yukon (loUlCo. V. 
Boyle Concession*, Iff D.L.R. 345; Beer v. Stroud, Iff O.Il. 10. At p. IN of
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Beer v. Stroud, Boyd, C., held that it was not essential that the i 
should he continuous and from a perennial living source. It is enough if 
the How arises periodically from natural causes and reaches a plainly defined 
channel of a permanent character. The opinion of Boyd, C., was concurred 
in in the Court of Appeal in Arthur v. (l.T.B., in 22 A H. (Ont.), p. s'.».

In lie, Harwich and lialeigh, 21 A.It. 677, at 687, Maclennan, J.A., held 
that the fact that a stream with generally well-defined banks spreads out 
at certain intermediate points into something like a pond or small lake 
does not make the whole of it less a watercourse. See also Williams v. 
liichards, 23 O.R., at p. 656, for discussion as to rights of riparian owners. 
See also AngeII on Watercourses, 7th cd., p. 215; Gould on Waters, 2nd ed., 
pp. 521, 526. 527.

Highways.—The care of highways is the paramount duty of a muni
cipality. and where an engineer did not provide in his report for the repair 
of a highway, the report was set aside by Mr. Hodgins, Q.C., Drainage 
Referee: Tp. of Euphcmia v. Brooke. 1 C. & S. 358. This would include the 
care of highway bridges and approaches where the same were damaged or 
injured by flood waters and required repairing or rebuilding in consequence 
thereof.

In the Colchester North and Anderion case, intra, the engineer provided 
that the township should pay 60 per cent, of the cost of the bridges and the 
drainage area 10 per cent., and that the bridges should in future be main
tained by the drainage scheme as a whole. Permanent structures wen- 
provided. The engineer's report was upheld by the Referee.

Re TRANSCONTINENTAL TOWNSITE CO.

Manitoba King's Bench, Macdonald. J. February 22, 1015.

1. Corporations and companies (§ VI C—330)—Winding-up— Liquidation 
—Effect on pr<iperty rights—Specific performance—Rescission .

The discretion of the Court under see. 22 of the Winding-up Act,
('an., is properly exercised by granting leave to sue a company in 
liquidation for specific performance of an agreement for exchange of 
lands or in default that the agreement be declared cancelled, so that 
ilaintiff mav recover his own lands of which the company in liquidation 
md been allowed to take possession.

Appeal from the Master granting leave to institute an action statement, 
in this Court and proceed to trial notwithstanding the winding up.

E. Spice, for "mnt.
It7. //. Curie, contra.

Macdonald, J.:—Section 22 of the Winding Up Act, eh. 144, Macdonald, j. 
R.S.C., provides that,

After the winding-up order is made, no suit, action or other proceeding 
shall be proceeded with or commenced against the company, except with 
the leave of the court and subject to such terms as the court imposes.
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The granting of leave is discretionary. The Master has 
exercised his discretion, granting leave to bring action. Should 
this lie interfered with?

The plaintiff in the action is the Plainview Farming Co., Ltd., 
hereinafter referred to as the plaintiff, and the defendant is the 
Transcontinental Townsite Co. The plaintiff entered into an 
agreement in writing with the defendant for the sale to the de
fendant of certain lands part of section nine (9), township twenty- 
two (22). and range five (5). west of the third meridian, in the 
Province of Saskatchewan, for the price or sum of $30 per acre, 
transfer thereof to lie made by the plaintiff as soon as the said 
G.T.P. Branch Lines Co. should have definitely located their 
station grounds, ami the area of part of the said land surveyed 
and the area thereof determined. In consideration whereof the 
defendant agreed to sell and convey to the plaintiff certain other 
lands, being a portion of the east half of the said section nine (9), 
for the price of $30 per acre, the transfer to be mai le by the de
fendant as soon as the said railway company should have definitely 
located their station grounds and the land to the south of the 
right-of-way surveyed and the area thereof determined, and also 
to pay in cash a sum equal to $30 per acre for the number of acres 
by which the area of land transferred to it should exceed the area 
of land transferred by it, together with interest.

In anil by the said agreement it was further agreed that the 
said agreement should be completed within one year from Sep
tember 2, 1913, when each of the said parties should by transfers 
in the usual statutory form convey the land by them respectively 
agreed to be conveyed as aforesaid.

By the statement of claim issued it is alleged that the G.T.P. 
Branch Lines Co. has definitely located its station grounds and 
the land to be conveyed by the plaintiff to the defendant has neen 
surveyed and the area determined and the land to be transferred 
to the plaintiff by the defendant has been surveyed and the area 
thereof determined.

The plaintiff also alleges being ready and willing to perform 
the said agreement, but that the defendant refuses to perform 
the same. The plaintiff asks for specific performance of the agree
ment, or in default that the agreement be declared cancelled and 
at an end.
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There does not appear to have Iwn any money changed MAN-
hands between the parties, and all that the plaintiff asks is that K. It.
the agreement be carried out, or in default that they get their 
own property back. The plaintiff’s rights seem to me even Trans 
stronger than the case of a mortgagee, whose right to proceed * i'
by action against a company being wound up seems recognized: (’°-
Lloyd v. David Lloyd & Co., L.R. (> Ch.D. 339. Ma.-dmv.i 1. j.

Counsel for the defendant states that sales have been made 
to various purchasers of parts of the property purchased from
the plaintiff, and that the hardship both upon the defendants 
and upon the purchasers would be very great if the plaintiffs are 
allowed to proem 1. This would indicate that the defendants 
have entered into possession of the plaintiff's property, entered 
into agreements of sale with respect to it, and the plaintiffs have 
nothing, neither money for their property nor yet any control 
over the property itself. Counsel for tin* defendant further 
urges that a little delay will enable the defendant to complete 
and fully carry out their agreement with the plaintiff, and thus, 
the hardships referred to be averted. This protection, no doubt, 
will be granted later, but in the meantime I am of the opinion 
that the plaintiffs are entitled to procml with their action, and 
the appeal must be dismissed, with costs in tin- cause to tin- 
plaintiff.

A ppeal dismissed.

LA PLANTE v. KINNON. SASK.
Saskatchewan Supreme Court, Xewlands, Brown, and LI wood, ././ a ('

March 20, 1915.

1. Contracts (§ IV C 1—345)—Laiiockkr—Hired inn season Waoks 
MONTHLY rate—Paid AT KM» OF TKIt.M Kkcoveky Ml WALKS 
Completion of term.

Where a farm labourer has hired for the season at a certain sum per 
month, hut the wages are not to !><• paid until the end of the season, 
the contract is an entire one and the employee is bound to complete the 
term before he can recover any wages.

[Owen v. James, 4 Terr. L.R. 174, followed: Mousseau v. Tom <i 
W.L.R. 117, distinguished.)

Action for the recovery of wages, the plaintiff having worked Statement 
for tin- defendant as a farm labourer.

T. ./. Wain, for appellant.
//. F. Thomson, for respondent.
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The judgment of the Court was delivered by

Brown, J.:—The evidence given at the trial before the learned 
District Court Judge is conflicting as to the terms of the hiring. 
According to the plaintiff’s version, lie was hired at $35 per month 
until harvest, and during harvest was to get harvest wages. He 
worked until harvest, and then demanded harvest wages. The 
defendant refused to give any increase in wages, contending that 
the hiring was for the season at $35 j>er month. The plaintiff 
thereupon left the defendant's employ, although notified by the 
defendant that, if lie did so, lie would not get anything. Accord
ing to the defendant’s version, the plaintiff was hired at $35 
a month for the season, and, with the exception of a little money 
for tobacco and other small necessities, the wages were not to 
be paid until the end of the term when the plaintiff had threshed 
his grain. The learned trial Judge dismissed the action, and 
must, therefore, have accept cm 1 the defendant’s version of the 
contract. A contract such as the defendant has set up is an 
entire one, and the plaintiff is bound to complete the term before 
he becomes entitled to recover anything. The facts of this ease- 
are practically the same as those- in the- reported decision of 
ex-C’hief Justie-e- Wetmore, in Oirm v. Janies, 4 Terr. L.R. 174. 
In that e-ase- the- learne-d trial Jutlge- lie-id that the plaintiff e-emld 
not re-e-eive-r, and he* there refers to the- le-aeling autlioritie-s on 
the- que-stion. [Ib-fe-reme-e* to veil. 20, Halshury, at p. 84. anil 
Mousseau v. Tone, 6 W.L.K. 117.| There- is no evidence- that 
woulel justify a finding that the- plaintiff was a domestic servant, 
ns conteneled for by counsel, and 1, therefore, ele> not consider 
it ne-e-e-ssary to deal with the- contention raised by him of special 
privile-ge- in such cases.

The- appe-al should, the-re-feire-, in my opinion, be elismisseel 
with e-osts.

A />/>< ei/ dismissed.
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HOUGHTON v CANADIAN NORTHERN R. CO. MAN.
Manitoba Court of .!/>/»#<//. Iloinll. C.J.M.. Iticlnirils, CrrJuv. C»onion. 

fin#/ lluyyurt, ././. I. March HI. Ill 15.

1. Jvhy t 6 N mi) — I)ama«.i:s—K.xcknkix i. Skttixü aniim: -Wlll-.x l x 
KKASOXAHI.K AMI I’KKVKHM:.

Although (lit- aiimunit of tin* gviimil «lamagi'1* axvurili'il b\ tin* jury's 
verdict in a railway accident case max seem to the Appellate Court 
lo lie very high, such is not a ground for setting aside the verdict and 
granting a new trial unless the Court finds that the verdict was un
reasonable and almost perverse.

|Cot x. Knylixh. | 1U05] A.t . ItiS, 170; Civkvriny x. /’. Co.. 50
( an. N.C.I5. 303; Ciclcriny x. (1.It. Co.. 24 Man. Lit. 514. ap
plied; Johnston v. tl.W. It. Co.. [10041 2 K.lt. 250; Toronto It. Co. x.
A im//. 110081 A.t . 200. 201. referred to. |

C. A.

Appeal to reduvv the damages awarded by a jury in an in
jury action.

Statement

O. II. ('lari;, K.C.. for appellant, defendant.
Isaac VUbhtdo, K.C.. and Honk in, K.( for respondent, 

plaintiff.

Howell, C.J.M., concurred in dismissing the appeal. Howell, C.J.M.

Richards, J.A. :—1 concur in the result and would dismiss 
the appeal except as to the $5,000 allowed for punitive damages.
1 differ from my learned brothers only in this, that 1 cannot 
say that, in view of the unusual facts of this ease, the damages 
allowed by the jury seem too large. Considering the different 
heads of damage that may be considered by a jury in such a case 
ns this, which are quoted in my brother Haggart’s judgment, 
and the loss suffered by the plaintiff' under each of those heads,
1 am unable to see that the amount assessed by the jury is ex
cessive.

Richard*. J.A.

Perdue, J.A.:—1 agree with the conclusion at which my 
brother liaggart has arrived, that although the amount of the 
general damages seems to be very high, no sufficient ground has 
been shewn for interfering with the verdict of the jury. There 
arc one or two matters which I would desire to emphasize 
inasmuch as they directly affect the question of damages.

The accident to the plaintiff was caused by the negligence 
nf the defendants. A passenger train on defendants’ railway 
ran off the rails and the ear in which the plaintiff was travelling,
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MAN. after running some ' e on the ties, fell over on its side and
C. a. came to a sudden stop. The plaintiff, who was a heavy man,

was thrown forward violently and fell astride of a seat, thereby
sustaining severe injury. At the time of the a evident the plain
tiff was a vigorous, healthy man, 43 years of age. lie appearsNoimi i:kx 

i: i o to have been a man of good business eaparity, and his earning
Perdue, j.a. power was large, lie states that he had been making $(>,000 a

year from commissions and salary received from several com
panies with which he was connected, in addition to large sums 
made from dealings in real estate and other private enterprises.

The injury necessitated a very severe operation »ud was 
attended with much suffering extending over a considerable 
period of time. Abscesses formed in the prostate gland and 
that organism was completely destroyed. There is a permanent 
stricture of the urethra causing great inconvenience and appre
hension. The plaintiff has by reason of the accident and the 
surgical operations been rendered hopelessly impotent and 
sterile.

1 will take in order the several * i of damage in respect 
of which a plaintiff complaining of a personal injury is entitled 
to compensation, as enumerated by Cockhurn, C.J.. in Phillips 
v. South Eastern P. Vo., 4 Q.B.D. 406.

Firstly, bodily injury sustained. There was abundance of 
evidence to shew the severity of the injury and the permanent 
character of the same. Secondly, the pain undergone. It is 
shewn that the plaintiff’s sufferings were intense for a consider
able period, and that he suffered more or less severely until the 
wound became healed some f> or 6 months after the operation. 
Thirdly, the effect on the health of the sufferer, according to its 
degree and its probable duration as likely to be temporary or 
permanent. The plaintiff shews that he has lost bodily strength, 
that his physical and mental energies have been affected, that 
he has lost his ambition and capacity for work, that he suffers 
from a permanent stricture causing great inconvenience and 
necessitating continued medical care, that he had lost all sexual 
power. Fourthly, the expenses incidental to attempts to effect 
a cure, or to lessen the amount of -the injury. The expenses 
incurred by the plaintiff, up to the time of the trial, for surgical

8

C9D
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tiiul medical services, hospital charges, nursing, medicine, etc., MAN.
amounted to some $1,960, and at that time he was still under a c. A.
doctor’s care. Fifthly, the pecuniary loss sustained through ||o7T7Tt(»n 
inability to attend to his business and the temporary or pernian-

. . ('ANAIHANcut character ot it. I here is evidence to shew that the plaintiff Noktiiuix

has been unable to resume his former business activities, that he l! 1 "■ 
sustained loss through being unable to attend to his various ivrdnr..i.a. 
employments and enterprises, that he is discouraged and despon
dent and has lost his capacity for work, and that by reason of 
his impaired physical condition he was giving up work. His 
bodily injuries are of a permanent nature and the jury might 
infer from the facts given at the trial that his earning capacity 
had suffered a severe and permanent depreciation.

It will thus be seen that there was evidence to justify the 
jury in awarding damages upon every one of the five heads 
above enumerated. Although the sum total of the damages 
appears to me to be very large—larger than I might have given 
if I were trying the case—still that is not a ground for inter
fering with the verdict. The question was lately considered by 
this Court in Pickering v. (S.T.P. /«*. Co., 24 Man. L.R. 544, 
affirmed in the Supreme Court. 50 Can. S.C.U. The Chief 
Justice of Manitoba in giving judgment in this Court said :—

The jury is the proper tribunal to judge this matter, and the verdict is 
not to lie set aside merely because, in my judgment, I would have given 
mueh less: Toronto v. h'inff, [111081 A.( . 200. I cannot say that the vor 
diet was unreasonable and almost perverse, which seems to Im> the measure 
required in granting a new trial : Co* \. Kiii/lixli. 111105) A.V. I OS. 170.

Applying this to the present ease. 1 am of opinion that this 
Court would not be justified in setting aside the verdict and 
granting a new trial.

As the defendant succeeded in obtaining a reduction of the 
judgment to the extent of $5,000, being the exemplary or puni
tive damages, there should be no costs of the appeal to either 
party.

Camkron, J.A., concurred in dismissing the appeal. cemeron. j.a.

H ago art, J.A. :—The question here is the amount of damages n„ggart j.a. 
to which the plaintiff is entitled. Are they excessive ? The 
action was tried before Galt. J.. with a jury. The jury gave a
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verdict for $32,000 general damages and $5,000 exemplary or 
punitive damages. At the opening of the argument of the 
appeal, counsel for the plaint iff abandoned the exemplary or 
punitive damages, saying that he could not find authority for 
sustaining this part of the verdict, and confined his argument 
to the support of the $32,000 general damages.

The defendants urge that Johnston v. G.W.R. Co., 11904] 
2 K.B. 2f>0, is an authority in their favour. There it was held 
that the rule laid down in Praed v. Graham, 24 Q.B.l). 53, that 
a new trial will not be granted on the ground of excessive dam
ages unless, having regard to all the circumstances of the ease, 
the Court is of opinion that the amount is so large that no twelve 
men could reasonably have given it—must be construed in the 
light of other decisions of the Court of Appeal, c.g., Phillips v. 
L. (V S.W\ R. Co., 5 Q.B.D. 78, the effect of which is that a ver
dict may be set aside and a new trial granted if the Court, with
out imputing perversity to the jury, comes to the conclusion, 
from the amount of the damages and the other circumstances, 
that the jury must have taken into consideration matters which 
they ought not to have considered, or applied a wrong measure 
of damages.

Vaughan Williams, L.J.. in his reasons on p. 258. says:—
In anvil a case I think a new trial might In- ordered without reference 

to any perversity of ininil of the jury in regard to the ipiantum. In any 
case in which you are able to draw the inference that the jury either in
cluded a topic which ought not to have been included, or men all red the 
damages by a measure which ought not to have been applied. I think there 
might Vi be a new trial. lint I am n it prepared to say that that is so in 
the present case.

The above ease referred to in Johnston v. G.W. R. Co., 
namely, Praed v. Graham, 24 Q.B.l). 53, was a ease where the 
plaintiff obtained a verdict in an action for libel and the Court 
held that it would not grant a new trial on the ground of exces
sive damages unless it thought that, having regard to all the 
circumstances of the ease, the damages were so large that no jury 
could reasonably have given them, and Lord Esher, M.R., on 
]). 55, discusses the question in these words:—

I think that, the rule of conduct is as nearly as possible the same as 
where the Court is asked to set aside a verdict on the ground that it is 
against the weight of evidence. If the Court, having fully considered the
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whole of the circumstances of the case, come to this conclusion only. "We 
think that the damages are larger than we ourselves should have given, 
hut not so large as that twelve sensible men could not reasonably have 
given them,” then they ought not to interfere with the verdict.

If, then, the Court is to apply the same rule when considering 
the amount of damages as when considering the weight of evid
ence and the substitution of the opinion of Judges for that of 
the jury, 1 would refer to the comparatively recent case of 
Toronto /»'. Co. v. King, \ 1908] A.C. 260, 261, where it was held 
that the Court of Appeal was in error in setting aside the judg
ment for the plaintiff and ordering a new trial when there was 
evidence on both sides of negligence and contributory negli
gence properly submitted to the jury. Lord Atkinson, who de
livered the judgment of the Court, in summing up the reasons,

MAN.

C. A.

Houghton

Canadian 
North ik n 

R. Co.

Haggart, J.A.

The jury have practically found these issues in favour of the plaintiff. 
They are the tribunal entrusted by law with the determination of issues 
of fact and their conclusion in such matters ought not to be disturbed 
In-cause they are not such as Judges sitting in a Court of Appeal might 
themselves arrive at.

Phillips v. S.W.li. Co., 5 Q.B.I). 78, 5 (MM). 280. was a 
motion for a new trial on the ground of insufficiency of damages. 
The rule was made absolute for a new trial on the ground of the 
inadequacy of the damages found by the jury upon facts proved 
that the jury must have omitted to take into consideration some 
of the elements of damage properly involved in the plaintiff’s 
claim. On p. 407, Coekburn. C.J., says :—

Hut we think that a jury cannot be said to take a reasonable view of the 
ease unless they consider and take into account all the heads of damage 
in respect of which a plaintiff complaining of a personal injury is entitled 
to compensation. These are the bodily injury sustained; the pain under 
gone; the effect on the laultli of the sufferer, according to its degree and 
it- probable duration as likely to be temporary or permanent; the expenses 
incidental to attempts to effect a cure, or to lessen the amount of injury ; 
the pecuniary loss sustained through inability to attend to a profession 
or business as to which, again, the injury may be of a temporary character, 
or may be such as to incapacitate the party for the remainder of his life. 
If a jury have taken all these elements of damage into consideration, and 
have awarded what they deemed to be fair and reasonable compensation 
under all the circumstances of the case, a Court ought not. unless under 
very exceptional circumstances, to disturb their verdict.

It is difficult in this case to measure the compensation by 
money. The plaintiff was an active business man ; he is maimed
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for life; he has endured months of suffering; submitted to sur
girai operations, and there is evidence of the after effects upon 
his health. There is also evidence of considerable expense being 
incurred, and of his diminished energy and power to actively 
carry on business.

I cannot find that the jury took into consideration matters 
which they should not have considered, nor can 1 find that they 
have applied a wrong measure of damages, and although as a 
juror 1 would not have given as large an amount, I eould not 
find that the damages were so large that no jury could reason
ably have given them. 1 realize that perhaps the same argu
ments that were urged by the plaintiff' might be used in sup
port of a much larger verdict than the one in question, because 
money cannot accurately measure the injury, and. as 1 have said, 
the fact that we as Judges would give a smaller verdict is not a 
justification for interfering.

Here is a corporation operating a large public utility, and 
it might not be able to stand the pressure of a succession of large 
verdicts such as that given in this case, and if juries continue 
to give large verdicts against these corporations, and appellate 
Courts are reluctant to interfere with the conclusions of juries, 
then the only recourse is for such corporations to apply to the 
Legislature to limit the amount as they have done in the ease 
of the Employers Liability Act and the Workmen's Compen
sation Act.

I would dismiss the appeal.
Appcal (Iismissed.

B.C.

C. A.

LEDINGHAM v. SKINNER.

Itritish Columbia Court of Appeal, Macdonald, C.J.A., bring, Martin, Calliher, 
ana Merhillips, JJ.A. February 2<i. 1015.

1. Execvtohk and administrators (§ IV A—SO)—Proof of claims— 
Corroboration—Dkcrke of pr<n>f.

The corroborative evidence required in proof of a claimed cause of 
action against the estate of a deceased person under the Evidence 
Act. R.H.B.C. Hill. eh. 78, sec. 11. must be of a material character, 
supporting the claimant’s case, although not necessarily sufficient in 
itself to establish the case.

|Thompson v. Coulter, 34 Can. K.C.H. 201. applied; Vavassrur v. 
Vmasseur, 25 Times L.R. 250. ami Doidgc v. Minims, 13 Man. I..It. 48, 
referred to.]
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Appeal by plaintiff from judgment of Hunter, C.J.B.C., of 
June 23, 1914.

F. Elliott, for appellants, plaintiffs.
I). S. Tait, for respondents, defendants.

Macdonald, C.J.A.:—In my opinion, the evidence is not 
such as to warrant the reversal of the judgment ap|»cnled from 
It does not satisfy me that either David Hoggan or William 
Hoggan contracted to pay for the board and lodging which formed 
the basis of the plaintiff's claim. The plaintiff s wife, after
wards added as a co-plaintiff with her husband. R. L. Leding
ham, was the adopted daughter of David and William Hoggan. 
It was, therefore, quite natural that David and William Hoggan 
should be entertained as a guest by the* plaintiffs. The fre
quency and length of David Hoggan’s visits have, I am satis
fied, been very greatly exaggerated. Even if the evidence of the 
one plaintiff can be as corroborative of that of the
other, as to which I find it unnecessary to express an opinion, 
the whole is so unsatisfactory as to justify a refusal to give effect 
to the plaintiff's claim against the representatives of the deceased 
persons.

Subsequent events militate very greatly against the plaintiffs' 
claims. Plaintiff R. L. Ledingham swears that David Hoggan 
agreed to pay for his board and lodging when lie had won his 
case in the Privy Council. That case is commonly known as 
the “Settlers’ Rights Case." This is not quite as it is pleaded, 
but I will take his sworn statement and that of his wife and co
plaintiff in preference to the formal pleading. Judgment in the 
Privy Council in David Hoggan’s favour was delivered on July 
22, 1007. On July 30, 1000, plaintiff R. L. Ledingham had 
borrowed SI,(KM) on a promissory note from David Hoggan, and 
on September 21, 1007—that is to say, two months after David 
Hoggan had won his case—Ledingham re-paid $500 on account 
of the note, and, as he swears, after David Hoggan’s re
paid the balance to William Hoggan, David Hoggan’s executor. 
Ledingham’s explanation of this is not at all satisfactory. His 
repayment of these moneys was inconsistent with his claim that 
at that time In- was entitled to a large sum of money from David 
Hoggan for board and lodging. The appeal should be dis
missed.

B. C.

0 . A.

I .Kill N(1H A M

Mm donald,

6668

7
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Ikying, J.A.:—For the* protection from unfounded claims it 
has always l>een a rule of the Courts that claims against the 
estate of a deceased person should In* examined with jealous 
suspicion : He Garmit, Gamin v. Macaulay (1885), 31 Ch.D. 1, 
applied in a ease somewhat similar to this; Doidge v. Minims 
( ltMM)), 13 Man. L.H. 48. That rule was originally a rule of 
practice, hut since 1900 it has been made a rule of law. That 
statute, now see. II, eh. 78, R.S.B.C. 1911, has not extended 
the rule, hut merely changed it from a rule of practice to a rule 
of law.

In the present ease, which was dismissed hy the Chief Justice 
for reasons then given, hut of which we have not hmi furnished 
copies, we were led to believe hy ap|>ellant's counsel, on his 
opening, that the plaintiffs’ claim was hardly disputed, and that 
it was only a question as to the sufficiency of the corroborative 
testimony that prevented judgment being given for the plain
tiffs. On hearing the other side, a very different question or 
series of questions are presented for our decision. As we have 
not the findings of fact hy the learned Chief Justice, it is neces
sary for us to go into the evidence at some length.

The action launched in April. 1913, is brought against the 
executors of the late Win. Hoggan (who died in December, 1912), 
for hoard and lodging furnished to his brother, David Hoggan, 
for 572 weeks, viz., from April 1, 1897, to April 23, 1908, and 
also for hoard and lodging furnished to the late William Hoggan 
for 33 weeks, viz., from April 23, 1908, to December 0, 1909. 
The action was brought hy the husband of a niece of the two 
Hoggans in respect of hoard and lodging in the home of the 
plaintiff and his wife in Victoria, on two distinct contracts made 
with each of the two brothers, David and William, hy the plain
tiff the wife, no one else being present at the interviews when 
the alleged contracts were made.

The making of the contracts is questioned. The fact that 
David Hoggan did s|>cnd some time in the Ivedingham home, 
either as a guest or a lodger, is not disputed, hut that he was 
then1 for weeks and weeks is denied, and the rate per week is 
said to he excessive.

I have read the evidence and 1 agm» with the conclusion
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of time, this is a case which should be considered with jealous 
suspicion, and I would hold that the plaintiff has not proved 
either of the contracts with David or William he relies on.

1 will take the allégéel contract with David first, which was 
supposed to have been made in 1897. The relationship of the 
parties throws considerable light on the questions at issue1, anil, 
therefore, it will be convenient to describe the parties and their 
occupations. The two lloggans, David and William, wen- 
brothers—both bachelors—who lived at Nanaimo, and then- 
carried on business in partnership as grocers. The plaintiff Mary 
Ledingham was their niece, who had been brought up by their 
mother. Another member of their family was Thomas Ait ken, 
who also lived at Nanaimo. David Hoggan and others, one of 
whom was Samuel Waddington, had taken up land near Nanaimo, 
in what is known as the Island Railway Belt, and had brought 
an action against the K. A: N. Railway Co. to establish his right 
to that land as “an actual settler” for agricultural purposes 
within the meaning of the B.C. Settlement Act (1883). 17 Viet. 
14. His case was carried to the Privy Council, where he was 
beaten, tin- decision being that he was in no sense an actual 
settler for agricultural purposes. The decision was given in tla- 
spring of 1894: see Hoggan v. Ksquimalt, |1894| A.C. 429, (13 
L.J.P.C. 97. At that time David Hoggan, who was about sixty 
years of age, had, in addition to his grocery business at Nanaimo, 
some 790 acres on Cabriola Island and some lots in the city of 
Vancouver. The plaintiff Mary Ledingham was married and 
living in Victoria, with her husband, the plaintiff Robert Leding
ham, and there was also living (in Victoria, I think) William 
Ledingham, a brother of Robert. This brings us down to the 
fall of 1896, when, according to plaintiff, David came to his house 
and remained there until his death, which took place on April 23, 
1908. He came to Victoria (as I understand Robert Ledingham 
to say) to carry on with greater convenience a campaign in the 
legislature to secure an amendment to the Settlement Act, so 
that his rights as a settler would be recognized. In this cam
paign William Ledingham was to assist him. The arrangement, 
we an- told, was that the property claimed was, in the event of 
success, to be divided equally between David Hoggan, William 
Ledingham and one Hawthornthwaite.
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On February 10, 1004. the legislative campaign came to an 
end by the passage of an Act under which David Hoggan was 
declared entitled to his grant, and, it was conceded, a grant was 
issued to him shortly after. As the claim for board runs from 
April. 1807, to April, 1008, it may be convenient to continue the 
history of the Settlers' Rights litigation. The right of the pro
vincial legislature to pass the Act of February 10, 1004, was 
questioned, and the ease ultimately carried to tin* Privy Council : 
see McGregor v. E. & A\ li. Co., [1007] A.(’. 402. In 1000 Hoggan 
brought an action for a declaration of title to the minerals, and 
obtained judgment : see E. <V .V. li. Co. v. H0<1<1<111 (1008), 14 
H.C.R. 40.

In the spring of 1807, according to Robert Ledingham, David 
wanted to pay his board bill from the fall up to that date, and 
lie offered $20, which sum apparently was accepted in full to that 
date. The plaintiff’ then gives this evidence:—

Well, he says Boh, I haven’t got—my wife and I I haven't got much 
money and lie says, you know I have been to the Privy Council and I have 
spent all 1 had there and lie says he wit» trying to do what he could, hut we 
came to an arrangement right there that we would not look for any pay until 
lie gained his ease, that is. In* was to pay us when he gained his ease, and 
he was to pay us well if he won the ease, and if he did not win the case we 
were to he paid anyway.

The Court:- What amount?
A. There was no amount made, that is it. lie was to pay us well if he 

won the ease, and if he did not win it he would pay us. Because he hadn’t 
any money, but he had property you see. And we went through the whole 
conversation—anil he couldn’t realize very much on his property at that 
time. You see property was not worth but very little.

That is the contract sued on. The other plaintiff, Mary, 
gave the following account, the nature of which was to justify 
the amount of the per diem charge :—

Q. Now do you remember a conversation with David Hoggan in the 
spring of 18V7? A. Yes.

Q. When some arrangement was made. Now, tell us what the con
versation was, if you remember it. A. Well, he had been with us then for 
perhaps a week or so, and he offered us some money, at least he offered my 
husband, and my husband would not take it, but he left it on the table, 
and he said, 1 must make some arrangement you won’t take anything, 
now, lie said, I am going into this case, I think I will be able to fight the 
thing out, but 1 haven't any means, any money only a small income, and if 
you will see me through the case, help me along, he said, 1 will see you 
are paid when 1 win the case.

tj. Speak louder please. A. He said he would see we would be paid if 
he won the case, but whether he won it or not we would be paid anyway;
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be paid well if he won it, but paid anyway, because you know, he says, I 
have some property.

After Mary Ledingham had given this and further evidence 
in support of her husband’s claim, she was, at the suggestion 
of the learned Chief Justice, but on the application of the plain
tiff’s counsel, added as a party plaintiff, and the hearing pro
ceeded.

The first question raised before us on the appeal is as to the 
sufficiency of Mary Ledingham’s corroboration to satisfy the 
statutory rule. (Reference to R.S.B.C. eh. 78, sec. 11.]

This differs from the Nova Scotia statute referred to in 
McDonald v. McDonald (1902), 33 Can. S.C.R. 145, but is 
identical with the Ontario statute dealt with in Thompson v. 
Coulter (1903), 34 Can. S.C.R. 201. Mrs. Ledingham being, in 
my opinion, an opposite, or at any rate an interested, party, 
I do not think her evidence can be regarded as corroborative: 
see also Vavasseur v. Vavatnteur (1909), 25 T.L.R. 250, where two 
persons made a joint claim, Channell, J., said it was necessary 
to have independent corroboration in addition to what was sup
plied by ei same story as the other.

The defence is that what board and lodging was afforded by 
the plaintiffs was to be expected, having regard to the relation
ship between David Hoggan and Mary Ledingham, and the 
promises (if made) were made in a general way, and Mary Leding
ham and her husband looked for their reward, not to any con
tract, but to her uncle’s generosity: cf. Farina v. Fickus,
1 Ch. 331, 09 L.J. Ch. 101; Montreal (las Co. v. Vasey, (1900] 
AX’. 595, 09 L.J.P.C. 134. I do not think she can be regarded 
as an independent witness: Rawlinson v. Scholes, 79 L.T. 350. 
Nor can I consider her evidence corroborative as to his rewarding 
her, as what she says is consistent with compensation being 
allowed by his will or otherwise: per Lindley, L.J., Re Finch 
(1882), 23 Ch.D. 207; cited by Killam, J., in Thompson v. Coulter 
(1903), 34 Can. S.C.R. 201. Nor do I find satisfactory corrobora
tive evidence of a contract in any of the other evidence adduced. 
If, therefore, the Chief Justice dismissed the action on that 
ground, or because there were rebutting circumstances, 1 agree 
with him. That disposes of the first alleged contract.

The plaintiff’s second string to that bow was that William, after 
David’s death, agreed to pay the claim. As to this, the plain-
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tiff’s evidence is not corroborated by any one but his wife’s, and 
her testimony tells a somewhat different tale.

Then as to the claim against William for board and lodging 
supplied to him. The case rests on the evidence of two dis
credited witnesses, and I think the Judge was justified in dis
missing this claim also.

It was argued as Mary Ledingham had been made a 
party at the suggestion of the Chief Justice, that the rule laid 
down in l'avamteur v. Vavasxeiir, 25 T.L.R. 250, does not apply. 
I do not think the plaintiffs can now put forward such an argu
ment in view of the application being made by and in her presence, 
nor can the Court look at what led up to the amendment.

But, assuming there was a promise such as the plaintiff relies 
on, I am not satisfied that David Hoggan did occupy the room 
reserved for him for the long period claimed, for the following 
reasons:—1. The time charged for far exceeds the time occu
pied by the campaign carried on in Victoria; 2. The evidence 
of Waddington and Kirkham (who have no interest in this action) 
satisfies me that David Hoggan was not a continuous visitor 
at Victoria, but spent nearly all his time in Nanaimo. 3. The 
letter produced (ex. 1, p. 11)7) speaks of “being in Victoria for 
the last week. I came down to meet a niece and nephew, etc.” 
“I am speeling in Bob’s house. They are camping out.” 4. 
Ex. J. September 24, 1905, shews that he was living at Nanaimo 
and his death occurred at Nanaimo. On the whole, I would 
say that the statement with which Robert Ledingham opened 
his evidence, viz., that he remained at his house from 1897 till 
his death in 1908 was untrue, and I am also satisfied by the evi
dence that the charge of $15 per week was excessive for the 
accommodation afforded, particularly when it is contrasted with 
the $20 given by David Hoggan, in the spring of 1897, for what 
he had received in the winter of 1896-1897.

1 would regard the sum of $700 a very fair remuneration for 
what they gave David and William, and, as William paid Mary 
Ledingham that sum in November, 1910, I would dismiss the 
action on that ground. Her explanation as to why he paid her 
that sum seems to me unsatisfactory. For one reason the sum 
of $700 is altogether out of proportion to the expense of two 
women going to California to stay with their uncle.
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Martin, J.A.:—I find myself unable to take the view that 
the learned trial Judge reached a wrong conclusion, and, there
fore, the appeal should be dismissed.

Galliher, J.A.:—At the close of this case 1 was prepared to 
give judgment dismissing the appeal. Further consideration eon- 
firms me in that view.

M< Phillips, J.A.:—This appeal is from the judgment of the 
Chief Justice of British Columbia (Hunter, C.J.), and raises a 
question which, it seems to me, is concluded by authority and 
statute law—that is, the action is one requiring corroboration. 
The learned Chief Justice did not give a written judgment, but 
counsel states that he proceeded upon the ground of lack of cor
roboration.

The evidence in the case is at some considerable length, and 
the trial would appear to have extended over a period of three 
days—in a review of the evidence», which was very exhaustively 
gone over upon the appeal by counsel for both sides—I cannot 
bring myself to any other conclusion than that arrived at by the 
learned Chief Justice, and it is a case which is peculiarly one for 
the trial Judge, in that the evidence is relative to a claimed cause 
of action against the estate of a deceased person.

The statute law which calls for consideration is to be found 
in the Kvidence Act (R.S. 1911, ch. 78), being sec. 11 thereof.

The statute law of British Columbia is in the identical words 
of the Ontario Act (R.S.O. (1897) ch. 73, sec. 10), which received 
the consideration of the Supreme Court of Canada in Thompson 
v. Coulter (1903), 34 Can. S.C.R. 261. (Reference to statement 
of Mr. Justice Killam at p. 263.)

I am of the opinion that there is a lack of corroboration, 
even were the action to be looked at as one by Robert L. Leding- 
ham alone, but if the action is to be looked at as being one by both 
the husband and wife—Robert L. Ledingham and May Leding- 
ham (May Ledingham being added as a party plaintiff at the 
trial)—then there is the additional difficulty of establishing cor
roboration. [Reference to Vavasseur v. Vavasseur (1909), 25 
T.L.R. 250, at 252.]

In my opinion, this appeal can be decided upon this point 
alone—that the action fails by reason of there being the absence
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of tlmt corroborât ion which is the prerequisite to the right to 
judgment being in favour of the plaintiffs.

In arriving at the conclusion which I have—upon this appeal 
—it is with some very considerable regret, as it is abundantly 
clear from the evidence that the plaintiffs did give most kindly 
care to the late William Iloggan—who so long was in delicate 
health—and were most solicitous for his welfare, and their acts 
and deeds are to be commended, but, unfortunately, fail of 
establishing a cause of action sufficient in law. In my opinion, 
the appeal should be dismissed.

A ppm I <1 ism is,ml.

KERLEY v. CITY OF EDMONTON.

Allu via Nuprime Court, Harvey, C.J., Scott, Stuart, ami Hick, .1,1.
February It), 1916.

1. Appeal(§ VII L 4K0) Review ok pacts Damages Review iiy Appel
late Cot'KT.

ViilesK the conclusions to which the judge or jury arrives in assessing 
damages are clearly erroneous, the quantum should not he interfered 
with on appeal.

[Mrllugh v. Cmoti Hank, (19131 AC. 299, 10 D.L.R. 662, applied.|

Appeal by the plaintiffs to increase damages in a personal 
injury action.

Frank Font, K.(\, for plaintiffs, appellants.
,/. ('. F. Horn), K.C., for defendant, respondent.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Harvey, C.J.: The plaintiffs are husband and wife and 

their claim is for damages for injuries sustained by the wife in 
a street car accident caused by the negligence of the defendant’s 
servants. The action was tried by my brother Hyndman, who 
gave judgment in favour of the plaintiffs for #2,045, being #1,045 
for special and #1,000 for general damages. The appeal is a some
what unusual one, being by the plaintiffs who secured the 
judgment, who ask that the amount be increased.

[Reference to May ne on Damages (8th ed.) at p. 080. j 
New trials have been ordered, however, on the ground of 

inadequacy of damages allowed by a jury, e.y. Phillip* v. L. dr 
S.W. If a. Co., 5 Q.R.D. 78, Church v. Ottawa, 25 O.K. 208 (affirmed 
on appeal to Court of Appeal) though no case has been brought to
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my attention of a case where the damages had been assessed by 
a Judge, but 1 am prepared to assume that the rule is the same 
in the ease of a Judge as of a jury. From the rule, however, it 
is apparent that the appellants must shew not that the amount 
of damages is not such as we might have awarded, but that there 
has been some mistake on the part of the trial Judge in reaching 
the conclusion he has. The particulars of sjiecial damage are 
set out in the Statement of (Maim, and amount to $3,530.85, of 
which nearly $2.000 purports to be actual out of pocket expenses.

Some weeks after the injury, Mrs. Kerley went to Montreal 
accompanied by her son and a nurse. Her husband followed her 
later. The expenses connected with these trips, also board, 
nurses’and doctors’bills in Montreal, are included as part of the 
special damage. The chief item which does not represent a pay
ment is one of $1,500, which is claimed for loss of time by Mr. 
Kerley in attendance upon his wife in Edmonton and Montreal. 
The evidence shows that the amount is an estimate of the loss of 
profit in his business which lie sold shortly before his wife went to 
Montreal, which profit lie considered he would have made if he 
had kept the business and remained in Edmonton. In addition 
to this there is over $1,000 claimed which is directly attributable 
to the Montreal trip, and if the trial Judge was of opinion that 
the plaintiffs were not justified in making this trip at the expense 
of the defendants and deducted the whole amount, it would 
reduce the amount of special damages to less than the sum which 
he allowed.

The plaintiffs claim that these expenses are properly allowable 
because the trip was advised by the physician. The evidence 
hardly bears this out. The doctor in attendance says that Mrs. 
Kerley was living at home with her family, that she was not strong 
enough to look after the house, and that she was in consequence 
suffering some mental worry and he wanted to get her away from 
it and asked her where she would like to go, and she said Montreal. 
Now it is quite apparent that that does not mean that he advised 
her to go to Montreal, for it is clear that something much less 
expensive would have answered his purpose. She would be 
entitled to some change which would entail some expense, but it 
need not Ik* anything like as great as a trip to Montreal, and need 
not involve the sacrifice by Mr. Kerley of his business, the claim
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ALTA. in respect of which seems rather remote in any event. Then
S.C. the items in respect of expenses in Edmonton are chiefly for services

Edmonton.

of doctors, nurses and attendants in respect of most of which 
there is no evidence as to their reasonableness. As to the doctors’ 
charges, they are for services before the trip to Montreal and after
the return and for services “preparing for these professional 
examinations, 'f using his own words, which mean apparently 
something connected with the trial. It is by no means clear that 
Mrs. Kerley’s condition after the Montreal visit was properly 
attributable to the When she left, the doctor who at
tended her in Edmonton was away, so for some time at least she 
was not under the doctor’s care. Mr. Kerley says that after she 
arrived in Montreal she became ill and required a doctor, and 
that for at least a month “he was there off and on practically 
every second day.” This doctor's bill is put in at 8200. There is 
no evidence explaining the cause of this illness, which may have 
been something entirely apart from the injuries resulting from 
the . Then assuming that the doctor's attendance was
not “off” at all, we would have 15 visits proved for which a claim 
is made for $200.

The evidence thus leaves much to be desired as to establishing 
the reasonableness of this bill even if any of it is allowable. The 
same, though in a less degree, is the case with the nurses’ and 
assistants’ expenses. It is quite apparent therefore that much 
latitude must be left to one who has to determine just what 
proper allowance should bo made.

We do not know what the calculation of the trial Judge was 
to reach the amount he arrived at, and we cannot therefore say 
that he made any mistake in his calculation. In the case of 
McHugh v. Union Iiank (1910), 3 A.L.R. 106, this Court set 
aside the judgment of the trial Judge because it could not find 
how the amount of damages was arrived at in a case in which the 
amount could be determined partly by calculation as in such a 
case as this, but the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, 
[1913] A.C. 299, 10 D.L.R. 502, restored the trial judgment. At 
p. 508 the following expressions are used:

The assessment of the damages suffered by the plaintiff from such a 
eause of action is often far from easy. The tribunal which has the duty of 
making such assessment, whether it be Judge or jury, has often a difficult

8815
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task, but il must do it as boat it cun, and unless the conclusions to which it 
comes from the evidence before it are clearly erroneous they should.not be 
interfered with on appeal, inasmuch as the Courts of Appeal have not the 
advantage of seeing the witnesses—a matter which is of grave importance 
in drawing conclusions as to the quantum of damage from the evidence 
that they give.

From the facts to which 1 have referred it is far from clear to my 
mind that the amount allowed by the trial Judge was erroneous, 
and, therefore, it should not be interfered with by this Court. 
The principle just enunciated applies with equal if not greater 
force to the assessment of general damages. It is argued that the 
male plaintiff was entitled to some damages for the deprivation 
of the society of his wife and that the reasons given by the trial 
Judge show that his allowance was limited to the wife's loss. A 
complete answer to this seems to exist in the fact that no claim 
whatever is made in the statement of claim for any such damages. 
Objection is also taken to the fact that the trial Judge exercised 
his own judgment on the question of the permanent character 
and extent of the physical and mental injuries, formed from his 
observation of her in the witness box, in preference to accepting 
the evidence of the medical witnesses.

The evidence of the doctors on this point is naturally opinion 
evidence, and in this case they do not speak with the confidence 
one finds in some cases, though that is, perhaps, a reason why 
greater value should be attached to their opinion. The trial 
Judge, however, had the opportunity of observing Mrs. Kerley 
as a witness, and, if he could not take advantage of the benefit 
gained by that fact, it is somewhat difficult to see the force of 
what is said in the above quotation from the judgment in the 
McHugh case. There is no other ground, as far as 1 can see, 
on which it can be said that his judgment in this respect is 
erroneous.

I am of opinion, therefore, that the appeal should be dis
missed with costs.

ALTA.
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A pin al dismissed.
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KLUKAS v. THOMPSON & CO.
Alberto Hupreme Court, 1res, J. January 14, 1015.

1. MAHTKB AM) SKKV.XM I g V —340 )—WOBK MEN’S COMPENSATION — lX 
JUBIE8 WHILE VHANGINU CLOTHES—COI BSE OF EMPLOYMENT.

A workman who was injured by the collapse of temporary stairs 
on which lie was proceeding a few minutes before the hour for com 
mencing his day's work to another floor for the purpose of changing 
into his working clothes left there on the previous day, is entitled to 
compensation as for an injury arising out of his employment under 
the Workmen's Compensation Act, Alta.

{Plumb v. Otb'lrn Flour Mill« Co.. | I»l4j A.C. U2, referred to.|

Action for damages at common law, and for compensation 
under the Workmen’s Compensation Act (Alta.).

L. T. Barclay, for plaintiff.
O. M. Biggar, K.C., for defendant, Thompson & Co. 
Ifyndman, for defendant, Reade & Co.

Ives, J. :—This is an action in damages arises out of an acci
dent which occurred on May ti, 1914, resulting in permanent 
injury to the plaintiff.

There is an alternative claim set up under the Workmen’s 
Compensation Act, should the plaintiff be found to be not 
entitled to recover under his common law right.

The facts shewn by the evidence are as follows : Read, Mac
donald and Brewster, Ltd., were the general contractors for 
the erection of a building in the city of Edmonton and Thomp
son and Co. had sub-contracted the plastering of the building. 
The plaintiff is a plasterer by trade, and was employed on the 
work by Thompson and Co.

To carry on the work and enable the different workmen to 
reach the two upper floors of the building, the general con
tractors had erected a temporary stair, there being two lights 
between the first and second floors and between the second and 
third floors, the flights in each case being divided by a landing 
half-way between the floors. This stair was inside the building. 
There was also a stair outside the building providing a means 
of access to the different floors. The plaintiff had been at work 
on the premises since April 30 preceding the accident. On the 
morning of the accident, May 6 two carpenters on the work, 
named Wenzel and Morrison, in the employ of the general con-
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tractors, commenced shifting the stair between the second and 
third floors. This was to enable the plastering to be done at a 
point where the original position of the stairs prevented.

The plaintiff entered the building at about 7.45 o’clock; his 
hour of commencing work was 8 o’clock. 11 is object in arriving 
a few minutes before 8 was to enable him to change into his 
working clothes, which were left on the premises each night, and 
be ready for work on time.

On the night of May 5. he had left his clothes on the third 
floor, and on the morning in question he proceeded to ascend 
to the third floor. On reaching the second floor he swears that 
he continued without interruption on to the first or second 
tread of the flight beginning at the second floor, that he saw a 
workman, Pardon, by name, on the stair a few steps ahead of him 
carrying a hod of brick, but is most positive that no one else 
was in view, that he was bound to have seen anyone else about 
there, and further, that there was nothing to indicate that any 
unusual caution was necessary in connection with the use of 
the stair. He also swears that the lower tread of the stair was 
in place, that if it had been removed, he must have noticed its 
absence. He had only proceeded one or two steps when the 
stair gave way, and the plaintiff, with the man Pardon fell to 
the basement.

The fall so injured the plaintiff 's leg that it had to be ampu
tated below the knee. The evidence of the men Wenzel and 
Morrison is quite as positive as the plaintiff’s. They say that 
at the time the stair gave way Morrison was at the top on the 
landing, holding the stair with a rope fastened around the top 
tread, not to support the stair, but to enable him to swing it, 
and that Wenzel was at the bottom on his knees between the 
stair stringers, his body bent forward and over in the course of 
fastening the end of the stringers to the second floor, the stair 
having been shifted out from its original position against the 
wall a distance of from ten to fifteen inches. They both say that 
they did not see the plaintiff until the stair fell, but Morrison 
did see Pardon on the stair and was preparing to let him pass. 
Wenzel also swears that he had removed the bottom tread in
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order that he might have more room in bending forward be
tween the stringers in his work.

The witness Pardon, who could only have been a second or 
two ahead of the plaintiff at the foot of the stair swears that 
when he arrived there the stairs did not look safe, that he 

noticed the bottom tread had been removed, and that he asked, 
“Is it all right?" and some one answered, "Yes, go ahead,'’ or 
words to that effect. He also swears that both Wenzel and 
Morrison were there in the places they state. He did not sec the 
plaintiff following him. He says that having the load of brick, 
90 or 100 [founds weight, on his shoulder, made the absence of 
the bottom tread quite distinct to him.

Now, 1 do not think the plaintiff is swearing falsely, but 
that lie is quite convinced he saw nei.hcr the dangerous condi
tion of the stair or the two carpenters, yet. in the face of the 
evidence of Wenzel and Morrison, corroborated by Pardon, 1 
must find that the conditions were as stated by ’ in. Upon 
this finding 1 think the defendants must be ex< » crated from 
any charge of negligence, and the action for damages dismissed.

I now come to the matter of the plaintiff’s claim for compen
sation under the Act, and I must confess that it has given me 
considerable difficulty to determine whether the accident "arose 
out of” plaintiff’s employment. If the facts above stated come 
within the judgment of the House of ' in Plumb v. Cobden 
Flour Mills Co., 11914] A.C. 62, then I think that decision 
should govern.

The first lest I shall apply to the facts of the ease is the 
phrase, “sphere of employment.” No order was violated by 
the plaintiff, so that there was no prohibition which “limited 
the sphere of employment” on the one hand or “directed cer
tain conduct within the sphere of employment” on the other. 
The plaintiff was not doing work “which he had not been 
engaged to perform” nor was he “in territory with which he 
had nothing to do.” Sec Conway v. Pumphersfon Oil Co., 
(1911] A.C. 660.

Not having any prohibition to deal with, the “sphere of 
employment” must be determined upon a general view of the 
nature of the employment and its duties. If the plaintiff was

4
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doing those duties he was within, if not. he was without his 
sphere. If at the time of the accident plaintiff was arrogating 
to himself duties which he was neither engaged nor entitled to 
perform, then the accident did not arise “out of his employ
ment.” and he cannot recover.

1 will now apply a further test. viz., was the risk one reason
ably incidental to his employment? Can he say. “the accident 
arose because of something 1 was doing in the course of my em
ployment.” or “the accident arose because I was exposed by 
the nature of my employment to the danger that this stair would 
give way?” 1 think the plaintiff can very properly assert both, 
and that the circumstances he has shewn justify a finding that 
the accident arose out of his employment. 1 cannot conclude 
from the circumstances that the plaintiff by his conduct exposed 
himself to any new and added peril not involved in his con
tract of service, or that he was arrogating to himself duties 
which he was not engaged or entitled to perform.

The plaintiff is. therefore, in my opinion, entitled to com
pensation. with costs, under the Act, severally from the defen
dants. against which defendants are entitled to set off their costs 
of the plaintiff’s action for damages.

If the parties cannot agree upon the amount of the compen
sation I will fix it upon application.

J udgment accord in gin.

NEPAGE v. PINNER.

British Columbia Court of Appeal, Macdonald, C.J.A., Clallihcr, and 
Mc Phi Hips, JJ.A. February 'Id, 1915.

1. Mechanics’ liens (§ VI—4(i)—Sr «-contractors— Right to lien— 
Extent of—R.S.B.C. 1911.cn. 154.

Under the Mechanics’ Lien Ad, R.S.B.C. 1911, eh. 154, the lien of a 
sub-contractor will attach when he has completed his contract, or if 
the contract provides for progress payments on account, a lien would 
attach for the amount of each instalment as it became due; and in tin- 
absence of evidence that either the whole or some part of the contract 
price was due or payable to the sub-contractor at the time of payment 
by the owner to tin- principal contractor of flu- only sum which accrued 
due to the latter before his abandonment of the contract, the sub
contractor cannot rely upon such payment to establish ids lien.

[Turner v. Fuller. 12 D.L.R. 255, IS B.C.R. 69, and Rosin v. Beech, 
9 D.L.R. 416, IS B.C.R. 73. applie |

ALTA.

S. C.

Thompson 
X ( o.

1res. J.

B. C.

C. A.
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Appeal by plaintiff from judgment of Lampman, County 
Judge, of May 7, 1914.

Crease, K.C., for the Opera House.
Jackson, for Hannington, mortgagee.

Macdonald, C.J.A.—The plaintiffs claim a mechanics’ lien 
against the property of the Victoria Opera House Co., Ltd., as 
owners, and others as encumbrancers. In the view I take of 
the case, no question arises with respect to the encumbrancers. 
The Opera House Co. let an entire contract for the erection of 
their opera house to the defendants, Pinner & McLennan, with 
whom plaintiffs contracted for the installation of the electric 
plant for the lump sum of 814,000. When the opera house was 
nearing completion, namely, on January 28, 1914, the owners 
made a payment of 850,000 to the contractors, leaving a balance 
of what the contractors claim would be due them on completion 
of about 815,000.

There is no evidence that on January 28 the plaintiffs had 
completed the work under their sub-contract. We were referred 
to an item in a time-slip dated January 26 as evidence of the 
last work done on the sub-contract, but that time-slip is not 
verified, nor is there any evidence that in fact that item was 
the last item of work done under the sub-contract. I must, 
therefore, accept the only real evidence of the fact of et - 
tion, and it is to be found in the plaintiffs' letter of February 16, 
in which they declare that they had finished the work, and the 
certificate of the owners’ architect of the same date verified that 
claim. The fact, therefore, is not disputed that on that date 
the plaintiffs had completed their sub-contract and the extra 
work which they had undertaken, and which is not in question 
in this appeal.

The said sub-contract provides for payments by the con
tractors during the progress of the work, and there is no evidence 
that anything was due or unpaid under the terms thereof on 
January 28. Upon being paid the said sum of 850,000, the con
tractors abandoned the work, and the building, it is admitted, 
is not yet completed. It is not seriously contended, therefore, 
that there was, after the payment of the 28th January, any
thing due or payable by the owners to the contractors.

7
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These facts lead to the question, did a lien attach in favour 
of the plaintiffs before the $50,000 was paid to the contractors? 
If so, then I think it would he enforceable, notwithstanding that 
at the time of the filing of the lien in question in this action, 
namely, February 17. 1014. nothing was then due or payable 
by the owners to the contractors. As 1 read the Mechanics’ 
Lien Act, the lien of a wage earner under a daily hiring would 
attach on the completion of the day’s work, and so from day to 
day. The lien of a contractor or sub-contractor would attach 
when he had completed his contract, or. if the contract provided 
for interim payments on account, a lien would attach when each 
payment became due or payable to the extent of the amount 
thereof.

In the case of the sub-contract in question, aside from the 
provision for progress payments on account, no part of the con
tract price might ever become payable. Vntil the contract should 
be substantially completed, the payment of the price would be 
contingent. I think a lien cannot attach in respect of money 
not payable, and which may never become due or payable.

In the absence, therefore, of evidence that either the whole 
or some part of the contract price was at the time of the pay
ment of the said sum of $50,000 due or payable to the plaintiffs 
—in other words, that their right to it was no longer contingent— 
they cannot rely upon that sum or any part of that sum as being 
a sum payable from the owner to the contractor in respect of 
which a lien in their favour attached.

On February 16, when a lien might have attached had there 
been moneys payable by the owners to the contractors, there 
were none such: hence the plaintiffs cannot, in my opinion, 
succeed. The appeal should be dismissed.

B. C.

C. A.

Mmdonald,
f.J.A.

(ÎALLIHER, J.A.: The plaintiffs here are sub-contractors for 
the electrical wiring and fixtures in the Victoria Opera House 
Co., Ltd., against whose property they have filed a lien. Their 
contract with the contractor provided (art. 9) that they should 
be paid, upon architects’ certificates, 75% monthly as the work 
progressed.

No certificates were issued except the final certificate of 
acceptance, dated February 16, 1914, so that at the time the
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$50,(MM) was paid by the* Opera House Co. to the contractors 
on January 28, 1914, there were no outstanding progress certifi
cates issued by the architects shewing any amounts payable to 
the sub-contractors—in fact, the architects say they had nothing 
to do with the sub-contractors as to issuing certificates.

In the statement given the Opera House Co. by the con
tractors, dated January 21, 1914, and upon which the sum of 
$50,(MM) was advanced to the contractors on January 28, there 
is nothing to shew that there was any money due these sub
contractors, unless the item No. 4, $2,194, electrical extras, 
refers to the plaintiffs, but, even if that is so, the plaintiffs aban
doned their appeal as to extras.

In the evidence of Mr. Matson and Mr. Elliott, two of the 
directors of the Opera House Co., they admit that the sum 
paid ($50,(MM)) was upon the representation of the contractors 
that they must have money to pay off the sub-contractors, who 
were waiting at their door, as the bank would not advance them 
any more, and it was upon these representations that the money 
was advanced. This payment of $50,000 was, as I view it, an 
acknowledgment by the Opera House Co. that on the date, 
January 28, 1914, they owed that amount to the contractors, 
the balance being left for adjustment.

Now, if the plaintiffs’ lien had attached at or prior to the 
making of this payment, they are entitled to have it enforced, 
as there was on that date moneys in the hands of the company 
due the contractors more than sufficient to cover plaintiffs’ claim.

Where a sub-contractor undertakes to do certain work and 
supply materials for a lump sum without any stipulation as to 
payment before completion, I take it his lien would attach only 
on completion of his work, and, if there was no money then due 
from the owner to the contractor, under our Mechanics’ Lien 
Act, sec. 8, his lien must fail.

That was decided by this Court in Turner v. Fuller, (1913) 
12 D.L.R. 255, 18 B.C.R. 69; and Homo v. Beech (1913), 9 
D L L’. H6, is B.C.R. 73.

The affidavit of McKenny, of the plaintiffs’ firm, shews (A.B. 
241) that up to December 12, 1913, they had received on account 
of their contract, $8,280, and, as there is no evidence before us 
of any estimates of work done under the contract up to that
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time, it may be that this amount represented the full 7.V < of 
the value of work done, so that 1 fail to find evidenee that there 
was money due plaintiffs under progress estimates, but, if tin* 
plaintiffs have shewn in their evidenee that the work under their 
contraet was completed (I exclude extras) before tin- payment 
over of the $00,000 on January 28, 1914, then the lien for the 
balance unpaid would attach.

If the question had been asked plaintiffs’ witnesses, Was the 
work done under your sub-contract (not including extras) com
pleted before payment over to the contractor on January 28? 
there would have been direct evidence one way or the other, 
but, instead of this, the Court is left to wade through a mass 
of tangled evidence and asked to find from that whether it was 
so completed.

Turning to ex. 59, pp. 239 and 240 A.B., we find the following 
letter:—

Victoria, B.C.,
Messrs. Itochfort & Sankey, February ltttli, 1914

Victoria, B.C.
lie Victoria Theatre.

Gentlemen:—
We beg to state that we have finished tin* electrical installation work 

on the Royal Victoria Theatre, according to plans and specifications; also 
all extras ordered through yourselves ami the agents of the Victoria Theatre 
Company. If at any future date inferior materials, or defective work, under 
our contract, should appear, we shall, on notice from yourselves or the 
Victoria Opera House Co., make same good at our expense.

Hoping to receive your written acceptance of the job, we are,
Yours very truly,

NEPAtiE, M« Kenny & Co.
By

And the architect«’'certificate in reply:—
W. D'O. Kochfort — E. W. Sankey

Associate Architects,
505-50(1 Union Bank Bldg., Victoria, B.C.

A. S. Kendle, Manager. Rhone 1X04.
Messrs. Nepage McKinney Co., February sixteen, 1914.

Electrical Contractors,
Seattle, Wash.

Gentlemen:—This is to certify that we have inspected the electrical 
installation in the Royal Victoria Theatre, and hereby accept same as 
satisfactory, in accordance with your letter to us of even date.

Yours truly,
W. D'O. Rocheort & E. W. Sankey,

per A. S. Kendle, Manager.

Oalliher. J.A
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Standing alone, these point to a eompletion on February 16, 
1014, but, if there is sufficient other evidence to shew that, not
withstanding these were dated as above, as a matter of fact the 
work under plaintiffs’ main contract was completed before 
January 28, 1014, then their lien should attach.

The only evidence wo have been directed to is on p. 237 
A.B., where, in the statement filed, ex. 14. there is eight hours’ 
work charged to job No. 683 (which is sworn to as the job number 
under the contract, the other numbers having reference to extras) 
and eight hours’ work to the same number on the 26th of the 
same month.

Counsel states that this was the last work done under the 
contract, but none of the witnesses have said so, and we are 
asked to infer that such is the case ? " because there appears 
in the material before us no later entry of work charged to that 
number. I think it would be dangerous to so assume, and that 
the plaintiffs have failed in shewing that their work under the 
contract was completed, or that there was anything due them, 
so that their lien would attach at the time the $f>0.000 was paid 
over. The plaintiffs' appeal must fail.

McPhiuip*. j.a. M< Phillips, J.A.:—In my opinion, the appeal must be dis
missed. I entirely agree with the learned trial Judge. It is 
amply clear upon the evidence that there is no sum due or payable 
to the contractors, and, further, the case is one of non-comple
tion of contract by the contractors; and, in my opinion, sec. 8 
of the Mechanics’ Lien Act (eh. 154, R.S.B.C. 1011) precludes 
the establishment of the claimed lien. The eases which, in my 
opinion, support the conclusion at which 1 have arrived are the 
following: The iS\ Morgan Smith Co. v. The Sissiboo Pulp, 35 
Can. S.C.R. 03; Farrell v. Gallagher (1011). 23 O.L.R. 130; 
Turner v. Fuller (1913), 12 D.L.lt. 255, 18 B.C.R. 60; Hosio 
v. Beech, 0 D.L.R. 416, 18 B.C.R. 73; Fitzgerald v. Williamson 
(1913), 12 D.L.R. 601, 18 B.C.R. 322.

A ppeal dismissed.

4
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BRAUCHLE v. LLOYD.
Alberta Supreme Court, Scott, Stuart, Heck and Simmons, JJ.

February 15, 1915.
1. Contracts (§ V C 3—402)—Rescission—Grounds—Misrepresentation

—Waiver.
The right to sot aside a contract for misrepresentation hv the other 

party which was unintentional and did not amount to fraud may be 
waived or released by payments made thereon after the untruth of the 
misrepresentation had been clearly revealed.

[Re Hunk of Hindustan, 42 L.J. Cli. 771. applied; Morse v. Royal, 
12 Ve». 373, and Moxon v. Payne, L.It. K Ch. SHI, distinguished.]

2. Vendor and Purchaser (§ 1 E—27)—Sale ok land—Rescission of—
Misrepresentation.

An innocent misrepresentation as to the value of land on a sale thereof 
is not upon the same footing as a misrepresentation as to facts which 
cannot be matters of opinion, as a ground for repudiating the contract 
in the absence of fraud.

Appeal from judgment at trial of an action in the District 
Court.

C. C. McCaul, K.C., for the plaintiff, re>
Frank Ford, K.C., and 11’. ,/. A. Mustard, for defendants, 

appellants.

Scott, J., concurred with Stuart, J.

Stuart, J.:—I think this appeal should he allowed with costs 
and the action dismissed with costs. Assuming all the com
plaints of the plaintiff to lx* true and that serious misrepresenta
tions of fact had lx-en made to her at the inception of the con
tract, it is admitted that after she discovered the truth and had 
learned that the defendants had made misrepresentations to her, 
she, nevertheless, made a payment or payments on the con
tracts. She told the defendants, so she says, that they had not 
Iwen telling her the truth. Then, merely Ix-cause of some further 
assurance from these same people as to the ultimate prospect 
of profit, she made a payment. Clearly she then decided to take 
the lots without lx*ing influenced by the original representations. 
These were cast aside. She knew the facts represented to her 
did not exist. She affirmed the contract and is now driven to 
complain that she relied again upon assurances given by men 
whose statements she then, at any rate, knew to lx* untrue.

And what were the second assurances? Merely that the lots 
were worth St>00 a piece, and that they would assure her S(KX) 
for them in the spring. This in reference to lots she had already
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paid something on, which she had Iteen interested in as a pur
chaser for some months, which she had inquired alxnit, and this 
from men who had misled lier already. 1 am unable to see how 
the plaintiff can now fall back upon the original misrepresenta
tions. And with respect to the second assurances as to value, 
it seems to me that she was not then in a position of ignorance 
on that subject, but knew, or at least must In- held to have known, 
as much about the matter as the vendors. 1 can see little reason 
for assuming any special relationship of confidence or trust even 
in the first place, and certainly none at a time when she had 
learned that there was every reason to withhold confidence and 
to mistrust.

The well-known principle of affirmance after discovery of the 
real truth should lx- applied. That is the law, and 1 do not think 
we should whittle it away merely Iavalise a woman of mature 
years appeals to our sympathy for her loss in real estate specula
tions.

1 quite agree with the principle laid down in Morse v. Royal, 
12 Ves. 355, 373-4, and in Moxon v. 1*0 y tie, L.H. S Ch. SSI; but 
those cases rest clearly upon the existence of actual fraud in the 
first instance. But the learned trial Judge, in his judgment, 
spoke as follows with regard to fraud: “It is not apparent from 
the evidence at all that Mr. Lloyd was actively mixed up in any 
fraud in the matter nor does it appear that Mr. Musselman was 
guilty of any actual fraud." He rested his judgment entirely on 
the view that an untrue statement had lx*en made as to the 
value of the property and the advisability of the purchase as 
an investment In the face of the direct finding of the trial 
Judge that there was no actual fraud, it seems to me that it is 
going rather far for a Court of Apjwal to find that such fraud 
existed. In Xocton v. Lord Ashburton, 83 L.J. Ch. 784, Lord 
Haldane, delivering judgment, in the House of Lords, in a case 
where the trial Judge had found no actual fraud or deceit, but 
the Court of Appeal had made a contrary finding, and declared 
the appellant defendant to have lx»en guilty of fraud, said: “I 
think that to reverse the finding of the Judge who tried the case 
and saw the ap|>cllant in the witness-box was, in the circum
stance of this case, a rash proceeding on the part of the Court of 
Appeal.” It seems to me that in this case also, where admittedly
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there* arc possibilities of inisuiulerstandings and of words living 
honestly spoken in one sense and understood in another, it would 
be rash to declare persons to have been guilty of fraud whom 
the trial Judge declared not to be so. Of course, if it were a 
question of what const it uted fraud in a legal sense (if there is 
any such thing) upon admitted facts or facts actually found by 
the trial Judge, a Court of Appeal may. no doubt, in some eases 
take a different view, but that principle cannot apply here, and 
it would appear to me to be confined to eases where a clearly 
established fiduciary relationship exists. I do not think there 
is any warrant or precedent for extending the principle of fidu
ciary relationship such as exists between trustee and cestui que 
trust solicitor and client, parent and child, to the case of a long 
previously existing relationship of Sunday-school teacher and 
pupil, when the pupil has reached such an age as to be able to 
secure a position as housekeeper in a theological college.

The case, in my view, must be treated in appeal as one of 
innocent misrepresentation, and the requirements of confirma
tion and acquiescence are then not nearly so strict. In tie Hunk 
of Hindustan, 42 L.J. Ch. 771, the head note, which correctly 
represents, 1 think, the view of Wieken, V.-(\, is:

The right of a prison dealing with n company to set aside (as against 
the company) a contract founded on the latter’s unintentional mis
representation may be waived or released expressly or indirectly but cannot 
easily be waived by anything the person does or omits while the falsehood 
of the misrepresentation remains doubtful.

In the present case the payment was made after the untruth 
of all the misrepresentations had been clearly revealed, unless it 
be the representation as to value upon which the trial Judge 
rested his judgment. And with regard to that, 1 think, as I 
have said, tin* plaintiff had by the time she made her payment 
every opportunity to ascertain the value of her purchase and 
knew just as much about the matter as the defendants. I think 
it is exceedingly dangerous to place a representation as to value 
upon the same footing in all respects as representations as to 
actual facts, which cannot be matters of opinion.

ALTA.
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Hki k. J.:—This is an appeal from the judgment of His Honour a,,, i. 

Judge Crawford in favour of the plaintiff. The action is one 
for the rescission of two agreements for the purchase of land hy 
the plaintiff from the defendants on the ground of misrepresent»-
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ALTA. tion. The particulars of misrepresentation are:—(1) A repre
8. C. sentation that tin* lots were within the limits of the city of North

Hratchlf. Battleford; whereas they are about two and one-half miles from 
the centre of the city and are beyond the limits of the city. (2) 
A representation that a street railway line was in course of con
struction to run past the lots; whereas this was not the fact.

The plaintiff is a woman. What her age is does not appear. 
But, ver it is, she is, no doubt, much \ r than Mussel-
man, the agent ut the defendants, whose representations were the 
main cause of her entering into the agreement. She and Mussel- 
man had come from the same town in Ontario, where they had 
known each other well, Musselman being a “Church Worker" 
and at one time the plaintiff's Sunday-school teacher. The land 
in question was in North Battleford, whore the plaintiff had never 
been. Musselman and memlwrs of the defendant firm had lieen 
there. The transaction took place in Edmonton. The plaintiff 
had never engaged in any real estate transactions before, and 
she so informed Musselman and the defendants. They were 
real estate agents. It is almost obvious that she spoke the truth 
when she said that she relied entirely upon Musselman and the 
members of the defendant firm. Under the circumstances she 
could scarcely have done otherwise. At all events, she does not 
appear to have consulted any one else, and she says that she 
felt she could rely upon Musse' because of his standing and
their relationship in the east. Under these circumstances I think 
that what took place between the plaintiff and the defendants 
or their agent should be viewed and dealt with with more strict
ness against the latter than had they been dealing with a man 
who had, or might be supposed to have had, much business 
experience and who obviously was relying upon his own inde
pendent judgment and not at all upon those with whom he was 
dealing; in other words, with one who was dealing with them 
at ami’s length.

There is a conflict of evidence on a number of material points; 
and, although the learned Judge has not found one way or the 
other " or perhaps any of these points, it seems clear from
the tone of his judgment that he accepts the plaintiff as a truth
ful witness.

Her story is this:—She met Musselman in the street in
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Edmonton. He stopped her. They talked. He asked her if ALTA, 
she had invested in any lots yet—she had only shortly lx*fore 8. C. 

come to Edmonton; this was the first time they had met. She .,,777 
said no. He asked her to come to the defendants’ office and <>• 
told her about the lots in question. She said she did not know Lloyd.

anything about real estate and did not like to undertake any- I,*',k J* 
thing of the kind without taking advice or getting someone to 
go in with lier. He coaxed her, pressed her; said it was a good 
proposition; that he would like her to have a good chance on 
it; that he wished to shew her that lie was a good friend out 
here as well as in the east. So she went to the defendants’ office.
There she saw one of the members of the firm, to whom she was 
introduced by Musselman, who remained and took part in the 
conversation. They shewed her a blue print, she says: “They 
said it was a good buy; the payments would be easy ; there were 
eight railways.” She thought the blue print produced at 
the trial was that shewn to her, “because it had those marks on 
it. There was eight railroads on it.” She continues, recounting 
the conversation:—“They said, ‘This would be the centre of the 
town’ (indicating on the blue print) ‘and our subdivision is out 
in this direction.’ So I said. ‘How far would that be if it was in 
Edmonton?’ I said. ‘Supjxjsing we take the office down here 
as the centre of Edmonton, and this’ (indicating) ‘the centre of 
North Battleford, how far out Jasper Avenue would they lie?’ 
ami Musselman said. ‘That would be like away out Jasper Avenue 
as far as 12th Street from here’ ” (a distance, in fact. of about 
5,500 feet), “ ‘which is the best selling property in this city.’
Those were the words he used.” She made a down payment of 
825 and was given a receipt. Asked why she bought the lots, 
she said: “I took Musselman's word, because he said. ‘ Let me 
shew you I am a friend here as down east. // these lots are not 
as I tell you, ice will see you yet your money back,' and Mr. John 
Lloyd said so, too.” This was in April, 1012. The balance of 
the purchase price was to be paid 810 a month.

She went back to the office to get her formal agreement about 
April 25. She says, "They told me how good the lot' were; 
what a good buy it was;” that she agreed to take two more 
lots, and paid 800 on account. Continuing her evidence, she 
says: “They said North Battleford” (she had previously said 
she had never heard of the place before) “ had eight railroads,
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which Keimonton did not haw, and that it would not lx* very 
long Indore North Battleford would I»<* a larger place than what 
Edmonton is; they said there was a street railway there; it is 
going to Phoenix Park. It will he passing your lots; they are 
building there now; hut it will not he long In-fore they will In- 
passing these lots.”

Much of this is denied by Musselman and one of the defen
dants. But, as 1 have said, the trial Judge seems to have accepted 
the plaintiff as a truthful witness, and, even if we assume those 
on the other side to he so also, 1 can well understand that, with 
their extremely optimistic views and their interest in disposing 
of the property, they used expressions which might, by reason of 
the ambiguity of their meaning and intent, under ordinary cir
cumstances, In- properly interpreted as perhaps not more than 
exaggerated commendation and tin- expression of an honest, 
though mistaken, opinion, while they were such as, by a person 
of the plaintiff's inexperience and sense of unlimited confidence 
in Musselman and his associates, would In- taken as having a 
more definite meaning and as meaning what, in reality, she inter
preted them to mean; and 1 think that the defendants must In- 
held responsible upon the meaning she appears to have In-en 
justified in taking from ambiguous statements; that, under the 
circumstances of her complete reliance upon them, they were 
hound to make their meaning clear beyond question, and if the 
result of what they said to her was not unreasonably to create 
a false impression in her mind, the fault must In- attributed to 
them. 1 am satisfied that she was led to believe that the land 
was much nearer to tin* centre- of the town than it in fact is; 
that it was within the limits; that it was in a part of the town 
where great development was about to take place; that a line 
of street railway was under construction or at least about to In- 
constructed, and would, every one supposed, run past the pro
perty. These- things were not true, ami, though not all pre- 
cise-ly state-el in the- particulars of misre-pre-se-ntation, are- suffi- 
ciently indieate-d therein or covered by the- evidence as to |n*r- 
mit us to give effect to them. In my opinion, misre-pre-se-ntation 
is e-stablishe-el. The- plaintiff, howe-ver, maele a payment after 
she- liael elise-eive-reel the- falsity eif the- re-pre-se-ntations, ami it is 
urge-el that this e-e institut e-el a e-emfirmatiem eif the- eemtrae-t, which
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ex hypothem was therefore voidable. Here is part of her evi- ALTA‘ 
denee :— 8. C.

The Court:- Why did you inuke a payment after you found out the Hkauchlb 
represent at ions as to the ear line and location of the lots were untrue? r.

A. Because this man in the office said: “I wouldn’t part with those 1jx>yd.
lots; they are very valuable; they are worth $000 a piece." He said: “I _
will assure you your SIMM) a piece for those lots next spring." lie said: “I 
would hold them."

The one who made these statements to the plaintiff was one 
Wheeler, an employee in the office of the Lloyd Realty Co.

The defendants cannot escape responsibility for these state
ments. The payment was made by the plaintiff only in reliance 
on these statements. If they seek to take the benefit of them, 
they must bear the burden which they carry with them. These 
statements resulted in the benefit to them of the payment, which 
they now set up as a confirmation. They must be held to have 
received that payment subject to the burden of the condition 
that these statements were true. It is not a question what 
remedy lies upon these statements turning out to he false, but 
what aspect do they place upon—how do they qualify the pay
ment. The plaintiff had been deceived by Mussclman, the de
fendants’ selling agent, and also by one or more of the defen
dants themselves. She had gone back to them on finding out 
that the representations made to her about the lots were not 
true. She told them that she wanted her money back. William 
Lloyd told her that, if she ever got it back, it would be by suit 
in Court. No doubt it may well be said that by this time the 
plaintiff had lost confidence in the defendants and Mussclman. 
Later on she called again at the defendants' office and again 
asked for her money back. It was on this occasion that she 
saw, not Mussclman or any of the defendants, but Wheeler, and 
it was he that made to her the statements 1 have quoted. Though 
she may have lost confidence in the defendants and Musselman, 
there is nothing to indicate that she had reason to distrust Wheeler 
beyond his being in their employment, and, at all events, he 
succeeded in inspiring confidence in himself, which resulted in 
her accepting his statements. The effect of those statements, 
under the circumstances, was, it seems clear to me, the same 
as if the plaintiff had said to Wheeler: ‘‘The Lloyd Realty Co. 
and Musselman have deceived me; the lots are not as they
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represented llii'iii to In-; they refuse to return wlmt I have paid 
<m account of the purchase price and say that it's only by going 
to the ex|M‘iis<\ risk and inconvenience of an action in Court 
that I can get my rights, but if, as non my, the lots are certain 
to hriinj St 1(M) each in the spring, I irill hold them, lb-re is tin-
past due payment." Surely the payment is so .......  that.
when set up as a confirmation, it is properly said that the alleged 
confirmation, if a confirmation at all, was a conditional one 
conditional on tin* truth of the statements which were the sole 
inducement for the payment, and tin* condition not having been 
fulfilled, the confirmation is ineffective.

In Morse \. Payai, 12 Yes. p. 371, it is said:
Mut when the original framl is clearly established |»y ei minis tances 

not liable to doubt, a confirmation of -tueli a transact ion is so inconsistent 
with justice, so unnatural, so likely to Is* connected with fraud that it ought 
to lie watched with the utmost st rid ness, and to stand only upon the clearest 
evidence; as an act. done with all the deliberation, that ought to attend a 
transaction, the effect of which is to ratify that, which in justice ought 
never to have taken place.

In Moron \. Payne, L.R. S Cli. SSI, it is said :
frauds or impositions of the kind practised in this case cannot be 

condoned: the right to property acquired by such means cannot be con
firmed in this Court unless there be full knowledge of all the facts, full 
knowledge of t lie equitable rights arising out of these facts, and an absolute 
release from the undue influence by means of which the frauds were practised. 
To make a compromise or confirmât ion of any value in this ( 'ourt. t he part ies 
must he at arm's length, on equal terms, with equal knowledge and with 
sufficient advice and protection.

At tin- time of flu- payment the parties were not at arm's 
length: the plaintiff" bad not equal knowledge wit It tin- defen
dants, for she bad no knowledge whatever of tin- value of tin- 
lots; sh<* was not free from the influence of the defendants, for, 
through Wheeler, who must he accounted tlu-ir agent, they hail 
again acquired her confidence, and after that sin- had no inde
pendent advice. I cannot see how, even assuming entire honesty 
oil Wheeler's part, tin- payment, under llu-sc circumstances, can 
In- deemed a confirmation in tin- absence, at all events, of any 
alteration of tin- defendants' position following I In- payment. I 
would, therefore, dismiss the appeal with costs.

Slmmone J. SlMMONS, .1.. concurred with Sir vht, .1.
.1 ppcal dismissal.
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Annotation Contracts ( § V C 3 4021 Right of rescission for misrepre
sentation Waiver.

Rescission of an executory contract will lie allowed for a material 
misrepresent at ion made by the other party, although the misrepresentation 
may have lieen made in good failli in a lielief of its truth: Einter v. Canadian 
Fairbanks Co., H D.L.R. .‘ilHI. (Derry v. I*eek, Il A.(\ 337, applied).

Where the purchaser of land or other real estate had taken possession, 
lie could not. at common law. afterwards avoid the contract and reclaim 
the purchase-money or his deposit, because the intermediate occupation 
was a part execution of the agreement, which was incapable of being re
scinded And "where a emit rad is to lie rescinded at all. it must lie rescinded 
in Mo, and the parlies put in statu quo": Hunt v. Silk (IK04), ,j Last 440; 
Waikburn v. Smith (IH40), IS L.J. Kx. Is7, 2 Kx. 783. But m equity, and 
the eipiitable rule must now prevail, tie mere possession of the property 
taken under a contract of sale, which is Vitiated by fraud or other sufficient 
cause, does not prevent the court ordering a rescission of the sale and a 
reconveyance of the pro|ierty upon equitable terms if the situation of the 
parties has not been altered in any substantial way: Lindsay 1‘itrolvuni Co 
v. Hurd (IK74). I. It. Ô l\(221 And the court can give eoui|iensalion 
for the possession had by ordering, if necessary, an account of the rents 
and profits taken, or the payment of an occupation rent : King v. King ( 1833), 
I M. A; Iv 442. And in the converse case where the vendor is entitled to 
set aside a conveyance the court will decree the land to stand as security 
only for what has been paid with interest : Addison v. Dawson (1711 ), 2 Vein 
678; Ay! is ford (Earli v. Morns (1873), 42 L.J. <’h. 04b, Lit. S Ch. |s I

\ot wit list anding the fact that a vendee was induced to purchase 
limber lands through the vendor's misrepresentations as to the number of 
acres thereof, rescission of the contract of purchase will lie denied the 
former after he had entered into a contract with the vendor under which 
the latter had begun to carry on lumbering opera!ions on the land for the 
vendee, on tin ground that, as the parties could not lie placed in their 
original positions, both contracts must stand: Eaton v. Dunn. 5 D.L.R 
«Mil.

The defendant bought a house and lot from the plaint iff for $1.400, 
purchase n i.i.ey to be payable by instalments of $10 a month The contract 
furl he i provided that unless the amounts were punctually paid, all payments 
made should be forfeited and all rights of the defendant cease and deter
mine. and the plaintiff be at liberty to re-enter The defendant paid the 
first three instalments, although after paying the third lie became aware 
of misrepresentations of the plaintiff inducing the contract, lie refused 
to pay the filth instalment, but continued to hold p< ssession The plaint iff 
brought this action for possession, and claimed for use and occupation since 
tin* last payment on the contract. The defendant counterclaimed for 
rescission and return of his money paid, and in the alternative damages for 
the misrepresentations It was held that the defendant had bv his conduct 
affirmed the contract after knowledge of the misrepresentations, and the 
plaint iff was entitled to judgment for possession unless the defendant should 
elect to pay the proper value of the property, having regard to the amount 
to lie deducted as compensât ion for misrepresentations. If he declined to 
do this, the measure of tlie defendant's damages would lie the amount
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Annotation (continued) Contracts (§ V C 3 402)- Right of rescission for
misrepresentation -Waiver.

which he had paid, less a jiropcr occupation rent: Webb v. Roberts, 16 
O.L.R. 27» (D.C.).

An executed contract induced by misrepresentation cannot he set aside 
unless the misrepresentation be fraudulent, but the rule docs not extend to 
executory contracts: Angel v. Jay, [10111 1 K.B. 600; Abrey v. Victoria 
Printing Co.. 2 D.L.R. ‘JOS, 3 O.W.N. 868; Ruse River Co. v. Smith, L.R.
I ILL. 64; Adams v. Sewbigging, 13 App. Cas. 30S; Angus v. Clifford, [1861] 
'2 Ch. 446, and see Kinsman v. Kinsman, 5 D.L.R. K71, 3 O.W.N. 666, re
versed on other grounds by 7 D.L.R. 31.

A communication from a person representing a real estate agent made 
to an owner of land from whom he was trying to get a contract of option 
for the purchase of his pro|ierty, that there were no other property transac
tions going on in the neighbourhood in which this projierty was situated, 
although the person making the communication may have known that 
his principal had been buying other pieces of projierty in that neighbourhood, 
is not a misro|)resentat ion dans eausam contractai which would be ground 
for rescission, where the parties were dealing at arm's length and there 
was no duty of disclosure: Kelly v. Enderton, 6 D.L.R. 472, |1613| A C. 161, 
107 L.T. 7s|. aflirming Kelly v. Enderton, 5 D.L.R. 613. 22 Man. L.R. 227.

An agreement for the sale of land whereby the purchaser was to take 
the property at “its fair actual value" to be fixed by the vendor may be 
rescinded, where it ajijiears that the vendor fraudulently made the purchase 
jirice of the projierty several hundred dollars in excess of “its fair actual 
value''t lie jiurehuser being a woman who lacked business experience and who 
was unable to form an opinion herself as to the real value of the projierty, 
notwithstanding that she went into jiossession and leased jiart of the land 
and sold another part, it n|>|>earing that she had not become aware of the 
fraud until the action: Larson v. Rasmussen. It) D.L.R. 600.

A representation by the jiurehuser of land to the vendor that he was 
buying for himself and not for a third jiart y to whom he knew the vendor 
would not sell, although false, is not a represent at ion material to the contract 
or one resulting in any damage to the vendor as its immediate and direct 
conseijtience, so that a sale which the vendor was induced to make by such 
false representation cannot lie rescinded on the ground of fraud: (Hill v. 
Macklin (1887), 15 Can. S.C.R. 576, followed i. Xicliolson v. Peter ton. IS 
Man. L.R. 1U6.

Although it may no longer be ojien to the jiart y defrauded to avoid 
the agreement, lie may have a remedy for the fraud by action for damages 
or compensation for the loss occasioned by it. jirovidcd the fraud amounts to 
a substantive cause of act ion against the part y who committed it. ( ’anijibell, 
C.J.: Clarki v Itiekson 11838). 27 L.J.tj.B. 223, L. B. «V I".. I Is; Blackburn. ,!., 
in Ri \ Sadlet Co 1863), 32 L.J.Q.B 137 10 H.L.C 104 But in such 
action lie cannot recover any damages which might have been prevented 
by avoiding the contract when lie had the ojijwirtunity, if any. of which 
lie did not avail himself; as the loss ujion shares which he might have 
repudiated before they fell in value, or the deterioration of goods which 
he might have returned: Ogilrit v. Currii ilSOS), 57 L..L ('ll. 341 ; Waddell 
v. Uloekcy < Is76), 48 L.J.tj.B- 517, I (j.B.D. 67s. See Ann um v. Smith 
(18861. U Ch I). 348.
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Annotation (continued) Contracts i $ V C 3 402 Right of rescission for
misrepresentation Waiver.
Delay is not imputable against tin- party defrauded until lie lias know

ledge of tin- fraud, or at least sueli means of knowledge as he was hound 
to avail himself of : lirotrne v. McClintock l 1873), hit. till!.. 134; Hr lunger 
v. Suc Sumhnro ChoH/ihote Co. (1878). 3 App. ('as. 1218. And it lies upon 
tin- party against whom the fraud is established and who charges the delay 
to prove the knowledge in the other party, and the time of acquiring it: 
Lindsay 1‘tlroleum Co. v. Il uni (1S74), L.R. 5 l\(\ -'21; Arninon v. Smith 
(18811), 41 Ch.D. .348. Delay is no answer to a substantive action for «lam
ages caused by fraud, at law or in ecpiity. except under tin* Statute of Limi
tations: Ccek v. (lumen (1873). 43 L.J. Cli. 11*. L it. ti ILL. 377.

Avoidance of the agn-cnu-nt involves a restitution of the parties t«i 
their original rights and property; it can be effecte«l only up<m this «-on- 
dition, and. therefore, only so long as such restitution is (xissihlc: Western 
Hank v. Addie (1807), L.R. I ILL. (Sc. i 145.164; Rramwell, L..L. (’hynoireth'n 
Case (1880), 15 Ch.D. 13. '20. A contract voidable for fraud cannot be 
avoided when the other party cannot In* restored to his status quo. for 
a contract cannot he rescinded in part ami stand good for the residue. If 
it cannot la- rescinded in loto, it cannot In- rescinded at all: but tli«* party 
complaining of the non-performance, or the fraud, must resort to an action 
for damages: Sheffield Xickel Co. v. I'mcin <1h77), 46 IJ.().II. 2611. 2 Q.B. 
214. Where the contract has b«-«-n completely «-xi‘cut«'d. then* cannot lie 
rescission for misn-pnwntation unless framlulently made: Seddon v. Xorlh- 
Hantern Soil Co., 74 L.J. Ch. ItlU, |H*I5| 1 Ch. 326

The party who has once determined his election to allirm a fraudulent 
contract cannot afterwards avoid it upon the discovery of additional inri- 
dents of fraud; the effects of such discovery being only to corroborât!- 
tin- fraud which has lieett waived, and not to revive the right of avoidance: 
Comfdnil v. Fleming (1831). 3 L.J.lx.It. 136, 1 A. «V L. 10; Law. Loir (11*14). 
74 L.J. <'h. 160. |IMI5| I ('h. 140. Rut tin- disaffirmance of a contract in 
fact may lie supported by any grounds of fratal subsequently «liseoven-il: 
il igl t Cmh 1871 il L J. Ch. 1 L R : ' h 55

Delay in «h-ti-rmining his eli-dion may operate presumptively in aflirnt- 
ance. Lapse of time without rescinding will furnish evidence that lie has 
delermini-d to aflirm tin- eonlraet; ami where tin- lapse of time is gri-at, 
it probably would in practice Im- treated as conclusive evidence to shew 
that he has so «letcrmine«l: Clough \ !.. «V A II Ity ■ 1 k7 1 ■. II L.J. Kx. 
17. L.R. 7 Lx. 26; Morin, v. Cycrojt (1852). 22 L.J. Ch. 04. 2 DHL XL «V (i 
7s5; Morrison v. I'mverxol Inure. (1873), 42 L.J.Lx. 415, L.R. 8 Lx. 107; 
Shor/diy v. Louth Ity. (1876). 46 L.J. ('ll. 250, 2 Cli.D. 003.

Rut in every case, if an argument against relief which otherwise would 
be just is foumh-d upon mere delay, the validity «if that ilcfcnci- must lx- 
tri«-«l tipi-n principles substantially oquitabh-. Two rircumstnm-cs always 
important in miu-Ii cases are: the length of the delay and th<- nature of the 
acts «loin- «luring tin- interval which might affect «-itlier party, ami cause 
a balatn-1- of justice or injustie»- in taking tin* one «-nurse or the other, so 
far as relati-s to tin- rciin-dv Linilsoy I’ltroleuni Co. \ llurd Is7t . L.R. 
."i I'.C. 221: Erlanger v. A"«te Sombrero 1‘hosphalc Co. (1878), 3 App. ('as. 
1218

N«in-|H-rformain-e fo;- a consid«-rable lapse of time, or under such «-ircum-

ALTA.
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stance* us manifest the intention of abandoning it, may be treated as a 
rescission of the contract : Darix v. Hoinford (lKtiO), .‘to L.J. Ex. 139, (i II. A N. 
245.

Where an agreement had been made between a mortgagor and the 
mortgagee for the former to give up possession and release all his interest 
to the mortgagee, which was not acted upon, and twelve years afterwards 
the mortgagee sold under his power as mortgagee, it was held that the 
agreement had been abandoned and that the mortgagor retained equity 
of redemption and was entitled to the surplus of the purchase-money: Huxh- 
brook v. Laurence ( 1X99). 39 L.J. (*h. 93. L.R. .1 C'll. 3. Where land had 
been sold in lots, subject to covenants with the vendor not to carry on the 
trade of a beer shop, and the vendor afte -wards suffered beershops to be 
opened and himself supplied them with beer, he was held to have waived 
and rescinded the covenants over all the hits: Kelxey v. Pmhl (|XX2), .12 
LJ ('h ;i

If the party, upon discovering the fraud, affirms the contract by some 
unequivocal act, he cannot afterwards revoke his election; and as he can
not approbate and reprobate. In* cannot elect to affirm the contract in 
part, and avoid it in other part, unless the two parts are so severable as 
to form independent contracts: Clough v. !.. «V .Y.IV. liy. 11S71 ), 11 L.J. Ex. 
17. L.R. Ex. 21»; I'nitcd Shoe Manufacturing Co. v. Unmet. 7X L.J.IVC. 101. 
|I909| A.C. 330. IX Que. Kit 'ill.

Where a person was induced to undertake work for another for a cer
tain sum upon a fraudulent misrepresentation of the quantities, and, after 
discovering the fraud, continued and completed the work, it was held that 
he could claim payment only according to the contract price: Selieay v. 
Fogg (1X39), X L.J. Ex. 199. .*> M. A W. X3.

Where a person had been induced by fraudulent misrepresentations to 
take a lease of a mine and had continued to work the mine after discovery 
of the truth, lie was held to have lost the right of disclaiming the lease: 
Vigerx v. Pike (1x42), S Cl. A F. .192.

Where the party defrauded, after full knowledge of the fraud, gave notice 
that he insisted on the performance of the contract by a certain time, other
wise lie should consider it at an end on the ground of the delay, lie was 
held to have affirmed the contract, though it was not afterwards performed 
within the time stated: Maelirgile v. Il"<»kis ( lS.1t»), 22 Beav. .133.

Misrepresentation by the director of an incorporated company inducing 
a contract between him and the company gives the company the right. 
not merely to a future judicial rescission of the contract by a judgment of 
the Court, but to repudiate the contract by its own act : Penman v. ('lover 
liar Coal Co., 7 D.L.R. 99. a Min.... I 1.1 D.L.R. 241

Where the plaintiff was induced to buy shares of the capital stock of 
an insurance company upon its manifesting and expressing a “fixed inten
tion. readiness and capacity" to commence its regular insurance business 
in a certain city on a fixed date, the existence or non-existence of that “in
tention” is a fact, and, if the plaintiff entered into the contract to buy 
and parted with the purchase price on the faith of the statements made 
in respect of such intention, ami those statements were material, his right
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Annotation (continued) Contracts < $ V C - 402)—Right of rescission for 
misrepresentation Waiver.

(if misled) to rescind the contract is the same as if he acted on and was 
misled by a representation of any other m fact, l/'tr Fitzpatrick.
C.J.): International ('ax unit y Co. v. Thomson. 11 D.L.H. <134, 4H Can. S.C.H.
107, affirming Thomson v. International Casualty, 7 D.L.H. U44.

REX v. BURGESS.

Xura Scotia Supreme Court, Sir Charles Townshend, C.J., (iraham, K.J.. 
and Bussell, Langley, and Drysdah, January 2. 1915.

1. Criminal law (6 II D—56)—Criminal information for lihel— Applica
tion FOR LKAVK TO FILF..

Leave to file a criminal information for libel can only be granted by 
the Full Court in Nova Scotia, i.«the provincial Supreme Court, 
sitting en banc; a single Judge, although presiding over a Court for the 
disposal of criminal business in a county, has no jurisdiction to grant

[/if. v. Beale, 1 Can. O. Cas. 235, II Man. L.K. 4is, and H. v. Labou- 
chcre, 12 Q.H.I). 320, 15 Cox C.C. 415, referred to.)

Demurrer upon a criminal information for lihel. An applica- Statement, 
lion had been made to Drysdale, sitting as a Court for the 
disposal of criminal business at Sydney in the County of Cape 
Breton, for leave to exhibit a criminal information against the 
defendant for the publication in a paper known as the “Canadian 
Commonwealth” of a criminal lihel reflecting upon a society or 
large body of the public known as the Knights of ( 'olumhus. The 
prosecutor was Charles Lor way, Kscj , Clerk of the Crown at 
Sydney, and the libel complained of was the publication by de
fendant in said “Canadian Commonwealth” of the words of an 
oath allege taken by members of the society, fourth degree.

The learned Judge having gr application, defendant
demurred on the ground that the information and the matters 
therein contained were not sufficient in law to compel him to 
answer thereto. Subsequently, on bearing counsel, it was ordered 
that the record and all proceedings herein be transmitted to the 
Clerk of the Crown at Halifax for the purpose of argument of 
said demurrer before the Supreme Court en banc.

The following questions were also referred for decision to said 
Supreme Court cm banc:

1. Upon said record was the informant justified in law in 
giving notice of trial of said information for the sittings of said 
Court at Sydney?

ALTA.
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2. If the giving of said notice of trial was not justified should 
the defendant have costs of attendance pursuant to said notice? 

II. Mellinh, K.( '., in support of demurrer.
IV. F. O’Connor, K.C., and A. I). Gunn, K.C., contra.

The judgment of the majority of the Court was delivered by 

(iRAHAM, K.J.: There has been published, and it is alleged 
that the defendant published it, a very serious libel upon a society 
known as the Knights of Columbus. The publication consists 
of an oath required as it is alleged to be taken by the members 
of that society, a secret society, which alleged oath no doubt is 
grossly a fiction. And the applicant has applied for leave to 
exhibit a criminal information. He did not avail himself of the 
ordinary remedy, for a criminal libel before a magistrate and the 
grand jury, but has sought to avail himself of this extraordinary 
remedy. He did not apply to the Full Court in Halifax, but 
applied on circuit to one of the learned Judges of this Court, 
“sitting as a Court for the trial of criminal cases" at Sydney. 
The application was granted by the learned Judge, and an in
formation was filed in the office of the prothonotary and Clerk 
of the Crown at Sydney in the following terms:

“Record of Information.
“Pleas before our lord the King. In the Supreme Court of 

Nova Scotia, Crown Side, of His Majesty's Supreme Court 
of Nova Scotia, at the sittings of the Supreme ( ’ourt, ( Town 
Side, at Sydney in the county of Cape Breton, in the year 
of our Lord 1914.

“Cape Breton County, Sydney. 
“Be it remembered that Charles Lor way, Ksq., Clerk of 

the Crown at Sydney in the county of (’ape Breton, province 
of Nova Scotia, of His Majesty’s Supreme (’ourt, Crown Side, 
for the county of Cape Breton, province of Nova Scotia, before 
the King himself, who for our said lord the King in this behalf 
prosecutes in his proper person, came here into the Supreme 
Court, Crown Side, of His Majesty's Supreme Court, before 
the King himself, at the Supreme ( ’ourt, ( Town Side, at Sydney 
in the county of (’ape Breton, province of Nova Scotia, on the 
2ôth day of February, A.I). 1914. And for our said lord 
the King brought into the said court before the King himself
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a certain information against Edwin II. Hurgcss, which said 
information follows in these words, that is to say:-

‘“In the Supreme Court, Crown Side, Cape Breton 
County, to wit :

‘“Be it remembered that Charles Lorway, Esq., Clerk of 
the Crown at Sydney, in the county of Cape Breton, province 
of Nova Scotia, of His Majesty’s Supreme Court, Crown Side, 
for the County of Cape Breton, province of Nova Scotia, 
before the King himself, who for our said lord the King in his 
behalf prosecutes in his own projier person comes here Into 
tills Court before the King himself, on the 25th day < i Febru
ary, A.I). 1914, in His Majesty's Supreme Court, Crown Side, 
at Sydney, in the county of Cape Breton. And for our said 
lord the King gives the Court here to understand and be in
formed that Edwin II. Burgess did publish without legal 
justification or excuse a defamatory libel on or about the 3rd 
day of January, A.D. 1914, at Baddeck, in the county of 
Victoria, in a paper called the “Canadian Commonwealth,” 
bearing date January 3rd, 1914, a paper purporting to be 
printed at Baddeck in the county of Victoria, and with a 
general circulation throughout the counties of Victoria and 
Cape Breton and elsewhere in the province of Nova Scotia, 
of and concerning the Knights of Columbus, a fraternal 
society or organization consisting of many members residing 
in the county of Cape Breton and elsewhere throughout the 
province of Nova Scotia, and said fraternal society or organiza
tion exists in Cape Breton county and elsewhere in the province 
of Nova Scotia, contrary to the statute in such cases made and 
provided, the said defamatory libel being contained in the 
following article which was printed in the said Canadian 
Commonwi‘lath of Januray 3rd, 1914, the said article tending 
to excite the hatred of the people against all persons belonging 
to the Order of the Knights of Columbus and conduces to a 
breach of the peace.

“ Knights of Columbus’ oath, fourth degree: (Here 
follows the alleged oath.)’”
There has been a demurrer filed on the part of the defendant 

and several grounds for quashing the information thereon have 
been urged before us.

N. S.

8. C. 
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N. S. In my opinion the learned Judge had not power to grant the
s.c. ation. It should have been made to the Full Court at
Rex

Kvroksr.

Halifax. It is quite obvious that the praetiee in England was 
for such an application to l>e made to the Court of King’s Bench, 
sitting at Westminster.

Graham, E.J. By the statute 4 & 5 Wm. M. eh. 18, it is provided:
"Whereas divers malicious persons have more of late than 

in times past procured to he exhibited and prosecuted informa
tions in their Majesties’ Court of King’s Bench at Westminster 
against persons in all the counties of England, &c., that 
after 1693 the Clerk of the Crown in the said Court of Kings’ 
Bench for the time being shall not without express order to be 
given by the said Court, ‘exhibit, receive or file any informa
tion for any of tin* causes aforesaid or issue out any process 
thereupon before he shall have taken recognizance,’ &c., &c.” 
And by sec. 6, that nothing in this Act shall extend to any 

other information than such as are or shall be exhibited in the 
name of their Majesties’ coroner or attorney in the Court of King's 
Bench for the time being, commonly called the Master of the 
Crown Office, anything, &c.

The jurisdiction of the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia was 
conferred by statute, and what was conferred was the jurisdiction 
of the Courts of King's Bench, Common Pleas and Exchequer in 
England: Provincial Laws, 1774, eh. 0, p. 183. 1 refer also to
R.S. (Third Series), eh. 23, sec. 1. passed before Confederation. 
By the Acts of 1758, ch. 13, sec. 36, Provincial Laws, p. 20,

“All indictments, process pleadings and trials and the rules 
of evidence upon any trials for any felonies or misdemeanours 
either by the common law of England or by virtue of this Act 
shall be according to the usage, practice and laws of England.” 
Sec. 25 of K.S.N.S. 1900, ch. 155:-

“ Every action and proceeding in the Supreme ( ’ourt and all 
business arising out of the same except as hereinafter provided, 
shall so far as is practicable and convenient, be heard, deter
mined and disposed of before a single1 Judge

“(2) A Judge sitting elsewhere than in the* Supreme ( ’ourt 
in banco shall decide all questions coming properly before him, 
but may reserve any case, or any point in any case, for the 
consideration of the Supreme Court in banco.

4
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“(3) In all such cases any .1 ud^«‘ sitting in Court shall 
he dmned to constitute a Court."
Before passing from that provision it must he remembered 

that the former Kcjuity Court was by the Judicature Act fused 
with the Supreme Court and provision had to he made for that. 
And for the trial of actions other than equitable actions provision 
was thus made for the trial of those by a single Judge sitting as 
a < ourt.

In respect to trials, under "Sittings at Halifax," it was provid
ed, sec. 2(1:

"There shall he two regular sittings of the ( 'ourt in Halifax 
in each year for the trial of civil causes, one to commence,” 
Ac. (fixing the times).

"Sec. 27: There shall he two sittings of the Court for the 
disposal of criminal eases," Ac.

"See. 2N: Then shall be as heretofore live circuits in the 
province," Ac.
Cnder the spring and autumn circuits, in the Judicature Act. 

ll.S.X.S. WOO, eh. 155, sec. 20, there is this provision:
“The Supreme Court shall sit in the several c.unities twice 

a year for the trial of causes and issues, whether they are legal 
or equitable, and whether they are to be heard and determined 
with or without a jury, as follows," Ac.
As to the Cape Breton circuits, there have been changes in the 

dates of the sittings by the Acts of 1003, eh. fid, and of IV03-1 
eh. 10.

After dealing with civil eases, sec. 3 of the latter Act provides:
"At Sydney there shall also be three regular sittings of the 

( ourt in each year for the trial or disposal of criminal causes 
one beginning on," Ac.. Ac.
Of course by the B.X.A. Act the criminal law and procedure 

in criminal matters is assigned to the Parliament of ( ana la, while 
the province may constitute the <• mrts of criminal jurisdiction.

By the ( riminal ( ode of Canada, sec. 2, sub-sec. 3Ô: " Superior 
Court of criminal jurisdiction" "means and includes ... in 
the province of Xu va Scotia the Supreme Court."

Coming to Jurisdiction, Part XI., see. 577, it is provided as 
follows:

See. 577: " Unless otherwise specially provided in this Act,

N. S.

s.c.
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Hchoks». 

Urauani. E.J.
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every Court of criminal jurisdiction in any province is com
petent to try any crime or offence within the jurisdiction of 
such Court to try wherever committed within the province 
if the accused is found or apprehended or is in custody within 
the jurisdiction of such Court, or if he has lieen committed 
for trial to such Court or ordered to In* tried before such 
Court,” &c.
Section 580 provides:

“Every superior Court of criminal jurisdiction and every 
Judge of such Court sitting as a Court for the trial of criminal 
causes and every Court of Oyer and Terminer and general 
gaol delivery has |K»wer to try any indictable offence."
This brings me to the Crown Rules.
By sec. 570 of the Criminal Code,
“Every superior Court of criminal jurisdiction may at any 
time with the concurrence of a majority, make rules of Court 
not inconsistent with any statute of Canada which shall apply 
to all proceedings relating to any prosecution proceeding or 
action instituted in relation to any matter of a criminal 
nature or resulting from or incidental to any such matter and 
in particular.

"(a) For regulating the sittings of the Court or of nny 
division thereof, or of any Judge of the Court sitting in Chain- 
tiers except in so far as the same are already regulated by law.

••(/>) For regulating in criminal matters the pleading 
practice and procedure in the Court including the subjects," 
<Ve.
The Judges of this Court made Crown Rules first in 1881), 

but these will lie found in the Crown Rules in an appendix to the 
Nova Scotia Judicature Act and Rules, 1900. They do not deal 
with the sittings of the Court or Judges.

Rule 2 provides as follows:
“No order or rule annulled by any former order shall lie 

revived and where no other provision is made by
these rules the present procedure and practice remain in force." 
Cnder “Custody of Records,” there is Rule 3:—

“The Clerk of the Crown in each county shall have the 
care and custody of the records and other proceedings on the 
Crown Side in that county."
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Then Rule 41:
" With th<1 exception of ex officio informations filed by the s.c. 

Attorney-deneral on behalf of the ('rown, no criminal in- 
formation or information in the nature of a quo warranto shall r. 
he exhibited, received or filed without express order hv the l<<i>,:s> 
Court, nor shall any process." Ate. orehem.e.j.

Rule 43:
“The application for a criminal information shall he made 

to the Supreme Court by a motion after ten days’ notice 
thereof in writing and within a reasonable time after the 
offence complained of," Are.
Referring to all of this legislation it is quite clear that the 

practice in England had been to make the application for leave 
to file a criminal information of this nature to the King’s Bench, 
not to a single Judge, up to the time their ( 'rown Rules were 
passed, and that power was continued (I admit expressly) by the 
Crown Rules to be exercised by “the King's Bench Division," 
a Divisional Court of the High Court of Justice, but never by a 
single Judge. And down to the time of the Nova Scotia Crown 
Rules the jurisdiction and practice in England was by statute 
adopted and followed.

No one attempted to cite a case in which a single Judge, 
whether sitting as a Criminal Court or in ('handlers, ever granted 
such leave. And applications have been made to the Full Court.

In King on Criminal Libel, p. 205, there is this passage :
“The procedure for obtaining a criminal information for 

libel is by a motion for a rule niai before the Full Court in 
Ontario, the Divisional Court on affidavit l>\ and on behalf 
of the complainant who is called the relator."
The 25th section of the Nova Scotia Judicature Act which I 

have cited would be ultra vires if an attempt was thereby made 
to change the criminal procedure of the Court and to enable a 
single Judge sitting as a criminal Court to dispose of a matter 
which the criminal law required the Full Court to dis|>oso of:
The Queen v. Beale, 1 Can. Cr. Cas. 235, Il Man. L.R. 44H, citing 
decisions of the Ontario Court of Appeal. It is dealing with 
civil cases chiefly.

Of course a Judge may sit in ( 'handlers anywhere to dispose of 
a matter, and he may sit in an equitable matter as a Court any-
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wheie, but tlie provisions as to circuits contemplates trials, not 
such a matter as this.

Then the sections of the Criminal Code, 577, 580, contemplate 
trials by a single Judge sitting as a Court. Of course a Judge in 
Chambers may by express legislation do many things. But in 
respect to such an application as this I can find nothing in the 
criminal law which altered in the province the existing practice 
or conferred power on a Judge sitting as a Court as he does on 
circuit power to grant a criminal information.

Then, coming to the Crown Rules again, unless another tiro- 
vision is made in these rules the present procedure and practice 
remain in force. Do rules 41 and 43. by using the expression 
“Court " and “Supreme Court," change the procedure and 
practice then existing and enable a Judge sitting as a ( ourt on the 
circuit now to do what only the Full Court at Halifax could for
merly do? They contain a very apt expression to designate the 
Full ('ourt.

The Judges had no authority to make rules “inconsistent with 
any statute of ( 'anada," including, I should say, any pre-confedera
tion statute passed by the province bearing on criminal procedure 
still in force. And they could only make regulations respecting 
the sitting of the Court “except in so far as the same are already 
regulated by law."

Dealing with the proper construction of the rules there are 
many places where this expression is found “Court or a Judge." 
Take certiorari, rules 27-37. The application for a writ of certiorari 
shall be to the “Court or a Judge." and we find that expression 
in those rules throughout. The same in an application for a 
writ of habeas corpus: Rule 147.

Then “mandamus," Crown Rules 54-69. The application is 
to be “made to the Court after ten days’ notice of the motion, 
and in the vacation to a Judge in Chambers for a summons to 
shew cause."

Then Rule 71 :
“An application for a writ of prohibition on the Crown 

Side shall be made to the Court after two days’ notice of 
motion in all criminal causes or matters;" (and in civil pro
ceedings on the Crown side) “a motion is to be made to the 
Court or by summons before a Judge at Chambers."
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In these cases just mentioned surely “Court " means the Full s
Court. We have always given it that construction. I think it S. C. 
also means Full Court in respect to the granting of an information 
in the nature of a quo warranto when it was not intended to give r.
a Judge in Chambers jurisdiction and the expression Court or 
Judge is not used at all.

If that is so, then in the two rules we are considering, II and 
43, “Court” or “Supreme Court” would mean the Full Court.

I see no good reason for our Judges changing the practice and 
1 do not believe they intended to do so. It would be the last 
thing they would think of doing, giving a single Judge, sitting 
as a Court, power to do what in England and Ontario required 
a Divisional Court and in other provinces the Full Court. And 
if the intention had been to give the power to a single Judge, why 
not use the usual expression “the Court or a Judge”? It is so 
much more convenient to hear such a matter in Chambers than 
when trying causes.

I think, too, it is inexpedient that a single Judge should have 
the power. In England where the Court alone has the power there 
has still been great diversity of conclusion as the cases reviewed 
in Iteg. v. Laboucherc, 1 ."> Cox C.C. 41.), 12 Q.B.I). 320, shew. 
It will be much worse in Nova Scotia if this power is given to 
single Judges, resulting, of course, in unreported decisions. It 
will be noticed that this information is exhibited in the name of 
Mr. I .or way, the Clerk of the Crown at Sydney, for the county 
of Cape Breton. This results from obtaining leave at Sydney. 
He, in this information, prosecutes as the Attorney-t ieneral does 
on the ex officio information. In England the King's coroner and 
attorney, commonly called the Master of the Crown Office, 
discharges this duty.

When our Legislature introduced the English jurisdiction and 
practice generally the corresponding officer would, I suppose, 
be the Clerk of the Crown at Halifax, cy pres. Now, while we 
have eighteen Clerks of the Crown in Nova Scotia, one for each 
county, to have the care and custody of the records. 1 think it is 
excessive to have eighteen King's Coroners or Masters of tlie 
Crown Office* in a small place like Nova Scotia when they are 
so economical in England in this matter.

In my opinion the leave to file a criminal information for libel

II
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cannot lx- granted by a single Judge even sitting as a Court. 
Therefore there must he judgment for the defendant on the 
demurrer with costs, to lx- paid by the prosecutor.

Dhysdale, J. : This is a case in which while sitting as a ( ourt 
for the disposal of criminal cases at Sydney I allowed a criminal 
information to lx* exhibited against the defendant for the publica
tion of an atrocious libel upon a society or large body of the public 
known as the Knights of Columbus.

The question whether a Judge sitting a county for the dis
posal of the criminal business of the « has jurisdiction to 
hear such an application was not argued before me. and the 
question whether such an application can only lx- allowed by the 
Full Court was not considered. Counsel, as well as myself, 
assumed the Court had jurisdiction and that the Crown Rules 
providing procedure respecting criminal informations applied 
to tlx- ('ourt whilst in session at Sydney.

The power of a Judge sitting in a county as a Court for the 
disposal of criminal business to hear and allow such an application 
as was granted in thi - case has Ix-en raised by demurrer to the 
information exhibited and the question with others fully argued. 
Whilst I am not satisfied that the Court sitting for the disposal 
of criminal business in a county is without jurisdeition, I agree 
that the best practice is to require that such extraordinary applica
tions should be made to the Full Court, and 1 agree that as a 
matter of good practice all such applications should lx* referred 
to the Court en banc.

I thought at the time the libel was an atrocious one affecting 
a large body of the public, and that a case for a criminal informa
tion was made within tlx* modern rule so fully considered and 
established in the case of The Queen v. Lnbouchere, 12 (J.B.I). 320. 
For this reason I granted the rule. I adhere to tin* opinion I 
formed then on the merits.

I think there is nothing in the point raised as to the omission 
of the concluding part of the form in tlx* information exhibited.

Judgment for defendant with cost*.
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ARNI’RIOR v. U.S. FIDELITY AND GUARANTY CO. CAN
Suprtnu' ('unit of ('amnia. Sir Charlrs FiI'palrirl,-, hums, Iilini/ton. ('

huff, ami Aiiftlin ./•/. Fibriiur/i s. 10| A.
I. Bonds i g 11 B—15)—Fidelity ok i mci.oyki n — Bi xkw.xi. ok mono -

('ONTKXTM OF A 1'1’UCATION.
A new ImiihI replacing an expiring ImhuI of fidelity insurance in the 

samv company ami in favour of tIn* name employer upon the name 
risk is a "renewal" of the original insurance, ami the answers of the 
assured on the application for the original Isimling are to lie looked 
at and their materiality considered in an action on the new bund 
issued without fresh questions to the assured where the original an 
swers were stipulated to In* the basis of the bond then applied for "or 
any renewal or continuation thereof or of any substituted bond."

| Tou n of \r,i prior v. I ..S'. Fidelity. 20 U.L.K. 020, .TO (I.I..II, OIK. 
allirmed: .Ionian V, Provincial Proi'iilnil, 2S ( an. S.( l«. Û51. con

Appeal from a decision of the Appellate Division of the statement. 

Supreme Court of Ontario (20 D.L.K. 029, 30 O.L.R. 018). re
versing the judgment at the trial in favour of the plaintiffs.

IV. .1/. Dont fias, K.C., and 7. K. Thompson, for the appellant.
Wolson, K.C., and Zi\ 7. Slattery, for the respondents.

Sir Charles Fitzpatrick:- I concur in the opinion of Mr. 
Justice Idington and would dismiss the appeal with costs.

Sir Ciinrlrt 
FiUpatriik. C.J.

Davies, J. (dissenting), for reasons given in writing was of "•'> - 
the opinion that the appeal should he allowed and the judgment 
of the trial Judge restored.

Imnoton. J.:—Appellant is a municipal corporation in On- idington. j. 

tario. Its tax collector in 1904 applied to respondent to become 
his surety to appellant. It did so by its bond upon faith of re
presentations made in answer to some eighteen questions. At 
foot thereof the then mayor of appellant signed as such the 
following:—

It i* iigreed that the above answers are to be taken as conditions pre
cedent and as the basis of the said bond applied for, or any renewal or 
continuation of the same that may Ik* issued by the Vnited States Fidelity 
and •Guarantee Company to the undersigned, upon the person above 
named.

Dated at Arnprior, Ont., this 10th day of June, 1004.

Of these questions and answers Nos. 11 and 12 are all that un
necessary for us to look at for our present purpose. They an
as follows :—

Q. 11. To whom and how frequently will lie account for his handlings 
of funds and securities? A. lie accounts to treasurer daily, or when lie has 
collected funds.
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(J. IÏ. i n i \\ luit iik'iiiih will you uim‘ l i Mwvrtuin whether hi- accounts 
art* coned. A. Amlitor* examine rolls, ami his vouchers front treasurer,

(b) Mow frtKjiiently will they Ik* examined ? A. ( (#) Yearly.

The auditors never had, when these answers were made, in 
fact examined a single collector's roll and never, in any succeed
ing year over which by renewals this obligation of respondent 
extended, was such examination made. The answer was palpably 
untrue and should not have been made by any one having due 
regard to his own honour.

It is urged that the mayor was entitled to presume that the 
auditors had discharged their statutory duty. The mayor had 
no right to presume any such thing unless and until, as his duty 
as mayor bound him to do, lie had examined and inquired and 
been in some way misled. It is the duty of the mayor to see that 
every officer of the corporation s doing his duty. And so far as 
that related to the duties of an auditor it did not involve a re
examination of the work, but to see that the methods laid down 
in law therefor had been duly observed.

The respondent was entitled to presume that he had dis
charged that duty and spoke whereof he knew in answering these 
questions as he did. It was a matter of fact upon which the 
bond, as it plainly states, must rest as a condition precedent to 
liability thereon.

It was. moreover, when read in light of the frame of the 
question and the agreement quoted above from the foot of the 
memorandum, an undertaking that the auditors would discharge 
their clear statutory duty.

That undertaking is made, by the memorandum so signed 
by the mayor, tin* basis of the said bond, or any renewal or con
tinuation of the same, and by the terms of the bond itself it is 
shewn that it was upon the faith of the said statements setting 
forth the nature and character of the office or position to which 
the employee had been appointed, the nature and character of 
his duties and responsibility, and the safeguards and checks to 
be used upon him in the discharge of said duties, and same being 
warranted to be true, that appellant entered into said bond; and 
it is stipulated in said bond that if the statement shall be 
found in any respect untrue the bond shall be void.
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Such must he the result of its untruth unless by reason of 
the statute which I am about to refer to, that stipulation is ren
dered inoperative.

Then it is said the bond sued upon was given, as in fact it 
was given, the following year without any repetition of that 
statement of fact and undertaking and. therefore, cannot he 
made a foundation for respondent to rest its defence thereon.

This bond refers as the other had to the employer (iV.. the 
appellant ) g delivered to the respondent
a statement in writing setting forth the nature ami character of the otliee 
or position to which the employee has been elected or tppuinted. the 
nature and character of his duties and responsibilities and he safeguards 
and cheeks to lie used upon the employee in the discharge of the duties of 
said office or jMisition. and other matters, which statement is made a part 
hereof.

What statement can he referred to if not that which in fact 
had been delivered by the employer the year before? No other 
has been suggested, but its identification does not rest upon that 
alone, for the memorandum above quoted expressly anticipates 
its use as basis for “any renewal or continuation” thereof.

I think it is no straining of the language used to say it is a 
renewal of the bond given in 1904 on faith of such answers as 
already dealt with.

In all its terms save as to dates it is identical.
I. therefore, hold it is founded upon the answers already 

retened to as delivered in 1904. and respondent entitled to rely 
thereupon and the assurance given therein and memorandum 
at foot thereof ; subject to what may be set up by virtue of the 
statutory provisions contained in section 144 of the Insurance 
Act of 1897.

Turning to a consideration of that section which is the third, 
if not chief, point relied upon by appellant herein. I think the 
whole section must be read together and due regard be had to 
the history thereof if we would correctly interpret and construe 
any single sub-section thereof.

The words in sub-section 2. “unless such terms, condition, 
stipulation, warranty or proviso, is limited to eases in which 
such statement is material to the contract.” are pressed upon us 
as the governing part of the sub-section, and as requiring in
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CAN each insurance contract an express statement that “the state-
g C. ment in the application” to he made a possible ground of avoid

ance of the contract “is material to the contract.”Arm* bio*
v. I am unable to see what good the expression of any such state-

Fiokijty ment in the contract could serve. It is quite clear that the in-
AXI* sistcncc of it might become verv cmbamuwing. In the multi-

Gvabaxty ....
Co. plicity ot questions often put and answered, many may In- pro- 

idinBiôïï i pci'ly put and answered in the way of eliciting information, yet 
when taken alone may be immaterial. Is it to be supposed that 
the legislature intended that the insurer must under pain of 
losing the benefit of such answers, select the material from the 
immaterial and expressly tell the applicant that those immater
ial are of no consequence and may be answered falsely or truly 
as he pleases, for they are of no consequence !

Again he may think quite properly that a question which lie 
deems to lie material should be put and answered: and yet a 
Judge or jury may afterwards take an entirely different view of 
it and hold it immaterial and then his whole safeguard is gone 
as to the remaining answers though all may have been found 
false; for the moment he stipulates by general terms for too 
much, he loses the benefit of what he would otherwise have been 
entitled to.

I admit that it would be possible to frame a policy in which 
each question and answer could lie set out and the expressed 
statement of its materiality be declared, but with an express 
provision that if found immaterial that would not affect any 
other, or the stipulation in relation to any other, and so on 
through the whole complex maze of questions.

1 cannot think the insured would benefit much by that sort 
of a bringing home to his mind which is the only object sug
gested of expressing in the bond something declaring the 
materiality of what lie was answering. Indeed, taking the words 
i.i question literally and trying so to apply them, eventually 
leads to so many absurdities that 1 cannot think the object of the 
legislature was that which is suggested. I. therefore, seek 
another meaning to the words.

The insured is amply protected by observing the whole scope 
and purpose of these sections and reading the words relied upon 
in relation thereto, and so read I see no difficulty. The stipula-
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tion, no matter what it is. must only be good or held good so far 
as it relates to any statement in question which is material and 
not beyond. In other words 1 should read it as if the purpose 
of the sub-section was to limit the operation of such a condition, 
stipulation, etc., to cases in which it is material. So read the 
whole sub-section is made operative and to harmoiii/.e with the 
rest of the section and the insured gets the substantial benefit 
intended. The other way contended for renders the latter part 
of the sub-section useless and indeed an absurdity.

In any way one can read the curious phrase there are diffi
culties. Let us choose that presenting the meaning which best 
accords with the rest of the whole section.

It is said the case of Jordan v. Tin Provincial Insurant! fV.2S 
Can. S.C.R. 554. is distinguishable because the word “material " 
appeared in some way in the policy there in question. I do not 
so read the condition in which it did appear as at all complying 
with the present contention. It does not profess to do so. It 
does not specify that any particular statement or set of state
ments were material. It was rather a stipulation quite inde
pendent of what the words I have dealt with seem if taken m 
the literal way argued for here to require. It simplx declared 
that the fraudulent or misleading statement of a fact material to 
the contract in the application should render the certificate void, 
which is quite another thing. It does not earmark, as it were 
the answers and express anything as to their meaning or import. 
It does not enlighten the applicant any more than the insured 
was here.

Hut it seems quite clear that the principle upon which this 
Court proceeded in that case, rightly or wrongly, forbids the 
interpretation contended for. Then since that case or rather tin- 
facts upon which it is founded took place the legislature ex
pressly added to sub-section 1 the following: -

(«) Nothing herein continued shall exclude the proposal or applica
tion of the assured from being considered with the contract, and the Court 
shall determine how far the insurer was induced to enter into the contract 
hy any material misrepresentation contained in the said application or

This is dearly intended to settle the general scope and pur
pose of these sub-sections in the way of protection of the insurers 
in the same wav as the respondent claims it is protected herein.
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The insurers wore as a class long ago such gross offenders 
that the legislature hail to step in and protect the insured against 
themselves and the judicial interpretation of the law of contract.

Let us not by disregarding that presumably considered by 
all men as set tbs l and so acted upon for many years, start 
another area giving chances to have another crop of gross 
offenders in the person of the insured class. If the materiality is 
left to the Courts and juries, as the legislature evidently in
tended. then both classes of offenders will, it is to be hoped, be 
kept in such check as equity and good conscience may require.

It is to be further observed that in such eases as presented 
herein the insured was not in fact the applicant and thus was 
not brought within the literal terms of the sub-section.

1 think the appeal must be dismissed with costs-

i* ft .!. Dvff, .).: The statutory provisions to be applied are now
contained in section 144 of the Ontario Insurance Act. That 
section is as follows (pp. 444 and 444. Cameron's Life Insur-

144. ( 1 ) Where any insurance contract made by any corporation what
soever, within the intent of section 2 of this Act is evidenced by a sealed 
or written instrument, all the terms and conditions of the contract shall 
be set out by the corporation in full on the face or back of the instrument 
forming or evidencing the contract, and unless so set out, no term of, or 
condition, stipulation, warranty or proviso, modifying or impairing the 
effect of any such contract made or renewed after the commencement of this 
Act shall be good ami valid, or admissible in evidence to the prejudice of 
the assured or beneficiary.

(a) Nothing herein contained shall exclude the proposal or application 
of the assured from being considered with the contract, and the Court shall 
determine how far the insurer was induced to enter into the contract by 
any material misrepresentation contained in the said application or pro-

16) A registered friendly society may instead of setting out the com
plete contract in the certificate or other instrument of contract, indicate 
therein by particular references those articles or provisions of the con
stitution. by-laws or rules which contain all the material terms of the con
tract not in the instrument of contract itself set out. and the society shall 
at or prior to the delivery over of such instrument of contract deliver also 
to the assured a copy of the constitution, by-laws and rul •- therein re 
ferred to.

(2» No contract of insurance made or renewed after the commence
ment of this Act shall contain, or have indorsed upon it. or be made 
subject to any term, condition, stipulation, warranty or proviso, providing
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that such (M.ntract -hall lit* avoided by reason of any statement in the CAN.
application therefor, or inducing tin* entering into of the contract by the s~C*
corporation, unless such term, condition, stipulation, warranty or proviso *
is limited to cases in which such statement is material to the contract, and Arni'BIok 
no contract within the intent of section 2 of this Act, shall be avoided by 
reason of the inaccuracy of any such statement, unless it lie material to Kii»ki i'ty 
the contract. x\n

(3) The question of materiality in any contract of insurance what lit araxty
soever shall be a question of fact for the jury, or for the Court if there lie 
no jury, and no admission, term, condition, stipulation, warranty or pro 
viso to the contrary, contained in the application or proposal for insurance, 
or in the instrument of contract, or in any agreement or document relating 
thereto shall have any force or validity.

i 4 i Nothing in sub sections 1. 2. and 3 of this section contained shall 
be deemed to impair the effect of the provisions contained in sections 108 
to 173 inclusive, or the effect of the provisions contained in section of 
Tin Act respecting tin Insurance of I Arc Stock.

Section 144. sub-section 4. amended by 4 Kdw. VII. eh. In, 
sec. f> :—

Sub-section 4 of section 144 of the Ontario “Insurance Act.” is amended 
by adding at the end thereof tin* following words: —

"Or the effect of the provisions contained in the Act of Ontario passed 
in the fourth year of 11 is Majesty’s reign and intituled An Act respecting 
Weather Insurance.’ ”

“Insurance contract " must be read in connection with sec
tion 2. sub-sections .'57 and 41. and, it may be observed, includes 
among other things insurance of property against any loss or 
injury from any cause whatsoever. I have come to the con
clusion that the representations made upon the applications for 
renewal which were contrary to the fact had the effect of in
validating tin- contract for renewal upon which the action is 
brought, and that there is nothing in the relevant enactments dis
entitling the company to set up such invalidity as a defence. 11 
is unnecessary to consider what would have been the proper con
struction of sub-section 1 before the enactment of sub-clause 
(</). The effect of sub-section 1 read with sub-clause (it) ap
pears to me to be that as regards representations set out in an 
application or proposal the insurance company is entitled to 
rely upon the legal rule by virtue of which an insurance contract 
brought about by misrepresentations of fact material to the con
tract is thereby invalidated ttb initio.

I do not think these provisions require that this rule of 
law should be set out in the contract of insurance. In other
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words, I do not think that tin* statute* has made this rule of law 
inoperative unless it is embodied by an express stipulation in 
the insuranee poliey. It eannot. Ï think, be questioned that the 
representations referred to are made in a doeument which is 
properly described as an “application or proposal” within the 
meaning of the statute. The statements themselves were made 
by the appellants for the purpose of the application which was 
made by their officer. That is sufficient to dispose of the appeal.

Anglin, J.: With not a little reluctance, because not satis
fied that the defence which has prevailed is meritorious. I find 
myself constrained to concur in the dismissal of this appeal.

So far as it deals with the construction of sub-section 2 of 
section 141. of the Insurance Act ( K.S.O. 1897. eh. 203). I am. 
with great respect, convinced that the decision in Jordan v. Pro
vincial Providf at Institution, 28 Can. S.C.K. 004. was wrong and 
that the Yilhujt of London West v. London (luaranlu and Acci
dent Co., 2(i O K. .720. was rightly decided. Hut 1 feel bound to 
follow the Jordan case. 28 Can. S.C.K. 554, until it has been 
reversed by competent authority. In view of the certificates 
given on behalf of the municipal corporation when renewals of 
the policy in question were obtained, it may be that sub-section 
2 would not aid it. if construed as it contends it should be.

On the other questions involved n the appeal 1 have found 
no reason to differ from the conclus ns reached in the Appellate 
Division of the Supreme Court of « tntario.

[ppeal dismissed with costs-

CORISTINE LIMITED v HADDAD.
Saxkatchnran Supreme Court, Xcwland-*, El wood, arid McKay, ,1.1.

March 20. 1015.
I. Depositions (§ l—4c)—Material witnesses Kemdext in other 

province—Application to take evidence -Plaintiff Co. em
ploying AND MAKING APPLICATION -APPLICATION HONA-FIDE.

Where material witnesses are resident in another province and can
not lie compelled to leave that province to give testimony at the trial, 
the fact that such witnesses are in the employ of the plaint iff company 
on whose behalf the application is being made to take their evidence 
under commission will not disentitle the company to an order to take 
the evidence where the court is satisfied that the application is harm
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fide, t hat the witiivsHvs vun give mut criai evidence and that the exam
ination will he effectual.

\]Iiimil/ v. lUiwiinir, II 1)1. It. 7(14: Fidelity Trust Co. v. Schneider,
Il D.I..U. 221. distinguished.]

Appeal from an order dismissing the application of the plain
tiff to examine witnesses in Montreal.

/•'. L. Hastedn, for appellant.
If. 7\ (Irahum, for respondent.
The judgment of the ( ’ourt was delivered by
McKay. J.: The plaintiff is an incorporated company. carry

ing on business in the city of Montreal, in the province of Quebec,
and the defendant resides in the................drift of Swift Current.
in this province.

The plaintiff sues for £350, being the amount of an account 
claimed to be due and owing by the defendant to the plaintiff 
for goods sold and delivered I y the plaintiff to the defendant, 
namely, one Persian lamb jacket, 8350. The plaintiff also claims 
interest on this amount at the rate of Hr'( per annum, agreed 
to be paid by the defendant.

The defendant denies the plaintiff’s claim: and, in the alter
native. sets up that the plaintiff warranted and guaranteed the 
jacket to be first-class, etc., but that the jacket delivered did 
not fulfil the terms of the guarantee, etc.,, and. in the further 
alternative, pleads sec. Hi (1) of eh. I 17. K.S.S. (Sales of Goods 
Act), and that the jacket is not reasonably fit for the purposes 
required, etc.; and that, after notice of its defects, setting them 
out, he returned the jacket to the plaintiff, and that it is still 
in tin* possession of the plaintiff: and also pleads non-fulfilment 
of sec. 10 of ch. 73. K.S.S. (Foreign Companies Act). In reply, 
the plaintiff joins issue, and claims that the jacket has been re
turned to defendant after having been repaired, and sets out 
facts to shew that the Foreign Companies Act does not apply 
herein.

I give the above summary of the claim and defence to show 
that there is nothing of a complicated nature in this action—in 
fact, it is an ordinary action on an account.

The plaintiff has no absolute right to give the evidence of 
its witnesses otherwise than in open Court before the trial Judge, 
but r. 305, under which the application is made, reads :—

The Court or judge may, in any cause or matter where it shall appear 
necessary for the pur poses of justice, make any order for the examination
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upon oalli before the Court or judge, or any officer of the Court, or any other 
person and at any place of any witness or person, and may empower any 
party to any such cause or matter to give such deposition in evidence therein 
on such terms, if any. as the Court or a Judge may direct.

This is a copy of the English rule, and the practice under 
the English rule is stated (with authorities cited) in the Annual 
Practice, 191.5, p. (>.5(>.

It seems to me that all the propositions are fully satisfied 
Iiy the affidavit filed in support of the application, made hy the 
director of the plaintiff company. Apart from the fact that lie 
expressly swears the application is made bona fide, 1 am satis
fied it is so made, and he shews that the issues are such as the 
Court ought to try, and that the witnesses can give material 
evidence, and that the examination will he effectual.

The affidavit also satisfies me that the plaintiff cannot com
pel the attendance of these witnesses at the trial. The director 
swears he has asked them if they would Ik- willing to go to Swift 
Current to attend the trial of this case, and they both state 
that they are unable to go. owing to family as well as business 
reasons, and they are not willing to go to Swift Current to give 
evidence in this action. Now, it seems to me this is the best 
of reasons that they cannot he examined at the trial—namely, 
that they cannot he compelled to attend. Although they are 
both in the employ of the plaintiff company, it is not shewn 
that the plaintiff could compel their attendance, and 1 see no 
way by which the plaintiff could do so; and the fact that they 
are in the employ of the plaintiff is not a conclusive reason for 
refusing the application. (Reference to Cock v. Allcock, 21 tj.B.I ). 
I. 180.)

The plaintiff depends upon the evidence of these two witnesses 
to make out his case, and they refuse to attend trial; it cannot 
compel them to attend and it asks that their evidence be taken 
under r. 30.5.

( >n the other hand, the defendant urges that, as there is likely 
to be a conflict of evidence, the trial Judge should be in a posi
tion to study the witnesses on both sides, their demeanour, etc., 
and that, as he intends to attack the veracity of the witness 
Kosh, it will lie impossible for him to sufficiently instruct foreign 
counsel without going to Montreal.

It must be at once conceded that these are very strong objec-
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tions, hut I do not think they are sufficient for refusing 1 In- 
order in this particular ease. As to the latter objection, 1 think 
that, as the issues raised are not of a special or difficult nature, 
counsel in Montreal can he sufficiently instructed to carry out 
an effective cross-examination. As to the former, all commission 
evidence* is subject to the same objection. 1 thoroughly realize 
tin* importance of having all evidence, if possible*, taken before 
tin* trial Judge, and that this practice should not be lightly de
parted from. But occasions will arise when we must, for the pur
poses of justice, depart from this well-established practice, how
ever reluctantly wo may do so. One of the leading cases in the 
matter of issuing commissions to take evidence abroad is Cock 
v. Allcock, already referred to. [Reference to statement of Lord 
Kshor, M.R., at p. 181.|

Under the circumstances of this particular case, 1 am of the 
opinion that the refusal of the application would be depriving 
the plaintiff of not only “reasonable facilities for making out 
its case," but the only means it has of making out its ease and 
thereby doing it a positive injustice.

I have carefully examined the authorities referred to by 
the learned District Court Judge, anil it seems to me all these 
cases can be distinguished from the case at bar. In three of 
these cases there was an element of fraud.

[Reference to Murray v. Hummer ami Lockhart, 11 D.L.R. 
764; Fidelity Trust Co. v. Schneider, 14 D.L.R. 224. 25 W.L.R. 
<>H; Cnion Investment Co. v. Terms, 12 W.L.R. 7b; Canadian Ry. 
Accident Ins. Co. v. Kelly, 8 W.L.R. 7.48; Toronto Mf(J. Co. v. 
Ideal House Furnishing, 17 W.L.R. 621.]

It was suggested that we ought not to disturb the discretion 
exercised by the learned District Court Judge in refusing the 
order; in answer to this I quote Cotton, L.J., in a similar appli
cation: Berdan v. (ireemcood, L.R. 20 Cli.I). 767. . . .

On the whole, I am of the opinion that this appeal should 
be allowed, and the order of the learned District Court Judge 
reversed. Costs to be costs in the cause throughout.
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ALTA. Re CHRISTENSON.

8. C. Alberta Supreme Court, Harvey, February 22, 1915.

1. Evidence ($ Il M—3ft3rf)—Presumptions—Intestacy.
The presumption is that a testator intended to dispose of his entire 

estate and not to die intestate as to the whole or any part thereof.
[40 Cye. 1409, referred to.J

Statement Motion to construe ;i will.

,/. F. Lymburn, for the widow.
IV. J. A. Mustard, for the executor.

Harvey, C.J.:—The will of the deceased is on a blank printed 
form, and the blanks appear to be filled in by some one who was 
not a professional man. The printed part relating to the disposi
tion of the rtv is as follows:—

First, I give and direct that my exeeut hereinafter named, pay all 
my just debts and funeral expenses as soon after my decease as conveniently 
may be. Second, after the payment of such funeral exjienses and debts
1 give, devise and bequeath. (Then follows a considerable blank space 
followed by the clause for appointment of executor.) Lastly, I make, 
constitute and appoint to be exeeut of this my last will
and testament, hereby revoking all former wills by me made.

The first clause is filled in to read “executors.” The second 
clause has the following words written at the end, “to Jens Buhl 
of Lindsay Platte Co. Nebraska.” And the blanks in the last 
clause are filled in, “Jens Buhl of Lindsay Platte Co. Neb.” and 
“tor.” One witness is described as of Lindsay, and the other 
as of Omaha, Nebraska. The will is dated April 20. 1914, and 
the testator is described as of Edmonton, Alberta. The testator 
left a widow, but no children. The widow now asks for a declara
tion that there is an intestacy under the will, in which event she 
would be entitled to the whole estate after payment of debts.
I have no evidence before me as to the extent of the debts, but 
it is admitted by counsel that the whole estate consists of a half 
interest in a lot in Edmonton worth a few hundreds of dollars 
and the rights under a stead entry made by the testator
during his lifetime.

In Jarman on Wills, ch. XIL, it is stated that
In the construction of wills the most unbounded indulgence has been 
shewn to the ignorance, unskilfulness and negligence of testators;
and that
In modem times instances of testamentary gifts being rendered void for 
uncertainty are of less frequent occurrence than formerly.

1

4
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In 40 (ye. 1400 it is stated that
The presumption is that a testator intended to dispose of his entire 
estate and not to die intestate as to the whole or any part thereof.

Now, the terms of the will leave no room to doubt that the 
testator had no intention of leaving anything to his wife, and 
therefore, if there is an intestacy, effect will not he given to any 
expressed intention. It is also clear that lie did intend to give 
something to the person whom he names as his executor. The 
extent of such gift. however, is not made clear in language ordin
arily used. We might add after the disposing clause, ‘‘my 
homestead rights,” or “my interest in the Edmonton lot," or 
“one hundred dollars,” and then we would have a sentence of 
common language with a definite meaning, any one of which 
dispositions, however, would leave an intestacy in part, and for 
no one of which is there the slightest support in the will. We 
might also add the words, “all my property,” which would leave 
no intestacy, hut for which I see almost as little warrant.

However, taking the language as it is, it appears to me that 
the words, “after payment of such funeral expenses and debts,” 
form an elliptical expression leaving something understood. If 
anything such as I have suggested were added, the words to he 
understood appear to me to he some such words as these, “out of 
what is left of my property,” and there being no such words at 
the end, the words to he understood perhaps should he, “what is 
left of my property,” and we would have the clause reading, 
“what is left of my property after the payment of such funeral 
expenses and debts I give, devise and bequeath to Jens Buhl,” 
which would he a complete disposal of everything. This is, per
haps. not really tilling in any words, hut merely reading words 
which are clearly omitted and must he understood on the presump
tion. which appears justified, that the testator intended something. 
Something of this sort appears to have been the view of Bacon, 
Y.-( ., in Perkin* v. FI ad gate ( 1872), L.R. 14 Hq. 54, 41 L.J. Ch. 
681, where he held that the words, “after these legacies are paid I 
leave to my sister, Mary Perkins, without any power or control 
whatever, of her husband John Perkins,” disposed of the residue, 
being of opinion that the testator intended to dispose of all his 
property; in other words, presuming against intestacy.

Perhaps it would he sufficient to decide the case on this
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rvasoning. hut there is another aspect which appears to lead to 
the same conclusion.

Prior to the Wills Act of 1830 ( 1 Win. IV. eh. 40), the executor 
took beneficially any undisposed of property, hut by that Act it 
was provided that thereafter he should not do so unless it appeared 
by the terms of the will that he was to take it beneficially. Though 
at that time the executor only took the personalty, now that real 
property goes to him and is disposed of as personalty I think the 
principle may be treated as general. In the present ease it is 
clear that the testator intended to benefit the executor, and 
though it may be argued that he has not shewn his intention to 
benefit him as to all the property, still there appears to me much 
force in the view that the intention is clear enough to prevent 
the operation of the statute. Considering all the grounds I have 
mentioned, I have come to the conclusion, though not without 
some feeling of doubt, that the proper construction of the will is 
one which declares that Jens Buhl, the executor therein named, 
takes the whole beneficial estate.

I have less feeling of doubt that this construction gives effect 
to the real intention of the testator than I have as regards his 
expressed intention by reason of the facts which I have now to 
consider.

By this construction the widow is deprived of all benefit under 
the will, and she now applies for relief under the Married Women's 
Relief Act (eh. 18 of 1910, 2nd sess.). By this Act, if the widow 
takes less under the will than she would take in the event of 
intestacy, the Court may make her such allowance out of the 
estate as may be just and equitable, and to that extent set aside 
the testator’s disposition.

Section 10, however, provides that 
Any answer or defence that would have been available to the husband 
of the applicant in any suit for alimony shall equally be available to his 
executors or administrators in any application made under this Act.

It is contended that this means that what would be a complete 
defence to ah action for alimony will be a complete defence to an 
application such as this.

In her affidavits in support of this application the widow states 
that she is 33 years old and has two sons of 10 and 12 years of 
age, the offspring of a former marriage, that she has no property 
for the support of herself and her sons except a half interest in an
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Edmonton lot transferred to her by deceased and her (lower rights 
in some property in the United States, that she married her hus
band in June. 1910, in Montana, and came with him to Alberta 
in August following, where she remained in Edmonton, and he 
went on to a homestead. She says that at the time of the marriage 
he owned a ranch in Montana and some cattle, and that she had 
some cash and chattels, and that she advanced him certain sums 
which he never repaid.

1 am of opinion that I need not consider these claims for 
moneys advanced, for if they were not gifts she can make her 
claim for the return against the estate.

In June. MM 1, she brought action for alimony against the 
deceased. This action was settled by an agreement between the 
parties made on October 18, MM2, by which the defendant gave 
the plaintiff in settlement of her claim a one-half interest in the 
Edmonton lot to which reference has been made, which lot, 
apparently, was practically all the property lie had.

By the agreement, the widow, the then plaintiff.
expressly covenants and agrees that she will not at any time hereafter make 
any claim whatsoever against the party of the second (? irst) part for 
alimony or support and hy these presents hereby releases the party of the 
first part from all claims or rights against the real or personal property ot 
the party of the first part which she may have or may hereafter acquire by 
reason of being the lawful wife of the party of the first part.

It is admitted by counsel that after the marriage the ranch in 
Montana was sold by deceased without the knowledge of his wife, 
but whether before or after the agreement does not appear. It 
is in respect of that that the widow has an action now pending 
in the Montana Courts claiming dower rights. It seems probable 
the property was sold before the agreement and the proceeds 
put in the lot in Edmonton, since that was all the property of tin- 
deceased at the time of his death for which In- had expended 
money. If the widow succeeds in establishing her right to dower 
she will have a life interest in a one-third share in that property, 
of which, if the proceeds were all used in purchasing the Edmonton 
lot, she has already had a half interest absolutely. Prior to eh. Ml 
of 1901, by which the wife takes all of the property of a deceased 
husband who dies intestate leaving no children, she took only a 
one-half interest.

It may be assumed that the reason for the change of the law in 
this respect was due to the fact that in this new country the wife
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frequently, if not generally, does as much towanls acquiring the 
property as the husband, and that if he had made a will he would 
probably have left it all to her when he had no children.

Both of these reasons are absent here. The wife, if she lived 
with her husband at all. did so only for a few months, and probably 
furnished little if any assistance towards acquiring the proper!v 
he left. He did make his will and did not leave her anything. 
He had already provided for her in a manner which was appar
ently satisfactory to both, and which gave lier what under the 
former law would have been as much as she would have taken 
at death in intestacy, which, if he were near her own age, might 
reasonably have been expected not to occur for many years.

Without deciding definitely whether the agreement is binding, 
or, if so, would be an absolute bar to the present application, I am 
of opinion that the applicant has not made out a case such as 
would justify me, in the interests of justice and equity, in inter
fering with the testator's disposition of his (-state.

The costs of the application for construction of the will should. 
1 think, come out of the estate, even though that involves tIn
payment by the successful party. I see no reason, however, why 
the other application should not be paid by the unsuccessful j arty, 
and as they were both treated practically as one I will dispose of 
both without costs.

Order accordingly.

HUGHES v. NORTHERN ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING CO
Supreme Court of t'uunilii. Sir Charles Fitzpatrick, C.J.. Dorics. I'hiniton.

Duff. Anglin. unit Hauteur •/•/. February 2. IRIS.
I. ( OKCOKATIO.VK AXIl VOMI'A NIKS igIVI)—(id I—('oMI’AXV's I Mll.ll I liliM.ss 

—MoKTIiAtiK — ('ONNIIIKRATIOX KI AI. A Ml KXCKKSSKII—MoHK.Ai.K 

vi.tba vikks—Stockiioi.DKKs.
Tin1 discharge of the company's indebtedness ami tin* securing of 

liiiaiifiul aid to tin* company for the future may In* shewn to Is- the 
real consideration for a mortgage given hy the company on two of its 
three stockholder» selling out their holding» t > tin- third, although the 
expressed consideration of the mortgage was the price lixed for such 
holdings; such mortgage made hy a mining company when it had no 
other means of procuring money for operating is not ultra rires even 
as to the excess of the expressed consideration above the indebtedness 
assumed and paid oil or cancelled by the arrangement so made by the 
continuing stockholder.

\ Xorthern Fleet rie v. Cordova Hines. Tl O.L.It. 221, reversed; Taror 
v. 1V hit worth. 12 A.C. 4011. and tl.X.W. \. tVmrlehois. A.t .
114, distinguished. |
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Appeal from a decision of the Appellate Division of the 
Supreme Court of Ontario, .'$1 O.h.R. 221, sub nom. Xorthiru 
Elu trie awl Mfg. Vo. v. Cordova Mints, reversing the judgment 
at the trial in favour of the defendants.

Wills tV Wright, for the appellants.
McKay, K.O., for the respondents.

Sir Charles Fitzpatrick, C.J. (dissenting):- I agree with 
Mr. .Justice Idington.

Davies, ,1.:—I agree with Mr. .Justice Duff.

Idington, .1. (dissenting), was of opinion, for reasons given 
in writing, that the appeal should he dismissed, the cross-appeal 
allowed with costs throughout, and the declaration made as 
prayed for and injunction granted with such references as 
needed to work out the result.

Duff, .J.:—The appellants. Hughes and Maekeehnie, and the 
respondent, Kirkegaard. were the owners of a mining property 
in the township of Belmont, which they transferred to Cordova 
Mines Ltd. (a company they had incorporated for the purpose 
of acquiring the property) in consideration of the issue to them
selves and their nominees of all the authorized capital stock of 
the company fully paid.

Cordova Mines, Ltd. having issued all its capital stock in 
payment for the mine, it was necessary that money should be 
borrowed to carry on operations. These operations were exten
sive and were made possible by loans to the company from 
Hughes, Maekeehnie and Kirkegaard in equal shares, in April, 
1ÎH2. Cordova Mines, Ltd. was indebted to Hughes. Maekeehnie 
and Kirkegaard in respect of these loans, including moneys then 
advanced to the extent of over $43,000.

At this time Hughes. Maekeehnie and Kirkegaard had 
drifted apart in their ideas as to the policy to be adopted in 
carrying on the company’s affairs. Hughes and Maekeehnie 
were on one side. Kirkegaard on the other. None of them was 
willing to advance more money unless his policy was adopted. 
A deadlock ensued. This deadlock was finally broken and the 
continuance of operations secured by an arrangement whereby
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Hughes and Muekechnie sold their shares to Montgomery, who 
was Kirkegaard's solicitor and trustee, for $60,000, payment of 
this amount to be secured by a mortgage from the company to 
Hughes and Mackechnie on the mine. Kirkegaard was to pro
vide for the proper operation of the mine and to spend at least 
$3,000 per month in its development.

The form in which this arrangement was expressed ami car
ried out consists of (1) an agreement between Hughes and Mac
kechnie of the first part, Joseph Montgomery, trustee, of the 
second part, and Peter Kirkegaard of the third part, dated April 
23, 1912; (2) a supplemental agreement between Hughes and 
Mackechnie of the first part and Joseph Montgomery of the 
second part, dated 30th April, 1912; and (3) a mortgage from 
Cordova Mines Ltd. to Hughes and Mackechnie, dated April 
30, 1912.

The substance of the arrangement, so far as it affected the 
company, was set out and embodied in a minute of its directors 
held on April 30. 1912, as follows:—

It was explained to tin* meeting that all moneys required l»y the com 
puny for expenses had heretofore been advanced by the three directors 
equally, ami Messrs, Hughes and Mackechnie did not now desire to continue 
making advances, hut were willing to dispose of their stock to other par
ties who were willing to guarantee the payment of the purchase price by 
a mortgage on the company’s property, and it was considered advisable in 
the interests «if the company that this shouhl Is- «lone provi«le«l all share 
holders uonsenteil thereto.

All the shareholders of the company concurred in this 
a rrangement.

It was part of the agreement that the sum of $43,000 owing 
by the company was to be wiped out. All the debts owing by the 
company at the time of the arrangement were paid, and it was 
not contemplated that any further debts should be incurred. 
On the contrary, it was expressly provided that until the first 
payment had been made on the mortgage, all costs and expenses 
should be paid by Montgomery and his associates so ns not to 
become a lien or charge on the company’s property.

The result of the transaction was to free the company from 
its overdue délit of $43,000, and to obtain for it the new ad
vances necessary for carrying on its operations and improving 
its property.
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Hughes and Maekeehnic, in pursuance of the agreement, 
transferred their shares to Montgomery, Kirkegaard’s solicitor 
and trustee, and Kirkeguard proceeded to operate the mine and 
advanced to the company large sums of money for that pur
pose. He and others associated with him made payments on 
account of the purchase money on the shares amounting to 
$19.000 or thereabouts to Hughes and Maekeehnic. Thereafter 
the mortgage having fallen into a near Hughes and Maekeehnic, 
the appellants, brought proceedings against Cordova Mines Ltd. 
on the mortgage and on April 30. 1913. upon consent of the com
pany. judgment was pronounced for the immediate sale of the 
mortgaged premises and directing possession to he delivered to 
Hughes and Maekeehnic.

More than a year after the mortgage, the company incurred 
h debt to the plaintiff, respondent, the Northern Electric & 
Man. Vo. Ltd. The present action was brought by the plaintiff, 
respondent (a) to recover from the company the sum of $817.09 
in respect of goods sold to it; (/>) to have it declared that the 
mortgage above mentioned was illegal and ultra vires and a 
fraud as against the creditors of the company including the 
plaintiff, respondent, and that the consent judgment in the mort
gage action brought by appellants was also void.

On September 11, 1913, Cordova Mines Ltd. and IVter 
Kirkegaard filed a defence to this action. They admitted the 
debt owing by Cordova Mines Ltd. to the Northern Electric & 
Man. Vo. Ltd., but denied insolvency and denied that the mort
gage was illegal or fraudulent.

Since the commencement of this action judgment by default 
was obtained by the respondents, the Northern Electric & Man. 
Vo. Ltd., on September 22. 1913, for the sum of $817.09 against 
the mining company and execution was issued in respect of this 
debt on September 26, 1913.

At the trial Cordova Mines Ltd., having changed its solici
tors. asked leave to amend its defence, and, after most of the 
evidence was in, a new defence on the part of Cordova Mines 
Ltd. was filed, denying the making of the mortgage, saying that 
if made it was ultra vires and void, and claiming that it should 
be set aside.
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Mr. Justice Middleton delivered judgment dismissing the 
action as against all the defendants (other than the defendant. 
Cordova Mines Ltd. against whom judgment had already been 
entered as stated above for $817.0!)) and declaring that the mo"t- 
gage in question was a good and valid mortgage, and ordering 
the plaintiffs to pay to the defendants (other than the defend
ant Cordova Mines Ltd.), their costs.

The plaintiffs, the Northern Electric & Man. Co.. Ltd., ap
pealed to the Appellate Division; Cordova Mines, Ltd. did not 
serve any notice of appeal, hut counsel for it appeared on the 
a rgument.

The Appellate Division on April ti. 1914. allowed the appeal 
in part, declaring that the mortgage was ultra vins In tlx (.rtnit 
that it exceeded the liabilities of the Cordova Mims Ltd. can
celled by the arrangement made at the time the mortgage was 
given, but valid to the extent of such liabilities.

It is no longer seriously argued that the mortgage is im
peachable as in fraud of creditors.

1 have not been able to discover any solid ground upon which 
the plaintiff obtains a locus standi to attack a transaction as 
ultra vires which was entered into a year before he became a 
creditor of the company. Another question ought to be disposed 
of in limine which is suggested by the dissenting judgment of 
Mr. Justice Riddell. It is the question whether the judgment 
of the second Appellate Division ought not to be reversed and 
the action dismissed on the ground that it was not competent for 
Mr. Justice Middleton to amend the pleadings in such a way as 
to permit the company being a party defendant only to attack 
the mortgage as ultra vires. 1 do not think it is necessary to 
pass upon the question whether or not on a proper construction 
of the Ontario Judicature Act and the Consolidated Rules the 
learned trial Judge had power to make the order he did make. 
I do not think that question arises. The learned trial Judge 
exercising such of the powers of the Supreme Court of Judi
cature for Ontario as were vested in him as trial Judge had, 
unquestionably, power and authority to hear and pass upon an 
application by one of the parties for leave to make such an 
amendment and as necessarily involved therein to adjudicate
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upon thv question whether or not the authority conferred upon 
him by the < onsolidatcd Rules was broad enough to enable him 
to make such an order. It seems to be quite clear that he did 
pass upon that question, that he held authority to lie vested in 
him to grant the amendment and to adjudicate upon tin- issue 
raised by the amendment as trial Judge. It seems obvious 
enough that neither the learned trial Judge nor any of the coun
sel present supposed that he was trying the issue as arbitrator 
or in a proceeding i.r via or ultra vins or in any manner con
trary to the course of the 4 ourt. It may be added that the 
learned trial Judge having tried the issue and pronounced judg
ment upon it, it seems self-evident that this judgment necessarily 
involved an adjudication to the effect that he had jurisdiction to 
pronounce it. an adjudication which as that of a Judge exercis
ing the authority of a Superior Court of general jurisdiction to 
decide upon the scope of its own jurisdiction is binding upon 
the parties until reversed on appeal. The judgment of Mr. 
Justice Middleton was not challenged, as I understand it. in 
the ( ourt of Appeal by either of the parties on the ground that 
he had not jurisdiction to pronounce it. and having regard to 
what took place at the trial I do not think it would have been 
open to either of them to raise that question. For the same 
reason I think the point is not open here : and it may be added 
indeed that the question was not raised by either of the parties 
in this Court.

As to the merits. It is. of course, not contended that the 
mortgaging of its property for the purpose of securing the pay
ment of the purchase price of shares bought by one of its share
holders for his own benefit would in itself, special circumstances 
apart, be within the powers of this company; but the broad com
mon sense of the matter seems to be that tin* company being 
overwhelmed with debts, the shareholders being involved in dis
agreements. making effective administration impossible, and the 
plan which was proposed and carried out promising an escape 
from these difficulties and prosperity for the company’s under
taking as against ruin otherwise certain, the transaction ought 
not to be regarded as outside a reasonable application of the 
doctrine of ultra vires merely because it involved as one of its
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incidents as part of the consideration moving to one of the share
holders for services in procuring payment of the company's 
debts and further advances to enable it to carry on its business 
a guarantee or payment of a limited part of the purchase price 
of shares in the company, the purchase of which was of the very 
essence of the plan decided upon. The two points to be con
sidered in every such question arc, first, is the power to enter 
into the challenged transaction, if not expressly given, prima 
faci( vested in the company by implication as being reasonably 
necessary to enable the company to carry on its authorized un
dertaking ? And secondly, if notwithstanding it is prima facie 
given by implication from necessity is it the proper inference 
from all the instruments defining the company's objects and 
powers and prescribing the regulations for the conduct of its 
business that such a power has been denied ? On the first ques
tion, Lord Blackburn's observation in Mackay v. Dick, G App. 
('as. 251, to the effect that in business “impossible” and “im
practicable” are convertible terms should be borne in mind. 
“Necessary” here means necessary in the business sense. 1 
think the observation of Lord Macnaghten in Parkdale Corpora
tion v. West, 12 App. ('as. G02, quoted in Mr. Shepley’s factum, 
are pertinent; and 1 think a case of necessity in this sense has 
been abundantly established. As to the second point, our atten
tion has not been called to any provision of the Ontario Com
panies Act expressly forbidding such a transaction, and 1 do not 
think any argument has been advanced which goes very far to 
establish ground for implying such a prohibition. It seems to 
have been assumed in the Court below that the transaction is 
by analogy to be treated as governed by the rule (judicially 
established) which incapacitates a company from purchasing 
its own shares in the absence of authority expressly given. With 
great respect, I am unable to discover the analogy.

There is another ground, however, upon which, in my judg
ment, the attack fails. As mentioned above the company was at 
the time of the transaction indebted to the three persons in
terested in the sum of $43,000. It was admittedly a part of the 
arrangement that this debt was to be wiped out or merged in the 
mortgage debt and I think it is clear that such was the effect of
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the tru nsa ft ion. it would, of course, hiive been within the power 
of the company in the circumstances existing to have procured 
the discharge of its liabilities by a tender at the price of $60,000 
and to have given a mortgage to secure this sum. If the trans
action had taken that form with the consent of all tin- share
holders and parties interested, it would have been li
able. Again, the transaction might have taken the form of a 
mortgage securing the payment of $411000 to the mortgagees 
the amount of the company’s liabilities discharged and of a 
further sum of $17,000 for the benefit of the r as in
part payment of the purchase price of shares. If it had taken 
this latter form nobody would have thought of disputing the 
validity of the mortgage as a security for the sum of $43,000; 
and 1 understand the majority of the Court of Appeal to have 
held that to the extent to which s of the company were
in fact discharged by the parties to the arrangement, 
the mortgage ought to be treated as a valid security. 
Now, it appears to me to be indisputable that as the trans
action could have been expressed in such a form as to make it 
unimpeachable as a security for $43.000. that is to say, as tin1 
transaction in its >> mice was to that extent infra vins and 
inexpugnable, any objection based upon the form of it must 
have been curable by a subsequent agreement between the parties 
declaring that the mortgage should stand as security for this sum 
of $43,000. In fact as mentioned above, the sum of $19.000 has 
been paid by Kirkegaard and had been paid by him at the date 
when judgment was recovered against the company in the fore
closure action. It appears to me to follow that the judgment in 
the foreclosure action must be held to have precisely the effect 
of an agreement such as 1 have suggested. The decision of the 
Judicial Committee in (trait North-Western Central /?. Co. v 
Charlcbois, |1K99] A.O. 114, appears to be beside the point. In 
the transactions which came into question in that case the per
sons having control of the company sought by a consent judg
ment to impart legal authority to arrangements which, in their 
essence were of such a character that the company had no 
power to enter into them. The impeached transactions had been 
made to assume a form in which on the surface they appeared
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mouvement was never anything else hut a fraud upon the com
pany's powers. Their Lordships held that the judgment being 
a consent judgment could take no higher validity than the ultra 
vins agreement upon which it was based.

Duff. J.
The principle of that decision can. 1 conceive, have no appli

cation to this ease where the transaction to which the judgment 
gives effect is in so far as effect is given to it by the judgment 
unimpeachable in substance; and for the short reason that it 
was not beyond the powers of the company but within the 
powers of the company by a valid agreement to disembarrass 
the transaction of the objectionable features which concerned 
the form of it alone and to giving legal and binding effect to 
the substance of it.

For these reasons I think the appeal should be allowed and 
the judgment of Mr. .Justice Middleton restored.

Anglin. J, A noun. J., also, for reasons given in writing, thought that 
the learned trial Judge was right, and his judgment should be 
restored and the appellants should have their costs in this Court 
end the Appellate Division.

Broilrur, J. Brodkih, J. : 1 concur in the opinion of my brother Duff.
Appeal al It need.

ALTA. Re CUST.

s.c. Alberta Supreme Court, Ifarvey, C.J., Scott, Stuart, amt Walsh,
February 16, 1915.

1. Tanks (§ V A ISO) — Sicckskion tax—Dihkct tax—Provincial .ivkis- 
diction.

So far as it relates to property within the Province of Alberta, the 
Succession Duties Ordinance provides a scheme of direct taxation and 
i< within the competence of tne provincial legislature.
|Cotton v. Hei, 15 D.L.R. 283. |19I4| A.C. 176; Hei \. l.ovitt, (10121 

A.C. 212, considered; He Cunt, IS D.L.R. <147, reversed.]

Statement Appeal from a judgment of Beck, J.
(). M. Higgar, K.( and G. 1*. (). Fenwick, for the Attorney- 

General.
Frank Ford, K.C., for Dinwoodie.
F. H. Edwardh, K.C., for the executors, respondents.
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Keck by the executors of the will of the deceased to determine
Cvst.whether the succession duty payable under the Succession Duties ( 1 sr- 

Ordinance in respect of specific lands devised should be paid by nnm-v. e..r. 
the devisee or by the executors out of the residue. Vpon the 
argument. in some manner the question of the validity of the 
Ordinance arose, and the Attorney-Oeneral of the province was 
notified. After further argument at which he was represented, 
the learned Judge decided that the Ordinance was ultra rirca the 
Legislature, on the ground that the duties were indirect taxes.
The Attorney-General now appeals.

The deceased at the time of his death was domiciled within 
the province, and all of the property lie left was physically situate 
within the province, so we are not confronted with any set of 
facts similar to that in any of the several cases that have been 
decided by the Judicial Committee, but the learned Judge bases 
his conclusion upon some of the statements and reasoning in the 
judgment delivered by Lord Moulton in Cotton v. Hex, [1014]
AC. 171». 15 D.L.R. 283.

In that case the question to be determined was whether duty 
in respect of certain moveable property locally situate in the 
1 nited States of America was payable to the province of Quebec, 
where the deceased was domiciled at the time of his death. There 
were two grounds of objection urged: first, that the Quebec 
statute did not apply to such property, and secondly, that if it 
did it was ultra vire*. The judgment of the Privy Council decides 
that the statute does not apply and that the appeal should be 
allowed. It then proceeds to deal with what by virtue of that 
decision had become a hypothetical case covered by the second 
branch of the argument. It is in this second branch of the case 
that the reasoning and statements relied on by the learned Judge 
appear. It is urged by counsel that, inasmuch as the Cotton 
case was decided on the ground first mentioned and could not have 
been decided on the second ground since there were no facts 
existing in the case to support that branch of the argument, this 
Court should not feel itself bound by that part of the judgment.
I cannot accept this view. The fact that, having decided that the 
Act did not intend to tax property out of the province, it was 
immaterial to the disposition of that case to decide what would
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In* the result if the Act had so intended, appears to me a stronger 
reason why a subordinate Court should feel itself bound by such 
last-mentioned decision, because it must have been intended as 
a guide for future legislation or decisions. That this is the case 
is also apparent from a statement in the judgment on p. 187 
(15 D.L.R. 287):—

The latter of the two questions is of the greater practical importance, 
in view of the fact that by a later statute the operative portion of the 
section has boon amended by omitting the qualifying words "in the Pro
vince.” so that a decision depending on the presence of these words would 
have no application to the present state of legislation.

I am of opinion, however, that the expressions used in the 
judgment must be deemed to refer to the matter under con
sideration, and that there would be great danger in assuming that 
they were intended to have any wider application. Thus, when 
it is said on p. 195 (15 D.L.R. 293),
The whole structure of the scheme of these succession duties depends 
on a system of making one person pay duties which he is not intended to 
bear but to obtain from other persons,
which, in the opinion of the Committee, determines that they 
are indirect taxes, it seems to me that it must be considered that 
the succession duties referred to are those under consideration 
imposed upon property locally situate outside the province, for 
the illustration given is that of taxes on property in New York, 
and these remarks are prefaced by this statement appearing on 
p. 193 (15 D.L.R. 292):—

It remains to consider whether the succession duty imposed in the 
present case would be within this definition (i.e. of ‘‘direct taxation”) if it 
be taken that the duty is imposed on all the property of the testator wherever 
situate.

The conclusion reached, therefore, on that branch of the 
Cotton ease, can have no application here, since the only question 
here is in respect to duty on property in the province. Moreover, 
the reasoning does not, to my mind, apply to the Ordinance in 
question here.

After quoting certain provisions of the Quebec statute, the 
judgment proceeds as follows, p. 194 (15 D.L.R. 293) :—

Their Lordships can only const rue these provisions as entitling the 
collector of Inland Revenue to collect the whole of the duties on the estate 
from the person making the declaration who may (and as we understand 
in most cases will) be the notary before whom the will is executed and who 
must recover the amount so paid from the assets of the estate, or more 
ac curately from the person interested therein.
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The plan of our Ordinance is entirely different from that. 
Instead of a person who has no claim to or interest in the estate 
being called on to pay the duties, they are payable by the executor 
or administrator, who is, under our law, the legal owner of all 
the estate, both real and personal, and whose duty it is to pay 
all the debts and other liabilities of the estate, not out of his own 
property, but out of the assets of the estate in his hands. As 
to duty in respect to property in the province, he has no need to 
go to any one to recover the duties paid, because lie pays them 
out of the property itself, which is directly liable. It may happen 
that a specific property is bequeathed in respect to which there is 
duty payable. In such case the Ordinance (sec. Iff) gives the 
beneficiary the option of paying the duty and taking the whole 
property, but it is the duty of the executor either to deduct the 
duty or collect it before delivering the property to the beneficiary.

The executor or administrator, before the grant of probate 
or administration, is required to give a bond for the payment of 
the duty (see. t>), but it is limited to the payment “of any duty 
to which the estate of the deceased coining into the hands of the 
said executor or administrator may be fourni liable." This is the 
only personal liability that is imposed on the executor or admin
istrator, and it is no more of a personal liability than is imposed 
by the bond to lx- given by an administrator before grant of ad
ministration to administer the estate according to law.

Eighteen months is allowed for payment of the duties, with 
provision for an extension of time in the case of estate not coming 
into the hands of the executor or administrator at once, thus 
making ample provision to obviate the necessity of the executor 
being required to pay otherwise than out of the assets of the 
estate. The executor or administrator is usually referred to as 
the personal representative. Inasmuch as by our law lie takes 
the real as well as the personal estate, the word “personal" may 
be dropped, and he is the reprise illative of the estate or of those 
entitled to tlte benefit, and any payment of liability of the estate 
made by him is as much a direct payment by the estate or the 
beneficiaries as any payment made through an agent or other 
representative can be. Under these provisions the duties appear 
to come within the definition of direct taxation as accepted in 
the Cation case, and this appears to have been the conclusion

AI TA
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ALTA. reached in Hex v. Loritt, [1012] A.C. 212, in which the question
s r.
Hr

was whether duty was payable under the New Brunswick statute 
upon moneys deposited in a bank in that province the property
of a person who died domiciled in Nova Scotia. It was contended

Berrvy. C.J. on the argument that the statute was ultra vires in attempting 
to impose duties on such property. The Judicial ( ommittee held 
that the property was in the province of New Brunswick and that 
the duty was payable under the statute.

The provisions of the New Brunswick statute referred to in 
the judgment are to the same effect as the provisions of our
Ordinance, and it is stated in the judgment at p. 223 that
These provisions shew that the Art under consideration assimilates 
tin* tax to the probate duty. It is imposed as part of the price to he paid 
by the representatives of a deceased testator for the collection or local 
administration of taxable property within the province, and. in the view 
of their Lordships, it is intended to be a direct burden on that property, 
varying in amount according to the relationship of the successor to the 
testator.

If it is within the power of the province to levy the duty when 
only the property is within the province, it certainly could not 
be less within its power when the owner at the time of his death 
is domiciled within the province.

It is quite clear that there was no intention in the Cotton case 
to qualify the decision in the Loritt case, for Lord Moulton says, 
on p. 196, “in the case of Hex v. Loritt no question arose as to the 
power of a province to levy succession duty on property situated 
outside the province,” which remark also indicates that all that 
they intended to deal with in the Cotton case was such power.
I am of opinion, therefore, that the present case is really governed 
by the Loritt case, which appears to me to establish the validity 
of the Ordinance so far as it levies duties on property within the 
province. This also was the opinion of Mr. Justice (’lenient, 
the distinguished author of a work on the Canadian Constitution, 
in He Doe (1914), 16 D.L.R. 740, the only case to which my 
attention has been directed in which the province's power as 
regards property in the province has been heretofore questioned.

In the numerous cases which have been dealt with by the
Privy Council there has been no suggestion that the Acts were 
invalid in toto, but only so far as they were beyond the power of 
the Legislature, and even if some of the provisions of the ( >rdinance
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are nil ni rins I see no reason why the provisions which are intra ALTA 
vires should not he valid. s.C.

In all the cases on succession duties the matter has been dealt \{r. 
with as one of taxation simply, hut it appears to mi* that in so far ( 1 ST- 
as the law is one dealing with property in the province, it might iiamy. c.1. 
he considered under the head of “property and civil rights in the 
province," a subject assigned to the provincial jurisdiction. If 
an Act were passed declaring that upon the death of any one one- 
half of his property within the province should become the 
property of the province, I do not see how it could he seriously 
argued that such an Act would he ultra vins, whatever might he 
said about its wisdom dice; and when the objections that
might he urged on these grounds are forestalled by making the 
amount taken by the state only a small percentage, with reason
able and just exceptions and exemptions as has been attempted 
in the Ordinance in question, it appears to me that the essence 
has not been changed. In this as|s*ct the duties are not in fact 
a burden on the estate at all, and hence not of the nature of taxes, 
but are in reality that portion of the estate which the province 
appropriates, to that extent interfering with the rights of testa
mentary disposition and inheritance. It is not necessary, how
ever, to rest the validity of the Ordinance upon this aspect, as, 
for the reasons I have stated, it seems that so far as it relates to 
property situate within the province it is direct taxation within 
the meaning ascribed to that term by the Privy Council cases.
I would allow tin* appeal. By arrangement there will be no costs.

A ppeal allowed.

BOYDELL v. HAINES.

Hritish Columbia Supreme Court, (ireyory, ./. March I, I'll.',.
1. \ EXDOIt AM) l‘l'l« MAKER (§ I I) AhstRACT OF TITLE Dl'TY TO KVRXISII.

It is necessary for a vendor to furnish an abstract of title onlv if the 
purchaser demands it.

2. YeM»OH AND I t Hi HAHKK S II •'«) REMEDIE* I» VENDOR YknDOR’h
MEN—KxKOHCEME.NT.

A vendor suing to enforce an agreement for sale of land on the pur
chaser s default is not entitled to pursue concurrently the remedies of 
personal judgment against the purchaser and of foreclosure and sale 
of the lands.

[Hargreaves v. Security Investment. Ill D.LR. C,77, (Sask.), followed.]
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and no demand was made in the present ease until the 21st 
October, and the trial took place on the 2(»th of the same month. 
It is quite clear that this demand was an afterthought. If 
further proof of this was required, it is shewn by the fact that 
in a previous action for interest overdue this defence was not

As to the second objection that the plaintiff has not given 
the thirty-day notice required by the agreement. it seems to me 
that that notice has no at ion to an action on a covenant 
for the payment of an instalment. An examination of the agree
ment shews that the object of the notice is to enable the vendor, 
without the aid of the Court, to himself declare the agreement 
to be null and void and forfeit the moneys already paid after the 
expiration of the notice. The plaintiff has not attempted to do 
that here, but brings his action on defendants' covenant to pay 
on the date named.

As to the third objection, 1 think it is good: see Haryrearch \. 
Security Invent ment Co., It) D.L.R. 077, where the Supreme Court 
of Saskatchewan en banc dealt with this very question arising, 
as in the present case, out of an agreement for the purchase and 
sale of property.

The defendant counterclaims for rescission of the agreement 
and return of the cash payment made by him and a reference 
to the registrar, and. in the alternative, for an order directing 
the plaintiff to discharge the mortgages registered against the 
property.

It seems to me that he entirely fails. While it may be ad
mitted that a purchaser is entitled to have an encumbrance of 
which he hud no knowledge discharged before he makes any 
payment (other than the payment made when the contract was 
entered into), it is quite a different thing to say that lie can 
insist upon having an encumbrance discharged of which lie had 
full knowledge at the time he entered into his contract, and it 
seems to me that, having had this knowledge, having entered 
into the agreement, taken posse.»ion and resold an interest, it 
must be taken that lie agreed with the plaintiff that the plain
tiff’ should be allowed, as he states, to pay the encumbrancers 
out of the moneys to be received from the defendant.

It is also to be noted that, while the plaintiff is seeking re-

B. C. 

s. c.
Boydell

flregory, J.
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B. C. scission and n return of his money, he makes no allegation nor
s.c.

Boyoell

does he attempt to prove that he was at all times ready and 
willing to perform his part of the contract, and it is quite clear 
to me that he was not ready, and that he is only seeking a way 
of escape from his obligation. In any case he cannot have re
scission unless he is in a position to immediately make restitu
tion—it is not enough for him to say he can got in the interest 
he has sold and then make restitution. It would, however, he 
unfair to require the defendant to make his payments without 
being properly secured; lie is entitled to set1 that his money is 
applied on the mortgages.

The result is that the counterclaim will be dismissed, and 
the plaintiff will be entitled, not to a personal judgment, but to 
an order for the payment by the defendant Haines of the amount 
sued for, with interest and costs, into Court on or before May 1 
next, and, in default of such payment, all his right, title and 
interest and of anyone claiming through or under him, in and 
to the lands, be absolutely barred and foreclosed, and the agree
ment sued on declared void and at an end.

¥

The plaintiff will be entitled to both the costs of the action 
and of the counterclaim.

As between the plaintiff and the other defendants, the- plaintiff 
is entitled to no costs, as they were made party defendants by 
tin* plaintiff as a matter of precaution and for his own protec
tion -they were not parties to the agreement and put in no de
fence—the presence of their counsel at the trial imposed no 
additional expense on the plaintiff; they, on the other hand, 
are not entitled to any costs for attendance of counsel, for they 
knew that no personal judgment was claimed against them,
Mr. Fell having so stated at the beginning of the trial, when 
their counsel said they were only present to prevent such per
sonal judgment. The apparent claim against them, in the state
ment of claim, was clearly a typographical error, the letter “s” 
being added to the word defendant in two places, making it 
appear that they were parties to the agreement when they knew 
they were not.

It is unnecessary to refer to the third mortgage for 81,000, 
for it was given after the agreement, registered after it, and was, 
therefore, subject to it, and no encumbrance on the title. As
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nome complications may arise after the payment of the money 
into Court or otherwise, there will he general leave to apply.

B. C.

sc.

,/ udgrne tit accordi nglg. Roydkll

O’MULLIN v. EASTERN TRUST CO. N.S.
Nova Scotia Nupram Court. Sir Charte* Toirnshnid. C.J.. (iraliam. li.J 

ami Langley anil Dryxdah, .1.1. January '2. 1915. s.c.

1. Eminent domain i§ III ( 150i Expropriation or lands- Compensa*
TION- Like tenant and remainderman.

Apart from any damage to the tenant for life in respect to incon
venience or injury independently of the value of the property, the 
compensation awarded in eminent domain proceedings is to lie held 
for the remainderman and the interest only on the fund paid to tin- 
tenant for life where by the terms of the trust the property was not 
to he sold until the latter’s death.

[Smith v. (I.N.U. Co.. 23 W.IL 129: Lndliam v. Chaîna r. 1 K. «k J. 
45s. applied; Young v. Midland R. Co., 19 A.IC (Ont.) 295. 2S1, re
ferred to.]

2. Eminent domain (§ III C —150) — Expropriation ok lands Com
pensation -Like tenant and remainderman.

A ten jht cent, allowance for compulsory taking in eminent domain 
proceedings is really a part of the value and is to he similarly treated 
as between a tenant for life and a remainderman; it is error to direct 
the ten |M*r cent. to he paid to the life tenant.

Appeal from a judgment of Russell, J., in an action to de
termine the disposition of the sum of 821,830 paid by the (hivern
aient of Canada under the provisions of the Expropriation Act.

Statement

T. S. Rogers, K.C., and ./. Med. Stewart, for appellant.
//. Mcllish, K.C., for ret

The judgment of the Court was delivered by
( 1 hah am. E.J.: -The property, 00 Pleasant St., has been ex

propriated by the Government of Canada under the Expropriation 
Act by the deposit of a plan and description, and it therefore 
has a good title.

The parties interested have agreed with the Minister that 
the sum of 821,830 is sufficient compensation for the land, and 
accepted the same, and that sum is held by the Eastern Trust Co., 
the trustee under the will of the late Patrick O'Mullin. The 
plaintiff has a life interest, and the residuary legatee, the re
mainderman who takes on his death, is the Society of Jesus. 
The real interests appear from this clause of the will :

Ninth: 1 direct that my said brother Robert O'Mullin shall have the 
option, which option shall lie exercised by him within six months after my

Oraliem, E.J.
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découse, < f tiiking possession of the house and premises, the remainder of 
the furniture, pictures, plate and silverware therein contained, now owned 
and occupied hv me. and known as No. till Pleasant St., in the city of Halifax, 
and of having the possession and use of the said house and premises (and 
their contents) for his personal occupation so long as he shall live, free from 
any charge for rent of the same on condition that lie do annually pay tin- 
taxes of whatsoever kind that may from time to time he assessed upon said 
house and premises and contents, and also the premiums of insurance 
thereon during such time as he may possess, use. ami occupy the same, 
and on further condition that lie during the said period do keep the said 
house and premises in good repair; and if my said brother Robert 
O'Mullin shall pre-decease me. or in case that my said brother shall 
survive me. then on the death of my said brother, or when and so soon as 
his occupation of. or his right hereunder to occupy the said house and 
premises shall cease and determine. 1 direct that my said nephew John 
Coll O'Mullin shall have the option, which option shall be exercised by 
him within six months after the happening of any of the events hereinbe
fore mentioned, whichever of such events shall first happen, of taking 
possession and of having the possession, occupation and use of the said 
house and premises and contents on the like terms and conditions as are 
hereinbefore expressed with regard to my said brother Robert O'Mullin, 
for so long as my said nephew shall live; and in case my said brother and 
my said nephew, and each of them respectively shall pre-decease me, or in 
case they or either of them shall survive me. and they ami each of them re
spectively shall fail to exercise the option or op* ions hereinbefore expressed, 
or in case the survivor of them shall fail to possess, occupy and use the said 
house and premises, or in case such survivor’s occupation or his right to 
occupy the said house and premises shall cease, or upon the death of the 
survivor of them, whichever event shall first happen, then 1 direct that 
the said house and premises and contents shall he sold by the Eastern 
Trust Co., which is hereinafter appointed my trustee, and that the proceeds 
of such sale shall form a part of the residue of my estate.

It appears that Hubert O’Mullin did not avail himself of his 
option under the will, and the plaintiff thereupon exercised his 
right thereunder and was in possession when the property was 
expropriated. This action is brought against the Eastern Trust 
Co. to determine what disposition is to be made of the com
pensation money.

t'nder sec. 15 of the Expropriation Act it is quite clear that 
each one of these parties, or both together, may agree with the 
Crown for the sale of his or their interest, and may, for a com
pensation to be agreed upon, convey to the Crown.

Then, by sec. 22 it is provided that the compensation “agreed 
upon or adjudged” shall stand in the stead of such land or property, 
and the claim upon such property shall be converted into a 
claim to such compensation or to a proportionate amount thereof.

In the first place I am of opinion that this Court may deal
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with this matter at this stage and has ample power to apportion 
or dispose of this money under its genera! jurisdiction: Clorl,, 
v. Seymour, 7 Sim. <>7; Buhner v. Buhner, 25 Cli.D. 409, at 412: 
and ComHiff v. ('ondliff, 29 L.T.N.S. 831.

The learned Judge who heard this action has directed that 
the whole of the 10' , allowance for compulsory taking should 
go to Mr. O'Mullin. the tenant for life. This view, I think, is 
not correct. This is the admission in the evidence in regard to 
that matter:

"(It is admitted that in making up the compensation of 
$21,390, 10', was added to the valuation as an allowance for 
compulsory taking and is included in that sum.)"

It appears that this 10f \ is really part of the amount of the 
value and is included in it.

Of course there might lie a case in which a tenant for life 
would sustain damage in respect to inconvenience or injury in
dependently of the value of the property, hut that is not this case.

In the case of Re II'tide's Estate, Hi (’h.l). 001, Hall. V.-(\, 
says: "No distinction can he drawn between the additional 10', 
for compulsory purchase and the rest of the purchase money."

The remainderman as well as the tenant for life suffers from 
the compulsory taking.

In regard to the mode of disposition of the purchase money, 
the plaintiff contends he is entitled to the value of his interest 
in the property in a lump sum to he paid to him now, and the trus
tee contends that the money should he invested and the interest 
paid to the plaintiff for lift1. At least the remainderman is not 
a party to the action and has not consented to this apportionment 
and payment over of the fund.

1 am of opinion that the trustee would not he justified in 
paying to the tenant for life any portion of this sum now, as 
by the terms of the trust the property was not to he sold and the 
proceeds realized and paid over hy the trustee among other 
things until the death of the tenant for life: Smith v. (i.X.R. Co., 
23 W.R. 1245; Leetlham v. ('homier, I K. & J. 4">8; ( iodeftoi on 
Trusts, 438.

Irrespective of the question of the trust, Meredith, J.. in the 
case of Young v. Miilhuul R. Co., 19 A.It. (Ont.) 2(m, at 281, 
under statutes resembling these, has strongly intimated that the

N.S.

S. C.
O’Mri.LiN

Eahtebx 
Tm st Co.

Ornlmin, E.J.
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MAN.

C. A.

Statement

proper course is an investment of the purchase money and pay
ment of the interest upon it to the tenant for lift* where others 
interested object to the apportionment of it in lump sums to 
each. If. however, the Society of Jesus consents to this appor
tionment, it is perfectly clear that the trustees are justified in 
paying over to the tenant for life and remainderman their re
spective proportions to be determined by a referee.

In the latter contingency the parties are agreed as to the 
computation to ascertain the amounts payable to each if the 
principle* of disposition is determined, and therefore there need 
be no reference.

It appears that the plaintiff's expectancy of life is lti.85 years, 
and that the proportion of the computation agreed on payable 
to him now would be SI 1,982.01, and to the remainderman 
$9,377.99. But, lacking that consent, the money will have to be 
invested for the present and the interest paid to the plaintiff.

1 agree with the learned Judge that the amount expended 
upon the property by the plaintiff cannot be regarded. Ho 
cites authority for the position. The appeal will be allowed and 
the decree varied as I have indicated. The costs of each out 
of the fund.

./udgment accordingly.

REX v. KUZIN

Manitoba Court of \ppcal, lloirrll. C.J.M.. Itielomls. I’inliir. Co nieront 
•uni llaggart, 4. March 3. HU5.

1. Witxkknkh (SI A—4)—Competency notwithstanding death hent-

A person under sentence of death is competent as » witness on thv 
trial of another for a criminal offence.

| It. v. I loch, Hi Can. Cr. Cas. llhi. followed: It. V. Webb, II fox 
(133. distinguished.]

2. Witxesses (8 I A—4|—Prisoner sextexceii to death—Witness ox
indictment ok another.

See. 1004 of the Criminal Code giving special directions for tie- 
safe custody of a convict sentenced to death does not interfere with 
the powers‘conferred by see. 077 upon Courts of criminal jurisdiction 
to order the convict to be produced as a witness on the trial of an 
indictable offence.

Cask referred by the trial Judge for the opinion of the Court 
of Appeal.

II. r. Blackwood, K.C., for the Crown.
A. V. Darruch, for the accused.
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llowell, C.J., concurred with Richards and Cameron, JJ.A.

Richards, J.A.:—The accused is charged with the crime of 
murder. Counsel for the Crown applied to the assize Judge, 
Mr. Justice Metcalfe, for an order, under sec. 977 of the Criminal 
Code, to enable him to call, as a witness for the prosecution, one 
Prokofy Malkoff, who had previously been convicted of murder 
and sentenced to death, and who is now held as required by sec. 
1064 of the Code, awaiting the carrying out of that sentence.

To get the opinion of this Court, as to whether lit1 hail power 
to grant the order, the learned trial Judge refused the appli
cation, but. at once stated a case, asking the following ques
tions:—

“(1) Was I right in refusing the application ?
“(2) Should I have ordered Malkoff to be produced as a 

witness?
“(3) Have 1 jurisdiction to compel his attendance?
“(4) Is Malkoff (a person under sentence of death) a com

petent witness?”
Three cases were cited to this Court on the argument. In 

The Queen v. Webb, 11 Cox C.C. 133, Lush. J„ in 18(17. held that 
a person under sentence of death was attainted and civilly dead, 
and refused to allow him to be called as a witness.

In Graeme v. Globe Printing Co., 10 C.L.T. 3(17. the Master 
in Chambers, at Osgoode Hall. held, following Peg. v. Webb, that 
a person under sentence of death was not a competent witness. 
In a note to that case it is stated that, in 1865, Ryles, J.. ad
mitted the evidence of a person under sentence of death.

In Tin King v. Hatch, Hi Can. Cr. Cas. 196, McLeod, J., held 
that such a person was a competent witness.

Formerly a person under sentence of death was not a com
petent witness. The conviction and sentence caused him to be 
attaint, and the attainder destroyed his competency.

In Comyn’s Digest, vol. 7. p. 447. it says: “So a person at
tainted or convicted, of treason, or felony, shall not la- a wit
ness.”

Viner's Abridgement, vol. 12. says, at p. 27: “Persons that 
have been attainted of felony, though pardoned shall not lie of a

MAN.

0. A. 

Rkx 

Krzi.v.

IlichanlH, J.A.
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MAN.
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jury or witnesses.*’ And sec 1Ï. v. Castlemaine, Raymond 379; 
('ullicr's Cast, Raymond 309, and Broun v. Cruslune, Bulstrode,
154.

It was not the sentenee but the attainder that destroyed the 
competency.

In 1807, when Lush, .1., ruled as above in Tin Queen v. 
Webb, it was doubtful whether the disability, imposed by the 
attainder resulting from the sentenee of death, had been re
moved by statute (i & 7 Viet. eh. 85, see. I. But in 1870. there 
was passed in Kngland the Act. 3d & 34 \ let. eh. 23. the first, 
section of which says:

“So confession, verdict, inquest, or judgment of or for any 
treason or felony or felo <lc si shall cause any attainder.

It seems to me that, by enacting that the verdict, or judg
ment. should not cause an attainder, the above removed all 
difficulty in the way of calling, as a witness, a person under sen
tenee of death, or under any other sentence, as it prevented the 
following, from the conviction, of those consequences which de
stroyed the competency.

Substituting “ indictable offence" for “ felony " section 1033 
if our Code uses exactly the same language as that last above 

quoted.
See. 977 of our Code provides that.
“when the attendance of any person confined in any prison 
in Canada ... is required in any Court of criminal 
jurisdiction in any case cognizable therein by indictment, 
the Court or Judge may make an order upon the warden, 
or gaoler, or upon the sheriff, or other person having cus
tody of the prisoner ... to himself convey such pri
soner to such place.”

The section places no limit on the words “any person con
fined in any prison.” and there is nothing in it that puts a per
son. confined under a death sentence, in a different position from 
that of any other person confined in prison. I'nlcss restricted 
by some other provision of the Code it clearly gives power to 
the Judge to cause a person under sentence of death to be 
brought to Court as a witness. But it is suggested that see. 
1004 does interfere by preventing the removal of the person so

—
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under sentence from the place where lie is held awaiting execu
tion. It says:—

“Every one who is sentenced to suffer death shall, after 
judgment, he confined in some safe place within the prison, 
apart from all other prisoners; and no person except the 
gaoler and his servants, the medical officer or surgeon of 
the prison and a chaplain or a minister of religion, shall 
have access to any such convict, without permission, in writ
ing. of the Court or Judge before whom such convict has 
been tried, or of the sheriff.”

I think that the above- does not interfere with exercise of the 
powers given by sec. !I77. The- two sections must be re-ad to
gether, so as to give- e-ffe-e-t to both. It se-e-ms to me that, so del
ing. I should heilel that section 10(14 is directory ami enacted for 
the purpeise of safely ke-eping the- persem so under ele-ath sen- 
te-ne-e until the- sentence is carried eiut, and that it must be- sub
ject to section 077.

I would answer the- first epiestiem asked by the- le-arneel trial 
.bulge- in the ne-gative. ami the second. t hi re l and fourth epies- 
tions in the affirmative.

MAN.

C. A.

Hi x

(tfvhardi. I.A.

Perdvi:, J.A., eemeurreel with Richards and Cameron, .1.1.A. 1 rl ‘ 1 x

Cameron, J.A.: At the- trial of this e*as<- the- Crown pro- ramemn.j.a. 
pose-el tei e-all as a witness one Preikofy Malkoff, a prisoner in the 
gaol of the Eastern Judicial District, who had been convicted 
of murder and sentem-ed to ele-ath. The- application was refused 
by Mr. Justie-e Metcalfe, the trial Juelge, who re-serve-el a e-ase 
on the points inveilved, submitting the following questions for 
the opinion e>f this Court:—
“(1) Was 1 right in refusing the-
“(2) Should 1 have ordered Malkeift' to be preieluceel as a wit

ness ?
“(3) Have 1 juriselie-tiem to compel his attendance?
“(4) Is Malkoff (a person now under sentence of death) a 

competent witness?”
The ineompetenev of a person who has been convicted of a 

crime to give evidence was early established in England. The 
origin and history of the law are set out in Wigmore on Evid-

11118580
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once, sees. 519-524. The ground of the exclusion was that “the 
man who has been guilty of a heinous crime cannot be trusted 
in any respect, therefore cannot be trusted in his testimony.” 
In 1724 Chief Baron Gilbert, Evidence, 139, said : “The second 
sort of persons excluded from testimony for want of integrity 
are such as are stigmatized. Now there are several crimes that 
so blemish that the party is ever afterwards unfit to lie a wit
ness." Ibid. 519. According to Greenleaf on Evidence, 1842, 
sec. 373, the enumeration of these crimes thus rendering the 
perpetrator infamous is difficult. “The usual and more general 
enumeration is treason, felony and the crimen falsi.” All 
treasons and almost all felonies were punishable with death. 
But the extent and meaning of the term crimen falsi, borrowed 
from the Roman law, is nowhere laid down with precision. Wig- 
more. Evidence, see. 520. It is clear also that it was the judg
ment and not the guilt that thus rendered the person infamous 
in law. Ih. sec. 521. But tin- Legislatures of nearly every juris
diction have long since either entirely abolished or narrowly re
stricted the disqualification by conviction of crime. The 
earliest statute seems to have been that of England in 1843 
(Lord Denman’s Act, 0 & 7 Viet. eh. 85, sec. 1), Wigmore 524.

This disqualification seems to have been regarded as one of 
the incidents of Attainder. “When it was clear beyond all «lis- 
pute that the criminal was no longer fit to live he was called 
attaint and could not before the Evidence Act, 1843, be a wit
ness in any Court. . . . The consequences of attainder were 
(1) forfeiture; (2) corruption of blood:” (Encyc. Brit. Article, 
Attainder).

The section of Lord Denman’s Act referred to enacted that 
“no person hereafter be excluded, by reason of incapacity 
from crime or interest, from giving evidence . . .; but 
that every person so offered may and shall be admitted to 
give evidence . . . notwithstanding such person offered 
as a witness may have been previously convicted of any 
crime or offence.”

In a note to this section it is stated in Taylor on Evidence, 
sec. 1347. “Lush, J., is reported to have ruled that, notwith
standing these words, a person under sentence of death is incap-
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able of being a witness : A'. v. Webb, 181*7. in 11 Cox C.C. 133, 
Sed. (|u. In H. Fitzgerald, 1884. unrcpoitcd, the evidence of a 
convict was admitted, and A*, v. Webb not followed (Harrison, 
J.). In that ease Lush. •!.. said. “A person under sentence of 
death stood in a different position from an ordinary felon. Un
der the old law a person attainted and sentenced to death was 
deemed civilly dead, and lie did not think his capacity as a wit
ness was restored by the (i & 7 Viet. eh. 85, sec. 1. and he could 
not therefore receive his evidence." Apparently, therefore, the 
ground taken by Lush. J.. was not that the disqualification by 
<rime was not removed by the statute, but that the disqualifica
tion still subsisted as an incident of the civil death of the person 
sentenced to i As noted, the judgment of Lush. J., was
given in 181*7. In 1870 the Forfeiture Act, eh. 23, 33 & 34 Viet 
was passed, by which it was enacted in sec. 1. “From and after 
the passage of this Act. no confession, verdict, inquest, convic
tion. or judgment of or for any treason or felony or ft In tie .so 
shall cause any attainder or corruption of blood, or any for
feiture or escheat, provided that nothing in this Act shall affect 
the law of forfeiture upon outlawry.” This is identical in terms 
with see. 1033 of our Criminal Code, with the exception of the 
proviso, and with the substitution of “indictable offence" for 
“felony."

MAN.
C. A. 

Hex

Cameron, J. A.

Sec. 1 of the Canada Evidence Act, K.S.C. 1906. eh. 145, 
enacts: “ A person shall not be incompetent to give evidence by 
reason of interest or crime."

Apart from the effect of the Act of 1870 the text-writers re
gard with disapproval the decision of Lush, J., in It. v. Webb; 
Taylor, Evidence, supra : Itoscoe, Criminal Evidence, 104. Arch
bold, Criminal Pleading, at p. 455, says of it: “But this de
cision was prior to the Forfeiture Act, 1870 (33 & 34 Viet. eh. 
23), and seems to be inconsistent with the provisions of that 
Act."

In (Iraemc v. Clobe Printing Co., 10 C.L.T. 3(17. an order to 
examine a prisoner sentenced to death was refused. Reference 
is there made to Itegina v. tlregnris Mogni, reported in the Lon
don Times. March 3, 1865, where Byles, ♦!., admitted the evid-

17
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cnee of a prisoner under sentence of death, in li. \. Hutch, 16 
Can. Cr. Cas. 190, McLeod, *)., of the Supreme Court of New 
Brunswick held that a prisoner under sentence of death was a 
competent witness.

It, therefore, seems clear that neither on the ground of the 
civil death of a proposed witness who is a prisoner under sen
tence of death nor on the ground of his conviction of crime can 
the competency of such witness he questioned.

The other question to be determined arises from the appar
ent conflict between two sections of the Code.

Section 977 of the Code provides:—
“ When the attendance of any person confined in any pri

son in Canada, or upon the limits of any gaol, is required 
in any Court of criminal jurisdiction in any case cognizable 
therein by indictment, the Court before whom such prisoner 
is required to attend, or any Judge of such Court or of any 
Superior Court or County Court, or any chairman of Gen
eral Sessions, may, before or during any such term or sit
tings at which the attendance of such person is required, 
make an order upon the warden or gaoler of the prison, or 
upon the sheriff or other person having the custody of such 
prisoner,—

“(a) to deliver such prisoner to the person named in 
such order to receive him ; or,

“(b) to himself convey such prisoner to such place.
“2. The warden, gaoler or other person aforesaid, having 

the custody of such prisoner, when so required by order as 
aforesaid, upon being paid his reasonable charges in that 
behalf, or the person to whom such prisoner is required to 
he delivered as aforesaid, shall, according to the exigency 
of the order, convey the prisoner to the place at which he is 
required to attend and there produce him, and then to re
ceive and obey such further order as to the said Court seems 
meet.”

Sec. 1064 of the Code further provides :—
“Every one who is sentenced to suffer death shall, after 

judgment, be confined in some safe place within the prison, 
apart from all other prisoners ; and no person except the
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gaoler and his servants, the medical officer or surgeon of 
the prison and a chaplain or a minister of religion, shall 
have access to any such convict, without permission, in writ
ing. of the Court or Judge before whom such convict has 
been tried, or of the sheriff.”

The object of the latter section is obviously to provide for 
the safe custody of the prisoner while under sentence of death 
to prevent attempts to escape suffering the penalty of the law. 
It is surely in accordance with the due administration of justice 
that sec. 10(14 should be read subject to the provisions of see. 
077. The value of the evidence lies wholly within the compet
ence of the jury. It might be of vital importance either for the 
(Town or for the defence, and it should not be excluded on ac
count of the directory character of the provisions of see. 10(54 
the object of which is perfectly plain.

In the result the answer to the first question must be given 
in the negative, and the remaining three questions in the affirm
ative.

MAN.

C. A

Rex

Ctmt-ron. J.A.

H ago art, J.A., concurred with Richards and < \\mkron, 
JJ.A.

Haggirt, J.A.

A mirent acconlinfihf.

ALBERTA LOAN & INVESTMENT CO. v. BERCUSON.
Alberta Supreme Court, Simmons. ./. March .1, pll'i.

ALTA.

S C.
1 Landlord \\d Tenant § III A 73) Itdhits and mauiutibs De

fective WATER SYSTEM LeAKAOE PrKSVMI'TION OE NEOl.DiENCE.
Leakages of water occurring frequently through the ceiling from the 

upper to the lower floors of a building which was occupied hv various 
tenants, hut over which the proprietors had sole control of the con
struction and maintenance of the water system, may raise a presumption 
that there was a defect in maintenance for which the proprietors mav 
be held liable in damages to their tenants, although the place was not 
rendered untenant able.

Action for rent and counterclaim for damages.
(!. II. Rons, for the plaintiffs.
.1/. IV. Macdonald, for the defendant.

Statement

Simmons, J.:- I find that from the In-ginning of 1012, or 
shortly after the beginning of 1012. until the defendant vacated 
the premises about the end of March, 1014, there were a 
number of times when water came through the ceiling—on two

Simmons, J.

25—21 U.I..K.
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occasions in the month of February, 1912, ami coming through 
in considerable quantities. The period of time over which the 
leaks occurred, and the frequency of their occurrence, has raised 
the presumption that there was a defect in the maintenance of 
the water system. The water system was one common to a large 
block and one over which the plaintitTs had sole control, so far 
as the construction and general maintenance is concerned, and 
these leakages or escapes of water over such a period of time 
and of so frequent occurrence, raises the presumption that there 
was a defect in the maintenance. That presumption might be 
a matter of an explanation by the plaintiffs, but this they have 
not stated, and I must hold them liable for defects in main
tenance. I do not think, though, that the escapes of water were 
such as to render the place untenable by the tenant, and there 
is only, then, the assessment of damages and the question of 
fixtures. As to the fixtures, there is nothing in the evidence to 
suggest they were other than those incidental to the business 
carried on by the defendant, and so constructed. The defen
dant, however, takes the risk that he was not injuring the property 
of the landlord in removing the same, and of becoming liable 
for any injury occasioned by such removal. The evidence on 
that head is not very satisfactory, but I am satisfied that there 
was some injury done to the floor and some to the ceiling, and 
I hold the defendant liable in damages on that head, in the re
moving of the fixtures, for harm that lie has done to the premises 
in the sum of $25.

There should be no costs; the plaintiff should be entitled to 
his costs on tin* action and the defendant on his counterclaim, 
to be set-off each against the ot her, and the result would be no costs.

./ tui'amint accordingly.

N s CAMERON v. BEATON.
y ’ A'uni Scotia Suprenn Court, Sir Charles To ten she ml, C.J., Hraharn, K.J., arm

Hus mil, Longley ami Drymlale, JJ. January 2, 1915.

1. Ki.kctio.xh (§ 1V —94)—Co.xtksth—Trial Procedure.
Where a charge involves disqualification of the municipal councillor 

whose election is contested, it should he proved beyond a reasonable 
doubt to warrant a finding adverse to him 

[Per Russell and Ciraham, JJ.]

Statement Appeal from the judgment of Mc(iillivray, Co. Ct. J., un
seating and disqualifying a municipal councillor.
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I). McXeil. K.( '., and T. dallant. for appellant.
./. !.. lialsUm. K.( and I). McLennan, for rescindent.

Sir (’iiahles Townsmen», This is an appeal from the
decision uf the County Court Judge, Dist. No. t>, setting aside 
the election of the respondent, Caineron, on the grounds of 
bribery and undue influence.

In in y opinion the evidence against respondent on these 
grounds is of the most flimsy and unsatisfactory character, and 
in no way justifies the decision arrived at. The only pretence of 
bribery is in the evidence of John ltankin. This witness says:-

I wan a supporter of Bouton. I nunc to vote for Beaton, I voted for 
Beaton. I met Cameron about the middle of tlie day I was talking to 
Cameron. We spoke in ( iaelie He is a neighbour of mine. He intended 
to he elected. He never said he would do anything for me after being 
elected. He never said anything about making my son post master. Cameron 
said to me in Gaelic that I would get the I'enian money if I voted for him. 
I don't think lie said "You ought to vote for me because it is the Con
servatives that are getting this Fenian money.” I knew I would get the 
bounty anyway.

Probably this hist sentence escaped the notice of the Judge 
below, tis 1 observe, in quoting the evidence, he omits it. This 
was unfortunate, as it qualifies all that goes before. Surely to 
treat the evidence of this witness as shewing bribery by the re
spondent is stretching the effect not only to the utmost limit but 
beyond what is reasonable. The witness himself had already 
stated that “he never said he would do anything for me after 
being elected,” and as to the Fenian money, I knew I would 
get it any way,” shewing that he did not understand the conversa
tion as an inducement to vote for respondent. Had respondent 
added, “if you don’t vote for me you will not get the bounty," 
there might have been some force in the charge. This man, too, 
it must be remembered, was an opponent of the respondent.

As to the other evidence on which the charge of bribery is 
upheld, I do not think it deserves serious discussion, as in no one 
of them is to be found any promise or offer or inducement to get 
the witness to vote.

Turning to the other ground of undue influence, I am of opinion 
that it is wholly unsupported by evidence, unless it is to be held 
that a drunken row at the |>olling booth is to be so considered. 
As a matter of fact no one was prevented from voting. Probably 
the partisans of each candidate used their utmost efforts to secure

N.S.

s.c
Cameron
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votes, nnd I do not see that there was anything wrong in their 
doing so.

I cannot help observing that the Judge has introduced some 
reasons not appearing in the evidence which no doubt influenced 
his judgment. He says:

The respondent is a sympathiser with the present party in power in 
I hr Dominion and is supposed to have some knowledge as to whether these 
bounties would or would not he paid. People manifested a considerable 
anxiety about their success in getting these bounties. For that reason I 
hold that promises of this nature would affect the freedom of an elector so 
interested in getting the bounty.

Where the learned Judge gets his information is not apparent, 
and I cannot think lie was at liberty to suggest motives and 
reasons not disclosed in the evidence before him.

Taking the view I have of the main question, it is not necessary 
to discuss the objection of respondent as to the irregularity of 
service of the petition. I think, however, that respondent having 
appeared and taken part in the trial is a waiver of the defective 
service, if it was defective, on which at present I express no opinion.

In my opinion the order of the Judge below must be set aside 
with costs here and below, and re? declared to be duly

kimm'U, j. Hvskell, J.: 1 attach not much importance to the charge of
bribery consisting of the offer of employment on public works, 
nor to the charge of undue influence. 1 do not, however, think 
that the charge of bribery in connection with the Fenian Raid 
bounty money can be so easily dismissed. The charge is one 
that involves disqualification, and it should therefore, I think, 
have been proved beyond a reasonable doubt to warrant a finding 
adverse to the successful candidate. It is, moreover, the ease of a 
mere attempt at the worst which did not succeed, the voter 
having cast his ballot against the candidate who thus canvassed 
him. There is always room for a possible misunderstanding in 
such cases. The witness himself did not clearly deny that the 
canvass might have been only an argument to persuade him that 
he ought to vote for the party that had been instrumental in 
securing the Fenian bounty. He thinks it was not that, and says 
that respondent's words were “you will get the Fenian bounty 
if you vote for me." The voter says he knew he would get the 
bounty any way. The respondent, it is true, did not take the

/
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witness-stand himself as lie might have done, hut there are many 
reasons why a member may not wish to submit to cross-examina
tion other than the danger of being compelled to disclose a viola
tion of thi' election law. On the whole, seeing that the charge 
is one that involves disqualification, that it was at most an 
attempt to bribe, and that the precise purport and motive of the 
communication may have been misunderstood, 1 should be 
inclined to give* the respondent the benefit of the doubt, reversing 
thereby the decision of the learned County Court Judge and 
dismissing the petition.

Ghaham, E.J.:—I concur in the opinions just read by the 
Chief Justice and Russell, J.

Lonoley and Drysdale, JJ., dissented.
A ppeal allowed.

Re KILDONAN AND ST. ANDREWS ELECTION.

Manitoba King'* lit nr h, Mathers, C.J.K.H. February 13, 11M5.
1. Ei.kctio.ns §I\ 1)4)—Contests—Procedure Defective petition

Failure to publish notice.
Ii is not ii good preliminary objection to an election pot ii ion um 1er 

the (’(introverted Elections Act. .Man., that the returning officer had 
failed to publish the notice required hv sec. 21, where the petitioner 
had not been required by the returning officer to pay t lie cost of publica
tion, nor had he been notified of the amount required.

[For earlier decisions see lit D.L.R. 478, 7140-1

Hearing of preliminary objections.
./. K. Adamson and Hart (ireen, for petitioners.
A. ./. Andrews, K.C., and F. M. Burbidge, for respondent.

Mathers, C.J.K.H.: At the conclusion of the argument all 
the objections were dismissed with the exception of the 25th, 
which, in part, complains that the petitioners did not deposit 
with the " motary or pay to the returning officer the costs and 
expenses of publishing the petition and notice of presentation 
thereof, and that neither the petition nor notice of presentation 
thereof was published. As a fact no money was deposited by the 
petitioners with the profhonotary or paid to the returning officer 
to cover the cost of publishing the notice which he is required to 
publish by sec. 21 of the Manitoba Controverted Elections Act, 
nor was any such notice published by him.
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In so far as failure to publish this notice was due to the fault 
of the returning officer, the petitioners are not responsible. That 
officer was called, and frankly stated that he did not know of the 
provision requiring him to publish a notice, and that had he known 
he would in all probability have published the notice as required.

Rules of Court were made by the Judges in I SSI i (8 M.R. 009), 
under a former Act. I am disposed to think these rules, in so far 
as they are not inconsistent with the present Act, are continued 
in force by see. 33 of the Interpretation Act, K.S.M. 1913, eh. 105, 
which says that when an Act is repealed and other provisions are 
substituted, all rules made under the repealed Act shall continue 
good and valid, so far as they are not inconsistent with the sul>- 
stituted Act, until they are annulled and others made in their stead. 
It is not necessary to decide the |>oint, because if the local rules 
are in force the notices required to In- published by rule 10 have 
Urn so published. I am of opinion, however, that, lor the reasons 
given in Re Richelieu, 48 Can. S.C.R. 025, this particular rule 
is inconsistent with, and therefore impliedly rejïculed, by see. 21 
of the Act. which requires the returning officer to publish a notice 
of the petition in a newspaper published in the electoral division, 
and, if none so published, then in one published in an adjoining 
division.

Then, are the Knglish Rules of Michaelmas Term, 1808, in 
force? By see. 90 of the Act, so far as tin Manitoba rules do 
not extend, the Knglish rules are to Ik* observed where, con
sistently with the Act, they can Ik* observed. The local rules 
do not deal with the question of who shall pay the cost of pub
lishing the notice required by see. 21 of the Act, and neither does 
the Act itself. It is, to my mind at least, doubtful whether the 
first part of Knglish rule 12 is not inconsistent with sec. 21 of the 
Act and is therefore not to Ik* observed in Manitoba. It may Ik*, 
however, that that rule, in so far as it directs that the cost of such 
publication shall be paid by the petitioners, is in force.

Assuming that this part of the rule is to Ik* observed here, is 
the failure to deposit with the prothonotary a sum to cover this 
expenditure, or to pay such a sum in advance to the returning 
officer, a fatal preliminary objection? It was held by the Manitoba 
Full ( ourt, in Re Lixyar, 7 Man. I..R. 581,affirmed by the Supreme 
Court, 29 (‘an. S.C.R. 1, and re-affirmed in Re liurrard, 31 Can.
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S.( \R. 459, that failure to leave with the prothonotary at the time 
of filing tin* petition a copy thereof for the returning officer, as 
required by Knglish rule I, is a ground of preliminary objection 
and is fatal to the petition.

In the Lisgar case the Supreme Court was not unanimous. 
Strong and (iwynne. .1.1., dissented, and Taschereau, .).. doubted. 
From the judgment of (iwynne. .1.. in the Burrurd case, I infer 
that had the Court not felt itself bound by the judgment in the 
Lisgar case it would not have held the objection fatal to the 
petition.

If the matter were res integra 1 should have thought that 
such an objection was not a “ground of insufficiency” against 
the petition or the petitioner, or against any further proceedings 
thereon, and was therefore not the subject of a preliminary 
objection at all. While the above decisions are binding and must 
be followed in all eases covered by them, it is manifest, from the 
reluctance with which the Supreme Court decided the Burrard 
case, that the rule established by them is not to be extended.
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The Knglish rule I. which requires a copy of the petition 
to be left with the prothonotary, says nothing about leaving any
thing else. It does not. nor does any other rule, say that the 
petitioner shall also deposit with the prothonotary the cost of 
publishing the notice required by sec. 21. The last paragraph 
of rule 12 does say that the cost of publication by the returning 
officer shall he paid by the petitioners. Had it been intended 
that the petitioners should make a deposit with the prothonotary 
to cover this expenditure, I have no doubt it would have said so. 
It does not say so, for the reason probably that until the notice 
is published the amount to lie paid therefor by the petitioners 
cannot be ascertained. When it is ascertained, the returning 
officer has a right to claim payment from the petitioners, or it 
may be that, having ascertained the amount to be paid, lie could 
demand payment before publishing it. Vntil payment has been 
demanded and refused the petitioners are not in default.

It is possible that, should the petitioners refuse to pay the 
cost of publication when properly demanded, further proceedings 
upon the* petition might be stayed upon an application for that 
purpose until he had done so. I am not, however, at present 
concerned with the returning officer's remedy to recover payment
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required by see. 21. Its language is imperative, and is not con
ditional upon the petitioner supplying him with funds for that 
purfMise. For his failure to do what the statute says lie shall do, 
the petitioners are not responsible. Neither are they required 
to either deposit money with the prothonotarv or with the re-

Matliere, C.J. turning officer to cover the cost of publication of the notice until 
that amount has In-en ascertained by the returning officer and 
they are notified of it. In my opinion tin* 25th objection also 
fails.

There will be an order dismissing all the preliminary objections 
with costs.

Preliminary abjections dismissed.

B. C. DILL v. G. T. P. COAST S. S. CO.

8.0.
lirtfixh Columbia Supreme Court, Morrison, J. March 1">. 1ÎI15.

1. ( akkikks Il M -273)—Cakhikhh ok pamibnorks -Tii kktm—Con
ditions and limitations—Bauciaob.

A condition slated on a passage ticket for transportation upon a 
boat whereby the transportation company was not to be liable for 
injury to t lie passenger or baggage, (inter alia i from perils of the sea 
or defects in the boat fittings, where reasonable means had been used 
to send the boat to sea in a seaworthy state, will bind the passenger 
where the latter had ample opportunity to read the ticket and to get 
notice therefrom and from the posted not ices of the limitât ion of liability 
if the company did all that was reasonably required to bring the con
ditions to the attention of prospective passengers.

Statement At tion for personal injuries and for loss of luggage.
MeCrossnn. for plaintiff.
Sir C. II. Tapper, K.C., for defendant.

Mormon. J. Morrison. .1 : The plaintiff, a voting school teacher, residing 
at the tin e at Xasset, on Queen Charlotte Islands, took passage 
on the defendant’s coasting steamer, ”Prince Albert," en roule 
for Vancouver. Her father purchased her ticket and looked 
after her luggage. There was some question as to whether her 
luggage and other articles, which cannot be included as luggage, 
were, as a fact, put on board from the wharf upon which they 
were brought for shipment, on her ticket. I find, however, that 
they were placed on board as claimed.

On the evening of August IS, 1014, the ship was cast ashore.
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during rather “dirty" weather. Whilst one of tin* Imats wa« 
being lowered, a holt which penetrated the keel, and to which 
the after lowering tackle was fastened, slipped, catering the craft 
at such an angle that the plaintiff was thrown into the sea. and. 
whilst in the water, she alleges that a boat which was being 
lowered struck her. Her description of this last alleged incident 
seems very improbable. She was promptl> rescued. She. 
together with other passengers, spent some hours during that 
night in an open boat. and. after suffering considerable priva
tion, was landed at Prince Rupert. She had lost her luggage 
and claims to be suffering from the effects of the exposure expe
rienced on the occasion in question. The point for me to deter
mine is as to the defendant's liability, first for personal injuries 
which she may have sustained: and. secondly, for loss of her 
luggage and other articles. The plaintiff had experience in 
travelling this route on steamers. She handled the tickets issued 
by the defendants on this occasion, which were given to her 
father, acting as her agent. The ticket in question is a very 
con mon one in appearance and shape, and contains on its fact
or front the conditions on which the passenger is taken. Con
ditions I. 7 and II are the ones particularly involved in this case, 
and read as follows:

4. That the person using this ticket assumes all risk of loss or injun 
to person or property caused hv or incidental to the dangers of navigation.

7. The company will use all reasonable means to insure the ship being 
sent to sea in a seaworthy state and well found, hut is not otherwise liable 
for loss of. or injury to the passenger or his baggage, or delay in the voyage, 
whether arising from the act of (Sod, King, King's enemies, perils of tin- 
sea. rivers or navigation, harattry or negligence of the company's servants 
whether on board the steamer or ashore, defect in the steamer, her ma
chinery. gear or fittings, or from any other cause of whatsoever nature. 
The passenger shall not be liable in respect of his luggage or personal effects 
to pay or be entitled to receive any general average contribution.

11. Baggage liability is limited to wearing apparel, not to exceed 
one hundred dollars ($100) in value for a whole ticket, and fifty dollars 
i$00) for a half ticket, unless a greater value is declared by the owner and 
excess charge paid thereon at the time of checking baggage.

If the plaintiff knew of these conditions and took passage 
on the defendants' ship on that footing, she cannot recover as 
claimed. The difficulty which arises on this point is as to whether 
the company did all that was reasonably required of them to 
bring these conditions to her attention. The evidence is that 
they had all the usual literalure displayed and available at their
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B. C. oilin'; that Nassef is a very small settlement, in which the com
N. ('. pany’s agent was well known to the plaintiff; that the plaintiff
Dim. was somewhat accustomed to travel on those passenger boats; 

that she is a person of intelligence, who in and about taking

s'iTu,. passage was in no need of hurry. She had ample time to inspect 
and read her transportation.

Mtirrlwm, .1. 1 find that the company did all that was reasonably required 
of them to bring to the plaintiff’s notice the conditions on her 
ticket, and she proceeded on the voyage on the footing of that 
contract. 1 find that the ship had been inspected as required 
by statute and that on this occasion was well equipped, manned 
and provisioned. 1 find that the proximate cause of any per
sonal injury to the plaintiff was the slipping of the bolt above 
referred to. and that that defect in the lifeboat was latent, the 
existence of which could not reasonably have been detected: 
1 Hals., p. 45.

As to her “luggage,” it was. 1 think, practically admitted at 
the trial that the liability was limited to 8100. SIm- hail other 
articles which, according to the authorities, cannot be taken as 
included in that term: 1 Hals., par. 00; Water Carriage of (ioods 
Act, 10 Kdw. VII. eh. 01; Merchants Shipping Act. R.S.C., 
ch. 113, sec. 904.

1 think that, in the circumstances surrounding the plaintiff's 
mishaps, the officers and crew acted with the best judgment. 
There will be judgment for the defendants.

JinlflHicnt for tUfctulattls.

ONT. TORONTO GENERAL TRUSTS CORPORATION v GORDON, 
MACKAY & CO.

Ontario Sii/mmr four/. Miihilrlnn. •/. Frhruar/i 111. HUS.

1. Contracts (6IIA I28| — Axiiiim ity Mintakkn imiicviii iatiox — 
Acts m cautikh—Intkxtion.

Where a cuntvact is devoid of any ambiguity, its plain provisions 
must, nut In- defeated merely because the parties have acted upon a 
mistaken interpretation of its provisions; lait where there is an am 
higuilv the acts nf the parties done under it are admissible in evi
dence as a vine to their intention.

| l.nris V. \ ivholmni, IS (,l.lt. fillîl; Xorth Filslmi It. t'o. v. Ihtslini/s. 
[ 1 fMMl | A.C. 2ltn. referred to.]

Statement Action by the executors of doseph Micklcborough, deceased, 
to recover the sum of $10,000, in the circumstances mentioned 
below.
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('. ./. Hohnan, K.<\, ami -/. />. Hisse It, for the plaintiffs.
I. F. Hellmuth, K.(and ./. II. Fraser, for the defendants.

Mii)|)1.i:ton. .1. : 'I’llis aetion is based upon an agreement 
whieh. notwithstanding Mr. Ilellinuths eulogy praising it as a 
model of draftsmanship and clarity. I find exceedingly obscure 
and difficult of eonst met ion.

Joseph Mieklebo rough, in his lifetime of the eity of St. 
Thomas, owned or controlled all the stock of a mercantile com
pany called “J. Mieklebo rough Limited. This company had 
apparently carried on a successful business in that city, and 
negotiations took place looking to the sale of the entire under
taking to the defendant company, wholesale merchants carry
ing on business in Toronto. These negotiations eventuated in 
the agreement in question, which bears date the Kith February, 
11)12. It was executed after much negotiation and after many 
drafts had been prepared and revised by the solicitors for the 
contracting parties.

Mr. Ilellinuth tendered evidence of the negotiations ante
cedent to the making of this contract, to aid in its interpreta
tion. I refused to receive this evidence. Mr. Holman, while 
resisting any evidence of Mr. Ilellinuth. strenuously sought to 
give in evidence not merely rejected drafts of agreements but 
conversations prior to the making of the bargain, with a view 
of shewing me the contract ultimately made. This I also re
jected. I admitted evidence as to what was done under the con
tract. not merely to shew how the parties construed the bargain, 
but with the view of allowing it to lie shewn that in effect a new 
contract had been made by which the transaction was com
pleted upon a certain footing.

In the first place, it is I think, my duty to ascertain from the 
document itself exactly what was contracted for between the 
parties, if this can be extracted from what appears within the 
four corners of the document itself.

Turning, then, to the document, it recites Mickleborough’s 
control of the stock in the company, his desire to dispose of 
the company to the defendants, and that the defendants “arc 
willing to purchase the said company on the basis of its hav
ing a paid-up capital of $50,000, and assets, after handing
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over the book-debts as mentioned in paragraph 8, and after 
making payments of .$1,000 a month referred to in paragraph 
5, of not less than the said amount of $50,000, as ascertained 
on the basis provided in paragraphs 2 and 3.” It is then pro
vided that the assets to be purchased, other than the shares, 
are to consist of the stock in trade and fixtures only, the fix
tures to be valued at $5,000, the stock to be valued at 85 cents 
on the dollar, according to the stock-sheets. By clause 4, Miekle- 
borough is to pay all the liabilities down to the 1st March, and 
is to be entitled to all the book-debts, of the company. There 
is a provision for the adjustment of insurance, telephone 
charges, etc., and for the granting of a lease by Micklcborough 
of the store premises, which he owned.

Apart from the recital which I have quoted, the difficulty 
is created by the provisions for payment. By clause 5 it is 
provided that the defendants “will pay the said Joseph Mickle- 
borough for the said shares an amount equal to the value of 
the said goods, wares, merchandise, and fixtures, ascertained as 
herein provided, as follows : $20.000 by converting 200 of the 
said shares into first preference shares bearing a dividend . . . 
$20,000 in cash, and the balance in monthly sums of $1,000 
each, with interest on the balances remaining unpaid at 6 per 
cent, per annum, payable half-yearly.”

The stock was taken, the adjustments were made, and the 
value of the goods and fixtures was ascertained to be $77,561.50. 
The question at issue is, whether, as apparently contemplated 
by the recital, the purchaser is to have $50,000 left in the com
pany, to represent its capital, after making the monthly pay
ments, that is to say, whether all that is to lie paid is $27,561.50, 
or whether the plaintiffs were to be entitled to receive in instal
ments the whole amount, less only the two sums aggregating 
$40,000 paid in cash and by the transfer of stock, that is, a net 
sum of $37,561.50.

It seems to me to be idle to contend that there is not some 
measure at least of conflict between these two clauses. Tt is 
quite obvious that if there was to be left $50.000 of net assets 
after all the $1,000 payments had been made, as stated by the 
first clause, the latter clause ought to have provided, not for
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payment of the entire balance, but of the entire balance less
$10,000.

The whole frame of the agreement is awkward : because, no 
matter what may be the value of the goods and fixtures, the same 
trouble is bound to arise. If the agreement meant that for the 
$50,000 of stock $40,000 only was to be paid, it ought to have 
been possible to say so in language. The agreement
is one for which the parties arc equally responsible ; it is the 
joint handiwork of their respective solicitors.

Mr. Ilolman urges that I ought to reject the preamble, and 
act solely upon the contractual clause. Mr. Hellmuth urges 
that what took place afterwards indicates that the parties 
adopted a certain construction, and that I ought to accept and 
act upon it.

Before' entering into a discussion of the legal questions, I 
think it better to trace the history of the completion of the trans
action. Both parties realised that care was required in seeing 
that difficulty would not arise in the future from the way in 
which the assets of the company were dealt with. It was pro
posed to hand over to the shareholders all the book-debts and 
a very large sum of money, more than half the nominal amount 
of the capital, and it was feared that, unless this was carefully 
done, liability might be imposed upon the stockholders, either 
vendor or purchaser, if the company should at any time become 
financially involved. A series of resolutions were prepared with 
a view of carrying out the transaction in a way that should not 
be open to criticism. These resolutions were prepared by Mr. 
McMaster and submitted by him to Mr. Glenn, who was acting 
for Mr. Miekleborough. It docs not appear to me to be material 
to discuss the form which was being adopted. Mr. McMaster 
prepared these resolutions upon the basis of the figures given ; 
and. although he mentions that the transfer is on the basis of 
leaving a capital of $50,000. he deducts from the gross amount 
$40,000 only, leaving the balance $37,000. lie. however, pro
poses to deduct from this a further sum of $10,000 as represent
ing the excess of the liabilities over the book-debts, leaving a 
net balance of $27,000.

Mr. Glenn responds to this on the 16th April, stating that,
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(ioRDON in tl,c minutCH K,loul,j not prejudiec Mr. Mickleborough'§ right 
Mackat to receive the principal and interest provided for in the agree- 
^ ( mcut between the parties.” This remark of Mr. Glenn is pressed

Middleton, j. somewhat unduly by Mr. Holman, for it is clear from its con
text that it is called forth only by some doubt as to whether 
there is a discrepancy between the minutes and the agreement 
as to the time from which interest is to run.

Mr. McMaster, in his reply on the 24th April, after referring 
to some alteration in figures not now material, adds: “I have 
altered the minutes so as to make it clear as to the date from 
which the interest is to run, and if that is not absolutely clear— 
and I think it is—from the minutes themselves, it is governed 
absolutely by the agreement which has already been signed by 
the parties, so that 1 do not think we need have any new agree
ment about it.”

Some further correspondence took place looking to the hold
ing of a meeting at which the draft minutes were to be adopted, 
which is not material.

On the 30th April, Mr. McMaster wrote a letter pointing out 
that in the earlier correspondence and documents he had been in 
error, and that under them Mr. Micklcborough would be getting 
more than the surplus provided for by the agreement—evidently 
referring to the surplus of the value of the assets over and above 
the $50,000. He goes into the matter at some length and clearly; 
pointing out that all that Mr. Micklcbo rough is entitled to re
ceive is the $20,000 cash, $20,000 stock, and $27,501.50, the ex
cess of the assets other than the book-debts over the $50,000 
capital.

There is no ambiguity in the position then taken; and. if 
Mr. Miekleborough was to receive $77.501.50. and not $07.- 
501.50, one would have expected some immediate protest from 
Mr. Glenn. Instead of that, there was nothing in writing. Mr. 
McMaster states that he had a conversation with Mr. Glenn, and
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that Mr. Glenn acknowledged the accuracy of the position 
taken. Unfortunately Mr. Glenn died before the recent diffi
culty arose between the partie». Mr. Mickleborough also died, 
and the question did not arise until long after his death.

There is no reason why 1 should hesitate to accept, as I do, 
Mr. MeMaster’s statement. 1 think it is amply borne out by 
all that followed.

The next document produced is a letter from Mr. Glenn, 
bearing date the 7th May, which contains no reference to Mr. 
McMaster’s letter of the 30th April, but which does refer to 
the carrying out of the transaction on the basis of Mr. McMas
ter’s amended minutes.

Other correspondence follows, and the resolutions in their 
amended form, as prepared by Mr. McMaster, were duly passed 
at a meeting of the company held at Mr. Mickleborough’s resi
dence; and the transaction was regarded as completed upon 
that date.

The purchasers had taken possession of the physical assets 
at the time contemplated, about the 1st March, and arrange
ments had been made by which two gentlemen were placed in 
charge of the business, they each taking .*14,800 stock in the com
pany so as to give them a real interest in the business; the 
stock taking being largely financed by the defendants.

Books of the company kept at St. Thomas were opened, and 
journal entries were made, by which Mr. Mickleborough had 
carried to his credit the balance of $27,561.50, and payments 
of $1,000 and interest were than made to him from time to lime.

Singularly enough, although the amount carried to Mr. 
Mickleborough s credit was $27,561, the young man who acted 
as secretary-treasurer, and who held $4,800 of stock, computed 
the interest as payable on the basis of a credit of $37,561. This 
arose from some understanding or misunderstanding which, he 
says, he entertained, that this was the true amount of the debt. 
The payments of principal and interest were entered from time 
to time in statements sent to Messrs. Gordon Mackay & Co. 
Limited, but there was nothing in these statements to indicate 
how the interest had been computed. Balance-sheets were taken 
off from time to time and sent forward, these in every ease 
shewing the smaller amount of indebtedness.
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Mi*. Mickleborough died on the 26th November, 1912; Mr. 
Glenn died on the 25th August, 1914; and Mr. McIntyre, the 
vice-president of the company, died in October, 1914. It is not 
shewn that lie knew anything about the facts. Some consider
able time after Mr. Glenn's death, the question of the balance 
due arose between Gordon Mackay & Co. and the executors of 
Micklcborough; and this action concerns the $10.000 alone.

If as a matter of law I am entitled to look at what was done, 
I have no hesitation in finding that all that took place shews 
that it was never intended that any greater sum than $67.061.00 
should be paid. Mr. Glenn was a most careful and capable 
solicitor, and one who would appreciate to the full the position 
clearly taken by Mr. McMaster; and, if it had not been in ac
cordance with the real intention of the parties, no one would 
have pointed it out more quickly and more clearly than he.

Chief Justice Tindal, perhaps more than any one else, relied 
upon action under a document as the best key to its interpreta
tion. For example: “Upon the general anl leading principle 
in such cases, we arc to look to the words of the instrument and 
to the acts of the parties to ascertain what their intention was; 
if the words of the instrument be ambiguous, wc may call in 
aid the acts done under it as a clue to the intention of the par
ties:” Dor dnn. Prarson v. Ilirs (1832). K King. 178. at p. 181. 
“There is no better way of seeing what they intended than 
seeing what they did, under the instrument in dispute:” Chap
man v. llluck ( 1838), 4 Bing. N.C. 187, at p. 193.

Concerning the maxim contcmporanca exposiiio est optima 
rt fortissimo in lege, to which this principle is closely akin, Lord 
Coke says: “Now this that hath been said docs agree with our 
books, and therefore it is bencdicta exposiiio when our ancient 
authors and our yeare books, together with constant experience, 
doth agree” (2 Inst. 181.)

Authority is not wanting to shew that this maxim must not 
be unduly pressed, and it is clear that, where the contract is 
devoid of all ambiguity, its plain provisions must not be de
feated merely because the parties have acted upon a mistaken 
interpretation of its provisions. The ease cited oy Mr. Hol
man, Lewis v. Nicholson (1852), 18 Q.B. 503, recognises the rule
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and this qualification. Campbell, C.J. (p. 510) says that the 
contract is free from ambiguity, and then, “That being so, I am 
clearly of opinion that we cannot look to subsequent letters to 
aid us in construing the contract.” To quote this omitting the 
introductory words “That being so,” is to miss the whole 
meaning of what was said.

See also North Eastern A*.IV. Co. v. Hastings, [1900] A.C. 
260, where Lord Halsbury says (p. 2611) : “No amount of act
ing by the parties can alter or qualify words which arc plain 
and unambiguous.”

But I doubt whether contemporaneous exposition is the true 
principle here applicable. It seems to me rather that the law 
would imply the making of a new contract based upon tin- 
interpretation claimed. Assume an ambiguous document, while 
the contract is as yet executory : one party puts forward a 
certain interpretation, free from all ambiguity ; the other may 
either contest the position taken or may elect to receive the bene
fit upon an acceptance of that construction. If he so elects, a 
new contract is in fact made.

Or it may be that the case should be regarded as an appli
cation of the doctrine of estoppel. When Mr. Glenn and his 
client permitted the transaction to be carried out on the basis of 
Mr. MeMaster’s letter, without a word of protest, it is not un
fair to say that they are precluded from now setting up any 
other as being the true meaning of the agreement.

The attempt to offset what was done by Mr. McMaster and 
Mr. Glenn by an inference to be drawn from the computation 
of interest upon the larger claim, I think, entirely fails. It is 
not shewn that the defendants knew that the computation was 
made upon this basis. No doubt, they had the means of ascer
taining if an accurate computation had been made by them : but 
the failure to compute or to notice the mode of computation 
does not amount to an acquiescence in it. It is more than offset 
by the balance-sheets, which are all based upon the smaller 
claim.

This relieves me from considering whether the rule which 
Mr. Holman invokes, that an unambiguous contract cannot be 
modified by a mere recital, applies to a document of this kind.
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All artificial rules are, I think, to be invoked only as a last 
resort. The rule invoked is much on a par with that which 
has defeated the intention of testators, that the last clause in a 
will has greater effect than an earlier clause, now commonly 
referred to as only “a rule of thumb.”

For these reasons, the action fails, and must be dismissed 
with costs.

Action dismissed.

Re WORTHINGTON.
Ontario Uupreme Court. Middleton. ./. February 2(1, 1915.

1. Trusts (8 1 A— I )— Mortgage—Continuant!: of—Rki.ation between
MORTGAGOR AND MORTGAGEE— SALE INDKH POWER— MoRTCi AGEE
TRUSTEE FOR SURPLUS.

During the vont inti an ve of a mortgage there is not a relationship of 
trustee ami erstui que trust between the mortgagor and the mortgagee; 
but after the exercise of a power of sale the mortgagee is a trustee 
of the surplus in his hands.

[Ur Kinysland. 7 P.R. ((hit.I 4(1». approved; Western Canada \. 
t'ourt. 23 <lr. 151, disapproved; l.omlon unit Count if Ranking Co. v. 
ttoddard. [1H971 I Ch. «42. followed.]

2. Mortgage ( ft V—(14)—Mortgagor wiilixg to pay—Mortgagee in
terned PRISONER OF WAR—MORTGAGEE UNABI.F. TO SIGN DISCHARGE
—-Payment into Court—Declaration declaring land free of
INCUMBRANCE.

The Trustee Act. R.S.O. 1914. oil. 121. dites not enable the Court 
to make an order vesting land in Ontario in the mortgagor when 
lie is willing to pay off the mortgage and tit pay the money into Court, 
where the mortgagee's signature to a discharge cannot be obtained 
because of his internment abroad as a prisoner of war; hut if the 
mortgagor has made a contract of sale of the lands free from incum
brance he may apply under the Conveyancing and Law of Property 
Act, R.8.O. 1914. ch. 109. sec. 21. for an order to pay into Court 
sufficient money to meet the incumbrance and interest including an 
allowance for the costs of a future motion for payment out, and may 
thereupon obtain the Court's order declaring the land to Is- free from 
the incumbrance.

| Ur heeler. 92 L.«I. ('ll. 101. disapproved; Ur f"udrnrood. 9 K. & .1. 
745. distinguished; see the subsequent Ont. statute of 1915. ch. 21. 
amending the Mortgages Act, It.S.f). 1914. ch. 112.]

Application by A. II. Worthington for an order under the 
Trustee Act. R.S.O. 1914. eh. 121, vesting in the applicant cer
tain land in Ontario covered by a mortgage made by the appli
cant to J. T. Armand, upon payment into Court of the mortgage 
money, and for leave to pay the money into Court.

7). Urquliart, for the applicant.

Middleton, •!.:—The mortgage bears date the dOth April, 
1914. It is not produced, and I do not know whether it

Middleton, J.
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is vet due. according to its terms. Armand, the mortgagee, is 
a naturalised Canadian, holding a certificate granted the 2 Ird 
April, 1N94. lie left Canada for France on the 15th dune, 1914, 
and while in Alsace was arrested as a spy and is now interned as 
a prisoner of war at Baden, lie was heard from in January ; 
but. owing to his situation, he cannot he communicated with, and 
it is impossible to obtain his signature to a discharge of the mort
gage.

Armand had been resident at Montreal, and on the 10th 
November, 1914, a family council was held under the laws of the 
Province of Quebec, and Mr. Alban de Sors de Compte was ap
pointed curator of Armand a property, Armand being an ab
sentee. This appointment was afterwards homologated by tin* 
Superior Court of the Province.

These proceedings in the Province of Quebec, it is admitted, 
are not sufficient to enable tin* curator to reconvey the Ontario 
realty upon payment of the mortgage-money.

It is argued that the ease falls within the provisions of the 
Trustee Act. It.S.O. 1914. eh. 121, and that I am therefore able to 
make an order vesting the land in tin mortgagor, upon proper 
terms to secure the mortgage-money to the mortgagee.

Notwithstanding certain English en. , s. I am clearly of opin
ion that the Act does not apply. In the first place, by the inter
pretation clause (sec. 2(<y) ) it is expressly provided that a 
“trustee” shall not include one who is merely a mortgagee. In 
the second place, the scheme of the Act itself differentiates be
tween trustees and mortgagees. By see. 8, the Court may make 
a vesting order in the case of an infant mortgagee. By see. 9. 
the Court may make a vesting order where the mortgagee is dead, 
and there is difficulty in ascertaining his heir or devisee in whom 
the title to the land is vested. None of these section# deal with 
the case of an absent mortgagee. Most of these provisions would 
be unnecessary if the trustee sections were intended to apply to 
a mortgagee.

In English conveyancing practice a deed conveying property 
in trust for sale and directing payment of a debt out of the pro
ceeds of the sale is by no means uncommon, and such a trust deed 
is frequently described as a “mortgage.” This was the form of

40
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ONT. conveyance brought before Sir W. Page Wood, V.-C., in In re
SC. Underwood (1857), 3 K. & J. 745. This was held not to be a

Re
Worthing-

mortgage within the corresponding provision of the English 
Trustee Act, and therefore a vesting order was made under the 
trustee clauses.

Middleton, J. In In re Keeler's Mortgage (1863), 32 L.J. <’h. 101. a mort
gage, in the ordinary form, containing a power of sale providing 
that the surplus proceeds after payment of the mortgagee’s claim 
should be held in trust for the mortgagor, came before Kinders- 
ley, V.-C. He thought that, no matter what doubt he might have 
entertained if the matter had been res integra, the case Was 
governed by the decision of Wood, V.-C.

With this I cannot agree. The whole point of the earlier de
cision was that the instrument was a trust deed, and not a mort
gage. In the latter case the conveyance was undoubtedly a 
mortgage, and not a trust deed, and it did not become a trust 
deed within the statute and lose its character of mortgage simply 
because there was a power of sale and a trust of the surplus 
money.

Notwithstanding this, the case has found its way into text
books, without question, as an authority for the proposition 
urged by Mr. Urquhart. In our own Courts it was at first held 
that a mortgagee, even as to the surplus in his hands after exer
cising the power of sale, was not a trustee within the statute : 
Western Canada Loan and Savings Co. v. Court (1877), 25 Gr. 
151 ; but a more liberal construction afterwards prevailed, and 
in In rc Kingsland (1879), 7 P.R. 460. Spraggc, C., permitted 
payment into Court by a mortgagee of the surplus money in his 
hands. This decision has ever since been followed.

The case of London and County Banking Co. v. (ioddard, 
[18971 1 Ch. 642, 650, shews clearly the distinction, and the true 
principle applicable. After referring to the definition found in 
the Trustee Act, North, J., says : “I have always understood it 
to refer to the principle that during the continuance of a mort
gage there is no relationship of trustee and cestui que trust be
tween mortgagor and mortgagee. It. is quite clear that if lands in 
mortgage are sold by the mortgagee there may be surplus pro
ceeds, of which the mortgagee becomes trustee; or after the
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money has been paid off, if the land had not been reconveyed, 
there might be a trust of it in the mortgagee. In my opinion this 
definition relates exclusively to an estate conveyed by way of 
mortgage while that mortgage security continues to exist as 
such. lie then adds that this restrictive definition “is not 
applicable to property on mortgage where the instrument of 
charge contains an express trust. If there is the relationship of 
trustee and cestui (pie trust established, there is no reason why 
the parties should not have the full benefit of the enactment.”

Upon the affidavits tiled it appears that the property in ques
tion has been sold upon terms entitling the purchaser to call 
for a title free from incumbrance. This will enable the vendor 
to clear the title upon complying with see. 21 of the Convey
ancing and Law of Property Act, R.S.O. 1914, eh. 109. If the 
mortgage is not yet dm allowance will have to he for
future interest. If the mortgage is past due, no such allowance 
is necessary ; but in either case there should be an allowance 
made for the costs of the motion for payment out.

I gathered that the curator appointed in Quebec is a con
curring party to this application. If he is. no further notice 
need be given. If he is not. notice should be given to him before 
any order issues under the Conveyancing and Law of Property 
Act.

I say nothing as to the curator’s right to receive the money 
from Court. It will depend upon the domicile of the mortgagee 
and upon the law of the Province of Quebec. It may be that, 
upon its being shewn that the mortgagee was domiciled in that 
Province, and that, according to the law of the Province, such a 
curator is entitled to the money, an order may be made; but 
until a formal application is made it is premature to discuss this 
question.

Order accordingly.

WORTHING
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GANZINI v. JEWEL-DENERO MINES.
British Columbia Court of .1 p/xal, Irrinti, Martin, ami McPIiilli/in, JJ.A.

April 0, 1915.
1. Nkulii;ex< k (§ I A l#f ) -Mine HKivxi.s -Statutohy hide—Comi'U.sory 

adoption— Defect—Basis of action.
Where n statutory code of mine signals is compulsorily adopted, a 

defect incident to such code cannot he made the oasis of a negligence 
action on the theory that the statutory signalling system should have 
been supplemented by another such as a speaking tube system.

Appeal by plaintiff from the judgment of Clement, ,1.
M. A. Macdonald, for appellant.
Craig, for respondent.

Irving, J.A.: In ('lari,- v. C.P.R. (1912), 2 D.L.K. 331, 17 
B.C.R. 314, this Court held that a jury could not regard as a 
negligence a standard of duty laid down by Parliament. In the 
present ease the statutory standard was adopted, but miscarried, 
owing to the fact that it is not absolutely perfect. I think Un
learned Judge was right in saying there was no evidence of negli
gence to go to the jury on that point.

It was not suggested that either the hoist man or Morris was 
negligent, and the charge of lack of system of inspection was 
expressly abandoned. But Mr. Macdonald insisted, after he had 
closed his case, that he ought to be allowed to amend so as to 
shew that the company was negligent by reason of it> superin
tendent hiring green men and putting them to work in important 
positions, without fully instructing them as to their duties.

As a rule, amendments should be allowed freely, provided the 
application is band Jidc, and the other side can be compensated 
for the mistake, but where the application involves a change 
in the nature of the attack and is made after the evidence for 
the plaintiff is closed and a motion to dismiss is granted or about 
to be grant 'd, the discretion of the trial Judge is difficult to 
review. In the present case 1 am not prepared to say the learned 
Judge was wrong.

I would dismiss the appeal.

Martin, J.A.: 1 am of the opinion that the learned Judge
below took a correct view of the matter. 1 only add that, so far 
as the employment of incompetent workmen is concerned, that 
point, in any event, is u »t open to the plaintiff in view of what 
occurred at the trial. As to the suggestion that there was a
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(’. A.
defectiv<‘ system of signalling because, though the one in use 
was that prescribed l>\ rule .‘51 (0) of the Metalliferous Mines 
Inspection Act as “the code of mine signals (which) shall he 
used ... in every mine where hoisting is < * ” yet
it should have been supplemented by a speaking tube system, 
so as to reduce the danger of mistakes to a minimum, all that 
I have to say is that no authority has been cited in support of Martin, j.a. 

it. What the legislature ha deemed a sufficient safeguard should 
not be open to have additions made to it by a jury.

McPhillips, J.A., for reasons given in writing, was of the »• .i.a.

opinion that the appeal should be allowed.
.1 ppeal dismissed.

WILLIE v. DELISLE.
Saskatchewan Supreme Court, llaultain, El wood, lirmni. am!

McKay, JJ March 20, IMS.
1. Sai.i: i§ III D—75)- I’viw il vsF.it mis \ condition\i. sai.k com ka<t

S.AI.KHYWIFK I’-AlLt HKTO HFUISTKR I.IIA XOTKS RlUHTS Ol I'AKTIKS.

The buyer of a horse from the wife of a previous purchaser who had 
obtained it upon a conditional sale contract will, il he buys with the 
acquiescence of the conditional purchaser he entitled to the like pro
tection because of the failure of the conditional vendor to register his 
lien notes under the Lien Notes Act, Sask., as a purchaser from the 
husband who gave the lien notes would have been entitled to. where 
the purchase from the wife was carried out in good faith and for valu
able consideration.

|Huff v. Krcckcr, 8 Man. I..R. 230, referred to.)

SASK

S.(\

Action for the recovery of one horse, or its value, 8150, Statement 
alleged to have been wrongfully taken from the plaintiff by the 
defendants; and also for general damages for such wrongful 
taking.

G. A. Cruise, for appellant.
Arthur Frame, for respondents.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by
McKay, .1.: The defendants, Delisle Bros., took the horse miv, i. 

out of the possession of the plaintiff on April 2H. Bill, under a 
lien note made in their favour by one A. R. Mayo, to whom 
they sold the horse in September, 1012. The lien note in ques
tion was not registered, as required by the Act respecting Lien 
Notes, being eh. 1 45, R.S.S.

The plaintiff" claims he bought the horse and other chattels

6676
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SASK. for $500 and a farm for $1,700 from Mrs. A. R. Mayo, Mr. A. R.
x. c. Mayo, the original buyer of the horse in question from Delisle

Wll.MR Bros., being present.
The learned trial Judge dismissed the action, because he came 

to the conclusion that there was no evidence before him to shew
how Mrs. Mayo became the owner of the horse, and, further, 
says that “he,” the plaintiff, “did not purchase from Mayo, and 
he can “get, 1 think, no lietter title under sec. 23 of the Sale of 
Goods Act than the |>erson who sold to him can give.” But, 
on the other hand, he found that the purchase of the horse by 
plaintiff from Mrs. Mayo was in good faith and that lie paid for 
the articles bought. The evidence shews that the plaintiff pur
chased the horse in question and other chattels and a farm from 
Mrs. Mayo on April 22, 1914, and that during the negotiations 
Mr. Mayo was present and took part in the same, and was 
also present at the conclusion of the purchase. . . .

If Mrs. Mayo had no right in herself to sell to plaintiff, it 
seems to me she had such right with the authority and consent 
of Mr. Mayo, he being present at and a consenting party to the 
sale, and actually taking part in it. It was, in effect, a purchase 
from Mr. Mayo himself, ami under these circumstances Mrs. 
Mayo could transfer as good title under sec. 23 of the Sale of ( îoods 
Act, ch. 147, R.S.S., as Mr. Mayo himself. True it is that Mrs. 
Mayo gave a bill of sale in her own name, but the horse in ques
tion was taken possession of by the plaintiff the day after his 
purchase and kept in his possession until taken from him by the 
defendants, Delisle Bros.

If, then, it was a purchase from Mrs. Mayo, either in her own 
right or with Mr. Mayo's authority and consent, I think the pur
chase is good as against the defendants and plaint iff entitled to 
the protection of the Act respecting Lien Notes.

Under the Act the defendants Delisle Bros, can only set up 
their right of property in the horse as against a purchaser from 
the buyer or bailee of the horse, in good faith for valuable con
sideration, if the note is registered.

The note was not registered, and the learned trial Judge finds 
that the purchase was made in good faith and the horse paid 
for, and there is ample evidence to warrant this finding. This, 
then, to my mind, constitutes the plaintiff a purchaser in good
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faith for valuable consideration within the meaning of the Act, 
and the defendants Delisle Bros, cannot be permitted to set up 
their rights under the lien note against him. I do not think it 
is necessary to quote any authority further than to refer to Hoff 
v. Krecker, 8 Man. L.K. 230, where Taylor, reviews all the 
authorities, both in England and Ontario, upon statutes using 
similar language to ours.

There is no direct evidence of what damages the plaintiff 
suffered, but, as the horse was taken by defendants, Delisle Bros., 
while the plaintiff was working him in his seeder during seeding 
time, and was kept by defendants, Delisle Bros., until taken 
from them by the sheriff, the evidence not shewing when, the 
plaintiff must have suffered some damage; 1 will, therefore, allow 
.$15 damages.

There is nothing in the notice of appeal to shew that the 
judgment in favour of the defendant Brown is ap|>calcd from, 
although the form of notice would indicate that the appeal is 
against the whole judgment, except that defendant Brown’s 
name does not appear in the style of cause, neither did he appear 
on the appeal by counsel. In any event, there is no evidence 
against him.

For the foregoing reasons I am of tin* opinion that this appeal 
should he allowed with costs as against defendants Delisle Bros., 
and judgment be entered in plaintiff’s favour as against them in 
the Court below for a return of the horse, or its value. SI50, and 
SI5 damages, with costs, but judgment below should stand dis
missing the plaintiff’s action against defendant Brown with costs. 
No costs of appeal to Brown.

./udgment accordingly.

McARDL: & DAVIDSON v. HOWARD.
Alberta Supreme Court. Stuart, ./. June 22, 1915.

1. Costs ( § 11—26)—Solicitor—8 ; or dkfendinu in verson—Costs—
Taxation—Unnkcessa ry .

A solicitor, suing or defending an action in person, is entitled, if he 
obtains judgment, to tax liis costs in the ordinary way. lint is not en
titled to tax unnecessary costs, such as instructions to himself and 
attendances upon himself.

I London a tut Scottish Henejit Society v. Charley, 13 Q.li.I). K72; Kmy v. 
Moyer, 9 P.R. (Ont.) 514, referred to.|

Appeal by the defendant from the taxing officer.
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Howard.

Stuart. J.

/. IV. McArdle, for plaintiff.
F. C. Moyer, for defendant.

Stuart, .1.:—The plaintiffs, a firm of solicitors, sued the de
fendant under the small debt procedure, in the District Court, 
for the sum of $38, being the amount of their hill against him. 
The solicitors sued in person.

The defendant did not dispute the claim, hut entered a counter
claim for damages to the amount of 81,000, charging negligence 
against the plaintiffs. His order was then obtained by the plain
tiffs transferring the.ease to the Supreme Court. The defence 
to the counterclaim was filed and examination for discovery 
took place. Shortly liefore tin* ease was ready for trial, the 
plaintiffs retained another firm of solicitors, but liefore the action 
came on for trial a settlement was arrived at in the following 
terms:

Confirming our con versât ion over the telephone, we beg to suy we 
will accept your offer, which was made as follows: we to he allowed our 
claim as sued on with costs on small debt scale; the counterclaim to be 
dismissed or withdrawn and the defendant to have the right to bring a 
separate action at any time within the statutory period, we to receive 
costs of counterclaim to be taxed under third column of schedule “C” of 
the Hull's of Court as to costs.

iSgd.) McArdle «X: Davidson.
This settlement confirmed this 21st day of May, A.l). lftlâ.

(Sgd.) Taylor, Moffatt A Moyer.
The ease was called for trial liefore Mr. Justice McCarthy, 

and judgment was directed to Ik* entered, anil was entered accord
ingly in the terms of the settlement above set forth, which was 
announced to tin* Court. The taxation of costs was then pro
ceeded with, but the defendant** solicitors objected to any allow
ance of costs before the change of solicitors, on the ground that, 
as the plaintiffs had sued and defended in person, they were not 
entitled to such costs, and that the terms of the settlement and 
the judgment did not alter this position, lieeause all that was 
meant by those documents and records was that such costs ol 
the counterclaim should Ik* paid as could properly Ik* taxed, 
which would cover only the costs of the solicitors retained shortly 
before the ease was called.

I reserved judgment, because I hud the impression that the 
defendant's solicitor was right as to the rule in regard to solicitors 
suing or defending in person. It appears, however, that it is
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well settled that tin* rule is to the contrary, and that a solicitor ALTA, 
suing or defending in person is entitled, if he obtains judgment, S. C. 
to tax his costs in the ordinary way, with certain exceptions, m, Xiim4 
He is not entitled to such costs as the costs of instructions to Davidson 

himself and attendances on himself, which, of course, are un- Hmvum. 
necessary. The rule is laid down in London and Scottish linn lit -----Htimrt, J.
Soc. v. Charley, 13 Q.H.D. *72, where the Court of Appeal up
held the opinion of a Divisional Court. The reasons for the rule 
are there stated, and it is explained that the rule does not rest 
upon any special privilege of a solicitor. I need not here repeat 
the reasons there given. The case has not been overruled and 
is accepted in both the Annual Practice and in Ilolmested and 
Langton (see p. 133") of the latter work, 4th ed.); see also King 
v. Moyer, V P.R. (Ont.) 514. It is unnecessary, therefore, to 
consider whether, if the rule had been otherwise, the terms of 
the settlement would, nevertheless, have been binding upon the 
defendant.

It was contended that the words of r. Hi of the rules as to 
costs would, in any case, preclude a solicitor suing or defending 
in person from taxing his costs, but I cannot discover anything 
in those words which would prevent the application to this ease 
of the reasons pronounced in the case first above cited. The 
solicitor still pays his clerks and stenographers for doing his 
work, although, of course, not item by item, but their time is 
occupied in the work. There must, however, be some addi
tional care and trouble taken by the officer in our Courts beyond 
that which would fall upon a taxing officer in Kngland, on account 
of our present system of lumping costs, instead of taking them 
item by item. The sums allowed in the schedule are not fixed 
arbitrarily, but are maximum amounts, and the taxing officer 
is always at liberty, and, indeed, it is his duty, to reduce them 
if, in his opinion, the sum named should not be allowed. In 
the present case it seems to me that a deduction should be made 
from some of the items upon the principle laid down in the ease 
cited. For instance, the first item in the bill, “ Defence to counter
claim, SI")," should be dealt with by the taxing officer on the as
sumption that the maximum sum of #15 named in the schedule was 
intended to include some remuneration for “instructions," and, 
according to the exception to the rule, nothing should be allowed
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for instructions. 1 would, therefore, deduct $5 from this item. 
A similar deduction should also l>c made from several other items. 
In any case $3 should In* deducted from the item, “Order trans
ferring from District Court to Supreme Court, $18,” and, as the 
order was an order, of course, could not !>e opposed and was 
made necessary by the very terms of the rule. I think a further 
sum of $2 should In» deducted. There is no doubt that the 
plaintiff is entitled to the costs of this application, liecause it 
was rendered necessary by the counterclaim, and it is quite un
reasonable to say that the costs of this order should In* placed 
in the costs of the plaintiffs' small debt action.

Then I should deduct 15 from the item, “Order for direc
tions, $30,” because, undoubtedly, a portion of the sum of $30 
is intended to cover “instructions” which are not taxable. 1 
would, in any case, deduct 85 from the item, “Attending on 
examination of defendant, 818,” for a similar reason. This, of 
course, is really a counsel fee, and it is doubtful whether under 
the rule a counsel fee should l>e allowed at all. It might involve 
and, no doubt, did involve some work on the part of the solicitors' 
clerks, so that I think $ff is a sufficient allowance.

I am unable to see any reason for disallowing anything in 
respect of the attendance of the two partners of the plaintiffs' 
firm upon their own examinations. The lump sum is, of course, 
intended to cover certain other trouble, such as ordering and 
obtaining copies of the evidence. And the attendance of the soli
citor is necessary and forced upon him by the other party. I 
think these items should stand.

The remaining items, as I understand the matter, were either 
proper even if the solicitor were still defending in person or were 
for things done after the plaintiffs had retained other solicitors. 
I see no reason for making any further deductions. I, therefore, 
would deduct a total of 824 from the amount allowed by the 
Master, which will reduce the bill to $167.50, at which amount 
it will Ik* allowed. There will lx* no costs of the ap|xial.

Order accordingly.
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EARLY v. CANADIAN NORTHERN R. CO. SASK.

Saskatchewan Supreme Court, Haultain, C.J., Seulands and McKay, J.l. g n
March -’h. 1915

1. Railway» (6 II I) 6—70) — Action for Norsks killed— Defence—
Horses at large through wilful act of owner—Neglect by
RAILWAY COMPANY TO MAINTAIN CATTLE GUARDS.

It is made un absolute ground of defence under see. 2V4, sub-see. 4,
«if the Railway Act, Can., to an action against the railway for value 
of strav horses killed on its right of way at a place which was not 
a crossing that th<‘ horses got at large through tin- wilful act or omission 
of the owner, such as turning the horses out to run at large without 
the authority of a municipal by-law, and such statutory defence is not 
displaced by shewing that the horses must have got upon the railway 
tracks at a railway crossing where tin* railway had neglected to main
tain cattle guards as required by sec. 2f>4 of the Railway Act (tunciui- 
inent of 1911. I'll 22

[Sporle v. (l.T.FM. Co., 17 D.L.R. :W7: Clayton v. C.S.K. Co., 17 
Man. L.R. 420, 4110, applied; Greenlaw v. C.S.K. Co., 12 D.L.R. 402,
15 Can. Rv. Cas. 320, 23 Man. L.R. 410, distinguished.]

Action for damages for horses killed on railway tracks. statement

./. .V. Fish, K.( '., for appellant.
P. 11. Gordon, for ret

Haultain, ('.J.: I do not think that the facts of this case Hauit»™,o.j. 
come within the provisions of the first three suit-sections of see. 204 
of the Railway Act. Those sub-sections deal exclusively with 
the case of animals killed or injured at the point of intersection 
of a highway with a railway. The animals in question in this 
case were killed on the property of the railway company at a 
considerable distance from the point of intersection. The case 
clearly comes within sub-secs. 4 and ft of sec. 2! 14, cited.

In order to successfully resist the plaintiff’s claim the de
fendant company must et «h that the animals which got upon 
its property and were killed “got at large through the negligence 
or wilful act or omission of the owner or his agent or of the cus
todian of such animal or his agent.”

It is admitted by the plaintiff that his horses were running 
at large from March 11 up to March IS, 1913, the day of the 
accident. During the earlier part of the year the horses had 
been kept in an enclosed pasture, but on and after March 11 
they were allowed by the plaintiff to run at large, “when,” as 
he says, “the herd law ceased.” The plaintiff was called as a 
witness on behalf of the defendant, and on cross-examination by 
his own counsel made the following statement : “There was a

8834
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by-law of tin* rural municipality of Wilton permitting animals to 
run at large . . . after March 11, ami I turned them out.”

The reference in this and other evidence of a similar nature 
is undoubtedly to a by-law permitting animals to run at large 
during a certain portion of the year, which the municipality had 
tin- power to make under the Rural Municipality Act. Objection 
was taken to the evidence given with regard to the existence of a 
by-law, and in view of that objection 1 do not think that we can 
assume that any such by-law was passed.

Under these circumstances, then, was the plaintiff’s act of 
turning the horses out negligence or a wilful act or omission on 
his part? In my opinion it was a wilful act. Itecause it was done 
dcliltcratcly ami intentionally. It might also be called a wilful 
omission, Itecause the plaintiff delilterately omitted to do what, 
in the absence of a by-law, he should have done, that is, keep his 
horses from running at large. See .1/urray v. C.!*.!{., 7 W.L.R. 50; 
Hrckrr v. C.P.R., 5 W.L.R. 570.

The case of (irrenlaw v. C.X.R. Co., 12 D.L.R. 402, 15 Can. 
Ry. (as. 320, 23 Man. L.R. 410, was cited on liehalf of the re
spondent, but in that case there was a by-law permitting the run
ning at large of cattle at all times of the year, and presumably 
that by-law was properly proved. On the facts of that case 1 
would respectfully agree with the interpretation given to the 
words “wilful act or omission.” But here we have no such 
by-law proved, and the presumption must Is* against the right to 
allow animals to run at large.

But, the respondent says, if 1 was guilty of negligence or a 
wilful act or omission, the real, direct and effective cause of 
the accident was the failure of the defendant company to maintain 
cattle-guards suitable and sufficient to prevent cattle ami other 
animals from getting on the railway, as required by sec. 254 
of the Railway Act.

The evidence shews that the cat tie‘-guards at the point where 
these horses got on the railway had been removed for the winter, 
and had not I teen replaced at the time of the accident, and there 
is no suggestion that the defendant company had l>een relieved 
by the Board of Railway ( ommissioners from the duty of main
taining these cattle-guards under suit-sec. 4 of see. 254, as enacted 
by sec. 9 of ch. 22 of the statutes of 1911.
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Section 427 provides a penalty for the omission, on the part of SASK.
a railway company to do anything required by the Act, by the s.c
company xvliere no other penalty is specially provided in the Act. kxit"i"y
Sub-section 2 of that section further enacts that the company, 
in addition to such penalty, shall be liable to any person injured \,ucrmuv
by any such omission for tin* full amount of damages sustained r"
thereby. This section, in my opinion, does not apply to the Heuitain. c..r. 
present ease. Section 2!I4 of the Railway Act very largely 
extends the common laxv liability of a railway company for in
juries to animals which get upon the property of the company, 
and provides a special defence against actions brought in respect 
of such injuries. In the language of Perdue. .1.. in Clanton v.

Co., 17 Man. L.K. 42(1, at 431, cited wit It approval in 
Sporle v. (i.T.P.H. Co., 17 D.L.R. 307.
the section provides the whole remedy to which the owner shall he 
entitled in such a ease and the circumstances under which he can recover.
. . . The rights ami liabilities of the railway company in respect of
animals at large are declared by see. 237 (now 2041 and no section of general 
application contained in the Act should add to or interfere with the specific 
provisions contained in the section specially framed to deal with it.

The plaintiff cannot be allowed to invoke the general principle 
of the common laxv to cure his contributory negligence in the fact* 
of a specific enactment making that contributory negligence an 
absolute defence to his action.

The appeal, therefore, should be allowed with costs.

Nkxvlanus, J., for reasons given in writing, xvas also of opinion Newiende.j. 

that the appeal should be allowed.

McKay, J., concurred.
A p/tenl allowed.

BELLAMY v. ROBERTSON.

Saskatchewan Su prenu Court. Ilaullaiii. fI.aaaml. Hruirn. Klin mil, 
and McKay, «/./. March 20. I0l">.

I. Breach ok promise ($ II 5)—Em.aukmknt Hki.k.ah: ok the other 
party Intention ok releasing party to oixe vp her iu«in< 
Oxcs ok ESTAHLISHINO INTENTION.

The releasing of the other party from a contract to marry involves 
an intention on the part of the releasing party to give up whatever 
rights -if action she may have in reference to the engagement, and the 
onus of establishing such intention is on the defendant in an action for 
breach of promise of marriage.

[Dui'i* v. Homford, ft II. X. 241, distinguished.|

SASK.
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SASK. Action for damages for breach of promise of marriage.
s. c. ./. NyFiah, K.C., for appellant.

BELLAMY

Robebtson.

J. F. Bryant, for respondent.

Haultain, C.J., concurred with Lamont, J.

Lament, J. Lamont, J.:—There is no question alxmt the contract to 
marry ; that is admitted by the defendant. His defence is that 
in Octolier, 1913, it was mutually agreed lx»tween the plaintiff 
and himself that the engagement existing lietween them should 
lx* terminated, and that the same was then terminated. The 
action came on for hearing liefore my brother Newlands, who 
held that the engagement had lx*en tenninated by mutual consent. 
From that decision the plaintiff now appeals.

In July, 1913, the defendant wrote to the plaintiff at Sas
katoon stating that in his opinion it was inadvisable that 
they should get married, and setting out a numlx*r of reasons 
therefor. On August 29 he again wrote to her. The tenor of 
this letter showed clearly a desire on his part to terminate the 
engagement, but near the end he used the following words :—

However, Mabyl, if you think we can get along together and see things 
in a different way than we see them now, we'll let the bargain stand, but if 
otherwise, let us call the deal off. It is up to you.

<)n SeptomlxT 5, the plaintiff replied, explaining certain matters 
at which the defendant seems to have taken offence. Her attitude 
throughout this letter is, I think, set forth with reasonable clear
ness in one of the closing paragraphs, where she says : -

1 have taken you at your word all the way through when you said “My 
love for you has never changed," and if you loved me as you said then there 
could be no doubt how we would get along in later days. But if on the other 
hand you do not care for me then it is a different affair altogether. I do 
think though that we should have a personal interview on the matter before 
we make a final decision in order that there may be no mistake because as 
you say it is a serious thing.

An interview took place alxmt a month later. At that inter
view the defendant says lie left the matter of continuing the 
engagement to the plaintiff, and that she agreed to its termina
tion. She says she did not agree to it, and further says that the 
only way it was left to her was by the defendant saying in a 
vehement manner:

I will marry you Mnbyl Bellamy, dammit, if it takes every cent I 
make to keep you, and I will leave you in a house here in Saskatoon and I 
will go to Regina to live.
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In referencr to this interview the plaintiff at the trial gave the
following evidence:- - 8. C.

CJ Thell will'll VI il I linrll'll liml Vim «ri v«.t. liiiM ..... (........ « h«

I Haiti "I haven’t decided.’’ lie Haiti 'W ill you write to m<‘," ami I Haiti Hohirtmox,
“Yes.” He said “Will you write within two weeks?'’ I said “Yes." 
tj. Did you write him? A. I did. (j. How long afterwards was it written? 
A. It was about 17 days I fancy, a little over two weeks.

The following is her letter, dated October 2b:—
You asked me to write to you ami I said I would. It has been a mystery 

to me ever since why 1 should have made that promise for there is really 
nothing to say. I would not have you think that is why I have not written 
sooner. It was because I have not had the time I have had only one 
spare evening since you were here and that was liecause I was so tired and 
sleepy that I just couldn't keep awake. Rather an unusual thing for me 
you will think, but it is the best under the circumstances I think. How
ever. I said I would write and here I am and since there seems nothing else 
to say I will ask as a special favour that you will not return any of the gifts 
I have given you from time to time, although I know this is iterhaps the 
usual thing to do. I would say I have mislaid your street address, and if 
you will kindly send me that I will be pleased to send you any <>r all of your 
gifts as you wish. I would not risk to send them as I am sending this. 
Trusting that you will forgive my long delay in writing, and if you should 
be in the city any time we would be pleased to have you call. For as you 
say there is no reason why we should not remain friends.

In his judgment the learned trial Judge referred to the case 
of bavin v. liomford (1860), 0 II. A: N. 245. That case was also 
an action for breach of promise of marriage, in which it was proved 
that, the defendant having written a letter to the plaintiff desiring 
to terminate the engagement, called at her father’s house, and a 
conversation took place respecting the return of letters. The 
defendant returned the plaintiff's letters. The plaintiff said : 
“No, I cannot give up your letters; it would be like giving you 
up altogether.” The plaintiff left her * and went to reside 
with an aunt, and no correspondence took place between the 
parties for a period of two years. It was held that there was 
evidence from which a jury might infer that the plaintiff had 
exonerated the defendant from his promise before any breach. 
After referring to this ease, the learned trial Judge in his judgment 
said :—

If mere silence in answer to the defendant’s request to terminate the 
engagement is sufficient to shew its termination, her (the plaintiff's) letter 
offering to return his presents and asking him to keep hers is equally 
evidence of its termination.

27—21 D.L.B.
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In addition to this ground upon which the trial Judge based 
his judgment, counsel for the defendant sought to support the 
judgment on other grounds. He argued that the question of 
continuing or ending the engagement had been left to the plaintiff. 
In my opinion, his ? in a vehement manner that he would 
marry her but that she should live in Saskatoon while he lived in 
Regina is not leaving the matter to her within the meaning of 
their contract to marry, as marriage presupposes a living to
gether. Then counsel argued that the evidence warranted the 
conclusion that the plaintiff had agreed to release the defendant 
the night of their interview in October. The answer to that 
is that although the defendant swore to this in his evidence at the 
trial the learned trial Judge evidently did not accept it, otherwise 
he would have found accordingly, and would not have found the 
evidence of her agreement to terminate the engagement in the 
expressions used in the letter of October 2(i. In the alternative, 
counsel stated that when, on the night of the interview, the plain
tiff agreed to write to the defendant, it was for the purpose of 
conveying her decision whether or not she would release him, and 
that her letter, in view of that fact, must be held to be a release. 
This contention is negatived by the letter itself. In the opening 
paragraph the plaintiff says that it is a mystery to her why she 
promised to write, because there was really nothing to say. This 
is totally inconsistent with the idea that she was conveying to the 
defendant in that letter her decision on the important question 
of whether or not she would release him.

Then does the letter itself contain expressions from which it 
should be inferred that she was agreeing to the termination of the 
engagement? With great deference, I cannot see that such an 
inference should be drawn from the letter. Where the letter at 
the outset expressly state's that she has nothing to say, the subse
quent language, in my opinion, must Im* clear and unequivocal 
to justify the drawing of a conclusion that she was acquiescing 
in the termination of the engagement. In the very paragraph 
in which she asks him not to return her gifts but agrees to return 
his, she says:—

However, I said I would write and here I am and since there seems 
nothing else to say I will ask you as a special favour that you will not return 
any of the gifts I have given you from time to time, although I know this 
is perhaps the usu

8
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44 Vsual" under what circumstances? Did sin- mean it was usual 
when contracting parties were mutually agn-eing to end an 
engagement, or was it usual when one party refused to carry out 
the contract? There is nothing in the letter from which one can 
determine the circumstances under which she considered it usual. 
In her evidence she stated that she had never released the de
fendant. She was asked why it should he a mystery to her that 
she had promised to write to him. Her answer was : “Because 
I was not going to give a decision and I did not realize why I 
should say I would write." There is no douht in my mind that 
when the defendant asked her to write it was for the purpose of 
having her convey to him her decision as to whether or not she 
would agree to the termination of their engagement. Whether 
or not it was her intention when she promised to write to give 
her decision in the letter, is immaterial. When she came to 
write she used language which to my mind completely negatives 
the gixing of any decision. At that time she herself says she was 
not going to give any decision. As he had refused to marry her 
and live with her sin- was acquiescing in his decision, hut she was 
acquiescing liecause she could not help herself. She was hurt 
and wounded by the defendant’s conduct, and as lie did not want 
to marry her she could not insist on his so doing. Acquiescence 
in a state of things she could not help, however, is an entirely 
different thing from abandoning the rights which the law gave her 
against the defendant when he refused to carry out his contract. 
The releasing of the defendant from his contract involves an 
intention on her part to give up whatever rights of action she 
might have against him in reference to their engagement. That 
she had any such intention she denies. The onus of establishing 
such intention is on the defendant. The offer to return his 
presents and her asking him to return hers is. in my opinion, not 
conclusive of an intention on her part to give up her legal rights. 
What sentimental considerations may have been in her mind I 
do not know, but I do not think anything conclusive can lie in
ferred from these expressions in view of the other portions of her 
letter. Reference to Doris v. litonfnrd, su pro. In that ease 
two years had elapsed without a communication, and the plaintiff 
had changed her residence without notifying the defendant. In 
the present case no change of residence had occurred, and this

SASK
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Lernont. J.
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action was brought a few months after her letter was written. 
The Romford ease is authority for the proposition that 
where neither party has insisted upon the performanre of a contract for a 
long |>eriod after it was made, it may he inferred that they intended to 
abandon it altogether. (7 Hals. 423.)
That principle, however, does not apply here. I am, therefore,
of opinion that the defendant has fail* 
discharged from his contract before bn 

The appeal should la* allowed with 
Court Im*1ow set aside, and judgment c 

$500 and costs.

establish that he was 
l thereof.
ts, the judgment of the 
■red for the plaintiff for

Brown, J., dissented.

El wood and McKay, JJ., concurred with Lamont, .1.
A p/teal allowed.

ONTARIO WIND ENGINE v. BUNN.
Saskatchewan Supreme Court, Newlands, Hrown. Klwood and McKay, JJ. 

March 20. 1915.

1. Principal and auknt (8 II A—6e)—Agent— Actiiority oi Fai.sk statk-
mknt by— Liability ok principal for Agreement prkkino from 
liability— Effect of.

A sales agent for a machinery manufacturer must be held to have 
authority to describe a gasoline engine to the pros|>ective purchaser 
and to ti ll the latter what it is capable of doing, and if lie falsely de
scribed it by stating that it would do something which it was not 
capable of doing, his principals are liable for his fraud, notwithstanding 
a stipulation in the signed agreement that no agreements, stipulations, 
conditions or warranties, express or implied, verbal or otherwise, save 
those mentioned in writing therein, shall be binding on the principals.

\Uu»so-Chincsc Hank v. L\ Van Sam, [ 1010] AX'. 171, distinguished; 
Pearson v. Dublin Cor/h>ration, (1907] AX’. 351, applied.]

2. Dam auks (§ 111 A—40)—Pvrchahkr of gasoline engine—Fraud of
auknt—Right to rescind lost by delay—Right to counterclaim 
—Measure of damages.

Although the buyer of a gasoline engine may have lost his right to 
rescind by keeping the engine after knowledge of the fraud of the seller’s 
agent in misrepresenting the engine's capacity, he retains his right 
to counterclaim against the seller suing for the price, in respect of the 
loss lie (the buyer) had sustained by reiving upon the agent's state
ments; the measure of damages is the difference in price between the 
engine he got and an engine such as w as represented.

Action for the price of an engine purchased by defendant 
from plaintiffs.

R. B. Bennett, KX and R. E. Turnbull, for appellant.
J. F. Frame, KX\, for m

Statement

8894
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Newlands, J.:—The order upon which tin* engine in ques- SASK- 
tion was sold contains the following agreement and warranties:— 8.C.

In the event of the alleged failure of the engine to fulfil the warrant y Ontario

herein, within tw< days after starting the same, or in the event of the Wi\u 
purchaser being unable to make the same oik*rate well within the said two Enuink 
days, written notiec shall he given to the Ontario Wind Engine and Pump 
Co., Ltd . at Winnipeg, by registered letter, within two days after such "UWN 
failure, stating wherein it has failed to fulfil the warranty, and the com- Newtende. J.
patty shall have the right to semi a man to test the same, the purchaser 
furnishing necessary and friendly assistance, together with requisite help, 
and if fourni defective in material or workmanship, the company agrees to 
pay expenses of making such test, hut if the failure is caused by the im
proper management or want of skill in oiterating such engine, then the 
purchaser agrees to pay such expenses to the company forthwith. In 
event of the engine being found defective in material or workmanship, the 
company may. at their option, repair such engine or replace the same by 
one which is not defective in materials or workmanship or may return to 
the purchaser any money and notes which have been paid or given by the 
purchaser and cancel this order or agreement and re-take the said engine, 
and in any of such events the said company shall not be responsible to the 
purchaser for any damage whatsoever. Failure by the purchaser to give 
the company such written notice within the said two days shall be con
clusive evidence that such engine satisfies all warranties and of the due 
fulfilment of all warranties.

W A It HAN'T Y.
The Ontario Wind Engine and Pump Co.. Limited, guarantees that 

each gasoline engine purchased heseunder shall be tested before leaving 
factory, and shall have developed its full-rated horse-power. They warrant 
the engine to be well made, of good material, and durable with proper care.

Parts proving defective in workmanship or material will be replaced 
free of charge (except freight or express charges) for the period of one year, 
upon the defective parts being returned to the company at Winnipeg, free 
of charge to the company.

Leaving out of the question the warranty that the engine 
developed its full-rated horse-power at the factory, the other 
warranties may he divided into two classes, operation and dura
bility; the agreement in the body of the instrument containing 
the warranty as to op,-ration and the warranties on the hack 
those as to durability. In both cases good material and work
manship form an important part of the warranty.

As to the first, the defect must be discovered within two 
days, and notice sent to the company. As this was not done, 
the provision that such failure is conclusive evidence that the 
engine fulfils the warranties takes effect.

This latter provision can, however, have no effect upon the 
warranty as to durability, nor does it make any difference that
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tin* want of durability is caused by bad workmanship or poor 
material, as that warranty is not, in my opinion, affected by the 
two days' trial.

In the first place, you could not tell whether an engine would 
lie durable in two days, and, in the next place, this warranty 
provides for parts proving defective in workmanship or material 
being replaced for the |>eriod of a year, making this warranty 
one for at least a year, which is a sufficient time for the purposes 
of this action. The only question in my mind as to the warranty 
is whether the provision replacing parts found defecti’ - is exclu
sive of other remedies. This contract does not contain the pro
vision . . . that
no other remedy than the return of the said machinery in the manner herein 
provided for shall lie had for any breach of warranty or warranties in this 
purchase.

It does, however, contain a provision in the agreement as 
to operation that, in the event of the company repairing, re
placing or retaking the machine, the company shall not be re
sponsible to the purchaser in any damages whatsoever. This 
provision is in the l>ody of the contract, ami does not, in my 
opinion, apply to the warranties on the back, and, any way, 
the engine in question has neitlrr lieen repaired, replaced nor 
retaken by the company. I am, therefore, of the opinion that 
plaintiff's remedy for damages for breach of warranty has not 
lieen taken away by the contract.

(Questions were submitted to the jury upon the warranty of 
durability, as to whether the engine was well made, of good 
material, and durable with proper can*, and they answered “ No" 
to both questions, and, as there is evidence upon which these 
findings could Is* based, I think they should not lie interfered 
with.

The jury were not asked to find the amount of damages, and 
the learned Chief Justice referred this question to the Local 
Registrar with the following instructions:

For the purpose of t lie reference I lie measure of damages will lie the 
difference between the value of the engine at the time it was delivered 
and the value it would have had if it had answered to the warranty as 
found by the jury in their answers to questions Nos. 17 to JJ.

These questions refer entirely to the implied warranties and 
the operation of the engine. As to the implied warranties, the 
contract expressly stipulates there arc none: Siuryer-Mns/un Co.
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v. Iiitchie, 43 Cun. S.C.R. (ill; ami as to tin* o|m‘ration, tin* 
notice* provided for not having liven given, tin engine is pre
sumed to have fulfilled that warranty.

The Chief Justice was, therefore, wrong in submitting these 
answers to the Local Registrar upon which to fix the damages, 
and this question should be again referred to him to ascertain 
the damages which would be the difference between the value 
of the engine at the time it was delivered and the value it would 
have had if it answered to the warranty that it was well made, 
of good material, and durable with proper care.

The other damages assessed by the Chief Justice are, in my 
opinion, too remote, the plaintiff's full measure of damages being 
the difference in value between the engine he got and one that 
would fulfil the warranties under which it was sold, with the excep
tion of the $120 lie paid for ploughing.

1 cannot agree with the Chief Justice's decision that the notes 
taken superseded the contract. They were, in my opinion, taken 
in fulfilment of the contract, and. therefore, the two must be 
read together. This brings me to the defendant's defence and 
counterclaim of fraud and deceit.

The jury found that the plaintiff company’s agent Kibble 
represented to the defendant, before the order was signed, that 
the engine was capable of pulling six ploughs right along in 
breaking heavy prairie land at Sedley, Sask.. and of pulling 
eight ploughs right along in ploughing stubble land there; that 
such representations were made for the purpose of inducing the 
defendant to sign the order, and that defendant relied upon the 
truth of the same in signing the order; that said representations 
were untrue and were made by Kibble recklessly, not earing 
whether they were true or false.

It was urged by Mr. Bennett that Kibble had no authority 
to make such representations, and that defendant knew of such 
restriction of his authority: the contract which he signed pro
viding that the company was not to be bound by any agree
ments, stipulations, conditions or warranties not expressly con
tained therein in writing, l or this proposition he cited Riisho- 
( hinese Hank v. Li Van Sant, |lfflO| A.C. 174. This case, in 
my opinion, differs from that case in that Kibble, who was a 
sales agent of tlie plaintiff and was selling machinery that he
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could not carry around with him, must have had authority from 
the plaintiff to describe the engine he was selling. It is part 
of the description of an engine to tell the proposed purchaser 
what it will do, and. therefore, if he falsely described it by stating 
that it would do something that it would not do, he did it in 
the course of his employment, and his employers are liable for 
his fraud. [Reference to S. Pearson v. Dublin Corp., [1907J A.C. 
351, at 353. . . . Benjamin on Sales, p. 472.]

On the whole, I would refer the case to the Local Registrar 
to ascertain the defendant’s damages, with instructions to assess 
such damages on the difference between the value of the engine 
defendant got and one that would comply with the warranty 
that it was well made, of good material, and durable with proper 
care, and would perform the work the agent said it would do.

I would make the reference in this way because defendant’s 
damages for breach of warranty and on his counterclaim for 
deceit would otherwise overlap each other; and I would also 
allow him the $120, as stated by my brother Klwood. Appellant 
should have costs of appeal.

Brown, J., agreed with Newlands, ,1.

Klwood, .1.:—On or about June 21, Mill, the defendant 
signed an order requesting the plaintiff to supply him with a 
30-h.p. Flour City engine, for which the defendant agreed to 
settle by giving notes as follows:—Note due December 1, 1911, 
$1,600; note due December 1, 1912, $1,600. Inter alia the said 
order contained the following. (C " ions and warranty quoted.]

On June 26, 1911, the defendant wrote to the plaintiff com
plaining of certain misrepresentations made by one Kibble, who 
was the agent who procured the above order from the defendant. 
The plaintiff replied to this letter, stating that it did not guaran
tee tin* number of ‘ * the engine would pull, and subse
quently, on July 8, the defendant, after consulting a lawyer, 
accepted and took delivery of the engine, and executed the agree- 

s in writing—or, as they are sometimes called, lien notes— 
which are the subject of this action.

It is contended by the defendant and the jury found that 
prior to the signing of the order then* were certain representa
tions made by the said Kibble inducing the contract which were

8
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false, and which were made by Kibble recklessly, not caring SASK 
whether they were true or false. It was also found by the jury S. C. 
that the engine did not comply with the warranty as to being ovrou,» 
well-made, of good material, and durable. On these findings the Winu
learned trial Judge allowed the defendant certain damages. I Kn^,ni

am of the opinion that the contract between the parties is eon- n< Nx 
tained in the order, and that the agreement sued on was simply j.
given in pursuance of that order and does not constitute any 
new contract between the parties. So far as the alleged false 
representations are concerned, the order itself, as will be ob
served, contained an agreement that
there are no other warranties, representations or agreements, express or 
implied, whether statutory or otherwise, except as herein contained.
I agree that there are no verbal or other agreements, warranties or con
ditions, express or implied, of any nature whatsoever, except as expressly 
embodied in writing in this order.

And the case of Huaso-Chincite Bank v. Li Yau Sam, [1010]
A.C. 174, would seem to me to be strong authority for the proposi
tion that the plaintiff is not bound bv the alleged representa
tions of Kibble. But, apart from that, the evidence shews that 
the defendant, before he signed the order, had had it read over 
to him; after he signed it he read it; and- on June 20 he wrote 
the plaintiff complaining of the misrepresentations. The plain
tiff replied, as 1 have above stated, and subsequently, on July S, 
the defendant, after consulting a lawyer, and with notice of the 
alleged misrepresentations, accepted the engine and took delivery 
of it. Under these circumstances I am of the opinion that it 
is not now open to the defendant to complain of the alleged 
fraudulent representations, and that his defence and counter
claim, so far as the alleged misrepresentations are concerned, must 
fail.

It was conceded on the argument that if the contract between 
the parties is contained in the order, then the terms of the order 
exclude any claim on an implied warranty, and Sawyer Maxuey 
v. Ritchie, 43 ('an. S.C.R. 014, is authority for excluding an im
plied warranty, where the order contains terms such as I have 
above quoted.

Then, dealing with the warranty contained in the order, it 
will be noticed that the order contains the following:—

In the event of the alleged failure of the engine to fulfil the warranty 
herein within two days after starting the same or in llie event of the pur-
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SASK. chaser being unable to make the same operate well within the said two
S. C. days, written notice shall be given to the Ontario Wind Engine and Pump 

Co., Ltd., at Winnipeg. Failure by the purchaser to give to the company
Ontario

Wind
such written notice within the said two days shall be conclusive evidence 
that such engine satisfies all warranties and of the due fulfilment of all 
warranties.

It was contended on behalf of the defendant that this clause
El wood. J. with regard to notice only referred to what would occur if a 

failure of warranty occurred within two days after starting the 
engine, and that where a failure occurred after the two days no 
notice was required. The order was prepared by the plaintiff 
on a printed form supplied by it, and it is to be supposed that 
the intention of the plaintiff was to protect itself as far as possible. 
In the defendant's letter to the plaintiff of June 26, 1611, he 
says:—“He (Kibble) stated that warrant was for two weeks’ 
field trial, and I find this is not in the order." This seems to me 
inconsistent with the contention now made that no notice was 
required with respect to any failure occurring after the two days.
I have come to the conclusion that the intention of the agree
ment was that all objections to a failure to comply with the 
warranty therein referred to must be made by notice in writing 
to the plaintiff, given within two days after such failure, and 
that the only failure which could be complained of is one occurring 
within two days after starting the engine.

It was contended, on the authority of Sawyer Massey v. 
Hit chic, ante, that this clause only referred to the failure to make 
the machine operate well, or at most did not cover the warranty 
as to durability. In Sawyer Massey v. Ritchie the warranty in 
part was as follows:—

It is warranted to be made of good material and durable villi good 
care and with proper image and skilful management to do as good work 
as any of the same size sold in Canada. If the purchasers, after trial, 
cannot make it satisfy the above warranty, written notice shall within 
ten days after starting be given both to the company at Winnipeg, etc. . .

At p. 625 in the report of the above case, Anglin, .1., says:
The notice is to be given if the purchaser*, after trial, cannot make it 

(the machinery) satisfy the above warranty. The purchasers had nothing 
to do with providing good material for the machinery or making it durable; 
it was not their business to make it satisfy these warranties. It seems 
clear, therefore, that the provision as to notice can have no application 
to them.
The clause in the warranty in Sawyer Massey v. Ritchie is 
very different from the one at bar. In the one at bar it will be
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noticed then* arc two events provided for: (#i) failure to fulfil 
the warranty within two days after starting: and ifo) the event 
of the purchas(»r being unable to make the engine operate well 
within the said two days. The word make, stress upon which 
was laid by Anglin, .1.. above, occurs in event (b), but not in 
event (a). This seems to me to give the clause a nu 'tiling different 
from that given to the clause in Sawyer Massty \ . Hitchn. It 
will be noticed also that the clause says ‘‘on failure to fulfil the 
warranty herein." There is only one warranty. The Ontario 
Wind Engine and Bump Co., Ltd., guarantees certain things, but 
it warrants the engine to be well made of good material and 
durable with proper care. The singular is used throughout the 
contract in referring to the warranty. It was urged that want 
of durability cannot be reasonably discovered on a two days’ 
trial. That may be so, but the parties entered into the contract, 
and it seems to me are bound by it. Case v. Fiegehen, IV O.W.Ib 
7IS, and HinchcUjJc v. Harwich, "> Ex. I). 177, shew how, at any 
rate, almost equally drastic provisions are construed.

It cannot be said that there was any waiver of notice by the 
plaintiff, because what the plaintiff did to the engine after de
livery can be referred to the agreement of the plaintiff to replace 
defective material for the period of one year. The defendant 
did not give the notice required by the contract, and it seems 
to me, therefore, his claim under the warranty must fail. In 
my opinion, therefore, the appeal should be allowed, and there 
should be judgment for the plaintiff for the amount of the plain
tiff's claim with costs, and dismissing the counterclaim with costs.

As it may be that the other members of the Court will take 
a view of the above different from mine, I think it well to ex
press mv opinion as to what, if any, damages the defendant is 
entitled to should it be held by a majority of the Court that the 
defendant is entitled to succeed on the warranty.

First, the defendant not being entitled to succeed on the 
alleged fraudulent representations, and the learned Chief .lustin- 
having ordered the Local Registrar to assess the damages sus
tained by reason of those representations, and evidence having 
been given on such representations in support of such damages, 
there should, in my opinion, be another reference to assess the 
damages sustained by reason of the breach of the warranty.

SASK
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Second, ns to the damages allowed for the 1911 crop. At 
the time of the purchase of the engine, the defendant had not 
a separator and had not decided to purchase one; and it was 
surely never contemplated by the parties at the time of the 
contract that the failure of the engine to work would result in 
the defendant's crop remaining out all winter unthreshed. Ordi
narily it would be supposai that the defendant w ure
another engine or get someone to thresh his crop. The plain
tiff had not notice at the time of the sale that it would not be 
possible to procure another , or that the damage claimed
would or would likely be sustained. In my opinion, the damages 
in this respect are t<x> remote, and do not come within the rule 
laid down in Hadley v. Haxendale, 23 L.J. Ex. 179. Sim* also 
Shepherd v. /tees, 4 D.L.R. 432.

Third, the damage for loss to the 1912 crop is purely specu
lative. The amount of the damage, if any, would depend upon 
the kind of grain sown and many other contingencies u|xm which 
the success of a crop rests. The results of planting a crop on this 
land are far too uncertain to allow damages therefor, and they 
are, therefore, too remote: Crons v. Douglas, 3 8.L.R. 97, 109. 
The question of remoteness is for the Judge, and ought never 
to be left to the jury: Hammond v. Hussey, 57 L.J.Q.B. 58; 
Mayne on Damages, 7th ed., p. 48, note (k).

Fourth, the sum of $120 paid to C for his engine to do 
spring ploughing should, in my opinion, be allowed.

The conclusion I have come to, therefore, is that if the de
fendant is entitled to damages for breach of warranty, he is only 
entitled to $120 damages, and if the damages are reduced, the 
plaintiff should have its costs of this api>eal.

McKay, J., agreed with Newlands, J.

Order accordingly.
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I

McLELLAN v. Me ISAAC.
Suva Scotia Supreme Court, Sir Charles TouiishemtfC.J.. (iraham, K.J , 

anil Uussell, Langley, ami Drysdah . JJ January 2, 191.Y
1. Writ and Protkhh ($ I—H)—Hknkwai. m whit Fi.kction X< t H.S.

\ > isgo i m i e
Ah the Controverted Municipal Flections Act. H.S.VS. Hum. eh. 72, 

hcc. 8,. provides for Her vice of the petition in the same manner as a writ 
in a civil ease, substituted service may be authorized in like manner, 
on proof of inability to effect personal service, although the five days 
allowed for service had not expired, nor had an application been made 
to extend the time.

[Peterborough MY*/ Election (’asi iStratton \ Hurnhnun, II Can.
S.C.R. 410, followed.)

Appeal from the judgment of the County Court setting aside Statement 
the election of the rescindent, who was elected as a municipal 
councillor.

1). Mc.Xcil, K.C., and T. dallant, for appellant.
./. L. I{alaton. K.C., ami I). M(Lilian, for respondent.

Sir Charles Townhhend, < concurred with ( litxii am. K.J. Towihend.oj.

tIraiiam, K.J.:—First it is contended that the constructive Graham,b.j. 
service that was made was irregular.

(The Controverted Municipal Flections Act, K.S.N.S. 1000. 
eh. 72, sec. 8, cpioted.]

The Judge within the five days made an order for 
service by sending the same in a prepaid registered letter addressed to the 
said John A. Me Isaac at Foot ('ape, Inverness County. Nova Scotia, 
within thirty days after date of presentation of said |ietition, 
upon the following affidavit :

I Joseph Doucet of Port Hood in the County of Inverness, sheriff of 
the said county, make oath and say as follows:

1. (hi Friday the 28th day of November A.I). 1913, between the hours 
of four and five in the afternoon I visited the home of John V Me Isaac for 
the purpose of serving him with the paper writing marked "A'' and "It" 
exhibited to me by the judge swearing me to this affidavit and was told 
by his daughter that he was not at home.

2. (hi Monday December 1st A.I). 1913, a man whom I appointed for 
the purpose of serving him with said paliers visited his home but could not 
find the said John A. Me Isaac, as I am informed and verily believe

it. I have reasons to believe that the said John A Me Isaac is evading 
service of said pa|ier writings, being a copy of (ictition against his election 
and return as councillor for District No. (>. Strathlome, and notices of 
presentation thereof and of the security.

4. I verily believe that the said John V Me Isaac cannot he served 
personally.

5. I verily believe that copy of the petition and notices herein mailed

N.S.

fl. C.
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N. S.

N.C.

in a prepaid rcgistcrcil |«>tt<*r at l'oit Hood would hi* received by tin* said 
John A. Mc Isaac* and that leaving a copy of said petition and notices afore
said at his place of residence would come to his notice.

McLei.lax iSgd.i Joseph 1). Dm vet

McIhaac.
Sworn to at (iuysborougli in the
County of (iuysborougli this 3rd

firaliom. K..1. day of December A.D. 1913.
iSgd.) A. Macfiillivray.

Judge of t he ( 'omit y ( 'ouï t 
of District No. <1.

It was contended that the order for constructive service could 
only he made after the lapse of five days, and an application for 
further time then “within the time granted by the Judge/' so 
that full time might lie given to afford an opportunity for personal 
service before resorting to constructive service.

But this is against the opinion of Mr. Justice Idington, in 
Stratton v. Burnham, II ( an. S.('.It. IK), where a similar provision 
in the Dominion Act was considered.

That opinion binds me, and if that provision of the statute 
is not imperative of course the service must stand.

[Controverteel Municipal Elections Act, lt.S.N.S. eh. 72, see. 
55, quoted.]

Corrupt treating is dealt with in see. 50 of the Act, and is 
made a “corrupt practice” by reference to it under sec. 54.

There are but four occasions of treating with the actual 
knowledge and consent of the respondent. They are mentioned 
in the testimony of Allan I). McLellan, and quoted by the Judge.

(1) Allan I). McLellan says: "John Me Isaac treated me 
before the election. I think he was there when I was treated.”

As he says, 1 was a supporter of the respondent, an active 
supporter.” One would think that this was not an ae‘ of corrupt 
treating to influence his vote, but might well happen in the 
ordinary course as between friends.

The second occasion was when Allan I). McLellan, with the 
respondent, who had asked him to drive him to the other polling 
place in the district, met on the road, about 4.15 o’clock p.m., one 
John ( i. McKay and Daniel McDonnell, whom the former had 
picked up on the road. The respondent, when starting on the 
drive, had given Allan 1). McLellan a bottle of whisky, and with 
that McLellan, in his presence, treated McKay and also McDon
nell. Daniel McDonnell had already voted. John Beaton says :—

Daniel McDonnell that I referred to, polled his vote at Kenloek or
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wherever the poll was held. That is east of the Broad Cove Banks poll. 
Daniel MvDonnell would Ik* leaving tin* other poll when met.

John (i. McKay had not voted, hut he say.*-, on eross-examina-

I was on my way to the poll. I picked up McDonnell on the way. 1 
was not acquainted with him before. I knew his face. I am not a supporter 
of Me Isaac. I was a strong supporter of Mehellan. I ran nn election in 
BU I for councillor for the same district, on behalf of the Liberal party. 
Me Isaac was supposed to run in the Conservative interest Mr Isaac and 
myself were good |iersonal friends I am a business man. I am sure tie 
drink was not given to me to influence my vote. Me Isaac and all his friends 
knew that I was a supporter of McLellan's. (Objected toby Mr. McMillan, i 
There was not a word said about my vote at that time. I don't remember 
if anything was said about anyone dee's vote. Me Isaac lives near me. 
About three or four miles away. I do business in Inverness. Me Isaac is 
there nearly every day. lie is a milkman We have met often for years. 
We have often had friendly drinks together. Sometimes I treated him and 
sometimes he treated me.

Re-examined by Mr. McMillan :
By Me Isaac's friends I mean his supporters. This ha|»pencd at about 

quarter past four. This was my first upiiearancc at the poll I was not 
taking an active part that day. All I did that day was to poll my vote.

The third <>eeasi< n was when Charles McDonald was treated 
by the respondent. He says :—

I had no drinks at the poll before I voted. I had one after I voted. 
I got it from John Me Isaac, the candidate. There was nobody present 
when I was treated. I met him outsid at the back of the house. It was 
intoxicating liquor. Nobody else gave me a drink that day M<• Isaac 
never canvassed me at any other time before the election He called at 
my house often. I sell milk to him. lie may have called at my house on 
account of the election.

This Allan D. McLellan says he treated the petitioner election 
day, hut it is not said that the respondent knew of it. and of 
course it was not for the purpose of influencing him. He also 
says that when he was returning, as I understand, he treated 
I). A. Campbell and John James Dunbar. The re* was
not with him returning from that poll. He says: -

I treated I). A. Campbell after coming from the poll. . Dunbar
finished the bottle. ... It was very late when I got to the other poll. 
I waited there until the close of the poll. I did not leave poll with the 
respondent. I went to his house after that.

The fourth occasion was at the respondent’s house in the 
evening, after the election, when several were treated.

All of the other cases of treating proved at the trial in con
nection with this election were by agents, and not shewn to have
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taken place with the knowledge or consent of the respondent. 
True, Allan I). McLellan says, “he (the respondent) asked me 
before the election to treat,” but we know the extent of Mc- 
Lellan's treating. He was very communicative in his testimony. 
And that incident is insufficient to connect the respondent with 
any but McLcllan’s treating.

The learned trial Judge has mixed up in his finding personal 
treating with treating by agents. He says:—

It has also been proved that the respondent was a party to such treating, 
both by himself and by his agents, and to his knowledge, and that a large 
numlx-r of voters were, some More and some after, as well as some before 
and after polling their votes, treated with intoxicating liquors with tIn
corrupt intention of influencing their votes.

The expression, “with the corrupt intent of influencing their 
votes," could only apply to John (î. McKay, who had not at the 
time of the treating polled his vote. Corruptly treating him, 
from his evidence, which I have quoted shewing he was well 
known to be an opponent of the respondent, was a very unlikely 
thing to happen. McLellan, who had treated the opposing 
candidate, might well treat McKay without having a sinister 
motive. That, in connection with the treating, is the only finding 
the Judge has made which is in the way of an appeal, for of course 
one would hesitate to disturb a Judge's finding in such a matter, 
and yet the disqualification of a candidate for treating is rather 
unusual. No one could cite a case of that kind although it had 
been attempted. As to all of the personal cases of treating 
mentioned, as well those which took place after the electors had 
voted as well as before, 1 think they did not constitute corrupt 
treating within the cases decided in Kngland or Canada.

In the Aylexbury ('<txe, 4 O'M. A: 11. 59, 63, it has been held 
that,
tu constitute an offence under thin section the act must be done corruptly 
or with a corrupt purpose. Treating may be innocent, l’rimâ fnrir it is 
innocent. Hut it may be given under such circumstances as to lead the 
tribunal to conclude that it was not innocent but corrupt.

In the Xoririch ('axe (Birkbeck v. Bullard), 4 O’M. & II. 84, 
HI, Cave, J., says :

The statute does not apply to that form of treating which exists oc
casionally between social equals where first one treats and then the other— 
one form of hospitality. Neither does it apply to certain kinds of treating 
which exist in relation to business matters—cementing a bargain with a 
little drink. It applies to that sort of treating which exists where the
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8U|M'rior treats his inferior which gives the treater iiiflueiiee i.ver the treatee 
and secures his good will. Not however to all cases « f this kind does tIn
corrupt treating here spoken of apply. It does not apply to return for 
small services, e.g., to a porter or guard or the treater's own servants, nor 
where the object is to acquire general good will. It must have reference 
to some election and lie for the purpose of influencing some vote.

In the St. George'» Division ('use, f> O'M. & II. 100, Pollock, 
B., said:—

The intention with which the act of treating is done must In- a question 
of fact in each case. Was the intention directly or indirect|y to influence 
voters, or may the act. in the words of Mr. Justice V iIles in the Huilinn nisi,
1 O’M. «VII. IJ.j, he fairly imputed to the man's generosity or his profusion 
or his desire hi express his good will hi those who honestly help his « anse 
without resorting to the illegal means of attracting voters by means of an 
ap|M-al to their ap|M-tites.

In Hardeastle on Mentions, 1880, p. 104. it is said:
If a corrupt intention is not made out and it apia-ars that meat ami «Irink 

although given somewhat profusely and although given on the nomination 
or polling day. and so illegally given, was given bona fide and hottest I y and 
not in order to gain votes, the election w ill not be affected thereby. I have 
found. sai<l Blackburn. .1 . that the notion has prevailed that for a candidate 
to give anything in the way of meat or drink was fatal to an election. That 
is a salutory notion ami acta as a protective machinery to the candidate, 
but I cannot lay down the law to the full extent that that goes.

For the Canadian law 1 wish to refer to McPherson on Flection 
Law, |)p. 4(i(> and 473. I also refer to Sonurrille v. Laflainmt,
2 Can. S.C.1L 21C», at 245. Also to Hetxrt Huningtnn, (i Allen 
53(1, at 53(5. There Allen, .1., said:

The charges of treating by the rcsp«imlent are I think not proved. The 
giving Mc.Monagle a glass of brandy just as In- was s«-ttmu out for a drive 
of about ten miles on a winter's night I will not hold to lie a treating within 
the act. Neither do 1 think the entertainment by the respondent < i a 
number of friends and supporters at Ins own house in tin- evening of tin
polling «lay and declaration «lay was a violation of law. Treating after the 
election in or«ler to make it voi»l. must be done corruptly, for in that case 
unless there is a previous undertaking it obviously cannot In- sai«l to havi* 
been given in order to procure the elect inn or to influence any person to gi va
lus vote.

N.S.

8. C.

Ml I.K.I I.AÎI

111 respect to the cases of treating by agents there was not, 
in my opinion, a violation of the common law. This statute does 
not require the election to la- set aside for treating by agents. 
There is a penalty.

Then there is the case of alleged bribery, holding out an in
ducement in the shape of the Fenian raid bounty.

The Judge quotes the evidence thus:

‘28—21 Ii.i.k.
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N. S. A lex under MacKinnon gives evidence on this branch of the ease and
says: “1 am a voter in District No. 0. I had a vote on the 4th of November 
last. I know John A. Me Isaac, the rescindent in this ease. I saw him on 

McLeli.an election day, the 4th of November last. He was to my house. I did not 
r. promise whether I would or would not vote for him. On election day at

McIsaac. the poll he came out and said that I should vote for the party in order to 
Orahêm™B j 8et the Fenian money. This was for the Tory party. Me Isaac Ix-Iongs 

to the Tory party 1 was told by Me Isaac that was the party that would 
get the money. Me Isaac's words were that I ought to vote for him be
cause he was going to get the Fenian money. I made application for tin- 
money long before that.”

This was a mere party canvass not a corrupting offer. And 
the cross-examination shows that this party speech or canvass 
did not influence him in the slightest. He says:

I made application for the money long before that. I don’t remember 
the exact date. It was long before there was any talk of Me Isaac's running 
an election. It was last summer. . . . When McIsaac spoke to me
about the Fenian money I said that if he was going to get my vote before 1 
left home he would not get it now on account of talking to me in that way. 
. . . It made me a little angry.

I think that this ought not to he considered as a case of bribery. 
Tin- appeal should be allowed and the petition dismissed with 
costs.

Rumc». i Hr shell, J.:—The objection to the service of the petition and
notice in this case is that the condition precedent to the making 
of an order for substituted service had not lieen complied with, 
such substituted service only being provided for where the petition 
cannot be served personally within the time granted by the Judge. 
The objection seems very reasonable and logical. But I think 
it must be overruled on the authority of the Peterborough \Ye*t 
Election Cane, 41 Can. S.C.R. 410. The same provision sub
stantially as to service applied there as here, and Britton, J., 
made an order for substituted service without any extension of 
time having been made for jiersonal service. The learned Chief 
Justice held, and the majority concurred, that this provision 
was not exclusive, that the section providing for service in the 
same manner as a writ in civil cases must have full effect given 
to it, and that a writ in a civil case may be served substitutionally 
if on affidavit it is shewn that it cannot be served personally.

In other words, applying the reasoning of the Supreme Court 
to our own statute, sec. 8, sub-sec. 3, of ch. 72, provides that 
service of an election petition may be effected as nearly as possible
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in the* manner in which a writ of summons is served in a civil ease, 
and O. V. r. 2. provides that if it is made to ap|x*ar that plaintiff 
is unable to effect prompt personal service the Court or a Judge 
may order substituted service. This provision is not to be 
limited, so rules the Supreme Court of Canada, bv the provisions 
of sec. 8 (2), which would allow substituted service only after an 
unsuccessful effort to secure personal service within the extended 
time allowed by the Judge.

It is wholly unimportant and irrelevant to sav whether this 
reasoning convinces the judgment. We are bound by its author
ity, and I am not sorry that the merely technical objection of 
tin* respondent, who seems to have been evading service, is thus 
overruled.

I should not have fourni it necessary to examine the author
ities as to service if I had not at the argument been convinced 
that then* was a violation of the law by the respondent such as 
to avoid the election. 1 was under the impression that the 
evidence as to this was very clear. I do not allude to the evidence 
of bribery. There may have been no corrupting suggestion with 
reference to that. I suspect that there was, but the evidence 
is not clear enough to remove all doubt as to the precise nature 
of the argument used. The language is ambiguous, and the 
evidence is not even clear as to the precise words used.

As to the treating, however, I do not think we ought to reverse 
the decision of the trial Judge in a case.where it is proved that the 
respondent himself started out in a wagon with his agent and the 
latter in his presence treated voters and non-voters promiscuously 
on their way to and from the poll. The trial Judge has found 
that the motive was corrupt, and I do not feel free to reverse his 
judgment. I would also have thought, in view of all the evidence, 
that there was a corrupt motive.

Lon g ley and Drysdale, JJ., concurred with Russell, J.

Appeal dismissed.
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CODERRE v. CABANA.

(Jut lu r Suprrior ('ourl, (in review), Tellier, (Ireenshields anti Pelletier, JJ.
January 15, 11115.

1. Payment ($ IV—30)—Payment hy third person—Pi.ea or—Right to.
A debtor who is being proceeded against for the recovery of a judg

ment in the name of a person who has been paid by an undisclosed 
third party is cut itled to establish before the court all the circumstances 
under which that payment was made as he may have a substantial 
ground of opposition as to a third party paying the judgment and en
forcing same in the name of the judgment creditor for the purpose of 
harassing the judgment debtor without giving notice of the transfer.

Appeal from a judgment of Hutchinson, dismissing an 
opposition to annul a seizure.

Campbell <$: (iendron, for plaintiffs.
C. C. Cabana, for defendant, opposant.

(ÎREEN8HIELD8, J.: The opposant inserilies in review from a 
judgment which granted plaintiffs' motion, and dismissed the 
opposition with costs.

The facts are as follows:—
On April 4, 1908, the plaintiffs obtained a judgment against 

the defendant for the sum of $271.40, with interest and costs, 
amounting to $20.60. On March 31, 1913, the judgment being 
unsatisfied, the plaintiffs lodged a fiat for a writ of ext cut ion 
de bonis. The execution issued : the seizure was made, and an 
opposition a fin d'annuler was filed by the defendant.

The opposition in effect alleges: that a saisie-arrêt after judg
ment had issued in the same case in the hands of certain tiers- 
saisis; that the defendant had contested the said saisie arrêt, 
denying the existence of the debt; that such contestation was 
still pending; that, moreover, the debt or judgment, the enforced 
collection of which is sought by the execution, was long previous 
to the issue of the execution completely paid in capital, interest 
and costs; that the costs sought to be recovered were never 
distraits to the present attorneys, Campbell & (Iendron: Where
fore, the opposant concludes, with the usual prayer for the annul
ment of the seizure. After the service of the opposition, and its 
return into Court, a motion was made by the plaintiffs for an 
order to examine the opposant on his opposition, and that upon 
such examination taking place, the opposition be dismissed as 
being on its face unfounded, made in bad faith and frivolous. 

The order issued for the examination of the opposant, and he
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was examined on June It), 1913. The effect of his examination is, ^UE
that he never personally paid the judgment, and no one paid the s. c.
judgment at his request, or in his interest ; that he endeavoured cmm»™ 
some time subsequent to December fi, 1912, to make a settlement >'■

with the plaintiffs of the judgment, and he was then and there ( AI>AN v 
told that the judgment had been completely satisfied and paid, so ,5m"s,ii K 
far as the plaintiffs were concerned, and this was the extent of the 
information lit1 could obtain; but he does express the opinion in 
his evidence, that it was paid by some one who was far from 
friendly to him, and paid the judgment in order to harass or 
persecute him. He states that, far from being paid in his interest, 
or for his benefit, it was paid against his interests. He admits 
he paid no money himself. He admits he never got a discharge; 
that he tried to settle with the plaintiffs and they refused any 
settlement: that he was never called upon by the person who had 
paid the judgment to settle the same, and had never received any 
notice of any transfer of the judgment. Upon this examination 
being completed the judgment was rendered, dismissing the 
opposition.

It certainly cannot be said that, on the face of the opposition, 
it is frivolous or made in bad faith. The opposant clearly states 
that the judgment has been paid in full, or completely satisfied: 
in other words, that the plaintiffs have no interest whatever in 
the present proceedings.

It is true that any one may pay the debt of another. Article 
1141, (\(\, provides that
Payment may he made by any person, tilt hough lie he a stranger to the 
obligation, and the creditor may he put in default by the offer of a stranger 
to perform the obligation on the part of the debtor without the knowledge 
of the latter; but it must lx* for the advantage of the debtor and not merely 
to change the creditor that the performance of the obligation is so offered.

Certainly the proof would not justify the statement that in 
this case the payment had been made in any way in conformity 
with the article, and it can certainly be said that a debtor who is 
being proceeded against for the recovery of a judgment in the 
name of a person who has been paid is entitled to establish before 
the Court all the circumstances under which that payment was 
made, the amount that was paid, and it may be that when the 
judgment debtor is in full possession of all these facts, he might 
have a substantial ground of defence or oppo ition to an attack 
made upon him by that third person who was paid.
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QUE. All this could only come up, and properly come up, upon a
8.C. contestation of the opposition where full proof could he

( 'ODKHRK If that opposition is contested in the name of the present plaintiffs
pJas*. it is possible that tin* opposant could, with success, plead the lack 

of interest of the plaintiffs: he might plead an extinguishment of
Grccnihh'hR .1. the obligation quoad the third person on many gr But it is

not necessary for the decision of this case to refer to the many 
rights the opposant might assert; the whole question is, is he not 
( d to a trial of the grounds of his opposition on tin* merits?
He has been refused that right, and I am of opinion that there 
was error in refusing him that right, and 1 should reverse the 
judgment and dismiss the " by the plaintiffs to dismiss
the opposition, with costs, as well as the costs of this Court.

Judgment reversed.

ONT. REX EX REL MITCHELL v. McKENZIE.

s.c. Ontario Supreme Court, Sutherland, J. February 27, 1915.

1. Offickrn i 6 I ('—30)—Mvmcipal council—Election—Nomination—
Arrkark of tanks—Ineligible as candidate—Municipal Act,
R.8.O. 1914, CH. 192. sec. 53.

The nomination is a part of the election under the Municipal Act, 
R.8.O. 1914. eli. 192. set*. 53. so as to render ineligible as a candidate 
for municipal councillor a jierson who was at the time of nomination 
in arrears for taxes to the municipality, although such arrears were 
paid before the date of polling.

1 lte.r ex rel. Zimmerman v. Steele. 5 O.L R. 505; Kennedy v. Dickson, 
7 O.W.N. 709, referred to.]

2. Elections (811 1)—75)—Candidate—Disqualification of—Illegal
A CTK—Ac E NTS— K NOW LEIX i E OF.

In order to disqualify a candidate at a municipal election in respect 
of unauthorized illegal acts committed by his agents, lie must be 
shewn to have had knowledge of such acts.

Statement Appeal by David C. McKenzie, the respondent in a pro
ceeding in the nature of a quo warranto under the Municipal 
Act, from an order of the Judge of the District Court of the 
District of Rainy River, voiding the election of the appellant as 
Mayor of the Town of Fort Frances and declaring him disquali
fied by reason of corrupt practices at the election.

IV. A\ Ferguson, K.C., for the appellant.
(I. II. Watson, K.C., for the relator.

Sutherland, J, Suthkrlaxd, J.:—At the* election for the Town of Fort 
Frances, held on the 4th day of January, 1915, the two
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candidates for the office of mayor were, Louis Christie, who 
received 134 of the votes cast, and David <’. McKenzie, 150 
votes; the latter thus having a majority of 18. and on the 5th 
.January being declared by the clerk of the municipality to 
have been elected. His election was attacked by one Mitchell, 
an elector, before the Judge of the District Court of the Dis
trict of Rainy River, who. after hearing evidence, gave judgment 
on the 5th February, 1915, unseating and disqualifying the said 
McKenzie. I quote from the written reasons for judgment : 
“The grounds of upon which evidence was tendered
are shortly : first, non-payment by the respondent of taxes at 
the time of election ; second, threats or intimidation by the re
spondent in a speech made just prior to the polling day ; third, 
corrupt acts on the part of agents of the respondent, as well as 
the voting of those not to vote by reason of their not
being British subjects.”

From this judgment the respondent McKenzie now appeals.
As to the first ground of objection to the election of the re

spondent, the facts are that at the close of the hour fixed by 
statute for nomination, and after the clerk had read out the 
list of nominees for mayor, namely, McKenzie and Christie, the 
latter claimed the seat “because of non-payment of taxes by 
McKenzie.” It appears from the evidence to have been the fact 
that McKenzie was then apparently in arrears for some .$200 
for taxes for the year 1914, as to which a notice had been sent 
to him on the 5th October, 1914. the notice being for a larger 
amount of taxes in the whole, and he having in the meantime 
paid a portion thereof.

It also appears that, at the time of the nomination, he was 
on the list of those in default for taxes on the 15th December, 
1914. On the day of nomination, but some time after eleven 
o’clock. McKenzie paid the remaining taxes. After doing so, 
and within the statutory time prescribed therefor, be subscribed 
to and filed the statutory declaration required under the Muni
cipal Act, R.S.O. 1914. ch. 192, sec. 09, sub-sec. 4. form 2. The 
fifth clause of this form is to the following effect : “I am not 
liable for any arrears of taxes to the corporation of this muni- 
pality.”

Section 53 of the Act has reference to disqualification: “53.

ONT
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Sutherland, J.
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—(l)Thc following shall not lie eligible to be elected a member 
of a council or be entitled to sit or vote therein: . . . (s) A 
person who at the time of the election is liable for any arrears 
of taxes to the corporation of the municipality.”

If “the election” means the day of polling, then McKenzie 
had paid his alleged arrears of taxes before that time and before 
taking the declaration, and, having subsequently been elected, 
could, so far as this ground is concerned, take and retain his 
seat. But it does not mean that. “Klection” includes nomina
tion, and consequently the respondent, being in arrears for taxes 
to the municipality at the time of his nomination, was disquali
fied as a candidate. As the District Court Judge has very 
truly said: ‘‘To hold that the day of polling is the day of elec
tion would enable a candidate to offer himself who was dis
qualified. and who. if only one, might be declared elected, con
trary to the letter and spirit of the Act.” See Regina ex rel. 
Adamson v. Boyd (1868), 4 P.R. 204, at p. 209; Rex ex rel. Zim
merman v. Steele (1903), 5 O.L.R. 565, at p. 572; Kennedy v. 
Dickson (1915), 7 O.W.N. 769.

I am, therefore, of opinion that the respondent was pro
perly unseated on this ground.

It appears that a company referred to in the judgment as 
‘‘the power company or the paper company,” of which one 
Backus is the president and managing director, has already had 
a good deal of litigation with the municipal corporation over 
its taxes, and a suit or suits is or are still pending in this con
nection.

It also appears that the company has commenced an action 
against the corporation under some agreement in writing be
tween them. It also appears from the evidence that the elec
tion was being run with two ‘‘tickets,” one which may be said 
to be the ticket favoured by the power company, and another 
opposed to it ; McKenzie heading the former, and Christie the 
latter.

It also appears that McKenzie was associated with the power 
company to this extent at all events, that he was the physician 
for its men, each of whom contributed $1 a month for his ser-
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The evidence discloses that some of the employees of the 
power company and its solicitor were very active in supporting 
the candidature of McKenzie and those on that ticket ; and, 
further, that several aliens were induced to vote without any 
right to do so at the election ; and that, in the case of two or 
three of those who voted, taxes which they had not paid up till 
then were paid on the day of voting by or at the instance of the 
power company or its employees.

It also appears that at a public meeting held before the day 
of nomination, and at which others in addition to the respond
ent McKenzie were present and making addresses to the electors, 
McKenzie made use of language which the District Court Judge 
has found to be such that he was guilty of a corrupt practice 
within the meaning of see. 189 of the Municipal Act* and sub
ject to disqualification as therein provided for.

The finding of the Judge upon this point is as follows : “In 
this case I must find that the facts are that McKenzie, upon the 
public platform, at the meeting of the electors of Fort Frances 
held on the 31st December last, called for the purpose of dis
cussing public issues, just prior to the municipal election, stated 
upon the public platform that he heard that Mr. Backus was 
going to cut off the lights of Fort Frances, and that he had gone 
to him and interceded and got him to agree not to cut them off 
before the election, as it might be considered an election dodge ; 
and that Mr. Backus had stated to him that, if Mr. Christie was 
elected, the lights of the town would be turned off. And in the 
finding of these facts, I am taking practically verbatim the evid
ence of the Reverend Mr. Anderson, called by the respondent.” 
He goes on to add : “In considering this branch of the relator’s 
case it is necessary to consider the general conditions surround
ing the election, which I have already set out. We have, at a 
large meeting of the public ratepayers called in view of the elec
tion, a statement made by a candidate that, if his opponent is 
elected, their lights will be cut off, and one of the ratepayers

*180.— ( 1 ) Every person who, directly or indirectly . . . uses or
threatens to use force, violence, or restraint, or indicts or threatens to 
indict injury, damage, harm or loss, or in any manner practises intimida
tion upon or against a voter in order to induce him to vote, or refrain from 
voting . . . shall lie guilty of a corrupt practice and shall be disqualified 
from voting for two years and shall incur a penalty of $200. and shall also 
be liable to imprisonment for any term not exceeding one year.

ONT
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ONT. promptly characterises the statement as a threat. And the can
s.c. didate as promptly replies that ‘it is not a threat, it is a fact’—

Rex

Mitchell

thus emphasising the threat rather than modifying its effect. 
Properly to understand the effect of this statement, we must 
take into account the surrounding circumstances. Here we

McKenzie. have a candidate who is a prominent official in the employ of
Sutherland, J. the power company, presumed to have confidential relations with 

the company, even if he had not stated that the president was 
his authority for the statement, telling the ratepayers, seventy- 
five per cent, or over of whom were dependent on this power 
for their light, that, if his opponent were elected, their lights 
would be cut off, and inferentially that, if they voted for him, 
they would still be able to bask in the power company’s light. 
What was the respondent’s object in making the statement un
less to influence votes and what stronger reason could be given 
for supporting the speaker?”

The District Court Judge has set forth the facts and his con
clusions and the application of the law thereto very fully, as 
will appear by further reference thereto. There can be little 
or no doubt, upon the evidence, that the question of the relations 
between the power company and the municipality was one of 
the main issues in the municipal election contest. There can be 
no doubt either that the question whether the ratepayers were 
wise in continuing to have litigation with the power company, or 
whether it was not better to endeavour to adjust in an amicable 
way their differences with it, also was a matter which was being 
publicly discussed.

While it is most important that nothing in the way of threat 
or intimidation should be used by a candidate in an election, 
and the electors subjected to improper influences thereby, it is 
also important that candidates should have a reasonable amount 
of freedom to discuss fully and frankly the issues in which all 
electors are at the time concerned. It is true that some of those 
present at the meeting at which the language referred to is al
leged to have been used by the respondent, seemed to understand 
him to be threatening the electors with the consequences which 
might ensue, in case he were not, but his opponent were, elected.

While the version of what the respondent said, as found by 
the Judge, is supported by evidence which lie had a right to be-
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licvc, it In to be noticed that tlie respondent denies that he used 
language exactly similar in import to what the Judge has found. 
McKenzie puts it in this way: “1 said that I was told that the 
lights would he turned off on the following Tuesday, but I inter
ceded and asked the company not to shut off the light at least be
fore the election, for it would be interpreted as an election 
dodge. But, if they persisted in electing a council that were 
fighting the power company on every technicality that would 
arise, it was not unlikely the lights would be shut off.”

And again: “Q. Now wasn’t this what you said? ‘This is 
not a threat’ (after the word threat was used), ‘but I dis
cussed it with Mr. Backus, and he decided not to cut off the 
lights on Monday night, but to wait until the following Tues
day?’ A. I said ‘It is not a threat, 1 am discussing facts.’

“Q. You had discussed this matter with Mr. Backus? A. 
Yes.

“Q. Mr. Backus had threatened to cut off the lights? A. 
Yes.

“Q. If you weren't elected? A. No, sir. If a settlement of 
the bill for lights was not made, he intended to shut off the 
lights.

“Q. You thought it was your duty to let the audience know? 
A. Yes.”

The power of disqualification exercisable by a Judge* is one 
which, as it seems to me, should only be exercised, in a plain 
case, upon very clearly proved facts. 1 confess 1 have had some 
little difficulty in arriving at the conclusion I have in this mat
ter, and in consequence have some hesitation in coming to a 
different conclusion from that arrived at by the District Court 
Judge, who may perhaps, having seen the witnesses, be in a 
somewhat better position than 1 am to estimate fully the effect 
of their evidence. Nevertheless, I have come to the conclusion 
that the words used by the respondent, in the light of all the 
facts set out in the evidence, were not such as could properly be

•Section 180 of the Municipal Act: (1) A candidate elected who i< found 
to have been guilty of bribery, or of a corrupt practice, shall forfeit his 
seat, and shall he ineligible as a candidate at any election for two years 
thereafter. (2) The Judge . . . shall report to the clerk of the muni
cipality in which the offence was committed the name of every candidate 
who has been so found guilty. . . .

m
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determined to be a threat under the section of the Act in ques
tion. 1 am not at all sure that they come under the meaning of 
the section at all.

The Judge has also found that the employees of the power 
company were by the evidence proved to have been the agents 
of the respondent in committing illegal acts in connection with 
the election. Elsewhere in his judgment he says that “it is in
conceivable that the respondent was not aware of these activities 
on the part of the power company and its employees in his be
half, and he has not been called as a witness to give evidence as 
to any objection on his part as to their activities.”

I have not been able, after a careful perusal of the evidence, 
to see that any of the alleged illegal acts were brought to the 
knowledge of the respondent.

On the whole, therefore, I have come to the conclusion that 
the appeal should be dismissed in so far as the first ground is 
concerned, and that in consequence the judgment unseating the 
respondent should stand.

I am of opinion that, in so far as the judgment disqualifies 
the respondent, it should be set aside.

As success has been divided, I think, in the circumstances, I 
will make no order as to the costs of this appeal.

A />/># ni <I ism ixsfd.

POUCHER v. WILKINS.
Ontario Supreme 1'unrt. \ppellale Diviaion. Meredith, C.J.O.. itarlaren. 

May re a ml II lyins, JJ.A. January 18, 11115.

1. Kxkcttion ( $ I—10|—Kkki'in); alive—Like ok .i liniment—Further 
renewals—Rile 571. c.R. Ont. 1913—Limitations Act, 10 
Edw. VII. (Ont,), cii. 34. sec. 49.

Where execution was issued upon a judgment within <ix years after 
the date of the judgment and the execution was kept alive hv renewal 
for more than twenty years, further renewals may In- obtained under 
Rule .*>71. (Ml. Ont.. 1913; the Limitations Act. 10 Edw. VII. (Ont.I, 
ch. 34. sec. 49, is no bar to such renewal.

[Ile Il nodal! S O.L.R. 288; McDonald v. Ilrundy, 8 O.L.R. 113; 
1‘rioe v. Wadr. 14 l\Il. (Ont.) 351. distinguished.)

Appeal by the plaintiff from an order of a Junior Judge of 
the County Court.

The judgment was recovered on the 7th March, 1891, and the 
execution was issued within six years after that date, and had
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been kept alive by renewal ever since ; the last renewal having ONT.
been made on the 15th October, 1913, and being still in the s. ('.
hands of the Sheriff to whom it was directed for execution. „Povchkr

W. .V. Fcrfjuson, K.<\, for the appellant. 7 v-
M. II. Ludiciy, K.t for the defendant, rei-
The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Mi:ni:nrm, C.J.O. (after stating the facts as above):- The Meredith.c.j.o. 

ground upon which the learned Judge proceeded was that, in the 
absence of payment or acknowledgment, there is no right to issue 
execution upon a judgment more than twenty years old, and he 
evidently treated the renewal of an execution that had been 
issued within that period as the issue of an execution on the day 
on which it was renewed.

Upon the argument before us, counsel for the respondent re
lied uiion sec. 49 of the Limitations Act in force when the exe
cution was renewed (10 Edw. VII. ch. 34) to support the order 
of the learned Judge, contending that the renewal of the execu
tion was a civil proceeding within the meaning of see. 2 of that 
Act; and that sec. 49 was, therefore, to be read as applying to 
such a proceeding; and, in the absence of part payment or 
acknowledgment, barring the right to take it after the expira
tion of twenty years from the date on which the judgment was 
recovered.

I am of opinion that this contention is not well-founded, and 
that see. 49 has no application to anything but an action or a 
proceeding in the nature of an action.

The provisions of what is now sec. 4!) were first enacted by 
sec. 3 of 7 Wm. IV. ch. 3, and were the same as those of sec. 3 
of the Imperial Act 3 & 4 Wm. IV. ch. 42, which provided, 
among other things, that actions of covenant or debt upon a 
bond or other specialty should be commenced and sued within 
twenty years after the cause of such actions arose.

No change, except verbal ones, was made in this enactment 
in the consolidation of the statutes of Upper Canada in 1859, or 
in the revisions of the statutes in 1877, 1887, and 1897, except 
that the words “covenant or debt” were eliminated in the revi
sion of 1887, no doubt because forms of action had been abolished 
by the Judicature Act. In 1910, with a view to the revision

5864
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of 1914, the various limitation Acts were consolidated by 10 
Edw. VII. eh. 34. In this enactment the interpretation section 
was introduced, which, so far as is material to the present in
quiry, reads as follows (see. 2 («) : “ ‘Action* shall include an 
information on behalf of the Crown, and any civil proceeding.” 
And a group of sections, beginning with sec. 49, forms Part 
III., which is headed “Personal Actions.”

Does, then, this interpretation section extend the meaning 
of the word “action,” as used in sec. 49, so as to include “any 
civil proceeding”? In my opinion, it does not.

It is clear that, at all events until the introduction of the 
interpretation section, the limitation of twenty years in the Re
vised Statutes of 1887 was applicable only to actions, and it was 
so treated by the Chancellor in Chard v. line (1889), 18 O.R. 
371.

The section is not applicable where it would give to the word 
“action” “an interpretation . . . inconsistent with the con
text” (8 Edw. VII. eh. 33, sec. 1, adding sub-sec. (2) to sec. G 
of the Interpretation Act, 7 Edw. VII. eh. 2); and that would 
be the effect of applying it to see. 49.

It is plain, I think, that the word “action” is used in see. 49 
in its ordinary sense. As I have said, Part III., of which see. 
49 is the first section, is headed “Personal Actions;” a well- 
understood term, which clearly docs not include such a proceed
ing as the issue or the renewal of a writ of execution. The word 
"commenced” is the appropriate word to apply to the bringing 
of an action, and is inappropriate to the taking of such a pro
ceeding as the issue or the renewal of a writ of execution ; and 
the period from which the twenty years arc to be reckoned is 
that at which the cause of action arose, meaning plainly, I think, 
the cause of the “action” with which the section is dealing—an 
action of covenant or délit on a bond or other specialty. “Cause 
of action” is a well-understood phrase, and comprises “every 
fact which it would be necessary for the plaintiff to prove, if 
traversed, in order to support his right to the judgment of the 
Court:” per Lord Esher, M.R., in Read v. Brown (1888), 22 
Q.B.I). 128, 131; and a “cause of action arises” (within the 
meaning of the Limitations Act) “at the time when the debt
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could first have been recovered by action:” per Lind ley, L.J., 
in lie eves v. liai cher, | 1891 ] 2 Q.B. 509, 511, following llemp 
v. Carla ml (1843), 4 Q.B. 519.

If the meaning which it is contended should be given to the 
word “action" were given to it, the result would be that a plain
tiff who had issued his writ within the prescribed period could 
not after that period had expired take any step in the action, 
which is red actio ad absurd am.

For these reasons. I am of opinion that the appellant’s right 
to renew his execution was not barred by sec. 49 at the expira
tion of twenty years from the recovery of his judgment.

ONT.

8.C.
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Meredith. C.J.O.

This conclusion is not to what has been decided in
any reported case.

In Caspar v. Kcachie (1877), 41 U.C.It. 599. it was held by 
Wilson, J., that a writ of revivor or suggestion entered upon the 
roll (t’.c., a suggestion that the plaintiff was entitled to have exe
cution on his judgment) was a proceeding within the meaning 
of sec. 11 of 38 Viet. eh. l(i, and that a judgment was. under 
that section, to be considered as charged upon or payable ‘‘out 
of land,” and that ‘‘it cannot be revived by writ or suggestion, 
if the debtor oppose the rule to shew cause, or, if the proceed
ing be by writ of revivor, if the defendants appear to the writ 
and plead the defence of the limitation of ten years;” and that 
learned Judge also held that the , not having been
raised until after the suggestion had been entered on the roll, 
came too late.

In Neil v. Almond (1897), 29 O.R. G3, it was decided by Fer
guson. J., that what he held to be the Hen on the defendant’s 
land created by the plaintiff’s execution was barred after the 
expiration of ten years from the day on which it had been placed 
in the hands of the Sheriff to be executed, notwithstanding that 
during all that time it had been kept alive by renewals, and 
that advertising the defendant’s land for sale under the execu
tion was a proceeding to recover money that was a lien and 
charged upon and payable out of the land within the meaning 
of sec. 23 of ch. Ill of the Revised Statutes of 1887.

In In re Woodall (1904), 8 O.L.R. 288, it was held by a Divi
sional Court, affirming a judgment of Street, J., that Neil v.

6146
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Almond was well decided, and that the lien created by the de
livery of the writ to the Sheriff for execution became barred 
upon the expiration of ten yearn from the day on which it was 
placed in the Sheriff’s hands, notwithstanding that it had been 
renewed from time to time and kept in force continuously. The 

Meredith, c.j.o. head-note to the report states that it was decided that sale pro
ceedings eould not be taken under it after the ten years; I 
do not find anything in the reasons for judgment to support 
that statement, although that would follow as a result of the 
decision.

In McDonald v. (irundij ( 11104), 8 O.L.R. 113, it was held by 
Meredith, J., that a proceeding to sell under a mortgage of land 
was a proceeding within the meaning of see. 23 of eh. 133, R.S.O. 
1897, and that the ten years’ limitation prescribed by that sec
tion was applicable to the proceeding to sell.

In these cases the question arose on what was see. 23 of eh. 
133, R.S.O. 1897, or its prototype, the language of which differs 
materially from that employed in see. 49. What see. 23 pro
vided was that “no action or other proceeding shall be brought 
to recover out of any land or rent any sum of money secured 
by any mortgage or lien, or otherwise charged upon or payable 
out of such land or rent . . . but within ten years . . 
and none of the reasons which have led me to the conclusion to 
which I have come has any application to this enactment.

It may be pointed out that, after the decision in In re Wood- 
all, the section under consideration in that case was amended by 
adding to it the words of qualification which it was suggested 
by the Court (p. 292) were necessary to give to the section the 
construction unsuccessfully contended for by the plaintiff's 
counsel in that case (5 Edw. VII. ch. 13, sec. 10).

In the Act of 1910 there was substituted for the qualifying 
words added to sec. 23 a sub-section to sec. 24, which is the num
ber of the section by which see. 23 was re-enacted, which reads 
as follows ; “(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of sub-section 
1, a lien or charge created by the placing of an execution or 
other process against lands in the hands of the Sheriff or other 
officer to whom it is directed shall remain in force so long as 
such execution or other process remains in the hands of such
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Sheriff or other officer for execution and is kept alive by re
newal or otherwise.”

This change did away with the effect of the decisions to 
which I have referred, at all events where the execution debtor 
was possessed of land upon which the execution operated as a 
lien or charge.

I a in also of opinion that the order cannot be supported on 
the ground that, there having been no payment or acknowledg
ment in the meantime, it is to be presumed at the expiration of 
twenty years from the date of its recovery that the appellant s 
judgment is satisfied.

Before the passing of the Imperial Act 3 & 4 Win. IV. eh. 
42, there was no statutory provision limiting the time within 
which an action of debt or covenant on a bond or other specialty 
must be commenced, but the Courts had, by analogy to the Stat
ute of Limitations, established the artificial presumption that 
where payment of a bond or other specialty was not demanded 
for twenty years, and there was no proof of payment of inter
est or any other circumstance to shew that it was still in force, 
payment or release ought to be presumed : Best on Evidence, 
11th cd., p. 390. The lapse of twenty years where no demand 
had been made during that time was only a circumstance for 
the jury to found a presumption upon, and was itself no legal 
bar: per Buller, J., in Oswald v. Lcgh (1786), 1 T.R. 270, 271.

This presumption was applicable to actions and to proceed
ings by scire facias on judgments, because the judgment debt 
was a debt by specialty. The Courts in early times were lenient 
to judgment debtors, and established the rule that, if a judg
ment creditor did not issue his execution within a year and a 
day, he had, in the case of a personal action, to bring an action 
on his judgment, and in the case of a real action he had either 
to bring an action or to proceed by scire facias. This practice 
was founded on the theory that if an execution was not issued 
within a year and a day it was to be presumed, until the con
trary was shewn, that the judgment was satisfied.

The modes of proceeding with respect to both classes of ac
tion were made uniform by the Statute of Westminster 2 (13 
Edw. I., stat. 1, ch. 45), which gave a scire facias to the plain-
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ONT. tiff in a personal action to revive the judgment where he had 
s c omitted to sue execution within the year after the judgment was

_ obtained: Tidd’s Practice, 8th cd., pp. 1152, 1153.Poucher
r Where, however, a fieri facias or capias ad satisfaciendum

was taken out within the year and not executed, a new writ 
Meredith c.j.o. mjg|lt ^ HlUHj out ut any time afterwards without a scire facias 

if the first writ were returned and filed, and continuances were 
entered from the time of issuing it.

This practice, so far as it obtained in Ontario, was changed 
by the Common Law Procedure Act, 185C (19 Viet. eh. 43); 
sec. 202 of which provided that: “During the lives of the par
ties to a judgment, or those of them during whose lives execu
tion may at present issue within a year and a day without a 
scire facias, and within one year from the recovery of the judg
ment, execution may issue without a revival thereof.”

By sec. 203 provision was made that where it should become 
necessary to revive a judgment, by reason of lapse of time or 
of a change by death or otherwise of the parties entitled, or 
liable to execution, the party alleging himself to be entitled to 
execution might either sue out a writ of revivor or apply for 
leave to enter a suggestion on the roll, to the effect that it mani
festly appears to the Court that he is entitled to have execu
tion of the judgment, and to issue execution thereupon, and that 
this leave should be granted by the Court on a rule to shew 
cause, or by a Judge upon a summons to be served according to 
the practice, or in such other manner as the Court or Judge 
should direct ; and by sec. 207 it w as provided that a writ of 
revivor to revive a judgment less than ten years old should be 
allowed without a rule or order ; if more than ten years old, 
not without a rule of Court or Judge’s order ; and if more than 
fifteen years old, not without a rule to shew cause.

By see. 189 it was provided that a writ of execution should 
remain in force for one year from the teste, and no longer if 
unexecuted, but that it might be renewed at any time before its 
execution for one year from the date of renewal, and that the 
writ when so renewed should have effect and be entitled to 
priority according to the time of its “original delivery.”

By 20 Viet. eh. 57, sec. 10, sec. 202 of the Act of 1856 was
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repealed, and it was provided that “during the lives of the par- ont
ties to a judgment or those of them during whose lives execution s. c.
may at present issue within a year and a dav without a scire n. ■ PorcuFR
facias, and within six years from the recovery of the judgment, i\ 
execution may issue without a renewal thereof.” Wilkin*

In the consolidation in 1859 of the Statutes of Upper Can- r ' °
ada this section was recast and made to read as follows : “Dur
ing the lives of the parties to a judgment, or any of them, exe
cution may he issued at any time within six years from the re
covery of the judgment, without a revival thereof by scire facias, 
or by writ of revivor” (C.S.V.C. eh. 22. see. 301).

In this consolidation, see. 203 of the Act of 1850 became see.
302, and sec. 189, with the words “to the Sheriff” added at the 
end of it, became sec. 249.

By 27 Viet. eh. 13, sec. 2, owing to doubts that had arisen 
as to whether there could be more than one renewal, see. 249 of 
the Act in the Consolidated Statutes was amended by insert
ing after the word “expiration” the words “and so from time 
to time during the continuance of the renewed writ.”

By Rule 872 of the Consolidated Rules of the 1st September,
1897, which have the force of a y enactment, it is pro
vided that a writ of fieri facias if executed is to remain in force 
for three years only from its issue, but may, at any time before 
its expiration, be renewed by the person issuing it for three years 
from the.date of renewal, and so on from time to time during 
the continuance of the renewed writ, and that a writ so renewed 
shall have effect and be entitled to priority according to the 
time of the original delivery; and by see. 9 of the Execution Act,
9 Edw. VII. eh. 47, subject to certain qualifications which do not 
affect the question under consideration, a writ of execution binds 
the goods and lands against which it is issued from the time of 
its delivery to the Sheriff for execution.

Under the old practice, “after fieri facias or elcyit if not 
executed a new fieri facias or elegit may be sued out several 
years afterwards without suing a scire facias, provided the con
tinuances are entered from the time of the first fieri facias:”
Welden v. dreg (1662), 1 Siderfin 59; Simpson v. Heath ( 1839),
3 Jur. 1127.

In the latter of these eases there was an interesting discus-

55
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si on as to this practice, and numerous old eases were cited and 
discussed. It appears from the argument of counsel, and from 
what was said by Baron Parke in delivering the judgment of 
the Court, that according to this practice there was no limit to 
the time within which the fieri facias or capias ad satisfaciendum 

Meredith, c.j.o. mjgilt jNNUC(] ; and counsel for the defendant pointed out that 
under it “a man might arrest another on a writ taken out forty 
years before, and kept in his pocket during that time, and of 
which the other could have no possible notice” (p. 1129); to 
which it was replied by Baron Parke : “In strict practice, there 
ought to be an award of judgment on the judgment-roll, that 
would give the defendant notice.” Counsel for the defendant 
argued that this practice was “inconsistent with the spirit of 
3 & 4 Win. IV. ch. 42, sec. 3, which prohibits proceedings in 
debt, covenant, or scire facias, from being instituted after twenty 
years,” and that “it never could have been the intention of the 
Legislature to allow a party to sue out a writ of executoin, and 
keep it by him for more than twenty years, and then execute 
it.” During the argument, Baron Parke quoted with approval 
the following passage from Tidd’s Practice, 9th ed., p. 1103: 
“When a fi. fa, or ca. sa. is taken out within the year and not 
executed, a new writ of execution may be sued out at any time 
afterwards without a scire facias, provided the first writ be re
turned and filed, and continuances entered from the time of 
issuing it, which continuances may be entered after the issuing 
of the second writ.”

In Jenkins v. Kerby (1866), 2 U.C.L.J. N.S. 164, it was held 
by Draper, Ü.J., that a writ of execution may be sued out at 
any time within six years from judgment without a writ of re
vivor, and if during the six years a writ of execution is sued out 
and returned and filed the same consequences follow as if, under 
the old practice, a writ had been sued out within a year and a 
day and returned and filed ; that is, such a writ will support 
a subsequent writ issued after that period without a scire facias 
or revivor.

It seems to me that the same principle as that upon which 
this practice was founded is applicable under our practice to 
an execution issued within six years and kept alive by renewals

ONT.
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beyond the period of twenty years; for if under the old prac
tice a new execution might be issued at any time, provided an 
execution had been issued within the year and returned and filed, 
and continuances entered from the time of issuing it, an exe
cution issued within six years, which at all times from its issue 
has been kept in force and in the hands of the Sheriff, should 
be in at least as good a position as the new execution under the 
old practice, and the renewal at least as effectual as the issue 
of the new execution.

It may be pointed out also that in Du Belloix v. Lord Water- 
park (1822), 1 1). & R. lb, 17, which was an action on a promis
sory note dated the 27th December, 1787, ami payable six months 
after date, Abbott, C.J., was asked by the defendant’s counsel 
to direct the jury that they were bound to presume from an
alogy to the case of a bond that after twenty years the note had 
been paid, although there was no proof that the payee had been 
within the realm; but the Thief Justice refused to give such a 
direction, and expressed the opinion that “the case of a bond 
was distinguishable from promissory notes and bills of ex
change, which were simple contracts, and were subjected to the 
provisions of the Statute of Limitations; whereas the rule for 
presuming payment of a bond after twenty years was founded 
on common law, there being no statutable provision with respect 
to obligations of that nature.”

If this opinion was well-founded, as there is now such a 
statutable provision as to specialties as was at that time want
ing, the common law rule for presuming payment of a specialty 
after twenty years would seem to be no longer applicable.

The Chancellor, however, in Price v. Wade, 14 P.R. 351, 
treated the presumption as applicable to an application for 
leave to issue an execution upon a judgment more than twenty 
years old.

It is unnecessary to express an opinion as to the correctness 
of this decision, as it has no application to such a case as this. 
Here no leave to issue execution was necessary; the appellant 
had issued execution in due time, and its renewal after the 
expiration of the twenty years was a mere ministerial act on the 
part of the officer of the Court by whom it was renewed, whose

ONT.
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ONT. duty it was to sign the memorandum required by Rule 571 of the 
S c, Rules of 1913, when the appellant produced the execution, while, 

„ according to its terms, it was still in force, and requested him to
POVCHEB

v. sign it.
Wilkins. Upon the whole, I am of opinion that the appeal should be 

Mm-d!th. c.j.o. auowed with costs, and the order appealed from reversed, and 
that there should be substituted therefor an order dismissing 
with costs the respondent’s motion to set aside the execution.

Appeal allowed.

SAWYER-MASSEY CO. v. WHITE.

Saskatchewan Supreme Court, llaultain, C.J.. Xewlands, 1mmont, and 
Blirood. March 20. 1915.

1. Landlord and tenant (6 III 1)2—10.'») Kxkcvtion creditors— Land
lord's priority over—Rent in arrear— Aiveleration <i.ai he in
LEASE NOT HVmCIENT.

Under the statute 8 Anne, eh. 14, tin* rent for which the landlord is 
granted priority over execution creditors must not only be due, hut 

• must be in arrear at the time of the sheriff's seizure; an acceleration
clause in tin* lease whereby the current year's rent should immediately 
become “due and payable" and the term become forfeited on the 
lessee's goods on the demised premises being seized or taken in execu
tion. does not give this priority for the accelerated rent as it would 
not be in arrear under the statute of Anne until the day following the 
day when it became due.

[(’hild v. Edward*. 2 K.B. 753, referred to.]

Statement Appeal from tin order of Brown, J.
IV. //. B. Spot ton, for app< <
T. S. McMorran, for re? , Sawyer-Massey Co.
IV. .4. Bey non, for respondent, Wachter.

Hsuitain. c.j. Havltain, C.J., concurred with Elwood, .1.

NewUndi.j. Xf.wi.andh, J., concurred with Lamoxt, J.

Lamont, J.: The claimants art1 the owners of fhe south half 
of section 22. township 18, range 25, west of the 2nd meridian, 
and by a lease hearing date August 20, 1913, they leased the said 
land to the defendant White for a term of 0 years. The rent 
reserved was 82.000, payable on October 1 in each year, the first 
payment to be made on October 1, 1913.

The lease contained the following provision:
And also that if the term hereby granted or the lessee's goods and 

chattels on said lands liable to distress shall be at any time seized or taken

6
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in execution or attachment by any creditor of the said lessee...................
then the current year's rent shall immediately become due and payable, 
and the said term shall immediately become forfeited and void.

The plaintiffs are execution creditors of White. Acting under 
the plaintiffs' execution, the sheriff, early in September, 11)14, 
seized all the crop, less exemption, grown by White in 1014 upon 
the leased premises. On September 8 the claimants notified the 
sheriff that they claimed one year’s rent, and that they were 
entitled to have same paid to them before the removal of any of 
the crop seized by him. The execution creditors disputed the 
claim for rent, and the sheriff applied for an interpleader order.

Counsel for the claimants contended that the landlords were 
entitled to be paid the rents reserved by virtue of the above- 
mentioned acceleration clause in the lease, and the provision of 
statute 8 Anne, eh. 14, sec. 1, which said statute in part reads 
as follows :—

No goods or chattels whatsoever lying or being in or upon any messuage, 
lands, or tenements, which are or shall be leased for life or lives, term of 
years, at will, or otherwise, shall be liable to he taken by virtue of any 
execution on any pretence whatsoever, unless the party at whose suit the 
sail I execution is sued out shall, before the removal of such goods from off 
the said premises by virtue of such execution or extent, pay to the landlord 
of the said premises or his bailiff all such sum or sums of money as are or 
shall be due for rent for the said premises at the time of the taking such 
goods or chattels by virtue of such execution, provided the said arrears 
of rent do not amount to more than one year's rent; and in case the said 
arrears shall exceed one year’s rent, then the said party at whose suit such 
execution is sued out, paying the said landlord or his bailiff one year's rent, 
may proceed to execute his judgment as he might have done before the 
making of this Act.

It was admitted by counsel for the claimants that, in order to 
succeed, he must establish that the rent was due at the time the 
sheriff seized. It was not due by effluxion of time until October 1. 
Did it become due by virtue of the acceleration clause? That 
clause cites that if the tenant's goods are seized, then the current 
year's rent shall immediately become due and payable.

It was contended that the effect of this language was that the 
rent became due the very moment the sheriff seized; that the fall
ing due of the rent and the seizure were concurrent acts. In my 
opinion effect cannot be given to this contention. Vnder the 
clause, the seizure is necessary to the falling due of the rent ; until 
seizure the rent is not due ; upon seizure it immediately becomes 
due. Seizure, therefore, must precede the falling due of the
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rent ns chump precedes effect. The statute, however, affords pro
tection in ease the rent is due at the time of seizure; i.e., when 
the sheriff seizes, the rent is already due. To get the benefit of 
the statute, the falling due of the rent must precede the seizure. 
In the present ease the rent was not due until seizure was made, 
and is, therefore, in my opinion, not within the protection of the 
statute. The meaning which, in my opinion, should he given to 
the word “immediately” in the clause is: “following without 
lapse of time,” or “directly after in sequence of time.”

Another objection to the appellant's claim was that the rent, 
to come within the protection of the statute, must have been not 
only due but in arrear at the time seizure was made. Where 
rent becomes due on a day certain, the lessee has the whole of 
that day in which to pay it; it is not in arrear until after midnight 
of that day: 18 Hals. 471; Child v. Edwards, [ 1909] 2 K.B. 753. 
If the rent became due at the time of seizure by the sheriff, the 
tenant would have all that day to pay it, and it would not be in 
arrear until after midnight on that day. If, therefore, the mean
ing of the statute is that the rent must be in arrear at the time 
of the seizure, the acceleration clause in the lease could not have 
the effect (even if we accept the appellant’s contention as to its 
meaning) of making the rent in arrear at the time of the seizure. 
That such is the meaning of the statute seems clear, not only 
from its language where it subsequently refers to the rent as “rent 
in arrears,” but also from the following authorities: Foa on Land
lord and Tenant, p. 161 ; Woodfall’s Law of Landlord and Tenant, 
p. 550; Wharton v. Saylor, 17 L.J.Q.B. 278; Bullen and Leake’s 
Precedents, 6th ed., at p. 478; Thomas v. Mirehouse, 11) Q.B.I). 
563; lie MaeKenzie, [ 1 HDD] 2 Q.B. 566; Clarke’s Law of Landlord 
and Tenant, at 583.

These authorities lead me to the conclusion that the Statute 
of Anne was passed for the protection of tin* landlord where the 
sheriff seized under execution at a time when the landlord's rent 
was due and he could have distrained therefor. As it appears in 
this case that no right to distrain for the rent existed at the time 
of the seizure by the sheriff, the claimants cannot succeed.

The appeal will, therefore, be dismissed with costs.

Elwood, .1.: I have read the judgment herein of my brother 
Lamont, but I am of the opinion that the effect of the provision
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in the lease was to cause the rent to become due the very moment 
that the sheriff seized ; that in effect the seizure by the sheriff 
and the falling due of the rent were automatically concurrent.

I am, however, of the opinion that in order to entitle the 
landlord to the benefit of the statute the rent must have been in 
arrears at the time of the seizure; and I therefore concur in the 
judgment of my brother Lamont in holding that the rent not 
being in arrears at the time of the seizure precludes the landlord 
from receiving the benefit of the statute.

The appeal, therefore, in my opinion, should be dismissed 
with costs.

.1 f)f)€(il dismissed.
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RANDALL, GEE & MITCHELL v. C.N.R. CO. MAN
Manitoba Court of Appeal, lloirell, ('.J.M., Itichanls. Perdue, ami 

Cameron, JJ.A. April à. 1015. C. A

1. CARRIERS (§111 A—370)—(iool)S RECEIVER FOR TRANSPORTATION ( iooRS
SHIPPER I’liEHUIT COLLECTER DkI.IVKUV MAIIK Bll.l. OF LARI Mi
Cannot dispute.

It is not open to a railway company which has actually received grain 
for transportation to dispute the hill of lading or shipping hill issued on 
its regular form merely on the ground that its agent had not by reason 
of some inside regulations between the company and its servants the 
power to sign t lie hill, where the company received and carried I lie grain, 
collected the freight and made delivery pursuant to its terms.

|Erl) v. (IAV.lt. Co., ü Can. 8.C.R. 17!»; (Hirer v. (IAV.lt. 1 2S
I'.C.C.l'. 143. distinguished.)

2. Estoppel ( § 111 C—02)—Bill of i.ari no \\ fruits or quantities
Railway company Responsibility - Approximate Amoi nt --
“More or less.’

Where there is nothing in the hill of lading or shipping hill of the 
railway to limit its responsibility for the weights or quantities entered 
on the hill the railway company is estopped from denying that approxi
mately the quantity stated with the addition of the words “more or 
less" had been received for shipment.

3. Carriers (§111 C—388fo) — Flax Shipment of boss in transit
Railway Company Xo satisfactory explanation Xeuli-

liENCE 1‘ltESt M1TION OF.

Where the hill of lading called for “eleven hundred bushels more or 
less" of IIax and the evidence proved the delivery of over !HMI bushels 
in a ear load lot. the onus is upon the railway company to account for 
the deficiency on the car arriving at destination with only half the 
quantity stated in the bill; where no satisfactory explanation of the 
loss is given by the railway, negligence may be presumed against it.

\Ferris v. C.X.It. Co., 1Û Man. L.R. 134, referred to.]

Ac tion to recover value of grain lost in transitu.

IV. 11. ('uric, for appellant, plaintiff.
(). 11. (’lurlc, K.(\, for respondent, defendant.
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The judgment of the Court was delivered by

Perdue, J.A.: The plaintiffs are a company of grain mer
chants, carrying on business at Winnipeg. On November 29, 
1912, they were notified by the Bank of Montreal at Moose Jaw 
that a ear of flax seed, containing 1.100 bushels, more or less, 
had been consigned to their order by one Baumgart, and that 
he had drawn upon them for 8435, with bill of lading attached, 
as an advance on the carload. The plaintiffs paid the draft and 
received the bill of lading, which shewed a shipment of a car
load of flax, containing 1,100 bushels, more or less, from Antar, 
Sask., to Port Arthur, consigned to their order. After the flax 
had lieen inspected and its quality ascertained, the iffs 
made a further advance to Baumgart of 8300. When the car 
reached Port Arthur it was found to contain only some 454 
bushels. The plaintiffs have brought this action to recover from 
the defendants the amount of tlicit loss. The value of the flax 
was at the time 81.05*4 a bushel.

The main defence is that the bill of lading was signed by 
one Howes, the defendant’s station master and agent at South 
Moose Jaw, and that he had no authority to sign a bill of 
lading from Antar, the point from which the consignment was 
made. Antar is a small station about five miles east of South 
Moose Jaw, and at that time the defendants kept no agent or 
station master there*. They claim that in the case of ears loaded 
at Antar the bill of lading was, according to their orders, to be 
signed either by the agent at the next station east or by the 
conductor of the train that picked up the car. The plaintiffs 
were, however, quite unaware of this, and had no notice of any 
want of authority on the part of the agent who signed the docu
ment. Howes was authorized to sign bills of lading on the part 
of the defendants. The fact that his authority to do so was 
limited to a certain station or district cannot be taken advan
tage of by the defendants in view of the facts that they received 
and carried the shipment under the contract made by him on 
their behalf, and that they, in pursuance of it, delivered the con
tents of the car to the consignees named in it. It appears to 
me to be quite clear that the defendants acted on and acknow
ledged the validity of the document signed by Howes. Even 
if the defendants had forbidden Howes to sign bills of lading in

4
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respect of cars loaded at Antar, are innocent purchasers to suffer 
if lie should exceed his instructions? In a business as important 
and extensive as the grain business in this country, it is necessary 
that the utmost faith may be placed in the validity of bills of 
lading issued by railway companies. It should not, therefore, 
be open to a railway company which has actually received grain 
for carriage to dispute the bill of lading issued in its regular form 
simply on the ground that its agent had not, by reason of some 
inside regulations between the company and its servants, power 
to sign the bill, and to do this although the company received 
and carried the grain, collected the freight and delivered the grain 
pursuant to the terms of the document.

The defendants rely on Erb v. Great Western ll. Co., 5 ('an. 
S.C’.R. 17V, and Oliver v. Great Western H. Co., 28 V.C.C.P. 143. 
In each of these eases the goods mentioned in the bill of lading 
had never in fact lieen delivered to the railway company, and 
the agent had signed and issued the document fraudulently for 
his own purpose. It was held in these cases that lie had acted 
outside the scope of his authority and that the company was 
not bound. The distinction lietween those cases and the present 
is obvious.

In Horseman v. Grand Trunk It. Co., 31 l\(\Q.B. 535, the 
shipping bill contained a notice at the top of it that the rates 
and weights entered on the bill would not be acknowledged. The 
defendants in that case had in fact delivered all the goods re
ceived, but there was a considerable deficiency between the 
weight mentioned in the shipping bills and that of the goods 
when delivered. It was held that the company was not, under 
the form of shipping bill given in the case, estopped by the state
ment of weight contained in it. In the present case, although 
the quantity of flax found in the car at Port Arthur was less 
than half the quantity mentioned in the bill of lading, the defen
dants have failed to shew that only the lesser quantity was re
ceived by them at Antar. The defendants called as a witness 
one Dunbar, who was f ' by Baumgart to load the car.
This witness saw the Max that was to go into the car, but was 
not present when the work was completed by his men. He 
estimated the quantity at between 900 and 1,000 bushels. He 
also admitted having signed a statement that the car contained

MAN.
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1.2(H) bushels of flax. The witness stated that tin* flax was dirty 
and frosted, and that, in his judgment, the dockage would l>e 
50 or 00 per vent. His evidence as to quality and condition is 
clearly wrong, as the flax graded No. I. N.W.C., and the dockage 
was only 15 per vent. Dunbar further stated that the car was 
not in good condition, and that before loading it he put pa|>er 
and some lumber in the bottom of it. It is a matter of common 
knowledge that flax seed, Iwing a very small and smooth grain, 
might escape readily through a very small aperture. Unless the 
ear was in good condition, the leakage might Ik* very large.

I think that the bill of lading given in this ease is binding on 
the defendants, and that they are estopped from denying that 
there was 1.1(H) bushels “more or less” in the ear when shipjicd 

that is to say, that 1.1(H) was the nearest round figure in hun
dreds to designate the number of bushels. On the question of 
estoppel by the bill of lading, I would refer to Howard v. Tucker, 
I B. A; Ad. 712; Tindall v. Taylor, 4 Kl. <V Bl. 211), 221); Coin pa nia 
Naviera v. Churchill, |l!H)(i| 1 K.B. 237; Coventry v. (treat Cast 
It. Co., 11 Q.B.D. 770.

Aside altogether from the rights created by the bill of lading, 
it is shewn by defendants’ own witness that they as carriers 
received lietween 900 and I,(HH) bushels of flax for carriage and 
delivery at Port Arthur. They delivered only half that quan
tity. It lies upon them to shew what lieeame of the remainder. 
The vase is very similar to Ferris v. Can. Nor. II. Co., 15 Man. 
L.R. 134. In that vase a considerable quantity of grain dis
appeared lietween the point of shipment and the place of de
livery, the defendants giving no explanation of the loss. The 
rule res ipsa loquitur was applied and negligence was presumed 
against the defendants.

An objection was raised by the defendants that the document 
purporting to have l»een issued by them was not a bill of lading, 
because it does not say that the grain had been shipped or loaded 
on a ear when the document was given. The document is headed, 
” Form of Bulk drain Bill of Lading, approved by the Board of 
Railway Commissioners for Canada by Order No. 1491 of August 
IS, 11)11.” The writing in many places refers to itself as a bill 
of lading. The fact was that the grain had I wen loaded on a car 
of the defendants on their railway In-fore the document was
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issued. Whether we cull it a hill of hiding, or it shipping hill, 
or n receipt of goods for carriage, the statements contained in 
it itre prima facie binding on defendants, if it was issued by one 
having authority to do so, or, in any ease, if the company ratified 
it by adopting it and acting upon it.

I think the appeal should be allowed and that judgment should 
l>e entered for the plaintiffs for &W2.74. The defendants should 
pay the costs in the County Court and the costs of this appeal.

MAN.

C A

C.EE & 
Mitchell

(A. It.

.1 ppcal allowed.

WESTERN TRUST CO. v. DUNCAN.
Saskatchewan Supreme Court, Xewlands, El wood ami Me hint/, .1.1.

March 20. 101*».

SASK.

SC.

1. DkATII <§ II A (ih l'.I.F.VATOR Ol'KKATOIt lxilJ.KD IN COVHSK HI KMI'l.HV- 
MKXT— HkiIIThI RFI'RKSKNTATIU: TO (XlMl'I XS XTION Bvil.DIXil VSF.D 
FOlt OFFICES AM) Al'ARTMKNTS "l-ACTOR v" DEFINITION OF ('ll. 0,
1010-11 (Sank.).

The representutive of an elevator operator who was killed in the 
course of his employment is entitled to recover compensation under 
the Workmen's Compensation Act, Sask., although the building in 
which the electric elevator was operated was not used for manufacturing 
purposes, hut for offices and apartments, such building being within 
the statutory definition given in that Act to the word "•factory."

Action under the Workmen's Compensation Act by plaintiff, 
as administrator of the estate of Joseph Stoddard, deceased.

/•’. L. Ilastcdo, for appellant.
(r. II. Harr, for respondents.

Statement

Xewlands, .1,: The deceased was killed while operating 
the elevator in a building owned by the defendants, the lower 
storey of which was used as stores and the upper storeys as apart
ments and offices. No manufacturing was carried on in the 
building. The elevator in question was operated by machinery 
driven by electric power.

I agree with the learned trial Judge that the deceased was 
killed in the course of his employment, and the only question 
which I think requires consideration in this case is the last clause 
of the trial Judge’s judgment, in which he says:—

I further conclude and hold that the portion of the definition upon 
which the plaintiff relies, and which 1 have discussed, is to he governed 
and understood by and in the light of the general purpose and object of the 
Act, and is therefore to he construed as intending and meaning only in
dustrial buildings, workshops, places or machinery. As neither the

1 1
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Willoughby-Duncan Block, nor the place of its elevator, nor the machinery 
itself, partakes of this character, the Workmen’s Compensation Act, as I 
have interpreted it, is not applicable to the circumstances of this case.

The interpretation clause in the Act in question (Workmen's 
Compensation Act, ch. 9, 1910-11, Saak.) reads as follows:—

2. “Factory" means a building, workshop or place where machinery 
driven by steam, water or other mechanical power is used.

The interpretation which the trial Judge has put upon this 
section is that the word “factory" means an “industrial" build
ing, etc., etc. He adds to the interpretation given in the statute 
the word industrial. This, in my opinion, is not interpreting the 
section, hut legislating, as it restricts what is the plain meaning 
of the words. In discussing this phase of the question the learned 
trial Judge says:—

Put in its most general form the definition would read that any “place 
where machinery driven by mechanical power is used" is a factory, and 
therefore within the Act. This, literally, would mean that every shop, 
school, residence, church, office or other place where an electric fan, electric 
sweeper, electric clock or other machinery driven by mechanical power, 
no matter how simple, and no matter to what purpose applied, was used, 
would be, as to the place of such use at least, a factory, and within the 
scope and application of tin* Workmen's Comiiensation Act. In fact, every 
place where a wheel is turned hv mechanical power would be a factory ami 
within the Act.
That the Legislature was of the same opinion as the trial Judge is 
shewn by sub-see. 2 of see. 14 of the Act, which reads as follows:— 

(2) The word “factory" as defined in this Act shall not lie held to 
include any building, workshop, place or mill on a farm used for the purposes 
of such farm.

The legislature was evidently of the opinion that, without 
this exception, a building on a farm in which machinery driven 
by mechanical power was used would otherwise lie within the 
Act. Such a building would not necessarily come within the 
construction put upon the word “factory" by the learned trial 
Judge, and therefore, if his interpretation of the word “factory" 
was the one intended by the legislature, that exception would 
have l>cen unnecessary.

I think we should follow the rule for the construction of statutes 
which requires us to give to the words their plain and ordinary 
meaning, which is, that every building in which machinery driven 
by mechanical power is used is a factory under that Act, and not 
restrict the meaning to buildings used for industrial purposes 
only.
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As the evidence in this case shewed that the elevator in 
question was in the building owned by defendants, that it was 
run by machinery which was also in the building, and was driven 
by mechanical power, ami that deceased was employed by them 
to operate the same, and that he was killed in tin* course of his 
employment, I think plaintiff is entitled to recover.

I think the amount of compensation fixed by the trial Judge 
is sufficient, and should be divided in the proportions mentioned. 
The appeal should be allowed with costs, plaintiffs to have their 
costs of trial as well.

A ppeal allowed.

MARRIOTT v. MARTIN.

Hritish Columbia Supreme Court, Manlonahl, ,/. February 15, 1!U.*>.

1. Solicitors (§ II A—20)—Relation to client- Xeoi.ect ok Duty- 
Liability.

The burden of proving negligence is primarily upon the plaintiff 
suing a solicitor for neglect of duty, but when once established it is 
for the solicitor to prove that the client was not injured by it.

[Coulil v. Manchanl, 29 N.S.R. 301; Xocton v. Ashburton, (19141 A.f. 
932; Whiteman v. Hawkins, 4 (MM). 13, referred to.]

Action against a solicitor for negligence.
(!. H. Darrell, for plaintiff.
Maclean, K.C., for defendant.

Macdonald, J.:- Plaintiff agreed to buy an undivided one- 
third interest in 510 acres of land at Quatsino, B.C., and by letter 
instructed the defendant to act for him. Plaintiff is a retired 
English solicitor, but, not being familiar with the laws of this 
province, he thought it advisable to employ a local solicitor. 
Before the letter referred to had boon acted upon, he met de
fendant in his office at Victoria, and a discussion took place upon 
the question of the title that could be obtained to the land proposed 
to be purchased. The parties do not differ to any great extent 
as to what occurred, except that the plaintiff states that at this 
consultation the defendant informed him that there was no prac
tical risk to run as to the title, and that it was only a theoretical 
risk. Defendant denies this portion of the conversation: although 
plaintiff was firmly convinced as to his recollection in this respect 
being correct, I am inclined to think he is honestly mistaken. 
I am led to this conclusion by the fact that plaintiff, when giving
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Marriott

Macdonald, J.

instructions ns to u second purchase of land, referred to the title 
to a further interest in the same property as follows: “ I presume 
there is no practical risk so far as title is concerned, is there?” 
If he had already discussed the matter with his solicitor he would 
have put the query in a different manner, and likely have referred 
to the previous rsation. However, I do not think this point 
material. There is no dispute between the parties as to the 
remainder of the conversation at the meeting in August. Plaintiff 
admits that defendant explained to him that he could not get 
title to the land he was purchasing until the Crown grant issued : 
that it was within the power of the Crown not to issue a grant at. 
its discretion ; the Crown could so act with or without sufficient 
reason. Defendant informed the plaintiff that it was not unusual 
for people to deal with land in the way proposed, and that he 
himself had made similar purchases. Discussion then took place 
as to the timber, and the defendant was fully aware that the 
plaintiff was laying stress upon the fact that the timber on the 
land was valuable, but the matter of rejection on the part of the 
Crown on account of excess of timber was not discussed. The 
necessary documents were prepared, and, after examination of the 
certificates of purchase and a correction in the powers of attorney, 
defendant saw no reason why the transaction should not be put 
through and the money paid over in the terms of the agreement. 
The survey had ln*en made at the time. A cheque for $2,013.17 
was issued by the plaintiff in favour of the defendant, and this 
amount paid over to the vendor. On Octols-r 18, 1912, plaintiff 
agreed to buy another one-third interest in the Quatsino land 
from one Knight, and instructed the defendant to put through 
the matter for him, adding in his letter the query as to title. 
Defendant acknowledged receipt of the letter of instructions on 
October 21, 1912, and stated to the plaintiff that he would find 
out if the parties had completed their payments to the (iovern- 
ment and whether the powers of attorney were then in good order, 
adding, there is no practical risk, in my opinion, and the way in 
which the transaction with Mr. Shone was carried through is the 
only possible way of buying land where the Crown grant has not 
yet issued. On November (i, 1912, defendant wrote the plaintiff 
that the documents appeared to be all in order, so that Shone 
and Knight might now be paid the amounts due as arranged. 
The purchase from Knight was thus completed in a similar manner

1
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to the previous purchase from Shone, and on November 8th, MM2, 
plaintiff paid the agents for Knight and Shone $3,821.17. The 
total payments made by the plaintiff in respect of these purchases 
were the said sum of $2,013.17 paid to the defendant, and the sum 
of $2,007.17 paid to Knight, and the sum of $051 paid directly 
to Shone—in all amounting to $5,334.34. This amount plaintiff 
seeks to recover from the defendant, together with interest.

Plaintiff complains that, the matter of timber on the land 
being brought to the attention of the defendant, he should have 
warned him as to the danger of completing the purchase before 
it was determined that the land being sought to Ik* purchased 
from the (Town was not “timber lands” within the meaning of 
the Land Act, or, in the alternative, that the defendant was 
neglectful of his duty in not pointing out the fact that timber 
could not be sold. It is presumed that the defendant had full 
knowledge of the statutes dealing with the sale of Crown lands, 
and the question is whether he was negligent in completing the 
purchases.

It is contended that defendant is only liable for gross negligence. 
In Schoen v. Macdonell, 18 W.L.R. 329, the defendants were held 
liable, and Mr. Justice (ialliher, in his judgment, refers to the 
neglect of the solicitors to procure certain timber licences, resulting 
in loss to the plaintiffs, as “a case of gross carelessness” on the 
part of Jones, one of the partners, and all the defendants were 
held liable. It is difficult to determine what is gross negligence 
on the part of a solicitor. [Reference to the following cases : 
Whiteman v. Hawkins, 4 (MM). (1878), 13, at 19; Xocton v. 
Ashburton (Lord), [1914] A.(\ 932, at 90b; Faithful! v. Kesteven, 
103 L.T. 56; Hunter v. Caldwell, 10 Q.B. 69, at 81-2; Curves v. 
Landed (1845), 12 Cl. & F. 91, at 98; Haikie v. ('handless, 3 
Camp. 17.]

Plaintiff’s pleadings herein do not allege gross negligence, so 
the plaintiff is driven to contend that the pleadings and evidence 
shew such statement of facts as to constitute gross negligence, 
“so that he who runs may read.” Plaintiff must, in order to 
come within the authorities, take the position that it was not 
merely an error of judgment on the part of his solicitor in failing 
to consider and advise him as to the danger of the purchase lieing 
refused on the ground of the quantity of timber on the land,

B.C.

s.c.
Marriott

Martin.

M i ilonald, J.
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but that such failure was want of professional care and skill 
to such an extent as to render the defendant liable for gross 
negligence. It must be borne in mind that the plaintiff was 
purchasing property to which lie was well aware he could not 
then obtain title. Presumably, his submission is that while lie 
knew he could not obtain title and was willing to accept the* risks 
attached to his purchase which had been pointed out to him by 
the defendant, still he would not have accepted the further risk 
which he alleges should have been disclosed and from which he 
suffered damage. This involves consideration of the position 
of the parties at the time and the extent to which a solicitor is 
required to search and advise, where it is thus common ground 
between the client and himself that the title is not being passed, 
and that the obtaining of a " title eventually is uncertain. 
No criticism has been offered as to the form of the conveyancing 
approved of by the defendant. The documents contained coven
ants for title and other necessary safeguards. Did the defendant 
then, under the circumstances, give bad advice or fail to give good 
advice in connection with this purchase, and, if so, did such failure 
amount to actionable negligence? In the purchase of Crown 
lands it is provided that they arc to be classified by the surveyor, 
who is to make full and accurate field notes of his survey, which 
are to be filed in the Department of Lands accompanied by a 
statutory declaration verifying such notes and shewing the area 
of timber lands and first-class or second-class lands which are 
embraced in such survey. The distinction between first and 
second-class lands is indicated, and then, as to timber lands, 
sec. 39 of the Land Act provides that
Timber lands (that is, lands which contain milling timber of the average 
extent of eight thousand feet to the acre west of the Cascades and five 
thousand feet to the acre east of the Cascades, to each one hundred and 
sixty acres) shall not be open for sale.

Defendant admits that he did not search the field notes per
taining to the lands in question. He was not called as a witness 
on his own behalf at the trial, and, apparently, relied upon his 
examination for discovery (put in in its entirety by tin* plaintiff), 
together with the correspondence, including copies of the depart
mental files. He did not offer as an excuse for not examining 
these field notes that sec. 39 had no application. It was, however, 
argued on his behalf that the pieces of land of which he was

6727
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purchasing interests were not “timber lands" within B‘C‘
the meaning of this section. Of the three pieces of land applied S. C. 
to he purchased from the Crown, lot 1012 has 347 acres, lot 1013 Marriott 
has 127 acres, ami lot 1011 has 44 acres. The submission that the r« 
definition given to timber lands in the section could not be applied, 
as the average extent of timlwr to the acre is based on “each 1<>0 M*(don,,d-J* 
acres," has no weight when dealing with lot 1012, so that if “due 
care and skill" means that the field notes should he searched and, 
if not available, completion of the sale should be delayed until 
survey was made and the field notes filed with projier classifica
tion, then the defendant was negligent in the matter. I do not 
think, however, that the point as to basis of determining “timber 
lands" is well taken as to any of the pieces. The Department of 
Lands would at any rate be justified under the Act in refusing 
application to purchase where the average extent of milling 
timber was 8,000 feet to the acre, notwithstanding that the piece 
of land sought to lie purchased was less than 100 acres. Were 
the application of the section to be otherwise, it would mean that 
along the irregular shore line of the province applicants might 
obtain by purchase at the (iovernment price land which was less 
than 100 acres in area, contrary to the spirit and intention of the 
legislation. If this section might thus affect the lands in question, 
then to what extent should tin- defendant have advised and 
searched as to the likelihood of it being applied? As to the first 
purchase from Shone, the surveyor’s notes were mailed to the 
Department of Lands on July 2‘>, 11)12, and presumably, were on 
file in the department until they wen* returned to the surveyor 
for correction on August 25, 11)12. They wore amended and re
filed on September 2fi. 11)12, ami consequently, were on file at the 
time when the defendant wrote the plaintiff on August 20, 11)12, 
stating that he had examined the certificates of purchase ami 11n- 
powers of attorney, and that they were adequate and sufficient 
with the exception of a change being required in the description 
of the property giving the lot numbers, “now that the survey 
has lieon made.” He then added: “ I do not see any reason why 
the transaction should not be put through in the way here pro
vided for, and am giving this letter to Mr. Shorn*, who states lie is 
going up to Duncans to see you.” Whether such notes were on 
tile or not at this time, I think the solicitor should have examined

511
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B. C. all * documents that would assist in protecting his client,
S. C. though the field notes, if examined, would not then have indicated

Marriott
any lands classified as “timlier lands.” It is true the plaintiff 
had spoken of the valuable timber on the property, hut that of 
itself might not In- sufficient to suggest to the defendant the

Macdonald, J. advisability of investigating as to whether the lands were classified 
as timlier lands or not. He might assume that the applicants 
for purchase were not seeking to obtain land from the Crown 
which was not open for sale. If a search at that time would have 
disclosed the fact that a portion of the land was classified as 
“timber land,” then it was his duty not to have sanctioned com
pletion of the purchase until the question of whether the Crown 
was willing to sell had been determined. It might In* contended 
that the- defendant should have made enquiries as to the classifica
tion of the lands. It is a matter of opinion, but I do not think 
there was, under the circumstances as to this piece, the want of 
care on the part of defendant requisite to create liability. As 
to the second purchase of a one-third interest in the same land 
from Knight, this took place at a time when the field notes had 
been altered and returned to the Department of Lands. If they 
had been searched they would have shewn that the surveyor 
acting for the applicants to purchase had, by declarations made 
on Septemlier 24, 1612, stated in his classification of the lands 
that lot Kill, containing 44 acres, had 20 acres of timlier lands 
and 24 acres of second-class lands, while lot 1012, containing 347 
acres, had 200 acres of timber lands and 147 acres of second-class 
lands, and lot 1013, containing 127 acres, had 00 acres of timber 
lands and 37 acres of second-class lands. It was thus clearly 
stated that lands which the surveyor classified as “timber lands” 
wore sought to be purchased from the Crown. This would be in 
the face of the provision of the statute that such lands were not 
open for sale. Defendant should, after searching and finding this 
condition of affairs, have either advised his client to abandon 
the purchase of a further interest, or, at any rate, to hold the 
matter in abeyance until the danger of refusal had been removed. 
It was urged that in any event, aside from the question of negli
gence, it was not proved that the Minister of Lands had refused 
to complete the salt1 on the ground that they were timber lands. 
It is true that the letter stating that this was the reason for refusal

8667
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is only signed by the Deputy Minister of Lands, but I do not think 
such a defence is now open to the defendant. His actions subse
quent to the refusal to purchase and the correspondence have 
estopped him from setting up such a contention. My opinion 
is that, in the purchase of the one-third interest from Knight by 
agreement dated October 13, 1912, the defendant did not exercise 
due “care and skill” required of him as a solicitor.

Even if the defendant be held liable for negligence, it is con
tended that there is no evidence to shew that the plaintiff suffered 
damage on this account. Plaintiff says that money was paid on 
the strength of the advice or lack of advice given by the defendant. 
None of the moneys so paid have been recovered, nor has the 
plaintiff brought any action under the covenants contained in 
the agreement with Knight. It was argued on his behalf that 
even if any action had been brought, aside from the question of 
Knight being financially responsible, a question might arise as 
to whether a defence was not open, based upon the decisions in 
Brownlee v. McIntosh (1913), 15 D L.R. 871, 48 Can. S.C.R. 588, 
ami Clark v. Swan (1914), 16 D.L.R. 382, 19 B.C.R. 532. I do 
not consider it necessary to come to any conclusion on this point, 
as, in my opinion, the onus of shewing that the moneys could be 
recovered under the agreement rests upon the defendant. Then1 
is evidence to shew that he was prepared to indemnify or protect 
the plaintiff in any action that might be brought for such a pur
pose, and I do not think lie can now successfully contend that the 
plaintiff should have pursued any remedy he may possess against 
Knight before being entitled to call upon the defendant for 
payment. [Reference to Maync on Damages, 7th ed., p. 498; 
Whiteman v. Hawkins, supra; Could v. Blanchard, 29 N.S.R. 361, 
at 364.]

There should be judgment for the plaintiff for the amount 
paid under the Knight agreement—82,667.17. Plaintiff is en
titled to his costs of action.

B. C.

8. C.

Marriott

Macdonald, J.

Judgment for plaintiff.
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N s 1 GILLINGHAM v. LEWIS.

g q Sura Scotia Supreme Court, Sir Charles Toicnshend, (iraham, E.J., and
Longley ami Drysdalc, JJ. January 2, 11115.

1. Pleading (8 111 B—305)—Negligence—Plea» and anhwerh—Inevit
able ACCIDENT—PARTICULARS.

In an action of negligence it is open to the defendant on the general 
issue to prove that the injury was due to inevitable accident without 
expressly pleading it; consequently the defendant who has pleaded 
inevitable accident should not he ordered to give preliminary par
ticulars as to the nature of and the circumstances which led to such 
inevitable accident.

(Rumlmld v. London County Council, 25 Times L.lt. 541, referred to.)
2. Pleading (§ I I—05)—Contributory negligence—Plea of—Particu-

An order for particulars of contributory negligence should not be 
granted unless the party applying satisfies the Court that lie is likely 
to be taken by surprise by some accusation or evidence which may be 
brought against him and which he cannot be prepared to meet unless 
he is told of it beforehand.

[School Sert ion v. Thomas, 23 N.S.lt. 210, and Toppin v. lie lfast, [1909] 
2 Irish R. INI, referred to.)

Statement Appeal from the order of Russell, .1.. at Chambers, ordering 
defendant to give particulars of his defences.

,/. L. Haiston, K.C., for appellant.
,/. Terrell, for respondent.

suci.nric» Townshend, CJ.:—The action is for negligence by which
Townalicnd, C.J. , ...

defendant is alleged to have injured plaintiff in driving a motor 
car on the street in Halifax. The defences referred to are, (1) that 
the injury was due to inevitable accident, and (2) that it was 
caused by plaintiff’s contributory negligence. In Spalding v. 
Fitzpatrick, 38 (’h.I). 410, 413, it is said that
the object of particulars is to enable the party asking for them to know 
what case he has to meet at the trial, and so to save unnecessary expense, 
and avoid allowing parties to he taken by surprise.

In the Annual Practice, 1014, supported by the authorities 
there cited at p. 522, it is stated the Court will order particulars 
in all “charges of bad workmanship, want of skill, negligence, 
and contributory negligence.”

The plaintiff in the affidavit used in this application swears:—
1 do not know what happened to the defendant or to me, or of any cir

cumstance which will enable defendant to say that his knocking me over 
in the manner he did was an inevitable accident. I used all care in crossing 
the street, and I am wholly unable to say what act or omission on my part 
in any way contributed to my being knocked down by the said motor car.

[Reference to eh. 53, Acts of 1908.)

i
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This clause throws the whole burden of disproving negligence 
on the defendant. According to the case of Toppin v. lid fad 
Corporation, 11909) 2 Irish R. 181:

The order for particulars of contributory negligence should not he 
granted unless the party applying made out a “special case” for such an 
order. ... I think a special case means one in which the party can 
satisfy the Court that he is likely to be taken hv surprise by some accusa
tion or evidence which may be brought against him, and which he cannot 
be prepared to meet unless he is told of it beforehand.

This seems to be tt sound and good rule for our guidance. 
Can we in this ease gather from the pleadings and the affidavits 
enough to satisfy the Court that this is a ‘‘special ease" for 
ordering particulars? After the Itcst consideration. I can find 
nothing to justify the application having regard to the above 
rule, and it is not to be forgotten that the plaintiff has less reason 
here, as under tin* statute the defendant, to succeed, is coni|>ellcd 
to make out a complete ease of no negligence on his part, and to 
prove affirmatively the alleged inevitable accident and con
tributory negligence of plaintiff.

For these reasons I think the appeal should be allowed with 
costs.

Graham, E.J.:—'This is an appeal from the judgment of a 
Judge in Chambers ordering particulars to be delivered by the 
defendant. The action is really not for negligence. The para
graph simply alleges that the plaintiff, on Agricola street, “was 
knocked down and seriously . . . injured through collision 
with or otherwise by reason of the presence upon such street of a 
motor vehicle the property of and operated by the defendant.” 
It does not allege negligence or facts which would constitute 
negligence. The reason for this pleading is that a drastic statute 
has rendered the defendant prima facie liable if that condition 
appears: 1907, eh. 44: 1908, eh. 53, sec. 4. So that the action is 
really upon that statute.

Then the defendant, after denials, including a denial that 
the injuries were caused or contributed to by any negligence or 
any wrongful act of the defendant, proceeds with these para
graphs:—

5. The injuries and damages alleged to have been received and suffered 
by the plaintiff (if any which defendant denies) arose* from inevitable 
accident. G. There was contributory negligence on the part of the plaintiff.

N. S.

8. C.

( IlI.LlNOIl AM
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The learned Judge directs particulars to l>e given under these 
paragraphs.

I think this is rather an exceptional case, and if the issues 
go down to trial in that condition it will take some time to find 
out what the case is about. The pleat" give no notice. No 
facts are given worth speaking about. Perhaps the defendant 
ought to have gone to a Judge. But at any rate* the plaintiff 
did so and he obtained the order complained of.

The following paragraphs appear in tin1 affidavits in support of 
the at ion:—

First is the affidavit of the plaintiff’s solicitor:—
1. I have for the purposes of this action made all due inquiries with 

reference to the happening of the occurrence complained of in the statement 
of claim herein. 2. I cannot ascertain upon what facts the defendant can 
intend to rely to make out a case of inevitable accident or contributory 
negligence as alleged in the defence herein. 3. In order that the plaintiff 
may properly prepare for trial I am of opinion that it is necessary for him to 
know the nature of the inevitable accident which caused the injuriessustained 
by the plaintiff ns alleged in the said defence and also of the contributory 
negligence on his part also therein alleged. 4. Videss the plaintiff has such 
particulars before the trial I am of opinion that he could not safely proceed 
to trial without having evidence to refute any possible fact that the de
fendant may attempt to set up either as constituting such inevitable accident 
or such contributory negligence, and until the plaintiff has some particulars 
of the nature of the allegations that the defendant intends to make and 
which he will have to meet I verily believe that it would be practically 
impossible. 5. Vntil I obtain the said particulars 1 have no means of 
knowing the outline or nature of the case the defendant intends to set up 
with regard to such inevitable accident or contributory negligence. 6. This 

•ation is not made for the purpose of delay or of obtaining the names of 
the defendant’s witnesses, but solely for the purpose of enabling the plaintiff 
to properly prepare for the trial. 7. On the lôth September, instant, I gave 
the defendant's solicitor written notice that I required to have the par
ticulars asked for on this motion, but he did not furnish the same or any 
particulars.

The plaintiff in his affidavit, after stating how he was injured, 
says: -

il. I do not know what happened to the defendant or to me or of any 
circumstance which will enable the defendant to say that his knocking 
me over in tin- manner he did was an inevitable accident. 4. I used all due 
care in crossing the said street, and I am wholly unable to say what a< t or 
omission on my part in any way contributed to my being knocked down by 
the said motor car.

I think there has been a sufficient compliance with the require
ments of the judgment in the case of Toppin v. Belfast, [1909] 
2 Ir. R. 181, a decision of the Irish Court of Appeal, which, of

8
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courue, one would gladly follow in the absence of an Knglish ease 
the other way. This is the headnote:—

Where in mi action for negligence the defendant pleads contributory 
negligence the Court will not eom|>el him to give full particulars of such 
plea unless the plaintiff makes out a special ease for the granting of par
ticulars.

But in order to make such a decision useful for future guidance, 
what “a s|M*eial case” means requires some definition, and that 
was supplied at p. 183 of the report by Fitzgiblwui, L.J. He says:

1 think a special ease means one in which the party can satisfy the 
Court that lie is likely to he taken by surprise by some accusation or evidence 
which may be brought against him and which In* cannot he prepared to meet 
unless he is told of it beforehand.

The reason why, in an ordinary case of negligence, particulars 
of contributory negligence are seldom ordered, is that the two 
things are so interwoven that the plaintiff, knowing his own case, 
is likely to be in possession of the knowledge of the ease of the 
defendant. But in this case, when the burden is cast by statute 
on the defendant and he practically begins, he is liable with these 
paragraphs to start anything.

Inevitable accident is a very comprehensive term, and as the 
machinery of a motor car is somewhat complicated there might 
he some latent defect unknown to the defendant which caused 
the injury. I can imagine a great surprise lieing introduced into 
the case from that direction. It was contended that inevitable 
accident was not required to be pleaded; therefore there need 
not lie particulars given when it is pleaded.

I think when it is pleaded that particulars may he ordered 
when a special case is made out for them. 1 refer to Martin v. 
M'Tagqart, |19(Mi) 2 Ir. H. 120. And that part of the judgment 
was not overruled by the Irish case already mentioned, and was 
not appealed from in that case.

In this exceptional case contributory negligence is pleaded 
in the way it would be pleaded in an action in which the facts 
constituting the case against the defendant are set out. But it 
should be really an allegation that the accident was caused by 
the plaintiff's negligence. It is as if in a plaintiff's statement of 
claim he stated the injury he had received and then alleged that 
there was negligence on the part of the defendant.

That would not, 1 think, constitute sufficient notice.

N. S.

8. C.

Oil.I.INC. IIAM

Graham. K.l.
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Because the statute in this ease makes something sufficient 
for a plaintiff to allege, 1 think it does not make an equally vague 
statement on the part of the defendant sufficient notice.

1 think the appeal ought to he dismissed. There must lie 
some discretion in making such an order.

Lonciley, .1.: This is an action for injuries received by the 
plaintiff, and the defend1 is a denial, etc., and concludes with the 
pleading that it was the result of inevitable accident, and also 
that there was contributory negligence on the part of the plaintiff. 
To the last two pleas of inevitable accident and contributory 
negligence the plaintiff has demanded further particulars, which 
was granted by the Judge to whom application was made. The 
defendant now apfKNils to this Court against such particulars, 
ami we have to consider the matter fully.

In regard to inevitable accident, such a plea is entirely un
necessary, and the defendant can give all the evidence which such 
a plea would imply without any such plea. |Reference to Rum- 
bold v. London County Council, 25 T.L.R. 541.]

In regard to the plea of contributory negligence, every case 
must be considered on its merits. In no case will particulars lie 
ordered in which they seem needless. In this ease they do seem 
extremely needless. The plaintiff, (iillingham, makes an affidavit 
containing a statement of the whole affair; the coming of the 
defendant in his automobile and where he was and how he was 
injured. It is impossible for the defendant to product1 any 
evidence which the plaintiff is not prepared at once to meet, and 
it would therefore seem an absurd thing to grant an order for 
particulars. The Trustees of School Section 34 v. Thomas, 23 
N.S.R. 210, is cited in support of this view.

In my opinion the appeal should be allowed and no par
ticulars granted.

nnrwtaiv.j. Dkyhdale, J., concurred with Lonciley, J.

A ppeal allowed.
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ROGERS v. CITY OF TORONTO.
Ontario Supreme Court, Middleton, ,/. January 2, Iff 15.

I. MlXIVlVAI. mBCORATIOXS I 6 I I I)—140 I—< OXTKACTN II Y—TKXDKBS—
Fair waok ci.ai sk—Validity ok—Extkmt or avtiiokity.

A niutiii'ipal council may vuliilly «tipulate a a a condition under 
which tender* arc called for that the contract awarded to the Miiecess- 
fill tenderer alia 11 contain a fair wage danse to the effect, that all 
employee* of the contractor shall in respect of their work in the 
execution of the contract receive union wages or the prevailing rate of 
wage* for their work; the authority of the municipality in this regard 
is not restricted to work to be done under the contract within the 
territorial limits of the municipality hut extend* to a contract for 
the purchase of crushed stone where the work, or the hulk of the work, 
is to he done outside such limit*.

| AY/f.v x. Win ni pry. 12 Mail. Lit. 87. approved; Crown Tailoring 
Co. v. Toronto ( 1903), 35 O.L.It. 92m. not followed.]

Motion by the plaintiffs for an interim injunction, turned 
by consent into a motion for judgment.

I. F. Hclhnuth, K.C., and Frie S. Armour, for the plain
tiff».

(i. li. deary, K.<\, for the Corporation of the City of Ter 
onto, the defendants.

Mii)Dm:ton, d. : The plaintiff Alfred Rogers is it rate
payer of the City of Toronto, and sues on behalf of him
self and all other ratepayers to restrain the city corpora
tion from entering into a contract with any person other than 
the plaintiff company for the purchase of crushed limestone, 
and for an injunction restraining the corporation from inserting 
in any contract or tender for contract, a clause commonly de
signated “the fair wage clause.“

By by-law of the City of Toronto, passed in December, 1893, 
it is provided that every contract thereafter made with the 
city shall contain a clause providing that the contractor shall 
pay to all his mechanics, workmen, and labourers, to be em
ployed by him in the execution of the contract, the union or 
prevailing rate of wages for such work prevailing at the date 
of the contract. Thereafter resolutions were passed fixing a 
minimum wage, originally 18 cents—now 25 cents—per hour, 
and settling a general form of clause to be inserted in the con
tract.

In pursuance of this settled policy on the part of the muni-

ONT
g. V.
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cipal council, the form of tender supplied to competing contrac
tors contains the clause indicated. The plaintiff company in 
sending its tender deleted this clause. Other tenderers sub
mitted tenders in accordance with the requirements of the muni
cipal council ; and it is proposed by the council to contract with 
some one of those whose tenders accord with the view of the 
council.

It is argued that, because the stone which is to be contracted 
for will be manufactured by labourers outside of the munici
pality—there being no limestone quarry within the city—this 
amounts to a diversion of municipal funds to non-municipal 
purposes, namely, the increasing of wages of non-resident 
workers, and that this is an attempt on the part of the munici
pality to transcend the territorial limits of its jurisdiction ; for, 
if it is attempted to justify the municipal action upon the 
ground that the clause was inserted to secure the well-being of 
the workers, the workers to be benefited reside beyond the limits 
of the municipality, and the general authority conferred upon 
the municipality is only to pass by-laws for the well-being of 
its inhabitants.

I think the action is entirely misconceived. The by-law is 
not the subject of attack, and 1 know of no principle which en
ables the Court to prevent a municipality from making any 
contract with respect to a matter within its jurisdiction which 
it may see fit to make. Undoubtedly, the purchase of stone for 
municipal purposes is intra vires; and, if the municipal council 
sees fit in its contract to stipulate that fair wages shall be paid 
to those who manufacture the stone, there is nothing in this 
that is ultra vires the corporation. The Courts have no right to 
interfere with municipal action unless the municipality pro
poses to transcend the limits of the jurisdiction conferred upon 
it by the Legislature.

At one time the Courts assumed jurisdiction to review muni
cipal legislative action, upon the ground that the action was un
reasonable. There never was in Ontario any real foundation 
for such jurisdiction. The supremacy of the municipal legis
lative authority within the sphere of its delegated jurisdiction 
was not at first recognised. It was assumed that the munici-
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polity occupied some subordinate position, and that the prin
ciples applicable to the determination of the validity of by-laws 
of companies, or the rules and regulations of boards exercising 
a delegated authority, could be applied to municipal action. 
This assumed supervisory and paternal jurisdiction of the 
Courts, although founded in error, became well established, and 
was only put an end to by the direct action of the Legislature, 
which enacted that no municipal by-law should be dealt with by 
the Courts on the ground of unreasonableness or assumed un
reasonableness.

But this jurisdiction so usurped by the Courts over muni
cipal legislative action was never extended to the supervision 
of contracts and the elimination of terms that might be regarded 
as unreasonable. The only case that lends colour to the sug
gestion of such a jurisdiction as this is an unreported decision 
of my Lord the Chancellor in a judgment in an action of Crown 
Tailoring Co. v. City of Toronto (1903), where an injunction 
was sought and granted restraining the letting of a contract 
for firemen’s clothing, in which it was stipulated that each 
article must bear the label of the Journeymen Tailors’ Union. 
This decision proceeded upon grounds that possibly justify the 
plaintiffs’ contention, but it is entirely out of accord with the 
great bulk of the law upon the subject, which, I think, must 
govern me.

With the wisdom or unwisdom of the council’s action I have 
no concern. If the ratepayers agree with the policy of the muni
cipal council, then all is well. If they disagree, the redress is 
at the polls, and not through the Courts.

In Kelly v. City of Winnipeg ( 1898). 12 Man. It. 87, where 
a similar clause was attacked, it was held “that the matter in 
dispute was a question of policy in the government of the city, 
as to the expediency of which the ratepayers, and not the Court, 
should pronounce.” It is true that in the course of the judg
ment Mr. Justice Bain pointed out that the Corporation of the 
City of Winnipeg could not be said to have no interest in the 
wages paid to the inhabitants of that city; but that is not the 
gist of the judgment. The real significance of the decision is 
the statement I have quoted, that this matter is one entirely 
outside the jurisdiction of the Courts.

ONT.
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American cases afford no guide. The municipal system there 
differs widely from our own, and in most of the cases it will be 
found on examination that the decision in reality turns upon 
constitutional limitations to which we have no parallel.

People ex rcl. Rodgers v. Colcr (1901), 166 N.Y. 1, cited by 
Mr. Hclhnuth, is a good illustration of the difficulty that arises 
when any attempt is made to apply American cases to the situ
ation in Ontario. There a statute, and not a contract, was the 
subject of discussion. The statute was found to be invalid 
because “some of its most material provisions are in conflict 
with the constitution.”

The action fails, and must be dismissed with costs.

Avtion dismissed.

Re FASHION SHOP.
Ontario Supreme Court, Ho yd, C, March !l. 1015

1. Landlord and tenant (11111)2—105)—Assignment i«y tenant for
BENEFIT OF CREDITORS—STATUTORY MEN OF LANDLORD—LIMITATION 
—one year preceding—Three months following—R.8.O. 1014, 
CH. 155, NEC. 38.

Vnder tin* Landlord and Tenant Act, R.R.O. 1014. eh. 155, hoc. 38, 
the landlord, in ease of an assignment by the tenant for the Itenelit of 
creditors, has a statutory lien upon goods available for distress, inde
pendent of actual distress or possession, for the amount of rent due, hut 
limited to the period of one year next preceding and for the three 
months following the assignment.

11.a tier v. Henderson, 20 Ont. It. 673; 7Vic v. Toronto Sa rings and 
Loan Co.. 30 Ont. R. 76. followed.]

2. Corporations and companies ( * VI F2—357a)—Winding i p—Assign
ment FOR CREDITORS—LIQUIDATOR—PREFERENTIAL LIEN OF LAND
LORD— It.S.C. 1006. CII. 144—R.S.O. 1014, ell. 134—R.S.O. 1014, 
CM. 155, NEC. 38.

On an order lieing made for the winding up of the company under 
the W inding up Act. It.S.C. 1006. eh. 144, after an assignment for 
creditors made by the company under the Assignments and Prefer
ences Act. It.S.O. 1014, eh. 134. the liquidator takes the assets subject 
to the preferential lien of the landlord under sec. 38 of the Landlord 
and Tenant Act, R.S.O. 1014. eh. 155, for rent in arrear whether 
distrained for or not, upon goods available for distress limited, how
ever. to the rent for the period of one year prior to the as-ignment 
and the three months following.

\ltr Clinton Thresher Co., 1 O.W.X. 445, applied ; Filches v. Hamil
ton Tribune Co., 10 P.R. (Ont.) 400, distinguished.]

Appeal by the liquidator of the company, in process of 
winding-up under the Winding-up Act, R.S.(\ 1906, eh. 144, 
from the finding of the Master in Ordinary, in the course of the
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reference, that the company’s landlord was entitled in the dis- 0NT 
tribution of the assets to priority in respect of his claim for s. c.

A. C. McMaster, for the appellant. Fashion-

L. F. Heyd, K.( for the landlord.

Boyd, (:—“In the case of an assignment for the general Boyd.c.
benefit of creditors by a tenant the preferential lien of the 
landlord for rent shall be restricted to the arrears of rent 
due during the period of one year next preceding, and for three 
months following, the execution of the assignment:” Landlord 
and Tenant Act, R.S.O. 1914, eh. 155, sec. 38.

The phrase “the preferential lien of the landlord for rent” 
means, as construed by decisions binding on me, that the land
lord has a statutory lien upon goods available for distress, inde
pendent of actual distress or possession, for the amount of the 
rent as limited by the section : Lazier v. Henderson ( 1898), 29 
O.R. 673, at p. 679 ; Tew v. Toronto Savings and Loan Co.
(1898), 30 O.R. 76.

This was the condition of the assets in the hands of the 
voluntary assignee under the debtor's general assignment of the 
28th December, 1914, and such was the plight of affairs when the 
notice was served on the 31st December of a petition to w 
the company. At that date the winding-up proceedings “shall 
be deemed to commence:” R.S.O. 1906, eh. 144, see. 5.

After the winding-up order is made (in this case on the 8th 
January, 1915), every attachment . . . distress or execution 
put in force against the effects of the company shall be void : 
sec. 23. And, by sec. 133. all remedies sought for enforcing a 
privilege, mortgage, lien or right of property upon, in or to 
any effects in the hands of the liquidator, may be obtained by 
an order of the Court on summary petition.

Here no distress was needed to create the statutory pre
ferential lien which arose by virtue of the Landlord and Tenant 
Act upon the execution by the tenant of the assignment for cre
ditors. That preferential lien existed, I think, quoad the par
ticular goods which afterwards became vested in the liquidator 
(who happens to be the same person as the voluntary assignee).
The goods became subject to the winding-up order, charged with

0
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the preferential lien as to the limited amount of rent; and, if any 
order of the Court is required to make that lien available, it 
should be granted nunc pro tunc.

Substantially the same state of affairs arose in Re Clinton 
Thresher Co. (1910), 15 O.W.R. 318, 1 O.W.N. 445, under 
mechanics’ liens created before the winding-up, and 1 held that 
the efficacy of the lien was not disturbed, as the estate came into 
the hands of the liquidator subject thereto.

The great distinction between the present ease and Filches 
V. Hamilton Tribune Co. (1884), 10 I\R. 409, is, that there the 
claim was by a landlord who had not distrained before the 
winding-up proceedings; but here the fact of the voluntary 
assignment intervened, which operated as a statutory lien in 
favour of the landlord, despite the absence of a distress.

The Master’s report should be affirmed with costs.

Order accord inefl if.

GRAND TRUNK R. CO. v. HEPWORTH SILICA PRESSED BRICK CO.
Su /trente Court of Canada, Sir Charles FiUjuitrick, C.J., ami Davies,

I ding Ion, Duff, and Anglin. JJ. February 2, 1915.

1. Carriers (§ IV C 4—547)—Tolls—Carriage ok freight—Sprit Link- 
Rebate.

In sub-see. 3 of sec. 226 of the Railway Act, Can., the words 
“tolls charged by the company in respect of the carriage of traffic for 
the applicant over the spur line’’ mean the tolls charged for the trans
portation, on the railway company's line, of goods carried to or from 
the applicant’s premises and not tolls charged for the movement of 
freight on the spur alone: consequently a railway ordered to build a 
spur line to an industrial plant under sec. 226 at the expense of the 
applicant and to move cars over it without additional toll may be 
directed by the Railway Commission to rebate to the applicant a 
fixed sum per car from the tolls on business done with the applicant 
and carried over the sour line until the cost of construction shall have 
been repaid by the railway.

Appeal by way of stated case from the ruling of the Board 
of Railway Commissioners for Canada in favour of the respon
dents.

The appeal was heard ex parte.
IV. C. Chisholm, K.C., for the appellants.

Sir Charles Fit*Patrick, C.J.:—I am of opinion that the 
Chief Commissioner has put the proper construction upon the 
section in question (220 of the Railway Act), and that the appeal 
should be dismissed.

I
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Dames, The question stated by the Hoard of Railway 
('oininissioners for our opinion as to the meaning of sub-see. .'t 
of see. 22b of the Railway Act is as follows :

Whether the words in sub-section :i of section 220 of the “RailwayAct’’ 
“the tolls charged by the company in respect of the carriage of trathe for 
the applicant over the said spur or branch line” mean tin* tolls charged for 
the transportation on the railway company's line of goods carried to and 
from the applicant company's premises, or mean the tolls charged for the 
movement of such goods upon the said spur.

If the language of this sub-section is only capable of one 
meaning, it would, of course, be our duty so to declare, irre
spective of whether the effect would be to defeat the object and 
purpose of the Act or not. Our duty is to construe legislation, 
not to enact it. If, however, the language used is not clear, 
but is ambiguous and capable of two meanings, one of which 
would obviously carry out the purpose and intent of the Act, 
while the other would defeat it, I take it that it is our duty to 
put the construction upon the language which carries out tin- 
object and purpose of Parliament.

Section 22b vested in the Hoard power, upon the application 
of the owner of any industry or business within six miles of tin- 
rail way, to order the railway company to construct, maintain 
and operate a spur or branch from the railway line to the in
dustry or business and to direct the applicant to deposit in some 
chartered bank such an amount as the Hoard might determine 
sufficient to construct and complete the spur, etc., which amount 
should be paid to the company from time to time as the work 
pr< igresscd.

The third sub-section, now under consideration, provided for 
the repayment by the company to the applicant of such cost 
“out of or in proportion to the tolls charged by the company 
in rosjM-ct of the carriage of traffic over the spur."

The railway company contends that these tolls are such only 
as are chargeable for the carriage to and from its main line to 
the industry or business over the spur and has no relation to the 
carriage to ami from the industry or business to the destination 
of the traffic. In this view they applied to be allowed, as stated 
in the case, to impose a charge of 82 a ear for the services to ho 
performed by it in taking an empty car from its main line and 
placing it on the spur on the premises of the applicant and in 
hauling out to its main line the ear when loaded.

i:. ('«.
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effect would obviously be to make the industry or business pay
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for the construction of the spur, not in the first instance merely 
as the statute provided, but absolutely, and. instead of en
couraging and aiding such spur traffic, would handicap it. The
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intent of the legislation was to provide for the repayment of 
the cost of the spur out of the traffic originating or ending on 
it. and, while the language used is capable of being construed
so as to sustain the contention of the railway company, it is 
ambiguous, and may fairly Im* construed as the Hoard has con
strued it.

I answer the question that the words of sulwsee. 3 of see. 220 
mean the tolls charged for the transportation on the railway 
company's line of goods carried to or from the* applicant com
pany's premises.

Miiigtim, .1. IDlnoton, .1. (after setting out the facts and referring to the 
Act):— . . . The question submitted should l>c answered
that the tolls in question mean the tolls charged for the trans
portation on the company’s line of goods carried to and from 
the applicant company’s premises.

The appeal should be dismissed, but without costs. Re
spondent filed no factum. Only counsel for appellant appeared, 
and he, whilst urging all that could lx* said for appellant, pre
sented the case fairly and properly.

Duff. .). (referring to sub-see. 3 of the Act):— This sub-sec
tion cannot be read alone. It must be read with the main pro
visions of the Act relating to facilities as well as with the pro
visions on the subject of rates. The judgment of the Chief 
Commissioner seems to shew that the construction now ad
vanced, if put into practice, must, at least in a large numlier of 
cases, result in discriminations opposed to the spirit of the enact
ments of the Act on Ixith these subjects, one leading general 
aim of which is the suppression of reasonably avoidable dis
criminations; in other words, that the reading proposed is not 
compatible with the objects of these enactments of tin* Railway 
Act. . . .

In the present case I agree that we do approach the limits 
of proper legal interpretation; but I am fully convinced that 
we are, nevertheless, within those limits, Iwcause, first, I am
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satisfied that the sub-section is not incapable of tin- construc
tion indicated; and, secondly, I think the reasons given by the 
Chief Commissioner justify the conclusion that the construction 
proposed by the railway company cannot be put into general 
operation consistently with the full maintenance of the governing 
principle of non-discrimination embodied in the cognate tiro- 
visions touching the subject of rates and facilities.

Anglin, J. (dissenting), was, for reasons given in writing, of 
opinion that the tolls charged by the company in respect of the 
carriage of traffic for the applicant over tin- said spur or branch 
line mean . . tin* tolls charged for the movement of such
(traffic) upon the said spur.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

ANTISEPTIC BEDDING CO v. GUROFSKI.

Ontario Supreme Court, Appellate Division. Meredith. C.J.O., Maclaren, 
Magee and Hudgins, JJ.A. March 15, 1015.

1. I N8URANCE (8 11)—*211)—FlRE—AgENT—AGREEMENT WITH CUSTOMER—
Fork.iex companies—Obligation—Failure to pay premium—
Liability.

An insurance broker who undertakes with hi* customer to place fire 
insurance in foreign companies not authorized to transact business 
in Ontario and who is provided by the customer with the funds with 
which to pay the premium, is under an obligation to procure binding 
contracts of insurance and to do nil that was necessary on his part 
to procure them; his failure to pay the premium to one of the 
foreign companies whereby it was enabled to repudiate liability under 
the policy delivered will make him liable to the insured for the loss 
occasioned thereby.

2. Insurance ( 8 III 11—158)—Agent — Intention of parties — Agent
LIABLE TO COMPANIES—PAYMENT TO AGENT—LIABILITY.

Where the intention of all the parties was that the insurance broker 
through whom policies of lire insurance were issued was that he alone 
should be liable to the companies for the premiums and that he should 
look to the insured for the payment of the premiums with the right 
on default to have cancelled the insurance companies* debit of the 
same to such broker, and there was payment of such premiums as be- 
tween the broker and the insured, the charge of the premiums by the 
companies to such broker operates as an absolute payment, although 
the money of the insured had not actually reached the companies.

[London anti Lancashire Life Assurance Co. v. Fleming, [1897] 
A.C. 499, distinguished.]

Appeal from the judgment of Middleton, J.

F. Arnoldi, K.C., and IV. A. Frond foot, for the appellant 
company.

C. A. Moss, for the defendant, respondent.
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Meredith, C.J.O. :—This is un appeal by the plaintiff from 
the judgment, dated the 22nd September, 1914. which was 
directed to be entered by Middleton, J., after the trial of the 
action before him. sitting without a jury, at Toronto, on the 
11th and 12th March and 14th September. 1914.

The action is brought to recover damages for the failure 
of the respondent, who is an insurance agent and broker, to per
form his undertaking to place and obtain good and valid poli
cies of insurance upon the appellant’s “stock of merchandise, 
furniture, machines, tools, implements, etc.,” against loss by 
fire to the extent of $3,600, ami it is alleged by the appellant that 
the policies of insurance which the respondent obtained were, 
in the case of four of the five companies by which they purported 
to be issued, never good and valid policies, because the premiums 
were never paid, and there was no liability under the policies to 
make good the appellant’s loss.

The respondent resists the claim of the appellant, upon the 
ground that he obtained the required insurance through the 
Insurance Brokerage and Contracting Company Limited, 
through whom, as the appellant knew, he had obtained for it 
other insurances earlier in the year; that in his dealings with 
the brokerage company he paid to it the premiums on these in
surances, and that the premiums were paid to the insuring com
panies, or that they gave credit for them to the brokerage com
pany or to their agents; that the policies were good and valid 
policies; and that, having obtained and delivered them to the 
appellant, “he fulfilled all duties which were cast upon him in 
connection with the matters complained of in this action.”

Agreeing as I do with the findings of fact of the learned trial 
Judge, except in the case of the North American Mutual Fire 
Insurance Company, it is proper that I should state why, while 
agreeing with him in the case of the other companies. I differ 
from him in the case of that company.

That the respondent was employed by the appellant to effect 
the insurances and that he was paid the amount of the premiums 
in respect of the five policies which lie obtained, is not open to 
question, nor is it open to question that the appellant knew
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that the insurances could be placed only with companies that 
were not licensed to do business in Ontario.

The respondent, as I have said, was an insurance agent and 
broker, and what he did in carrying out his mandate was to em
ploy the Insurance Brokerage and Contracting Company Lim
ited, the finances of which he controlled, and in which he and 
Charles E. Ring and one Carroll were interested, and of which 
Ring was the manager, to effect the insurances.

At the time the control of the brokerage company was ob
tained, Ring was carrying on, under the name of C. K. Ring & 
Co., the business of an insurance agent and broker, and he 
testified that he was agent of all the companies with which the 
insurances were placed, except the Security Mutual Fire In
surance Company. It was. as 1 understand the evidence, part 
of the arrangement between the respondent, Ring, and Carroll, 
that Ring should continue to carry on the business he had been 
carrying on in the name under which it had been carried on, 
but whether the profits were to be his. or were to belong to 
the brokerage company is not shewn.

The respondent, under the arrangement between him, Ring, 
and Carroll, made cash advances to the brokerage company, 
and the company was always largely indebted to him for these 
advances. The company kept what was called a trade account 
with the respondent, in which he was from time to time credited 
with the premiums for insurances he had effected which were 
received by the company, and he was debited with premiums 
which he had received on insurances he had employed the com
pany to effect for him.

The money which the respondent received from the appel
lant in payment of the premiums in respect of the policies in 
question was not paid by the respondent to the brokerage com
pany or to Ring or to the insuring companies; but the respon
dent credited to the brokerage company, in an account which 
he kept with it in his books, the amount of the premiums, and 
the company in its books debited it to the respondent in the 
trade account which the company kept with him ; Ring also 
debited the brokerage company in his books with the amount 
of the premiums: and each of the companies, except the Secur-
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ity Mutual Five Insurance Company, debited the amount of its 
premium in its books either to Ring or to E. Ring & Co.

Ring was entrusted by the National Protector Insurance 
Company and by the North American Mutual Fire Insurance 
Company with blank policies, duly executed by them, which he 
had authority to (ill up and to deliver to persons who applied 
for insurances with them, subject perhaps in the case of the 
latter company to the application being accepted by it ; and 
the policies of these companies which arc in question were so 
filled up and delivered by King to the brokerage company.

The policy of the Colonial Assurance Company was issued 
by the company at its head office in Winnipeg, sent to Ring, and 
by him delivered to the brokerage company.

The policy of the Security Mutual Fire Insurance Company 
was procured by Ring through brokers in New York, named 
Woodcock & Co.: W. L. Pettibone & Co., of Newark, N.J., were 
the agents of the company at that place, and the policy was 
countersigned by them and delivered to Woodcock & Co., who 
sent it on to Ring, and it was delivered by Ring to the brokerage 
company.

None of these companies had any knowledge of the dealings 
between the respondent and the brokerage company, or between 
that company and Ring.

In the case of the Security company, the premium was 
charged by it to Pettibone & Co., and in the case of the three 
other companies the premiums were charged by them to C. E. 
Ring & ( 'o. What the course of dealing between Pettibone & Co. 
and Woodcock & Co. was, docs not appear beyond the mere 
statement of the fact that Woodcock & Co. acted as brokers in 
procuring the insurance from the Security company.

The course of dealing between Ring and the Colonial com
pany was that he was allowed sixty days after the close of the 
month in which a policy was written in which to pay the pre
mium; and, according to the testimony of Mr. Dick, the secre
tary-treasurer and manager of the company, “the matter of the 
payment of the premiums by the insured is left with the agent,” 
and “he is responsible to the company for these premiums.” 
Mr. Dick also testified that the premium on the policy of his
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company, which is in question, was paid by King to the com
pany, “but later he said it was not paid to them”(*.e., to C. E. 
Ring & Co.), “and that whether or not the premium was paid 
to the agent is a matter which is left between the agent and the 
assured.”

In the case of all the four companies having been told by 
King that the premiums hud not been paid to him, the companies 
assumed to cancel their policies on the ground that the premiums 
had not been paid to King. The only notice of the cancellation 
proved to have been received by the appellant from the Security 
company was sent by registered post from Newark on the 10th 
May, 1912. and was received by the appellant on the 17th of 
that month. The notice of cancellation of the f’olonial policy 
was given by Ring on the 25th May, 1912. under instructions 
from the company.

In the case of the National Protector Company, the notice 
of the cancellation was given on the same day by Ring, pur
porting to act for the company, but he does not appear to have 
had any instructions from the company to give it.

The North American company did not give any notice of 
cancellation; but, after proofs of loss were sent to it. denied 
liability, on the ground that the premium was never paid to it, 
and that it was, as the company understood, never paid to the 
appellant’s “brokers, C. E. Ring & Co.,” and on the further 
ground that it was not liable because of the appellant’s default 
in paying an assessment made on the company’s policy-holders, 
which, according to the terms of the policy, rendered it void.

The proper conclusion upon the evidence is, I think, that 
each of the companies looked to its agent as its debtor for the 
amount of these premiums, and not to the insured, and that it 
was only when the premiums had not in fact been paid to the 
agent that lie was entitled to have the amount of them credited 
to him.

I agree with the finding of my brother Middleton that, as 
between King & Co. and the appellant, the premiums had been 
paid in all of the four eases: and it follows that the payment by 
Ring to the companies by which he was charged with the 
premiums was an absolute payment discharging the appellant
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from liability to pay them, unless the deeided eases require us 
to hold that the trammel ions between these companies and Ring 
& ( 'o. were “res inter alios" and van not be taken advantage of 
by the appellant.

In the ease of the Security company, the premium was never 
received by Petti bone & Co.; and therefore, when that fact be
came known to the company, that firm was entitled to be cre
dited with the amount of the premium which been charged to 
it, and the premium was therefore never paid to the company, 
and it had the right for that reason to repudiate liability on 
the policy.

Not only was this the case, but Ring did not pay the pre
mium to Woodcock & Co., nor did Woodcock Co. pay it to 
Pettibone & Co.

Except in the case of the Security company policy, it is 
clear, 1 think, that no question would ever have arisen as to the 
non-payment of the premiums but for the intervention of Ring, 
and it was entirely owing to it that the companies 
took the position that the premiums were not paid, and assumed 
on that ground to cancel their policies. The policies had been 
on foot for several months before Ring intervened, and during 
that time all parties treated them as valid and subsisting, and 
it was not for the purpose of protecting the companies that 
Ring intervened, but he did so for some purpose of his own 
after he had quarrelled with the respondent.

The strongest case against the appellant's right to recover on 
the policies is London and Lancashire Life Assurance Co. v. 
Finn ini/, 11897 | A.C. 4!M, but that case is. 1 think, distinguish
able. There the premiums were settled by promissory notes, 
which were not paid at maturity, and the only authority 
which the agent who took the notes had to bind the company 
was to accept the notes on the condition that, if they were not 
paid at maturity, the policy or official receipt should be null and 
void. The company did not know that the notes had been taken, 
but, upon receipt of the applications for the insurances, it de
bited the agent with the amount of the premiums and the poli
cies which were issued and delivered provided as follows: (1) 
Policies shall not be in force until the first premium is paid.
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(10) If a note or other obligation be taken for the first or re- ONT. 
licwal premium, or any part thereof, and such note or other g. c.
obligation be not paid when due, the policy or assurance be- . 
comes null and void at and from default. The agent sent his Hkimhno r« 
own note for the premiums to the company, and the company RU*HKI
acknowledged the receipt of it, and said it would hold the note — *

Meredith.
as requested. The main argument for the plaintiff was, that the ,,J °- 
notes had been given to the agent for the purpose of his rais
ing, by discounting them, the money required to pay the pre
miums, and that, he having discounted the notes and received 
the proceeds of them, the premiums were paid in cash, although 
the agent had applied the proceeds to his own use. This argu
ment did not prevail, because, in the view of the Judicial Com- 
mittee, that was not proved. Dealing with the argument of 
counsel for the plaintiff that the company had accepted the 
agent’s note and accepted him as its debtor, Sir Henry Strong, 
in stating the opinion of the Judicial Committee, said there 
were many answers to it. but that it would suffice to refer to 
two. “In the first place.” he said, “how, without an entire dis
regard of legal principle, could it possibly be held that the ap
pellants must be deemed to have entered into entirely new con
tracts of assurance of the life of James Fleming, and to have 
accepted their own agent’s note in payment of the premium, 
when they were in entire ignorance of all that had passed be
tween White” the agent) “and Fleming, and were en
tirely unaware of the relations in which they stood to the as
sured This, like the other point relied upon, was clearly a 
matter to be proved by the respondent ; and it is a sufficient 
answer to say that there is not only not a shadow of proof in its 
support, but strong evidence the other way. Further the prin
ciple upon which . . . Acnj v. Firnie, 7 M. & \V. 151. pro
ceeded applies. The dealings between the appellants and their 
ngent were as regards the assured rrs inter alios, and afford no 
presumption of an intention to treat the agent as acting, not 
for his true principals, but as the representative of the as
sured.”

XVhat Sir Henry Strong referred to as “strong evidence the 
other way” was the testimony of the agent, who said: “XX’here
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ONT. 1 had given time on premiums, and the cash had not been paid
8. V. to me, and I had not the cash to pay myself, I gave a note my-

Amihi.itu s,‘^ 11 k evidence that there was something due them, not as pay- 
Hi...iso in ment of the premium.”
(il KdhSKI. J do not understand that what is said with reference to the

Mimlith, application of the principle of Acey v. Fernie means more than 
that the mere fact of the company having taken the agent’s 
note for the premiums, in the circumstances of that case, af
forded no presumption of the nature which Sir Henry Strong 
mentioned. I do not understand him to mean that the fact that 
an agent has given credit for a premium, and has treated him
self and has been treated by the insurers as their debtor in 
respect of it, if proved, is not sufficient to warrant the conclu
sion that the premium has been paid to the insurers and the 
contract of assurance has become effective. To hold that it is 
not, would. 1 venture to think, come as a surprise to insurance 
agents and the business community ; for I also venture to think 
that in many cases it is the course of dealing of agents to treat 
the insured as their debtor for the premium, and themselves as 
the debtors in respect of it to the insurers whom they represent, 
and that this practice is well known to and recognised and 
acted on by insurers.

However that may be, the liability of the companies in this 
case does not depend upon presumptions afforded by the course 
of dealing between them and their agents. Hut the facts in evid
ence warrant the conclusion that it is proved that the intention 
of all the parties was that King, and he alone, should be liable 
to the companies for the premiums, and that he should look to 
the insured, or those at whose instance he had placed the insur
ances, for payment to him of the premiums; subject only to the 
condition that, if King should be unable to obtain payment of 
the premium, the debit to him should be cancelled.

If this was the true nature of the transactions, and the con
clusion having been come to, as I have already stated, that as 
between the appellant and King the premiums had been paid to 
King, they were as between the companies and the appellant 
also paid.
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If this view is right, the notices of cancellation given by the 
companies, if otherwise sufficient, were insufficient to put an 
end to their contracts, because there was neither return nor 
offer to return the unearned premiums that had been paid.

In the case of the Security company, 1 am unable, for the 
reasons I have . mentioned, to come to the conclusion that 
the premium was paid to that company; and 1 am of opinion 
that the respondent is liable to the to make good the
loss which the appellant has sustained, owing to the respon
dent not having obtained a binding contract from that company.

It was argued by Mr. Moss that all the m was re
quired to do was to “buy insurance” to the required amount, 
and that, having employed the brokerage company to obtain it, 
and having received the policies from that company duly exe
cuted, and g delivered them to the appellant, his whole 
duty was performed ; but 1 am not of that opinion. What the 
respondent undertook to do was to procure binding contracts 
of insurance, and to do all that was necessary on his part to 
procure them, which involved the payment of the premiums; 
and, having failed in that duty, in respect to the insurance with 
the Security company, he is, in my opinion, liable to the ap
pellant for the loss occasioned thereby.

It may be unfortunate for the appellant that the question 
of the liability of the companies whose policies arc. in my 
opinion, binding on them, has not been determined as between 
them and the appellant ; for it may be that, if lie proceeds 
against them, a different state of facts may be developed in 
the actions against them, and the result may be that they will 
escape liability, because on those facts the conclusion cannot 
be properly drawn that the premiums were paid to them.

Upon the whole, 1 am of opinion that the appeal should be 
allowed, and that there should be substituted for the judgment 
dismissing the action, judgment for the appellant for the amount 
for which the Security Mutual Fire Insurance Company would 
have been liable upon its policy for $1,000, with interest from 
the date from which interest would have run against the com
pany ; the amount of principal and interest to be settled by the 
Registrar if the parties are unable to agree as to it.
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ONT The appellant should have the costs of the action, except as
8. C. to the issue on which it has failed, and the respondent should

VVIINKI'TW) have his costs of these issues, and there should be no costs of the
itmiHNc. Vo. appeal to vithov party.

liVBOFSKI. M aclarkn and Iloixnxs. .M.A.. concurred.
Miivlnrvn, J.A.

Magi*e. J.A.
Magee, J.A., agreed in the result.

Appeal allowed in part.

ONT. DOWDY v. GENERAL ANIMALS INS. CO.

s. c. Ontario Siifnrmr Court. 1 pprllatr Dirision. Palcouhrithic. C..l.l\.ll..
Ifiihh ll, l.atrhfonl. anti Hrlly, ././, 1 larch lo. 11115.

1. IxnI KVM 1 (Sill !•'. 75) —I'lll.ICY—liAM.r Xi.K ok—Voxstkvctiox—( on
tkact— 1" XI m: statement- Ki i i:ct.

"1 In* language of nil insurance policy must lie read most Htrongly 
agaiiiMi tlie iiMirnnee company wlio-e language it is. therefore. ,i 
-ti|iulati >n in a policy of animal iiiMirnnee tliat it shall lie void if any 
circumstances shall not have been truly stated “by the assured” will 
he read as qualifying tin* statements contained in the application form 
> 1 the elfect that "any false statement annuls the policy,” ho tliat 
where the assured made full and true disclosure to the agent of every
thing about which lie was asked and signed the application form 
believing that tin* agent had correctly Tilled in his statement lie will 
not lie IhiiiikI by other statements which the agent had filled in fraudu
lently, and the company will by reason of the liniitiaton of the condi
tion to statements "by the assured” be prevented from setting up that 
the policy was void because of an untrue statement contained in the 
application inserted therein by the insurance agent without the 
assured living aware of it.

| llasiiiujH v. Shannon ( 1S7S i. 2 Van. S.c.l*. .'PM: Hittyur \. Rock 
Lift' insurance Co.. [11)02] 1 K.H. 51(1, referred to.]

Statement Appeal by the defendants from the judgment of the County 
Court of the County of Wentworth in favour of the plaintiff, 
upon the findings of a jury, in an action upon a policy issued by 
the defendants insuring the plaintiff’s horse.

The defence was based upon the untruth of the statements in 
the application for the policy, signed by the plaintiff. The 
application form was filled up by one Hall, an agent of the 
defendants ; and the defendants alleged that, by the terms of 
the policy, Hall was adopted by the plaintiff as his agent, and 
that the plaintiff was bound by what was contained in the 
application.

(ieoryc Wilkie, for the appellants.
C. IV. Ilell, for the plaintiff, respondent.
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The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Hidokll, .1. :—The had been a teamster in the employ

of the Dominion Power Company. lie took ill. and after com
ing out of the hospital expressed a desire to the manager of the 
company to go into teaming on his own account, as the com
pany’s work was too hard for him. The manager, in view of his 
former services, “practically gave him” a team of horses for 
$ 100. One of these. “ I hike, "took sick, and Hall, a veterinary sur
geon, was called in to attend him. After the horse had been 
cured, Hall, who was the agent of the defendants, the General 
Animals Insurance Company, urged the plaintiff more than 
once to insure the animal. After some demur, the plaintiff 
agreed, and Hall. ing an application, filled it in without
asking the plaintiff for information (except in a very few 
mutters). The believed that Hall knew his business
and that what he was writing was true, and signed, at Hall's 
request, without knowledge of the falsity of some of the state
ments.

On the application i:< printed in plain letters the statement: 
“Any false statement in this application ai the policy.” 
The application also contains the following question: “20. I>o 
you accept to be responsible for the correctness of the
description and other particulars set forth in this application, 
and if the whole or any portion of the same be written by a can
vasser, agent or employee of the company or by any other person 
whatsoever, do you accept to consider same as your agent 
writing for and on your behalf?” And Hall, without the plain
tiff's knowledge, inserted an answer “Yes.”

A policy issued, having on its face the statement that the 
application “is . . . made a part of this policy and a war
ranty on the part of the assured :” and condition 1 reads : “This 
policy shall be void if any fact or circumstance relating to this 
risk has not been fully and truly stated to this company by the 
assured.”

Certain of the statements were undoubtedly misstatements, 
but not to the knowledge of the assured.

The horse died, and claim papers were put in containing 
similar misstatements. The papers had been drawn up from the
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policy by a solicitor, and the plaintiff was not aware of the 
inaccuracies.

The defendants refused to pay; the plaintiff sued, and at the 
trial before His Honour Judge Snider and a jury, the jury 
found in favour of the plaintiff, and judgment went for the 
full amount, $200, and costs. The defendants now appeal.

Notwithstanding the clause in the application apparently 
making the insurance agent agent for the applicant, the Supreme 
Court of Canada seem to have decided that the insurer cannot 
take advantage of this where the applicant is misled by the 
agent’s fraud: Hastings Mutual Fire Insurance Co. v. Shannon, 
2 S.C.K. 394, at p. 408; and, if Biggar v. Rock Life Assurance 
Co., 11902] 1 K.B. 516, is opposed to this view, we should follow 
our own Court. I think, however, we need not pass upon this 
point, but can decide the ease on another ground.

In the application (as we have seen) it is specifically stated 
that “any false statement . . annuls the policy,” the appli
cation is made a warranty, e, i it is provided that the policy is 
to be void if any circumstances shall not have been truly stated 
by the assured. All these provisions are, I think, to be read to
gether. they arc all in pari materia, there is no possible need for 
or use in the last if it is not to modify the two former. Remem
bering that the language of a policy must be read most strongly 
against the insurance company whose language it is, I think the 
policy is to be void only on the untrue statement of the assured, 
and not of one who is in fact the agent of the company, but 
technically perhaps and for a special purpose acting for the 
assured. If this be not the meaning, the words “by the assured” 
arc wholly unnecessary and useless.

The assured made full and true disclosure of everything 
about which lie was asked, and I do not think the fraud of Hall 
can be imputed to him ; and there was no fraud but only mistake 
in the proofs of loss.

Appeal dismissed with costs.
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Re MAJOR HILL TAXICAB CO. AND CITY OF OTTAWA
Ontario Supreme Court. \ppcllat< Division. Falconbriiluc. C.J.K.H., 

Hi.hit'll. hatehfonl awl Kelly. .1.1. March 11. l!>i.V
1. ( onus i 8 III 1$—11»)—Mi xivipxl corporation*—By-i.aws parsed by 

Pol II I Com mission!:ks — I'oWLl To QI'ASII — Ml XICIPAL Act. 
H.S.O. ill. 11*2. sw. 283.

The |hiw«t of the Court to quash by-law# of municipal corporations 
conferred by sec. 283 of the Municipal Act, R.N.O. 11*14. ch. 11*2. doe# 
not include by-law# passed by Police Commissioners; the latter by-laws 
are not subject to the procedure of a summary motion to quash.

| Met I ill \. hier use Commissioners. 21 < hit. I*. 005; \\ inh rbottom \. 
Holier Commissioners, 1 O.L.K. 54!*, cited ; John Deere Clow Co. \. 
II barton. 18 D.L.R. 353. distinguished.]

Appeal from an order of Lennox, J., refusing to quash a by
law of the Board of Police Commissioners.

IV. C. McCarthy, for the appellant company.
F. It. Proctor, for the respondent city corporation.

At the conclusion of the argument, the judgment of the Court 
was delivered by Falcoxbridgk, C.J.K.B.:—We arc all of opin
ion that the objection taken by Mr. Proctor is well-founded. 
The jurisdiction to quash a municipal by-law is not an inherent 
one, but is expressly conferred. We cannot assume jurisdiction 
by inference or otherwise to quash a by-law of Police Commis
sioners.

Therefore, without passing upon the reasons for judgment 
given by the learned Judge in the Court below, we dismiss this 
appeal with costs.

.Ippcal dism issnl.

MERCHANTS BANK OF CANADA v. BURY.
Ontario Supnme Court. Appellate Division. Falronbritlge, Ç.J.K.H., 

ItiihleU. hatehforil awl Kelly, JJ. March 2. 11) id.

1. Bills and xotkh (SI A—2)—Promissory noth—“Valve received”
STRIT'K OVT—“ACCOUNT OF LUMBER TO BE SHIPPED" ADDED—SIG
NIFICANCE.

An instrument in the form of a promissory note payable to order 
is none the les# a promissory note because of the words "value re
ceived” lieing struck out and the words “account of lumlier to be 
shipped” being inserted in lieu thereof.

[Siegel v. Chicago Trust t(- Savings Hank, 23 X.K.R. 417; FirOt 
Xntional llank V. hightner, 88 l*ac. R. 59; Chase V. Kellogg, 13 N.Y. 
Supp. 351. referred to.]

Appeal from the judgment of a County Court Judge in an 
action on a promissory note. The facts are as follows.
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Shields Brothers had a sawmill near Alvinston, on the 2nd 
December. 1913, they owed their bankers, the plaintiffs, $1.700 
on their own note then current, and about $800 on overdrawn 
account. The bank manager asking for security for the over
draft, Shields Brothers, on the Oth December, 1913, drew a bill 
of exchange on the defendants in favour of the plaintiffs for 
$800. payable two weeks after date, and gave it to the plaintiffs’ 
manager at Alvinston, who forwarded it for acceptance. The 
plaintiffs then held a letter of hypothecation from Shields 
Brothers.

A few ilays afterwards, the defendants returned the draft, 
unaccepted, with the note now sued on, made by the defendants, 
dated the 8th Decemlier, 1913, for 8800, payable to the order 
of Shields Brothers, at the Koval Bank, four months after date. 
In the right-hand lower corner the lithographed words “Value 
received” bad a line drawn through them, and alxive was written 
“account of lumlter to l>e shipped.” A few days afterwards Shields 
Brothers endorsed this note to the plaintiffs.

On the 12th January, 1914, Shields Brothers gave the plain
tiffs their note for $2,332.50—the amount then due for overdraft 
being added to the former note for §1,700. This note was renewed 
from time to time and reduced by Shields Brothers. The last 
renewal, for $1,771.35, fell due on the 29th November, 1914, and 
is held overdue by the plaintiffs.

The defendants had dealings with Shields Brothers. On the 
8th January, 1913. they gave Shields Brothers an order for maple 
roller blocks, and subsequently other verbal orders, and Shields 
Brothers promised to ship to the defendants all the luml>er they 
got out. It appeared that the defendants had made advances 
to Shields Brothers, to Ik* repaid in lumlicr, and also accepted 
drafts drawn on them by Shields Brothers, for which lurnlwr was 
shipped or was to l>e shipped.

The defendants' manager stated that the words on the note 
referred to the maple roller blocks, which had not then l>een 
shipped, but which he expected to be shipped by Shields Brothers 
in the winter of 1913-4. But Shields Brothers did not ship the 
luml>er. On the 14th January, 1914, the plaintiffs advised the 
defendants that they held the note for §800, and on the 18th 
February, 1914, the defendants replied that, unless Shields
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Brothers shipped them the lumber in accordance with their con
tract, the note for $800, which they called a conditional note, 
would not be paid.

The County Court Judge held that the instrument was a 
promissory note and that the words “account of lumber to lx* 
shipped” were merely a statement of the transaction and did 
not qualify the absolute promise to pay therein set forth.

IV. 7. Elliott, for the appellants.
Sir (Iconic (Ubbotis, K.C., and (S. «S', (iibbons, for the plain

tiffs. the respondents.

The Court dismissed the appeal with costs, seeing no reason 
for disagreeing with the opinion of the learned County Court 
Judge.

Falconbridge on Banking and Bills of Exchange, 2nd ed., 
pp. 48.5, 783, was referred to.

.1 ppenl dismissed.

COOK v. DEEKS.

Ontario Suprnm Court. Fatconbridyc. C.J.K.R., Hotly ins, «/..I.. LatchforO. 
ami Kelly, .hi. March ‘2, 11H5.

1. ( ORPORATIOXN AN» COMPANIES (8 IV G—125) —DIRECTORS—MAJORITY OF 
shakes—Resolution—Fiduciary obligation towards minority 

—Full disclosure—Confirmation—Meetini; re<ut.aki.y called. 
When » majority of the directors of a trading company also Imld 

a majority of tin» company's shares and a resolution is adopted at a 
directors' meeting that no new business shall In- undertaken, there is 
no fiduciary obligation towards the minority shareholders which pre
vents the directors from acting as individuals in their own individual 
interests in accepting business of the same class as the company had 
been engaged in. of which there was full disclosure to the minority 
interests and in regard to which a directors' resolution declining the 
contract and disclaiming any interest in it was continued at a share
holders meeting regularly called.

( V.II'.T. Co. v. limity, |2 A.C. 589, referred to.|

Appeal from the judgment of Middleton, d.. dismissing an 
action.

Wallace Nesbitt, K.C., and A. M. Stewart, for the appellant. 
E. F. li. Johnston, K.C., and li. McKay, K.C., for the respon

dents, the defendants.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Hoixiins, J.A.:—Resolved into its simplest elements, the np-
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ONT pvllant ’s complaint against the individual respondents is, that,
SC while concealing from him their intention, they appropriated the
rôüü Shore Line contract to themselves, absorbed the organization

Dkkkh.
which belonged to the Toronto Construction Company, and used 
it in carrying out that contract. It is asserted that this con

Hodctna. J. A. tract, in fairness, should have come to the company, as it was 
within the scope, and indeed within the actual practice, of its 
business, was negotiated for by those who were charged with 
the carrying on of the enterprise, and has been completed with 
the assistance of the employees, who were got together, trained 
and organized, to perform the work of the company. And. in 
order more fully to enable this to be done, the individual re
spondents, it is charged, virtually stopped the operations of the 
company and decided to abandon further work.

The proposition of law as laid down by the appellant, in view 
of what happened, is that the directors who were managing the 
affairs of the company owed to it and to its shareholders a duty 
eo-extensive with their opportunities, i.e., measured by their 
activities in connection with the company’s business, which duty 
disabled them from taking the contract for their own advantage 
and from refusing to seek and get it for the company’s benefit.

The conclusion drawn from this proposition is, that they are 
trustees of the contract for the company, and must account for 
the profits therefrom. In fact the appellant seeks to put the indi
vidual respondents, notwithstanding their disclosure and the 
ratification by the shareholders of their action, in the position 
which a trustee of a contract held for the benefit of creditors 
was, in Bennett v. Gaslight and Coke Co. of London (1882), 48 L.T.R. 
150, held to occupy, when he secretly secured the renewal for the 
benefit of his own firm.

Much of the evidence called by the appellant is devoted to 
impugning the bona fides of the individual respondents in the 
course taken by them, and that on the respondents’ part in justi
fying themselves. But the legal proposition which I have stated, 
if established, renders motive unimportant, and should, therefore, 
be considered first. It cannot be contended that, when the indi
vidual respondents took the contract, they did not disclose it. 
Their reticence only lasted till it was practically secured. But, 
when it was entered into, the disclosure was ample and full. The
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resolutions of the directors, which distinctly decline this con
tract and disclaim any interest in it, were confirmed by the share
holders at a meeting duly called; and, if this is effective, no 
further question can arise.

It must l>e admitted at the outset that there are to Ik* found 
in the books many expressions of opinion by very eminent Judges 
which would indicate the source of the idea that underlies the 
appellant’s contention, and, if read literally, give it some apparent 
support.

For instance, Knight Bruce, Y.-C., in Henson v. Heathorn 
(1842), 1 Y. k C. Vh. 320, speaking of six directors to whom 
was entrusted the exclusive management of the affairs of the 
company, and who received £050 per annum therefor, says: “I 
apprehend that, without any special provision for the purpose, 
it was by law an implied and inherent term in the engagement, 
that they should not make any other profit to themselves of that 
trust or employment, and should not acquire to themselves, while 
they remained directors, an interest adverse to their duty.”

Lord Romilly, in York and North Midland HAY. Co. v. Hudson 
(1853), 16 Beav. 485, 491, says: “The directors are persons 
selected to manage the affairs of the company, for the benefit of 
the shareholders; it is an office of trust, which, if they under
take, it is their duty to perform fully and entirely.”

Cotton, L.J., in In re Cawley <t* Co. (1889), 42 Ch. D. 209, 
at p. 233, says: “In my opinion the proper rule is that a director 
is so far in a fiduciary position towards the company that he 
cannot exercise or refuse to exercise the powers vested in him 
as director against the interests of the company.”

In Allen v. Gold Reefs of West Africa Limited, [1900] 1 Ch. 
656, at p. 671, Lindley, M.R., speaking of powers conferred on 
majorities enabling them to bind minorities, says that they must 
lie exercised, not only in the manner required by law, “but also 
bond fide for the benefit of the company as a whole.”

The language of Sir Richard Baggallay in North-West Trans
portation Co. v. Beatty, 12 App. ('as. 589, 593, and that of Lord 
Cranworth in Aberdeen R.W. Co. v. Hlakie (1854), 1 Macq. 
H.L. Sc. 461, 471, state the rule as it is now generally understood. 
In the first case it is said that “a director of a company is pre
cluded from dealing, on liehalf of the company, with himself,
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and from entering into engagements in which he has a personal 
interest conflicting, or which possibly may conflict, with the 
interests of those whom he is Ixiund by fiduciary duty to pro
tect.” In the second cane it is stated that “a corporate body 
can act only by agents, and it is, of course, the duty of those 
agents so to act as l>est to promote the interests of the corpora
tion whose affairs they arc conducting. Such agents have duties 
to discharge of a fiduciary nature towards their principal. And 
it is a rule of universal application, that no one, having such 
duties to discharge, shall l>e allowed to enter into engagements 
in which he has, or can have, a personal interest conflicting, or 
which ixissibly may conflict, with the interests of those whom 
he is IkhiiuI to protect.”

Sir G. M. (iiffard, L.J., in Gilbert's Case (1870), L.R. 5 Ch. 
559, at p. uses more homely language. He says: “If persons 
having to exercise a fiduciary power choose to place themselves 
in this position, that their interests pull one way, while their duty 
is plainly to do something quite different, and for that reason 
they abstain from exercising that power” (t.e., to make a call) 
“they must lie held to all the same consequences as though that 
power had l>ccn exercised.”

I think that perhaps the doctrine is most concisely stated in 
the head-note to Liquidators of Imperial Mercantile Credit Asso
ciation v. Coleman (1873), L.R. fi ILL. 189, thus: “A director 
of a joint stock company is in a fiduciary position towards the 
company, and if he makes any profit on account of transactions 
of business when he is acting for the company, he must account 
for them to the company. So, if acting for himself, he proposes 
to the company a contract from the execution of which he will 
derive a profit, that profit Ixdongs to the company.”

All these expressions of opinion, however, relate to actual 
transactions or dealings with the property of the company, or 
with its corporate rights or those of the shareholders, and .ire 
not intended to lay down mere academic propositions. I have 
not been able to find any case where they have been applied as 
comprehending a duty so extensive as is here contended for, nor 
to a situation in any sense similar to that developed in this case. 
The trend of decision is rather to restrict the responsibility and 
increase the discretion of directors, and to free them from the
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serious burdens which trustees are still carrying, provided thei 
make proper disclosure to and obtain the consent of the com 
pany. See Lindley on Companies, Oth ed., p. 511.

Some limitations to the responsibilities of directors may be 
mentioned as illustrating this tendency. While they cannot a* 
a rule profit in the course of their agency, yet they may do so with 
the knowledge and consent of their principal, i.e., the company 
Henson v. Ileathorn (ante); Parker v. McKenna (1874), L.R. 10 
Ch. 90, at p. 124. They are to Ik* regarded as really commercial 
men managing a trading concern for the Inmefit of themselves 
and all the other shareholders, and as such are allowed a dis
cretion : In re Forest of Dean Coal Mining Co. (1878), 10 Ch. 1). 
450, at pp. 453, 454. The strict rules of the Court of Chancery 
with respect to ordinary trustees might fetter their action to an 
extent which would l>e exceedingly disadvantageous to the com
panies they represent : In re Faure Electric Accumulator Co. 
(1888), 40 Ch. I). 141, at pp. 150, 151 ; they are not trustees for 
individual shareholders: Percival v. Wright, [1902] 2 Ch. 421 ; 
and they are not bound to take any definite part in the conduct 
of the comixany's business, but so far as they do undertake it 
they must use reasonable care in its despatch: In re Brazilian 
Rubber Plantations and Estates Limited, [1911] 1 Ch. 425, at p. 437

But there is in our legislation (the Companies Act, R.S.O 
1914, ch. 178, see. 93, 7 Edw. VII. ch. 34, sec. 89), as in England, 
a definite restriction upon the action of directors which in itself 
recognises the fact that they may be interested in matters in 
which neither the company nor other shareholders are concerned, 
and which goes far to define their position. That restriction is 
as follows: “No director shall at any directors’ meeting vote in 
respect of any contract or arrangement made or proposed to be 
entered into with the company in which lie is interested either 
as vendor, purchaser or otherwise.” And the director is bound 
to disclose the nature of his interest “at the meeting of the directors 
at which such contract or arrangement is determined on, if his 
interest then exists,” or at the next meeting after he has acquired 
such interest. And if he properly discloses “he shall not be 
accountable to the company by reason of the fiduciary relation
ship existing for any profit realised by such contract or arrange
ment.” But this is not all. By statute, “the affairs of the
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company shall l>v managed by a board of . . . directors” 
elected by the shareholders, and, with unimportant exceptions, 
“no business of a company shall Ik* transacted by its directors 
unless at a meeting of directors at which a quorum of the board 
shall be present : ” (1907) 7 Kdw. VII. eh. 34, secs. 80, 81.

The directors are empowered to pass by-laws to regulate 
various things, including “tin* conduct in all other particulars of 
the affairs of the company,” but these by-laws are subject to 
confirmation or rejection at the next general or annual meeting 
(sec. 87).

A glance at the extraordinarily comprehensive list of powers 
of companies under see. 23 of R.K.O. 1914, eh. 178, will indicate 
how extensive those affairs may Ik* and what a wide range of 
activities are open to them. It is well settled in Kngland that the 
duties of a director are measured by the articles of association; 
and it must follow that in Ontario their duties are defined by 
the statute under which the company is incorporated. See Costa 
Him H.W. Co. v. Forirotnl, 1 ( ’ll. 759, [1901] 1 ( 'll. 740,
700; Imperial Mercantile Credit Association v. Coleman (1871), 
L.U. 0 (’h. 558. 507.

While these provisions do not, of course, exhaust the sub
ject, they seem to indicate some important qualifications which 
must be taken into account in dealing with the questions raised 
in this case. From these statutory provisions it will Ik* s<*en that 
a director may Ik- concerned in a matter so that his duty and 
interest do or may conflict with that of the company or its share
holders. If lie fully discloses that interest and d<K-s not vote, 
he is discharged from liability on account of his fiduciary relation
ship.

It is also clear that the business of a company, so far as it is 
done by directors as such, must be transacted at a meeting of 
directors, and that their regulation of tin* conduct of the affairs 
of the company, if embodied in by-laws, is subject to the will 
of th<- shareholders. In matters to which these statutory pro
visions do not extend, the company’s business is left generally 
in the hands of the directors as the agents of the company. And 
the principle underlying the law of joint stock companies in this 
regard may Ik- well expressed in the reply to the question pro
pounded by Lord Ilutherlcy, then Sir W. Page Wood, Y.-(\,

5
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when he* asks, regarding tin* institution of litigation, "Who are* *
the* proper judges?” and answers his own question thus: “ 1‘arlia- R.C.
ment clearly intended that in general the company should Ik* the VonK
judges of that as of every part of the company's business, sup- ”•
• Dkkkh.
posing the company Is* put in the* position to judge:” In re ___
London and Mercantile Discount Co. (1805), L.R. I Kq. 277, 2K3. ••«•«teiM. i.a.

Now, if the acceptance or rejection of a contract within the 
sco|>e and practice of the company’s o|m‘rations is not the busi
ness of the company and a question of policy, and comprehended 
ill the expression “the conduct ... of the affairs of the 
company,” I am unable to imagine anything that may Is- so 
described.

Viewed, as I think it should l>c, in relation to the actual con
ditions under which directors assume office and to ordinary busi
ness considerations, the rule of resjsmsibility is extensive enough.
It should not Is* pushed to such an extent as to render it im
possible for business men to assume the |K>sition of directors.
Collins, L.J., in Lagunas Xitrntc Co. v. Lagunas Syndicate, |IH99|
2 ( 'h. 392, at p. 4(15,.points out how unwise it would In- to lay down 
a standard of duty which would make it a practical im|Missihility 
to manage a commercial undertaking upon ordinary business 
lines; and some of the other eases I have already cited indicate 
an agreement with this view.

If, then, the taking or not taking of this contract was a matter 
within the directors’ discretion, the decision in Xorih-W'cst Trans
portation Co. v. Hcatty (ante) seems almost exactly to cover the 
point at issue. Sir Richard Baggallay, speaking of the trans
action impeached in that ease as one either entered into by the 
directors and confirmed by the shareholders or as one entirely 
emanating from the shareholders, says (12 App. (’as. at p. 590):
“In either view of the ease, the transaction was one which, if 
carried out in a regular way, was within the powers of the com
pany: in the former view, any defect arising from the fiduciary 
relationship of the defendant James Hughes Beatty to the com
pany would lie remedied by the resolution of the shareholders, 
on the 10th of February, and, in tin- latter, the fact of the defen
dant being a director would not deprive him of his right to vote, 
as a shareholder, in sup|H>rt of any resolution which he might 
deem favourable to his own interest.”
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to this transaction. That case was followed with approval in 
Burlan.’ v. Earle, (1902] AX’. 83, and Dominion Cotton Mills Co.

Hudgins. J.A. Limited v. Am not, (1912] AX’. 540.
These cases also afford an answer to the contention that it 

must be shewn that the confirmation by the shareholders must 
be by an independent majority, i.e., disregarding the votes of the 
shareholders who are directors.

In the Beatty case it is said (p. GOO): “It is clear upon the 
authorities that the contract entered into by the directors on the 
10th February could not have been enforced against the com
pany at the instance of the defendant .1. H. Beatty, but it is 
equally clear that it was within the competency of the share
holders at th< meeting of the 16th to adopt or reject it. In 
form and in terms they adopted it by a majority of votes, and the 
vote of the majority must prevail, unless the adoption was brought 
about by unfair or improper means.” After indicating that the 
only unfairness or impropriety which could lie suggested was the 
fact that the defendant Beatty possessed a voting power as a 
shareholder which enabled him and those who thought with him 
to the by-law, it is pointed out that the constitution of the
company enabled him to acquire this voting power, and that he 
was entitled to vote on every share held. It is said that “to 
reject the votes of the defendant upon the question of the adop
tion of the by-law would be to give effect to the views of the 
minority, and to disregard those of the majority.”

This is applicable in principle to the present case, and it has, 
upon this point, the further authority of the two cases I have 
already mentioned.

Can it be said that there was any unfairness or impropriety, 
other than that set out in the Beatty case, which would leave 
this case outside the scope of that decision?

The general principle, set out in Normandy v. Ind Coopc & 
Co. Limited, [19Ô8] 1 C’h. 84, at p. 108, is that the Court never 
interferes with the majority as against the minority except in 
case of fraud. The sort of fraud or unfair dealing that will call 
for the interposition of the Court can only be ascertained from

8
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an examination of the principles on which the Courts have pro- 0NT 
coeded when dealing with this subject. S. C.

In Martin v. Gibson, 15 O.L.R. 023, the Chancellor set aside co,,K 
an allotment at par among the directors of shares worth more, K
as amounting to a “confiscation of the corporate rights and privi- —
leges;” and while Warrington, .1., in Ying v. Robertson Wood- Hod*in,•J,A* 
cock Limited ( 1012), 50 Sol. J. 412, has held that the shareholders 
have no right to have the shares allotted to them, and that the 
company can allot to whom it pleases, it is impossible, in face 
of Punt v. Symons & Co. Limited, [1003] 2 Ch. 500, to doubt 
that the Canadian decision is correct. It is supported by the 
case of Madden v. Dimond ( 1000), 12 B.C.R. 80.

The effect of Menter v. Hooper's Telegraph Works, L.R. 0 Ch.
350, is to render it improper for directors so to deal with the 
assets or legal rights of the company as to give some of the share
holders advantages therein and to exclude the minority there
from.

Many other cases illustrate different situations in which this 
rule has I icon applied so as to prevent directors acting improperly 
with regard to the company’s assets or the legal rights of the 
company or its shareholders. But it must not 1m* forgotten that 
the power to vote at a general meeting is not given to a director 
as such, but to him as shareholder (In re Cawley tfc Co., 42 Ch. I). 
at p. 233); and that the authority of the majority, if used accord
ing to the rights conferred by the articles of association or the 
statute, is legally exercised : Henson v. Heathorn (ante); Salmon 
v. Quin tV Axtens Limited, [1909] 1 Ch. 311 : Quin d* Aliens 
Limited v. Salmon, [1909] A.C. 442; Automatic Self-Cleansing 
Filter Syndicate Co. Limited v. Cuninghame, [190b] 2 Ch. 34;
(ioodfeUow v. Xelson Line (Liverpool) Limited, 11912] 2 Ch. 324; 
ami Molineaux v. London Hirmingham and Manchester Insurance 
Co., [1902] 2 K.B. 589, 590. And this right is not controlled by 
the fact that the interests of the shareholder may Ik* adverse 
to that of the company or of other shareholders: Pender v. Lushing- 
ton, 0 Ch. I). 70 (votes of nominee of shareholders to In* given 
in the interests of a rival company) ; Greenwell v. Porter, [1902]
1 Ch. 530 ( voting by agreement in a particular way). An interest
ing and instructive case on this point is Marshall's Valve Hear 
Co. v. Manning Wardle <t‘ Co. Limited, [1909] 1 Ch. 207.
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It may be noted that by the Ontario Interpretation Act, 
R.8.O. 1914, eh. 1, see. 27, it is provided that “in every Act, 
unless the contrary intention appears, words making any . . .
number of persons a cor|>oration or laxly politic and cor]Mjrate 
shall . . . vest in a majority of the members of the corjxira- 
tion the power to bind the others by their acts.”

The correctness of the view that the majority here should rule 
may lx* tested by considering what would lx; the result of the apjx*l- 
lant’s contention if adopted in this case. It would mean that three- 
fourths of the assets of the company would lx* employed against 
the wish of three-fourths of the shareholders. It would also mean 
that the directors would either have to devote themselves to the 
execution of the contract during its continuance or else resign 
and allow the minority to continue the business and employ the 
joint capital as it wished. It would further require that in order 
to change the policy of the company the directors must sell or 
transfer their shares to others, who then could vote free from the 
directors’ disability. Indeed, it is not too much to say that it 
would completely deprive the company of the advantage conferred 
on it by the Legislature of regulating its business according to 
the wish of the majority, and reduce the directors to mere ciphers 
in the conduct of the company’s business, unable to direct and 
yet driven by necessity to act against their interests and con
trary to their own opinion.

That this has not heretofore lx*en the view in which com
panies and directors have lieen regarded, either in Kngland or 
here, is evident from the cases of MacDougall v. Gardiner, 1 Ch. D. 
13, and Purdom v. Ontario Loan and Detfcnture Co. (1892), 22 
O.R. 597, which follows it. James, L.J., in the first case, says, 
at p. 22: “There may be a great many wrongs committed in a 
company . . . there may lie a variety of things which a 
company may well In* entitled to complain of. . . . It is the
company, as a company, which has to determine whether it will 
make anything that is wrong to the company a subject-matter 
of litigation, or whether it will take steps itself to prevent the 
wrong from lieing done.” And Mellish, L.J., at p. 25, states 
the rule that has liecome classic : “If something has Ix*en done 
illegally which the majority of the company are entitled to do 
legally, there can lx* no use having a litigation about it, the ulti-
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mate end of which is only that a meeting has to Ik* called, and 0MT‘ 
then ultimately the majority gets its wishes." 8.C.

These practical considerations seem to me to indicate that cook 
the appellant’s position is untenable, and to require the Court DE£Kg 
to reject the theory that opportunity is the same thing as interest, -----

, , i • i • i • • Hodgtni. J.A.and that conditions which might ripen into such an interest are 
equivalent to the accomplished fact.

An examination of the case-, however, in the light of the authori
tative statements which have determined the extent of fiduciary 
responsibility, leads, I think, to the same conclusion. According 
to these statements, there must l>e in the shareholders or the 
company an interest which ought to lx1 protected by the directors 
in the performance of their fiduciary duty. And what is this 
interest? Has the company or have the shareholders, when they 
elect directors to manage its affairs, the right to say that in any and 
every engagement into which those directors personally enter, if it 
is one which may come within the corporate powers, the company 
has an interest irrespective altogether of whether it is in fact 
one that the directors have not undertaken for the ln-nefit of the 
company? If so, the fiduciary duty of directors will 1m? extended 
to a degree hitherto unknown. It will entirely paralyse their 
discretion as directors, and compel them to devote their whole 
time and attention not merely to what they are willing to under
take and do undertake for the company, but to that into which 
they may wisely or unwisely prefer not to embark the company’s 
assets.

And it will also render them liable to the company for oppor
tunities which a minority of shareholders contend they have 
neglected, and their responsibility will depend, not on their own 
acts, but on the outcome of engagements as to which they have 
virtually no power of refusal.

If the appellant is right, the interest of a company must In* 
an interest arising by virtue of the expressed objects of the com
pany, and not from any corporate act resulting in an actual engage
ment pursuant to and within those objects. And this would 
involve the proposition that the duty of the directors “so to act 
as lK*st to promote the interests of the corporation whose affairs 
they are ting" includes a duty to take for the company
any contract or enter into any engagement within the scope of

49
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the corporate powers if in fact it is a transaction likely to l>e bene
ficial to the company; and who is to decide this point? It must 
lx* the directors, or the shareholders as a body, or the Court.

If either the directors or the shareholders can decide, then 
there is no " duty, but merely a duty when properly re
quired of them by the shareholders. If the Court has to decide, 
how is it to do so except by resorting to the opinion of those who 
make up the company?

1 do not think that the solution of the question is simplified 
by the ease with which a remedy can be suggested, i.c., by de
claring the individual respondents trustees of the contract for 
the company. If they arc trustees of the contract, the trust must 
have arisen when it was taken by them, and then only by reason 
of the antecedent conditions, so that it comes to the same thing 
in the end. The view that directors are trustees limits the trust 
to the company’s money and property (drcat Eastern R.W. Co. 
v. Turner (1872), L.R. 8 Ch. 149, per Lord Selbome, at p. 152), 
while the same learned Judge confines their agency to trans
actions which they enter into “on behalf of the company.”

It was argued that the resolution to abstain from further busi
ness and to sell the assets was a virtual winding-up of the com
pany, and that the appellant was entitled to some remedy there
for, it being a breach of trust or a fraudulent act. Rut counsel 
for the appellant could not point out to my satisfaction just what 
that remedy was. Obviously such action is within the corporate 
powers. 1 am unable to assent to the proposition that the wind
ing-up of the company or the determination to cease business 
can give the minority shareholders a right of action against the 
directors in the name of the company. The cessation of its 
business activity without winding-up, thus preventing the share
holders from realising their share of the assets, might, of course, 
lx* more disastrous for them than closing it out. Rut that situa
tion can lx) put an end to, if it is unfair, by asking the Court for 
a winding-up order. If that remedy is not sought, then, 1 think, 
the minority has only itself to blame if the state of affairs coin

'd of is allowed to continue.
One other grievance was urged. That is the gradual absorp

tion or use of the personnel of the organisation of the company 
by the individual respondents in the course of carrying out the

4
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contract in question. Here, again, unless the respondents in
duced the employees to break their engagements with the com
pany, which was not argued, 1 can see no right of action by the 
appellant against them, apart from the main contention of the 
appellant.

Both these latter heads of complaint, apart from the sale of 
the assets, practically dii ar if the main ground is made out. 
For ex concesttis they were necessary consequences of the effec
tive performance of the contract ; and, if the appellant is 
entitled, in right of the company, to the U-nefit of its perform- 
ance, he cannot complain of the use of the company's organisa
tion, or to its désistaient from other things.

My conclusion is that to give effect to the appellant’s con
tention would Ih- to extend the fiduciary duty of a director to 
such an extent that minority control would lie the rule, instead 
of a rare exception only, caused by the fraud or unfair dealing 
of the majority; and would place directors who disclose their 
interest and have their action ratified by the shareholders in the 
same, if not in a worse, position than those who conceal their 
interest and become liable under the statute.

Nothing that I heard nor that 1 have read has convinced 
me that the learned trial Judge* took a wronfc view of the position, 
character, or actions of the parties to this action; and, as I think 
the law fully l>ears out his conclusions, I would affirm his judg
ment with costs.

A ppeal dixm isued.

HANNIGAN v. McLEOD.

.Yom Scotia Supreme Court. Sir Charlts Tmrnsht ml. Graham,
amt II asset I, ami Itrystlalc ,1.1. January 12. 1915.

1. OFFICERS (#11 B—#0)—FAILURE TO QUALIFY—( OMVKXNATION AND FEES
—RUillT TO RECOVERY.

Felice viewers who have failed to take the oath of qualification 
explicitly required of them under R.S.X.S. eh. 70. wee. 93, lief ore 
entering upon their duties cannot recover moneys which would other
wise In- coming to them a* fence-viewer*.

2. Officers i§II II—80)—Compensation and fees—De facto officers.
An oflicer cannot recover fee* or set up a right of property or right 

to recover money that accrue* to him in virtue of hi* office, on the 
ground that he is an officer tie facto unless he Is- also an officer

[ 1‘roplc v. Hopson, 1 Denio X.Y. 573. approved; If. v. Gibson, 29 
N.8.R. 88, referred to.]

S. C.

30
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Action by plaintiffs, fence viewers, to recover double the 
cost of erecting a fence pursuant to the statute, U.S.N.S. 1000, 
eh. 70.

//. Mcllish, K.C., and D. McLennan, for appellant.
W. F. O'Connor, K.C., and T. dallant, for respondents.

SbChari» Sir Charles Townshend, It is with great regret I
am forced to come to the same conclusion as Graham, E.J., in 
this matter. The defence on which the defendant succeeds is 
purely technical, has no merits whatever, and was only set up 
during the trial of the action. It could not have availed defen
dant except that the trial Judge allowed him to amend. I 
should not have allowed an amendment of that kind at all at 
the trial and have considered how far it would be right to over
rule the amendment and exclude the evidence. That, I admit, 
would be an extreme course perhaps only justifiable where the 
Judge has erred in principle and not where it is a matter of dis
cretion.

I think still we should consider how far defendant should 
have the costs of the action or on this appeal. The plaintiffs 
were public officers in discharge of a very disagreeable duty 
and will be defeated on a purely technical ground having no 
relation to the matter in which their duty was performed. The 
result of allowing costs would lie that they will be mulcted 
in heavy costs in a matter in which they have no personal in
terest.

r-ium, e.j. Graham, E.J.:—The defendant and one David J. Marple 
respectively owned fields adjoining each other and were each 
obliged to maintain a proportion of the fencing between them.

The defendant apparently was in default and Marple pro
ceeded under R.S.N.S. eh. 93, sec. 6, and called in a fence viewer. 
Rather he called in two, and they have joined in this action. 
They caused the required fence to be built and under sub-see. 3 
of that section they have sued the defendant for “double the 
expenses of making or repairing such fence,” which is to be 
recovered by the fence viewer.

Among the many objections raised as to the validity of these

N.S.

s.c.

McLeod.
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proceedings is one which 1 think is fatal to the action. That is, 
that the fence viewers were not at any time sworn into office.

By H.S. eh. 70. sec. Ill, it is provided:—
Tht* council shall at the annual meeting «| the following officers

. . . fence viewers.

By sec. 93, it is provided:—
Every |ter*on ap|>ointeil to any oltice under this chapter shall, before he 

enters upon the duties thereof take and sttbacrilie the oath of qualification 
containe«l in form .1 in the second schedule of this chapter.

And in that schedule is the form of oath appropriate to such 
an office.

The question is whether this action may be maintained by 
a de facto officer. That is whether it is to the validity
of the act of a fence viewer that he was a de facto officer when 
he is in an action brought face to face with the delinquent, and 
it is not a case where third parties arc maintaining the action 
and relying upon the fact of a determination of or act of a 
dc facto official.

The Queen v. Hibson, 29 N.S.R. 88 ; Kiddle v. County of Bed
ford, 7 Scrg. and Kawlc 3K(i ; (been v. Burke, 23 Wend. 490; 
People v. White, 24 Wend. 520; C nit id States \. Ward, 2 Gal* 
301 ; Howe v. Beale, 15 Pick at 125; Exon v. Starri, 2 Shower 
15«.

I think the underlying principle is that a collateral attack 
on the regularity of a person’s official position is not in certain 
circumstances punishable but when he himself is on the record 
it is punishable.

That disposes of this case. Here the fence viewer is a party 
and he is trying to recover double the expenses he has been 
put to in constructing a fence, part of which will be for him
self. Very little was said at the argument about the fact that 
two fence viewers instead of one had performed the work and 
were bringing the action. I suppose it was because no one 
cared to do so. It would be interesting to know whether they 
were in partnership or not as to the work performed and as to 
the profits. I do not feel called on to say anything on this 
point but I hope it will nevci be attempted again.

The appeal must be allowed and the action dismissed, the 
costs to be disposed of as suggested by Mr. Justice Drysdale.

N.S.

8. C.

Urnhaiii. K.J.
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Rvkskll, concurred with Graham, E.J., and Drysdalk, J.

Drysdale, *).:—It seems that when plaintiffs acted in their 
Hannioan official capacity in viewing and building said fence they had 

McLeod, not been sworn into office. That is to say. they had omitted or 
nwüüiiê.j. neglected before entering on the duties of their office as fence 

viewers to take and subscribe the oath of qualification required 
of them by see. fid of eh. 70, R.S., and it is objected here that 
they cannot maintain the statutory action because of such fail
ure or neglect.

The only answer made to this is that being de facto officers 
they can or ought to recover and it is on this contention that, in 
my opinion, the action must be decided. It is a matter of regret 
to me that 1 am obliged to hold that de facto officers cannot suc
ceed in such an action as is before us. The plaintiffs were no 
doubt honestly endeavouring to carry out what they considered 
en onerous duty and if possible I would uphold their action. 
1 am obliged, however, to hold that an officer cannot recover 
fees or set up a right of property or right to recover money that 
accrues to him in virtue of his office on the ground that he is 
an officer de facto unless he be also an officer de jure. It has 
long been decided that where one attempts to exercise dominion 
over the person or property of another it becomes him to sec 
that he has an unquestionable title, although it is equally well 
settled that the acts of an officer de facto though his title may be 
bad are valid so far as such acts concern the public or the rights 
of third persons who have an interest in the thing done. 
The People v. Ilop.son, 1 Denio N.Y. 573, a leading authority on 
the subject, collects and reviews the authorities and is, in my 
view, a correct exposition oi the English doctrine on the 
subject.

Here the plaintiffs arc endeavouring to recover moneys ex
pended by them in virtue of their office as fence viewers. They 
claim to be municipal officers and no doubt they were appointed 
by the proper authority, but the statute is explicit as to such 
officers, that before entering upon their duties they shall take 
and subscribe an oath of This it appears plain
tiffs never did, and it is obvious under the circumstances that

1
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the answer to them when they attempt to recover moneys ex
pended or incurred ns fence viewers that they never became 
legal officers. In short, to recover moneys coming to them as 
fence viewers 1 think it is well established that they must not 
only be officers de facto but de jure as well.

This q licit ion was not raised by the pleadings when the case 
went down to trial, but the learned trial «fudge allowed an 
amendment on the trial that raised the point, lie might. I think, 
have properly in his discretion refused to allow any such techni
cal amendment, but in the exercise of his discretion the plead
ings were amended, and of this the parties cannot now com
plain. I think the point is fatal to recovery herein and that the 
defendants must succeed.

I would allow the appeal, but on account of the amendment 
necessary in my view to defendants to enable them to succeed 
I would apportion the costs.

Appeal allowed.

REX V. GRAHAM.
Alin rhi S’vprrmc Court. Harrc.i/, C.J.. Scott. St unit, amt Simmons. 1.1. 

March 20, 1915.

1. Kviiikno: i 8 VIII—071)—Testimony of acitneii in mu. ckocfki» 
isos—Failure to claim pbivilrlk—Ikhkci i.arity—( anaua Kvi 
hence Act. sec. 5.

The evidence of the accused upon his examination taken under see. 
°f the Assignments Act. Alta., following his assignment for the 

benefit of creditors, i* admissible against him on the trial of a erim 
inal charge of obtaining credit on false pretences unless on the exam
ination he has objected to answer upon the ground that the answer 
would tend to criminate him or upon some other of the grounds re
ferred to in the Canada Evidence Act. K.S.C. eh. 145. sec. 5 or in 
the Alberta Evidence Act. 1910. Alta., 2nd session, eh. .'I. sec. 7. and 
this although the examination proceedings may have been irregular.

lit. '■ II it! it op. L.R. 2 r.r. I!. 5. and It. v. Van Meter. II Can. Cr. 
( as. 207. 5 Terr. L.R. 410. applied.)

Crown coho reserved on n conviction for obtaining credit by 
false pretences.

11. ./. Loggia, for defendant appellant.
IV. If. O'Dell, for the Crown.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Scott, J. :—The accused was convicted by him at Westaskiwin

N. S.

R. C.

Hannioan

Dryedalp. J.

ALTA.

8. C.

Statement
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ALTA. on February 26, 1914, upon the charge that, in incurring a
8.C. debt or liability for the firm of Graham Brothers, of which he

Rex

Graham.

was a member, to the Miller-Morse Hardware Co., he obtained 
credit for sait! firm by false pretences.

The following facts are stated :—
The Crown offered in evidence an assignment from the 

accused and Charles 0. Graham trading as Graham 
Brothers to the Canadian Credit Men’s Trust Association, 
Limited, dated on the 26th of August, 1914, for the benefit of 
creditors of the assignors and the examination of the 
accused under oath taken under section 52 of the Assign
ments Act and certain documents proved thereby. Counsel 
for the accused objected to the admission in evidence of such 
assignment and c and of all proceedings taken
under such assignment on the following grounds :—

1. The assignment was not made to an official 
assignee under sec. 5 of the Assignments Act as en
acted by sec. 14 of eh. 4 of the statutes of Alberta for 
the year 1909 as amended by sub-sec. 2 of sec. 12 of 
the Statute Law Amendment Act, 1913, (second ses
sion) ; the same is therefore absolutely null and void.

2. The assignment being for the above reason null 
and void, there was no authority for the holding of the 
examination.

3. That there was no evidence before the Court 
that the proper preliminaries were taken as required 
by sec. 52 of the Assignments Act and amendments 
to justify the taking of the examination.

4. If the examination was properly taken by the
clerk then the evidence given is in the
nature of a confession or admission to one in authority 
and cannot be admitted unless it has been proved that 
a warning has been given.

5. The Canada Evidence Act is not applicable to 
this class of evidence inasmuch as it was not given in 
a proceeding over which the Parliament of Canada has 
jurisdiction as set out in the said Act.

6. Questions pertaining to any statement supposed

t
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to have been given by the accused to the Miller-Morse 
Hardware Co.. Limited, should not have been asked or 
allowed in evidence, under see. 52 of the Assignment 
Act.

In support of his objection to the validity of the assign
ment counsel for the accused put in without objection a 
certified copy of an order in council dated on the 2nd. day 
of December, 11)14. appointing the Credit Men's Trust 
Association. Limited, an official assignee1 under the Assign
ments Act in the judicial district of Wetaskiwin. and the 
same is tiled as exhibit “2” on the trial of this charge. 
This is the only evidence before me on this point.

The examination was held on a written request signed 
by “John J. Corbett, Inspector" and “W. Paul. Inspec
tor,” which was filed as exhibit “ti” on the trial. There is 
nothing in the evidence to shew how many inspectors were 
appointed, and no resolution for the appointment of in
spectors was put in. The appointment of John J. Corbett 
as inspector was proved only by his own evidence, he swear
ing that he was appointed as such after the assignment at 
a meeting of creditors held at Winnipeg. No proof of the 
fact that Paul was actually appointed as inspector was 
given.

The trial Judge admitted in evidence the assignment and 
examination and the documents served by the latter and he 
states that the ease for the Crown was made out by the exam
ination, that, without it, lie would have been obliged to acquit 
the accused; and that by it, and by it alone, the Crown proved 
not only the making by the accused of the statement complained 
of, but also the fact that the statement was false.

The question submitted by the trial Judge is as follows
Was I wrong in admitting in evidence the assignment 

in question and the examination of the accused taken under 
it and the exhibits proved by it ?

Had the examination of the accused been taken in the man
ner and under the conditions prescribed by the Assignment 
Act (Ch. ti of 1907) anil the amendments thereto, both it and
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the exhibits therein referred to would in my opinion be admiss
ible in evidence against him.

In //<<i \. Scott, Dearsley & B. Crown Cas. 47, 7 Cox C.C. 
1(»4, it was held by the Court of Criminal Appeal, that the ex
amination of the defendant in bankruptcy proceedings against 
him was admissible against him on a criminal charge, even 
though the answers were extracted from him under threat of 
committal and were criminating.

Sec. 7 of the Alberta Kvideiiee Act (Ch. 3 of 1910, 2nd sess.) 
provides inter alia, that a witness shall not be excused from 
answering any question upon the ground that the answer may 
tend to criminate him, but that with respect to any such ques
tion, if he objects to answer upon that ground and that if 
but for that section or any act of the Parliament of Canada, 
he would have been excused from answering it. then, although 
the witness is by reason of that section or of any such Act, 
compelled to answer, the answer so given shall not be used 
against him or receivable in evidence against him in any civil 
proceedings or in any proceedings under any Act or Ordinance 
in force in Alberta.

See. 5 of the Canada Evidence Act (K.K.C. eh. 145), pro
vides that a witness shall not be excused from answering an] 
question upon the ground referred to, and also provides that 
if he objects on that ground to answer any question and that 
if but for that Act or any Act of any provincial legislature 
he would therefore have been excused from answering, then al 
though he is by reason of that Act or of any such Provincial 
Act, compelled to answer, the answer so given shall not be 
used against him in any criminal trial.

Sec. 35 of the last mentioned Act provides that in all pro
ceedings. over which the Parliament of Canada has legislative 
jurisdiction, the laws of evidence in force in the province, in 
which such proceedings are taken, shall, subject to the pro
vision of any Act of the* Parliament of Canada, apply to such 
proceedings.

In my view the efleet of these provisions, if not the effect 
of the provisions in the Alberta Evidence Act, alone, is that the 
evidence of the accused is admissible against him in a criminal
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trial unless he objecta to answer upon the ground that the 
answer would tend to criminate him or upon any of the other 
grounds referred to in those provisions and upon perusing the 
examination of the accused in this ease. I find that In- did not 
object upon any ground whatever to answer any of the questions 
put to him during the examination. It therefore follows that the 
whole of the examination, if legally authorized, would be re
ceivable in evidence against him.

Several of the objections taken by counsel for the accused to 
the admission of the documents referred to raise the question 
whether the Crown, before tendering them as evidence, was 
bound to prove that the necessary proceedings were taken in 
order to compel the accused to attend upon the examination and 
he sought to prove that the assignment by the accused which 
was the foundation of the proceedings was void by reason of 
its not having been made to an official assignee. What he did 
prove was that the association was appointed an official assignee 
for the Wetaskiwin district sometime after the date of the assign
ment and it appears that it was in that district that the accused 
carried on business at that date. See. f> of the Assignments Act 
as amended by see. 1*2 of eh. 2 of 1 îM•». 2nd sess. provides that 
every such assignment shall be void unless made to an official 
assignee, but tin- Act does not appear to require that the assign
ment shall be made to the official assignee for the district in 
which the assignor carries on business and. for anything that 
appears, the association may have been at the time of the assign
ment an official assignee for some other district of the province. 
If the onus of proving that the assignment was void rested upon 
the accused, he has therefore failed to adduce the necessary

In my view, however, it is unnecessary to decide upon whom 
rested the onus of proving the regularity of the proceedings 
leading up to the examination of the accused, as it appears to 
be well settled that, even if the proceedings were irregular the 
examination was properly admitted as evidence against the 
accused.

In A‘<it \. Wuhloj» (1872), L it. 2 t'.t'.U. I. the examination 
of the accused in bankruptcy proceedings against him was
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tendered in evidence agaiiiKt him. It appears that the sum
mons requiring him to attend for examination was issued by the 
trustees in bankruptcy before the resolution appointing him had 
been registered, and that he was not therefore then-authorized 
to act as trustee. It was held by the Court of Crown Cases re
served that notwithstanding this defect in the proceedings and 
notwithstanding the fact that he was threatened with committal 
in ease he refused to answer, his examination was properly ad
mitted as evidence against him.

Kelly, C.B., says at p. 7 :—
The objection is a one: the section upon which

it is founded prescribes merely the mode by which the 
person to be examined is to lie brought before the Court 
and 1 think it would be equally contrary to legal principles 
and common sense, if we were to hold that the prisoner, 
after voluntarily attending and submitting to examination 
without objection, was at liberty to raise an to
the validity of the summons afterwards.

The only remaining objection is that questions pertaining to 
any statement given by the accused to Miller-Morse & Company 
should not have been asked upon the examination of the accused 
or allowed to be given in evidence.

Sec. 52 of the Assignments Act, appears to restrict the scope 
of the examination of the assignor to matters touching his estate 
and effects, the property and means lie has when the earliest of 
his outstanding debts was incurred, the property and means 
he still has of discharging his debts, the disposal he has made of 
his property and the debts due to him.

Although the questions put the accused which are now ob
jected to may not have been authorized by the section, they were 
not objected to by him at the time of his examination, and I 
therefore think that the principles laid down in Itt.r v. Widdop 
is applicable also to them. The same principle may be deduced 
from the judgment of the Court en Banc of the territories in 
Rex v. Van Meter, 11 Can. Cr. Cas. 207, 3 Terr. L.R. 41(i.

In my opinion the question submitted by the trial Judge 
should be answered in the negative and the conviction con- 
rï,m<1*' Conviction affirmed.

9456
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Re WORRELL.

SuHhatrhnrnu Supreme Court, lluultaiu. t’.J. Mureh .1. 1W5.

1. (himinai. law i $ II It -4U| <i mm ary trial—Iihisdution in S\sk.
WITIIOVT C'ONSKNT.

I In* iilhMilutt» jurisdiction of a police magistrate in Saskatchewan 
of u city having a population of over ‘J.ôoil is retained under Code, 
sees. 77U and 777 as to the oll'enees speeitieil in Code. see. 77‘) ( includ
ing that of unlawful wounding), and the consent of the accused to 
summary trial is required hy Code sees. 777 and 77s. only in such 
eases in which there i- additional jurisdiction under s«-c. 777.

I It. v. Ilai/iranl, t; < an. Cr. Cas. MWI. 5 U.L.IC Uô. applied.]

Motion to quash a conviction of Charles Worrell (appli
cant), made hy William Trant, Esquire, Police Magistrate in 
and for the City of Regina, for that he the said Worrell on the 
25th day of November, 1914. at Regina in the province of Sas
katchewan. did unlawfully wound Harry Dodds, contrary to 
the Criminal Code of Canada. The proceedings had been taken 
on the information of E. (1. Berry, for that said Charles Worrell 
on the 25th day of November, 1914 at Regina in the said pro- 
vinee did unlawfully wound one Harry Dodds, thereby inflict
ing grevions bodily harm contrary to the Criminal Code of 
( anada.

II. Y. MacDonald, K.C.. for the applicant.
II. K. Sampson, for the Attorney-tlouerai's Department.

Havltain, C.J.:—On the 28th November, 1914, Charles 
Worrell was summarily convicted by the Police Magistrate for 
the city of Regina on a charge of unlawfully wounding. Wor
rell was not asked to consent and did not consent to being tried 
summarily.

Regina is a city having a population id' not less than 2,500 
according to the last decennial census taken under the authority 
of an Act of the Parliament of Canada.

An application is now made to quash the conviction on the 
following grounds:—

(1) That the said conviction was made without jurisdic
tion.

(2) That the said conviction was made without the consent 
of the accused and the Police Magistrate for the city of Regina 
had no jurisdiction to make the said conviction without such 
consent.

SASK.

8. C.

Statement

Haul tain, C.J.
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SASK. The questions raised necessitate a consideration of part XVI
SC. of the Criminal Cod' and more particularly sections 773, 77(>.
*■

WoBBKI.l..

and 777. It is argued on behalf of the applicant that the abso
lute jurisdiction given to magistrates by 77(1 is taken away from

Hiultain, C.J. some of them by sections 777 by virtue of the words “except in 
eases coming within the provisions of section 777.” That means 
that all magistrates in the province of Saskatchewan except 
Police Magistrates in cities and incorporated towns having a 
population of not less than 2.500 have absolute jurisdiction to 
try without consent persons charged with any of the offences 
enumerated in section 773.

Section 777 was originally section 785 in the Criminal Code, 
1892. Tne section as it then stood applied exclusively to magis
trates in the province of Ontario. The obvious intention of the 
section was to enlarge and not to restrict the jurisdiction of the 
magistrates in that province by adding to the offences enumer
ated in section 783 (now 773) all other offences which could be 
tried in Ontario at a Court of (louerai Sessions of the Peace.

Cndcr the Criminal Code. 1892. section 784 (2). the juris
diction of a stipendiary magistrate in Prince Edward Island 
and of a magistrate in Keowatin was absolute without the con
sent of the accused.

In 1895 this absolute jurisdiction was extended to all mag
istrates in Prince Kdward Island and British Columbia and 
to magistrates in Alberta, Saskatchewan, etc.

In 1900, section 785 of the Criminal Code, 1892 was re-, 
enacted with amendments and was made to apply not only to 
Ontario as at first but to police and stipendiary magistrates in 
incorporated towns in every other part of Canada. By sub
section 3 of the new section 785 it was enacted that “where the 
magistrate has jurisdiction by virtue of this section only, no 
person shall be tried summarily without his consent. That pro
vision was evidently intended to make it quite plain that while 
absolute jurisdiction to try without consent was given by section 
784 to magistrates in Prince Edward Island, etc. it was confined 
to the cases enumerated in section 783 and was not extended to 
the other cases which were triable at a Court of General Ses
sions of the Peace.
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Section 777 of the Criminal Code of 1906 was practically SASK. 
the same as section 785 of the Code of 1892 as enacted by the s.O. 
amendment of 1900.

By the Criminal Code Amendment Act, 1909. section 777 Wobbfi.i.. 

was amended by substituting the following sub-section for sub- Hauiuin, c.j. 

section 2.
‘‘(2) This section shall apply also to District Magistrates 

and Judges of the sessions in the Province of Quebec and to 
police and stipendiary magistrates of cities and incorporated 
towns having a population of not less than 2.500 according to 
the last decennial or other census taken under the authority 
of an Act of the Parliament of Canada and to the recorder of 
any such city or town if he exercises judicial functions and to 
Judges of the Territorial Court and Police Magistrates of the 
Yukon Territory.”

A new sub-section was also added to 777 as follows:
“(5) The jurisdiction of the magistrate under this section 

in cities having a population of not less than 25.000 according 
to the last decennial or other census taken under the authority 
of an Act of the Parliament of Canada is absolute and does not 
depend upon the consent of the accused in the case of any per
son charged with theft or with obtaining property under false 
pretences or with unlawfully receiving stolen property where 
the value of the property alleged to have been stolen, obtained, 
or received does not in the judgment of the magistrate exceed 
$10.00.”

I have referred at length to these various enactments for 
the purpose of shewing that a consistent and definite policy 
and intention on the part of parliament to extend rather than 
to restrict both the general jurisdiction and the absolute juris
diction of magistrates in the matter of summary trials.

It is not reasonable to suppose that when the general juris
diction of a special class of magistrates was extended by bring
ing them within the provisions of section 777 (old section 785) 
it was intended thereby to take away or restrict any of the 
powers they already possessed under the other sections of part 
XVI.
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SASK. I am of opinion therefore that the words “except in eases
8.0. coining within the provisions of section 777”, in section 776

Re
Worrell.

were only intended to restrict the absolute jurisdiction con
ferred by that section to the eases enumerated in section 773

Haultain, C.J. and provide that the additional jurisdiction given by section 
785 (present sec. 777) should only be exercised with the con
sent of the accused. 1 am borne out in this opinion by the judg
ment of Boyd, (\, in The King v. Hayward, 6 ( an. O. Cas., 
399 at page 401. The conviction is therefore confirmed.

Motion dismissed.

SASK. Re WORRELL.

8.0. Saskatchewan Supreme Court, \ ruin mitt, La mont, Llwootl, amt Mr Km/, .1.1.
March 80, 1916.

1. Criminal law <911 II—1»)—Summary trial- .Ii rihiiivtiox in Sank.
WITHOUT CONSENT.

Tin* iiliHolutr jurisdiction of » police magistrate in Saskatchewan, of 
a city having a population of over ‘2..'>00 is retained under Code secs. 
770. and 777 as to the offences specified in Code. See. 773 l including 
that of unlawful wounding), and the consent of the accused to sum
mary trial is required by Code secs. 777 and 77S. only in those cases 
in which there is additional jurisdiction under see. 777.

| If. v. Ilayiranl, 0 Can. Cr. Cas. 300. ."> O.L.R. O.'i. applied : Re 
Worrell (No. 1). 21 D.L.R. 610, 24 Can. Cr. Cas. ss. nllirmed.|

Sta lament Appeal from the judgment of Haultain, C.J., refusing a 
certiorari, lit Worrell ( No. 1 ), 21 D.L.R. 519, 24 ( 'an. ( 'r. ( 'as. 88.

//. Y. McDonald, K.C., for 
//. E. Sampson, for the Crown.

New lands, J.

The opinion of the Court was delivered by
Newlanns, J.:—This was an application for a writ of cer

tiorari to quash the conviction of Charles Worrell by the police 
magistrate of the city of Regina on a charge of unlawfully 
wounding. The accused was tried summarily without his con
sent having been asked or given. This conviction was confirmed 
by the Chief Justice, who held that section 777 of the Criminal 
Code applied to offences other than those specified in 773. and 
that the words “except, in cases coming within the provisions of 
section <71 in section 776 were intended to confine the abso
lute jurisdiction conferred by that section to cases enumerated

1

5454
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in section 773, ami to provide that the additional jurisdiction SASK. 
given by section 777 should only be exercised with the consent s. c. 
of the aecuaed. For thia propoaition he eitea H. v. Hayward, 6 
Van. (>. Vaa. 399. Thia eaae waa an application for a habeas Wobbkll. 
corpua before Boyd, C. The accused had been tried before a isvwund., j. 
police magiatrate for stealing 80c. from a church box. pleaded 
guilty and waa sentenced to two years in the provincial reform
atory. The learned Judge in hia iudgnient diseharging the 
prisoner said :—

The offence eharged w: a stealing a small sum of money, 
much leas than ten dollars, and so it falls to lx- dealt with 
under section 783 of the ('ode. It waa argued that it might 
he regarded as coming under section 785, and so the sen
tence of two years’ imprisonment be justified. But I think 
the correct reading of that section is suggested by the gloss 
in the margin, that it is intended to comprehend summary 
trial “in certain other cases’* than those enumerated speci
fically in section 783. Where the offence is eharged and 
in reality falls under section 783 (a), it is to lx* treated as 
a comparatively petty offence, with the extreme limit of 
incarceration fixed at six months: section 787.

Secs. 783, 785 ami 787 are respectively 773, 777 and 780 of 
the present Code.

This ease decides two points. First, that when the accused 
is summarily tried ami convicted of an offence under section 
773, there can only lx- imposed upon him the punishment set 
out in section 780 and secom.iy, that section 777 refers to other 
offences than those mentioned in section 773. The first propo
sition is supported by U. v. Kandol/ih, 4 Van. Cr. ( 'as. 165, 32 
Ont. R. 212, where the Court held that stealing from the per
son a sum less than $10.00 was a different offence from the theft 
of less than $10.0(1 provided for by subsection {a) of section 
773 ami therefore the magistrate could impose a greater penalty 
than was allowed under section 773. This decision inferentially 
supports tlx* second proposition also, because if section 777 is 
to be construed as conferring on the magistrate tlx- jurisdiction 
of tlx- Court of Quarter Sessions in Ontario, then a person con
victed of any offence which could be tried by that Court, which
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SÀSK. included the offences included in section 773, could be given the
S. C. punishment which that Court could impose, while if the section

Rb
WoBRKI.L.

is to be construed as Boyd, C. construed it, as conferring on the 
magistrates therein mentioned only such additional jurisdiction

Nvwlaiide, J. of the Court of Quarter Sessions as was not conferred by sec
tion 773, then the punishment for an offence specified in section 
773. subsections («) and (6) would be confined to the punish
ment specified in section 780.

Chancellor Boyd based his opinion that section 777 referred 
to other offences thu.ii those specified in 773 upon the marginal 
note to that section which then read : “summary trial in certain 
other cases.”

Mr. McDonald, in his argument before us, contended that 
Boyd, C., based his opinion on the marginal note and that the 
marginal note being no part of the statute the learned Chan
cellor was wrong in using it t > assist in interpreting the stat
ute. and lie cited Hardens!Iv on the Interpretation of Statutes, 
page 205.

The learned Chancellor’s language is hardly open to the con
struction put upon it by Mr. McDonald. At page 401, he says:— 

I think the correct reading of that section is suggested 
by the gloss in the margin, that it is intended to compre
hend summary trial “in certain other cases than those 
enumerated specifically in section 783” (773).

This I think means that the marginal note states correctly 
what in his opinion the section means.

Without discussing that proposition, 1 may say 1 have come 
to the same conclusion as the learned Chancellor from a perusal 
of the Act itself without the «denotes. Section 777 confers 
upon the “magistrate,” under which term is included the police 
magistrate who made the conviction in this case, the jurisdiction 
to try the accused for the offence for which he was convicted. 
Section 773, subsection (r).

Having therefore the jurisdiction to try that offence, sec
tion 777, which confers on him the jurisdiction of the Court of 
Quarter Sessions in Ontario, cannot be construed as conferring 
upon him the jurisdiction lie already has, but must be intended 
to extend that jurisdiction to the trial of other offences. Then
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if section 77ti is to he construvtl as only giving to a police magis
trate in a city the jurisdiction of the (*ourt of Quarter Sessions 
in Ontario and, as stated in section 777 only with his own con
sent. then these two sections together would have to be read 
as taking away the jurisdiction already conferred upon the 
police magistrate to try certain of the offences set out in 773 
summarily and without the consent of the accused. Section 
774. To put such a construction upon these sections would l>e 
to make sections 773, 774. 77fi and 777 inconsistent with one 
another, the jurisdiction conferred, by 773 and 774 being taken 
away by section 77b and 777. while to put the other construction 
upon it would be to make them all consistent with each other.
1. therefore, prefer that interpretation that gives to a police 
magistrate in Saskatchewan absolute jurisdiction over the 
offences specified in 773 and jurisdiction over such other offences 
as may be tried before the Court of Quarter Sessions in Ontario 
only with the consent of the accused.

SASK

8. C.

Re
WOBEF.LL.

Ni-wIhiuR J.

For these reasons 1 think that the conviction should lx* con
firmed.

Appeal dismiss!<1 uml conviction affirmed.

CONSOLIDATED INVESTMENTS v. CASWELL. MAN

Muiiitolui Court of Aii/tcal. Kirhoriht, perdue. (Timm row. uml llagyart. ././, 1. 
February 24. lit 15.

C. A.

1. 1 OKPOBATIOXN AMI COMPANIES 1 g V 11 It—.‘i'.'l 1—FoRKIliN COM PAM KM — 
FaII.I KK TO HMilETKE—VALIDITY OF CONTRACTS.

Vnder the Com pH nies Act, ll.S.M. cli. *ec*. 1 IS ami 122. con
tract* entered into liv unregiiitered foreign cor|Miration* are not void 
Imt the right of action in *ti*|*Tid»*d until the company register*.

| ttcKHcuu r Han \. Mill*, S O.L.R. 1147 ; Smii-lteady v. 7'cir, 11» (I.L.It. 
227. applied. |

Action on a promissory note by an unregistered company. Statement

,/. Z\ Foley, K.C., and X. A. McMillan, for the plaintiffs, 
appellants.

./, IV. E. Armstrong, for the defendant, respondent.

Richards, and Perdvk, JJ.A., concurred with Vamkhon, 
J.A.

Richard*, J.A. 
Perdue, J.A.
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MAN.

C. A.

CONHOI.I-

Cemeron, J.A.

Cameron, J.A. :—This action is brought on a promissory 
note dated at Net-pawa. Man.. May 31, 1913, by the defen
dant in favour of the plaintiff for $900, payable 6 months after 
date with interest, at the Hank of H.N.A., Kd mon ton, Alberto. 
The defence sets up that the plaintiff company is an “extra pro
vincial'* corporation within eh. 35, R.S.M., and thereby re
quired to take out a license before doing business in Manitoba. 
It is alleged no such license was taken out and that this action is 
therefore not maintainable. It is further alleged that the plain
tiff company is not incut i*d in the Province of Alberta.

The action was commenced March 7. 1914. The trial took 
place September 2. 1914. A certificate from the Deputy Pro
vincial Secretary, dated September 21. 1914, was filed at the 
trial stating that the plaintiff company had received a license 
under the Companies Act. January 9. 1914. So that the com
pany was licensed before action, but some months after the 
making of the note.

At the trial, counsel for the defendant asked for a dismissal 
of the action on the ground that the plaintiff company having 
no license at the time of the taking of the note, was unable to 
maintain this action. This was granted and the action dis
missed, the right to bring it again being reserved.

|Secs. 118 and 122 of eh. 35, R.S.M. quoted.)
The question whether the taking by the plaintiff company 

of the promissory note in question in the circumstances set 
forth amounts to carrying on any of its business is one that 
naturally arises. My own impression would be that the mere 
taking of the promissory note by the company is not carrying 
on its business or part of its business. There is sound auth
ority for this view in Securities Dev. Co. of AYw York v. lire- 
thour, 3 O.W.N. 250, a decision by a Divisional Court composed 
of Meredith. C.J.C.P., Teetzel, and Middleton, JJ. There the 
company, incorporated in New York, brought action to recover 
on agreements, in form like promissory notes, made by the de
fendant residing at Ottawa. The lots were in New York State. 
The circumstances were very similar to those in the case here 
before us. It was held that the * in question were not
“carrying on business” within the Ontario Act. As the word-

5

4

11
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ing of the Ontario A et ami our own is identical on this point, MAN. 

this judgment appeals to me as decisive of this case. 0. A.
As to the other point raised that a contract, made by an un- (ossou 

licensed company, is illegal and void, there is no doubt sonic |DA1KI* 
authority to be found for that in the cases arising under the mkms 

wording of the British Columbia statute. See Xorthwentern cakwicji 
Construction Co. v. Youmi, Id B.C.R. 297. ----

I *11 111. Till. I 4

The British Columbia statutes, however, did not contain the 
proviso in see. 122. The far-reaching nature of this saving 
clause is explained in St tni-llt tut if, Ltd. \. Tnc, 19 O.h.K. 227. 
by Mr. Justice Riddell, at 235, where a similar clause in the 
Ontario Act was given effect to. “All difficulty,” says Riddell,
J.. “as to the want of provincial license is removed by the pro
duction of such license, obtained since the argument of the 
appeal. See /nr Street, d.. in licssnncr Cos Engine Co. v. Mills,
8 O.L.R. (»47. at (149. ad fin; per Britton. J.. at p. (150, ad fin.
The action may now be maintained. "

Mr. Armstrong sought to narrow the construction to be 
placed on the proviso to section 122. But a perusal of the 
whole section convinces me, on the contrary, that we are war
ranted in giving the proviso a liberal construction.

I would allow the appeal. 1 would not care to deprive the 
defendant of his right to a trial of the real issues. But. in the 
circumstances, to secure the right to a new trial the defendant 
must pay the costs of the trial already had and of this appeal 
within thirty days after taxation of the same. Otherwise judg
ment will be entered for the plaintiff company for the amount 
< laimed and costs.

H.vhiart, J.A.:—The question here is the interpretation that ,,e«ert J A- 
is to be given to secs. 118 and 122. eh. 35, R.S.M., the Companies 
Act. which regulates the doing of business within the Province 
of extra-provincial corporations. In this case the sale was made 
before the license was issued but the action was not commenced 
until after the company obtained its license. The trial Judge 
dismissed the action, and this is an appeal from that judgment.

With all due deference. 1 differ from the learned trial Judge.
I think that under the provisions of the Companies Act con
tracts entered into by foreign corporations not registered under
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MAN. the provinmix of the Aet uiv not void, but the i-inht of aetion
C. A. is suspended until the company becomes registered. If there

Con soli-

Caswell.

were any doubt at all as to the interpretation to be given to 
these two sections, I think it is removed by the proviso to sec. 
122, which is as follows : “Provided, however, that upon the 
granting or restoration of the license or the removal of any

Haggnrt, T.A.
suspension thereof, such action, suit, or other proceeding may 
be maintained as if such license had been granted or restored or 
such suspension had been removed before the institution 
thereof. ’ ’

The object of this statute was to control these foreign com
panies and raise a revenue. It did not make void all the con
tracts or engagements entered into by them. The right of action 
is only suspended until the license is issued.

A similar law in Ontario was considered in Bessemer Gas 
Engine Co. v. Mills, 8 O.L.R. 047, and Semi-Ready v. Tew, 19 
O.L.R. 227.

It was contended that this one sale or sole transaction was 
not a carrying on of business within the meaning of the Act; 
but, for the reasons I have given, it is not necessary to consider 
that question.

I would allow the plaintiff’s appeal.
Appeal allowed.

SASK. WHITE v DUNNING.

8. C. Saskatchewan Supreme Court. Haultain. C.J. January 27, 1915.

1. Abbest (§ I A—2)—Criminal offence—Witnesses on application
FOR WARRANT—( R. ('OI)E. SEC. 655.

See. 655 of the ('rim. Code as amended 1909 does not make it 
essential that witnesses should he produced on an application to a 
justice for a warrant of arrest, but requires that if any witnesses 
are produced their evidence must he given upon oath and taken down 
in writing by the justice.

[To same effect see Ex />. Archambault. 16 Can. Cr. Cas. 433. U. v. 
Mitchell, 19 Can. Cr. Cas. 113.1

2. Indictment, information and complaint ( # 1—2)—Form of informa
tion BEFORE JUSTICE—STATEMENT OF BELIEF.

If the reasonable or probable grounds for believing that an offence 
has been committed are anything less than the actual knowledge of 
an eye-witness the written and sworn information under Cr. Code, 654 
should be worded according!.\ and the informant not allowed to 
take a positive oath that the offence was committed.
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Action for false arrest brought against the prosecutor and SASK. 
the magistrate. s.c.

•I. F. Frame, K.C., for the plaintiff. White
F. E. MacKemie, K.( for the defendants. _ v-111 - v vi vn

Havltain, —This ease so far as it concerns the defend- Hauiuin c.j. 

ant Brown turns altogether, in my opinion, on the construction 
of section 655 of the Criminal Code as amended by the Criminal 
Code Amendment Act 1909, (8-9 Edward VII. eh. 9.).

The facts arc as follows : The plaintiff's son. a boy about 
four years old had been assaulted by a young boy, the son of 
the defendant Dunning. The plaintiff followed the Dunning 
boy and caught him and assaulted him somewhat severely by 
slapping and kicking. The defendant Dunning was informed by 
some unknown person over the telephone and in the course of 
his enquiry was informed by one Alderson, an alleged eye-wit
ness of the assault, that the assault was committed by a Mrs.
Annie White who lived in a house near by. The boy also told 
him that he had been beaten by a woman called White.

Dunning then took the boy to the house of the defendant 
Brown who is a justice of the peace and police magistrate for 
the city of Saskatoon and laid an information for common , 
assault against “Mrs. Annie White.” According to the evi
dence of both defendants, Dunning explained the circumstances 
to Brown, told him that lie had not seen the assault himself but 
that he was informed that it was committed by a woman called 
Mrs. Annie White. The defendant Brown says that Dunning 
did not ask for the issue of a warrant but that he issued the 
warrant himself, thinking it to be his duty, particularly owing 
to the age of the child and the nature of the injury.

A warrant was issued and given to Dunning who handed it 
to Sergeant Devereux of the Saskatoon police, for execution. The 
plaintiff was arrested on this warrant and on being charged 
the next morning before the defendant Brown, ns police magis
trate, pleaded guilty to the charge of common assault and was 
fined $10.00 and costs and bound over to keep the pence for 
twelve months.

It is contended on behalf of the plaintiff “that the warrant

34—21 D.I..R.
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SASK. of arrest was illegal and void because the justice of the peace
s. r. did not hear and consider any allegations of any of the com

Dunning.

plainant’s witnesses or of the complainant.”
Section 655 as amended does not require witnesses to be pro

duced. but only provides that if any witnesses are produced their
Haultaln, C.J. evidence must be given upon oath and taken down in writing. 

The evidence shews that the justice of the peace did hear the 
allegations of the complainant Dunning and saw he boy who 
had been assaulted, took into consideration his and the
nature of the injuries inflicted, and then consider1 o be his
duty to issue a warrant. In issuing the warrant under these 
circumstances he was, in my opinion, exercising the discretion 
given to him by the section above mentioned, and I do not think 
that the facts of the case warrant a finding that that discretion 
was not properly exercised.

The mere fact that in my opinion a summons might have 
been or would have been sufficient in this case would not be a 
ground for interference. The facts that would move one man 
in one direction might quite reasonably move another in an
other direction. So long as there are some facts upon which 
the action in question might not unreasonably be taken the 
discretion exercised should not be questioned.

I should like to make some comment on the form of the in
formation taken in this case. Roth defendants testify that at 
the time the information was taken it was distinctly stated and 
understood that Dunning had no personal knowledge of the cir
cumstances. Yet he takes and is allowed to take a positive oath 
that the offence was committed, and Mr. Brown, the police mag
istrate made the somewhat startling .statement that he would 
always take an information in that form from a “reputable 
man” although he knew that the informant could only swear to 
information and belief. This in my opinion is a most repre
hensible practice and should not be continued. Section 654 of 
the Criminal Code provides that “any one who upon reasonable 
or probable grounds believes that any person has committed an 
indictable offence may make a complaint or lay an information 
in writing under oath.” If the reasonable or probable grounds 
for believing that an offence has been committed arc anything
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less than the aetual knowledge of an eye-witness the informa
tion should be worded accordingly. At least the same care 
should be taken in this matter ns is taken every day in the 
preparation of affidavits in civil actions.

In view of the foregoing it will not be necessary for me to 
consider a number of other questions which have been raised 
by counsel on both sides in this ease.

The action against both defendants is dismissed with costs.
Even if I found against the defendant Brown on the point 

which has been discussed I should still hold that there was no 
action against the defendant Dunning. He was not responsible 
for the issue or execution of a warrant which on the face of it 
was issued by a justice of the peace having full jurisdiction in 
the matter. ,

Action (Iismissed.

SASK.

S. C.

HaulUiti. r.j.

BOLAND v. GRAND TRUNK RY. CO. CAN

Board of Baihcay Commissioners. January 18, 1915. Rv C mi

1. Railways (§ II A—14) — Sprits—Construction- Riohts-of-way—Own
ership— Purlic Interest—Jurisdiction—Railway Act, sec. 222.

Spur lines constructed under the provisions of sec. 222 do not ipso 
facto become part of the railway of the company from whose line they 
are built under the provisions of an agreement providing that the rail
way company furnish the ties, rails ami fastenings, which remain their 
property, and the owner provides the right-of-way. Such a siding 
cannot be extended to tin* land of another owner under an order of the 
Hoard, but the Board may, in the public interest, authorize the expro
priation of the right-of-way upon which the aiding is built and its exten
sion to the lands of an adjoining owner requiring railway accommoda-

[Blackwoods and Manitoba Brewing and Malting Co. v. Canadian Northern 
By. Co. and City of Winnipeg, 44 S.C.R. 02, 12 Can. R v. Cas. 45; Clover 
Bar Coal Co. v. Humber stone, (hand Trunk Pacific Bn. and ('lover Ban 
Sand »t Crarcl Cos., 45 S.C.R. 340, 13 Can. Ry. Cas. 162, distinguished.)

Application to direct the respondent to extend a spur into Statement 
certain property rented for factory purposes.

A. C. Macdonell, K.C., for the applicant.
W. C. Chisholm, K.C., for the respondent.
M. K. Cowan, K.C., for the Fairbanks-Morse Canadian Co.

The Chief Commissioner:—This application was heard by The r,"<f• Commissioner
the Assistant Chief Commissioner and Commissioner McLean at 
a sitting of the Board held in Toronto, July 3, 1914.
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Mv brother Commissioners have asked me to consider the
Ry. Com. issues raised.

So far as the facts are concerned, the Assistant Chief Com
missioner has made an inspection of the property. He has found

Trunk that the Grand Trunk Railway line with which the siding con- 
R. Co. neets is on the east side of the Fairhanks-Morse property; that 
The chief the property of Mr. Boland, the applicant, is on the west side

of the Fairhanks-Morse property; and that there is no other
way of affording the Boland property railway facilities except by
extending the existing Fairhanks-Morse siding.

As a result of his inspection he further found that, physically, 
it was quite feasible to build the siding; and that the Boland 
property is in an industrial section of Toronto, but is handicapped 
by the lack of railway facilities, which would be necessary if the 
applicant’s present intention of establishing a coal and wood yard 
on his property is to be carried out.

I entirely adopt these conclusions arrived at by th Assistant 
Chief Commissioner, anil consider only the question as r
or not, under the circumstances of this case, the Board should 
grant Mr. Boland that facility which, under ordinary circum
stances, he would be entitled to.

The Fairhanks-Morse siding, which it is now sought to have 
e> ", was authorized by Order of the Board No. 100(i2. 
This Order was made on the application of the Grand Trunk 
Railway Company and the consent of the Fairbanks-Morse Com
pany, as evidenced by an agreement with the railway company 
dated December 31, 11)09. The Order authorized tin- construc
tion of the siding subject to the terms and conditions contained 
in the agreement.

The siding constructed is about 1,600 feet in length, 155 feet 
of which is constructed on the right-of-way of the Grand Trunk 
and some 1,450 feet on what was at that time at any rate beyond 
all question the land of the Fairbanks-Morse Company. The 
siding branches out into three different tracks on the premises 
of the Fairbanks-Morse Company. It is proposed that the siding 
now applied for should be connected with the most westerly track 
at a point some 180 feet from its northerly extension. This 
westerly track lies 19 or 20 feet east of the easterly boundary 
line of the Boland property. It is physically perfectly possible
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to make* the* connoction; hut, in ord<. to do .so on tin- necessary 
curve*, the- new e-onstrue-tion, eonune*ncing at the* point indicated, 
continue-s on the- land of the* Fairbanks-Morse* Company for a 
distance* of Home- 7ô fe-e-t.

The- Kairhanks-Morse- Company states that the- siding In-longs 
to it, and that the Board is without jurisdiction to orde-r any 
extension of the- siding or connection with it; and Mr. Cowan, 
who appeared for the- Fairbanks-Morse* Company, relies on the 
cases of Blackwoods v. Canadian Xorthern Railway Company, 44 
8.C.R. 92, anil Clover Bar Coal Company v. Humber stone, 4"> 
8.C.R. 340.

These case-s are- distinguishe-d by Mr. Mae-elone-ll, counse-l for 
the applie-ant, on the- ground that the decisions in l>oth these 
case-s ele-alt with sielings unauthorized by the Board and which 
elid not form part of the- railway; while the- siding in question, 
be-ing authorized by the- appropriate Orele-r, under se-c. 222, be-e-ame- 
part of the- railway.

Counsel further argue-s that that part e>f the- judgment e)f 
Duff, .1., in the Blackwoods case, where- he- eleals with the ques- 
tie»n as to whether or not the presumption arose that the re-ejuire*- 
me-nts of sec. 222 hail been observe-d, proceeding as the- learneel 
Juelge- doe-s on the assumption that the- section hail not been 
observed, that the judgme-nt of the- Court would have Ix-en to 
the- contrary if an Orele-r unele-r the- se-ction had be-en made*.

It is necessary that re*ferenee shoulel be- made to the- agree* 
me-nt under which the siding was constructed.

In the agre-e-ment the- railway is re-fe-rre-d to as the company 
and th Fairbanks-Morse Company as» the e-ontractor. Para
graph 3 of the- agre-ement is as follows:—

“The company will provide the rails, switches, frogs, fasten- 
ings and signals and all othe*r iron or ste-e-1 work required for the 
construction of the said siding, all of which shall remain the 
property of the company.”

Paragraph 5, after providing for a nominal rental of SI per 
year on the v: lue of the rails, switches, frogs, etc., to be paid 
by the contractor, proce-e-ds to deal with this re-ntal as follow's:— 
“and as an acknowledgment ejf the- company’s ownership and 
control of the said siding, which is he-reby understood that the 
company furnish for the- accommodation of the business of the 
contractor.”
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siding, while all switches connecting the siding are to l>e under 
the sole control of the employees of the company.

The company also reserves the right to alter the position of 
the siding, if necessary, for its purposes, i.e., the purposes of the

The Chief 
(.'ommiieioner.

railway.
Paragraph 1(5, dealing with the right of way, is as follows:—
“The contractor will secure to the company the right-of-way 

over the lands on which any portion of the said siding may t>e 
constructed outside of the lands or property of the company, 
and will save the company harmless from all claims for compensa
tion by the owners of the said lands, and will pay, and hold the 
company harmless from all taxes of whatever kinds or nature 
(including those payable in respect of drainage or for local im
provements) which shall be assessed or levied by any authority, 
or for any purpose upon the lands used and occupied by and for 
the said right-of-way.”

The agreement also provides that the contractor is to pro
tect the railway from cattle or other animals escaping there
upon from such portion of the siding as may be outside the rail
way lands.

The tenu of the agreement is 5 years, and the agreement is 
subject to cancellation at any time on three months’ notice by 
the company.

On the expiration of the agreement, paragraph 19 provides 
that the company shall have the right, without previous notice, 
to take up all the iron and steel work in the siding belonging 
to the company, and that the right shall continue until the expira
tion of three months’ notice from the contractor to the com
pany directing the company to take up and remove tin* rails and 
other material.

The agreement is on a printed form, which contained para
graphs allowing the company to use the siding as a common 
carrier without any charge l>eing made by the contractor; also 
allowing it to receive and deliver freight upon the siding for persons 
other than the contractor, if that can be done without inter
fering with the proper handling of the business of the contractor 
and subject to a payment per car therefor, and a further pro
vision under which the siding may be connected with or crossed
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by other sidings or used ns an approach to or a continuation of 
any other siding. All these provisions are struck out.

As a result of the agreement then the siding is not a per
manent construction, but is constructed and operated for the 
business of the “contractor” only, and the necessary right-of- 
way remains the property of the contractor. As the Order relied 
on by the ‘ant as making the siding part of the railway 
on its face states that it is made “subject to the terms and con
ditions set forth in said agreement,” I am at a loss to see, apart 
from all other considerations, how such a construction can Ik* 

given to it. Apart from the Order, the construction of that part 
of the siding on the lands of the contractor could have been 
made without approval by the Board.

It is said that any construction made under sec. 222 must 
Ik* part of the railway. I have no doubt that the branch line 
sections do conter r such branch lines being constructed as 
railway property and becoming part of the general railway under
taking. Section 222 :*s the work being done by the
company on a right-of-way which the company acquires in the 
same manner as the company’s main line right-of-way is acquired; 
and the other section dealing with the construction of a some
what different branch line (sec. 220)—a construction that is forced 
on the railway company—specially provides that, after the rail
way y has rebated the whole cost to the industry which
has supplied the money for the building of the line, including 
the right-of-way, the branch becomes the property of
the railway company.

1 am of the opinion that construction made under an Order 
issued under the provisions of sec. 222 is not i/tso facto railway 
property. Whatever the effect of such Order might be as against 
the railway company, it cannot in any way affect the title of 
others, and transfer the right-of-way on which the siding may 
be built from them to the railway. While it well may 1m* that 
the section contemplates the acquisition of the right-of-way by 
the railway company, it can only contemplate this being done 
by agreement with the landowner or after payment of com
pensation fixed under the appropriate sections of the Act. Nothing 
of the sort has happened here.

To treat the siding as railway property and grant the appli
cation would work an unwarranted interference with the noe-
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tractual rights of the Fairbanks-Morse Company, and take its 
property (t.e., the right-of-way) without compensation; a result. 
I am confident, no enabling Order under sec. 222 was ever con
templated to work.

Apart from the effect of an Order under this section, the 
agreement is not as much in ease of the Hoard’s jurisdiction as 
was the agreement in the ('lover liar case, under which agree
ment the railway company had the right to use the siding for 
the purpose of affording not only shipping facilities for itself, 
but for other persons as well, with the express right, if necessary, 
to extend the siding for such an object; while in this case the 
similar provisions appearing in the agreement are deliberately 
struck out.

Under the circumstances of the case and in view of the facts 
found by the Assistant Chief Commissioner on his inspection, 
1 am, nevertheless, of the view that an enabling Order should 
go authorizing the (Irand Trunk Railway Company to expro
priate the right-of-way through the Fairbanks-Morse Company’s 
property and to construct the siding which is asked.

While, on the one hand, no injury should be worked against 
merchants already having siding accommodation, on the other 
hand public interest demands that, in cases where sidings can 
be extended without injury, the interests of others requiring rail
way accommodation should not be disregarded.

Here the agreement has lapsed. The Fairbanks-Morse Com
pany has no title1 in the superstructure, which may at any time 
be removed. The cost to the (Irand Trunk of the expropriation 
of the right-of-way should be covered in a proper charge made 
by the company in view of the expense to which the railway 
company is put, and divided between those using the siding on 
a pro rata basis.

It is to be hoped that, in view of the circumstances, no Order 
authorizing the expropriation need be issued, but that an adjust- 
fnent will be made between the parties. There is no doubt that 
arrangements can be made under which the Roland property can 
be served without injury to the interests of the Fairbanks-Morse 
Company. It would occur to me that a reasonable solution of 
the whole question would be for the applicant to pay the Fair
banks-Morse Company for the land required for the extension 
of the siding, and pay that company a rate per car for the use
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of the siding already constructed. If an arrangement is con
summated and no expropriation of the siding, as a "whole, had, 
it should also he made on a basis which will recognize the Fair- 
banks-Morse Company as having the first, and, therefore, a prior 
—although not exclusive—right, with the result that the siding 
would be so operated as to give the business of that company 
precedence. Of course, if expropriation is ultimately adopted, 
thi1 rights of all industries which may have to use the siding, or 
any extension of it in the future, would be common.

November 10,1014. The Assistant ('hief Commissionkh: 
The Fairbanks-Morse Canadian Company has a Grand Trunk 
Railway spur into its property on the south side of Bloor street, 
Toronto. This spur was authorized by an Order of the Board, 
No. 10002, dated April 5, 1910. The Order was issued on the 
application of the Grand Trunk Railway Company, under sec. 
222 of the Railway Act. It was made subject to the terms and 
conditions of an agreement made between the* railway company 
and the Fairbanks-Morse Company, dated December 31, 1909. 
Paragraph f> of the agreement is as follows:—

“The contractor (Fairbanks Company) shall pay to the (rail
way) company, beginning on the date when the charge therefor 
is first made on the books of the company after the completion 
of the said siding, one dollar per annum on the value of the rails, 
switches, frogs, fastenings and signals and other iron and steel 
material of the company in the said siding, and as an acknowledg
ment of the company's ownership and control of the said siding, 
which is hereby understood that the company furnishes for the 
accommodation of the business of the contractor.”

The Grand Trunk Railway line with which the spur connects 
is on the east side of the Fairbanks property. The property of 
Boland, the applicant, is on the west side of the Fairbanks property. 
Boland, on behalf of Millar II. Findlay, applies to the Board 
for a spur off the Fairbanks’ spur into his property. There is 
no other way of supplying the Boland property with a railway 
spur than to have it run off of the Fairbanks-Morse spur.

Since the hearing, I have visited the Fairbanks-Morse property 
and examined the location of the spur on the ground. Physically 
it is quite feasible to build the spur applied for. The Boland 
property is in an industrial section of Toronto, but is, undoubtedly
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handicapped by the lack of railway facilities. The applicant is 
desirous of establishing a coal and wood yard on his property.

The railway company do not offer any serious opposition 4o 
this application, but the Fairbanks-Morse Company strongly 
object. I am satisfied of the necessity of the spur applied for 
in the interests of trade. 1 am also satisfied that the damage 
or inconvenience that the Fairbanks Company might suffer if 
this application is granted could In* fairly compensated by the 
payment of an annual sum during the time that the Boland spur 
would lie subject to be used. The Fairbanks-Morse Company, 
in opposing the application, contends that its spur is its own 
private property, and that the Board has not jurisdiction to 
grant this application. I think the Board has jurisdiction to 
order the construction of the spur " for. The Fairbanks-
Morse spur is not the1 private property of the Fairbanks Com
pany, but is part of the (Irani! Trunk Railway. Being authorized 
by the Board under sec. 222 of the Railway Act, it was con
structed as part of the railway and is subject to the jurisdiction 
of this Board, and is included in the word “railway” in sec. 226 
of the Act. It was acknowledged to be part of the (irand Trunk 
Railway in paragraph f) of the agreement between the Fairbanks- 
Morse Company and the railway company, already quoted. In 
Black wmhIx v. C.N.B., 44 Sup. Ct., p. 62, it was decided that a 
private spur constructed under an agreement, but not authorized 
by the Board, could not l>e added to to pro de railway facilities 
for another industry without the spur bei expropriated, or the 
owner thereof compensated, as the B< had no jurisdiction to 
make such an Order. The present case is not the same as the 
Blackwoods case. In that case it was the Blackwoods private 
spur that the spur was to be built off. In the present case, it 
is part of the (irand Trunk Railway, built to serve the Fairbanks- 
Morse Company, that the applicant desires to use.

Another case which should l>e considered, but which, like the 
Blackwoods case, does not apply to the present case, is the ('lover 
Bar ('oal Company v. Humlwrstone and the (l.T.P. A'//., 45 Sup. 
Ct., p. 346. The spur in that case, like the Blackwoods spur, 
was private property and not part of the railway, the spur never 
having been authorised by the Board. There was a clause in the 
agreement between the industry and the railway company which 
gave the railway company the right to use the spur for the pur-

D3C
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pose of affording shipping facilities for themselves and persons 
other than the owner of the land upon which the spur was built. 
The Court decided that the Board had no jurisdiction to make 
an Order extending the spur to serve another industry. Anglin, 
J., who delivered the judgment of a majority of the Court, said 
(pp. 352-3):—

“As pointed out in the case of Blackwood» Limited v. the 
Canadian Xorthern Railway Company—more particularly in the 
judgment of my brother Duff, at pages 90 et my.—the appellants’ 
spur, constructed solely under the authority of their agreement 
with the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company, must be treated 
as a private siding or branch, not in any sense part of the Grand 
Trunk Pacific Railway. Its connection with the railway, because 
lawful without authorization by the Board of Railway Commis
sioners, raises no presumption that such authorization was ob
tained. As a private siding the Board, in my opinion, had not 
jurisdiction to order its extension, unless it first provided in a 
proper and legal manner for its becoming part of the Grand 
Trunk Pacific Railway. This it might have done by directing 
the expropriation by the railway company of the land on which 
the siding is constructed.”

In the present case, as the spur is already part of the railway, 
it is not necessary that any expropriation proceedings be taken; 
but there should be compensation to the Fairbanks-Morse Com
pany for the use of the railway through its property.

In order to inconvenience the Fairbanks-Morse Company as 
little as possible, the railway through its property should not 
lie used to get to or from the Boland spur between the hours of 
7 a.m. and fi p.m.

An Order may go accordingly.
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January 14,1915. Mr. Commissioner McLean:—The funda- ,lom- McLean, 
mental question involved in the present application is whether 
the spur is part of the railway. Order 10002 went subject to 
the terms and conditions of the agreement between the company, 
that is, the railway, and the contractor, that is, the Fairbanks- 
Morse Company. Section 5 of the agreement provides that “the 
contractor shall pay ... SI per annum on the value of the 
rails, switches, frogs, fastenings and signals and other iron and 
steel materials of the company in the said siding, and as an acknow-
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lodgment of the company's ownership and control of the said 
siding, which is hereby understood that the company furnish for 
the accommodation of the business of the contractor.” Order 
10002 went under see. 222 of the Railway Act ; but, in view of 
the fact that it went, as above indicated, subject to the terms 
and conditions set forth in the agreement, it is necessary to see 
just what the scope of the agreement was.

By see. 10 of the agreement, it is set out that, on the termina
tion of the agreement, either by lapse of time or otherwise, or if 
there is any default in any of the covenants or obligations im
posed upon the contractor, the railway shall have the right, with
out previous notice to the contractor, to take up all the “rails, 
switches, frogs, fastenings and signals, and iron and steel works 
and all other materials and property belonging to the company 
in the said siding." The railway did not, under the agreement 
obtain any right-of-way. The Fairbanks-Morse Company, under 
the agreement, was to provide the necessary right-of-way. The 
effect of this is that the property in the physical materials neces
sary for the construction of the siding remained in the railway. 
The title to the right-of-way necessary for the siding outside of 
the company's lands remained in the Fairbanks-Morse Com
pany.

In the ordinary printed siding agreement form used by the 
railway, see. 8 provided that the railway was to have the right 
(1) to use tin* siding as a common carrier, without charge being 
made by the contractor; (2) to receive and deliver freight upon 
the siding for persons other than the contractor, when this can 
be done without interfering with the proper handling of the 
business of the contractor, and subject to a payment per car 
therefor; (3) to connect the siding or cross the same with other 
sidings and use said siding as an approach to or continuation 
of any other siding. In the agreement between the railway and 
the Fairbanks-Morse Company, this section was stricken out.

While there is a reference in sec. f> to “an acknowledgment 
of the company’s ownership and control of the said siding," 1 
cannot read this as incorporating the siding into the railway 
system, thereby making it part of the railway. The agreement 
is for a limited time. If the arrangement is continued there
after, it would depend on another agreement. That is to say, 
assuming the force of the agreement is to incorporate the siding
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into the railway system, its continuance as a part thereof assumes 
as a condition precedent the continuing assent of the contractor. 
Further, under see. 18 of the agreement, the company may ter
minate the agreement on three months' notice. It may also, 
under sec. 19, he terminated by it in ease of default on the part 
of the contractor. On the termination of the agreement and the 
removal of the rails and materials, what ownership and control 
remains to the railway? While the siding is in operation under 
the agreement, it has an easement over the lands of the Fair- 
banks-Morse ( ompany ; this easement terminates when the agree
ment terminates.

The acknowledgment in see. 5 as to “ownership and con
trol” must be read along with the words “which is hereby under
stood that the company furnish for the accommodation of the 
business of the contractor.” If the portion of track in question 
is part of the railway system, then it cannot be limitée! to the 
case of a particular individual. The wording of see. 5 must Ik? 
read in the light of the fact that see. 8 is stricken out. It is 
evident that it was intended to preclude the siding being used 
for the business of any person other than the contractor. The 
words, in sec. 5, “which is hereby understood that the company 
furnish for the accommodation of the business of the contractor,” 
are, therefore, to be read not as words of description, but of 
limitation as to the use. That is to say, the company bound 
itself that this siding should be treated exclusively as a private 
siding. 1 am, therefore, unable to see that, on what is before us, 
the present application is distinguishable from the position laid 
down by the Supreme Court in its judgment in the Clover liar 
Coal Company's case.

REX v. STUBBS.
Alberto Supreme Court, Shun t. ■/. \loreh ‘JO. 1V|,>.

1. GAMING I s I—($1 — I’RKMII M SI.OT MACH INKS—(il M VKXIHXU Kl ItOHIMN 
ATK TO «.A MI Mi IT.ATIRK WITH IMSCH.

Where there is evidence justifying the magistrate in finding that 
n slot machine used for vending gum is a mere subterfuge and a 
pretence and that the real object of the owners of the machine was 
to get the customer to continue to play the machine in the hope of 
winning certain «lises given gratis with the gum at irregular inter 
vais ami which would he taken in lieu of cash for goods at the tobacco 
store where the slot machine was ojieratcd and that the disc feature 
of the machine was by reason of the possibility of a comparatively 
large return fr«mi the play the incentive for placing mojiey in the slot,
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a conviction under Code sec. 228. may be supported for keeping a 
common gaming house in maintaining for gain the place to which 
persons resorted for the purpose of playing at a game of chance.

I Hut sec contra. A*, v. Lunyloix, 23 Can. Cr. Cas. 43. Que.]

Motion to quash a conviction made by Mr. Sanders, Police 
Magistrate of the city of Calgary, whereby he convicted the 
accused for having on the 19th January, 1915, at Calgary un
lawfully kept and maintained a disorderly house, to wit. a 
common gaming house by keeping and maintaining for gain, 
certain premises to which persons resorted for the purpose of 
playing at a game of chance contrary to section 228 of the 
Code. The accused was fined $20.00 and costs.

Frank Eaton, for defendant.
J. Shaw, for the magistrate.
F. W. Griffiths, for the Attorney-General.

Stuart, J. :—This is a slot machine case. Briefly stated the 
facts are these. American five cent pieces commonly called 
“nickels” arc required to be used. A person who desires to 
use the machine usually changes a twenty-five cent piece at the 
cigar store where the machine is kept for five American nickels. 
He does not need to do this, of course, but may come with one 
or many nickels in his pocket. When he approaches the machine 
he is informed by a device or notice prominently appearing 
thereon what he will obtain if he puts one of the nickels in the 
slot and pulls the necessary levers. If this notice indicates 
“gum” then after he has operated the machine a stick of gum 
will be ejected from the bottom of the machine at a rather 
obscure spot. But as a result of this operation the notice or 
indicator will again tell him what he will get if he inserts an
other nickel and again operates the machine. This may be “gum” 
again and if he repeats the operation it may still shew that only 
“gum” will be obtained on the third operation. Ultimately, 
however, a moment will come when the machine will inform him 
that if he puts in one more nickel and operates the machine once 
more he will get two, or four, or eight, or sixteen metal discs. 
If he goes on and puts in a nickel and operates the machine he 
gets what he has been told by the machine he will get. If this 
is eight metal discs these are ejected into a receptacle promin
ently placed. These discs are taken at the cigar store at the
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value of five cents a piece, but only in exchange for tobacco or 
cigars. In all eases, however, a piece of gum is also ejected at 
the bottom. If the operator does not take the gum before a 
second operation this second operation reclaims the stick of 
gum. that is, withdraws it into the machine, so that no gum 
accumulate# at the bottom for the operator.

The situation, therefore, is that for a nickel a man gets what 
the machine tells him he will get and also gets the knowledge 
of what he can get for another nickel. The whole contention 
of the counsel for the accused rested upon the absolute separ
ation of one operation from another. He contended that al
ways before operating the machine a man knows exactly what 
he is going to get for his nickel.

This is no doubt perfectly true. If the Court trying the 
case is unable to look at anything but each operation individu
ally and quite apart from any preceding or succeeding oper
ation, there plainly is no possible ground for calling the machine 
a gaming device. Hut if by any means it is possible to look at 
the series of operations as one continued operation, then other 
considerations may arise. If ns a mater of fact on the day on 
which the offence is alleged to have been committed any person 
did operate the machine continuously, that is. did in fact put 
in a nickel, or a cheek (because checks or discs once obtained 
from the machine may be used instead of nickels), and pull the 
levers a number of times in succession and did in fact consider 
himself as performing one continued operation although it may 
have consisted of a succession of separate acts, then it seems to 
me that the Court would be justified in taking a different view 
of the situation. It is argued that the Court cannot look into 
a man’s mind to see what his purpose and intent was when he 
deposited one nickel in the slot; that is, that the Court cannot 
assume that he had any other purpose than to obtain what the 
machine told him he would obtain if he put the nickel in and 
pulled the levers. But in my opinion this is erroneous. The 
Courts necessarily continuously enquire into the purpose and 
intent of a man in order to give some quality or characteristic 
to the act, which is done with such purpose or intent. In my 
opinion it was purely a question of fact for the magistrate to
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decide, of course upon reasonable evidence, whether any person 
or persons did, on the day in question, put a nickel in and 
operate the machine, not merely in order to get what the machine 
said he or they would get but also in order to discover whether 
or not they would for one nickel more get sixteen discs (worth 
in trade a nickel each) or eight discs, or four, or two. or merely 
gum again.

In all such cases, except the last, he would clearly and 
certainly get fifteen or seven, or three, or one disc, without any 
additional payment because the one nickel he would have to pay 
would merely reduce to that extent and no more the number 
of discs, worth, in the cigar store and in payment for cigars, a 
nickel each, which he would get for no further payment, for 
nothing more than merely operating the machine to get them. 
I think there was evidence before the magistrate from which 
he could reasonably infer that certain persons did in fact on the 
day in question proceed to operate the machine in a continuous 
series of operations simply and solely for such a purpose. I 
think there was evidence from which he could reasonably infer 
that the operators cared nothing at all for the gum and treated 
gum as a negligible thing, and that it was expected and intended 
by the owners of the machine that they would so act and so treat 
the matter of the gum. There was evidence from which he 
could reasonably infer that the gum was a mere subterfuge and 
a pretence, and that the real object of the owners of the 
machine was to get persons to operate it in the manner which I 
have described.

There is just one point not referred to except perhaps in
directly upon the argument which perhaps needs consideration. 
The chief evidence for the prosecution was evidently two 
detectives who went to the place in question, not as an ordinary 
player might, but purely to obtain evidence as to how the 
machine operated. Their real intention was not themselves to 
gamble, but to discover by experience and for the purpose of 
giving evidence exactly how the machine operated. What they 
did looks very like a mere inspection of the machine by officers 
of the law and if there had been nothing else before the magis
trate than evidence of what they alone did it seems to me that
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it might with some reason have been argued that their evidence 
could be of no use in supporting a charge because tlie very 
ground upon which I am basing my decision is that there was 
evidence from which the magistrate could reasonably infer an 
intention on the part of the players to play the machine as a 
continuous operation for the sake of the chance of winning 
while these detectives did not do it for that purpose or with that 
intention at all, but merely to secure evidence for the Court as 
to the nature of the machine. But even if there is anything in 
this point there was also other evidence shewing that other 
people did exactly the same thing as the officers did and it 
seems to me that was sufficient.

This being so, 1 think 1 must assume that the magistrate did 
make the inferences of fact, from the evidence to which 1 have 
referred, 1 think also there was evidence from which the magis
trate might infer, as he evidently did, that the place was kept 
for gain to be derived from the operation of the machine in the 
way 1 have indicated. 1 also think there was evidence from 
which the magistrate might infer, as he evidently «lid, that the 
operation of the machine was a game of pure chance. No skill was 
required at all; and what the operator would get from his series 
of operations depended solely, as indeed it was admitted, upon a 
mere chance. This brings the case within section 226(a) of 
the Code which defines a “common gaming house.”

One word perhaps 1 may add. It was argued that a man is 
never obliged to go on but can always stop when he pleases. 
But the magistrate was quite entitled to infer that no man would 
stop, that is, refrain from paying his nickel when he saw that 
by doing so he could get. for nothing, seventy-five cents worth 
of discs acceptable as cash at five cents a piece in payment for 
cigars, or else thirty-five cents in discs, or fifteen cents or five 
cents, as I have above indicated. If he saw that he would only 
get a piece of gum for another nickel no doubt he might stop 
but that would lie because he felt he had lost his chance and did 
not want to take another one.

I think the application must be dismissed with costs, and the 
conviction affirmed.

Conviction affirmed.

ALTA.

s.c.

Rex
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CITY OF CALGARY v. CANADIAN NORTHERN RY CO.
Hoard of Itaihray Comminnioner». January 12, 1915.

1 Railways i 8 II It—18)—Highway cbokhku by railway—Agbikmkxt— 
Abvtting i.a mi ownk.rn—Damaiikn.

When an order has been made authorizing the crossing of certain 
streets by a railway, upon condition that the railway company should 
enter into an agreement to indemnify the city against all claims for 
damages by abutting land owners, the Hoard will not, after the execu
tion of such agreement, order the railway company to carry out its

Application to direct the res- to carry out the terms
of an agreement respecting street crossings in the " ant city. 

The application was heard at Calgary, November 20, 11)14.
C. ,/. Ford, for the applicant.
A. L. Smith, for the respondent.
I{. )i. Bennett, K.C., for certain land owners.

The facts are fully set out in the judgment of the Assistant 
Chief Commissioner.

The Assistant Chief Commissioner:—The City of Calgary 
asks the Board to decide whether certain land owners whose pro
perty is adjacent to certain crossings of the Canadian N rn 
Railway Company's tracks over highways in the city of Calgary 
are entitled to damages.

By Order No. 14011, dated <t 18, 11)11, the Board 
approved of the crossing of the tracks of the Canadian Northern 
Railway over Thistle, Pine, Spruce, Poplar, and Hungerford 
streets, in the city of Calgary. That Order was made subject 
to the terms and conditions contained in a resolution passed by 
the Council of the city of Calgary consenting to the crossing of 
the said streets. The resolution was passed on June 12, 1911. 
The portion of it with which we are now concerned is clause (>, 
which is as follows:—

“That the C.N.R. undertake and enter into an agreement 
with the city to pay any and all property damages and to indem
nify the city therefrom.”

The plan approved by the Board shews the profile of the 
crossing of the tracks on each of the highways above mentioned. 
At Spruce, Poplar and Hungerford streets the grade on the high
way to the railway on each side is shewn to be five per cent. On 
a blue-print of the plan which we have on file the following en
dorsement is found :—

9

8824
4
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“Approved subject to conditions ns per report, June 10, 1911, 
Jno. W. Mitchell, Mayor of Calgary: \V. I). Spence, Clerk.”

The report of June 10 is the report of the Railway Committee 
of the Municipal Council, and was adopted by the resolution of 
June 12. 1911, already mentioned.

I have examined the crossings in question, and I find that the 
railway crosses tin* highways on an enbankment, and that the 
grade at the track is considerably higher—say about eight or 
nine feet—than the original grade of the highways.

In expropriating its right-of-way over the property adjoining 
the highways the railway has paid consequential damages to 
some of the land owners for damage to their adjoining property; 
but there are a number of owners of property on the streets 
in question who may have suffered damage because of the 
close proximity of the railway or because of the change in the 
grade of the street in front of their pro|>erty who have received 
no compensation whatever becairse the railway did not actually 
take a portion of their property. The question now liefore us is 
whether these parties should be compensated, and if so, by whom.

At the time the Board issued its Order of August 18, 1911, 
approving of the crossings in question, there was nothing before 
the Board to shew that the interests of any individual would 
suffer; and, as already pointed out, the city was actually consent
ing to the Order going.

More than a year after the consent of the city to the crossings 
in question was given and the Order of the Board was issued, an 
agreement between the city and the railway company was entered 
into on October 24, 1912, dealing with the entrance of the railway 
into the city. Clause 10 of that agreement bears on the matter 
before us, and is as follows:—

“The company hereby agrees to indemnify and save harmless 
the city from and against any and all manner of expense, costs, 
suits, claims and damages of any nature and kind whatsoever, 
arising out of the location of the company's line along the said 
route, or the construction of any of the works herein agreed to be 
constructed, or the closing of any streets herein agreed to be 
closed, and that it will in all proceedings to determine any damages 
or other matter, at the request of the city, as far as possible take 
upon itself the conduct of any suit or other proceedings, and 
indemnify the city against all costs in connection therewith, and
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pay the costs of the city’s solicitor or counsel in suits or other 
proceedings, the conduct of which is not undertaken by the 
company. Provided, however, that the city shall notify the 
< my of any claim made against the city, and that the company 
shall have the right to appear and he represented by counsel, and 
take upon itself the conduct of any such proceedings on notice 
to the city.”

At the sittings in Calgary we were told by counsel for the 
railway company that no claim had been made or referred by the 
city to the railway company, and he submitted that if any claim 
was made it was a matter for the Courts of the province and not 
this Board to interpret the agreement in question.

At the time the crossings were approved of the Board 
had power, under sec. 235 of the Railway Act as amended by 
sec. (i of ch. 22 of the Statutes of 1911, to require* such com
pensation to adjacent or abutting land owners as the Board deems 
proper at the crossing of a railway over a highway; but I am 
not aware of any case similar to the present in which the Board 
has exercised that power. 1, of course, cannot say what might 
have been done at the time the Order of August 18, 1911, was 
issued had no agreement between the city and the railway com
pany been entered into and had the question of damage to abutting 
land owners been brought to our attention.

Now, after the* lapse of three years since we approved of the 
crossings in question, and with the agreement between the railway 
company and the city before us, I see no justification for this 
Board interfering. The parties must be left to their rights, what
ever they are under the agreement.

Another point which was brought before us was the lack of 
the railway company to provide approaches of a grade not ex
ceeding five per cent, at the crossings affected. The standard 
regulations of the Board respecting highway crossings require 
the grade on approaches not to exceed five per cent., and the Board 
has no hesitation in saying that if the grade on the approaches are 
steeper than five per cent, that they should be made to conform 
with our standard requirements.

An Order may go as to the grade on approaches, but no Order 
is made on the question of damages.

Com. Goodere. Mr. Commissioner Goodbye concurred.

81
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WESTHOLME LUMBER CO. v ST. JAMES LTD.
Hritish Columbia Court of Appeal. Macdonald, C.J. !.. a ml Irtnntj ami 

McPhillipn. »/•/.. I. February 20. 1915.

1. Contracts (Sill)—IMS)—( oxhtbittion—IIviliuxu contract—Alter

The power reserved in a building contract to make alterations or 
additions must be reasonably exercised by the owner.

[Dodd v. ('burton. f|897| 'l (J.B. 502. (Hi L..J.IJ.B. «77. and 1 l<I.rod 
v. Wilson. 2 Terr. I..I*. .‘112. referred to; and see Annotation on building 
contracts, 1 D.L.R. 9.]

2. Contracts ( S II I)—IMS)—Constriction—Biti.ihnu contract—Time

Where a building eintraet renders certain what is intended to he 
the time limit, the erroneous statement of the time limit in the 
accompanying specifications has not the effect of altering it.

3. Contracts (811 1)—issi—Constri ction—IB ilium, contract—Extra
work—Variance.

The addition of an extra storey to a six storey building pursuant t > 
a condition of a building contract and in respect to which addition 
the cost of the extra work was agreed upon and an extension of time 
granted by the architect, is not such a variance from the original 
undertaking as will operate as a waiver by the owner of his right to 
claim the per diem allowance for the contractor’s delay in completion 
upon the demurrage clause in the contract.

[Clydebank v. Lsqmerdo »/ Castaneda, [1905] A.C. ti, and Dodd v. 
Churton, [1897] 1 0.11. 502. 00 L.d.Q.lt. 477. referred to].

Appeal by the plaintiff from a judgment of Clement, J.
.1. II. Maine ill, K.C., for appellant.
II. II. Hubert son, for respondent.

Macdonald, C.J.A., concurred with Irving, J.A.

Irving, J.A. :—The owner having exercised his alleged right 
to deduct penalties for a delay in the a ’ n of the work, 
this action was brought to recover the balance due in payment 
for the work. The plaintiffs’ main contentions are (1) that 
owing to the wording with reference to the time limit in the con
tract. being inconsistent with those used in the specifications, 
the condition as to penalties was void ; and (2) that in any 
event, the addition of extras ordered by the architect destroyed 
the time clause so far as penalties were concerned. As I have 
reached the conclusion that the discrepancy is of no importance 
for reasons which I shall give later. I shall on the assumption 
that the terms in the contract as to the time clauses prevails, 
deal with the second point.

The plaintiffs by a contract dated January 17. 1912. ex. 1. p.
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Macdonald,
C.J.A.

Irving, J.A.
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335, contracted to erect and complete for the defendants a six 
storey and basement re-enforced concrete hotel building. The 
defendants were to do the preliminary or general excavation 
work. The owners reserved the right to make any alterations 
or additions. The amount to be paid therefor, was to be stated 
in the orders authorizing such alterations, or additions. In the 
event of disagreement the amount was to be determined by 
arbitration. By art. 2, the work was to In* done under the 
direction of architects whose decision as to the construction 
and meaning of the drawings and specifications should be final. 
By art. 9. the price was fixed at $74,121. subject to additions 
and deductions as in the contract provided, to be paid upon 
certificates of the architect. By art. (i. the re-enforced concrete 
frame and the roof were to be completed within seventy days 
after completion of the excavation. The date of completion of 
the excavation was February 23. The entire work was to be 
completed within 160 working days after completion of the 
excavation. This date the architect ultimately fixed as October 
15. but it was not completed till the end of December.

Art. 7 was as follows :—
Art. 7. Should the coni factors be delayed in the prosecution or com

plet ion of the work l»y the net i this word in my opinion having regard to 
the owner's power to make additions and alterations would include the 
giving of orders for such alterations and additions) “neglect or default of 
the owners, of the architects, or of any other contractor employed by the 
owners upon the work, or by any damage caused by lire or other casualty 
for which the contractors are not responsible, or by combined action of 
workmen in no wise caused by or resulting from default or collusion on 
the part of the contractors, then the time herein fixed for the completion 
of the work shall lie extended for a period equivalent to the time lost by 
reason of any or all the causes aforesaid, which extended period shall be 
determined and fixed by the architects, but no such allowance shall be 
made unless a claim therefor is presented in writing to the architects 
within forty-eight hours of the occurrence of such delay.

In the general conditions of the specifications (247) provi
sion was also made for an extension of the time limit, at the 
architect’s discretion, in the event of a delay occurring (a) 

through a general strike of mechanics employed on the works, 
or ( h ) on account of a prolonged spell of inclement weather, 
ruder art. 7 and these conditions the architect allowed (»4 days’
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extension for one eu use or another on application by the plain- BC

Art. s. The owners agree to provide nil laliour ami material essential wbstiioi m 
to the eondiict of the work not ineltnled in this eontraet in such manner as fVmiikb
not to delay its progress, and in the event of failure to do s i. thereby <•<,.
eavsinir loss to the contractors; agree that they will reimburse the contrae- 
tors for such hiss, and the contractors agree that if they shall delay the Sr. .Ixmkh 

progress of tin» work so as to cause loss for which tin1 owners shall 
In-come liable, then they shall reimburse the owners for such loss. Should Irving. .f.A.
the owners ami contractors fail to agree as to the amount of In** conipre 
headed in this article, the determination of the amount shall be referred 
t-o arbitration as provided in art. 12 of this eontraet.

Art. 3. No alterations shall be made in the work except upon written 
order of the architects, the amount to lie paid by the owners or allowed by 
the contractors by virtue of such alterations to be stated in said order. 
Should the owners and contractors not agree as to amount to be paid or 
allowed, the work shall go on under the order mpiired above, and in case 
of failure to agree, the determination of said amount shall be referred to 
arbitration, as provided for in art. 12 of this contract.

Arbitration was provided for by art. 12, but the arbitration 
proceedings proved abortive and the plaintiffs thereupon sued 
(1) for $18,138.87, the balance they claimed, made up as fol
lows: the $74.121 and $12,304.8(1 for additional work performed 
and additional material , and certain other matters,
bringing their total claim up to $92,791.51, less credits $74,652 - 
(14; and (2) for damages for breach of contract. The defen
dants admitted that work had been done to the extent of 
$84.914.41, and paid into Court $8.000, being the balance due 
after deducting (1) the before-mentioned credits allowed by 
the plaintiffs, and (2) a further sum of $3,200 which they 
claimed to deduct as demurrage for 64 days at $50 per day 
t'.f., from October 16 to December 31.

This charge of demurrage was based on the following clauses 
in the specification:—

The building shall lie turned over to the owners, broom clean and com 
plete in every detail, within 100 working days afin- the sifiniiifi of the 
amt met.

The owners will pay a bonus of $50 per day for each and every day that 
the building is completed In-fore the expiration of the time limit.

The contractors shall pay a demurrage of $50 per day for each ami 
every day required to complete the building over and above the time limit,

in addition to the contract of January 17. 1912, the plaintiffs 
were authorized (ex. 7. p. 383) by letter dated January 29, to

9405
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complete* the excavation which the owners had already com
menced, and on May 31, 1912 (p. 393), the plaintiffs were auth
orized to proceed with the additional work and material re
quired to make the roof of the six storey building into a new 
(or 7 storey) building according to specifications prepared by 
the architects (p. 389).

The learned .Judge found that according to the architect’s 
certificate. April 18, 1913 (p. 434). the plaintiffs were entitled 
to $7,907.72, and also by admission in pleadings to a further 
sum of $71.70, and as the total $7,979.42 was $20.58 less than 
the amount the defendants had paid into Court, judgment was 
given on that basis, lie declined to allow interest on $7,979.42 
from the date of completion to judgment. No appeal was taken 
from this refusal of interest.

The learned .Judge apparently thought the word “demur
rage” was to be read as and for liquidated damages, and that 
as there was an extension of time provided for, to be granted 
by the architects in the event of extra work being ordered, he 
allowed the deduction, lie fixed the actual completion of the 
excavation as February 23, and of the building as December 
31, and held the days claimed for demurrage were properly 
charged at 94 days.

The points taken before us in connection with the extra work 
were (1) the extras had destroyed the time limit, so far as the 
penalties were concerned, and (2) in any event the plaintiffs 
had not been allowed enough for extras and had been charged 
14 days too much for demurrage, as according to the plaintiffs’ 
case, the excavation was not finished till March 9.

Mr. Macneill contended that although this “demurrage” 
might be liquidated damages (see on this point Clydebank En- 
yineeriny Co. v. Lzquierdo y Castaneda, 11905] A.C. 6). the pen
alty clause must be construed strictly, for the exact contract, 
citing Dodd v. ('burton, f 18971 1 Q.B. 592. 99 L.J.Q.B. 477. and 
that as the date of completion of excavation was arbitrarily 
fixed by the architect, before, as he contended, it had been in 
fact completed, the plaintiffs were relieved from the penalties 
for delay. That contention is not supported by the facts. The 
facts in connection with the basement and its completion are
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these: there were three kinds of excavations to he made, (1) the 
preliminary or general, which was to be done by the owners; 
(2) nub-basement, which was an extra ; and (3) the elevator 
pit and footings which were in the contract.

The general excavation work was committed to plaintiffs’ 
care on January 29, 1912 (383). On February 20 they (384) 
undertook to do extra work (No. 2) ; and asked for (> days’ ex
tension of time on the contract on that account.

The architect told them to go ahead and formally on Feb
ruary 22. 1912, accepted their offer and then informed them 
that he had granted an extension and that the time fixed for 
the starting of the contract would now be February 23. The 
general excavation was then complete (220), but this sub-base
ment extra work was continued for some time after February 
23, and was done by them in conjunction with their other (No. 
3) contract work. That this combined sub-basement extra and 
No. 3 contract was not completed till March 9. is true, but I 
think there was evidence from which the Judge could reach the 
conclusion that the general excavation (No. 1) was finished on 
February 22.

Holme v. (hippy ( 1838), 3 M. & W. 387. was a case where 
the owner sought to enforce the provision for penalties where 
a portion of the delay in the completion of the work was due 
to his default ; but as in that case the delay was caused by the 
owner and there was nothing to shew they had entered into a 
new contract to perform the work at four and a half months 
ending at a later date, the parties were at large, and it was 
held that the contractors should forfeit nothing for the delay. 
The delay here not being the fault of the defendants, that case 
can have no application particularly in view of art. 7. The 
memorandum kept by the plaintiffs’ foreman shews that on 
February 23, they “started the contract at noon to-day.” Fur
ther. there was no claim made under art. 8 for any delay on 
the part of the owner in respect of the general excavation. 
With regard to the contention that the extras destroyed the 
provisions relating to the time limit, it must be conceded by 
the defendants that the extras were very heavy, including 
$6,800 for the additional storey ordered on May 31, 1913, p.

WKSl llol.MI
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B. c. 393. At that date, the KM) days were running. The architect*
C. A. thought that this extra could he made a part of the general con-
' tract, and liv allowing twenty additional days for thin work

XX KNTIIOI.MB
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steel) hold the contractors to the condition as to demurrage. 
For this the architect relied on articles ii. iii, and vii.

Irving, J.A,
Mr. Macneill argues that as the addition to a six storey build

ing of a new storey was quite beyond the intention of the par
ties to the contract, the architect could not by extending the 
time prevent the order for this alteration from operating as a 
waiver by the owner of his right to penalties. By the order of 
May 31, 1912, authorizing this new work, the architect wrote 
that this work was to he a part of the general contract and fixed 
the price and extended the time for completion on that basis. 
The plaintiffs did not object to the work being added, but 
sought and obtained a variation in the specifications. 1 think 
what was written in this connection satisfied the condition in 
the specifications that additional cost for extra work, changes, 
alterations or deductions, shall be agreed on and a written agree
ment effected (p. 344). The cases are discussed in Doth! v. 
(hurt on, supra, and. in my opinion, this contract by virtue of 
art. 7. falls within the class referred to at p. 524 of Hudson 
on Building ('ontracts: (See also Mi l.nul v. Wilson, 2 Terr. L.R. 
312. a decision by Scott, J.).

Then assuming the principle is determined against him Mr. 
Macneill contends in detail, that allowance was not made for 
the time in obtaining the steel (p. 243). This complaint rests 
wholly on the evidence of the architect who says that although 
they said they would be delayed, no time was asked for under 
art. H. It is quite possible that the changes which were made 
at the plaintiffs' request (exs. 27 and 28) obviated any delay 
on that account ; at any rate no claim was made under art. 8, 
and 1 can see no ground for saying that the plaintiffs are now 
entitled to an allowance. As to the strike of the marble setters, 
the condition above set out provides for an extension of time 
through a general strike of the mechanics employed on the 
works. The strike relied on by the plaintiffs took place at
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Tacoma (p. (i4). and in any event the giving of an extension 
was a matter entirely in the discretion of the architect.

The last objection under this head is that after October 15, 
11M2, the date fixed for completion when the time was already 
running against the plaintiff for penalties, the architect gave 
orders for additional extra work. By the conditions in the 
specifications (p. 343), the owner had reserved the right to make 
any alterations or additions. No doubt this power ought to be 
reasonably exercised, but if exercised reasonably the power 
would be exercisable up to the last minute of the completion 
of the work : see the opinion of Phillmore, »L, in Sulthi v. Poole 
(1901), 2 Hudson, 314-5; and it was a matter that could be met 
by a further extension of time. The orders complained of are 
to be found in exs. (17. 08, and 09, and were given long before 
the other work was finished.

Taking up the second main contention that the contract 
was void so far as demurrage was concerned for uncertainty 
by reason of the inconsistency, between the contract and speci
fications. as to whether the 100 days for completion, was to count 
from the completion of the excavation (February 23) or the 
signing of the contract. Mr. Macneill contended that it was an 
ambiguity, but an ambiguity. I think, is where one expression 
is capable of two meanings. There is a repugnancy, as I under
stand it. where one clear clause contradicts another clause 
equally clear. In a deed where there is a repugnancy the rule 
is the first shall prevail, but iu a will the second: Dot <1. Ltins- 
Icr \. IIiff<1* (1809), 2 Taunt. 109. 113. cited in Beal. Legal In
terpretation. 2nd ed., p. 189.

In my view of the matter it matters not whether this is 
ambiguity or repugnancy, because the plaintiffs elected to re
gard the time of the completion of the excavation as the start
ing point : see p. 384, the architect's letter, pp. 8li, 134. 221. and 
the question fought out at the trial was whether the excavation 
was completed on the 9th March as the plaintiffs contend, or 
February 23 as the defendants contend.

If the matter were to be determined on the question whether 
this is a repugnancy or an ambiguity. I would decide that the 
repugnancy rule is applicable, but I would determine it oil

B. C.
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Irving. J.A.

«nother ground—the 6th article of the contract fixes the time 
for completion with particularity; the object of the clause in 
the specifications is to prescribe the condition of the building 
when completed, that is “broom clean” and “complete in every 
detail.” The addition of the words which create the discrep
ancy. viz., “within 160 days after the signing of the contract.” 
are superfluous and may be rejected. The function of the clause 
would be performed if the sentence ended at the word “de
tail.” The addition of the discrepant words does not set out 
fully the time limit, because the time limit was not to be 160 
working days, but 160 working days plus such allowances of 
time as should be made by the architect on the contractor’s 
application.

The foundation of common sense upon which the maxim 
falsa demonstrate non nocet with reference to parcels rests 
will. 1 think, support my view. Here we have the contract 
which renders certain what is intended to be the time limit and 
the erroneous statement in the specifications of that time limit
cannot alter it.

The plaintiffs rely on Ex parte Vince, 11892) 2 Q.B. 478, 
61 L.J.Q.B. 8.46. The intention in that case of the parties 
could not bo determined, and the agreement was unintelligible, 
and other cases relating to vague, indefinite and illusory con
tracts. Those cases have no application when the intention of 
the parties is clear and definitely expressed.

I would dismiss the appeal.

McPhuupa,j.a. McPhillips, J.A. :—This is an appeal from the judgment 
of Mr. Justice (’lenient in a building contract action—the hear
ing taking place before the learned Judge without a jury and 
extending over the period of five days. The evidence is at great 
length, yet the case may be considered and passed upon in 
appeal without the discussion in detail of any of the evidence— 
viewing it as I do—that is—that it is essentially a case to be 
determined upon the facts as adduced at the trial and no ques
tions of law. in my opinion, arise to, in any way. warrant the 
disturbance of the findings of fact of the learned trial Judge. 
The action was launched for moneys due and payable by the
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defendants to the plaintiffs upon a building contract and $18,- 
138.87 was claimed—the learned trial Judge found to be due 
to the plaintiffs the sum of $7,979.42—and it is from this judg
ment the appeal is taken by the plaintiff's—the main conten
tions advanced being that extras were not allowed for and that 
the allowances made for penalties on account of delay in com
pletion of the building as provided in the contract were wrongly 
allowed and should not have been deducted from the plaintiffs’ 
claim. The learned trial Judge did not arrive at the same 
conclusion—as was arrived at in Hash \. While haven, 52 J.P. 
392—i.c„ that the case was one which owing to the circum
stances would not admit of the application of the conditions of 
the contract- but that the conditions of the contract were appli
cable—and I cannot see any reasonable ground—upon which 
to differ with the learned trial Judge. The learned counsel for 
the appellants in his able argument strenuously maintained 
that there was such ambiguity in the contract that the penalties 
for delays could not lie allowed—that is that article (> of the 
contract provided that the building was to be completed within 
160 days after the completion of the excavation—which work 
was to be done by the owners whilst under the Specifications 
and General Conditions forming a part of the contract—the 
building was to be completed in every detail within 160 work
ing days after the signing of the contract. In my opinion, these 
provisions must be looked upon as being repugnant to each 
other. Art. 6 is contained in the contract itself and should, in 
my opinion, prevails; further it is manifest that that was the 
real intention, the intention being plainly ascertainable from 
the contents of the deed—how unfair to the contractor it would 
be—to have the computation commence from the signing of the 
contract when construction could not be begun until the excava
tion was carried out ami this work was to be done by the 
owners. [Reference to Walker v. (Silts (1848). (i (M3. 662; Sal
ma n*s Case (1611), Godb. 166; Parkhurst v. Smith (1742), 
Willcs, 327; Holme v. (Sappy (1838), 3 M. & W. 387-390; Lad
der v. Sloirey, 73 L.J.P.C. 82, [1904] A.<\ 442, 453; Dodd v. 
Chnrion, | 18971 1 Q.B. 562, 66 L.J.Q.B. 477 ; Jones v. St. John's 
Colleen, Oxford (1870). L.R. 6 Q.B. 115, 124. 40 L.J.Q.B. 80;
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Scott v. lit II ( 19(X)), 38 S.L.R. 217 ; Emdon’s Building ( 'ontracts, 
4th <‘d. ( 1907), «it pp. 180, 1ST ; Mr Lout v. Wilson ( 1897), 2 Terr. 
L.R. 312; Law v. Local Hoard of Hedditch, [1892] 1 Q.B. 127 ; 
Strickland v. Williams, [1899] 1 Q.B. 382 ; Cape of (lood Hope 
Government v. Hills (1900), 22 T.L.ll. 589.]

In my opinion, upon the facts of the present ease the demur
rage of $50 per day van he taken “as a genuine pre-estimate 
of loss —and the learned trial Judge properly allowed it.

I think, therefore, that the judgment of the learned trial 
Judge was right, and that the appeal should he dismissed.

A ppral distn issed.

BOOTH v. THE KING.
Hupreiue Court of Canada. I hi rim. Idiuyton, huff. Aiifflin and H rôdeur. .1.1. 

February. 2. Ill 15.

1. Timiikr i 6 I—11—Licenses to cvt—Renewal or i.ivknnk—Vompi.iaxce
WITH KKIil I.ATIOXS—EFFECT.

The departmental regulation declaring that holder* «if licenses to 
cut limiter on Indian lands shall lie entitled to renewal if they have 
complied with existing regulation*, does not confer a right of per
petual renewal a* such would lie inconsistent with the limitation of 
licenses to twelve months tinder tin- Indian Act. R.S.C. ltMMI, ch. SI. 

[Itooth v. The hinn, 1° D L.lt. 371. 14 Can. Kxeli. 115. allirme«|.|

Appeal from a judgment of the Exchequer Court of Can
ada. dismissing the suppliant’s petition of right with costs.

Slupley, K.C., and Lafleur, K.C., for the appellant. 
Chrysler, K.C., for the respondent.

Davies, J.:—1 concur with Mr. Justice Anglin.

Idington, J. ;—The appellant obtained in 1891 from the 
Superintendent of Indian Affairs a license to cut timber on 
certain Indian lands. This license was granted under the 
Indian Act, ch. 43, of R.S.C. 188(i, see. 54 of which is as fol
lows ;—

54. The SupcriiitviidvnMieneral or any officer or agent authorized by 
him to that effect, may grant licences to cut tree* on reserve* and un- 
granted Indian land*, at such rates, and subject to such condition*, regu
lations and restrictions, as are. from time to time established by the 
Governor-in-t ouneil and such conditions, regulation* and restriction* shall 
lie adapted to the locality in which such reserve* or lands are situated.
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Section 55 provides, amongst other things, as follows:—
No livvnsv shall he so granted for a longer period than twelve months 

from the date thereof.
Section 50 provides that :—

Jitl. Every lieenee shall describe the lands upon which the trees may he 
cut. and the kind of trees which may lie cut. and shall confer, for the time 
being, on the licensee the right to take and keep exclusive possession of 
the land so described, subject to such regulations as are made : . . .
and proceeds to declare that every license shall vest in the 
holder thereof the property in all trees of the kind specified
cut within the limits of the licence during the term thereof
and to give a right of action against any trespassers and to 
recover damages, if any, and
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all proceedings pending at the expiration of any licence may Is- continued 
to final termination, ns if the licence had not expired.

The license in question was in conformity with these pro
visions and upon a number of conditions expressed therein and 
further upon condition that the said licensee or his representa
tives must comply with all regulations that are or may he estab
lished by order in council, etc., on pain of forfeiture of the 
license. There is not a word express or implied therein looking 
to a renewal thereof, much less expressive of any obligation to 
renew. In fact from year to year there was indorsed on this 
license for many years a renewal of said license and each re
newal as such accepted by appellant.

It is certainly difficult to understand how, under such a 
statute and such an instrument there can be claimed a right 
of another renewal : yet that is what is insisted upon herein, 
though the term “renewal” used throughout by the department 
and the regulations to be referred to hereafter, is in argument 
disclaimed.

It is conceded that the respondent at the expiration of any 
single year could insist upon raising the amount of stumpage 
dues to become payable in future. One might suppose that 
this alone should end all argument. Vet it does not, for the 
appellant relies upon the fact that amongst the regulations 
made, which the Governor in Council is alleged to have been 
acting under the powers in the said statutes to make, are the 
following:—
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CAN Svc. 5. Licence holders who shall have complied with all existing re-
g filiations, shall he entitled to have their licences renewed on application to

__‘ the Superintendent-General of Indian Affairs.
Booth Sec. II. All timber licences are to expire on the doth of April next

I\ after the date thereof, and all renewals are to Is» applied for before the 
Jiif King. 1st of July following the expiration of the last preceding licence; in default 
Idington, j. Whereof the berth or berths may Is* treated as dc facto forfeited.

It HoeiiiH almost too clear for argument that in face of the 
absolute restriction in the statute limiting the duration of a 
license to twelve months, that the Governor in Council could
make any regulation which would in fact nullify the statute.

And if the said regulation, see. 5, means what appellant 
urges, then it exceeds the power given in the statute.

This is not a regulation which by publication as in some 
cases is provided by statute shall after the lapse of a certain 
period of time within the next ensuing session of Parliament 
become law unless revoked by Parliament.

Its publication is simply for the enlightenment of those 
concerned, including members of Parliament. If ultra vins it 
goes for nothing. Its frame may be misleading, but in no sense 
can it create any legal right. If it did mislead in fact, and 
thereby do the appellant any damage, that might form ground 
for an appeal to the proper consideration of Parliament, but 
no such case is made here, nor if attempted could the Court, 
without Parliamentary sanction, entertain such a claim.

It cannot rest on contract, for it is not within the terms of 
the contract. It cannot rest upon statute, for the regulation is 
not a statute in itself or to he deemed as having statutory force 
and so far as exceeding the statutory power is non-operative.

The only regulations pointed to in the contract are of an 
entirely different character and for an entirely different pur
pose. Indeed the word “regulation” as used in the statute is 
of an entirely different meaning and for an entirely different 
purpose from what is sought herein to be imparted to it.

In short it seems to me that to give any legal effect to this 
see. 5 of the regulations in the way the appellant claims would 
be to give him a license in perpetuity which certainly would be 
quite inadmissible, even for Parliament to attempt if regard is 
had to the trust reposed in it by the transactions leading to
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Canadian control over the subject-matter of these Indians and 
their lands so called.

Counsel tried to disclaim this by suggesting that a general re
gulation could be passed annulling the section. The annulling 
regulation then could be passed the day before the expiration 
of any renewal of the license.

It is idle to say that it could not be made so as to apply to 
the territory over which the license prevails, for the very terms 
of the sec. 54, looking to such regulations expressly preserves 
the right to deal with that which shall be adapted to the locality. 
That is almost exactly what did happen. An order in council 
was passed dealing with the tract of Indian lands over which 
the license in whole or chief part prevailed.

Instead of taking the form of a regulation it took the form 
of an order in council.

If the argument is good it would seem that all that is to In* 
complained of is matter of form, having no substance.

It is not necessary that 1 should try and give the sec. 5 
relied upon either the meaning and purpose counsel for the 
Crown suggested, or any meaning. But I do not think it would 
be very difficult to make a reasonable surmise of its purpose 
which would shew it never necessarily conveyed to the minds 
< f those concerned the idea of its containing either a contractual 
or statutory obligation upon which they had a right to seek a 
remedy at law.

1 think the appeal should be dismissed with costs.

Dvpf, ,1. :—The license in question in this case was issued on 
October 5, 1891. under the authority of sees. 54. 55, 56 and 57 
of R.S.C., 1886, ch. 43. The legislation is still in force, being 
now contained in chapter 81, R.S.C., 1906, sees. 73-76. These 
sections are as follows : | The learned .Judge here cited the sec
tions referred to.]

The appellant alleges that by virtue of certain regulations 
dated September 15, 1888, and professedly made in pursuance 
of sec. 54. ch. 43. R.S.O.. 1886, now sec. 73. ch. 81. R.S.C.. 1906. 
and which regulations arc still in force, he became entitled and is 
still entitled to have his license annually renewed at the expira-
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CAN. tion of the term thereof on the condition that during each term he
S. C. should have complied with all the existing regulations affecting

Tin: King.

his license. This contention is based upon sections 5, 11, and 
12 of the regulat ion. Secs. 5 and 11 are as follows :—

5. Licence holders who shall have eomplied with all existing regula
tions. shall lie entitled to have their licencia renewed on applieatiun to the 
Superintendent-General of Indian Adairs.

11. All timber licences are to expire on the 30th day of April next 
after the date thereof, and all renewals are to Is* applied for liefore the 1st 
day of July, following the expiration of the last preceding licence; in de
fault whereof the berth or berths may la* treated as forfeited.

The original license granted to the appellant in October, 
1891. expired on April 30, 1892. But the Superintendent of 
Indian Affairs for the time being granted renewals down to the 
year 1909, the last expiring on April 30, 1909, the grant of the 
renewal in each case being recorded in a simple memorandum 
declaring that the license was renewed. At the expiration of 
the last mentioned license the Government refused to grant any 
further renewals. Interpreting the regulations in accordance 
with the natural meaning of the words there could hardly be a 
serious answer to the appellant’s contention in the absence of 
any dispute touching their legal validity when construed in that 
sense. The only question in debate, as 1 understand the con
troversy 1 >etween the parties, is whether the regulations so read 
were beyond the competence of the Governor in Council exercis
ing tin- powers conferred by section 54, or, to put the question in 
another way, whether assuming the regulations to have been 
validly made, wo are not constrained by the provisions of the 
statute from which they derive their force to construe them in a 
way which necessarily defeats the appellant’s claim. This ques
tion must be considered under two heads. First, what is the 
true construction of the Act of 1880, reading it as it stands, 
without reference to the course of legislation or judicial or ad
ministrative interpretation before and since the statute was 
passed; secondly, if. as 1 am constrained to hold that the view 
of the regulations upon which the appellant's claim necessarily 
rests is incompatible with the statute when effect is given to its 
language construed apart from the course of legislation and 
interpretation just referred to, does this course of legislation

—
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and interpretation justify another construction and one which 
will support the appellant’s claim l As to the first point. The 
enactment of sec. 55, “No license shall be so granted for a 
longer period than twelve months from the date thereof” 
appears to me to import a prohibition which disables the Gover
nor in Council when exercising authority conferred by sec. 54 
from validly passing any regulations having for their effect, 
( 1 ) the constituting of a contract for renewal such as that 
alleged between the ( Town and the licensee as one of the inci
dents of a license granted under sec. 54. or (2) the vesting in 
a licensee as such of a right whether contractual or not to have a 
fresh license issued to him on the expiration of the term of the 
license upon the sole condition that the stipulations of the 
original license have been fulfilled. It may be assumed that if 
the word "license” in the enactment of sec. 55 quoted ought to 
be read as merely descriptive of the instrument there would be 
no necessary incompatibility between that section and such a 
regulation. But if it were the instrument as such that was con
templated by that section one would naturally expect to find 
some other form of expression than the words “shall be so 
granted” which words seem more appropriate as making pro
vision for the duration of the right than as merely dictating the 
form of the instrument ; and, 1 think, reading these sections as a 
whole, that it is the duration of the right which is being pro
vided for. If that is the true construction it would follow that 
the Governor in Council is powerless to attach to the grant of a 
license any incident by regulation or otherwise having the effect 
of entitling the grantee as such to exercise the rights of a licensee 
for a longer term than a single year.

As to the second point. Regulations in the form in question 
were, as pointed out by Mr. Justice Osier and Mr. Justice Mac- 
lcnnan in the passages quoted from their judgments in Stnylie 
v. The Queen, 27 A.R. Ont. 172. promulgated under the Ontario 
Act of 1868, and these regulations had been in force for more 
than twenty years when the regulations now in question were 
framed in professed exercise of authority conferred in terms 
identical in effect with those of the Act of 1868.

The statute of 1886 was re-enacted in 1906 and if one had to
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consider the statute and the regulations alone, one would, I 
think, he driven to the conclusion that there had been an admin
istrative interpretation of the statute in accordance with the 
view contended for by the appellant, and it would have been 
necessary then to consider whether there had not been a legis
lative adoption of that interpretation. I a in disposed to think, 
however, in view of the course of judicial opinion, that this 
administrative interpretation is not entitled to very much 
weight. Questions as to the proper effect of these or identical 
enactments and regulations have many times conic before the 
Courts during the last forty years and have been the subject of 
many expressions of judicial opinion, and these expressions have 
been overwhelmingly against the appellant’s view ; it is un
necessary to specify the decisions, which are referred to in the 
judgments in Smi/lic v. The Queen, 27 A.R. Ont. 172. In these 
circumstances, we are, 1 think, compelled to give effect to the 
statute in accordance with what appears to us to be the proper 
reading of the language of the sections themselves.

Anglin, J. :—The facts of this case are sufficiently set forth 
in the judgment of the learned Judge of the Exchequer Court. 
By his petition the suppliant prays that he may be declared 
entitled to the renewal of a timber license held by him over 
Indian lands, which the Crown refuses to grant, and he asks 
consequential relief.

The material parts of the relevant sections of R.S.C. 1880, 
eh. 43, arc as follows :—

54. The Superintendent•<icncral nr any oflicer or aigcnt authorized by 
him to that, effect may grant licences to cut trees on reserves and un
granted Indian lands . . . subject to such . . . regulations . . . 
as are from time to time established by the Gnvernor-in-t'ouncil. . . .

55. No licence shall be so granted for n longer period than twelve months
from the date thereof. . . .

Secs. 73 and 74 of eh. 81, R.S.C., 1900, are in terms similar 
to secs. 54 and 55 of the Act of 1886. The original provisions, 
which these sections reproduce, were consolidated as sees. 1 and 
2 of the Public Lands Timber Licenses Act, eh. 23 in the C.S.C., 
1859, which were made applicable to Indian lands by 31 Viet, 
ch. 42, see. 35.
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Pursuant to the provisions of see. f>4 of the Revised Statutes 
of 188(1 the following regulations inter alia were duly enacted 
and promulgated on September 5, 1888 :—

.r>. Licence holders who shall have e implied with all existing regulations, 
shall he entitled to have their licences renewed on application to the 
Sujierintendent of Indian Affairs.

11. All timber licences are to expire on the .‘loth day of April next after 
the date thereof and all renewals are to he applied for Indore the first 
day of duly following the expiration of the last preceding licence, in de 
fault whereof the lierth or berths may he treated as forfeited.

A number of other provisions in the regulations contain 
references to tin* renewal of licenses.

The suppliant, appealing front an adverse judgment of the 
Exchequer Court, contends that the statute, properly construed, 
does not prohibit the issue of a renewable license; that the regu
lations expressly authorize the issue of such licenses and that, 
having been laid before Parliament, they must be taken to have 
received its sanction ; and that, having paid a large sum of 
money for his license on the faith of obtaining a right to a 
renewal under the statute and regulations, he is either con
tractually or equitably entitled to such renewal as of right.

On the construction of the statute the appellant's conten
tion is. in my opinion, hopeless. The language of sec. f)f> is too 
plain to admit of any doubt. To interpret it as authorizing the 
issue of a license renewable ns of right after the lapse of the 
year for which it was granted, and so on from year to year, 
would defeat its obvious intent. There is no real distinction 
between a perpetual license and a license perpetually renewable. 
Both are equally obnoxious to a provision which forbids the 
granting of a license for a longer period than twelve months.

Nor is the appellant’s position improved by invoking regula
tion No. 5. The early history of that regulation is given by 
Maelennan. J.A., in Smiflit v. The Queen, 27 A.R. (hit. 172. at 
pp. 183-4, as follows :—

Regulation 5 provides that licence holder* who have complied with all 
existing regulations shall he entitled to have their licences renewed on 
application, and regulation II. that all licences shall expire on the :tOth of 
April next after the date thereof, and that renewals are to he applied for 
and issued ltefore the 1st of duly following the expiration, on default 
whereof the right to renewal shall cease, and the berth shall he treated as 
forfeited. The original regulations of the tit It of September. |S4!>. f'linnihi
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Uazcttc, vol. 8. p. lliMMI, are expressed differently. Regulation 8 declares 
that licensees who have complied, etc., will lie considered as having a claim 
to the renewal of their licences in preference to all others on application, 
etc., failing which the limits are to lie considered vacant, etc. A change 
was made on the 23rd of June, 18ttU. since which the regulation relating to 
renewal has continued to be iu the form approved of on the 10th of April, 
18W).

The learned Judge continues in language whieh 1 respect
fully adopt :—

The question is whether these two regulations were intended or can 
be held to weaken or qualify the clear terms of the statute. and to confer a 
right not expressed in the licence itself, and I think it impossible so to 
hold. In the first place it was not so intended. The second clause of 
the order in council expressly refers to the rcguiremrnta of the utaliite, as 
matters which were to govern licences and renewals thereof, as well as the 
regulations, conditions and restrictions, which were then I icing ordained. 
Again by regulation 24, the exact form of the licence is preserilied. and in 
the form the term is expressed to lie from its date to the 30th of April 
and no longer: and there is not a word in it alsmt renewal. I think, 
therefore, the intention of the regulations is to comply with, and not to 
qualify, the statute. But if the regulation is not in accordance with the 
statute, if it assumes to confer a right of renewal, it must give way to the 
statute, and can confer no right beyond what the statute authorized the 
Land Commissioner to grant, and that is a licence for a term not. exceed
ing twelve months. The regulations which the Lieutenant-Governor in 
Council was authorized to establish were in respect of licences which were 
not to excis'd twelve months in duration. So far as they go beyond that 
they cannot bind the Crown.

That the holder of n license, subject to n regulation identical 
with that now relied upon, was not entitled to a renewal as of 
right had been held in a series of Ontario cases. Contois V. lion- 
field, in 1H75-G. 25 U.C.C.P. .‘ill. 27 V.t'.l'.l*. 84; McArthur v. 
Seerthcrn mot Pacific JM. Co,, in 18110, 17 A.It. Out. 8(1 ; Slioirp 
v. Lakefield Lumber Co., in 1890-1, 17 A.lt. Ont. 322, 19 Can. 
S.l'.R. 657; and Muskoka Mill anil Lumber Co. v. McDermott, 
in 1894, 21 A.R. Ont. 129.

As put by Moss. J.A., in Smiilic V. Tin Queen, in 1900, 27 
A.R. Ont. 172, at pp. 190-191;—

It is enough to say that an agreement for n renewal is something which 
the law has not empowered the Commissioner of Crown Lands or the Do 
pa riment of Crown Lands to enter into. It is not within the statute, 
which authorizes no more than the giving of a right to cut timlier. and 
even that for a period not longer than twelve months.

The regulations must lie construed as not intending to enlarge the 
rights of persons dealing in respect of timber beyond such as the statute
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authorizes, and no greater effect has been attributed to them by the
Courts of the province whenever it lias become necessary to consider them.

The term "renewal” seems to be applied to licences issued after the 
first. Hut in reality this is not an accurate description. They are not 
in the nature of a restoration or revival of a right. Kacli is a new grant. 
It hears no necessary relation to the preceding licence. It may or not be 
couched in the same language and subject to the same conditions, regula
tions ami restrictions, as the former. It is not the continuance of an old 
or existing right, but the creation of a new original right.

It is probably now quite too late to contend that regulation 
No. 5 should be given a construction which, assuming its valid
ity, would confer on timber licensees, complying with the regu
lations, an absolute right to renewal ; but, if the 5th regulation 
should be so const rued, it is st ill more hopeless to contend for 
its validity in the face of the explicit language of sec. 55 of the
statute.

It was conceded at bar that regulation No. 5 might In* re
voked or altered at any time by the Governor in Council and 
that the suppliant’s rights as licensee would be subject to such 
revocation or alteration. But it is maintained that, in the ab
sence of such revocation or alteration, the regulation is binding 
upon the Crown. In so far as it is authorized and subject to 
proper construction, this is no doubt the case. But the fact 
that it may be so revoked or altered does not warrant a con
struction of an existing regulation in conflict with the prohibi
tion of the statute. Nor does it render it valid while it stands 
un repealed or unchanged, if only such a construction can be put 
upon it.

Although the statute requiring regulations passed under the 
Indian Act to be laid before Parliament appears to have been 
enacted only in the year 1894 (57 & 58 Viet. (I).), eh. 32. sec. 
12), if it may be assumed in favour of the appellant that the 
regulation in question was duly laid before both Houses of Par
liament that would not materially affect his case. Parliament 
may tie taken to have known the construction which the Courts 
had put upon this regulation and to have allowed it to remain 
unchallenged in the expectation that that construction would 
be adhered to. Moreover, although the fact that a regulation 
which has been laid before Parliament remains in force un-
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changed is. no doubt, » circumstance entitled to weight as rais
ing a probability of its living valid and in conformity with the 
intention of Parliament, it does not suffice to render the regula
tion effectual and unimpeachable, if, on the only construction 
of which it is susceptible, it contravenes an express statutory 
provision. On the other hand, it affords a very strong ground 
for giving to the regulation a construction not obnoxious to the 
statute.

Nor has the suppliant any such right as he asserts to the 
favourable consideration of a Court of equity.

11 in original license in 1891 was expressly limited to the 
term “from fith October, 1891, to .‘10th April. 1892, and no 
longer." It contained no provision for renewal. Each of the 
so-called renewals in like manner extends only to the ensuing 
April d0. and contains no allusion to further renewal. There is 
no evidence of any contract for renewal, and, if there were, no 
such contract which its officers might purport to make could 
bind the Crown in the face of the statutory prohibition. But 
whether the suppliant bases his claim upon contract or upon 
the effect of the regulation, he must be assumed to have known 
the law applicable to the license which he sought and obtained, 
and to have taken it subject to that law.

There is no evidence before us as to the value of the timber 
limits in question when the appellant became licensee or of 
their subsequent appreciation. But it is common knowledge, 
which we cannot disregard, that this appreciation has been very 
great of recent years. Whether the sum paid by the suppliant 
for his license, by way of bonus, premium or otherwise, should 
be deemed large or small would necessarily depend upon these 
considerations. Whatever sum he paid to obtain the license was, 
no doubt, paid in tin- expectation that it would probably be re
newed from year to year, as is ordinarily the case with Crown 
timber licenses, but always subject to the right of the Crown, 
in its discretion, to refuse such renewal. Of an ml verse exer
cise of that discretion at any time lie took the risk and he can
not be heard to complain. Under such circumstances there can 
be no ground for curia! intervention in his behalf.
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A construction of tin* regulations which wouhl give to 
licensees who luivc complied with them an absolute right to re
newals not only directly cnnHicts with the prohibition of the 
fifith section of the statute, hut would also do grave injustice to 
the hands of Indians for whom the Crown holds the Indian 
lands in trust.

The appeal, in my opinion, fails, and must he dismissed with

CAN

Booth

Anglin. J

Brooki r. .).: The appellant claims that he was entitled to Brodeur.J. 
have a renewal of his license to cut timber on Indian lands.

The license itself, which embodies the rights and obligations 
of the department, on one side, and of the licensee on the other, 
does not contain any such right on the part of the licensee.

lie relies on certain regulations passed by the Uovcrnor in 
Council.

It wouhl not he necessary for me to examine if those regula
tions could hear such a construction, because, then, they would 
be in violation of the statute, which declares that no licenses 
shotihl he granted for a longer period than twelve months, and 
the (lovernor in Council could not make any regulations that 
would he in contravention with a statutory enactment so ex
plicit.

It could he stated also that tin- Indians are the wards of the 
state and no policy should he adopted that would deprive the 
Indians of the fruits that their reserves could procure for them.
It may he that at one time their lands could he more advantage
ously « " as timber lands, hut at some other time they
should he converted into farm lands in the interest of the 
Indians. Then it would he a pity that through some previous 
concessions to timber license holders that beneficial change con hi 
not take place.

For those reasons the appeal should he dismissed with «Mists.

Appml tlismi.ssed villi costs.

9690
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HILL v. CARTER-HALLS ALDINGER CO.
Manitoba Court of Appall. Richards. Cerdur. Cameron and Magyar!, JJ.A.

January 5, 1915.

I. Master a xi) suivant (#1111—1801—Negligence—Kkllow servant-—
ACTING IX PLACE OF FOREMAN—LIABILITY OF MASTER.

That a fellow workman as tlie senior and more experienced of those 
employed in painting a building had assumed in the temporary 
alwenee of the foreman to give directions to a fellow employee, will 
not support an action in negligence under the Employers’ Liability Act. 
R.H.M. 101,1. « h. 01. against the employer in respect of such directions 
where in fact the employees were upon an equal status.

|Carla ml \. Toronto. 2.1 A.IL (Ont.) 2.18. applied ; Shea v. Inylis, II 
O.L.lt. 124. distinguished.]

Appeal from verdict of Macdonald, «I.
W. //. Curie, for appellant, defendant.
J. F. Davidson, for respondent, plaintiff.
Richards, J.A.:—The plaintiff, a painter in the service of 

the defendants, was engaged in painting iron braces at some 
height from the floor in a building part of which the defendants 
had contracted to paint. There were two painters ' 
plaintiff, and two painters’ helpers; the business of the helpers 
being to hold the ladders whenever it was necessary for the 
painters to go upon them to do any part of the work.

One V'ouiun was acting as workman or helper for the plain
tiff, and until a few minutes before the injury complained of, 
Coulun did hold the ladder upon which the plaintiff worked.

A few minutes before the injury Coulun went away to 
another part of the work. He says the plaintiff sent him away. 
The plaintiff denies this. One ('alder, the other painter on the 
work, who was called as a witness for the plaintiff, swore that 
about five minutes after the accident both Coulun and the 
plaintiff told him that Coulun. before leaving the plaintiff, had 
asked him if he needed him any more, and the had
said, no. This again is denied by the plaintiff.

The foreman in charge of the painting, was one Oates. He 
was also in charge of painting in several other places so that 
he did not stay all day at the work, but visited it several times 
each day. Apparently whenever he visited the work he found 
the ladders being properly held by the painters’ helpers. He 
gave instructions to the plaintiff and fabler not to go on a ladder 
when on a plank or floor unless there was a man holding the 
ladder, ('aider, the plaintiff’s witness, says ‘‘There was a man

0^9016
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supposed to hold the ladder all the time. NVc got strict orders MAN.

to have a man hold the ladder all the time.” Both he and c.A.
Gates say that the plaintiff was present when these orders were 
given. The plaintiff denies having heard these orders.

Shortly before 5 o’clock on the day of the accident the plain- hai is 
tiff and ('aider placed a from one beam to another and Aidinckb
upon this placed a ladder, the upper part of which was against tin 
iron work or wall and the lower part placed astride the plank- 
tliat is to say, that the ladder rested with the lowest rung across 
the The plaintiff went upon this ladder in that condition
and without Coulun to help him as already mentioned and while 
he was working in that position the ladder slipped and he fell 
and received the injuries for which he now claims damages from 
his employers.

In the statement of claim as it stood until the trial the in
jury was claimed to have resulted from obedience by the plain
tiff to the order of Gates, the admitted foreman. At the trial it 
was admitted that Gates had not ordered the plaintiff to go 
upon the ladder in question, and in fact had not been present 
when the plaintiff went upon it. The plaintiff then alleged that 
(’alder, a fellow workman, had told him to place the ladder as 
lie did and go upon it to finish the painting.

(’aider admits that Gates was foreman, but in his evidence 
claims that he was temporarily foreman in Gates’ absence. He 
makes no suggestion that Gates, or any one on behalf of .the de
fendants, placed him in this position, but simply asserts the fact. 
As nearly as I can make out from his rather vague statements 
of his position he claimed this because he happened to be the 
senior man, that is an older and more experienced painter than 
the plaintiff. He says that lie was acting as foreman there and 
that he instructed the plaintiff to put up the and stand
the ladder on it. He makes this statement in spite of the fact 
that he admits they had got orders to have a man hold the 
ladder all the time when a painter was upon it. In some places 
he speaks of having told the plaintiff to do this work. In others 
he puts it differently. For instance, in speaking of the work 
he says: “Î asked him if he would do it. and he said yes. I 
didn’t tell him to do it.” He repeated that, in effect, in another 
place in answer to a question from the Judge. Though he pur-

0
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ports to have had charge he says that as a matter of fact he 
and the plaintiff were equal on the work. On being asked the 
following question he gives the following answer:—

“Q- Did he have to obey your orders? A. We always asked 
one another before we did anything. We had a little conference 
before we did anything.”

There is no evidence to shew that dates had any knowledge 
whatever that his orders with regard to holding the ladder were 
not being carried out.

1 am quite unable to see that there was any evidence what
ever to justify a finding that ('alder was a person in authority. 
He got 2d»e. an hour more wages than the plaintiff, but he dis
tinctly disclaims having got the difference as foreman or because 
of any authority, and it is apparent that this difference was 
because of his being a more experienced workman than the 
plaintiff.

To my mind the case is practically on all fours with Garland 
v. ('illI of Toronto, 23 A.It. (Ont.) 238. It is true that in that 
case the person whose orders it was said the plaintiff was bound 
to obey admitted that his only reason for thinking that he was 
ill authority was because he was the senior; the oldest man at the 
work, or the first man at the work, and that he never considered 
himself a foreman. In the present ease ( 'alder purports to say 
that he did consider himself a foreman, but what ('alder con
sidered or did not consider is quite immaterial ; the question 
turns on what his position was. In the Garland ease it was held 
that the party claimed was not a person in authority. That case 
is rather stronger for the plaintiff than the present because there 
the plaintiff and the person claimed to he in authority were doing 
the one act; that is, an act that it needed the two of them to do. 
Here the work was that of each individual only. The plaintiff 
could have done his work without ('abler and ('alder could 
have done his without the plaintiff. They were not pro
perly engaged on the same work, but they were engaged in 
similar work. Each of them alone could have done the work if 
given sufficient time.

The case of Shea v. In-glvt, 11 O.L.R. 124. is wholly distin
guishable from the present because there the work in which the 
plaintiff and the person claimed to be in authority were engaged
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was such that in order to have the work done at all the plaintiff 
had to obey the orders of the other person.

I do not think that there was any evidence, to go to the jury 
of an authority existing in ('alder, and 1 do not think that the 
plaintiff should have been allowed to amend at the trial by 
striking out the name Cates, leaving the pleading vague enough 
to cover an allegation that ('alder was the person whose auth
ority the plaintiff had to submit to.

With deference. I think there should have been a nonsuit 
entered in the case. 1 would allow the appeal with costs and 
enter a nonsuit in the Court of King’s Bench with costs.

MAN.

C. A.

Him.

Ham"

Amiim-kr

Richards. J.A.

Perdue, J.A. :—At the opening of the trial of this ease a dis-. Perdue, j.a. 

mission arose as to the form of the action. Counsel for the plain
tiff then agreed, as appears by the record, “to proceed under the 
Workmen’s Compensation Act only.” It was meant by this that 
he would confine the case to a claim under what was formerly 
known as the Workmen’s Compensation for Injuries Act. but 
which is now called the Employers Liability Act. R.S.M. 1913. 
ch. 61. The defendant was, therefore, not called upon to meet 
an action at common law. The discussion that took place after 
the charge had been given to the jury and they had retired shews 
that the plaintiff rested his ease wholly upon the statute.

As the statement of claim was framed in the first instance, 
and as it appeared on the record entered for trial, the acts of 
negligence alleged in the erection of the staging and the placing 
of a ladder thereon to be used by the plaintiff in performing his 
work, were stated to have been done under the supervision of 
one Gates, the foreman of the defendant. It was also alleged 
that the plaintiff worked on the ladder placed in that way by 
the order and direction of Gates, who had authority over him. 
and that while so working the ladder fell and the plaintiff sus
tained the injury. In his evidence the plaintiff stated most posi
tively that Gates was his foreman, lie said that ('aider, another 
painter, was working with him on the plank, but in no part of 
his evidence does he state or suggest that ('aider had any super
intendence over him or any right to give him directions or that 
he had to obey ('alder’s orders in any respect.

Calder, who was called as a witness for the plaintiff, stated 
that he was senior and was in charge in Gates’ absence, but in
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cross-examination he corrected this and no id he was senior work
man. lie further stated that the plaintiff and he were equals 
on the work and. in answer to the question, “Did he (the plain
tiff) have to obey your orders?” he answered. “We always asked 
one another before we done anything, we had a little conference 
before we done anything.” Gates says ('alder held the same 
position as the plaintiff and that ( 'aider had no more authority 
than the plaintiff. < 'alder further states that he and the plaintiff 
had strict orders from Gates, the foreman, to have a man hold 
the ladder all the time, that no man had to be upon a ladder 
without a man being there to hold it. lie also states that a 
labourer named Coulun was there to hold the ladder for the 
plaintiff and was always available for that purpose. ( 'abler says 
further that prior to this accident he never saw n ladder used 
upon the plank without being held by some one.

At the time the accident occurred no one was holding the 
ladder, the result being that it slipped and the plaintiff fell and 
received the injuries complained of. The ’s contention is
that ( 'alder told the plaintiff to finish a piece of the work which 
necessitated his going upon the ladder and that ( 'alder sent 
Coulun away so that he was not on hand to hold the ladder. 
Calder, the plaintiff’s witness, admits that lie asked the plaintiff 
if he would do the work, but denies sending Coulun away. 
Calder further says that immediately after the accident both 
the plaintiff and Coulun said that the plaintiff had told Coulun 
that he did not need him any more.

After the charge had been given to the jury the plaintiff’s 
counsel applied for leave to amend the statement of claim by 
striking out the name of Gates and inserting the word “fore
man.” This application was granted some time after the trial 
and the amendment was made accordingly.

The questions left to the jury by the trial Judge, with the 
answ ers returned, are as follows :—

(1) Q. “Was the accident the result of negligence on the part of the 
defendant? If your answer is yes, what was the negligence? A. Yes. Acci
dent result of negligence to ereet or t v sufficient protection as to plat
form by defendant. (2) Q. Was the plaintiff himself guilty of negligence 
and if your answer is yes, what was his negligence? A. No.”

The jury assessed the damages at $2,750.
If this had been an action at common law, and tried as such,

C4B
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the above questions would have been proper. As the questions 
and answers stand there is no finding of the jury upon the all 
important point, whether ('aider was at the time entrusted by 
the defendant with superintendence over the plaintiff. The 
answer to the first question is a finding that the accident was 
due to the failure of the defendant “to erect or supply sufficient 
protection as to platform.” Hut the plaintiff did not attempt 
to shew that the accident occurred by reason of an unpro
tected or unsafe platform. If he could prove such negligence 
on the part of the defendant he might have an action at com
mon law without invoking the assistance of the statute, but he 
did not attempt to make out such a case, but on the contrary, dis
tinctly abandoned it. 11 is complaint came down to this, that 
('aider was, as he claims, a foreman over him and that ('alder 
told him to do the work by mounting a ladder placed upon the 
plank or platform and that the labourer who should have been 
there to hold the ladder had been sent away by (’aider. The 
jury has in fact made no finding upon the main question in dis
pute, namely, was (’aider placed in superintendence over the 
plaintiff and was the plaintiff bound to conform to ( 'aider's 
orders or directions? Without an answer to that question in the 
affirmative the plaintiff is not entitled to succeed in a case 
founded upon the statute. Even if the question were properly 
submitted to the jury, is there evidence to support a finding upon 
it favourable to the plaintiff? The plaintiff stated several times 
in giving his evidence that Oates was his foreman and never 
suggested that Calder had any superintendence over him.
Calder, who gave his evidence in a most uncertain manner, 
finally declared that the plaintiff and he were equals on the 
work and that they consulted each other as to the work. The 
plaintiff put in no evidence except Calder's to prove that the 
latter was his foreman. I think there was no evidence upon 
which a jury could find that Calder was entrusted with super
intendence over the plaintiff. A nonsuit should, therefore, be 
entered with costs.

Cameron, J.A., dissented. ctmeron, j.a.

Haggart, J.A., concurred with Richards and Perdue, J.Î.A. ,,emrt’ T A-
Appeal allowed.
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COLE v. COLE.
Ontario Supreme Court, hr a nor. .1. !/«// 22. 1015.

1. AsHH.NMKNTH FOB < RKIlITORH (8 VIII—4M) ( OXTFNTATION—XoTICK—
EfFMT—Annhi.XMI \TN AMI pRKFKRKM FH A(T. K.N.O. 1014. CM. 134.

The statutory notice given by an assignee for creditors under s«v. 
7 of the Assignments and Preferences Act. R.N.O. 1014. eh. 134. con 
testing the preference claimed by the creditor for a part of his claim 
does n it create a forfeiture of the security or of the creditor’s right to 
rank upon the estate in the event of non compliance with the notice of 
contestation.

The plaintiff, as assignee for the benefit of creditors of one 
Paisley, brought this action against himself, as assignee for 
the benefit of creditors of the Carleton Hotel Company, for a 
declaration of the rights of the Paisley estate as a creditor of the 
hotel company’s estate.

The action was tried without a jury at Ottawa.
I(. (I. Code. K.C., for the plaintiff.
II. P. Hill, for the defendant.

Lennox, J., said that the defendant had misconceived the 
meaning of sec. 27. It is a penal provision, must be construed 
strictly, and is not aimed at the forfeiture of a security, but is 
intended to secure the speedy determination of the right to 
rank and vote as a creditor and share in the distribution of as
sets, and to authorise a contestation of the indebtedness in whole 
or in part. As inducing a forfeiture the notice had no effect; 
but it was a fairly clear notice that a substantial part of the 
plaintiff’s alleged rights was in dispute—it amounted to an 
assertion that the plaintiff must rank as an unsecured creditor 
for his total claim.

The plaintiff may have a judgment declaring that the de
fendant’s notice is irregular ami served without statutory pro
vision therefor, and that it does not create a forfeiture in re
spect of the plaintiff’s rights under the chattel mortgage, with
out costs to either party.

If the parties agree, the action will be treated as one for the 
determination of the status of the plaintiff under the chattel 
mortgage, and the trial will be continued and concluded upon 
that basis.

If the parties do not agree, the judgment will be as above.
./ urit/m r n I accordingltf.
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AULD v. TAYLOR.

Hritish Columbia Court of Ap/unl, Mnnhnialil, C.J..!.. Irving, Martin, 
(lallifur an! MrMhilli/w. JJ A. April (i. IV1.Y

1. Pleading t § II II 21V i Demand notes Deed ahsoi.i tk ah se«i hit y 
l'.N« ONUITIONAL LEAVE TO DEFEND—1(>RI)EH DEFENDANT** KIGH1S 

TRIED IN THE ONE ACTION.
The fact that the lender suing upon demand not en had taken a deed 

absolute in form as security for the payment of the debt will support 
au order giving unconditional leave to defend so that defendant's rights 
in respect of the mortgage may Im* tried out in the one action where his 
affidavit sets up a contemporaneous oral agreement that lie should 
have a period of time not yet expired within which to make payment.

[Jacob* v. Hooth'x Distillery Co.. <» I..T. 2<I2. referred to.)

Appeal from an order of Hunter, C.J.B.C.
II. Marlin Griffin, for appellant.
If. ('. Spinks, for respondent.

Macdonald, V.J.A., dissented.

Irving, J.A.: The plaintiff in June, 11)13, lent the defendant 
some money- S3,830.07; the time of repayment was not stated, 
nor was any security given. On December 1. 1013, an interview 
took place between the plaintiff’s agent and the defendant, when 
the defendant signed the two demand notes sued on for an amount 
equal to the above sum, and at the same time defendant executed 
as security for the notes a deed absolute on its fare. The de
fendant says :—

<». That lit said meeting it was distinctly agreed and indeed was the 
consideration for the giving of the security that the defendant was to be 
allowed up to two years within which to pay these moneys, it being 
distinctly understood, however, that lie was to pay back the moneys as s ion 
as he possibly could.

The particular line lie means to adopt as to the* mortgage has 
not yet been declared. The learned Chief Justice dismissed t In
application for under (). 14. but we have not been
favoured with the reasons for his decision. I do not think we 
should interfere with his order, in view of the fact that there 
was this mortgage and the defendant’s right to apply to the ( 'ourt 
in respect thereof.

With a view to prevent multiplicity of actions, I think the 
plaintiff should be allowed to go to trial where the whole matter 
can be tried out. 1 would therefore dismiss the appeal.

Martin, J.A.:—There is a striking similarity between this 
case and Jacobs v. Month's Distillery Co. (1901), 8f> L.T. 202, 50
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B. C. W.R. 4V, deeided hy the House of Lords ami lately considered
C A. l-x us in (’anadian llank of Commerce v. Indian Hirer (irarcl Co.,

Tayi'or.

20 B.(\R. ISO. In the ease at liar it appears that the defendant 
had borrowed two sums of money from the plaintiff, and six months 
afterwards, on December 1. 10111. the defendant agreed to give
the plaintiff security for said debt, which security took the shape 
of an absolute conveyance of certain lands to the plaintiff, and 
was duly registered, the consideration for such security being that 
the defendant was to have not less than one year's time to pav 
said debt, though it was also agreed that lie was to pay before that 
time “if he possibly could.” At the time he gave the said security 
lie also gave plaintiff two promissory notes for the said respective 
sums payable on demand, and the plaint iff has brought this action, 
upon said notes before the minimum time of one year alleged to 
have been agreed upon l as elapsed, the defendant having been 
unable to pay the notes before that time, though he swears he has 
“endeavoured in every jmssible way to get " . . . money to
do so. In the Jacobs ease, as I understand it from the two reports 
cited, the two defendants had likewise given security, by means of 
a memorandum of charge, and signed two promissory notes to 
secure an advance to them and further moneys, and one of them 
had given an indemnity to the other, Jacobs, who defended the 
action and set up that he had been told that he incurred no liabil
ity by signing said charge and notes, and that he had signed them 
relying on that representation: the notes apparently were time 
notes, it not being stated that they were payable on demand. 
And it is not stated that the representation was made by the 
payee, and 1 should gather from the report that it was made by 
the co-defendant, the indemnifier, who admitted his liability. 
But assuming it was made by the payee, as in the case at bar, 
what is the difference in principle between the two cases? In this 
one the payer says it was agreed that he was to have a year within 
which to pay the notes; in Jacobs case he said it was agreed he 
was never to pay them at all! An astonishing statement on the 
face of it; that a man who gets advances of money and gives 
notes therefor is never to be called upon to pay them. And still 
more so in face of the fact that to secure himself for signing he 
took an indemnity from his co-borrower so as to relieve himself 
of any responsibility, which was a totally unnecessary precaution 
and wholly inconsistent act if he were told and believed that he
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incurred no liability by signing. Nevertheless tin- House of Lords 
set aside tin- judgment of the Court of Appeal affirming an order 
of Mr. Justice Day in Chambers (ordering the money to be paid 
into Court within seven days, otherwise judgment), and gave the 
defendant unconditional leave to defend because it was held there 
was “a triable issue.”

In the light of this decision of so high a tribunal 1 feel quite 
unable to say that the learned Judge below adopted a wrong 
course in allowing the defendant herein to defend unconditionally, 
despite what is to be found in the following cases on the subject 
of oral agreements varying written contracts: AYir London Credit 
Syndicats v. A cal*, | ISPS] 2 Q.B. 1ST : Henderson v. Arthur, |I!M)7| 
I K.B. 10, 7b L.J.K.B. 22; and IIitchinijs v. Xorthcrn, | I'M 1| A 
K.B. 907. It is to be noted that in the second of them Lord 
Justice Cozens-Hardy contemplates the reception of evidence of 
the terms of an antecedent parol agreement in an action to rectify 
a written contract.

Furthermore, in the case at bar the question of the conveyance 
absolute in form yet in reality only a mortgage will or should 
come up for determination, and in so doing the length of time for 
which the security was given will have to be considered, which 
cannot on the face of the matter be ascertained from the notes 
which are payable on demand only. It is also, to my mind, very 
possible that it may turn out, as argued, that these notes mav be 
held to be “only an incident or part of a larger agreement,” which 
is referred to by Chief Justice Cameron, as an exception to the 
rule, in I‘or tenus v. Muir (1883), S O.IL 127 at 130, cited in the 
Canadian Hank of Commerce case above referred to. 1 am not, 
in the words of Lord Justice James in Jacobs case, “expressing 
any opinion whatever upon the merits of the case,” but simply 
giving some reasons why it is desirable* that it should be allowed 
to be tried out in the usual way.

(ÎALLIHKR, J.A., dissented.

McPhillips, J.A.: Being of the* opinion that the learned 
Chief Justice of British Columbia (Hunter, C.J.) arrived at the 
right conclusion in this case in making the order dismissing the 
application for judgment, and also holding the view that if the 
action is to proceed to trial it is better that there should lx* no 
observations which would in anv way affect the disposition of the

B. C.

C. A.

Martin, J.A.

ilalllher, J.A. 
(dleeenting)

M. l'hlllips, J.A.
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action by the trial Judge, 1 refrain from adverting to the pointu 
of law that wen* so ably presented by Mr. Griffin, counsel for the 
appellant; which, however, in my opinion, in no way disturbed 
the correctness of the order appealed from.

I would therefore dismiss the appeal.
Appeal dinniisned.

swanson v. McArthur.
Manitoba Kitin'* Hindi, Halt, ./. March 27, 11*1*).

1. Judgment ($ II A 110) Res jvdicata—Doctrine ok Second cask
RA1H1NO NEW 1KHVK—OPINION OK JVDUEH.

The doctrini' of ns judicata applies to him! the parties by the decision 
of the issues raised in a prior ease, but does not hind the parties or the 
Court trying a second ease raising a new issue under the same contract 
in regard to mere expressions of opinion by the Judges in appeal, on de
livering their judgment in the first ease, as to the interpretation of a 
document adduced in evidence where the record in the first ease raised 
no such issue.

(Pedlar v. Hoad Mack Hold Mine*, (19051 2 Ch. 427, referred to.)

Action to set aside a judgment of the Court of Appeal Swan
son v. McArthur, 20 D.L.li. 434, against the same defendants.

11". II. Trueman, for plaintiff.
IV. ('. Hamilton, for McArthur.
1). II. Laird and E. T. Hajfntr, for Kastern Construction Co.

Galt, J.: In this action, which was commenced on November 
7, 1014, the plaintiff seeks to set aside a judgment rendered by 
the Court of Appeal in a former action brought by him against 
the same defendants, which latter action was dismissed as against 
both defendants. The plaintiff also asks that a certain agreement 
dated August 4, 1013, which was in question in the former action, 
be rectified, that judgment be entered for the plaintiff for SI 7,- 
052.08 with interest from August 4, 1013, and further and other 
relief.

The plaintiff does not allege any conduct amounting to fraud 
on the part of either of the defendants, and (apart from appeal) 
I know of no other ground on which a litigant can attack a judg
ment of record. So far as the claim for rectification of the agree
ment is concerned, the plaintiff himself states that the document 
correctly sets forth the bargain which he intended at the time to 
make, and neither he nor his counsel could suggest any variation 
in its wording which would make it any clearer than it already 
appears to be. The real complaint is as to the construction which

_
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the Court of Appeal has given to it. All the evaienee wnivh was 
given in the former ease lias been filed in printed form in this vase, 
and a considerable1 amount of additional evidence was given by 
the parties at the trial before* me. The plaintiff's main contention 
in this action is that the* judgment renele*re*el in the former action 
ele>e*s not operate* as an e*stoppe*l in the* pre*se*nt action, owing to the* 
grounds upon which the* Judges of the Court of Appe-al based 
the-ir juelgment. The* defendants, on the other hand, claim that 
the* judgment of the* Court of Appe*al e-overs every relie*f which 
might have* been open te> the* plaintiff e-ithe-r in the* former or the 
present ae-tiem.

The* former action was e-e>mme*ne*e*el on I)e-e*e*mbe*r I 1. 1909, and 
in it the* plaintiff sued John 1). McArthur une! the* Kastcrn Con
struction Cei., Ltd. The* state*me*nt of claim alle*geel that, by 
agreeme-nt in writing dateel Nove-mber 3, 1900, made be*twe*en the* 
plaintiff anel the- saiel John I). McArthur, it was agre*e*el that the* 
plaintiff shoulel e*xecute* certain e*emstrue*tie)n weak in saiel agree*- 
me-nt re*fe*rre*el to in the* buileling of the* Transe'eint mental Railway, 
with such variaiie>ns in saiel work as the* chief e*ngine*e*r of the 
Commissieme*rs e>f saiel railway might direct. [See* l(i D.L.R. N72, 
20 D.L.R. 434.)

McArthur Intel alreaely e*nte*reel into a contract with the* (om- 
missioners of the* Transcontinental Railway to builel a large* 
peirtiem of tlie*ir line, anel the* plaintiff berame* a sub-eumtracter 
under McArtliur to perform the “graeling” which might be* re*- 
quire*el on about eight miles of the* line*. Swanson's sub-contrae*t 
did not ine-luele- the building of any brielge*s. At erne particular 
point incluele*el in Swanson’s territory there* was a large* gap about 
3,000 ft. wiele* anel 25 e>r 30 ft. ele*e*p which the* ('ommissiemers 
originally intenele*d shoulel be* spanne*el by a bridge. Later e>n 
the*y deciele*el to have* an e*mbankme*nt built insteael of a bridge. 
It appears by the evidence that in such cases e*e>ntrae*te>rs often 
construct the* embankment by running up a temporary tre*stle* 
bridge strong enough to bedel constructiem e-ars anel engine*, anel 
then carry material te> the* structure anel dump it from the* track 
above. Of course* it is equally possible te> carry the* material in 
waggons on the* ground and build up the* embankment from below. 
When the* work is done* by the* former met hoe 1 the* je>h is technically 
calleel “trainfill," irrespective e>f the* materials use*el (c.e/., loose*
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rock, sum I, earth, etc.); but when it is performed from below 
there is nothing to distinguish it from ordinary grading, whivli 
consists of loose rock, common excavation and a charge for over
haul, as the work is done by horses and waggons.

In th<* present instance the engineer of the Commissioners, 
being anxious to hasten the work as much as possible, and realizing 
that the gap in question offered much greater difficulty than ordin
ary grading, agreed with McArthur, in May, P.MI7, to allow him 
th<' price usually paid for “trainfill," namely, f»2e. per cubic 
yard- a price considerably higher than that usually paid for 
grading. McArthur, shortly after making his original contract 
with the commissioners, assigned to the Eastern Construction 
Co., Ltd., all his interest in a portion of the original contract, 
including that portion which fell within Swanson's sub-contract. 
There was nothing in McArthur's original contract, nor in Swan
son's sub-contract, entitling either of those parties to charge for 
any train-filling at all. As soon as Swanson learned that the gap 
in question was to be crossed by an embankment, lie claimed that 
the doing of this work foil within his sub-contract for grading. 
There was some difficulty between the parties as to Swanson’s 
right to do this work, but in the end he was allowed to perform it. 
and he did so quite satisfactorily within the time required by the 
engineers in charge.

Swanson's sub-contract contained the following, amongst 
other clauses:—

S. Should the variations made by the chief engineer of the commis
sioners necessitate the performance of a work of a character not set out 
in the sc hedules hereto, and should the parties hereto not mutually agree 
upon the prices to be paid therefor, then the employer (McArthur) shall 
pay to the contractors (Swanson) for such work a ninety per centum of the 
amount he shall receive therefor from the cnmniisinncrs.

During the construction of the embankment, S. R. Poulin 
acted as district engineer under the chief engineer, and on May 5, 
1008, Poulin wrote to the chief engineer in part as follows:

As to the classification at station 1207 and 12X0 at mile 2.V There is 
to he no classification at that point. By looking at the profile you will 
see that the point is one of those where you have allowed train-filling prices 
of Me. for the making of same. The contractors were to put in their steam 
shovel at that point; they commenced to put a bottom in with cars and 
Imild trestles and roadway at a steep grade, to he ready for the steam 
shovel. 'I hey put on a large force «lay ami night, and were going so well 
that tl cv asked me to put the steam shovel at another point, saying they
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would finish this fill in linn- in the manner they wiv going, an 1 the two 
fills would Ik- made at tin- same finir, instead of one. My opinion at the 
time was that they eouhl not finish the fill that way. and I said I would 
not return the same at traiufill prices until I felt satisfied they would com
plete the embankment, on account of the height of the embankment above 
the borrow pit. 1 believe now that tln \ will complete it in time if they 
keep their force at work, and they will eventually be paid traiufill p: i 
for that fill. Xu overturn! or rlo"iliriilion i* In In ulloivnl </.' Ihnl

The amount of material utilized in making the embankment 
was allowed by the engineers at 201.010 cubic yards. McArthur, 
under his arrangement with the commissioners, was paid 52c. per 
cubic yard for this, and lie in turn has paid the ICastorn ( ’ou
st ruction Co. at flu rate of HO jc. for the same job under an 
agreement to that effect. The plaintiff claims that by changing 
the classification of the work from “grading" to “traiufill" the 
engineer and McArthur made a “variation" which entitled the 
plaintiff to be paid 00 per cent, of whatever McArthur should 
receive, or, in other words, 40 4-5c. amounting in all to SI23.550.08.

In the first action the plaintiff gives particulars of the work 
performed by him. including the said alleged variation and addi
tional work, amounting in all to 8485,050.51. Ib- then gives 
credit for 8420.855.15. leaving a balance due to him of 804,804.30. 
The plaintiff claimed payment of this sum from the defendant 
McArthur, and in the alternative judgment against the Kastern 
Construction Co., Ltd., also an account and further and other 
relief.

The defendant McArthur pleaded, amongst other things, 
that after the assignment of a portion of his contract by himself 
to the Kastern Construction Co.. Ltd., the plaintiff was notified 
of such assignment and assented thereto. The Kastern Con
struction Co.. Ltd., pleaded, amongst other defences, that they 
were a foreign company and the Court had no jurisdiction over 
them. During the course of the proceedings an order was made 
striking out the name of the Kastern Construction Co., Ltd., and 
the plaintiff was apparently content to leave the record in that 
shape, but the defendant McArthur appears to have succeeded 
in having his co-defendants replaced on the record in order that 
he might have relief over against them if lie could shew himself 
entitled. In August, It) 13, negotiations for settlement took place 
between the parties, and in the result it was agreed that all the 
items of the plaintiff’s claim should be settled by the payment to
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him of $39,(MM), with the single* exception of the item above- 
mentioned of 204,010 cubic yards of trainfill at 40 4-5c., which 
would amount to $17,952.08.

In order to effectually close out the settlement, and to provide 
for the trial of the one excepted claim for trainfill, the parties 
and their solicitors met together on August 4, 1913, and executed 
the following agreement :—

hi tin* King's Bench.
Between Swan Swanson Plaintiff.

And
John I). McArthur and The Eastern Construction Company. Limited,

Defendants.
The parties hereto having settled between themselves all of the issues 

raised in this action, with the exception of the one issue hereinafter referred 
to. this memorandum is signed by the parties as evidencing such settlement 
and the terms thereof, ami limiting the issue remaining unsettled and deter
mining the manner in which the same shall be tried and disposed of.

The one issue unsettled is that raised in the pleadings in respect of the 
item set forth in tin* particulars embraced in tin* plaintiff's amended state
ment of claim under the name of “trainfill," in respect of which it is claimed 
by the plaintiff that he should l«* paid at the rate of 46.Sc. per cubic yard, 
while it is contended by the defendants that the plaintiff is entitled to 
be paid therefor only at the rate of 40c. per cubic yard, it being admitted 
th::t the number of cubic yards involved is 204.010. as in the statement of 
claim set forth.

The parties have agreed to settle all the other issues between them 
in this action by the payment into the Royal Rank of Camilla at Winnipeg, 
at the request of the plaintiff, of the sum of $30,000. which the plaintiff has 
agreed to accept in full payment and satisfaction of all sums whatsoever 
due or owing or to become due or owing to him in any manner, or to which 
lie has any claim whatsoever as against the defendants or either of them, 
arising under the issues in this action or under or in respect of any work 
done or material supplied by him in connection with the work done on the 
line of the Transcontinental Railway referred to in the pleadings, or under 
the contract or sub-contracts in the pleadings referred to. excepting, how
ever. the plaintiff's claim for an additional O.Sc. per cubic yard in respect 
of said trainfill. and it is distinctly understood and the fact is, that the 
payments made to the plaintiff in respect i f the said work, including the 
said sum of $39,000, covers payment for such 204.010 cubic yards of train- 
fill at the rate of 40c. per cubic yard, which the defendants claim is payment 
in full therefor. Therefore, it is hereby declared that the only issue re
maining between the parties is as to whether or not the plaintiff is entitled 
to be paid an additional price of 6.8c. per cubic yard in respect of said train- 
fill over and above the said 40c. per cubic yard which has been paid to 
him. And it is further agreed that all parties will co-operate in good faith 
to bring this issue to trial at the earliest date possible before a Judge of 
the Court of King's Bench in Manitoba, and either party may appeal against 
the judgment of such Judge to the Court of Appeal for Manitoba, but neither 
party shall by way of further appeal or otherwise bring or attempt to bring
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the issue before any higher or other tribunal, but all parties will accept MAN.
and abide by the judgment of such Judge of the Court of King's Bench k~Jï
or of the said Court of Appeal in the event of such appeal being made as __"
a final determination of the issue. The Kastern Construction Co., on its Swanson 
part, assents to being a party to the action ami to the issue herein defined v.
being tried and eed of in this action as against the said defendant, McAhthck. 
the Kastern Construction Co., as herein provided, and both of the defen- 

are to he at liberty to file such statement of defence to the plaintiff's 
amended statement of claim as they severally may deem proper. It is 
agreed on the part of the plaintiff that his said claim is limited to said 
balance of li.Se. per cubic yard of said trainfill, making in all 117.952.OS. 
and that no claim is to be made for accrued interest upon said sum. Each 
party to the action pays his or its own costs of the action down to the present 
time. The costs from and after this date in connection with the issue re
maining unsettled shall be costs in the cause. Dated at Winnipeg this 
4th day of August. 1913.

This agreement was signed by each of the parties and by their 
respective counsel. It will be observed that while the parties 
expressed themselves to be providing for the trial of only one 
issue, the agreement itself provides later on that both of the 
defendants are to be at liberty to file such a statement of defence 
to the plaintiff’s amended statement of claim as they severally 
may deem proper. The effect of this provision might naturally 
lead to several issues being tried in place of one. It was. of 
course, open to the parties by mutual consent to vary the said 
agreement sul sequently if they saw fit. As a matter of fact the 
plaintiff made no amendment whatever to his statement of claim, 
nor did the defendant McArthur alter his pleading in any way. 
but the Kastern Construction Co., Ltd., on October 1. 1913. 
amended their statement of defence by adding four sub-paragraphs 
based upon the agreement of August 4, 1913.

The parties went down to trial before Mr. Justice Prendergast 
on October 7, 1913. Counsel for the plaintiff took the position 
that the plaintiff looked to McArthur, rather than to the Eastern 
Construction Co., for relief. The agreement of August 4. 1913. 
was put in evidence, but no suggestion was made by any of the 
parties that there was only one issue to be tried. Mr. Justin- 
Prendergast, on March 9. 1914. gave judgment in favour of the 
plaintiff for 817,952.08. and interest thereon from August 4. 1913, 
to date of trial, against the defendant John I). McArthur, but he 
awarded costs as against both defendants. The defendants 
appealed to the Court of Appeal, and on June 29. 1914, the 
judgment which had been pronounced by Prendergast, .1.. was

2
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reversed, and the netion <lismisse<l as against Loth defendants 
with costs. The plaintiff attempted to appeal from this judgment 
to the Supreme Court of Canada, hut his appeal was quashed by 
reason of the clause in the agreement of August 4. whereby the 
parties had agreed to abide by any judgment on the one issue 
which might he pronounced by the Court of Appeal: 20 D.L.R. 
434.

The claims set up in the present action are for the most part 
entirely different from those which appear in the former action. 
The only claim asserted in the present action which can he said 
to relate to the same subject matter as the former is claim (4), 
that judgment he entered for the plaintiff for S17.052.0S, with 
interest thereon from August 4. 1013.

This is substantially the same claim as was asserted by the 
plaintiff in the former action, and consequently cannot he re
litigated. The plaintiff is not entitled to any of the specific 
relief he claims. But there is the usual prayer for further and 
other relief, and the question is whether the plaintiff is entitled 
to any. The point is beset with difficulties, partly owing to the 
fact that the evidence in support of any such relief was given in 
the former action wherein the Court of Appeal directed that the 
action should he dismissed, and partly because the plaintiff has 
not seen tit in the present action to specifically claim certain 
relief, to which, on the evidence, he seems clearly entitled. The 
plaintiff, at the former trial, relying upon the agreement of August 
4, 11)13, claimed that the variation in tin* contract between the 
commissioners and McArthur whereby the bridge was eliminated 
and an embankment substituted, to be paid for as traintill, enured 
to the plaintiff’s benefit and entitled him. under clause K of his 
sub-contract with McArthur, to be paid VO per cent, of whatever 
McArthur realized from the Commissioners. It is impossible 
to ascertain to what extent the judgment of the Court of Appeal 
in the former action operates as an estoppel in the present case 
without first ascertaining the grounds upon which the Court of 
Appeal based its decision.

The only written judgments of the Court were delivered by 
Howell, C.J.M., and Richards, J.A.

Mr. Trueman argues with much force that the Court of Appeal 
has construed the word “traintill,” so far as McArthur is con
cerned, to mean “grading,” but with all the attributes of traintill,
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including an additional charges at the rate of 52c. per cubic yard. 
But the Court lias construed the same word, as regards tin* plain
tiff Swanson, to mean grading, with none of the attributes of 
trainfill.

Howell. C.J.M., says (see 20 D.L.K. 430):—
After the work had progressed upon the line, il was discovered that, 

at this point on the plaintiff's part of the line, and at three other parts 
on the line covered by McArthur's contract, but not on the plaintiff's part 
of the work, there were borrow pits reasonably convenient to the work, 
from which loose rock and ordinary excavation could be taken to make 
these embankments; but, as the distance of the haul and the height ol 
the embankments were much greater in these four places than ordinarily, 
and as McArthur knew that the roadbed where these four fills are situate 
was originally intended to be done by himself, he thought that the plaintiff 
did not have a right under his contract to do this work. He. therefore, 
entered into an arrangement with the (iovemment engineers that he would 
put steam shovels and engines on each of these fills and rush the work, 
not putting in trestles and waiting for the rails to be laid before any em
bankment was constructed, and it was agreed that, between him and the 
commissioners, this work should be considered as “trainhaul. and paid 
for at 52 cents per cubic yard. . . . The plaintiff swears that about 
the time the work was completed an engineer on the works told him the 
work would be finally passed as “trainfill.” but I cannot see how this state
ment can vary n bargain made between the plaintiff and McArthur.

M\N.
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Richards, J.A., says, at 43(1:
After it once became of the class of work the plaintiff was entitled to 

do, it was not varied in any way. Calling it “trainfill." in the dealings 
between defendant and the commissioners, did not make it such. It re
mained “grading," whatever called. It being grading, and done as such, 
it came within the plaintiff's fixed schedule of prices, and it seems to me 
that it was no concern of his what the defendant received for it.

It was argued by counsel for the defendants that this Court 
is bound to accept not only the judgment of the higher tribunal 
but also any construction which that tribunal placed upon any 
document adduced in evidence. 1 do not so understand the law. 
In Pedlar v. HihiiI Plod; (Sold Mims, (HM)5] 2 < h. 427, Warrington,
J., says, at 437:—

In a question of construction, in my view, no Judge is bound bv the 
decision of another Jmlgc. He is obliged to express his view of the meaning 
of the document which he has to construe, and in expressing that view, 
in my opinion, hi* is not bound by the view of somebody else. I remember 
hearing Sir (ieorge Jessel say that he should not regard himself as bound 
by the decision of a previous .bulge on the construction of the identical 
document and the identical passage of the document which he had to con-

But, so far as the present action is concerned, it doe# not seem
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MAW‘ to matter what construct ion the Court of Appeal decided to 
K. B. place upon the document in question, because the parties agreed 

Swanson that the Court's decision upon this particular issue was to be 
final, and the question would still remain, was there a “ variation " 

M< Ainni it. ^ piajntsub-contract? The reasoning of Mr. Justice 
0tU,J' Richards on this point seems unanswerable. He says : —

So that what happened was the exact opposite of wlmt was contem
plated hv sec. K. Instead of work that lie had contracted to perform being 
turned into work that he had not. work that lie had not contracted to do 
was turned into work of a class that he had undertaken to perform.

The plaintiff appears to be in tin- following dilemma : If the 
work was in fact train tilling it was outside his contract, and so 
far from being directed by the defendants to do it he was directed 
not to do it, so no “variation” was forced upon him. If, on the 
other hand, the work was changed from bridging to grading— 
as the plaintiff contended it was—it came within his contract, 
and he is only entitled to be paid on the basis of grading. No 
claim had been made in the former action for payment for grading. 
The claim was restricted to an additional price of 6.8c. per cubic 
yard for trainfill. I enquired from counsel for the defendants 
if his contention was that unless the plaintiff could shew himself 
entitled to the exact amount of 6.8c. per cubic yard he could not 
recover any less amount under the issue, and he answered that this 
was their contention. In my opinion the plaintiff has failed to 
establish any right to relief in respect of the items specifically 
claimed in this action. It was admitted by counsel before me 
that after judgment was reserved in the former case a memor
andum was handed in by counsel for the plaintiff to one of the 
learned Judges of the Court of Appeal pointing out that even if 
the plaintiff were obliged to place his claim on the footing of 
grading he was entitled on the evidence to the sum of 82,107.00 
on that score alone. No such claim had been alleged by the 
plaintiff in his statement of claim, and no amendment was asked 
for or granted in reference to it, and I must assume that for this 
reason the Court of Appeal gave judgment on the record as it 
was. It appears from the cross-examination of the witness (leorge 
F. Radian, one of the engineers, on p. 43 of the printed case, and 
is as follows:—

His Dumsiiiv: I understand the $124,141 includes an allowance for 
overhaul? A. Yes; it does include it: 2,866.400 yards at one cent a yard 
was the overhaul; $107,711.50 would be the figure at the price of 25 cents
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for common excavation and 50 cents for loose rock and allowing the same 
overhaul.

The plaintiff had already been allowed and paid the sum of 
$105,604, the price of 264,010 cubic yards at 40c. Deducting 
the latter payment from the amount shewn by George V. Radian 
to have been earned by the plaintiff, leaves the sum of $2,107.50 
still due. In giving judgment in the Court of Appeal, Howell, 
C.J.M., goes over the evidence, and comes to the conclusion that 
the plaintiff was not entitled to claim payment on the footing of 
trainfill at all, and he concludes his judgment as follows:—

When McArthur entered into the contract with the plaintiff there was 
no work for the latter to do at that fill. and. no doubt, he thought he could 
make what bargain lie chose as to these deep fills, but, as the changes 
came within the schedules of the plaintiff's contract, the latter insisted 
that lie was entitled to do the work under his contract, and it follows he 
must be paid for as provided for by these schedules.

Richards, J.A., as above quoted, said practically the same.
The attention of the plaintiff and his solicitors was directed 

so exclusively to the larger claim for trainfill that even in this 
second action no specific claim is made, alternatively or otherwise, 
for the smaller amount. If such a claim had been expressed upon 
the record in the former action the Court of Appeal might have 
given effect to it, but it was not so expressed. The claim was for 
the whole amount alleged to be due on the footing of trainfill. 
The question is whether it can be granted now. During the 
progress of the trial I pointed out that, according to the views 
expressed by both the Chief Justice and Richards. J.A., the plain
tiff was entitled to be paid the balance due to him on the footing 
of grading. I have had the benefit of an additional argument by 
counsel for all parties on this point. Mr. Laird objects to any 
such relief being granted on three grounds: Firstly, that under 
his sub-contract the plaintiff was bound to produce a final cer
tificate from the engineer covering tin* work in question, but he 
has not done so. Secondly, the figures relied upon by the plaintiff 
are not conclusive. There is reason to suppose that some of the 
material charged for as loose rock was really only frozen earth. 
Thirdly, the plaintiff agreed with the Eastern Construction Co. 
to do the work for 40c. per cubic yard, and he has received pay
ment on that basis.

With regard to the first objection, there is no doubt that the 
work has all been done, and that, so far as McArthur, the original
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contractor, is concerned, all necessary certificates have been 
obtained, because the work has all been paid for long ago. The 
defendants did not suggest any necessity for the. production of a 
final certificate by the plaintiff when they entered into their 
agreement with him on August 4th, 1913, and under the terms 
of that agreement paid the plaintiff 839.000. By doing this I 
consider that the defendants waived any right they may have had 
to the production of the final certificate by the plaintiff. The 
second objection is that the figures relied upon by the plaintiff 
are not conclusive. The nature of the claim for balance due the 
plaintiff in respect of grading was well known to the defendants, 
as th«' point had been raised in the Court of Appeal, and the 
evidence in regard to it was brought out by counsel for the de
fendants on cross-examination of the witness Rachan. More
over, during the examinât ion-in-chief of the plaintiff, set forth 
at p. 58 of the printed case, the following question is asked:—

Before this work was classified as trnitiflll. what classification did 
it have? A. It had common excavation, loose rock and overhaul, (j. 
Have you ever worked out what that work would have netted you had it 
gone at the original classification?

Mr. Laird: The engineers gave figures for that.

The only evidence given by “the engineers” apparently was 
that given by Mr. Rachan, and counsel for the defendants ap
peared to be quite satisfied with it. Some evidence was given by 
the plaintiff to the effect that owing to his belief that the work 
was to be classed as trainfill lie did a considerable amount of 
work over and above the estimate given by engineer Rachan. 
My attention was not drawn by counsel for the defendants to 
any passage in the evidence shewing where frozen earth had been 
classed by the plaintiff as loose rock. There was a general de
duction made by the engineer on the total contract of $150,000, 
but whether any of this applied to the big fill is not shewn. On 
the other hand, I am unable to say to what extent, if at all, the 
plaintiff is entitled to additional charges for work which lie per
formed under the impression that it was to be allowed as trainfill. 
But, apart from any speculations of this kind, the broad outstand
ing fact remains that McArthur received payment for this very 
work, performed by Swanson, at the rate of 52c. per cubic yard 
without any deduction. Why, therefore, should any deduction 
be made as against Swanson? The third objection is that the
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plaintiff had agreed to do this work for 40c. |x*r cubic yard, and 
he has hern paid that amount. This identical contention was 
put forward by the defendantm in the former action, and was 
decided against them by the trial Judge. The Court of Appeal 
did not interfere with this decision. It was expressly left unde
cided by Howell. C.J.M.. and Richards. J.A., says nothing about 
it. The parties evidently intended to have a written agreement 
in respect of it. but when McDougal was informed by the engineer 
that he did not think the work could he classed as traitifill at all 
(which it subsequently was), the agreement seems to have been 
abandoned. Coming now to the question as to whether the 
plaintiff can obtain this relief now:

The King's Bench Act contains the following provisions:—
Section 25 (j):
(j) Subject to the aforesaid provisions for giving effect to equitable 

rights and other matters of equity in manner aforesaid, and the other 
express provisions of this Act. the Court and every .bulge thereof shall 
recognize and give effect to all legal claims and demands, and all estate, 
rights, duties, obligations and liabilities, existing by the common law or 
created by any statute, in the same manner as the same would have been 
recognized and given effect to by the Court of Queen’s Bench for Mani
toba prior to the passing of the Queen's Bench 'cl, IS! 15.

ik) The Court, in the exercise of the juris li. ion vested in it by this 
Act, in every cause or matter |M>nding before it. Cdl have power to grant 
and shall grant, either absolutely or on such n son able terms and con
ditions as to it shall seem just, all such remedies whatsoever as any of tin* 
parties thereto may appear to be entitled to in respect of any and every 
legal or equitable claim properly brought forward by them respectively 
in such cause or matter, so that, as far as possible, all matters so in con
troversy between the said parties respectively may be completely and 
finally determined, and all multiplicity of legal proceedings concerning any 
of such matters avoided.

Rule 305 provides that
The Court or a Judge may, at any time, and on such terms as to costs 

or otherwise as to the Court or Judge may seem just, amend any defect or 
error in any proceedings; and all such amendments may be made as may 
be necessary for the advancement of justice, determining the real question 
or issue raised by or depending on the proceedings and best calculated to 
secure the giving of judgment according to the very right and justice of the

Now, while it is true that the plaintiff has not specifically 
claimed the above balance, the evidence shews that he is entitled 
to it. He has asked for further and other relief. It is a recognized 
part of our legal procedure that parties are entitled to any reason-
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aille amount justified by the evidence. I can see no estoppel in 
the prior judgment of the Court of Appeal to prevent the plaintiff 
from now asserting this claim. The reasons for judgment above 
quoted are wholly in the plaintiff's favour on this point. Tin- 
parties did not restrict themselves at the former trial or in the 
argument before the ( 'ourt of Appeal to “the one issue” mentioned 
in their agreement of August 4. 1913. They tried out several 
issues. For instance, there was an issue as to which (if either) 
of the defendants was liable, and this was decided in favour of the 
Eastern Construction Co. Then, there was an issue raised by 
McArthur (par. 18 of his defence) that the plaintiff was not 
entitled in any event to payment until after the expiry of five 
days from payment by the commissioners to McArthur, which 
had not occurred. This issue was decided in favour of the 
plaintiff.

If I were to dismiss the present action on the ground that 
the plaintiff has not shewn himself entitled to any of the relief 
specifically claimed, the plaintiff would still lx- at liberty, so far 
as I can see, to commence a new action for the balance clearly 
due to him for grading. The litigation has already been ex
cessive, and should not be prolonged. I therefore give leave to 
the plaintiff to amend his statement of claim by adding an alter
native claim for the balance due to him for grading. As regards 
the question of costs, neither of the defendants has seen fit to 
offer to pay the said moneys which are justly due to tin- plaintiff. 
On the other hand, the plaintiff has not seen fit to place this claim 
upon his record. McArthur is directly liable to the plaintiff on 
his sub-contract. "The Eastern Construction Co. have received 
from McArthur their proportion of the moneys received by him 
from the commissioners, an amount based upon the allowance 
for trainfill, and therefore including the smaller amount due to the 
plaintiff for grading. They might well be held liable for money 
had and received.

However, the plaintiff has signified his willingness to take 
judgment against tin- defendant McArthur alone. Accordingly 
there will be judgment for the plaintiff against McArthur for 
$2,107.50, but without costs. The action will be dismissed as 
against the Eastern Construction Co., Ltd., without costs.

,/udgment accordingly.
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SCHEUERMAN v. SCHEUERMAN.
Alberta Supreme Court, Harvey, C.JStuart, Heck amt Walsh, JJ.

February 19. 1915.
1. Ill SHAM) AND WIFE I $ Il K—83 ) PROPERTY ItUillTS -CONVEYANCE OF 

HVHBAND TO WIFE SALE BY WIFE TO THIRD 1‘AKTI UlOHTS OF III S-

Whero the purchaser of lands, on completinn the contract, had them 
conveyed to his wife instead of to himself, with the intention thereby 
to prevent an execution creditor from realizing therefrom, and to hold 
upon a secret trust for the husband, but the property was exempt to 
its full value at that time under a homestead exemption law. the intent 
to defeat creditors not having been accompanied by any illegal act, 
is not a bar to the husband bringing an action against his wife for the 
return of the property to him in pursuance of the trust or to declare 
him entitled to the benefit of the contract of sale made by her to a 
third person. (Per Stuart and Beck, .1.1.. in a divided court, allinning 
Scott, J., at the trial.)

[Meunier v. Do ray, ft Terr. L.R. 194. and Day v. Day, 17 AH. (Ont.)
157, applied; ami see Scheuerman v. Scheuerman, 17 D.L.K. 038.

Appeal from Scott, J., 17 D.L.R. <138. statement

0. M. Biggar, K.C., for plaintiff, respondent.
Frank Ford, K.(\, for defendant,

Harvey, ( 1.J.:—I think this appeal should he allowed. I Haney.c.j. 
agree with the learned Chancellor of Ontario when he said, in 
giving his reasons for judgment in M undell v. T ink is (1884),
G O.R. 625, at 027 :

I have always understood the rule of equity to be as expressed by listen,
V.-C., in Platan v. Fraser, ft (ir. 33ft. that this Court never assists a person 
who has placed his property in the name of another in order to defraud his 
creditor.

And, again, on 029. when referring to the argument that the 
rule should not apply if the fraudulent intention has not been 
carried out, he says :—

If it is meant that the illegal purpose is not carried out unless it is 
proved that some creditor has actually been defeated or delayed, this is 
imposing an unsatisfactory test, because the act and conduct of the grantor 
are not affected by the subsequent course of third parties. So far as he 
is concerned, the illegal purpose is complete; he has violated the law and 
should not be allowed to resort to the law for protection.

The learned trial Judge relics on Taylor v. Bowers, l Q.B.D.
291, approving Sytncs v. Hughes, L.R. 9 Eq. 470, followed in 
Mulligan v. Hubbard, 5 Man. L.R. 225, but, as I pointed out in 
Bakewell v. MacKemie (1905), l W.L.R. 08, the authority of 
Taylor v. Bowers has been very much weakened, if not entirely 
destroyed, by Kearley v. Thomson (1890), 24 Q.B.D. 742.

Rosenherger v. Thomas (1852), 3 Or. Ch. 035, was a case
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win re llir plaint HT, having been sued hv a person on what hv 
considered an unjust claim, transferred his property to the de
fendant. to protect it from the judgment if obtained. The Court, 
consisting of Blake, and Ksten, Y.-(\, and Spragge, Y.-(’., 
refused to give any assistance in recovering back the property. 
The Chancellor (p. 038) quotes with approval the words of Lord 
Kldon, in Curtis v. Perry, (i Yes. 739:—

The moment the purpose to defeat the policy of the law, by fraudulently 
concealing that this was his properly, is admitted, it is very clear that 
lie ought not to he heard in this Court to say that it is his properly.

All the quotations I have given indicate that the intention 
is the question of importance, but Osier, .1,, in Day v. Day ( 1889), 
17 A.R. (Ont.) 157, comes out plainly, and says that, though 
the intent is proved, yet, unless some creditor has actually been 
defrauded, the plaintiff is to be permitted to have the Court’s 
assistance. The trial Judge had decided the other way, and no 
one of the other appeal Judge's adopted tin- views of Osler, J.

If it is on grounds of public policy, as I take* it to be, that 
the Court refuses to assist a person out of tin* consequences of 
an illegal or immoral act, I find it difficult to understand why 
the purpose and intent of the act done, rather than its fortuitous 
consequences, should not be the matter of chief consideration, 
and 1 feel satisfied that the great weight of authority is against 
the view expressed by Osler, J.

It is contended, however, that in this case the property in 
question was exempt from seizure, and that, consequently, there 
was no possibility of creditors being prejudiced, and that, there
fore, there could be nothing fraudulent or wrong in the plaintiff 
putting the property in the defendant’s name, even though he 
did it for the purpose of defeating creditors. I I.ml myself unable 
to agree with this statement of fact.

The exemption is not an absolute but a conditional one only. 
The provision of the Ordinance is: “The house and buildings 
occupied by the execution debtor and also the lot or lots on which 
the same art1 situate, according to the registered plan of the 
same, to the extent of $1,500.”

Now, it is apparent that occupation by the debtor is a con
dition of the exemption, and also that the exemption is limited 
to a value of $1,500, any value in excess of that being available 
for creditors. The evidence establishes that the debtor ceased
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to occupy tin* house and that its value did become greater than ___
$1,500, because it was sold for 83,500. It is clear, therefore. s. ( . 
that, if this property had been in the name of the debtor, in- s iikckuman
stead of being in that of bis wife, there would have been something r-

... , . . , . . .. SniKVEHMAXto which execution could attach, and that, there!ore, creditors ___
might have been prejudiced by his putting it in his wife’s name. I,nnr>' ' ''

Meunier v. Dorn if, 0 Terr. L.H. 101. was a quite different 
case. The action was by a creditor of the husband. The 
property was a country homestead, which was exempt, regard
less of its value. It had always been occupied by the debtor 
and his family. ( onsetpiently, at the time the action was brought. 
the creditor would have had no right of access to the property, 
even if it had stood in the name of the debtor. The action was 
tried before me, and I found that value had been given by tlie 
wife for the property, but, on ap|>eal, the members of the Court, 
other than Mr. Justice Scott, who thought the appeal should 
be dismissed upon that finding, expressed the opinion that, even 
if that were not so. the creditor had not shewn that he had been 
injured.

It seems quite settled that a voluntary conveyance made by 
a person about to enter on a hazardous business may be set 
aside at the instance of subsequent creditors.

Ill Fx parte liasse 11 ( I882 ). Iff Ch.I). 588. bord Jessrl said :
A in:in is not Hititlvil to go into 11 hazardous business, and. immediately 

before doing so. to settle all bis pro|H*rt.v voluntarily, the object being this:
“If I succeed in business, I make a fortune for myself. If I fail. I leave 
my creditors unpaid. They will bear the loss." That is the very thing 
the statute of hlizubcth was meant to prevent.

It appears to me unreasonable that in an action by a person 
who had conveyed his property under such conditions to pro
tect it from possible creditors, against the person to whom he 
had conveyed it. the Court should require that its action be 
determined by the plaintiff's success or failure in business. To 
act "on such a principle would not, in my opinion, be conducive 
to good morals.

The evidence in this case does not satisfy me that the creditor 
was not in fact delayed, though it seems that at some time before 
the trial the claim had been paid, though how or when does not 
appear. For the reasons 1 have stated, however, I am of opinion 
that that is not of importance. He might have been prejudiced,
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and tin* intention was to defraud him. The plaintiff, I think, 
cannot he said to have clean hands, and the Court, therefore, 
should not assist him.

Stvart, J.: In my opinion, this appeal should he dismissed. 
I cannot find any sufficient <
of fact which were made hy the learned trial Judge.

The property in question was purchased hy the plaintiff, and 
an agreement of purchase was taken in his own name. It was 
found hy the trial Judge that the money paid for the property 
belonged to the plaintiff. Then the plaintiff directed the vendor 
to issue a transfer to his wife, the defendant, which was done.
It was admitted hy both plaintiff and defendant that the property 
was put in the wife's name in order to protect it against the 
plaintiff's creditors, and that there was an express understanding 
between them upon this point.

The first defence raised is based upon the Statute of Frauds. 
Hut it seems to he now settled law that, where property pur
chased with the money of one person is conveyed to another, the 
case is within the saving section of the statute, even though 
there he a clearly spoken verbal agreement that the grantee 
shall hold in trust for the person paying the money: Lewin on 
Trusts, lltli ed., p. 64; Hochefoucauld v. liouxUad, [1897] 1 Ch. 
19b. This distinction has generally been held to he a very serious 
whittling away of the terms of the statute, hut I would venture 
to suggest that the actual result is, perhaps, to confine the statute 
to eases where the transaction has absolutely nothing else in it 
than a declaration or creation of a trust—that is, where a person 
already an owner, in fee or otherwise, declares or creates a trust ; 
and to exclude from the operation of the statute the ease where 
the agreement is made before the person undertaking to he a 
trustee has acquired any title to the property which he is to hold 
in trust. That is something more than a mere declaration or 
creation of a trust.

It was further contended that the plaintiff could not succeed 
in a Court of equity iqum an equitable claim when it was re
vealed that his act in having the projïerty conveyed to his 
wife was due to a desire to defeat or delay his creditors.

This argument presents the real difficulty in the case. It 
was admitted that at the time of the transfer to the wife the

137^4^22887^34815243
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property was the*‘homestead of the plaintiff, being a house and 
lot or lots in Edmonton, in whieh the plaintiff and defendant 
were residing, and whieh at the time did not exceed $1,500 in 
value. At the time of the conveyance, therefore, the property 
was exempt from seizure under the Exemptions Ordinance.

It seems to be very clearly established that a conveyance of 
property not exigible under any form of execution is not within 
the statute of Elizabeth, and is not a fraud upon creditors : 
Meunier v. Doran, 0 Terr. L.H. 194; May on fraudulent Con
veyances, Am. ed., p. IS; Sims v. Thomas, 12 A. <V E. 530. It 

at is, therefore, the ease that the plaintiff never committed any 
fraudulent act. lb* could not defraud creditors by parting with 
property whieh the creditors could not attack.

But it is said that this makes no difference, because lie, at 
any rate, had the intention of defeating his creditors, and, having 
had such an intention in his mind when he quite lawfully con
veyed property to his wife in trust for himself, he cannot come 
into a Court of equity and ask to enforce the trust. I pon con
sideration, I think this argument ought to be rejected. 1 know 
of no law which takes notice of a man's mere thought or inten
tion where that thought or intention does not qualify and give 
some illegal characteristic to some outward act. In the present 
ease the outward act was clearly legal.

It is impossible to apply the rule in pari delicto, potier est 
conditio possidentis, where there has been in fact no delictum at 
all. Nor do 1 think the Court is justified in amending the time- 
honoured maxim that he who comes into equity must come 
with clean hands, so as to make it read that In* must come with 
a clean heart. If a man's hands are clean, then I think the 
Court is going beyond its functions ii quiring or noticing the 
condition of his heart. If he has neither done nor attempted 
anything illegal, we have, I think no right to examine his mind. 
No ease has been cited and, 1 think, none can be found in which 
the maxim has been pushed to the extreme to which it is here 
attempted. The attempt simply amounts to asking the Court 
to refuse to give a man his rights arising out of a certain trans
action merely because lie thought he was doing something wrong 
in entering into it. when in fact In* was not doing anything wrong. 
I have no reason to question the soundness of the reasoning of
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alta. ( 'haneellor Boyd in Mundell v. T ink is, (i O.H. 025, hut clearly 
S. C. the act there in question was fraudulent and illegal. There is

Smn'HtMw a ,luih‘ obvious distinction between a failure to effectuate the 
e. object and purpose of an illegal act and an omission to commit

___ any illegal act at all.
Rtusrt, j. The view I present was, I find, adopted by a very eminent

Judge, Mr. Justice Osier, in Day v. Day, 17 A.B. (Ont.) 157, 
and was not unfavourably looked upon by the other Judges in 
that case.

I only need to add that we cannot, I think, take notice of 
a future possible increase in the value of the property. The 
character of the plaintiff’s act must be divided upon tin* facts 
as they existed at the time it was committed. At that time
it was a perfectly legal and not a fraudulent act, and I am un
able to see how the possible contingency of a future rise in the 
value of the property over 81,5(H) can be said to qualify the 
character of the act in any degree. For these reasons 1 think tin- 
appeal should be dismissed with costs.

Beck, J.: This is an appeal from tin- judgment of Scott, 
J., at the trial without a jury.

The plaintiff is the husband of tin- defendant. He held, 
under an agreement for side to himself, and was living with his 
wife and family in a dwelling-house in Edmonton of a value not 
exceeding 81.5(H). This property was, consequently, exempt from 
seizure under execution by virtue of tin- Exemptions Ordinance— 
i.e., was not exigible for the claims of creditors.

On paying the balance of the purchase money, he requested 
his vendor to make the transfer to tin- defendant, ami this was 
done. It is admitted both by the plaintiff and the defendant 
that the transfer was made to tin- wife because the plaintiff was 
indebted to tin- J. 1. Case Threshing Machine Co. for the balance 
of the price of a threshing machine bought by the plaintiff and 
his wife’s father and brother. He had given a mortgage to the 
Case Company for the entire purchase price on a farm hi- then 
owned—a “second homestead.” The Case Company subse
quently realized their claim by enforcing the mortgage. At tin- 
time the transfer of the Edmonton property was given to the de
fendant tin- plaintiff had no other property, except the “equity” 
in the land mortgaged to the Case Company. The plaintiff says
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that at the time of the* transfer tin defendant expressly promised 
to reeonvev the Edmonton property to him. She denies this.

Assuming that the law is that, as a general rule, a debtor, 
who conveys land with the intent to defeat, hinder or delay his 
creditors, cannot have the assistance of the Court for the pur
pose of recovering the property, even where, in the result, no 
creditor is in fact ultimately defeated—a proposition with regard 
to which there are decisions both pro and contra 1 think that 
the rule, if it exists, does not apply to the present case, inasmuch 
as the proper A- conveyed to the wife was not exigible for creditors 
for the reason that it was exempt.

Under these circumstances the act of the plaintiff was a 
lawful act, not per sc tainted with immorality or illegality, and 
1 think that, under these circumstances, the intent was immaterial, 
and cannot attach to or qualify the lawful act so as to make it 
unlawful. This seems to be the ground of decision in Meunier 
v. Dina//. (i Terr. L.R. 194.

The evidence makes it perfectly clear to me that it was not 
the intention either of the plaintiff or the defendant that the 
conveyance to the defendant was by way of absolute gift to her, 
and the trial Judge has so found. If, as a rule, there is a pre
sumption of law or an inference of fact that a conveyance by a 
husband to a wife is an absolute gift, I think no such presump
tion or inference is to be drawn under the circumstances of this 
case, where the husband had no other property whatever, and 
the property conveyed was the home of himself and his wife 
and family, and obviously intended to remain their common 
home. I think that, in the absence of any evidence of the con
ditions of the conveyance, the proper inference to be drawn 
would be that the property would continue to ho the common 
home of the family.

In view of what has occurred between the plaintiff and the 
defendant here, the wife selling the property, receiving $2,000 
of the purchase money, leaving a balance of $1,500 unpaid, 
which is all that can now be made available for the husband, 
whom she has abandoned, the circumstances seem now to be 
such as bring about a fairly equitable solution of their rights. 
I would dismiss the appeal with costs.

Walsh, J., concurred with Harvey, C.J.
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MAN. REX v RABINOVITCH.

K. B. Manitoba, King's Bench, Galt, J. February 11, 1915.
1. Secret him mission (§ I—10)—False statement in writing—Collusive

FIXING OF PRICE IJV EMPLOYEE.
Where by collusion between the seller and the buyer's employee 

whose duty it was to fix the prices at which the buyer would purchase, 
such prices were systematically doubled or trebled over the 
ordinary rates, and these prices were re-stated in the seller's account 
copied from the buyer's order form, and the employee so dishonestly 
crediting fictitious prices was receiving cash presents from the seller 
as a share or bribe for the continuance of the fraud, charges under 
the Secret Commissions Act. Can. 1909, are sustainable against the 
seller, not only in respect of the corrupt gifts, but for'issuing a state
ment of account false and erroneous in a material particular intended 
to mislead,» and also in respect of the fraudulent order form as to his 
privity to the use of same to deceive the buyer.

2. Witnesses (§ III—58)—Corroborative testimony—Prior fact other
wise IRRELEVANT—ADMISSIBILITY.

Facts which tend to render more the truth of a witness'
testimony on any material point are admissible in corroboration thereof 
although otherwise irrelevant to the issue, and although hap|>ening 
before the date of the fact to be corroborated.

[Wilcox v. Gutfrey, 20 L.T.X.S. 4SI, applied.]

Statement. Speedy trial without a jury of the two defendants jointly on 
their election, under C’r. Code, see. 827, against a jury trial. 
Four offences were charged under the Secret Commissions Act, 
Can. 1909.

C. 1\ Fullerton, K.C., for the Crown.
IF. //. Hustings, for the prisoners.

Q»lt. J. ( ! alt, J.:—The indictment in this case charges Rabinovitch 
and Clingman jointly with four offences under the Secret Com
missions Act, 1909, being 8 <V 9 Edw. VII. eh. 33.

[The learned Judge here quoted sois. 3 and 4 of the said Act, 
and continued:]

The first count of the indictment charges that the accused, 
about June 10, 1911, at the city of Winnipeg, knowingly gave to 
George Craig Lockhart or to Hugh S. Met ook, both agents of the 
J. H. Ashdown Hardware Co., Ltd., an account which contained 
a statement which was false and erroneous in a material par
ticular and was intended to mislead the said company.

The t charges that on or about June 18, 1914, at
Winnipeg aforesaid, the accused were knowingly privy to one 
Hugh S. McCook, an agent of the J. H. Ashdown Hardware Co., 
Ltd., knowingly using, with intent to deceive the said company, 
the principal of said McCook, a receipt or order form, being a

86
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document in respect of which said company was interested, which 
said receipt or order contained .statements which were false and 
erroneous in a material particular, and which said receipt or order 
form was, with the knowledge of said Mc( *ook, intended to mislead 
said company.

The third count charges that the accused, in the month of 
June, 1914, at Winnipeg aforesaid, corruptly gave a gift or con
sideration to Hugh S. McCook, an agent of the J. H. Ashdown 
Hardware Co., Ltd., as an inducement or reward or consideration 
to such agent for shewing favour to them, the said accused, with 
relation to the affairs or business of said J. H. Ashdown Hardware 
Co., Ltd., or for having done an act relating to the affairs or busi
ness of said company.

The fourth count charges that the accused, on or about 
July 13, 1914, at Winnipeg aforesaid, knowingly gave to (leorge 
Craig Lockhart, an agent of the J. H. Ashdown Hardware Co., 
Ltd., an account in respect of which the said company, the 
principal of said Lockhart, was interested, which account con
tained a statement which was false and erroneous in a material 
particular, and which, to the knowledge of the accused, was 
intended to mislead the said company.

The system adopted by the parties was as follows: The 
Ashdown Company had a head packer, named Hugh Smith 
McCook, who had been in their employ for the last ten years, 
assisted by several under-packers. (Soods for shipment by the 
company were packed on the third floor of their warehouse. On 
the first floor the Ashdown Company employed a receiver of 
goods named Thorne. Whenever the company required boxes 
they would notify the accused, and when a consignment of boxes 
arrived Thorne would count them, without specifying the par
ticular kind, and enter them in a book. But Olingman did not 
require nor receive any receipt. Thorne would then notify Mc
Cook, the head packer, who would send down one of his assistants 
to get the boxes. The assistant would count them and enter the 
number of them on a slip of paper, take the boxes up in the elevator 
to McCook, and hand him the slip. It would then be McCook- 
duty to make out an order in duplicate, setting forth the date and 
fixing the charges for the consignment, and send the original to 
the accused, keeping the carbon copy in an order book.

MAN.
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The accused would render a statement of their account against 
the Ashdown Company twice a month, usually about the middle 
and end of the month. This statement would be a reproduction 
of the figures which had been fixed by McCook in each of the 
orders aforesaid. The statement rendered in the middle of any 
month would usually contain the orders given during the last fort
night of the preceding month, and the statement rendered at the 
end of the month would include the orders for the first half of that 
month. Such statements would l>e taken by one of the accused 
to McCook at the Ashdown warehouse, to be approved and 
initialled. It would then be handed back, and on presentation at 
the office a cheque would be made out and delivered for the 
amount in favour of the Winnipeg Bottle and Metal Exchange.

In or about the month of May, 1914, the Ashdown Company 
l>eeame suspicious that they were paying too much for their boxes. 
The fixing of the prices for these boxes had been delegated to 
McCook for years past, and nobody else in the warehouse seemed 
to have any accurate knowledge as to what the projwr prices 
should In*.

The account referred to in the first count of the indictment is 
dated June 16, 1914. It was made out by Harry Rabinoviteh, 
ami consists of items which had previously In-en entered in various 
orders given by McCook to Rabinoviteh, commencing June 2nd 
and ending June lôth. A glance at this account indicates at 
once a very large increase in the prices paid for boxes over the 
amounts which had previously been charged by Rabinoviteh in 
1908, and which were shewn, by the evidence of several witnesses, 
to be the ordinary prices for such goods in Winnipeg ever since 
that date. A few lots were charged for at the rate of 15 cents 
apiece, but a large number at prices ranging from 50 cents up to 
80 cents. In the result 490 second-hand boxes were received by 
tin* Ashdown Company from the accused and were charged for 
at an average price of 57 cents apiece. Clingman, who had 
delivered the boxes, took this account, amounting in all to $280, 
to the Ashdown Company, procured McCook's initialling, and 
then received a cheque for the amount.

The next account rendered by the accused under the name of 
the Winnipeg Bottle and Metal Exchange is dated July 13. It 
covers items running from June 17 to June 30, amounting to $264, 
ami forms the basis of the fourth count of the indictment. This

>•
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account also was made out by Rabinovitcli. The amounts 

charged for the various classes of boxes is pretty much the same 
as appeared in the previous account, that is to say, it varies from 
1Ô cents apiece per box (in very few instances) to 40 cents, 50 
cents, 00 cents, and 80 cents, the boxes on the average netting 
47’ 2 cents apiece. Of these 550 boxes, 437 are said to have been 
liquor boxes, the price of which was shewn to be certainly not more 

than §1.50 per dozen.
( 'lingman, according to his own story, was absolutely ignorant 

of everything that took place in connection with these trans
actions. He says he could not read and did not know the prices 
that were being charged, and although he was entitled to one-half 
the profits of the business ever since the partnership commenced, 
he never made any effort to ascertain what was due to him, but 
merely drew out a little money from time to time to live upon. 
He must have had some practical knowledge of figures, for he was 
the partner who conducted most of the buying up of boxes, etc. 
He also did most of the delivering of the goods, and he at least 
occasionally collected payment for the goods. I cannot believe 

that he was not well aware of the prices his firm was charging 
the Ashdown Company for the boxes in question. The line of 
business pursued by his firm included only a few classes of goods, 
and it is impossible to believe that he did not frequently discuss 
with his brother-in-law, Rabinovitcli, the prices at which they 
were selling the goods which he, ('lingman, had already bought 
and paid for. In the case of the account dated June 1(> (ex. 3), 
(’lingman himself attended with the account, and got the cheque. 
He would at least know that his firm were collecting a cheque 
for §280 for boxes delivered between the 1st and 15th of June. 
He also knew the amount shewn by his firm's account dated 
July 13, 1014, for §204, as he attended to collect this also.

1 am satisfied that if there was any “false or erroneous state
ment ” in either of these accounts ( 'lingman as well as Rabinovitcli 
must l>e taken to have known it.

The Secret Commissions Act is a reproduction of the Preven
tion of Corruption Act, 1000, in force in Kngland. I have been 

unable to find any case decided under either Act which might 
assist in deciding this case.

The first and fourth counts of the indictment are laid under 
see. 3 (c) of the Secret Commissions Act, which is aimed at punish-
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ing anyone* who knowingly gives to any agent any reeeipt, aeeount 
or other document in respect of which the principal is interested, 
and which contains any statement which is false* or erroneous or 
defective in any material particular, and which to his knowledge 
is intended to mislead the principal.

The question is, do these accounts, or either of them, contain 
any false* or erroneous statement?

The Oxford New Knglish Dictionary defines the word “false*” 
to mean “erroneous, wrong,” “purposely untrue, mendacious.”

During the argument of this ease* 1 was a good deal impressed 
with the view that a statement of account by a vendor of goods, 
embeidying merely the* same figures as had l>e*en fixe*d by an age*nt 
of the* purchaser, eetulel not fairly In* saiel to be a false statement, 
and that for the* same* reason it woulel not be erroneous or de-fective*.

In eireler to properly ascertain to what, if any, e*xte*nt the ae*- 
euse-el’s ace-ounts were false, in the light of the meaning given to 
that word by emr most authoritative die-tionary, it is necessary to 
revert to the* original orders given by Met oeik which formed the 
basis eif the accuseel's aceeiunts.

MerCook was well aware* of the true value's of the boxes and 
the price's which had for years bee*n paid by the* Ashdown Company 
in purchasing them. I’pon receipt of any giveil épiant’..,y of be>xe*s 

for installer, eif 83 be>xe*s on June* 4th—it was shewn in evidenev 
that this e'onsignment e*einsist<»«1 eif 80 liepior beixes and 3 A]>ollin- 
aris beixe-s, valued in all at 88.30; but McCook sub-divide*s the-se 
into five eliflerent classes of boxes at prie*e*s ranging freim 15 cents 
tei 80 ends per box. at a total charge of 832.10. Manifestly the* 
statements made* in that order as elrawn up by Me*Coeik were* 
false* anel erroneeius within the* me*aning to lie* attributeel to theise- 
terms, anel were* intenele*d tei ele*e*eive his prine*ipal.

Rabineivitch possesse*el the* same* kne»wle*elge as Me*(’eiok had 
with regard tei the* proper value's tei be* paie! for the beixes. lie- 
must have known perfectly well that the prices were* “false* and 
erreineous.” He willingly aele>pte*el McCeiok’s figures anel renelered 
his account to the J. II. Ashdown Hardware Co., I.teb, emboelying 
these false* charges, and sent Clingman to e-olle*e-t the* money.

Clingman was well acepiaintcel with the* prices eif the* hoxe*s, 
for he* hael paiel feir them himself. It is true* he says lie* cannot 
read eir write, but he* at least knew the number eif boxes he had
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deli vomi, and lie must have known the pro|x»r prices chargeable 
for them by his firm. He took the bill to McCook for initialling 
and subsequently obtained a cheque for the amount. 1 think 
he must In- taken to have known perfectly well that the account 
contained the above false statements.

Precisely the same reasoning applies to the account dated 
July 13. 1914, which forms the subject of the fourth count of the 
indictment.

The charge set forth in the second count of the indictment 
is that the accused, on or about June IS, 1914, were knowingly 
privy to McCook, agent of the Ashdown Company, knowingly 
using, with intent to deceive the Ashdown Company, a receipt or 
order form No. 40173, which said receipt or order contained 
statements which were false and erroneous in a material par
ticular, etc.

The order in question relates to a delivery of 191 boxes by the 
accused to the Ashdown Company. This delivery, us shewn by 
the evidence of (Jeorgo Craig Lockhart, voucher clerk for the 
Ashdown Company, consisted of 1SS liquor cases and 4 Old Chum 
cases. The value of the liquor cases at proper prices is caleulated 
to be $19.58, and the 4 Old Chum cases $1.00, making in all $20.58. 
This consignment was expanded by McCook on the company's 
order form into seven different classes of boxes, ranging at prices 
of 15 cents, 40 cents, 45 cents, 50 cents, 00 cents, 05 cents and 
80 cents, and the amount to be charged was fixed by McCook 
at $99.20. Unquestionably this order contained statements 
which were false and erroneous in material particulars, and was 
intended to mislead the Ashdown Company.

ltabinovitch, for reasons already given, must Is; taken to 
have accepted the order and acted upon it knowingly and with 
intent to deceive the Ashdown Company.

There was no evidence to connect Clingman with knowledge 
of the terms of this order. He could not read or write except 
to a very limited extent, and he would have nothing to do with 
the préparai ion of the accounts to be rendered to the Ashdown 
Company.

The third count of the indictment charges that the accused, 
in the month of June, 1914, corruptly gave a gift or consideration 
to Hugh S. McCook, an agent of the ,1. 11. Ashdown Hardware 
Co., Ltd., as an inducement or reward or consideration to such
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agent for shewing favour to them with relation to the affairs or 
business of the Ashdown Company.

In order to deal intelligently with this charge a few preliminary 
observations arc1 necessary. Shortly after July, 1014, McCook 
was arrested in connection with the transactions in question. 
He pleaded guilty and was let out of custody on suspended sen
tence. The particular charge laid against him was not put in 
evidence at this trial, but McCook was calk'd as a witness for the 
prosecution, and testified that he had been in the employ of the 
Ashdown Company for about ten years as head packer, lie 
explained the system adopted in purchasing second-hand boxes 
as above detailed. He had been purchasing boxes from Rabino- 
vitcli for about seven years and from both of the accused since 
the formation of the Winnipeg Bottle and Metal Exchange. 
McCook states that about three years ago Rabinoviteh was with 
him in the warehouse, and when going away put a ten dollar bill 
in McCook’s pocket. McCook had been examined as a witness 
at the preliminary hearing, and stated that Rabinoviteh handed 
him 810 on the occasion in question, but lie did not say that 
Rabinoviteh hail put it in the witness’s pocket. Met ook professes 
that at first lie did not know why Rabinoviteh gave him this 
money, and he called him back to ask him about it. but Rabino- 
vitcli just told him to keep it, or something of that kind. A few 
months afterwards McCook says Rabinoviteh gave him 820, and 
from that time on up to the date of McCook's discharge by the 
company on July 10, 1014, Rabinoviteh paid him moneys aggre
gating about S")0 a month. McCook stated in his evidence that 
Rabinoviteh asked him a couple of times “to put more on,” in 
reference to the amounts to be inserted by McCook in his orders 
which would form the basis of the accounts subsequently to be 
rendered by the accused to the company.

The particular payment charged in the indictment is said 
to have been made by the accused to McCook in June, 1914. 
McCook says that these payments were usually made to him by 
Rabinoviteh on Portage Avenue or at the Queen’s Hotel, lb- 
says that Rabinoviteh paid him 830 or 840 in June, 1914; but 
that lie cannot recall whether it was paid to him on the street or 
in the Queen's Hotel, nor is he able to fix the date of the payment 
other than stating that he thinks it was during the latter part of 
June.
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Thon1 is no evidence to connect Clingman with any of these 
alleged payments other than the suggestion that as a partner 
of Hahinoviteh he must have known whatever Hahinovitch was 
doing in reference to the firm business.

Hahinoviteh denies that he ever paid anything to McCook in 
connection with his dealings. He shews by his evidence that 
he was away from Winnipeg from June Hi to June IV. and that he 
went away again on June 2"> to the Pacific Coast and was away 
till July li. Still, lni was in W innipeg from the IVtli to the 2">th. 
He did not deny McCook's statement that he had asked McCook 
“to put more on” the tax account, hut this may have been 
because he was not asked about it by his counsel.

In attempting to decide between the evidence given by these 
two men. the credibility to be given to McCook is, of course, 
greatly weakened by the fact that he is a confessed criminal, and 
has been carrying on a systematic robtary of his employer for 
some years. Furthermore, his statements in regard to the 
particular instances of receiving money from Hahinoviteh arc 
indefinite. At the police court he stated that the first #10 was 
simply given to him by Hahinoviteh, whet cas at this trial he stated 
that the money was placed in his pocket by Hahinoviteh. Then, 
again, as to the alleged payment in June, 1V14, McCook stated 
at the police court that the amount was #40, whereas at this trial 
he said #30. On the other haml, one is confronted with the 
question, what possible motive could McCook have hud for 
overcharging his employer, unless he derived some benefit from it?

There is no doubt whatever that the prices fixed by McCook 
to be charge«I by the accused for the boxes delivered to the Ash
down Company were frequently double ami treble and quadruple 
the amounts which the accused were properly entitled to charge. 
The moneys payable for the boxes did not go through McCook's 
hands in the shape of cash, but were all paid by cheque delivered 
at the office to one of the accused. That McCook should have 
carried on such a system of overcharges without receiving any 
tanefit from the accused is impossible to believe. He was appar
ently the only employee of the Ashdown Company who had 
any accurate knowledge of the proper prices to In- paid for these 
taxes, but he took the precaution of keeping his order books 
locked up in a drawer of his desk, so that nobody else could get
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at them until on one or two occasions in June, Mr. Dykes, the 
manager of the company, pried open the drawer and discovered 
the overcharges which were being made. McCook's evidence in 
this case must lie treated, I think, as the evidence of an accomplice 
in the crime charged, and it should not 1m* accepted without cor
roboration. But Habinovitch knew just as well as McCook 
did that the figures fixed by McCook were gross overcharges, 
and that Habinovitch and his partner were receiving the benefit 
of such overcharges. Habinovitch himself made out the accounts 
under which he knew lie was charging double and treble the 
right amounts. If he, as an honest man. considered that the 
figures were wrong and that gross mistakes were being made 
month by month in his favour by McCook, surely it would have 
been his duty to point them out to McCook; but no such thing 
happened.

I cannot resist the belief that Met ook’s evidence as to receiving 
these gifts month by month from Habinovitch, and in particular 
receiving 130 or 840 from Habinovitch in the month of June, 1014, 
is reasonable in itself. I do not attach much importance to a lack 

ness in the particulars of time, place or amount, because 
1 think that if such gifts were frequently the parties would 
not make a careful note of them even in their own minds.

The question is whether McCook’s evidence is sufficiently 
corroborated. ’ The following facts appear to me to have an 
important bearing on this question of corroboration:—

Item 1. The statement of account (ex. 3) rendered by the 
accused under the name of the Winnipeg Bottle and Metal 
Exchange is dated June Hi, 1914. Amongst the items in
it is one of June 3rd. Upon that date a delivery was made by the 
accused, which is entered in the Inmk of the receiver for the 
Ashdown ( ompany as simply “ 103 empty 1 nixes." It was shewn 
in evidence that Clingman nearly always made these deliveries, 
and that he neither required nor received any receipt for the boxes 
he delivered. When these I nixes were sent upstairs to McCook 
he expanded them as follows

28 boxes, at 50 cents, 814 .00 31 Imxes, at 00 cents, 818.00 
22 Imxes, at 45 cents, 9.90 15 Imxes, at 40 cents, 0.00 

7 boxes, at 15 cents, $1.05
On June 4, another delivery of “83 empty boxes" was ex

panded by McCook as follows :—

5897
0
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22 I tows, at (Ht cents, $13.20 14 Imixcs, at 50 cents, $7 .00
31 1 Nixes, at 15 cents, 4.65 13 I Mixes, at 45 cents, 5 85

3 1 Mixes, at SO cents. $2 40
The total number of 1 Mixes delivered, as shewn by the statement 

of June 16, is 490, and the amount charged is $280. or at an average 
price of 57 cents apiece.

Item 2. The statement of account rendered by the accused, 
and dated July 13, was also made up by Habinoxitch. The item 
dated June 17 is entered in the receiver's book as simply “192 
empty boxes.” McCook expands this in his order book as 
follows:—

28 boxes, at 15 cents, 8 4.20 42 boxes, at 60 cents, 825 20
34 boxes, at SO cents, 27 .20 22 boxes, at 65 cents, 14 30
18 boxes, at 50 cents, 9.00 10 Imixcs, at 45 cents, 4 50

37 boxes, at 40 cents, $14 SO
Item 3. The account dated June l(i was given by Habinoxitch 

to ( Ningman, who attended the Ashdown Company and received 
a cheque for the amount.

Item 4. As regards the account dated July 13, McCook had 
lieen discharged on July 10, so that he could not initial it. By 
this time the Ashdown Company had decided not to pay any 
more moneys to the accused until they made further investigation. 
Consequently, when Habinoxitch rang up Lockhart on July 15, 
inquiring why the account was not paid, Lockhart requested him 
to furnish a duplicate of his account, and says that Habinoxitch 
promised to do so; but he never did so; and the accused have 
never since made any attempt to collect the money.

Item 5. The accused have never rendered any account for 
boxes delivered during the first half of July, although several 
such deliveries took place.

Facts which tend to render more probable the truth of a 
witness's testimony on any material point are admissible in 
corroboration thereof, although otherwise irrelevant to the issue, 
and although happening before the date of the fact to 1m- cor
roborated: Wilcox v. (iatfrey. 26 L.T.N.S. 481.

In Green v. McLeod, 23 A.H. (Ont.) 676, the question arose as 
to whether certain evidence given by an administratrix had Is-en 
sufficiently corroborated. Osler, J.A., says, at p. 678:

“ In my opinion it has lieen so corroborated. The language
of the Act is very general. ‘Other material evidence’ is the
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expression, and this may Is* direct or may consist of inferences 
or probabilities arising from other facts and circumstances 
tending to support the truth of the witness's statement. . . . 
And as to the other sum received by her indeed as to both 
the fact of the deceased having survived her receipt of it for 
some fourteen months and having made no complaint of the 
defendant's conduct iu connection with it, though lie had 
ample opportunity of doing so, tells in her favour with equal 
force. These are circumstances which are material and which 
are relevant and which could not have been rejected. I tl nk 
they amount to material evidence in corroborât ion of the 
defendant's evidence within the meaning of the Act.”
I am of opinion that the facts set forth in the various items of 

evidence above mentioned, and the inferences nr probabilities 
fairly dedueiblc therefrom, afford sufficient corroboration of the 
evidence given by McCook as to the payments received by him 
from Habinovitch from time to time, and in particular to the 
payment of $30 or Sit) in June, 1014.

With regard to ( lingman, while I have the gravest doubt 
that he was not well aware of these payments alleged by McCook, 
1 cannot say that the evidence is sufficient to connect him with 
knowledge of them, lie was unable to read or write, and McCook 
does not in any way connect ('lingman with any of the payments. 
1 accordingly give him the benefit of the doubt as regards this 
third count.

For the above reasons, I find Habinovitch guilty upon all 
four counts, and ('lingman guilty upon the first and fourth counts 
but not guilty on the second and third.

( 'onriciions accordingly.

WOLSELY TOOL AND MOTOR CAR CO. v. JACKSON POTTS A CO.

Ontario Nupmnr t'ourt, Mrmlilh, fJanuary 4, 1II1S.
1. I’lll NCII’A I. AMI AUK M I $ 11 I .‘W i ( 1 WTO MM HKOKKH—Bll.l. OK I.AIIIXU 

Xllil.H.I NCK Damaukm— Mkani hi of.
A custom* broker who it entrusted In hit client with a duplicate bill 

<>f billing endorsed in blank to facilitate the passing of customs is 
liable in ilamages to the client if. through the negligence of the 
broker's agent the bill of billing is improperly ilelivereil either to the 
buyer of the goods or to the railway company at destination if as a 
result the buyer obtained delivery without paying for the goods which 
were under consignment to the seller; the damage in such case is the 
price plus the interest at S |s*r cent, from the time of wrongful 
delivery to the date of entering judgment.
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2. Pl.KAIU.XU (611 If—218)—ItKK.XVIl or CO VI H ACT—Ai.IATV .NEOLIUK-XCK—
Action—|)i n;x< K.

It. is nu answer lu un action by tin- principal against hi-» agent for 
breach of contract resulting from tIn- agent's wrongful ilisposal of a 
ilovtillivlit of title to goods a ml t lie resulting ileliven of the goods In 
the carrier before the price had been paid t » *ueh principal who wim 
the seller and consignee, for the agent to set up that the property in 
the goods had not passed to the person who had wrongfully obtained 
possession.

3. I'bixvival ami aok.m' t g III—331—(T shims 1tH0Ki.1t Him. ok i.aihxi;
LkMUXO TO CAKKIKR— Nm.I.IOKM I D.VttAi.Ks,

A eiist'iins broker entrusted with an endorsed bill of lading solely 
for the purpose of clearing the goods through the eiistoiu* is not justi 
tied in lending the bill of lading to the carrier to enable the latter 
to fix the freight charges and is answerable in damage- if the seller 
who has consigned the goods to himself loses them in consequence ef 
the broker's wrongful or negligent act.

4. ( akrikhs i$llll)2 too i Yai.ii» iim.ivkry ox cm ok 1‘rovixi. Hah
WAY RKt'K.IVIXIi (iOODK FOR I.AM' IHRIIOX OK TKAXHI*ORTATlOX.

I lie onus of proving a valid delivery of the goods under a bill of 
lading by which they were consigned to the . nsignois or their assigns 
is upon the railway company which received the goods for the last 
portion of the transportation from the preceding carrier.

Action for damages for the loss of a motor ear shipped to 
the plaintiffs at Vancouver, British Columbia.

.1. McLean Macdondl, K.C., and 7. IV. Haiti, K.C., for the 
plaintiffs.

7. 7. Mm Inman, for the defendants.
A. Hay don, for the third parties the Great Northern Railway 

Company.
No one appeared for the other third parties.

Mkrkdith, C.J.C.P. : The substantial questions involved in 
this ease are all questions of fact ; and questions which, with one 
exception, are easily answered; the material facts being, with 
that one exception, easily found : see /ley» v. Tindall (1861), 
1 B. & S. 29(5.

The plaintiffs, admittedly, through the fault of one or more 
of the parties to this action, have been deprived of their control 
over the goods in question : and are entitled to recover damages 
for the loss which that deprivation has caused them.

The goods in question—a motor carriage—made and owned 
by them, were shipped by them from their factory in England 
to themselves or their assigns at the city of Vancouver, in British 
Columbia, Canada : and the usual bill of lading, in two parts.
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was obtained by them from the carriers, and sent, with the 
usual invoices, to their Canadian sales branch or agency at the 
city of Toronto, in Ontario, Canada.

The bill of lading provided, in the usual form, for the car
riage of the goods to the plaintiffs, or their assigns, at Vancou
ver, the carriers to pay the freight ; that is. the through charges 
were in effect prepaid.

The motor carriage was intended by the plaintiffs to be de
livered to one Noel Humphreys, at Vancouver, upon payment 
by him of the price of it, in accordance with an agreement re
specting it made between them : and. again in accordance with 
the plaintiffs' method of doing business of that kind there, they 
drew, at sight, upon Humphreys for the price of the carriage, 
endorsed one part of the bill of lading in blank, attached the 
bill of exchange to it, and sent the two to their bankers in Van
couver, with instructions to deliver the bill of lading so endorsed 
to Humphreys, upon payment by him of the amount of the bill 
of exchange, which was the price of the carriage; all of which 
was in accord with their usual, as well as with common, mercan
tile methods : possessed of the bill of lading so endorsed, and 
having paid the price of the carriage to a bank of the highest 
standing. Humphreys would, and it was meant that he should, 
have no trouble in getting delivery to him of it.

But, before any one could rightly obtain possession of the 
goods, it was necessary that they should be “clearedM at the 
Customs House, having “come through in bond:” and the 
work of making all entries and clearing all goods, everywhere 
in Canada, for the plaintiffs, was entrusted to the defendants : 
and. for the purpose of making this entry, the invoices, and 
the other part of the bill of lading, were delivered to the senior 
partner of the defendants, with a cheque for the amount of 
money required to pay all charges, and the defendants undertook 
to do the necessary work in clearing the goods from all Customs 
demands.

When the plaintiffs first opened their sides branch or agency 
in Toronto, the senior partner of the defendants, who arc Cus
toms brokers, sought and obtained from the defendants all of 
their Customs House work, and has ever since had, and done, it.
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The second part of the bill of lading was given to the defend
ants with the invoices, because the senior partner of the de
fendants had told the plaintiffs that it was necessary that it 
should accompany the papers, that the Customs House officers 
required its production ; and so it was always given with the 
invoices to the defendants, sometimes endorsed in blank, and 
sometimes not so endorsed. The fact is that sometimes Customs 
officers require the production of tin- bill of lading ami sometimes 
they do not; their purpose being to prevent frauds; to prevent 
the passing of goods as shipped in England, when in truth they 
are shipped from some foreign country, ami so arc liable to a 
higher duty than if they had come directly from some part of 
Great Britain, although of British make. So that in dealing 
with a company as well known as the plaintiffs it might bo 
seldom, if at all. that the bill of hilling would be asked for: yet it 
was not unreasonable for the defendants to ask for and have it so 
that it might be produced if demanded.

All the papers in regard to this entry, as was also the case 
with all work done by the defendants for tin- plaintiffs, were 
made out and signed and sworn to in Toronto, by the defend
ants’ senior partner, he. or his firm, having a formal power of 
attorney from the plaintiffs to act as their brokers. When com
pleted. the papers were sent, with the cheque for the amount re
quired to pass the goods, to the defendants’ correspondents in 
Vancouver, the third parties the Turnbulls, who are Customs 
brokers there, to clear the goods from all < Ustoms charges: and 
that was done, they apparently retaining the second part of the 
bill of billing.

So far it is quite plain sailing, but the subsequent facts are in 
some respects ill-disclosed. That their part of the bill of lading 
by some means got into the hands of the carriers at Vancouver, 
tin- third party railway company, and that Humphreys got 
from them the goods without having paid a farthing on their 
price, is very plain: how the bill of lading got into the hands of 
the railway company, as well as just by what means and how 
Humphreys so got possession of the goods, is not made plain by 
the testimony.

In these circumstances, the plaintiffs sue the defendants for 
the value of the motor carriage: and the defendants, besides con-
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testing the cluini, make a claim over against the third parties, 
the Turnbull* and the carriers, the railway company.

The defence set up to the plaintiffs’ claim is, that the de
fendants themselves were not guilty of any error; and that, if 
the Turnbulls were, the defendants arc not answerable for it; 
that the Turnbulls were not the defendants’ agents, but were the 
plaintiffs': but in both respects 1 find them to be clearly wrong.

1 find the defendants guilty of a gross breach of their con
tract with the plaintiffs, to perform duly the duty of the plain
tiffs’ Customs brokers. Such brokers arc employed because of 
their professed knowledge, skill, and care in the performance of 
such duties as the defendants undertook in this case. To send, 
without the least need, indeed without the least excuse for it, a 
bill of lading of goods of the value of several thousands of 
dollars, to send such a bill endorsed in blank, with a full know
ledge of the danger of so doing, a knowledge which every busi
ness man must possess, not to mention those who hold them
selves out as competent < ustoms brokers, 1 find to have been an 
undoubted act of negligence, standing alone, and one which 
becomes the more culpable in view of the fact that the broker 
who is personally answerable knew at the time that the other 
part of the bill of lading was to be sent with bill of exchange 
attached, as 1 have before mentioned, to guard against delivery 
of the goods until the price had been paid ; and also of the fact 
that in forwarding the papers to the Turnbulls, and in giving 
them instructions regarding the entry, not a word was said in 
the way of warning, either regarding the bills at the bank, the 
means they adopted of preventing delivery before payment, or 
even calling attention to the fact that the part of the bill of 
lading sent to them was a dangerous instrument, being endorsed 
in blank.

It is not a sufficient answer to this charge of negligence to 
say that the plaintiffs should not have given to the defendants 
the bill so endorsed. The defendants were not paying the plain
tiffs for skilled reasonable care in the performance of the plain
tiffs’ professional duties: the plaintiffs were paying the defend
ants for all that. The plaintiffs owed no duty to the defendants 
to know that an endorsed bill of lading was not necessary for
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CuHtoniH purposes; the defendants owed that duty to the plain
tiffs; and they owed the duty to the plaintiffs also to inform them 
of the fact and let the danger be removed by them : or else to 
have removed it themselves by running a pen mark through the 
endorsement, or otherwise cancelled it. And, after all that, there 
was the gross neglect to warn the Turnbulls ; a negl et which, 
whatever else may be said against them, gave them some ground 
for the complaint they make in this respect, in their letter of the 
24th June, 1913, to the defendants: see UmUl Pa fur It ox Co. v. 
hue (1912), 3 D.L.R. 253, 3 O W N. 534.

Nor is it a sufficient answer to this charge of failure to do 
that which they were paid for doing and had contracted to do, 
for the defendants to say that, any way, no harm would have 
come from their negligence if others had not been negligent too. 
The person who wrongfully sets the squib going is answerable 
for all that may reasonably be expected as a result ;
and the person who sends on a loaded, capped, and full-cocked 
gun, and especially one who is a professed armourer for hire, 
can hardly escape being answerable for what might reasonably 
have been anticipated, if he does not take the trouble to put the 
dangerous weapon at least at “safe.”

Upon the other question, I find that the Turnbulls were not 
brokers of the plaintiffs, but were acting for the defendants, in 
doing the few purely ministerial acts which the defendants em
ployed them to do. The Turnbulls had no power of attorney, 
nor any authority to act in any manner as the plaintiffs’ brokers: 
indeed all that they had to do were not only purely minis
terial acts, but were acts of that character so restricted 
that they had no power over the money to be paid as Customs 
duties; a cheque payable to the Collector of Customs was the 
means by which payment was made. The Turnbulls had no 
more power, and did no more, than any porter or messenger 
might have done. It is no gain to say, “But they were skilled 
brokers, and so their knowledge might have been useful ii any 
difficulty had arisen,” for that contention vanishes when it is 
again stated that all the papers were prepared by Jackson over 
his signature and under his oath, taken in Toronto, so that no 
change could be made, not even to the dotting of an i or the
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missing of a t, without the papers being sent back to Toronto; 
nor could they supplement them, because Jackson alone had a 
power of attorney.

But it is urged, for the defendants, that there was an ex
press'd arrangement, between Jackson and the manager of the 
plaintiffs’ branch or agency at Toronto, under which the Turn- 
bulls were to become the plaintiffs’ Customs brokers at Vancou
ver : that contention however fails for two reasons: because it is 
not proved ; and, if it had been, no such arrangement was ever 
carried into effect ; no such appointment was expressly made, 
nor were the Turnbulls ever employed except by the defendants 
in their own name to do for them the purely ministerial acts 1 
have mentioned. There was a conversation between the plain
tiffs’ manager at Toronto and Jackson, in which, among other 
things said respecting Jackson’s appointment and work, it was 
mentioned that out of Toronto work could not be altogether done 
in Toronto, that the entry must be at the port of discharge, 
and that the plaintiffs could have a broker there to do all the 
work, or else it could be done in the way in which 1 have men
tioned as it having been done ; and in that conversation Jackson 
mentioned the Turnbulls as competent and trustworthy brokers, 
and the plaintiffs’ manager was satisfied with Jackson’s recom
mendation of them and willing that they should do anything 
that might be needful in clearing the plaintiffs’ goods at Van
couver, as he would have been with anything else in reason that 
Jackson might have said, upon the subject of Customs House 
clearances; but, giving the fullest weight to all that was said, 
it fell far short if any appointment by the plaintiffs of the Turn- 
bulls to act for them, or any authority to Jackson to make any 
such appointment : and, as 1 have said, none in fact was ever 
made. It is not uncommon for one seeking business, and espe
cially the whole business in his line, of a large concern like the 
plaintiffs’, to speak of his facilities and agencies and to commend 
them, in order to make a good impression by shewing his capa
bilities for the best kind of performance of the business entrusted 
to him. There is no suggestion that any such appointment was 
ever actually " , or the Turnbulls ever communicated with 
on the subject, or of any kind of acceptance by them of it or of 
any kind of contract with the plaintiffs, or any direct respon-

5
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nihility to them. In ho fur uh the testimony of Jackson differs 
from that of any other witness on this subject, I place more re
liance on the testimony of the other witnesses; not because, on 
the part of any of them, there was any kind of attempt, or desire, 
to mislead justice; but because it was so very evident that Jack- 
son was so oppressed by the danger of losing his case, which 
would be a very serious thing for him, whilst one far less oppres
sive to the plaintiffs, that it was difficult for him to say or to 
think anything that was not favourable to him, quite unconscious,
I have no doubt, of having given even an excessive colour to any 
of his views. So 1 find this defence not proved ; but, if it had 
been, the defendants would still remain liable because of their 
own negligence; quite apart from that of the Turnbulls.

In order that the plaintiffs may recover all their loss from tin- 
defendants. it is not necessary for the plaintiffs to shew that the 
defendants’ negligence was the cause of a rightful delivery of 
the goods to a wrong person. The defendants were guilty of a 
breach of their contract with the plaintiffs, and without that 
breach of contract there would not have been such "very : 
it was the one thing to be guarded against, just as if it had been 
a cheque endorsed in blank, with of course this difference, in 
favour of justice, in this case: the money mispaid on the cheque 
could at once be put in the wrongdoer’s pocket, and a legal right 
to it transferred by the wn ‘ >cr, and it would be a long way 
following it up and recovering it, if it ever could be. if once in 
the r*s possession : the motor carriage could not im
mediately be so dealt with : and it docs not lie in the defendants' 
mouth to say to the plaintiffs : “The carriage is in law still 
yours ; go and get it:" that was the defendants’ duty if any 
one’s: and, having failed in that, as well as in their obligation to 
take reasonable cure of the “loaded gun,” they must pay the 
amount of the plaintiffs’ actual loss ; which is the price that 
Humphreys was to have paid for the carriage, and, in addition, 
the loss through being deprived of both carriage and price from 
the time of the wre delivery of it until the entry of judg
ment in this action ; and those damages I fix at the same amount 
and intern * i price at five per centum per annum during
that time. The judgment clerk can, and is to, add these two 
amounts together and enter judgment for the plaintiffs against
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the defendants and damages in the amount of them in one sum ; 
with costs.

The third parties the Turnbulls are liable to make good to 
the defendants that sum : they were plainly guilty of a breach 
of their duty to the defendants, who employed them and paid 
them for their services. They had no authority from the de
fendants, or right of any kind, to make any use of the bill of 
lading, sent by the defendants to them, except in the Customs 
House, and for the purpose of clearing the goods. They may 
have a very good “moral" ground of complaint against the de
fendants for not making the bill of lading “safe” before sending 
it to them, or at least for not warning them of its dangerous 
condition : but that does not excuse them from the wrong of 
making an unauthorised use of it, whether they observed, or 
ought to have observed, the endorsement in blank, or not. If 
they gave the bill of lading to Humphreys, it was a flagrant 
breach of duty ; if they only lent it to the railway company, at 
the company’s request, to enable the company to “fix freight 
charges, " they did it at their own risk, and must take the con
sequences. As I have said, on the first branch of the case, it is 
also no answer to the defendants’ claim to say: no property in 
the goods has yet passed ; you or the plaintiffs can go and get the 
carriage yet.

And now we reach the misty ground : and have that obstruc
tion to view in the way, chiefly, I have no doubt, because all the 
testimony on this branch of the case was taken on a commission 
in British Columbia, and taken apparently with a misty notion 
only of the purpose for which it should have been taken; with 
absurd objections, and “refusals to answer under the advice of 
counsel.” interspersed, tamely submitted to. However, after 
giving the whole evidence the best consideration 1 could, and 
naturally relying much upon the indisputable circumstances of 
the case, my conclusion is: that the railway company have not 
proved that they delivered the carriage to Humphreys upon the 
faith of the bill of lading, endorsed in blank—to which I have 
before frequently referred—produced, and given to them, by 
him as the lawful holder of it: nor have they shewn any other 
proper discharge of all their duties as carriers of it for hire.
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The onus of proof of a valid delivery of the gwsls is upon 
these third parties, the railway company; and, for the purpose 
of discharging that onus, they rely mainly upon that part of 
the bill of lading which was entrusted to the brokers by the 
plaintiffs, supported by the testimony of their witness Burton, 
who describes himself as the company’s “revising clerk” at 
Vancouver, and his duty as revising the weight and charges on 
the waybills of freight coming in. 11 is story is. that Humphreys 
brought the bill of g ; and that, after making several
inquiries, and getting the undertaking from him, sod by 
his bankers, to pay any charges there might be. if any, on the 
shipment, and “being firmly convinced that Mr. Humphreys was 
acting as agent for the Wolsely Tool and Motor Car Company, 
which he represented to be,” he gave the usual instructions for 
the delivery of the carriage to him, and that it was, accordingly, 
delivered to him.

To the contrary, Humphreys testified that he did not bring 
the bill of lading to the railway y: that in fact he really
never had it in his possession : that he “did not handle it him
self':" that he understood that it was sent from the Turnbulls’ 
office to the office of the railway uinpany by a messenger; that 
“they said they would send it down by a messenger.”

1 am unable to place much dependence on the testimony of 
either of these witnesses, and so seek eagerly for cirt cs
to support, or the opposite, any material statement made by 
either of them. Humphreys is so condemned in the transactions 
that it may perhaps little difference to him whether the 
truth is told or not ; however it came about, the substantial result 
is tin1 same—he got, without cut of a farthing, this valuable
carriage, to which he had no right except on payment of .$d..'$.r>9 : 
yet one might expect him to wish to put the best face possible 
upon his act; and not to be over-scrupulous in doing so. Whilst 
Burton's intent in making the best of it for himself is very evi
dent; and it may be, and probably is, a more substantial interest 
than Humphreys’: and these things happened over a year ami a 
half ago—a year ami a half before the time when the evidence 
was given; and, no doubt, but one of many thousand like 
transactions that took place in that time. Against his
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story, and in favour of Humphreys’, is the fact that he 
—Burton- had in writing asked the Turnbulls for the bill 
of lading to 1 him “to fix” the freight charges:
and it is quite plain, from his own testimony, as well ns 
from some indisputable facts, that this fixing of the charges was 
what had the most prominent part in the witness’s thoughts and 
actions: if they were not made safe, if anything was lost, he 
would be looked to by the company to make it good. For some 
reason or other, not made very plain, although the ship-owners 
were, and the shippers were not, to pay freight, there was some 
reason why the railway company should make quite sure of all 
that was coming to them before letting the goods pass out of 
their possession; and so it is not altogether , that the
“revising clerk” was penny wise and pound foolish in the face 
of the present danger of having to pay the penny himself, the 
danger regarding the pound being much more remote; as I dare 
say there are many thousands of transactions of the like kind 
in good faith, and regular, to one where there is an attempt to 
obtain goods by false pretences. The fact of the railway com
pany's written request seems to me to support, or at all events 
lend some colour to. Humphreys’ testimony as to how the bill of 
lading came to the company's office. It would be more in ac
cordance with what might be expected that the Turnbulls would 
refuse to give the bill to him, but would send it to the company 
in answer to its written request ; and would have sent it when 
and as Humphreys says it was sent, if he had said that the com
pany wanted it, a thing lie was very likely to do, not being able 
to get it himself; and each of the Turnbulls denies giving, or 
authorising the giving of, the bill to Humphreys.

The testimony of the witness Robertson throws no light upon 
the subject ; his statement, to the witness Burton, that the goods 
could not be delivered until the company had the bill of lading, 
was of course made before the bill had come, though after it had 
been asked for by the company, and affords no assistance in 
t " * x the question, by what means did the bill come into the 
hands of the company ?

Upon this branch of the case, the railway company have not 
proved their defence; indeed, my findings upon it must be: that

5
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the order for the delivery of the goods to Humphreys was made 
by the witness Burton liecnusc lie believed him to be the agent of 
the plaintiffs, ami as such entitled to it; and because he had, 
as he thought, been safeguarded against any personal loss on 
account of freight charges; and not because Humphreys brought 
to him the bill of lading and under it. or upon giving it up, 
he was lawfully entitled to possession of the goods. Burton was 
not free from want of reasonable care; he had telephoned to the 
Turnbulls and to another Customs broker, and hail received such 
answers from them as would have put a reasonably careful man 
to further inquiry. lie knew that he had written to the Turn- 
bulls for tin- bill of lading; and yet, in the face of all these 
things, he did not take the pains to find out from them, even by 
telcj ' . anything more about Humphreys or any right he
might have to the goods. He was quite mistaken also in his 
notion that the Bank of Ottawa had “endorsed” Humphreys’ 
undertaking as to the freight charges—the bank did nothing but 
“identify” the signature of Humphreys.

I find, therefore, that the third parties the railway company 
are liable for a misdelivery of the carriage; and I assess the dam
ages against them at the same amount. * up in the same way. 
as I have assessed them against the defendants.

There arc yet three things that I must refer to, in addition to 
the subject of costs, before my duty in the trial of this action is 
finished.

First : it must be made plain that throughout this action, 
until the present moment, it has been taken for granted by every 
party that the bill of lading, endorsed in blank as it was. would 
be a sufficient authority to the carriers for the delivery by them, 
in good faith, of the goods, to the bearer of it. 1 have therefore 
not considered the subject, because, quite apart from any effect 
the bill might, in any circumstances, have upon the property in 
the goods, any sort of order or authorisation, for any such de
livery, as the parties might have, expressly or tacitly, agreed 
upon, would be sufficient between them. But I may point out 
that, under the bill, the goods arc to be forwarded, not to the 
plaintiffs or their order, but to the plaintiffs or their assigns 
only: and that one of its provisions is in these words: “This bill
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of lading, duly endorsed, to be given up in exchange for de
livery order.” In the case of Glyn Mills Currie & Co. v. East 
and West India Dork Co. (1882), 7 App. Cas. 591, the delivery 
was to the consignees themselves.

Second : in like manner it has been taken for granted that the 
third party proceedings are regular and proper, and that, upon 
the findings I have made, the defendants are entitled to judg
ment against the. railway company, as well as against the other 
third parties; that they had and have a right to do if they 
choose; and, seeing that it is a convenient and comprehensive 
way of settling all the questions that have been discussed, I fol
low them in it. with this provision, added so as to make my find
ings apply to and safeguard all interests: that it shall be ad
judged that any claim the plaintiffs might make against the 
railway company for the misdelivery of the goods shall be pre
cluded by the judgment between the parties to the third party 
proceedings herein, and that the damages recovered in such pro
ceedings shall be paid and applied in satisfaction of the plain
tiffs’ judgment against the defendants.

Third: throughout this trial, and until this day, I was not 
aware that the Great Northern Railway Company were parties 
to this action ; my impression was, that the Canadian Northern 
Railway Company only were. The fact that Vancouver is in 
Canada, and a centre for all the great Candian transcontinental 
railways ; and owing to the widespread loose fashion, which has 
invaded the Courts and worn down old-fashioned disdain of it, 
of calling nearly all companies by a nickname made up of some 
or all of the initial letters of the words composing the company’s 
name, and pronouncing them in a slurred manner ; and the fact 
that this fashion was followed during this trial, and the true 
name of the company not once used, and that slurred “G.N.R.” 
and slurred “C.N.R.” to car, and indeed to the eye, are not 
strikingly unalike, is my excuse, good or bad, for that impres
sion. I had, and have, an infinitesimal interest in the profits and 
losses of the first named railway company, and so consider my
self disqualified from trying the question of that company’s 
liability, unless, with full knowledge of the circumstances, the 
other parties to that branch of the action consent. If they all do,
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judgment may go as I have indicated; otherwise there will be no 
judgment upon that branch of the ease; or, if the defendants so 
elect, their claim against the railway company will be dismissed 
without costs, and without prejudice to any other action any of 
the parties may see fit to bring in respect of such or a like claim, 
which will perhaps enable them to sue jointly with the plaintiffs 
and give all parties the benefit of a trial Itefore a tribunal quite 
free from any partiality by reason of interest ; and otherwise 
conclusive.

There will be no order as to costs of the third party proceed
ings in any case. All parties have been negligent ; negligence 
and loose methods arc common enough ; to let those who are 
guilty of them succeed, or let them off, just as if they had been 
ever so careful and methodical, would be an improper encourage
ment in misdoing, which ought rather to be punished.

No judgment is to be entered upon any of my findings until 
after the lapse of thirty days ; so that all parties may have 
abundant time to consider whether they shall appeal against 
them ; or what other course is likely to be most in their interests.

[April 21, 1915. Appealed to Supreme Court of Ontario 
by the defendants and the Great Northern Railway Company, 
third parties. The appeals were dismissed with costs.]

Re BANKERS' TRUST AND BARNSLEY.

British Columbia Court of Appeal, Manlonald, C.J.A., Irving, Martin, and 
(iallihcr, JJ.A. February 26, 1015.

1. Corporations and companies (§ VI F—354)—Windinu-vp an» i.iqi ida
tion—Hiohth AND PREFERENCES OF CREDITORS -PREFERRED SHARE
HOLDERS.

Where there is no acquiescence, delay, or conduct on the part of the 
alleged contributory to estop him from alleging that at the tim • when 
he made his application for preference shares and thenceforth until the 
liquidation proceedings the company was not in a position to give him 
preference snares, he is entitled to set up in answer to the liquidator’s 
claim to place him on the list of contributories that he never got what 
he applied for by reason of irregularities in the issue to him. as 
preferred shares of certain shares which were in fact common shares 
by reason of their having been legally made into preferred, when in 
fact all of the legally constituted preferred shares had already been 
issued to others.

[He Fakenham Fork Barking (’a., 12 O.L.R. 100, applied; lie Hanker* 
Tru*l and Barnsley, 10 D.L.K. 590, affirmed.)

Appeal from the judgment of Gregory, 19 D.L.K. 590.
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Maclean, K.C., for appellant. plaintiff.
//. B. Robertson, for respondent, defendant.

Macdonald, C.J.A.:—I agree with the conclusion arrived at 
by the learned trial Judge, and theref ire would dismiss the 
appeal.

Irving, J.A.:—The lear ’ Judge came to the conclusion that 
this case came within the pi le of lie Pakenham Pork Packing 
Co. (1906), 12 O.L.K. 100. agree with him.

The effect of the 46th ; ction on the resolution of August 12, 
1912, was, in my opinion, to create so many more common shares— 
the “original issue” in 1909 being all common shares. Mr. 
Barnsley's application was for preference shares, and, as there 
were no preference shares to allot to him, there was no meeting 
of the minds and therefore no contract. Had hi* searched the 
memorandum and articles of association as he was bound to do 
(Oakes v. Turquand (1867), L.K. 2 H.L. 325, 36 L.J.Ch. 949) he 
would have learned that the company had power to issue prefer
ence shares. He would not have learned from those documents 
that all the preference shares had been allotted before he made 
his application. That fact he could only learn by going through 
the books of the company; but he was not bound to examine them.

The creditors are entitled from the date of the winding-up 
order to be regarded as being, to the extent of their claims, pur
chasers for value of the company’s rights against its members— 
but they can have no greater rights than the company has. You 
cannot fix upon a person any engagement larger or other than that 
he entered into. Barnsley never knowingly agreed to accept 
common shares.

The cases cited on behalf of the liquidator are instances of 
ants being held liable, on voidable contracts on the ground 

of acquiescence, because they knew or ought to have known: see 
Beck's Case (1874), L.K. 9 Gh. 392, 43 L.J. Ch. 531; but these 
cases have no " -ation in deciding a case of mistake and no 
acquiescence.

I would dismiss the appeal.

Martin, LA.:—Briefly, in my opinion the combined effect of 
arts. 5 and 46, as applied to the question before us, is that in 
default of any “directions” being given under sec. 46 as to the

4
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new shares, tlu* directors can only deal with them as eominon 
stock under the “original capital.” unless they obtain the sanction 
of the company by special resolution under see. 5. which was not 
done. These facts, it is contended, bring this ease within the 
decision of the Ontario ( ourt of Appeal in the very similar case of 
Ut Pakvnham Pori: Puckimj Co. 1900), 12 U.I.H. 100. and I am 
unable to distinguish that cas. in principle, because il is stated 
therein, p. 100, that
The by-law and the subsequent sanction of the shareholders are the 
essential elements of the jniwer to create the preference stock. The power 
is not otherwise conferred, nor is it inherent in the directors of tin- company. 
It is not a question of mere form, for the form in this instance is matter of 
substance. In this ease there was a complete failure to comply with the 
provision of the Act as regards the passing of a h'-law. the first pre
requisite to the creation of preference stock.

It is true that sec. 22 of the Ontario Companies Act. after 
giving the directors power to create and issue preference stock 
by by-law, provides that no such by-law shall h? ve any force or 
effect whatever unless it has been unanimously sanctioned by a 
vote of the shareholders at a general meeting duly called for that 
purpose, but. in my opinion, acts of directors which are wholly 
unauthorized, unless performed in compliance with the articles, 
stand on no higher a plane than those which are declared by the 
Act to be ineffective because of non-compliance.

In some respects this is a weaker case than Pokenhnm's, been us • 
there, at least, the unanimous consent of a meeting had been ob
tained to create preference stock of a fully prescribed nature, an I 
though the matter had been irregularly I,iought before it as i. 
was not a meeting called for the special purpose, yet still there 
was some justification for the belief of the directors that the 
company approved their intended course, though the directors 
failed to observe the Act and pass a by-law and get it sanctioned. 
But in the case at bar the directors never even attempted to create 
any preference stock of the new capital or to define its nature or 
privileges, or to obtain any sanction therefor, but simply presumed 
to deal with it all as “ten per cent, preferred slums,” without any 
further definition thereof (whatever that uncertain language may 
be held to mean), though the nature and various privileges of the 
original preferred shares had been clearly defined by them. It 
may be, as alluded to in Pakeulmm's case, at pp. 108-9, that the 
company could not repudiate these shares as against certain

B. C.

('. A.
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Bamxslbt.
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holders, hut that is no answer to the objeetion of Barnsley to being 
placed on the list of contributories, and on the facts I find no 
difficulty in saying, as the Court said in that case, p. 109:

livre there is no acquiescence, delay, or conduct on ( Barnsley's) part 
to estop him from alleging and shewing that at the time when he made his 
application, and thenceforth until the liquidation proceedings, the company 
were not in a position to give him that for which he applied. There was no 
concluded contract, and he never received or became the holder of shares 
of the nature and quality specified in the application or any others.

It may be, as suggested, that the Ontario Court of Appeal 
came to an erroneous conclusion in that case, but I prefer to 
follow it, leaving it for a higher tribunal to finally determine the
question.

For these reasons 1 think the appeal should be dismissed.
Oallilier. J.A. Galmiikk, J.A.:

brother Irving.
I concur in the reasons for judgment of my

A li/tcal dismissal.

N B SWF.ENF.Y v. DF GRACE.
------  Vcir ItnniHirick Suurnm Court, White. ./ Muni, 4. 1015.s. c.

I. Wills i $ I E—40)—Kokkiun will—Phoiiatl—Vai.iiiity.
A will executed in Quebec before a notary and tib-d with him as a 

notarial instrument under Quebec law may be proved on the trial of an 
action in New Itrunswick as to real estate there by a copy produced 
on the evidence taken in Quebec under commission and certified by 
the commissioner from the original produced by the notary as a 
witness before him and by evidence of its attestation in conformity 
with the New Brunswick law : it is not essential that the will should 
have theretofore lieen proved in s d"uin form in New Brunswick.

| Property Act (ch. 1 ( .S.N'.B,), see. 58. considered.|

Statement TRIAL of action of ejectment.

wiate.j. White, The defendants offer no evidence in this case.
but rely exclusively on what they claim to be defects in the 
plaintiff’s title. The first link in the plaintiff’s chain of title 
which the defendants claim to be defective is the conveyance 
by the sheriff of Gloucester County to Antoine Guilbault. As it 
is quite clear that if this conveyance is not sufficient to convey 
the property to Guilbault the title would remain in the defend
ant Kutrope DcG race, and would, therefore, have passed to the 
assignee under the deed of assignment made in 1912 under the 
Act Respecting Assignments and Preferences, see. 4. and would,

1

I;
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therefore, vest in the plaintiff as tin- grantee of said assignee, 
it is not necessary to consider this objection.

It appears that in the deed from (luilhault to Roumilhae only 
a life interest was transferred by reason of the omission of tin- 
word “heirs’* as words of limitation of the estate conveyed. It 
appears, however, that by decree made in this Court in a suit 
brought by the present plaintiff against Sophie La Rue < luil 
ha lilt, widow and devisee under the la t will of Antoine (luil 
battit, the said deed made by her late husband to Roumilhae was 
reformed so as to convey the fee in the property in question. It 
is objected that as the defendants were not parties to this suit 
they cannot be affected by that decree, but inasmuch as the effect 
of the decree is simply to effect such a conveyance from <luil
hault to Roumilhae as (luilhault himself could undoubtedly have 
made had he inserted in his deed proper words of limitation to 
that end there is nothing. I think, in this objection.

N. B

I h. (iRACE.

Objections were made to the sufficiency of the proof of the 
will of Antoine (luilhault ider which his widow is made devisee 
of the property in question This evidence is. of course, essential 
in order to shew that the suit for reforming the deed which I 
have mentioned was brought against the proper party. As the 
objections to proof of this will are based on grounds like to those 
to which I will next refer as being made against the proof of 
the will of Roumilhae I will deal with them in discussing the last 
mentioned will.

It is objected that the will of Kdouard Roumilhae is not suffi
ciently proved. Proof of this will was made in three different 
ways. First by copy attached to the commission issued to Aime 
Marchand of the City of Quebec and returned by him. cer
tified and authenticated pursuant to the instructions accom
panying the commission. Secondly, as a notarial act or instru
ment tiled or en registered in the Province of Quebec, and certi
fied by the notary with whom it was filed to be a true copy of 
the original, under see. 4!) of eh. 127. C.S.N.B., 1903; and. 
thirdly, as having been registered in the office of the Registrar 
of Deeds for Gloucester County under the provisions of sec. 33 
of the Registry Act. As I think the will was properly proved 
in the first of these modes mentioned it is not necessary that I
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N. B. should consider or decide whether it is also properly proved in 
s.C. either or both of the other two ways specified.

Sweeney ^ appears from the evidence taken before the commissioner 
.. ,,r* that by the law of Quebec the notarv, Mr. Si mis. before whom 

----- the will was executed is required to keep the will in his custody
White. J. i* I . . , , , ,

as part ot Ins notarial records, and for that reason he declined 
to allow the original will to be attached to the commission or to 
give up possession of the same, lie stated, however, that ac
cording to his understanding of the Quebec law the ( 'ourt of that 
province would have power to order him to deliver up the 
original will under certain circumstances. But assuming that a 
Quebec Court would have power to order the notary to deliver 
up tin- will or remove it from the Quebec jurisdiction for pur
poses of proof in a suit between parties who were neither de
visees or next of kin of the testator I would be very slow to 
infer that the Quebec Court would make such an order in the 
present instance unless it were shewn that the will could not 
be proved in this province without its being removed from the 
jurisdiction of the Quebec Court. Inasmuch as the commissioner 
could not return the original document with the commission the 
evidence which he has returned is the best available evidence, 
and is. I think, equally as good as though the original will has 
been returned with the commission. It appears from the evi
dence taken before the commissioner that this will was signed by 
the testator in the presence of two witnesses, who in his presence 
and in the presence of each other signed the will as such wit
nesses. It is not expressly stated that the witnesses signed the 
will at the request of the testator, but that they did so is, I 
think, a necessary inference from the evidence. The will, there
fore, is executed with all the formalities required by the laws of 
this province to give it validity, and as the land in question here 
is in the Province of New Brunswick a will duly executed accord
ing to our provincial law is sufficient to effect the transfer of 
such land provided the terms of the will are sufficient for such 
purpose.

A deed was placed in evidence by the plaintiff bearing date 
December 6. 1912. and made by Louis Philippe Sirois, notary, 
and Leon Ripp, accountant, described as both of the City of
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Queliec. executors of the lust will ami testament of Edouard 
Roumilhac, late of Qucliee. merchant, ami hy “the saill Leon 
Kipp acting as curator of M in. Allen < i ill is. of the City of (Jucher, 
widow of the said deceased, Kdouard Roumillme, the said Allen 
(iillis having lieen duly interdicted for insanity on October 9. 
1912. and the said Leon Kipp living duly authorized hereunto by 
a judgment of the Hon. Mr. Justice Dorion. dated December 
instant,” the parties of the lirst part, and Joseph I). Doilcet. the 
assignee of Eutrope 1 )cGrace, of the second part. This deed ap
pears by the certificate of the Registrar of Deeds for <lloueester 
County to have been registered in his office on December 14. 
1912, and purports to convey all the lands and premises in ques
tion unto the party of the second part as assignee as aforesaid 
to the use of his heirs, successors and assigns forever. It is 
objected, however, that under the Roumilhac will the executors 
had not power to make such conveyance. The will is in the 
French language, but the translation made by Mr. Si mis is 
attached to the commissioner's return, and it is agreed by the 
parties hereto that such translation is sufficiently accurate for 
the purposes of this suit. Quoting from such translation the 
will contains the following:—

My testamentary execut n-* will have the i iglit i piummt ) to sell or 
otherwise alienate when they think it most advantageous for my estate, my 
property, moveahle and immoveable, at such condition* and prices as they 
may think lit, to receive the price and give acquittance for same, and pay 
my debts without, having to consult my universal legatees.

N. B.

S.C.

It is contended, however, by the defendants that inasmuch as 
the will gives the usufruct of the deceased 'a estate to his widow 
during her life, the executors could only sell subject to her life 
claim, and that there is no evidence to shew that Leon Ripp was 
duly appointed her curator, or had power to convey any in
terest in her property. I have read the entire will carefully, and 
1 think that by its terms, construed according to the laws of this 
province the executors had power to convey to Sheriff Doucct 
as assignee all the interest in the lands in question of which Mr. 
Roumilhac died possessed.

It is claimed by the defendants that in order to enable the 
defendant or his predecessor in title. Sheriff Doucct, the assignee 
of Eutrope DeOrace, to establish title to the property in question
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N. B.

SC.

Sweeney 

1)e Grace

under said will it is essential that the will should have been 
proved in solemn form in this province. 1 confess this is the 
first occasion on which I have ever heard that proposition ad
vanced. The section relied upon in support of this contention 
isNee. 58 of the Property Act (eh. 152. C.K.X.B.). which provides 
that probate in solemn form shall
in all units ami proceeding* affecting real estate (save proceeding* by 
way of appeal under cli. IIS of these (on* delated Statutes or for the 
revocation of such probate or administration i he received a* conclusive 
evidence of the validity ami contents of such will, in like manner a* a 
probate i* received in evidence in matters relating to the lier*mal estate.

The object of this legislation is to enable parties interested to 
have the will proved in solemn form if they so desire, and thereby 
to obtain a judgment which will be res judicata as to all parties 
claiming under the will, but it does not take away the right 
which any devisee or person claiming under the will has always 
had to prove the will in the ordinary way in suits affecting land 
claimed under the will. By sec. ‘13 of the Registry Act. to which 
I have already referred, it is provided that a will may be regis
tered either by a deposit of the original will with an affidavit 
proving the due execution thereof, or by the production of the 
original will to the registrar and deposit with hint of a copy 
thereof with an affidavit of one of the witnesses to the will prov
ing the due execution thereof, and an affidavit verifying the copy 
filed as a true copy of the original, and an affidavit proving the 
death of the testator. Section 55 of the Registry Act renders a 
certified copy of such registry prima facie evidence of the re
gistry and of the due execution of the “instrument,'* which word 
“instrument” is defined by sec. 2 of said Act as including 
“will” as well as “probate of will.”

In view of this legislation I find it impossible to believe that 
the legislature in providing machinery by which devisees may 
have the will under which they claim, proved in solemn form if 
they so desire, intended thereby to render proof in solemn form 
obligatory to enable real estate to pass under the will. I think, 
therefore, that all the objections to the plaintiff’s title to which 
I have referred must fail.

It appeal's from the evidence that the defendant. Eutrope 
DeGrace. for at least twenty years has been in possession of the
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land ill question. A certified copy of the registered deed was 
put in evidence, made between Alphonse Leelaire as grantor, 
and the said Mut rope DeGrace is grantee. This deed bears date 
July 18. 1902. and was registered October 1. 1902. and conveys 
to the grantee and his heirs the lands in question in this suit. 
In para. 17 of the statement of claim which is admitted by para. 
17 of the statement of defence it is alleged:

That the said defendant Julie Deflrnce is tin- wife of the said Kutrope 
I Milan* and lives with him upon the said lands and premises and carries 
on business there, and claims some right or interest in the said lands and 
premises. The said defendant Joseph Kvasest I.Mtrace is a son of the said 
Kutrope Did J race, and also resides upon the said lands and premises and 
claims to have some interest or right therein. The said Kutrope I let i race 
also still lives upon the said lands ami premises, and is in the possession 
thereof, and claims to own the same or to have some right or interest 
therein, and the defendants deny the right of the plaintiff.

And perhaps 1 may add. although to do so is not essential to the 
observations 1 am about to make, that it appears from the evi 
deuce that by a written contract entered into between the 
said Edouard Roumilhac and the defendant, Kutrope De- 
Grace, it was agreed between them that Roumilhac should 
sell and convey to DeGrace the lands in question in this suit at 
a price and upon terms contained in said agreement, and that 
pending the payment of the purchase money DeGrace should 
be permitted to remain in occupation of the property. When, 
therefore. Eut rope DeGrace executed to the sheriff in 1912 the 
deed of assignment which 1 have mentioned lie thereby, by 
virtue of section four of the Assignment Act, conveyed to said 
assignee his real and personal estate, rights, property, credits 
and effects whether vested or contingent, belonging at the time 
of the assignment to the assignor except such as arc by law 
exempt from seizure or sale under execution.

It is not pretended that Kutrope DeGrace has acquired any 
right or interest in the property since such assignment, and as 
the plaintiff by virtue of the deed of the assignee to him. is now 
clothed with all the title to the lands in question which the 
assignee acquired under the assignment, 1 think it quite clear 
that, so far at least as the defendant Eut rope DeGrace is con
cerned. the plaintiff might safely have rested his title upon the 
said deed of assignment and conveyance by the assignee to him.

As to the other defendants it is admitted, as 1 have already

N.B.

< C.
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said, by the pleadings, that while they occupy the property in 
dispute and make some undefined claim of title to the same, tin- 
possession of tli - property is in Eut rope DeGraee.

Under these circumstances I think the plaintiff has sufficiently 
established his title as against them without resorting to or rely
ing upon the chain of title the first link in which is tin* sheriff’s 
deed, under the execution and sale, to Antoine Uuilbault.

One other defence which I have not yet mentioned was set 
up in the pleadings, that is to say, that the assignee in selling tin- 
property to the plaintiff acted fraudulently in that lie was at 
the time of the sale interested with the purchaser in the property 
purchased. I find as a fact that there was no such fraud, and 
that when the property was sold, the assignee had no interest 
with the purchaser in the purchase thereof.

Under the plaintiff's claim that an account may be taken of 
mesne profits of the said lands and premises and of the value of 
the occupation thereof by the defendants and that the same may 
be paid by the defendants to the plaintiff, 1 heard evidence given 
upon which to assess such damages. While I do not at all ques
tion the testimony given by Sheriff Doucet upon this point, in 
which he fixes the rental value of the premises in question as not 
less than $1 a day. I find it difficult to believe in view of all the 
circumstances. i> luding the price realized by this property at 
sale, that it wm d produce through any legitimate user the large 
rental which sheriff says it is capable of yielding. I. there
fore. fix 1 ! images by way of mesne profits at the amount 
which 1 will state in a moment.

I decree as follows : Declare that the plaintiff is the owner 
of the lands in question, subject, nevertheless, to any right of 
dower the said defendant Julie DeGraee may have or be entitled 
to in said lands, and is entitled to possession of the same. Let 
the defendants within 10 days after service of this decree de
liver possession of the lands and premises to the plaintiff. I 
assess the mesne profits to which the plaintiff is entitled by rea
son of having been deprived by the defendant of the use, posses
sion and enjoyment of the said property at $600. and I give 
judgment in favour of the plaintiff against the defendants for 
said damages accordingly. The defendants must pay the costs 
of this suit. Order accordingly.
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REX v. AIKENS. N. S.

Xova Scotia Supreme Court, Sir Chart» h Townshetul, C.J., Graham, I'.J.. s~C 
and Longley, ,/. February 13, 1915.

1. Certiorari (§ 11—28) Svmmary conviction had on its face Filing
SUBSTITUTED CONVHTION.

On n motion for u writ of certiorari, where the practice is to hear the 
merits on the motion for the writ, and if granted to include an 
order quashing the conviction on the return being made, the Court 
will not permit the filing of a substituted conviction made up bv tIn
justice after notice of the certiorari application to remedy the defect 
of the first formal conviction in not stating any place at which the 
offence was committed, where the depositions themselves did not 
shew where the offence was committed, and consequently did not shew 
territorial jurisdiction of the magistrate.

(Compare /i*. v. Obcrlamtir, lti Can. Cr. Cas. 244, 15 ll.C.R. 134;
H. V. Fir hard, 11 D.L.R. 423. 21 Can. Cr. Cas. 250.]

2. Summary convictions (§11 —20)—Locality ok offence not shewn -
Territorial jurisdiction.

Where the depositions already taken before the justice do not supply 
the defect which makes a summary conviction bad on its face, the 
justice cannot without the parties being before him and having an 
opportunity of being heard make up a substituted conviction or amend 
a defective conviction.

[Chancy v. Payne, 1 Q.B, 712, applied.]

Appeal from the judgment of Ritchie, allowing a writ Statement 
of certiorari and quashing a conviction on return, in respect to 
a case under the Canada Temperance Act.

H’. F. O'Connor, K.C., for appellant.
,/. B. Kenny, for respondent.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by
( ! it.mi am, K.J.:—1This is an appeal from the judgment of a Graham, b.j. 

Judge allowing a writ of certiorari and quashing a conviction 
on return in respect to a ease under the Canada Temperance Act.
The conviction is dated October S. 11)14, and imposed a penalty 
of $50 with costs, and directed the forfeiture and destruction of 
some three barrels of ale and beer found on the premises.

The conviction is properly admitted to be bad. I refer to 
The Queen v. Ilurlhurt, 27 X.S.R. 02. There is no time or place 
stated in respect to which the offence was alleged to have been 
committed. In fact, the offence is not identified at all. The 
defendant appears to have been convicted

“of having unlawfully kept intoxicating liquor for sale con
trary to the provisions of part 2 of the Canada Temperance 
Act, then in force in the said municipality of the District of 
Guysboro,” etc.
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N. S. Tli- prosecutor appeared and shewed cause on the applica
s.r. tion for the writ, and the learned Judge, under Crown rule 32,
Hex did, a ; lie may do “if lie shall think fit," namely, made it part

Aikknh.
of the order for the certiorari that the “conviction shall he quashed 
on return without further order."

firnlmm, E.J, The learned Judge, as well as the Court on appeal, was asked 
to give effect to the curative sections supposed to he applicable 
to such a defect: Canada Temperance Act, secs. 14(>. 1 17.

It was argued before us that there should have been or now 
should be an amendment or a refusal to grant the writ because 
if the conviction was returned to a writ an amendment could 
be made in it supplying time and place. The difficulty is, that 
there is no proper proof of the fact which would justify making 
such an amendment. The depositions do not shew where the 
offence was committed. It was unusual and, I think, not per
mitted by the statute to supply facts before the Judge by means 
of ex parte affidavits in an attempt to have an amendment made 
and the defect cured.

In my opinion, there is nothing to shew that it was an offence 
within the territorial jurisdiction of the magistrate and there is 
no evidence to prove such an offence. I refer to Wood lock v. 
Dickie, (i R. ( 1. 8(i. I agree with tin* learned Judge who heard 
this application that, if there was any discretion about the matter 
after a man's property has been taken from him in pursuance 
of a conviction which was invalid at the time, it would be reason 
for refusing to exercise that discretion in favour of an order that 
would now ex post facto have the effect of making valid an invalid 
seizure.

Then at the hearing a conviction was produced by counsel 
alleged to have been received by him from the Justice and made 
after In- had notice of the application for the writ in which time 
and place were set forth. Of course, although I never saw a 
case of a substituted conviction produced in that way before, 
there is in some cases a possibility of returning to a writ of cer
tiorari a good substituted conviction.

But this, 1 think, a magistrate cannot do; he cannot, with
out the parties being before him and with an opportunity of 
being heard, make up a substituted conviction, or amend a defec
tive conviction, without having the evidence on which to do so.
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He must have proper materials on which to amend or cure the 
defect. s.e.

In Seager's Magistrates' Manual, p. 141, it is said : |{F X
"An amended conviction may he made out and returned »’•

to th<‘ Court under certiorari even after a previous formal 
conviction has been returned to the clerk of the peace pro
vided such new conviction is according to the truth, and is 
supported by the facts of the case as proved before the justice." 
And for that Chancy v. Payne, 1 Q.R. 712 (bord Denman, 

at 722), among other cases, is cited.
The learned counsel for the prosecution contended, in the 

alternative, that the certiorari should have been refused. Hut 
the same reason exists to defeat that contention. The convic
tion shews a want of jurisdiction on its face.

In my opinion, the appeal should be dismissed and with eosts.
Appcal tlittmisned.

CHALMERS v. CAMPBELL. Man

Manitoba hint/'* Hrnrh, t'urran, ,/. February 22, 1015. j,

1. UltOKKKS l # II 11—10) I! I AI KNTATI. UKOKERN- ( »M CIA NATION Molli 
FICATION OF TERMS HY VENDOR—EFFECT.

Tho subsequent alteration. by mutual agreement «•!' the vendor and 
purchaser, of the terms of payment set forth in their agreement <•,' 
sale of a leasehold interest in lands will not deprive the real est: • • 
agent who made the sale under vendor's authority, of his right t - :. 
numeration or postpone the date of payment of same.

| Hurcliell v. <Soierie, [10|0| A.C. 014, referred to.J

Action for commission on a sale of leasehold. statement.
(!. A. Elliott, K.C., and .1/. (1. Mann ill, for plaintiff.
('. II. Loche, for defendant.

Cl'BKAN, el. : The plaintiff sues for a commission alleged Cnmm.j. 
to he due him by the defendant upon a sale of the defendant’s 
leasehold interest in the hotel premises in the city of Winnipeg, 
known as The Mariaggi Hotel, together with the furniture and 
contents owned by the defendant.

The plaintiff’s agency is in virtue of the following docu
ment (ex. I), which the defendant admits he signed :
T» II. A. I). Chalmers. Winnipeg. December 17. 11HS.

Winnipeg.
He Marinyyi Hotel.

Dear Sir.—In the event of your making a sale of my interest in the
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MAN.

K.B.
Ciialmers

Campbell.

Curran, J.

above, 1 will agm- to hell at fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) net to me. 
twenty tlioiisund dollars (#211.000) easli. balance in one and two years, 0 
interest. Any tiling over and hImivp this amount you may retain for your 
commission. The purchaser V» assume payments on two cash registers 
and half cost of kitchen range total on above art idles, $1,150.

(Sgd.) T. 11. Campbell.
On receiving the above authority, and in fact on the same 

day, the plaintiff introduced to the defendant as an intending 
purchaser of the hotel premises, one Fred Morgan, and a verbal 
agreement was then made to effect a sale at the sum of $02,500. 
The parties, plaintiff, defendant and Morgan, then went to the 
law office of Mach ray, Sharpe it Dennistoun, where instructions 
were given to prepare a written agrément to evidence the verbal 
bargain so made, as the result of which exhibit 8 was prepared 
by Mr. Sharpe of this firm, who were acting for the defendant, 
also the purchaser Morgan, and the landlord of the premises. 
This document was drawn in duplicate and Sharpe says in his 
evidence that one duplicate was signed by Morgan, the pur
chaser. and the other by the defendant, and that Morgan got 
one copy of the document and the defendant the other. The 
one produced, ex. 8, is signed by the defendant, and is the de
fendant’s copy of this document.

It is to be observed that the terms of payment vary a little 
from those provided for by ex. 1 : namely, as to the date when 
the last of the deferred payments was to be made. However, 
the defendant assented to this change and agreed to the terms 
of sale as set forth in ex. 8. The cash payment of $7,000 re
ferred to was by the agreement acknowledged to have been paid. 
As a matter of fact this sum was paid over by Morgan to the 
defendant's solicitors on January 2. 1014. as appears from ex. 
II. a copy of the ledger account of the defendant in the books of 
his solicitors, Mach ray, Sharpe & Dennistoun. The same 
account also shews the receipt from or on behalf of Morgan 
of $6,000 and $0,000 on January 20. 1014, on account of this

The defendant contends that the sale did not go through in 
accordance with ex. 8, and that a subsequent agreement, ex. 10, 
was entered into between him and the purchaser Morgan, vary
ing some of the terms of ex. 8. which the purchaser, it is said.
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could not carry out. The Huhsciiueiit payments of $(1.000 and 
$9,000 respectively were in fact made after ex. 10 had been 
signed by Morgan. Both parties admit that ex. 8 and ex. 10 
must be read together, and that ex. 8 is still binding upon the 
parties, except in so far as its provisions are varied by ex. 10.

The defendant says that the diflieulty arose because Morgan 
could not put up the $15,500 payable on December 22, 1913, 
under ex. 8 until January 17 or 19, 1914.

It seems that the defendant held from the owner only an 
agreement for a lease conditional upon his making certain im
provements to the building. Part of these improvements had 
been made at the time of the sale in December, but considerable 
remained to be done, and the defendant having become finan
cially embarrassed was unable to complete them. He admits 
that he was responsible to his landlord for the making of these 
improvements, and I have no doubt that Morgan, notwithstand
ing the language of ex. 10, was simply carrying out for the 
defendant what the defendant was then obligated to do in the 
matter of these improvements.

Ex. 10 is somewhat difficult to comprehend, but the defen
dant's counsel admits in his argument that I In* amount of the 
purchase money was not changed by it but merely the terms of 
payment. One thing is quite clear that the cash payment was 
really $22,000, and instead of the defendant getting the whole 
of this amount himself $0,000 was devoted to completing the 
building improvements that the defendant was obligated to 
make, and this sum is tacked on to the deferred payments and 
is ultimately to be paid by the purchaser instead of being in 
terms of agreement, ex. 10. treated as part of the cash payment. 
This arrangement is. 1 think, purely fictitious. The purchaser 
in fact put up the money, and it was expended in improvements 
which the defendant was bound to make. In fact the arrange
ment was made merely to satisfy the landlord, who would not 
agree to trust the defendant with the money and so required it 
to be put in the hands of his solicitors for direct expenditure in 
the improvements which he had agreed to accept as sufficient 
to satisfy the conditions upon which the defendant was to 
become entitled to his lease.

MAN.

K. B.

( IIAI.MF.B9 

( 'AMPBFJ.L.
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MAN.
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C'HALMRBS

Campbell.

Curran, J,

Such being the case I fail to ace how this $0,000 can lie 
treated otherwise, as between the defendant and the plaintiff, 
than a part of the cash payment stipulated for in the agency 
agreement with the plaintiff.

The defendant's whole contention now seems to be that the 
plaintiff’s action is premature, because the commission is not 
yet payable or was not when the action was begun. If this con
tention is correct, I am at a loss to understand when the com
mission could be said to have become legally payable. It seems 
to me it was payable when ex. 8 was executed, and the cash pay
ment made.

However, the defendant’s contention appears in full from 
his examination for discovery, when he was asked the following 
questions and gave the following answers, which were put in -it 
the trial by the plaintiff:—

02. Q. So Hint really ns far ns you are eoneerneil it is not a mivstioii 
of his being entitled to #2.000; he is entitled to that, there is no dispute? 
A. None whatever. I told him at the time Mr. Morgan was an eld client 
of mine, that I had spoken to him some months ago. even a few weeks, but 
I had spoken to him s i often about the matter tlint Ï had abandoned the 
idea, while 1 had made a big reduction in the price of the hotel it was 
only due to Mr. Carol having taken action to put the bailin' in charge 
of the hotel. 04. Q. The only question between you then is that he is 
claiming too soon? A. That is all. I am perfectly satisfied he should get 
his commission. I think he is entitled to it. and lie knows | tried to 
help him put the deal through, and I tried to get him as much as I could. 
I told him that would be for the amount of the commission before 1 signed 
exhibit 1. I said it was more than was coming to him. but I was prepared 
to help him out. and 1 also tried to lsirrow some money on properties he 
was interested in. approximately $710. 05. Q. Do you remember being in 
Maehrny. Sharpe & Dennistoun’s office on the (1th of February, 1014, and 
Mr. Sharpe writing a letter to the manager of the Sterling Rank? A. I 
do. I have got a copy of it.

(Copy produced by défendu lit is a copy of the original ex. 2 
at the trial).

I may say that this letter was written for the purpose of trying to aid 
Mr. Chalmers at my request to get a loan of a certain sum of money. I 
think about a thousand dollars, and which 1 was willing to go on the back 
of a note to enable him to get something, ami that I would lie protected, 
but that from tlie commission when it was due.

Now, this letter ex. 2 which Mr. Sharpe wrote on behalf of 
hia firm, addressed to H. W. Bodman, assistant manager of the 
Sterling Bank, Winnipeg, gives a somewhat lengthy explana-
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lion of the whole trail Miction out of which plaintif! s right to a 
commission arose, ami contains this explicit statement, un
qualified in any way. “.Mr. Chalmers, under arrangements with 
Mr. Campbell, is entitled to a commission of $2.000, and goes 
on to state that “unfortunately, although Mr. Campbell has 
considerable equity, he is unable to raise sufiieient cash to pay 
this at once." meaning the plaintiff's commission. Now. the 
defendant admits that he instructed Mr. Sharpe to write this 
letter, see <j. 101 :

<y. lint, thi* ton|in-iil uf gvtting h'iiiii* inmii x f<»r i IimIiiut- h;i! Iii-rn 
ciisi-iHM-il bi’twmi yuHÏ X. Vvs. 102. <y .Xml t!u*n y hi instruct <m1 Mr. 
Slinrpp to write it letter im h result of ihis «liseiinsiim. to the hunk X. 
Yes.

The letter was accordingly written ami handed to the plain
tiff, who took it to the Sterling Bank, but was unable to raise 
any money on the strength of it.

1 take this letter to be a clear admission of the plaintiff’s 
present right to the commission sued for. To view it in any 
other light. I think, would mean that a fraud was contemplated 
on the bank, and I do not think for one moment that any such 
matter was present to the mind of the writer. I am satisfic'd it 
was not, and that the letter was written in perfect good faith 
to assist the plaintiff to raise money at this bank, aided by the' 
defendant’s credit, and on the strength of this large sum for 
commission being then due the plaintiff by the defendant, but 
which the defendant xvas then financially unable to pay. I think 
the defendant so understood the situation and 1 think Mr. 
Sharpe also so understood it.

In the face of these facts I confess I am at a loss to under
stand why the defendant has defended" this action. I do not 
think, as a matter of laxv, that the subsequent alteration by 
mutual agreement of the parties of the terms of payment set 
forth in ex. 8 can deprive the plaintiff of his rights to a com
mission, or in any way postpone the date of payment of com
mission then earned.

The defendant says he was not aware of the subsequent 
agreement, ex. 10, but I do not believe this. Both Sharpe and 
the defendant expressly state that the plaintiff was fully

A MPIIKIX.
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MAN.
K. D.

Chalmers

Campbell.

apprised of the changes in the first agreement effected by ex. 
10. and I think In- was. lint this knowledge, in the absence of 
an agreement, binding upon the plaintiff, to postpone his right 
to payment of his commission so earned, would not, in my 
opinion, affect him to his prejudice.

There can be no doubt, upon the admissions of the defen
dant himself that the plaintiff effected a sale, which was sub
stantially in accordance with the terms of his a ity. ex. 
1. Such slight departure as there was in regard to the last of 
the deferred payments was assented to by the defendant and the 
sale closed upon the basis set forth in ex. 8. 1 think the plain
tiff had then done all that he was * * to do to entitle him to
payment of his commission.

In Green v. Iiartlctt, 14 C.B.N.S. 681, Erie, says:—
If the relation of buyer anil seller is really brought iilmut by the net of 

the agent he is entitled to commission, although the actual sale has not 
been effected by him.

Or, in the words of the later authorities, “The plaintiff must 
shew that some act of his was the causa causons of the sale:” 
Tribe v. Taylor, 1 C.P.D. 505, 510, or “Was an efficient cause 
of the sale:” Millar v. Had ford, 19 T.L.R. 575. Sec also Har
ebell v. Gowrie, [1910] A.C. 614.

I do not see that there can he any doubt on the question of 
fact that the plaintiff’s acts were in this case an efficient cause 
of the actual sale, and 1 hold that he is entitled to succeed. The 
defendant had loaned the plaintiff some money upon the notes, 
cxs. 6 and 7, amounting to $370, bearing interest at 8 per cent. 
This money the plaintiff asserted was advanced on account of 
his commission. 1 hold to the contrary, and as these notes have 
not been paid, the defendant is entitled to have the amounts 
now due upon them off-set against the commission.

The plaintiff at the trial, by leave of the Court, amended his 
statement of claim by giving credit for the amount of these 
notes, so that the matter is easily adjusted. At the trial, by 
leave of the Court, the defendant amended his statement of 
defence by setting up that the plaintiff had. since the commence
ment of the action, assigned his cause of action to a third party, 
one Arthur C. Miller. I allowed the plaintiff to further amend

4
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by ailding Miller as a party, whieli was accordingly «lone, as it 
seemed to me not ill the interests of justice to force the assignee 
to bring another action in respect of the subject-matter of this 
notion.

There will be judgment, therefore, in the plaintiff's favour 
for .**2.000. less the amount with interest of the notes, exs. fi 
and 7. Vpon such amounts being credited on tin- judgment the 
plaintiff Chalmers will be entitled to delivery up to him as 
paid of the said notes. The plaintiff will be entitled to the 
usual costs, to be taxed, and costs of necessary examinations for 
discovery.

I do not think this is a ease where the statutory limit shou'd 
be removed, and I deny the plaintiff's request made at the con
tusion of the trial that this should lie done.

Judgment for plaintiff.

WESTERN CANADA FLOUR MILLS CO. v. CROWN BAKERY.

Sii*kiitrln irtin Niiprrnu 1*ourt. Khrooil. ./. A {n il 2!*. 1015.

1. SAKE I 6 I 1$—10,—I‘osTIHIM E M KM OK TIME OK OKI IXKIIY HY ONE C.XHTV—
Consent by other party—Does not abrogate contract.

A po*t|Mineinent nf tlic time of delivery whether ut tin- iistamv if 
till- wellcr or of tin* buyer of tin- goods. to which the other party 
assents, has not the effect of abrogating the e infract.

[Ti/rr* v. IPimilnlr «(• fVm//o7/ Iron Co.. 44 L.J. Kx. 130. referred
to.J ‘
Action for the price of flour.
P. M. Anderson, for plaintiff.
7. F. Frame, K.C., for defendant.

Elwood, .1.:—This is an action brought by the plaintiff 
company to recover from the defendant the sum of *744 for 
flour sold and delivered by the plaintiff to the defendant on or 
about July JO. 1914.

On October 9. 191*2. the defendant wrote to the plaintiff a 
letter which, inter alia, contains the following:—

Kindly give lowest prices in Hour for a year's supply, ear lots, f.-i h. 
ears. Regina.

To which, on the 11th October, 1912. the plaintiff replied, inter 
alia, as follows:—

MAN.

K. n.
Cll.XI.MElS

CAMPBELL.

SASK

Statement

Elwood. J.
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SASK.

s.c.

WESTERN

El wood, J.

Your favour of the Oth hist., requesting us to quote you our lowest 
price for contract, for a year’s supply, amounting to 20 or .'hi cars.

And. in consequence of their correspondence, on October 1.1. 
1012. a contract was signed by the defendant and the plaintiff's 
traveller, in which the following appears 

CON TRACT.
“R.
No. One. Oct. 15th. 1012.

Western Canaila Flour Mills Co.. Ltd., of Winnipeg. Man., sell t >
( Xante) Crown Ilakeiy.
{Of Town) Regina. (Prov.) Sask.
and buy at Winnipeg, Man., the following mill stuffs upon the conditions of 
price and terms as hereiniinder:—

Ship to Crown Bakery.
Shipping date—first car Oct. 17th. and a car about even 15 or 20 days. 
Terms: Net; Drafts at .‘to days from date of shipments.
Freight allowed to f.o.b. Regina.

Price.
X itmhcr of filille of Hour lier bbl.
Paekoycu, Pnckafic. Urn ml. I'enl lire hill.

About OS entt. Purity 5.00
800 OS entt. Mcdillinli 5.30

0.000 OS jute Lily 4.80
100 08 jute fini bam 4.80

'urity. Mcdnlion, (Iralnmi. to be taken on 30 day basis from stool
Regina. Lily t > he shipped in ear loads of 510 sacks each.

" he e muintities are only about amounts required.
This contract is not subject to cancellation or change of price through 

market fluctuation. Shipment must go forward on date specified unless 
company is notified of desire for extension of shipping date by buyer three 
days prior to original shipping date. Imt it remains optional with the com
pany whether or not the request be granted. ( bauges in specifications will 
Ik- subject to regular differentials. This contract subject to confirmation 
from Winnipeg.

(Sgd.) X. Aiuikms. Buyer.
E. <3. McLean, Traveller.”

Under this contract, flour of the different kinds specified 
was shipped from time to time. The defendant, apparently, did 
not order his full supply from the plaintiff and. by October. 
1913. 3.40() sacks of “Lily.” 31V, sacks of “Purity,” 144 sacks 
of “Three Star,” SO sacks of “Graham,” 21 sacks of “Whole 
Wheat” and three sacks of “Medalion” had been shipped.

The “Three Star,” above mentioned, was substituted for the 
“Lily” and the “Whole Wheat” for “Graham.”

In October, 1913, the plaintiff’s traveller saw the defendant
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and. wanted the defendant to enter into a new emit rnet. Ac
cording to the evidence of this traveller, he quoted “Lily" at fie. 
a sack cheaper than he. defendant, had been paying: he said the 
defendant said he would not give a new contract but asked if the 
company intended to ship him the balance in one shipment, and 
the traveller said that they could do it but would not do it. The 
defendant says that the traveller came and asked him what about 
the balance of the Hour on contract and said: “You have quite 
a lot of flour left, what arc you going to do?” The defendant 
said he would use it if he would give him time, and the traveller 
said : “That is all that we want.”

The defendant continued to order Hour from time to time, 
and. by July JO. 1014. there had been shipped, since October 10. 
1913. 1.:»({() sacks of “Lily” and none of the other kinds. < hi 
the ‘Jxth of August. 1014. the defendant ordered another car of 
Hour and to this the plaintiff, on the 1st of September. 1014. re
plied as follows:—

lie rar of Hour which you have requested our llnunlou oilin' to whip 
you. might way that we are not in a position to supply you with "Lily” on 
a lutwiw i f price on the oh! contract. 1 Ills contract was outlawed con 
shlerahle time ago. hut. owing to information supplied us by Mr. McLean, 
we continued to -upply you on a basis of SLsn for “Lily." The very best 
price we could quote you to day for “Lily" is $5.1X1 per barrel, and if you 
wish the ear to come forward on that basis, kindlx xvire this oilin', and we 
will instruct Itrandon to ship at once.

And on September 5. the plaintiff wrote the defendant, inter 
alia, as follows:—

Any verbal arrangement you made with Mr. Mcl<ean or any other of 
our representatives, was only intended to cover until such times as there 
was an advance in the price of (lour. If you had wished to make further 
contracts, you had the opportunity of doing so lief «ire the recent advances 
took place. You certainly could not expect <nir company to continue to 
supply you at the <dd price, in view of the fact that you di«l not live up to 
the terms of the old contract.

In the month of December. 1912, the defendant having be
come behind in his payments, it was arranged between the plain
tiff and the defendant that thereafter, when a shipment was 
made, there would be attached to the bill of lading for that ship
ment a sight draft for the cars previously delivered. After 
October 15, 1913. as said above, the cars were ordered as they
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had been previous to that ; for instance, on November 5, 1913, the 
defendant wrote as follows :—

We would*be obliged if you will ship us «nother car of Hour as usual, 

and on January 27. 1914. the plaintiff wrote the defendant as 
follows :—

As it is over two months siuci* we received specification for a shipment 
"f mill stock, we are to-day drawing on you at sight to cover the outstand
ing balance on your account.

In reply to this, on January 28. 1914. tin- defendant wrote as 
follows :—

Kindly ship us one car of Hour as usual, attaching bill of lading to 
draft for last car.

and to this, on January 30. the plaintiff replied:—
We are in receipt of your favour of the 28th inst.. with requisition for 

a car of "Lily" Hour, to be shipped at once. We are to-day shipping, etc.
We have a good stock of old Hour on hand which we will keep

In October, 1913, the evidence shews that the defendant 
could have purchased from other dealers. Hour, of a similar 
quality to that handled by the plaintiff, at a lower figure than 
that at which he was purchasing from the plaintiff, but that the 
defendant continued to purchase from the plaintiff because he 
understood he was liable to do so under his contract of 1912.

I am satisfied from the correspondence, part of which 1 have 
quoted above, that the contract of October 15, 1912. was treated 
by the parties as still in force, and I so find.

It will be noticed that the contract of October 15. states that 
cars are to be shipped about every 15 or 20 days; this was not 
done, but at very much longer intervals during the whole con
tract. and on October 21. 1912, tin* plaintiff wrote its buyer as 
follows :—

W<* note that tin* first car of "Lily" was to be shipped about October 
17th. ami a car about every twenty «lays. We presume that we are not 
to make any further shipments outside of the car that we shipped on 
Octolier 17th until we have further advice from Mr. Addi-ms. We take 
it for granteil that lie will advise us regarding each car which lie wishes 
to come forward.

In Tifcrs et at v. The Hosed ah amt Ferrjfihtl Iron Co. Ltd., 
42 L.J. Exch. 185, at p. 192. Martin, B.. said as follows :—

There is a contract for the sale of goods to In- delivered, say in Janu
ary, or upon a day of January; on a day before the delivery is to take 
place, the vemlor meets the vendee and says, "It is not convenient for me
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to deliver tIn- guiiil* in .lanmin or it|><m the da\ minivil. ami I will In 
oliligi'il if you will agree that the gooil* «hall In- delivered at a later 
jieriodand the vendee ii**viitw. Ur the vendee goe« to the vendor and 
khv*. "It i* not eonvenient for me to reeeive the gm*!* in .laiiuarx or ii|hiii 
the day named, and xx ill you agree that the delivery «hall In- |mi«I pum'il ?" 
and the vendor n**e»l«. The latter i* the prêtent rate, and the contention 
on the part of the defendant* i« that thi* put* an end to the contract, and 
that the defendant* are not I found to deliver upon the latter day. In my 
opinion, thi* contention i« not well founded. In the lir*t place. I think 
it i* decifletl Iix authority. It i« impo*«ilde to di*tingui*h the ea*e of the 
application for postponement coining from the vendor* ami one coming 
from the vendee, ami the ca*c of <>«//« x. I inn. ha* deeideil that xx here 
the |Hi*t|Nineinent 1 mk place at the request of the xemlor lie *till continue* 
liahle upon the contract. Thi* ease, in my opinion, conclude* the conten

That judgment was a dissenting one. hut it was subsequently 
approved at 44 L.J. Kx. V10.

It seems to me that the eourse of dealing and the cones 
pondenee between the parties in the ease at bar shews that it 
was agreed between the plaintiff and the defendant that the de
delivery of the goods was not to be as originally stipulated, but 
was to be as the defendant should from time to time require, 
and that, under the contract, lie was entitled to delivery of (i.000 
sacks of “Lily.”

I am quite satisfied that if the war had not broken out and 
if the price of Hour, in consequence thereof, had not advanced 
very considerably, the plaintiff would never have taken the posi
tion that it was not so bound, but would have insisted that the 
defendant was bound to accept the balance of the 0.000 sacks.

The total number of sacks of “Lily” and ' Three Star.” 
which corresponded to “Lily.” delivered amounts to 5.110 sacks, 
leaving a balance of 890 sacks undelivered. The evidence shews 
that, in consequence of this, the defendant has suffered damage 
to the extent of at least 50c. a sack, making a total of $445.

Counsel for the defendant waived all claim to damages for 
failure to deliver the other brands of flour covered by tin 
contract.

The plaintiff* had no right to refuse shipment of the car 
ordered on August 28. 1914. and. under the arrangement of 
December. 1912. the plaintiff* had no right to bring an action 
for the car shipped on July JO. Therefore, the plaintiff’s action.

SASK

8. C.

Mills Vo.

Klwnod. J,
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SASK. in my opinion, was premature, and it is not entitled to the costs
s.c. of the action.

Western
It was practically conceded in the argument that, if I should 

come to the conclusion that the plaintiff’s action was premature, 
instead of putting the parties to the expense of a further action

Bak'kht
1 might give judgment for the plaintiff for $744. There will, 
therefore, be judgment for the plaintiff for $744 without costs.

El wood, J, There will be judgment for the defendant on the counter
claim for $44fi and costs of the action and the counterclaim.

One judgment to be set off against the other, and the one in 
whose favour the balance is to have execution.

Order at curdia glij.

MAN. Re FORTUNE ESTATE.

C. A.
Manitoba Coart of A/tpcal. Ilirhanls. /V ,/»#•. amt Hnyyart, .

F< bi nary 25, 111 hi.

1. KXEl'l TORS AN|> ADMINISTRATORS ( 8 IV ('—11(1)—C()M PIN NATION—FlJT-
i hi: services—Interim order—Thi nt companies.

An execiit iv nr trustee should not be allowed by an interim order a 
large Mini as compensation for future services; the same rule should
1 m* applied even where a duly authorized trust company is the executor.

Statement. Appeal from an order of a Surrogate Judge granting an 
interim allowance.

Sir James Ail, ins, K.( and E. Loft us, for Standard Trusts 
( *o., respondents.

Rlchardi, J.A. Richards, J.A.:—By an order made on the application of 
the executor company, the learned Judge, whose decision is ap
pealed against by the beneficiaries, has granted to that company 
$44.000 as an interim allowance, with a proviso that, when the 
trust is ended, the whole question of remuneration is to be 
determined without regard to the above order, and has provided 
that such allowance shall ho without prejudice, in any way, to 
such determination, and that,
according as the amount of remuneration so finally determined shall exceed 
or fall short of the amount chargeable and charged to the said estate 
hereunder, the executors and trustees shall be paid out of the estate, or 
shall repay to the estate, as the case may be, the difference.

With much deference, I am obliged to dissent from the 
learned Judge’s method of dealing with the matter.
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Thv trust may Inst for a number of years. Yet lie lias 
granted, as an interim allowanee. a sum that he apparently 
thinks will cover future services of the company, and may even
chance to exceed the total remuneration that may I..... a rued in
all their dealings, past and future, with the estate until, and 
including, the winding up of the trust.

It is. 1 submit, wrong in principle to allow to an executor, or 
trustee, moneys that, as contemplated by this order, are to be 
earned in the future, or which he may never earn. The fact that, 
in the present case, the executor and trustee is a strong com
pany. and likely to be a permanent one. makes no difference in 
the principle involved.

Apart from the above. 1 am unable to agree with the learned 
Judge as to the amount to be allowed. The estate is a large one. 
and the question of the amount involved is necessarily one of 
the things to be considered in settling the measure of compensa 
tion. (hi the other hand, I cannot but think, after hearing the 
argument and examining the material before the Court, that, 
for so large an estate, the difficulties in handling it have been 
unusually few and small.

The only proper allowance to be made to the executor and 
trustee at this stage is necessarily an interim one. What should 
now be allowed is merely a reasonable sum. without, in any way, 
committing the Court as to the remuneration to he ultimately 
allowed when the trust ends. Whether, on the final distribution 
of the estate, such a sum as tin- learned Judge has fixed may be 
considered as the total remuneration, need not now be discussed, 
as what may have to be done in the future is unknown. But at 
this stage I think that $10,000 is enough to allow as an interim 
allowance, without going into the question whether that sum has 
been actually yet earned, the material before the Court being, 
in my opinion, insufficient to enable us to finally settle that point.

1 would allow the appeal, and alter the order appealed from 
by striking out the words “forty-four thousand dollars 
($44,000),” where they occur therein, and by substituting there
for the words “ten thousand dollars ($10,000).”

I would allow the beneficiaries their costs of this appeal, as 
between solicitor and client, to be paid out of the estate, and 
allow no costs of the appeal to the executor company

647
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MAN. Pwmn:, J.A. : 1 agree that the amount to la* granted to the
C. A. exeeutoi'H on account of remuneration should be reduced to
Re

Fortune

$10,000. In fixing that sum it should be distinctly understood 
that this Court expresses no opinion as to the amount that had 
actually been earned by the executors up to the time the applica
tion for interim remuneration was made. The material before 
the Court was not sufficient to enable it to arrive at a definite 
conclusion in regard to the full extent of the services that had up 
to that time been rendered, or the amount that should be allowed 
in respect of them. The whole question of remuneration will 
have to be considered and dealt with when the estate shall have 
been completely administered, and when the Judge dealing with 
the matter shall have before him the executors’ accounts, full 
particulars as to the value of the assets of the estate, the disposi
tion made of them, the work involved, and all the other facts and 
circumstances to be taken into account on such an application. 
The present decision is to be taken as one simply allowing a pay
ment on account without expressing any opinion as to flic amount 
which should be ultimately awarded.

Haggart, J.A. 11 Add art, J.A.:—I’mler the Manitoba Trustee Act, eh. 
see. 52. H.S.M., an application was made to the Judge of the Sur
rogate Court of the Eastern Judicial District of the Province of 
Manitoba by the Standard Trusts Co. and the Judge allowed the 
sum of $44,000 as a fair and reasonable interim allowance for 
its care, pains, trouble and time expended in and about the ad
ministering. arranging and settling the affairs of the estate up to 
September 30, 1913.

I can understand the desire of the executive of a trust com
pany to shew to the shareholders profitable operations and 
good financial results. 1 appreciate tlie fact that such companies 
are in a position to do the business of a trustee better than -pri
vate individuals, that they have in their employ competent 
officials and experts, that they are perpetual in their existence 
and they can give to the public good security for the money and 
property coming into their custody.

1 cannot, with all due respect, find, however, any good reason 
for supporting the order of the Surrogate Court Judge. 1 think 
the amount is excessive. If the Courts affirmed such an order
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then it would be the duty of the Legislature to interfere and 
regulate the eoiupeiiNation. It' the Legislature did not interfere, 
then testators would give trust eompanies a wide berth and 
direet in their wills that their estate should he administered b\ 
their friends and relatives as in former days when there were no 
trust eom panics.

It is not necessary at this stage to consider whether the com
pensation should be computed by percentage on the gross valua
tion or otherwise. That can he determined when the trust has 
been executed and when it can be better ascertained what care, 
pains, trouble and time has been expended in and about the 
trusteeship. In the meantime I think less than one-fourth of the 
amount allowed by the Surrogate Court Judge, say $10,000. 
would be a generous sum by way of an interim allowance.

I would allow the appeal and amend the order of the Judge 
of the Surrogate Court by substituting for $44,000 the sum of 
$10,000.

Appeal allowed.

B.C. CENTRAL FARMERS INSTITUTES v. C.P.R. CO
/.i if a i.f Ifailmiy ('ommissinnns. January 7. Milo.

I. i Alliums i 6 IV A—310 ) ( I.. Stkaiuit Mix in—Commoiiitiks—Dn
FKHIXT—Tom. 11 Hill KMT—\\ I HUIT 11 lull KHT MINIMI M.

'I In* provision in tin* respondent's till"ill's, west of Luke Superi »r. 
Hint different commodities nui y lie consolidated into < .1*. lots nt ( .1. 
toll», hut when these commodities in such mixture take dilferent rat 
nigN if sliipped separately in straight C.L. lots, the entire mixed lot i* 
charged the highest ( .1..'tolls and the highest minimum weight; I rule 

ici i follows the practically universal rule in freight classification 
ami will not lie disturbed by the Hoard.

Application' for the privilege of shipping mixed C.L. lots 
of Hour and feed, sacked and baled hay and straw sit C.L. tolls.

January 7, 1915. The Chief Commissioner:—'That appli
cation was heard at Vancouver at a sitting held in October, 191:». 
The railway company was represented, but as no one appeared 
for the applicants, no action was taken, and the matter has sub
sequently been brought up by correspondence.

The applicants alleged that the refusal of the company so 
to bill mixed carloads of flour, feed and hay, constitutes a hard
ship to the settlers, many of whom desire to purchase these com
modities in wholesale quantities at a time when they could be
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procured at reasonable prices, and that as they cannot so pur
chase they are compelled to obtain supplies from retailers at 
much higher rates.

I am of the opinion that the application must be dismissed.
Less than a carload consignment of hay cannot be looked 

upon as a movement of commodities in wholesale quantities. 
Under the present classification, hay moves with a minimum 
loading of but 20.000 pounds.

The Traffic Department has very carefully looked through 
the different tariffs and classifications applying in other places, 
and reports that no tariff or classification permits a carload 
mixture as asked ; and that, on the other hand, under the pre
sent classification, hay and straw in carloads moves under the 
10th class at a minimum rate of 20,000 pounds per ear, while 
Hour and other mill stuff's in carloads take the 8th class at a 
minimum of 30,000 pounds.

In view of the low minimum applying on hay and the higher 
minimum as well as the higher rate which applies on flour and 
other mill stuffs, 1 am unable to see what advantage would ac
crue to the applicants at all compatible with the general dis
arrangement of the classification.

The classification west of Lake Superior provides a number 
of distinctive headings covering groups of commodities which 
may be consolidated into carloads at carload rates; but under 
rule 2 (c), when the various articles in such mixtures take differ
ent classification ratings, if shipped separately in straight car- 
loads, the entire mixed carload is charged the highest carload 
rate, and the highest minimum carload weight. This is practic
ally the universal rule in freight classification.

If the application were granted it would have to be subject 
to this rule, unless the whole scheme of mixed classification is 
to be upset, so that the heavier articles, flour, etc., would have to 
make room for the lighter, hay and straw, without a corres
ponding reduction in the carload minimum weight, the result 
being that the rate on a car so mixed would be at the 8th class 
instead of at the lower 10th class rate, and would be accom
panied by a minimum weight charge of 30,000 pounds.

So far 1 only treat the question as a matter of classification.
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The company has, however, a spécial commodity tariff 
(C.R.C. No. W.1686), which gives reduced rates on straight or 
mixed carloads of bagged flour, grain, flaxseed, oatmeal, and 
mill stuffs, with a minimum loading of 40.000 pounds, and also 
reduced rates on straight carloads of hay with a minimum 
weight of 24,000 pounds.

It is hard to say on what ground an extension of the mixing 
privilege could be ordered which would apply to the special n, . i., 
rates under this tariff. As to the minimum per ear, the différ
ences in the present instance being 10,000 pounds us against 
10,000 pounds, the result is that if hay were consolidated in one 
car Avith grain ,thc loading would have to amount to 40.000 
pounds, or else the shipper is paying for freight that does not 
move. This of itself alone would prohibit such a movement.
While hay and straw are agricultural products just as much as 
grain and its products ; they can hardly be considered as analog
ous commodities. The grain rate, for example, is accompanied 
by the special feature of milling and malting privileges in 
transit.

1 am of the opinion that the application must be refused, 
and that, if granted, it would be largely merely a matter of 
trouble to the railway companies with hut little, if any, advan
tage to the shippers.

Mk. Commission™ McLean concurred. c(im. m-i-vh:.
.4plication nfitsi it.

REX v. TALLY. ALTA.
1 Hu rla Court. Itcck, 7. .hmunry 2.'I. 1015. g

1. Indictment, information and complaint II E—H)—.Suffntem y of
DESCRIPTION OF OFFENCE -COMMON ASSAULT.

An information charging that tin* accused “threatened” the com
plainant with an axe, “contrary to sec. 291 of the Criminal Code,” is 
sufficient to charge the offence of common assault for which that section 
of the Criminal Code provides.

2. Indictment, information and complaint (§ I —2)—Amendment of in-*
FORMATION—Hb-R W E A RI N <1.

It is not essential that an information before a magistrate should he 
re-sworn after living amended at the hearing, if the amendment merely 
gives greater particularity or certainty to the charge without changing 
the charge to an offence of a different kind or alleging it us of a time 
or place materially different from that first alleged.
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3. Si MM.x a y convictions (§ VI—GO)—Irregularity in information—
Waiver hy failure to object.

An irregularity in not re-swearing an information in a summary con
viction matter when materially amended at the hearing is waived by 
proceeding with the trial without taking the objection.

1It. v. Lewis, G Can. Cr. Cas. 499, approved.]
4. Summary convictions (6 VI—GO)—Defect in information cured by

depositions.
If the depositions in a summary conviction matter establish such 

facts as warranted the justice in convicting of the offence indicated by 
the information, although not stated in the latter in correct form, 
Code sec. 724 applies to validate the conviction regardless of the defect 
in the information.

5. Summary convictions i$ 11—20)—Territorial jurisdiction of magis
trate—Inconvenient place of trial.

Where, as in Alberta, justices of the peace are appointed with terri
torial jurisdiction extending over the entire province, an objection that 
the charge was not laid before the nearest justice will not be a ground 
for quashing the summary conviction unless there has been a gross 
abuse of authority in compelling the attendance of the accused at a far- 
distant and inconvenient place of trial, notwithstanding the availability 
of a justice at a convenient place of trial, under circumstances amounting 
to a denial of the right of the accused to make his "full answer and 
defence” (Cr. Code. sec. 715).

|It. v. Farrell, 15 Can. Cr. Cas. 2X3, referred to.]
G. Justice of the peace ($ III—13)—Exclusive jurisdiction of first

JUSTICE TAKING COGNIZANCE OF CASE—IMPLIED REQUEST TO SECOND
JUSTICE TO ACT.

Vnder a statutory provision limiting a justice's jurisdiction in any 
particular case to the first justice having possession and cognizance of 
the fact but with a proviso that at such justice's request any other 
justice may at the first justice's request “take part in” the case, a 
request to the second justice may be implied from the conduct of Un
just ice who received the information, and in view of Cr. Code sec. 1120, 
such request will be implied and the conviction upheld where both tin- 
justice receiving the information and another sat at the hearing, but 
because of objection raised by the family of the accused to the first 
justice acting, he voluntarily refrained from trying the case.

|If. v. Cruikshanks, 1G D.L.R. 536, 23 Can. Cr. Cas. 23, followed; 
/<*. v. Arkus (A a. 3), 16 Can. Cr. Cas. 222. and It. v. McGregor, 2 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 410, referred to.]

7. Trial (§ I A—2)—Criminal cases -Two persons separately charged
on identical evidence—Intermixing of trials.

Where the assaults charged separately against two persons took place 
as part of one and the same occurrence, and the evidence would have 
been identical in each case, it is not a ground for (plashing the summary 
conviction in either case that the two cases were tried together, par
ticularly where no exception was taken at the trial.

[It. v. Lapoinlr, 4 D.L.R. 210. 20 Can. Cr. Cas. 9<S, and It. v. Fry, 
19 Cox C.C. 135, G2 J.I\ 457, applied.]

8. Summary convictions (§ X II B—80)—Form—Date of offence.
An objection that a summary conviction for common assault assigns 

no date to the offence is cured under Cr. Code sec. 1124 if the date 
ap(K-ars on the depositions.

9. Continuance and adjournment ($ II—8)—Criminal trial—Discretion
OF MAGISTRATE.

Vnlcss it appears that the refusal of a magistrate to grant an adjourn
ment of the hearing results in the accused being prevented from making 
his "full answer and defence” (Cr. Code sec. 7151. the magistrate's 
bond fide exercise of discretion cannot be reviewed.

[It. v. Irwing, 14 Can. Cr. Cas. 4S9. referred to.]
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Motions by thv respective defendants to quash the suminary ALTA, 
conviction made against him. s c*

,/. M. Manhniahl, for defemiants. Hex

Popple, for the Crown. T.uiy

Heck, .1.: These are two motions to quash convictions, the im. i,
proceedings being or being taken to have been -certified to the 
Court in pursuance of the notices of motion given in pursuance 
of the new rules in that behalf.

A number of objections are taken.
1. “That the informations charge no offence.”
The information in one case is a charge that the defendant 

“did wilfully run into my hay rack and injured the same, and did 
threaten me with an axe”; in the other: “did threaten me with 
a pitch fork.”

Whether or not these informations disclose an offence in law, 
I think any defect that may exist cannot affect the validity of the 
conviction, and this for two reasons: First, both the informations 
were amended by the addition of the words “contrary to sec. 201 
of the That section reads:

“Every one who commits a common assault is guilty of an
indictable offence, and liable, if convicted . . . on summary
conviction,” etc.
This addition, at all events, made the intent and meaning of 

each charge quite clear as a charge of common assault. The 
objection is taken that the information was not re-sworn after 
amendment.

It seems to me that in no case is it necessary to re-swear an 
information after an amendment, if the amendment is of such a 
nature only as that it merely gives greater particularity or cer
tainty to the charge and does not amount to tin* laying of a new 
charge, i.e., a charge of a different kind of offence or of a similar 
offence at a time or place materially different from that first 
alleged.

Even if the accused had a right to insist upon the informations 
being re-sworn, they waived the irregularity—if such it was— 
by refraining from taking the objection: li. v. Leiris, (i Can. Cr. 
Cas. 499.

Secondly, sec. 724 of the Code, which forms part of Part XV., 
“Summary Convictions,” says that:—
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“No objection shall he allowed to any information . . . 
for any alleged defect therein in substance or in form or for any 
variance between such information . . . the evidence,"
etc.
So that if the evidence, as it appears in the depositions, es

tablishes such facts as justified the justice in convicting of a 
common assault, and if he did so, the wording of the informations 
may be disregarded. This, I think, might have been said even 
if the informations had not been amended, inasmuch as they at 
least indicate, if not allege, a common assault. With the amend
ment it seems to me no question can arise.

2. Another objection is that the charges should have been, 
and were not, laid and heard before the nearest magistrate.

The provincial legislation respecting police magistrates and 
justices of the peace is eh. Id of 1906; eh. 5, see. 9, of 1907; eh. 20, 
see. 10, of 1908; eh. 4, see. 8, of 1909.

Section 2 of eh. 13 of 1906 says that the Lieutenants iovernor 
in Council may appoint justices of the peace for the province, 
who shall have jurisdiction as such throughout the same.

There is no ry provision requiring a charge to be laid
or dealt with by the nearest justice, nor is there any other law that 
I am aware of requiring this; though I have no doubt that if it 
appeared that there was gross abuse of the authority of a magis
trate by, for example, the attendance of the accused
at a place extraordinarily far from his home and the place where 
the offence was alleged to have been committed and where all 
the witnesses resided, while a competent and impartial justice was 
available near the place of the alleged offence, this Court would 
have power to intervene and prevent the abuse of the process of 
the inferior ( ourt on the ground that the defendant was prejudiced 
in his right to “make his full answer and defence" (sec. 715, Code), 
and that therefore the magistrate lacked jurisdiction: Hex v. 
Farrell, 15 ('an. Cr. Cas. 283.

3. The third objection is that the charge was not tried by tin- 
justice who took the information, and there is no evidence of a 
request to the convicting justice to try the case.

Section 9 of eh. 5 of 1907 adds a section to eh. 13 of 1906, 
as follows:—

“9a. Jurisdiction in any particular case shall exclusively 
attach in the first justice of the peace, or where more than
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one justice is required the first justices to the required number 
duly authorized, who has or have possession and cognizance 
of the fact. Provided that at the request of any such justice, 
or at the unanimous request of any such justices where more 
than one justice is required, any other justice or justices may 
take part in any ease.”
The informations were sworn before William Dives, .1.1*. 

The cases were tried before and the eon viciions made by William 
Macdonald. .I.P.

The convictions are in the usual form the form provided by 
the Criminal Code, Nos. 31, 32, 33:

“Be it remembered that on the day
of , in the year. .at
A.B. is convicted before the undersigned . a
justice of the peace for the said” (province).
Neither these forms nor tin* convictions in the present case' 

shew the information to have been laid otherwise than before the 
convicting magistrate. This, however, is shewn by the papers 
produced before me, namely, the informations; but other papers 
also produced, namely, recognizances on the part of both accused 
to keep the peace, bearing the same date as the convictions and 
alleging the same offences, appear to have been taken at the same 
place before both Dives and Macdonald as justices of the peace. 
It would appear, then, that the justice before whom the informa
tion was laid was present when the justice, Macdonald, heard the 
case. Furthermore, in an affidavit filed on behalf of the defend
ants it is said:

‘I further asked him” (Macdonald) “if he had any 
request from the justice of the peace who took the information, 
to try the case, and he said that he had not, and that it was 
the fault of the mother of the accused, as she objected to them 
being tried before the justice of the peace who took the in
formation.”
I infer from this that owing to objection Justice Dives refrained 

from trying the case, and thereby inferential!y consented and 
requested Justice Macdonald to try the cases. An implied request 
is sufficient : Hex v. Cruikshnnks, Iff D.L.R. 536, 23 ('an. Cr. 
( as. 23.

In The King v. Acker« (.Vo. 3), Iff Can. Cr. (’as. 222, it was 
held that while the conviction could not be supported, inasmuch
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as it did not appear on its face that the convicting magistrates 
acted at the request of the police magistrate before whom the in
formation was laid, there being a statutory provision to the effect 
that no other justice should in such case act except in case of the 
illness or absence or at the request of the police magistrate, yet 
the defendant should not bo discharged (the application was for 
Imbcns corpus), but the conviction should be remitted to the 
convicting magistrates for amendment according to the facts. 
This order was made in pursuance of a provision of the Ontario 
Liquor License Act, but it seems clear that a similar power exists 
under see. 1120 of the Criminal Code. Being of opinion that the 
convicting magistrate was fully justified in convicting, I would, 
if I was not satisfied that there was not an implied request, have 
directed that the convictions be remitted to the convicting magis
trate to be amended by inserting in the convictions after the word 
“province” the words, “acting in this behalf at the request of 
William Dives, a justice of the peace in and for the said province, 
before whom the information herein was laid," if this be according 
to the fact, instructing the convicting magistrate in accordance 
with the decision of this Court in Rex v. Cruikshanks, supra, that 
an express request is not essential under the Act, but that a request 
may be implied from the conduct of the justice who received the 
information.

But the convictions appearing to be valid on their face, and I 
myself being satisfied by the extrinsic evidence that there was a 
sufficient request by implication, I think the objection may be 
disregarded in view of sec. 1124: R. v. McGregor, 2(i O.R. 11"), 2 
Can. Cr. Cas. 410: R. v. Perrin, 10 O.R. 440.

4. The next objection is that the two charges—that is, separate 
charges of common assault against each of the defendants—were 
tried together without the consent of the defendants.

The depositions shew that had the eases been tried separately 
the evidence would have been identical in each case; that, in 
other words, the assaults, charged separately against each de
fendant, both took place as part of one and the same occurrence. 
Cnder these circumstances no possible injustice could be done to 
either defendant, and the reasoning in the cases of R. v. Fry, 19 
Cox 135, G2 J.P. 457, and The King v. Lapointe, 4 D.L.R. 
210, 20 (’an. Cr. Cas. 98, leads to what I think is the proper 
conclusion that the convictions should stand as against this ob-
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jection at all events, as it does not appear that any exception 
was taken at the hearing to this course being taken.

5. The next objection is that the informations and convictions 
contain two separate and distinct offences.

This objection is virtually dealt with under the head of the 
first objection. In any case,.it is evident that in each case the 
charge was treated as one of common assault ; and if this offence 
is improperly or insufficiently set forth in the convictions, the ob
jection on this ground is ineffective by reason of see. 11 ‘21, inas
much as on a perusal of the depositions I am satisfied that an 
offence of the nature described in the conviction has been com
mitted.

(». A sixth objection is that evidence was wrongfully admitted 
by way of a petition.

I do not find that this objection is established as a fact. There 
is such a petition, but it is attached to the recognizances to keep 
the peace. I would presume that it was used by the magistrate— 
and I suppose improperly - in connection with binding the 
accused over to keep the peace; but there is nothing to shew that 
it was used as evidence on the charges of assault or that it in
fluenced the magistrate in determining the question in issue on 
the trial.

7. It is objected that the evidence does not sustain the con
viction. Though the evidence for the prosecution is met by an 
alibi in each case, it, if believed by the magistrate, certainly 
supports a conviction of both defendants for a common assault.

S. It is objected and the fact is that the conviction assigns no 
date to the offence. This defect, however, can be supplied from 
the depositions by virtue of see. 1124, already referred to.

0. It is objected that the information was not re-sworn after 
amendment. 1 have already dealt with this when dealing with 
the first objection.

10. It is alleged that the defendant Ivan Tally asked for an 
adjournment in order that lie might have counsel to represent

The fact of the request and the magistrate's explanation 
appear in an affidavit filed on la-half of the defendant, which 
states :—

“I asked him" (the magistrate) “also why he did not grant
the request of the accused for an adjournment to get counsel,

ALTA.
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ALTA. and he said it was impossible, as the witnesses were there from
S. C. a long distance, and lie himself was going away to the country
Hex the next day and would be absent some considerable time.” 

The place of trial was Morin ville, some 25 or 30 miles from 
Edmonton, the nearest point at which counsel could he procured,
if there were none at Morinville, where, if there is a practicing 
barrister or solicitor, there is only one.

I’nless it appears that the refusal of a magistrate to grant an 
adjournment results in the accused being prevented from having 
a fair trial from making “his full answer and defence" the 
magistrate's bond fide exercise of discretion cannot be reviewed. 
Without going so far as to say that in no case, however intricate 
and serious, would a magistrate’s refusal of an adjournment for 
this purpose induce the inference that the accused had been 
deprived of a fair trial, I think he could not reasonably be con
sidered to have been prejudiced in such a case as the present: 
see /i\ v. Irwing, 14 Can. Cr. Cas. 4N0.

11. It was said the costs fixed were excessive. 1 cannot find 
this substantiated.

The motions should be dismissed with costs.
Motion* ref used.

SASK. SASK. ELEVATOR CO. v. CAN. CREDIT MEN'S ASSOC.

8. C. Sa>tka Icluiotn Hup rune Court, Elwood, J. April 10, 1015.

1 AsSIli.XMEXTN FOR CREDITORS (§111 It O—251 I’AItTXEKNIIII* ESTATE —
Money received in cot kse ok c\io nersmii* lit si neks—Pekailt
IX ACCOVXTIXll—Assit,NEE DEKENIHXti ACTION—( OST8.

Where ii claim filed against tin1 partnership estate is for money 
alleged t i have been received by one of tin- partners in the course of 
the partnership business, but, in respect of which lie had defaulted in 
ave uniting, the assignee for creditors of tin- partnership will, if 
justified in defending the action, be entitled to be paid out of 1 he assets 
both the claimant's ousts , f a -mressful action to establish the claim 
and bis own cut* of defence as between solicitor and client.

Statement Action against a partnership (‘state.
Hugh Phillips and li. />. Hogarth, for plaintiff.
H. Y. MacDonald, K.( '., for defendant.

Elwood, J. Elwood, J. :—Briefly, the facts in this case shew that a part
nership firm consisting of two members, Black and McHugh, 
carried on business at Thackeray and ('loan, in this province;
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that said McHugh, at the times hereinafter mentioned, was the 
partner who had the sole management and control of the busi
ness : that the defendant Black resided in the Province of On
tario, and took no active part in the business. Prior
to the plaintiff erecting an elevator at either < 'loan or Thacke
ray. the said McHugh saw an officer of the plaintiff company 
and stated that his firm, who were general merchants at both 
places, would like to transact any business that the plaintiff had 
at Thackeray prior to the erection of the elevator, and after the 
elevator was erected would like to act as payor for it at those 
points. A certain amount of business was transacted in tin 
way of purchasing cars of grain, which were apparently bought 
in the firm name, on commission, and ultimately a payor was 
appointed at both Thackeray and <'loan. It is contended on 
behalf of the plaintiff that Black and McHugh were the payor, 
and on the part of the defendant that McHugh himself was 
payor. The defendant is the assignee of Black & McHugh. The 
bond in each year was entered into by McHugh alone : tin- 
drafts for the moneys which were paid out were signed by Mc
Hugh; the reports were all signed by McHugh ; but I am sati> 
tied, and find on the evidence, that McHugh, in paying out this 
money, was acting solely on behalf of Black & McHugh. Black 
& McHugh were the only ones who could receive any benefit 
from handling this money, and the evidence shews that it is a 
benefit to merchants to handle money for grain companies, lie- 
cause it attracts custom and assists the merchant in the collection 
of his debts. There was no possible benefit that 1 can see that 
would accrue to McHugh alone, and I. therefore, find from the 
evidence that—as I said above—this work was undertaken by 
McHugh for and on behalf of his firm, and that it was never 
intended that McHugh alone should be the person responsible. 
It was objected, however, that it was beyond the scope of tin- 
partnership for McHugh to so act. There is no evidence as to 
whether or not Black knew anything about the handling of this 
money, lie was only in the vicinity of the stores once or twice, 
and there is no evidence either one way or the other. The evi
dence does shew, however, that it is customary for stores 
throughout the country at points where there are no banks to 
handle as payors money for elevator companies, and I find on
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the evidence that it is a custom which would properly belong to 
a country store such as this one was. and, therefore, in my 
opinion was properly within the scope of the partnership. The 
evidence shews that after a lire in the store of Black McHugh 
an investigation was had, and as a result of that investigation 
McHugh admitted a shortage which amounts to $8,002.14. There 
is no evidence that any part of this money was used for the pur
poses of Black &. McHugh, and I am satisfied from the evidence 
that McHugh set the store on fire, and that he either appro
priated to his own use at that time the whole of the $8.002.11. or, 
as I think more likely, he appropriated the balance of that money 
which was then on hand, but had previously appropriated to 
his own use other sums, a part of the $8,002.14, and the fire was 
set for the purpose of covering up these defalcations. However, 
it is immaterial in which way this arose : I am of opinion that the 
partnership is responsible. The result will be that the plaintiff 
is entitled to judgment entitling it to rank upon the estate of 
said Black & McHugh so assigned for the benefit of creditors 
to the defendant herein for the sum of $8,002.14. The plaintiff 
is entitled to its costs of this action. I am of opinion that the 
defendant was entitled to defend the action, and, therefore, the 
defendant will be entitled to be paid the plaintiff's costs of this 
action and the defendant’s costs as between solicitor and client 
out of the assets of the estate assigned.

Order accordingly.

WHEELER V. CHAPMAN.

Manitoba Court of Appeal, /fichants, I’cnlur, Cameron, ami llaggart. I. 
February 25, Ml 15.

1. Pa MINT A XU CHILD I 8 I — I)—RELATIONSHIP—Pnu-ll ASK OF AITOMOUILE 
— Ll.XIIII.ITV (IK I’.XKKXT—AvKNCY.

A person xvlm sells mi automobile to un infant under 21. and takes 
his agreement and lien notes for the price, has the onus east upon 
him of proving the son's agency for the parent if lie seeks to make the 
latter liable, and such is not conclusively shewn by the license having 
been taken in the parent's name.

Aim K.xL from the dismissal of the action at trial.

K. J. McMurray, for plaintiff, appellant.
It. L. Deacon, for defendant, respondent.



21 D.L.R.] Whkklkr v. Chapman.

The judgment of the Court wan delivered by
IIaimiart, J.A. :—The negotiations for the purchase of the 

automobile were commenced with and carried on until the deal 
was consummated with Claude Chapman, the son. and the 
agreement to purchase or the lien notes were signed by him 
alone. It transpires that he was an infant under the age of ‘21 
years. The plaintiff now claims that it was a joint purchase by 
the son and mother, both defendants, or else a purchase by the 
son for the mother.

In support of this contention it is urged that the mother and 
son lived in the same house ; that she advanced a portion of the 
money ; that the proposed purchase was discussed by the mother 
or in her presence; that the plaintiff himself took the car to her 
house; that she took out the license in her own name, and that 
her name is mentioned in the receipt as contributing the money 
for the first payment.

If the mother was the joint purchaser, or the real sole pur
chaser. I think the plaintiff would have seen that she signed the 
documents which consummated the deal. The advance to the 
son of a part of the money is consistent with the position she 
takes now and the interest she took in the car and the negotia
tions were quite consistent with the relations of a mother and 
son living in the same house.

The taking out of the license in the name of the mother is 
not satisfactorily accounted for to my mind. The reason given 
is that it was thought an adult should he the licensee. This is 
the most serious part of the case pointing towards the mother’s 
liability, ruder all the circumstances I would hesitate before 
substituting my view on such a question of fact for that of 
the trial Judge.

I am not impressed with the merits of the defence. I think 
it would have been only the proper thing for the family to have 
paid for the machine. The onus is on the plaintiff as to the 
agency of the son. I do not think he has satisfied that onus.

The plaintiff claims in tort for damages. There is no evi
dence of any wrongful destruction of the car and the wreck of 
the car may have been the result of some inherent defect in the 
car itself, or inevitable accident. There was no prohibition in
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the vont met hn t<i using the ear for livery purposes and we van- 
nut assume that such a user was tortious. The trial Judge lias 
in suhstanve given credence to the defendants' story. It is with 
some doubt that I affirm tin- trial Judge's finding.

1 would dismiss the appeal with costs.
Appeal dismissed.

CAN. CREVELING v. CANADIAN BRIDGE CO.
Supreme Court of Camilla. Sir Charles Fil‘fuitrick. <*.•/.. ami ha rien. Iiliiiy- 

ton, huff, \nylin. amt Uriah ur, ./•/. Man h là. IHI.V

1. Pluaihnu (81(1 50)—Trial jitho: — Dirmtioxn to .ivky - Ishi ks
n i.i.y vrkskmki»—Kviim nck m munixu sa mi Aitkai..

Where lie trial .fudge during (lie trial of an net Ion. ill his direet ions 
to the jury, presents the issues fully to them, and where the evidence 
supports it. the verdict of the jury should not lie disunited.

2. Aitkai. (fVll.f :t!M»)—Oii.o:rrioN—Mihiukixtion ok ji ma;—Qi k.h-
TIOX NOT KMHKII IN I.OW’KR COI MTK—1{| si l.T.

Where a party has not used the opportunity at. the trial nor in the 
first court of appeal it is too late, in the absence of special circum
stances, to urge misdirection of the Judge upon a subsequent appeal 
to a higher court.

[Cn rclimi \. Camuliun Itriilye Co., 20 D.L.It. 52H, reversed.) 

Statement Appeal from the judgment of the Court of Appeal for 
British Columbia. Crtvtling v. Van. Bridge, 20 D.L.R. 528. by 
which the judgment entered at the trial, on a general verdict by 
the jury in favour of the plaintiff, was set aside and a new trial 
ordered.

S. S. Taylor, K.C.. for the appellant.

aircharir* Silt Charles Fitzpatrick, C.J.: It appears to me finite oh- 
vious, after reading the pleadings and evidence, that both parties 
to this litigation assumed at the outset that the accident to the 
plaintiff was mainly attributable to the absence of a guard on the 
traveller and that little, if any, fault was chargeable to the 
system under which that traveller was operated. There is no 
suggestion in plaintiff’s evidence on discovery or in his examin
ation in chief at the trial that his injury was caused as the re
sult of a failure on the part of those in charge of the traveller to 
give the proper signals to notify the workmen of its approach. 
Mis whole evidence is directed to prove that the construction of 
the traveller was defective in that there was no guard on the 
wheels, lie says that when he was coming up from under the
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platform of the bridge lie huw tlu* traveller stop at a short dis- CAN
ta net*, two or three fort, from the place where lie put his hand s. c.
oil the rail to steady himself, and he does not suggest, as he n„jvlIlxr,
would naturally have done had the thought been present to his *

. . . . ... . . i i iii- Can aim \ \mind, that the traveller then moved forward and crushed his pKMMl,
hand without giving him warning. 11 is only grievance is that ( ' 
there was nothing in front of the wheels to attract his attention sim.Hrv.

FiOpetrlrk, C.J
by physical contact with his hand to the danger to which lie was 
exposed. It is only after the engineer, who controlled in part 
the working of the traveller, had testified to the practice of omit
ting signals after the momentary stop and the subsequent setting 
in motion of the traveller without sounding a whistle, and tIn- 
divided control over the movements of the traveller which moved 
forward as much under the direction of the man under the lower 
platform at the spool as of the engineer above came out in the 
evidence that it occurred, if at all. to counsel to suggest this 
ground of negligence or defect in the system under which tin 
traveller was operated. I am much impressed by what the Judge 
said in his charge, in the extract quoted by Mr. .Justice Anglin, 
and no attempt was then made to correct him. But. on tin- 
whole record, it appears that there was no proper system of sig
nals such as it was the duty of the employers to provide for tin- 
due protection of their employees, and. in the alternative, if 
there was a proper system originally adopted it was negligently 
departed from to the knowledge of those in charge of the work.
It is apparent on the whole evidence, as the ease stood when 
it went to the jury, that the system of signals was. by reason of 
the divided control of the traveller, imperfect. All the engineer 
can say is that his engine did not stop at the time when the 
plaintiff says it was at a standstill, but under the system under 
which the traveller was operated the engine may have been re
volving and the wheels of the traveller at a standstill if the 
clutch was off the rope or if the rope was not tight on the drum.

It is, therefore, apparent that there may have been and 
probably was a misunderstanding between the man at the engine 
and the man on the platform below, who co-operated in the con
trol of the movements of the traveller, and to this the accident 
may be attributable. There also seems to have been a complete 
misunderstanding as to the system adopted for the proper warn-



Sir Charles 
Fitzpatrick. C.J.

(dissenting-
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ing of employees of approaching danger. The engineer, over 
and over again, affirms that the system did not require a signal 
to be given for what he calls “momentary stops.” whereas all 
the workmen examined agree that each time the traveller started 
after having been at rest they expected to receive a signal and 
this undoubtedly seems to lie a very reasonable view to take if 
the system was really intended to be effective.

How. indeed, could a workman, in the circumstances in which 
the plaintiff was placed, seeing the traveller at a standstill, de
cide whether it was stopped for a moment or for a lengthened 
period of time? If to this we add the divided control over the 
movements of the traveller, the conclusion that the system was 
defective would appear to be irresistible.

It is now argued, however, that this ground of liability was 
not properly put to the jury. I certainly am of opinion that 
it was put in issue by the pleadings. In plaintiff's statement of 
particulars it is alleged that his personal injuries were sustained 
by reason of the negligence of the defendants in respect to para. 
F 1. It is quite true, as forcibly urged by my brother Anglin, 
that the Judge’s charge was not as full or as complete on this 
ground of liability as it should have been. After full considera
tion I adopt the view of Mr. Justice Duff as to the duty of 
counsel and the powers of this Court in such a case as we have 
now under consideration. We have the whole record before us. 
The issues may not have been very logically put to the Court, 
the evidence may not have been skillfully marshalled, and 
the jury may not have been very clearly or fully directed, 
but. if on the pleadings and evidence we arc satisfied that sub
stantial justice has been done, that both parties have had 
their day in Court, it is not only our right but our duty to say 
so and avoid further costly litigation and no less ruinous delay. 
The old Latin maxim still has its place in our system, “interest 
rcipnhlicn id sit finis litimn.**

1 would allow the appeal with costs.

Davies, J. (dissenting) :—I would allow this appeal, but 
would direct a new trial alike on the common law claim and 
the statutory claim under Employers' Liability Act with costs 
to abide the event.
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Iiuxc.tox J. :—The *k hand was crushed by a
machine, called a traveller, used in bridge building whilst he 
was necessarily holding on to the rail over which the traveller 
ran.

lie tells what lu* was doing. Before putting his hand on 
the rail for support he says :

if. Were \ in giving ioiv directions to tin- workmen? A. I turned around 
and saw the traveller was standing still, and I told the Imvker up to 
Htniighteii the needle lieani.

(itifl

CAN.
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Idlngton, J.

if. And how long were you up in that position before your hand w»« 
cut? A. I should judge alsoit three seconds, probably a little more that 
that, live or six seconds; long enough to look down and tell him to go 
ahead and straighten it. if. Before you put your hand on the rail did y«m 
see where the traveller was? A. Yes, sir. if. Where was it? A. Standing 
right hack of me, alsmt two feet from me. standing still, ty. Standing -till ' 
A. Standing -till. if. What was it doing—what was the traveller doing'. 
A. It was standing still.

if. Was there any signal given with respeet to the—immediately before 
the ear mov'd on your hand ? A. When I stepped on the chord I could 
nee the traveller standing there; there was no whistle blown when I got 
up there, if. Mow long liefore that had there been any signal ? A. How 
long before that? if. Yes? A. I could not say. if. Then up to the time 
of your being injured, and whilst you were on the bridge you know of no 
signal ? A. No signal; no whistle blown, if. No whistle blown. Had a 
whistle blown what would you have done? A. tint back on the staging.

Another witness corroborates this un follows : 
if. What attracted your attention when ('reveling was injured? A I 

heard him holler, and then I came up to see what had happened. (,>. Was 
lie injured? A. lie was injured, if. Before he was injured, right at the 
time lie was injured, and before within a reasonable length of time, was 
there any signal given by the engineer? A. No. if. Have you any doubt 
alsmt it at all? A. No.

The man operating the engine alleges lie gave two blasts 
when the traveller started from a point a hundred feet or more 
to the rear of where appellant and his mate were working, but 
does not pretend to have given any later.

We have no proof of any rules laid down by the respondent 
for the protection in this regard of the men who were engaged 
in the dangerous work in question. All. including appellant 
who speak on the subject, say the men depended on the warning 
of the whistle at the starting of the traveller in motion. If that 
had been rightly observed appellant admits its protection would

3754
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CAN. have sufficed for him though he and others say besides that a
s c. guard projecting ahead of the traveller is in common use in

( REVELING many places. No such guard was used by respondent. No 
statutory provision relative thereto seems to exist except what

Canadian

co.
indirectly bearing thereon exists in the Km pi overs’ Liability 
Act.

hliiiRhm, J. The man in charge of the engine indicates that the only 
system lie had observed was to give a blast or two blasts when 
he started the engine to propel the traveller on its way. and 
that if through any cause the traveller had to be stopped, 
neither he nor any one else had any duty imposed by the re
spondent to take steps to give further warning when starting up 
again to proceed further forward.

I cannot think that was such an adequate system as would 
discharge the respondent from its common law liability. A 
trap seems to have been set instead of an effectively protective 
system.

There seems to have been an absence of such protective 
measures as indicated to be necessary by the principle applied 
in Smith v. linker, 118911 A.(\ 325, and many other cases since.

Three charges of neglect of that kind were set out in the 
statement of claim, and a good deal more attention was paid 
at the trial to the want of a guard than to that involved in the 
said system or want of system, but that does not, when all were 
plainly before the Court, help respondent, yet its counsel urges 
for that reason the verdict should not stand.

A plaintiff is entitled to hold the judgment awarded him as 
result of a general verdict when there is evidence upon which 
the jury could properly find such verdict ; and that even though 
the learned trial Judge had overlooked the evidence and its 
possible application in law and the counsel had been warring 
about something else, possibly having only a remote relation to 
the common sense view of the case; always provided, however, 
that the Judge has not misdirected the jury.

The evidence quoted above was such and 1 see no misdirection.
If there had been a proper guard then the question might 

have arisen if that should not be held sufficient in itself.
I think the appeal should be allowed with costs.



21 D.L.R.] Crkveung v. Canadian Briixii: Co. 6G7

Dvff, •!.:—In his statement of claim the plaintiff charges
negligence as follows : s. c.

a. The said |H-rinmal injuries, which the plaint ill" siiataincd as aforesaid, 
were caused l>y reason of the negligence of the defendant, particulars of

Canadian which are as follows:—
(o) in not having any system, or in the alternative any proper and 

'iitticicnt system of signals to carry on the work <»f construction in safety
to the plaintilf.

I il i In not having guards or other protection on or in front of the 
wheels of the said traveller.
The jury found a general verdict in favour of the plaintiff on 
his claim for damages in respect of the respondents* alleged lia
bility at common law. The Court of Appeal set aside this ver
dict ami ordered a new trial for the purpose of assessing damages 
under the Employers' Liability Act. This judgment of the 
Court of Appeal was based on the view taken by all the mem
bers of the Court that the plaintiff had admitted the existence of 
a “system” of signals which, if properly carried out, would 
afford sufficient protection.

With respect. I think the Court of Appeal misapprehended 
the effect of the evidence. There was evidence no doubt given 
on behalf of the plaintiff and the plaintiff himself stated in his 
own testimony in so many words, that there was a “system ’ of 
signals which, if carried out, would have been satisfactory. But 
it is quite obvious that all the witnesses while using the word 
“system” were speaking of the practice of signalling as they 
had observed it. From this practice, as they saw it. they natur
ally enough inferred that it was the duty of the engineer to see 
that a signal was given by a blast of his whistle whenever (the 
travelling derrick having it was about to be set in
motion again. But the engineer himself was called as a witness. 
He was tin* only witness who was competent to give evidence at 
first hand of anything which could properly be described as a 
“system” in any relevant sense, that is to say, of a practice 
which under his instructions, express or implied, it was obliga
tory upon him to observe in the execution of the duties of his ser
vice. He explicitly denies that there was any such obligatory 
practice requiring him to give any signal after what he described 
as “a momentary stop.” And ho gives evidence which is in
tended to convey the impression, and may very well have con-

5728
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CAN. vincvd the jury that (owing to the* manner of construction of
s. c. the travelling derrick and the fact that the control of the loeomo-

, live apparatus was not in the hands of the engineer himself,
r. hut in the hands of others who were not within his view while

1 IIhuh'i:X working the apparatus) it was quite possible for the derrick to
( "• he brought to a stand still and set in motion very shortly after-

nuif.j. wards without any signal being given ; and that in the circum
stances it was not practicable to provide, and the “system” such 
as there was. did not in fact provide for the giving of a signal 
in such cases.

This evidence appears to have been overlooked in the Court 
below ; and having regard to it, it seems impossible to sustain the 
judgment setting aside the verdict on the ground on which 
that judgment was placed by the learned Judges who took part 
in it. Mr. Tilley now argues, however, that the negligence 
charged in para. 3 (</), namely, the absence of a guard, is a 
charge which cannot be sustained on the evidence. And lie con
tends that as the charge put forward in para. 3 (</) was the only 
charge the plaintiff attempted to establish in his own case in 
chief and the only ground of negligence submitted to the jury, 
the action must be dismissed, unless it should be thought just 
that as an indulgence to the plaintiff there should be a new trial 
for the purpose of enabling the plaintiff to establish a case re
posing on the ground of negligence charged in para. 3 (a ) — 
absence of a sufficient system of signals. I think this ingenious 
analysis quite fails to do justice to the significance of the evi
dence in its bearing upon the case advanced by the appellant at 
the trial. The plaintiff offered evidence to shew that the dangers 
arising from the operation of such machines were commonly 
avoided by mechanical protection consisting of a guard which 
(sweeping the rails upon which the derrick moves) automatically 
gives warning (by physical contact with his person) to any 
workman exposed to the peril of such mishaps as that from which 
the appellant suffered. It was not denied by the plaintiff’s wit
nesses. as I have already indicated, that the giving of signals by 
blasts after all stops, would, if faithfully observed, be a prac
tice affording sufficient protection; but it was contended that the 
faithful carrying out of any such practice could not be, in the
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circumstances, implicitly relied upon and that it ought to be 
supplemented by the mechanical warning suggested. That was 
the ease put forward by the plaintiff, and it may be that it ought 
to fail if it rested solely upon the testimony ottered on his behalf 
in his case in chief. But the answers of the engineer to which I 
have referred, brought out in cross-examination on behalf of the 
plaintiff, affords evidence to the benefit of which the plaintiff 
is as much entitled as of the evidence given by his own witnesses 
called by himself. Those answers afford ample grounds, as 1 
have already pointed out, for a finding by the jury that the so- 
called “system” or the practice in operation was. for the rea
sons I have above mentioned, as the plaintiff contended it must 
be. quite valueless as a protection in such circumstances as 
those which led to the mishap from which the plaintiff suffered. 
It was. therefore, open to the jury to find that the failure to 
provide some such additional safeguard as the mechanical pro
vision suggested constituted in the circumstances a default in 
performance of the obligation of the defendant company to take 
reasonable measures for the protection of its employees in a sit
uation which in the absence of such precautions constantly ex
posed them to the risk of injury; the evidence of the respond
ents’ foreman indeed is quite sufficient to support a finding that 
a mechanical guard effective for the purpose suggested could 
be provided without difficulty.

1 see no reason whatever to suppose that this issue was 
not placed before the jury. The evidence upon which thi* re
spondents rely and which prevailed with the Court of Appeal as 
shewing the existence of a satisfactory and sufficient system of 
warning was brought out by the respondents’ counsel in cross- 
examination of the plaintiff" himself deliberately and beyond 
all doubt with the object of presenting an answer to the coni- 
plant of insufficient provision for warning. We are asked by 
the respondents* counsel now to assume that, as bearing upon 
the issue whether or not sufficient provision was afforded for 
warning the workmen of the movement of the crane, counsel for 
the respondents at the trial failed to bring before the jury this 
evidence obtained from the plaintiff" and his witnesses for that 
very purpose and to ask the jury to consider whether or not the
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complaint made by the plaintiff of insufficient means of warn
ing was answered by it.

It is incredible that any such course was in fact pursued. It 
is incredible indeed, in view of the evidence given on the cross- 
examination by the engineer, that the question of the adequacy 
of the alleged “system” should not have been put before the 
jury as one of the elements governing the determination of the 
question upon which the learned trial Judge specifically asked 
them to pass, namely, whether in the circumstances the failure 
to provide a mechanical "guard” constituted in contemplation 
of law a neglect of the respondents’ duty to the appellant. Since 
there was, as I have said, evidence sufficient to sustain the find
ing of the jury on the issue just mentioned upon which they 
admittedly «lid pass, it is unnecessary to say more upon the 
points argued by counsel in support of the judgment in the 
court below.

It is suggested, however, from the Bench, that the proper judg
ment here was not to restore the judgment of the learned trial 
Judge, but to direct a new trial. For several reasons, I think 
such a judgment by this Court would be unjust. But it should 
be sufficient to observe that the suggestion is not based upon any 
alleged misdirection or want of direction, calculated to mislead 
the jury, of which any complaint whatever has been made by the 
defendant company at any stage of the proceedings. Indeed, it 
is manifest that at no stage of the proceedings has the defendant 
company suggested the propriety of a new trial. From the be
ginning the verdict has been attacked by it on the ground, and 
only on the ground, that the finding on the issue submitted spe
cifically by the learned trial Judge is not reasonably supported 
by the evidence. That contention rejected, the whole attack on 
the verdict—the question of damages and the question of voient 
apart—entirely fails.

That being the case even if the learned trial Judge’s charge 
were open to serious objection, and I think it is not, it is now too 
late for the defendant company to ask for a new trial in this 
Court.

In White v. Victoria Lumber ami Man. Co., | 1910] A.C. 606. 
at p. 612, Lord Shaw of Dunfermline, in delivering the judg
ment of the Privy Council, said:—
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For in their judgment it is not open to n party who Inis not used the 
opportunity at the trial, nor, either in writing or in argument, used the 
opportunity in the Court of Appeal, to state for the first time at their 
Lordships' Bar an objection to the verdict of a jury h-i the ground <>i mi- 
direction. It is, of course, possible that some highly exceptional case 
might arise, hut in general it may he laid down that neither party to pro
ceedings before the IMivy Council should hi- permitted to start fresh points 
of objection which have been open to him and have been neglected at 
opportune and convenient stages of the litigation in tlie Colonial Courts. 
It is not in accordance with justice to the parties that, after an appeal 
has been made to the Prix\ Council, they should for the lirsi. time learn 
what the true nature of the case to he made against them is.

I think this «tntvs the rule by which this Court hits been anil 
ought to be guided.

As to the defence of voh ns it appears to me that it would be 
a hopeless contention that the jury wore bound to find in the 
face of the engineer’s evidence that the plaintiff fully under 
stood the danger to which he was exposed by reason of the de
fects admittedly unknown to the plaintiff in the alleged system 
of signals. As to damages I do not think any sufficient case has 
been made out for interfering with the verdict of the jury.

Anglin, .f. (dissenting), thought the charge was inadequate 
and that the verdict at common law could not be sustained be
cause of non-direction upon points on which the jury should 
have been instructed.

Brodkvr, J. :—1 concur with Mr. Justice Duff.

Appeal allomd with cost*.
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(dissoiUng)

ROLLEFSON BROS, v OLSON.

Saskatchriran Nu/imnr Court. Uaultnin. HIirowl. nml Itrown. •/■/. 
iln ith 20, 1015.

. Landlord and tenant i 8 III I)—105)—Mortgagor—Dee\ei.T—Mort
gagee HAVING RIGHT TO ENTER AND MASK MCA Si:—LEASE WITH 
MORTGAGOR—( HOD Nil AIM NG — MORTGAGEE HAS I’REFEREN IIAI. CLAIM 
AN AGAINST EXIC1 TTION CREDITORS.

Where a mortgage of farm land gives to the mortgagee the right 
on default of payment to enter into possession, to collect the rents 
and profits and to make a lease of the land at such rent as the mort
gagee thinks proper, it is competent for the mortgagee to enter into 
possession and to make a crop-sharing lease to the mortgagor who 
thereby waives service of a formal notice under see. 93 of the Land 
Titles Act. Snsk., and the share of the grain to which the lessor is 
entitled under such lease is a valid preferential claim for rent under

SASK.

S. C.
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SASK. tin1 l.nndlord uml Tenant Act, S Amu 
ml it ms nf tin- tenant mortgagor

1I'nsh ;• \. Muss, J S.I,.|{. 121. applied: Smith \. \tlliunal Trust i n 
I IU..II. tins. 4f> ( an. N.C.U. tils, ilistingnislii-il

II. as against i-xccntiim

Koi.i.kfsox

Aitkal from ;m ordvr of ;i District Court .ludgt 
.I. ('list i/, and L. L. Dmcxoti, foi 
T. />. lira mi, for all execution creditors.
.1. !.. McLean, for sheriff.

11 a n It ai n. C.J Havltaix, (:—Bv a mortgage dated October 5. 1909. and 
duly registered on December 3. 1909, John L. Olson mortgaged 
the west half of see. 31. tp. 30. range (I. and the north-east 
quarter of sec. 30, tp. 30, range 7. both west of the third meri
dian. to the Mutual Life Assurance Co. of Canada to secure re
payment of $4.00(1 on the terms mentioned therein. This mort
gage among other provisions contained the following:

And fur the purpose of hotter securing the punctual payment of the 
interest of the said principal sum I do hereby atom tenant to tli** said 
company for the said lands at a yearly rental of the annual interest pay
able hereunder, to lie paid in manner and on the days and times In-fore 
appointed for the payment of the said interest, and on payment thereof the 
same shall he taken to he and shall he in satisfaction of the said interest, 
hut nothing in this proviso shall make the company chargeable or account 

t mortgagees in possession.
And further that if I shall make default in payment of any part of 

the said principal or interest at any day or time hereinbefore limited for 
the payment thereof it shall and may he lawful for them, and I do hereby 
grant full power and license to the said company to enter, seize and dis
train upon the said lands, or any part thereof, and by distress warrant to 
recover by way of rent reserved as in the case of a demise of the said lands 
as much of said interest as shall from time to time he or remain in arrear 
or unpaid, together with all costs, charges and expenses attending such 
levy or distress as in like cases of distress for rent.

It is also covenanted between me and the said company that if I shall 
make default in payment of the said principal sum and interest thereon,rr 
any part thereof, at any of the above appointed times, then the said com
pany shall have the right and power, and I do hereby covenant with the 
said company for such purpose, and do grant to the said company full 
license and authority for such purpose when and so often as in their dis
cretion they shall think lit to enter into possession either by themselves 
or their agent of the said lands, and to collect the rents and profits thereof 
and to make any demise or lease of the said lands or any part thereof, for 
such terms, periods, and at such rent as they shall think proper, and that 
the power of sale herein embodied and contained may he exercised either 
liefore or after and subject to such demise or lease.
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On Dvcvmlx'V 1. 1913. (llson wan in default in tin- sums of 
$228.41 for interest and $400 for principal due under the mort
gage. Aeting under tin* power given liy the mortgage the com 
pany entered into possession of tin- land on July 27. 1914. and 
on the same day secured the execution by Olson as tenant of a 
lease of the land. The term of the lease is for one year “to be 
computed from January 1. 1914.“ The lease was not executed 
by the company.

The rent reserved is
one-half share or portion uf the whole crop of tlu» different kind* and <|iinIi 
tie* which shall tie grown upon the demised premise* in each year during 
the eaid term. such share to In- delivered on the day of threshing.

On September 2. 1914. “all the grain” on the land was seized 
by the sheriff under the several writs of execution in his hands 
against Olson issued in the several actions mentioned above.

The company thereupon claimed one-half the crop and a 
further amount sufficient to represent all taxes due in respect of 
the land for the year 1914. The sheriff interpleaded and as a 
result of the interpleader proceedings the company’s claim was 
disallowed ami barred by the learned District Court Judge who 
heard the application. The claimant now appeals from that 
order.

The principal reasons upon which the learned Judge finds 
against the claimant arc that “the transaction so far as the lease 
is concerned is merely colourable.” that it was not “a true, real 
transaction” and “that its object was to secure by this means 
possession of part of the crop” ami that it is. therefore, invalid 
against creditors.

There can be no question that the main object of the lease 
teas to secure possession of part of the crop. That does not seem 
to me to in any way impugn the bona fides of the transaction. 
See Ex p. Voûte y t cited below.

The company unquestionably had the right, on default of 
payment of principal or interest, to enter into possession of the 
land, to collect the rents and profits thereof and to make any 
demise or lease of the land for such terms, periods and at such 
rent as they should think proper.

They did enter into possession of the land and made a lease 
of it to Olson. If the lease had been made to anyone else there
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could have been no question as to ils validity, and 1 cannot con
ceive of any good reason why the lease to Olson was not as valid 
as one to anybody else. The fact that the lease was not signed 
by or on behalf of the company does not affect its validity cither. 
Morion v. Woods, L.It. 4 Q.B. 29.4; West v. Fritchc, )> Ex. 216; 
Re Threlfall, 16 Uh. I). 274: Ex p. Voisey, 21 Vh. I). 442.

Olson was bound by it because he signed it and. in any event, 
the lease being only for one year could be made verbally. 1 can
not, further, attach any significance to the fact that the least 
dates back to the beginning of the year or that the provision 
with regard to summer fallowing does not sound reasonable. It 
is quite reasonable to suppose that Olson knew what he was 
undertaking and that at that late date (July 27) he already had 
all or most of his summer fallowing done. The lease might, with 
equal force, he attacked because it covenants to bluest one the 
seed grain for the demised premises in each year of the term. 
It is also suggested that because the company was entitled to 
distrain under the attornment clause in the mortgage it was not 
necessary to take possession and recreate the relationship of 
landlord and tenant by lease. It does not make any difference 
whether it was necessary or not, so long as the right to do it 
existed, as, in my ppinion, it undoubtedly did.

The material before us does not shew whether the crop in 
question was threshed or not at the time the seizure was made. I 
think, however, that we may reasonably assume that the thresh
ing was done. The affidavit of the sheriff states that on Septem
ber 2 “all the grain” on the land in question was attached and 
seized. Under the terms of the lease the rent or share of tin- 
crop was to be delivered on the day of threshing and threshing 
was to be completed on or before September 1. Under the Land
lord and Tenant Act. 1709. 8 Anne, eh. 14. the landlord is en
titled to payment of all rent due at the time of the seizure be
fore the goods seized under execution are removed.

On the authority of Foster v. Moss, 4 S.L.Ii. 421, the com
pany is., in my opinion, entitled to succeed. For this reason it 
will not be necessary to consider the alternative ground of 
appeal that the company is entitled to rent under the attorn
ment clause in the mortgage if the lease to Olson is found to be
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bad. If necessary 1 should venture the opinion that this con
tention is sound.

It was urged on behalf of the respondent that the company's 
entry into possession of the mortgaged premises was inoperative 
and void, because the proceedings were not taken in accordance 
with the provisions of sub-see. 2, of sec. 93, of the Land Titles 
Act (eh. 41. R.S.S.), while the right to take possession and to 
make leases must be exercised by the mortgagee in accordance 
with that subsection, i.e., after service and registration of notice.

This objection is met at the very threshold by the fact that 
the mortgagor acquiesced in 1 lie possession and leasing by the 
mortgagee. In any event this is not an objection which concerns 
the present ease.

This is not the case of a sale as in Smith v. Xntional Trust ('<>., 
1 n.L.K. 698, 20 Mail. L.R. f>33, 45 Can. S.V.R. <il8, and the 
interests of none of the persons to whom notice is required to 
be given by the above-mentioned enactment are in the least 
affected by the result.

For the above reasons the appeal should be allowed. The 
order appealed from is set aside and the company's claim is 
allowed. The respondents will pay the appellant its costs of tin- 
interpleader proceedings and of this appeal.

SASK.

8.C.

Rom,efmon

Haultaln. (XJ.

Klwood, .1. : — In this matter 1 have read the judgments of Elwood-J- 
the Chief Justice and my brother Brown. So far as the effect is 
concerned of Smith v. Xotiomil Trust Co.. 1 D.L.R. 698. re
ferred to in both judgments. 1 do not understand that judgment 
to hold other than that under the facts of that case the mortgage 
did not give power to the mortgagee to transfer the land, and 
in my opinion it did not hold that the parties might not so con
tract that power to give a transfer might be given the mortgagee.

Under the Act. the mortgagee could, without consent and 
without taking any further proceedings, enter and lease the land 
immediately after giving the notice. I cannot sec how the re
spondents would be affected by or interested in a notice where 
nothing was sought to be done other than enter and lease the 
land. The mortgagor, by executing and accepting the lease, 
surely waived any right lie had to object to the want of notice.
The notice is only necessary in case the assistance of the Act is
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bring invoked by the mortgagee. The l ight to enter and lease as 
given in such ease is a right in addition to other rights, lint in 
a ease such as the present one, where the assist a nee of the Art is 
not being invoked, where nothing is required to be done in the 
land titles oilier, and where the mortgagor eonsents, no not ire is, 
in my opinion, neeessary.

1 agree with the eonelusions reached by the Chief Justice, 
and would allow the appeal, with costs.

Brown, «1., dissented.
Appeal allowed.

DICARLLO v. McLEAN.

Ontario Court. Faleonhritlge. I\ .It.. Hitlilcll, Latehford, anil
l\i llji, .1.1. Jiart h 23, 1UI.V

I. Soi.ieiToKs i g 11 (—30) ( osrs — Skvhkt coi.i.i kive sktti.kmknt —
Al TIIUIUTY OK COl'KT- Dkkkxoaxt to CAY COSTS.

W livre the plaint HT ami defendant make a settlement of the matter 
in litigation lieliiml the Imek of the plaint ill's solicitor and this is 
done colltisively with the object of depriving the plaintilV's solicitor 
of his costs the court may, on the latter's application, order the de
fendant. to pay such costs in full; and such liability is not limited by 
the amount of the collusive settlement between the parties.

[Hr u list Ion V. Allant. 2 K. & K. 10; Price v. Crouch, till L.J.Q It. 
7<i7 : Marietta v. South American Co.. <12 L.J.Q.B. 30<i; Ite Martlet non 
ami Jones. | 18071 2 Ch. 314 ; Morgan v. Holland, 7 I*.It. (Ont.) 74. re
ferred to. |

Appeal by the defendant from an order of Middleton, J.

The judgment appealed from is as follows :—

Middleton, J.:—The cases fall into two distinct classes. 
If a solicitor has a lien upon the proceeds of litigation for 
his costs, and gives notice of that lien to the opposite party, 
and after such notice money is paid over to the client, the Court 
will in general, on motion, compel the party paying to pay the 
solicitor’s costs. As put by Richards, .1.. in Hrown v. Connut 
(1856), 2 P.R. 208, 211 : “It is like paying a debt that has been 
assigned after notice. It is the notice which creates the right.” 
In all cases falling within this class, the plaintiff's position as 
dominas litus is fully recognised, and the amount which the 
plaintiff has agreed to accept limits the defendant’s liability.

The other class of cases is where upon the facts it is shewn that 
the parties have acted collusively. In this case the defendant
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renders himself liable to pay the full amount of the solicitor's 0NT
hill, his liability being in no way limited by the amount pai<l to S. C.
**»' Plaintiff. l)n"^.,.o

In order that the solicitor succeed in cases of this class, it is ,1’-McLean.
essential that he should establish collusion, in the sense in which -----
that term is used, to the entire satisfaction of the Court, Urn tisdon ''
v. Allan! (1859), 2 E. & E. 19, may be taken as a starting-point.
There Lord Campbell, C.J., points out that the attorney’» right 
does not prevent the parties to tin* action from coming to a 
compromise' the result of which is that the attorney loses his 
lien, “provided that tin* arrangement is not a mere juggle between 
the parties, entered into by them in collusion to deprive the 
attorney of his costs.” Wightman, .1., states the ground for the 

interference of the Court as being “a ease of collusion 
thoroughly math' out.” Erie, .1,, places the matter thus: “The 
attorney’s right, however, certainly goes to this extent, that, if a 
conspiracy between the plaintiff and defendant, to defraud the 
attorney of his costs, is clearly made out, the Court will interfere 
to prevent it.” Crompton, .1says that the Court “will probably 
restrain the parties from carrying out a collusive arrangement 
made on purpose to defraud the attorney of either.” No collusion 
having been shewn, the attorney there failed.

In Price v. Crouch (1891), 00 L..I. X.S. (j.K 707, the solicitor 
obtained relief, and the Court, while accepting the principle of 
Brunsdoti v. Allard, interprets that decision by defining exactly 
what must be shewn to constitute collusion. Denman, .1., says 
this (p. 709) : “The point appears to me to be, what is the meaning 
of the word ‘collusion’ in relation to such a ease as the present; 
and the meaning of the word goes no further than to denote an 
agreement between two parties, with the knowledge that they 
are doing an unfair thing in depriving a third party of a right he 
had.” And, with reference to what is said by Lord Campbell in 
the earlier case, he adds: “I do not think . . that Lord
Campbell meant* to say that, unless there was a ‘mere juggle;’, 
a juggle in a fraudulent sense, there could be no collusion. The 
other Judges do not go so far. Mr. Justice Wightman hits the 
point : ‘Was the object of the arrangement to deprive the plaintiff’s 
attorney of his costs?' I conclude from the language both of 
Mr. Justice Wightman and of Mr. Justice Crompton in that

155
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case, that we are justified in holding that in the present case tint 
object of the bargain was to defeat the applicant’s lien, and so 
to deprive him of the costs of the work he had done as solicitor 
to the plaintiff. . . This is enough to establish collusion.” 
Wills, .1., points out that the defendant knew that in making the 
settlement it was the plaintiff's intention to keep the money in 
his own pocket and defraud his solicitor. “This does not seem to 
be consistent with the state of mind of a person who thought 
everything was fair. It is obvious that if the plaintiff’s solicitor’s 
costs could be got rid of, better terms could be obtained for the 
defendant, and the bargain was made with that object. Both 
the plaintiff and the solicitors for the defendant were well aware 
that a considerable sum for costs was due, and their conduct 
shews that they desired to defeat ant’s claim for them.
The defendant’s solicitors knew that they could get better terms 
for their client from the plaintiff if he left his solicitor out in the 
cold.”

The meaning of this word “collusion” is also discussed in 
reference to an interpleader application in the cast1 of Murietta 
v. South American, etc., Co. (1803), 02 L.J.N.S. Q.B. 390, where 
Wills, J., says: “Colluding may be said to be an c 
playing the same game. That is the literal meaning of the word.” 
This is assented to by Charles, J.

In / ) author ne v. B unbury (1888), 24 L.R.Ir.6, Lord Ash
bourne, (’., in determining the defendant’s liability, says (p. 9) 
that he went “to the plaintiff to settle the case in such a way that 
it would have the effect of depriving the plaintiff’s solicitor of 
his costs. In doing so lit1 knew he was dealing with a client 
who was no mark for her solicitor’s costs. We were pressed 
. . . with the contention that it was always open to parties 
to meet ami settle. That is true, if it be done bona fide. . . . 
In this case the object, or, at all events, one of the objects, of the 
arrangement was to deprive the plaintiff’s solicitor of his costs. 
. . . He knew . . . poifectly well that* the woman he 
was settling with was a pauper.”

In rc Margetson and Jones, [1897] 2 Ch. 314, was a case of a 
similar description. A small sum was paid to a pauper litigant 
without making any provision for the solicitor’s costs; the 
intention being, as Kekewich, J., put it, “to cheat the solicitors 
of their costs.”

855
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Morgan v. Holland (1877), 7.P.K. 74, was also a case of a 0WT~
settlement made with an indigent plaintiff without proper pre- R. o.
caution to protect the solicitor’s lien. Proudfoot, there says |)UARiro 
(p. 78), with reference to the extent of the defendant’s liability: '
“Nor do I think that the liability of the defendant should be limited 1AV 
to the amount he paid to the plaintiff. The plaintiff never would J*
have accepted the sum given to him, which was less than the 
attorneys’ bill, had he intended to pay the attorneys, and the 
defendant knew this, and aided the plaintiff in an endeavour to 
cheat his attorneys.”

The case of The Hope (1883), 8 P.D. 141, was one in which 
the principle was accepted, but the solicitors failed because there 
was no evidence of any intention to defraud them.

This being the principle, and the onus being upon the solicitors, 
the evidence requires to be carefully scrutinised. The plaintiff 
was an impecunious Italian labourer; the defendant is a con
tractor. During the course of his employment the plaintiff was 
injured, and lost an arm. The action was tried and resulted in a 
verdict of 81,500 damages for the plaintiff. An appeal was had 
to a Divisional Court of the Appellate Division, with the result 
that the judgment for the plaintiff was affirmed. A further 
appeal was had to the Supreme Court of Canada, when a new 
trial was ordered because of the assumed misconduct of a juror.
The case was then entered for the second trial. Security had been 
given upon the appeal; a motion had been made for the delivery 
up of this security. This motion failed, as the bond covered the 
costs of the first trial and the appeal to the Appellate Division, 
and these costs as well as the costs of the appeal to the Supreme 
Court were made to abide the result of the new trial.

The plaintiff was known by the defendant to be in abject 
poverty. The defendant had seen him begging upon the streets 
of Toronto. The defendant, through his employees, procured 
the plaintiff to he taken to Simcoe, and he there settled with 
him for 8400, making no provision for the costs, which he knew 
would far exceed this sum. The brother of the defendant at once 
bought for the plaintiff a ticket for transportation to Italy, out 
of the money paid over, and the plaintiff left for Italy, taking the 
money with him.

Upon this motion the defendant and his brother have been 
examined at length, and, with every endeavour to view the
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defendant’s conduct charitably, 1 cannot avoid being driven to 
the conclusion that the settlement was collusive, within the 
definition given in the cases cited. I do not mean to say that I 
think that the defendant desired to defraud the plaintiff's solici
tors. He knew that the costs were heavy. He desired to end 
the litigation with the least possible expenditure of money. He 
knew that the plaintiff could not have paid his solicitors. He 
knew that the plaintiff, when given this money, would not pay 
his solicitors. He was ready to assist the plaintiff to leave the 
country without discharging his obligation. He displayed that 
reckless disregard for the rights of others which amounts to dis
honesty, and lie acquiesced in, if he did not suggest, the plaintiff's 
dishonesty.

There is much in the surrounding incidents of the transaction 
and in the evidence which calls for comment. The defendant is a 
most unsatisfactory witness, and his lack of frankness induces 
suspicion. His brother appears to be far more truthful, but 
even in the brother’s evidence there are unpleasant features. 
The fact that the settlement took place behind the back of the 
defendant’s own solicitor, that an outside solicitor was brought 
in to prepare the documents, that the defendant refuses to give 
the name of the solicitor employed, because he was regarded "as a 
gentleman, and he said it was not necessary for him to say;” 
the fact that the defendant denied all knowledge of how this 
pauper plaintiff travelled from “ to Siincoc, when it
appeared that he was taken there by the defendant’s employee 
at the defendant's expense; that the defendant, after all that 
had taken place, suggested that the plaintiff was still available 
in Ontario; that it was deemed necessary to have no fewer than 
seven persons witness the signature to the release; that Moretti, 
the man who was to look up the plaintiff and take him
to Siincoc, was regarded as to special reward for his
services—arc all most significant facts.

The order sought will, therefore, be granted with costs.

./. M. Ferguson, for the appellant.
II. II. Dewart, K.C. for the respondents.

The Court, at the conclusion of the argument, dismissed the 
appeal with costs, agreeing in the result arrived at and with the 
reasons given by Middleton, J.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC R. CO. v. PARENT.
Supreme Court of Canada, Sir (%arlen Fitzpatrick, C.J.. Ihirim, Idimjton. 

Duff, Anglin, and ttrodcur ./■/. March 15. 1015.
1. Carriers (8111 F—439)—Damai.ks—Live stuck—Person in <h arm 

—Ix.ll HY CAI H1XU MBATH—NE<1I.K.KNCK—( ONTHACT I.IMITINU LIA- 
HU IT Y OF COMPANY—KEKECT.

A railway uompitny i* liable in damage* fur tin* death of » jmt** >ii 
caused Iiy tin* negligent*!* of tin* company's employees, notwithstanding 
that tin* party killed was in charge of live stock and was heing carried 
on a free pass and had signed a contract releasing tin* company front 
all liability, where the party signing could not read or write, and 
could not have known tin* nature of the conditions signed, and the 
company had not done what was reasonably sullicicut to give him 
notice of the conditions.

2 Death if II A—5)—Dependant*—Person kii.hi» in Ontario—Riuit
OK ACTION IN QlEltEC— ACTION BARRED IN ONTARIO— AcT til « I.ASS 
ACTION A HI.E IN ONTARIO.

An action will lie in OiicImh* by the dependants of a person 
killed in Ontario, although in Ontario no action would lie. unless the 
deceased would have had a right of action had he survived ; however, 
where In* had barred such action by the contract lie had signed; in 
Quebec, the right of action is not -ubjeet to such condition, but the 
wrongful act must In* of a class actionable in Ontario.

Appkai, from the judgment of the Court of King’s Bench, 
appeal side, affirming the judgment of the Superior Court.

(•. (i. Stuart, K.C., for the appellants.
It. C. Smith, K.C., and Savant, for the respondents.

Fitzpatrick, C.J., dissented.

Damps, .1. : -Chalifour’s death occurred in the Province of 
Ontario in a collision between a locomotive of appellants’ rail
way and a ear of appellants in which deceased was travelling 
in charge of cattle belonging to his employers, the shippers of 
the cattle.

The contract to carry the cattle from Winnipeg. Manitoba, 
to Montreal. Quebec, was made in the former city, and the acci
dent occurred in the Province of Ontario.

Both Courts below held that the rights of the parties under 
the contract were to be determined by the law of Quebec, where 
the carriage of the cattle ended, and that the rights of the widow 
and children to recover damages for the death of the deceased, 
caused by the admitted fault of the company was under that 
law an independent right and could not be barred or destroyed 
by a contract or covenant made with the company by ('halifour 
before his death.

CAN.

s. c.

Statement

Sir Charles 
Fitzpatrick. C.J, 

iliiwentwl.
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As establishing such a covenant, the appellant relied upon 
a contract between itself and the shippers of the cattle, the form 
of which had the approval of the Hoard of Railway Commis
sioners and also upon a condition printed upon the back of what 
was called a pass, under which the deceased, as one of the men 
in charge of the cattle, was travelling.

These conditions were signed by one Addshead, who 
appeared to be the principal mail in charge of the . and 
also by Chalifour, the deceased.

The contentions of tin1 company were, first, that the law of 
Ontario, where the accident occurred and of Manitoba where the 
contract was made were the same, and that the rights of the 
plaintiffs and the company’s liabilities were to be determined 
by that law and not by the law of Quebec; and, secondly, that 
the conditions of the contract or pass absolved them from all 
liability for damages arising out of the accident causing Oliali- 
four’s death, whether in the words of the condition, 
such accident, injury, damage or loss is caused by the negligence of the 
company or <-f its servants or employees or otherwise howsoever.

In other words, the company contended that it had with the 
sanction of the Railway Board, contracted itself out of any lia
bility whatever, even if caused by gross negligence or otherwise 
arising out of the carriage of Chalifour as man in charge of the 
cattle from Winnipeg to Montreal.

In the view I take of the proved facts and the liability of 
the company under them, it is not necessary that I should 
express any opinion upon the important question as to whether 
the law of Quebec or that of Ontario or Manitoba is to be the 
governing law in this case.

Mr. Smith contended for the respondents that while the 
Railway Board had sanctioned the form of contract between 
the shippers of the cattle and the company exempting the latter 
from liability in respect of the death, injury or damage of the 
men in charge of the cattle whether caused by negligence or 
otherwise, it had not expressly sanctioned the form of pass or 
contract which the company had made or contended it had made 
with the man himself and that such latter contract was still 
within the provisions of sec. 340 of the Railway Act prohibiting

4
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contracts impairing carriers' liabilities unless authorized or 
approved of by the Board.

1 am of opinion that the class of contract to be made between 
the railway company and its shippers approved of by the Board 
is quite sufficient to cover the pass or contract made with Chali- 
four, if that is binding, and the omission of the word “death” 
in this latter contract or pass does not affect its real meaning 
or limit that meaning.

The question, however, remains to be determined whether 
any binding contract with conditions as those contended for, 
was made between Chalifour and the company, and that must be 
determined upon a consideration of all the facts and circum
stances.

Chalifour was a French Canadian who resided with his 
family in the Province of Quebec, lie could neither read nor 
write French or English. but he could write his name, lie was 
quite an illiterate man and as proved could not even read the 
newspapers in his own language. He spoke and understood a 
little English, enough to enable him to understand orders or 
instructions respecting his duties or employment as a cattle 
drover or caretaker, lie is one of a large class in Quebec well 
known in Canada.

Before the train started from Winnipeg he and his co
employee, Addshcad, signed a paper or rather certain “con
ditions” on the back of a paper on the front of which, headed 
in large capitals were the words “Live Stock Transportation

It was signed in the presence of two employees of the com
pany, one Devillers, who witnessed it and was an interpreter of 
foreign languages and understood French, and one Anderson, 
another employee, who did not understand or apeak French.

The evidence they gave is somewhat meagre. Anderson 
says he does not understand French, but stood beside Devillers 
while he filled in the pass, that there was some conversation be
tween Devillers and Chalifour in French, but he did not under
stand it. All he seemed to be clear about was that if any ques
tions were asked with respect to the conditions they were ex
plained. Devillers does not remember what the circumstances
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It seems <|uite certain that the live stock contract itself was 
not shewn to Addshcad or Chalifour and that the only paper 
they saw at all was one on which was printed on the front in

Park nt. large type, “Live Stock Transportation Pass,” and on the hack
Davies, J. “conditions” which they signed. My conclusion is that all they 

saw was the hack of this paper headed “conditions” and that 
they asked no questions, received no explanations and really 
did not have any idea what the paper was. except that it had 
something to do with the cattle which they were in charge of 
and their carriage, and that they as men in charge had to sign it.

To draw an inference that this illiterate French Canadian, 
who only spoke or knew enough English to take and carry out. 
orders connected with his work in taking care of cattle and tend
ing them; who could not read in either language nor write any
thing beyond his own name, knew or could have known the 
nature of the document he was signing, is something 1 must 
decline to do.

Whether he did so know or must he held to have known is 
more an inference of fact to be drawn from all the circum
stances than a presumption of law.

Chalifour s signature under the facts and circumstances 
proved, if it carries us as far certainly does not carry us any 
further than his acceptance of the pass if handed to him would 
have done without his signature. All he knew was that he was 
one of the men in charge of the cattle to take care of them and 
tend them to Montreal : if the heading of the pass itself. “Live 
Stock Transportation Pass,” had been read to him it would not 
have conveyed the slightest idea to his mind, in my humble 
judgment, that he was agreeing with the company to take all 
the chances of the trip and that in case he was injured the com
pany were not to be liable to him even for the grossest negli
gence.

I think the cases clearly establish that there is no rule or 
presumption of law that a person is necessarily bound by the 
conditions contained in a document delivered to him as a trans
portation ticket, and I do not think that the mere signature
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itnclf, under the circumstances and facts proved in this case, 
changes the law with respect to such rule or presumption: 
Henderson v. Stevenson, L.H. 2 ILL. (Sc.) 470: VanToll v. 
South Eastern It. Co., 12 C.B.N.S. 75.

My position is that Chalifour did not know it was a ticket 
or pass at all he was signing. It was not handed to him. Imt to 
Addshead, his co-worker, and, after the accident, was produced 
by Addshead, who evidently had retained possession of it all 
along. It does not appear ever to have been in the hands or 
possession of Chalifour.

In the case of Parker v. South Eastern It. Co., 2 C.P.I). 416, 
Mellish. L.J., after reviewing several of the eases, at 422,
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Now, I am of opinion tliai wo cannot lay down, as a matter of law, 
cither that the plaint ill* was hound or that he was not bound by the condi
tions printed on the ticket, from the mere fact that lie knew there was 
writing on the ticket, but did not know that the writing contained con
ditions.

And ut 423:—
I am of opinion, therefore, that the proper direction to leave to the 

jury in these cases -, that if the person receiving the ticket did not see or 
know that there was -u writing on the ticket, lie is not hound by the 
conditions; that if 1 ' kn w there was writing, and knew or believed that 
the writing contained con litions, then he is hound by the conditions; that 
if lie knew there was writing on the ticket, hut did not know or believe 
that the writing contained condition- nevertheless lie would be bound, 
if the delivering of the ticket to him hi such a manner that he could see 
there was writing upon it. was. in the opinion of the jury, reasonable notice 
that the writing contained conditions.

The real anti proper question scents to be whether the com
pany did that which was reasonably sufficient to give the plain
tiff notice of the condition under which they seek to be released 
from liability.

[Reference to Watkins v. Itgmill, 10 Q.B.I). 178; Richardson, 
Spence tV Co. v. Iiowntrcc, 11894] A.C. 217; Marriott v. Y co
ward Bros., [1909] 2 K.I3. 987; Carlisle and Cumberland Bank
ing Co. v. Bragg, [ 1911 ] 1 K.B. 489.]

My conclusion is that Chalifour s signature to the condi
tions indorsed upon the “Live Stock Transportation Pass” on 
which the company rely to relieve themselves from liability was 
obtained under conditions and circumstances which do not per-
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mit of any inference or presumption of fact that he knew or 
could have known what he was signing or that they were condi
tions of his transportation as man in charge of the cattle and 
that the company did not do what was reasonably sufficient to 
give him notice and knowledge of those conditions.

1 would, therefore, dismiss the appeal.

Idinuton, #1. (after stating the facts):—By see. 544 of the 
Criminal Code, the appellant is prohibited from carrying cattle, 
under such circumstances as existed in this ease, unless in 
charge of men engaged to see that the cattle are properly 
eared for. The see. 340 of the Railway Act prohibiting appel
lant from limiting its liability is as follows:—

No contract, condition, by law, regulation, declaration or notice made 
or given hy the company, impairing, restricting or limiting its liability in 
respect of the carriage of any trallie, shall, except as hereinafter pro
vided. relieve the company from such liability, unless such class of con
tract. condition, by-law, regulation, declaration or notice shall have been 
first authorized or approved by order or regulation of the Hoard.

2. The Board may. in any case, or by regulation, determine the extent 
to which the liability of the company may be so impaired, restricted or 
limited.

This is substantially the same as sec. 275 of the Railway 
Act of 1903. under which the Railway Commissioners, in 1904. 
ordered as follows :—

That the above mentioned applicants do severally have power to use 
the forms submitted, and they are hereby legally authorized so to do 
until this Hoard shall hereafter otherwise order and determine.

The shipping firm, in whose employment the deceased was, 
admittedly shipped their said cattle under a form of contract 
thus approved.

The questions raised herein are thus far the same as raised 
in the case of Robinson v. The (l.TM. Co., 12 D.L.R. 696, 47 
Can. S.C.R. 622, where this Court held that the servant of the 
shipper who had signed a similar form of contract for the 
shipment of a horse and given the duplicate thereof to said ser
vant. put in charge of the horse there in question, was entitled 
to damages arising from the negligence of the company. But 
in this ease the matter of contract was carried a step further 
by the appellant's officers at Winnipeg issuing a pass worded 
so far as bearing upon this case, as follows :—
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To conductors: Winni|M‘g, 18th Sept.. 1911.
'I In- two men whose signatures are sulwrilied on hack hereof are the 

only persona entitled In pass in charge of thirteen cars of live 'lock i here 
follow the numbers of the cars, etc.).

On the back of this there was printed in smaller type than 
appears in the ease herein, the following:—

Conditions.
Kaeli of us. the undersigned, having charge of live stock mentioned on 

face hereof, in consideration of the conditions of the Canadian l‘avilie 
Railway Company’s Live Stock Transportation Contract, agree with tin- 
company. while travelling on this pass to assume all risk of accident or 
damage to person or property, and that tin- company shall In- entirely free 
from all liability in respect of any damage, injury or loss t ■ any of us or 
the property of any of us whether such accident, injury, damage or loss 
is caused Iiy the negligence of the company, or its servants or employees 
or otherwise howsoever.

Signatures; Witness:
F. Annsiii:\ii. II. Dkvh.i.kkn.

.1 ON KIM I ClI.U.lFOl It.
( ountersigned :

If. W. Dickson.

hucaI FrrighI Ay'iii.

It In contended by this is a contract by virtue of
which the respondents are debarred from maintaining this 
action.

The respondents first deny the right of the company to im
pose such limitation of liability and next shew by evidence 
justifying the finding of the learned trial «fudge that deceased 
could read neither English nor French and understood but 
little English—only enough to understand the orders of his 
superior relative to his usual duties as a cattle man. . . .

In some of the cases elucidating the law we have to deal 
with, it is suggested in England a man signing or even accept
ing a like conditional pass might be presumed to know how to 
read English. But if we would do justice here in Canada we 
cannot proceed upon any such hypothesis. Men of the race of 
the deceased may by nature be as bright and intelligent as any 
Englishman yet be so handicapped by their want of knowledge 
of either English or French when it has to be read, that we must 
be careful to observe that not unusual conditions of things in 
coming to a conclusion in a matter of this kind.

To my mind the question above all others to be determined
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herein is whether or not the appellant has produced evidence, 
upon which we can safely rely, enabling it to claim that de
ceased contracted himself and thereby s out of all
right to complain of the grossest kind of negligence on appel
lant’s part.

No one who has that general knowledge of the world, and 
this little part of it, and of the class and kind the deceased be
longed to, and the usual mode in which such transactions as 
involved herein are gone about, but must feel loath to hold 
that deceased knowingly and understanding what he was about 
intended to contract as appellant contends he did contract. 
The onus rested on appellant to shew that he did. 1 cannot hold 
on the evidence before us that it satisfies me.

And, as to any implication from the service in which de
ceased was engaged, we arc bound for the present at all events 
by our decision in the Robinson Case, 12 D.L.R. 696, 47 Can. 
S.C.R. 622.

There is, moreover, in this case a feature that has impressed 
me very much and renders the position of appellant weaker than 
in the Robinson Case, supra.

It is this:—That in that case the entire contract of the 
shipper, if read, was before the plaintiff and for a time in his 
possession and it contained the following clause :—

In case of the company granting to the shipper or any nominee or nom
inees of the shipper a pass or privilege less than full fare, to ride on the 
train in which the property is being carried, for the purpose of taking 
care of the same while in transit, and at the owner's risk as aforesaid, then 
as to every person so travelling on such a pass or privilege less than full 
fare the company is to lie entirely free from liability in respect of his 
death, injury or damage, and whether it be caused by the negligence of 
the company, or its servants or employees or otherwise howsoever.

What right had appellant to convert the clear explicit lan
guage of this clause
free from liability in respect of his death, injury or damage, ami whether 
it be «used by the negligence of the company, or its servants or employees 
or otlu 'wise howsoever.

into tin dubious sort of terms contained and used in the above 
quoted et «ditions? It seems to me it had none. Such contract 
as it has at • right to impose in such a case must fall within the 
order of the Vvard or be null. The word “traffic” in said sec.

000174
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27’) is by the interpretation clause liuiilv to cover passengers as CAN- 
well as freight. In the first place then ► a great «leal to Ik- sai«l s.C. 
for the argument that this limitation was never in law appli- c\ %adixn 
cable to the ease of the servant himself for his loss, but only to Co o n 
tin- interest of the master in his servant ami such right of action 
as he might have for injury to him and hence never in law in- l>AHKNT 
tended to extend to the rights of tin- servant himself. idtngton. j.

It is clear. t«i my mind, the order is capable of such a con
struction. And unless the order must be construed as covering 
and enabling such a limitation of liability there is nothing upon 
which the appellant can rest, unless upon the sai«l conditions 
being construed as a clear contract on part of deceased whereby 
his widow ami children would be deprived of any right to com
plain herein. Ami applying such a test to this ambiguous thing 
«•alle<l “conditions” we are face to face with the interpretation 
put thereupon by Mr. Justice Cross in the Court of Appeal 
holding it did not cover the case of death resulting from the 
injury.

That is not my own interpretation of the terms used in the 
conditions, but clearly they can be so read.

And yet in face of that view held by a careful ami able 
Judge we are asked to impute to the poor deceased ignorant of 
the language—a clear understanding that the condition applied 
to his death and that in such event though caused by the grossest 
negligence on the part of appellant, his family could have no 
claim. 1 cannot think such a result would be either law or 
justice. I. therefore, need not enter upon the very wide fichl 
of international law ami other law into which tin- argument so 
well and ably invites us.

I think the appeal shouhl be dismissed with costs.

Dvff, J. :—I think this appeal shouhl be dismissed with i»»<t j. 
costs. . . .

Tin» appellant company produces an order of the Itoani. 
bearing date October 17. 1904. which is in the following 
terms :— 
lx tiii: Matte* of

The application of tin- «inouï Trunk Railway « '< nipany. the Canailian 
Pacific Railway < ompany. the < atunlinn Northern Railway, ami the Pore

44—21 D.I..B.
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II. On.

Miir«|U«'tt«* Railway t «>ni|»iin\. fur a|i|iruviil l»\ tin- IVnml of Railway Coin- 
iiii**miii*rs nf I li«»i r fm-m* of hills of In.liny anil of liar t rallia form*, in a »-n 
|ilianv«- with sn-tioii 27’». nuh-M-ctimi* I ami 2 of tin- Railway Aat.

Tin- alaiva n.inn-il <-oiu|>mih-s an* tin- only railway aonipania* in ( ana da 
whivli lia va, up to tin- present inonn-nt. aoinpliad with tin- re«|iii renient* 
of «aatioii 27’»: mnl in re*|n-<-t of the*.- so far m-aixail it max ha ramarh. I 
that than- i* iniiali diver*! 1> in tin- form* of tin- seversI railway-. ’I La 
xvliola siihjaat is nf vary grant impoli mice ami xx ill raipiira that nniali air 
aiinispai-tion shotihl In- axaiaisatl in a.x a mining into tin- vont raat* ami form* 
ixhivli tin- lloard haraaftar ha- to approxa; ami also into tin- <|in-*ti *n of 
limitation of liahilitx on tin- part of carriar*.

Ill viaw of tlia-a fart-, ami that tin* railways gam-rally ha va not -nh 
miltail tIr-ir fun- for approval, tin- Hoard d -a- not dram it advisahh- to 
maka any linn I or datinita ordar upon tin* siihjaat at prenant, hut i* if 
opinion that an interim order might properly In- made permitting siiali 

railways a* have made appliention therefor to a ntinm- tin- use of their 
present form* until tin- Hoard shall otherwise presents- and order.
It in Thkhkkork t nun sm

That the a hove mentioned appliaanls do severally have power to n*a 
tin- forms snhmitted. and IIn-x are hereby legally authorized so t > do until 
this Hoard hereafter otherwise order and determine.

And the Hoard further require* that a seleet eoinmittee Is- formed of 
the legal and t rallie ollh-er* of the several railway companies named, and 
others who may hereafter -iilnnit tlu-ir application*, to meet the Hoard at 
Ottawa, on a dale to I <• ln-i aftei mill nine i n t i>- «. «eu** a i t - 
sait! form* ami contract*. Isiih freight ami pas-enger. at a session of tin- 
Hoard to la* called f »r such plir|M»se.

(Hgd.l Animo.w (1. Hi.A IB.
Chief Cnni miMnioni i . Itnunl nf Ito il mi o 

Com inissinmiM for Conoilo.

This 'in tlie» order upon which the appellant company relies 
as giving force to the two agreements now under consideration.

It appear* from the certificate of the secretary of the Board 
that the only "form" having any relevancy to the present ease 
coining within the operation of this order is a form of “Contract 
for Carriage of Live Stock" which seems to he identical in ils 
terme with that between the appellant company and the shipper* 
above referred to.

The form of contract thus approved is a contract between 
the railway company and the shipper; and it contains the para
graph. upon which the railway company relies, above set otii. 
No form of notice to the shipper’s nominee or form of contract 
between the railway company and the shipper's nominee is 
approved in express terms. And after very full considérât: m 
1 have come to the conclusion that Mr. Smith's contention is

*
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sound mid that tlic order docs not imply any approval or iiiill' 
«•million of any contract between the railway company and the 
.shipper's nominee or of notice to the shipper's nominee within 
the meaning of the first sub-section of sec. J40.

I think that is so for these reasons. The order itself shews 
that it was passed as a temporary provision only pending .1 

fuller examination of important questions touching the approval 
of contracts and notices a fleeted by see. .*$40 : and I think that 
the operation of the order must be confined strictly by the effect 
of the language used which to me to be simply this ;
that the “forms" specified i which were understood to be the 
fui ms then in use) were approved for what they were worth. 
The company is authorized to enter into a contract in the form 
produced. That is the whole effect of the order.

This interpretation of the order is. no doubt, open to tin- 
observation that in view of the decision of this Court in Holt in 
son \. (î.T.lt. Co., I*J D.h.K. I»!Hi. 47 Can. S.C.U. (till, the para 
graph quoted above, would no protection to the rail wax
company in the ease of action by nominees. Hut it is to be 
observed that the Court of Appeal for Ontario and the Chi-f 
Justice of this Court took the view that this same clause xxus 
(even in the absence of notice of it to the shipper's nominee) 
sufficient to preclude action against the company by the nominee, 
on the ground that the nominee being on the railway by a 
consent which was expressed in the contract, and only in tin 
contract, was bound by the conditions of that consent. It is 
quite possible that this was the view of the law upon xvliich tic 
contract was framed. However that may be the order expressly 
approves th outract with the shipper and nothing else. I set- 
no ground i implying an approval of a contract with tic 
nominee of the shipper or notice to the nominee. The order is a 
general approval of a large number of forms containing, no 
doubt, many clauses, and it would be going altogether too far 
to read it as an approval not only of the “forms” produced, 
but any other forms xvliich might be necessary to accomplish 
the object of the companies.

A similar reason compels the conclusion, I think, that then- 
is nothing in the order “determining” the extent to which the

bill
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“liability of the company” to the shipper's nominee 1 * may be 
impaired, restricted or limited” within the meaning of sub
set*. 2.

This is a complete answer to the appeal. But I think the 
appeal fails on the ground also that the evidence does not suffi
ciently shew an assent by Chalifour to the conditions by which 
he is alleged to have been bound or any notice to him that lie 
was being carried under a contract with his employers absolving 
the appellant company from responsibility from injuries caused 
by the negligence of its servants. . . .

The burden of the affirmative of the issue raised by the com
pany's allegation that Chalifour assented to a modification of 
the prima facie obligation of the company rests. I think, upon 
tin company throughout, unless some presumption of law arises 
shifting that burden by the fact of the signing alone. . . .

I think it is impossible to affirm that Chalifour’s act of sign
ing had either for himself or for the company any significance 
as affecting their mutual rights unless it can be said that by 
signing lie affirmed that he was sufficiently capable of compre
hending the document to understand that there were conditions.

1 think this cannot be affirmed. In the first place, it must 
be remembered that the pass was delivered to Addshead. who 
was the employee in charge. It is quite evident that it never 
came into Chalifour’s possession. Addshead signed first. Chali
four afterwards. As the original pass shews, the conditions are 
printed in small type, not likely to attract the attention of a 
man of Chalifour’s class. But. to my mind, the most weighty 
consideration applying to this point is that Devillers. Chalifour 
being the utterly ignorant man that he was, according to the 
evidence of the respondent, must in the short conversation he 
had with him have had his attention attracted to the fact that 
it was most unlikely in the first place that Chalifour could read 
English at all. and in the second place that lie would be capable 
of comprehending even in the most general way the significance 
of the printing below which his signature was placed.

I conclude that, treating the questions above stated as ques
tions of fact simply, respecting which the onus is on the appel-
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laiit company. tin* company ha* fuilvtl to acquit itself of that 
onus.

It is argued, however, that the presence of < 'halifour"s name 
there creates a presumption of law that he understood the eon- 
tents <d’ the document to which he attached it. I think there is 
no smdi presumption of law. In AY Coop#r, ‘JO Ch.l). (ill. it is 
said by Sir <leorge Jessel, that when a man signs a deed, “there 
is a presumption of law that he knows its eontents."

But 1 have just pointed out that there is here no evidence 
of anything amounting to the execution of a legal instrument 
or intentional taking part in a juridical act a condition implied 
in Sir George Jessel s language when reading the context. 1 
repeat that if it had been shewn that I halifour had placed his 
name on this document in circumstances which amounted to an 
affirmation on his part that he was entering into a contract with 
the railway company respecting the terms on which the company 
was to carry him, then, in the absence of fraud, or some other 
special ground of relief his knowledge or his ignorance of the 
contents of the document would have been quite immaterial. 
Such principles have no application whatever in the state of 
the evidence in this ease; the evidence does not bring us to the 
point at which they come into operation. All observations, 
therefore, in decided eases and in text books as to the effect of 
signing a document which is understood or represented to con
tain some disposition of property or to form some part of a 
business transaction are quite liesidc the point.

1 have sirn no ease either in the English or American Courts 
holding that a presumption of knowledge of the contents of a 
document signed arises in which it did not appear by direct 
evidence or manifestly from the circumstances of the ease that 
the signer knew, at least in a general way. the nature of the 
document. Nor have 1 seen any ease which affirms as a broad 
principle that every person signing a document purporting to 
be of a character to have legal effect, if operative, is deemed by a 
preKumjttioH of lair to have a knowledge of its contents. Or. 
the contrary it is not so in the ease of wills in respect of which 
the rule is. I think, correctly stated in Taylor on Evidence, par. 
160. The testator is presumed to know and approve the coi*-
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tent» of ii will which he is proved to have signed, but the pre
sumption is not a presumption of law, that is to nay, it is not a 
presumption which acquits the proponent of the will of the 
burden of the issue resting on him as to the deceased’s know
ledge and approval of the contents of the document. If it is 
shewn that the deceased was unable to read or if doubts are 
cast upon his capacity or if there arc suggestions of undue in
fluence in the circumstances, the proponent must remove these. 
The burden of establishing the affirmative of the issue remains 
to the end.

1 think there is no rule or law that requires us to hold that 
the attaching of t'hulifour's signature in the circumstances dis
closed by the evidence had the effect of shifting the burden 
which rested upon the appellant company of establishing the 
affirmative of the issue raised by their allegation that Chali- 
four was received by them as a passenger on the condition that 
they should be relieved of their primâ fin it obligation to exercise 
due core in carrying him.

That the presence of Chalifour's signature is in itself with 
i ut evidentiary value or is itself of inconsiderable weight, nobody 
would affirm. Hut when the circumstances are all considered 
the force of that fact seems to up* to Ik* entirely neutralized.

For these reasons this appeal should be dismissed with costs.

A noi.i.v, J. :—The condition on the pass exempting the rail
way company from liability, which Vhalifour signed, is couched 
in terms not materially dissimilar to those of a clause in a form 
of shipping contract approved by the Railway Board. TIn
difference, if any, would tell rather against tin- company than 
in its favour. If the clause of the shipping contract bears the 
construction which the defendants maintain it should receive, the 
condition upon the pass is. 1 think, of the class authorized by 
the approval of the form of shipping contract.

It is perhaps open to question whether the clause in the 
• hipping contract is not susceptible of a construction which 
would make it inapplicable to the liability of the railway com
pany towards the man in charge of the live stock, and would 
restrict its operation to exempting the company from liabil-ty
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to wan Is thv shippor for such «lamages, if any. as might he occa
sioned to him through injury to his servant. The form auth
orized is of a contract which purports to hr between the shipper 
and the company. Provision is made for requiring the signa
tures of the men to he carried in charge of the live stock to he 
placed on the hack of the contract. Kill these signatures, when 
so placed, are not preceded by any words purporting to make 
the signatories parties to the instrument or to hind them by its 
terms. On the contrary, it is consistent with the form of the 
document that the signatures are to he obtained merely for 
purposes of identification.

On the other hand, the clause providing for exemption is 
scarcely such as we would expect to find it were it only against 
liability for the possible loss to the master occasioned by injury 
to his servant that provision was being made. Nor is it likely 
that this somewhat illusory right of the master was the subject 
«.f such careful attention at the hands of the railway company 
end of the Hoard of Railway Commissioners.

Chalifour was not asked to place his signature on tin- ship
ping contract, which contained a blank for that purpose, but on 
tin- pass issued to him and his fellow drover. This circum
stance, however, I regard as immaterial, because section 140 does 
not require that the specific contract or condition under which 
the traffic is carried should be itself authorized, but only that it 
should be of a class which has been authorized. As at present 
advised 1 would not be prepared to hold against the defendants 
on this answer to their plea.

( hi the second ground of reply I also entertain an opinion 
favourable to them. Such authorities as Itohinson \. (i.TM. 
Co., 12 D.Ij.R. 696. 47 ('an. S.C.R. 622: Richardson v. liomitri e, 
j 18941 A.C. 217 : Corker v. South Eastern /*'. Co., 2 ( MM). 416 : 
and Henderson v. Stevenson, L.R. 2 II.L. (Sc.) 470. relied upon 
by counsel for the plaintiff, seem to me to differ widely from the 
case now before us. In none of them had a contract exempting 
from, or limiting, liability been signed by the passenger or 
bailor. Conditions printed more or less obscurely on the tickets 
or contracts issued by the defendants were relied upon as re
lieving them from their ordinary liability as carriers or bailees.
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In the Hob in son and Kichardson cases the plaintiffs, win eie 
themselves the injured persons, deposed that they ha been 
ignorant of the renditions relied upon and there was i evid
ence that they were aware of them. Apparently had iey been 
«•.ware that the printing on the tickets which they light con
tained conditions relating to the terms of carriar hey would 
have been bound by them, although ignorant their nature
and effect : Harris \. (l.W.li. Co., 1 Q.B.I). .V Indeed, they
would probably have been so bound, alt hong1 .uiware that tin- 
printed matter contained such conditions, it the defendants 
had done what, under the circumstances apparent to them when 
they sold the tickets, was reasonably sufficient to bring the eon 
dit ions to the passengers’ notiee : Marriott v. Y toward lira 

1909J 1 K B. Î1H7. at WM-4. In Carku-'s ('asc. 2 < .P.D. 4Hi. and 
in lltndt rson's Cast, L.K. 2 ILL. (Sc.) 470, where limitations 
of liability in respect of loss of luggage deposited at parcel 
rooms in railway stations were set up iu defence, the plaintiffs 
gave similar evidence of their ignorance of the limiting condi
tions. In the present ease there is no such evidence of ignor
ance. In each of the cases cited by Mr. Smith admitted or 
proven ignorance of the conditions relied upon by the defend
ants negatived actual consent to them by the plaintiff, and the 
question was whether the defendants had taken such reason
ably sufficient steps to bring those conditions to the notiee of 
the plaintiff that the latter was precluded from setting up such 
ignorance in reply to the defence based upon them. In the pre
sent ease the question is whether the presumption of his know
ledge of the tenor of the conditions on the pass raised by Chali 
four’s signature to them has been rebutted—whether presumed 
knowledge has been disproved. There is no evidence in the 
record that Chalifour was ignorant of the nature of the condi
tions on the pass and certainly nothing to warrant an infer
ence that he was unaware that the printing upon it. to which he 
affixed his signature, contained conditions relating to the terms 
of the contract of carriage. There is no evidence that the de
fendants’ agent had knowledge of his inability to read English 
or had any reason to suppose that he did not understand the 
printed matter, which he appears to have signed without any
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hesitation upon being asked to do so. Cndcr such circum
stances I am not prepared to hold that the agent was not justi
fied in assuming that < 'halifour knew what the printed condi
tions were, lie was not bound to inquire into the idiosyncrasies 
of the particular passenger: Marriott v. Ymwnrd Urns., 11909]
I K.B. 9S7. at 993. In the absence of evidence of special cir
cumstances which should have been apparent to the agent, in
dicating that ( 'halifour, notwithstanding his readiness to sign 
the condition on the pass, needed explanation of its nature and 
«fleet, I know of no ground upon which it should be held that 
the agent was under an obligation to proffer such explanations.

The production of the pass with the admitted signature of 
( halifour upon it raises a presumption of law that he knew and 
intended to be bound by the conditions which he had subscribed : 
//< Coopt r. -H ( h.I). til 1. at 628-9. The facts that he was illiter
ate—being able merely to sign his name—and that his know
ledge of the English language, in which the pass was printed, 
was imperfect, do not, in my opinion, suffice to rebut this pre
sumption : McDonald v. Hancock Mutant Lift Ins. Co.. 44 X.Y. 
(Sup.) Sis ; Harris v. Stor/i, 2 E. It. Smith (N.Y.) 363. at 367; 
Doran v. Muthn. 78 III. 342. at 341».

The presumption arising from the signature is not that <'hali
four had read the condition—the evidence perhaps sufficiently 
disproves that—but that lie knew what it was and that the 
evidence does not disprove. It is quite uncertain that lie was 
not told the contents of the pass when lie signed it. But. assum
ing that the defendants' agent did not then give him this in
formation. that does not suffice to warrant the conclusion that 
he did not possess it. He may have acquired it from other 
sources. He had been in the cattle business for two years, ami. 
although this was his first trip to Winnipeg, he had been to 
Liverpool in charge of cattle and had probably travelled on 
railways in this country in the same capacity. At all events he 
was thrown into the company of men whose business it was to 
make such trips and who were presumably familiar with the 
conditions of carriage. His companion on the trip in question, 
who also signed the pass, was English speaking and probably 
knew its terms. It is not shewn that he did not communicate
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them to ('halifour, sis, imlvvd, hv may well have done. There is 
not a tittle of evidenec to indieutv that < halifour was in any 
way misled or imposed upon, and there is nothing whatever to 
warrant the assumption—for swell it would certainly he—that he 
signed the condition on the pass without knowing or aseertain- 
ing what it was. or under the belief that it was something other 
than it was in fact. I think it would lie quite too dangerous 
upon such evidence as we have before us to hold that ( halifour 
was unaware of the nature and effect of the condition on the 
pass which he signed, and on which he travelled.

Nor would that suffice to relieve him from the provisions of 
the contract if he was aware that the printed matter which he 
signed contained conditions relating to the terms on which the 
pass was issued to him : Parker v. South Pastern //. Co., 2 ( 
P.l). 41b; Harris v. (irait Wisteru li. Co., 1 Q.K.I). 510. Ills 
signature imports such knowledge, and it would la- a purl* 
assumption that he did not have it. Indeed, the only evidence 
in the record is that he had a conversation on the subject of the 
condition with Devillers. who issued the pass.

The witness was not cross-examined in regard to this evid
ence. It at least indicates that < 'halifour’s attention was 
directed to the condition he was asked to sign, if, indeed, he was 
not explicitly told its nature and contents. 1 am not prepared 
to relieve the. plaintiff from whatever consequences may ensue 
upon ('halifour’s having taken the pass on which he travelled 
with knowledge of the condition to which lie affixed his signa
ture. The case must, I think, be dealt with on the footing that, 
had < 'halifour survived his injuries, he would not have had a 
cause of action against the defendants.

But on the third point raised by the plaintiff I think we are 
bound by the decision in Machado v. Fautes, | 18971 2 Q.lt. 28! ; 
see, too, Carr v. Fraeis, Times i(* ('<>., |1902| A.('.17b, at p. 
182, to hold that the defendants are liable in this action in
stituted in the Province of Quebec, although no action could 
have been maintained by her in the Province of Ontario because 
< f the condition subject to which her husband had accepted car
riage by the defendants.

1 am, however, with respect, of the opinion, that Mr. Justice
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Cross has misconceived the ground upon which the liability of 
the defendants should he placed, lie appears to have dealt with 
the case as if the crucial question were whether, on its proper 
construction, the contract signed by Cludifour purported to 
bar any claim that his dependants might have to recover dam
ages sustained by them as a result of his death. That is not tin- 
contention of the defendants. Their position is that, in order 
to succeed, the plaintiff must shew that she has a claim action
able in the Province of Ontario as well as in the Province of 
Quebec, and that if suing in the Province of Ontario, she would 
fail, not because her husband had undertaken to contract away 
her right of action, but because, had his injuries not been fatal, 
he would have been unable, in view of his contract with the de
fendants, himself to maintain an action against them for dam
ages. and his having that right is by the Kata I Accidents Act. I 
Oeo. V. eh. 33, sec. 3, made a condition of the statutory right 
of action thereby given to his dependants : i'onnnl \. Tin h'iiitf, 
49 ('an. K.C.R. 577. The right of action in the Province of 
Quebec given in similar circumstances by article 105(1 C.C. is 
not subject to this condition : Milh r v. annul Trunk A*. (V, 

19061 A.P. 187. If. therefore, the wrong upon which the plain
tiff founds her action had occurred in Quebec she would have 
had a claim actionable there. Although the wrong committed 
in Ontario does not give her a right of action in that province, 
because, had her husband survived his injuries, lie would not 
have had a right of action against the defendants, the negligent 
act or omission which caused his death was not *'authorized, 
or innocent, or excusable" in Ontario any more than it would 
have been in the Province of Quebec had it occurred there. 
There is, under the circumstances, no civil remedy for that 
negligence in Ontario, yet even there it entailed responsibility 
of another character, not. it is true, upon the present defendsn:s. 
but upon the individual who was guilty of it: Criminal Code, 
sec. 283. While by no means satisfied that the view expressed 
by Mr. Westlake in his work on Private International Law (5th 
ed.), at p. 28G, that
it is prnlmlily tin* lietl -r opinion Hint no such imlepvmlent net ion wonl«l 
lie where (Innmues were not granted I V 1ll<- hr Inri 'hlirfi ruin in i.ssi.
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is not more logical ; Evans v. Stein il Co., 11904] 7 Ct. Seas, 
('as. (5 Scr. (if), at 70) : Foote’s Private International Aurispru- 
denee (4th cd.), 451. 453. 457-8; in deference to the view ex
pressed by the «Judicial Committee in Trimble v. Ililt, 5 App. 
( 'as. 342, at 344. I how to the authority of Machado v. Fontes, 
118971 3 Q.B. 231, which in principle clearly covers the case at 
bar. Dicey on Conflict of Laws (2nd cd.), 045. Indeed, if it 
be distinguishable at all. the distinction makes in the plain
tiff's favour. In the Machado Case, 11807j 3 Q.B. 231. the 
idleged wrongful act on which the suit was based was of a class 
not actionable in Brazil where it occurred. In the case at bar 
the wrongful act on which the plaintiff bases her claim was of a 
class actionable in Ontario, where it occurred, but the docu
ment executed by her deceased husband affords a defence to the 
defendants.

1 understand that the conditions of the l ight to maintain an 
action in the Province of Quebec for a wrong committed outside 
the jurisdiction do not differ materially from those which obtain 
in territories where English law prevails: Dupont v. Quebec 
Steamship Co., Q.R. 11 N.C. 188 ; (Has(low and London Ins. Co. 
v. C.PM. ('o., 34 L.C. dur. 1 : La fleur on Conflict of Laws. p. 
199 <t sup But see (irand Trunk It. Co. v. Marteau, Q.R. 21 
K.B. 2<i9.

I would, on this ground, affirm the judgment against the 
defendants and dismiss the appeal with costs.

Brodkvr, «T.:—I concur with Mr. .Justice Duff.
Appeal dismissed with costs•

KR0M v. KAISER.

Alberta Supreme Court, liar rep. fSeott, Stuart, amt Heel:. .1.1. 
Mairh 20. 11115.

1. Contracts i g V ( ,W0)—Rescission—Action for.
The commencement of an action for rescission is a sufficient répudia 

tion of the contract for sale of lands.
( Her re v. Al alien. 14 D.L.R. 345. followed. 1

2. Skfatfic performance i § II 40)—Decree of—Eqvitable rioiit—Dis
CKETION OF COt'HT.

The right of the plaint ill' to a decree for specific performance is 
an equitable right and is always a matter for the just discretion of tic*

| Krom v. Kaiser, 18 D.L.R. 220. reversed. )
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3. Land titlkh (Tohkfxh nyntf.m i < § I\ - l.'i i - %n;< n h i-frfohmax r ALTA.
—RKOIKTRATIOX of T1T1.K—RkanoXABIF IIMI — KkIM'IUATIoX --------
NoTH'K of—Uffixitf datk. S. C.

Wlivre tin- vendor lias sued for »|»evitie |»erform*nce of an agree ”
nient for sale of lands in Allierla where titles are shewn of record IxRom

under the I.and Titles Act and he ha- had a reasonable time to get in r"
and register a title in himself to the lands in <|iiestion. it is not KAI«FH.
necessary that the |nirehaser thereafter giving notice of rescission liv
en iisi- of the vendor’s lack of a registered title shall lix in such notice 
a definite date in advance at which the transfer must be forthcoming 
or he would repudiate.

\ll(ill:cH v. I hid hi/. | 1!I07) 1 ( h. 51*0. distinguished: Km hi \. Kaiser.
18 D.L.R. 22*5. reversed.]

4. Si m ir i< i-i.ufoumam k i 8 M—40) — liioit i to iikitiii xi i I'm t x<
<v* IKKII VI XIIKXTF I.ITF—RKKVINNIOX—1‘I.I ADIXUS.

A vendor suing for specific performance i- not entitled as of right 
to a reference a» t i title or to prove his title aeiptired pindnite lih ; 
the court may refuse specific performance although title hud been got 
in by the plaintiff before the trial, if lie had unreasonably neglected 
to obtain the title which In- had the right to call for after the pur 
chaser had made an oiler to complete the sale, and did not in fact 
have a title to convey until after the purchaser had pleaded tie- 
rescission of the agreement.

| A i'iim v. Kaiser, 18 D.L.R. 22*5. reversed.]

Appeal from Kroyn v. Kaiser, IS D.L.R. 220. statement

7. />. Shaw, K.t '., for the plaintiff, respondent. 
O. E. Vulhert, for the defendant, appellant.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by
St vaut, .1. :—This is an appeal by the defendant from a dc- 8,ue*- *■ 

vision of Mr. Justice Ilyndman. whereby he directed judgment 
to be entered for the plaintiff, vendor, in an action to recover 
the final instalment of the purchase money due under an agree
ment of sale.

The agreement was made on February 17. 1912. The pur
chase price was $950, payable. $100 in cash. $200 on August 17.
1912. and the balance on February 17. 191J. On March 1. 1913, 
a new agreement was signed by the parties which recited that 
$400 on account of principal and all interest to date had been 
paid and which granted to the purchaser an extension of time 
until Sept. 1. 1913, for the payment of the balance. On Sept.
1. tin* defendant paid only $102.

On December 19, 1913. the plaintiff issued his writ claiming 
from the defendant the sum of $419.05 as the total amount of 
principal and interest due up to December 15.

The defendant filed a defence and counterclaim, but not
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s c.
until February 24, 1914. By his defence he alleged that at the 
time of the original agreement, at the time of action brought.

Ixkom
and at the date of the defence, the plaintiff was not the regis
tered owner of the lands and was unable to give a dear title t >

Kaw:«. the lands ; he further alleged that before the action was brought
lie hail tendered the balance due. By his counterclaim lie re
peated the allegation of his defence, set forth the amounts lie 
had paid and claimed a rescission of the contract, and a repay
ment of the moneys paid.

At the trial which took place on Oetolier f>. 1914. the plain
tiff in his evidence-in-chief proved the agreement of sale, the 
extension agreement and the default in the payment, lie also 
put in evidence a certificate of the registrar, shewing that on 
October 1. 1914. that is four days before the trial, the plaintiff 
was the registered owner of the land in question, free of encum
brances, and then closed his case.

The evidence for the defence shewed that the plaintiff had 
secured his transfer of the land on April 11. 1914. The defen
dant also stateil. and in this was not contradicted, that about 
January 20. 1914. that is after the action was begun but before 
the defence was filed, he went to the plaintiff and offered to 
pay him saying. “Mr. Ixrom. 1 have got the money for you 
now and 1 want this transfer." and that plaintiff had said. “All 
right 1 will get you this transfer in a day or two," that he had 
waited a day or two and had gone to see the plaintiff again 
when plaintiff said he had not got it yet. “and he don't think 
exactly if lie could get it or not," and that “it will be two weeks' 
time before he could get it or not." and that he did not know if 
for sure he could get it or not ; and that the defendant had 
better go and see Mr. Shaw (plaintiff’s solicitor), and get him 
to stop the interest on the money. Defendant stated further 
that he went up to see Mr. Shaw but did not find him in. th.it 
plaintiff' had talked about wiring to New York and had said 
that one Lowndes wired to New York for the transfer, that he 
went again to see Mr. Shaw and did see him and asked for the 
transfer, saying that he had the money and had to have the 
transfer, that Shaw told him the transfer would be ready inside 
of five days, that after five or six days he went round again and
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njixv Mr. Shaw, and again askv<l for the transfer. “I told him 1 
had to have it and I wanted it and so Mr. Shaw turned round 
and said he thought I was joking and did not have the money, 
and I took and dug down into my poeket and shewed him .$420.
! said there is a pile of money but I do not know how much 
there is but Mr. Shaw there is enough to pay Mr. Krom." lie 
said that lie told Mr. Shaw that lie had to have the transfer and 
if he did not produce it. "I would see a lawyer and so I did." 
lie stated that this happened in February. His defence was 
iiled on February 24. and it does not appear that either the 
plaintiff or his solicitor had made any further communication 
to the defendant prior to that date. The defendant put in evid
ence an abstract shewing that on Dee. 20. 1913. the day after 
the wiit was issued, the property stood in the name of persons 
called Oliver and a transfer dated April II. 1914, from the 
< divers to the plaintiff'.

In rebuttal, the plaintiff* proceeded to further evid
ence as to his right to call for a conveyance and tin trial .1 udge 
in what I think was a fair exercise of his discretion permitted 
the evidence to go in. From this it appeared that the plaintiff* 
had bought the property under an agreement of sale from one 
Melvin on January 27, 1912, that is some three weeks before his 
sale to the defendant and that he had paid Melvin’s agent in 
full by the end of the year. 1912. This agreement was put in 
evidence. One Lowndes testified that he had acted for Melvin 
in the sale to Kmm, and then the following questions were 
addressed to him :—

ALTA.

s. V. 
Kkom

(). How did Melvin conn* to have art interest in that property? A. I sold 
it to Melvin, i). On behalf of the registered owners. I take it? A. Yes. 
sir. (,». Have you got that agreement between tin registered owners, the 
Olivers and Melvin 7 A. No. (,i. Have you sea relied amongst you papers 
for it': A. Yes. sir. Q. Have you lieen able to lind it? A. No. Q. And 
that you say was the agreement of sale. . .

Ilr. Oulbrrt (InterposingI : My Lord. I object to any evidence of this 
kind, secondary evidence of an agr einent between Olivers and Melvin.

Ur. Nhaic: (J. Do you believe the document is lost Mr. Lowndes, there 
was an agreement between these parties. I presume? A. Yes, sir. <y You 
pels nail\ saw an agreement executed between the Olivers and this man 
Melvin, is that correct, the agreement for sale? A. No, I cannot say that 
I did. (,l. What did you see ? A. I «aw a contract, but I did not see it

8403
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executed. (,*. W lull kiml uf conilari \iiii il. I im an what was in tin1 con-

l/r. Culbcri: I object to any evidence whatever of (hi- d' cimient.
Mr. Shine: i). Dims il alîect thin particular landT
Mr. Culbcri: I object to that.
’I he Court "Untamed the objection.

This was all the evidence which tended in any way to 
sla w any right in the plaintiff to demand a title from the 
< divers through Melvin, except the fact that the Olivetti had in 
fact on April 11, 1914, conveyed to the plaintiff.

The plaintiff testified that he had spoken to the defendant 
before the writ was issued about the title to the property and 
that the defendant had said that lie (the plaintiff) should wait 
until he (the defendant) would get the money from a lawyer 
to pay for it and that there was an arrangement between them 
that the plaintiff should wait till the defendant should pay for 
the property, and then the plaintiff was to get the title for him. 
lie also said that it was arranged that there should not be a 
transfer from the plaintiff to the defendant, but that a transfer 
from the previous vendor should be obtained to the defendant 
directly. This arrangement was denied by the defendant and 
the trial Judge did not make any finding as to whose statement 
he believed. In any case it will be observed that the plaintiff 
had paid his vendor, or at least his agent, in full by the end of 
1912, and had yet done nothing apparently to secure title in 
his own name during the whole of 191.1 and before lie issued bis 
writ against the defendant on Deccmlier 19, of that year, 
although during the most of 1912 and all of 191.‘I he was under 
agreement to give title to the defendant.

The learned trial Judge in giving judgment was of opinion 
that there had not lieen a tender of the proper amount, and 
that in any case, even if the tender had been of the full amount, 
the purchaser should have given the vendor a reasonable time 
to complete his title, lie did not think it was equitable that the 
defendant should be allowed to take advantage of the plaintiff's 
delay in aequiring a registered title at a time when lie himself 
was in default, and had therefore asked for and been granted a 
written extension of time for payment, lie referred to Mail- 
berry V. Williams, J S.L.K. Ilîll.
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With much respect I am unable to sn Imw that case is appli ALTA, 
cable here. Long hr lore action brought ami be I'm v I In time for s v. 
final payment initier the contract, the plaintiff there hail a good 
legal title. The ease, as I understand it. simply decides that 
the failure of the vendor to produce an abstract or to tender 
a transfer before tin issue of the writ did not constitute a Sllier1,J"

In the present case the circumstances are completely differ 
cut. The essence of the case is 1 hat the plaint ill issued the most 
peremptory sort of demand for payment of tin limil instalment 
of the purchase price, that lie was then not in a p i-.iiion to make 
title, that though nothing happened for a month, during which 
period the plaintiff although suing for his moiiex did not appar 

. . e any effort to obtain title, or, if lie did. only unsuc
cessful ones, that then the defendant offered to comply with the 

:. .:■» h rv demand made by the w rit and asked the plaint iff 
to fulli 1 his part of the obligation, viz., to produce title and eon 
vcy. that n ‘ requests and offers were made by the defen
dant for the transfer and to pay. that these extended ov« r 
some three weeks, that at some of the interviews doubts w< ic 
expressed by the plaintiff as to his ability ever to get title, that 
finally the defendant produced •+!-<• and stated his ability and 
willingness to pay the amount due which could have been only 
a dollar or two more at the most, that when lie got no satisfac
tion lie spoke of seeing his lawyer and after waiting a time, 
during which the plaintiff made no further communication or 
promise, lie filially tiled his < asking for rescission
and for his money back.

With respect. I think he was entitled to do so. I am unable 
to see what legal effect the indulgence previously granted by 
the extension of time can possibly have upon the rights of the 
parties when the time finally fixed for completion has arrived 
and the Vendor is suing for his money. Surely the fact that 
his demand for his money took the extreme form of a writ can
not affect the right of the purchaser to say. “Very well. I 
comply with your demand. I am ready to pay ; please give me 
my title." The defendant plainly indicated his willingness 
and. if that were necessary, even his ability, to pay bx pro-

B8D
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during within a dollar or two of the amount required. When 
the vendor confessed his present inability to convey. I do not 
think any further tender was necessary. With regard to the 
necessity for waiting a reasonable time, 1 cannot see that that 
can stand in the defendant's way. lie hail already waited, 
what appears to me to have been, in all the circumstances, a 
reasonable time, and he made no sudden declaration of repudia
tion. lie had, indeed, twice given the plaintiff all the time he 
had asked. It is. 1 think, settled that the commencement of an 
action for rescission is a sufficient repudiation : lit civ v. Mullen, 
14 D.L.R. 345.

It seems to be clear that no evidence was adduced from which 
it could be inferred that the plaint iff had. either at the time he 
entered into the contract, or at the time of bringing his action, 
or indeed, at any time, a right to call upon the registered owner 
to convey to him. It was shewn he had a contract with Melvin 
and that he had paid not Melvin but Melvin's agent. Whether 
Melvin was ever in a position to call upon Olivers to convey 
was a matter upon which no light was cast at the trial at all. 
All that appeared was that after defence and counterclaim the 
Olivers had for some reason or other, we do not know what, 
conveyed to Krom, the plaintiff. There was nothing to shew 
that when he brought this action he had a right to compel a 
conveyance, nothing suggesting that Melvin had paid the 
Olivers, even if he had an agreement with them.

The respondents suggest that if anything should turn upon 
his not having shewn a right to call for a transfer when the 
action was begun he should lie allowed by means of a reference 
to do so now. I am unable to agree with this view. The case 
went to trial on a single issue, namely, the question of title. 
There was nothing else to dispute about. The respondent was 
clearly informed in paragraph three of the defence that the 
question of the state of the title at the date of the eommenee- 
ment of the action would lie raised. The trial was seven months 
after defence. Yet the plaintiff went to trial and made no pre
paration to meet the point.

In Luca* v. Janus, 7 Hare. 410, Wigram, V.-f\, said at 
425;—
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I «In not in tin* least degree doubt tin* power of the Court to enter upon ALTA.
tin1 iiui-Htlun of title at the hearing of the euime or to make lueli a «|Uc*tioii ——
ground for dismissing the bill ; but in order that it may be proper so to 
deal with a eailse the defect, or suppos'd defect in the title should be pro K KO M 
mincutly put f rward in the pleailings. r.

... ii • i | , ,. Kaisf.r,A reference is generally given on the purchaser s applica- ___
tion mid for his protection : Hals., vol. 27. p. 80.

The remark in Lucas \. Janus, shews quite clearly, and. in
deed. no precedent ought to he needed, that a trial of the ques
tion of title is quite proper at the hearing and without a refer
ence. Particularly should this lie the case in this country wlieic 
titles are simple, and detailed enquirir - are seldom. if ever, neces
sary. An application by the plaintiff for a reference if il had 
been made at the trial would have been tantamount to an appli
cation to postpone the trial, and the request for it on appeal is 
nothing more than an application for a new trial that is. a 
new trial of the only issue raised. The question whether the 
plaintiff could shew a good title after the pleadings had been 
closed was, of course, not an issue raised by the pleadings and 
could not be so raised, because future facts are as a rule not 
pleaded. I think, therefore, that the request for a reference 
must be refused and that the only matter with which we can 
deal is the question whether the plaintiff was entitled to take 
advantage of the fact that, after pleadings were closed and be
fore the trial he had succeeded in fact in getting in the title 
somehow.

Now. I think there is no doubt that, in regard to a vendor's 
action for specific performance there are eases in which it will 
be sufficient if he can make out a good title at any time up to 
the hearing: llaifj/art \. Scott, 1 Russ. & My. 293, and other 
cases cited in llnll.itt \. Dmllt i/, ||907| 1 t'h. 590. These are 
eases, however, where the purchaser has either raised no ques
tion of title before the hearing, or if lie has raised an objection 
has nevertheless continued to negotiate on the basis of the con
tract being still on foot, and without any attempt at repudiation.
See Dart on Vendors and Purchasers. 7th ml., p. 1000. The rule 
has also, I think, been applied where the purchaser merely 
defends on the ground of want of title: but here the defendant 
did more than defend. He distinctly repudiated the contract
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nml counterclaimed. In view of tin* way liv was treated I think 
the defendant was entitled to assume that no title could lie given 
him. furthermore, as pointed out by Lord Kltlon, in .h nl. in\ 
v. Ililts, 6 Ves. 640. 055, reganl must be liad to the justice due 
to particular cases. The right of the plainliff to a decree for 
specific performance is an equitable right and is always a matter 
for the just discretion of the Court. The question to be decided 
here is, whether it is just ami equitable to allow a vendor who 
has covenanted to give good title upon payment, to begin an 
action for the purchase price ami for specific nice, to
put the purchaser oft' again ami again when lie offers to comply 
with his demand and to pay tin- money, ami then after the pur
chaser definitely repudiates by means of a defence and counter
claim to go then ami acquire title by some means ami at the 
hearing simply shew that lie has done so but fail to shew that 
he had ever been in a position either at tin* commencement of 
the action or at the date id' the tender of the money and demand 
ef title, or at the date of the counterclaim repudiating the con
tract to compel anyone to give him a title.

it may very well be. if the vendor had not brought an action 
and the purchaser had merely gone and red the money, 
that, in some circumstances, the defendant should have fixed a 
definite date at a reasonable time in advance, at which the trans
fer must be forthcoming or otherwise he would repudiate. But 
each case must depend on its own facts and the rule as to 
reasonable notice it appears to me cannot be properly applied 
in the present case.

The statement id* claim alleges, as it was‘necessary to allege, 
that the plaintiff was ready and willing to do all that was re
quired id' him. The purchaser was, it seems to me. entitled to 
assume that that was true and to offer to ci with the
lemand. lie did so and offered again and again, lie gave whit 
was in fact a reasonable time and still there was no transfer 
•'orthcomiiig. Where the vendor has sued and a reasonable time 
is in fact given. I do not think the rule as to giving a definite 
notice can in equity be said to In- applicable, at least under our 
law as to titles.

I think it is necessary and proper to point out that ary

5

5

4705
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attempt hv this Court in follow and apply too closely Knglish 
Mises nu this subject is exceedingly apt to lend to von fusion and 
improper results. The difiieulties about title in Kngland arise 
in vonneetion with the previous chain of title, not out of the 
mere conveyance itself. All sorts of defects and entanglements 
there arise, and a purchaser's solicitor is always obliged in order 
to protect his client to make demands or requisitions and the 
rule as to a reasonable notice by a purchaser before rescinding 
living necessary has arisen in connection with the failure to 
comply with some such requisition, lint, under our system, all 
this trouble is removed. The state of the title is shewn in the 
registry office. A vendor knows that a purchaser is entitled to 
a registrable transfer from a registered owner. If a purchaser 
gets that he is secure and he is secure with no loss. The position 
approaches closely to the position in connection with the sale ami 
delivery of goods. When a purchaser tenders his money at the 
time fixed for delivery he generally is entitled to delivery, and 
is not bound to give a notice of any kind before withdrawing. 
So with our transfers of land. A time is fixed for completion. 
A vendor knows that he must then deliver a registrable transfer. 
If there are encumbrances lie knows exactly what is required 
which is a registrable discharge of them. A vendor can never 
be in doubt as to what his purchaser's solicitor will accent. 
There is Only one thing that he is bound to accept, or can safely 
accept.

In such circumstances, I have no hesitation in declaring that 
the rule as to reasonable notice, cannot in justice lie applied 
strictly in this jurisdiction. I have found no ease where the 
rule was applied on account of mere delay in executing a con
veyance. Of course if you once consider a chain of agreements 
<-f sale as exactly the same thing as a chain of conveyances in 
Kngland. where at each link some defect or omission may appear, 
and attempt to apply the principle of Knglish decisions upon 
such a chain of conveyances to a mere chain of agreements of 
sale you will get a plethora of Knglish authorities, as you will 
also if you treat agreements of sale as exactly like Knglish en
cumbrances, which they are not.

Kquituhle rides must lie applied according to the condition*!

701)
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ALTA. and the* facts of particular cases. In my opinion, the defendant
S. C. did here all that by ei|uitable properly applicable in

Kaiseb.

this jurisdiction, and to the conditions here and the facts of this 
ease he could be fairly required to do. 1 think, in the circum
stances, he was entitled to withdraw from the contract and to
demand his money back without being bound to fix a définit 
time by any formal notice.

The appeal should be allowed with costs, the judgment 
liclow set aside, and the plaintiff's action dismissed with costa 
and judgment given for the defendant on his counterclaim for 
the amounts paid by him under his agreement, with interest at
S , since each respective payment, and for costs of the counter
claim.

.1 />/><«/ allowed.

ONT. BARRETT v PHILLIPS.

s. c. thitaiiu Siiinrun I'inirl. Falronhriilfir. (’../.h .It.. Kiilihll. I.nlc/ifonl. and 
Ki ll,,. ././, \lnrrh 1. t!U*i.

1. Ex mum i 11 IV E—4lOi—Division vovbt—t am \m xi.aiii>:—.Ii im;k 
takisi. ix mi \ei:—Kkqitkkaikxts.

\Vli«*r«* a a»»;* in h division court in appealiild** under see. 12.*» i a i of 
tin* Division Courts Art K.N.O. 1014. ell. 03, tin* judge i- to take down 
thr rvidnire in writing, and where stenographic n >tes are not taken, 
the judge should take down the dejmsition- at least a- fully ns is 
customary on examinations taken in longhand Indore a Master; mere 
notes of «iieli part of the evidence as the judge thought lit to take do 
not satisfy the requirements of the statute.

\Nuiilh v. /toothman. 0 U.L.U. 450. 1 O.W.N. Hill. foP >wed.|

St lit •‘Mil'll t Appeal by the plaintiff from the judgment of the First 
Division Court in the County of Hastings, pronounced by the 
Junior Judge of the County Court of that county, dismissing 
with costs an action brought to recover *lf»1.K8 upon an accept
ance.

./. /*. Macdregor, for the appellant.
Eric .V. Armour, for the defendant, respondent.

Riddell. J. At the conclusion of the argument the judgment of the 
Court was delivered by Riddell, J. :—This ease was tried be
fore His Honour Judge Fraliek. Junior Judge of the County 
Court of the County of Hastings: it is one of the class of cases 
coming under the Division Courts Act. R.8.O. 1914. eh. 63, secs. 
6'2(d) and KMi. and the judgment is appealable under sec. 
125(d).

6343
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Upon the appeal, it was stated to us that all the evidence had 
not been taken down by the learned County Court Judge, and 
that the appeal could not be decided upon what had been taken 
down; we found also that it was not practicable to obtain such 
admissions as, taken along with the notes of the trial Judge, 
would enable us to dispose of the ease.

We, therefore, following two cases* in this Division (when 
differently constituted) order that there shall be a new trial; 
costs, both of the former trial and of the appeal, to be costs in 
the cause.

It is to be hoped that the trial Judge will, on the new trial, 
obey the express command of the statute, It.S.O. 1914, eh. M. 
see. 10(1, and “take down the evidence in writing." This is the 
right of every litigant, and should no more be disregarded than 
his right to adduce evidence in support of his claim; and this 
duty of a Judge trying such a ease in the Division Court can no 
more be disregarded than his duty to hear the evidence ad
duced. It cannot be made too plain that “notes of evidence" 
are not “the evidence" which the Judge is required to “take 
down ... in writing.” unless these notes are so full as to 
shew the substance of what was said. If the Judge has no steno
grapher. he should take down the narrative at least as fully aa 
is the custom in an examination for discovery, etc., before a 
Master who takes the examination in longhand.

Order for a new trial.
•Une «if tlu- cases is SinUli x Itoothmuii i Ilf131. » D.L.R. 4f>0, 4 O.W.X. SOI.

ONT.

8. C. 

IUrrett 

PllII.1 IPS. 

Riddell, J.

TRUSTS AND GUARANTEE CO. v SMITH. ONT.

Ontario supmnr t'ourt, Itôhlrll. ./, A'iliraary Iff, 1015. g ç
I. DIMOXKKY AMI I.XHPHIIOX I S III -2M I —- iXTKHTATK— KhTATK—DlNTRI 

m nu. su a ni HfiXhm iaky — Action—•Immiiuatk ukskfit”— 
Dimumry- Examination ioh—uvr. ('.It. 1013, R. 334.

A person entitled to n distributive «luire a* u ln'iiellciarx of the 
«•-liilr of mi intestate i- not a pvrson for wliosv ‘■iiiiin«,i|iutv lienellt” 
an action is prosccntiil I«y tIn* iiilininistrnl«ir to recover from n tliiril 
party fumls alleged to Is* tin* property of tin1 estate, aiul sueli liciieii 
eiary therefore cannot Is- examimil for discovery under Rule 334. Ont.
C.IL 11U3.

| Sloir v. t’urrir. 14 O.W.Il. 223. followed: Marilonahl v. \ oricich 
I nion Ihmurnnr< Co.. 10 I'.R. (Ont.I 4UJ; (larlamt v. Clarknon, 0 
O.LR. 2S1. distinguisli«'«l.|
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Am: xl by the plaint ills from an order of a Local Judge of 
the Supreme Court, under Rule 334, allowing the defendant to 
examine one Mary Ann Elizabeth Morton for discovery.

//. S. White, for the plaintiffs.
(•. M. Willoughby, for the defendant.

Riiiiu ll. .1. : This is an action by the plaintiffs as 
administrators of the estate of William Webb, late of tin 
township of Chatham. The plaintiffs by their statement of 
claim allege that the defendant, a farmer of the same town 
ship, received from Webb as custodian for him. a cheque for 
$3,650 and a sum of money amounting to $3,600, in all (after 
deducting discount on the cheque when cashed) $7.247.45— 
and that the defendant, after the death of Webb, took possession 
of a considerable amount of property which Webb owned at 
the time of his death. They claim judgment for the sum of $7,- 
247.45 and interest and an accounting for the other property, etc. 
The defendant claims a gift of the $7.247.45, and expresses will
ingness to account for such property as he admits came to his 
hands, lie also sets up, but apparently claims no relief from, 
an agreement by Webb to pay for board, etc.- the plaintiffs are 
willing to pay.

The case being at issue, the defendant made an applica
tion before the Local Judge at Chatham for an order under 
Rule 334, to examine Mary Ann Elizabeth Morton for discovery, 
lie supports the motion by an affidavit of his own wherein he 
sets out that Mi’s. Morton appears by the papers filed by the 
plaintiffs (1 presume in the Surrogate Court) to lie a sister of 
the deceased; “that the defendant . . . would derive mat
erial advantage from the examination vivâ voce of the said 
Mary Ann Klizalicth Morton, who, if the plaintiffs were to suc
ceed, would derive material advantage from the plaintiffs’ 
success ; * ' and that the plaintiffs' solicitor refused to produce 
her for such examination.

On this material the learned Local Judge made an order ac
cordingly and the plaintiffs appeal.

There are several grounds of objection to this order, but I 
deal with only those xvhieh will now be referred to. The Rule 
says : "A person for whose immediate Ixuiefil an action is pro-
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secuted . . . may without order be examined for discovery” 
—so that an order for such examination is not necessary in a 
ease coming within the Rule.

Hut the person so made examina hie is one for whose immedi
ate benefit the action is prosecuted—-here the affidavit says only 
that Mrs. Morton “would derive material advantage from the 
plaintiffs’ success.”

In Lcushncr v. Limit n ( 1914), 7 O.W.N. 40(1. affirmed in the 
Appellate Division on the 8th February. Tl o.L.R
lôdI. attention was vailed to the necessity of using in an 
affidavit the language of the Rule. If the defendant had in
tended to swear that the action was prosecuted for Mrs. Mor 
ton’s immediate benefit, he should have done so ; material i 1 
vantage may or may not be immediate benefit. If Mrs. Mor
ton were the endorser for the deceased on a note outstanding 
and unpaid, she would derive material advantage from the 
plaintiffs’ receiving in this action money to pay the note and 
so » -lieve her—but no one could say that the benefit was im
mediate. She seems to have a nephew and some nieces, chil
dren of Benjamin Webb, a brother (now deceased) of hers and 
of the decedent. If they get some money from the success of 
the plaintiffs ir this action, they may give her some or pay for 
her support—a material advantage, but not an immediate 
benefit.

It is argued, however, that, even if the affidavit be defective, 
it is perfected by the affidavit filed in behalf of the plaintiffs in 
the Surrogate Court on application for the letters of adminis
tration. That sets out. in exhibit < '. that Mrs. Morton, as 
sister of the deceased, will be entitled to one-third of the estate

As to this, non constat that she will receive anything lie 
deceased may have had debts to the amount of all the money 
received; she may have assigned any claim she might have 
had. etc., etc.

But 1 desire to put the judgment upon the broad ground 
that she is not in any event one for whose immediate benefit the 
action is prosecuted.

In Mnttlomtltl x. Soru'ick t nion ln*nrance Co. ( 18841, 10 
1\R. 4(12, Mr. Justice Rose held, under a similar Rule, that the 
assignor for the benefit of creditors xxas examinable in an action

ONT

S. C.

1 •' m:vn ii i
Co.
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by the assignee. In Garland v. Clarkson (1905), 9 O.L.R. 281, 
it was said by the Chancellor (p. 282) that this decision was 
given by Rose. J. “after conference with his colleagues,” and 
the Divisional Court followed the previous decision (Meredith, 
•)., dissenting). It is not open to me to reverse that Divisional 
Court decision, nor is it necessary to express an opinion as to 
its correctness. It must, however, be plain that the assignor 
must derive a benefit from the money obtained in litigation by 
his assignee, either by payment of his debts (wholly or pro 
tanlo) or by receiving the money himself. Either may perhaps 
be fairly called immediate benefit the “estate” is immediately 
benefited, and the “estate” is his.

The ease of a beneficiary in intestacy is quite different—the 
estate is the estate of the deceased: that indeed is immediately 
benefited, but the next of kin receives no immediate benefit. All 
the benefit the next of kin receives is received mediately and 
not immediately. This was the opinion of tin* Chief Justice of the 
Exchequer Division in Slow v. Currie ( 1909), 14 O.W.K. 223. at 
p. 224. where he mentioned the case of an action brought by an 
executor for the benefit of an estate, where it is sought to ex
amine a third person who is to share in the fruits of the action. 
It is true that he also places in the same category an action by 
an assignee for the benefit of creditors, but the class of per
sons he considers as non-cxaminable under the Rule includes 
the creditors, but clearly not the assignor. There is no incon
sistency between this ease and those already cited.

I do not think that Mrs. Morton is one for whose immediate 
benefit the action is prosecuted : and allow the appeal with 
costs here and below to the plaintiffs in any event.

A ppeal allowi d.

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT CO v. BUTLER.
(Jin In r Su/H'i'iur Court. Trllirr, (lm nnhii Ills, mill Ci llrlirr. .1.1. 

\laivli 30. 1013.

I (ONTHAVTh ( g V ( —300 I—< ON STRICTION Ot IIIHH: M \« 0 IN KM— PART
MSUVKHY—Demonstration moi khtku—c ancm.i.ation.

Where u contract Im* Ihh-ii made fur the mntlruction of three 
machine* » Idler containing the word* "I do nut with you to ih-liver 
iiuy more a» we will have to refute name until they have hccu unlis- 
factorily demount rated a* lieing able to do the work contracted for," is 
not a cancellation of the contract, hot a Mi%|N*nidoit of delivery until 
a demon-oration i* had.
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■> CONTRACTS (JVC—-3J*0)—4 K C CONTRACT III III I MACIIIXI s « AXt I I.

latiox—Mi st in ok kxtikk <oxtha<t.
Wlicrc ont* contract lias liven ma<lc I >i tin* construction of three 

ninchiucs the purcluiHcr cannot cancel it as to part and retain it as 
to part, lait must either cancel or retain the entire contract.

Ah’Kal iii tin action to recover $12.000 for the balance of the 
price and value of three railway spike machines made under

QUE.

s. c.
MK.( Il XXICAL 
Kg It I’M KN'T

contract. Statement

Lufhninni, Mitch'H, ('hou vt rt <V ('nUni/hun, for plaintiffs. 
Brown, Moulifonu ri/ it Mi Michmt, for defendant.

Di nuiI', .1. : The pretension of the company defendant is Dunlop, j. 

that the contract was cancelled and that, therefore, plaintiff's 
action should have been an action in indemnity and not an 
action on a contract. The defence on this point is based on art.
1091 of the hut even if this article applied, where do they 
find in the evidence that the contract was cancelled ! la-t us take 
the first and the last letters.

The first is a letter of #1 tine 21. 1911, and does not say that 
the contract is cancelled. It reads :

You have delivered to us une Farrow Automatic Ha il wax Spike Machine 
and from the upiiearanee of it and the history of it- xvurking at the Sou,
I do not want you to deliver any more, as we xx ill have to refuse the same, 
until they have been satisfactorily demonstrated as living able to do the 
work contracted for.

This letter, instead of being a cancellation of the contract, 
implies that if plaintiff will by the contract, they will
accept delivery, hut they do not wish one of the obligations 
assumed by the vendor, namely, the delivery, to he had until a 
certain demonstration is given. In other words, the letter of 
June 20. simply says : “Suspend delivery under contract still ex
isting until demonstration is had.” That is all. Now. let us 
look at the last letter. The letter of November 12. In this letter, 
after making complaints. Mr. Butler advises the plaintiff that so 
soon as the machines are demonstrated, or so soon as a place is 
indicated where the machines had been demonstrated, he will be 
glad to pay for the two machines for which defendant refuses 
to pay.

Therefore, as late as November 12. 1911. Mr. Butler, in his 
letter, admits that lie himself did not construe the letter of June 
20, nor the letters, in the way defendant's attorney

6
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attempts to coimtme them. It appears to me. therefore, that the 
eontract, as a matter of faet. was never eaneelle<l. Here is a 
contract not for one machine, but for three. Assuming that tin 
Steel Co. hail the right to cancel its contract, inasmuch as there 
was one contract ami not more than one contract, they had the 
right to cancel the whole contract ; they could not cancel the 
contract in part, as they now attempt to do. They could not 
say: "We will stand by the contract for machine No. I. but we 
will repudiate the contract for the two other machines.*'

•Mr. Mignnuh. vol. 7. 417, after discussing the whole matter 
concludes as follows: **I believe that the article has relation to 
the cancellation id* the entire contract."

1 do not think the argument arising from art. 1691 is 
applicable to the present case, or that the Steel Vo. pretension 
can be maintained in arguing that they would take one-third 
and would repudiate two-thirds, because the contract was made 
for three machines and not for one machine.

It was reasonable to assume that the company plaintiff would 
not have gone to the expense of building one machine, unless 
it had orders to build three machines.

There is another condition which is essential to the applica
tion of this art. 1691 ; that is this : You may cancel the contract, 
if you like, but this being an exception to the general law. which 
allows a contracting party practically to take the whole of his 
contract in his own hands, but you are specially restricted to 
certain conditions. What are those conditions? To indemnify 
the workman of all his actual expense and labour and paying 
damages, according to the circumstances of the case.

Appeal dismissed.

GIBSON v. SNAITH.
Manitoba Court of Ap/aal, Howell. C.J.M.. Perdue, Cttnu ron and 

Haggart. JJ.A. March 10. 101 "i.
1. Costs—(§ I—7)—Fuhkcmisvkk OmriAi. assignee Notick disci.aim- 

ixo interest -Defence—Liability—Max. Assignments Act.
Iii !i suit for foreclosure tin official assignee for benefit of creditors 

under the Manitoba Assignments Act. who is made one of the defendants 
to the action is not liable to he ordered to imv costs either personally 
or out of the funds of the insolvent estate if before defence he had given 
notice to the plaintiff that lie disclaimed all interest in the land and 
did not propose to defend unless costs were naked against him. and on 
refusal of this term made a similar disclaimer in his defence filed.

|Ford x. Chcxterficld, Hi Beav. .*>20. followed.1
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2. Am:\i. i $ \ 111 I) (iX4 Costs Dischktiun ok Jrix;i. No I)i>< ukiion MAN. 
i:\Kllt'|NKI>—l’Uot'KKDIM. UN WItoNii l'IUNUl'I.K AlTKI.I.ATK ('oCITI
JriUHDH'rioN Kixt. s Bkxch Act, Mas. ■ \

Notwithstanding sec. 47 of King's Bench Act, Man., which declares ------
that no order tin hi costs only which by law are left lot lie discret inn of tinisos
the court judge shall he subject to appeal except by leave, the.Appellate
Court limy review a judge's decision on a question of costs which were xs Mill.
left to his discretion where lie had proceeded on an erroneous principle 
or had not exercised a judicial discretion.

| Yanmj v. Thomas, JI SI 121 2 ('h. loi: Ciril Sarin ('<>. v. (icncral Sham 
Xar. Co., 11'.Kill | "2 K.B. 7 "ill, applied. |

3. Statvtks i§ Il A 115 i Costs Discuktios xs to- Kish's hkm ll A<
Mas., skc 1152 ( Ihioinai. Bill. 1134 I’ownn roxi khhko.

No further power is conferred upon the judge by rule 052 of the King's 
Bench Act. Man., in regard to the disposition of the costs than was 
previously conferred by rule 034 which was the original rule conferring 
discretion as to cost.- and was taken from < haler 05. rule I of the Knglish 
Judicature Act; rule 052 is to lie construed along with rule 034 and not 
as repealing or being substituted for the latter.

\Shill infillin' v. \\ lull it r. 10 Man. K.B. 110. distinguished; Matlnsun v. 
lûlly, lx I).K.B. 22X, 24 Man. K.B. 005, referred to.|

Appeal from a judgment in tin action on an agreement for stile, statement 
11". .1. T. Sweat man, for defendant, Newton, appellant.
('hnlmern, for respondent, plaintiff.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Perdvk. J.A. : The plaintiff, in October, 1000, agreed to sell lvniu,. j.a. 

to the defendant Snaith a half section t.f land for the sum of 
S3,840, only S200 of which was paid at the time of sale, the balance 
being payable by the delivery to the plaintiff of one-third of the 
crop of wheat grown on the premises during a certain number of 
years, after the expiry of which a mortgage was to be given by 
Snaith securing the balance then owing. The agreement was in 
writing under seal, and contained, amongst other provisions, a 
clause enabling the plaintiff, in ease of default by the defendant, 
to cancel the agreement without compensation for the moneys 
paid. Shortly after the agreement was made, Snaith mortgaged 
the land to the defendants. MeLellan & English, who were a firm 
of merchants, and the mortgage was registered against the land.
In August, 11)07, a judgment against Snaith was obtained by the 
defendant McDougall, and a certificate of judgment was registered 
in the proper Land Titles Office so as to bind the interest of Snaith 
in the land. In January, 1013, MeLellan & English made an 
assignment of their estate and effects to the defendant Newton, 
who is an official assignee, for the benefit of their creditors. The 
statement of claim alleges that in 1008 Snaith abandoned the
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agreement for sale and the plaintiff leased the land to him. and 
that afterwards, in July, 1009, Snaith executed a quit claim 
releasing to the plaintiff all his interest in the land.

The statement of claim is filed to obtain a declaration that 
Snaith had abandoned the contract and that none of the defend
ants have any right, le or interest in the land, or, in the alter
native, for the foreelt *» of the rights of the defendants. The 
plaintiff also claimed of the action. When the statement
of claim was served - n Newton, his solicitors wrote to the plain
tiff’s solicitors stating that he disclaimed all interest in the land 
and did not propose to defend unless costs were asked against him, 
and that if the plaintiff's solicitors would write stating that if New
ton did not defend no relief would be asked against him except 
foreclosure, and, in that event, they would not file a defence. To 
this letter the plaintiff’s solicitors replied that if Newton did not 
file a defence the question of costs would be decided by the Judge, 
and that if the Judge considered that the McLellan & English 
'state should pay costs they would ask these costs against the 
estate. A disclaimer was then filed on I ( half of Newton in which 
he disclaimed any interest in the land and submitted to the relief 
claimed except costs. Prior to the filing of the statement of claim 
the plaintiff had caused an estoppel notice to be issued from the 
Land Titles Office and served on Newton, who then wrote to the 
plaintiff's solicitors enquiring as to the circumstances. The 
solicitors replied and explained the matter. No further letter 
was written by or on behalf of Newton until after the suit was 
commenced.

At the hearing, the learned trial Judge gave judgment de
claring that Snaith had abandoned the contract, and that the 
defendants had no right, title or interest in the lands. He also 
ordered that Newton should, out of the estate of McLellan & 
English, pay the plaintiff’s costs “up to the filing of the defence 
by the defendant Newton.”

Newton was brought into the matter and made a party wholly 
by reason of the assignment of McLellan <V English made to him 
in his official capacity for the benefit of their creditors. There 
was nothing to shew that he ever asserted any right to the land in 
any capacity. When served he filed a disclaimer, not a defence, 
which was as full and complete as the plaintiff could desire. In 
this state of the facts the plaintiff should not have asked costs
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against him or the estate he represented, and 1 would say, with 
great respect, that the Judge should not have ordered him to 
pay costs. The action was brought for the purpose of clearing 
the plaintiff’s title. It was analogous to an action of foreclosure: 
Lysaght v. Edwards, 2 Ch.D. 499; Tytler v. annum, R> O b.lb 
581, 24 Man. L.R. 148. lf>7. The rights of a defendant in a fore
closure action who disclaims any interest in the subject matter 
were clearly stated by Sir John ttomilly, M.R., in Ford v. Chester
field, Hi Bcav. f>20, as follows:

First:—In a suit for foreclosure or redemption of mortgages where a 
defendant disclaims, in such manner as to shew that he never hud ami never 
claimed an interest, at or after the filing of the hill, then he is entitled to his

Secondly:—If a defendant having an interest shews that he disclaimed 
or offered to disclaim before the institution of the suit, there also he is 
entitled to his costs.

Thirdly:- That where a defendant having an interest allows himself 
to be made a party to the suit, and does not disclaim ,r offer to disclaim 
till he puts in his answer or disclaimer, in that case he :s not entitled to his

The rules above laid down have, so far as I can find, been 
adopted and followed ever since: see (lodefroi on Trusts, 3rd ed.. 
p. 28, and authorities cited. From these it is clear that the 
utmost that could be done to Newton would be to deprive him 
of his costs. There is no authority that I can find which would, 
in the circumstances of this case, justify the trial Judge in ordering 
him to pay costs to the plaintiff either personally or out of the 
funds of the estate he held in trust.

By sec. 47 of the King’s Bench Act, no order made by the 
Court or any Judge as to costs only which by law are left to the 
discretion of the Court shall be subject to any appeal except by 
leave of the Court or Judge making such order. In this case 
no such leave had been obtained. The above provision was 
adopted from the English Judicature Act, 1873, sec. 49. The 
decisions under that section shew that the Court of Appeal will, 
without leave being given to appeal, allow a review of a Judge’s 
decision on a question of costs which were left to his discretion, 
where he had proceeded on an erroneous principle: per Lindley, 
L.J.. in Young v. Thomas, [ 1802] 2 Ch. 134, 136-137; see also 
Re Rio (irande, &c., Co., 5 Ch.D. 282; Re Ray ties Park (iolf Club, 
( 1899j 1 Q.B. 961; Re John Tweddle A Co., [1910] 2 K.B. 697; 
An. Practice, 1915, p. 1249; McCausland v. Quebec Fire Ins. Co.,

MAN.

C. A.

Perdue. J.A.
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MAN. 25 O.R. 330; or when- tin* Judge had not exercised a judicial dis- 
r. A. crelion, or had not before him materials upon which he could
;"msô\ exercise a discretion in regard to costs: Civil Service Co. v. Ceneral

Steam A 'or. Co., [11)03) 2 K.B. Tôt», 705: Edmund v. Ma vieil, 21 
NVMI1' T.I..R. 25: An. Frac. 1915, p. 1213. I think, with great respect,

•,,,Ai that the order against Newton to pay costs was not a proper 
exercise i I judicial discretion, and that there were not materials 
before the learned Judge upon which he could exorcise a discretion

There remains the question as to the meaning of the present 
r. 952. That rule was first enacted as sec. 3 of 7 A: S Kdw. VII., 
eh. 12. The section declared that, in all actions, suits and 
proceedings in either of said Courts (King’s Bench or Court of 
Appeal), the awarding of costs and the apportionment o'" same 
between the parties of the same or adverse sides, shall, subject 
to this Act, be in th absolute discretion of the Court or Judge, 
and the Court or Judge shall have jurisdiction to order the pay
ment of costs personally by any solicitor, etc. The words “subject 
to this Act ” might naturally be taken to mean, subject to any other 
provision in the Act of which sec. 3 formed a part, and which would 
have the effect of controlling or limiting the effect of that section. 
On the other hand, as the Act was intended to amend the King’s 
Bench Act, the words in question may have been intended to refer 
to the latter Act. But, in the present revision of the statutes, the 
section appears as r. 952 of the King’s Bench Act, R.S.M. 1913, 
ch. 4(’>. By sec. 2 of the Act respecting the Revised Statutes of 
Manitoba, 1913, 4 (îeo. V., ch. 1. the Acts set out in schedule A 
to the Act are repealed to the extent shewn in the schedule. The 
schedule shews that ch. 12 of 7 <V 8 Kdw. VII. is wholly repealed, 
and that all of the former King’s Bench Act is repealed except 
r. 173, which does not affect this question.

By see. 0 of the Act respecting the R.S.M. 1913, the new 
revision shall not be held to operate as new laws, but shall be 
construed and have effect as a consolidation and as declaratory 
of the laws as contained in the Acts so repealed and for which the 
revision is substituted. By sec. 8 of the same Act it is provided 
that if upon any point the provisions of the Revised Statutes of 
Manitoba, 1913, are not in effect the same as those of the repealed 
Acts for which they are substituted, then, as to all transactions, 
matters and things subsequent to the time when the R.S.M. 1913
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take effect, the provisions contained in them shall prevail, hut 
as to transactions, etc., anterior to that time, the provisions of the 
repealed Acts shall prevail. The effect of this is that after the 
R.S.M. 1913 came into force, the words “subject to this Act ” 
appearing in r. 9.72 must be taken as meaning subject to other 
provisions of the King’s Bench Act.

Now r. 934, which is found under the same sub-heading in the 
King's Bench Act, is the original rule conferring discretion as to 
costs, and was taken from O b.">, r. 1. of the English Judicature 
Act. It provides that the co; is of and incident to all proceedings 
in the ( 'ourt shall be in the discretion of the ( 'ourt, but t hat nothing 
contained in the rule should deprive a trustee, mortgagee or other 
person of any right to costs out of a particular estate or fund to 
which he would be entitled according to the rules in Courts of 
equity. Certain other exceptions as to the Judge’s discretion are 
also stated in the rule. We must, it appears to me, now construe 
r. 9.72 along with r. 934, and not as repealing, or being substituted 
for, r. 934. Considering the question of discretion as to costs, 
we find that r. 934 coni erred discretion subject to certain excep
tions, and that r. 972 conferred absolute discretion, subject to the 
other provisions of the Act. In both rules the discretion is 
qualified. It may well be questioned whether there is any differ
ence between the discretion conferred by the one and the absolute 
discretion conferred by the other. If discretion be given which 
is wholly uncontrolled, then it is an absolute discretion although 
the word “absolute” is not used. On the other hand, if the dis
cretion bestowed is termed an absolute discretion, but it is in 
fact subject to something which controls or limits it, then it is. 
in fact, a limited and not an absolute discretion. It appears to 
me that, in so far as the present case and the circumstances 
surrounding it are concerned, there is no further power conferred 
upon the Judge by r. 972, in regard to his disposition of the costs, 
than was previously conferred by r. 934. The discretion to be 
exercised under either of these rules is a judicial discretion It is a 

but there must be materials before the Judge upon 
il exercise a discretion. In Civil Service Co. v. 

General Steam Alav. Co., [1903] 2 K.B. 750, Lord Halsbury said, 
in giving judgment in the Court of Appeal:

No doubt where a judge has exercised his discretion upon certain ma
terials which are before him, it may not lie, and I think it is not. within the

MAN

C. A.

I'prdur, J.A.
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MAN. power of the Court of Appeal to overrule that exercise of discretion.
But the necessary hypothesis of the existence of materials upon which the 
discretion can he exercised must he satisfied. In the present case, so far 

Gibsox as the evidence before me goes, I can see no materials whatsoever upon 
v. which the learned Judge could exercise a discretion at all. The defendants

Snaith. were sued, and rightly according to law resisted the suit, and finally sue-
r |~“*j K reeded. In the judgment of Bigliam. .).. and in the judgment of this Court 

they are right ; and it practically comes to this—that the learned Judge 
has deprived the persons sued of what, priaid facie, is their right to the 
costs of the litigation which has unsuccessfully been brought against them 
because they will not submit to the learned Judge as arbitrator to say what 
should he done. That is not exercising a discretion upon materials properly 
before the Judge; but it is depriving a litigant of rights of which lie is by 
law possessed, upon grounds which it is not competent for the Judge to 
treat as grounds for the exercise of his discretion.
With this the other members of the Court agreed.

In Edmund v. Mar tell, 24 T.L.R. 25, a ease decided in the 
Court of Appeal in 1907, it was held that where the Judge at the 
trial of an action without a jury deprives a successful party of 
costs without having really exercised his judicial discretion 
at all in the matter, as. for instance, where there are no materials 
before him upon which he can exercise his discretion, an appeal 
will lie to the Court of Appeal without leave. The defendant in 
that ease, who was a lessee of a dwelling house, had converted 
part of it into a shop. The Judge, although deciding in the de
fendant’s favour, deprived her of costs, because, in his opinion, 
the defendant should first have approached the landlord upon the 
matter. This was held not to have been an exercise of judicial 
discretion.

1 would also refer to Met 'arthi/ v. Capital and (’aunties Bank, 
[1911J 2 K.B. 1088; Granville v. Birth, 72 L.J.K.B. 152; and 
King v. Gillard, [1905] 2 ('ll. 7. In the last-mentioned case a 
successful defendant hail been deprived of his costs on the ground 
that lie had been guilty of a misrepresentation to the public, but 
not connected with the issue between himself and the plaintiffs. 
It was held that an appeal lay to the Court of Appeal and that 
no material existed for the exercise of the discretion of the Judge 
under (>. 05, r. 1, corresponding to our r. 934.

Levy v. Johnson, 29 T.L.R. 507, is a decision of a single 
Judge. The defence was the ( laming Act, and costs were refused 
to a successful defendant. The case is directly contrary to the 
decision of the Court of Appeal in Granville v. Birth, supra, to 
which the attention of the Judge apparently was not called.
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Tin* English authorities an* dear that tlien* must he material 
before the Judge to justify him in departing from tin* usual 
principle of awarding costs and exercising a discretion in with
holding them from a successful litigant. Much more would 
it he necessary that there should he material before him to enable 
him to award costs against an encumbrancer who, in what is in 
effect a foreclosure suit, promptly disclaims all interest in the land 
and submits to the relief sought. In the* present case, Newton, 
by receiving a general assignment in his capacity of official 
assignee, found himself to be the holder of a mortgage on the 
plaintiff's land. He was guilty of no action to which the slightest 
exception could he taken. When made a party defendant, as 
having some interest in the land, he promptly disclaimed, sub
mitted to the relief claimed, and only asked not to be charged 
with costs. There was nothing which took place before or after 
the institution of the suit which could possibly justify the imposi
tion of costs upon him.

I might mention that the case of Shillinglau' \. Whillier, lit 
Man. L.K. 1411. was decided before the late revision of the statutes, 
and while 7 A: 8 Edw. VIE, eh. 12, was in force. The decision in 
that case does not give any assistance in interpreting the meaning 
of r. 1)52, as the King’s Bench Act now stands. In Malhcson v. 
Kelly, 18 D.L.H. 228, 24 Man. E.H. 095, the point that arises in 
this case was referred to but not decided.

For these reasons, 1 think the appeal should be allowed and 
the judgment varied by striking out the clause ordering Newton 
to pay the plaintiff’s costs up to the filing of his defence. The 
plaintiff must pay the costs of this appeal.

Appeal allowed in part.

RIPLEY v. VELUE et al.
Saskatchewan Supreme Court, Lamont,,/. May 6, 1915.

1. Bills and notes—(§ III A—56)— Surety—Signing conditionally— 
Knowledge of condition it y i*akty discounting—Condition not 
FULFILLED—RELEASE OF SURETY.

Where n person signs a note as surety on condition that it is not to 
be used until a co-surety lias signed it, any person who, having know
ledge of that condition discounts the note without first obtaining the 
signature of the co-surety holds it freed from any liability on the part 
of the surety who did sign it and such surety is released.

[Ellesmere Brewing Co. v. Cooper, [18961 1 Q-B. 75, referred to.)
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Action on a promissory note. Statement
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SASK. Archer, for plaintiff,
s c. A. E. Vwoman, for defendant.

Ru’ii-y Lamont, J.:—The note was for $3,000. and was signed hy 
X ki.i.ik, all the defendants. The defendant N ellie entered no defence.
ïiûmmT î The main defence of the other defendants is: That they signed

the note merely for the accommodation of Yellie, and on con
dition that one Mackenzie, of Regina, should join as co-maker 
with them of the note. That the plaintiff, knowing this, dis
counted the note, although Mackenzie had not signed it.

The facts as disclosed by the evidence are: That Yellie was 
the owner of a brickyard, on which Mackenzie had a first mort
gage. Mackenzie, or his firm, was handling a large quantity of 
the bricks made by Yellie. Yellie got into financial difficulties, 
and his men, not being paid, were on the point of quitting work, 
which would necessitate the shutting down of the brickyard. 
Yellie applied for help to the defendants and to Mackenzie. A 
note was signed by Yellie and the other defendants in this action 
in favour of Mackenzie’s firm, who endorsed it. Yellie took the 
note to the plaintiff to get him to discount it. The plaintiff 
took the note to his solicitor, Archer, who advised against taking 
it. The plaintiff then notified Yellie lie would not take the note, 
but intimated, if a note were* signed in his own favour, he would 
discount it upon certain terms. Yellie called upon the other 
defendants and asked them to sign a new note in favour of the 
plaintiff. They asked Yellie if Mackenzie would sign; Yellie 
told them that Mackenzie would sign it. To one of them, at 
least, he said he was sending the note that evening up to Regina 
for Mackenzie’s signature. On the understanding that Mac
kenzie was to join with them as maker of the note, the defen
dants signed it. No consideration of any kind was given to the 
defendants Taylor, Heinrich and Hanna; that they were signing 
the note for the accommodation of Yellie the plaintiff knew. So 
far as the evidence shews, Yellie did not send the note to Regina 
for Mackenzie’s signature, nor did Mackenzie sign it.

Yellie took the note to the plaintiff. The plaintiff agreed to 
discount it upon certain terms; one of the terms was that Mac
kenzie would release his first mortgage on the brickyard and 
Yellie would give the plaintiff' a first security thereon. Yellie 
agreed. The plaintiff took the note to his solicitor, Archer, and
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gave instructions to have the necessary papers drawn, so as to 
give the plaintiff a first mortgage on the brickyard.

While these papers were being prepared, the defendants 
Taylor. Heinrich and Hanna happened to meet, and one of them 
asked if Mackenzie had signed the note. No one knew; so 
Taylor suggested that the other two go to Archer's office, where 
they knew the note to be, and find out. Heinrich and Hanna 
went. Archer told them that Mackenzie had not signed it. 
They told Archer that, if Mackenzie’s name was not on the 
note, their names were of no use and would have to come off. 
Both these defendants say that Archer then said that if Mac
kenzie did not sign the note, it would not be used. Archer, 
although acting as counsel for the plaintiff, took off his gown 
and went into the witness-box to give evidence on behalf of his 
client.

The practice of counsel going into the witness-box to support 
by his oath the case which he is conducting is one which cannot 
be too strongly condemned.

In giving his evidence, Archer admitted that Heinrich and 
Hanna had come to his office and had inquired if Mackenzie 
had signed the note, and, on learning that he had not, that they 
had asked him not to turn the note over until Mackenzie had 
signed it. but that he had replied that they would have to see 
Yellie or his agent about that. He further says lie did not agree 
not to have the transaction go through unless Mackenzie signed.

The defendants say that, from the time they were in Archer’s 
office, they never heard of the note until December, some five 
months later, after it had matured. When Archer got the securi
ties on the brickyard in shape, lie received from the plaintiff 
a note for $1,047; the plaintiff’s receipt for a debt for some 
$1,100. which Yellie owed him, also receipt for a liquor bill of 
Yellie's of some $23(X). The plaintiff retained a discount of $2300, 
which Yellie had agreed to allow him.

The first question is: Did Archer know that the defendants 
had signed the note on condition that Mackenzie should join 
as maker? Heinrich and Hanna say that, not only did he know, 
but that he expressly agreed not to use it unless Mackenzie 
signed it. Archer denies agreeing to this, but did not deny that 
he knew that the defendants signed it conditionally upon Mac
kenzie’s joining. Their request not to turn the note over until

SASK

s.c

1.aim nit. .T
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Lament, J.

MacKenzie signed would naturally lead Archer to ask why. I 
must, therefore, find that Archer did know, at the time Heinrich 
and Hanna were in his office, that the defendants signed the 
note upon the condition that Mackenzie would also sign it.

At that time the note had not been discounted; certain steps 
had been taken to get a first security on the brickyard, but no 
money had been paid over. On these facts, can the plaintiff 
succeed?

The position of a joint maker of a promissory note, who signs 
merely for the accommodation of his co-maker, is indistinguish
able in principle from the case of a surety under any other docu
ment: Iltnujh v. Kennedy, 3 A.L.R. 114.

The defendants, therefore, although joint makers of the note 
with Vellie, were only sureties for him. They are in the posi
tion of a surety who joins on condition that someone else will 
also join as joint surety. The law is clear that, where the agree
ment for the signature of the co-surety is made with the creditor, 
and he does not obtain such signature, the surety who did sign 
is not liable.

In Ward v. A ational Hank oj Sew Zealand (1883). 8 App. Cas. 
755, Sir Robert Collier, in giving the judgment of the Privy 
Council, at 764, said:—

In Homer v. Cox, 4 Bcv. 370, where the defendant agreed to become a 
surety for Richard Cox in a joint and several bond to be executed by Richard 
Cox and himself and the execution of the bond by Richard Cox was not 
obtained, Lord Langilalc observes: “The surety has a right to say: The 
arrangement was that Richard Cox, as well as myself, should be held bound 
by the bond to the cn litor. That arrangement never was carried into 
effect,” and the deci.- i would obviously have been the same if Richard 
Cox had executed tl bond ami had been afterwards released.

In 15 Unis 189, the1 learned author says:—
Any condii recèdent to the surety’s liability must be fulfilled before 

recourse can he I, id to him. Where, as frequently happens, it is a condition 
precedent that a guarantee shall be executed by certain named persons as 
co-sureties, it is the duty of the creditor to see that it is executed by the 
proper parties.

See also Scandinavian-Amer. National Hank v. Knceland, 12 
D.L.R. 202 (Reversed 16 D.L.R. 565); Ontario Hank v. Gibson, 
3 Man. L.R. 406.

Does the same principle apply where the agreement to obtain 
the co-surety’s signature was not made with the creditor, but 
with the principal debtor? I am of the opinion that it does,
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if knowledge* of the agreement was brought home to the creditor 
before lie made any advances on account of the contract of 
suretyship.

In Ellesmere lire wing Co. v. ('no per, [ 180(5] 1 Q.B. 75, four 
persons executed a bond as sureties for a principal debtor. By 
the terms of the bond the liability of two of them was limited 
to £50 each, and that of the other two to l'25. After the other 
three had executed the bond, one of the two whose liability was 
expressed to be l'50, added after his signature the words, “£25 
only,” thus limiting his liability to £25. The creditor took the 
bond, knowing this had been done, and without making any 
objection. It was held by the Court of Appeal that all the 
sureties were released.

I am, therefore, of opinion that, where a person signs a note 
as surety on condition that it is not to be used until a co-surety 
has signed it, any person who, having knowledge of that con
dition, discounts the note without first obtaining the signature 
of the co-surety, holds it freed from any liability on part of the 
surety who did sign it and such surety is released.

In the cast' at bar, Archer, the plaintiff’s solicitor, had know
ledge of the fact that the defendants signed only upon condi
tion that Mackenzie would also sign. Notice to him was notice 
to the plaintiff.

In liais.’ Laws of England, vol. 1, at p. 215, the author lays 
down the law as follows:—

Where an agent in the course of any transaction in which lie is employed 
on his principal’s behalf, receives notice or acquires knowledge of any fact 
material to such transaction, under such circumstances that it is his duty 
to communicate it to the principal, the principal is taken to have received 
notice of it from the agent at the time when lie should have received it. if 
the agent had performed his duty with due diligence.

The knowledge of the condition upon which the defendants 
signed was material, and should have been communicated to the 
plaintiff. It is, therefore, immaterial whether or not Archer 
agreed to hold the note until MacKenzie signed it, his knowledge 
of the condition upon which the defendants signed it was notice 
to the plaintiff. Under all the circumstances of the ease, i,t is 
difficult to see how the plaintiff could have escaped actual know
ledge of it himself ; this, however, as I hold, is not necessary. 
The defendants signed conditionally; knowledge on the part of 
his agent must be imputed to the plaintiff, and his subsequent

SASK.
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iliscounting of the* note, without seeing to it that the eondition 
was fulfilled, discharges the sureties.

As against Vellie, the plaintiff is entitled to judgment. There 
will, therefore, he judgment for the plaintiff against Vellie, with 
costs, of a default judgment.

As against the defendants Taylor, Heinrich and Hanna, the 
action will he dismissed with costs.

Judgment accordiugh/.

REX v. MAY.

Hritish Columbia Court of Ap/ieal, Macdonald, C.J.A., Irving, Martin, 
(ialliher, and M('Phillips, JJ.A. February 9, 1915.

1. Witnesses (§ III—57)—Crown discrediting its own witness on
criminal thial—Adverse witness—Canada Evidence Act, sec. it. 

It is ground for ordering a new trial that evidence of a statement 
made by a Crown witness to the police and taken down in writing on 
their inquiry into the crime was improperly admitted for the Crown 
on the witness’ failure to identify at the trial as belonging to the accused 
certain clothing which in his statement to the police he had identified 
as such, when there had been no finding by the trial Judge, under sec. 9 
of the Canada Evidence Act, that the witness was adverse, and that 
such statement was read by the Crown counsel to the jury and referred 
to by the trial Judge as being in evidence, although the latter, in his 
charge, advised the jury not to base a finding on the statement so 
admitted.

[Allen v. The King, 18 Can. Cr. Cas. 1. 44 Can. S.C.R. 331, and Ibrahim 
v. The King, [1914) A.C. 616. 63 L.J.P.C. 185. applied; (irccnough v. 
Eccles, 5 C.B.N.S. 7S6; R. v. William Smith (1909), 2 Cr. App. It. 86 
and 106; Price v. Manning, 42Ch.l>. 372. 58 L.J. Ch. 649; R. v. Muir,hill, 
18 D.L.R. 189, 22 Can. Cr. Cas. 354,19 B.C.R. 197; Rice v. Howard, 
16 Q.B.D. 681, 55 L.J.Q.B. 311. referred to.)

2. Trial (§ I H—35)—Criminal case—Comment on failure of accused
to rebut testimony—Canada Evidence Act.

A direction to the jury on a criminal trial that the accused had failed 
to account for a particular occurrence, as to which, by reason of the 
testimony adduced against him, the onus was cast upon him to answer, 
is not a comment upon the failure of the accused to testify, and does not 
contravene sec. 4 of the Canada Evidence Act, R.S.C. 1906, ch. 145.

\R. v. A ho, 8 Can. Cr. Cas. 453, 11 B.C.R. 114, applied.)

Crown ease reserved by Clement, J., in a murder case.
I). S. Tait, for (prisoner).
Maclean, K.C., for the Crown.

Macdonald, C.J.:—The questions submitted are as follows:—
(1) Was there error in law' in the course pursued at the trial 

in reference to the testimony of Joseph May or any part thereof?
(2) Does my charge* to the jury contain any comment on the 

failure of the accused to testify on his own behalf upon his trial?

37^9
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The second question should he answered in the negative. 
Turning to the record of the proceedings to which the learned 

Judge has referred us. and upon which the answer to the first 
question must depend, it will he found that the learned Judge was 
applied to by Crown counsel for permission to examine the witness 
Joseph May as an adverse witness under sec. V of the Canada 
Evidence Act, though called on behalf of the Crown. The learned 
Judge thought that, although there was nothing to lead him to say 
that the witness had proved adverse, yet in order to decide that 
question he might receive the evidence of a previous statement 
alleged to be at variance with an answer the witness had just 
given in the box.

The propriety of that course appears to me to depend upon 
the strict legal construction to be placed on the section in question, 
which is in derogation of the common law. As I read the section, 
it is made a condition precedent to the admission in evidence of a 
previous contradictory statement by the witness that he should, 
in the opinion of the Court, have proved adverse. Coleridge, 
C.J., in Hire v. Howard (lSS(i), lb Q.B.I). 081, ôô L.J.Q.B. 311, 
refused to look at an affidavit which was alleged to contain a 
statement by the witness in that case at variance with his then 
testimony for the purpose of deciding the question of the witness’s 
hostility. On appeal to the Queen’s Bench Division, the judgment 
below was sustained on other grounds, and while the Court de
clined to express a final opinion upon the question now before us 
for decision, Grove, with whom Stevens, J., concurred, never
theless said :—

“With regard to the first point, as to the rejection of evi
dence in not looking at the affidavit in order to ascertain if 
the witness were hostile, the great difficulty seems to be that 
in order to satisfy the Judge of the witness’s hostility counsel 
would have to put in the very evidence which he wanted to 
prove his right to use. Upon this point I entertain con
siderable doubt. It has not been decided whether, when a 
witness does not appear to be hostile, the Judge can look into 
other matters to shew that he is hostile.”
Several other cases were referred to during the argument, but 

in none of them was the precise point now under consideration 
decided.
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It ( I think, be doubted that the question of the wit
ness's hostility is one to be decided in the presiding Judge’s dis
cretion. If he has exercised that discretion, we cannot, sitting as 
a Court of Criminal Appeal, review his finding. Here the learned 
Judge has made it plain that he did not, and as he thought could 
not, from anything which was at the time before him, decide 
whether the witness had proved adverse or not. In other words, 
he made it plain that he had not exercised the discretion vested in 
him, but determined to alleged contradictory statement
before coming to an opinion as to whether the witness had proved 
adverse or not.

If my view be correct, he admitted a writing which, but for 
the statute, would be inadmissible, and which under the statute 
would only be admissible when he had come to the conclusion 
that the witness had proved adverse. I think, therefore, that the 
first question must be answered in the affirmative.

1 then come to consider the application to the circumstances 
of this case of sec. 101!) of the Code. It was contended by counsel 
for the Crown that even if the writing were improperly admitted, 
yet the learned Judge by the following instruction sufficiently 
warned the jury against paying attention thereto:—

“I think you should treat the evidence of that cripple 
(Joseph May) as only proving this fact : that i>. that the 
trousers were the property of the accused. With regard to 
the identification of the shirt, I think Mr. Peters is right in 
saying that his evidence does not tend to prove that the shirt 
is the shirt of the accused. It simply proves that in the box 
before you where he was subject to cross-examination he was 
not prepared to identify the shirt. It was given in evidence— 
properly, I think, under the Code—that upon another occasion 
lie had said that lie did recognize the shirt as being his brother’s, 
but 1 do not think that should lead you to decide the ease 
upon any finding upon his testimony that the shirt was the 
shirt of the accused. There is, of course, other evidence, and 
the weight of that is for you to decide, which goes to sub
stantiate that fact that the shirt which was found there on the 
trail was in fact the shirt of the accused.”
There is nothing in this to warn the jury that the improperly 

admitted evidence must be discarded by them. Naturally the 
learned Judge did not intend so to instruct them, because he told

5
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them that the writing was properly admitted. His warning was 
as to the weight to lie attached to the evidence of Joseph May. 
His instruction did not. in my opinion, go far enough. The jury 
should have been told that the writing was not properly before 
them at all. and was not legal evidence of the facts it purported 
to relate; that they must discard it altogether not that “I do 
not think that” (the writing) “should lead you to decide the case 
upon his testimony that the shirt was the shirt of the accused.”

In the absence of such sufficient warning, it must appear 
highly improbable that the jury was influenced by the writing: 
Ibrahim v. Ileyem, [1914] AX’, bib, 83 L.J.P.C. 185.

I think it highly probable that the jury were greatly influenced 
by the writing in question, and that hence the conviction should 
be set aside and a new trial ordered.

Irving, J.A., dissented.

Martin, J.A.:—Dealing first with the second question re
served, I need only say that 1 agree with my brother McPhillips 
that it should be answered in the negative; it is covered in prin
ciple by II. v. Aha ( 1904), 8 Can. Cr. Cas. 453, 11 B.C.R. 114.

The first question should be answered in the affirmative. 
It raises, clearly, I think, a “question of law” under sec. 1014, 
viz., as to whether or no the learned Judge was entitled to take 
the course he did to decide the question of the witness “proving 
adverse*” under see. 9 of the Canada Evidence Act. I pause here 
to say that I feel there is much to be said in favour of the conten
tion that was pressed upon us that as a matter of fact the learned 
Judge did not find that the witness had “proved adverse,” but 
had allowed the question to drift along without giving a definite 
ruling upon it. If I were forced to come to a decision upon his 
action, it would be in favour of the accused, because, though 
others might take the view that though no definite ruling was 
given yet an adverse one may be gathered from the whole pro
ceedings on the point, nevertheless, to my mind, and with all due 
respect, we ought not to be placed in such an unsatisfactory 
position when a man’s life is at stake, and I should feel it my 
duty to give the accused the benefit of an ambiguous situation; 
no room for uncertainty should have been left in so important a 
matter.

But, assuming that the fact was found, then the evidence the
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learned Judge resorted to in order to “prove" that fact was 
objected to, and if it were not permissible for him to consider 
it, then there was no ground at all for finding the witness to be 
“adverse" to the party who called him, and, as a consequence, 
allowing him to be cross-examined and, in effect, contradicted 
out of his own mouth by that party, since the learned Judge 
stated that he did not so find because of the witness's demeanour, 
ami there was no other evidence. If the learned Judge had reached 
his conclusion upon demeanour as well as upon evidence he even 
wrongly admitted, then there would have I wen no appeal from 
his decision, as there would have been some evidence, at least, 
to ground it on: R. v. Muhnhill (1014), lit B.C.R. 197, 2(Mt, 18 
D.L.R. 189, 22 Can. Cr. ('as. 354; Rice v. Howard (1880). lb 
Q.B.l). 081, 55 L.J.Q.B. 311, 34 W.R. 532; Price v. Manning 
(1889), 42 Ch.D. 372, 58 L.J. Ch. 649.

While I quite agree with what was said in Rice v. Howard, 
10 Q.B.D. 031, about the necessity of the trial Judge being free 
to exercise his discretion in determining these “preliminary or 
interlocutory questions arising during a trial," and that he should 
not be hampered in the exercise of that discretion by requiring 
strict proof of the material upon which lit1 does exercise it, yet 
that language does not apply, as will be seen later, to a ease like 
the present, where the complaint is that there was no material 
at all before him upon which he could or did act. It is not a 
question of strict proof, but of no proof. While all the decisions 
since the statute was first passed in 1854 (those before are not of 
real assistance) are not uniform upon the meaning to be given 
the word “adverse," it having in some cases been apparently 
treated as meaning “unfavourable" or “opposed in interest," 
yet the weight of authority is overwhelmingly in favour of its 
being construed as “shewing a hostile mind," which was the view 
taken in the leading decision on the point by the ( ourt of Common 
Pleas, in banc, in Greenough v. Eccles (1859), 5 C.B.N.S. 780. 
And not only has no Court of higher authority questioned that 
view, but it has been independently adopted (without citing it) 
by the Court of Appeal in Price v. Manning, supra, over-ruling 
Clarke v. Saffery (1824), Ry. & Mood. 120, wherein all the Lords 
Justices agree that the witness must be shewn to lie “hostile” 
before he can be cross-examined by the party calling him, and 
Lord Justice Lopes says, in his judgment, that the Master of the
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Hulls (Lord Kslivr) and Lords Justices Lindley and Bowen also 
took the same view, so the decision is one of great authority, in
cluding all the members of the Court of Appeal.

There is a direct authority against the contention that is put 
forward by the Crown here, and it is to be found in the ruling 
given by Lord Chief Justice Coleridge, in Rice v. Ilmvard, supra, 
lb Q.B.D. 031. at p. 082. where counsel for a defendant, having 
called a witness, Howard, found he was giving evidence in conflict 
with that which he had previously given in an affidavit, and for that 
reason “asked leave to treat Howard as a hostile witness, and in 
order to shew he was hostile asked Lord Coleridge, ( to look 
at” said affidavit, but the learned Judge, "being of opinion that 
there had been nothing in the witness's demeanour, or in the way 
he had given his evidence, to shew that he was hostile, refused to 
look at the affidavit.” A new trial was moved for in the Queen’s 
Bench Division, on the ground that the affidavit should have been 
looked at, but the Court refused it. holding that it had no power 
to review the discretion of the Chief Justice.

It will be observed that this result is precisely in accordance 
with what I have written above, in that the matter had been 
decided by the trial Judge upon evidence before him, viz., the 
demeanour and the way in which the witness had given his evi
dence, and therefore there was no appeal; and in like manner there 
would have been none in this case if the learned Judge below had 
based his decision on that ground. It is further to be noted that 
in the course of the argument of Rice v. Howard, Mr. McCall, 
as amicus curia-, drew the attention of the Court to a prior decision 
of Mr. Justice Field in 1878, in Vestry of St. Leonards, Shoreditch 
v. Stimson, where he adopted the same course as Lord Coleridge 
did, and “refused to look at a letter tendered for the same purpose 
as the affidavit here." And in the report given in the Weekly 
Reporter, 34 W.R. 532, at p. 533, Grove, J., said, with the con
currence of Stephen, J.:

“And Mr. McCall referred us to a case which is almost 
identically this cast1, except that there it was a letter instead 
of an affidavit on which it was proposed to cross-examine a 
witness. There the Judge refused to look at the letter; and 
the Court held that it was a matter entirely within his dis
cretion. Thus we have one express decision and one strong 
dictum. And that is quite sufficient to bind us.”
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The proposition now put forward that the witness can he con
tradicted, as was done at the trial, either by his own inconsistent 
or other statements before he is found to be adverse, t.c., “hostile,'.' 
is, in my opinion, not only contrary to the best authority, but to 
the letter and spirit of the statute, which says that “if the witness 
in the opinion of the Court proves adverse, such party may con
tradict him by other evidence, or, by leave of the Court, may 
prove that the witness made at other times a statement incon
sistent with his present testimony. . .

There is a condition of hostility which must first be established 
before the party is " to the consequences of such proof, 
i.e., the right to contradict or discredit his own witness; this 
result is stated in the statute to be conditional upon the proof, 
but what has been done here is to invoke the consequences to 
prove the condition, which would be something akin to hanging 
an accused to prove a murder; in other words, an inversion of the 
intention of the statute. The matter is clearly put by Williams, 

in Greenough v. K crics, ô C.B.X.S. 78(>, at 805. in what he says 
is the “reasonable and indeed necessary” construction of the 
statute:—

“The section requires the Judge to form an opinion that 
the witness is adverse before the right to contradict or prove 
that he has made inconsistent statements is to be allowed to 
operate.”
Willes, .1.. agreed “entirely” with Williams, ,1., and ( ocklmrn, 

C.J., did not assent.
I am therefore of the opinion, following these three direct 

decisions upon the point, that it was not open to the learned trial 
Judge in the case at bar to have permitted the witness to be con
tradicted in advance by his own statement either to (‘liable the 
Judge to form an opinion upon his hostile mind or for counsel to 
discredit him ; in the circumstances, the failure to prove the 
witness to be adverse prevented his statement (ex. B) being ad
mitted as evidence for any purpose.

In coming to this conclusion I do not wish it to be understood 
that in my opinion the trial Judge is necessarily restricted to the 
demeanour of the witness or the way he gives evidence in deter
mining this preliminary question of hostility. He may be assisted 
to that end by questioning the witness, or allowing him to be 
questioned by counsel. It might be, e.g., that in answer to the

85
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Judge the witness might make such admissions of previous antag- B- 
onistic or revengeful utterances against an opposite party as would o. A. 
establish the existence of a hostile mind; and said utterances 'pFX 
might be proved against him if not admitted. v.

It follows from the foregoing that in my opinion there must ^u
he a new trial, because the statement, ex. B, was “improperly Martin, j. 

admitted” as evidence for any purpose against the accused, and 
it is clear to me that by such admission “some substantial wrong 
or miscarriage was thereby occasioned on the trial." within the 
meaning of sec. 101'J of the Criminal Code. It not only “ma// 
have influenced the verdict of the jury and caused the accused 
substantial wrong,” as the majority of the Supreme Court of 
Canada held to be sufficient to grant a new trial in Allen v. The 
King, 18 Can. Cr. Cas. 1, 44 Can. S.C.R. 331, at 341, 303, but 
it must inevitably have done so in the circumstances before us: 
cf. K. v. Doris (1914), 10 D.L.li. 149,19 B.C.R. 50, at 04, 22 Can.
Cr. Cas. 431. It may be that the- result would have been 
different if the learned Judge, after allowing the statement com
plained of to be “given in evidence,” as he states (at p. 131 of the 
case), and read to the jury, had warned the jury to disregard it, 
not only as pertaining to the red shirt but otherwise, but instead 
of so doing he treated it as being an element in tin* weight of evi
dence before them for certain purposes at least, whereas it was 
not admissible at all.

In the case of a confession wrongly admitted, it was held by 
this Court, in II. v. Songer (1898), 2 Can. Cr. Cas. 501, that even 
a warning is not sufficient, but that the jury should be discharged 
and a new one impanelled; though, according to the late decision 
of the Privy Council in Ibrahim v. Iiegcm, [1914] A.C. tilt), 83 
L.J.P.C. 185, which my brother (ialliher has kindly called my 
attention to, it would appear that this course need not always 
be taken, their Lordships (after pointing out the difference between 
'their duty and that of “a statutory ( ourt of criminal review”) say
ing (83 L.J.P.C., at ]). 194), “the rule can hardly be considered to 
be settled . . . ,” and the result has varied in different
circumstances.

In considering the cases on the point the statutes on which 
they were decided must be closely scanned, because an apparently 
slight change from the language employed in our sec. 1019 may 
have grave results.
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(Ialliheh, J.A.:—The vase reserved for the opinion of this 
Court is:—

(1) Was there error in law in the course pursued at the trial 
in reference to the testimony of Joseph May or in any part thereof?

(2) Does my charge to the jury contain any comment on the 
failure of the accused to testify on his own behalf upon his trial?

When the whole of the Judge’s charge is read as it relates to 
the second point, 1 am quite clear that this question should bé 
answered in the negative.

The error in law complained of in the first question reserved 
is that in the examinât ion-in-chief of Joseph May, a brother of the 
accused, called on behalf of the Crown, the learned trial Judge 
permitted Crown counsel to cross-examine him with regard to a 
previous statement made by him which was in writing, and which 
statement was read to the jury, and also in permitting other wit
nesses to be called to prove such statement.

Section 9 of the Canada Evidence Act, K.S.C. 1900, eh. 14."», 
governs in this case.

That section is as follows:—
“A party producing a witness shall not be allowed to 

impeach his credit by general evidence of bad character, but 
if the witness, in the opinion of the Court, proves adverse, 
such party may contradict him by other evidence, or. by leave 
of the Court, may prove that the witness made at other times 
a statement inconsistent with his present testimony; but 
before such last-mentioned proof can be given the circum
stances of the supposed statement, sufficient to designate the 
particular occasion, shall be mentioned to the witness, and 
he shall be asked whether or not he did make such statement.” 
In the present case we are concerned only with the second 

alternative in that section: "or by leave of the Court may prove 
that the witness made at other times a statement inconsistent, 
with his present testimony.”

Is it a condition precedent that before1 the Court permits this 
course to be taken the witness shall in the opinion of the Court 
prove adverse?

1 think it is, although I confess it is not clear to me why the 
words "by leave of the Court” are placed in this clause.

The principal test as to whether a witness is adverse or not is
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that of demeanour in the box, but there may lie eases, such as 
here, where the witness speaks through an interpreter, and it is 
impossible1 to detect from his demeanour whether he is adverse* 
or not.

This seems to have been the predicament the learned trial 
Judge* found himself in, and he- pe-rmitte-d the- written stateme-nt 
of the- witness to be* put in, the- witness to be* examineel thereon, 
and evidence aeleluceei to preive the- statement before- finding (and 
in fact he- made no spe-e-ifie finding) that the- witness was adverse-.

A pe-rusal eif the- English case-s shews a cemsiele-rable- elive-rgenee 
of eipiniem as to the- method to be- pursue-e! in sue-li a e*ase, but 1 
find none of the-m which goe-s so far as te> uphold the- course? 
pursue-e 1 here.

I elo not go so far as to say that the- Judge- at the- trial may not 
satisfy himself in some way without having the- whole- state-me-nt 
ge> before the- jury that the witness is aelve-rse- he-e-ause- he- has maeie 
a contraelictory statement at another time; in fact, I am of opiniem 
that a witness may be- feninel adverse by re-asem eif his making such 
e-ontraelie-teiry statement, although his ele*me*ane>ur in the- box eleie-s 
not elise-leise* the- fae-t. Heiwever, be that as it may, the- ceiurse 
pursued lie-re-, in my opinion, amounts to a wremgful aelinission 
eif evidence.

This brings us to a consideration eif se-e-. 1019 eif the- Code. 
l)i<l the- admission eif the- evidence- anel the r«*aeling eif the 

whole* statement to the* jury oecasiem a substantial wremg or 
miscarriage of justice?

In the- recent case- of Ibrahim v. Regent, [1914| A.C. 010, 83 
L.J.P.C. 185, Lorel Sumner, delivering the judgnu-nl eif their 
I Aire Is hips of the* Privy Council, says, at p. 194:

“In England, where the- trial Juelge* has warned the- jury 
not to act upon the* objectionable evidence, the* Court of 
Criminal Appeal, under the- similar words eif the Criminal 
Appeal Act. 1907, se*e*. 4, may re-fuse to interfe-re- if it thinks 
that the jury, giving heed to that warning, woulel have re
turned the same verdict. . . . Where the* objectionable 
evidence has been left for the* consideration of the* jury without 
any warning tei elisregarel it, the* Court of Criminal Appeal 
quashes the* convictiem if it thinks that the- jury may have 
been influence-el by it, even though without it the-re was
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evidence sufficient to wnrrzint a conviction : Hex v. Fisher
(1009), 70 LJ.K.B. 187, (19101 1 K.B. 149.”
A nice distinction seems to be drawn here in cases where the 

trial .Judge lias warned the jury not to act upon the objectionable 
evidence, and where the jury are not so warned.

We have, therefore, to consider under which of these two 
classes the case at bar falls.

The learned trial Judge instructed the jury that they were to 
treat the evidence of the cripple (meaning Joseph May) as only 
proving that the trousers were the trousers of the accused, and, 
with regard to the shirt, that what was given in evidence of a 
previous statement that he recognized the shirt as the shirt of the 
accused, should not lead them to decide the case upon any findings 
on Joseph May’s testimony.

The learned trial Judge by this probably intended that the 
jury should have excluded from their minds as evidence the whole 
of the written statement put in in Joseph May's testimony, but 
I think he fell short in that respect by not specifically charging 
the jury to entirely disregard the written statement as proof of 
any material fact in the issue.

I feel all the stronger in this regard by reason of the fact that 
the written statement which counsel for the Crown read to the 
jury in addressing them contains a statement that the accused 
when he came home on the night of the murder laid on no shirt, 
no hat, just underclothes, pants and boots.

That condition would fit in with the fact that what was said 
to be tin* coat, hat and shirt of the accused were found at the 
scene of the murder.

Joseph May was questioned as to whether he had not described 
to the police how the accused was dressed when he returned that 
night, and denied that he had.

As to this condition, there was, as I view it, no sufficient 
warning to the jury to disregard it, and as it was something very 
likely to impress itself on the minds of the jury and to influence 
them, I would answer the question in the affirmative and grant a 
new trial.

McPhillips, J.A.:—The case reserved calls for answers to the 
following questions:—

(1) Was there error in law in the course pursued at the trial 
in reference to the testimony of Joseph May or any part thereof?
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(2) Docs the charge to the jurv contain anv comment on the? B
failure of the accused to testify in his own behalf upon his trial? C. A.

Answering the second question first my opinion is that the 
learned trial Judge did not comment on tfoe failure of the accused 
to testify. Therefore my answer to question two is in the negative: ^1aY‘
Rex v. A ho (l(H)li. K (an. O. (as. V>3. 1! H.C.K. 111. m.im.iiii.h. j.a.

In my opinion, however, question number one must be an
swered in the affirmative.

Firstly, in my opinion the learned trial Judge did not hold 
that the witness Joseph May was a hostile witness to admit of 
the production of extraneous evidence to contradict him. but. if I 
should be in error in this, the admission of the written statement 
to establish hostility was error in law on the part of the learned 
trial Judge. There should have been other evidence upon which 
the learned trial Judge could have proceeded in arriving at the 
conclusion that the witness was adverse; and, no such evidence 
being present, in my opinion there was no exercise of a proper 
judicial discretion and something was done not in accordance 
with the law: Rice v. Howard (1880). hi Q.B.I). (iSl, .Vi L.J.Q.B.
311 ; Price v. Maiming (188b). 12 ("h.l). 372. ">8 L.J.t'h. (C.A.)
(‘>40 ; Wright v. Will cox (18Ô0), 10 L.J.C.P. 333 : Rex v. ( rip pen 
(1911), 80 L.J.K.H. 200, at p. 203.

Secondly, the written statement of the witness Joseph May 
was improperly admitted in evidence. It was inadmissible 
evidence as against the accused, and was used against him.

This is clear, and cannot, in my opinion, be gainsaid (Dibble 
v. The King (1008), 1 Cr. App. It. 155, is high authority) that the 
contents of a previous statement to contradict and to discredit 
a witness arc not evidence against the prisoner; and. in that case, 
there was present that which is absent here the caution to the 
jury against putting any reliance on the statement, as it was not 
evidence against the accused. And, notwithstanding this caution,
Lord A1 verst one, C.J., in giving the judgment of the Court of 
Criminal Appeal (1 Cr. App. H., at p. 157). said:

“The statements of Williams and White were evidence 
against the latter, but not against Dibble, and it is difficult 
to doubt that the jury wen* prejudiced against Dibble by 
that evidence. Even the fair summing up and grave caution 
of the Recorder to the jury could not prevent that from
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B- C happening. . . . The unfortunate admission of Williams’
C. a. and White’s statements, unavoidable as it was, may have
ÏÏrx prejudiced the jury: it was impossible to believe that they had

v. no effect on their minds; it was impossible to discover whether
n1av in their absence the jury would have considered Dibble’s

McPhiiiive. j.a. guilt to ho proved.”
In the reserved case it is stated that counsel for the Crown 

read the statement to the jury, and the learned trial Judge referred 
to the statement in his charge to the jury in the following terms:

“ It ” (referring to the statement) “was given in evidence— 
properly, 1 think, under the Code—that upon another occasion 
lie" (referring to the witness Joseph May) “had stated that 
he did recognize the shirt as being his brother’s, but I don’t 
think that should lead you to decide the ease upon any finding 
upon his testimony that the shirt was the shirt of the accused. 
There is, of course, other evidence, and the weight of that is 
for you to decide, which goes to substantiate that fact that the 
shirt that was found there on the trail was in fact the shirt 
of the accused.”
I'pon the argument the learned counsel for the Crown frankly 

stated that the statement was a “crucial statement,” but con
tended that it was not admitted in evidence, but only used to 
discredit .Joseph May’s story in the box and to contradict him. 
With all deference to the able argument advanced to establish 
this contention—and that no error in law occurred at the trial— 
1 am impelled to say and to hold that the statement was ad
mitted. and improperly admitted, in evidence.

In the consideration of all criminal appeal* undoubtedly 
sec. 1010 of the Criminal Code is to be borne in mind, but in the 
present ease exactly that which is provided against occurred; 
that is, a substantial wrong was done the accused on the trial.

In the result the inadmissible evidence may have influenced 
and prejudiced the jury, bringing about a miscarriage of justice 
which is to be relieved against.

It therefore follows that, in my opinion, the appeal must be 
allowed, the conviction quashed, and a new trial directed for the 
foregoing reasons: Allen v. The King (1011), 18 Can. Cr. Cas. 1, 
44 Can. 8.C.R. 331, at 341.

Xnc trial arriérai.
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LINKE v. CANADIAN ORDER OF FORESTERS.

(hilnrin Nuprnnr Court. I/i/»< Hoir IHrisiun. I'alrtinln ohjc, <*../,l\ .It.. Kiilihll.
I.utchfonl, atul Kell y, ./•/. Frbruniy I A. 1915.

1. I NNIHAXVL (§YIII—425)—lilFK INSUtAXi I ID.USAI. TO FCKMSII
CLAIM PAPERS—INSI KKII INULA|{|* OF FOK SI X I N YEARS—( III Ills 

I’llLSI XIPTIONS.

A condition in a life insurance policy that formal proofs of death 
shall he furnished l»y the henellciary is waived hx the xvritten refusal 
of the insurer to furnish claim papers until tie- court should decide 
that the insured should he presumed to he dead because lie had not 
been heard of for seven yea rs.

2. I.NNl RANVF I 8 VI A—247 )■—I'RKSl'MPTION OF liLATII—I’KOOF OF—Al l.
REASON Alii.L XX All..Mil l LVUILNCF..

A claim for life insurance on the ground that the insured must he 
presumed to he dead because he had not been heard of for seven years 
must he supported by all reasonably available evidence of friends of 
the insured who might lie expected to have heard from him were he

Appeal by the defendants from a judgment of Britton. •!.. 
oil a policy of insurance.

(!. II. Watson, K.C., for the appellants.
E. V. Clement, K.C.. for the respondent, plaintiff.

Falconuridue. C.J.K.B. (at the conclusion of the argument 
for the :—Now. Mr. Clement, there is one branch of
this case, that is. as to the plaintiff not having filed proofs of 
claim, as to which we do not think it necessary to hear you.

The firm of Clement Ac Clement, the plaintiff’s solicitors, 
wrote to the Secretary of the High Court on the 31st August, 
1914, saying that they had been consulted by the plaintiff, the 
wife of Carl Linke, and proceeding as follows : “We understand 
that you have been communicated with, but that you decline to 
recognise the claim made by Mrs. Linke. What she says is that 
she has not heard from her husband since dune 7th. 1907. and 
that he has not been heard from by any one so far as she knows 
from that time. What became of him at that time she is utterly 
unable to say, but, as you are aware, after seven years’ absence, 
unheard of, he is presumed to be dead, and we must ask you, 
therefore, to forward us the usual and necessary papers for 
making a claim under the certificate. The members of your local 
court must be very well aware of all the circumstances connected 
with this case. . .

ONT.

s. c.

Statement

Fali'onliriilge,

D37D
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To that letter the High Secretary replied on the IkI Septem
ber, 1914, stating that the correspondence had been referred to 
the High Chief Hanger at his request, and again on the 8th Sep
tember the stenographer writes that Mr. Stewart, the High Chief 
Hanger, is away from home, “but on his return about the 12th 
instant your letter will receive his attention.”

Then we come to the letter of the High Chief Hanger of the 
17th September, 1914. in which he says: “With further reference 
to your letter of the 31st of August with reference to the insur
ance certificate of Carle Linkc. We have had so many dis
appearance claims that have proved fraudulent that, as a matter 
of general policy, we expect the death to be established to the 
satisfaction of a court of competent jurisdiction. We do not 
obligate ourselves to pay insurance aften seven years’ member
ship or after seven years’ absence. If the Courts decide this 
brother is dead, we will have no alternative but to pay, but, in the 
meantime, we cannot send you any claim papers.”

We are of opinion that that constitutes a clear waiver of the 
tiling of such papers, subject to the question of the authority of 
the High Chief Hanger.

Under some of the insurance cases the local agent and the 
adjuster were held not to be authorised to make the waiver. 
But the duties of the Chief Hanger, as laid down on p. 4(i, sec. 11, 
of the constitution, are as follows: “The Chief Hanger shall pre
side at all meetings of the court, preserve order and decorum,
. . . sign all orders for the payment of moneys, after they
have been voted by the court . . . see that justice is done to 
all parties, and that the by-laws of the court are strictly and 
impartially enforced.”

The authority to see that justice be done to all parties in
cluded authority to make this waiver.

Now that point we have decided; but. Mr. Clement, you have 
heard the contention raised by Mr. Watson as to the other point 
in the case. We think at present that, while, of course, it is im
possible to bring witnesses from Germany, the plaintiff has not 
exhausted the evidence that is obtainable here.

FAiiCONimiiHiE, C.J.K.B. (after hearing counsel for the re
spondent) : We are all of opinion that, without stating that the
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learned trial Judge is wrong, we should have the evidence of 
friends in this country who might reasonably have been expected 
to have heard from tin* insured.

For that purpose we order a new trial at the sittings com
mencing on the 13th April, and we think that, under all the 
circumstances of the case, the costs should he in the cause unless 
the trial Judge should otherwise order. Of course, if the parties 
choose, they may use the evidence already given, instead of 
taking it all tic novo.

•I ml(jn\( nt accordinylii.
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REX v. THOMPSON

nr Court, tint ham. ttiissrll, l.onylry, Drysdiilr ami
Hitrhir, February 13 1015.

N.S

S.C.

1. Intoxk'atino uueoits (§111.1 -01) Tkiai. or oni:\DKit Ausknt DE
FENDANT I’l.KA or ill ll.TY IIV COUNSKI..

As the provisions of the < ïiminal Code, l’art XV (Summary Con
victions), are in terms applicable to prosecutions under the Nova Scotia 
Temperance Act. 1011), counsel may appear before the magistrate and 
plead guilty for the accused without the personal attendance of the 
latter in respeet of an illegal sale of intoxicating liquor in contravention 
of the Act.

|liejt v. Montynuiinj, 102 L.I'.H. 32'», and lirx v. Thom/i'nii, |IO<)0| 2 
lx.lt. (ill. KM) L.T.R. !i70. applied; and see to the same effect A’-1 v. 
Mr Douai •! (1013), II III. I! 71», 21 Can. Cr. Cas. 221» (IMvl |

Defendant was convicted by a Justice of the Peace of an 
offence against the Nova Scotia Temperance Act on a plea of 
guilty entered by his solicitor on his behalf in the absence of 
defendant. A motion at Chambers to set aside the conviction 
on the ground that a magistrate cannot convict upon the con
fession of any person other than the accused himself was referred 
to the full Court by Drysdale, J.

1'.,/. Puton, K.C.. in support of motion.
A. Roberts, K.C., contra.

Graham, K.J., concurred with Ritchie, J.

Lonciley, J.: 1 have not been able to read the authorities
or the statutes, as the rest of my brethren in this case have done, 
but I have felt the difficulty of differing from the majority and 
have waived my opinion. It is desirable that the Court should 
be unanimous in the opinion that without further legislation a

Uraham, E.J

l-onglvy, J
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N S- barrister may now go before a magistrate without his client and 
S.C. plead guilty to a violation of the Nova Scotia Temperance Act, 
Rfx as will hereafter be the case in Nova Scotia.

Thompson. Dhyhdale, .1.: The point involved in this application is as 
— T to the power of a defendant charged with an offence against the 

provisions of the Nova Scotia Temperance Act to plead guilty 
by counsel.

The defendant was charged with a specific offence of sale con
trary to the provisions of said Act. By tin? terms of the Act 
every offence may be prosecuted in the manner directed by part 
15 of the Criminal Code. By sec. 715 of the Code the person 
against whom the complaint is made shall be admitted to make 
his full answer by counsel, solicitor or agent on his behalf. It 
is admitted on this application that the defendant herein engaged 
and instructed counsel to appear for him before the magistrate 
on the day and at the time set for hearing of the charge and to 
plead guilty to the specific charge laid. This was duly done, and 
thereupon the magistrate convicted defendant in respect of the 
offence laid. On such conviction defendant has been imprisoned, 
and he now applies for his liberty under the Liberty of the Sub
ject Act, alleging illegal imprisonment on the ground that he 
could not be convicted under a plea of guilty by counsel.

1 would have thought, apart from authority that where the 
Code makes a special provision enabling a defendant to make 
his full answer by counsel in such a ease that the defendant would 
be bound by the acts of counsel within the scope of his authority. 
No question arises here respecting counsel’s authority, as it is 
admitted counsel was specially retained and instructed to plead 
guilty before the magistrate.

The application came before me at Chambers, and I was 
requested to refer it to the full Court in order that our magis
trates might have an authoritative declaration on the subject, 
it being alleged that, by reason of several decisions cited, doubt 
existed in the minds of the profession on the point. I have been 
without doubt myself in the matter, and 1 am pleased to notice 
the question has been settled in favour of the validity of such a 
conviction by English authority. 1 agree with Mr. Justice 
Ritchie in the opinion he has prepared holding the case of Hex 
v. Montgomery, ex parte Long, 102 L.T.R. 325, conclusive.

The defendant’s application must fail.
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K itch i k, .1. : Thompson was charged with an offence against 
the Nova Scotia Temperance Act. Ile instructed Mr. Matheson, 
K.(\, to appear, and, if certain technical objections did not pre
vail. to plead guilty. Mr. Matheson accordingly appeared for 
Thompson, and. the technical objections being over-ruled, pleaded 
guilty. Upon this plea of guilty a conviction was made and a 
warrant issued thereon, under which Thompson was arrested and 
is now in jail. Mr. Paton, K.C., on his behalf, now moves for 
an order under the Liberty of the Subject Act. I had some doubt 
at the argument, but am glad to find that there is good authority 
for refusing the application, because Thompson is attempting to 
play a trick on the administration of justice by instructing one 
counsel to plead guilty for him, and then instructing other counsel 
to move for his discharge on the ground that the plea of guilty 
could not be legally made in his absence.

Hex v. Montgomery, 102 L.T.lt. 32"), is the authority to which 
I refer. It was the hearing of a summons for driving a motor 
car at a speed exceeding the limit. The defendant appeared by 
his solicitor, who pleaded guilty on his behalf and also to a pre
vious conviction. The Justices, on the application of the in
spector of police, ordered a warrant to compel the defendant to 
appear personally. The warrant was granted improperly, so it 
was held on appeal, because a valid plea of guilty had been made. 
Lord Alverstone, said:—

“It was not necessary for the purpose of obtaining a con
viction or of proving the previous conviction, for the appellant 
had pleaded guilty to both.
Bucknill, ,J., said:

“The justices were bound to proceed on the appearance 
and to convict in this case. That was all they had to do on 
the plea of guilty being made to the offence and to the previous 
conviction.”
Hex v. Thompson, [1909] 2 K.IL (»H. 100 L.T.lt. 970. is also 

in point.
It was suggested that Hex v. Montgomery. 102 L.T.lt. 32">, 

might be distinguished because the defendant wrote a letter 
admitting his guilt, but that had nothing to do with the ground 
of the decision. It was held that the defendant could be properly 
convicted because he had, by his counsel, pleaded guilty, and,

N.S.

s. v.
Rex

Thompson

Uitrhip, J.
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N.S. this living so, thvrv was no necessity for the personal presence
8.C. of the defendant. I cannot distinguish between that ease and

Rex
this ease, and I hold the conviction good for the same reason, 
namely, the plea of guilty made by counsel upon the instructions

Thom pnon. of the defendant. I might deal with the question more fully,
Ritchie. J. but, in view of the high authority which 1 have quoted, it does 

not seem necessary to do so. The attempt to trick the magis
trate must fail and the application be refused.

A pplication refused.

N. S. McDonald v. gallagher.

S. C. A’owj Scotia Supreme Court. Toirnshrml, C.J., (Ira ha in, A'../., and Russell 
and Langley, .1,1. January 12. 1915.

1. Du ds (§ II C-.‘10)—Construction of—Descriptions—Bovndarif.8— 
Road reservation.

Where the descriptions in the plaintiff's chain of deeds prior to the 
defendant's title from the common grantor clearly pointed to a road 
reservation 50feet in width as a boundary, such may lie shown to he the 
true boundary rather than another and intermediate road reserve 
not corresponding to same in width although in one of the deeds in the 
plaintiff's chain of title the two road allowances were erroneously 
treated as identical, particularly where neither of them were in actual 
use as roads.

Statement Appeal from a judgment of Drvsdale, .1.

(i, A. Holdings for appellant.
II. Mellish, K.( ’.. and Hugh Ross, K.C., for respondent.

Graham. E..I.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by

Graham, K.J.: I rely on the findings of fact made by the 
learned trial Judge, in which 1 entirely concur.

It appears that, under the Probate Act, three commissioners 
appointed by the Court of Probate partitioned on May 7, 1S78, 
a property near Sydney, known as the ( Jibbons-Ingoville property. 
It was an oblong block of land running east and west. They 
made two allotments, numbers 10 and 11. Allotment 11 they 
divided into six large lots, three in each tier. One tier is shewn 
to the east of a road labelled on the plan “ Road 50 ft. wide.” 
It is depicted as running north and south from the Lingan Hoad, 
which runs north-east and south-west at an angle of 45 degrees 
about. The other tier is shewn to the west of this road 50 ft. 
wide. Now. this road was clearly to be a road for the common
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use* of these lots when they came to lie built upon. On the 
west the lots are numbered from north to south, 1, 2 and 3, 
and on the east of the road, 4, 5 and (i. That 50 ft. reserved 
for a road and its name constitute an important point in this 
case. The other tier of lots had at the western end an actual 
road, the Sydney and Low Point road, now known as Victoria 
Road, which served also for the lots in allotment 10. and the 
eastern tier would require a road also.

This is called in the deeds in the defendant's own deed, for 
instance—“a road reserved through the Gibbons property." In 
another deed, “road reserved 50 ft. wide," in the plaintiff's chain 
of deeds. But, in either case, with one exception, which 1 shall 
mention presently, the title deeds of the- parties point unmis
takably to this road reserved on this plan by the commissioners, 
and it is an apt description.

The exception is this: One of the deeds in the defendant’s 
chain has an added expression. By bad luck there happened 
to be further to the west of this reserved road 50 ft. wide, an old 
reservation, where the old original grants wore made, a reserva
tion three chains in width. Like the present 50 ft. reservation, 
it only existed on paper, never on the ground, and is not used 
as a road. The two things give rise to a ftilm tlimoiislrnlio. The 
deed from the Gibbons to Morrison couve vs lots 1, 5 and 0 sold 
by reference to the plan filed in the Court of Probate. But 
when Morrison, on January 4, 1890, conveyed to Moseley lot 1 
and northern half of 5, a deed to which 1 have already referred, 
this is the description that was used :

All that lot of land situate near the Whitney pier in Sydnex comprising 
part of tin- ( libbons-lngoville estate so called, on the eastern side of Sydiu > 
harbour being on the eastern side of the road reservation known as the 
('ornishtown reservation which constitutes the boundary between lots I. 
awarded to Susan (libbons. 2 awarded Napoleon Ciblions, which lie to the 
westward of said reservation, and lot -I. awarded Julian Ciblions, and lot 5 
awarded Franklin P. ( libbons, which lie to the eastward of said reservation, 
the land herein described commences on the eastern side of said reservation 
at the northwest corner of lot number 4 aforesaid, awarded Julian Cibbor..-. 
thertce easterly by the northern boundary line of said lot number -I, ii 
chains more or less, to the eastern rear line of the said Cibhons-lngovillc 
lands, thence southerly at right angles by the said eastern rear line s \ 
chains 50 links, thence westerly parallel to the said northern line of sai ! 
Gibbons-Ingoville lands and the lot awarded Julian Ciblions aforesaid. .'Hi 
chains to the eastern side of tl e said road reservation and thence northerly 
by the same (i chains and a half to the place of beginning, being lot numhci

N. S.

S.C.

Mrl>o\".\l.0

(•Al.I.AOIIKB 

Graham. E.J.
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I and tin* northern half of lot number ."> of allotment II and awarded re
spectively to Julian and I rank Gibbons on the division of the ( iibbons- 
Ingoville estate.

McDonald Later, in June, 18%. Moseley acquired, from some of the 
Gallagher, (iihbons heirs, lots numbers 1 and 3. Moseley later made a 
OR,—E,j. subdivision into smaller lots on a plan prepared by an engineer, 

one Morrison, and this plan is in evidence.
That description, Morrison to Moseley, is easily followed on 

the commissioners’ plan, but tin* interpolation, “known as the 
(’ornishtown reservation,” is at variance with it, as we shall see.

Later, in 1907, ex. M.F., the Moseley heirs conveyed to Emma 
Taylor, lots 1 and 3, by reference to the commissioners’ plan. 
The description of 1 runs:

To a road reserved 50 feet wide which leads in a northerly direction 
from the bingan Road thence in a southerly direction along the western 
side of said 50 foot road 4 chains, etc.

And in describing lot number 3:
To the west side of a road reserved fit) feet wide leading in a northerly 

direction from the bingan Road; thence southerly along the west side of 
said road. etc.

Further, on July 13. 1911, when the Moseley heirs conveyed 
to the defendant Gallagher his land, this is the description used:

All that lot of land situate on the western side of bingan Road at or 
near Sydney, hounded as follows: beginning at a point on the north west 
side of the bingan Road where the boundary line of the property of the lat • 
K. T. Mosely and the Dominion Coal Company intersects said road, thence 
north 77 degrees 35 minutes west 1120 feet more or less to the eastern side 
of a road reserved through the Gibbons property; thence south 12 degrees 
35 minutes west along the eastern side of said road reserved 4211 feet to lands 
owned by J. A. Gillies; then south 77 degrees 35 minutes east 700 feet more 
or less to the north western side of bingan Road and thence easterly along 
the northwestern side of the bingan Road 000 feet more or less to the place 
of beginning, the above described land being a portion of a certain lot of 
land in the Gibbons subdivision number 4 allotted to Julian Gibbons and 
tin1 northern half of a certain portion number 5 allotted to Frank Gibb ms 
situated between the bingan Road and fifty foot roa I reserved through 
the Gibbons property according to plan date 1 May. IS7S.

I pause to emphasize the recurring words, “road reserved 
through the Gibbons property,” as more suited to the ">() ft. strip. 
In that chain of title no description uses those interpolated words 
except in the one case I have referred to.

Then, in the description of one of the deeds of the plaintilT. 
who acquired from some of the Moseleys part of lot number 1
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of the minniHsioners' plan, rvpn~intt‘il as on the west sit le of 
the .->() ft. reserve, the following words apjM-ar:

To a road rcscrvi' 50 lect wide; t lirixc in a southerly divert ion along 
the western side of the road reserve 117 feet 0 inches. He.

Now. I am of opinion that when it is established that there 
are two reservations, not one merely, and that they are not 
identical, as the deed Morrison to Moseley contemplates, error 
in that description is shown, and the false description must he 
rejected, because the other portions are all in favour of the 50 ft. 
reserve. And the learned Judge has decided the facts in favour 
of the 50 ft. strip rather than the Cornishtown reservation.

Moseley was the common owner of both titles, and he (or, 
rather, his heirs) first 11007) conveyed to Kninia Taylor. Kmma 
Taylor, in 1008, conveyed to Herbert and (iertrude Moseley, 
and these Moseleys conveyed, November. 1010. to the plaintiff. 
Thus the plaintiff has the earlier title. The defendant got his 
deed from some of the Moseleys July 15, 1011.

Whatever may be said about the deed Morrison to Moseley, 
with the interpolation, it is quite clear, 1 think, that 1 lie descrip
tions in the plaintiff’s chain of deeds clearly point to the reserve 
50 ft. wide, and carried the description that far to the eastward 
and across the Cornish reservation before the defendant got his

Take these words in the description of lot number 5 in tin* 
deed M. F. to Kmma Taylor, "Beginning on the east side,” etc. 
And we have the obtuse angle formed by the junction of the 
Lingan road with the 50 ft. reserve* given by courses and dis
tances, and these corre? ' with that junction on the ground. 
The Cornishtown reserve does not hi at all. It does not join 
the Lingan road on the (iibhons lots. Someone suggested that 
the Lingan road may have been changed,but there is no trust
worthy evidence to that effect, and the presumptions are against 
it. The Cornishtown reserve was 5 chains wide, but the de
fendant’s surveyors have to reduce it to 1 chain. Midgel y, the 
plaintiff’s engineer, says that the point “<)” on his plan, at the 
intersection of the Lingan road with the car line property, corre
sponds to point “A” on the commissioners’ plan.

Then there are houses and fences along part of the 50 ft. 
reserve, and it is used as a road. The defendant himself fenced

N. S.

s.e
McDonald

( i AI I .Mill KB. 

Graham, E.J.
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Riddell. J.

along that as the road. The Acton House, on lot 14 of the 
Morrison plan, is on this reserve 50 ft. wide just off the Lingan 
road.

In my opinion, the judgment appealed from is correct, and 
the appeal should he dismissed with costs.

A inteal (I is missed with costs.

McMullen v. wetlaufer.
Ontario Nuyreiiie Court, Appellate llirixion. Faleonbrùlye. C.J.K.H. 

Ifiddell. La tch ford, and Kelly, ./.A. February III. Ill If).
1. M XI I< Mil N VHOKKlTTlOX I § 11—5)—HEASONAHI.K AND 1‘KOUABI.K l .U SK

—Dkh.xik—Essknti ai.k.
There nre four essentials to the defence of reasonable and probable 

cause in mi action for malivimis prisccutiou. namely : 111 an honest 
lielief in the guilt of I lie accused; 121 this belief being based on an 
honest conviction of the existence of tin- circumstances which led the 
accuser to that conclusion; (21 ) this belief based on reasonable grounds, 

such as would lead any fairly cautious man in the defendant's 
situation so to believe; ami (4) the circumstance-, so believed and re
lied on such as amount to reasonable ground for lielief in the guilt of 
tlm accused.

[ MeM alien v. Wetlaufer. .'12 O.L.li. 17H. alii lined ; llieks v. Faulkner, 
4<i L.T.K. 127. applied.]

2. M xi.ictoi s i'roskcvtion ( g II—5)—Rkasonablk and pbohaiii.k ( ai si;
—Auxin: ok cot xski.—Complainant not bki.ikvixu in <u ilt ok

The advice of counsel, after disclosure of all facts, is cogent evid
ence of the existence of reasonable and probable cause; but. if the com
plainant does not believe in the guilt of the accused, there is no rea
sonable and probable cause for him.

| Connors v. Keid. 2.1 O.L.U. 44. followed.]

Appeal by the plaintiff front the judgment of Middleton. .1. 
II. II. Dewart, K.C., and If. T. Harding, for the appellant. 
T. X. Phelan, for the defendant, respondent.

Riddell, J. :—This is an appeal from the judgment at the 
trial of Middleton, J. The facts are stated in some detail in the 
reasons for judgment.

Upon the hearing, counsel consented that we should ask the 
learned trial Judge for his finding in respect of the belief of 
the defendant at the time of laying the information, etc. ; and we 
have done so. Mr. Justice Middleton informs us that he con
sidered that the defendant believed in the guilt of the plaintiff, 
but not on sufficient grounds.
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In my view we arc not called upon to pass upon the ques
tion, “If the facts are placed fully and fairly before experi
enced counsel or even the County Crown Attorney, and a pro
secution is advised, docs this constitute reasonable and pro
bable cause?” As at present advised, 1 am not able to assent to 
an answer in the affirmative to that question, at least if the 
complainant does not himself believe in the guilt of the accused. 
The advice of counsel, after disclosure of all facts, is cogent 
evidence of the existence of reasonable and probable cause; but, 
if the complainant does not believe in the guilt of the accused, 
there is no reasonable and probable cause for him: ('onmil’s v. 
Reid, 25 O.L.R. 44. This is implied in the terminology to be 
found everywhere in cases and text-books: 1 hat the prosecution 
must be bond fide. A prosecution must necessarily be maid fide 
which is conducted by a prosecutor who docs not believe in the 
truth of the charge he makes.

Here, however, the defendant believed that the plaintiff was 
guilty; and, if he had reasonable grounds for such belief, he is 
excused.

The facts are not very numerous or complicated: 1 propose 
to exclude everything but what bears on the present question. 
The defendant came into possession of certain letters. His 
solicitor recommended that the letters should be submitted to a 
well-known expert on handwriting for report as to whether they 
were the production of either of two women suspected. The 
report was in the negative, and the matter dropped. After
wards a subpoena, with admitted handwriting of the plaintiff, 
came into the solicitor’s possession; and the expert was confident 
that the letters were written by the same hand. The plaintiff 
denied this on oath, and another expert was consulted, who 
agreed with the first. Thereupon the solicitor advised that the 
matter should be laid before the Crown Attorney. This was 
done. The first expert attended before Mr. Corley, and that 
very efficient Crown office)* was convinced by the expert’s reason
ing that the handwritings were identical.

We are pressed with the language of Lord Denman, C.J., in 
Clements v. Olirly (1847), 2 C. & K. G8G, at p. 689: ‘‘In my 
opinion, similarity of writing is not enough to constitute pro-
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bablc cause for charging a person with forgery without evid
ence of other circumstances, and parties cannot create probable 
cause by referring to others, whether they be the most practised 
attorneys or the most experienced counsel.” The defendant in 
that case had “deposed that he believed that the direction in 
the corner of the bill was in the plaintiff’s handwriting” (p. 
687) ; and, so far as appears, there was nothing else to connect 
the plaintiff in any way.

It is to be observed, first, that the Chief Justice was not 
laying down any opinion as to the law (proper). “What is 
reasonable and probable cause in an action of malicious prose
cution . . . is to be determined by the Judge. In what other 
sense it is properly called a question of law I am at a loss to 
understandLord Chelmsford in Lisin- Perryman ( 1870), 
L.K. 4 ILL. 521, at p. 535. “The existence of ‘reasonable and 
probable cause’ is an inference of fact:” Lord Wvstbury in 
the same case, at ]>. 538. We are, therefore, not at all bound 
by Lord Denman’s opinion.

Again, it must be remembered that Lord Denman was one 
of the school of «Iudges who withstood the admission of evid
ence of this character. A very careful and comprehensive his
tory of the course of decision will be found in Dr. Wigmorc’s 
exceedingly valuable work on Evidence, paras. 1991 sqq.

In I)oc dan. Mmhl v. Suckcrmorc (1836), 5 A. & E. 703, 
749, however, some remarks of Lord Denman’s arc to be found 
as follows : “If the proved document and the controverted are 
both in Court, and the witness speaks to their resemblance or 
difference from immediate observation, he seems to perform a 
task for the jury which every one of them, even though illiter
ate, might as well “ for himself. But, if he is a person 
of some skill (however low in degree, and however generally 
shared with him), he does what possibly the jury may be incom
petent to do.”

Moreover, the learned Chief Justice speaks only of “simi
larity of handwriting.” Fifty years ago, thousands of pupils 
in Upper Canada were taught the Spencerian system of pen
manship ; the consequence was that of the pupils of the same 
teacher each of the “good writers” wrote a hand closely.re-
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scmbling that of all thv others; while each of the “bad writers" 
enjoyed his own idiosyneratie cacography. Hundreds wrote 
a similar hand, and it is plain that “similarity of handwriting" 
to that of one of these would not he “enough to constitute pro
bable cause for charging a person with forgery without evidence 
of other circumstances." The Chief Justice says no more than 
this.

If the meaning of the language used in Clements v. Ohrly 
be more than what 1 have indicated, and Lord Denman intended 
to lay down a rule of law, he should not be followed. We can
not abjure our common sense at the bidding of any person, 
however eminent and able, judge or not, English or otherwise.

While mere similarity of handwriting may in many cases 
bo no reasonable cause, the opinion of experts that the hand
writings are not merely similar but identical is or may be of 
very great value, and furnish most reasonable and probable 
cause. Just as mere similarity of feature, etc., may not be much 
or any evidence of identity, such a similarity as convinces a 
competent observer of the identity is most cogent. Many a 
man has been convicted, and rightly convicted, of forgery on 
just such evidence—and indeed on less evidence than is to b< 
found in this case. Had the criminal jury found the plaintiff 
guilty of forgery, no appellate tribunal would have thought of 
setting aside the verdict.

It may not be amiss to add that more than one member of 
this Court would, in the absence of the jury 's verdict, have no 
hesitation in holding that the documents wore by the same hand.

In that state of facts, how can it be fairly said that there 
were not reasonable and probable grounds for the honest belief 
of the defendant ? With great respect, I think that the learned 
trial Judge sets too high a standard for this defendant, and that 
it should be found that the belief of the defendant was upon 
reasonable and probable grounds.

1 am not losing sight of the contention that the defendant 
should have made further inquiry. In Lister v. Perryman, L.R. 
4 ILL. 521, there was a contention that further inquiry should

ONT.

s. v.
Me Mi l i.k.n 

Wktlavfkr.

Riddell, J.
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have been made. No doubt, in that case it was reasonable that 
further inquiry should have been made, but the very sensible 
view ” of Mr. Baron Bramwcll was adopted, i.c., “it would have 
been a very reasonable thing ... to have done so, but it does 
not therefore follow that it was not reasonable not to have 
done so” (p. 533.)

It is very often taken for granted, and oftener argued, that, 
when a certain course of conduct is admitted or proved to be 
reasonable, the must be unreasonable. Of course that
is not so; the real test is rather negative than positive; and, if 
one avoids all that to be reasonable a man should avoid, he ean- 
not be charged with unreasonable conduct.

One generally goes to his office by a certain route—a wholly 
reasonable route—but on a particular day for no assignable 
reason, for some mere whim or caprice or from some petty acci
dent, he goes by another route, lie cannot, therefore, be said 
to act unreasonably, and, if an accident happen, he could not 
be met, for that reason only, with the defence of contributory 
negligence.

Sufficient evidence to satisfy a reasonable man being avail
able and at hand, there is, speaking generally, no need to make 
further inquiry. Of course if there is a belief or perhaps even 
suspicion that inquiry will displace the evidence already found, 
it would or might be different. That would in itself go to bom 
fuies. Nothing of the kind is to be found in the present case.

Here then, in my view, we have the four essentials in such a 
a defence as laid down by Hawkins, J., in Hicks v. Faulkner 
(1882), 40 L.T.R. 127, at p. 129: (1) an honest belief in the 
guilt of the accused; (2) this belief being based on an honest 
conviction of the existence of the circumstances which led the 
accuser to that conclusion ; (3) this belief based on reasonable 
grounds, i.c., such as would lead any fairly cautious man in 
the defendant’s situation so to believe; and (4) the circum
stances so believed and relied on such as amount to reasonable 
ground for belief in the guilt of the accused.

It must not be forgotten that it is not knowledge that is re
quired, but belief. We know when we (1) believe (2) on rea-

5317
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sonablc grounds (3) what is in fact true. The third element is 
or may be wanting, and yet the kind of belief required for this 
defence exist.

1 think the appeal should be dismissed with costs.

ONT.

8. C.

MoMn i i n

Wetlaii 1 It.

Falcoxuridgi:, C.J.K.B., concurred. Fair, ni lu il..

Latch ford and Kelly, JJ., agreed in the result. Latcliford. .1.

Appeal dismissed with easts.

FOSS v. STERLING LOAN. SASK.

Saskatchewan Supreme Court, El wood, ./. A/iril 10, 1915. S.C.
1. Kxkcvtion ($ I 11) Lands F.qi tiaiu.k ivm-iu ms mu iiovnd my

KXKVUTIOX - VmiI <IISTi:Hl.li IN I I"III - 1" Of l'l'l« IIA.-Mt I.ANIf ’IT I I.» -
Act (Sask.) 1912-13, oh. Hi. hk.c. 17.

An execution against lands does not by re:is in of sub-sec. 1 2 1 of sec.
1 Is of 11n' Lund Titles Act. Sask.. as amended by Saskatchewan Si atules 
1912-13, eh.Hi. see. 17, bind equitable interests any more than equitable 
interests could have been bound prior to the passing of that amend
ment; and an unregistered interest of the purchaser under a contract 
of purchase from the registered owner under which the bulk of the 
purchase money remained unpaid is not bound by the execution.

[C.l’.lt. ('<>. v. Sihi r. 3 SI. lb 102. followed ; 11 rp/irrson v. Trim slum- 
hit/, 9 D.L.lb 720, |1913| AC. 145, distinguished.!

2. J('DUMENT (§ V 1 A 255 Kxi ( VTION Mil DITult C.WCAT HY Will N
allowed—Land Titi.i s Act (Sask. . sic. 125.

Sec. 125 of the Land Titles Act, Sask.. which provides for lodging a 
caveat by an execution creditor, applies only where the interest of the 
execution debtor in the land is such as could be seized and sold by the 
sheriff under the execution were it not that the title is registered in a 
name other than that of the execution debtor.

[(iaar-Scolt v. (Hyuere, 12 W.L.Ib 245. considered.!
3. JVOGMKNT (§ VI A 255) KxKCI TION ( IIKDITOH PlIlH KDl IM. lu HIAI.IZK

l MtfCISTflUD 1XTKHKST Of DKItTOU S.XSK. KVI.KK 330-311.
The procedure to be followed by an execution creditor to realize 

against the unregistered interest of his debtor as a purchaser of lands 
under contract is an application under Sask. rules 330-341 and not by 
the filing of a caveat in support of the execution.

Action by execution creditor to realize against 1 ho debtor’s 
unregistered interest in land.

Statement

Hon. IV. F. A. Turgeon, K.C., for plaintiff.
J. A. Allan, K.(\, for defendant.
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Klwood, .1,: On April 5. 1612, by an agreement in writing, 
one I'*rank W. Downing agrml to soil to \\. (1. Wilmoth the 
n.w. quarter of section 25, township 8, range 8, west of the 
2nd meridian, and the n.o. quarter of section 26, in the 
same township and range, for the sum of 86,600, on the terms 
therein mentioned. On March 12, 1913, the said Downing 
assigned to th<- defendant the land mentioned in the aforesaid 
agreement, together with the said agreement and all moneys 
accruing due thereunder, subject to a prior assignment to the 
City Investment Co. as security for an advance of 81,500. The 
evidence does not shew when the defendant became the registered 
owner of the above lands, but the statement of claim alleges that 
the defendant was, at the time of the issue of the executions 
hereinafter referred to, and the registering of the caveat herein
after referred to, the registered owner of the said lots, and I assume 
that the defendant became so registered between the assignment 
to it above referred to and the date of the executions hereinafter 
referred to. On or about July II. 1016, the plaintiff recovered 
judgment in the District Court of the judicial district of ltegina 
against said Wilmoth for the sum of 8233.16, which judgment is 
still in force and unsatisfied. On or shortly after said July II, 
1913, the plaintiff caused writs of execution against the goods 
and lands of the said Wilmoth to issue upon the said judgment 
directed to the sheriff of the judicial district of Canning!on, 
within whose bailiwick the said lands are situated, which said 
writs were delivered to the said sheriff on or about September 17, 
1913; and on or about said September 17 the sheriff delivered or 
transmitted to the registrar of the ( annington land registration 
district a copy of the said writ of execution against lands. Said 
executions are still in force. On or about September 21, 1913, 
the plaintiff caused to be registered in the office of the registrar 
of said land registration district against the title to the whole of 
said lands a caveat under the plaintiff’s said writs of execution, 
which said caveat has continued to be ever since and is still regis
tered against the title to said lands. On or about April 3, 191 I. 
the said Wilmoth was largely indebted to the defendant under the 
agreement entered into between the said Downing and the said 
Wilmoth, and the defendant was pressing the said Wilmoth for 
payment of same. The said Wilmoth could not pay this money ; 
he had no horses or machinery or seed, and could not farm the
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lanil; anil it was therefore agreed hvlween the said Wilmoth and 
tin* defendant that the said Wilmoth should execute to thv de- 
ftMidaiit a quit claim deed of the said W ilmoth’s interest in said 
land. Wilmoth accordingly, on April 3, IV1 I. executed to the 
defendant a quit claim deed of the interest of the said Wilmoth in 
the said land. At the time of the execution of this quit claim 
deed the defendant credited to the said W ilmoth the sum of S|.V> 
on account of the purchase price of another quarter section which 
the defendant at the same time sold to the said Wilmoth. This 
land was sold at £1,281), and the contract was made to the wife of 
the said Wilmoth. The land in question cost SOOO, and as it was 
practically prairie land and did not require to he worked, the de
fendant company thought Wilmoth or his wife might he aide to 
trade it off to somel oily else, as W ilniotli was a real estate dealer, 
and in this way the defendant would probably get its money out 
of the land. I accept the evidence of Mr. Tasker as to the reason 
this $ 155 was credited, and I find as a matter of fact that it was 
not credited for the purpose of repaying to Wilmoth any interest 
or equity that he had in the land, hut was solely on account of the 
fact that the land required to he worke I. that Wilmoth was unable 
to work it, and that, in order to induce Wilmoth to execute a 
quit claim deed and to deliver up possession to the defendant, 
the defendant agreed to credit him with this 8lof», hut that it was 
not at all because the defendant thought that Wilmoth’s equity 
in the land was worth anything; in fact. I find that at the time of 
the quit claim deed to the defendant the land was not worth as 
mui'h as defendant's claim against the land, and that Wilmoth’s 
equity was not worth anything. I also find as a fact that at tIn
time of this quit claim deed the defendant had no notice of 
either the plaintiff's execution or the | laintiff’s caveat. On April 
Hi, IVI 1, the defendant entered into an agreement to sell said land 
to Thomas and David Crumley for the sum of .88,000, although 
the consideration was expressed to he 88,001. On or about May 
I I, IVI I, the defendant, who about that time first learned of the 
plaintiff’s caveat, caused the registrar to forward a notice under 
sec. 130 of the Land Titles Act to the plaintiff notifying the 
plaintiff that his caveat would lapse unless an order for continu
ance of the caveat should he filed. Subsequent proceedings wen- 
taken, and this action was commenced on July I ">, IVI I. In this 
action the plaintiff claims from the defendant (1) payment of the
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amount of the plaintiff’s said judgment, with interest and costs; 
(2) a declaration and order of this honourable Court that the 
plaintiff's caveat is properly registered against the title to the said 
lands, and constitutes and has constituted since the date of the 
registration thereof a valid charge against the whole of the said 
lands; (3) equitable execution and the appointment of a receiver; 
(4) at the plaintiff's option an order for the sale of the said lands 
and the application of the proceeds in payment of the plaintiff's 
said execution and costs.

In C.P.R. C<>. v. Silzer, 3 S.L.R. 102, my brother Lamont held 
that an execution against lands does not bind an equitable interest 
in lands such as Wilmoth had in the lands in question; and 1 
concur in that conclusion. This case was decided before the 
amendment to sub-sec. 2 of sec. I IS of the Laud Titles Act.

McPherson v. Tc mi shaming Lumber Co.. Ltd., 0 D.L.R. 720, 
referred to by counsel for the plaintiff, decided that a licensee 
under the Crown Timber Act of Ontario has an interest in land 
which is liable to seizure under the Ontario Execution Act. which 
provides that any estate, right, title or interest in land shall be 
liable to seizure and sale under execution in the same manner and 
on the same conditions as land.

Wallace v. Smart, 1 D.L.R. 70. was decided under the Judg
ments Act of Manitoba, in which the expression “land" is inter
preted to cover all interests, whether legal or equitable.

Both of those cases, therefore, were decided under statutes 
quite different from ours, and do not appear to me to assist the 
plaintiff, nor does the cast* of Rogers Lumber Co. v. Smith, 11 
D.L.R. 172, affect the question.

It was argued, however, on behalf of the plaintiff, that by 
virtue of sec. 17 of eh. 16 of the Statutes of Saskatchewan, 1912-13, 
which repeals sub-sec. (2) of sec. 118 of the Land Titles Act, and 
substitutes therefor the section hereinafter set out, the effect is 
produced of binding « " interests in land. The above sub
section substituted for sub-sec. (2) is as follows:—

(2) Such writ shall bind and form a lien and charge on all the lands of 
the execution debtor situate within the judicial district of the sheriff who 
delivers or transmits such copy as fully and effectually to all intents and 
purposes as though the said lands were charged in writing by the execution 
debtor under his hand and seal from, and only from, the time of the receipt 
of a certified copy of the said writ by the registrar for the registration 
district in which such land is situated.

0267
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It was contended that the interpretation to he given to the 
word “lands" above is the same as that given to the word “land" 
in the interpretation clauses of the Land Titles Act (eh. 11. H.S.S.), 
“Land" is there interpreted to mean
lands, messuages, tenements and hereditaments, corporeal and incorporeal, 
of every nature and description, and every estate or interest therein, and 
whether such estate or interest is legal or equitable, together with all 
paths, passages, ways, watercourses, liberties, privileges, easements, 
mines, minerals, etc.

I cannot bring myself to the conclusion that because the word 
“land” is given it certain meaning, therefore “lands" must also 
be taken to have the same meaning. To give “lands" the same 
meaning as “land," and to follow that principle out in every 
case, would lead to very absurd results. Lor instance: in tIn- 
Workmen’s Compensation Act the word “factory" L stated to 
mean a building, workshop or place where machinery driven by 
steam, water or other mechanical power is used, and to include 
mills where manufactures of wood, Hour, meal, pulp or other 
substances are being carried on. also smelters where metals are 
sorted, extracted, or operated on: every laundry worked by steam, 
water or other mechanical power, and also to include any dock, 
wharf, (play, warehouse, shipbuilding yard, etc. Applying the 
principle contended for, and we would have it contended that a 
building or a smelter meant a wharf, quay or shipyard. The 
interpretation clause provides that in the particular Act, unless 
the context otherwise requires, the word “land" where used shall 
mean as therein set out. In dealing with the word “land" in 
C.P.H. Co. v. Silzcr, supra, my brother Lamunt expressed the 
opinion that the context required that it should not be used so as 
to include equitable interests. In my opinion the amending sub
section to sec. IIS does not cause an execution to bind equitable 
interests any more than equitable interests could have been 
bound prior to the passing of that amendment. It does, however, 
affect, for instance, lands that a judgment debtor is the registered 
owner of, but with respect to which, were it not for the amend
ment, he would be entitled to claim exemption; and it seems to 
me that the amendment was passed in view of the many decisions 
of our Courts on the question of exemption.

It was contended, however, that under sec. 125 the plaintiff 
was entitled to " a caveat, and having lodged a caveat prior

SASK.
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to the quit claim deed the defendant was bound. Section 125 
of the Land Titles Act provides that 

Any person claiming to he interested in any land. . 
under an exccul ion where I lie exeetil ion creditor seeks to affect land in which 
the execution debtor is interested beneficially, but the title to which is 
registered in the name of some other person or otherwise may lodge a 
caveat with the registrar to the effect that no registration of any transfer 
or other instrument affecting the said land shall be made, and that no 
certificate of title therefor shall be granted until such caveat has been 
withdrawn or has lapsed as hereinafter provided, unless such instrument 
or certificate of title is expressed to he subject to the claim of the caveator 
as stated in such caveat.

In my opinion this section only covers a case where the interest 
of the execution debtor in the land is such its could be seized and 
sold bv the sheriff under the execution under which the claim is 
made were it not that the title is registered in a name other than 
that of the execution debtor. (laar-Scott v. (liguere, 12 W.L.R. 
245, is an example of such a case. In that case the land was 
registered in the name of (iignore by his correct name. Judgment 
was recovered against him under another name under which he 
was known. Other instances would appear to me to be where 
land has been transferred by a judgment debtor to another in 
fraud of creditors, or where land is held by one as trustee for the 
execution debtor. In all of these cases, however, the whole 
beneficial interest in the land is in the execution debtor.

The caveat does not create an interest in the land or protect 
a right that does not exist. For instance, if a Ji. fa. goods only 
had issued, and a caveat had been filed founded on the ji. fa. 
goods, it could not, I apprehend, be contended that the filing of a 
caveat gave the plaintiff any claim against the land; and it would 
therefore seem to me that to render the caveat of any effect the 
execution on which the caveat is founded must be one under 
which the interest of the execution debtor could be seized and sold. 
In the case at bar the sheriff could not, as I have above held, seize 
or sell the interest of the execution debtor under the execution 
under which the claim is made. In such a ease the proper pro
cedure would appear to be under our r. 338 and following rules, 
and r. 341 shews how in such a case the transfer of the property 
may be prevented. I am therefore of the opinion that the filing 
of the caveat does not assist the plaintiff.

In any event the evidence shews that the interest of Wilmoth
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in the lund was worth nothing, and in fact ho had no intorost in S^_SK‘ 
the land: and as it could only ho his intorost that could ho sold, S C. 
tho plaintiff has lust nothing, and therefore could not in any event
succeed. Tho case of l{itlnul v. Foirlcr, |11M)4| 2 ('ll. 03, appears

. Stkbi.ixoto mo to he directly in point on this aspect ot the case. I he i.ow
result will he that tho plaintiff's claim will he dismissed with costs.

Action (li.'OHÎKscil.

JACKSON WATER SUPPLY CO. v. BARDECK. ALTA
A UnrUt Suprnm ('mu' .Sen//, Shnirl, Hi ck nml Simmons. .1.1. „ ”

Fchiunry, ‘Jti, I'.M.V

1. Mkciianich’ i.ikns <$ \ ::u W'vmi svmkm Inhtai.i.ahmx I.ami
KXJUVKI) WITH HIM M: Acl CXI. I.XM) ON WHICH Hill SK SIT I V Tl. XuT
ItKIilHTKKKD UKUNyUHHMKNT ul P.AKT OF 1.1 KN 

A iiHM'liniiics" lien umlcr the Meehanivu' l.ien Act. Xlta., see. I. is 
niaintaiiuihlr for installing a water system in a dwelling house as against 
the land occupied or enjoyed therewith and which was specified in tin 
mechanics' lien which was registered, alt hough the parcel of land 
upon which the house itself was situate was not included in the regis
tered claim of lien; its omission t herefrom operated only as a relinquish
ment of part of the security and did not have the effect of extinguishing 
the remainder of it.

Appeal from n judgment of 11 a my. ('..I. statement

Duncan Stncart, for plaintiff, respondent.
/V. A. Dunbar, for defendant, appellant.

The judgment of the Court was delivered l»y 

Simmons, .).: -The defendant Jennings appeals from a judg- 
ment of the Chief Justice allowing the plaintiff's claim for a 
mechanics' lien upon three quarter sections of land, which were 
registered in the name of the defendant Jennings, and used and 
occupied by the defendant Hardeck, who had an agreement to 
purchase said lands from the defendant Jennings, on which he 
had paid a part only of the purchase price. Jennings was the 
owner of four quarter sections: The n.e. quarter of section l">: 
the n.w. quarter of section 14: the s.e. quarter of section 22. 
and the s.w. quarter of section 23. These four quarter sections 
are contiguous, and together make up a parcel of (>4() acres, in 
the form of a square, and the buildings in question were situated 
on the n.e. quarter of section 15.

Hardeck, who had purchased these lands from the defendant 
Jennings contracted with the plaintiffs for the construction of a 
water system in connection with a house then under construe-
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tion on said n.c. quarter of section 15. The whole parcel of land, 
including the four quarter sections, were used by Bardeck for 
fanning purposes.

The defendant Jennings had been informed by three outside 
parties that the defendant Bardeck was installing a water system 
in the dwelling house on the n.c. quarter of section 15.

The plaintiff filed a mechanics’ lien against three of the four 
quarter sections, but omitted to file his lien against the n.c. 
quarter of section 15, upon which the house in question was 
located. The learned Chief Justice found as a fact that the 
improvements in question were “constructed upon the lands in 
question with the knowledge of Jennings, and he was liable and 
his interest in said lands was liable under the plaintiff's lien upon 
the three quarter sections against which the lien was registered, 
pursuant to see. II of the Mechanics’ Lien Act, eh. 21, Alberta, 
BUM), since he had not given the notice of disclaimer required 
by sec. II.

The defendant Jennings appeals from this judgment on two 
grounds: (a) Against the finding of fact that the improve
ments were constructed with the knowledge of the appellants; 
and (/>) the failure of the plaintiff to record his lien against the 
n.c. quarter of section 15, being the lands upon which the works 
were constructed, had the effect of invalidating the lien upon the 
remainder of lands. In other words, the lien did not attach 
to the buildings, upon which the work was done, by reason of 
the omission to record it against the land actually occupied by 
the buildings; therefore, it did not attach to other lands enjoyed, 
together with this particular quarter section.

In regard to the finding of fact of the learned Chief Justice,
I am of the opinion that the question is properly determined 
upon the basis as to whether the appellant was satisfied in his 
own mind from the information that lie had received that Bardeck 
was incurring expenditures in the way of construction upon the 
buildings in question. The appellant has very aptly put in these 
words, “hearing and seeing is two different things.” He had 
knowledge of the work, but he did not confirm it by making a 
personal inspection. He was then probably unaware of his 
liability unless he gave the required notice, but he must be held 
to have had knowledge when he did not discredit what he heard 
and did not consider it necessary to make further investigation.
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fi
Section 4 of the Act gives the plaintiff a lien “ upon such 

building . . . and the land, premises, and appurtenances
thereto, occupied thereby or enjoyed therewith.M Section Id 
provides that, after the expiring of the time limited in the said 
section, the lien shall cease to exist unless in tin* meantime the 
lien has been tiled, as provided for in this section. The effect 
of see. I is to create the lien and tin- effect of <ee. Id is to limit 
the period of existence of the lien unless the lien holder conforms 
with the provisions of the section as to tiling.

Section 35 imposes a similar limitation upon the continuance 
of the lien unless the claimant brings an action within '.Ml days 
of the date of filing of the lien.

The plaintiff had a right to a lien upon the n.c. quarter of 
section 15, which right he lost by reason of his failure to com
ply with the provisions of sec. Id. It cannot be held effective 
against the plaintiff further than abandonment of a part of his 
security. It is admitted that the remaining three quarter sec
tions were enjoyed with this particular parcel on which Un
building was located.

These three parcels, in common with the parcel upon which 
the house was located, were all subject to the right of the plain
tiff to have its lien enforced. It was in the power of the plaintiff 
to relinquish this right as to all or any part of the security. Neil her 
within the Act nor upon any principle of law or equity can it I »• 
held that relinquishing a part of the security had the effect ol 
extinguishing the remainder of the security.

I am of the opinion, therefore, that the appellant s ground> 
of appeal cannot be maintained.

The defendant Kllenor Jennings, the mortgagee of the south 
half of the land in question, did not defend the action and does 
not contest the which gives the plaintiff priority over
her mortgage to tin- extent of the increase of the lands mort
gaged by the works in question.

It is not necessary, therefore, to express an opinion as to tin- 
effect of the relinquishment by plaintiffs of their security upon 
the n.c. quarter of section 15, upon their right of priority over 
the mortgagee to the extent of the increase of value of tin- lands 
mortgaged by tin- works constructed upon them.

Appeal dismissed.

ALTA.
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SASK. STEWART BROS. v. SCHRADER.

S. C. Saul'dlrhtirtw Supreme Court, El wood, J. April 2V Iftl.j,

1. TrKSPAHH (| 1 A —'»)—CoN'TKAlT OF KAI.K OF I.ANI» Pl'Hl'H AHKU IN I'ossKs- 
SION—CONTRACT CAM KI.I.KD BY mi'KT l‘l Id MASK MONK Y FOKFKITKI» 

HsTATK OF IT Ill'll XSKIt CANCKI.I.K.II BY KF.Hl'IMSloN SlIlHKQI KXT 
(MTII'ATIOX TrKSFASS.

Wlivr<‘ a purrlwutvr lias ont cm l into possession of lamls initier a con
tract of sale and such contract is terminated by a final order of the court 
cancelling the same and forfeiting the purchase money paid on account 
thereof pursuant to its terms, the estate at will of the purchaser is 
determined by the rescission of the contract and lie and his assigns 
will be liable in trespass for the subsequent occupation, and for re
moving the crop after the final order.

SlaU-invnt Action for the value of grain eut am 1 removed.

A. M. Panton, K.(\, for plaintiffs.
A. Hrehaut, for defendants.

KI wood, J. Klwood. J.:—-On or about June 2. 1909, one Dickson entered 
into an agreement in writing for the sale to one Perry of the 
n.e. quarter of section 21, township 40, range 8, west of 
the 3rd meridian. The plaintiffs subsequently became entitled 
to the lands of the said Dickson and to the benefit of Dickson's 
interest in the agreement under an assignment. Perry, in or 
about the year 1011, entered into an agreement to sell the land 
in question to the defendant Schrader, and on July 16, 1013, 
executed to the defendant Schrader a quit claim deed of the said 
lands, and the defendant Schrader, on December 1, 1013, executed 
a quit claim deed of the said lands to the defendant company.

On or about January 12, 1014, the plaintiffs commenced an 
action in this Court against Perry, under which, on August 5, 
1014, an order was made cancelling the agreement of sale, forfeit
ing to the plaintiffs all money that was paid thereunder, and 
ordering the defendant Perry and all other persons claiming 
under him and in possession of the above land, to deliver up 
possession thereof to the plaintiffs within 20 days of the service of 
the order. Neither of these defendants was made a party to the 
above action.

The above final order was made in consequence of an order 
niai, April 2">, 1914. On April 9, 1914, the defen hint company 
filed a caveat against the above land under the above quit claim 
deeds. The above final order was served on the defendant
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Sclirailvr on August 5 or 0. MM 4. and at that time no one was in 
actual possession of the lands.

On August 25, 1914. the defendant company obtained from 
the Master in Chambers an #x parti order giving the defendant 
company leave to appear and defend the action against Merry, 
and that on 1er was made upon an affidavit which did not disclose 
the condition of the action or the fact that either a final order or 
an order wW had been obtained.

At the time of the service of the final tinier there was standing 
on the above land a quantity «if uncut grain, which, between 
August 10 and 15, 1014, was cut, and was. by the defendant 
Schrader for the defendant company, threshed on or about Sep
tember 3, 1011. and subsequently removed by or utnh-r the in
structions of the defendant Schrader, acting for the defendant 
company, and this action is brought to recover the value of the 
same. I am of the opinion that the above-incuti<incd final order, 
not having been appealed from and not having been set aside, 
is still standing, and that the on 1er giving leave to appear and 
defend does not ami cannot affect the final order.

It was contended on tin1 part of tin* defendants that, tin grain 
in question having been cut and removed within tin* 20 da;.s 
allowed for giving possession, the plaintiffs must fail in this action.

The agreement of sale of June 2. 1900, intrr alia provides that :
Xu assignment of this contract shall he valid unless the same shall 1m» 

for the entire intcri-st of the puri-lmscr. ami approve»! ami count «»rsigne<l 
by the said Dickson or his duly aiitlmrized attorney, and no agreement or 
conditions or relations between the purchaser ami bis assignee, or any other 
person acquiring title <«r interest from or through the purchaser shall pre
clude the said Dickson from the right to convex the premises to the said 
purchaser on the surrender of this agr«»cim»nl. and the payment of the unpaid 
portion of the purchase money which may In- due hereumler unless the 
assignment hereof be upproved and countersigned by tin- said Dickson or 
attorney as aforesaid.

Neither the agreement of sale from Merry to Schrader, nor the 
quit claim deeds, was approved or consented to by the plaintiffs 
or Dickson.

In June, 1912, three cheques, aggregating $550, were paid to 
plaintiffs by Schrader, but the evidence did not disclose that at 
that time the plaintiffs wen- aware that Schrader had any interest 
in the land, and it will be noticed that those cheques were given 
prior to the quit claim deed from Perry to Schrader. However,

SASK.

s.c.
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Elwiwd. J.
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in view of the conclusion I have arrived at, it is unnecessary that 
1 should express any opinion as to the effect of want of consent to 
tin1 quit claim deeds.

In Mar key v. Conte, Ir. R. 10 (\L. 149, it was held that:
Where a purchaser lias entered into possession of lands under a contract 

of sale which is subsequently rescinded and remains in possession after I In- 
rescission, lie is liable in respect of his subsequent occupation.
And at 156 of the above report, I find the following:

I am of opinion that the estate at will was determined by the rescission 
of the contract, and that the defendant is liable in trespass for his sub
sequent occupation. . . . The estate ceases on the determination of
tin- will.

As soon as the final order was taken out, the agreement of 
June 2. 1909, which must be the foundation for any title of the 
defendants, was cancelled, and Perry and any other person claim
ing under that agreement bail no right to the land.

It is quite true that there were 20 days allowed for delivering 
possession, but no person was in actual possession at the time 
of the order, and I apprehend that the order for delivery of 
possession was only necessary where some person was in actual 
possession of the land, and, where no person was in actual posses
sion, such an order would not be necessary.

The order limiting the 20 days for delivery of possession 
would create no tenancy, but would merely entitle occupancy for 
that period, and it would merely, in my opinion, give Perry or 
any person claiming under him, who had goods upon the land, 
the right to enter for the purpose of removing the same therefrom.

The cutting of the grain and the removal of tin- same from the 
land was a trespass, and, in my opinion, the defendants are liable 
to account to the plaintiffs for the value of grain so removed.

I find in the evidence that the defendants removed from the 
above land 888 bushels of wheat, which sold half at 91c. and the 
other half at 92c., making a total of $812.52. As against that the 
defendants are entitled to the cost of twine, cutting and stocking 
95 acres at 81 an acre: $95; threshing at 10c. a bushel: 888.80; 
removing the grain to the elevator at 5c. a bushel: 844.40; making 
a total of 8228.20, which, taken from the above, leaves a balance 
of $584.32, for which the plaintiffs are entitled to judgment with 
costs.

Judgment for plaintiffs.
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CANADIAN BANK OF COMMERCE v. McLEOD.

AlberUt Su /ire me i'nurt, llamy, ('..I. January 7. WIT

1. Banks (§ VIII ( ' 2 203) I i hthkk \i>\ am i - ('onnidkiiation Posi
tion or h \nk maki.no Hoi.m u in ihi: cm hsi: Vnmatvhi i» .notk—
II YI'OTIIH XTION

The making of further advances l>v a hank to its customer is a con
sideration which would H|>|>l\ lo all tile securities held by it at the time 
of making such advances and place it in the position of a holder in due 
course of an unmatured note of a third party payable to its customer 
ami hy him endorsed to the hank under t lie terms of :i general letter of 
hypothecation, where the hank had no notice of am defect in its custo
mer's title to 1 lie note at the time of making the further advances 
on the customer's account in respect of which such promissory note 
was taken as collateral.

| f’anaitian Hank of C'a ni merci v. Il ait. I A. I,.It. (is; liant- of It.X.A, v 
MrComb, 21 Man. I,.It. ."is. referred to.!

Action on two promissory note-.

Michael Smith, for plaintiff.
Alexander Knox, fur defendant.

Harvey, ('..I.: The plaintiff’s claim is on two promissory 
notvs, each for 8125, with interest at 8',, tinted June 2(1, 11112. 
given by the defendant to \Y. (’. Kidd, l.istowcl, Ltd., and en
dorsed to the plaintiff, and payable one on October 1. 1913, and 
the other one year later.

The notes were delivered to the plaintiff on July II. 1912, as 
collateral security for the payee’s indebtedness. At that time 
the payee’s indebtedness was entirely covered l y its promissory 
notes, there being nothing then due and payable. The notes 
sued on were given for the price of a horse purchased by defendant 
from Kidd Ltd., in respect of which transaction defendant has 
obtained a judgment against Kidd Ltd. for 8000 damages and 
costs. The defendant contends that the amount of this judgment 
should be set off against the plaintiff’s claim, on the ground th t 
the plaintiff is not a holder in due course, having given no con
sideration for the note, there being no debt payable at the time tin- 
note was negotiated to it. He supports this contention by the. 
authority of Canadian Haul: of Commerce v. Il ad ( 1111)8), 1 A.L.H. 
08, and Bank of B.S.A. v. McComb (11)11), 21 Man. L.K. 58. 
It is not necessary for me to consider whether I would agree with 
the conclusions in those* cases, because the present ease is quite 
clearly distinguishable from them.
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In October. IUII. Kidd Ltd. I orrow e l money from plaintiff, 
and a few days later gave plaintiff a general letter of hypotheca
tion covering all securities which it might subsequently lodge with 
plaintiff for its indebtedness from time to time. In pursuance 
of this letter, securities were given from time to time and advances 
were made to Kidd Ltd., all apparently covered by direct notes, 
until, on July 11, 1012, when the notes in question were given, the 
indebtedness amounted to over £18,000 and the collaterals to 
about $38,000. This course of business continued until after the 
first note in question became due. when for the first time defendant 
notified the plaintiff that lie had a claim against Kidd Ltd. in 
respect of the transaction. On July 23, 1012, less than two weeks 
after the notes came into plaintiff's possession, one of the notes of 
Kidd Ltd. fell due, and the same thing happened every few days 
thereafter. < >n August 0 a further advance was given by plaintiff 
to Kidd Ltd., and this also happened every few days thereafter, 
and when the first note fell due in October, 1013, the indebtedness 
of Kidd Ltd. to plaintiff had increased to about £27,(XX).

The bank apparently preferred to keep the personal indebted
ness of Kidd Ltd. covered by notes, and it would appear that on 
each day when a note fell due it was paid either by another note 
or in some other manner, but before such payment was made 
there was a past indebtedness then payable which under the Bills 
of Kxehange Act would be a good consideration even with the 
limitation which the cases cited place on the terms of the Act.

In the Mc('omb case the Judges are all careful to point out 
that before the note covering the principal debtor's debt fell due 
the bank had been notified of the infirmity of title of the debtor 
in respect of the note taken as collateral, being apparently of 
opinion that if such had not been the case there would have been 
consideration without notice of any defect.

Moreover, the making of further advances must undoubtedly 
have been a consideration which would apply to all the securities 
held by plaintiff at the time of making such advances. So that 
in both respects there was consideration given for the notes in 
question, if not on the day plaintiff received them certainly from 
time to time thereafter long before plaintiff had any notice of any 
defect in the title of Kidd Ltd. The plaintiff is therefore a holder 
in due course and entitled to recover the full amount from the 
defendant.
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Vs plaintiff holds collaterals considerably in excess of the 
amount of the indebtedness of Kidd Ltd., and is at present realiz
ing on them, no further advances being made, defendant's counsel 
asks that execution may Ik- stayed until it appears whether plain
tiff may not he able to satisfy its claim against Kidd Ltd. out of 
its other collateral.-

It appears to me that this might work an injustice to the 
plaintiff, ami as Kidd Ltd. wen* horse dealers it is not impossible 
that there may be claims similar to defendant's in respect of some 
of the other collaterals. I think, however, the defendant is 
entitled to some protection, and it appears to me that the most 
satisfactory way in which 1 can give it is to give him liberty to 
pay into ( *ourt in this action the amount of the judgment recovered 
by him against Kidd Ltd., or any part of it if ho cannot pay tin- 
whole. The amount paid into Court will only he paid out 
whether to plaintiff or defendant «in a Judge's on 1er, ami it will 
probably not In- long before it can In- ascertained with reasonable 
certainty whether plaintiff can realize sufficient on its other 
securities to pay the indebtedness of Kidd Ltd. to it.

The plaintiff, «if course, will be entitle«l to enforce payment 
from dofomlant of the amount of this judgment over and above 
what defendant pays into Court. The judgment for plaintiff 
will lie for the amount of the two notes with interest at S', till 
maturity and .V , thereafter with costs.

./ u<l(jni(‘iit accord i mil j/.

McCREADY v. INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER CO.

So ska lehr irau Sii/hthii Court, llaultain. <"../. Mail. Ittl.V,

1. ( IIATTkl. MOKTGAOK I g II A 7 I—"#1,50(1 NOW I'Alll” Nil HU *11 All! AM I 
—COXHIIIKKATIO.N MONEY CAST III I \ Ml m ill IM, HKIII N—(«IN 
NlliKKATION MW TBVI.Y KX1‘KKSNKI>—Sl.i . 13, ( IIATTKL MORTGAGE
Act (Sank.).

A chattel mortgage in which the consideration is stated in lie "the 
miiii of #1,60(1 now |iai«r does nol truly express tin- consideration so 
as to satisfy sir. 13 of the Chattel Mortgage Act, IÎ.S.S. eh. 114. 
where there was in fact no fresh advance anil the consideration iwinex 
was made up of past due ami accruing délits from the mortgagor to 
the mortgagee.

| CattiTHim v. hilmrr. 4 S.I..R. 4N7 : Crnlit Co. \. Coll, li g.ll.|). .MÔ 
applied. |

Trial of an interpleader issue.

7 Off
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(Iraham, for plaintiff.
/. X. Konkin, for defendant.

11 ai’i.taix, C.J.:—'This is an interpleader issue to decide the 
question of the validity of the plaintiff's chattel mortgage as 
against the defendant’s execution.

On July 21. 1913. one Leslie H. Quinn was indebted to the 
plaintiff for the amount due under a promissory note for $1,000 
and interest, dated January 2. 1908. This note was given to 
secure the sum of $1,000 which was lent by the plaintiff to 
Quinn. On May 8. 1913, the plaintiff obtained another note 
from Quinn for $250 in consideration of a further loan to him 
of $250 made on that date. This note did not fall due until 
some time in the late summer or early autumn of 1913.

On July 21, 1913. the plaintiff* pressed Quinn for further 
security and obtained from him the chattel mortgage in question. 
The amount due under the chattel mortgage was made payable 
in one year from July 21. 1913.

The consideration is “expressed” in the mortgage as follows:
In consideration of tin- sum <>f $1,500 now paid to L. II. Quinn by !.. 

A. Met‘ready the receipt of which the said L. B. Quinn hereby acknow
ledges, etc.

The question to he determined is whether the eonaideratinii. 
for whieh the mortgage was made, was “truly expressed therein" 
so as to satisfy the requirements of see. 13 of the Chattel Mort
gage Art. eh. 144. R.S.8.

I do not see anything in these faets to distinguish this ease 
from Credit Co. v. Poll (1880), ti Q.H.l). 29.'). 50 L.J.Q.B. 106. 
whieh was followed in our own Court in Patterson v. Palmer 
( 1911 ). 4 S.L.R. 487. and Palmer v. Mail ( 1911). 5 S.L.R. 20. 1. 
therefore, find in favour of the plaintiff on the issue and there 
will he judgment aeeordiligly with eosts.

./ ml if mint for /ilaintiff.
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CANADA STEEL AND WIRE CO. v. FERGUSON.
Manitoba Court of .!/>/>< at. Iloirrll. I/.. Itirhartl*. 1‘enlue. Cameron, a nil 

llaggart, JJ.A. April 5, 11)15.

1. Likxs i § 1 1 )—Dun i—Chattki. iiki.ii to kxfokck va y mini (iivp.oi
FOR STURACK—IMVI.IKI» VHOMISK.

A person who lias a lien upon a chattel for a délit cannot, if lie lv -jis 
the chattel to enforce payment on the lien. a<hl to the amount for whi -h 
the lien exists, a charge for keeping the chattel until the debt is paid ; 
there i- no implied promise to pax for storage when the bailee has 
retained the goods for his own benefit.

[Nome* v. Itritisli Empire Shipping. 8 H.L.V. ."MS, applied.|
2. llAII.XIIvXT I § I —Si Ai.ltl imi.xt of HAIL.XI I. XT—I MM KIIIATK DKI.1VKRY—

Kill III PAYMENT—R Hi I IT TO RETAIN HOODS— INCONSISTENCY —
1.1 I X AT COM XIOX LAXV.

If by the agreement of bailment the party owning the goods is en
titled to have them immediately and the payment in respect of their 
storage is to take place at a future time, as in the case of an agree
ment for monthly settlements with the warehouseman, such is incon
sistent with the latter's right to retain the goods until payment, and 
negatives his claim to a lien at common law.

| I'ishcr v. Smith. 1 App. (as. I -, Crairshan v. Horn frail. I 15. & Aid. 
511. applied.|

Appeal from ('anadn Sit el, cte., v. Ft rt/usou, 1!) D.L.R. 581. 
T. 7. Murray, for appellant. plaintif!'.
F. H. Fislicr, for respondent, defendant.

Howell, C.J.M.:—I think I may say from tin* findings of 
fact and the evidence that the contract set up by the defendants 
is that they are to receive carloads of the plaintiff ’s steel, unload 
the same from cars, store it in their warehouse from time to 
time and ship the same from time to time on cars and apparently 
on waggons for city customers at all times when required and 
when directed by the plaintiffs. The defendants are to be paid 
for this at the rate of *100 per month for storage, with addi
tional charges when amount stored exceeds 150 tons and are to 
pay a proportion of the business tax against the warehouse, 
which is a charge that the defendant has to pay annually to the 
city of Winnipeg. The plaintiffs are also to pay the defendant 
21/l»c. per 100 pounds for unloading the steel and a like sum for 
loading the same on cars or waggons. According to the agree
ment with the Wiseman Co. the monthly warehouse charges were 
to be paid not later than the eighth day of the following month, 
and this seems to have continued with the defendants ; at all 
events the defendants admit that the charges were not to he paid 
in advance but after the end of the month for which the charges
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are made. The chargea for loading would not he payable until 
after the goods had gone out of the possession of the defendants. 
The charges for unloading were apparently paid before any 
trouble began. The proportion of the business tax would not 
be payable until the tax had been imposed by the city and it 
would be an annual payment.

Because of alleged shortages in the stock the plaintiffs re
fused to make some of the monthly payments and arranged to 
end the contract, and in .1 une. 1!M 1. wished the defendants to 
ship the goods and adjust the claim afterwards upon the ship
ping weights. It is clear that on May 31 they gave notice to 
quit the premises as if it was leasehold and it is clear, too. that 
on «lune 30 the plaintiffs directed the defendants to ship all tin- 
goods and the defendants admit that this could all have been 
done readily in the month of duly. The defendants did. during 
that month, ship all but about 10 tons of steel and refused to 
ship the latter because their claim for charges for the month 
of June, amounting to $110.25, had not been paid. The de
fendants clearly state that they refused to ship these goods be
cause they claimed a lien thereon for charges which had not been 
paid. At the time of their refusal there was due them accord
ing to the contract the charges for June only, amounting to 
$110.25. The July charges were not payable until after the 
expiration of the month.

The value of the goods so held by the defendants amounts to 
$1.109.89, and the learned trial Judge allowed the defendants 
for retaining these goods after «July 1 up to the date of filing 
the counterclaim, the sum of $3.719. The June account and the 
charges for loading were paid in January, a few months after the 
dispute and long before action.

Assuming that a warehouseman has a lien at common law for 
his storing charges, which is to my mind not quite clear, are the 
defendants in this ease entitled to a lien for their charges under 
this contract ?

To me it is clear that during any month the plaintiffs could 
have under the contract required the defendants to ship all the 
goods without paying that month's charges and. of course, with
out paying their share of the business tax not yet levied, and it 
was clearly not a term of the contract that the goods were
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not to h<- shipped until tin- charges were paid. The rase of 
F inker v. Smith, 4 App. Cas. I. it sveins to me is applicable to 
this cane. In that caw an insurance agent rendered his ac
counts at the end of the month and expected to he paid by the 
10th of tin- following month and lie claimed a lien on the policies. 
Lord Cairns at p. (i uses the following language:

A «-use «if <'/«irnhuif x. Ho in fra ft, 4 II. & Al«l. 50, whs eited, in which 
there was an additiomil element in tin- course «if business. There, a 
xx luirtiiigi-r wan in tin* linhil «if receiving goodn upon which lie might have 
hail a licit, hut. the courw of Iniaim*** was that In* part«*«| with the good* 
fmm tiiin* to tim«‘. receiving payment at the cml of every six months, ni
ât the «-ml «if every year, for all his «lue*; ami it was liehl that that course 
«if I hi si m*** prevented him from maintaining his right of lien. If it hail 
Imm'H the i-ourse of business here for the ri‘s|iomlent not merely to effect 
these |ioli«-ies, hut from tim«‘ to time to givi* them up as they were effecte«l. 
ami simply to staml upon his right to he paid at tin1 end of the month, 
then I van ninli'i-stand that tIn* case to he likened to tin* ease to
which reference was maile.
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Howell, C.J.M.

In the siimc ease Lord Penzance says, at p. 8:—
If the agri-i-iiii'iit is, that the thing is to he surrendered and that the 

payment is to Is- postponed, that is inconsistent with a lien.

In the case of Crairxhuif v. Ilomfrafi, 4 B. & Aid. 0(1. Ilolroyil. 
»).. uses the following language:

\oxx. if hx such agreement the party is «'iitith'd to have the goods .in 
ini'diatelx. and tin* payment in respect of them is to take place at a future 
time, that is inconsistent xxith the right to ri'tain the goods till payment.

Best. »L, at p. 53. nays:
Tin* principle has Ihm-ii truly stated, that, unh'ss the special agreement 

he inconsistent with the right of li«*n it will not «lestroy it. Here, however, 
it seems to mi-, that it xxus inc«nisistent, tin- wharfage not licing. hx the 
usage of the trailc. payable till a siihseipicnt period. ami the goods heing 
to Ih- delivered immediately. There was, therefore. in this caw* no original 
right of lien in respect of these charges; ami I am not uxvarc of anx case 
xvliere it has lieen decide«| that a suhscipu-nt ilefanlt in paynuuit can give 
eiich a right xvliere it <li«l not originally exist.

In tlmt case, as in the tme at bar, some gomls remained in pos
session after default in payment and the last sentence in his 
judgment meets the case of the plaintiff in claiming the creation 
of a lien after default.

Where the payment of the claim and the delivery of tin- 
chattel are by law to be concurrent acts there might well lie a 
lien, but 1 do not think in this cast» the claim of lien is in 
harmony with the contract. 1 think the contract is inconsistent 
with the claim of the defendants.

1
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The defendants are entitled under their counterclaim to 
any amount due them under the contract. All has been paid 
them before action, except for the month of July and I assume 
the parties can agree as to this amount. The defendants could 
have shipped these goods in July, but in breach of their contract, 
they refused to do so.

If it were necessary to consider the case of Somes v. British 
Empire Shipping, 8 1I.L.(\ 338, with great deference. 1 would 
apply it to this ease and refuse the defendants the charges subse
quent to July. In 19 Hals, at 25 the law is stated:

A person who chooses to insist on his right of retainer may <lo so, but 
lie has no further right and must put up with any inconvenience which the 
retention may entail.

Contrary to their contract the defendants refused to load the 
goods and held the goods of the plaintiffs and try to make them 
liable for taxes and warehouse charges for 1912, 1913, and 1914. 
not for the plaintiffs' benefit, but for their own benefit.

My attention has been called upon this point to Devn'eigli \. 
Flemming, 53 Fed. Rep. 405. I gather from that ease that the 
contract was to hold the goods until the charges were paid which 
is widely different from this.

The plaintiff must have the costs in the King's Bench and of 
this appeal. The plaintiff is entitled to a return of the goods or 
to have them loaded as under the contract provided, and the 
defendants are entitled to their charges for the month of July, 
and if not agreed upon the amount will be fixed by the registrar.

Richards and Perdu:, JJ.A.. concurred with Howell, C.J.M.

Cameron, J.A.:—That a warehouseman should have a lien 
on goods stored with him for his charges seems to me a reasonable 
thing. And it does seem to me that the authorities uphold, with 
sufficient clearness, the contention that a warehouseman has a 
lien for his services at common law. I refer to the passage in 
Hals. Laws of England, vol. 19, para. 8, cited in the judgment of 
the learned trial Judge. Also to Cyc. XL. 454:—

At common law warehousemen hud a specific lien, not a general, in pro
perty stored with them for their proper charges in connection with the 
special bailment, and the consequent right to retain possession of it until 
the charges are paid,

and p. 457 :—
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The lit*» him y In* Himvrtfil ag»in»t m part of tin* good* fur vhurgv* mi ail; 
ami it extend» tu charge* incurred after the lie» ha» bt*t*n a»»erted.

<*H8v, howvver. tlu*, right tu thi* livn 1ms been suspended 
h.v a special contravt. I have mal tliv judgment of the Chief 
•lustin' and I concur in his reasoning ami ctmclusion.

llAOtlART, J.A. : I haw had the privilege of reading the rea 
sons of the Chief .lustier. The conclusion arrived at by him is 
that there was no original right of lien ami that no subsequent 
default could create such a light. That finding alone disposes 
of the case. I have arrived at the same general result, even con
ceding the contention of the defendants that a lien arose out of 
the original agreement of bailment or by implication. The de
fendants had lost their right, if such ever existed, to storage 
charges claimed from and after asserting that lien.

A lien in its primary sense is a right in one man to retain 
that which is in his possession belonging to another until certain 
demands of the person in possession are complied with. A person 
who chooses to insist on his right of retainer may do so. but lie has 
uo further right, and must put up with any inconvenience 
which the retention max entail. The holder of the property, as 
a rule, is not permitted to make any claim for the use of the place 
in which it is detained, or otherwise for keeping it. l!l Hals. 2. 
25; llruce v. Everson, 1 Cab. & El. IS: Thanus Iron Works v. 
Entent, de., Co., I .1. & II. M.'î: Ditnstlah \. Lomlon mut Hr iff ht on 
II. Co., 3 F. & F. HIT.

Have the defendants a right to warehouse charges incurred 
after asserting their lien?

I have carefully considered Sonus v. Directors of Hrifish, # /«•., 
Co., 8 II.Ij.C. (Clark) 338. cited to the trial Judge, and with all 
due respect, 1 differ from him. I think that it applies to the case 
before us. That was a decision upon a stated case ami three 
Courts, the Court of King's Bench, the Court of Exchequer 
Chamber, and the House of all came to the same conclu
sion. and have laid down the law that a person who has a lien 
upon a chattel for a debt cannot, if he keeps it to enforce pay
ment. add to the amount for which the lien exists a charge for 
keeping the chattel until the debt is paid.

There a ship owner desired to have his ship repaired. On
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asking a shipwright for ail estimate, lie received one, the last 
item of which was “the cost of use of graving dock for the joli 
will he from one hundred and twenty to one hundred and fifty 
guineas." The ship was repaired. When finished, the account 
was sent in with this item included. No objection was made 
to this item, hut time was " for payment. The ship
wright who claimed and enforced his lien on the ship for pay
ment, urged the removal of the ship, saying it was unnecessarilx 
occupying his dock, that he had other ships waiting to go in. and 
finally, that from a certain day lie should charge £21 a day for 
the use of the dock. It was held there that these facts did not 
constitute an implied contract on the part of the ship owner to 
pay the additional charge, and that (having paid it under pro
test) he might maintain an action for money had and received.

Lord ('ranworth, on p. 343, after stating the case, said:
It Ma* admitted. that although, where goods are delivered to have any 

w irk done upon them, and of course. among other things, a ship to have 
great repairs done upon it. the person doing those repairs has a lieu 
upon the goods for the amount of the sum charged; hut that is confined to 
a lien f ir the amount < f that sum. and the party doing the repairs van 
not add to that lien a charge for the use of his premises while keeping the 
goods | in this ease the ship), not for the Item-lit of the shi|towner. hut for 
his own. It must In- taken to Im- now decided, that at common law there 
is no right to such a demand; and the question, therefore, to he con
sidered here is this : Do the letters which are in evidence, and which con
stitute part of the case, shew that there was a special contract to give 
such a lien?

And on p. 344. lie further proceed»:
lint the short question is only this, whether Messrs. Somes, retaining 

the ship, not for the Is-netit of the owners of the ship, hut for their own 
hem-lit. in order the better to enforce the payment of their demand, could 
then say, “We will add our demand for the use of the dock during that 
time to our lien for the repair.” The two Courts held. and. as I think, 
correctly held, that they had no such right.

And Lord Wonsloydule. on p. 345, says :—
I am entirely of the same opinion. Two principal points have he-n 

made in this case. The lirst is. whether if a person, who lias a lien upon 
any chattel, chooses to keep it for the purpose of enforcing his lien, lie 
can make any claim against the proprietor of that chattel for so keeping 
it. No authority can lie found alii ruling such a proposition, and I am 
clearly of opinion tlint no person has, hy law. a right to add to his lien 
upon a chattel a charge for keeping it till the debt is paid; that is. m 
truth, a charge for keeping it for his own benefit, not for the benefit of the 
person whose chattel is in hi* possession.

2756
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The foregoing ease is cited as im authority for the proposition 
laid down in all of tin- text-hooks. I cannot see any real distinction 
between a lien for repairs and a lien for storing and preserving 
safely goods in a warehouse. In this case there certainly was 
no express contract to pay for storage while the warehouseman 
may he asserting his lien, and upon the above authority, there is 
no implied promise to pay for storage when the bailee is retain
ing the goods for his own hem-lit. The defendants have not. by 
law. a right to add to their lien upon goods a charge for keeping 
them till the debt is paid.

With all due respect. I would reverse the finding of the trial 
Judge. I would set aside the verdict for the defendants and enter 
a verdict for the plaintiffs for the return of the goods, or their 
value, namely. $1,109.89.

The appeal should be allowed.
Apptal tilt owed.

THE KING v BRYSON

Itritish 1'uhnnhia Court of !/«/««/. Ilunlointhl. C.-l. I . Irrnoi. I/o, , „ 
thillihn. mol \l< Phillips. ././. 1. \prit ii, 11*15.

1. t KrrioRAKi 18 I A H)—•I’ktitiox im»kh l.iqi «m< Licknm: A«t (H< )
- I.ICKNSK COM MISSIONKHS—,ll RIHOICTION.

\ Miiltii-icntly signed petition timli-r tin* ll.< I.hpior License A -L i- 
n <• •mlition preci-dent to the founding of jurisdiction in tin- license 
commissioner* to net thereon, ami their acceptance of the petition 
a* Ming sufficiently signed it open to review on certiorari.

1. ( I KTIORAKI I 8 I A—IM Lit I NSK COM MISSION 1.10 I.I XII XV OK Jt RIMOK 
Tlox- I'KTITIOX IXSI KKU IKXTI.Y SIOXKI»—Am.IC.XXT NOT Nl’M I 
XI.I.Y XMiRIKVKII—I)IS< RK.TIOX.

Certiorari to review the jurisdiction of lieensi.......mmiasioner# in
granting a license upon a petition, said to have ls*en insufficiently 
.igneil. is discretionary xvitli the court where the applicant is not spe 
eiallx aggrieved lieyoml the injury siilfereil by the public generally.

Am:\L by licensee from an order of Morrison, .1.
Ritchie, Kfor appellant.
Craig, for respondent.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
M.xviionxi.U, C.J.A.:—Several objections were taken by ap

pellant’s counsel to the procedure ill the Court below which I 
think are not well founded, lie also attacked the sufficiency ot
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B. C. the affidavits relied on by the respondent, but in my opinion the
V. A. affidavits were sufficient, and from these affidavits 1 think it is

The King
apparent that the petition was not signed by the requisite num
ber of lot holders in the area in question.

Bryson. The argument before us was principally directed to the
Macdonald, question as to whether or not the License Commissioners wen* 

without jurisdiction in the absence of a sufficiently signed peti
tion. Counsel for the appellants contended that a sufficiently 
signed petition was not a condition precedent to the founding of 
jurisdiction and that if the Commissioners accepted the petition 
as sufficiently signed their decision was not open to review on 
certiorari proceedings. 1 cannot agree with that contention. 1 

think the jurisdiction of tin- Commissioners is conditional upon 
a properly signed petition being before them.

It was further contended by appellants’ counsel that the 
respondents were not persons aggrieved by the granting of the 
license, and, therefore, had no right to initiate these proceed
ings. While they were not specially aggrieved in the sense that 
they suffered an injury beyond that suffered by the rest of the 
public, they were in common with the rest of the public in
terested in having the law in respect of licenses in the city of 
New Westminster observed. Had they been specially aggrieved, 
their right would have been to have the relief prayed for ex 
debito justifia. As they were not specially aggrieved it was 
discretionary with the Court either to grant or refuse tin- order.

The learned .Judge appealed from has exercised his discretion 
in favour of the respondents, and 1 do not think we ought to 
interfere with such exercise of discretion and should dismiss the

1 refer to Tin Qmni v. Just ins of Sum a (1870). 5 Q.B. 4(i(>.

Appeal dismissed.
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REVELSTOKE SAW MILL CO. LTD. «. ALBERTA BOTTLE COMPANY

11lu rta Shi>i > un Court. II alsh. ./. January It, 1UI5.

1. MECHANICS* MINS (g VII I—«7 I —ItKIIIKTHATlOX — Pko< Kill III 1*1 \M
of Fii.iMi—Validity.

Where the olliviul with whom the allhlavit of a mechanic-." lion L to 
Im> tiled under the Meeluuiies’ Lien Aet, Alta., is n t only a deputy 
clerk of the Supreme Court (in which capacity lie was entitled to 
receive the filing l, hut also a deputy clerk of the district court I in 
which capacity alone the tiling would not he authorized i, the stamping 
of the tiling as in the district court will not invalidate the lien where 
it was duly forwarded to the Land Titles ollice in like manner as it 
would have hccn had it heni stamped as a Supreme I ourt tiling if 
no prejudice resulted, the curative clause, sec. It of the Act being 
operative in respect of the error.

| 27 ( vc. 132. referred to. |
2. M wit ax ns* i.iKXH t g VIII—til i Paktiks—Kbkoxkoi n him him ion oi

—Am da vit—Validity.
The error in the allidavit of a mechanics' lien under the Mechanics' 

Lien Act. Alta., of misnaming the company for whom the work was 
done as equitable owner of the land as the Alherta Plate Class Co., 
Ltd., instead of the Alherta Class Bottle Co.. Ltd., is cured hy sec. 
14 of the Act where no prejudice has lieen shewn.

3. Mkviiaxick' i.ikxm tg VIII—llth—Time ok i ii im.—St now- I nn ot

Where the nineteenth dux after the Tiling of the allidavit of a 
mechanics’ lien falls on a Sunday, an action to enforce the lien is 
in i ii.it* f brought on the following day under the Interpretation \et. 
Alta., see. 7. sub-sec. 21.

4. MKCIKV l< I.IKXH I g VIII—113 I St KI MTKNVY OK NOTH I—t I II IT Kl< Ail
OF 1 IN VKXIIKXS.

It is not essential that the certificate of lis yciulciiM in a niechanies’ 
lien action shall in terms state that the action vas instituted ".o 
realize the lien;” it is a siillicient c nnpliance with >••«•. 35 of he 
Mechanics’ Lien Act, Alta., that such purpose was indicated hy the 
mention of the title or interest being called in question under that 
statute.

5. Mechanics' liens tgVIl—58)—How waived—Retention ok title
TowXSITES—I Ml'KOX KM K.XTH OX .

Lands agreed to Is* conveyed hy a city to a purchaser buying same 
as an industrial site upon his building and equipping a factory and 
performing certain conditions as to the operation of the factory, are 
not exempt from having a mechanics' lien enforced against the city's 
title for the cost of tin* building under the Mechanics' Lien Act. Alta., 
if the city has failed to post up the notice repudiating responsibility 
under sec. I I of the Act.

[Li moyen V. Scratch, 44 Can. S.C.H. HU, applied.]

Trial of a mechanics' lien action.

(\ S. Blanchard, for the plaintiff.
IV. A. Bcgg, K.( for the defendant city.

XVai.sh, J. :—This is a mechanics’ lien action brought in re
spect of material used in the construction of a building on land
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ALTA. of which the defend»lit the city of Medicine lint is the registered
s.c. owner.

„ Manv objections to this claim, some of » technical and someRevelstoke
saw Mii.i, of a substantial character were urged on behalf of the city.
(o. i.1». Sec. 13 of the Mechanics' Lien Act provides for filing the
Alberta affidavit in support of tin- lien “in the Land Titles office of the 

Bottle Co.
---- land registration district, in which the lain! is situate, or in the

office of the clerk of the Supreme Court of the province in the 
dudicial District in which the land lies." According to one 
of the written admissions on which tin* case was tried the affi
davit in this case was filed in the office of the deputy clerk of 
the District Court of the Judicial District of Calgary at Medi
cine Hat. which, of course, was not a compliance with the above 
quoted provision of sec. 13.

It was stated in argument and not denied that the gentle
man, who, as deputy clerk of the District Court of Calgary at 
Medicine Hat, received and filed this affidavit, was at the same 
time the Deputy Clerk of the Supreme Court for the same dis- 
triet. at Medicine Hat. and that he carried on these two offices 
in the same room in the Court House there. The stamp of the 
District Court on the affidavit bears upon it the words. “S. A. 
Wallace. Deputy Clerk." I know and I think I am entitled 
to use the knowledge that that is the name of the gentleman 
who. at the date of this filing was such Deputy Clerk of the 
Supreme Court. The only evidence before me of any filing of 
the document, other than the admission to which I have referred, 
is the impression upon it of the District Court filing stamp. It 
looks to me as though Mr. Wallace had inadvertently picked 
up that stamp instead of that of the Supreme Court and im
pressed it upon the document, but of this there is no evidence. 
The lien reached the Land Titles office from the District Court 
office on the third day after its filing there. Two provisions of 
the Act are invoked in aid of this defective filing. The first of 
these is that part of sec. 13 which enacts that “no affidavit shall 
be adjudged insufficient on the ground that it was not filed in 
the proper registry office or clerk’s office.” I do not think that 
this meets the difficulty. My opinion of these words is that 
they arc intended simply to cover the ease of a filing in the
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office of a clerk of the Supreme Court other than that of the 
.Judicial District in which the land lies, and arc not meant fo 
validate a tiling in any other place that could properly he called 

clerk's office. The office of a District Court clerk is certainly 
a clerk's office, hut so is the office of a city clerk or of a Police 
Court clerk. No one would seriously contend that the tiling »f 
a mechanics' lien in one of the two last-named offices would he 
saved hy this provision, and neither, in my view of it. can a 
tiling in the office of a District Court clerk. The other provi
sion relied upon is sec. 14 which provides that.

\ MlllistiOltiill compliance uiily with wv. 1.1 of tlii- Art *lliill lie re- 
hihI iiu lii'ii hIihII hr i avail elated l*y msim of failure* to «•« y with 

any of the m|iii*itc* thereof, unless, in the o|iiiiiiiti of the Court or .fudge 
mljiiilinitiiig upon the lieu under tlii- Art the owner, routnirtor. «iih-ron 
tractor, mortgager or other |ierson is prejudiced therehy, and then only to 
the extent to which he is prejudiced, and the Court or dudge may allow 
the allidavit and -latemenl of claim to In* amended accordinglx.

There is a great deal to he sait! in favour of the view that 
tt tiling in one of the prescribed places is just as much an essen
tial to the continued existence of the lien as is a tiling within the 
allotted time, and that sec. 14 can only he relied upon to validate 
some defect in substance or in form which is found in a properh 
filed affidavit. The concluding words of the section “ami the 
Court or .Judge may allow the affidavit ami statement of claim 
to he amended accordingly." lend strength to this contention. 
1 was not referred to. nor have I been able to lind any Canadian 
authority on the point. Many American authorities are noted 
in support of the statement in 27 Cyc.. at p. 1-12. that
it is ncecssiiry to the perfection of the lien Unit the notice, claim or state
ment should he tiled in the place designated hy the statute

and of the statement in Uockel on Mechanics’ Liens, at p. 221», 
that “the claim must he filed in the place designated hy stat
ute," but none of them have been available to me and 1 am 
therefore unable to say of what value they are in determining 
this point under our statute. With a great deal of doubt, how
ever. 1 think that, under the facts of this case the plaintiff's 
lien is saved hy this section. Section 1'» has been substantially 
complied with in this respect hy a filing with the very person 
and in the very office (speaking of it as a structure) with whom
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uiul in which it should have been liled. The filing of the affi
davit may properly be described as one of the requisites of the 
section. There has been no suggestion of prejudice to anyone 
from this erroneous filing, nor do I see how any could possibly 
have arisen. Mr. Wallace did everything as District Court 
clerk which he would and should have done as Supreme Court 
clerk. Any person wishing to know whether or not the lien had 
been filed would have ascertained that fact just as readily from 
him as if he had filed it in the proper Court. It is. in the result, 
as though being directed by statute to use his right hand in im
pressing the seal of the Court on the document he had used his 
left. To hold this mistake fatal to the lien would give rise to 
this anomaly, that though filed in the right district with the 
right man and in the right place, it is bad because, through 
some unexplained mistake, the stamp of the wrong Court is 
impressed upon it. While it would have been quite good if 
filed with the clerk of the Supreme Court at Letlibridge, in the 
wrong district entirely and ill a place where all sorts of pre
judice might have arisen from the mistake, for it would have 
been saved by the provision of sec. 13 above referred to. I 
cannot take so narrow a view of the section as that and so I 
overrule this objection to the lien. At the same time I wish to 
guard myself against saying anything which would indicate 
an opinion upon my part that a filing in the wrong office under 
any circumstances other than those present can be cured by 
sec. 14. At the moment I can think of no circumstances other 
than those with which 1 am dealing which would justify the 
application of sec. 14 to them.

The affidavit describes the work as having been done for 
the Alberta Plate Glass Co.. Ltd., which is also referred to as 
being the equitable owner of the land. The name of this com
pany then was the Alberta Glass Bottle Co.. Ltd. This mistake 
in the name of the contracting defendant is urged against the 
validity of the lien but this is so clearly within the curative 
provisions of sec. 14 that I cannot give effect to this contention. 
The plaintiff’s solicitors should he devoutly thankful for sec. 14.

This action was commenced on May 2. 1913. which was the 
ninety-first day after the filing of the affidavit. The ninetieth
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(hiv after that event, which was the last day within which the 
lien could, under sec. 35. he saved by ihe commencement of pro
ceeding to realize it. fell oil a Sunday and that being so. under 
sub-sec. 21 of the see. 7 of the Interpretation Act, the time was 
extended to the following day. and the action is therefore in 
time.

Sec. 35 provides that the lien shall cease to exist after the 
expiration of ninety days from the tiling of the affidavit unless 
the claimant shall in the meantime have instituted “proceed
ings to realize his lien under the provisions of this Act and a 
certificate thereof . . . is duly filed in the Land Titles office,*' 
etc. A certitiacte issued in this action was filed in the prop r 
Land Titles office setting out that “some title or interest is called 
in question in the following lands (describing the lands as they 
are set out in the statement of claim) *‘under the Mechanics’ 
Lien Act of Alberta.” It is objected that this certificate is 
not in conformity with tin* requirements of see. 35 inasmuch as 
it does not shew that the proceedings referred to in it wore taken 
by the plaintiff “to realize his lien." I think that this objection 
also must fail. It is true that it does not appear from the certi
ficate in so many words that the action was brought to reali-.e 
the plaintiff’s lien, but I think that the language used sufficiently 
indicates that such was its purpose. Strictly speaking no 
“title or interest is called in question” in a mechanics’ lien 
action. The plaintiff has no title to or interest in the land. At 
best he has but a charge upon it. The owner’s title or interest 
is not “called in question.” it is simply sought to be affected by 
the charge of the claimant. And yet I think that anyone read
ing this certificate and seeing from it that the action was brought 
under the Mechanics’ Lien Act and knowing that the lien of the 
plaintiff was recorded against the land would at once conclude 
that the action was brought to realize the lien, and that I sup
pose is the object of requiring the registration of the certifi
cate. The registrar apparently had no trouble in determining 
what tin- certificate meant for he simply entered it on the certi
ficate of title under its proper number and with its date and 
date of registration as "lis pnulrus re lien 402(i A. 5.” which is 
the registered numlier of the plaintiff’s lien.
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This disposes of the technical object ions to the plaintiff s 
litrht to sneeeed. The substantial objections rest upon the fol
iowing facts. The defendant corporation (meaning the city) 
bought for industrial purposes a parcel of land of which that in 
ouest ion forms a part. The by law authorizing the borrowing 
of money with which to make this purchase and which was 
assented to by the burgesses, provides that it “shall be ex
pended in the purchase of the above described property for in 
dust rial sites. Before this by-law was passed the corporation 
had agreed with one Krncst A. Maelxay. on behalf of himself 
and a company to be incorporated in Alberta as the Alberta 
(llass Co., to convey to him “all that piece of land situate in 
the city of Medicine Mat in the industrial property containing 
three acres more or less" upon the happening of certain events 
and the performance of certain conditions set out in it. This 
agreement was approved by tlie burgesses who appear to have 
voted on it on April II. 1912. although, according to the certi
ficate of the city clerk it was not finally passed by the city coun
cil until April IK. 1914. I fancy, however, that this last-men
tioned date is a mistake of the clerk and that the by-law was really 
passed in 1912. but this does not appear to be material. It is 
admitted that the land covered by this agreement is the land in 
question. After the making of this agreement Maelxay procured 
the incorporation in Alberta of a company known as the Alberta 
Mlass Bottle < '<i.. Ltd. which name was afterwards changed to the 
Alberta Bottle ( o. Ltd. A building was erected by this company 
on this land. It was a term of the agreement with Maclxax that lie 
should equip this building with a plant of a specified value for 
manufacturing purposes and that the land covered by the agree
ment should not be conveyed by the city until the plant had 
been installed and in operation for sixty days. It is admitted 
that the installation of this plant has never been completed. 
It was to this company and for the purposes of this building that 
the plaintiff sold and delivered the materials for the value of 
which it now claims a lien.

Dn these facts it is contended by the city that this land is 
not chargeable with this indebtedness. It is said that the I md 
is public property which was acquired by the eitv for certain
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r purposes which ptir|H>ses would he defeated il" it is sold 
to satisfy the plaintiff's lien. ami that it would Ik- contrary to 
public policy to allow a lien to attach to it. I do not think that 
this objection is well taken. It is true that the land was acquired 
for certain purposes, hut in the carrying out of them was in- 
volved the purchase of materials in the erection of buildings 
upon it hy those who acquired from tin city the right to huild 
on it with the inherent risk of liens alt.idling to it for their 
price I think that the eit\ must he assumed to have rerug 
liizcd the possibility of its purposes being defeated hy just such 
an event as has here happened. It is urged in support of this 
contention that this land is not subject to the operation of the 
Mechanics' Lien Act as the Act docs not in express terms ex
tend to the property of a municipality and it can only apply 
to it when the legislature in clear ami explicit language has 
made it so applicable. Whatever may lie said in favour of this 
view when applied to such municipal institutions as a city hall, 
a tire-hall, a police station and other structures in that cate
gory. I cannot think it applicable in such a case as this. The 
very purpose of the acquisition of this property by the city was 
tin* alienation of it for manufacturing purposes. It would tin 
douhtcdly be liable to seizure and sale under execution against 
tin- city and according to some of the authorities that is one test 
of its liability to a mechanics’ lien. It was held in Manitoba that 
the Winnipeg City Mali was subject to a mechanics* lien. l/< 
Arthur v. !h tear, .'I Man. L.IL 7*2 In Saskatchewan a school 
house and the land on which it is situate were held so subject : 
Ltt \. limit //, 2 K.L.It. 288. A finrfiuri land held for such a pur
pose as that for which this land was acquired must be liable.

’In- final contention is that tin* lien could only attach to such 
interest as the defendant company had in the property as it was 
at its request that the materials were furnished and as it never 
ha«l any interest in the land at all inasmuch as the « <
of the agreement with the city wore never performed, there is 
nothing upon which this lien can he fastened.

It seems to me that this case comes w ithin Aumo/p* v. Serait It, 
44 Can. 8.C.R. 8(1. It is plain from the mayor’s examination 
for discovery at Q. lilt that the city authorities knew that this
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building was being eroded in alleged fulfillment of the AlaeKay 
eontraet. There is no evidence of tin* posting of the notice called 
for by sec. 11 and I think the onus of proving that was on the 
defendant, the city. Whether or not, therefore, the contracting 
defendant had any interest in the land, the registered owner 
knew that the building was being erected and failed to give 
notice under see. 11. and the building must therefore, in the 
words of the sec. 11 be held to have been constructed “at the 
request of such owner with a consequent liability upon the 
land by way of lien to such claimants as can satisfactorily 
prove their claims.

There will be the usual mechanics’ lien judgment except 
that the plaintiff will have no costs down to and including the 
trial. The plaintiff's proceedings down to and including the 
issue of its certificate were filled with errors which doubtless 
helped to bring about this contest. I think that some punish
ment is due the plaintiff for the carelessness which led to the 
making of these mistakes and the consequent encouragement of 
this litigation, and as none other than the deprivation of costs 
is available to me I will impose it.

./ it(hf tin n t (u vnrtUtif/h/.

MEHNER v. WINNIPEG ELECTRIC R. CO

Manitoba Court of \ppcal. Iloircll. C.J.M.. If who iris, Prrriue. Camrron, 
and Hayynrt. ./,/. I. April 111, 11)15.

1. Kviukm i: i Still—250»/)—Negligence—Verdict of .hr y—Incompet
ence OF MOTORMAN DIRECT ACT OR OMISSION CAUSING INJURY.

A finding by tin* jury in a négligence action against an electric rail
way company that the defendants were guilty of negligence consist
ing of the niotorman living incompetent of running the car will not 
in itself he sullicient to render the company liable unless it is proved 
in evidence and found by the jury that the incompetence of the motor- 
man resulted in some definite act or omission which was the direct 
cause of the injury.

2. Evidence i § Il II—250d)—Voi.i.isiox—Negligence — Finding of jury
—I’resumption.

Where the only finding of the jury on the question of negligence 
in a collision case against an electric railway company was, that the 
defendants were negligent in appointing an incompetent niotorman. 
it is to lie assumed that the jury fourni in defendants’ favour on the 
other questions raised in the case, such as the speed of the car. the 
failure to sound the gong, the sufficiency of the brakes and the alleged 
operation of the car on the wrong truck of a double track system.
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Appeal from the judgment of the trial .Judge in n negli
gence action.

/V. Anderson, K.C., for appellant, defendant.
II. IV. and /•'. f. Kcnnuhj, for rcspomlent. plaintiff.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Richards, d.A. : At the time of the injury complained of 

line of tlie defendant's railway ran easterly from Main St. 
along Redwood Ave.. across the Redwood Bridge, and along Jles- 
peler Ave. to Kelvin St. Between the Bridge ami Kelvin St. 
is Beatrice St., which runs north and south, crossing llespeler 
Ave. one block west of the Kelvin end of the line.. There were 
two tracks on llespeler Ave. and two of tin- defendants's cars 
ran on these tracks, their route being from Main St. to Kelvin 
and then back to Main.

There was at the Kelvin end no provision for switching a 
car from one track to the other. As a result each car had to run 
both east and west on the track it started on. instead of. as is 
ordinarily done, taking each way the track to tin- right, which 
would cause cars to run east on the southerly track ami west on 
tin- northcrnly one. One car therefore ran all day each way on 
the north track, and the other «lid tin- same on the south one.

The plaintiff, with other city employei-s, was g<nng north on 
Beatrice St. from a point south of llespeler Ave. to some place 
north of that avenue. Tn crossing the avenue the plaintiff was 
struck and severely injured by one of the defendant's cars going 
east.

There is direct contradiction between tin* plaintiff’s and 
defendant’s witnesses, as to which track that car was on. the 
former insisting that it was on the north track and the latter 
being equally certain that it was the south one.

Those of the plaintiff’s witnesses who were with him sav 
that, as they came to the south track, a car passe«l going west 
on it: that they and the plaintiff waited till it had passed and 
then crossed the south track and attempte«l to cross the north 
one when the car going cast on the latter struck the plaintiff.

It is claimed that the car that had just passed on tin- south 
track had hidden the coming one from their view ami that they
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did not. .it tin- north track, liH.k to thv went as they supposed 
tlint cars there, as elsewhere, took the track to the right, and 
so no ear would run on the north track except from the east, 
and that, seeing none from the east on that track, they supposed 
they could cross in safety.

The learned trial Judge put to the jury questions. which, 
with their answers, are:

if. 1. NV»* tin- <‘<iiii|iiiii\ guilty of iivgligviivf : A. N on Ami if *», 
luiwï A. Mctorimui i»vuin|M-ti-iit of running *nhl vnr.

if. 2. Wit* tin- jilnintilV guilty of i-onlribuloiy m-gliginW: A. No. 
in ) Ami if so, how? i Nut nnswvn-il I.

if. ;t. Kven if tin* plu i ut i IV wn* guilty of i-ontrihutoiy n •»ligi*ni*i>. <• *uhl 
tin- coinpany Imvc avoiilvil tin* awiili-nt liy using reasonable ami pr |wr 
eare? A. Yes. (in Ami if *o. how? A. Ily having a capable motorman 
operating saiil car.

The only other question was as to quantum of damages, 
which is not attacked on this appeal. The learned Judge en
tered judgment for the plaintiff for the amount found by tIn
jury. and the defendants have appealed.

\\ ith deference, the answers do not seem to me to be find
ings upon which the judgment can be upheld. They say that 
the company was guilty of negligence in that the motorman was 
incompetent, and that they might have avoided the accident by 
having a capable motorman operating the car.

Now. whether the motorman was or was not incompetent or 
incapable, it was not that fact which caused the injury to 
plaintiff. If the defendants are liable because of the motor- 
man. it is because tin- injury was caused by something which 
the motorman negligently did, or negligently omitted to do. 
No such act or omission is found by the jury. The injury might 
have been caused, so far as their findings go. by something 
done or omitted which was not in any way connected with iil
eum pet eney. It might in fact not have been possible for the 
motorman to avoid the accident, no matter how capable he was. 
There is no finding that the doing of anything which he omitted 
to do. or the omitting to do anything which he did, would have 
prevented the accident. The question then is. whether we 
should grant a new trial, or enter a nonsuit.

The evidence of the plaintiff’s witness Schmidt who was
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walking Ih-suIc the plaintiff* in missing tin- track. hut who saved 
himself hy jumping quickly. is that, wliilv they were missing, 
thvir foreman. who had already missed, vailed to them to “look 
out. lie says that he then saw tin- ear. whieh was almost upon 
them, and looked to him. Sehmidt. to he as big as a house.

It is evident that, if the ear was. as claimed by tin- defence, 
running on the south track, there was nothing to prevent the 
plaintiff from seeing it : ami. in spite of the jury's finding to the 
contrary, it was the *s own negligence that caused his
injury.

1 he matter is more involved it the ear was on the north 
track. If the passing west of the other ear on the south track, 
just before the injury, hid from the plaintiff the coming of the 
ear that «lid the «lamagi1. s«i that he could not. by reasonable 
care, have seen it nmiing. his negligence was thereby lessened 
in part, and there was a duty east on I how* in charge of tin- 
north track car. to slow up in passing and ring the gong as a 
wa ruing.

Hut the plaintiff's witnesses shew that the ear that they say 
passed west ha«l gone by at least 40 or 50 ft. before Savinski 
(who crossed a little in advance of the plaintiff) had started. 
Savinski got over safely, and. after doing so. Iwul time to turn 
ami see the east going car ami call to plaintiff and Schmidt to 
look out.

All witnesses agree that, other than the west going car, 
then- was. all the way west to the bridge, nothing to prevent 
the plaintiff seeing the east-bound ear coming.

The motorman. according to his own evidence, acted con
tinuously. He says that he threw off the power and partly 
put on the brakes 100 yds. away when he saw plaintiff and 
others on the south able of llespeler Ave. Then, as soon as he 
saw that plaintiff was going to cross, he put the brakes on full.

Plaintiff's witnesses shew that the motorman hail the brake 
on when they saw him. and was trying to stop the ear.

There is no suggestion that the motorman on seeing that the 
plaintiff was crossing, did not do his best to stop the ear. except 
that by Schultz, a passenger on the car. that he did not throw 
on the reverse. I do not find in the testimony evidence that
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makes me believe that putting on the reverse would haw helped 
when the ear was no close as it was when the plaintifl tried to 
cross. It seems to me too, that until the plaintifl' did start to 
go over, there was nothing to lead the motorman to suspect that 
he would try to cross in front of a car that was so close and in 
plain sight. Schultz says that so far as In* could see the motor- 
man did the liest lie could except in not reversing.

Kvcn the finding that the motorman was incompetent does 
not seem to me supported by evidence. The suggestion that he 
should have put on the reverse, is claimed to be such. I do 
not agree with that, even if that would have helped, which I 
doubt. The ear was so close to plaintifl' when he started to 
cross that nothing could, in my opinion, have stopped it in time. 
The negligence, if any. would be in not suspecting, in time to 
stop the ear, that the plaintiff might cross. As stated above. I 
see nothing that should have caused such a suspicion.

One is naturally sorry for the plaintiff. But I can see no 
reason for granting a new trial when, as here, the available 
evidence has apparently been fully gone into and discloses no 
reasonable ground for finding negligence on tin* part of the 
defendants, and particularly when, as here, the evidence does 
thexv, as 1 think, that the plaintiff’s own negligence really 
caused the injury.

I would allow the appeal with costs, set aside the judgment 
entered and enter one of nonsuit with costs.

Appeal allowed.

FREDERICTON BOARD OF TRADE v. CANADIAN PACIFIC R CO.

Hoard of Itaihray Commissioner*. January 7. 101 "i.

1. CARRIERS (ft IV 0 4—541 )—Vx.ll ST DISCRIMINATION" -TRAFFIC—P.XHSKN- 
(jKR—Tolls—Tnrovoii—Mileage danin—Vompktition—Effective 

Initial, intermediate and terminal points—Railway Act, 
sec. 315.

Vnder sec. 31T>, unjust discrimination docs not exist, where there is 
actual competition at the initial and terminal points reached hv rail
way lines, and the potential choice of a passenger at an intermediate 
point whereby he may elect to buy a through ticket for the whole 
distance between the initial and terminal points, cheaper than one on 
a mileage basis from such intermediate point to the terminal point, 
spreads the effect of competitions over the whole journey.
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("ABB1KBH (8 IN' A —61111—VOMI'KTITIOX Kl 1 liV'm I DlSHIMIl AB (lit
Cl MS I .\ M I S AMI COMMUONS—Toi.i. Iaiwkk—Rahway Act. skv. 
315.

The general scope of sec. 315 makes it clear that the Hoard is em
powered to recognize the existence of competition and its effects, 1 herc- 
fore, when it is satisfied that such competition exists, it may allow 
it lower toll on the section of railway where the dissimilar circum
stances and conditions created |>y such competitions exist.

[Mall.hi iV Sons v. <Irmnl Trunk If;/. In. Tan Hark Tolls I'm . s 
Can. Ry. Cas. I <{, at pp. IVU. |s7 : At linin't l\ n Jhinj Co. v. I itini'lim 
Pacific iiiul Michàjan Central Ifi/. Co-. Almon'i Kmttiinj Co. I u . i :{ 
Can. Ry. Cas. 441. followed. Fredericton Hoard of Trade v. Canadian 
Pacific It if. Co.. 17 Can. Ry. fas. 433. reheard and reversed.]

Application to remedy the arbitrary and unjustly dis
criminatory tolls on passenger traffic to and from Fredericton 
via C.P.H. and I.C.R., and for a re-hearing by the respondent. 

The application was heard at Ottawa, November 17, 1914.
/V. 11’. licaltii, for the respondent.
11. (\ Chisholm. K.( '.. for tin* (irand Trunk Ry. Co.
11". P. Torrance, for the Michigan Central Ry. Co.

The facts tire fully set out in the judgment of Mr. Commis
sioner McLean.

January 7, 1910. Mr. Commissionkr Mi Li:an: Under date 
of July 18. 1914, judgment was given dealing with the complaint 
of the Board of Trade of Fredericton, X.B., in regard to the 
arbitrary and discriminating rates alleged to exist on passenger 
traffic to and from Fredericton. What is now material was set 
out in the judgment in the following language :

“It was stated in evidence by Mr. Wells, for the railway, 
that, generally speaking, the fares from Fredericton were less 
than from St. John, except where the element of competition 
entered; and that wherever the rates were made on mileage 
Fredericton had a lower rate. It is apparent that where there 
is competition at St. John, which is not operative at Fredericton, 
it may bring about a lower rate basis at the former point. So 
long as the discrimination so created is not unjust, it is permitted 
by the Railway Act. However, while there may be, on account 
of competition, a justification for a lower rate to a longer distance 
point, as, for example, Moncton, it does not follow that this 
justifies the granting of an identical rate to a shorter distance 
point where such competition does not exist. Yet the railway 
makes the Moncton rate the maximum to intermediate main line
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points, although it is not alleged that there is competition at 
these points.

“The railway, in its answer, has drawn attention to the 
established practice of fixing the rates to non-competitive points 
by adding the local fare to the junction point to the competitive 
fare. But this practice has not been applied in connection with 
the Moncton and St. John rates. The Moncton rate has been 
met because, as Mr. Wells stated, the railway wants to share in 
the business. The extension of this rate to St. John is ascribable 
to choice, not to competition. Further, in connection with the 
competitive rates from St. John, the rates are not limited t<* the 
point where the competition exists. They are also made applicable 
to main line stations. That is to say, the competitive rate is 
made a maximum for these stations, although it is not alleged 
that competition exists at them. On the other hand, the practice 
as to branch line business is stated in the railway’s answer to 
be as follows:—

“ ‘In making the fares from points north and south of the 
main line, such as Fredericton, St. Stephen, St. Andrews and 
Woodstock, the fares were made by adding the one-way fare to 
the junction point to the competitive rate.’

“While the existence of sufficiently potent competition at a 
particular point may be a justification sufficient to take the rail
way out from the inhibitions of tin- Railway Act in regard to 
discrimination if the same rate is not extended to another point 
where competition does not exist, that is not the situation which 
here exists. The railway, from considerations of traffic policy, 
has extended the advantage of the competitive rate to points 
where competition does not exist. On such a state of facts, the 
contention of Fredericton is well-founded; and so long as the 
condition exists as it is now spread before us, the St. John rates 
should be the maximum for Fredericton.”

After the issuance of the judgment, a communication was 
received from the Canadian Pacific Railway Company alleging 
that, through imperfection of presentation, the matter had not 
been so developed before the Board as to seize it of all the essen
tial facts concerned. It was alleged that, while the principle as 
set out in the above extract from the judgment might be accepted 
as operative in freight traffic, there were special conditions which.
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in this respect, differentiated the freight traffic from passenger 
traffic. It was stated that the practice of making the passenger 
fares to and from intermediate points such as not to exceed the 
fares to more distant points on the direct line was in general 
use over the North American continent, and that, in the applica
tion of this practice in the United States, no exception thereto 
had been taken by the Interstate Commerce Commission. The 
railway then applied for a reconsideration of the matter, so that 
the facts pertinent to the matter might be fully developed in re
hearing.

On checking certain of the tariffs, it appeared that the prac
tice was of more general use than had been apparent from what 
was presented before the Hoard in the hearing at St. John. The 
checking of the tariffs shewed, for example:

Second-class $10 rate from St. John applies to all strictly 
intermediate stations to Montreal where first-class is over $10: 
in other words, it backs east ward I y to Bury, (jue.. A4 miles inside 
the Ifoundary.

To stations on the Drummond ville Branch (from Foster) the 
$10 rate also applies in competition with the l.C.H., Drummond- 
ville being on the l.C.H. main line to Montreal.

The situation is similar on the St. Hyacinthe Branch from 
Farnham.

To stations on these branches intermediate to Drummond- 
ville. the $10 rate also applies.

To all other branch points not held down by l.C.H. com
petition, arbitraries are added to the $10 rate.

On consideration of what was submitted by the railway, as 
well as of what the tariffs shewed, it seemed proper that the 
matter should be spoken to by the railways generally. Con
sequently, the matter was set down for hearing on November 
17th, to l.e spoken to by the Canadian Pacific, ( irand Trunk. 
Canadian Northern, Michigan Central, and the Toronto, Hamil
ton & Buffalo Railway Companies. Certain additional material 
in regard to the practice in the United States and the rulings of 
the Interstate Commerce Commission thereon was found to be 
necessary. The material in question is now before the Board.

The matter as presented by the Canadian Pacific Railway 
Com, ny in the hearing was of the nature of an elaboration of
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what had been set out in its letter above referred to. It had 
therein stated:—

“It is quite practicable to charge a competitive rate for a 
freight shipment which is lower than the rate for such a ship
ment made to or from some intermediate point. The carrier 
has complete control of the freight, which cannot be unloaded 
without its consent and cannot be billed from an intermediate 
point on payment of the lower rate from the point beyond.

“On the other hand however, a passenger can buy a through 
ticket at the lower rate to the farther ‘ ve point and
leave the train at any intermediate point where it stops, or he 
can send to the more distant competitive point for a ticket and 
board the train at an point where a higher fare
applies.

“Thus, it will be seen that, in so far as passenger fares are con
cerned, it is impracticable to put fares to intermediate points 
on the main line on a lower (higher) ? basis than the fares applying 
to points beyond on the same line.”

The Michigan Central shewed that its practice was the same 
as the Canadian Pacific. The (band Trunk, without adducing 
evidence, supported the same general position.

The fact that the practice may be of general use is, of course, 
not an answer to the allegation of discrimination. The question 
is whether the discrimination alleged is such as constitutes unjust 
discrimination or undue preference, under the Railway Act.

In regard to the practice in the United States, the Act to 
Regulate Commerce, as amended June S, 1910, provides, in 
see. 4 thereof the long and short haul clause—that :

“. . . it shall Ik* unlawful for any common carrier, sub
ject to the provisions of this Act, to charge or receive any greater 
compensation in the aggregate for the transportation of pas
sengers, or of like kind of property, for a shorter than for a longer 
distance over the same line or route, in the same* direction, the 
shorter being included in the longer distance. . .
This prohibition is, however, qualified by a subsequent pro
vision in the section whereby, upon application to the Interstate 
Commerce Commission, authorization may be obtained for 
charging less for longer than for shorter distances for the trans
portation of passengers or property.

0110

203117
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Formerly, the long and short haul clause of the Act to Regu
late Commerce was qualified by the words “substantially similar 
circumstances and conditions.”

This difference in language, however, does not affect the 
description of the route over which the traffic concerned moves; 
so the decision given in liner lints. Mercantile Co. v. Missouri 
Pacific A'//. Co. amt bearer <V II in (! ramie A1//. Co., in April. 1908, 
Id I.C.R. 330, is pertinent as showing the practice of the Inter
state Commerce Commission. It is true that this case was a 
freight ease, but the provisions of the long and short haul clause 
apply to passenger traffic as well. In this case, the traffic in 
question formerly passed through the city of Lead ville, Colorado, 
and both freight and passenger trains of the railway were operated 
through that city. Subsequently, the route was changed so that 
the traffic was handled through a junction point known as Malta 
Junction, and the traffic into Lead ville was thereafter handled 
over u branch line 41 ■> miles in length. The following words, 
which are to be found on p. 330, are pertinent to the interpreta
tion of what is meant by the description of the route under the 
long and short haul clause :

“ Under these circumstances, we are inclined to hold that 
Lead ville should not be treated as intermediate within the mean
ing of the fourth section. A town might be intermediate, although 
located some short distance from the line of the railway, so that 
the railway did not literally pass through it. But when, as in 
this case, the town is connected with the main road by a branch 
load, requiring a separate and independent service at considerable 
cost to reach it, it should not be regarded as intermediate.”

CAN.
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More recently, in 1914, the Interstate Commerce Commission 
has dealt with this in l)oo<l v. T. A* I*. Ilj/. Co., Vnreportcd Opinion 
A-2‘23. In this, what was involved was a higher rate in effect 
on cotton wood from Annona, Texas, to Springfield, Missouri, 
a less distance than from Shreveport, Louisiana, to Kansas City, 
Missouri, a greater distance. The Commission held that the 
points in question were not intermediate via the direct line or 
usual routes of movement, and the complaint of the violation 
of the fourth section of the Act to Regulate Commerce was dis
missed.

The distinction as between the branch line movement and
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the main line movement has turned upon the scope of the dis
crimination concerned as delimited in section four. In addition 
the Commission has recognized that, where there is dissimilarity, 
of circumstances, it is not unlawful to charge somewhat higher 
rates from branch line stations to a particular point than from 
stations equally distant, on the main line, to the same point: 
Logon ct nl. v. Chicago & A'. 11’. Hy. Co., 2 l.C.R. 431 ; Hoard of 
Winuton-Salcm v..V. «V IV. Hy. Co., 20 I.C.C. I'd ; Cage Milling 
Co. v. A . & IV. Hy. Co., 30 l.C.C. 610.

So far as explicit statement is concerned, there does not 
appear to he any ruling on the particular phase of passenger 
rate regulation involved in the present application. The Com
mission has, indeed, said in its Conference Rulings, 304, Sub
section V, of March 13, 1911, which will he found republished 
in its Conference Bulletin No. 0:—

“That if a carrier is authorized to maintain rates to or from 
a given point which are not in conformity with the fourth section, 
it may establish rates upon branch lines connected with the main 
line at these points which are higher than such commodity rates 
by arbitraries, or by the branch line locals, without special autho
rity from the Commission.”

This, however, applies to a case not where the longer distance 
rate is made a maximum, but where an exemption from the rigid 
application of the section is granted. But, inferentiallv, no 
greater concession to branch line points would be called for by 
the Commission when the competitive rate is made a maximum 
by the carrier, on the main line movement, than when the Com
mission itself exempts the carrier from the necessity of so applying 
it. This inference is substantiated by the practice in regard to 
freight rates already adverted to. A particular example may lie 
referred to as indicating the method of rate structure used in 
practice.

It appears that the present first-class fare between Chicago 
and Spokane is 840.10. This is a distance ria St. Raul and short 
line movements of 1,885 miles. From Chicago to Spokane, ria 
Union Pacific route, moving through Omaha, Ogden, Pocatello, 
and Umatilla Junction, is a distance of 2,415 miles. Where the 
movement is via Granger, the distance is slightly less, viz., 2,319 
miles. In this case, in accordance with common practice, the 
short line makes the rate I-etwe n in’tial and terminal points.
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In n<l<liti<m to this, tin* rate of the short line mileage is made the 
maximum to intermediate points in the ease of a direct line 
movement where the ordinary mileage fare would he higher. 
Rut on a movement westward from Vmatilla to Portland, a dis
tance of 1K7 miles, the fares are made up by adding to the rate 
to Vmatilla Junction the local rate beyond: that is to say, the 
competitive factor is limited to the portion of the route con
trolled by the short line mileage.

While it does not appear that an explicit sanction has been 
given to this practice by the Interstate Commerce Commission, 
there does not appear to be anything in its decisions which finds 
it unjustifiable.

By see. 315 of the Hailway Act of Canada provision is made 
that :—

‘‘All such tolls shall always, under substantially similar cir
cumstances and conditions, in respect of all traffic of the same 
description, and carried in or upon the like kind of cars, passing 
over the same portion of the line of railway, be charged equally 
to all persons and at the same rate, whether by weight, mileage, 
or otherwise.”

Sub-section 5 of the same section provides that:
“The Board shall not approve or allow any toll which for 

the like description of goods or for passengers carried under sub
stantially similar circumstances and conditions, in the same 
direction, over the same line, is greater for a shorter than for a 
longer distance, within which such shorter distance is included, 
unless the Board is satisfied that, owing to competition, it is 
expedient to allow such toll."

The Board, in the application of J. S. Mitchell <V Co., dated 
February 1, 1911, File KMMIt, had before it a situation where, 
on a shipment to Boynton, Que., a higher rate was charged by 
the Boston <V Maine than to Beebe Junction and Koek Island 
stations, which were further along the line. The situation was 
that to the further distant points commodity rates existed, while 
only the mileage rate was at the time available to Boynton, which 
is a flag station. The Board, in dealing with this matter, held 
that, since the circumstances were not shewn to be dissimilar, 
and there being no plea that the lower rate for longer distance 
was attributable to competition, it had power to disallow the 
toll under sub-sec. 5 of sec. 315.
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As has Ih‘C‘ii indicated, the (\1\R. makes the same rate to 
St. John as it makes to Moncton, the Moncton rate being made 
to meet the Intercolonial rate. It appears from tariffs on file 
with the Board that the Intercolonial extends its Moncton rate 
to St. John.

The Board has found that at St. John and at Montreal com
petitive conditions exist. On what was before it at the former 
hearing, it appeared that the extension of this competitive rate 
to intermediate points on the main line was a matter of mere 
gratuity on the part of the railway On further consideration, 
in view of what has been submitted, this conclusion appears to 
have In-en in error. It appears that, in practice, an individual 
travelling to a point between St. John and Montreal, either 
Montreal or St. John being the initial point of the journey, can 
purchase a through ticket at either of these points, and then use 
it on his journey to the intermediate point. The effect of this 
is to cut out on the journey to the intermediate point the applica
tion of the mileage rate. It is also open to a traveller beginning 
his journey at a point intermediate to Montreal, for example, 
and travelling to Montreal, to send to St. John to purchase a 
ticket He can then travel on this ticket to his destination; and 
the effect of this is that as to this journey the mileage rate is 
also cut out. This situation may arise wherever the competitive 
rate is less than the mileage rate of the intermediate point in 
question. It was submitted before the Board that where formerly 
on the lines of the ( anadian Pacific in Western < anada, the ( ’oast 
rate was not made a maximum to intermediate points, the people 
travelling from such intermediate points did send to the Coast 
to purchase tickets, and that, in view of this practice, the present 
method of making the Coast rate a maximum developed. It 
certainly would appear that any passenger travelling with any 
degree of regularity would soon know how to take advantage of 
such an arrangement.

If. in the case of freight, a higher rate exists from an inter
mediate point to destination, the freight, in order to take advan
tage of the lower rate on a movement to Montreal, assuming, 
for example, that a lower rate existed from St. John to Montreal 
than from the intermediate |x>int to the same destination, would 
have to move to St. John on the local rate and then move back
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westward through the int<'riiiediate point to Montreal. This is 
what actually did take place in the United States in the '70’s 
of last century, where points such as Pittsburg moved goods east 
to the Atlantic Coast in order to obtain the advantage of the 
Atlantic Coast rates westbound. The situation at present in 
connection with the1 Panama Canal presents a somewhat similar 
condition, although here there is a rail and water route as dis
tinguished from the all-rail route, (loods arc being moved from 
west of Chicago by rail to the Atlantic seaboard to take advan
tage of the water rate between the Atlantic seaboard and rut? 
Pacific coast.

In the ease of passenger traffic, a roundabout movement such 
as freight may take in order to get the advantage of a lower rate 
is less common. The directness of the route, the time taken, 
and the incidental expense's of travelling attaching to the longer 
route are factors which exercise an influence on the passenger 
movement. But, as indicated, it is not necessary for the pas
senger to go in person to the ticket office at the longer distance 
point which has a competitive rate. The effect of competition 
at the longer distance point may thus be spread by the action 
of the passenger over the whole route between the two terminals 
affected by the competition, since it is open to the passenger to 
take advantage of the compelled rate instead of paying on mileage. 
The only limitation apparent is the checking of baggage. It 
does not appear, however, that this is a prohibitive factor.

The contention of the railway that as to the journey between 
St. .John and Montreal there is a competitive situation through
out is well taken. There is an actual competition at the initial and 
terminal point s, and the potential choice of the prospective passen
ger spreads the effect of competition over the whole journey.

Section 315 of the Railway Act prescribes that in respect of 
traffic of the same description . . under substantially simi
lar circumstances and conditions . . carried in or upon the
like kind of cars passing over the same portion of the line of rail
way . . then* shall be equality of charge.

Sub-section (i of see. 315 does not arise in the present applica
tion, as it is concerned simply with the power of the Board to 
declare that “any places are competitive points" within the 
meaning of the Railway Act. It has been laid down by the 
Board, in its decision in the Western Hates Case, at p. 11:—
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“Sub-sortions 5 ami (i an* tho long and short haul sortions, 
tin* effort of which is to permit a reduced charge on movements 
to a competitive point, even although that reduced charge is 
smaller than tin* charge made for carriage for lessor distances 
along the same line to intermediate points. The sub-sections 
are sections which directly recognize the necessity, in proper eases, 
of operation at a reduced toll justified by competitive conditions. 
The result is, therefore, that lesser tolls may be legal under such 
circumstances, and that a discrimination may exist lietween 
different localities without such discrimination amounting to an 
illegal practice.”

It does not appear necessary to develop here the significance 
of the words its set out in the main section, viz., “passing over 
the same portion of the line of railway,” or the further words as 
set out in sub-section 5 of the section, viz., “. . . in the same
direction over the same line is greater for a shorter than for a 
longer distance, within which such shorter distance is included. 
. . .” The significance of these limitations has I teen dealt with
in Malkin tV Sons v. Grand Trunk Kg. Co., S Can. Ky. Cas., pp. 
I HP, 187; see also Almonte Knitting (’o. v. Canadian Pacific and 
Michigan ('entrai Kg. Cos., 3 Can. Ry. Cas. 111.

The general scope of sec. 315 makes clear that the Hoard is 
empowered to recognize tin* existence of com|H*tition and of its 
effects. The existence of competition is one factor creating dis
similar circumstances and conditions, and when the Hoard is 
satisfied that such competition exists, it may allow the lower toll 
in respect of the section in which the dissimilar circumstances 
and conditions so created exist.

In the former hearing, the decision on the point herein involved 
turned on the absence of coui|M*tition at the intermediate point 
on the main line movement. Now, on further evidence and con
sideration thereof, the existence of pervasive competition on the 
main line movement is established. ('onse<|uently, the finding 
of the former judgment dealing with the point herein involved 
should be revised.

The ( iiikf Commissionkr: In light of the fuller informa
tion now before the Hoard, I am obliged to agree in dismissing 
the application of the Hoard of Trade of Fredericton. It is to 
be regretted that the record was not made complete in the first 
instance.
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RENDALL, MACKAY, MICHIE, LTD. v. WARREN & DYETT.

IHurla Sli/niKu Court. It<rl:. ./ Unrrh It, 11113.

I. Mm IIA.XII s' III Ns tg|Y 1.1 I — I.IKX Hilt XV Alii S li XVKKKs -l OXIIM 
III S H HIOIl.

The xvages eluim» of hi In Hirers which arc given a special privilege 
umler the Xleehanie»" Lien Act, Alta., it' fur "not inure than »i\ weel. s" 
wages," are the wages earm-il within a cunt ill imtis period uf six 
weeks eoiinting hackwani from the la*i day's work, ami ilu not in 
elmle that part of the wages prior to such perilm| which may Is- in 
rlmleil in I he w ages for services at different t imes, spreiul over a 
larger time. Imt aggregating six weeks' wages or I•—.

-. MmIIXXIIs' I.IKXS I g VI Hi 1 Si IM'lIXiKAI'I'llK I.XIMIl Kill HllillT

A siili ciintriietoi i- not a "lahotirer" umler the Meehanic** Lien Act, 
Alta., so as to aeipiire as to lalioiir ilone as part of the • »iitrael. the 
spei-ial privileges given hx that Act to labourers 

M Mil AX ICS' I.IKXS iglll III -1‘HmMmi.s—DlKKKKI VI I II Xlloi HI l|s 
I lie priority acipiireil by notice umler sir. .'12 of the Meehanies* Lien 

Vet. Alta,, is a prioritx only over other lieiihohlers of the same class 
a* lixisl hx see. .'Ml, ami iloes not interfere with the prioritx lixisl hy 
that sect ion as hetxv.eu the different classics of lienholder*.

I. Mh 11 a\tvs' l.lKXs 1 6 I I 1 Mn 11 xx 11 s' Likx AvT. Al i x.—( oxstrki 
TION OK—"I’HK.Il IlICKIl'" I X.IISIIY XIA III III si KKI K."

"I III- word "prejudiced" as useil in see. 14 of the Mechanics' |,i« n 
Vet. Alta., va I iila ting certain liens where there has been failure to 
strictly eoinplx with the statute, means "unjustlx uiaile t < #uffei

Action on a m reliâmes’ lion.
('. .1. (Irani, 11 in I (I. \Yiitl,hr< for Rriiditll-Markay to.
(I. K. Win liter, for Zinimvrimm.
S. S. ('nriaael,. for J. II. Lava I lev Co. „
•S'. IV. Fit Id, for tho Hoard of Trustee*.

Beck, .1.: A <|11i*n1 inn was sitlmiiltvd to ino in these cases a 
short time ago which I decided, leaving several other questions 
open. On the matter coining up before me again it appeared 
that I had not been given all the facts.

Reno all. Mack xy. M ici hi: Limited’* Claim.
It now appears that there were, in addition to the notice by 

the Kendall Co. to the oxxners of November 14. 1913, two subse
quent notices, one of xvhich was given on the I'Jth. and again 
on ISth of December, as follows :

Warren A Dyett—|the contractor*!—uoxv owe us for material *uppli"il 
to till' a hove biiiblillg the sum of $2.liS l.lill. Ill aililitiou to tile aliovc we 
also holil an onler from I'liil. Malone -|a wuh-eont factor umler Warren A 
Dyett for the plastering| directing them to pay us #300 aiul charge <o 
his account. Mr. Warren haw accepted this account, si we xx'ouhl ask xoii 
to kimlly protect us in the amount of lji3.l81.iMi.
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The Malone order is as follows :
Kilnioiitun. l-tli. P.H3.

Warren A Dvett kimlly pay in livmhill. Miivlxay. Mivhie Kite llumlml 
Dollars ami charge to my account. (Sgd.) I*. .1. Malone. (Sgd.) War
ren & Dyett, per Warren.

It was sent by the Remlall Co. to the owners’ superintendent 
on December IT. enclosed in a letter saying:

We herewith la-g to hand you order from P. .1. Malone on Warren A 
Dyett to pay us the sum of *000 on account of Separate School contract. 
This order has been accepted by Mr. Warren, as you will see. We would 
like to have mi acknowledgment from the School Hoard that they will 
protect a- on the enclosed order so it will not In* necessary for Mr. Malone 
to attach a lien to the building. Ilis time for lien is up in the course 
of a day or so and your early attention to this matter will greatly 
oblige.

No reply was given to this letter. Malone’s claim for $700 
was made up of $.‘148.70 for materials used in the plastering 
work and $1.71..*10 for the labour. The materials were supplied 
by the Kendall Co.

The other notice given by the Remlall Co. was on January 
17. It claimed as the total amount $4,404.50. Remlall, Mai Kay. 
Michie, Ltd. tiled a lien on January Hi. 1014. for $4,404.70. The 
amount of the claim sued for is $3,400. The amount seems to 
have been reduced from $4,404.70 to $4,400. By the deduction 
of a small item of four dollars and some cents and a payment 
of $100 on January 0 by Warren & Dyett.

I must return to this $100 later. The Remlall Co.’s claim <>f 
lien filed, contained no indication that a part of the claim re
presented either work or materials relating to the Malone sub
contract. The Remlall Co. did no work but merely supplied 
materials. The claim of lien states that the particulars of the 
work done or materials furnished are as follows: Lumber and 
building materials, that the work or materials were finished, 
furnished or discontinued on or about December 20. 1914.

Î think I must hold that the claim of lien is sufficient to tin- 
full extent of the $4,300. My first impression was that it was 
good at all events to the extent of the amount represented by 
the materials supplied, whether directly to the contractors War
ren & Dyett or to the sub-contractor Malone, whether directly or 
indirectly being a matter id’ indifference : but perhaps not as to
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the sum of $151.30, representing the labour in Malone's elaim. 
On further consideration I retain my view with respect to the 
materials but now think it should be held sufficient as to 
the item for labour also; subject to this, that Malone being a 
sub-contractor, the portion of the claim not representing 
material furnished would rank, in accordance with sec. 30, 
after the claims of material men. Sec. 32 (the new section sub
stituted by sec. 12 of the Statute Law Amendment Act. eh. 
20. 1008) I think is not confined to material men hut applies 
to all lien claimants except, as the section expresses it. “for 
more than six weeks’ wages in respect of labour.” Hut I think 
that a sub-contractor is not a “labourer” in respect of the 
labour done as a part of the contract, so as to acquire the 
special privileges given by the Act to labourers. I think too. 
that the priority acquired by notice under sec. 32 is a priority 
only over other lienholders of the same class, as fixed by see. 
30. and does not interfere with the priority fixed by that sec
tion as between the different classes of lienholders.

I think the lien of tin- Kendall Co. sufficient to include the 
portion of the claim relating to Malone’s sub-contract for these 
reasons: The right of a lienholder may he assigned (see. 15); 
the form of lien provided for in see. 13. and set out in schedule 
A is very general in its terms: See. 14 says that a substantial 
compliance only with see. 13 shall be required and no lien shall 
be invalidated by reason of failure to comply with any of the 
requisites thereof unless, in the opinion of the Court or Judge 
adjudicating upon the lien, the owner, contractor, sub-contrac
tor. mortgagee, or other person is prejudiced thereby ; “pre
judiced.” I think, must be taken to mean “unjustly made to 
suffer.” for. in the connection in which the word is used there 
is contemplated that the property, and consequently, some per
sons interested in it are made to submit to a liability from which 
but for the provision they would have been freed. In this case 
the owner certainly was not prejudiced for lie had full notice 
before the filing of the lien of the claims upon which it was 
founded : and I think other lienholders cannot be said to have 
been prejudiced inasmuch as if they had such knowledge they 
could be no more prejudiced than the owner, and if they had
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not, they must be supposed to have taken this particular lien
holder’s claim to have been us it was stated in tin* verified claim 
of lien registered, and not to have been misled or to have altered 
their position in any way by reason of the irregularity in the 
claim of lien.

Now, what I have said with regard to tic materials supplied 
through Malone for the building is subject to this: That I think 
those supplied to Malone must be taken to have been on a separ
ate and distinct account, in this sense, that though each account 
was a continuous account, ko that the last item of each would 
carry with it the earlier items so as to make effective a claim of 
lien fih'd within thirty-one days of the last item, tin* two 
accounts cannot be confused for this purpose, but that tlie last 
item of each must be shewn to have been delivered within thirty- 
one days of the filing of the claim of lien.

Subject to proof of this I hold that Kendall. Maelxay. Michie. 
Ltd., are entitled to a lien for $3,300. less $151.30 (the Malone 
labour) that is for $3.148.70, and to a lien for $101.30 to take 
rank only as a claim by a sub-contractor, but it is clear that 
there are no funds to satisfy this later portion of the claim.

And, now. inasmuch as this latter sum is greater than the 
amount which, at the conclusion of the contract, was left owing 
by the owners to the contractors, other (picstions call for deter
mination.

In my former reasons for judgment when there was a i|Ues- 
tion only of the $1.094.01), I expressed the opinion that this 
sum was payable out of the $2.821.81. I adhere to this opinion 
for the reasons then given. As to the surplus of the $3.300. 
namely. $1.605.91. I think that Kendall. Mackay. Michie. Ltd., 
rank for it pro rata with all other lien claimants of the same 
class upon the residue of the $2.821.81. My reason for so think
ing is that liens come into being by reason of the supplying of 
materials or the doing of work; they are preserved in being by 
the filing of claims of lien followed by the commencement of 
proceedings and the registration of a certificate of lis pnulenn; 
the notice which is provided for by see. 32 is effective for none 
of these ends, but the lien being created and kept alive, a lien
holder who gives such a notice places the owner in this posi-
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lion : Thv owner will In- liable to tin- lienholder giving the notice 
In-yoml thv vont met prive, it', and to thv extent that paymentN 
iiuhIv subsequently to thv notiw. unless imnh- on account of 
vhiiniK having priority, reduce the balance of the contract price 
hclow the amount of which notice ha* been given, if it wna 
greater, or mlucv it at all, if Icnh. But. Hubjcct to this, subse
quent paymentN, ho mi foh made, with like attention to subs“- 
quent notices, if any. cannot inemiNc the liability of the own -r 
beyond the contract price. The notice enure* to the benefit 
only of the lien claimant who give* it. If there are no payment* 
tuilMcqilcnt to the notiee, the notice has in no way affected the 
owner'* liability.

Here, as I undenttaml the fact*, the balance of the contract 
price at the date of the service of the first notice by Kendall. 
MacKay. Michic. Ltd., was $.'1.000 plus $2,821.81. After the 
service of that notiee. in which the amount then owing was 
stated to lie $1.(194.09. the owners paid to the contractors $3.500; 
but this still left in tin- hands of the owners as the balance if 
the contract price $2.821.21. sufficient, obviously, to pay tin- 
amount stated in the notice, $1.094.09. No payments were made 
by the owners subsequently. The subsequent notices given by 
Kendall. MacKay, Michic. Ltd., had. therefore, under the cir
cumstances. no effect; the company secured priority upon the 
$2,821.21 to the extent of $1.694.09; and they, as to the residue 
of their claim ami the remaining lienholders of the same class 
as they are classified in see. .'Ilf, which provides for the distribu
tion of the proceeds of a sale of the property, though they gave 
no notices, must rank pro rata.

What I have said. I think, disposes of the questions raised 
on the claim of Kendall. MacKay. Michic. Ltd.

I have now to deal with the claim of Zimmerman, lie was 
a lalamrer. The period during which In- worked and in respect 
of which he makes his claim, was a period greater than six 
weeks, hut the total mmilier of hours or day* spread over this 
larger period when added together make less than six weeks. 
I am of opinion, that tin* expression in the Act, “not more than 
six weeks' wages” is intended by the Act to mean wages earned 
within a continuous period of six weeks counting backward
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from the last day's work. For wages so deHcribed. labourers 
are given special privileges. See. 17 provides in the ease of 
contracts where the contract price exceeds $000. for the posting 
up of a copy of the receipted pay rolls on the first legal day 
after pay day. and the delivery to the owner of the original pay 
roll with a receipt in full from each labourer : and provides 
that no payment made by the owner without the delivery of 
such pay roll shall be valid for the purpose of defeating or 
diminishing any lien in favour of the labourer. See. 32. which 
limits the liability under conditions to the contract price, ex
cepts liens for not more than six weeks' wages. See. 30 (the 
distribution section) places six weeks’ wages first in order of 
priority after the costs of the proceedings, and any resit lut of 
wages are made payable out of the moneys, if any, going to the 
contractor or sub-contractor who employed the labourer.

Zimmerman's claim for wages earned within a period of 
six weeks amounts to $103.50. For this amount I hold he has 
a claim upon the $2,821.21, prior to that of Kendall. Mac Kay, 
Michie, Ltd.

Another claim is that of the J. 11. Lavallee Co., Ltd.
During the argument I fixed the amount of this claim at 

$449.43, made up as follows:
1913. Sept. 19. Tile (Kiippli«>i| in Warren & Ovett). $341.43. (let. 2's. 

Rooting as per contract, $188.50. 1 yd. rooting gravel. $3..iO --.VI.'!, 43.
Sept. 19. Freight repai I. $84—$440.43.

As will have been observed, the first item is for materials 
supplied in the usual way to the contractors; the other two 
were in respect of a sub-contract with the contractors. 1 think 
the three items cannot he treated as items of a running account, 
the first item, being for materials, must stand by itself, the 
other two by themselves.

The lien was not filed in time with respect to the first item. 
1 find that it was filed in time with respect to the other two 
items because 1 find as a fact, on the evidence, that the work 
on the sub-contract was not completed and was honâ fi<l* left 
incomplete until a period within a month of the filing of the 
lien, when it was completed and some additional gravel was 
supplied and used, made necessary by some injury having :n
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thv meantime ocvuiTed to the roof for whivli the suh-vont nietor 
was not responsible.

It was claimed that there was a waiver by tin- owners of the 
obligation of filing a lien. No doubt an owner may waive the 
provisions of the statute, at all events so as to make himself 
personally liable and even so as to preserve the lien without 
prejudice to the rights of lienholders who have complied with 
the Act; but I cannot, on the evidence, hold that a waiver has 
been established. The $84 credit is applicable to the first item. 
In the result, therefore, I hold that the lien of .1. Il I «aval lee, 
Ltd., is valid to the extent and to the extent only of $192. But 
as this claim is that of a sub-contractor it can rank only, under 
see. ."{0. subsequent to the claims of material men.

There is a claim by the Edmonton Iron Fence & Wire Works 
Co. No one appeared for them before me but I think I should 
not disallow their claim without affording them a further oppor
tunity of proving their claim if they can do so.

In the result, the $2,821.21 is. in my opinion distributable 
as follows : (1) In payment of the proper costs of all parties;

2) In payment to Zimmerman of $1011.50; (3) In payment to 
the Kendall. MacKay, Miehie Co. of $1,094.00; (4) In payment 
pro mto of the claims of Kendall. MacKay. Miehie. Ltd., to the 
« xtent of $1,005.91 ; of the Edmonton Iron & Wire Fence Co., 
to the extent, if any. that they prove a claim as material men.

Order accordinr/hi.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER CO v. KNOX.
Sankatrheiran Supreme Court. 1 hh'nii. ./. April 14. 1916.

I. Itn.i.s and notion i 6 VI—150)—•Conditional half of c iiattki —Sf.vf.rai.
I O N NOTKS—Dl l AIM ON ONK—ACCELERATION Cl. A CNF—RlOIIT TO 
8VE ON ALL NOTES—NOTICE—COSTS.

Where several lien notes, given on the conditional sale of a chattel, 
each contained a proviso that in default of payment of Mich note or 
of any of the other notes, the whole amount of the price and interest 
and all obligations and notes given therefor should forthwith lieemne 
due and payable without making presentment or demand which were 
thereby waived, the conditional vendor may sue on all of the lien 
notes where one only is in default; no preliminary notice is neees 
-ary of an intention to claim the hem-lit of the acceleration clause, or 
if such were necessary the service of the writ was sufficient, subject to 
auv right as to costs which might have arisen had the defendant 
forthwith paid the note which was past due.

| Wtslnirnif V. Nlnrart, 2 S.L.R. ITS. distinguished.|
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SASK. Action on a number of lien notes.
8 .(*. IV. It. Willoughby, K.(for plaintiff.

HABVKHTEB

('. K. Armstrong, for defendant.

Me lx ay, J. :—This ease was tried by me at Moose Jaw with 
a jury. The plaintiff sued on a number of lien notes, but at tin-

Ksox. trial it was admitted that all the lien notes, with the exception
of three, had been paid; the three lien notes not paid being 
those set out in paragraphs 12. 15. 14 of the plaintiff's statement 
of claim, all dated February 25. 191*1. payable to the plaintiff 
and made by the defendant, and all given to secure part of the 
purchase price of one 45 h.-p. Mogul engine and 8 furrow IV \
( 1. engine plow.

The first lien note for $1.505 due July 1. 191 J. with interest 
thereon at 7 percent, per annum until maturity and 10 percent, 
per annum after maturity until paid. The second lien note for 
$1.505. due t tot. 1. 1914. with interest thereon at 7 per cent, 
per annum until maturity and 10 per cent, per annum after 
maturity and 10 per cent, per annum after maturity until paid. 
The third lien note for $1.505 due <let. 1. 1915. with interest 
thereon at 7 per cent, per annum, until maturity and 10 per 
cent, per annum after maturity until paid.

The defendant contends that the order for the engine and 
plows and the lien notes sued on. and a mortgage given as col
lateral security were obtained by fraud, and that there was a 
breach of implied and express warranties, and claims cancella
tion of the order and discharge of the mortgage, and damages. 
The defendant also pleaded that the outfit (the engine and 
plows) was not a new outfit as represented, but was a second
hand outfit. The only evidence given as to whether the outfit 
was second-hand or new was the evidence of one of the plain
tiff's witnesses to the effect that it was a new outfit, there was 
therefore no evidence to submit to the jury on this point.

The following clauses appear in the order under which the 
outfit was sold, and which was signed by the defendant:

S'n employee or agent lm- lliv right to alter, mill In. or vary tlii-» form, 
verbally or otherwise.

The above description in for identification only, mid the buyer expresslx
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agree* Ilutt -aill machinery i* imi Hold by description mid that there are 
in» voiidili »iis nr «amini il--. 101111*1' general. express or ini|di«*d. statutory 
nr ntlii'iwi'i*. ntlii*r Ilian tin* condition ami xvaranty set forth In*Ioxv.

All tin* «aii| article' an* «old subject to the following c\|»rean xtarrantx 
and none other, xvhicli km id xx a riant y excludes nil implied xvar rail ties mid 
is hereby made to apply separately to each machine or attachment herein 
ordered: I't. the company warrants the said machine to he well made, 
of good materials, and durable if u*i*d with proper care. If upon one 
day’» trial, xvitli proper care, the machine fail» to work well, the pur 
chaser 'hall immediately give written notice stating full particular» 
lx herein it fails, by registered letter mailed to International Harvester 
to. of America. XX ex burn. Sask.. and allow a reasonable time for a com 
petent man to lie sent to put it in order, and 'hall render necessary and 
friendly assistance to operate it. If the machinery or any part thereof, 
cannot then Is* made to xvork well, the purchaser shall immediately return 
such part as does not work well, to the above mentioned place to which 
the machinery is hereby requested to be shipped, and shall immcdiatelx 
in the manner hereinbefore preserilied give the company written notice 
of such return, and the said company may either furnish another part or 
may mpiire the return by the purchaser of the remainder of such much 
incry t » the aImve-mentioned place to xvhicli the machinery is hereby 
mpiested to In* 'hipped, and then furnish other machinery in its place 
or refund cash and notes received for same, thereby rescinding the con 
tract /o n lantu or in xx hole as the case may he. and thereby releasing the 
company from any further liability xx hat ever herein. If other mnehmei . 
or parts he fiirni'hed, same shall lie e nnplete fiillilmeiit of thi» warranty, 
and. in consideration thereof the purchaser agrees that the other unie** 
inery or parts shall Is* so furnished xvithoiit any general, express or im 
plied warranty thereon. If. however, the trouble a rose from impropci 
handling of the machine, tic purchaser »hall pay the e i»t of thus righting 
it. "I lie ice of part or all the said machinery, after three day » trial 11 
failure to give notice as herein provided, shall lie conclusive ex deuce that 
said machinery is as warranted and represented : and shall e»to,> the pur 
chaser from all defences on any ground to the payment therefor and any 
assistance rendered by the company, it» agents or employees in operating 
or in remedying any actual or alleged defect, shall in no case In* deemed 
any waiver or excuse for any failure of the purchaser to fully keep and 
|M*rform the eondiction* of this warranty, nor operate as an extension or 
renewal of the conditions thereof, and the purchaser shall pay nil ex 
penses Incurred by the company, incidental to rendering such assistance 
No claims, counterclaims, demands or offsets shall ever In* made or mai»i 
tallied by the purchaser on account of delays, imperfect construction, m 
any cause whatever, except as provided herein, and the purchaser «*x 
pressly waives all claims for damages on account of the non performan< 
of any of the above descrils*d machinery.
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Any verlail or written statements, representations, or guarantee* mad 
by any agent or person on behalf of the company, which arc not set forth
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iiivl expressed herein and made a part of thin contract, the purcligser 
herein agn-es «hall not In* binding U|miii the company. n u In* claimed by 
the purchaser at any time to be part of this contract, nor lie claimed by 
the purchaser at any time to In- a consideration, term or condition for 
his execution and delivery of this contract. The purchaser further agree* 
that any consideration, term and condition for his execution and delivery 
of this contract arc herein expressed and that the terms and conditions 
hereof shall not Is- waived, altered or changed except by special written 
agreement signed by said International Harvester Co. of America, auth
orized general agent at Weyburn. Saak.

At thv trial, on the authority of Natvyir-Mtuun ft v. Hitvhu, 
4.'1 Can. S.C.R. t» 14. 1 ruled that the foregoing provisions ex- 
eluded all implied warranties, or any representations or agree
ments made by plaintiffs agents, except by way of fraud.

As to the express warranties 1 interpret the eontraet to war
rant that the mat ry would work well ami was well made, 
of good materials, and durable if used with proper care, and 
that the notice above required is to be restricted to the warranty 
as to the machinery working well. The outfit was delivered to 
the defendant on April 11, 1913, and as the defendant did not 
give the written notice required to Ik* given after one day’s 
trial of the machinery, by registered letter mailed to the plain
tiff company at Weyburn, Saak., and he used the machinery 
practically during the plowing season of 1913, until after July 
24, of that year, the machinery is presumed to have fulfilled 
this warranty.

At the close of the evidence, counsel for the plaintiff applied 
to have the defence and counterclaim withdrawn from the jury 
on several grounds, all of which 1 overruled, except the one 
advanced on the ground that the defendant’s defence and coun
terclaim were barred by the follow ing clause in the order :—

It i* expressly understood «ml ngreeil that all warranty of this mach
inery terminates ami expiies. ami all liabilities of the vendor for breach 
of warranty or recoupment for damages, set off or otherwise, cease en 
tirely at the expiration of one year from the date of shipment, any 
statutes or limitations to the contrary notwithstanding.

The outfit (engine and plows) was shipped and delivered to 
defendant on April 11. 1913, and the defence and counterclaim 
were tiled on May 18, 1914. The defendant’s counsel contended 
that as the writ was issued on February 24, 1914. within the 
year from the date of shipping the outfit, the rights of the par-

60
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ties should be determined as they stood on this latter date. 1 
reserved my deeision on this point, and decided to let the ease 
go to the jury in the meantime, but in view of the answers given 
by the jury to the questions submitted to them, which are fav
ourable to the plaintiff, and the result of my judgment on the 
merits, 1 do not consider it necessary to give a deeision on the 
question reserved.

At the trial the plaintiff proved that the defendant made the 
three lien notes sued on. and that nothing had been paid thereon.

Only one of these notes was actually past due at the timo 
of issuing the writ, but there is a clause in each of the notes 
as follows:—

SASK
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If I make default in payment «if thi* note or any other note or obliga
tion given on aevamt of the Haiti price . . . the whole amount of the 
said price and interest thereon ami all obligation» and notes given therefor 
shall forthwith become «lue and payable, and the said company may forth
with, without making presentment or «leniaml. take action against me 
therefor, and I hereby waive presentment ami «h-maml of payment of this 
and every other mite given on account of the subi price ami interest 
thereon. . . .

The plaintiff pleaded that, by virtue of this clause in the 
lien notes, they were till past due at the time of the issuing of 
the writ, and claimed judgment thereon.

Counsel for defendant " ‘d that this clause in itself did
not make the lien notes due which were not yet actually due 
according to their due date, but that the plaintiff v, the
payee, should do something indicating its intention to make 
the notes due and payable, and cited in of his conten
tion: 18 liais., p. 530, 1036; Bell's Landlord and Tenant, p. 
208; Westairaif v. Stewart, 2 S.L.R. 178. at 181.

The cases referred to by Halsbury and Bell are cases deal
ing with leases ami are to the effect that provisos in leases 
declaring in words, however clear and strong, that the term shall 
be forfeited and void on a breach of a covenant or condition, 
have been construed by the Courts to mean that the term is 
voidable only, at the option of the lessor, and that the lessor 
must do some act which shews his intention to determine the 
lease. These cases, to my mind, are distinguishable from the 
present, ns the lessee would be considered to lie rightly in pos-

4752
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session and occupation until the lessor did something to deter- 
mine the lease, no as to bring it to the notice of the lesser, tl.at 
the lease was determined.

The West a waif v. Stewart ease was an action on a chattel 
mortgage, in which the mortgagee seized under a clause pro
viding that in ease of default in payment of any of the moneys 
secured, or if the m< gagee did at any time during the currency 
of the mortgage "d> himself unsafe” as far as the security 
of the mortgage wai *erned . . . then in any such ease 
the full amount of p meipal and interest . . . should forth
with become due and payable, and in such case the mortgagee 
had the right to enter and sell the goods.

Chief Justice Wet more, who delivered the judgment of tie 
Court in this case, held that as the < " 1 mortgage was given
as security for certain notes which had not matured, the seizure 
was premature in so far as it was a seizure in default of pay
ment. as the seizure was on the last day of grace of the 
note falling due on the 21st day of August, and the seizure o;i 
the ground that the mortgagee deemed himself insecure could 
not be supported, as the evidence shewed that the seizure was 
made on the alleged default in payment of the notes. And at 
p. 183 the Chief Justice, as a reason for reducing damages, ob-

Iii view of tin* fm-t Unit tin- dcfimdaiit* could have seized the property 
next day. on defnnlt in payment, the plnintitf was only in a sense dis- 
po»se*sed for part of a day.

I do not therefore consider this case as authority for the 
question under consideration in the case at bar.

In the case at bar the notes expressly provide for maturity 
of all other notes in default of payment of any one of them. 
The evidence clearly shews default in payment of the note fall
ing due July 1. 1913, and if anything was required to be done 
by plaintiff to shew that it intended to claim maturity of then* 
notes, although I do not think that such was necessary, I think 
the issuing of the writ claiming payment of the notes is suffi
cient. If defendant, after issue of the writ had tendered pay
ment. and the writ was issued on the last two notes only, then 
the question of costs might arise, but neither of these things 
happened.
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I therefore. am of the opinion, that plaintiff is entitled to sask. 
judgment on the three notes, with interest thereon at the rate s.c. 
of 7 per cent, per annum to their due dates and 10 per rent, per
annum thereafter to judgment. rational

Harvester
1 submitted in all 21 question»! to the jury, among whieh were Co.

<1 nest ions as to whether or not the plaintiff’s agents made the 
alleged fraudulent representation*, to whieh latter questions the 
jury answered in the negative.

I also submitted to tin1 jury the following questions as to 
the express warranties, to whieh they answered as indieated: 
“11. Was the engine well made of good materials? A. Yes, 
except cylinder. 12. Was it durable if used with proper care? 
A. Yes.”

The cylinder above referred to. in the answer to question 11. 
was replaced by a new cylinder by the plaintiff as appears by the 
evidence on duly 24. 1913.

(Questions 18. 19 and 21. and answers thereto are as fol-

18. If the engine was not in good condition after duly 24» 
1913 and not developing all the power for any reason, did it 
develop 45 h.p. and reasonably do its required work? A. Yes. 
19. If any power at all was lost after duly 24. 1913, did it affect 
the efficiency of the engine? A. No. 21. What damages, if any, 
did the defendant sustain? (a) by the breach, if any, of the 
warranty or warranties as to the engine being well made of 
good materials: (/>) and durable if used with proper care, and 
on what warranty do you allow the damages? (< ) on account 
of the fraudulent representation alleged to have been made by 
the agents, if you find they were so made? A. No damages."

The jury having found against defendant on the question of 
fraud, and having found that the engine (the complaint being 
as to the engine only) was well made of good materials except 
the cylinder (which was replaced by the plaintiff) and having 
also found that the engine was durable with proper care, and 
that the defendant had not sustained any damages, I dismiss 
the defendant’s defence and counterclaim with costs to the 
plaintiff.
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1 therefore order and direct that judgment be entered for 
the plaintiff against the defendant for the amount due on the 
three lien notes sued on, with interest as above stated, with

Judymnit for plaintiff.

GARDNER v. STAPLES.
Sank-ni' hum h Su/inim Court, \nrlamls. It mini. Khcooil. ami Mrhaif, 

March 20, 1915.
1. AllVKRSK POSSESSION ( | I ('—10)—LlVEXNKE—( HOPPIXll LAND ON SHARKS

—Sai.k of land—Notice.

A growing crop of wheat, or other product of the soil not produced 
spontaneously, is a chattel interest which may lie claimed against the 
transferee of the title to the land under the Land Titles Act, Sask., 
by the tenant or licensee under an agreement made with the transferor 
for cropping land on shares ; if the agreement constituted a lease it 
is within the exception of sec. Oti of the Land Titles Act, but if not 
a lease, the person put in possession under the cropping agreement 
would hold a license with an interest entitling him to go upon the 
laud for the pu pose of harvesting the grain and removing same to the 
elevator in conformity with this agreement, and such interest and 
parol evidence of notice to the transferee and of the latter's accept
ance thereof as a term of his purchase may lie shewn notwithstanding 
the production by the transferee of a certificate of title in which the 
crop agreement was not mentioned.

| Mam ha 11 \. Qrtcn, 1 ( MM). .'ifi, applied : Hood v. Lang, ô l".( '.( ,l\ 
204. distinguished.|

Appeal from a judgment of llaultain, ( \J.

Hassell Ilastinys, for appellant.
John Mildui, for respondent.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
McKay, J. :—Thin is an action commenced by A. I\ Berube, 

the original plaintiff, and continued by his executor and trustee 
the present plaintiff.

The original plaintiff claims to have purchased section 8, 
tp. 39. r. 1. west of the 3rd meridian, in this province, from the 
former owner, Andrew Johnson, on June 17. 1912. under a 
transfer of the same date, for the sum of $21,980. and alleges 
that the defendant in August. 1912. broke and entered into 
said land, and cut, took and converted to his, defendant’s, use, 
some of plaintiff's vheat from off said land, whereby and by 
other wrongful acts of trespass plaintiff suffered damage and
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ttint defendant refuses to discontinue cutting the plaintiff's 
aaid grain. The plaintiff claims damages and an injunction.

The defendant, on the other hand, claims that he was justi
fied in entering upon said land and cutting the grain thereon, 
by virtue of it lease dated May 17. 1912, made between.the for
mer owner Johnson and himself, which gave him the right to 
enter upon the said land until December 1. 1912. that he went 
into possession and occupation of said land under said lease in 
May. 1912. and so remained until after the commencement of 
this action when served with an injunction while cutting said 
grain. That original pin utiff bought the land subject to this 
lease. That he is entitled to half the said grain, less half of the 
threshing and twine bills. That plaintiff wrongfully took all 
the grain and he counterclaims for his share of said grain or 
damages, etc.

The facts in this case are that Johnson made the agreement, 
ex. 2. dated May 17, 1912. with defendant, whereby it was 
agreed amongst other things that defendant would till and farm 
during the season of farming in the year 1912. and ending 
December 1. 1912. all the land theretofore broken and under 
cultivation upon said sect! m 8. Defendant was to harvest ind 
thresh the crop. Each party to get one-half of the crop raise I 
and to pay one-half the cost of threshing and the twine for 
binding the grain.

The defendant, about May 17. 1912 went into possession 
and occupation, and seeded the land with wheat, flax and oats, 
and continued in possession and occupation until served with 
the injunction in this action while he was cutting the wheat.

On June 17. 1912. the original plaintiff purchased this land 
from Johnson through one Dr. Dorien. with whom Johnson had 
listed the land for sale, subject to the agreement with defend
ant. Dr. Dorien swears that he told the purchaser, the original 
plaintiff, when the land was sold to him, that the purchaser 
would get only one-half the crop delivered at the elevator, minus 
one-half twine and threshing bill, on account of the land being 
already leased, and that the original plaintiff said “he would 
buy on those conditions, said it was all right." This is not 
denied.
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The tra liefer of the land was signed on June 17. 1912. and 
registered August 24. 1912. The transfer was not produced 
at the trial and no evidence given of its contents.

The plaintiff claims all the crop, and. as a matter of fact, 
took it all. and rests his claim to the same on his certificate of 
title to the land dated August 24. 1912, issued to the original 
plaintiff, subject only to an indorsement thereon of a mort
gage from the original plaintiff to Johnson dated June 17. 
1912. The question is. under the foregoing facts is plaintiff 
entitled to all the crop as against defendant ?

If the agreement above referred to were a lease, the plain
tiff’s title would be subject to it by virtue of sec. 66 of the Land 
Titles Act. and the defendant’s claim would prevail. But from 
the conclusion 1 have arrived at it is not necessary to decide 
that it is. I am of the opinion that these growing crops of 
wheat, flax and oats, in question in this action were chattels, 
and not an interest in land, at the time the plaintiff purchased 
and continued so to be.

With respect to fructu* inHimtriah’x, i.r.. corn amt. other growth of the 
earth which arc not produced spontaneously, hut by laliour and industry, 
a contract for the sale of them while growing, whether they are in a 
state of maturity or have still t > derive nutriment from the land in ioiler 
to bring them to that state, is not a contract for the sale of am interest 
in land, but merely for the sale of good*: I Hals., p. 203. 11411 : Uar*li"ll v. 
#/m « | 18751. 1 t'.IM). 35. 3».

In Marshall v. Green, which was a verbal purchase of grow
ing trees, it was held it was a purchase of chattels, and not an 
interest in land. And in Smith v. Surman, 9 B. & ('. 561, also 
a sale of growing trees, it was held it was not an interest in 
land, and at p. 573. referred to by Lord Coleridge. C.J. In 
Marshall v. Green, at p. 40. Littleton, J.. held that
if in this case the contract had been for the sale of the trees, with spirille 
liberty to the vendee to enter the land to cut them, it would not have 
given him an interest in land within the meaning of the statut

And that the plaintiff and Johnson his vendor so treated 
them is shewn by the special agreement made as to the salt1 of 
the crop, namely, that Johnson was selling only his one-half 
interest in the crop minus one-half cost of threshing and twine, 
in fact Johnson could not sell any more than that in these 
chattels.
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In support of plaintiff’ll contention that ho got nil the crop 
his counsel cited Wood v. Lang, 5 V.(\I\ 204. 1 do not think 
this cast* is an authority for the ease at bar. In tin- Wood v. 
Long ease the plaintiff claimed some wheat grown on land he 
had previously conveyed by deed to defendant, the defendant 
claimed under the deed, which was put in evidence at the trial, 
and the defendant offered parol evidence to shew that half of 
the wheat was reserved to the plaintiff, when the deed was 
executed, which was objected to as inadmissible. Macaulay, 
C.J., at pages 205 and 200. in his judgment states :—

A verbal reservation of the growing crops or hull' the growing wheat, 
accompanying « thnl of tin land in term» that traimfmril the ritjht of 
profit'r ! a in Much croftH or wheat, cannot afterwards lie set up in opp isjtion 
to tin- deed: it is inconsistent with it. and contradictory to it-, legal im

Note the above words in italics.
In the case at bar the transfer or deed from Johnson to 

plaintiff was not put in evidence at the trial, and we do not 
know anything of its contents except that it must have been a 
transfer of the land in question as the certified copy of John
son’s cancelled certificate of title produced at the trial shews 
that it was cancelled on August 24, 1912, and a new certificate 
of title issued on that day to the original plaintiff.

All that we have then in the case at bar. apart from the 
plaintiff’s certificate of title, is the uncontradicted testimony 
of Johnson and Dr. Dorien that only half the crop was sold to 
plaintiff. The plaintiff’s certificate of title gives him a clear 
title to the land free of all encumbrances, etc., except the mort
gage to Johnson endoised thereon, and the implied reservations 
set forth in sec. 66 of the Land Titles Act.

But it does not give him title or ownership or any interest 
in chattels not otherwise acquired by him that arc. or were, at 
the time he received it, on the land contained in such certificate 
of title.

If then I am correct in my conclusion that these growing 
crops were chattels at the time the original plaintiff purchased 
the land, the defendant’s claim to one-half thereof less half the 
cost of threshing and twine does not affect the plaintiff’s title 
to the land.
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At the time the land was sold to the original plaintiff as 
iiIhivv stat<-<l, Dr. Dorien, Johnson's a gout, told him of the lease 
or agreement to defendant, and that he was to get only one-half 
the erop at the elevator, minus half the eost of threshing ami 
twine, owing to the land being leased. Now. even if this agree
ment under whieh defendant, eropped the land is not a lease, it 
w'ould he at any rate a lieense with an interest, or. in other 
words, would give defendant lieense to go on the land and work 
there in looking after harvesting and threshing the erops and 
removing same to the elevator, lie had been put in possession 
ami was in oeeupation for that purpose.

Marshall v. (Srrcn and Smith v. Surmau, above eited. are 
sufficient authority for this proposition.

When original plaintiff was told the eonditions on whieh 
and when lie was to get the half erop. hi- would know that de
fendant would necessarily have to enter, remain and work 
upon the land for the purpose of harvesting, threshing ami re
moving the grain. And he consented to tin- conditions. In 
other words, he continued ami consented to the license which 
defendant had from Johnson to enter and work upon the land 
in question for the purpose of looking after and harvesting ami 
removing the crop: Wood v. Mauley (18J9), 11 A. & E. J4, 11.'$ 
Eng. Re]). 1125.

I am therefore of the opinion that this appeal should fail.
It was admitted by defendant’s counsel at the argument of 

this appeal that the plaintiff had furnished some of the twine 
and paid for all the threshing. The judgment of the learned 
Chief Justice will therefore be varied to the extent that the de
fendant will be entitled to judgment for one-half the value of 
tin1 crop to be ascertained by the local registrar, less the amount 
of the cost of threshing and twine, paid by the plaintiff in ex
cess of his half share of said cost.

As counsel for plaintiff admitted that the defendant had 
offered to adjust this excess before appeal, there will no costs to 
plaintiff. This appeal will, therefore, be dismissed with costs, 
and the judgment below amended as above indicated.

>
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FLETCHER v. POINT GREY.
Ihitixli Columbia Sii/mnn l’mirl. Ilanlonnhl. ./. .laminin 22. MM'».

I. Mi Mcir.xi. cowobatioxk < j II)—2."»»—( iiakiik* ( oxstbwtion m
—M< xk ir.u. An. IU . 11*14. mi. .'»2.

Tin* (lowers :iml n«|inii-iliilit ic« <•; mini mil in t li«* Municipal Act. 
II.C. 1011. di. .*>2. apply to nil municipalities a in I »hoiil<l imt lie held 
to In* impaired liy a vi dial era I statute with restricted a|i|dieat iun 
-tivli as the Sliatlgiinc**i Settlement Ad. It.t'. IUI 4. eh. IMI. unless that 
intent inn is expressly shewn.

Action for rebate of taxes.

A*. «8*. Lfnnie, for plaintiff.
U. L. It (id, for défendant.

Macdonald, .).: In 1914. plaintiff and other residents of a 
part of the municipality of Point Grey petitioned the legislative 
assembly to divide such municipality and have a portion thereof 
incorporated as a district municipality under the name of '‘Cor
poration of the District of Shaughnessy.” The municipality of 
Point Grey opposed such incorporation, and a settlement of all 
matters in difference between the parties was then brought about 
and the terms were set forth in the “Shaughnessy Settlement 
Act.“ being eh. 96 of the B.C. Statutes. 1914.

Plaintiff is the assessed owner and liable to pay taxes to the 
defendant municipality in respect of lot 1.1. block .14. according 
to a sub-division of lot .126. group I. New Westminster Dis
trict. B.C. Such lot is within the “prescribed area” referred 
to in the second section of said Act. It was one of the ternis 
of settlement stipulated by such Act that

7. A special r «*1 hi tv i f MI over soul above ntl retint*** nlliiwvil In 
Inw -lui 11 In* nimlv liy tin* cor|Hirntinn « »f Point firry on tin* municipal tnx« * 
assessed mill levied on land* ami improvement* within tin* prescrilied 
area in each and every year for ten year* commencing with tin- year 1014$ 
ancli rebate -hn 11 lie distributed rateably over nil the a messed land* ami 
improvement* on which tin* said taxes are levied within the preserilied 
areas Provided, however, that the said allowance shall not In* considered 
as a debt of the Corporation of Point <»rey in any computation of the 
aggregate debt of tin* municipality under tin* provisions of the Municipal 
Act relating to borrowing of money.

Plaintiff contends that this sec. not only entitles him to a 
proportionate benefit of the rebate, but that he should not con
tribute any taxes to make up the deficiency in the available 
revenues of the municipality caused by the allowance of such

B. C.

S.C.

Stateinei**

Macdonald. J.
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B. C. rebutv; in other words, that the balance of the municipality
8. C. outside the ‘ * prescribed area” should bear the burden thus im

Vi h\t Obey.

posed by legislation. While the sum of $10,900 is mentioned as 
a rebate, it is in effect a debt created by statute and requires 
that for ten years the municipality shall allow such rebate and

1 raise annually by taxation or otherwise a further amount suffi
cient to cover the shortage that would otherwise ensue. It is 
submitted that the rate-payers within the “prescribed area” 
are not concerned as to the manner in which this is to be accom
plished. Can they thus divest themselves of the responsibility 
imposed on them as part of a municipality? The council of 
every municipality is empowered by sec. 201 of the Municipal 
Act, eh. 52, B.C. Statutes 1914. to pass a by-law for levying
rates
mu nil tin- In in!- and in |.iu\oin*nt* n~ it**: *-vd ... to prnvidt* fur nil 
hum* which may he mpiiml for the lawful purpose* of the municipality 
for such year.

There is no provision in the Municipal Act whereby the rate 
of general taxation thus to be imposed can differ in one part of 
the municipality from that imposed in another part. All such 
taxation should be on the same basis. Then does the Shaugh- 
liessy Settlement Act override the Municipal Act and relieve 
the plaintiff, even though the municipality has no power to re
cover the a Miimt of such rebate from the remainder of the 
municipal It is urged that even though this should be the
result. effect should be given to the Settlement Act in the
maiiiu indicated. Sec 8 of the Settlement Act allows a differ
ent rate to be imposed on lands and improvements within *hc 
remainder of the municipality, but this departure from the 
provisions governing the imposition of taxes throughout the 
municipality under the Municipal Act is for the purpose only 
of providing for necessary improvements within such area dur
ing such period of ten years. It docs not empower the munici
pality in fixing the rate of such area to lower the rate so as to 
relieve such portion of the municipality from payment of its 
proper portion of the deficiency caused by the allowance of the 
rebate of $15,900. It is contended that sec. 7 of the Settlement 
Act is not worded so as to support the position assumed by
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tlui phiintift": Maxwell on StatutvN. 4th ul„ 44!l. rcfti’lilig 1u 
pi'ivati1 Acts states that:-

As regards enactments of local or personal character which confer anv 
exceptional exemption from anx burden th > are c m-tnictc.l
. . . more strictly per Imps than any other kind of enactment.

In view, however, of the scope and intention of this Act as 
indicated by the preamble, I doubt if this rule should be fully 
applied. If the provisions of the Settlement Act were incon
sistent with the provisions of Municipal Act, then the latter 
Act must yield to the Settlement Act. There is nothing ex
pressly different between the two acts to shew that this rebate 
is to be dealt with in a different manner to other annual liabili
ties and payments of the municipality. There is a further 
point to be considered—that the rebate of one-sixth is allowed 
on the general rate to all the ratepayers in the municipality, 
while this rebate of $15,900 is only given to a portion of the 
rate-payers; but both rebates are allowed by the municipality as 
a whole, and should, unless it is repugnant to of inconsistent 
with the special legislation contained in the Settlement Act, be 
borne in like manner. The powers and responsibilities con
tained in the Municipal Act apply to all municipalities and 
should not be impaired except by express legislation to that 
effect. The Act provides:—

N«*c. 3. This Act shall extend ami apply t<> all municipalities, except 
in so far as. in it* application to any municipality, it is altered or modified 
by the provisions of some special Act. Sec. ii. Nothing contained in anv 
general or special Act relating to any municipality to which this Act 
applies shall lie deemed to impair, restrict, or otherwise a licet the powers 
conferred on any such municipality by this Act.

In my opinion, if it were intended that the ratepayers of 
the “prescribed area” were to be relieved from their share of 
the common burden imposed on all the ratepayers of the munici
pality with respect to the rebate of $15,900, the statute should 
have so stated in clear and unambiguous language. The defen
dant municipality takes the further ground that Property Tax 
Levy By-law No. 12 ( 1914) was passed by the municipality in 
accordance with see. 201 of the Municipal Act, and that, with 
the exception of a different rate being required as to the “pre
scribed area,” on account of the improvements necessary in
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such portion of the , a general rate was thua pro
perly impoHcd. The by-law wus proved to have been properly 
passed. duly registered and there was no application to <piash 
the Name entertained within one month from such legistration. 
The proviNioiiN of see. 180 of the Municipal Act were invoked 
and it provides that, under these circumstances, no person 
assessed under or subject to a rate under a by-law imposing .i 
rate, shall be entitled to plead any defect in such by-law as a 
valid defence against a claim for payment of the rate, except 
by application to quash the by-law made within the prescribed 
period. Such by-law fixed a general rate of 14.12 mills on the 
dollar on the assessed value of the lands within the ‘‘prescribed 
area” while the general rate in the balance of the municipality 
was on improved lands 0.41 mills on the dollar, and on wild 
lands 2:1.81 mills on the dollar. Such difference is accounted 
fur by the improvements already referred to and intended to 
be carried out within the “prescribed area.” Then* was a 
special rate on all taxable lands of the municipality of 10.16 
mills on the dollar. According to ex. I there was a certain 
amount of money required to Ik* raised, levied and collected by 
the municipality and said by-law number 12 was passed to 
effect such purpose. In my opinion, the rates applicable to the 
“prescribed area” and referred to in such by-law are valid 
and binding upon the plaintiff, so that as to said lot LI he should 
pay the taxes pursuant to the tax notice, ex. 2. The action is 
dismissed with costs.

Action dismissal.

THE BELL TELEPHONE CO. v. DUCHESNE.

(fuebre Circuit Court. Montreal. I'll reel l, ./. .Iprif 30, 1015.

I. Contracts ( 1 V ('—3001—( oxtkact eoii one yeah—Instalment i*aa
AIIEE (JIAKTERI.Y—llEKAI ET IN PAYMENT—ItEMOVAI. OK INSTHl
ment—Balance kok year hi e.

TIiv regular form of contract in line by the Bell Telephone Com
pany i-« a contract for one year with instalment* payable «piarterly 
and on default of payment of any instalment the company may remove 
the instrument and collect the amount owing for the balance of the 
\ear. and a customer will not lie relieved from the contract oil the 
ground that lie did not read the conditions and did n >t receive a copy 
of the contract.

Action on a Hell Telephone contract.Statement

637169
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S. />. Dah Harris, for plaintiff.
(i. E. Dumas, for defendant, opposant.

*23

QUE.
C.O.

IYim'KLL, #1. : The- plaintiff daims front lin- defendants 
jointly and severally tin- sum of $42.7'». balance due- from duly 
If», 1913, to April 1Ô, 1914. undc-r contract for telephone service 
c-ntvrvd into Is-twccn plaintiff and defendants, at Montreal, on 
April 10. 1913.

The defendant opposant by his opposition alleges that lie paid 
in advance 1'or the use of the telephone every three months; that 
he disse lvecl partnership la-fore the expiration of tin- three- 
months and the company at the expiration of the three months 
knowing that lie no longer used the telephone immediately re
moved it; that the conditions on tin- back «if the contract arc not 
signed by the defendant and were not agreed to by him and 
are not binding on him and that the contract was never read to 
him and he never received a copy thereof.

The plaintiff by its answer admits that tin- defendant made an 
advance payment covering three months and alleges that the con
tract speaks for itself and that in accordance therewith it was en
titled to discontinue the servies* and cancel the contract by reason 
of any default by the defendant and that if such event occurred 
within the- initial period of the* contract the unexpired portion of 
the initial term, to wit : one year, forthwith became due- and pay
able; that the defendant made default to pay the sums becoming 
due under the contract of July If», 1913. and in consequence the 
plaintiff after duly notifying the defendant, discontinued the 
service on August 22. 1913, as it was entitled to do, and such
default having.... urred during the initial period of tin* contract,
the balance for the year forthwith became due.

Considering that it has been proved that the defendant made 
default to pay the quarterly instalments becoming due on July 
fi. 1913. and that the plaintiff after duly notifying him. discon
tinued the service on August *22. 1913. Considering that in 
accordance with the terms of the contract between plaintiff and 
defendants, which is the regular form of contract in use by the 
plaintiff in Montreal, the balance due for the remainder of the 
year, namely, until April 1.1. 1914. forthwith became due. Con
sidering that th<- defendant is bound by the contract which he

iKI.miONK
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has signed and by the conditions on the hack of the contract 
which form u part of it, and the defendant cannot be relieved of 
the contract on the ground that he did not read the same and 
did not receive a copy ; although in the contract itself defendant 
acknowledges to have received a copy of it. Considering that 
the defendant is indebted to the plaintiff in the stun of $42.75 
and that the opposant has failed to prove the allegations of his 
opposition.

Doth dismiss the said opposition to judgment with costs dis
traits to Mr. S. L. Dale Harris, attorney for plaintiff, and doth 
condemn the said defendant opposant to pay to the plaintiff' the 
said sum of $42.75 with interest from October 7. 1914. and costs, 
and the plaintiff to withdraw the amount deposited with the de
fendant ’s opposition.

Judgment for plaintiff.

CAMERON v. ROYAL BANK OF CANADA.

Sanku Irhctran Supreme Court, Xncland«, HI muni, and Mr tiny. .1.1. 
March 20. 11115.

I. Banks < § 1—I)— Viiaktkrkd bank—Pi kchahk or entire ahneth or
A NOTH ER CHARTERED HANK—ItKillTN—LIABILITIES—BANK ACT 
(VAX.).

Till* purchase by one chartered hank of the entire assets of an
other chartered hank can only he carried out under statutory auth
ority ; and where it is a term of the arrangement as approved bv the 
governor-in-council under sees. 00-111 of the Bank Act. Van., that the 
purchasing bank shall assume the liabilities of the selling hank, a 
statutory obligation is created in respect of each liability which i* 
enforceable by the creditor of the selling hank.

| hurt* v. Tuff I air l‘. Co.. 11N0.11 A.C. 542; Walking v. X oral 
Colliery Co.. [1012) A.< . 00.1. applied.)

Appeal from the judgment dismissing the plaintiff's action 
on a lien note.

7'. I). lirown, for appellant.
Arthur Frame, for respondents.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
McKay, J.:—The plaintiff" was the owner of a lien note or 

agreement in writing for $255, dated March 24, 1911, payable 
November 1, 1911. with interest at 8 per cent, per annum till 
due and 10 per cent, per annum after due till paid, made in his 
favour for valuable consideration by J. II. and II. <lavelle.
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This note was left at the Traders Bank of Canada ;it Zvn- 
landiu, Saskatchewan, for collection, where, on April 23, 1912, 3. 
H. Clavclle one of the makers paid the amount due on the note 
to the Traders Bank, and the note was surrendered to him.

The Traders Bank, by virtue of secs. 99 to 111 of the Bank 
Act (eh. 29 R.S.C. 1909) sold and transferred all its assets to the 
defendant bank, under an agreement dated July 3, 1912, ma le 
between the said two banks, and which agreement was approved 
by the Governor in Council on September 3. 1912.

By this agreement, as part of the consideration the defen
dant bank covenanted to assume and pay all the liabilities of 
the Traders Bank. The plaintiff demanded a return of the said 
note or the money due thereunder, but this was refused ; there
upon this action was brought.

The learned trial Judge dismissed the plaintiff's action < n 
the ground that he had no right of action against the defendant, 
and that his only recourse was against the Traders Bank, rclv 
ing on the authority of Pollock on Contracts. 7th ed.. at p. 212 
(citing T we (I die v. Atkinson, 30 L.J.Q.B. 265), where it is laid 
down that :—

Hu* rule i* now settled that a tliinl person cannot sue on a contract 
made l>v others for his benefit even if the contracting parties have agreed 
that he may.

From this decision the present appeal is brought by the 
plaintiff.

It is contended by plaintiff's counsel that the principle of 
law invoked by the learned trial .1 litige is one applicable solely 
to contracts, the ground being that there is no consideration 
moving from the third person; and that this principle is not 
applicable to the present case because here the obligation is 
statutory, and not merely contractual, and being a statutory 
obligation the plaintiff has the right to sue defendant.

I am of opinion that this contention is correct.
If authorities be required for the proposition that plaintiff 

has the right to sue defendant if the obligation be statutory, the 
following are sufficient:-!—

In vol. 27. Hals. Laws of England, p. 4H:t, sec. 939, it is there 
stated ;—

82.">
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If 4i «luty is laid by statut*- «ni aux | ter sun or authority, every im-iuhi-r 
of tin- ptililit* who is c-oiu-i-rn*-«l in tlu- |i«*rforinniic«- of it lias tin- right to 
have that duty performed.

Also hoc sees. 942 and 398 same volume.
And in Davis v. Ta ft Yah li. Co., [18951 A.C. 542. at 560, 

Lord Maenaghten says:—
No doubt, it is perfectly true that, as a general rule, no one can en

force a contract who is n t a party to it. A third person, though intended 
to In- Ix-nellt.-d liy a contract, cannot enforce it. la-cause no consideration 
moves from him. lint the simple answer to the argument is. that the 
obligations in sec. *2.‘l are statutory and not contractual.

Now. as to the other question: Is the defendant"scovenant to 
pay all the liabilities of the Traders Bank a statutory obliga
tion ? To arrive at a correct conclusion as to this we must con
sider how and why the defendant bank entered into this 
covenant.

It appears the Traders Bank desired to sell to the defendant 
bank and the defendant bank desired to purchase all the assets 
of tin- Traders Bank, both banks being chartered banks, and, 
of course, subject to the Bank Act.

It is a well recognized principle of law that a corporation 
created by a statute for a particular purpose cannot do any
thing not authorized by the statute creating it. unless it receives 
further statutory authority (Attoriun-Cnural v. f/./V. /»*. Co., 5 
App. ('as. 473. at 4SI). Hence, before 1900. the purchase of 
the assets of one bank by another bank, now authorized by secs. 
99 to 111 inclusive of the Bank Act, could only have been car
ried out under a special act of parliament : Marlaren on Banks 
and Banking. 4th cd., 305.

By these sections, parliament has delegated to the Governor 
in Council power to approve of such purchase, on compliance 
with the conditions therein imposed.

It is also to be borne in mind that banks are created for the 
benefit of the public generally, and not only for the benefit of 
the persons immediately interested in the banks. And we find 
sections throughout the Bank Act for the benefit and protection 
of the public, such as see. 91, which restricts the rate of interest 
recoverable by a bank from its customers to not more than 7 
per cent, per annum. Then when we rend sees. 99 to 111 we find
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that parliament still kept in mind and provided for the benefit 
and the protection of the publie, when passing these sections, 
see. 107 particularly, which in part reads as follows:—

’III" agi cement mIihII in it Is- approved f unless il appear t’iat 
i« i jM'iifur itmrinittH* have liven iiuulv fur tlie payment <>f tin* liohili- 
tles of flie welling hank : (b) the agreement provide* for the assumption 
and payment hy the purchasing hank of the u tvs of the selling hank 
issued and intended for circulation, outstanding and in circulation.

When, therefore, these two banks were making their agree
ment they had to comply with the statutory requirements for 
the benefit and protection of the public.

Sub-sec. (a) requires that “proper provisions” are to he 
made in the agreement for the payment of, in this case, the lia
bilities of the Traders Bank. When considering what “pro
per provisions’* were made, it is important to bear in mind 
that the Traders Bank sold all its assets to the defendant bank, 
consequently there was nothing left wherewith the Traders Bank 
could pay its liabilities. Even the shares to be allotted and 
issued by the defendant bank as part of the consideration could, 
under the agreement, be issued to the nominees of the Traders 
Bank, presumably its old shareholders (paragraph 7 (a)). Bear
ing this in mind then, we find in the petition presented by the 
defendant and Traders Banks to the (lovernor in Council therein 
hinted :—

'Unit a* will iippciir Iiy the term* of the said egm-im-nt hereunto 
annexed marked "A." proper prorittion haw liven made for the payment 
of the liabilities of the selling hank (meaning the Trader* Bank).

The only provisions made by the agreement for the pay
ment of these liabilities are in paras. 2 and 7, the portions of 
which material to this ease are as follows :—

2. The consideration for the purchased premises shall Is-:—(h) The 
assumption hy the purchaser of all debts, liabilities, contracts and obliga
tion* of the vendor (ineluding notes issued and intended for circulation, 
outstanding and in circulation, and leasehold obligations) existing on tin- 
day this purchase takes elfeet. ini-hiding liabilities in respi-ct of any pre
sent or future set ion*, pria- «-dings, claims or demands in connection with 
any matter or thing.

7. The purchaser covenant* with the vendor:—(r) To assume, pay, dis
charge. perform, and carry out all debts, liabilities, contract* and obli
gation* of the vendor I including notes issued and intended for circulation 
and leasehold obligations existing on the day this purchase takes ellect i 
including all liabilities in respect of any present or future actions, pro-
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SASK. ceedings, claim» or demands in connection with any matter or thing, and

s. c. including all statutory requirements upon the vendor and its liquidator 
with respect to the vendor’s notes in circulation.

('AM EBON These then are the “proper provisions” referred to in the

Rank of

petition and which the statute requires, by see. 107, sub-see. 
(a). The defendant bank then having agreed to pay these lia
bilities. and the agreement having been on September 3, 1912, 
approved by the Governor in Council under the authority con
ferred by see. 102 of the Bank A et. this covenant on the part 
of the defendant bank to pay these s became a statu
tory obligation, and the absolute duty of paying all these lia
bilities was imposed upon it, by such approval. And for the 
breach of such absolute duty the defendant bank is liable to 
the plaintiff : Watkins v. Xaval Coilier y Co., 119121 A.C. 003.

In Davis v. Taff Vale 1i. Co., [1895] A.C. 542, which dealt 
with the construction of local and personal Acts of two railway 
companies, regarding an agreement arrived at between them, 
it was there held that :—

A clause in a railway company’s Special Act limiting the rates for cer
tain traffic—the result of a parliamentary contest between the two com
panies—has the effect, not merely of a contract between the two companies, 
but of a statutory obligation which may be enforced by any person charge
able with the rates for such traffic.

And in Hals. Laws of England, vol. 7. p. 343, n. (/#), refer
ring to the foregoing case, it is there stated:—

Where by a contract which is scheduled to and confirmed by a local 
and personal Act of Parliament obligations are imposed on two rail wax- 
companies for the benefit of the public, such obligations are to be regarded 
as statutory and not merely contractual, so that third partit » for whose 
benefit the obligations were imposed are entitled to enforce them.

It is also to Ik* noted that the covenant sued on herein is 
not a covenant to indemnify, as is the ease in par. (c) of the 
agreement intended to protect the directors and other officers 
of the Traders Bank, but it is a covenant to assume and i>a\i 
all debts and liabilities of the Traders Bank.

In fact, it is the paragraph in the agreement which com
plies with and fulfills the statutory requirement contained in 
sub-sec. (b) of section 107 of the Act above quoted, which in 
express words requires the purchasing bank to assume and pay 
the notes of the selling bank.

4245
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Supposing Homo person held .fl ,000 in bank notes issued by 
the Traders Bank, and sued the détendant bank for the pay
ment of the same, 1 do not think the defendant bank eould 
successfully resist payment. And yet, the covenant under which 
it would be sued for such notes is the same covenant under 
which the plaintiff sues herein.

The payment of the liabilities of the selling bank, and the 
payment of its notes are both statutory obligations, hxecpt 
that in the latter it is compulsory for the purchasing bank to 
assume the statutory obligation, but in the former it is optional 
but, having once assumed it, it becomes a statutory obligation.

The learned trial .lodge says,
if tin- statute had inti-ndi-d to ultord a direct remedy by creditors of the 
-t-lling hank* against the purchasing banks, 1 think it would have done so 
in express terms ;
and he refers to sec. Ill of the Act, and concludes this section 
evidently contemplates that the selling bank is to discharge its 
liabilities.

In my opinion, there is a satisfactory explanation of this.
The Act (sub-sec. («) of sec. 107) provides that the agree

ment shall not be approved of unless it appears that proper 
provisions have been made for the payment of the liabilities of 
the selling bank.

These “proper provisions” could be made in various ways, 
not only by the purchasing bank agreeing to pay them, for in
stead part of the purchase money might be set aside for this 
purpose, or the selling bank might retain all its cash on deposit, 
and sell only part of its assets, and if provision were made in 
this way, then the selling bank could continue to transact busi
ness to pay and discharge its liabilities. Apparently sec. Ill, 
in so far as it contemplates the selling bank paying and dis
charging its liabilities, is for cases where the selling bank does 
not part with all its assets but makes some “proper provisions” 
whereby it can pay and discharge its own liabilities. And there
fore as parliament no doubt had in view such cases arising (see 
beginning of sec. 99) it did not desire to make a hard and fast 
stipulation that the purchasing bank should pay the liabilities 
of the selling bank, but provided that “proper provisions”
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should In* made. It might possibly he contended that sub-eec.
1 of Nee. 108 is put there for the purpose of making the purchas
ing hank directly liable to the holders of the bank notes of the 
selling bank. 1 do not think so. Sub-see. (ft) of see. 107 al
ready does this. In my opinion, sub-sec. 1 of see. 108 is for the 
purpose of making the purchasing bank liable to the penalties 
imposed by sees. 125 and 135 of the Act. Were it not for this 
sub-see. the purchasing bank would not be subject to sees. 125 
and 135. for these bank notes of the selling bunk. b<-cause see. 
107. sub-see. (ft) only says the purchasing bank is to assume 
and pay these bank notes.

If the learned trial Judge is correct in his conclusion that 
the plaintiff s cause of action is not against the defendant bank 
but against the Traders Bank then no “proper provisions” have 
been made for the payment of the liabilities of the Traders 
Bank.

The Traders Bank has no assets, it has sold them all to the 
defendant bank, and the plaintiff cannot follow them. On 
September 3, 1912. all these assets liecamc vested in the defen
dant bank (see. 110 of the Act).

If therefore the plaintiff' sued the Traders Bank in this ease 
he would only get a judgment and writs of execution with noth
ing to realize upon.

And the same thing would happen to all other creditors of 
the Traders Bank—such as depositors who might number in the 
thousands—if the defendant bank did not voluntarily pay them. 
In the light the learned trial Judge regards this agreement— 
as a contract for indemnification between the two banks—the 
only way the plaintiff could recover from the defendant bank 
would be through the good offices of the Traders Bank, lie 
would first have to sue the Traders Bank, then if the Traders 
Bank saw fit to do so, it could apply to make the defendant 
bank a third party to the action. But this would depend en
tirely on the good-will of the Traders Bank, it could not be 
compelled to do so. If it were not willing to do this, the plain
tiff' would be in no better position than he is now.

But even if the Traders Bank were willing to do so, it was 
surely never the intention of the Governor in Council that the
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creditors. depositors and others of the Trailers Bank, who are 
promised “proper* provisions.” for the payment of all liabilities 
of the Trader* Bank, should be exposed to sueli a hazardous and 
roundabout remedy.

For the foregoing reasons 1 am of the opinion that this 
appeal should be allowed with costs, the judgment below set 
aside, and judgment entered for the plaintiff with costs.

A vin ill allowed.

CARTER v. HICKS.

Oniariu Kupnmr i'ourl. l/>/>r//<i<r Dirinimi. \lrmlilh. <'.7.0.. IInrhinn.
Maj/rr unit //(>«///i#i*. ././.I. Fthrunnj 1. 11)15.

1. Am \k\nm 18 I—2 )—Whit m*k< i ai.i y kmhibhku—Liqi iiiatko id 
ma mi—Akhiiavit—llr.qi i*m:s or—Pit. 50. 57.

A ilefemlant mi entering hi* appearance to n *|ieeially cn«|nr*ed writ 
for a liquidated ilemaml iiin-t ilo more than make allhliivit that he lias 
a good defenee on the merit*; he mu*t shew fact* ami eirviiin-tanve* 
on which lie relie* a* a defence so that the court may judge whether 
they afford an answer; *u where the defendant, suing for the price 
of good* sets up a deficiency in quality and quantity, his nllidavit 
should state what reduction lie claims on that account.

Aiteal by the defendant from an order for summary judg
ment made by the Judge of the District Court.

(!. II. Sedge wick, for the appellant.
II. I). (lambic, K.C., for the plaintiff, respondent.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Meredith, C.J.O. This is an appeal by the defendant from 

an order for summary judgment, dated the 10th October. 1014. 
made by the Judge of tin* District Court of the District of Tem- 
iskaming. The appeal is supported upon the proposition that 
the appellant had filed the affidavit required by Rule 56, and 
that, having done so. the order should not have been made.

The affidavit, is not, in my opinion, a sufficient affidavit 
within the meaning of the Rule. In it the appellant deposes 
that he has “a good defence on its merits” to the action ; that 
the quality of the pulp wood supplied to him, for which the re
spondent claims payment, was not such as he agreed to deliver 
to him; and that the respondent did not deliver to him the 
amount of the pulpwood for which the respondent claims pay
ment.
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The object of the requirement of the Rule that a defendant 
shall, besides deposing that he has a good defence on the merits, 
also in his affidavit shew “the nature of his defence, with the 
facts and circumstances which he deems entitle him to defend 
the action.” is plainly that the Court may sec whether the facts 

-0, and circumstances on which he relies afford an answer to the 
plaintiff’s claim : and, if they do not, the affidavit is not a bar 
to the making of an order for summary judgment.

It is plain from the appellant’s affidavit that lie owes some 
part of the respondent 's claim, and it is quite consistent with 
the affidavit that he has no defence to the whole of it except .$10.

It was, in my opinion, necessary, to make the affidavit suffi
cient, that the appellant should have shewn what reduction he 
claimed in respect of the objection to the quality of wood and 
the quantity of wood, payment for which was claimed, that was
not delivered.

For these reasons, I would dismiss the appeal with costs.
Having come to that conclusion it is unnecessary for us to 

determine the question raised by the respondent as to the com
petency of the appeal. The order appealed from was made on 
the 10th October, 1014, and the appeal was set down on the 
20th November following, upon the fiat of my brother Hod- 
gins, on the undertaking of the appellant “to file all papers 
within one week” from that date. The certificate of the Judge 
of the District Court hears date the 8th December, 1014, and 
the papers were, .therefore, not completed within the week al
lowed for filing them, and it follows from this that the appeal 
was not set down within the time prescribed by sec. 44 of the 
County Court Act, R.8.O. 1014, eh. 59. No indulgence should 
be granted to the appellant. The letters which he wrote to the 
respondent and to the respondent’s solicitor, which may be 
looked at at all events for the purpose of determining whether 
any indulgence should be granted, contain clear admissions of 
the respondent’s claim, and repeated promises to pay it. Be
sides this, the result of the delay that has taken place has been 
to prevent the respondent from taking the case to trial at the 
December sittings of the District Court, as he might have done 
if the appeal had been brought on promptly, and the result 
of it had been adverse Appeal dismissed.1
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Re KEMP AND CITY OF TORONTO.
ihitiii in l/'iilir'ifi ami .1/imirifull It'unit. •Imiiin if |H. |0|3.

I Ml . II ll'AI. < IIKIMIHA 1 m\S I g I I < .Ml i I.OI Al hll'Hllll MI M Al l.
It .8.0. I'M i. mi. 193 i .i \i ii \i HciiKMl "i.

I lie general scheme of the Loeal Improvement Art, II.H.O. IRII. eh. 
Ml.'!. i« to authorize tIi • council to im-lertuke a work, then to execute 
it. then to procure an assessment roll to he iinule for imposing the 
tax; the latter follows aiitomatieall.v "ii the work being HUtlmritativIy 
umlertakeii ami fully e.xectiteil ami tin t is n > appeal except that pro 
vitletl from the court of revision.

$. Siam tks ( | 11 A —9ô i laa xi I wcuoximi \t A«i—A mi xiimim n
1XTKNTION.

The aniemlmeut to the Local Improvement Act. I!.S,<!.. |914. ell. 193, 
inaile hv the statute 4 tleo. V. ( hit., eh. 21. see. 42. is intemleil to give 
dissentient land owners a remedy mining oils to those given h\ counter 
petition and by notice to the eoiiiicil. and provides an appeal from the 
discretion of the council in undertaking the work at all or in respect 
of some detail of the work such as the apportionment of the cost; hut 
when the work lia» heeii executed in assumed conformity with the 
council’s declared intention, an appeal does not lie to the Ontario 
Railway and Municipal Hoard to r view the council's discretion.

Petition under the Local Improvement Act, R.S.O. 1914. ch. 
193. nee. 9. Kub-Mcc. (2).

James S. Fullerton, K.('.. for certain of the petitioners.
Ii. ./. M alien nan, for other petitioners.
Irvinij S. Fairfft, for the city corporation.

The opinion of tin* Board was delivered by
Till: Chairman: This is an application under sub-sec. (2)

< f see. 9 of the Local Improvement Act. as enacted by 4 < !eo. V. 
eh. 21. sec. 42. which became operative on the 1st May, 1914. 
Objection was made to the Board's entertaining the application, 
en tin* grounds : ( 1 ) that sub-sec. (2) was passed subsequently to 
the execution of the work, and was not retroactive; and (2) that 
before the application was made, the work had been fully ex
ecuted. and a special assessment roll had been prepared, and a 
sittings of the Court of Revision had been held for imposing the 
assessment, although the Court has not as yet confirmed the 
assessment roll.

On the Kith June, 1911. under see. 11 of the Loeal Improve
ment Act, notice was given to the applicants by the corporation 
of its intention to construct a 24-foot macadam roadway, with 
concrete kerbing and brick gutters, on a portion of East Rox- 
borough street, as a local improvement, and to make a special

ONT.
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Stnti'incnt.

The < liuirman
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assessment of a part of the cost upon the land abutting directly 
upon the work. The notice contained the particulars of cost re
quired by the Act, and, furthermore, intimated that persons 
desiring to petition against undertaking the work should do so 
on or before the 21st July, 1911. Subsequently a petition was 
presented to the city council by the applicants protesting against 
the work.

On or about the 7th September, 1911, a notice was served by 
the corporation on the petitioners to the effect that the city en
gineer had reported that the construetion of a 24-foot macadam 
roadway with concrete kerbing and brick gutters was desirable 
and necessary on the portion of Last Roxhorough street named: 
that the council had power by a two-thirds vote of all the mem
bers to pass a by-law to undertake tin- work, notwithstanding any 
petition or protest against the same, and that the lands to be 
specially assessed consisted of all real property fronting or 
abutting on the proposed work. The notice contained the par
ticulars of cost required by the Act, and intimated that a by-law 
to undertake the work would be considered by the council at a 
meeting on the 18th September, 1911, and that at such meeting 
all property-holders affected by the work would have the right 
to be heard, before the council finally decided upon proceeding 
therewith. It is alleged that on the 18th September, 1911, the 
petitioners, with others liable to be assessed for the work, ap
peared before the council and protested against its cost being 
assessed against them, on the ground that they were not liable 
to be assessed, their lands not being benefited.

Notwithstanding the hostile attitude of the applicants, and 
their fellow-protestants, the council on the 31st October, 1911, 
passed by-law No. 58(17, declaring that it was desirable that the 
work in question should be undertaken, and authorising its con
struction.

Subsequently, the work was executed, and an assessment roll 
was prepared, and on the 13th March, 1914, the corporation 
notified the applicants of the sittings of the Court of Revision to 
be holden on the 31st March, 1914, to hear complaints against 
such roll, all in pursuance of the provisions of the Local Im
provement Act.
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For some reason, the assessment roll was withdrawn from the 
Court of Revision by the officers of the corporation, and on the 
30th October, 1914, the corporation notified the applicants of a 
sittings of the Court of Revision to be held on the 17th Novem
ber. 1914, to hear complaints against the proposed assessment of 
the cost against the property-owners. It would appear that in 
the interval between the two sittings of the Court of Revision 
there had been a new computation and apportionment of the 
cost of the work, with the result that the roll was altered, and the 
burden upon both the corporation and the property-owners was 
slightly increased. At this latter sittings of the Court of Revi
sion. it is alleged, the officers of tin» corporation were not pre
pared to go on, and the consideration of the assessment roll was 
adjourned till the 8th December, 1914. No further action was 
taken by the Court of Revision on this latter date, as the Board 
understands, and on the 21st December. 1914. this application 
was made.

Vpon this statement of facts, whether or not the Board has 
jurisdiction to entertain this application, must turn upon a 
consideration of the provisions of tin- Local Improvement Act as 
amended. This enactment contains a detailed code of procedure 
for the initiation ami prosecution of the local improvement work 
from its inception down to the act which finally determines the 
incidence of the cost upon all the taxable interests. Three stages 
are clearly expressed or implied in the evolution of the work; 
(1) tin* undertaking of the work; (2) the execution of the work; 
(3) the imposition of the special assessment to meet the cost of 
the work.

A local improvement work may be “undertaken'’ by a muni
cipal corporation in various ways. This work the council elected 
to undertake in the way authorised by sec. 9. To the validity of 
its being undertaken under this section a by-law of council was 
necessary, passed by a two-thirds vote of all the members, de
claring that its construction was desirable, while a prerequisite 
to its validly passing was publication of the notice of the coun
cil’s intention, under sec. 11. Upon these provisions being ob
served, and until the passing of the amendment of 1914. the 
authority of the corporation to proceed with such a work so 
undertaken could not be questioned, the foundation for the work
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ho laid was unassailable—the statute expressly providing that 
the owners of the land affected Hhould not have the right to bulge 
a eon liter-pet it ion with the eouneil. This deprivation of the right 
of counter-petition, or other effective protest, was anomalous 
when the work was undertaken on the council's own motion, the 
one exception being the ease of such subsidiary works as private 
drain connections. For instance, where the council proceeds 
on the initiative plan under see. 13. the right of counter-petition 
is vested in a majority of the property-owners representing one- 
half in value of the lots liable to be specially asNCHsed. I'nder 
sec. 7, in the case of a w<nk, however undertaken, falling in one 
of the several enumerated categories and exceeding in cost 
$00.000. any person whose land is to lie specially assessed may 
give notice that he objects on certain grounds to the work being 
undertaken, and thereafter the work cannot be proceeded with 
until the approval of this Board has been obtained. It is to be 
noted that in these cases the action of the corporation is arrested 
at the preliminary stage of the work, ami the objector is remedi
less, once the work has been executed.

The Board is of the opinion that tin* amendment of 1014 is 
intended to remedy the anomaly above noted, and to give to dis
sentient land-owners a remedy analogous to those given by 
counter-petition under sec. 13, ami by notice to the council under 
sec. 7. As. however, the latter remedies are exercisable ami effec
tive at tin* earliest stage of the work, and before it has been 
actually executed, so the Board is of opinion that under the 
amendment of 1914 its intervention may be invoked only at that 
stage. True, secs. 7 and 13 prescribe a time-limit for action by 
the dissentient land-owners, while the amendment of 1914 is 
silent as to the period within which the intervention of the Board 
may be invoked. Notwithstanding this omission, obviously at 
some point of time the right of appeal to the Board is gone. It 
would scarcely be contended that, after the work had been 
executed ami the assessment roll finally confirmed, the Board 
could reopen the question of the assessment as between owners 
and corporation. To fix the point of time at which the remedy 
by appeal is gone, it is necessary to ascertain the intention of 
the Legislature in this respect from a consideration of the 
general scheme of the Local Improvement Act. The council is
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authorised to undertake such a work, then to execute it, and 
then to procure an assessment roll to be made for imposing the 
tax. Once the work has been authoritatively undertaken and 
fully executed, as this work has been, it seems to the Hoard that 
tin* final step of imposing the assessment in terms of the by-law 
follows automatically, and without any appeal, except that pro
vided from the Court of Revision. In short, the amendment of 
1914 seems to be intended to provide an appeal from the discre
tion of the council in undertaking the work at all. or in respect 
of some detail of the work, such as the character or kind of the 
pavement, the apportionment of the cost as between the owners 
and the corporation, etc. Hut, when the work has been executed 
in assumed conformity with the council's declared intention, 
then, in the opinion of the Hoard, the time has gone by to ques
tion the council’s discretion as exercised and expressed in the 
by-law.

This conclusion seems warranted by the fact that the amend
ment of 1914 is an amendment of a section whose subject-matter 
is concerned with “procedure for undertaking the work:” im
plying that what the amendment aims to confer is a right to 
question the soundness of the foundation on which the council 
proposes to build, but necessarily exercisable before the super
structure is raised. Besides this, the amendment of 1914 pro
vides that an application to the Hoard can be made only by a 
majority of the owners representing one-half the value of the 
lots to be specially assessed—precisely the requisite qualification 
of a counter-petition under see. 13—thus furnishing an argu
ment for the analogy above suggested. Furthermore, the amend
ment expresscly provides that, after notice to the clerk of such 
an application as this, and pending its determination, the coun
cil shall not proceed with the work—indicating clearly that the 
work is yet in the initiatory stage.

The Hoard is also affected by the consideration urged by Mr. 
Fairly that the Legislature could scarcely have intended by this 
enactment to authorize the Hoard to interpose and remodel the 
general scheme of assessment proposed by the council under the 
powers vested in it by see. 23, at a stage in the prosecution of tin- 
work when it was too late for the council to withdraw. A
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executed, and the debt incurred by the corporation, the Boa ni 

may intervene and alter the apportionment of the tax. not only 
is there disturbance of the financial arrangements of the cor
poration—greater or less according to the magnitude of the 
work but possibly the very intention of the council, inducing 
it to undertake the work, is frustrated.

In the opinion of the Board, it is not without significance that 
see. 36(2) of the Act provides that the Court of Revision shall 
not have authority to review or alter the proportions of the cost 
which the lands to be speeially assessed, and the corporation, arc 
respectively to hear, according to the provisions of the by-law for 
undertaking the work. That is to say. when a work has reached 
the stage this had reached when the application was made to 
the Board, the financial scheme of the council, on the faith of 
which it undertook the work, cannot be altered by the Court of 
Revision.

In view of the conclusion reached by the Board as to the 
general application of the amendment of 1914, it is not neces
sary to discuss the question of its retroactivity raised at the 
hearing.

The petition will be dismissed : there will be no costs to either 
party, but the petitioners will pay $10 in stamps on the order.

Petitiou disinijwc</.

0NT OSHAWA LANDS v NEWSOM.

------  Ontario Supreme Court. Miihllelnn. ./. April 3, 11)15.
S.C.

1. Contracts (IVc—300)—Rescission—Fraii» and m isrepreskntatiox 
—Contract assign ki>—Am. parti es before vovrt—May direct 
REPAYMENT.

Rescission of a rout met for snle of lands may In- grunted on the 
ground of fraud and misrepresentation, although the purchaser seeking 
the rescission had assigned the contract, if the assignees are parties to 
the action and therein repudiated the contract : and if it appears that 
the money paid to the vendor was in fact the money of such assignees 
with whom the original purchaser had contracted in advance of his 
own agreement to purchase, the Court may in such action in which all 
parties are Is-fore it. direct repayment of such moneys to In* made 
direct to the assignees.

[Metlralf v. Oshnira l.amls ami In reniaient* hhl.. 15 D.L.R. 745, re
ferred to.]
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Action to recover the purchase-price of lain! sohl. 
II. ('. Macdonald, for the plaintiff company.
.V. IV. Ho well, K.( for the defendant.

ONT.

Okiiawa

Nkwkom.

E. T. Coalsirorth, for the third parties Medea If and Poutney.
The third party Mackenzie, in person.

Middlkton, J. (after setting out the facts) I do not think MM,1! 
that the defendant ever was or intended to become the agent of 
the plaintiff company, lie lieeame a purchaser seeking to make 
a profit by turning the property over at an advance. In point 
of fact, lie had in each case agreed with his purchaser before he 
contracted with the plaintiff company for the purchase.

1 have then to consider the question whether there was fraud 
on the part of the plaintiff company in bringing about the sale 
to the defendant : and this task is made the more difficult be
cause the defendant did not himself impress me favourably. 
Nevertheless 1 have come to the conclusion that lie is entitled 
to relief.

The whole scheme of the plaintiff company and its mode of 
flotation were such as to call for investigation. It was con
ceived in sin. shapen in iniquity, nurtured in fraud, and during 
its whole brief life it lived in an atmosphere devoid of truth or 
any kind of business morality. . . .

The defendant has put forward the misrepresentation upon 
which he relics under six different heads.

First, that the Canadian Pacific Railway passenger station 
had been located upon the Ritson estate, as the land in ques
tion was called. The station never was located on the land in 
question. . . . The railway company did build a station for 
Oshawa, but not upon the Ritson estate.

The next representation complained of was, that the town 
council of Oshawa had chosen the Ritson estate for a new in
dustrial centre, and that a large area of land had already been 
sold for factory sites. . . . The council had undertaken to 
give a site to the Oriental Textile Company under some bonus 
arrangement. An offer was made of a suitable site on this pro
perty at $2,500. The mayor announced that he could get a site 
which he regarded as equally satisfactory for $1,000. Thereupon 
the price was reduced to $1,000, and this was accepted by the
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ONT. company. On the strength of this, 25 acres, for which $25,000
8.C. had been asked, was marked upon the plan as “sold,” and the

OSIIAWA significant words “factory site” were written on the plan. . . . 
Upon the plan other lots were marked off as sold which were not

Ni xv.suM. in fact sold. All this was done with the idea of conveying to

Mi.Mleton, J. prospective purchasers the impression that the land was selling 
rapidly. ... At the time this advertisement was published, 
three sales had been made. . . . Not a single sale had been
made to one who might be described as an outsider. No land 
save that purchased for the textile company has even yet been 
sold for a factory. . . .

[The learned Judge then set out the other representations 
and summarised the evidence with regard to them.)

All this chaos of untruth and exaggeration existed. . . .
The defendant was taken to the property and was shewn the 
situation upon the ground. He made some inquiries himself, 
and he appears to have become intoxicated by the optimism 
which surrounded the whole undertaking, lie passed on the 
representations made to him to those who purchased from him, 
and 1 incline to think that he did this after persuading himself 
that they were true. . . . The third parties . . . were all 
entirely innocent victims of the scheme. . . . The plaintiff 
company and its agents, having clothed themselves in garments 
of falsehood, cannot be heard to complain when it is found 
that the fraud and misstatements did in truth bring about the 
contracts in question.

This is not the first time that this matter has been in Court.

| Reference to Mrdcalf v. Osin lira Lands and Investments 
Limit'd (1914), 15 D.L.R. 745.)

The judgment in that action is relied upon as in some way 
constituting a defence of res judicata. 1 cannot see that it in 
any way determines or precludes investigation of the issues 
raised in this action. The issue there was whether fraud had 
been practised on Mcdcalf. The issue here is whether fraud was 
practised upon Newsom.

I think the action fails, and ought to be dismissed with 
costs. The contracts should be directed to be cancelled, ami the 
moneys paid under them should be directed to be repaid.
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As there cannot lie rescission except upon the terms of re
stitution, the defendant must relieve the plaintiff company from 
all embarrassment by reason of his assignment of the contract. 
The assignees were all before the Court, and were only too 
anxious to disclaim any interest under the contract. As the 
money which is to be repaid was in truth the money of the third 
parties, I think I am justified in directing repayment to be 
made direct to the third parties. The defendant, on his part, 
must do all that may be necessary, by signing any assignment 
or direction, in order that this may be worked out.

I have had much difficulty in making up my mind as to the 
proper incidence of costs between the defendant and the third 
parties. I am not sure that the defendant’s practice has been 
entirely right. Possibly he ought to have made the third par
ties defendants by counterclaim. Details do not appear to be 
important, when all the parties arc before the Court in one 
capacity or another. On the whole, justice will probably be 
done by giving the defendant his costs against the plaintiff com
pany and making no award of costs as between the defendant 
and the third parties.

TAYLOR v. MULLEN COAL CO.
# iitario Sii/nrhii Court. I.niuor. .1. Fcbruari/ S. lft|

T. Mercer Morion, for the plaintiffs.
.1. /•*. liorllcl, for the defendant company.

ONT.

S. <’.

OSHAWA

Nkwsom. 

Middleton, J.

s. c.
I. Dxmai.ks i $ III K—Xi isAxo:—Imh striai, works—Smokk. hi st, 

noi.sk—Damaoks III I KIRK NT IN CIIARACTKR—Nvisaxck ixtkrfkk 
I Mi WITH ORDINARY PHYSICAL COMFORT.

An action for damages in respect of tho nuisance caused to •« neigh 
I touring owner by reason of smoke. .Inst ami noise from industrial 
w irks, may lie maintained if ihe |daintitT lias suffered damages differ 
ent in character ami distinct from any injury, inconvenience, or annox 
mice occasioned to the puhlie generally, and the nuisance is of such 
a character as to interfere with the ordinary physical comfort of human 
existence.

| Ipplrlift v. Erie Tuhnvru Co.. 11 0.1,.U. .Vi.t: ftrirar v. Citu ami 
Sub nr ha n Ifarrrourm Co.. [ IS!»*»] 1 Irish R. 345, referred to.']

Action for damages ami nil injunction in respect of nn 
alleged nuisance.

Lknxox, J.j—The disposition of this action has given me a Lenno*. j. 

great deal of anxious thought. T should be careful, on the one

Maternent
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hand, that industrial enterprise and the eompanv’s business is 
not unnecessarily obstructed, and. on the other, that the reason
able comfort and enjoyment, quiet and * ss, of the plain
tiffs' homes are not unlawfully or wantonly sacrificed or set at 
naught. The acts complained of may c a public nuis
ance; I am not sure that they do; but, however this may he, the 
plaintiffs have shewn their right to maintain this action they 
have clearly shewn that they have suffered damage different in 
character and distinct from any injury, inconvenience, or annoy
ance occasioned to the public—direct actual injuries to their 
properties, as well by depreciation in marketable values as by 
sensible diminution in their enjoyment, comfort, and utility for 
owners and occupante.

The inconvenience complained of is not in any sense fanciful, 
nor arc the complaints to lie to mere delicacy, fastidi
ousness. or supersensitiveness.

The nuisances shewn to exist arc of a character to interfere 
“with the ordinary physical comfort of human existence, not 
merely according to dainty modes and habits of living, but ac
cording to plain and sober and simple notions obtaining among 
the English people, as defined in Walin' v. Stiff ( 1 85 1 ), 4 De(4. 
& Sm. :n.r>, and the principles enunciated in Fit taint/ \. II isi op 
(I88(i), 11 App. Cas. 686; llalsbury’s Laws of England, vol. 21, 
pp. 530, 531.

For recognition in our own Courts of the same principles of 
determination, and distinguishing mere publie nuisances from 
actionable wrongs causing direct special and peculiar injury to 
one or more persons, of a long line of uniform decisions, In son v. 
Ilolt Timber Co. (1913), 18 D.L.R. 604; Drystlale \. Payas 
( 1896), 26 S.C.R. 20; Ha in y Hiver Xaviyation Co. v. Ontario ami 
Minnesota Cower Co. (1914), 17 D.L.R. 850. and Appltby v. 
Erie Tobacco Ctt. (1910), 22 O.L.R. 533, may be referred to.

After sufficient evidence had been given last May to estab
lish an actionable wrong on the part of the company, the ease 
was adjourned to enable the company if possible to abate the 
nuisances; and the trial was resumed on the 9th January, 1915. 
Very little had been accomplished. In the interval the workmen 
were less noisy, the ereaking of the machinery was diminished,
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there was a little less Sunday work ; perhaps there may have 
been some improvement effeeted—not very much, I think—in 
the method of navigating the lighters to and from the wharf ; 
and 1 think it might be said that the ground of complaint as to 
exhaust steam was pretty well eliminated. This was all.

The chief cause of complaint—smoke enveloping and entering 
the residences of the plaintiffs, the deposit of dust and coal 
cinders in the dwellings and upon the lawns and gardens, and 
the continuous disturbance caused by the loading, unloading, 
and shifting coal—is as it was before the opening of the trial.

It was shewn that after the adjournment the company gave 
orders for the occasional list* of Pocahontas coal for firing. The 
method adopted was peculiar. If the fireman noticed that the 
wind was carrying the smoke upon the plaintiffs’ residences, he 
was to use a little of this coal. But there was no supply of it 
kept in the derrick-house, and the floor of this building is H or 10 
feet above the level of the wharf. The special coal was 12 or 15 
rods away. To get it by day or by night, he had to climb down 
a ladder, make way across this space—which is very uneven— 
bring the coal back over this rugged way, and elevate it in some 
manner to a height of 8 or Iff feet through a doorway at the south 
side of the derrick, then come round to the other side, climb the 
ladder again, and put in just the right quantity, in just the right 
way : an operation which is said to be one of very great nicety 
and judgment; and so from time to time, by day and by night, 
as occasion might require. It is impossible to believe that such 
a method would work out as a practical remedy; and it did not; 
and it is also impossible to believe that the company expected 
that it would.

However, the evidence, as I remember it, only went to the 
colour of the smoke. It was not shewn that Pocahontas coal does 
not make cinders, or that the great body of ordinary coal beneath 
it would not continue to throw out cinders as before. It is shewn 
by the plaintiffs that the smoke nuisance was not even partially 
abated. In any case, it leaves the question of dust and cinders 
from coal-heaving untouched.

As to all the nuisances complained of. the company devoted a 
lot of effort to shewing that a remedy or further improvement
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ONT. is impossible. This does not meet the issue; for, if actionable
S.C. wrongs exist, and a remedy is impossible, then an injunction

Taylor must be granted ; and, if 1 believed this, I should feel compelled

Mille» 
Coal Co.

to order an immediate, perpetual injunction restraining the de
fendant company from operating its plant.

Hut I have come to the conclusion that there is a means open 
to the company to get rid of some of the wrongs complained of; 
and possibly all of them, although I am not sure. The smoke, 
and its cinders, from the stack of the company’s stationary plant, 
can be got rid of. either by the application of electricity to oper
ate the plant or by an apparatus to consume the smoke. As to 
the smoke from the lighters and other craft 1 do not know. As 
to the dust and cinders carried by the wind from the coal as it 
is being handled—and that is, I believe, the most potent cause of 
injury to the plaintiffs—and the noise occasioned by these opera
tions, 1 have nothing to enable me to judge except the company’s 
contention that nothing more can be done. It may be so; and, if 
so, it will force a very unfortunate alternative. The existing 
condition of things is not to be tolerated.

The unloading of eoal on Sunday is also made ground of 
complaint. There is a right to quiet and rest on the seventh 
day, which the plaintiffs should not be deprived of except for 
works of necessity : Demur v. ('ita amt Suburban Racecourse Co.,
118991 1 I.R. 345 ; Attorncu-Hcncrul for Ontario v. Hamilton 
Street R. Co., 11903| A524. The unloading of the large 
carriers, whether directly upon the dock or wharf, or indirectly 
into the chutes, on Sundays, must be discontinued.

The plaintiffs ask for a reference to assess damages already 
accrued. It is not a case for heavy damages, and it is better that
I should assess them than that the heavy costs of a reference 
should be incurred.

There will Ik* judgment for the plaintiffs for *1.000 damages; 
and, if they cannot agree upon an apportionment, a reference to 
the Local Master at Sandwich, at the cost of the plaintiffs, to 
apportion the damages between them, these costs to be borne by 
each party in proportion to his share. If, however, either the 
plaintiffs or the defendant company desire a reference as to the
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whole question. Ï may he spoken to; and. if this is done, it should 0WT- 
be done promptly. S. C.

I have not overlooked what îh Hai<l about alleged statements Taylor 
of Doetor ('ruickshnnks. This cannot affect the maintenance of m«T"i un 

the action or the right to an injunction. For this purpose one Coal to. 
plaintiff is as effective as a score. Lcnm.x, j.

There will be an injunction restraining the defendant com
pany from so operating its plant and works as to cause a nuis
ance to the plaintiffs or any of them by reason of smoke or «lust 
or cinders, or by reason of noise in the loading, unloading, 
handling, or dumping of coal, or the operation of the machinery 
or plant, and from unloading coal in any way from vessels upon 
Sunday: but the operation of this injunction will be stayed for 
four months to allow the company to abate the nuisances if it 
can do so, or to other arrangements. Should the company, 
acting diligently and in good faith, be unable, within this time, 
completely to abate the nuisances, or to locate their plant «'lse- 
where, an application by the company for an extension of time 
will be considered.

1 do not think it is advisable to decide now as to nuisance 
alleged to be caused by lighters ami vessi-ls operating in con
junction with the operations of the company's plant and the 
carrying on of its business. This question may never have to be 
dealt with, and I reserve its consideration during the four 
months’ delay, and will deal with it later if necessary.

Vpon consideration I have not thought it advisable to engage 
an expert.

The plaint ill's are entitled to costs.

[May 20th. 1015. A]ip<‘a1«‘«l to Ontario Supreme Court. Appellate Divi
sion. The appeal was lieanl by Falcoxbsidoe, C.J.K.B., Riudkll, Latch- 
fohd. and Kh.i.y. .1.1. The Court varied the judgment by adding to para. 
3 the words ho os to mate or Hubutitute a nuisance and in other respects 
ullirmed the judgment.]
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ONT. BALDWIN v. CHAPLIN.

R. C. Ontario Supreme Court. Latrhford, J. January 8. 1915.

1. Waters ( s II—till)—Riparian proprietor—Krectiox of pi kb—Access
TO I.ANI) NOT INTERFERED WITH—NO SPECIAL DA MALES.
No right of action accrues to one riparian proprietor against 

another for the latter’s erection and maintenance of a pier in the navig
able waters of a lake where the plaintiff's right of access to his lands 
is not interfered with and lie sutlers n . damages of a special character 
in addition to the interference with the public right of navigation, not
withstanding that the pier was not erected in compliance with the law
ful requirements and is maintained contrary to law.

| Volcanic tins Co. v. Chaplin. 19 D.L.R. 442. Ml O.L.R. 304, referred 
to.]

Statement Action for an injunction.
IV. M. Douglas, K.C.. /. /*’. 11 dim nth, K.C.. and 7. (1. licrr, 

for the plaintiffs.
(). /,. Lewis, K.C., 7. IV. Bain, 1\.< .. and Christopher ('. Boh- 

inson, for the defendants.
Latvhford, J. Latchford, J. :—The plaintiff Frank P. Baldwin was. at the 

time of the commencement of this action, the owner in fee of 
the east quarter of lot No. 185, Talbot Road survey, in the town
ship of Romney, in the county of Elgin ; and the plaintiff Nicho
las Baldwin was the lessee from him of the same lands. After 
the action was begun, Frank P. Baldwin conveyed all his interest 
in the lands to his mother, Eliza Baldwin, who was thereupon 
added as a plaintiff.

Nicholas Baldwin resides on the property, and is engaged, 
under a license from the Crown, in extensive fishing operations 
in the waters of Lake Erie fronting upon the said lands and 
other lands in the vicinity. His license enables him to operate 
in front of lots 179 to 189 of the Talbot Road survey. On lot 
189, more than two miles to the west of lot 185, he has leased a 
landing place, with store-houses for iee and fish. No similar ac
commodations at present exist upon his own property. He, how
ever, states that it is his intention to erect a proper landing stage 
and the buildings necessary for his fishery. All along the shores, 
pound-net fishermen, like Nicholas Baldwin, are operating under 
licenses from the Government of Ontario.

On the 1st August, 1911, the defendant James B. Chaplin, 
of St. Catharines, was granted by the Government of Ontario a 
lease, at a nominal rental, for a period of ten years, and renew-
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able, of “all the portion of land covered by the waters of Lake 
Erie in the township of Romney (sic), in front of lots 181 to 
187 inclusive, in the said township of Romney, and extending 
40 chains into the lake, containing about 008 acres, with the 
right to dig and explore for petroleum and natural gas and to 
remove the same.”

The locality is known as a gas-producing district. Many gas- 
wells were in in the township of Romney when the
lease was given. Mr. Chaplin’s purpose in obtaining the con
cession was to bore for gas, or to dispose of his lease to personsi 
engaged in producing natural gas or promoting companies with 
that object.

The lease is subject to conditions which, with one exception, 
have no bearing on the issues presented in this case.

The exception is. that the lessee or his assigns shall not in any 
way interfere with navigation or with the use of any docks or 
wharves existing or thereafter to be constructed in or upon the 
water covering the demised lands, or with tin? right of access to 
the water by the riparian proprietors.

When the township was surveyed, a reservation of one chain 
for a road was made near the shore. This road, known as the 
Old Talbot Road, may have existed as a trail before the survey 
was made. Many years ago. the land between the old road and 
the lake, and the old road itself, disappeared, owing to erosive 
agencies, and the waters of Lake Erie now roll over part of the 
lands originally granted to the predecessors in title of the plain
tiffs. A road, also called the Talbot Road, was opened up in 
1838, several hundred feet from the shore.

The plaintiffs’ buildings are on a plateau about 100 feet 
above the level of the lake. The shores arc steep and the beach 
narrow. A road allowance extending along the easterly side of 
the Baldwin farm has been opened as far south as the present 
Talbot Road. From the point of intersection to the lake, a 
ravine, increasing in depth and width, descends to the water in 
the line of the road allowance.

The soil and other materials falling into the lake form a bar 
approximately paralleling the shore and distant 200 or 300 feet 
from the water's edge. Ordinarily there is sufficient water—

ONT.
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Chaplin.

Latchford, J.
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ONT. about (i feet—over the bar to enable the fishermen to cross it
s. c. without danger in their Hat-bottomed boats. Tugs and large

, boats cannot come in near shore, but arc obliged to anchor orBaldwin
v. lay-to some distance outside tin- bar. where they receive the fish 

( iiAPLiN. eollveted from the pounds.
[.atcuford,j. ]n January, 1913, Mr. Chaplin assigned all his interest in 

the lease to the Glenwood Natural Gas Company. Prior to the 
date of tlie assignment in November, 1912, Mr. Chaplin or the 
Glenwood Company, acting through the defendants Kymmcs and 
Tripplehorn, utilised the road allowance leading to the lake for 
bringing down timber and other materials to be used in erect
ing the structures necessary in sinking a gas-well opposite lot 
185.

From the point where the end of the road allowance reaches 
the lake they constructed a platform upon bents, extending in 
front of the plaintiffs’ land in a broken line to a point on the 
bar, where piles were driven, a pier erected, and a gas-well 
bored. The platform and its supports were but temporary struc
tures, which were removed when the well was completed. While 
they were in position, they obstructed any approach by boat to 
lot 185 from the east inside the bar—a course frequently taken 
by fishermen when heavy seas were running. It is not impro
bable that part of the platform was actually within the original 
boundaries of the plaintiffs’ land. The plaintiffs are not, how
ever. proceeding on the ground that they arc the owners of. the 
situs of the pier, and no evidence was submitted to establish 
what was originally the southerly boundary of the Baldwin pro
perty.

In this respect the present case differs from Volcanic (las 
Co. v. Chaplin (1912). ti D.L.R 284. and (1914), 19 D.L.R. 
442. where the judgment of the trial Judge and that of a Divi
sional Court of the High Court were reversed by a Divisional 
Court of the Appellate Division on a question of fact. An ap
peal to the Supreme Court of Canada is now, I think, standing 
for judgment. In that case it was found by the learned and ex
perienced trial Judge that the situs of the structures then in 
question was within the boundary of the lands granted to the 
predecessor in title of the plaintiff Carr. The ease is unim- 
peached on the question of accretion, but it does not apply here.
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In this ease the plaintiffs seek an injunction restraining the 
defendants from invading their riparian rights, a mandatory 
order to compel the removal of the structures placed in the lake 
opposite lot 185, and a declaration of their rights.

Vp to the time the pier was built, and for long afterward, the 
only rights any of the defendants had were such as the lease 
from the Government of Ontario conferred. The waters of Lake 
Erie arc navigable, and the Navigable Waters Protection Act 
(R.S.C. 1906 ch. 115, as amended by 9 & 10 Edw. VII. ch. 44) 
applies to them. Section 4 prohibits the building of any pier 
or other structure in or across any navigable water, unless the 
site has been approved by the Governor in Council, and unless 
such pier or structure is built and maintained in accordance with 
plans approved by the Governor in Council. These provisions 
do not apply to small wharves nor to groynes or beach protection 
works or boat-houses which do not interfere with navigation.

All the structures other than the pier, with the well sunk in 
the centre of it. had been removed by the defendants prior to the 
trial of this action.

At a time not stated in evidence, but during or after the con
struction of the pier, the Glenwood Company applied to the De
partment of Public Works at Ottawa for approval of their plans 
for a wharf and 10 piers in Lake Erie. The company had ap
parently acquired an additional concession, as their application 
covered the front not only of lots 181 to 186 but lots 172 to 186, 
The application itself was not before the Court. Its purport in 
part can, however, be ascertained from recitals in the order in 
council of the 22nd January, 1914. approving a memorandum, 
dated the l.'lth December, 1913, of the Minister of Public Works, 
stating that approval of the plans of the 10 piers “might be 
granted” subject to certain conditions.

With several of these conditions the pier in front of the Bald
win farm does not comply. It is not surrounded by a talus com
posed of stones of not less than one ton each. An automatic 
bell to indicate in a fog the position of the pier has not been in
stalled. nor has a bright fixed red light to indicate the location 
at night and avert possible disaster to fishermen.

1 find that the pier has been erected and is maintained con-

ONT.
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tiniry to law, and interferes with navigation. It affords no pro
tection to fishermen. . . .

The (IvfentlantN have absolutely disregarded the conditions 
imposed by the order in council, but that is a matter giving the 
plaintiffs no right of action.

Additional piers, even if erected conformably to the condi
tions, will of course greatly add to the dangers now existing; 
and a situation may arise when it will be practically impossible 
for riparian owners to leave or reach their beaches in rough 
weather when the bar along the shores of the gas-area in Komney 
and Tilbury Mast is dotted with pier*, each undoubtedly as dan
gerous as a large rock. But that is not the situation at the pre
sent time.

Whatever may be the inconvenience and danger to which 
fishermen and the public generally may be exposed by the pier 
erected by the defendants, it is quite clear that, before the plain
tiffs can obtain relief, they must establish that they have suffered 
some special injury over and above that suffered by the lest of 
the public. Apart from the slight interference with access ami 
regress while the temporary platform was in place, there has 
been. 1 find, no damage of a special character suffered by any 
of the plaintiffs.

It is, however, contended that the right of access of a rip
arian proprietor to a navigable water is a right of property dis
tinct from the public right of navigation, an injury to which 
is actionable without proof of special damage: Coulson & 
Forbes’ Law of Waters. 3rd ed.. p. Ill, citing Hone v. (Irons 
(1843), 5 M. & <1. 613; Lpon v. Fishmontp rs* Co. (1876), I App. 
('as. 66*2; Xortli Short H. Co. v. /boa (188!)), 14 App. ( as. 
612; and other cases. . . .

In each of the eases mentioned it was found as a tact that the 
obstruction did interfere with a private right.

The distinction is well illustrated in \V. II. Chaplin it1 I'o. 
Limited v. Westminster Corporation, |1901| 2 Ch. 329, between 
a private right and an individual interest in a public right. . . .

In the ease at bar. the pier is not an interference with the 
plaintiffs’ right of access, but merely with the public right of 
navigation enjoyed by the plaintiffs in common with others of 
the public.
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I. therefore», feel obliged to hold notwitliHtanding the un- 
warrantee 1 acts of tin- defendants in obstructing navigation with
out authority from the only source competent to grant it. and 
in failing to comply with the principal conditions imposed by 
the order in council that the plaintiffs are not entitled to tin- 
relief which they claim. Damages arc not specifically asked for 
the interference with the plaintiffs' access and regress caused 
by the temporary platform, and, if asked, they would be so 
trivial as not to merit consideration.

I. therefore, dismiss the action, but without costs.
|April 2ti. HI|ft. Appealed to Ontario Supreme Court. Appellate Divi

sion. The appeal was heard liv Mihiihth, I'.J ll,, ( I xhkoxv. M xclaki n, 
M.xi.i i . and I loin.i ns. .1.1 A. Appeal dismissed without ousts. ]

RITCHIE v. JEFFREY.

Alberta Sitpmin Caurt. Ilarrty, ('..I.. Scott, Stuart amt lin k. .1,1 
Mai, Ift. Ittlft.

1. Assionmknt i § 11 Jili Chom: in action Asniunmknt or Wiikn
x i huai. I'ohm or xvohos nkckshaux Intention

Aii assignment of a chose in action may l>e verbal where a xvriling is 
not required by law; no particular form of words is necessary so long 
as they clearly shew an intention that the assignee is to have the henelit 
of the chose in action.

2. Assionmknt i § 11 20i Kqi itaiu.k Ini khhkh m*om m\i)icr WUric
iiii.i. or i xcham.i oh ohukh not si kkhtknt—Kgi rr.xni.r assion
MKN’T MAY HR Sill.XX N SlI'I'I.KMK.NTAHY Til KIOTO.

An e<|iiitable assignment may he inferred from conduct or a course 
of dealing, and this although a bill of exchange has been drawn or a 
mere order has been given which alone would not constitute an assign
ment ; and where the writ ten order does not specify the debt owing by 
tin- addressee or the fund intended to lie assigned, the fact of an equit
able assignment may be shewn as supplementary to the xvriting.

[Hall v. Smith. I Terr. Lit. 1211; Vcrnvul \ Dunn, 211 Ch.l). 12S, re
ferred to. |

3. Assionmknt ($ II 20» KqriT.xiii.r Wiiat constiti tks Kgnrxiii.K oh
i.Ko.xi cm a hoi: Distinction.

Where the holder of the fund intervenes and assumes a responsibility 
in respect of an order draxvn on him not amounting to an equitable 
assignment, the question against him is one of a charge either equitable 
or legal and not one of assignment : the question of an equitable 
assignment must depend solely upon what took place between the 
assignee and the assignor.

Appeal from the decision of Ives, .1.. at the trial without a 
jury, by which he gave judgment for SHOO and costs in favour of 
the plaintiff.

C. A. (Irant, K.( '.. for plaintiff, respondent.
(}. V. Pclton, for defendant, appellant.
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ALTA. The judgment of the Court was delivered by
S.C. Beck, J.:—The ? of claim was briefly this: The

Ritchie

Jeffrey.

plaintiff had sold building material to one Horn, who had con
tracted to erect a building for the defendant. Horn gave an order
to the plaintiff on the defendant for $800 on account of the debt, 
and the defendant accepted the order, “and the defendant repre
sented to the plaintiff that the said order was good and that he 
would pay to the plaintiff the said sum of $800.” On the strength 
of the acceptance and representation and promise the plaintiff 
refrained from registering a lien for his claim.

The learned trial Judge held that the plaintiff was not entitled 
to judgment on this claim, on the ground, apparently, that, 
assuming an unequivocal promise to pay, the provision of the 
Statute of Frauds requiring a guarantee to be in writing, made 
the promise, which was not in writing, unenforceable, but he 
allowed the plaintiff to amend by setting up an equitable assign
ment, and founded his judgment upon the amendment. The 
order referred ho is as follows:—

Edmonton, Alta., Jan. 27th. 1914.
W. S. Jeffrey, Esq.,

2005 Jasper W.
Please pay to John Ritchie Lumber Co. the sum of $800.00 on account 

of material delivered and shipped to Jasper Park.
(Sud.) C. R. Horn.

This order by itself is clearly not an equitable assignment, 
for the reason that it does not specify the debt owing by Jeffrey to 
Horn or the fund in Horn’s hands which it is said was intended 
to be assigned : Pcrcival v. Dunn (1885), 29 Ch.D. 128; Galt v. 
Smith, 1 Terr. L.I1. 129.

The order is clearly nothing more than an unaccepted bill of 
exchange, and the Bills of Exchange Act, R.S.C. 1900. eh. 119, 
sec. 127, expressly enacts — what had previously been declared 
to be the law of England—that

A hill, of itself, does not operate as an assignment of funds in the hands 
of the drawee available for the payment thereof, and the drawee of a bill 
who docs not accept as required by this Act (f.e., by writing on the bill 
signed by the drawee; sec. 30) is not liable on the instrument.

It is true that an assignment may be verbal (where a writing 
is not required by law), and that no particular form of words is 
necessary so long as they clearly shew an intention that the 
assignee is to have the benefit of the chose in action. I think it

1502
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is also true that an assignment may be inferred from conduct or 
a course of dealing; and it is clear that where a bill of exchange 
has been drawn or a mere order has been given, neither of which 
is by itself an assignment, it may be supplemented so that the bill 
or order plus, e.g., letters, oral words, conduct, or a course of 
dealing, may constitute an assignment.

In Jiroirn v. Kough (1885), 2!) Ch.D. 848, ( bitty. .1.. whose 
decision was affirmed on appeal, said :—

An agreement to pay out of the fund is a good equitable charge. It 
matters not whether it (the agreement) be to pay an existing debt or a sum 
of money advanced at the time or whether it (the money to be paid) be 
(the amount of) a bill of exchange; but it must be shewn on the part of those 
who assert an equitable charge that they have obtained it (the charge) by 
agreement. The agreement may be shewn by producing a written document 
which is clear, or the agreement may be fairly derived from the course of 
dealing, and, where there is a contest as to an oral agreement, the Court 
must decide whether there is such an oral agreement or not, and the plain
tiffs have to make out in this case one or other of the tilings I have men
tioned before they can succeed in establishing an agreement amounting to 
an equitable charge or an equitable assignment of part of the fund. An 
agreement may be shewn by the terms which the parties conic to with 
reference to the supposed course of dealing, and derived also from the 
course of dealing itself relating to the transactions which have been entered 
into or transaction which it is proposed shall be entered into, or it may be 
shewn by the special terms agreed to at the time when the transaction takes 
place.

It is clear, too, that there may be an equitable charge upon or 
an equitable assignment of a debt to come into existence: Tailby 
v. Official Receiver (1888), 13 App. Cas. 523.

Assuming for argument’s sake that there was a present or 
future fund to which an agreement might have had reference, 
has an agreement been proved by the plaintiff?

First—with Horn. Horn was not called as a witness. It 
appears he was not available. The only evidence available was 
that of John W. Ritchie, the plaintiff’s son, to whom Horn gave 
the order; and John W. Ritchie tells really nothing of what took 
place between him and Horn beyond the fact of the giving of the 
order. Of course the circumstances as they existed appear and 
were known to both, namely, that Horn had contracted to erect 
a building for the defendant, that the plaintiff had sold building 
material to Horn to an amount greater than the amount of the 
order to be used in the construction of the building, and that Horn 
had already made some progress towards fulfilling his contract.
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ALTA. But it seems clear to me that, while these circumstances shewed
S. C. a very good and obvious reason for the order as they would for a

Ritchie

Jeffrey.

cheque from Horn or his bill of exchange on the defendant (and 
the order per ne is nothing more), they are far from sufficient for 
the further step, namely, to imply an agreement to charge speci
fically the moneys then or ultimately to be owing by the de
fendant to Horn.

Secondly—was there an agreement between the plaintiff and 
the defendant whereby Horn having by the order authorized the 
defendant to pay the plaintiff, the defendant agreed to pay out 
of the moneys then or ultimately earned by Horn?

It was contended on the argument that»the learned trial Judge 
had found as a fact that the defendant had promised to pay the 
amount of the order; but I do not so read what the learned Judge 
said, which is as follows:—

Ae to the facts: I think that oil January 27, when Ritchie cot the order 
ami notified the < of it, none of them had any idea that the order
was to be paid from any other source except the contract price; and they 
were all satisfied at that time that there was no question but what the con
tract price was ample to meet all claims and would meet the order: and 
upon these conditions and with that mental attitude, young Ritchie was 
satisfied and the defendant agreed to pay it. The trouble is that later on 
it was disclosed that the balance of the contract price was not nearly suffi
cient to finish it, because as a matter of fact, although they may not have 
known it, that first $1,400 (a mistake for $1.000) never went into the Jasper 
(/.#■., this) building.

1 take the learned trial Judge to mean nothing more than that 
he finds that the defendant promised to pay the1 amount of the 
order out of the amount which would ultimately remain owing 
to Horn on the completion of the contract, this involving, in my 
opinion, the right in the defendant to make all proper payments for 
material and work, at least in respect of which liens might be filed 
against the property. If the learned Judge meant more than this
I think that he is not supported by the evidence.

The defendant refused to give any written acceptance of the 
order of written promise to pay it; hi* says that he made it clear 
to Ritchie that he would pay it only to the extent that moneys 
were coming to Horn on the completion of the contract; and his 
conduct throughout was consistent with what he states was his 
expressed intention; and it seems to me that the probabilities 
are against one, in the circumstances in which lu* was, giving an

9098
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absolute and unconditional promise to pay. I should, therefore, ALTA‘ 
decline to accept the evidence of John W. Ritchie, the plaintiff’s S. C. 

son, who tells another story, as sufficient to sustain the onus of Rm,HIK 
establishing such a promise on the defendant’s part. t>.

So that I am of opinion that the extent of the promise given -----
by the defendant was to pay the amount of the order to the n"k'J* 
extent to which there would be moneys owing to Horn out of the 
contract price on the completion of the building, there being 
impliedly preserved to the defendant as a matter of course his 
right to make such payments on account of the contract price as 
were necessary to ensure the completion of the contract, i.e., 
payments or material and work in relation to the building, at 
least, such as liens might have been filed in respect of: Xeufouud- 
Inwl (rovernment v. Xeufoundland li. Co. ( 188H), 13 App. ('as.
199, 212.

Now, there were, in fact, no payments, except of that kind, 
made after the defendant's conditional agreement. No serious 
question was raised except with regard to two items: (1) 875 to 
Horn; but this was with respect to something not comprised in 
the original agreement. It related to some addition to the build
ing as originally contemplated, and there is nothing to shew that 
the contract provided for additions and a consequent increase 
in the contract price. (2) 8558.10, April 10, balance (). J. Haugen 
(for labour). It was admitted that Haugen was a sub-contractor 
in relation to the building, but it was said that under the Mechan
ics’ Lien Act a sub-contractor ranks after material men; and this 
is so; but the contention that the plaintiff should have the priority 
given by that Act presupposes that the plaintiff has established 
that in consideration of the defendant’s promise to pay the amount 
of the order he, the plaintiff, refrained from registering a lien.
1 think the plaintiff has entirely failed to establish this, and not 
having done so I think there is no force in his contention.

On the completion of the contract 8290.8(1 was found to be the 
balance of the contract price, and this amount the defendant paid 
into Court. In my opinion that was all that was affected by the 
defendant’s promise to pay. This conditional promise of the 
defendant did not create an equitable assignment. I think the 
question of an equitable assignment must depend solely upon 
what took place between the assignor and the assignee. Where
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tin* holder of the fund intervenes and assumes a responsibility, 
that is a question of a charge, equitable or legal, as the ease may 
be. and not of an assignment; and in the latter case the original 
assignor would not, I think, be a necessary party to the action. 
I mention this because of the question raised as to the constitution 
of the action.

What I have said makes it sufficiently clear, 1 think, that in 
my opinion the plaintiff was not entitled to succeed on the case 
as originally set up. I would therefore allow the appeal with 
costs, and direct that judgment be entered for the plaintiff for 
the sum of $296.87 paid into Court with costs to the defendant, 
this sum and the sum of the costs of the action and the appeal 
to be set off the one against the other, and execution to go for the 
balance in favour of the party entitled to it.

Appeal allowed.
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DUBE v. ALGOMA STEEL CORPORATION LTD.

Ontario Supreme Court, Britton, J. June 18, 1915.

Death (§11—6) Derrick—Negligence of owner- Negli
gence of hirer—Contributory Damages.]— Action by Maty 
Dube, widow and administratrix of the estate of Martin P. Dube, 
deceased, on behalf of herself and children, to recover damages 
resulting from the death of Dube from one or both of the two 
defendants, the Algoma Steel Corporation Limited and the Lake 
Superior Paper Company Limited.

A travelling derrick owned by the paper company was, with 
its crew—consisting of the deceased, as engineer, and a fireman 
—hired by the steel corporation to do some work upon its pre
mises. The derrick was taken by the crew to the steel corpora
tion’s premises; and, while it was upon those premises, and 
while Dube was lifting by the derrick an iron tank of the steel 
corporation from one side of the track to replace it upon a flat 
ear on the other side of the track, the derrick was overturned 
and fell, in its fall instantly killing Dube.

The plaintiff alleged negligence on the part of both defen
dants.

At the trial before Britton, J., and a jury, at Sault Ste. 
Marie, both defendants, at the close of the evidence, asked to 
have the ease withdrawn from the jury. Upon these motions 
judgment was reserved, and questions were submitted to the 
jury, upon which they found: (1) that the paper company was 
guilty of negligence which caused the death of Dube; (2) that 
the negligence was “not furnishing proper equipment, clamps, 
and ballast in deck of crane;” (3) that the crane was a danger
ous machine at the time when used and as used by the steel cor
poration ; (4) that it was dangerous “in not being properly

ONT.
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ONT. clamped to track or blocked under decking—deck of crane not 
s c. being properly ballasted ; ’’ (5) that the steel corporation was 

guilty of negligence which caused the death of Dube ; (6) that 
the negligence was “in not having a proper rigger to superin
tend the work that had to be done;” (7) that Dube could not. by 
the exercise of reasonable care, have avoided the accident. The 
jury assessed the damages at $3,000, to be apportioned by the 
learned Judge; if both companies were liable, each was to pay 
$1.500; if only one, that company to pay $3,000.

McFadden and E. V. McMillan, for the plaintiff.
J. E. Irving, for the defendant the Algoma Steel < 'orpora- 

tion Limited.
P. T. Howland, for the defendant the Lake Superior Paper 

Company Limited.

Britton, J., said that no question was submitted to the jury 
as to whose servant Dube was at the time of the accident ; the 
facts were not in dispute ; and, upon the undisputed evidence, 
it was a question of law.

It was manifest that the danger was in the using of the crane, 
as and in the circumstances in which it was used, and not by 
reason of anything wrong or dangerous in the crane as it stood ; 
and, in the opinion of the learned Judge, there was no evidence 
of negligence on the part of the paper company which should 
have been submitted to the jury.

Action against the paper company dismissed, but without 
costs.

There was evidence against the steel corporation that could 
not properly have been withdrawn from the jury; and judg
ment should go against that defendant for $3,000, with costs 
proper to an action in which there is only one defendant.

The $3,000 should be apportioned in the sums of $1,250 to the 
plaintiff and $1,750 divided equally among the children. If it 
should be necessary to deduct anything for costs between solicitor 
and client, the minutes may be spoken to and the apportionment 
varied. The moneys of the infant children to be paid into Court.
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TORONTO ELECTRIC LIGHT CO. v. CITY OF TORONTO. ONT.

Ihtlariu Kupretur Court IApprllatr IHviuion), Meredith. CJ.tt., tiarrotr, S C.
Mapre ami lloilgitm. JJ.A. March 15. 1015.

[Toronto Electric Light Co. v. Toronto, 20 D.L.R. 956. reversed.]
Municipal corporations (§11 F I—171)—EUctric light—

Erection of poles—Limits of municipal it g—Territory subse
quently added—Ambiguity—Inte ntion. |— Appeal by defendant 
from the judgment of Middleton, J., 20 D.L.R. 958, 31 O.L.R.
387.

il. II. diary, K.C., and ('. 1/. Colquhoun, for appellant muni
cipality.

/. F. Ilellmuth, K.( and A. IV. Anglin, K.(\, for dhc re- 
« pondent company.

The Court allowed the appeal and dismissed the action with 
costa, 0arrow, J.A., dissenting.

It was held by the majority of the Court that, under the 
statute, 45 Viet. Ont., eh. 111. respecting companies supplying 
electricity for the purposes of light, heat, and power, the in
tention of sec. 2 is that a company shall not have the right to 
conduct electricity through, under, and along the streets, high
ways. and public places of the municipality until it shall have 
entered into an agreement with the corporation of the munici
pality by which it shall be authorized to do so upon such terms 
and conditions as the corporation may impose. 11.(\ Electric 
It. Co. v. Stewart, 11913] A.C. 81(1. 14 D.L.R. 8. explained and 
distinguished.

Appeal allowed.

BLOOMFIELD v. MUN. OF STARLAND. ALTA

Alberta Supreme Court. Stuart. ./. June 8. 1915. ^

Damages (§ III L—230)—Arbitration — Application for—
Owner of land—Temporary road through land—Municipalities 
—Rights of—Rural Municipalities Act (Alta.)]—Application 
by the owner of section 29 in tp. 33, r. 20, west of the 4th meri
dian. which is within the limits of the municipality for the 
appointment of an arbitrator to assess the damages suffered by
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the applicant by reason of the opening of a temporary road 
through his property by the council of the municipality under 
the provisions of see. 196, sub-see. 5, of tlie Rural Municipalities 
Act, being eh. 3 of the statutes of 1911-12.

IV. «S'. Morris, for applicant.
Tweedie d* McGillivray, for respondent.

Stvakt, J. (after referring at length to sees. 185, 186. 191. 
192. 194 and 196 of the Act) :—On Oetober 11. 1913, the council 
of the municipality passed the following resolution :—

Moved by Mr. Russard that as complaint has been made to him that 
Mrs. Bloomfield has fenced in whole of section 2H-33-20. rendering it im
possibly for people to get into Ritmsey from the east, the council resolved 
that the said trail he left open and have instructions to that effect sent 
Mrs. Bloomfield in the shape of a letter signed hv the reeve and secret an 
that trail be left open as road fixed.

This is the form in which the resolution is set forth in the 
certificate signed by the secretary. Un the same day a letter was 
sent to Bloomfield to the effect stated. Bloomfield acquiesced 
in the order given and did not question the mode of procedure 
adopted by the council. But, now, when he seeks to have his 
compensation fixed as provided by the Act, counsel for the 
council objects that no by-law was passed, that the powers exer
cized could only be exercised by by-law and that therefore lie is 
not entitled to have recourse to the summary method provided 
for determining the compensation and damages, if any, which 
he is to be paid, but must have recourse to an action at law.

I am unable to agree with this contention. It is probably 
correct that Bloomfield could have refused to recognize the 
authority of the resolution although 1 think a good deal could 
be said in favour of the view that, by virtue of the provisions 
of sec. 185, the power here exercised is one of which it was in
tended could be exercised cither by law or by resolution. But 
I do not think it ncessary to decide that point. In my opinion, 
it is not now open to the council, having acted by resolution, 
having exercised the power even though informally having 
forced Bloomfield to open the trial, to turn around now and 
object that they themselves had proceeded irregularly and that 
therefore the owner must be driven to an action. There is no
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reason in my opinion why the principal of estoppel should not 
be applied against them.

For these reasons 1 allow the application and appoint His 
Honour Judge Carpenter as arbitrator. No question was raised 
as to whether the notice provided for in see. 6 of the arbitration 
Act has been given and 1 assume that this has been done.

SMITH v. SMITH
Mbu'ta 8 up re hu Court. \\;ilnh, J. June. 11*15.

Gift (§ 1—4)—Delivery of transfer and duplicate certificate 
—He vocation—lit possession of transfer before registration — 

Title.]—Action for the recovery of land.
II. B. Robertson, for plaintiff.
II. Ii. Milner, for defendant.

Walsii, J. :—1 found at the close of the trial that the trans
fer from the defendant to the plaintiff was entirely voluntary 
on his part, his intention in handing the same to the plaintiff 's 
father, ready for registration, accompanied by his duplicate 
certificate of title, being to make to her a gift of the land. He 
repossessed himself of this transfer and duplicate certificate of 
title by means not at all credible to him before the plaintiff had 
a chance to record the transfer. 1 reserved for consideration 
the question as to whether or not upon these facts the intended 
gift of this land was complete so as to entitle the plaintiff to be 
now recorded as the owner of the land.

Sec. 41 of the Land Titles Act provides that no instrument 
until registered under the Act shall be effectual to pass any 
estate or interest in any land except a leasehold interest for 
three years or less. This unregistered transfer did not pass the 
legal estate in this land to the plaintiff, and I am of the opinion 
that its interception and destruction by the defendant before it 
reached the hands of the registrar and therefore before the gift 
was completed and perfected, effected a revocation of this in
tended gift which makes it impossible for me to declare, as I am 
asked to, that the plaintiff is the owner of the land. What the 
plaintiff practically asks is that the Court should assist her to
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ALTA. perfect this incomplete gift by divesting the defendant of the
s.c. legal estate in this land and vesting it in her. The Court has 

the undoubted power to aid a purchaser for value who, having 
paid his purchase money in full and thereby become the bene
ficial owner is unable to perfect his legal title because of the 
default of the registered owner. It can, in such a ease, either 
decree the execution and delivery of a proper transfer or by its 
judgment direct the vesting of the legal estate in the purchaser. 
It can also, under Wilkie v. Jellett, protect the beneficial owner 
against the claims of execution creditors of the holder of the 
registered title which have arisen since lie parted with his bene
ficial ownership. Hut these cases are vastly different from this. 
To give the plaintiff the relief which she asks would be to round 
out this inchoate hut effectually revoked gift into an effective 
and completed*transaction, and thus deny the defendant the un
doubted right of revocation which is permitted every donor 
before the perfecting of his gift.

The plaintiff’s action will therefore stand dismissed as to 
the cause of action with which T have dealt which was the 
only part of it that was before me. There will he no costs of it.

MAN. HOGG v. HOGG

C. A. Manitoba Court of \ />/mil. Ilonill. f Ifirlianls. Cent in . ( 'a inrron ami
Hafj(/art, JJ.A. March 15, 1015.

| llottfi v. Ho ft ft, 20 D.L.lt. 85. alfirni<*il.]
Divorce and separation (§ V A—15)—Alimony—Wife's 

antenuptial chastity. |—Appeal by defendant from the judg
ment of Macdonald, J., in an alimony action, Hoyy v. Hoyy, 20 
D.L.R. 85.

Richards, J.A. :—We adopt the judgment of the learned 
trial Judge. In our opinion, he has therein so dealt with both 
the facts and the law that we can see nothing to add to or de
tract from it.

The appeal is therefore dismissed with costs.

A ppeal dismissed.
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Re LIZZIE JONES.
Manitoba Court of Appeal. Iloirell, rI/.. Itiehanlx. Verdue. Cameron amt 

Uaggart, 77. I. June 23. 1015.
Wili.s (§ 1 E 2—15)—Phj/sician drawimj trill on dan of 

death—Obvious hurra—Error in numt of bentfittara Lanje 
amount—Strict investigation.]- Appeal from an order of Mae 
donald, J.

IV. II. Curie, for applicant.
II. V. Hudson. for Mom berg.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Peruvi.. J.A. An application was made to the Surrogate 

Court of the Eastern Judicial District by Charles David Mom- 
berg for probate of the alleged last will of Lizzie Jones, deceased, 
who was the mother of the applicant by a former marriage. The 
alleged will is dated March 17. 1915. and on the 27th of the 
same month a caveat against granting probate of the will was 
entered in the above Court by Henry Jones, the husband of the 
deceased. A motion was then made by Junes, under sec. 62 of 
the Surrogate Courts Act. K.S.M. 1913. eh. 47. to a Judge of the 
Court of King’s Bench to remove the cause to the higher Court. 
Mr. Justice Macdonald, to whom the motion was made, dis
missed the application. The caveator then appealed to this 
Court. The facts of importance are as follows:—

The deceased was first married to Charles Momberg on June 
5. 1875, and he died on November 5. 1912. Charles David Mum- 
berg is the only child of this marriage. On December 30. 1914. 
the deceased was married to the caveator, Henry Jones, and she 
died on March 17. 1915. Charles David Momberg is her only 
child. The will in question was made on the day of her death. 
It was drawn by the physician who was in attendance upon her 
and is written in pencil upon the hack of an ordinary prescrip
tion form. The following is a copy:—

Wpg.. Man.. March 17, ’15.
1 wish mv son Cleashv Momlierg to have all iiiv property.

[X] Mrs. H. Jomw
Mrs. Elizabeth Simpson | X ].

Dr. H. Yonker.
The value of the estate is placed at $45,990.98.
An appeal against the order complained of may be brought 

to this Court : tie Estate of li -, 16 Man. L.R. 269. It was

MAN
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objected on the part of the beneficiary, that the r could be 
duly contested before the Surrogate Court Judge and that an 
appeal from his decision might be made to this Court under sec. 
02 of the Act. It was also contended that the Court of Appeal 
should not interfere with the discretion of the Judge to whom 
the applit had been made. The following cases were cited 
by the ret ' in support of the order : U< Wilcox v. Stcttcr, 
7 O.W.K. 65; lit tlraham v. tlraham, Il O.W.R. TOO; lie Keith 
v. Keith, 16 O.L.R. 168.

We think the manner in which the will purports to have been 
executed by the dee< and by the witnesses, the fact that all 
the writing appears to have been made by one person, the obvious 
hurry in which the document was drawn up and signed on the 
very day of the of the testatrix, and the peculiar error in 
the name of the beneficiary, arc circumstances which prima 
facie shew that a strict investigation should be made of all the 
facts surrounding the making of the alleged will before ad
mitting it to probate. The large amount involved is also a 
circumstance which may well be taken into account in consider
ing such an application. The Court of King's Bench possesses 
an ampler and a more effective machinery for the conduct of 
such an investigation than is possessed by the Surrogate Court. 
For these reasons we think the appeal should be allowed and the 
cause removed to tin* Court of King’s Bench.

The costs of the application to Mr. Justice Macdonald and 
the costs of this appeal are to be paid out of the estate.

Appeal allowed.

LEDOUX v. CAMERON.
Manitoba King's Pi rich, dull. J.

Moratorium Act (§ I—1) Registered Judgment Instru
ment Charging Land with the Payment of Money"—County Courts 
Act, R.S.M. 1013, ch. 44, secs. 215, 216—Staying Proceedings.]— 
Appeal by the plaintiff from a Master’s refusal to settle an ad
vertisement, the refusal being based on the Moratorium Act 
(Man.).

53
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Galt, J.:—Cnder ko vs. 21"» and 210 of the ( 'utility Courts 
Act a registered judgment hinds and forms a lien and charge on 
all the lands of the judgment debtor, the same as though charged 
in writing by the judgment debtor under his hand and seal, with 
the amount of the judgment.

The plaintiff bases his right to sell the land of his judgment 
debtor upon rules 741 and 712 of the King’s Bench Act. lie is 
entitled to the relief which he seeks, unless the Moratorium Act 
prevents it. Section 2 of this Act provides as follows:

Notwithstanding any provision in any mortgage of land, or agreement 
to purchase land, or in any other instrument charging land with the pay
ment of money, not including ficus under the Mechanics’ and Wage Marnera’ 
bien Act, no proceedings for the sale of any land under any power of sale 
contained in any such instrument or otherwise existing for default in pay
ment of any of such moneys shall he taken by or on helmlf of tin* mort
gagee, vendor or other person to whom such money may he payable until 
after the lapse of <i months from the first day of August, I'.tl I. if such default 
took place on or before that date, or until after the lapse of <> months from 
the happening of such default if the same took place after the said first 
day of August. 11)14, or takes place after the coming into force of this Act, 
and any such proceedings now pending are hereby stayed until after the 
lapse of (i months from the first day of August, 11)1-1. or fi months from 
the date of default if such default took place since the said first day of 
August. Ittl l. Any sale made or purporting to he made in contravention 
of this section shall be absolutely null ami void. This section shall not 
affect the sale of land by private sale where before the first day of August. 
HU I. the land has been advertised for sale, and the sale has been abortive 
and where the mortgage had been in arrears more than six months.

I am of opinion that a registered judgment is included in the 
words, “or in any other instrument charging land with a payment 
of money” above referred to in see. 2 of the Moratorium Act, 
and that no proceedings for the sale of the land can be taken by 
the plaintiff until after the lapse of (> months front August 1, 1014, 
the default having taken place before that date.

Accordingly 1 affirm the decision of the Referee and the appeal 
must be dismissed.

Appeal dismissed.

MALOTTE CREAM SEPARATOR CO. v. GRAHAM.
Wonka lehr iron Su/nnne Court. Elirootl, J. Man 81, I HI.'».

Costs (§ I —14)—Security for—Discovery — Examination 
for—So (lift net shewn—floods repossessed—liiyhts of defen
dant.]— Application for security for costs.
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SASK. Pope, for applicant, defendant.
S.C. /\ If. Gordon, for plaintiff.

El wood, J. :—It was contended on behalf of the plaintiff 
that the examination for discovery shewed that the defendant 
had no defence to the action, and that therefore the application 
should be refused. Par. 11 of the defence states that the plain
tiff in or about the month of April, 1914. repossessed the engine 
for which the notes sued on were given, and denies that it was 
sold in accordance with the provisions of eh. 145 of the R.S.S. 
1909, and amendments thereto. On the examination for dis
covery the defendant says that he never received any notice of 
the sale. My brother Lamont, in American Abell v. Weidenwilt, 
4 S.L.lt. -'ISH. held that where goods were sold under a lien 
agreement such as the one in question, and were repossessed, 
but the provisions of the above oh. 145 were not complied with 
by the person repossessing the machine, the sale was rescinded. 
Without expressing any opinion as to whether 1 would follow 
the above decision, there does appear to me to be a question 
raised by par. 11 of the defence with regard to the effect of the 
repossessing and the sale of the machine, and in view of this I 
do not think that I would be justified in saying that there is no 
defence to the action. The defendant has the right to have this 
question disposed of at the trial. That being so, the defen
dant is entitled to the order for security. There will therefore 
be the usual order for security in the sum of $300. The costs 
of this application will be costs in the cause to both parties.

LONERGAN & HANSFORD v. SASKATOON CO.
Naskatrheiran Supreme Court, Elteood, ./. June 7, 1915.

Bills and notes (§ III A—59a)—Note—Sureties executing 
—Condition attached—Release of sureties.]—Action on a pro
missory note.

McFadden, for plaintiff.
R. Hogarth, for defendants.

El wood, J. :—In this matter I find that the defendants, ex
cept the defendant company, executed the note in question as 
sureties for the defendant company. I also find as a fact that

■j-
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at the time of the delivery of the note there was no condition 
attached to it that one Martin should sign the note before it 
should become effective, but that it was delivered absolutely 
without any condition attached. I also find as a fact that Buck- 
nail, at the time of the signing of the note, had the same de
livered to him to use as he saw fit. and that in consequence of 
its being delivered to him. secured from the plaintiffs and the 
bank a waiver of any liens which the plaintiffs had against the 
property with respect to which the note in question was given. 
The evidence shews that after the commencement of the action 
the plaintiffs made a settlement with the defendant Sutton in 
the words and figures following :—

We. the undersigned. Lunergitn & Hansford, do lieieliv in consideration 
of tlio sum of *‘200 agree to release .1. Sutton and Ids estate from all lia 
bility whatsoever in respect to a certain promissory note made by the said 
,T. Sutton and others, and dated 15th day of December, 1013.

We further agree to discontinue a certain action brought to recover the 
amount of the said note, commenced in the Supreme Court. Judicial l)i- 
trict of Saskatoon, on the 18th day of January, 1015, in so far and in so 
far only ns J. Sutton is concerned.

Dated at Saskatoon. Saskatchewan, this 27th day of March. 1015.

I am of the opinion, however, that tin- effect of this release 
was merely a release against Sutton and his estate, and that the 
plaintiffs by that release reserved their rights against the other 
defendants. Sutton. I may say, was also a joint and several 
maker of the note. In lie K. IV. A., [19011 2 K.B. 042. Collins, 
L.J., states the law to be as follows :—

Whenever you can find from the terms of a document an agreement for 
the reservation of rights against the eo-debtor, then I agree the document 
cannot lie construed as an accord and satisfaction of the joint debt. and. 
therefore, as a release of the debtor.

I am therefore of the opinion that the plaintiffs having 
reserved their rights against the other defendants, the release of 
Sutton and his estate did not operate as a release of the defen
dants.

There will therefore be judgment for the plaintiff against 
the defendants Kemmish. Laycock, Smith. Vannatter and Buck- 
nail for the amount claimed in the statement of claim, less the 
sum of .$200 to be credited as of March 27. 1915. The plaintiffs 
will also have judgment for their costs of action.
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HAGEN v. FERRIS
SuHhilcheii'an Supn me Court. hamout, ./. June 10, 1015.

Vi:\dor and im'Rciiakkr (§ I C—13)—Aqrectncnt for salt — 
Instalments—Action to recover—Vendor unable to (jive char 
title. |- Vendor's action for the entire balance of purchase money 
due under an agreement for sale of land.

Squires, for plaintiff.
Wal,dinq, i.!!• defendant.

La mont, .1.:—By an agreement in writing, dated December 
20. 1012, the plaintiff agreed to sell, and the defendant agreed 
to buy lot 9 in block 30, according to plan < \ K. Saskatoon, for 
$5,000. payable $1,667 cash, and the balance in three equal pay
ments of $1.111 each, on June 20 and December 20. 1913, and 
June 20. 1914. The defendant paid the cash payment, but none 
of the subsequent ones. In December, 1914. the plaintiff started 
this action.

The defence was that the plaintiff could not give a good title 
to the land, according to his agreement. The agreement con
tained a clause by which it was provided that, if the purchaser 
paid the instalments of purchase money and performed the other 
conditions of the contract, he should be entitled to a conveyance 
of the land in fee simple, subject to the reservations contained in 
the original grant from the Crown and to a reservation of the 
minerals.

At the trial it was shewn that there was a mortgage of $900 
registered against the property, which did not mature until 
December. 1915. At the close of the plaintiff’s case, counsel for 
the defendant moved that the action be dismissed, on the ground 
of the inability of the plaintiff to make good title. Counsel for 
the plaintiff asked to have a reference as to title, stating that he 
could get a release from the mortgagees.

I was of opinion that the plaintiff was entitled to a reference 
and directed that it be taken. On the reference, the plaintiff 
filed an agreement between himself and the mortgage company 
made subsequent to the trial, by which the company agreed to 
discharge their mortgage before maturity on being paid the 
amount due. On further consideration, I am of opinion that the
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defendant was entitled to have the action dismissed at the trial. 
The plaintiff, at the trial, was not in a position to compel the 
mortgage company to release their mortgage before December, 
1915. He was, therefore, not in a position to deliver to the de
fendant the title which he had agreed to give, had the Court 
directed payment.

| Reference to Weston <V Thomas's Contract, 119071 1 Ch. 
214. Jtaskin v. Linden, 17 D.L.R. 789. 27 Hals., at p. 83, Pry’s 
Specific Performance of Contracts, 4th ed.. at p. 563, Halkett v. 
I)udIcif, |1907] 1 Ch. 590. Ewing v. McGill, 8 A.L.R. 104.)

Prom these authorities it seems to me clear that, where, at 
the trial, it is admitted or proved that the vendor is not possessed 
of the title he agreed to give, and is not in a position to compel 
that title, the action should he dismissed as being brought pre
maturely. There will, therefore, be judgment for the defendant 
with costs.

PRESTON v. ADILMAN.
Na ska lehr ira n Supreme Court. Lain out. ./. June il, 1015.

Vendor and purchaser (§ I C—13)—Agreement for sale— 
Instalment due under — Mortgage against land -/lights of 
parties. | — Vendor's action for an instalment of purchase money 
under an agreement for the sale of land. The defence is that he 
cannot make title, owing to the fact that there is on the property 
a mortgage for $3,000, which has not matured and the plaintiff 
has not obtained from the mortgagees any agreement to release 
their mortgage before maturity.

MacDonald, for plaintiff.
McIntyre, for Adilman.
Succombe, for the Dutton Wall Lumber Co.

La mont, J. :—In Hagen v. Ferris, 21 D.L.R. 868. I held that 
when at the trial of an action in which the vendor (plaintiff) 
sued for the entire balance due under the contract, it appeared 
that the plaintiff* could not make a clear title because lie had 
failed to secure an agreement from the mortgagees that they 
would release this mortgage before maturity on payment of the 
amount secured thereby, tin* action should be dismissed. This 
ease differs from llagen v. Ferris, in this, that here the plaintiff
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is not suing for the balance of purchase money, hut an instal
ment only, and the time for delivering a good title has not ar
rived and will not arrive until August 30, 1915, when the final 
instalment under the contract becomes due. At that time the 
mortgage now on the property will have matured and can lie 
paid off. and the balance still due under the contract is more 
than sufficient to meet it. Vnder these circumstances the plain
tiff is entitled to an order that the defendants pay within a fixed 
time, as asked, and in default the interest of the defendants in 
the land be extinguished.

Defendants to pay on or before October 1. 1915. In default 
the interest of defendants will be foreclosed.

AUGUSTINE AUTOMATIC ROTARY ENGINE v. SATURDAY 
NIGHT LTD.

Ontario Supreme Court. Clute, .1. .lune 14. 11115.
Pleading Il K—240)— Particulars — Delivery of — Ite- 

levancy—Vague or embarrassing—Striking ont.|—Appeal by 
the company from an order of the Master in Chambers
refusing a motion by the plaintiff company to strike out the par
ticulars delivered by the defendant company or for better par
ticulars under a paragraph of the statement of defence.

The action was for libel, the writing complained of being an 
article published in the defendant company’s newspaper.

The defendant company denied the publication and the in
nuendo alleged by the plaintiff company, and pleaded that, if the 
defendant company did publish the words complained of, “the 
said words, in so far as they consist of allegations of fact, are 
true in substance and in fact, and, in so far as they consist of 
expressions of opinion, are fair and bonfi fide comments, made 
in good faith and without malice upon the said facts, which arc 
matters of public interest, and the publication of the same was 
for the public benefit.”

An order was made by the Master in Chambers directing the 
defendant company to deliver particulars under the para
graph quoted, and the particulars now complained of were de
livered pursuant to that order, which was not appealed against.

W. J- Elliott, for the plaintiff company.
(1. M. Clark, for the defendant company.
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('lute, J.. said that the plea under which the particulars 
were delivered was not one of justification hut of fair comment : 
Diyby v. Financial Xeics Limitai. 119071 1 K.B. 502; Peter 
Walker iV Son Limited V. Hod y son, 119091 1 K.B. 239 ; Lyons v. 
Financial Xeu's Limited ( 1909). f>3 Sol. .1. 071. I’articulars must 
be relevant to the issue ; if they are irrelevant or vague or em
barrassing. they will be struck out : Markham v. Wernlicr licit 
and Co. (1902), IN Times L.U. 703 (ILL.) ; lliyyinbotham v. 
Leach ( 1842), 10 M. &: \V. 303. A defence which leaves it in 
doubt what the defendant justifies and what he does not will 
be struck out as embarrassing : FUminy v. Dollar ( 1NN9), 23 
(j.lt.l >. 388 ; llalsbury’s Laws of England, vol. 18. para. 1245, p. 
074. The plaintiff company complained that it was not sufficient 
to state, as the defendant company did in paragraph I (c) of the 
particulars, that the financial editor of the defendant company’s 
newspaper was informed of certain things by one Simons, but 
should state whether he averred that the statements made were 
true in substance and in fact ; and so of clauses (d), (e), and (f). 
It was incumbent upon the defendant company in its particulars 
to point out with clearness the facts upon which it intended to 
rely as the facts upon which it pleaded that it made fair com
ment.

The particulars were insufficient and embarrassing. The 
plaintiff company was entitled to know what the defendant com
pany alleged to be the facts upon which fair comment was said 
to have been made and which were said to be in the public in
terest and for the public benefit.

Clauses (c), (d), (c), and (f) of paragraph 1 of the par
ticulars should be struck out, with liberty to the defendant com
pany to amend by stating the allegations of facts which it 
alleged to be true in substance and in fact.

Under paragraph 2 (a), (b), and (c) of the particulars, the 
defendant company should state what the allegations were which 
were said to be fair and bona tide, or mark the same in his par
ticulars with red ink.

To this extent the appeal should be allowed; costs of the 
appeal to the plaintiff company in any event of the cause.
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Criminal trial- Discretion of magistral • 052

COXTHAt IS—
Ambiguity Mistaken interpretation Arts of parties InVntion .104 
Constrm*tion Ituildiug rontrart- Alterations Extra work Vari-

anrr Time limit .    540
Construction of three machine- Part delivery Demount ration re

«pleated—Cancellation 711
Const ruct ion—-"Owner of a certain breed of foxes commonly

known as blue foxes’*—Inference.................................................  2.10
Contract for one year- Instalment payable <|tiarter1x Default in

payment llemoval of in-t ruinent Itabuler for year due K22
Engagement Itreach of promise Intention Duns of establish

ing II'»
For sale of land -Purchaser in possession, cancellation In Court 

—Purchase money forfeited--Estate cancelled by rescission 
Subse«|iient occupation Trespass 701

Illegality—•Insurance—Bawdy house—Defence 20
Laliourer—Hired for season—Wages nmnthlx rate—Paid at end of

term—Itmivery of wages—Completion of term............................29.1
Mistake—Deformation on ground of- Necessary proof 2.10
Due contract —Three machine- < aueellation Must be of entire

contract............................................................... 715
Parent and child—Purchase • .f automobile Liability of parent 000 
Rescission—Action for 700
Rescission — Fraud and misrepresentation Contract assigned

All parties before Court- -May direct repayment «90
Rescission—tîrounds Misrepresentation Waiver 9-1
Rescission -Misrepresentation—Materiality Inducement. 97
Right of rescission for misrepresentation—Waiver. . < I h nota lion ) 929 
Sale—Postponement of—Abrogation till
Validity of foreign companies Failure to register 525

CDN'TRI IlDTION—
Joint defendants—Reasonableness of joining—Liability established

agoii one—Costs—Liability for ...............................................  Ill

CORPORATIONS AND COMPANIES—
Appropriation to subseril»ers—Sale by brokerage firm A alidity

—Assumption ................................................................................... 209
Company’s indebtedness- Mortgage—Consideration real and ex

pressed—Mortgage ultra vires Stockholders 958
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< '<IRIMUtATIUNS AM) ( <>M PAN IKN—vontinunl.
Company under Ontario Companies Act—No express limitation as 

to territory—Carrying on business in Yukon Territory—Ille
gality of British North America Act. 1897 ............................ 123

Directors- Majority of shares—Resolution Fiduciary obligation 
towards minority Full disclosure Confirmation Meeting re
gularly called ................................................................................. 4P7

Foreign companies Failure to register Validity of eontraets. 525 
Rower to contract—Chattel mortgage—Validity—Ultra vires... 91 
Share subscript ion obtained by fraud or misrepresentation

........................................................................... (.1 nnotatton) 97. 103
Winding up- Assignment for creditors—Liquidator—Preferential 

lien of landlord R.S.C. 1900. eh. 144—R.S.O. 1914. eh. 134
R.S.O. 1914, eh. 155. sec. 38 ......................................................... 47s

Winding-up and liquidation—Rights and preferences of creditors—
Preferred shareholders .................................................................  023

Winding-up—Liquidation—Effect on property rights—Specific 
performance—Rescission ............................................................... 291

Drainage Act—Drainage referee—Power to make rules regarding.. 277 
Foreclosure -Official assignee—Notice disclaiming interest De

fence—Liability—Man. Assignments Act .................................  7hi
Secret collusive settlement—Solicitor's rights—Authority of Court. 070 
Security for—Discovery—Examination for—No defence shewn—

floods repossessed—Rights of defendant .....................................  895
Solicitor—Suing or defending in person—Taxation—Unnecessary 499 
Taxation of—Solicitors—Compensation .............................................  42

COURTS—
Municipal corporations By-laws passed by Police Commissioners 

—Power to quash—Municipal Act, R.S.O. eh. 192. sec. 283. . . 495

CRIMINAL LAW —
Arrest Witnesses on application for warrant Form of ...............  528
Certiorari—Summary conviction bad on its face Substituted con

viction ............................................................................................... <133
Criminal information for libel—Application for leave to file.........  333
Indictment, information and complaint—Sufficiency of description

—Amendment of information ........................................................ <151
Intoxicating liquors—Trial of offender—Absent defendant—Plea

of guilty by counsel ................................................................... 743
Secret commission—False statement—Collusive fixing of price. . 900
Summary conviction*—Locality of offence not shewn.................. <133
Summary trial—Jurisdiction in Sask. with consent................... 519.522
Witnesses — Crown discrediting own witness Witness adverse —

Criminal trial .................................................................................  728
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• See hIho Mantkk ami Kkrvaxt.

Arbitration—Applieation fur—Owner of laml—Temporary mail
through land .......................................   K.V.»

( arriéra — Death — Person in eharge of live stock — free pass —
Rights of dependants ................... liHI

Elevator operator Killed in eourse of employment — Eight of re
presentative to compensation............................ till

Excessive—Setting aside—l'nreasonable and perverse.................... 205
Nuisance—Industrial works—Smoke, dust, noise Damages dif 

ferent in character Nuisance interfering with ordinary pin
sical comfort ............................................. 841

Purchaser of gasoline engine Fraud of agent — Eight to rescind 
lost hv delay Eight to counterclaim—Measure of damages 120 

Railways Action for horses killed—Neglect to maintain cattle
guards Defence ............................................ 413

Review of facts—Review by Appellate Court...................................... 308
Shipping motor boat- Negligent navigation—tiratuitoiis passenger. 217 
Stallion—Breach of warranty—Fit for breeding—Measure of

damage ........................................................................................... 247

DEATH—
Dependants—Person killed in Ontario—Right of action in (.hie 

bee — Action barred in Ontario - \ct of class act i liable in
Ontario ............................................................. (181

Derrick—Negligence of hirer—Of owner—Contributory Damages. 8.17 
Elevator operator Killed in course of employment Eight of re

presentative to compensation Ihiilding used for offices and 
apartments "Factory"—Definition of—Ch. il. 1010*11 (Si*k.l 401

DEBTOR AND CREDITOR—
Payment by third person Plea of—Right to . 43(1

DEDICA1 ION—
By municipality—Presumptions—Building highway ................ 33
Mode and effect—Animus dedicandi—Public user—Effect . 33

DEEDS—
Construction of—Descriptions—Boundaries—Road reservation. 7Id

DENTIST S—
Practising without license ...........................................  fit)

DEIHtsiTlONS—
Material witnesses—Resident in other province—Application to 

take evidence—Plaintiff company employing and making ap
plication Application bonA tide ............................................ 3.10

DESCENT AND DI<TRIB1 TlON
Intestacy- Presumptions Evidence ......................   3.14
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mediate benefit” — Discovery — Examination fur — <hit. ('.It.
11*13. r. 334 ..................................................................................... 711
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ledge of ..........................................    438
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Contests—Trial—Procedure ...............................  380
Election frauds—Bribery, sufficiency of charge...............................  200
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Expropriation by railway company—Compensation—Taking gravel
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Expropriation of lands Compensation Life tenant and remain
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EQI IT A RLE ASSIGNAI ENT—

See Ammioxmknt.

ESTOPPEL—
Rill of lading—Weights or ipiantities Railway com pant Respon
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Company—Winding up and liquidation—Rights of creditors—Pro

ferret! shareholders ........................................... 1123
E*top|iel by conduct—Agent's fraud or wrong—Obtaining freight
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EVIDENCE—
Collision—Negligence—Finding of jury—Presumption 7xti
Criminal case—Prisoner's wife—Failure to testify—Comment... 11*5 
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quirement» .....................................................................................   71<*
Electricity—Personal injuries—Negligence—Specific act—Evid-

Executors and administrator»—Proof of claims—Corroboration. 300 
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act or omission causing injury............................................... 780
Presumptions—Intestacy ........................................................ .. 354
Testimony of accused in civil proceeding* Failure to claim privi

lege-irregularity—Canada Evidence Act. sec. 5 513
Witness’s competency notwithstanding death sentence ................ 378
Witness—Crown discrediting its own—Adverse witness—Criminal 

trial ................................................................................................... 728
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EXECUTION—
Keeping alivv Lift* of judgment Further renewals Rule 571, 

C.R. Ont.. 1913 Limitations Act, 1» Edw. VII. (Ont.I. eh.
34, see. 40 ................................................................................ 444

Lands—Equitable Interests not IhiiiihI hv execution—Unregistered 
interest of purchaser—Land Titles Act (Sank.I. 1012 13. eh.

EX KIT’TORS AM) ADMINISTRATORS—
Compensation—Future services—Interim order—Trust companies. t!4ti 
Proof of claims—Corroboration—Degree of proof.........................  300

EXPROPRIATION
See Eminent Domain.

FIRE INSURANCE—
Sea Insubance.

FRAUD AND DECEIT—
Contract—Rescission—Contract assigned— Ml parties liefore Court

—Repayment ................................................................................... 838
Sale of land—Rescission—Fraud of agent.. ................................. 181
Vendor and purchaser—Sale of land—Fraudulent option—Rescis

sion .................................................................................................... 180

FRAUD!’LENT ( ONVEYAX< ES—
Judgment creditor—Fraud—Action to set aside—Necessary party. 233

CAM INC.—
Premium slot machines—Cum-vending subordinate to gaming

feature with discs ........................................................................... 541

CI FT—
Delivery of transfer and duplicate certificate—Revocation. Mil

IIIOIIWAYS—
Crossed by railway—Agreement- Abutting laud owners—Damages. .'i4«i
Dedication by municipality—Presumptions .....................................  33
Establishment—Survey—Alteration of street lines ........................ 47

HUSBAND AND WIFE—
Property rights—Conveyance of husband to wife—Sale by wife to

third party—Rights of husband 303

ILLE01T1MATK CHILD—
Bastardy—Trial de novo—Amount of award ................................ 119

INDICTMENT, INFORMATION AND COMPLAINT
Amendment of information—Re-swearing 931
Form of information before justice—Statement ot belief.
Sufficiency of description of offence—Common assault 031

INJUNCTION—
Newspaper reporter—Exclusion from city hall—Order of mayor 

—Injunction restraining .............................................................
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INSURANCE—
Agent Intention of parties—Agent liable to pod ' s Payment

to agent—Liability ......................................................................... 48.1
Assignment—What assignable—( laim—Validity ........................... ti.'l
Employer's liability insurance—Contractor’s employees—City em
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gality ................................................................................................... 2d
liOss by lire—Claims—Limitation of time.......................................... 62
Policy—language of Construction—Contract False statement—

Effect .......................................................................................... 402
Presumption of death—Proof of—All reasonable available evidence 741

INTERPLEADER—
Right of appeal ..................................................................................... 86
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Liability of purchaser taking delivery from carrier—Prohibited

district ............................................................................................... 203
Petition under Liquor License Act—License Commissioners—Jur

isdiction—Certiorhri ..................................................................... 777
Seizure and destruction—X.S. Temperance Act............................... 203
Trial of offender—Absent, defendant — Plea of guilty by counsel. . 743

.I CHOMENT—
Application to set aside—Leave to defend—Delay—Restoration of

parties to former position.............................................................  230
By default—Service of notice of motion—Abandonment—Delay—

Sask Rule* of Court 224...............................................................  230
Execution creditor—Caveat by—When allowed—Land Titles Act

(Sask.), sec. 125 .............................................................................  735
Execution creditor—Procedure to realize—Cnregistered interest of

debtor—Sask. Rule*. 336 341 .......................................................  735
Res judicata—Doctrine of—Second case raising new issue—Opinion

of Judges ......................................................................................... 580

JURY—
Damage* — Excessive — Setting aside —: When unreasonable and

perverse ............................................................................................ 295

JUSTICE OF THE PE ACE-
Exclusive jurisdiction of first justice taking cognizance of case -

Implied request to second justice to act ...................................  652
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LANDLORD AND TENANT
Assignment by tenant for benefit of creditor*—Statutory lien of 

landlord—Limitation One year preceding—Three months fo1- 
lowing—R.S.O. 1914, ch. 155, see. SR ... . 47*4

Execution creditor* Landlord's priority over Kent in arrear
Acceleration clause in lease not suflicient ............................ 4.14

Mortgagor—Default—Mortgagee having right to enter and make 
lease—Lease with mortgagor—Crop sharing—Mortgagee has 
preferential claim as against.execution creditors 971

Rights and liabilities Defective water system—Leakage Pre
sumption of negligence ............................................................3*3
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Church matters .............................................................( Annotation » 71
Church matters—Ecclesiastical censure ...........................................
Criminal information-Application for leave to tile 333

LIENS—
Debt—( battel held to enforce payment—Charge for storage—Im

plied promise ................................................... ........................... 771
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MALICIOUS PROSECUTION—
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MASTER AND SERVANT—
Negligence- Fellow servant—Acting in place of foreman Liability

of master  .................................................................... .. 579
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Course of employment................................................................... 312
Workmen's com|H*nsation—Injury to teamster—In or alsuit plant. s;i

MECHANICS’ LIENS—
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“Unjustly made to suffer''   sol
Parties—Erroneous description of—Affidavit—Validity.....................77!*
Priorities—Different lienholders .................................................... sol
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Sub-contractor—Labourer—Right to lien ........................................  sol
Subcontractors—Right to lien—Extent of—R.S.B.C. 1911. ch.

154 ....................................................................................................  315
Sufficiency of notice—Certificate of lis |iendens ...............................  770
Time of filing—Sunday—Time of action ......... ...............................770
Water system—Installation—Land enjoyed with house—Actual 

land on which house situate not registered—Relin<|iiishmeut 
of part of lien ................................................................................  701
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M ISREI’R ENEXTATIOX—
Nlian* subscription—Fraud—Misrepresentation........ I Annotation) 1*7

MISTAKE—
Reformation on ground of—Contracts—Construction.....................  230

MORATORIUM—
Judgment—Suspension of .................................................................... 75
Registered judgment—Instrument charging land with payment of

money—County Courts Act .........................................................  804

MORTGAGE—
Default—Right to enter—Lease with mortgagor—Crop-sharing—

Preferential claim of mortgagee .................................................  071
Demand notes—Deed absolute as security—Leave to defend .......... 577
Mortgagor willing to pay—Mortgagee interned prisoner of war 

Mortgagee unable to sign discharge Payment into Court
Declaration declaring land free of encumbrance........................  402

Sale under power—Purchase bv mortgagee—Validity.................... 243

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS—
Charters—Construction of—Municipal Act. B.C. 1014. ch. 52........ 810
Contracts by—Tenders—Fair wage clause—Validity of—Extent of

authority ................................................................................. .. 475
Drainage Act—Engineer’s report—Work not done instrumentally

—Expense—Result—Justification ..............................................  277
Drainage—Natural water course—Cost of work—Power of referee

—R.S.O. ch. 108. aw. 07. sub-sec. 4. par. 2............................... 277
Electric light—Erection of poles—Limits of municipality--Ter

ritory subsequently added ...........................................................  830
Local Improvement Act. R.S.O. 1014. ch. 103—General scheme of.. 833 
Municipality—Ratepayer—Resident—Right to inspect records—

Statutory ........................................................................................... 81
Officers—Election of—Municipal Act ................................................. 438
Officers- Failure to qualify—Compensation and fees.. 500
Report by engineer—"Injuring liability”—"Outlet liability”—Dis

tinction imperceptible—Scientific work—Power of referee.. 277

NEGLIGENCE—
Condemnation of ships—Injury to bridge—Damages..................... 73
Death—Negligence of owner—Of hirer—Contributory 857
Direct art or omission causing injury—Verdict of jury—Evidence. 780 
Fellow servant acting in place of foreman—Liability of master. . 570 
Landlord and tenant Rights and liabilities—Defective water sys

tem—Leakage—Presumption .........................................................  38.5
Mine signals Statutory code Compulsory adoption Defect —

Basis of action ..............................................................................  400
Pleas and answers—Inevitable accident ............................................. 470
Presumption of—Landlord and tenant—Leakage—Defective water

supply .................................................................................................  385
Principal and agent—Customs broker—Rill of lading -Damages . 010
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NEGLIGEX( K—runtinued.
Railway—Operation—Coal companies Defective appliance* -1 ■*»
Sale of goods—Salt* f.o.h.—Damage by frost—Liability.......... 54
Solicitor—Relation to client—Neglect of duty Liability 4*»-»
Street railways—Operation—Duty and care ................................. 3*4

NUISANCES—
• Industrial works—Smoke, dust, noise—Damages Htl

OFFICERS
Compensation and fees—De facto officers ................................. . 500
Failure to qualify—Compensation and fees Right to recovery. 500
Municipal council—Election Nomination—Arrears of taxes In

eligible as candidate—! Act. R.S.O. 1014. ell. 102.
sec. IS .......................................................................................... 43H

PARENT AND CHILD—
Rein —Purchase of automobile—Liability of parent

Agency ........................................................................................... Olio

PARTIES—
Judgment creditor—Fraudulent conveyance—Action to set aside

—Debtor—Necessary party ......................................................... 233

PARTNERSHIP—
Nature—Creation—What constitutes—Sharing profits............... 106

PAYMENT
Payment by third person—Plea of—Right to .................................  430

PLEADING—
Breach of contract—Agent’s negligence—Action—Defence Oil
Contributory negligence—Plea of—Particulars ...............................  47o
Demand notes—Deed absolute as security—Unconditional leave to 

defend—Order—Defendants' rights tried in the one action.. . 577 
Elections —Contests—Procedure petition Failure to publish notice 380 
Negligence Pleas and answers—Inevitable accident Particulars 47'* 
Particulars — Delivery of—Relevancy—Vague or embarrassing —

Striking out ................................................................................... 870
Specially endorsed writ—Affidavit—Good defence “on the merits” 208
Trial Judge—Directions to jury Issues fully presented—Evi

dence supporting same—Appeal..................................................   662

PRINCIPAL AND AGENT—
Agent—Authority of False statement by Liability of principal

for -Agreement freeing from liability Effect of......................  420
Agent’s authority—Rights and liabilities of principal—Election

cases ................................................................................................... 250
Agent's fraud or wrong—Obtaining freight bill on personal cheque. 1
Customs broker—Rill of lading—Lending to carrier—Negligence—

Damages ......................................................................................... till
Customs broker—Rill of lading—Negligence—Damages Measure

of ................................................................................................ 610
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PRINCIPAL AM) srKKTV—
Bills and notes — Surety -igning conditionally— Condition not

fulfilled—Release of surety .........................................................  723
RAILWAYS—

Aetion for horses killed—Defence—Horses at large through wilful 
act of owner Neglect by railway company to maintain cattle
guards ................................................................................................ 413

Expropriation by—See Eminent Domain.
Highway crossed by railway—Agreement—Abutting land owners

Damages ........................................................................................... 540
Operation—Coal companies—Defective appliances ........................... 215
Spurs Construction—Rights of way Ownership—Public interest

Jurisdiction—Railway Act, sec. 222.........................................  531

REAL ESTATE AO KM S—
See Bkokkkk.

RES JCDICATA—
See Jl'lXIMENT.

SALE—
Chartered bank—Purchase of entire assets of another chartered

bank—Rights—Liabilities—Rank Act (Can. I ........................ 824
Conditional sale of chattel—Several lien notes—Default on one—

Acceleration clause—Right to sue on all notes—Not ice—Costs. 807 
Passing of title—Sale f.o.h.—(foods damaged by frost—'Liability. 54 
Pot nt of time of delivery by one party—Consent by other

party—Does not abrogate contract............................................ 041
Purchaser upon a conditional sale contract—Sale by wife Failure

to register lien notes - Rights of parties..................................  407
Sale of ship—Registration—Necessity of written instrument... . 271 
Stallion Breach of warranty Kit for breeding Damages . 247

SCHOOLS—
School districts—Debentures—Validity—Sealing .......................... Ill
School districts—Taxation—Company tax—Apportionment—Sep

arate schools ................................................................................... 162

SECRET COMMISSION—
False statement in writing—Collusive fixing of price by employee. 000 

SHIPPING—
Motor boat—Negligent navigation—«Gratuitous passenger—Lia

bility ................................................................................................... 217
Negligence—Skill of seamen................................................................... 217

S< >LKITORS—
Compensation—Contingent fee ................................................................ 42
Compensation—Fees—Taxation—Appeal from ................................ 42
Coni|K-nsation—Taxation of costs ........................................................ 42
Costs—Secret collusive settlement—Authority of Court—Defend

ant to pay costs ............................................................................... 076
Relation to client—Neglect of duty—Liability ........................... 463
Suing or defending in person—Costs—Taxation......................... 401)

60^4
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SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE—
Decree of—K<|iiital>lc right—Discretion of Court.............................. 700

STATUTES—
Construction of—Charter*—Municipnl Act Hill
Costs—Discretion as to—King's I tench Act ( Man.), sec. 052—

Original rule 0.14—Power conferred ........................................... 717
Local Improvement Act Amendment of- Intention- 833

STREET RAILWAYS—
Operation—Duty and care—Struck by step of car—Liability... . 38

SUCCESSION DUTY 
See Taxes.

SI M M A R Y COM It Tit >X S—
Defect in information cured by depositions......................................... 052
Form—Date of oircnce ................................................................................... 052
Imprisonment in default of paying tine—Special Act................... do
Irregularity in information—Waiver by failure to object ............... 052
locality of olTence not shewn—Territorial jurisdiction ...................  033
Special Act making line payable to magistrate—Formal conviction. 00 
Territorial jurisdiction of magistrate—Inconvenient place of trial. 052 

TAXES—
Schools—School districts—Company tax — Apportionment—Sep

arate schools ............................................................................................  102
Succession tax Direct tax—Provincial jurisdiction 300

TIMBER--
Licenses to cut—Renewal of license—Compliance* with regulations

- Effect ......................................................................................... 538

TOLLS—
See CAKKIKKM—RAILWAY COMMISSION.

TRESPASS—
Contract of sale of land—Purchaser in possession—Contract can

celled by Court—Purchase money forfeited—Estate of pur 
chaser cancelled by rescission—Subsequent occupation—Tres
pass .............................................................................................................  704

TRIAL—
Criminal case—Comment on failure of accused to rebut testimony

—Canada Evidence Act ........................................................................  728
Criminal case—Comment on failure of prisoner’s wife to testify

for defence—Canada Evidence Act, 1000, sec. 4........................ 105
Criminal cases—Two persons separately charged on identical evi

dence—Intermixing of trials .............................................................  052
Elections—Contests Procedure ...................  380

TRUSTS—
Mortgage—Continuance of—Relation between mortgagor and mort

gagee—Sale under power—Mortgagee trustee for surplus . 102
Subscription agreement—Description of parties—Presumption... 200
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X KM Mill AM) PTRCHASER
Abstract of title—Duty to furnish ................................................ 371
Agreement for sale—Instalments—Action to recover Vendor un

aide to give clear title .................................................................  HUS
Agreement for sale—Instalment due under—Mortgage against land

—Rights of parties .......................................................................  KU!i
Remedies of vendor—X’endor’s lien—Enforcement.............................371
Rescission of contract—Fraud—XX’aiver of........................................ is'.»
Sale of land—Defective title—Acceptance and approval.................. ISil
Sale of land—Fraud—Rescission of contract—Waiver.................. |H!l
Sale of land—Fraudulent option.......................................................... 18!»
Sale of land — Licensee — Cropping on shares—Notice—Adverse

possession ......................................................................................... 814
Sale of land—Rescission—Fraud of agent—Agent becoming pur-

Sale of land—Rescission—Fraud of sub-agent.................................. 181
Sale of land Rescission of—Misrepresentation 321

WARRANTY—
Of sale of goods, see Sale.

WATER®—
Property owners—Natural How of water—Diversion—Injury of

neighbour ......................................................................................... 277
Riparian proprietor—Erection of pier Access to land not inter

fered with—No special damages ................................................... 84U

WILLS—
Foreign will—Probate—Validity ......................................................... H2U
Physician drawing will on day of death—Obvious hurry—Error in

name of lienefieiary—Large amount—Strict investigation. . 8«i:t

XVITNKSSES-
Vorroborative testimony—Prior fact otherwise irrelevant Ad

missibility ....................................................................................... (100
Crown discrediting its own witness on criminal trial—Adverse wit

ness—Canada Evidence Act. sec. 0 ............................................... 728
Prisoner sentenced to death Witness on indictment of another . 378

WORDS AND PHRASES—
“Account of lumlier to Ik* shipped".................................................... 405
“Any false statement annuls the policy"............................................ 402
“By the assured”.............................................................   402
“Contract" ............................................................................................. 75
“Due and payable".................................................................................. 454
“Factory” ..........................................................................................83. 401
“Immediate benefit” ........................................................................... 711
“Injuring liability" .............................................................................. 277
“Labourer" ............................................................................................... 801
“More or less” ........................................................................................ 457
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